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Individuals’ Power and the Learning and Innovation in
Multi-stakeholder Societies on Collaborative Platforms Powered by
Digital Social Media
Chathura Prasanna Rajapakse, Takao Terano
Tokyo Institute of Technology 4259, Nagatsuta, Midori-ku, Yokohama, Japan
(E-mail: chathura@trn., terano@dis.titech.ac.jp)
Abstract: In social groups, some individuals have a better say than the others. Thus, when it comes to
sharing new ideas and making decisions, their voice is better heard over the others. This can be
considered as a situation, where power dynamics are applied in social learning. With the advancements
of social media, organizations and the knowledge management community have started thinking of
creating platforms to co-create value by getting the involvement of multiple stakeholders for learning
and innovation. Such platforms results larger societies of stakeholders with divergent interests, where
power dynamics are more likely to occur. Given that the influence of power is not adequately researched
in social and organizational learning domains, in this paper, we present an agent-based computational
model of a learning organization to evaluate the impact of individuals’ informal power on learning
outcomes.
Key words: Power; Organizational learning; Social innovation; Social media; Social learning

1 Introduction
Advancements in social media technologies have opened up new ways for organizations to learn
and innovate. As some researchers have pointed out some years ago, one way of increasing innovation
capacity is by widening the framework of participation to a wider community[8]. Furthermore, as some
recent research point out, to foster innovation, organizations need to develop places, which they call
platforms for collaboration, for different stakeholders to come and work creatively [16]. There are some
interesting discussions going on in online forums about the potential of social media to foster innovation
by shifting all or part of the innovation process from R & D department to a larger crowd, which
comprise of employees, experts, customers, etc. According to those discussions, social media enables
the communication and processing of innovative ideas of a wider community.
But most organizations and processes are inherently complex entities, which comprise of multiple
interdependent components and a change in one component is more likely to occur unexpected changes
in many other components. Consequently, interests of the stakeholders who represent those
components are more likely to have conflicts with each other. Therefore, idea sharing is not a smooth
process as it is commonly perceived in most organizational learning theories. An idea conceived in an
individual’s mind has to be accepted by the others in order to be shared and become ‘organizational’ for
implementation. One important factor in this context, which has been largely ignored though, is
individuals’ power to influence others[2], [4].
In any social group, there are some individuals who have a better say than the others. One’s say in a
given social group reflects how positively he or she is perceived in that society. Such positive
perceptions enable them to make the others to behave in ways that they would otherwise not behave.
This ability can be considered as informal power of individuals rather than formal positional power. As
the digital platforms for collaboration powered by social media enables larger societies of stakeholders
with divergent interests, learning in such societies can also be influenced by such power dynamics. In
this research, we are mainly interested in the likelihood of informal power dynamics that exists in
societies to occur in digital societies and their impacts on the learning outcome of the organization.
Taking the Agent-based modeling approach, which Robert Axelrod calls the third way of doing
science, we propose a computational model of a learning organization, in which socially connected
member agents of a complex organization actively participate in enhancing organizational performance,
having individuals' ‘Say’ as the basis of corporation. This paper is to introduce our proposed model and
discuss its potential to serve our purpose. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
discuss the related work and in section 3, we explain the proposed model. Section 4 and 5 provides the
discussion and future work respectively
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2 Related Work
2.1 Multi-stakeholder participatory learning, social media and individuals’ power
There is a vast body of research in organizational learning processes, most of which having the
commonality “learn (individually), share and store”. It means that learning occurs in individuals, they
share what they learned among each other and finally the shared learning gets stored in organizational
routines and procedures. A comprehensive review on this topic can be found in [2]. Having its roots in
organizational learning models of Argyris, Senge, Wenger, etc, [7] has introduced a social learning model
to explain how learning takes place in social communities. According to their model, for social learning
to take place, three conditions have to be met. 1. It should demonstrate that a change in understanding
has taken place in the individuals involved. 2. It should demonstrate that this change goes beyond the
individual and becomes situated in wider social units. 3. It should occur through social interactions and
processes between actors within a social network.
However, as many researchers point out, sharing is not taking place so easily. According to [4],
organizations are inherently political arenas and consequently, so are the processes of organizational
learning. The ideas and opinions of individuals resulting from their learning have to be accepted by
others in order to be implemented at the organizational level. As discussed in [4], which ideas get
accepted largely depends on which actors in organizations are most able to influence organizational
decision making. A similar idea is presented in [2], where they address the issue of power in relation to
organizational learning in the context of Corporate Environmental Management. They discuss the
process of corporation among multiple stakeholders with divergent and conflicting interests. Sharing the
view of influence as an equivalent to power, they state that influence occurs when a stakeholder makes
another actor behave in ways that he or she would not otherwise do.
A similar idea to what we call ‘Say’ here can be found in [3], which they name as ‘People
Sensemaking’. According to them, ‘People Sensemaking’ is the process a person goes through to get a
general understanding of ‘Who someone is’. In[6], the same authors use a case study of an internal social
network of a large enterprise to explain how it helps to maintain effective ties among its members in
terms of communication and sharing. Taking the same case study, in [3] they show how ‘People
Sensemaking’ occur in such a socially connected environment.
2.2 Computational modeling of complex organizations
According to [10], computational models of complex systems such as teams, task forces and
organizations can be used to reason about the behavior of those systems under diverse conditions. Also
known as computer simulation, it involves representing a model as a computer program. Complex
systems, as stated in [11], by their very nature resist analysis by decomposition. Alternatively, to take a
computational modeling approach means not having to assign an objective to an organization and
instead modeling the agents that comprise it with explicit attention to how decisions are made and how
the interaction of these decisions produces organizational output [5]. It enables to work with a vast
parameter space and avoid issues arising from non-linear relationships, which are very common in
natural processes.
As a technique for computational modeling of complex organizations, the use of NK model has
been discussed in [5] and [12]. Even though it has its origin in the Biology field, NK model has been
introduced to the organizational modeling field by Dan Levinthal in 1997 [12]. In this perspective, the
primary task of the organization is to constantly search for and adopt routines that improve (not
necessarily maximize) its performance. The NK Model has two main parts namely, the NK Landscape
and the agents that continuously search the landscape. This is seen as typically taking the form of
managers of various departments independently searching for better routines[5]. The two main
parameters of the NK Model, N and K, represent the number of functions (or components) that comprise
the organization (N) and the number of dependency relationships that each function (or component) has
(K). In the original NK Model, each function could take two values, either ON or OFF and the search
space was made based on each combination of such ON/OFF values. But there is a vast body of research
that uses the NK Model with many variations from the original model[12]. Each function and the
associated dependencies create the individual payoffs of each function. The overall payoff of the
organization then becomes the mean of individual payoffs.
Many organizational models that uses NK model have been introduced in[5] while more specific
discussion on application of NK Model for organizational strategy has been presented in [12]. In addition,
a model that uses the NK Model to analyze organizational deviation and KAIZEN activities has been
explained in [13].
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3 The Proposed Model
As shown in Figure 1, the proposed model represents a complex organization, which comprise of a
group of member agents who are connected by a social network. We assume here that this social
network bypasses any hierarchical boundaries in the organizational structure. Agents individually learn
new ideas to improve the organizational performance and share their ideas with other members through
the social network. The ideas that are accepted by many other members get qualified to be implemented
and become organizational knowledge. Once a new learning is implemented, the associated payoff is
granted to the member agents with a feedback, which in turn affect their future behavior.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Overview of the Proposed Model

Representation of the complexity of the organization

As shown in Figure 2, the complex organization in our model is represented with N number of
functions (or components), and K number of dependency relationships with other functions. Selection of
the K number of other functions has two options. One is to select the next K number of functions of
each function as the functions, upon which the particular function depends. For example, as shown in
Figure 2, function 3 depends on function 4 and 5 as K is set to 2. Similarly, function 10 depends on
function 1 and 2. The other option is to randomly select K number of functions instead of selecting the
K number of adjacent functions. In our model, these two options are controlled by a parameter. Apart
from that, each function can be at D number of states, which is also a parameter in our model. Each state
is represented as an integer value ranging from 0 to (D-1). For example, if D is set to 10, each function
can be at state 0 to 9 as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3

NK Model based lndividual and Organizational Utility Landscapes

3.1 Modeling the search space
Each function in the complex organization comprise of a random amount of agents who hold that
particular function as their prime interest. Since each function depends on K number of other functions,
each agent in the system gets a search landscape of (K+1) dimensions. For example, agents in Figure 3
have a 3 dimensional individual search spaces as K = 2 in the given organization. Given that there are D
number of possible states for each function, each individual search landscape has D(K+1) possible value
combinations. The payoff value corresponding to each value combination is selected randomly.
This results in unique individual utility functions for each agent in the system, which makes idea
sharing conflicting. The organizational utility for a given value combination then becomes the average
of all individual utilities (payoffs) for the particular value combination. As the payoff values are selected
randomly and K can range from 0 to N, the individual utility landscapes become complex and rugged.
Individual learning takes place when the individual agents continuously search for improvements in
such utility landscapes. Taking an evolutionary approach, we use a real-coded genetic algorithm
(RCGA) [14] to represent individuals’ learning.
3.2 Modeling agents’ decision rules
As each agent has a unique individual utility function, new learning always result in different
payoffs for different agents. As shown in Figure 4, new learning of agent A, when compared to
individual utility functions of A and B, results in a higher payoff for agent A but a very poor payoff for
agent B. Therefore, in an ideal situation, B would have rejected the new idea of A. But the same new
idea, if implemented at the organizational level, has the potential to give reasonably good payoffs for
both A and B. Due to this uncertainty, agents in our model do not take decisions to accept or reject new
learning by merely evaluating against their individual utility functions. Instead, they use their perception
about the individual who propose the new idea to evaluate the potential outcome.
Here, agents’ perceptions about other agents are basically determined by their past experiences and
each agent maintains a history of outcomes of new learning of all agents it has interacted so far. For
example, Agent B in Figure 5 has a history of learning outcomes of Agent A. According to the table in
Figure 5, a given new learning of A can be ‘G’ (good) or ‘B’ (bad) when evaluated against B’s individual
utility function. The same new learning could have given ‘Good’ or ‘Bad’ payoffs to B, if implemented
at the organizational level. Otherwise, it could have been ‘Failed’ to be selected for implementation.
Using the table, for example, B can know how many times new learning of A, which was evaluated as
good (G) according to his individual utility function, has actually given ‘Good’ outcomes if
implemented at the organizational level.
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How new learning results in conflicts among agent’s interests

Having such a history enables evaluating new learning in terms of the conditional probability of
being ‘Good’ at the organizational level. If P(Good/G) denotes the probability of being ‘Good’ when
evaluated as ‘G’ at the individual level and P(Good/B) denotes the probability of being ‘Good’ when
evaluated as ‘B’ at the individual level, according to the Bayes’ Theorem;
P(Good/G) = P(G/Good) × P(Good)
P(Good/B) = P(B/Good) × P(Good)
The prior probability P(Good) denotes the probability of the particular agent’s new learning to
become ‘Good’ at the organizational level. Initially, P(Good) = P(Bad) = P(Fail) = 1/3.

Figure 5

How an agent evaluate new learning of another agent

3.3 Functionality of the model
Our proposed model is driven by individual agents’ desire to maximize their payoff by contributing
to the improvement of the organizational utility. For that they continuously search in their individual
utility landscapes for new and better ideas. Thus at each time period, agents come up with newly learned
ideas. However, in a natural setup, not all agents come up with new ideas at an equal rate. To maintain
this difference in idea generation, we have introduced a probability variable for each individual, which
determines whether that individual learn a new idea or not at a given time period.
Since agents are connected socially by the social network, each agent gets new ideas learned by
others from those who are connected to them. Thus, at each time period, each agent has a pool of new
ideas to consider both learned by him or herself and by other agents in the society. Agents evaluate their
pools of ideas at each time period based on the probability of giving good results as explained before
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and if they find a better idea than the one they currently hold, they accept it and pass it to the other
agents that they are connected with.
The organization, which is also an agent in our model, scans the society of its stakeholder agents at
each time period and picks up the mostly spreaded idea for implementation. Once it is implemented, it
evaluates the utility to the society and distributes that utility equally to the entire society. Once the
agents receive the utility based on the new idea implemented, they evaluate whether it is good or bad to
him or her and update the history table of the respective individual who came up with that idea
accordingly.

4 Conclusion
The history of learning outcomes that a given agent maintains about him or herself as well as the
agents connected to him or her acts as a memory component of that agent. As the agents use that
memory to evaluate the likelihood of a new idea to give a better outcome, it can be considered as a
process, in which the perception about the owner of the idea plays a key role in getting acceptance to a
given idea. Putting another way, the ideas of agents who have a better performing history are more likely
to be accepted than that of others. Therefore, we believe that such agents in our model mimics the
individuals who have a better say in a social group.
Furthermore, the learning process under this model corresponds with the Social Learning
framework of [7]. As the individual agents, at each time period, come up with better ideas through the
continuous search in their individual utility landscapes, it can be considered as similar to a change that
occurs in individual’s understanding (point 1). As the learned new ideas get spread through a social
network of members it can be considered as corresponding with point 3. Finally, the fact that mostly
spread new ideas get implemented at the organizational level can be considered as getting situated in a
wider social unit (i.e. Organization) (point 2). In addition to that, as the social learning framework
discussed in [7] is based on ideas of existing organizational learning theories, our model can be
considered as contributing to the existing social and organizational learning literature by exploring the
impact of individuals’ informal power on the learning outcomes.
This model is currently under development using the agent development toolkit of Repast
Simphony [15]. As a result, we are lacking with results for further discussion. Once implemented, we
expect that it will explore some interesting insights about the phenomena being researched. Besides, we
have identified some limitations of the current model, which we expect to rectify in a second version.
One is, it may not be natural to assign only one prime interest to a member in an organization.
Rectifying this may result in more complex individual utility functions. But in our opinion, this will not
make a significant impact to the accuracy of the answer to the main research question apart from
contributing to enhance the validity of the model to the natural process. Another limitation is that our
social network is a static network generated randomly. This is also not representing the natural process
and therefore we expect to make it a dynamic network with agents adding and deleting links with other
agents depending on the outcomes of their communication.
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Abstract: At the era of knowledge economy, knowledge innovation is crucial for an enterprise. On the
basis of the definition of the cooperation of industry, university and research institute, the paper
illustrates the reason why knowledge innovation needs the cooperation of industry, university and
research institute, presents what is the cooperative process of industry, university and research institute
leads to knowledge innovation, and concludes that the trend of collaborative competition stimulates the
cooperation of industry, university and research institute into the developmental direction of knowledge
innovation.
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1 Introduction
With the advent of the era of knowledge economy, people attach more and more attention to the
production, transmission, transition, and conversion of knowledge. Under the current social background,
innovation has become the mainstream. To a great extent, the development of the enterprise depends on
the ability of innovation. At the era of knowledge economy, the trend of collaborative competition
stimulates the cooperation of industry, university and research institute into the developmental direction
of knowledge innovation[1].
The cooperation of industry, university and research institute means that industry, university and
research institute forms a sort of union to co-research according to a certain rule or standard. There are
some complex non-linear processes of knowledge transmission, knowledge digestion, knowledge
transition aimed to establish a new production function that mentioned by Schumpeter and create a type
of demand and value.

2 Why Knowledge Innovation Needs the Cooperation of Industry, University and
Research Institute
In China, many enterprises, especially the high-tech enterprises realize knowledge has played an
important role in the knowledge innovation and began to regard knowledge as principal factor of
production to go into operation. However, the core status of knowledge in the production, exchange,
distribution and consumption would take the new thought qualified by commercial value into
commercialized event through close cooperation among industry, university and research institute.
3.1 knowledge enters production in two different ways
Firstly, a new market is created by new product, new technique and new material. Secondly, the
productivity of human capital is enhanced by the increasing of repository[2]. It means that on the one
hand, an enterprise needs much capital investment in purchasing scientific achievements and develop
new products with high scientific and technological content, on the other hand, university and research
institute also throw research findings into productivity and create enormous economic value.
3.2 Human capital keeps core effect in the innovative activities
There are generally crowding innovative enterprises around universities and research institutes of
the concentrated human capital. Existence of the universities and research institutes provide constant
talent flow and advantageous condition on how to utilize library and laboratory for innovative
enterprises.
Generally, knowledge is divided into two parts. One is human capital. The other is technique of
public goods behind innovative products, which is noncompetitive and incremental infinitely. The result
of technical innovation promotes technical progress and advance.
Based on the facts above, the following model is built:
ΔA=δHA
Where H is human capital included in expenditure of R&D, A represents knowledge inventory of
R&D, δ is productivity parameter of R&D, ΔΑ is output rate.
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Formula indicates that the bigger is H and A, the bigger is ΔΑ, which means the more is human
capital and the higher is knowledge inventory, the higher is knowledge inventory of R&D
Because economic growth rate:
g=ΔY/Y=(ΔY/ΔK)(Δk/Y)
is
capital
increment
ΔK
Suppose ΔK=I, g=(ΔY/ΔK)(I/ΔA)(ΔA/Y)
ΔA is inserted, δ=ΔA/I,
g=(ΔY/ΔK)(I/ΔA)(δΗAA/Y)=(A/Y)(ΔY/ΔK)HA
g=akH
Where a=A/Y , k=ΔY/ΔK

3 What Factors does the Cooperative Process of Industry, University and
Research Institute Leads to Knowledge Innovation Have
The cooperation of industry, university and research institute may bring about many innovative
achievements, but it does not mean that every result in the cooperation of industry, university and
research institute can be translated into knowledge innovation and make enterprises gain more economic
benefits.
3.1 Transaction costs in the cooperative process of industry, university and research institute leads
to knowledge innovation
Transaction costs exist in the whole process of the cooperation of industry, university and research
institute and affect the success or failure of the cooperation of industry, university and research institute.
The cooperation of industry, university and research institute belongs to economic behavior and seeks
for an established benefit drive. If profits could not compensate transaction costs, the cooperation of
industry, university and research institute would be losing. Therefore, there are some urgent problems to
solve in the cooperative process of industry, university and research institute.
⑴The economies of cooperative scale. The cooperative scale of industry, university and research
institute may be too small, or too big. The bigger cooperative scale increases transaction costs, in the
other side, although the smaller cooperative scale reduces transaction costs, it also reduces marginal
income[3].
⑵Technical capability. The cooperation of industry, university and research institute is based on
the core technical capability. The core technical capability can make the cooperative process of industry,
university and research institute more effective and energetic.
⑶Operation and management capability. Operation and management capability is good lubricant
of reducing transaction costs, which makes industry, university and research institute cooperate in
harmony.
3.2 The cooperative organization of industry, university and research institute leads to knowledge
innovation
According to the close degree, the cooperative organization of industry, university and research
institute is divided into four classes which are contract connection, government push, voluntary
participation, join entity[4]:
⑴The pattern of contract connection is an organization of cooperation of industry, university and
research institute which brings about greater short-term interests, not beneficial for continuity of the
cooperative process of industry, university and research institute as well as knowledge innovation that
can easily and likely to result in waste of human resource, knowledge.
⑵The pattern of government push is that government guides university and research institute
against industry. Under the background of the pattern, university and research institute can go in for
interdisciplinary research and develop new subject and high technology. At the same time, the pattern
can attract industry investment into university and research institute, which will enhance the research
efficiency.
⑶The pattern of voluntary participation is that industry, university and research institute are
connected by economic contracts on the basis of transfer and development of scientific research
achievements. The pattern has strong practical relevance and brings about round economic benefits.
⑷The pattern of join entity is that respective essential factor of industry, university and research
institute would be recombined , planned and arranged in an unified way and management. The pattern
could keep respective core-competitiveness with a common objective to create more wealth of society
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3.3 Knowledge transfer and knowledge innovation of the cooperative process of industry,
university and research institute
The cooperative process of industry, university and research institute does with transfer and flow of
knowledge. In fact, the process of knowledge transfer is the process of information transfer and
integration. Industry, university and research institute would launch co-research and marginal benefit on
the basis of credit and legal contract. In the process of knowledge transfer, the following problems
would be emphasized:
⑴The price friction of knowledge transfer. Knowledge transfer is not free. On the contrary, it must
involve the interests of the parties involved. So the parties of cooperation would build a rational price
mechanism to reduce the price friction of knowledge transfer and consider the interests of all parties.
⑵The policy direction of knowledge transfer. There is a regularity and directivity in the process of
knowledge transfer[5]. The government and affected offices, bureaus and commissions must lay down a
series of policies to shorten the period of knowledge transfer and lay the foundations of knowledge
innovation[6].
⑶The cooperation mechanism of knowledge transfer. Because the process of knowledge transfer is
relatively complex, the parties of cooperation would build a cooperation mechanism and form a stable
relation among industry, university and research institute to promote industrialization and
commercialization of research findings[7].
3.4 Establishment of a favorable return distribution system
In the cooperative process of industry, university and research institute, the most difficult work is
how to divide up the profits. Thereby, a favorable return distribution system can be established to make
all the parties of cooperation gain respective profit.
A conclusion that the all parties can gain greater economic or social effects by collaboration with
each other than independent action would be proved by Shapley coopetition game model
Presuming I={1，2，…，n}is the n part of coopetition game
A group of participants (a subset of I) is S, taking v(S) as corresponding benefit
Pi is that i of I gains profits from collaboration,

P=

[P1(v), P 2(v),..., P n(v)] is quantitative value of Shapley, which is determined by v(S)
S
i=1，2，…，n
P = ∑ w( S )[v(s ) − v( i )],
T

i

Where

S

i

s∈

Si

is all subsets of I contains i

S is number of elements of subset S
w( S ) is weighting factor, w( S )=

(n − S )!( S − 1)!
n!

It can be proved that the distributional programme must meet the requirements below:
ⅰWhat contributes nothing can not gain profits;
ⅱThe sum of interests from all parts of cooperation equals gross earnings.

5 Conclusions
It can be seen from the analysis above, the cooperative organization of industry, university and
research institute has several forms. In the process of cooperation of industry, university and research
institute, every enterprise would select suitable form to improve competition ability in the market. The
establishment of Wuhan -Optical valley is a good example. In fact, Wuhan -Optical valley is a
cooperation base of industry, university and research institute . It is comprehensive new town park with
the integration of having influences on district, combining technological research with knowledge
innovation, commercialization and industrialization of scientific and technological fruits, cultivation and
centralization of high-quality creative and pioneering talents, new and hi-tech enterprises incubation,
specialized service and logistics service, etc, which locates at the Optical valley, National High-tech
Development Zone, Wuhan, Hubei Province. The approaches to cooperation of industry, university and
research institute improve the competitiveness of enterprises and accelerate the pace of knowledge
innovation.
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Abstract: The economy in Hulunbeier enters a critical period of strategic transition now, so it seems
more urgent to strengthen the development of Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance and
choose the independent creative economical development road at present than anytime in the past. On
the basis of comprehensively analyzing the problems existing in the development of Hulunbeier
Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance, the paper makes a detailed analysis of relevant causes
from the perspective of governmental duties and discusses some measures taken by Hulunbeier
municipal government to complete the development of Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance
from the perspective of the responsibility that the government shall bear in the development of
Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance.
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1 Introduction
At present, the trend of economic globalization grows increasingly and the knowledge economy
has risen and become the major economic form in the society; consequently, to take the innovative road
of Industry-Academia-Research cooperation and integration and to take the enterprise as the main body
have become the general rules of all countries in the world to develop the economy, to strengthen the
national power and to improve the international competition, which have also become the necessary
trend of social and economic development nowadays.
Hulunbeier is located in the northern frontier of our country and in the north of Inner Mongolian
Autonomous Region, where there is a vast expense of land, the rich resources and the high-quality
ecological environment; it is an important productive base of forestry and animal husbandry in China.
However, the general economic level of Hulunbeier is rather low and is still far behind the national
standard of development for the influence of history, policy, system, etc. The economy in Hulunbeier is
going through the critical period of strategic transition, so it is of strategic significance to develop the
regional economy to strengthen the development of Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance, to
lead the economy in Hulunbeier to enter a stage of virtuous development and to quicken the pace of
shaking off the poverty and setting out on a road to prosperity.
1.1 Meaning of Industry-Academia-Research
As far as the literal meaning of “Industry-Academia-Research” is concerned, “Industry” refers to
what the industry involves, “Study” refers to the research institution and “Research” refers to the
research institution. The industry involves the elements such as the expert, the technology, the material,
the fund and the information existing and developing in the human social, economical and managerial
activities as well as their inter-related fundamental organization structure and system of social
production, which can be briefly called the fundamental organization structure and system of social
production and labor[1].
The university is a kind of unique educational institution. As the most important institution in the
complicated process of creating and propagating the knowledge, it possesses three functions: expert
cultivation, scientific research and social service. The expert cultivation is the basis, the starting point
and the most fundamental function. The university doesn’t deserve to be called a university if not
engaged in cultivating the expert; the scientific research means improvement and acts as the pioneer, and
the university without scientific research is a low-level university; the social service is the basis and the
foothold. Whether the university cultivates and provides excellent personnel to serve the society
indirectly, or the teacher employs the scientific technology and gets directly engaged in the social
service, the university is always a part of social service. This will request the university to come into the
center of society from its edge, and the best way is to develop the Industry-Academia-Research
cooperation.
The research institution is an organization engaged in the scientific research, which includes the
scientific research institute, the research institution in the universities, etc.
1.2 Connotation of Industry-Academia-Research cooperation
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The prosperity of a country is determined by the innovation in politics, economy, technology,
education, etc. The subjects of creation---the university, the enterprise, the research institution, shall
connect with each other to meet the need of economical development and form a new relationship of
three inter-influential powers.
The Industry-Academia-Research cooperation refers to the cooperation of the industry (or the
enterprise), the university and the research institution in teaching, research and production in the narrow
sense, and the aim is to realize the full demonstration and common development of industry, study and
research.
The Industry-Academia-Research in the broad sense is a non-linear complicated process, in which
the industry (or the enterprise), the university and the research institution are taken as three basic
subjects; in accordance with certain mechanism or regulation, they integrate with the government, the
intermediary, the financial institution and other related subjects under the condition of socialist market
economy and form a kind of alliance to conduct the cooperative research; the aim is to pass on, digest,
transfer and create the knowledge constantly, to create some unknown demand and value in order to
upgrade the technology, cultivate the expert, serve the society, develop the industry, promote the
economic progress, etc.
1.3 Relevant research dynamic of Industry-Academia-Research cooperation
The Industry-Academia-Research cooperation has stimulated a great many scholars to investigate
and they have conducted research on the Industry-Academia-Research cooperation from different
perspectives.
During the early 50’s and late 70’s of the 20th century, B.Bothwell (1979), Rothberg (1980) and
other scholars presented the viewpoint of dynamism, integration and totalization for the innovative
process[2]. Based on this perspective, it was regarded that the innovative subject was not single but a
complex entity with inner structure, which includes the enterprise and other relevant social groups (for
example: the university, the research institution or the individual, etc.).
During the early 80’s of the 20th century, L.Vazaroff (1983), R.Rothwell (1982), K.Bole and other
scholars were taken as representatives; their research mainly focused on the elemental characteristics
produced by the interpretation of cooperative innovation act from the university perspective, and most
research conclusions were drawn by adopting the method of positive analysis. Consequently, no theory
system has been formed [3].
During the late 80’s, J.P.Grander (1988), the American economist adopted the method of
mathematical analysis; he conducted a detailed mathematical description and process analysis for the
Industry-Academia-Research cooperative act from the bilateral and interactive perspective between
universities and enterprises, which symbolizes that the research on cooperative innovation had
developed from the stage of phenomena description, induction and summarization to the stage of theory
discussion[4].
The scholars with Tupin.T.(1996) and S.Garrett as representatives have conducted investigation
on the Industry-Academia-Research cooperative innovation from the perspective of macroscopic system
and have analyzed the cooperative characteristics under different systems[5].
British professor Freeman.C put forward the concept “national creative system” in Technical and
Economic Operation: Experience from Japan in 1987, which points out that the innovation is not only
an act of Industry-Academia-Research cooperation, but also a national act. The national act mentioned
above has demonstrated enormous strength in promoting the economic development and competition in
a country[6].
Our research on the issue of Industry-Academia-Research cooperation starts from the mid and late
80’s; in the investigation of Industry-Academia-Research cooperative and creative subjects, Lian
Yanhua (1994, 1996) thinks that the enterprise is the subject of technical innovation[7]; Zhao Ke and Zhu
Xinxuan (1996) believe that the technical ability determines the basis of technical innovation, and the
university and the research institution shall act as the subject of technical innovation; Zhang Wei and Ma
Huimin (1996) think that the three sides all lack the subject ability to bear the technical innovation at the
current stage in China. Zhang Gang (1995) believes that the three sides are all the subjects of technical
innovation in the Industry-Academia-Research cooperation; Ding Houde (2001) is of the opinion that
the innovative subjects of Industry-Academia-Research cooperation are unstable and he stresses the
multiplicity of the main body[8]. Xu Enbo (2001) has outlined the concept of subject in the
Industry-Academia-Research cooperation. Li Zhiqiang (2005) has made the analysis from the
perspective of system theory and drawn the conclusion that the enterprise shall be the subject of
Industry-Academia-Research cooperation.
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In addition, many scholars have conducted research on the significance of
Industry-Academia-Research cooperation, the summarization of individual experience of
Industry-Academia-Research cooperation, the problem, obstacle and strategy study in the
Industry-Academia-Research cooperation, the power mechanism of Industry-Academia-Research
cooperation, the trading cost of Industry-Academia-Research cooperation, etc.

2 Current Status of Industry-Academia-Research Cooperation and Development
in Hulunbeier
2.1 General development status of economy in Hulunbeier
The total value of Hulunbeier in 2010 is 93, 201 billion Yuan, increased by 5.6% if calculated by
comparable price; in which, the added value of the first industry is 18,239 billion Yuan, increased by
24.3%; in which the total of added industrial value is 33,693 billion Yuan, increased by 25.9%, and the
added value in architecture is 5.567 billion Yuan, increased by 16.7%; the added value of the third
industry is 35,702 billion Yuan, increased by 10.8%. The structural proportion of three industries was
adjusted from 19.9: 39.0: 41.1 of last year to 19.6: 42.1: 38.3.

Figure 1

2006-2010 Total Regional Output

In 2010, the number of newly increased urban employees is 27,548 at the end of 2010 in
Hulunbeier and the registered jobless rate is 4.10%. The total of municipal financial revenue has reached
12,468 billion Yuan, in which, the total of regional financial revenue has reached 9.322 billion Yuan,
accounting for 95.0% of annual budget, increased by 1.142 billion Yuan over last year and grown by
14.0%. The municipal financial expense has reached 20.79 billion Yuan, accounting for 111.4% of
annual adjustment budget, increased by 2.733 billion Yuan and grown by 15.1%. The total of regional
financial revenue from all qi, municipalities and districts all exceeds 100 million Yuan.
Although the economy in Hulunbeier has made a long and lasting progress and the development
basis keeps improving, the status of insufficient economic volume and the weak structure have not been
reformed basically. The systematic and structural contradiction in the economic development are still
very prominent, the pace of structural adjustment is not quick enough, the scientific creative ability is
not strong, the bottleneck restriction of resources on leap-forward development is still heavy, the
energy-type pillar enterprise can not land, the contribution rate of industrial economy remains low, the
vigor of some enterprises is not strong, the restricting elements such as the fund, the material, the market
and the transportation have not been resolved appropriately, and the social security, the financial
expenditure, the issue of employment and reemployment are still under great pressure.
2.2 Development status of technical activities in Hulunbeier
There are 2 ordinary institutions of higher education in Hulunbeier in 2010, which took in 2, 969
regular junior and senior college students, reduced by 31.3%; the number of regular junior and senior
college students at school is 12,043, increased by 4.9%. The number of irregular junior and senior
college students at school is 2,930, increased by 13.4%. In 2010, Hulunbeier identified 15 technical
achievements and signed 25 technical contracts of various types all year; the transaction value of
contract is 109,493,600 Yuan, increased by 7.95% over 2009.
At present, there are 51,396 professional technical personnel of various types in Hulunbeier, 1
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research center of engineering technology of autonomous region level, 2 development centers of
enterprise technology, 9 high-tech technical enterprises of autonomous region level, 15 private research
institutions of autonomous region level, 226 technical intermediaries, 90 technical trading institutions, 2
dragon-head enterprises of spark creative type, 3 enterprises of spark outward type, 1 agricultural
technology park of autonomous region level, 5 industrialized bases of special technology; where the
branch center of national soybean reform, the national base of stock soybean seed and the center of
introduced soybean seed in the autonomous region are established. There are 6 agricultural technology
parks of municipal level, 19 agricultural industrialized bases of special technology, 1 model city for
national science education, 1 national spark school, 4 spark schools of autonomous region level,
21municipal juvenile model schools of technical education and 25 municipal model technical towns and
villages.
It can be seen by the analysis above that the innovation resources of technology in Hulunbeier are
extremely insufficient; there is no basis to digest and absorb the introduced technology for re-innovation
and integrative innovation, and the innovative ability is very weak. The enterprise has not been
established as the subject of technical innovation, and most enterprises have not formed their own core
technical ability; the service of technical intermediary lags behind, the social environment to develop the
high-tech is not very favorable and the policy is not powerful enough to keep and absorb the talented
people; the total technical input and the relative level is rather low, the planned projects of technology
have not been integrated adequately and the reform of technical system is still deepening. On the whole,
the technical progress can not meet the demand of economic and social development in Hulunbeier.
2.3 Major problems in the Industry-Academia-Research cooperation in Hulunbeier
Although the technical advantage is apparent, the difficulty of turning the technical achievement
into the productivity has not been resolved on the whole. The major contradictions to be resolved at
present are: the total quantity is not sufficient; the structure is not optimal; the efficiency is not high and
the independent innovative ability is not enough. To promote the regional economy and realize more
rapid and better development, it is necessary to start from the reality, emphasize breaking through these
main contradictions and weak links, and put the demand of science-based development into practice.
With regard to the Industry-Academia-Research cooperation in Hulunbeier on the whole, the idea
to accomplish the Industry-Academia-Research cooperative development is not obvious enough, the
virtuous operational mechanism to promote the Industry-Academia-Research cooperation and
development has not been formed, the governmental organization and adjustment is not adequate, the
university and the research institution lack the enthusiasm they should have, and the subject status of the
enterprise is not prominent enough, etc.
2.3.1 The mechanism is incomplete and the executive consciousness is rather weak
At present, there are no definite managerial institutions, managerial procedures or systems, or
policies for unified management in Hulunbeier no matter in the university, the scientific research
institute, the enterprise or in the government, which makes this link vacuum. The lack of this mechanism
causes large quantities of technical achievements to be hung on the wall; consequently, the
establishment of Industry-Academia-Research cooperative model will lack the guarantee of managerial
system.
The cooperative spirit of the enterprise is the key element that influences the efficiency of
cooperation and research of the enterprise. If the company merely considers the tangible profits, the
cooperative aim of many companies will not be the realization of double win, but to learn the critical
technique of the others; this kind of cooperative environment has severely impeded the development of
Industry-Academia-Research cooperation.
2.3.2 The governmental organization and adjustment is inadequate
Although the governmental understanding of Industry-Academia-Research cooperation keeps
increasing, the phenomena that the governmental performance in the industrial development is
inadequate still exist, which will restrict the enterprise creative ability of the industry
2.3.3 The overall level at which the research achievement is turned into the productivity is rather low.
At present, the general situation of technical achievement transformation is not as optimistic as
people have expected. The specific demonstrations are: First, the achievement output is relatively small.
Secondly, the transformation rate of the achievement is relatively low. Thirdly, the maturity degree of
the achievement is not enough or lacks the practicability. Although these achievements have cost large
amounts of human power, materials and money, they can not get out of the lab finally for the lack of
small test and middle test, which are indispensable links. Fourthly, the market applicability of the
achievement is rather weak. Because most scientific researches in the university are free and away from
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the enterprise, the scientific personnel only emphasize the advancement and have not carefully
conducted the market research, so the lack of market orientation will make large quantities of technical
achievements mismatch the market demand and lack the practicability.
2.4 Causes analysis
2.4.1 The scientific research system is incomplete
At present, the research management under the scientific research system of the university still
follows the basic mode during the period of planned economy; the mode involves the procedures below:
The country plans the project. /The government appropriates the fund. /The university applies to
research. The university takes the fund from the country in the form of project and tries to form the
technical achievement demanded by the market. As the subject approval demands to stress the frontiers
as well as the new and high in the technical field, the scientific research personnel have not conducted
sufficient market research, there is not sufficient enterprise participation in the research, and the
resulting achievement lacks the pragmatism, so it is difficult to get accustomed to the market demand.
The traditional research system stresses the academic level instead of the secondary development.
2.4.2 The benefits distribution is unbalanced.
In the distribution of benefits, the scientific research personnel can not obtain the economic reward
deserved, consequently, their enthusiasm to take on the technical development is reduced; meanwhile,
the phenomena that some research personnel conduct the private cooperation outside also come up and
spread.
2.4.3 The transformation fund is in shortage and the input proportion is unbalanced.
The fund is the important guarantee and precondition, under which the technical achievement is
transferred from the lab in the university into the bulk commodity in the enterprise. In recent years,
although the technical fund in Hulunbeier has taken on a trend of increasing yearly, it is still far behind
the output and transformation standard of the technical result. Due to the fund limit, indefinite elements
that may give rise to the industrialization of technical result have increased in number.
2.4.4 The circulation of the supply and demand information is not fluent.
The research orientation that the university stresses the theory, slights the application, emphasizes
the research and ignores the development has caused the scientific research personnel to move in a
closed circle of applying for the subject, of obtaining the fund, of publishing the thesis, of gaining the
patent, of identifying the achievement and of reapplying for the subject; thus, the supply and demand
information of the technology in the university and the enterprise gets blocked. Even some measures
have been taken, for example, invite the enterprise to come to the university to make the inquiry or
allow the university to expand their products, there are still very few genuinely transformed
achievements.
2.4.5 The technology promoting personnel are in shortage.
The university is a critical battlefield of scientific research, in which most research personnel are
good at the theoretical analysis and the scientific experiment; however, they lack the experience and
capability of propagating, marketing and operating the technical achievement. Besides, the research
management department of the university over-emphasizes the management and understands little about
the technical achievement, in this way, the enterprise can not deepen the understanding of the technique.
In the university, the multi-type personnel both professional and good at operation and management are
in lack, therefore, the achievement can not be sold out and the fund can not be introduced inside, so it is
difficult to transform the technical achievement into the productivity.

3 Governmental Duties in the Development of Industry-Academia-Research
Strategic Alliance
The establishment of Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance involves the conflict of
benefits, the employment of trading cost, etc. The participation of government is in favor of forming the
aim of trading cost reduction. By analyzing the relevant theory of Industry-Academia-Research strategic
alliance and the use in some countries, this paper is of the opinion that the government shall bear the
responsibilities below in promoting the development of Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance.
3.1 Provide the legal guarantee for the development of Industry-Academia-Research strategic
alliance
The government shall protect the legal rights and benefits of all sides in the
Industry-Academia-Research cooperation and provide the regulations and the support for all sides in the
Industry-Academia-Research cooperation by formulating the laws and rules. For instance, specify the
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legal duties of the enterprise, the university and the scientific research institute in the
Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance and regulate the benefit relationship of all subjects in the
alliance, which can enable the Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance to have laws and
regulations to abide by in development; this not only can make all sides specify their own rights and
obligations, but also can improve the cooperative initiative as their own benefits are under the
systematic protection.
3.2 Provide the policy environment for the development of Industry-Academia-Research strategic
alliance
The government will guarantee the healthy development of Industry-Academia-Research strategic
alliance through a series of policies, such as the technical development policy, the high and new
technology, its industrial development policy, the fiscal and tax policy, the financial policy and the price
policy.
(l) Formulate the technological plan to promote the development of Industry-Academia-Research
strategic alliance. In the field of national technical innovation, the development of
Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance involves the coordination and cooperation between
different governmental authorities related to the finance, the technology, the education, the industry, etc.
Thus, the microscopic planning at the national level, the overall planning and the adjustment are of key
importance. To further promote the Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance, it also requires
special department or business coordination committee to conduct the management and adjustment. The
nature of the development of Industry-Academia-Research alliance is to develop the scientific technique,
it requires the relevant governmental sectors to further perfect and promote the relevant research
mechanism and the policy of Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance in combination with the
national and regional mid and long term technical development outline and the formulation and
accomplishment of specific regulations of corresponding policy. The government shall precisely master
the development trend of current economy and technology and the demand of industrial development,
build the scientific research policy and make the development orientation of scientific research in the
university and the scientific research institute be in conformity with the industrial development
orientation. At the same time, the government shall formulate and adjust specific policies and
accomplishment methods in favor of the transformation of technical achievements to promote the
integration of the technical transformation achievement and the enterprise technology innovation. The
government shall perform the coordinating function of all departments, gradually increase the
investment in the scientific research and the achievement transformation, lead and encourage the
technical achievement transformation by taking advantage of the governmental investment and the tax
privilege.
(2) Provide the property protection system for the development of Industry-Academia-Research
strategic alliance. The research achievement of Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance and the
research personnel are both rare resources; the governmental protection of intellectual property will be
functional in resolving the problems such as the ownership, the motivation and the restriction, in
reducing the cost, and in avoiding impairing the cooperative initiative through various conflicts of
property benefits. At the stage during which the Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance is
established, the government shall issue the intellectual property protection system and the corresponding
regulations, to specify the ownership and the employment right of intellectual property in the
Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance. During the achievement transformation stage of
Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance, the government will adopt necessary measures to
prevent any party in the alliance from disclosing the technical secret and to avoid the infringement of
illegal merchants. The intellectual property protection requires the governmental law to permit the
creator or owner to banish the exclusive right within a limited period and grant certain protection. Only
by expanding the intellectual property protection and preventing the invasion, the reward for the
intellectual investment can be guaranteed and the investor can be motivated and devoted to the
knowledge and the Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance.
(3) Provide the award and punishment system for the development of Industry-Academia-Research
strategic alliance. To fully motivate the creativity of the enterprise, the university and the scientific
research institute and protect the legal rights of the alliance, the government will provide a set of award
and punishment system for the Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance. In the arrangement of
award system, the government will grant the technical encouragement bonus as the award for the
research personnel engaged in technical innovation, technical achievement transformation and high-tech
industrialization in the university and the scientific research institute. For the technical innovative
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enterprise with significant economic and social benefits, the government will grant the support in fund
or award with tax privilege. In the arrangement of punishment system, the party that commits the breach
or fails to carry out the promise shall be punished in accordance with the contract, in order to place the
party injured in benefits under the protection of the law. At the same time, with regard to the enterprise,
the university and the scientific research institute with poor credit in the Industry-Academia-Research
strategic alliance, adopt the system of “Black List”, publish the relevant information on the technical
information service website and prohibit the responsible entity from participating in other creative
activities.
3.3 Provide the financial support for the development of Industry-Academia-Research strategic
alliance
Because the enterprise fund is insufficient, the enterprise is powerless or unwilling to take on the
project of high risk, thus the transformation rate of scientific achievement in the university and the
scientific research institute is very low. To resolve the contradiction between the hard enterprise
environment and the large amounts of funds needed by the Industry-Academia-Research cooperation,
the government shall collect the fund from all sides, establish the special fund of
Industry-Academia-Research integration, and formulate the plan leaning towards the
Industry-Academia-Research cooperation. In the financing of Industry-Academia-Research strategic
alliance, the government will publish the predicted risk and benefits to the society after evaluating the
Industry-Academia-Research project; the government shall adopt the measures such as the capital
warranty and the financial subsidiary to lead the direction of capital flow, make the enterprise acquire
the bank loan or motivate the investors to engage themselves in the risk investment. In the tax policy, the
government may provide privilege to the enterprise participating in the Industry-Academia-Research
strategic alliance, to strengthen the motivation of profits on the research and development activities of
the enterprise.
3.4 Provide the development and service system of Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance
(l) Provide the propagation service for the Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance. To
quicken the rational and systematic development of Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance, the
government shall carry out all kinds of propagation about the development of
Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance among the enterprise, the university and the scientific
research institute. To promote the organization and establishment of Industry-Academia-Research
strategic alliance, the government will advocate the successful case of the Industry-Academia-Research
strategic alliance accomplishment and the significance for the social technical innovation by holding the
technical communication conference and the training conference of enterprise innovation, to further
improve the understanding of the enterprise, the university and the scientific research institute on the
Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance. In addition, to reduce the number of property disputes
unfavorable to the development of Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance, the government will
also conduct propagation on the property knowledge about the understanding and the technique between
the enterprise, the university and the scientific research institute.
(2) Provide the contract management and technical achievement estimation service. The contract
specifies the rights and obligations of all sides, which is of legal effect and acts as the guarantee of the
benefits of all sides in the Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance. The government shall provide
the management service in the establishment and development of Industry-Academia-Research strategic
alliance. To protect the intellectual property and guarantee the healthy and systematic development of
the alliance, the government shall set up the relevant evaluation functional departments or institutions
and come out to evaluate the research capacity of the university or the scientific research institute in the
alliance as well as the productive ability of the enterprise. Predict and examine the project and the
scientific achievement in the alliance and specify the judgement standard of technical achievement. If
the government provides the estimation service for the technical achievement of the alliance, on one
hand, the prejudice of all sides in the benefits distribution in the alliance can be avoided so as to predict
the risk of cooperative project in a rational way, on the other hand, provide motivation for the efficient
establishment of Industry-Academia-Research alliance.
(3) Provide the technical information communication and service mechanism. To reduce the cost of
information communication and cooperative negotiation between the enterprise, the university and the
scientific research institute, relevant governmental sectors shall regularly hold the target-oriented
technical achievement exhibition, the technical demand symposium, and the high-tech achievement
trade fair in various fields. Because the establishment process of Industry-Academia-Research strategic
alliance and the continuous development can not be independent from the precise and complete
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information, the government shall fully perform its own social management function, work hard to
integrate the technical resources in the region, construct the service network of technical information
open to the society, collect the technical difficulty that the enterprise encounters regularly, the
information of technical achievement in the university and the scientific research institute, and timely
deal with the information communication, the project intermediary and the consulting service among the
enterprise, the university and the scientific research institute.
3.5 Supervise the development of Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance
The external supervision from the government can avoid the low efficiency of the enterprise and
strengthen the management on the benefits distribution in the Industry-Academia-Research strategic
alliance. Compared with the internal supervision mechanism in the alliance, the government is free from
the restriction of the Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance, can discover the problem very well
and guarantee the favorable operation of supervision mechanism. At every stage in the development of
Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance, the government shall strictly supervise the
accomplishment of credits and promises of all sides in the Industry-Academia-Research strategic
alliance and form the credit supervision system of Industry-Academia-Research cooperation that
combines the administrative supervision, the market regulation and the self-discipline.

4 Conclusion
To develop the Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance will be beneficial to the resources
integration of the enterprise, the university and the research institution, as the result, the advantages will
be complementary and the strong powers can unite together; this is beneficial to motivate the economic
technology innovation of the whole society, so as to promote the national independent innovative ability.
At present, the regional economy in Hulunbeier is at the critical stage of strategic transition, the
long-term extensive growth mode that depends on the high consumption and high input of material
resources has not changed basically and the independent innovative ability still appears insufficient. So
it seems more urgent to strengthen the development of Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance
and take the economic development road of independent creation now than anytime in the past. Based
on analyzing the current development status of Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance in
Hulunberier, this paper discusses the corresponding responsibility that Hulunbeier government shall bear
in improving the Industry-Academia-Research strategic alliance in expectation to obtain the valuable
research.
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Abstract: The scope of this Paper is to share some Studies and Research work carried out on
Interdisciplinarity that bring an Impulse to Creativity and Innovation. The first contribution comes from
the field of spoken and written expression conducted under the Interdisciplinar vision / approach,
revealing the expanded potential of the Being, unfolding in an open – ended creative and innovative
way. The second contribution comes from the field of Teacher Development using the “Know Thyself”
approach, in which teachers are prepared for their mission to help students get to know themselves
better and access their potential, too. The third contribution comes from a research on Education in
connection to the Indian communities in Pantanal through the Anthropological Interdisciplinarity. In all
of them, the characteristic of involving the Being consciously towards the doing, together with
unattachment of the results, has been invaluable to promote rewarding outcomes, that would not have
emerged without the Interdisciplinary attitude.
Key words: Interdisciplinarity; Creativity; Innovation

1 Introduction
The educational processes have long been disconnected from the creative aspects. Knowledge has
been transferred as a closed package for reproduction. Interdisciplinarity, in Theory and Practice,
involves the dimension of the Being in the educational, professional and personal doing, in full
awareness. For all that to be exercised by the teachers, there must be a starting point: being open, in tune,
to identify the flow of our Presence. The flow is rhythmical, intelligent, revealing the Purpose at the beat
of Creation.
There was a deep meaningful connection between us, the Researchers of GEPI with Prof. Ivani
Fazenda and Prof. Arnoldo Hoyos before this moment was possible. They are both far reaching in their
Presence. Their reach is oceanic. They built a loving bridge between you and us. A pure exercise of
Interdisciplinarity.
It could only be in a country where reverence is part of Culture that we join to recognize Reverence
as an essential attitude of Interdisciplinarity. We embrance you with Reverence, and feel embraced, too.
This is the way Prof. Ivani and Prof. Arnoldo always receive each of us... in an exercise of mutual trust.
Therefore, Interdisciplinarity starts with a firm connection between the partners. This is a partnership
between Interdisciplinarity and Innovation. Ivani Fazenda often calls Interdisciplinarity the craddle of
all subject matters.
To better understand the attitude of Interdisciplinarity, our own interactions here and now will be
taken to highlight some points:
Here we are now in full Presence!
Here you are now in full Presence!
This is indeed an Encounter!
An Encounter to honour our worth.
The recognition of our worth as Human Beings.
A Celebration to Life: the Source of Creation connecting all Living Beings.
And here we are in reverence to the unfoldings of the Miracle of an Encounter:
a very big field of Research...
2 The First Contribution: By Christine
Christine Syrgiannis, a Professional for Human Development through Coaching in spoken and
written expression in English/Portuguese towards Proficiency, for Academic and Professional Purposes
for over 25 years, uses an Interdisciplinary Vision/ Approach involving the Being in the knowing
and doing, bringing about Creativity and Innovation.
Having studied Music, Mathematics, Systems Analysis, English Language and Theatre, she
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regards the Being as a very intelligent source of possibilities unfolding from inside in a rhythmical
way, organized algorhythmically around the own axis, thus coming to sustainable expression, opening
prospects for new proposals, achievements together with personal realization.
As a member of GEPI and as part of the Master Course on Education: Curriculum, focussed on
Interdisciplinarity by Ivani Fazenda, I am carrying out a Qualitative Research,
on my own
professional work, helping explicitate a few important elements of this Interdisciplinar vision /
approach.
My work for human development through spoken and written expression in English/Portuguese
towards Proficiency starts with my full Presence establishing real connection with the other Being: an
Interdisciplinar Encounter.
It is a rhythmical process, bringing an awakening to the students’ own perception of their rhythm
through the heart beat, breath, which is also reflected in their mind, speech and physical movement. The
foreign language structure is made known to them as they need it to convey meaning, the key word of
the sentence matching their beat. Their intention gives birth to the language used. The connections are
made out of words or pictures, born from the students and full meaning is revealed.
This step of my approach is called Creation. Education often skips it. However, with the growing
demands for Innovative professionals, it has been hard to be disregarded.
My long observations of sustainable expression in the Being, after the step of Creation, show that it
is absolutely essential to be developed and used to define Unity - a characteristic of Proficiency – time
to consciously select three main aspects of a topic to stem like branches of the particular tree. The
sub-branches and leaves being the examples and details of the branches. A specific title can then be
given encompassing the elements of this particular proposal.
Reflection on the adequacy of the proposal brings the opportunity to perform any adjustments that
might be necessary, leading to clarity and harmony for the spoken or written expression that follows as a
form of achievement and personal realization, too. The sensation, thus, is that of joy at the evidence of
being able. The doing reflecting the Being and the Being projected in the doing through the uniqueness
of the way linking both.
This process gives an impulse to innovative proposals, which come as a reward to the respect of
letting the seed be transformed in the tree it is meant to. The first movement in connecting our Being to
the doing is like a sparkle – turning into a flame, carrying our primordial vibration to pass to others
when we bring our contribution.
Interdisciplinarity shows we can bring our contribution by fully Being, not controlling the process
as it has its own intelligence, unattached of the results. A full exercise of Being, knowing, doing, being
conscious of our Being, our knowing and our doing continuously...
Making an analogy of all this process with the Anthropological Interdisciplinarity, we can say that
just as a Scholar approaches an unknown community, so we approach the unknown areas of our
possibilities. At first, notes are taken in the form of single words or pictures, to be slowly correlated to
reveal meaning.
The construction of sentences emerges slowly and consistently. This approach in Interdisciplinarity
is called by Ivani: looking in layers. Few things are grasped at first, but like the particles of light, they
contain the design of the wave they belong to.
Should we believe that particles of light move at random, or should we look through and beyond to
detect the law they represent? Just as the particles, we are part of a bigger whole, full of correlations,
interactions and possibilities of endless portions of understanding.
It is in this respect that Interdisciplinarity is included in the unfoldings of the researcher and the
learner. The learner is, after all, a researcher of him/her Self at the service of grasping instances of the
Miracle of the continuous unfoldings of Life. This kind of vision never separates, but joins: never
disputes, but cooperates.
We move as our steps create the choreography we dance together at the Beat of Creation. We are
now in the age of Co-Creative Sustainability shown through the speech, developed through the
Anthropological Approach unveiling the unknown.
As such, it becomes Conscious Evolution!
We wonder how we could prepare teachers with this Interdisciplinary Attitude and ask:
Is it possible for the teacher to regard the student as a whole Being?
What are the pressupositions for this?
What would the teacher’s attitude be from this perception?
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3 Telma’s Research is a Contribution to Enlighten Our Quests
My proposal to introduce “Know Thyself” in the Graduation Course on Education was the result of
my understanding that it is the backbone in Interdisciplinarity, which I had studied in the Post Graduated
Course on Professor Development, where I also met Professors involved with Spirituality in Education.
Since then, I have been a member of GEPI and INTERESPE. I linked my experience as a Professional
in Physical Education to that of Master in Education, Coordinator and Professor, to offer the opportunity
to students to experience the awakening of the conscious perception of their Being through
Interdisciplinary practices involving Breathing, Corporal Expression, Meditation, Poetic Expression
which enabled them move the internal / external processes of creativity using their talents.
The problem of my Research emerged after reflecting on the need of studying the human being
more deeply, as I considered my own attitude as an educator and being conscious on how my process of
individuation was constructed considering Jung (1986) I do believe in the whole, and therefore know
that an educator will not be able to perform well If he/she does not know him/her self better in a process
of expansion.
The object of the study was to introduce the subject “Know Thyself” in the curriculum of the
Graduation Course on Education in the Centro Universitário Metropolitano de São Paulo –
Guarulhos-S/P - Brazil under the full name “Interdisciplinarity: Educational Practices - Know Thyself”
to be developed under the perspective by Jung (1986), who mentions Sokrates as the principle of
wisdom when he says “Know Thyself”.
The objective of this Research is to develop practices in the classroom, through methodologies
aiming to maximize students’ opportunities for reflexion in the direction of “Know Thyself” in an
Interdisciplinar Investigation, so that they discover the importance of the role of an educator and the
meaning of life in their own process of individuation and growth. These classes are carried out by me
myself - a member of both GEPI and INTERESPE and FIQUE, doctorade student and researcher registering the methodologies, how they are discussed in class, where they converge and complement
each other, having a partnership of construction of methodological, praxiological and epistemological
knowledge.
The metaphor chosen in this Research is the movement from inside-outside. The inner
movement.Why do not the educators move themselves? Learning is changing, which is a process. As
such, education is a process is transforming the one who learns.
Learning to be an educator, in my case is part of a process of nine years as Coordinator and
Interdisciplinar Professor of the Physical Education Course, and now Interdisciplinar Researcher. All the
time, I use the outer movement, the flexibility of understanding the other, and the movement of sensible
hearing, assuring that the students of this course have both, specific knowledge, as well as the
development of their criative individuality. “Educare” in Laten means put forth something from inside.
Thus, I regar Education as the development of a sensitive system, in harmony with other broader
systems, developing a holistic process of transformation in tune with the great process of life. Fregtman
(1989, pag 207) considers Education as an Art form, the art of creating an “integral” being.
I justify what moves me in relation to the above mentioned, on the topic chosen, when I reflect on
the thinking by Jung (1986). He says that life has meaning, but the future of humanity will depend on
the number of people who manage to fully evolute, that is,
through the process of individuation – a
process through which one becomes a psycological “ individuum” , that is, an autonomous unity, a
conscions totality. Thus, he was convinced that besides the researches on the external reality, it is
necessary to investigate the internal origin of the scientific concepts, opening an immense field for the
possibilities of modern Physics and on the humanistic Knowledge which has completion in the BEING.
Japiassu (2006, p.26) tells us that the bounderies of knowledge move endlessly, giving rise to
questions that would not otherwise be asked. Each solution gives rise to new enigmas, new problems
place new challenges to “learning” and force an advancement.
The movement I mention envolves two directions: internal and external that my students will
reflect on their own practice as educations. Many of them are already teaching, so for the “know
Thyself” they can bring elements from the transformations coming from the pedagogical & personal
relations with their students.
As mentioned by Fazenda (2002, p.14) the interdisciplinary process plays a decisive role do make
manifest Education in the light of wisdom, courage and humility […].
My participation in GEPI & INTERESPE has been an enlightment to my steps towards a purpose. I
learn a lot with the presentation of researches carried out by other members of the Group. The principles
of Interdisciplinarity mentioned by Fazenda (2008) which are: humility to recognize we build the world;
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coherence between what we think and do; respect for oneself and the othe, who may be different but not
in opposition; unattachment, both of intellectual and material elements, being open to new ideas;
maturation: observation of many phenomenon in time and space, and after reflection, action in the most
adequate time.
When we exercise the principles mentioned above, they will lead us to an interdisciplinary practice,
opening new ways for practice in the classroom All such attitudes require lots of discipline and self
awareness.
To assure my Research is scientific I will be grounded in the 3 pillars of an Interdisciplinar
Investigation: Epistemologic, Praxiologic and Ontologic.
In the Epistemologic pillar, the author seeks for theoretical depth in classical on modern
bibliography exercising a constant questionary in an ascendant way which enables him/her to develop a
concept with interdisciplinary characteristics. Thus, I intend to extend as much as possible my quest
getting support for the understandy of the metaphor of movement.
In the Praxiologic pillar emerges the investigation of the action of the researcher who finds in the
cultural and historical context the methodological principles which bring together the mediator and the
mediated transforming knowledge in wisdom.
In the Ontologic pillar, you will be led to know yourself better throughout the readings,
questionings with different authors and practice with the authors who are part of your research and are
turned to fostering, “Know Thyself”. Weekly, after the meeting, we will become more and more
involved and commited with the other and the inner and outer movements will bring about big
revelations.
For Japiassu (1991), Interdisciplinarity seeks for connections and correspondence between
scientific disciplines, that is, between the different levels of describing reality. I regard it as a balance
between the fragmented analysis and the simplifying synthesis, between the specific knowledge and the
general knowledge, between the knowledge of the Specific scientific and the knowledge of the
phylosopher.
It is imperative to proceed the interpretation of reality to better meet the needs of educators and
fulfill a lack of this quest in life.
When Jung (1986) states that the own Self is the center of a circle and also the whole circle, which
encompasses both human consciousness and unconscionsness, and more, that the Self is the target of life,
he gives a fantastic impulse to the cultural progress of human beings. It is a message directing us to the
“Know Thyself” and to the full realization of the human being.
Espírito Santo (2008) adds that most of the transformations are permanent and inexorable, both in
Universe and human existence taking place in an unconscious way, being a great challenge to make
them more and more conscious.
Gusdorf (2006) regards Interdisciplinarity as a must in face of the big fragmentation of sciences
and fields of Knowledge. What I seek for converges with his concerns on what he calls “pathologies of
knowledge” and the urgent need to help the educator perform his/her transformations.

4 Ana Lúcia’s Contribution Comes with and Research in Antropological Interdisciplinarity
She points out that Modern Society has been going through deep changes with overestimation of
knowledge. Therefore, the processes of knowledge acquisition have been taking an outstanding role
requiring a critical and reflective Professional with ability to keep a conversation, work in teams and to
know him/her self better. It is up to Education to prepare such professional to perform in the perspective
of articulation through the dialogue between theory and practice. As a Professor for the Course on
Education at the Campus of Aquidauana - Central Área of Brazil, as a Researcher to Assist the
Research Group: “History on teaching, culture and identity in Aquidauana” by CNPq and in the
research projects; “The Indian School education: language, race, culture and identity”
(UFMS/PROPP/PIBIC/CNPQ), “Native Indian Peoples from Pantanal in South Mato Grosso: education,
language and culture in question” (UFMS/PROPP/PIBIC/CNPQ), developed in Aquidauana
and High Pantanal (IBGE) my quests turned me to the Indian school education, development of Indian
teachers and planning
of practices
and
Indian
pedagogical
researches, specially in
Arts and Culture as a possibility of work in connection to an interdisciplinary proposal.
Pursuing the topic, I presented my Research Project: “Interdisciplinarity and the relations between
teacher/ student/ University/ communities / Indian Culture/ Arts and Education” in the Program for
Doctorade in Education PUC/SP with Tuttor PhD Ivani Fazenda in connection to GEPI. I confess
that at first, the complexity of the topic made me feel anxioris. However, along the talks born at GEPI,
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the topics
addressed showed to be essential items to keep in a round table those who felt uneasy with
the fragmented teaching and that understand as a consequence, that the process of teaching and learning
must be replaced by a more global new of reality.
In this round table, I have been getting support to make articulations with my Research Project by
the way our Professor Ivani Fazenda treats the questions related to a more fulfilled human being.
Regarding Education as human development implies in putting effort in identifying the most adequate
form to contribute with the Indian culture. Educational processes are known as being universal, but vary
from culture to culture, profession to profession, group to group, both in content as well as in context.
Learning and educating are processes that involve the construction, settlement and production of
knowledge, memories, senses, meanings, practices and performances.
The moments of discussions and guidance by Prof. Ivani Fazenda proved to be provocative,
instigating the construction of some concepts for my Project, concerning an interdisciplinar dimension
in the Indian pedagogical practice. And, if we seek for the elaboration of new elements of knowledge,
we are made to rethink the question of research establishing the following question: How can we
contemplate the requests and needs from the reality in their dwelling places and Indian reserves
of the peoples in Pantanal: Atikum, Guató, Kamba, Kadiwéu, Kinikinau, Ofaié and Terena, reflecting
their identity, art, culture and History, as well as their ideals of educations, when we consider the
culturally rich scenario of Pantanal in South Mato Grosso?
And still another question: Why is the reading of images, as personal expression and as art and
culture an important instrument for the cultural identification? We believe that the redimensioning of
the problem of research requires analysis and reflexion around the values created by
generations of Indians mainly when we seek to read images, which are a way of amplifying
power in the symbolic expressions of the different “ Peoples of the Pantanal”.
It is important to point out that the true changes and real provitalization of these peoples are in the
hands of those who are the target of our work. It can be said that Arts enables a human being not to
feel a foreigner in his/her own country. Arts overcome a possible state of dispersonalization, inserting
the person in the place where he/she belongs, amplitying it (FANON, 1961, p 89). Thinking on Arts
teaching is, therefore, thinking on our sensitive relation with the world and justify the need to give
worth to Arts in the Indian education, as an opportunity for meaningful productions, in which, both
teachers and students take part of commonly built practices, starting from a curriculum reelaborated to
meet the needs of the community in which they are inserted.
Thus, facing the challenge of bringing a contribution with Arts and culture, as an interdisciplinar
educational action in the Indian school education is not an easy task, but requires the search for ways,
as I am doing in the Doctorade Course, through the questioning of knowledge and understanding
to contemplate the requests and needs from the areas of dwelling and reserve of the Peoples of
Pantanal: Atikum, Guató, Kamba, Kadiwéu, Kinikinau, Ofaié, e Terena, reflecting their Art form,
Culture, History and ideals for education.

5 Conclusions
Indeed, the more we work with Human Beings, the more we understand why Interdisciplinarity, as
mentioned by Fazenda, concerns the invisible elements of inner processes.
We show a poem written by Christine in 1996 referring to the Human Development exercised then,
through English Language Development in connection to a group of professionals in a company in São
Paulo.
Transcendence
To see the invisible things,
To hear the inaudible sound,
To find the hidden enlightment
And bring all of them to the top!
To smell the scent of Creation,
To fly the highest skies,
To try & identify your true colors
And show how brightly they shine!
This is your beat,
The music you play,
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No matter how lowdly,
No matter how low;
It’s tuned with Universe
In only one sound,
It’s tuned with Love,
All in love recognize it!
And I know,
If you only believe you are able, you will
And you’ll make the invisible seen,
When you play in the Symphony!
And the world will be better for this,
That one man conscious of his part,
Performed it the best he could
To be one with the infinite Life!
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Abstract: Based on a comprehensive overview of the theoretical and applied researches on circular
economy and Industry-Academia-Research alliance, this paper finds out that the most influential factors
constraining the development of circular economy and IAR alliance in China, and concludes that
developing IAR alliance is the internal requirement of circular economy. It proposes a theoretical
framework and some practical measures for establishing successful IAR alliances with Chinese
Characteristics, which emphasize the conducting role of the government, clustered IAR alliance by
diverse cooperation ways, implanted talent-fostering system from the integration of industrial clusters
and academic clusters, and improvement in policy and legal environment for developing circular
economy.
Keywords: Circular economy; Industry-academia-research alliance; Chinese characteristics;
Strategic alliance; Industrial cluster

1 Introduction
Since 1990s, establishing a circular economy and society has become one of the most important
strategies for western countries to achieve sustainable economic growth. Circular economy is a
low-carbon economy which relies on human intelligence and technologies to realize a closed material
recycling system with zero carbon emission.
The experience of developed countries indicates that technological innovation is a vital approach to
make full utilization of resources and maintain dynamic balance between human beings and natural
environment. Technological innovation is therefore critically important for promoting transformation of
economic growth models and establishing circular economy. Industry-Academia-Research cooperation,
as an effective way for fueling technological innovation, is one of the most important approaches for
establishing an innovative society. Such cooperation requires a complicated innovation system,
“oriented by enterprise, driven by market and supported by academia”. Therefore it is meaningful to
discover new models of IAR strategic alliance so as to form a cooperative trinity economic entity in
technological innovation covering fundamental researches, exploratory researches, and application
researches.
There have been abundant researches on Industry-Academia-Research alliance up until now.
Fontana, Geuna &Matt (2006) [1] identified four basic models for Industry-Academia-Research
cooperation: research grants, research joint ventures, knowledge spillovers and technology transfer,
representing various reciprocate degrees among the parties involved in. Belkhodja&Landry(2007)
[2]
argued that Industry-Academia-Research alliance constitutes a significant tool for promoting
enterprise’s competitiveness by benefiting from elevated organizational competitive status. Ponds, Oort
and Frenken(2010) [3] found that the knowledge spillovers stemming from university and industry
collaboration is not limited to the regional scale and can take rather long distance with complicated
network. However, researchers showed almost the same concern about the inefficiency in the
collaboration. Lee(1999)’s research[4] showed that industry-university cooperation hampers academic
freedom in long-term, fundamental, disinterest researches which in turn has negative influence of
universities’ long-term development. Siegel, Waldman, et al. (2003) [5] identified various barriers to
realize efficient alliance, such as “culture clashes, bureaucratic inflexibility, poorly designed reward
systems, and ineffective management of university technology transfer offices”. Veugelers &
Cassiman(2005) [6] proposed that IAR alliance should be characterized as high uncertainty, strong
information asymmetry among cooperating parties, and high transaction costs.

2 The Internal Relation Between IAR Alliance and Circular Economy
It is known that natural resources are the material basis for human beings to live on and make
economic and social development. However, human beings have taken the resources as granted and
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blindly maximized their economic output without taking adverse environmental impacts into
consideration. Such “mass-production, mass-consumption and mass-pollution” have been creating
numerous problems– shortage of natural resources, ecological imbalance, and environmental destruction.
How to change such worrisome situation or even reverse it? Developing circular economy is the only
choice and IAR strategic alliance is one of the most important solutions to achieve it mainly for four
reasons.
Firstly, with respect to resource utilization, circular economy is oriented to make high-efficient and
comprehensive resource utilization, which is a fundamental revolution towards traditional economy
development strategy–“high growth, high discharge, high pollution”. Secondly, in terms of
environmental protection, circular economy highly relies on a series of environmental protection
standards and quality certification systems. Enterprises are encouraged to set up a comprehensive
management system in order to realize ecological design, green production, recycling of resources and
sustainable economic growth. Thirdly, in light of technology paradigm, circular economy demands a
compatible technology supporting system, which can realize dynamic feedback process of
“resource-production-recycling resource”; Fourthly, regarding the whole economic and social system,
circular economy requires economic activities in harmony with environment by following scientific
principles in ecology and economic rules so as to realize sustainable development.
In conclusion, developing circular economy a complicated social project, which aims to achieve
sustainable development in society, economy and environment by maximizing resource utilization and
reduce pollution by the cooperation of enterprises, industry, cities and regions from different social and
economic systems. Realizing circular economy is a huge systematic work as well. It is carried out by
enterprises but needs supports from the whole society, especially from the cooperative power from the
governments, enterprises, universities and research institutes.
By integration and optimization of industrial capital and knowledge capital, and human resources
and technological resources, technical standards and assessment systems could be established through
researches on general purpose technologies, core technologies and common technologies, which can
provide a reference for the government to design a series of compatible institutions of finance, tax
revenue, land usage and investment. It calls for intensive integration and cooperation of enterprises,
universities and research institutes through diverse models, such as technology transfer, joint venture,
joint research institute, joint research programs, joint human resource management, joint funding for
technological innovation. By such strategic alliance, enterprises could take advantage of human
resources from academia, solve technological difficulties and build up a internal circular economic
system with innovation in recycling technologies, pesticide-free technologies and green technologies.
Meanwhile, such alliance encourages scientific researches to work in line with the trend of circular
economy. In sum, Industry-Academia-Research alliance is the internal demand of the development of
circular economy.

3 Constraint Factors for Realizing IAR Alliance
In recent years, the development of circular economy in China has gained much positive
experience and shown a great model for the rest of other developing countries, but problems cannot be
neglected.
First of all, indifferent attitudes and low level cooperation are very common. On the one side,
inadequate consciousness of circular economy hampers enterprises’ investment, which is the major
factor leading to weak cooperation in alliance. On the other side, universities and research institutes,
which should be responsible for the researches, can’t meet up with industrial demand, but too much
focus on the theoretical issues.
Secondly, for decades, environmental and resource prices are largely underestimated or ignored.
Enterprises pay zero or very cheap price for the usage of environment and resources for quite a long
period, which in return not only exaggerates economic growth, but also distorts the developmental
strategies of enterprises. One disastrous result is that enterprises are accustomed to take the market share
as the exchange for technology and exchange capital for more advanced machines. According to a
survey, expenditure for the equipments and software makes up as much as 55.8% of enterprises’
innovation budget at present.
Thirdly, the alliance is accompanied with weak scientific organization management and loose
cooperation forms. Most of enterprises focus on obtaining technical solutions, while universities mainly
concern of research funding, giving rise to a kind of disunity in cooperation. In addition, due to the
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institutional problems of China's overall management system, there are inherent management obstacles
among universities, scientific research institutes, and enterprises. As a result, IAR alliance inevitably
becomes oral-based, ostensible, short-sighted and virtualized, failing to establish a substantial long-term,
stable, and institutionalized interest community, with real exchanges in technologies and human sources.
Fourthly, institutional arrangement for IAR alliance is absent, leading to ambiguous definition of
responsibility, property right and profits. Government fails to provide relevant incentive mechanism,
preferential policies and financial support. Thus, the shortage of financial investment, outdated
equipment, and antiquated technologies restraint the development of circular economy and IAR alliance.

4 Theoretical Framework on IAR Alliance and Circular Economy and Practical
Applications
4.1 The innovative ideas of developing circular economy
Firstly, technical design and implementation strategy for developing circular economy involve a
broad range of interest groups and complicated coordination. At the enterprise level, it requires cleaner
production process and internal material-recycling. It also should follow the rule of saving resources and
energy in the process of production with significant elimination of harmful pollutants. At the stage of
product design, it requires to consider reducing the adverse effects of producing process from raw
material extraction to product waste disposal. Finally, environmental factors of the service requirements
should be taken into consideration in product design and management, so as to establish a ecological
industrial chain through internal logistics and energy flows. In the industrial park or ecological industrial
park, multiple technological solutions which can make byproduct or waste of one enterprise as raw
materials for other enterprises are needed, in order to realize closed cycle of materials and multi-level
usage of energy.
At the same time, taking the advantages of eco-industrial parks can help realize regional circular of
materials, such as transverse coupling of ecological park, longitudinal closure, regional integration and
soft structure. For instance, Jiangsu Shagang Group Company of China used to make serious
environmental pollutions, but now has become one of the biggest steel production bases which take the
lead in developing ecological circular economy. It has established 30 energy saving recycling circles,
and innovatively built up a multi-level circulation system named "circulatory circle of five
applications"[1].
Secondly, circular economy, characterized by the recycling and reusing of industrial wastes, is a
range of economic production and reproduction activities focusing on efficiency of resource utilization
and environmental protection and is a comprehensive analysis of material input, output and environment.
Hence, it inherently should focus on the holistic system and process, rather than small parts or sections.
It is in agreement with the classical theories hold by the Canadian Researchers (Ecological Footprint
Theory) and Austrian researchers (Sustainable Island Theory): An authentic circular economy only takes
place within a region. It doesn’t mean to set inter-regional or international boundaries, but gives
prominence to the local and neighbor economic participants. They both stressed the researches on
technological breakthrough not only at the regional level but also at the product production level, which
demands a strategic alliance among enterprises, academia and research institutes to form a united power
for breakthrough researches on general techniques and key techniques in an industry or a region or a
system, for finding incremental multi-level technologies and a set of strategic thoughts.
Finally, circular economy is not once for all but a strategic alliance with persistent improvements,
because a new technological strategy should be selected on the ground of the whole technical system
rather than a single technique or sector or producing process[2].
4.2 Practical solutions for realizing IAR alliance based on the theory of circular economy
4.2.1 Successful western experience and conductive role of governments
Up until now, the successful stories of Industry-Academia-Research alliance can be summarized
into three major categories, from which China’s “Industry-Academia-Industry alliance” can learn: the
American “Silicon valley model”, Japanese and Korean “Government-Industry-Academia model” and
Brazilian “Strategic Partner Plan model”. The American “Silicon valley model” should be the earliest
and most successful case for the cooperation between enterprises and universities. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) is one of such representative universities, which connects teaching,
research and commercial economy by penetrating industrial consultancy into academic systems,
technology transfer and Intellectual Property (IP) licensing and commercializing technologies by
starting up new ventures. The Japan model is much more relying on the government. The current
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Second Science and Technology Plan was formulated in 2001 which encompassed expansion of
governmental investment in R&D and reform of the science and technology system for improvement in
innovation. Since this law came into force, most of big Japanese companies have been actively
exploring various cooperation forms with universities, such as Tokyo University’s “Proprius21”
program[3]. A combination of these policies and financial investment has established the institutional
framework for science, talented workforce and innovation, in the perspective of national development
strategies, such as “creation of a country with intellectual protection”, “creation of an affluent society
based on educated workforce”, “creation of knowledge economy”, and “creation of innovative society”.
It worthy of special focus on India’s cooperation model, where open research platform has been built by
multiple approaches, including education and training program for the workforce, practical application
of research outcomes and direct involvement of enterprises in setting college modules. One the one side,
it is beneficial for improving research quality and providing abundant internship and job opportunities
for the students. On the other side, it assists enterprises to find technological solutions and expand
information flows, leading to strong cluster effects of technological innovation. India’s model set up a
very good model for China to follow, especially in terms of the involvement of the enterprises in
research activities and technical education.
At present, IAR cooperation is under its way in China, with various forms, including
government-led, enterprise-led and academia-led cooperation. In the government-led cooperation,
governments invest in several programs of vital importance as a part of national or local development
plans and provide a set of preferential policies in financing, tax rates, and other policy aspects, attracting
universities, research institutes and other parties to participate in projects and programs, such as “The
National High Technology Research and Development Program of China (863 Program)”, “The
National Basic Research Program of China (973 Program)”, “The National “Climbing” Program of
China”, “China Spark Program” and “China torch Program”. Enterprise-led cooperation is initialized by
the demanding of technical improvement or innovation by the enterprises during their producing process,
in the form of entrusting universities or research institutes for technical support and technical services.
The fruits of research activities go directly to the enterprises while the enterprises take on all of the risks
of all investment in innovation, researches and application process. The academia-led cooperation is in
contrast authorized by the universities and research institutes. They set up ventures or industrial parks to
realize technological transfer with their own advantages in scientific subjects, information, talents and
social capital, such as Tsinghua Unisplendour of China, BD Founder of China, which all have achieved
grant commercial profits and social influence[4].
In conclusion, it is of vital importance to put the IAR alliance based on circular economy up to as
high as the national or regional level. It indicates that the development strategies of academia should
have detailed strategic cooperation blueprints. Governmental conduction and macro-supervision are
invaluable for simulating and supporting the cooperation within IAR alliance. Governments not only
provide plenty of solutions for the financial difficulties and encouraging technology innovation and
transfer, but also set up a range of long-term mechanisms such as incentive mechanism, profit sharing
mechanism, financial support mechanism and workforce training mechanism in accordance to the
developing needs of industries and circular economy.
4.2.2 Clustered IAR alliance based on circular economy
“Industrial cluster” is a regional or urban concentration of related enterprises and organizations (e.g.
universities, research institutes, governments and intermediary agents), based on similarities or
complementation. More specifically, within a formal contract framework, all parties of the alliance can
realize win-to-win in the long-run from circular economy by benefiting from complementary knowledge
and value transfer from one industry to another. Industrial clusters can meet up with the requirements of
an energy-saving and environment-friendly society in three ways: designing the producing processes
based on circular economy, establishing knowledge-based industrial parks or eco-industrial parks, and at
the same time setting up assessment system of economic growth, resource circulation, and
environmental pollution. Such clustering alliance based on circular economy gives consideration to the
differences in interests and development targets of enterprises, universities and research institutes and
cultivates a positive cooperation with complementary advantage, shared economic profits, distributed
innovation risks, and win-to-win development. It is a proper integration between modern market and
hierarchy Chinese management system and is most ideal model for economic transformation at present,
which has both of relatively strong coordination and flexible policy-making, lowing the transition costs,
but not increasing management costs.
Such ideal model to realize circular economy, requires enterprises as the major subjects to realize
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new integration of knowledge capital, technological resources and industrial capital, by taking
advantage of universities and research institutes in knowledge capital and talents according to their own
development strategies. It is a clustered IAR alliance based on circular economy instead of a single
innovation system which is capable of solving the key or common technological problems in more than
one industry, and can bring up fundamental transformation in economic development strategies. Hence,
clustered IAR alliance should cover every aspects of the social economy in every stage and every field.
It is the time to develop such clustered alliance to push the transformation of economic growth and at
the same time to realize economic development, in order to achieve the overall improvements in value
chains of circular economy and in-depth cooperation of the IAR alliance.
The internal circulation within enterprises should be the first step for consideration. Circular
economy requires the wastes of downstream processes can be recycled as the inputs to the upstream
ones, such as recycling of waste water, consumable products, and byproducts. The following step should
be the resource circulation between firms. It calls for the recycling of wastes and reusing of energy from
the downstream firms back to the upstream ones. Finally, it is necessary to realize the comprehensive
circulation within the whole system. The discarded final products of one enterprise can be partly or
wholly used as inputs for the primary industry sectors. In one word, it is pressing to realize limitless
circulation of the limited natural resources with minimizing negative impacts of economic activities on
the environment.
4.2.3 “Implanted” education system for innovative talents in the integration of academic clusters and
industrial clusters
IAR alliance in China used to take the form of “Point to point”, which can hardly benefit from the
industrial clustering effects for decades. Nowadays, the situation has changed. The new alliance has put
a combination of cooperating economic venture, cooperating technology innovation funding and
cooperating innovative talent base into the target of innovative country and society. China is on its way
of forming a new IAR alliance where enterprises are the principle parts, academia provides knowledge
support and the market determines the direction of technological innovation. In addition, technology
transfer should be taken as the breach, with innovation mechanism as the threshold and fostering
innovative workforce as the target. Such model aims to move gradually from simplified technology
transfer to a comprehensive technology innovation system and innovation-based talent-fostering system,
in order to accomplish all-in-one integration among enterprises, universities and research institutes[5]. It
gives special emphasis on “implanted” talent-fostering of the IAR alliance, from enrollment, module
design, education targets to thesis design and job-seeking, so as to ensure the future talents have good
sense of circular economy and recycling technology. Cooperation in high quality talent-fostering is a
very effective approach to push further cooperation in the IAR alliance: it does not only contribute to the
national strategy of developing innovative and knowledge country, but also secures the
knowledge-based human resources for the enterprises which are trying out new circular economy.
4.2.4 Optimizing policy and legal system, establishing IAR alliance with Chinese characteristics
The “Circular economy promotion law of People’s Republic of China” was adopted in August 2008
and has come into effects since January 1st 2009, putting circular economy into one of the most
important development strategies for national economy and society. It is the first time to give a clear
definition of circular economy in the form of a national law, which gives special priority on two
reductions: significant reduction on resource consumption and reduction in waste generation. It also
emphasis the critical role of the central government in encouraging and supporting the researches,
innovation and promotion of new technologies for circular economy; in promoting relevant knowledge
dilution of circular economy and international cooperation; in fostering and supporting industrial
associations’ role as a director and service providers in the development of circular economy; in
encouraging and supporting intermediary agents, academic associations and other social organizations to
participate in disseminating relevant knowledge, promoting new techniques and providing consultancy
services about how to develop circular economy. The national law on circular economy promotion
provides legal and institutional support.
However, China is still short of detailed measures and practical applications compatible with
developing circular economy, especially regarding the legal system of the management, incentive,
assistance and assurance of the IAR alliance. There is much room for improvement in defining the
entry-exit system of all parties, corporation contract system, intellectual property protection system, risk
assessment system, interactive communication in talents and talent-fostering system. Therefore,
governments should establish the relevant legal systems and policies to simulate the development of
circular economy and IAR alliance, based on the “Circular Economy Promotion Law of People’s
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Republic of China”. At the practical level, the government should gives proper preferential policies or
financial subsides to the enterprises, universities and research institutes, such as tax exemption or
reduction, direct investment or special funding so to attract all parties to actively get involved.
Meanwhile, it is helpful to establish risk investment funding and other embedded financial support
systems with diverse investment ways. It is also necessary to establish the supervising and assessment
incentive mechanism to encourage technological innovation in the IAR alliance to solve the common
difficulties among industries.

5 Conclusions
A successful Industry-Academia-Research alliance should be one that can meet up interests of all
parties involved and can realize the most effective integration of the needs from enterprises, talents and
academia.
Though there are abundant researches on industrial and academic collaboration, few ones have
studies it in terms of circular economy. With this concern, this paper put forwards an innovative
framework for realizing efficient Industry-Academia-Research collaboration in China and put forwards
some practical solutions. The framework to constitute a successful alliance meeting up with full circular
economy has three basic elements: (1) comprehensive technology upgrading, innovation and design
both within the enterprises and among the industrial cluster, (2) environmental-friendly production
system with careful design and assessment of the output and input material within an industrial area, (3)
persistent strategically collaboration between universities and industries with proper arrangement in key
technological breakthroughs.
Based on this framework, the paper argues that it is not only the requirements of developing
circular economy, but also should be promoted to a regional and country strategy with concern of social
security and sustainable development. The paper provides some important but also novel suggestions to
realize successful Industry-Academia-Research alliance and circular economy for governments,
enterprises and universities.
Governmental conduction and macro-supervision are invaluable for simulating and supporting the
cooperation within IAR alliance. Hence, governments should follow the guidelines of comprehensive
planning, reasonable arrangement, flexible measures according to circumstance, focusing on actual
effects, promoting role of governments, market-orientation, enterprise-application and public
participation. Governments should also put innovative researches and applied researches of great
importance for technological breakthrough in circular economy into the agenda of the development of
science and high technological industry both at national and provincial levels.
Industrial clusters, based on similarities and complementation, can realize win-to-win in the long-run
from circular economy by benefiting from complementary knowledge and value transfer from one
industry to another, and satisfying the requirements of an energy-saving and environment-friendly
society. Such ideal model to realize circular economy requires enterprises as the major subjects to
realize new integration of knowledge capital, technological resources and industrial capital, by taking
advantage of universities and research institutes in knowledge capital and talents according to their own
development strategies. It is the time to explore new forms of clustered alliance to push the
transformation of economic growth and at the same time to realize economic development, in order to
achieve the overall improvements in value chains of circular economy and in-depth cooperation of the
IAR alliance.
The paper also proposes that the “implanted” education program based on circular economy and
IAR alliance should be the new form for future talent training, where both of the universities and
enterprises will be actively involved in the enrollment, module design, thesis composing and job market
to realize full integration between academic clusters and industrial clusters. Finally, this paper also
cautions that China is still short of detailed measures and practical applications compatible with
developing circular economy, especially regarding the legal system of the management, incentive,
assistance and assurance of the IAR alliance, though the national circular economy law have made much
progress.
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Abstract: With the rapid development of economy and the tremendous progress in technology, the
strategic alliance of industry- university- research boomed up rapidly, gradually becoming an
indispensable part of the innovation system of China. The cooperation ways of industry- universityresearch, however, are mainly low-level and short-term nowadays. From the perspective of current
situation of the cooperation in China, the paper analyzes the reasons of the phenomenon, and then
proposed solutions to improve the depth and width of research cooperation and promote China's
scientific and technological innovation further , hence enhancing the core competitiveness of Chinese
enterprises.
Key word: Industry- university- research; Strategic alliance; Long-term and continued

1 Introduction
In the late 1970s, early 1980s, R. Rothwell, Rothberg and other researchers puts forward the
innovation process of dynamic, integration and comprehensive view in to the innovation study. They
think innovation process is complicated, should not only depend on the assumption from the enterprise,
and as the subject of the innovation should include the associated with other social group, too.
Breakthroughing the innovation of the main body laid the cooperation of theoretical basis. “the next
generation of industry-based technology research and development system,” first use of the “VLSI”
term in Japan by the Union in 1981, stress that “government, industry, academia” should be mutual
cooperation and give full play to their strengths. British economist Chris Freeman, in “the technology
and economic operation: the experience of from Japan”, in 1987, first proposed national innovation
theory, and points out that the innovation is also a kind of national behavior. The concept emphasizing
the importance of the government in the cooperation, laiding a theoretical foundation to develop
research cooperation. Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff first proposed university-industry-the government
“three triple helix model” in 1995, which opened a milestone, whose production is about the
government, universities, industry three helix organic union. Then, Leydesdorff & Curran, Leydesdorff,
Leydesdorfr & Schamhorst gives special Algorithm “Triple Helix Algorithm”. To sum up, The United
States and Japan in the cooperation of research and practice have made great achievements.
Compared with western countries, Cooperative Research started late in China. It was developed in
the late 1980s, after decades of research, has accumulated a certain amount of research results. The
cooperation of the national education association was established in Shanghai in April 1991. In October
1997, the Ministry of Education issued a “Cooperative Education to carry out the Nine five pilot”, which
determine to carry out the experimental work of Cooperative Education in the 28 universities and a
number of scholars have thoroughly studied the subject of cooperation. About the subject of the
cooperation of research mainly have four views: Lian Yanhua claims enterprise subjectivity. Zhao Ke
and ZhuXinxuan think that the university and research institutions are the subject of technological
innovation. Lack subject theory represented by Zhang Wei and Ma Huiming concerned that the
Cooperation subject which is Multiplicity and variability should be understood dynamically. Ding
Houde and some scholars believe that the cooperation is a basic national policy and the basic model to
build a national innovation system. Su Jingqin and other scholars research the transaction cost of the
cooperative. There are some scholars have analyzed the pattern of cooperative. Some scholars did some
research on solving actual problems of the cooperative. Through analysis of the current domestic and
international research, many authors from whole study put forward some models of alliance. However, it
lack of detailed study to building long-term combination.

2 Situation of Strategic Alliance of Industry-university-research in China
Strategic alliance of Industry-University-Research is enterprise with the universities and research
institutes, which have scientific research ability by the government's macro guidance, based on their
strategic objectives and strategic intent to establish a more stable and long-term strategic alliance. It
reflects the nature of the diversification function of colleges and the changing in the pattern of
knowledge production. Through the combination of strategic alliance can promote quickly national and
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regional independent innovation ability and the competition ability of the enterprise. Research strategic
alliances will combine the theories of universities and research institutions with the business
understanding towards the market, contributing to promoting social and technological progress and
growth and development of enterprises.
Combination of strategic alliance has three main forms: basing on the combination of project
strategic alliance; building the research institutions in the combination of strategic alliance; building a
business entity in the combination of strategic alliance. At present, Chinese cooperation is mainly a
“commissioned development”, “technology transfer” and other cooperation-based alliance. This form of
alliance is characterized by low levels of cooperation and short time, usually with the subject or the end
of the project development co-operation that came to an end. Universities and research institutions in
general are to be commissioned as part of the cooperation side, the more passive in the whole league.
The companies are mainly in order to obtain the technical resources to obtain technical solutions from
universities and research institutions. High-tech innovation has a long duration and high risk
characteristics. This initial, short-term non-system cooperation loose sense of a lack of strategic and
long-term planning. It is difficult to obtain critical technology research, and can not meet the new
situation of innovation strategy of science and technology. Therefore, Strategic alliance should be
gradually changed in the combination of strategic alliance to long-term league form, abandon a single
project cooperation way to establish stable and alliance. From the level of industrial development and
development of key technologies to solve common industry problems, promote industry innovation
cluster, and improving and the country's core competitiveness.

3 The Advantage of Sustained Long-term Strategic Alliances
Making the cooperation with the key laboratory can establish a stable long-term and a wide range
of strategic alliance ,which can be more targeted and innovative frontier research and the research will
more systematic. Compared to a single project, commissioned by the form of multiple long-term
strategic alliance brings together the various universities and research institutes advantage. High-tech
and the latest technology research is comprehensive, complex, long-lasting and high risk. This
continuous long-term system research meets the requirements of high-tech and the latest technology
research. This can be greatly increased the productive of the high value scientific research achievements.
It is able to cater for market demand for scientific and technological research achievements of
engineering and system integration of applied research. It provides sophisticated matching technology
and products for Companies and even industries, and for the development of the industry to provide
information and consulting services.
Long-term strategic alliances provide stable research funding, promoting the reform of graduate
education. To training high-level engineering and technical talents for enterprises. After long-term
participation in corporate R & D, university students are likely to become the company’s employees.
They know more things about the company’s situation, and they can better serve the Company.
Reduce the costs and risks of cooperation. Long-term cooperation makes the exchange more
convenient. Formalized process makes cooperation easier. These can greatly reduce the cost of
cooperation. After many years of cooperation alliance partners establish a high degree of trust. This trust
will promote a sense of responsibility.

4 The Reason to Difficult Long-term Sustainability of Cooperation
Inconsistent goals make it difficult to form long-term stability of research alliances. University
scientific research institution assessment mechanism in which the main assessment indicator is the
number of research projects, funds, published papers, results and so on is not science and one-sided of
the evaluation index. It does not consider the transformation rate of scientific results, estimates of
research costs and other indicators of social and economic benefits. These cause Universities to pay
more attention to cutting-edge scientific research and the title role of review papers. Whether the project
has brought good profits in the market is company's primary consideration. Some cooperation is set up
to declare for state and local government project funds. There cooperation basically stays in the project
level. While a large number of research strategic alliances in the newly established are in full swing,
they are in poor management after construction, and sometimes it happens that even no one cares about
the alliances, resulting in many research strategic alliances in idle state without practical running.
Policy and venture capital mechanisms are inadequate. The venture capital investment is lack. The
transformation of Scientific and technological achievements require a lot of financial support, but also
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the need for risk capital reserve. The funds mainly rely on the enterprise and government. Project
funding provided by the Government is mainly to guide and support to carry out research, which is less.
Government has not set up a special cooperation fund to provide a stable operating. This model which
has a high-risk, long cycle, capital and more complex features increases the difficulty of co-operation.
Therefore, enterprises can not and do not want to use.
Benefit distribution mechanisms are inadequate. The most important goal of strategic alliance
members is to reap the benefits. Between enterprises and universities there is no clear benefit allocation.
Interest distribution relies mainly on the experience and estimate. There are no exact quantitative
evaluation criteria. Research results are abstract things. Its value is difficult to quantify. So it is difficult
to accurately determine the value of research results. Long-term strategic alliance is very complex. Fair
and equitable distribution of benefits is even harder. Because universities and enterprises master the
different information, the value judgments of the same thing are naturally different. With the further
development of cooperation, the Union's distribution of benefits would be difficult to reach agreement.
The problem of the distribution of benefits and risk conflict often led to the termination of alliance. This
has seriously hindered the development of alliances.
Protection of intellectual property rights lack. Chinese intellectual property system establishes a
late start, yet matures. Insufficient punishment and Lower compensation law is difficult to achieve
deterrence. Parts of the law enforcement are lax. To some extent there is the local protection
phenomenon. Level of law enforcement and law enforcement agencies the power is limited. only a few
court has high patent case ability. Position and interests of the inventor is very difficult to guarantee. The
initiative to develop high-tech research and development struck.

5 The Proposal of Build Long-lasting Strategic Alliance
Reforming the evaluation mechanism and improving the evaluation system promote the
convergence of Alliance. In addition to the evaluation enterprise sales revenue, gross profit and other
financial indicators, should also include R & D investment in the proportion of sales revenue, patents
and other indicators of high-tech achievements. Enterprises which have outstanding contributions to R
& D should be introduced to a variety of preferential policies such as tax breaks, providing award
bonuses, subsidies and strong publicity. Guide enterprises technological innovation. Universities and
research institutions focusing on the academic value of science and technology evaluation but also
should focus on social benefits. Title assess evaluation system should include the evaluation of scientist
from enterprise and results of the market value. Promote researchers focusing on the social needs and
market value of scientific research.
Establish sound risk compensation mechanisms. The government, enterprises and other agencies
establish a risk compensation fund. It gives appropriate compensation after verification for the huge
losses alliance. Implement the principle of benefiting who investment .The more money invested the
greater the amount of compensation. Risk fund research can give some support for more valuable items.
Companies return profits to venture funds after obtaining profit from the results .The current status that
enterprises entirely take risk must change. Government policies can through tax incentives to share or
reduce companies’ risk. Risk assigned to different subject in different phases. Enterprises take most of
the risk in the outcome of the adaptive market phase. The most risk that project can be achieved taken
by universities and research institutions. Parties share the risk in all stages with varying degrees. At the
same time a complete set of science and technology innovation risk evaluation system needed to set up.
In some extent, it can identify and controls risk.
Formulate Shared interests distribution mechanism; improve the system of intellectual property
rights protection. The core issue of the mechanism for the distribution of benefits is intellectual property
protection and assessment. Clear the rights and responsibilities in intellectual property creation,
application, protection and other aspects. Establish performance evaluation system. Quantify the value
of labor and capital. Formulate specific profit distribution plan. Universities enjoy innovative research in
the form of dividends. Improve China's IPR legal system, increasing the punishment. And the law must
be strictly enforced.

6 Conclusion
Based on the status quo of low level and short-term cooperation, which can not meet to the needs
of the development of the new and high technology, the paper studies the problem of building the
long-term sustainability strategic alliances. Paper analysis the reasons for this phenomenon from the
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current situation of the cooperation in China, and then propose solutions to the response to improve the
depth of China research cooperation. Alliance quantitative research is relatively small and not deep
enough. Especially quantitative study for profit allocation mechanism and perfective and implement of
Intellectual property law system are inadequate. Systematic and comprehensive study of long-term
alliance can help to promote the healthy development of Chinese scientific research system.
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Abstract: This study seeks to clarify the features and the effects of educational courses on the
commercialization of university developed technologies. In a process of commercialization, a gap exists
between the Imagining stage and the Incubating stage. This gap arises because of the lack of Dual
Insight and stakeholders’ interest, which are suggested in Jolly’s model. To bridge this gap, some
universities have developed educational courses. From detailed case analysis, it is clear that these
educational courses are suitable for mobilizing from the Imagining stage to the Incubating stage of the
commercialization process. From this result, the author proposes an ‘Education Model’ as a model of
university technology commercialization.
Key words: University technology; Technology commercialization; Educational course; Incubating

1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Technology commercialization is growing in many parts of the world. Recently, the role that
universities play in this process has gained particular attention. Industry has largely carried the role of
technology commercialization so far. However, universities are now playing a more positive role,
especially in advanced nations including the United States and European countries, in commercializing
the research results from university laboratories.
From this perspective, universities can play the key role at very early stages of technology
commercialization. But if the handling of the technology at this stage is not right, the subsequent
commercialization may not succeed. Therefore, measures have been put in place to manage the early
stages of the commercialization processes for university technology. These include tech-transfer offices,
technology incubators, and gap funding.
In recent years, educational courses to assist technology commercialization have been developed. If
these courses can be offered in appropriate ways at the universities, they may accelerate technology
commercialization.
This study seeks to clarify the features and the effects of educational courses on the
commercialization of university developed technologies.
1.2 Purpose and research method
This study seeks to identify features, effects and requirements for successful implementation of
educational courses for technology commercialization at universities.
For this purpose, I selected and studied technology commercialization courses conducted at
universities. The grounds for selection of the courses were that:
-the course was provided at a research university that was surrounded by a high-tech community
-the course was provided at a research university that was highly active in technology
commercialization
There are many well-known high-tech cities in the U.S. such as San Francisco (CA), Boston (MA),
Seattle (WA), San Diego (CA), and so on1 2, and there are research universities playing key roles in the
development of high-tech communities. From these, I selected Boston / Cambridge area for detailed
case analysis.
I gathered data for the case analyses in the following ways:
- Course syllabus analysis
- Class observation
- Interviewing the course lecturers
1

US News & World Report. 10 Best Places for Tech Jobs,
http://money.usnews.com/money/careers/articles/2009/09/15/10-best-places-for-tech-jobs accessed August 24, 2011
2
Forbes. America’s Most Innovative Cities,
http://www.forbes.com/2010/05/24/patents-funding-jobs-technology-innovative-cities_slide.html accessed August
24, 2011
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2 Current Status of University Technology Commercialization
2.1 The entrepreneurial university and technology commercialization
Industry is no longer the only source of innovation as gradual changes take place in the interactions
among universities, industry and government. Universities no longer limit their roles to teaching and
research, but contribute extensively to innovation through tech-transfer, liaison, and technological
incubation.
Etzkowitz discusses the university as a core actor in the process of innovation in his concept of the
Triple Helix model3. The university has expanded its conventional mission of teaching and research, and
has become the core source of technology incubation activity. Etzkowitz explains the evolution of
university technology transferability as shown in Figure 1.
Research Group
-Knowledge flow
-Publication
-Alumni
(independent)

Liaison Office
-Consultation
-Research
-Contract

Tech-transfer Office
-Intellectual Property
-Patents
-License

Incubator
-Technology
-Entrepreneur
-Start-ups
-Alumni (organization)

Evolution of University Technology Transfer Ability
Figure 1

Evolution of University Technology Transfer Ability4

Etzkowitz notes the importance of the university incubator as a support function for the university
researchers and the students to set up start-up companies, although they do not have much experience in
business.
He defines the basic elements of the incubator model5 as follows:
(1) Selection processes which prompt improvement of business ideas at the outset
(2) Availability of space that can be used for a limited period
(3) Being able to outsource business support activities
(4) Availability of mentoring and advice to improve business skills
(5) Networking opportunities as a means of introducing potential partners and investors.
New enterprises have a higher chance of success where these services are available and new
businesses can be nurtured in incubation space.
2.2 The process of technology commercialization
What processes are initially in place for technology commercialization? Jolly 6 shows five
independent sub-processes and bridges between them for start-up as shown Figure 2.

3

Etzkowitz, H. The Triple Helix, University-Industry-Government Innovation in Action, Routledge, 2008:20
(Authorized translation in Japanese from English language edition)
4
Etzkowitz, H. The Triple Helix, University-Industry-Government Innovation in Action, Routledge, 2008:55
(Authorized translation in Japanese from English language edition)
5
Etzkowitz, H. The Triple Helix, University-Industry-Government Innovation in Action, Routledge, 2008:160
(Authorized translation in Japanese from English language edition)
6
Jolly, V.K. Commercializing New technologies, Getting from Mind to Market, Harvard Business School Press,
1997:18
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The Process of Technology Commercialization (Jolly’s Model)

(1) Imagining7 At this stage the application idea based on the technology is developed, the principle
and the mechanism of the technology are clarified, the potentially patentable area is researched, and
the market application for the technology is explored.
(2) Incubating. At this stage the feasibility of the technology meeting the market need based on the
market analysis is evaluated. At this stage, the specific use and the lead customer are identified, and
making a prototype enables evaluation of technological reliability. These activities raise awareness
about the technology.
(3) Demonstrating. At this stage the prototype of the product/process is constructed to test the market's
reaction. The market requires proof of an improvement in performance or a cost reduction. The
prototype is offered to the lead customer to check the performance for a certain period.
(4) Promoting. This is the stage when the product is put on to the market with endorsement from the
lead customer following testing and evaluation. At this point the first sales income is generated, and
the planned sales/market share is set and targeted.
(5) Sustaining. This is the stage where the market is extended into new areas and expanded in the
original market. Further product and technological developments will be done at this time.
At an early stage, the technology that has been created in the university labs shifts from Imagining
to Incubating. Jolly shows that “Dual Insight” is the important element at the Imagining stage. Dual
Insight means the insight that connects the technology to the market, and it requires creative thinking
about the market and increasing the contact between the researcher and the market to shift to the next
stage. Within the concept of Dual Insight, it is also important to launch the project in concrete form to
raise the stakeholders’ interest8
The challenge is how and when to move students and researchers from the Imagining stage to the
7

Jolly, V.K. Commercializing New technologies, Getting from Mind to Market, Harvard Business School Press,
1997:3-12
8
Jolly, V.K. Commercializing New technologies, Getting from Mind to Market, Harvard Business School Press,
1997:33
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Incubating stage. Many factors affect this process, and no clear method has been established.
2.3 Current situation and issues of university technology commercialization
To explain the current situation and issues of university technology commercialization, we propose
an analysis using the following models in Figure 3, from ‘Evolution of the technology transfer ability’ in
The Triple Helix9.
2.3.1 Researcher model
Research results are disseminated to society through the publication of research papers. This is one
of the most traditional and general types of promotion. The media may promote interest in the research
to the public. In this model, it is not easy to examine whether the technology meets the market demand,
because the spread of the in-depth technical information tends to be limited to the academics. There is
no guarantee that the company for which the graduate works will use this technology in its business. In
addition, one of the largest problems in this model is making the technical information accessible to the
customer. Even if the information has been made available to the public through the media it can still be
difficult to understand.
2.3.2 Liaison Office model (LO Model)
The university creates the liaison office as an official contact point for industry, and contributes to
technology transfer through contract research. In this model, the numbers of corporate partners are
limited, and the intention of partners determines whether commercialization will happen or not.
2.3.3 Technology Transfer Office model (TTO Model)
The university becomes the owner of intellectual property invented in the labs, and the technology
transfer office becomes an official contact point for technology licensing. This model is better than the
Researcher Model, because the TTO staff actively examines the potential licensees and seeks
opportunities for commercialization. However, the budget and the number of TTO staff are insufficient
at many universities. In addition, it remains difficult for potential customers to recognize the underlying
value of the technology because of the lack of sufficient technological information. As a result, the ratio
of inventions successfully licensed from university to industry is 26.2% in the U.S. and 13.8% in Japan
as Table 1 shows.
Table 1

University Technology Transfer Performance in the U.S. and Japan
U.S. (FY2009)10
Japan (FY2008)11
Invention disclosure (a)
20,309
9,529
New license agreement (b)
5,328
1,319
b / a (%)
26.2
13.8
Start-up formed (c)
596
19
c / a (%)
2.9
0.2

2.3.4 Incubator model
In the incubator model, university researchers and students who do not have much business
experience work with local entrepreneurs to do the technology development, marketing, creating the
business plan, and finding investors and business partners. Incubation managers support them in these
activities.
As a number of incubators exist in universities and regions the methodology for moving through
the cycle has already been established12 13. In particular the possibility of subsequent commercialization
is more likely to arise if the prototyping is completed using gap funding at this stage.14 15 16
9

Etzkowitz, H. The Triple Helix, University-Industry-Government Innovation in Action, Routledge, 2008:55
(Authorized translation in Japanese from English language edition)
10
Association of University Technology Managers. U.S. University Licensing Activity Survey: FY2009,
http://www.autm.net/FY_2009_Licensing_Activity_Survey/5879.htm (Accessed July 20, 2011)
11
University Technology Transfer Association. Summary of University Technology Transfer in Japan, Licensing
Survey: FY2009, 2010:99-128 (in Japanese)
12
Gibson, D.V. & Conceicao, P. Incubating and Networking Technology Commercialization Centers among
Emerging, Developing, and Mature Technologies Worldwide, International Handbook on Innovation, Elsevier
Science Ltd. 2003:739–749
13
Wiggins, J. & Gibson, D. Overview of US Incubators and the Case of the Austin Technology Incubator,
International Journal of Entrepreneurship and Innovation Management, 2003, 3(1–2):56–66
14
Gulbranson, C.A. & Audretsch, D.B. Proof of Concept Centers: Accelerating the Commercialization of
University Innovation, Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, 2008
15
UBC University-Industry Liaison Office. Discussion Paper On Captive Seed Funding at UBC, UBC
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But the process of how to reach the incubating stage is still not clear. It is necessary for young
researchers (Ph.D.s. and postdocs) from the lab or local entrepreneurs to recognize the potential of the
technology commercialization, but this is not common. Consequently, as Table 1 shows, the number of
start-ups formed is 596 (2.9% of inventions) in the U.S. and 19 (0.2% of inventions) in Japan. This
shows that start-ups as a technology commercialization pathway are not yet very effective, especially in
Japan.
Therefore, this pre-incubating process is inevitably dependent on the Researcher Model, LO Model
and TTO Model.

Figure 3

Models of University Technology Commercialization

Table 2 summarizes the models of technology commercialization channels and their problems.
Table 2
(A) Researcher
Model

(B) LO Model
(C) TTO Model
(D) Incubator Model

Models of Technology Commercialization Channels and Problems
Channels
Problems
-Academic papers
-Narrow range of information spread
-Graduates/Alumni
-Lack of sufficient technological
-Friends
information and explanations
-Media
-Not enough examination of market
suitability
-Corporate partners (Consultation and
-Limited numbers of partners, meaning
contract research)
limited opportunity for commercialization
-Patenting
-Better than (A), but still limited because
-Marketing to potential licensees
of resource constraints and asymmetry of
-Licensing agreement
information.
-Lab researcher
-Most of university technologies don’t
-Local entrepreneur
reach the Incubator
-Gap funding and prototyping
-Imagining is insufficient at the lab

University-Industry Liaison Office. 2006
16
Price, S.C. & Sobocinski, P.Z. Gap Funding in the United States and Canada, AUTM Journal 2001,XIII:45–55
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-Incubation manager / mentor
-New venture company
-Space and facilities
-Investment (Venture Capital)

As Figure 4 shows, a gap exists between the Imagining stage and the Incubating stage. This gap
arises because of the lack of Dual Insight and stakeholders’ interest, which are suggested in Jolly’s
model. In reality, there is neither the opportunity nor the talent to bridge the gap.
There are many public grant programs, which support applied research and development for
commercialization, but they normally require the commercialization partners (companies) to be in place
at the start. This is another constraint.

Figure 4 The Gap Between Imagining and Incubating

2.4 Approach from Business Education
In the Triple Helix, Etzkowitz introduces the example of the National Autonomous University of
Mexico, which uses incubators as facilities in which to teach the engineering and business students
together.17
The task force of AACSB (The Association to Advanced Collegiate Schools of Business), the
international organization for business school accreditation, has released a report entitled ‘Business
Schools on an Innovation Mission’18. In this report, they define five models of the role of managers in
innovation, and propose
To get a picture of the responsibility business schools have in preparing managers and
entrepreneurs to inspire, implement, and create innovation. In addition to teaching the necessary
organizational and planning skills, academic institutions must teach their students to be creative thinkers,
shrewd evaluators, and effective motivators.
The report says, “Beyond education, the networks that are created and cemented through business
schools can turn out to be essential. And the models reveal opportunities to challenge existing
institutions or trends within higher education, such as the separation between science and business”.19
For this purpose, they emphasize that innovation needs more integrated thinking and curricula,
such as “business schools should look beyond existing management programs and consider creating new
programs that integrate perspectives and approaches from other areas, such as medicine, law,
engineering, life science, and design”. Joint/dual degree programs have existed for many years, but
“innovation calls for deep and authentic integration. Business schools and other academic units spill
over into one another’s territory by offering specialized programs”20At the same time, they propose
17

Etzkowitz, H. The Triple Helix, University-Industry-Government Innovation in Action, Routledge, 2008:173
(Authorized translation in Japanese from English language edition)
18
AACSB International Task Force on Business Schools and Innovation. Business Schools on an Innovation
Mission, AACSB International, 2010
19
AACSB International Task Force on Business Schools and Innovation. Business Schools on an Innovation
Mission, AACSB International, 2010:18
20
AACSB International Task Force on Business Schools and Innovation. Business Schools on an Innovation
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outreach activities to support innovation in society, such as business planning competitions, social
entrepreneurship, community-based student consulting projects, and business incubators. Finally, they
conclude, “the individual business schools should develop an approach for creating value at the
intersection of different perspectives”.21
This report suggests that offering educational opportunities to the students might bridge the gap
between Imagining and Incubating stages of Jolly’s technological commercialization process.
One example of an educational program that has been focused on technology commercialization is
the Master of Science in Technology Commercialization (MSTC) offered at the University of Texas in
Austin. This one-year course differs from a general MBA in that “the focus of the Program is on the
knowledge base and skill set needed to get technology into the market as quickly as possible. The
MSTC degree hones general management and leadership skills, but the Program is focused on science
and technology commercialization, technology assessment, technology transfer, technology enterprises
and intrapreneurship.” 22 The curriculum includes the following courses: Converting Technology to
Wealth, Marketing Technological Innovations, The Art and Science of Market-Driven Entrepreneurship,
Commercialization Strategy, Technology Enterprise Design and Implementation and Creative and
Innovative Management.
2.5 Research questions
In the Triple Helix, the incubator is planned as the "educational facility" at the entrepreneurial
university. Having Dual Insight and the ability to capture the stakeholders’ interest in the Imagining
stage of Jolly’s model of technology commercialization are essential. In addition, the AACSB report
proposes that business schools can create value in the innovation through offering the educational
opportunities.
What kind of curriculum is offered at the universities which appear to have been successful? We
need to clarify the features of the educational courses that promote university technology
commercialization through analyzing the approaches adopted by these successful universities.
The research questions for this study are as follows;
(1) What kind of educational courses are offered by which kind of organizations in universities?
(2) What kind of students do they attract and how do they interact?
(3) What services should be provided around the courses to make them more effective?
(4) From the analysis above, what do such educational courses contribute towards developing Dua.
Insight and stakeholders’ interest to move the technology commercialization process from the
Imagining stage to the Incubating stage?

3 Case Analysis of Educational Courses for University Technology Commercialization
3.1 Outline of each course
Three courses were selected for detailed analysis. They were Innovation Team (MIT), Energy
Ventures (MIT), and Bench to Bedside (Boston University). All the studies were done in the fall of 2009.
I observed every class of the Innovation Team (18 in total ) and Energy Ventures (11 in total), and I
interviewed the lecturers before and after these class observations. To study Bench to Bedside, I
participated once in class and interviewed the lecturer four times. Details of these courses are contained
in Table 2 below.
Table 2 Key Characteristics of the Courses Analyzed
Course
Schools /
Centers
Goal
Class sizes and

Innovation-Team; i-Team23
(MIT)
-Sloan/Deshpande Center/
Entrepreneurship Center
-Market entry strategy for MIT
inventions
-About 40 students (BS ⅓, Eng.

Energy Ventures24
(MIT)
-Sloan/Entrepreneurship Center

Bench to Bedside25
(Boston Univ.)
-School of Management

-Business plan proposals to VCs
and potential partners in clean
energy area
-About 40 students (BS ⅔, Eng.

-Business plan proposals to
VCs and potential partners in
biotech and healthcare area
-About 40 students (BS ⅔,

Mission, AACSB International, 2010:24
21
AACSB International Task Force on Business Schools and Innovation. Business Schools on an Innovation
Mission, AACSB International, 2010:31
22
Master of Science in Technology Commercialization FAQ site, The University of Texas at Austin,
http://www.mccombs.utexas.edu/MSTC/FAQs.aspx (Accessed August 23, 2011)
23
MIT Syllabus, 10.807/15.371 Innovation Teams, Fall 2009, MIT
24
MIT Syllabus, 10.95/15.366 Energy Ventures, Fall 2009, MIT
25
Boston University Syllabus, Technology Commercialization (Bench to Bedside), Fall 2009, Boston University
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student
background
Technology
seeds
Course lecture
contents (e.g.)

and others ⅔)
-Cross-disciplinary teams
-Mainly from Eng. school, Media
Labs, Deshpande Center
-Seeds presentation from PI
-Commercial due diligence
-i-Team stories
-Commercialization stakeholders
-Uncertainty & risk assessment
-Application picking
-Competitive risk analysis
-IP analysis
-Value chain analysis
-Alternative licensing & funding
strategies
-Presentation with PIs, catalysts &
guests

and others ⅓)
-Cross-disciplinary team
-Searched by students
-TA offers
-Evaluating opportunities
-Talks by potential project sources
-Survey of energy industry
-Energy policy
-Entrepreneurial marketing
-IP strategy
-Building teams & leadership
-Examples of good project plans
-Business planning
-Electricity value chain
-Hydrocarbon value chain
-Go to market & exit strategy
-Final presentations

Final student
presentation
contents (e.g.)

-Social/market needs
-Technology features
-Potential market analysis
-First entry market
-Application
-Value proposition
-Further R&D strategy
-Value chain & alliance

Supporters to
student team

-Inventors
-Catalysts (Alumni in local
industry)
-EIR (Entrepreneur in Residence)
-MIT TLO
-Interaction with PIs
-Proposals for gap fund at
Deshpande Center
-MIT 100K(BPC)
-Venture Mentoring Service
-Company formation

-Social/market needs
-Business concept
-Potential market analysis
-Entry market analysis
-Products & services
-Value proposition
-Sales & financials
-Value chain & alliance
-Team & advisory
-Inventors
-Mentors (Alumni in local
industry)
-EIR (Entrepreneur in Residence)
-MIT TLO
-MIT Clean Energy Prize / MIT
100K (BPC)
-Venture Mentoring Service
-Company formation

Co-curricular
activities

Eng. and others ⅓,)
-Cross-disciplinary team
-Invented and patent filed in
BU (biotech and healthcare)
-What is technology
commercialization?
-IPs and licensing
-Technology valuation
- First Look Tech.
Assessment
-Partnership with large
corporation
- First Look Venture
Assessment
-Strategizing technology
commercialization
-Commercializing pathways
-Financing
-Building management team
-Business planning
-Negotiation
-Final presentation
-Social/market needs
-Technology features
-Potential market analysis
-Tech. development & IP
strategy
-Products & services
-Financials
-Milestones & exit strategy
-Investment judge
-Inventors
-Mentors (Alumni in local
industry)
-BU OTD
-BPC at BU
-Proposal for gap fund at BU
-Company formation
-Contact to incubator at BU

3.1.1 Innovation Team (“i-Team”, provided by MIT Sloan School of Management, Deshpande Center26,
MIT Entrepreneurship Center)
This course is jointly organized by the Sloan School of Management, Deshpande Center, and MIT
Entrepreneurship Center. The students examine the market entry strategy for the technology created
mainly at MIT. At the beginning of the course, which contains technological and market assessments,
8-10 principal investigators (PIs) give presentations to the students about their technological seeds and
student teams, comprising business school and engineering school students, select one of them to
examine. The technology seeds are gathered from various fields, such as electronics, software, medical
devices, and materials.
Twice a week students have lectures on innovation, strategy, technology marketing, and intellectual
property, value chain analysis, and so on. Each team continues to examine their technology and the
market assessment at the same time. Specialists from industry called "Catalyst" (many of whom are
graduates of MIT) volunteer and support student teams out of class. A staff member from MIT TLO
(Technology Licensing Office) gives a lecture on intellectual property management and takes time to
support the student teams, because the final reports from teams help the TLO in obtaining licenses.
Finally, each team gives a presentation to the PIs and other stakeholders on their market entry
strategy and recommendations. These presentations include titles such as "Which market should you
focus on?” "Is it necessary to establish a new venture company?” "Where is the potential development
partner?” and "What are the next steps in the research?” This information helps the TLO identify
26

Established at the MIT School of Engineering in 2002 to increase the impact of MIT technologies in the
marketplace. http://web.mit.edu/deshpandecenter/ (Accessed August 23, 2011)
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possible technology transfer opportunities, and helps the PIs to consider future research directions.
Some teams enter business plan competitions (BPC) such as MIT 100K, which is the annual business
plan competition organized by MIT students.
3.1.2 Energy Ventures (by MIT Sloan School of Management and MIT Entrepreneurship Center)
This course was set up in 2008 to respond to increasing concerns about the technology
commercialization related to clean energy. This course differs from the previous one in that the business
plan must include not only market analysis and market entry strategy but also financial information and
an exit strategy. It is similar in that the students work in mixed teams as in the i-Team project.
The goal of this course is to make a business plan proposal to Venture Capitalists (VCs) and
potential partners. Each team develops its plan while acquiring the range of necessary knowledge
through weekly lectures. Some of the well-developed plans apply for the MIT Clean Energy Prize,
which is the annual business plan competition in energy and environmental arena at MIT, and actually
move towards commercialization.
The technology seeds come not only from the research results at MIT, but are also brought by
international students from developments in government research laboratories in their home countries,
or found in the publicly available patents database.
3.1.3 Bench to Bedside (School of Management, Boston University)
This course was set up to explore the commercialization of the technology invented in Boston
University (BU). Dr. Ashley Stevens, former executive director technology transfer of BU’s Office of
Technology Development (OTD), and the 2010 president of AUTM (The Association of University
Technology Managers) is the course director.
The course specializes in the biotech/healthcare area. The students from business, engineering and
medicine work in mixed teams and also have weekly lectures and case study discussions. It is similar to
the Energy Ventures at MIT in that the students have to put forward their business plan proposals to the
VC and potential partners. BU has already filed for patents for technologies examined in the course.
The outputs from each team are useful information to support the technology commercialization
through licensing by BU OTD, or to provide ideas for the PI’s further research. Also, some teams will
enter business plan competitions in the hope of winning the opportunities for further commercialization.
3.2 Case analysis
3.2.1 Characteristics of educational courses
3.2.1.1 Business School: the core of course provider
The business school bears the main role of course offering in each case. The i-Team is a jointly
offered course with the Deshpande Center because this center wants to promote technology
commercialization by providing gap funding to promising technologies.
3.2.1.2 Team exercises, not only lectures
In each case real technological seeds are used, and the teams make proposals for additional R&D to
the PIs and going-to-market strategies or proposals to the VCs and potential partners.
3.2.1.3 Frequent contact with stakeholders
Each team interviews the inventor (PI) to deepen their technological understanding. They receive
mentoring from alumni in the local industries to acquire commercialization knowledge, and get
guidance from TLO staff to help them evaluate intellectual property issues and getting the voice of
potential customers and partners during the team exercises. These stakeholders are involved in these
very important processes in their work. The stakeholders attend the students’ the final presentations,
give feedback, and may seek opportunities for realizing commercialization.
3.2.1.4 Emphasis on marketing, rather than technology and intellectual property
In the course, in depth analysis of the technologies and intellectual property is not required.
Marketing analysis is the priority focus. Therefore, getting the voice of potential customers and partners
into the planning process is encouraged. Each team briefly searches the USPTO (US Patent and
Trademark Office) database for existing technologies and patents, and a patent lawyer should do a
detailed study if the technology is to be commercialized.
3.2.1.5 Analysis tools
The use of tools for analysis varies among the course organizers. In the Bench to Bedside at BU,
they use ‘First Look Technology Assessment’ for technological assessment and ‘First Look Venture
Assessment’ for assessment of the investment possibility, so that the students can easily learn the
process and the method of evaluation. ‘First Look Technology Assessment’ is modified from
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‘Quicklook’, a tool originally developed at NASA and used at MSTC of UT Austin27, for instance. On
the other hand, no specific tool is used in i-Team and Energy Ventures at MIT. There, the faculty believe
that students should not be exposed to only one specific tool, but have the opportunity to find the most
suitable tool.
3-2-2. Student teams and group dynamics
3.2.2.1 Cross-disciplinary teams
Each team contains students with different specialties such as engineering and business. The
cross-disciplinary team becomes a “mini company”, and learns group dynamics, team management,
leadership, project management and other group skills. The importance of good teamwork is emphasized
many times in the lectures. It is a good mechanism for students to acquire Dual Insight through
combining the knowledge of technology and business.

Figure 5 Mobilization from Imagining to Incubating Using an Educational Courses

3-2-3. Co-curricula and other peripheral issues around the courses
3.2.3.1 Gap funding
The PI who receives the proposal might apply for gap funding (e.g. the Ignition Grant and the
Innovation Grant of MIT Deshpande Center, and the Ignition Award and the Launch Award of BU). VCs,
potential licensees, and local entrepreneurs are more likely to be aware of potential commercialization
opportunities, if a POC (Proof of Concept) or a prototype has been completed using such gap funding.
3.2.3.2 Business plan competition (BPC)
Some teams might plan not only to propose recommendations to the PIs or the TLOs, but also to
found the start-up company. They can take this step by entering business plan competitions, such as MIT
100K for getting feedback to their technology and business development plan.
3.2.3.3 Entrepreneur in Residence (EIR) and mentoring
The EIR is a local entrepreneur who takes part in the consultation and mentoring of the student
teams. He or she may also participate as a founding member when the start-up company is established.
In the MIT Entrepreneurship Center, there are five EIRs in different fields including IT, healthcare,
energy, and so on. Students can also be mentored by service organization such as MIT Venture
Mentoring Service. There are many ways in which local businesspersons support student teams
informally.
3.2.3.4 Incubator
BU has incubation facilities on campus, and provides space and various support services for
start-ups. MIT does not have its own incubator on campus but some incubation facilities are located near
campus, such as the Cambridge Innovation Center. Therefore, students have the opportunity to access
27

Cornwell, B. ‘Quicklook’ commercialization assessments, Innovation: Management, Policy & Practice, 1998,
1(1): 7–9
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and use the variety of resources in the local community for accelerating technology commercialization.
From these analyses, as Figure 5 shows, technology can be mobilized from Imagining to Incubating
by getting Dual Insight and stakeholders’ interest through educational courses.

4 Conclusion
From the case analysis above it is clear that the educational courses are suitable for mobilizing
from the Imagining stage to the Incubating stage of Jolly’s technology commercialization model.
The cross-disciplinary teams, consisting of engineering and business students, acquire Dual Insight
through connecting the potential technological values to market requirements. They learn ways of
raising stakeholders’ interest and they put forward proposals for go-to-market strategies to PIs and TLOs,
or propose business plans to VCs and potential partners. Moreover, some teams actually move forward
to founding start-up companies. These educational programs contribute simultaneously to both human
resource development and promoting university technology commercialization.
The author proposes an ‘Education Model’ as shown in Figure 6 in the models of university
technology commercialization. It may increase the mobilization from Imagining and Incubating that has
been lacking in Jolly’s model.

Figure 6

Education Model for Technology Commercialization
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Study on Effect of Higher Education to the Upgrading of Industrial
Structure
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Abstract: Taking Hebei province of China as an example, This article analyses and discloses the
correlation between higher education and industrial structure. By calculating the deviation of industrial
structure and regression coefficient, it is shown that the level and structure of higher education will
affect industrial structure and the development of higher education will promote the optimization and
upgrading of industrial structure. On the base of above, the article at last proposes some suggestions to
deepen higher education reform to promote industrial development.
Keywords: Industrial structure; Deviation; Regression; Education reform

1 Introduction
Since entering the new century, our economy has achieved relatively fast growth, especially in the
“Eleventh Five-Year” period. But there is still economic imbalance in each province. The unreasonable
industrial structure is one of the most important factors which restricts the economy development.
Therefore improving and adjusting industrial structure are very important. The experience from other
countries has shown that the industrial structure adjustment can bring a series of changes on the
employment structure and such new society reform will certainly cause the corresponding adjustment in
educational structure[1], model and personnel training.Furthermore, the situation of education and
employment structure will also affect industrial structure.
The problem to disclose the relationship of higher education and industrial structure is paying much
attention in academic field. He Wanning(2003) proposed that the type structure, overall arrangement
structure, hierarchical structure and discipline structure of higher education should match the economic
structure, industrial structure, technological structure and composition of trained personnel; and we
should enable the development of higher education to offer the support of intelligence and talent for
adjustment, optimization of Guangdong’s industrial structure, contributing to the primary realization of
modernization in Guangdong as the first province. Li Yongdong (2006) studied the relationship between
Sichuan’s industrial structure and that of higher education in the province. He pointed out that the
technology and the talanted person are main factors of affecting industrial promotion and economic
development. And the development of higher education is the key measure to promote the development
of technology and personnel training. Zhou Jianan(2006) drew the conclusion in his paper that that
industrial upgrading is of most relevant to the tertiary industry while employment of the society is on the
contrast end, thus to speed up the development of the tertiary industrial is crucial to the industrial
upgrading of our country and it is, consequently, a most important step to enlarge employment in the
tertiary industry for the purpose of industrial upgrading of our country.
This paper, taking Hebei province as an example, analyses the relationship between industrial
structure and higher education, Its aim is to achieve the result that the development of higher education
can promote the upgrading of industrial structure. The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows.
Section 2 is situation of industrial structure in Hebei province. Section 3 is the analysis of structure
deviation and section 4 is the analysis of regression. Section5 presents the conclusion and proposal.

2 Research Method, Results and Analysis
2.1 Industrial situation in Hebei province
Industrial structure is the proportional relationship of factors of production in various businesses,
industries and sectors. Economic situation in Heibei province changes with each passing day and it
places an important role in the whole country. The industrial structure in Hebei province has been
adjusted accordingly. Since 1980s, the ratio of primary industry to GDP has dropped gradually, the ratio
of secondary industry has developed gently, and the ratio of tertiary industry has risen year by year,
which is shown in the figure 1.
In Figure 1, the blue line is the ratio of the primary industry to GDP, the yellow line is the ratio of
the tertiary industry to GDP and the purple line is the ratio of the secondary industry to GDP. Figure 1
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indicates that the industrial structure of Hebei province has made great strides. From 1978 to 1987 and
the industrial structure presented "2-1-3" model. The ratio of the output of secondary industry to GDP is
the biggest, and the ratio of the output of tertiary industry is the smallest. From 1988 to 2008, Tertiary
industry developed rapidly and its ratio to GDP surpassed the primary industry. So the industrial
structure presented"2-3-1" trend.
0.6
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0
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Figure 1

The ratio of the three industry to GDP

But in general, the industrial structure in Hebei province is still in its infancy. According to the
study of Channer and other economists, the industrial structure should be 15.4%, 43.4%, 41.2% as long
as GDP per capita surpasses 2,000 US dollars(1980, US dollar)[2] . As the ratio of Hebei province is
12.6%、54.2%、33.2% in 2008，Hebei’s industrial structure has to be adjusted and promoted. We should
especially develop the secondary and tertiary industry to upgrade industry. As we all know, technology
innovation is the most important way to upgrade industry and the higher education is the most important
means to train specialized personnel. We must pay more attention to the higher education.
2.2 Deviation of industrial structure
The industry structure and the employment structure do not always synchronize their steps.
Industrial structure always changes faster than the employment structure, because there are some other
factors affecting employment structure besides industrial structure, such as systems and education. [3]
Usurually we use deviation of industry to express such relationship. The formula is as follows:
P =C

L

−1

In the formula, P is the deviation of industry, C is the ratio of industry structure, L is the ratio of
employment structure. If P=0, it means the industrial structure and employment structure are
coordinated; the farther P is from zero, the bigger the deviation is.
We can see from table 1 that since 1998, deviation of primary industry has been negative and the
absolute value has risen from 0.62 to 0.68, which indicated the industrial structure in the primary
industry and the employment structure are very uncoordinated. The deviation has been positive in
secondary industry, which indicated the second industry can accept more employment theoretically. The
structure deviation in the tertiary industry has dropped from 0.39 to 0.15, which indicated the industrial
structure and the employment structure has been improved and the tertiary industry has the strong
accepting ability for the labor force.
year
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Table 1 Deveation of industrial structure in Hebei
Primary industry
Secondary industry
-0.62
0.77
-0.65
0.85
-0.67
0.90
-0.67
0.88
-0.68
0.84
-0.69
0.90
-0.66
0.80
-0.66
0.77
-0.70
0.77
-0.67
0.71
-0.68
0.73

Tertiary industry
0.39
0.40
0.39
0.39
0.41
0.36
0.29
0.24
0.23
0.19
0.15
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In fact, along with the industrialization development, the secondary industry did not absorb labour
force fully. The surplus rural labor force was detained in the countryside or flowed to the low-level
tertiary industry, and most high-educated labor force flew to the high-level tertiary industry. As a result,
the labor force quality of primary industry is very low and high-educated human capital is very scarce in
the second industry. Such level and disposition of human capital seriously restricted Hebei province’s
industrial structure promotion. So we should deepen educational reform and make good use of Hebei’s
human resources to promote human capital level and enhance the employment ability. [4]
2.3 Analysis of linear regression
In recent years, the relation of the higher education and the economic development has become
closer. The higher education provides talented people for the society every year form the aspects of
quantity, quality, structure and specification, which plays great role in the adjustment of industrial
structure. [5] So it is very important to analyze the relationship between the higher education and the
economic development. Table 2 gives the value-added of the three industries and the growth of
university graduates in Hebei province.
In the table, g is the GDP growth, is Value-added of the primary industry, v2 is value-added of the
secondary industry, v3 is Value-added of the tertiary industry and u is the growth of university
graduates.
Table 2
Year
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

The value-added of the three industry and the graduates' growth
g
V1
V2
V3
175.74
9.00
72.39
94.35
206.43
20.19
113.24
73.00
412.34
44.60
274.77
92.97
496.65
150.23
205.20
141.22
662.03
179.43
269.65
212.95
603.45
69.60
341.84
192.01
500.81
60.82
269.77
170.22
302.23
28.84
149.95
123.44
258.18
15.37
104.26
138.55
529.77
18.58
326.37
184.82
472.80
89.27
181.67
201.86
501.52
43.02
215.06
243.44
903.01
107.21
505.87
289.94
1556.34
269.52
884.17
402.65
1618.48
169.50
930.77
518.21
1419.65
41.26
882.51
578.40
2193.74
342.91
1126.79
724.04
2479.11
229.88
1535.62
713.61

u
644
-19
-1257
5361
8897
5449
397
-1672
-956
1649
-25384
47039
44652
35586
40065
24353
20627
43142

Using the data in table 2, we can analyse, by calculating the correlation coefficient and regression
coefficient, the relationship between industrial structure and the higher education in Hebei province.
Correlation coefficient

Table 3
Primary industry
0.4495

Correlation coefficient
Secondary industry
0.6551

Tertiary industry
0.6355

GDP
0.6474

We can see that the correlation coefficient between growth of university graduates and GDP is 0.6474,
which is positive. The correlation coefficient between the growth of university graduates and the
value-added of the three industries are 0.4495, 0.6551 and 0.6355. So, it is obvious that there exists
linear regression relationship among these factors. Regression equation is as follows:
Y0 = α 0 + β 0 X + μ
（1）

Y1 = α 1 + β1 X + μ1
Y2 = α 2 + β 2 X + μ 2
Y3 = α 3 + β 3 X + μ 3

（2）
（3）
（4）

In the equation, Y0 is GDP, Y1 is value-added in primary industry, Y2 is value-added in secondary
industry, Y3 is value-added in tertiary industry. The result of regression analysis is in table 4.
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Regression coefficient

Table 4 Regression result
Primary industry
Secondary industry
0.0021
0.0133

Tertiary industry
0.0065

GDP
0.0218

Analyzing the correlation coefficient, coefficient of determination, F test and T test, the regression
results are tenable. As can be expected, university graduates’ growth can truly affect industrial
development, especially the secondary and tertiary industry. There are two reasons. The first one is the
demand of the secondary and the tertiary industry for technology is higher than the primary industry.
The second one is the university graduates are inclined to seek jobs in the secondary and tertiary
industry for thinking of the job stability and its wage. However, the results can be seen from the
regression that the elasticity of absolute value of each factor are less than 1.This shows that the
promotion of education to industrial development is not doing enough. So it needs further development
for higher education to promote the optimization and upgrading of industrial structure in Hebei
province.

3 Conclusion and Recommendations
This study reveals that the higher education is in-depth power which can promote the optimization
of the industrial structure. The higher education development may provide the high level human
resource for the three industries to promote industrial upgrading. However there are many problems in
the higher education in Hebei province, such as the insufficiency of the capital quantity, the
unreasonable structure, the unbalance of the disposition and the efficiency of the use of the high level
personnel resource. So reform of higher education system is essential.
So here are some advices:
Firstly, we should recognize the function of the higher education and enlarge multilateral
investment system, including the government, the enterprise, the society and the family, so as to finance
educational expenditure[6].
Secondly, Considering from the industrial structure demand, higher education structure should be
optimized in various aspects, such as hierarchical structure of the personnel training, the structure of
subject and specialty, the course construction which is related to the pillar industry in Hebei province.
Thirdly, we should carry out higher education quality projects and strengthen teaching management
to improve the teaching quality. Two things must be done. One is promoting teaching reform by
innovating personnel training pattern and curriculum system, The other is enhancing the construction of
talented undergraduate cultivation base.[7].
Finally, another needs to be paid attention to is the technology in novation. Universities, research
institutions and enterprises should form the resource-sharing platform and cooperate with each other. We
should accelerate the transform of scientific achievements and enhance industry development.
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1 Introduction
As the progress of science and technology becomes much quicker, enterprises that merely rely on
batch production and scale operation face much more risks in the more and keener market competition
and hardly to gain long term advantage. Establishing strategic alliance with other enterprises is an
important way to control the operation risk and promote the competition advantage.
Strategic alliance can be categorized into horizontal strategic alliance and vertical strategic alliance.
The horizontal strategic alliance consists of enterprises coming from the same industry, which are
potential competitors, produce and sale same products and services. In the vertical strategic alliance,
partners belong to different industry and they have direct or indirect input-output relationship.
Unlike horizontal strategic alliance, the partners of the vertical strategic alliance do not in competition
relationship and hence the vertical strategic alliance is much more acceptable for enterprises. Vertical
strategic alliance integrates the upstream and downstream enterprises of industry chain, manages several
conterminal different production and operation stage in one alliance.
Vertical strategic alliance can help enterprises cooperate with other enterprises that have different
and complementary role in industry chain to utilize more resources and form much more great power to
participate in market competition. By the cooperation in vertical strategic alliance, enterprises can
reduce or eliminate the disadvantage introduced by information asymmetry. The vertical strategic
alliance is also an effective substitution of vertical integration because it can prevent the series problem
of relevant resource dependence, eliminate the indeterminacy in the supply chain system and decrease
the potential loss by the price fluctuation of input goods. Therefore, vertical strategic alliance is a
particularly important strategic alliance form.
Although the strategic alliance offers the partners a chance to create win-win situation and many
enterprises actively establish and participate strategic alliance, especially vertical strategic alliance, they
usually can not realize their expected aim and cause to failure. Investigations revealed that the failure
rate of strategic alliance is almost among 50% and 60%[1]. Since 1980's, McKensey carried out a
tracking research on over 800 strategic alliances and recorded that only 40% strategic alliances can last
over 4 years. And many strategic alliances are broken up in very short time[2]. There are many reasons
for the failure of strategic alliances, but the unsuitability of partner is thought as one main reason by
researchers and practicer[3]. An investigation on 750 American CEOs discovered that their most lacking
and needed expertise is how to choose strategic alliance partners[4].

2 Why Enterprises Participating Vertical Strategic Alliance
Every enterprise has his particular reason to participate vertical strategic alliance since they have
different resources and different expectation. To choose partners, enterprises must know why other
enterprises want to take part in the vertical strategic alliance. The reason why enterprises participate
vertical strategic alliance can be summarized as follows:
2.1 To stabilize the total sale
Many big enterprises build production lines with huge production capability to gain scale economy,
and decrease the average cost of products and win more customer orders. But these huge capability
production lines need much more high investment and have much more high idle cost. To fasten the
capital recovery and avoid production line being idle, enterprises must acquire steady sales market. This
phenomenon is much more important in high production batch industry, such as raw material industry
and chemical industry. In this case, enterprises tend to establish strategic alliance with agents or end
customers to gain steady customer order by offering preferential price. The vertical strategic alliance
with downstream customers can not only stabilize the total sale and decrease the marketing risk, but also
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help enterprise to strengthen the customer relationship, understand customer demand much better, and
improve the development of new product and marketing. For example, Baosteel is the most big
steel-plate-for-auto supplier and hold a market share of almost half. At the same time, the downstream
auto companies also have giant scale and demand and the market convergence tends to become higher.
In this case, Baosteel's loss of one main customer means great sale decreasing. At the same time, auto
industry undergoes a rapid and continuous technological progress, Baosteel must continuously develop
new product according to the new demand of auto companies. Therefore, Baosteel established strategic
alliance with china main auto company such as FAW, Dongfeng, Saicgroup. By the deep cooperation on
steel sale, new product co-development and steel post-processing, the simple sale-purchasing
relationship between downstream and upstream enterprises is expanded to close strategic partnership[5].
2.2 To stabilize raw material supply
High capacity production line needs huge raw material supply. The enterprise operation would face
great risk if the raw material supply fluctuates, including supply stop, the increase of raw material price
and the changing of raw material quality. These supply risks would be much higher for enterprises
purchasing raw material for foreign country and having special technological requirements. By
establishing strategic alliance with raw material supplier, enterprises can not only stabilize the raw
material supply, but also decrease the purchasing cost. This is the reason why auto companies want to
establish strategic alliance with Baosteel. At the same time, Baosteel also establish strategic alliance
with his supplier CVRD[6].
2.3 To apportion the cost of investment
As the technological rapidly progressing, there are usually several technological solutions for one
customer demand, which means high technological risk. The high cost of research and development and
production line construction are a huge burden for any enterprise. By establishing vertical strategic
alliance with upstream or downstream companies, the cost of investment can be apportioned and the
technological solution can be optimized by partners.
2.4 To satisfy the control requirement of government
The industry policy of government may have character requirement on enterprises. For example,
foreign auto companies who want to produce auto goods in china must have local partner. Government
usually has multifarious control requirement, local partners know well how to satisfy these requirement
and they also have much strong influence on governments. Therefore, many transnational enterprises
establish strategic alliance with local partners when entering a new market.

3 Common Problems in Vertical Strategic Alliance Partner Selection
Although there are many reasons for the failure of strategic alliance, the inappropriate partner is
noted by most researchers and practitioners. The lack of expertise on partner selection is thought as the
main reason for the failure of strategic alliance [7]. An investigation revealed that only 30% strategic
alliance had achieved their aim and other 70% led to failure. In the failing strategic alliance, 70% is
caused by inappropriate partner (see Figure 1)[8].

Figure 1 Partner Selection and Strategic Alliance Failure

The reason why so many enterprises still fail where other enterprises’ fail is that there are some
issues which are usually bypassed at the beginning of strategic alliance.
The first bypassed issue is hidden aim. At the beginning of vertical strategic alliance, partners
usually reached a consensus on the aim of vertical strategic alliance and each other's right and obligation.
However, besides open consensus, some partners may have hidden aim, such as knowing and obtaining
downstream distribution channel in the help of partner. In some cases, the hidden aim may be the main
aim for which enterprises participated the vertical strategic alliance. These enterprises would adopt
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opportunistic behavior to realize their hidden aim despite the vertical strategic alliance open aim and
other partner's benefit, which cause the failure of strategic alliance in most cases. Another type of hidden
aim is the manager's hidden aim of partner.
To avoid the hidden aim, enterprises should know each other's strategic intention very well before
the establishing of strategic alliance to ensure the open aim is real and valid and the strategic alliance
would benefit each other. Although the hidden aim can not be banished completely, the reality and
validity of open aim can restrain most hidden aim. The key factor is to ensure every partner gain enough
benefit according to their effort. If one partner does not get deserved benefit, it would raise hidden aim
even if it dose not have at the beginning of vertical strategic alliance.
When establishing vertical strategic alliance, enterprises should consider the possible hidden aims
and their potential damage to other partners. Enterprises should frankly discuss the hidden aim and add
hidden-aim-restraining clauses in alliance agreement.
The second issue is the cultural compatibility. When choosing partners, enterprises usually
emphasis the complementarities of competence and resources but neglect whether they can realize
cooperation smoothly. If the cooperation can not realized this, the originally weak trust would be
seriously shocked and the alliance is subject to dismissed. The barely operated alliance would face the
increasing operation cost by the conflict and distrust. At the same time, the alliance aim can not be
achieved or well achieved.
Enterprises culture shape the management behavior and the smooth cooperation among partners in
alliance rely heavily on the compatibility of enterprises culture. But this does not mean partners should
have similar culture. Every enterprises has its own particular culture, similar culture requirement would
greatly reduce the potential candidate for partner. Especially for vertical strategic alliance, enterprises
come from different industry and may have very different culture. The cultural compatibility means that
every enterprise and its employee can easily understand another's culture, and can understand the reason
and aim of its behavior. Based on this basis, partners can forecast other's behavior and prepare for it. In
the case of cultural conflict, partners can make concessions and ensure the smooth cooperation.
The third issue is the balance. A well-made alliance should have a good balance, which means that
partners shouldn’t have to have similar scale. Traditionally partner choosing emphasize similar scale
balance while the most important thing is that partners should have similar contribution to the alliance.
If one strategic alliance rely heavily on one member's contribution, the alliance is not necessary.
The fourth issue is the dynamics of market. The dynamic changing of market environment can
make the alliance aim invalid or make partner's contribution tiny. If the aim of establish strategic
alliance is to stabilize the sale and develop new market, enterprises should pay close attention to the
prospects of downstream industry and specific enterprises. Especially when the product can be used in
several downstream industries, the chosen partner should be in an industry with high product added
value and rapidly expanding market capacity. This kind of alliance can help enterprises take up a good
market position in rapidly developed downstream industry.

4 Indicator System
To choose the most appropriate partner, the key issue is not which method should be used to
evaluate the potential partner, but which indicators should be used. Many researcher had made
remarkable contributions on the partner selecting indicator system [9,10]. Based on the previous work and
above analysis, this paper bring forward that the decision factors should be complementarities, desire,
capacity and growth, compatibility, trust and cooperation. Corresponding indicators are stipulated in
each decision factor see Table1.
Table 1
Decision
Factor
Complemen
tarities

Desire

Indicator System for Partner Selecting in Vertical Strategic Alliance
Decision
Indicators
Indicators
Factor
Material resources
Management capacity
Human resources
Cooperation capacity
Knowledge and technology Capacity
Alliance experience
and growth
resources
Marketing channel
Finance health
Strategy coherence
Growth
Positioning coherence
Scale
Compatibil
Benefit importance
Core business
ity
Culture tolerance
Other goal
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Potential steal
Manager reputation
Win-win consensus

Trust and
cooperatio
n

Familiarity
Honesty record
Executives stability
Executives relationship

The complementarities decision factor considers whether the candidate has different resources from
other members. Consequently, the candidate's score in each indicator is not decided by its resources
amount but scarcity. The paper identifies four indicators in complementarities decision factor, which are
material resources, human resources, knowledge and technology resources, and marketing channel.
In the capacity and growth decision factor, there are also five indicators. Management capacities
consider the candidate's inner management level, which mean the control degree of strategic level to
operation level. The cooperation capacity stands for the enterprise's ability to cooperate with other
enterprises and accomplish common tasks. Whether the candidate has rich past experience is also
important to alliance. Finance health is a hysteretic indicator to enterprises' capacity. The prospect of
candidates is reflected by the growth indicator.
Although the compatibility decision indicator only has three indicators, it is important. The huge
size candidate would not get a high score in scale indicator because this indicator is designed to reflex
the matching of enterprises. Hence, if the candidate has similar size with the core company, it would get
a high score. Similarly, candidates have different core business would get a high score. The indicator
culture tolerance requires that the candidate has a tolerate enterprise culture, which is easy to adjust the
operation pattern to realize cooperation with others.
The familiarity indicator in trust and cooperation decision factor reflex whether the candidate is
familiar to the core company, which can help the smooth cooperation. The honesty record also help the
trust building in alliance, while the private relationship between is doing the same thing. Another factor
that hampers alliance performance heavily is the personnel changes of partner. It may change the desire
of the partner and cause the slowly carrying of former agreements and even abandon. Therefore, the
indicator executive’s stability is brought forward.
The most important factor to decide the candidate's contribution to the alliance is its desire. So this
paper brought forward seven indicator to detail investigate the desire decision factor. The strategy
coherence indicator evaluate whether the candidate's strategy has coherence with core companies. The
position coherence indicator evaluate whether the candidate holds same positioning to alliance with core
companies. The benefit importance is also a significance indicator because if the alliance's benefit to one
partner is not important, the partner would have no incentive to make contributions. The win-win
consensus indicator reflex whether the candidate is willing to realize win-win. The left three indicators
are to detect the hidden aim. If the candidate has other goal or may have potential steal behavior, the
alliance is threatened. Similarly, if the manager has personnel hidden aim, the alliance also can not
achieve its origin aim.

5 Conclusion
The most difficult problem in partner selection is choosing proper evaluation indicator. Based on
the previous work and analysis on the incentives and common problems of vertical strategic alliance,
this paper brought an indicator system which consists of five decision factors and 23 indicators.
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Abstract: Strengthening Industry, Academy and Research (IAR) cooperation is an important part in
promoting the industrialization of scientific and technological achievements and maintaining the
industry’s core competitive advantage. Industry, Academy and Research organizations alliances
which are carried out smoothly or not, have great influence in the level of scientific and
technological innovation in the relevant regions of a country. In this paper, with comparative analysis,
case studies and other methods, Policies and recommendations are brought up on IAR sustainable
development from government perspective. Government must improve the existing relevant laws
and regulations, provide effective guidance, improve the policy environment, speed up service
system building, and provide wider financial supports. In the meantime, government should
strength supervision management on IAR strategic alliances development, so as to build a
socialist harmonious IAR system.
Keyword: IAR (Industry, Academy and Research); Strategic alliance; Sustainable development;
Government support

1 Introduction
After the global financial crisis, all governments in the world actively promote IAR alliance to
accelerate the pace of technological innovation in order to find new economic growth point. As an
important part of keeping industry core competitive advantage, IAR organization alliance smoothly
working greatly influences the scientific and technological innovation of a country. In 2005, the
Chinese government issued the “Long-term Scientific and Technological Development Plan
(2006-2020)”, which proposed clearly that we must establish a technology innovation system of
“business-oriented, market-oriented, a combination of Industry, Academy and Research” and the
system acts a national innovation system breakthrough and a key part to build an innovation
country.
From the global point of view, the research of production IAR strategic alliances has existed
for a long time. The earliest study on Research and Industry cooperation has been started in 1912
by USA economists Schumpeter. His book of “Theory of Economic Development” brought up the
point that IRA cooperation process means renovation process, or production factors re-organizing
process. During that process, enterprises, universities, research institutions carry out various forms
of cooperation with innovation as a common goal. Committing to scientific research
industrialization which integrates scientific research, technological development and marketing.
The high benefits from such Integration will be much more than any party of three achieves
individually. In the mid of 20th century, the father of Silicon Valley, Fred Terman proposed
academy and industry partnership vision and initiated a regional economic development pattern,
"Silicon Valley", which indicates a epoch in the history of Industry & research cooperation. In the
21st century, the study of IAR strategic alliances continues to refine. Gica (2004), from system
perspective, pointed out three main components of IAR: Enterprise, School and Research Institute,
together with external environment comprise a large system which origins from partners’ needs and
goals, and also from the pressure in the external environment. IAR’s success or failure depends on
its ability to survive and adapt to the environment, such as social and legal environment, etc.
In recent years, with the deep studies of IRA strategic alliance in China, we have made some
achievements. The most studies focused on its necessity, feasibility and prospects; Issues appearing
in economics transition period; proposals and ideas on IAR strategic alliance mechanisms, concepts,
models and other aspects. In the paper of “Sustainable Development Joint mechanism for Industry,
Academy and Research", Bi Kexin, Zhou Xinrong and others (1997) presented the issue that how
IAR alliance can be carried out successfully. They discussed many aspects such as dynamic
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mechanism, selection mechanism, risk mechanism, management mechanism, benefits mechanism,
and legal mechanism. In 2005, Shanghai Municipal Committee of the Democratic Alliance
described IAR current status and bottlenecks in the article of “Shanghai to promote production and
research strategic alliance”, and gave proposals on how to form IAR strategic alliance effectively in
Shanghai. Li Ying (2007) analyzed the characteristics of IAR alliance in high-tech zone, and gave
some suggestions from government viewpoint. Chen Litai and Lin Chuan (2009) explored from
government’s roles in macro-guidance and coordination, and pointed out a series of system
construction, such as property rights system, evaluation system and incentive system etc.
In general, in-depth studies (and papers) on IAR strategic alliance in China are not found
much, and even less on sustainable development in post-crisis era. This paper attempts to explore
solutions that can suit China IAR strategic alliance sustainable development from government
behavior perspective, so as to gain valuable results on IAR practice.

2 Sustainable Development Resistance after Initial Achievements
2.1 Gradual improvements of macroeconomic conditions cannot effectively breakthrough
information communication difficulties
In the past twenty years, the macro-environment for IAR strategic alliance development is
gradually improving in China, especially in the “Eleventh Five-Year” period, the central government has
put great efforts on technological innovation environment improvement and has taken a series of
effective measures to fully support enterprises to carry out technological innovation. Under the general
framework of national laws and regulations on enterprise technological progress and innovation, local
governments have set up science and education leading groups, science popularization leading group
and leading groups of intellectuals. Moreover, local governments have stipulated associated support
policies on the implementation of scientific and technological development outline, provided training in
science and technology brands, technical standards and promoted Intellectual property creation and
technological innovation projects, trying to create a favorable environment for innovative enterprises.
However, the actual operation has shown that the communication obstacles among enterprises,
universities and research institute are still outstanding.
2.2 The new cooperation mode is lack of continuance and steady
In the past, research and educational institutions act as the main character in IAR cooperation,
thus the school enterprise is the most popular mode of that. In a market economy, high risk in new
enterprises increased the risk of technology industry, especially when universities owned new
technologies in many areas, they established different school enterprises or run business
diversification, they undertook even more risk. The schools and research institutions bear the full
investment in technology industry which contributed to its greater financial pressure, leading to
many sophisticated technologies died in the laboratory in universities.
In recent years, the new ideas on IAR cooperation is based on enterprise as a leader, together with
universities and research institutions, to develop technology research and have research results in
production. The outstanding advantages are: on one hand, avoiding resources waste and duplication work,
which gives full play to the cooperation potential; on the other hand, those critical enterprises in the
market cooperating with the universities which take leading role in technology can reduce the technology
industry’s cycle, and avoid the disadvantages of those school-run enterprises.
IAR Strategy Alliance is a long-term stable and innovative cooperative organization that consisted
of enterprises, universities and research institutes, and they based on their strategic objectives and
strategic intent of the development to enhance innovation capacities. The new cooperation model allows
the universities and research institutions to determine the relative clear research direction, strengthening
research capabilities and market competitiveness to a certain level. However, most of IAR cooperation in
china lacks of persistent and stability. Technological innovation and cooperation are harder to rise to a
strategic high level.
2.3 Most of enterprises still lack the sense and capabilities of innovation, and investment amount
In recent years, China’s strategic alliance implementation on industrial technology innovation has
enhanced the overall technological level effectively on some relevant industries. The competitiveness of
enterprises and development strength thereof has improved significantly. A Trinity Deer-style
development IAR system has formed actively. However, behind those typical successful models on IAR
alliance, a considerable number of enterprises, esp. small-middle enterprises (SME), their innovation
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senses are not strong enough and innovation capabilities, investments are not sufficient. These factors
limit the development space of IAR strategic alliance.
Most of Chinese enterprises with small-scale investment and poor corporate structure focus on
tangible assets investments like plant and equipment etc., neglect of technology, talent and other
intangible assets. In addition, insufficient capital investment on technological innovation will lead to
enterprises unable or unwilling to bear big and challenge technological innovation projects, thereby
affecting the IAR strategic alliance building. So far, it is still very difficult for some SMEs to obtain
necessary financial support on innovative activities. Statistic has shown that more than 80% of the
enterprises lack of R&D funding, and most of the creative talents distributed outside the enterprise. In IAR
combination process, enterprise is basically at subordinate position.

3 Government Factor
Multiple factors affect IAR strategy alliance promotion. As an important part of the national
innovation system, complete legal protection and effective policy support are very essential.
3.1 Legal system incomplete and related supervision not yet in place
From the national level, the legal system for IAR strategic alliance development is not sound,
especially the lack of a national laws and regulations on IAR strategic alliance. The lack of laws and
regulations lead to much more difficulties in daily supervision work practice. At present, because IAR
strategic alliance development only exist a short time, a specific daily supervision mechanism has not
formed yet and insufficient supervision exist obviously. When IAR strategic alliance building up, contract
can be used to specify capital investment and management, intellectual property rights allocation, liability
for breach of contract and other important issues of interest. Whenever dispute occurs, all parties can
resolve through consultation, so that IAR strategic alliance interests can be in timely and effective
protection.
3.2 Technology service system is not sound as innovation backing force
Firstly, there is a lack of effective publicity mechanisms for IAR strategic alliance. The relevant
government departments therefore do not produce more in-depth publicity and guidance on IAR strategic
alliance related to the significance of economic and social, and preferential policies on enterprise,
university and research institute. This is also the cause of most Chinese enterprises involved in IAR
strategic alliances are not enthusiastic. Secondly, science and technology information exchange and
service mechanism are not sound. Under Insufficient science and technology information situation,
enterprise, university and research institute cannot understand with each other on their actual demand,
resulting in big wastes in time, efforts and cost for all parties to find out the right strategic partners.
Thirdly, the lack of contract management and technological innovation risk assessment mechanism.
Contract, clearly stipulating the rights and obligations of all parties, is a legally binding protection for all
IAR strategic alliance parties’ interests. When dispute occurs in IAR strategic alliance, all parties can
solve that through consultation in accordance with contract. Because of the lack of appropriate
organizations, a mature contract management mechanism has not formed yet.
3.3 Good policy environment and multi-channel input mechanism has not yet formed
The Chinese government has not been yet successful in guiding the formation of multi-channel
economic and social investment mechanism of technological innovation, and also cannot effectively solve
the financial difficulties that enterprise, university and research institute are facing in their technological
innovations. All these situations are not conducive to the sustainable development of IAR strategic
alliances, thus will affect the enhancement process of scientific and technological innovation in China.
At present, only a few large-scale enterprises engaged in innovation activities can obtain financial loans.
Limited by risk guarantee factors, many enterprises cannot get sufficient loans to meet their technological
innovation needs.

4 Policy Recommendations and Proposals for Sustainable Development of IAR
Taking full account of Chinese enterprises, universities and research institutes actual situation, taking
reference of the successful experience of developed countries and even the developed regions in China on
IAR practice, the Government undertakes the corresponding responsibility to promote China’s IAR
Strategic alliance development.
4.1 Establish and improve laws and regulations, strengthen supervision and management
In order to achieve the desired results, the various IAR strategic alliances related regulations and
policy must be carried out accurately and seriously. The Chinese government should strengthen its
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supervision over the execution of the laws, regulations and policies (both national and local) to ensure that
state such laws, regulations and policies can be implemented completely. Accountability mechanisms
building up is another proposal that government make the appropriate punishments on those local or
national units and their leaders which don’t accomplish the assigned missions properly and timely. In the
meantime, increasing the knowledge and technology property rights protection can ensure knowledge of
return on investments (ROI) which can increase investors confidence on their investments on IAR
strategic alliance.
4.2 Create a favorable policy environment, and increase financial support
The government financial supports on IAR strategic alliance are reflected in the following aspects.
Firstly, set up special funds. Keep sustained and stable investment on key technology, fundamental
technology and public technology. Secondly, broaden the sources of funds on technological innovation
and gradually form a multi-participation investment system that is: government investment as a guide;
enterprise investment as the main body; bank loans as support; fund raising and introduction of foreign
capital as supplements. Thirdly, increase tax incentives on the enterprises involved in IAR strategic
alliance by way of tax relief or tax subsidies etc. mobilizing the enthusiasm of enterprise participation on
IAR strategic alliance.
4.3 Strengthen the policy advocacy guide, speed up service system
Strengthen publicity and guidance on IAR strategic alliance development. On the one hand,
government departments hold regular training sessions, forums, information technology accomplishment
conference and other forms of education and publicity, so that enterprises, universities and research
institutes will be increased on their enthusiasm on IAR strategic alliance creation. On the other hand,
summarizing advanced samples, promoting successful experience and effective mode on timely basis,
guiding to learn the advanced experience and innovating methods of work are all effective and efficient
ways to help promoting IAR strategic alliance development. For example, in developed provinces such as
Jiangsu, “school-enterprise coalition” innovation activity as a form of IAR strategic alliance provides a
way to serve the community with technology. Accelerate the establishment of contract management and
risk assessment mechanisms. Contract and risk management are important factors that affect long-term
development of IAR strategic alliance. The contract which addresses the various interests is the basis to
handle disputes in IAR strategic alliance development process.

5 Conclusion
After thirty years of exploration and development, China IAR strategic alliance has been a
breakthrough in cooperation model and results, but further development is still facing outstanding
obstacles. From the government perspective, there are these factors that impact china IAR strategic
alliance development: unsound laws and regulations, insufficient supervision and management, policy
support direction and intensity not being fully in place and imperfect cooperation service system etc.
Furthermore, these factors produce a certain limitation on resource integration among enterprise,
university and research institute. When China’s economy is at an important period of strategic transition
currently, extensive growth mode based on high consumption and investment of material resources has
not fundamental change. To enhance independent innovation capability, maintain sustainable IAR
strategic alliance development, accelerate the pace of economic development of independent innovation,
government should provide targeted measures to deal with above three aspects of proposals as soon as
possible.
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Abstract: as more and more companies seek cooperation to conduct technological innovation,
knowledge transfer efficiency is a key factor that may affect the outcomes of technological innovation.
Innovation network is a new kind of innovation method nowadays. It is necessary to study how
subjective behave in the innovation network. The paper applied game theory to analyze the influence of
knowledge transfer efficiency on the revenues of companies. It found that revenues is bigger when
enterprises built innovation network than that when enterprises do not built innovation network,
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1 Introduction
Economist Joseph Schumpeter put forward the concept of innovation in the book of Theory of
Economic Development in 1912 [1]. The model of innovation experienced five generations from the
process of linear models to nonlinear models. Technology-push of first generation and demand-pull of
second generation are linear models. The third generation is the combination of technology-push and
demand-pull that is a nonlinear model. The forth generation is a parallel model and the fifth generation
is a network model of systems integration and expansion. It can be seen from development of innovation
models that only relying on the strength of individual enterprise to carry out technological innovation
could not win in the increasingly fierce competition in the market. Without necessary knowledge and
information of technical innovation, enterprises can not completely own and independently innovate.
Companies can build innovation networks to share knowledge and technology to conduct technological
innovation together. Organizations of innovation network could be enterprises, customers, universities,
scientific research institutions and so on. Enterprises could be suppliers, competitors and cooperators.
Innovation network can be defined as a dynamic, open and interactive formal or informal relationship
that is established by companies and related subjects (universities, research institutions, government,
agencies, etc.) in a certain area.
Wei Jiang revealed the generation of cluster innovation networks of small medium enterprises
economy and existence of knowledge spillovers in innovation networks from two aspects of the whole
cluster and cluster members. He analyzed approaches and influencing factors of cluster knowledge
spillovers and dynamic controlling mechanisms of knowledge spillovers [2]. Wu Chuanrong and Zeng
Deming have proposed an evaluation indexes system of main factors that affect subjective cooperation
in knowledge transfer in innovation networks, and applied the theory of multi-objective optimum
decision model to construct a quantitative decision model [3]. Zeng Deming et al. put forward subjective,
resources and activities that comprised innovation network from the perspective of knowledge flows,
constructed completed process of knowledge flow consisting of knowledge acquisition, knowledge
creation, knowledge transfer and knowledge application in the innovation networks [4]. Chai Guorong et
al. built enterprise knowledge sharing models of with safeguard measurement and without safeguard
measurements in innovation networks according to the effect of knowledge spillovers and synergies.
Without safeguard measurements, enterprise knowledge sharing encountered Prisoner's Dilemma. While
with safeguard measurements, firms could make a knowledge sharing decision maximizing profits after
they thought about gains and losses. Moreover, enterprises were willing to provide more amounts of
knowledge sharing with the expansion of the network [5]. Niu Chonghuai et al. proposed a new
organizational innovation, namely comprehensive integrated innovation network. Knowledge sharing in
the network can help reduce total transaction costs and total transfer time of knowledge transfer in the
process of complex technological innovation, thus promoting talents emergence and enhancing
capability of organizational scientific and technological innovation [6]. It could be concluded from the
literature review that scholars studied knowledge sharing and transfer mechanism in qualitative methods,
few involved quantitative analysis. This paper will construct a game model of knowledge transfer
efficiency in innovation network to analyze the efficiencies when enterprises build innovation network
and when enterprises do not build innovation network, thus providing theoretical reasons for whether to
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build innovation network.

2 Model Descriptions
2.1 Basic assumptions
2.1.1 Market demand
Suppose there are 2 enterprises i,j produce homogeneous production in innovation network. They
would establish an innovation network of complementary advantages in the purpose of technological
innovation. The total market demand of production of 2 enterprises in the network is
Q=q1+q2.
(1)
In the Eq. (1) q1 and q2 are the output of enterprise i,j.
The inverse demand function of products is linear function:
P (Q) = a-Q.
(2)
In the Eq. (2) a> 0, b> 0 is parameters in the demand curve. Q ≤ a / b; P are prices of products
before technological innovation
2.1.2 Innovation input
The model assumes that enterprises i in the innovation network implements technological
innovation to reduce costs and increase profits. It will choose input of technological innovation that
maximizes its benefits. xi represents cost reduction of unit input of technological innovation of
enterprise i. xi is called contribution level of technological innovation. xi positively correlates with input
costs. With unit cost reduction increases, input costs increases. The function of innovation input of
enterprise i is f (xi), f '(xi)> 0, f "(xi)> 0. It supposes innovation input function of enterprise i is a
quadratic function:
Ii=f(xi)=0.5xi2 , i=1,2.
(3)
2.1.3 Knowledge transfer efficiency
When enterprise i carries out technological innovation to reduce its own costs, because of
knowledge spillover effects, the cost of enterprise j will be reduced. Similarly, when enterprise j
implements technological innovation to decrease its own costs, the costs of enterprise i will be reduced
as well. w indicates knowledge transfer efficiency, in the range of 0 <w <1. When innovation input f(xi)
of enterprise i makes it own costs reduce by xi, at the same time the costs of the enterprise j will be
reduced by wix1. Similarly, innovation input f(xj) of enterprise j makes it own costs reduce by xj, at the
same time the costs of the enterprise i will be reduced by wixj. The model sets up knowledge transfer
efficiency in innovation network is wn, knowledge transfer efficiency when enterprises without
innovation networks is ws. Assuming ws ≤ wn, which means that knowledge transfer efficiency within
innovation network is higher than that without innovation networks. The reason is that companies have
set up formal and informal exchanges and communication in innovation network that will enhance
knowledge transfer efficiency, which is consistent with the actual situation.
2.1.4 Production costs
Assuming the unit costs of production of enterprise i consist of fixed cost ci, cost reduction of its
own technological innovation input xi, cost reduction by technological innovation input of the other
enterprises is wjxi. So the unit costs of production of enterprise i could be expressed as:
(4)
Ci=ci-xi-wjxi, (i=1,2, j=2,1).
2.2 Revenue functions
The purpose of technological innovation is to achieve the lowest costs and highest profits.
Enterprises could continuously conduct technological innovation to enhance market competitiveness in
the condition of maximizing their own interests. The dissemination of technological outcomes, that is,
knowledge transfer, could enable other businesses to benefit from copying and imitation. Therefore, this
paper selects knowledge transfer efficiency as a key variable, to establish the function of technological
innovation input, analyzing the role of knowledge transfer efficiency in the innovation network. It
assumes that revenues are formed from product sales subtracting innovation input. The payoff function
of enterprise i, j can be expressed as:
y= (a-q1-q2-c1+x1+w2x1)q1-0.5x12
(5)
y= (a-q1-q2-c2+x2+w1x2)q2-0.5x22
(6)
3 Model Solutions
The decision-making of whether firms construct innovation networks to implement technological
innovation experiences two phases: the first stage is enterprises decide whether to establish innovation
networks to conduct technological innovation or not. The second stage is each firm determines its own
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level of technological innovation input. The whole process is a dynamic game process that can be solved
by backward induction. Therefore, first the paper solves Cournot-Nash equilibrium outputs of
enterprises within innovation network and without innovation network, and then calculates
technological innovation level of each enterprise in the two cases.
3.1 Game model and solving when enterprises do not build innovation network
When companies do not build innovation networks, as they produce homogeneous and replaceable
productions, they will implement technological innovation to gain competitive advantages. Companies
would choose the input level of technological innovation to maximize profits. In order to facilitate the
analysis, assuming fixed cost and knowledge transfer efficiency of the two companies are equal, namely,
c1 = c2 = c, w1 = w2 = w. Therefore, the revenue functions of two firms can be expressed as:
y= (a-q1-q2-c+x1+wx1)q1-0.5x12
(7)
y= (a-q1-q2-c+x2+wx2)q2-0.5x22
(8)
Derivative Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), get the best yield of i,j firms are:
q1*=1/3[a-c+(2-w)x1+(2w-1)x2]
(9)
*
q2 =1/3[a-c+(2-w)x2+(2w-1)x1]
(10)
Corresponding maximum benefits of two enterprises are:
y1*=1/9[a-c+(2-w)x1+(2w-1)x2]2 -0.5x12
(11)
y2*=1/9[a-c+(2-w)x2+(2w-1)x1]2 -0.5x22
(12)
Since the two companies dose not build innovation network, two companies would respectively
determine their technological innovation input x1, x2. Derivative Eq. (11) and Eq. (12), calculate
independent optimal innovation input of lowest costs without formation of innovation network.
x1s* =x2s* =xs2 =[2(a-c)(2-ws)]/[9-2(2-ws)(1+ws)]
(13)
It can be seen from (13) that x1s* and x2s* is a decreasing function of ws, that x1s* and x2s* will
reduce with the of increase ws. Cost reduction of technological innovation input would reduce with the
increase of knowledge transfer efficiency. The reason is that when knowledge transfer efficiency
between enterprises increases, the achievements obtained from technological innovation of a company
would be easily copied and imitated by other companies. Cost reduction of this enterprise would reduce
and revenue increase would reduce as well. Therefore, when companies want to obtain higher profits
from technological innovation, they must make their innovations can not easily be transferred, that is, to
take crypto security measurements on the innovation. This is critical for companies that do not build
innovation network.
3.2 Game model and solution of enterprises build innovation network
When enterprises i, j that produce homogeneous and replaceable productions decide to construct an
innovation network for the purpose of technological innovation, they must take lowest innovation costs
and highest innovation revenues of the whole network into consideration. The model becomes
determining innovation input of two enterprises at the certain rate of knowledge transfer efficiency wn.
Eq. (14) is got from adding Eq. (7) to Eq. (8).
y= (a-q1-q2-c+x1+wx1)q1-0.5x12 + y= (a-q1-q2-c+x2+wx2)q2-0.5x22
(14)
Derivative equation (14), figure out optimal innovation input of max cost reduction when
companies construct innovation network.
x1n* =x2n* =xn2 = [2(a-c)(1+wn)]/[9-2(1+wn)2]
(15)
It can be drawn from Eq. (15), that x1n* and x2n* is an increasing function of wn, that is the increase
as the increase of wn. This shows that when companies build innovation networks, the higher knowledge
transfer efficiency is, the greater cost reduction of companies is. The cost of transferring company would
reduce more, thus getting more profits. The reason is that enterprises in the innovation network would
consider the whole interests of network to decide optimal innovation input, pulsing higher knowledge
transfer efficiency, would lower costs of all companies in the network, which reduces the whole cost of
innovation network.

4 Conclusions and Recommendations of Game Theory
It can be drawn from the analysis of game theory model that when enterprises do not set up
innovation network, the increase of knowledge transfer efficiency could reduce the rate of cost reduction.
When enterprises form innovation network, the increase of knowledge transfer efficiency could increase
the rate of cost reduction. Especially, the knowledge transfer efficiency when enterprises build
innovation network is higher than that of they do not build innovation network, this phenomenon is
more obviously. So when companies decide to establish an innovation network, they should pay more
attention to the knowledge governance mechanism within the network. The essence of knowledge
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governance is organizational process of formal organizational mechanisms (including governance
structure, incentives, contractual arrangements, etc.) and informal organizational mechanisms (including
organizational practices, organizational culture, mutual trade, etc.) that interact on knowledge.

5 Conclusions
The paper construct game model of knowledge transfer efficiency in innovation network based on
the theory of knowledge transfer. It targeted two conditions whether enterprises establish innovation
network. It concluded that cost reduction in innovation network is larger than that without innovation
network, especially transfer efficiency is bigger in innovation network, and cost reduction is more
obvious. This article also makes suggestions on how to strengthen knowledge governance of innovation
network. These recommendations could provide guide to increase innovation capability of enterprises in
innovation network.
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Abstract: Computer Aided Innovation (CAI), as an ended and nonlinear problem-solving tool, has been
carried out gradually in process of enterprise distributed innovation, in order to promoting innovation
capacity of organizations and maintaining competitive advantage. Basing on TRIZ theory, this paper
analyzes categories and function mechanism of integrated CAI system, brings forward practical values
of CAI supporting in distributed innovation, which will change the way that conventional collaborative
innovation has done and promote the advanced application of Computer Aided Innovation tools in
distributed Innovation, especially for conceptual design process and product specific process.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, with the development of knowledge economy, the pace of transformation of
information technology on Chinese manufacturing industries are gradually accelerated, especially from
the 21st century, it is manifest achievements that software application creates, such as CAD, CAM, CAE
[1]. On the other hand, more and more large enterprises which actively explore distributed innovation,
employing the ERP (Enterprise resource planning) and PDM (Product Data Management), SCM
(Supply Chain Management) to share the knowledge and realize efficiency and lower costs through
integration system [2]. However, benefits are far from expected growth, with the so-called results of
“digital prototype or sample”, “reduction of the number of prototype testing”, and “improvement of
accuracy” [3], enterprises innovative capacity is still insufficient [4]. In fact, distributed innovation not
only refers to the invention or new products, but also means a complex multi-dimensional platform of
conflicting solution which is on the basis of computer network. Process of cross-regional distributed
innovation renewed for its typical characteristic of synergistic, multi-task and uncertainty. To realize
efficiency, the key question remains how to accomplish this complex process from ideation to market
diffusion successfully [5]. In other words, the existing product of CAx and other engineering software
are difficult to support conceptual design without reservation in the process of creative product
development. It is significant for enterprises to develop and apply innovative tools to support effective
innovation system and keep sustainable competitiveness.

2 Connotation of Computer Aided Innovation
2.1 Trajectory and definition of computer aided innovation
Computer Aided Innovation (CAI) emerged from the initial process of innovation and presents a
new software tools, which supported by the use of Altschuller's TRIZ method [6]. Principles and
problem-solving model of TRIZ Theory are shown in Figure 1. Causal analysis and resource analysis of
initial problem are needed and the problem should be defined firstly; secondly, using technical
contradictions, physical contradictions or object-fields analysis to create functional model of problems.
In this step, functional diagram of technology system components, with harmful interactions laying out,
should be given; thirdly, in terms of algorithm for conflict matrix, separation principle, and knowledge
database, including 40 principles of innovation, 76 kinds of standard solutions, solutions generated. It
means that using known principles and methods to improve partial technical system and relative
parameters. The exploitation of Computer Aided Innovation software is also built on foundation of
computer technology, such as knowledge discovery, data mining, database technology, artificial
intelligence, image processing technology [7]. CAI coordinates with the relevant process of new product
development via systemic theory, and integrates with modern design methodologies, specifically
computer-aided technology, such as ICT systems, series of CAx products. Compared with CAx
engineering application tools, It is a different platform which not just simply focus on new product
development, architecture, design or technical behaviors, but also stresses the logic thinking.
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Figure 1

TRIZ Theory Support for Integrated CAI System

2.2 Classification of computer aided innovation
There is no clear definition for CAI currently, but Stefan Hüsig (2007) investigated 150 CAI
products which have been put in use, and divided them into three categories according to the function
principle of CAI [8]. In terms of software architecture, CAI can be divided into three modules, including
problem analysis module, innovative solutions generation module, and knowledge support module [9].
This paper argues that in process of distributed innovation, CAI can be classified into four categories in
accordance with management functions, named strategic management (knowledge management),
product conceptual design management, product specific design management, and patent management,
as shown in Figure 2. Typical application of CAI tools is product conceptual design and product specific
design, CAI provides advanced innovation theory and approaches to implement a comprehensive
analysis of issues for users, help to construct an effective innovative design and optimize the research
and development processes.

Figure 2 Categories and Function of CAI Tool

3 CAI Supporting in Distributed Innovation
3.1 Distributed innovation process
Distributed innovation emerges because of globalization in information networks, and represents
theoretical and practical development of technological innovation. As sixth-generation innovation model,
distributed innovation have been experienced a long-time evolvement, started from simple linear
technology-push model, linear market-driven model, interactive technology and marketing model, and
then developed to integrated innovation process model, integration network model. Now this paper
gives us representative views about the process of distributed innovation as follows.
Cooper (1990) proposed five stages-gate model of technological innovation, including preliminary
assessment [10], product determination, detailed design of new products, testing and commercial. The
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aim of this model is to shorten product life cycle, and help enterprises adjust technical direction.
However this model lack of dealing process of innovative ideas, and behavior process of looking for
innovative ideas is one of the most important processes of distributed innovation. Professor Karl T.
Ulrich and Steven D. Eppinger (2005) divided innovation process into seven stages, including mission
statement, concept development, system design, detail design, testing and optimization, trial operation,
and product launches. Professor Koen (2001) brings forth three stages model which is called fuzzy front
end phase (FFE), a new concept development stage (NPD) and commercialization stage. Liu Guoxin
(2009) brings forward five stages model in distributed innovation process, including fuzzy front design,
product determination phase, development phase, testing and commercialization [11].
3.2 CAI supporting in conception and product design
Although there are obvious divergence in number of stages in distributed innovation process
according to above perspectives of scholars, two essential processes in the distributed innovation can be
proposed, the first one is front ideation design, and the second one is product specific design process.
Front ideation design, similar with Fuzzy Front End stage [12], which refers to a proceeding that begins
with initial thinking, idea assessment, and end with preparation phase for complete development of
product. The influx of knowledge in front ideation design stage determines the success of innovation.
But on the one hand, this stage is the most irrational phase, have large freedom, fewer constraints, and
blur design. On the other hand, knowledge in fuzzy front is widely distributed, and affects knowledge
absorption capacity and innovation network capacity. Therefore, fuzzy front or conception design is one
of important elements in distributed innovation process. The role of CAI tools to support distributed
innovation is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 CAI Supporting Distributed Innovation Process

Conception database is shared by various subsidiary distributed innovation networks which built on
the foundation of interior enterprise computer system. When Idea generated, the system implements
instructions of collection, storage, and data analysis, then selects conception, and clusters the idea, it
means idea classification. The final expert system provides a platform for idea valuation, and visualizes
the whole development pipe through optimal combination of ideas for different stages of innovation
with corresponding portfolio. This is how the CAI tool supports concept design process of distributed
innovation.
The product specific design is another critical process [13]. Design standards have been established
in accordance with environmental constraints and requirements in specific product design process,
whereas confliction generated, accompanying with improvement of data parameters. Performance
improving of segmental system would result in degradation of other partial parameters, and such
conflictions can not be resolved in engineering design tools, or optimization tools, because those tools,
such as CAx, can only realize monomial task. Exactly, they can not defined geometric models to support
conceptual design behavior in innovation process, or can not automatically weigh the importance of
different conflict elements and promote multi-objective management [14], but this could be resolved by
CAI tools, and CAI use algorithms to define the conflict, propose solutions in logical instructions.
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4 Conclusions
TRIZ-based Computer Aided Innovation (CAI) system has been gradually integrated with other
design software, and there are still some challenges in application of CAI system. For one thing, CAI
users need to be proficient in TRIZ theory; for another, obstacles of technology and conception sheltered
the integration process of CAI system, design software and other existing effective product design
proceedings. At present, it is not satisfactory for achievements of some experiments about integration
test in TRIZ principles and CAD. Thus, it is no doubt that this research has significant theoretical and
practical values, which focus on CAI system supporting the conceptual design process and product
specific process in Chinese enterprise distributed innovation.
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Abstract: This article aims to discuss what the parameters for the development of an innovative city,
through planning and sustainable development traced from four themes: economic, political,
environmental and social. Thinking the future is the only way to develop a social equality, fighting
poverty and rescuing human values. Innovating means do differently and break with old paradigms,
bringing prospects of future, technology and management. For this, we performed a literature review,
and the introduced some practical examples. This way, there is shown the necessity of an appropriate
strategy for the development of cities.
Key words: Innovative cities; Management; Sustainability

1 Introduction
It is increasingly common worldwide see the organization of forums, seminars and meetings to
discuss the future of cities. This concern is mainly because most people spend most of their lives in large
urban centers, since it concentrates most of human activities (Ferreira, 2004). By the way, cities are full
of environmental, social, financial and management problems, which reinforces the need for this study.
Thus we see that problems like these drive us to search for a better quality of life and also sustainable
development. We must seek balance.
It is fact that the major international meetings and agendas address these and other issues linked to
the future of humanity in the global level, however, in this article we will discuss it in the local level, as
the idea of democracy of Alexis of Tocqueville, we see that the great revivals and social changes
happens from the bottom up - from the participation and popular will. In a logical order, we can say that
the transformation of cities, we can change our states, our country and ultimately our planet.
We should also consider the idea of Thomas Hobbes, brilliant English philosopher and political
theorist who saw the state as a reflection of its population, in other words, the behaviors of government
are like the society in which it is inserted. Thus, we see that all local and global efforts to build a more
humane and sustainable society, must first undergo a change of consciousness, where individuals must
realize (or learn) that each of their attitudes affect the development a whole.
From this perspective, we can illustrate the levels of human consciousness and its stage of maturity
through the graph 'Expansive Calculation of self-interest', drawn up by the British futurist Hazel
Henderson (1996).
Knowing this, we will also see that human needs are highly diverse, as in the idea of Chiavenato
(1998) referring to the individuals – "a need satisfied, another arises in his place, and so on, continuous
and infinitely" – which leads us to determine that the public administration must be holistically oriented,
with a holistic view of society, considering the numerous different human perspectives.
In the field of sustainability, we will see that the policy permeates many areas of humanity such as:
science, religion, education, sociology, economics, and many others. In this way, we will break with the
classical vision of the Triple Bottom Line, including the policy on their axes, getting the fourth "P" of
sustainable development - People, Planet, Profit and Politics. Bringing and developing a more
harmonious vision of the sustainable development.
In this context, this article will seek to define strategies that cities can take to become sustainable,
innovative and competitive, bringing knowledge and theories from the private field to the public
administration, as in the work of David Osborne and Ted Gaebler, it is time to reinvent the government,
to face the global and contemporary issues.
Then, we will realize that the sustainable public administration is shown as an alternative to the
redesign of cities, which is nothing more than the need to repair the damage, the awareness to optimize
use of resources, to combat waste and the search for better quality. It must maintain harmony with the
design of eco-efficiency, where a new institutional culture includes social and environmental criteria in
investment, procurement and contracting. It is apparent the need for public administrations to commit
themselves and the commitment of ensuring the conservation of natural resources and environmental
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quality.

2 Problems of the Large Urban Centers and a New Integrated Vision of Public
Management
Today we face a crisis of governance in large urban centers, a process resulting mainly from the
numerous problems of economic, social and environmental order, which makes metropolis management
a great challenge. Urban problems are not recent, occurring since the beginning of the urbanization
process in the eighteenth century during the Industrial Revolution, resulting in a cumulative long-term.
Urbanize essentially means transforming what was nature in city, that is, if we could turn back time
we would see that in the past all came down into plants, trees, animals, insects, as a final point,
characteristics of an environment without human intervention. However, the man took his place today
with cities up to 25 million people, skyscrapers, water supply, sewage, electricity and transport networks.
Nevertheless, not all people have access to this urban infrastructure, being born there one of the biggest
problems of modern life, the huge social division.
In a city is possible to observe at once the most different people, from different social classes. In
Brazil, for example, one of the countries with the worst income distribution in the world, we can see in
the same street or avenue, high standard properties next to slums, as shown in the image below.

Figure 1 Expanding Calculus of “Self-Interest” (Henderson, 1996)
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Favela of Paraisópolis

Through this image we can see the big social gap existing in urban centers, especially in
underdeveloped or developing countries, revealing the dark side of the capitalism. As a result, we will
face even worse problems such as violence and crime, losing quality of life and freedom.
Therefore, we believe that the public manager must address the causes without fear, founded on
democracy, through a systemic view of the government. In this way, we find the principles of "Integral
City", who seek the integral development of a city, exploring the city as a hive of bees, which seeks to
restructure the city, which is durable, harmonious and balanced.

Figure 3

´Integral City´

Through the image number 3, we can see that the "Integral City" develops a systemic view of the
metropolis, bringing diverse perspectives to public administration, as: 1) Integral Intelligence; 2)
Emergent Intelligence; 3) Ecosphere Intelligence; 4) Living Intelligence; 5) Inner Intelligence; 6) Outer
Intelligence; 7) Cultural (or Storytelling) Intelligence; 8) Structural Intelligence aka Social or Building
Intelligence; 9) Inquiry intelligence; 10) Meshworking Intelligence; 11) Navigating Intelligence; 12)
Evolutionary Intelligence. Thus, bellow we will give a brief explanation of each of the elements.1
• Integral Intelligence - looks at the city, as a whole system, that includes (but is not limited to)
discursive, political and religious/spiritual contexts together with a specific natural environment (such as
mountain, sea or prairie), climate and natural ecology. As such an Integral City is dynamic, adaptive and
responsive to its internal life conditions and external life conditions.
• Emergent Intelligence - looks at the city as a whole, through the lenses of aliveness (it survives, adapts
and regenerates), survival (the city survives through the bio-psycho-cultural-social behaviors, intentions,
relationships and systems of its citizens), adaptiveness (the city adapts through differentiation and
integration — through the responses to life conditions by its conformity enforcers, diversity generators,
resource allocators and inner judges.), regeneration (occurs through biological reproduction and inner
renewal, shared learning and teaching and coaching others in roles, competencies and capacities),
1

Source: Integral City. The complete material could be found at: www.integralcity.com.
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sustainability (embraces sustaining order, strategic planning, caring and sharing and systemizing) and
emergence (is a characteristic of living systems, that arises from the resonance and coherence of the
system).
• Ecosphere Intelligence - is an awareness and capacity to respond to the realities of a city's climate and
eco-region environment. Just as honey bees adapt themselves to different geographies, Integral Cities in
different locations must adapt different solutions to the same infrastructure problems.
• Living Intelligence - relates to the aliveness of each citizen through each of its lifecycle stages and the
aliveness of the city through its lifecycle stages. Living intelligence asks how can we align and optimize
the life of people in the city at each stage of life? How can we align and optimize the lifecycle stage of
the city with its people?
• Inner Intelligence - is the "I" space of each citizen. It is the seat of intentional consciousness, attention,
interior experience and intelligences or lines of development, e.g. emotional, cognitive, spiritual.
• Outer Intelligence - is the biological "It" space of the citizen — the space where the body acts and
behaves. Behaviors demonstrate our intelligence in action. Demographics are key determinants of our
intentional, cultural and social capacities, because they represent the bodies through which our
intentions, cultures and systems are delivered. To understand the city we must understand citizen
behaviors; to understand citizen behaviors we need to understand them as individuals in the context of
the many.
• Cultural (or Storytelling) Intelligence - represents the "We" life of the city. It considers the
relationships in the city which transcend boundaries that both contain and separate including: the
individual and the group voice; multiple levels of values; and city cultures and rural cultures. City
cultures depend totally on the quality of relationships.
• Structural Intelligence aka Social or Building Intelligence - represents the "Its" space of the city. This
intelligence connects us to the realities of the city, that we see, feel, hear, smell, touch and taste. It gives
us the capacity to structure and systematize our environment. City structures are made up both from the
collective of people of whom we are a part and also the built environment.
• Inquiry intelligence - asks key questions that reveal the meta-wisdom of the city: What is important to
you? What's working in your life, family, community, school, health system, city? What's not working in
your life, family, community, school, health system, city? What is your vision of the optimum in your
life, family, community, school, health system, city? Where do your source your
bio-psycho-cultural-social energy in the city? The answer to Vision inquiry usually leads us to frame the
change we need to unlock the potential of our city.
• Meshworking Intelligence - creates a "meshwork" by weaving together the best of two operating
systems — one that self-organizes, and one that replicates hierarchical structures. The resulting
meshwork creates and aligns complex responsive structures and systems that flex and flow. It uses
imagination, courage and powers of attraction. It articulates designs from the meshing of the diversities
in people and thereby releases and reorganizes new intelligences that are currently locked and blocked in
silos of sameness an it catalyzes a shift in the system, so that new capacities emerge and the system
reorganizes itself into something more internally resonant and externally coherent with life conditions.
• Navigating Intelligence - monitors and discloses the wellbeing or general condition of the city. It uses a
vital signs monitor as a reporting mechanism or protocol which monitors and discloses the health of the
city. It includes five key indicators for an integral dashboard: 1) Climate change; 2) Environmental
health; 3) Society's responses to environmental problems; 4) Positive economic relationships; 5)
Incongruent neighbors.
• Evolutionary Intelligence - is the capacity to transcend and include the intelligences we currently
showed, in order to allow new intelligences to emerge. Evolutionary intelligence looks backward at our
evolutionary history and forward to our evolutionary future. It assumes that life conditions will continue
to change and the human species will change and adapt and evolve with such changes.
Therefore, we see how important is the systemic vision for the public administration, because only
through it, it is possible to harmonize and combine many different elements of a social system and its
environment. So, then delve in with regard to public planning, as a management tool for cities.

3 Strategic Planning for Cities
The Strategic planning for cities is nothing more than business management for the public sector
(Oliveira, 2001). However, within the Brazilian perspective, it is a field that is in great need of
well-defined theories and practical examples, unlike the private sector, which has a broad theoretical
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framework.
In such a way, the public sector not using strategic planning misses the opportunity to use an
excellent management tool, wasting opportunities to improve their administrative and financial
efficiency, and especially its effectiveness in solving public problems.
In this sense, we can see that strategic planning is fundamental to the public administration build
short, medium and long term plans, integrating actions in different areas of government, contributing to
the increase of solutions and innovations that make the city an area of democracy and freedom.
There is no consensus among several authors and consultants in strategic planning and the
sequence of steps of its process. However, its main steps are: a) Orientation b) Establishment of the
Directorate; c) Diagnosis; d) Strategic Plan. Below, through the figure number four, we can observe the
basic structure of a strategic planning:

Figure 4

Strategic Planning (CHIAVENATO, 1998)

We will realize that the methodology of strategic planning can be easily adopted for the municipal
administration, but, naturally, as larger the city is, more complex will be the development of diagnostic
and the strategic goals. Thus, we see that both steps can be further developed through the formation of
knowledge networks in partnership with civil society organizations.
In such cases, the creation of a network of social actors may be the most effective way to promote
development at the local level, in order to better understand the reality, creating proposals, laws, rules
and actions that work best for the evolution of that group people or community. Dowbor (2006):
There is a set of studies that define progressively this area of economy for the local developing. The
works of Manuel Castells about the networked society point to the greater ease of local regulation,
enjoying the horizontal connectivity of the set of social actors who participate in the development
process.
Also in relation to strategic planning, the contemporary cities are embedded in an environment of
uncertainty about the future, as well as a group of strong certainties, such as: economic globalization,
the competition between the municipalities and the need for new relationships between public and
private sectors (OLIVEIRA, 2001).
Another important issue in the strategic field is the separation of levels of decision making, thereby, the
management can be effective and also work in a technical way. When we think in Brazil, we see a big
problem in this field, because politicians often decide what should be done and how it should be done,
when this second stage should be responsibility of the government area, which includes the technical
department. Then, through the figure number five, we will see the ideal model of decision making:
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Figure 5

Separation of the Strategic from the Operative Level (CONTI, 2010)

Figure 6 Public Policy Cycle (SECCHI, 2010)

Thus, we see that the use of strategic planning is fundamental to public administration, because
through it is possible to detect strengths and weaknesses, threats and opportunities, define an agenda and
the organizational vision of government.
However, it is not enough implementing the plan, the cycle of public policy and government
programs should go beyond, monitoring and evaluating the management and its results continuously, to
constantly fill up with information and update itself according to various situations, changes and social
transformations. So, dealing with public policy, we would have the following cycle:
Finally, we can say that several other instruments of private management should be used in public
administration, such as the PDCA cycle (Plan - Do - Check - Act) quality. The state manager must keep
in mind that with better quality of public services, more tax the taxpayer will be willing to pay, making
the management competitive and entrepreneurial. For this purpose, strategic planning is essential.

4 Sustainability: People, Planet, Profit and Politics
Several ideas have been associated with the notion of sustainability since the Brundtland Report in
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1987, such as the following examples: a) efficiency, which aims to combat waste, extending the
rationale to the means of production and attitudes day-to-day, b) scale, which imposes a limit to
economic growth and the pressure that it exerts on environmental resources; c) ethics, which shows the
interactions of the material basis of development with the conditions to continuity of the planet life
(Acselrad, 2001).
Then, from this point, we realize that various government agencies, nonprofit entities and
international agencies began a real ideological battle against old economic paradigms, in an attempt to
imbue capitalism with social values; companies with "green" aware; and citizens with a global and
futuristic look. Imposing the world a new management model oriented towards sustainable development.
Authors Castro and Oliveira (2007, p. 4 cited SECCHI, 2009, p. 8) observe that:
Life on earth depends on the preservation of ecosystems. Through the use of practices that do not harm
the environment is possible to ensure the fundamental characteristics of ecosystems and ensure their
productivity for future generations.
Concerning the development of cities, guide the public management to the sustainability can bring
many innovations and harmony to the urban space, as well as meet social and environmental problems,
through the re-articulation of public policies, in order to give durability to the development, in
accordance with the principles set out in “Agenda 21”, resulting from the UN Conference on
Environment and Development.
The “Agenda 21” is a global development program which combines environmental protection,
social justice and economic efficiency across the planet. This is defined in 40 chapters and 115 priority
areas for action (Catalisa, 2005). Formerly in its preamble, it states that:
The “Agenda 21” addresses the pressing problems of today and also aims to prepare the world for the
challenges of the next century. It reflects a global consensus and political commitment at the highest
level, regarding to development and environment cooperation. (Agenda 21, 1992)2
It is highlighted that “Agenda 21” has as one of the cornerstones of sustainability, strengthening of
democracy and citizenship, through participation in the process of development, combining the ideals of
ethics, justice, participation, and satisfaction of needs.
Thus, according to the Instituto Ethos (2009), it is understood that a just and sustainable city is that
which: a) the demands of the current inhabitants are met without running out with resources that will
serve the future inhabitants, b) promotes the economic development respecting the environment, c) are
offered the same rights – mobility, education, health, leisure, participation in management – to all
inhabitants.

Figure 7

New Bottom Line

In this sense, we must define the concept of sustainable development, therefore it can provide
different perspectives. Trivially, sustainability has three main areas: 1) ecology and environment, 2)
social development, 3) economic growth. In other words, breaking up into three "P" of sustainability –
People, Planet and Profit. However, as researchers, it is our mission to redesign concepts and theories.
In such a way, dazzle the insertion of the fourth "P" of sustainability, represented by politics, which
in this sense would has the function to harmonize and balance the interests and needs of the three "P",
and the responsibility to the consolidation of representative democracy, with decentralized and
2

Agenda 21. Available in: <http://tinyurl.com/4pk3uxm>. Accessed on October 07th, 2011.
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participatory systems, giving greater autonomy to local governments. In a comparison chart, we would
have the following image:
As a result, we can explain this new perspective through a practical example, the use of renewable
energy. Electricity and fuels are essential to our lives, are also one of the major forces driving economic
and technological development in the world, without it would be impossible the existence of cars,
airplanes, computers, and even the simplest object, such as a lamp.
Each year there is a significant increase in world population, making evident the increasing demand
for energy and fuel around the planet, whether for personal consumption, for instance, carry a notebook
or drive a car, or with the impetus of the industrial sector, by opening new factories, companies and
shops. All this brings to us one major concern: energy shortages.
In this sense, the energy shortage becomes a public problem. So, we can use the figure of the "New
Bottom Line 'to solve it, as a new energy matrix driven by planetary values, guaranteed by politics
instruments through its authoritative, in a way that people could have access to clean energy,
protecting the environment from the pollution of companies and power plants. In the same way, we
realize that our current energy matrix is unsustainable, as Dowbor (2009) warns:
The market mechanisms are simply inadequate, because in terms of market is cheaper to spend oil
that is already done in the ground, burn sugar cane in the field and fill our cities with cars. And the two
main losers of the process, the nature and future generations, are silent partners.
Energy matrixes, which eliminate materials harmful to human health or the environment, can
greatly affect the Earth and life, often causing irreversible damage to our biosphere. Now is the time to
put human values over economic values, because, as the idea of Peter Senge, no route to the future
ignores the needs of the future generations, which will certainly depend on a full world to develop and
enjoy a healthy life. Thus, Schenini and
Birth (2002) argue that:
The sustainable public management has as a basic premise the use of activities and tools of the
clean technology that allow optimizing sustainably the techniques and procedures for its operations.
At the global level, as an attempt to contain the emissions, international treaties have been
established for cooperation between nations. Among them we highlight the Kyoto Protocol, which is an
international commitment among many countries to reduce greenhouse gases that exacerbate global
warming. Discussed and negotiated in Kyoto in Japan in 1997, was opened for signature on 11
December 1997 and ratified on March 15, 1999.
The Kyoto Protocol expires in 2012, and already there is an UN commitment to the delineation of a
new international agreement, or what is more likely, an amendment to the current treaty, which would
set new goals to be achieved in the years to come, both to reduce CO2, and for the establishment of rules
that limit trade of carbon credits.
Given the above, it appears that the broader definition of sustainable development is founded on the
integration of social, environmental, economic and political.

5 Innovations for Sustainable Development
With a global market and increasingly competitive, whether in public or in private sector, the
innovation exert an increasing influence in the process, because without it, could mean the end of the
organization. However, we see that, especially in Brazil, the government gives small steps in this
direction, due to excessive bureaucracy.
The bureaucracy, according to Max Weber's idea, should be an management tool for organizations
to be essentially impersonal and formal, eliminating individual interests on administrative processes. But
what we see today is a great dysfunction of all this, where the bureaucracy comes down to paper and
stamps, making the processes inflexible and time-consuming.
The policies toward a model of globalized and contemporary society should also be established
with a new political vision. Equally, we cannot have within these management sectors only politicians,
but political leaders. So, realize that changes for an innovative and sustainable management run through
of two central issues: organizational culture and leadership style.
Organizational culture can be seen as a cultural universe formed by the assumptions, beliefs and
values shared by members of an organization, being derived from a specific social environment
(Hofstede, 1991).
Likewise, we see that leaders or heads of government are the mainly responsible for a certain style
of organizational culture at the public administration, determining the success or failure of the
organization. Thus, we see that change efforts may be hampered quite significant to consolidate, being
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necessary to act directly on the basic assumptions of the organization and its power relations, which of
course would provoke strong resistance (AKTOUF, 1993).
Therefore, we will see the need to adopt a new attitude in the public sector, with the centrality on
the citizen, equally if they were customers of one company (Kotler, 2008). Thus, through a new pipeline,
we will get to the organizational culture of innovation based on research and technology changes.
The cities of the future must be based on the principles of sustainability discussed in this article,
coupled with an innovative, transparent culture and human enhancement. In addition, they must build
partnerships with civil society and the private sector, who share the same public interests. As Hazel
Henderson’s idea, build a win-win world.
In the world, we can find several examples of innovations and sustainable initiatives in public
sector. In Sao Paulo, the largest city in Brazil, for example, in May 2011 was organized the 'C40 Large
Cities - Climate Summit’ that brought together 40 mayors of major cities worldwide. Together, the
mayors of these cities represent the interests of 560 million people, account for 21% of global GDP and
account for 12% of global emissions of greenhouse gases.
The Climate Summit 2011 discussed and brought projects from worldwide, in order to illustrate
what can be done in public administration to solve public problems. The focus of the meeting was to
discuss the future of cities that because of the high rates of urbanization and population growth, are
increasing challenges for the sustainable development of municipalities.

Figure 8

Climate Summit´s Logo

Inside the panels were discussed programs for the replacement of cars onto bikes and hybrid public
transports, the use of solar and other renewable sources, use of green technology in construction,
creation of digital cities and e-governments, plans to collect and recycle solid waste, relocation of public
spaces and sustainable architecture, sustainable public procurement program, ideas for reducing
consumption of electricity and drinking water, depollution of seas and rivers, laws and other projects.
Permitting public managers have a global view of the evolution of public administration worldwide;
renewing the mission that government has with the society and the planet.
Looking at the future is extremely important, because human life depends substantially on that.
Education for sustainability can be one of the best alternatives for this, because a new generation,
imbued with new values and a culture of peace can make the difference.

6 Concluding Remarks
In the last century happened various debates that polarized the political world – capitalist x
communists, liberals x socialists, left against right – however, we realize that the real battle which was
fought between political ideologies, putted away the public administrators from the pragmatism and
reality , building the world we live in today.
In this way, we realize that only new leaders fitted with sustainable value may build a new reality,
solving the mistakes of the past, developing a quality society, building a bridge to what we will have in
the future.
Furthermore, we believe that strategic planning of cities, as well as the preparation of master plans
to guide the public administration is extremely important for the efficiency and effectiveness of
governments. We believe that public administration should be directed to human and sustainable values,
also founded by the objectives and goals of the UN Millennium Development Goals.
Among the various powers, local government has the greatest responsibility for the future
generations, as the great lawyer Helio Beltrão (1984) said "the people living in the city. Nobody lives in
the Federal Government." Thus, we conclude that we must further strengthen the role of cities in public
administration, decentralizing resources and enabling self-sufficiency of the municipalities.
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Carbon Emissions Embodied in China’s International Trade Based on
Input-Output Method
Wang Dan
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(E-mail: wd5529@126.com)
Abstract: This paper uses input-output method and the energy consumption data by sectors to estimate
the effects of international trade on carbon emissions of China in 2007. It is revealed that China is a net
export nation in embodied carbon. The net exports of embodied carbon account for about 26.77% of the
total carbon emissions in 2007. Sectors of Electrical Machinery and Communication Electronic
Equipment (182.59Mt), Chemical Industry (89.96 Mt), Smelting and Processing of Metals (86.30Mt),
Textile (50.60 Mt) and General and Special Purpose Machinery (47.40 Mt) are the largest five carbon
emitters in foreign trade. About 61.30% of total exported carbon emission is from above five sectors. As
producers and consumers, China and other nations that import from China gain much benefit from
carbon emissions. They both should be responsible for climate change.
Keywords: International trade; Carbon emissions; Input-output method; China

1 Introduction
International trade has played an important role for China’s recent economic growth. From 1997 to
2010, the value of China’s total imports and exports grew at an average annual rate is up to 20.49%.
However, this rapid growth has brought rapid increases in energy demand and carbon emissions
since1997, which curbs the sustainable development of Chinese economy. China is now the world’s
largest emitter of carbon dioxide.
With the growing concern about climate change and the impacts of growth in international trade,
there are now an increasing number of studies on carbon embodiment in trade. It is showed that, on
average, about 13% of the total carbon dioxide emissions of the six largest OECD countries were
embodied in manufactured imports during 1984-1986 (Wyckoff and Roop, 1994). For Brazil, the carbon
embodied in exports is higher than imports during 1970-1992, which is a net exporter of energy;
meantime, there existing developed countries are shifting their carbon dioxide emissions to developing
countries through outsourcing their manufacturing goods for domestic consumption (Schaeffer and de
Sa, 1996; Machado et al., 2001). Through calculating the carbon dioxide emissions embodied in
international trade of goods for 24 counties, the researcher found that the impacts of trade-driven
geographical movement of industries on global emissions (Ahmad and Wyckoff, 2003). The Chinese
scholar used input-output analysis estimating carbon emissions embodied in China’s international trade
during 1997—2006, it is showed that the share of net exported emissions on domestic emissions
accounting for 12%--14%, which increased rapidly since 2002 and it is up to 29.28% in 2007(Q.Hui et
al., 2008). A general conclusion has been that the more open the country is, the larger the impact of
foreign trade has on a country’s carbon emissions.
In this paper we try to use input-output method to estimate the carbon emissions embodied in the
international trade of China in 2007. Section 2 introduces the methodology and data used; section 3
proposes the results; section 4 concludes the paper with some policy implications.

2 Methodology and Data Sources
2.1 The input-output method
Input-output method was introduced by Leontief in the 1936. It is popular for analyzing carbon
embodiment in goods and services underlying the changes in energy consumption.
Assuming that an economy includes n industries, the equation can be represented as:
X =AX + Y
(1)
−1

It can be adjusted to X = ( I − A) Y
(2)
x
where A = { ij } ( i , j =1,2,….n)is the direct consumption coefficients matrix representing the amount
Xj
of input from industry i required directly in order to produce one unit of output from

industry j ;
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( I − A) −1 is called the Leontief inverse matrix, which is also called the cumulative demand coefficients

matrix.; Y is the column vector of final demand. The domestic emissions embodied in the final
demand (C ) is

C = E ( I − A) −1Y

(3)
Where E is a row vector representing the coefficients of direct carbon emissions per unit output by
sector.
d

m

For an open economy, A includes two components A and A , which represents the
intermediate use of domestic inputs and the intermediate use of imported inputs, respectively. The
d

domestically total output of an open economy ( X ) can be represented as:
d −1

X = ( I − A ) (Y d + Y z )
(4)
d
z
d
z
where Y represents domestic consumption; Y represents the exports demand, (Y + Y ) is the final
d

demand of an economy.
Therefore, the total domestic emissions embodied in the final demand (C ) which satisfies
domestic use and exports demand can be expressed as:
d

C d = E d X = E d ( I − Ad ) −1 (Y d + Y z ) = R d Y d + R d Y z
where E d = {

F
X

d
j
d
j

(5)

d
} represents the direct carbon intensity in each domestic sector; F j is the domestic

direct carbon emissions generated by sector j ; R d = E d ( I − A d ) − 1 represents the direct and
d

d

indirect emissions generated in China to obtain a unit of final demand; R Y is the emissions
embodied in domestic consumption (C ) ; R Y is the domestic emissions (C ) embodied in
exports.
However, industries also require imported inputs to produce goods and services
dd

d

z

dz

for the final demand, which is A X . And the final consumers may also need imports (Y ) from the
m

d

m

m

rest of the world. If R represents the average direct and indirect carbon emissions generated abroad
to obtain a unit of final demand, the emissions embodied in Chinese total imports can be obtained using
the following expression:
C m = R m X m = R m Am ( I − Ad ) −1 (Y d + Y z ) + R mY m = R m Am ( I − Ad ) −1Y d + R m Am ( I − Ad ) −1Y z + R mY m (6)
d −1

where R A ( I − A ) Y is the emissions embodiment in the imported inputs to obtain China’s
m

domestic

m

consumption;

d

R m Am ( I − Ad ) −1Y z

is

the

emissions

imported

and

later

exported (C ) ; R Y is the emissions in imported consumption..
According to (6), we can obtain the actual imported carbon emissions to satisfy the requirements of
China’s domestic consumption:
mz

m

m

C md = R m Am ( I − Ad ) −1Y d + R mY m

(7)

However, the total exported emissions can be expressed as:

C z = C dz + C mz = R d Y z + R m Am ( I − Ad ) −1Y z

(8)
According to (6) and (8), the net balance of carbon emissions embodied in Chinese international
trade (C ) can be represented as:
b

C b = C z − C m = C dz − C md = R d Y z − R m Am ( I − Ad ) −1Y d − R mY m

(9)
If the value of balance is positive, China is net exported emissions; on the contrary, if the value is
negative, China is net imported emissions; and if the value is zero, it will be net balance.
m

However, because of China has too many trading partners, it is difficult to evaluate the R of every
country. Therefore, in this paper we assume that R = R .
m

d
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2.2 Data sources
Chinese input-output tables are estimated only every 5 years, we choose the latest Input–Output
Tables of China in 2007 (National Accounts Division, National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2009) to
estimate the effects of Chinese international trade in carbon emissions. The energy consumption of 2007
is from China Statistical Yearbook 2008 (NBS, 2008). Chinese export/import data (including goods and
services) is obtained from the input-output table of 2007.
In China Statistical Yearbook 2008 of energy consumption, the entire economy is categorized into
44 sectors. However, in Input–Output Tables of China 2007, there are 42 sectors and 135 sectors.
Therefore, neither of them is not the same. So we make a match between the 42-sector of input-output
table and the 44-sector of energy consumption, and re-categorize the entire economy into 27sectors. In
this paper, the average coefficient of carbon emissions of solid, liquid and gas fuels are 25.54kg/GJ,
19.90kg/GJ and 15.15kg/GJ, respectively.

3 Results
The net carbon emissions embodied in China’s foreign trade in 2007 by sector are listed in Table 1
and Table2.
In 2007 the carbon emissions embodied in exports are 745.28 billion tons, accounting for 33.60%
of the total emissions of output. By taking the R = R assumption, the emissions avoided by
imported are 151.53 million tons (Mt), accounting for 6.83% of the total emissions. China is a net
exporter, exporting carbon emission is about 593.75Mt, accounting for 26.77% of the total emissions of
output. Furthermore, about 86.29% of the total imported emissions were generated to obtain the
imported inputs; the other parts, about 13.71% of the total imported emissions were embodied in
consumption goods and services. We can also find that about 31.63% of the total imported emissions
were imported and later exported emissions in 2007.
Table 2 shows the embodiment emission by sector in 2007. It could be found that sector Electrical
Machinery and Communication Electronic Equipment (182.59Mt), Chemical Industry (89.96 Mt),
Smelting and Processing of Metals (86.30Mt), Textile (50.60 Mt)and General and Special Purpose
Machinery (47.40 Mt) are the largest five carbon emitters in foreign trade, accounting for 24.50%,
12.07%, 11.58%, 6.79% and 6.36%, respectively. The top five sectors emit 61.30% and the top ten
sectors emit 81.30% of the total exported emissions. As for the carbon emissions embodied in imports,
sectors Electrical Machinery and Communication Electronic Equipment (30.81 Mt), Chemical Industry
(26.09 Mt), Smelting and Processing of Metals (17.30 Mt), General and Special Purpose Machinery
(14.11 Mt), Extraction of Petroleum and Natural Gas (11.74 Mt) are the five largest emitter, accounting
for 20.33%, 17.22%, 11.42%, 9.31% and 7.75% of the total imported emissions. The top ten sectors
emit 88.36% of the total imported emissions. Moreover, there are 23 net exporter sectors, 2 net import
sectors, and 2 sectors not involved in international trade.
m

Table 1

d

Emissions Embodied in International Trade in 2007

Item

Computing Formula

Value/Mt

Emissions in Imported Inputs

R m Am ( I − Ad ) −1 (Y d + Y z )

130.75

Emissions in Imported Consumption

R mY m

20.78

Total Imported Emissions

R m Am ( I − Ad ) −1 (Y d + Y z ) + R mY m

151.53

Actual Imported Emissions

R m Am ( I − Ad ) −1Y d + R mY m

103.60

Domestic Exported Emissions

RdY z

697.35

Imported and Later Exported Emissions

R m Am ( I − Ad ) −1Y z

47.93

Total Exported Emissions

R d Y z + R m Am ( I − Ad ) −1Y z

745.28

Net Exported Emissions

R d Y z − R m Am ( I − Ad ) −1Y d − R mY m

593.75
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Table 2

Net Exported Emissions Embodied in International Trade by sector (Unit/Mt)
Total
Total
Net
Total
Total
Net
Sector
Exported
Imported
Exported
Sector
Exported
Imported
Exported
Emission
Emission
Emission
Emission
Emission
Emission
Agriculture
2.46
1.89
0.57
Metal Products
37.11
1.55
35.56
Mining and
Transport
4.02
0.80
3.22
21.91
4.99
16.92
Washing of Coal
Equipment
General and
Extraction of
Special
Petroleum and
47.40
14.11
33.29
5.44
11.74
-6.30
Purpose
Natural Gas
Machinery
Measuring
Electrical
Instruments and
Machinery and
Machinery for
17.44
5.04
12.40
Communicatio
182.59
30.81
151.78
Cultural Activity
n Electronic
and Office Work
Equipment
Mining and
Processing of
Non-metal Ores

1.42

0.65

0.77

Foods,
Beverages,
Tobacco

7.75

1.61

6.14

Mining and
Processing of
Metal Ores
Other
Manufacturing

5.29

10.96

-5.67

6.48

1.85

4.63

2.68

0.18

2.50

Paper, Printing
and Articles for
Culture,
Education

16.92

1.55

15.37

Production and
Distribution of
Electric Power
and Heat
Power

Textile Wearing
Apparel,
Leather, Feather
and Related
Products

26.90

0.74

26.16

Production and
Distribution of
Gas

0.00

0.00

0.00

Processing of
Timber and
Furniture

14.23

0.41

13.82

Production and
Distribution of
Water

0.00

0.00

0.00

Textile

50.60

1.27

49.33

Construction

3.58

0.50

3.08

Processing of
Petroleum,
coking and
Nuclear Fuel

22.06

9.30

12.76

Smelting and
Processing of
Metals

86.30

17.30

69.00

Chemical
Industry

89.96

26.09

63.87

Retail and
Restaurant

16.02

0.45

15.57

20.57

1.33

19.24

Other Services

15.13

3.55

11.58

41.06

2.85

38.21

Total

745.28

151.53

593.75

Non-metallic
Mineral Products
Transport

4 Conclusions
Through the above analysis, it is shown that carbon emissions embodied in exports are greater than
those embodied in imports, China is a net export nation in embodied carbon. The average share of net
export on domestic emissions is up to 26.77%. Any policies which can increase domestic products
exports directly may lead to the domestic carbon emissions significantly. From the perspective of global
environment, because of China’s energy intensity is higher than the world average, China imports from
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abroad is equivalent to reduce global carbon pollution indirectly.
About 81.30% of exported carbon emissions is mainly from 10 sectors, more than 50% of imported
carbon emissions is primarily from 5 sectors in China. In the view of the net balance of exports and
imports, Electrical Machinery and Communication Electronic Equipment, Chemical Industry, Smelting
and Processing of Metals and General and Special Purpose Machinery are sectors affected significantly
by the production technology, technology progress is to reduce carbon pollution of these above sectors
effectively.
Due to the changes of the international trade’s carbon emissions, not only influenced by the size
and the structure of the exports and imports, but also affected by the production technology of energy
usage structure and energy intensity. Taking into account the current stage of economic development and
the characteristics of energy structure, on one hand, China need to control the size of the exports and
imports properly; on the other hand, China introduce advanced production technology actively, reduce
energy intensity, especially for the sectors of high energy consumption and high carbon emissions.
Meantime, given the environmental sacrifices made by China’s foreign trade for the world, especially
for the developed countries, importers should take more responsibilities for carbon emissions embodied
in trade, and exporters should take a certain responsibility for unreasonable energy dissipations too.
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The Effective Use of Social Capital for the Declining-population
Society
Makoto Hadeishi, Kazuhiro Fukuyo
Graduate School of Innovation and Technology Management, Yamaguchi University, Yamaguchi,
Japan
(E-mail: r004wc@yamaguchi-u.ac.jp, fukuyo@yamaguchi-u.ac.jp)
Abstract: Japan has become a declining-population society. It causes closing of more than 450 schools
annually. More than 30 % of closed schools in Japan are not fully utilized at present. The closed schools
should be utilized as the social capital and used for not only “public use” but also “business use” for the
regional revitalization. Especially, in the hilly and mountainous area, effective measures for closed
schools is required to cope with the declining birthrate and aging population, increase employment,
promote agriculture, and contribute to the regional market. For the promotion of the business, local
governments and the non-governmental business operators should cooperate together to expedite the
business use for the closed schools proactively.
Key words: The declining-population society; Closed school; Social capital; Regional revitalization

1 Introduction
The vital statistics showed that the population of Japan in 2005 was 127,760,000 and began to
decrease. National Institute of Population and Social Security Research estimates the population of our
country will decrease for the future (Figure 1). It means that Japan has become a "declining-population
society". The National Institute also estimates that the population of our country in 2050 will be about
110,600,000 and the ratio of population under15 years old will be only 11 %.
In Japan, the closed schools have recently increased due to the decrease of population. According
to the research of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT)[1], about
450 public schools had closed annually from 2005 to 2009 (Table 1). Futhermore, it is also estimated
that more than 450 schools will be closed annually until 2050.
(Million people)

127,760,000 people
(2005)
Total population

100,590,000 people
Aged population

(2050)
64,000,000 people
(2100)

35,000,000 people
(1884)
Working-age population

Child population

Year
Figure 1 Dynamic Analysis of Population in Japan
Source: National Institute of Population and Social Security Research (June, 2006)

According to the research of the MEXT, the utilization ratio of closed schools nationwide has
remained about 70 % (Table 2). The details of its utilizations are sociophysical training facilities
(30.8%), social educational facilities (24.7%), governmental offices and others (7.2%), facilities for
changing culture and experience (6.2%), cultural facilities (5.1%), social welfare facilities for the aged
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(4.2%) and so on ( Figure 2 ). As for the utilization of the closed schools, "the public use" cases are
quite easy to be converted accounts for the most cases. "The business use" cases which contribute to the
revitalization of local economy and regional innovation are not so many.
Table 1

Number of Public Closed Schools in Japan (FY 2000-2009)
(Unit: Number of schools)
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
Ratio(00~04)
199
221
227
275
372
67.6%
51
64
68
82
118
20.0%
15
26
45
66
86
12.4%
265
311
340
423
576
100%
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
Ratio(05~09)
314
250
275
272
332
61.9%
71
72
75
87
87
16.8%
71
104
114
101
107
21.3%
456
426
464
460
526
100%

FY / Schools
Elementary school
Junior high school
Senior high school
Total
FY / Schools
Elementary school
Junior high school
Senior high school
Total

Since the legal procedure of the closed-schools utilization was revised by MEXT in June 2008,
private use of closed schools became easy. It paves the way for the business use of the closed schools.
In this paper, the results of "research of the closed schools in Hiroshima prefecture in the past five
years" and "advanced case research" are described. Based on the research results, it proposes ideal way
of utilization of closed schools to contribute to the regional innovation and revitalization.
Table 2

Utilization Status of Closed Schools in Japan (FY 2002-2009)

Number of occurrence of closed schools
School division
Elementary school

Numbers
2,317

Junior high school

660

Senior high school

643
51

Special support school
Total (a)

Utilization status of closed schools
Utilization status
Buildings not existed (b)
Buildings existed (c)

3,671

Rate (%)
9.8 (b)/ (a)

3,310

90.2

(c)/ (a)

Utilized (d)

2,295

69.3

(d)/ (c)

Not utilized (e)

1,015

30.7

(e)/ (c)

221
794

6.7
24.0

(f)/ (c)
(g)/ (c)

Plan to use (f)
No plan to use (g)

So cio physical training facilities 1)
S ocial ed ucatio nal facilities 2)
G o vernmental o ffices and o thers
F acilities fo r changing culture & experience 3)
C ultural facilities 4)
S o cial welfare facilities fo r the aged
Business facilities & corp orate o ffices
T raining facilities
W areho uses
W elfare facilities for the d isabled
C hild welfare facilities 5)
Accommo datio ns 6)
P ublic ho using (fo r emp loyees)
Nursery
University/C ollege F acilities
Inno vation sup po rting facility
Med ical facilities

30.8%
24.7%
7.2%
6.2%
5.1%
4.2%
4.1%
3.9%
2.8%
2.7%
2.5%
1.3%
1.1%
1.0%
1.0%
0.8%
0.6%

0.0%

Figure 2

Numbers
361

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

35.0%

Utilization Status of Closed Schools in Japan (FY 2002-2009)

1) Sociophysical training facilities: Sports center, etc. 2) Social educational facilities: Community centers,
museum, and lifelong learning centers, etc. 3) Facilities for changing culture & experience: Nature experiencing
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facilities, Farming experiencing facilities, etc. 4) Cultural facilities:Museum, art gallery, etc. 5) Child welfare
facilities: including students’ club after school 6) Accommodations: Except facilities for changing culture &

experience.

2 Research Results
2.1 Research of the closed schools in Hiroshima Prefecture for the past five years
The public schools in Hiroshima pref. which closed from 2005 to 2009 (80 schools) were searched.
Research results are shown in (Table 3). Half of the closed schools are located at "the hilly and
mountainous area". 64% of the closed schools are constructed by "reinforced concrete". Most of the
"reinforced concrete buildings" are located in "urban area" and "islands and seaside area". More than
60% of closed schools are "wooden building" at "the hilly and mountainous area". Many of the closed
schools have good access for traffic. Most of the landform of the closed schools is rectangular and
easy to be utilized. More than 80% of closed schools had been built before the 1980s. Therefore,
countermeasures against earthquake are required for most of the closed schools. There are quite a lot of
old closed schools at "Hilly and mountainous area". About 50% of closed schools are used as
"evacuation centers, etc.", which means that they are not fully utilized. In Hiroshima pref., the
utilization rate of closed schools is low. "The private use" which contributes to the regional
revitalization is only 8 % (6 cases). "Private use" often means that local governments sold the closed
schools to enterprises to secure their finances. Most of the sold sites of closed schools are used for
condominium and commercial facilities.
From this research, it is found out that utilization is especially required at "the hilly and
mountainous area" because half of the closed schools are located there and its utilization rate is low.
Table 3 The Overview of Research of Closed Schools in Hiroshima Pref. for the Past Five Years
Type/item
Schools
Structure
Time of construction
Utilization status
Total
Most of the closed
"Reinforced concrete 70 percent of the
"Evacuation centers or
(N=80)
schools are
buildings" is 64%.
buildings are
etc.": 50%. "School
"Elementary schools"
constructed in the "the facilities or etc.":
15%, "Public halls or
and its ratio is 74 %.
1970-80's". Most of
etc.": 19%, "Private
It is almost equivalent
the buildings need
utilization": 8% (4
to the nationwide
measures for the
cases: Sold, 1 case:
trend.
earthquake-proof
Lease, 1 case:
standard in 1982.
scheduled to be
utilized privately), and
"Others”:1% (1 case:
dismantlement).
Urban area
There are quite lot of "Reinforced concrete Almost as same as the The utilization rate is
(N=15)
closed "Junior high
more than 70%, which
buildings " is 100％. total tendency.
school" cases
is quite high."School
together with closed
facilities or etc." is
"Elementary
about 50%. 3 cases of
schools".
private utilization (2
cases: sold for
condominium site or
etc.)
Suburbs
Only "Elementary
All are "Evacuation
"Wooden building" All buildings were
(N=4)
schools".
constructed "after the centers” and its
is 60% or more.
1970s" and quite new. utilization rate is low.
About 50% of closed "Wooden building " 40% of the buildings "Evacuation centers or
Hilly and
are constructed
etc." is about
mountainous schools are located at is 60% or more
"the
hilly
and
"before
the
1960s"
is
60%.There are a lot
area (N=39)
mountainous area".
quite old.
unutilized cases. One
case of private sale.
(The training center )
Islands part and Almost as same as the "Reinforced concrete Almost as same as the Almost as same as the
total tendency.
total tendency.
building " is 100％.
seaside part total tendency.
(N=22)
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2.2 Advanced case research
As the advanced case of private utilization of closed schools, the field research for "Senko School
Farm Tottori Co., Ltd" was conducted.
A private plant factory, Senko School Farm Tottori Co., Ltd rents the closed school (the former
Hawai Nishio elementary school) from Yurihama-cho, Tottori prefecture by the low rental fee. Senko
school farm has a purpose of promoting and stabilizing the employment of the disabled persons. They
call this management model "the welfare type agriculture business". In the future, this type of welfare
business is scheduled to be developed in Kumamoto & Miyazaki prefectures, too.
The amount for investment was JPY 120,000,000. It was invested for the plant factory (the plastic
greenhouses, etc.) and the building reconstruction. All materials are procured from the local
communities. All fund raising was covered by the subsidies from the country, prefecture, and city. These
governmental subsidies are for the promotion of the employment for the disabled and to also the
invitation for more companies (Table 4). This company employs nineteen local disabled persons and
aged people. Finally, 35 persons are scheduled to be employed.
Table 4

The Investment and Fund Raising Status of Senko School Farm Tottori Co., Ltd
Amount
Amount
Investment
Fund raising
(million
(million
JPY)
JPY)
fund
for
specified
subsidiary
Hydroponic farming beds ( 12 )
3,800 Promotion
10,000
Mushroom growing units
1,400 companies-Companies for the disabled
Refrigerators (established at school
600 (by the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare,
Within 3 years)
rooms)
Solar power systems (15w)
1,200 Promotion support subsidy for the companies to join
Food processing machines
1,000 agriculture
1,500
( By Tottori Prefecture )
Rebuilding of school houses
4,000
450
(By
Yurihama-cho,
Within
3
years)
(Barrier-free system and others)
230
The welfare promotion business subsidy (By Tottori
Prefecture )
160
The corporate cheering premium subsidy
(By Yurihama-cho, Within 3 years)
Total (All orders to the local firms)
12,000
Total (All funded by the subsidies)
12,000

The major businesses are the production of leeks in plastic greenhouses at the school yard and
cultivation of mushrooms in cold storages of the schoolhouse. The customers are supermarkets,
department stores in the Chugoku and the Kansai region, etc. Transportation was implemented by the
parent company, Senko Co., Ltd. The target sales in 2010 are JPY 32,000,000 (Sales have been launched
since the last of August, 2010). The target sales in 2011 will be JPY 62,000,000 (Table 5). The rental
charge for land and school houses have decreased with the support of Yurihama-cho. The annual rental
charge for the land is JPY 1,600,000, which is one half of the usual rental fee. The rental fee for the
school house is free of charge. Executive salaries are paid from the head office. The characteristic of this
management is fewer burdens for various expenses.
The purpose of Yurihama-cho is the local revitalization by utilization of closed schools. Then,
Yurihama-cho has given full support for the promotion of this business. By the implementation of this
business, the purpose of the public governments and private institutions are achieved cooperatively.
From this advanced case research, the following points for the closed school utilization are found
out.
1) Utilization resources are abundant in the closed schools and the closed schools can be utilized for a
wide range of purposes.
2) The initial investment can be reduced.
3) In case of rental, the way of utilization is limited.
4) The closed schools are the place for community and also the place for memory. Therefore, the local
governments and the private institutions should attempt to get local understanding and to build
consensus between them.
5) The regional contribution such as the employment of the local people and the procurement from the
local companies are necessary.
6) The closed schools can be utilized for "Business use ".
7) It requires the evaluation of careful business planning and management strategy.
8) It is also necessary that the local governments and the private institutions cooperate to achieve this
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project actively.
Table 5

The Business Overview of Senko School Farm Tottori Co., Ltd
Senko School Farm Tottori Co., Ltd
CEO: Inoue Tsuyoshi (Business development manager of Senko Co., Ltd., 54 years old)
Representatives Parent company: Senko Co., Ltd.(Capitals: JPY18,345,640,000, Sales: JPY250,000,000,000,
Major distribution company, Head quarter in Osaka )
1350 Nagase, Hawai-cho, Yurihama-cho, Tohaku-gun, Tottori Pref. (The former Hawai Nishio
Address
Elementary School , Population of town :17,525 by the census research in 2005)
Capitals &
Capitals: JPY10,000,000, the day of establishment: 2010.4.1, Years after the establishment : 47
establishment years
35 persons (schedule) (Disabled persons: 25, Aged persons:10)
Employees
Working hours: From 10AM to 17PM, Working 6 hrs/day, More than 30 hrs work/week
Production & Sales of vegetables (leek, etc.) by hydroponics farming, Cultivation & Sales of
Business details
mushrooms, Cultivation & Sales of floriculture, Transportation business using cargo vehicles
Hydroponics farming beds (Plastic greenhouse: 6, hydroponics beds :12), Mushroom growing
Facilities/
units, Refrigerators, Solar power systems (15w), Food processing machines, Rebuilding of
Construction
schoolhouses (changing to barrier-free system, etc.)
Investment/
Investment: JPY120,000,000
Fund raising
All fund raising are covered by subsidies money from the country, prefecture and city.
Consigned to the Sales company.
Sales places: Supermarkets, Department stores in the Chugoku, the Kansai region, etc.
Sales
Transportation: By the parent company, Senko Co., Ltd.
Business
Target sales: JPY 32,000,000 (2010) , JPY 62,000,000 (2011).
achievement
Products have been dispatched since the end of August, 2010.
Name

3 The Course of Action to Utilize the Closed Schools for Regional Revitalization
Based on the research results, the course of action to utilize the closed schools for regional
revitalization was described as follows. Figure 3 shows the summary of the course of action.

Figure 3

The Course of Action to Utilize the Closed Schools for Regional Revitalization

Firstly, it is required to cope with social environment change (the change for social needs).
Specifically, following measures are strongly required; measures for utilization needs for closed schools
due to the declining birthrate and aging population, measures for the agriculture promotion needs due to
the declining of Japanese agriculture [2] [3], and measures for the heightening awareness of food safety.
Secondly, it is required to promote the utilization of closed schools which are increasing due to the
declining birthrate even though they are important social capital.
Thirdly, the judging criteria for the closed schools are the employment inducement (increase of
employment numbers), which is very influential to the regional society even though it is small-scale.
Fourthly, especially, the area where half of closed schools are located and most of which are
unutilized "hilly and mountainous area" should cope with the utilization of closed schools proactively.
Fifthly, after confirming the circumstances surrounding closed schools, as for the utilization
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method, "the business use" is proposed. As the examples for business utilization, there are "Retail
business (sales function)","Restaurant business (eating and drinking function)", "Agribusiness
(production function such as plant factory, etc.)", and "Other service business, etc. (Service providing
function)".

4 Conclusions
This paper proposes an ideal way of the utilization of closed schools for regional revitalization.
Main points of this research are as follows: 1) More than 30 % of the closed schools are not utilized. 2)
From the advanced case research showed that "the business use", which includes "retail business",
"restaurant business", "agribusiness", "Other service business", etc., of the closed schools is possible to
revitalize the hilly and mountainous area. 3) It is also required that the local governments and the private
businesses should cooperate together to expedite the business utilization for the closed schools
proactively. In order to achieve that, local governments should lend closed schools for free or at a low
price and also to review their supporting policy for closed schools. And, the private business operators
should contribute to the local market such as promoting local procurement and local employment.
Based on the above, it is strongly expected that the closed schools should be used not only the
"public use" but for the "business use".
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Abstract: During the process of building-up the new socialist countryside in China, ecological problems
of all kinds have been rising one after another. Therefore, the comprehensive ecological improvement in
countryside is a systematic project that is the main job of building a new socialist countryside. The paper,
based on the ecological problems in countryside in China, from the perspective of imitative biology
group system, with the help of ecology and the circular economy, raises a new model for ecological
improvement in new socialist countryside, and presents a feasible suggestion to achieve a sustainable
development of both ecological environment and economic society.
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1 Introduction
The building-up of the new socialist countryside is a historical task raised on the Fifth Plenary
Session of the Sixth Central Committee. In the eleventh Five Year Plan, it was made clear that the
objective and requirement of building a new socialist countryside is to devote to “developed production,
rich life, civilized ethos, clean village and democratic administration”, which guides the current and the
future build-up of a new socialist countryside.[1] With the fastening development of modernization,
environment in cities are improving. However, it should not be neglected that pollution in countryside
keep emerging, which exerts a hindrance to agriculture and rural development. Therefore, to achieve the
coordinated and sustainable development of rural areas, effective measures should be taken against
ecological pollution. However, the traditional economy has imposed a pullback on the structuring of a
new development model. How to implement the new development model effectively has become a key
issue in the building of new socialist countryside.

2 Definition of Imitative Biology Group System
Under a normal ecological system, the energy flow and material flow have always kept a dynamic
balance, endowing it a self-regulation ability to free from systematic and environmental destruction.
This system is mainly composed of various kinds of biology groups, which would be called function
unit when combined together. This function unit means a organized, regular co-existence among biology
groups, rather than a random distribution of each biology group.
The following flow chart shows how the self-purification system works. The system consists of
botany, animals and various kinds of microbe, which, through the regulation of quantity and quality,
form a balanced relationship in the biological system.

Decayed organism

Decaying chain

primary plants

primary plants

Herbivore

Carnivore
1

Carnivore
2
Decomposing chain

Excrement
Figure 1

The Self-Purification System of Fine Biology Group

Biology groups, especially the fine biology groups, have been living on fixed land for thousands of
years, but they have exerted no harm on the environment. Instead, they have contributed to the
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improvement of ecological environment of the earth. This is the result of its inner circulation system and
ideal self-purification system, which contributes a lot to the organized combination of "production,
consumption, and purification". This inspired us with a new idea to build an environment-improvement
system based on imitative biology group system. However, we shall never fail to notice the big
differences between human hood and biology group. And what we can learn from the biology group
system is only a small fraction. Therefore, considering the differences, we name the new system as an
imitative biology group system.[2]

3 Status Quo of Ecological Problems in the New Socialist Countryside
Resource and environment concern the existence and development of the human hood, as well as
the society. However, with the rapid advancement of Chinese economy, human’s insatiable material
needs for resources have imposed an adverse effect on the environment, leading to the intensified
contradiction between human and nature, as well as among human themselves. As a result, environment
pollution has become a bottleneck for the economy development. On the macro level, such problems as
degradation, reclamation, desertification, deforestation, grassland degeneration, extinction of species are
getting more and more serious. [3]
While on the micro level, as in the case of the rural areas, the rural environment suffered greatly
from various pollutions, such as pesticide, chemical fertilizer, manure crop-straw burning, companies
waste, urban trash, rural water pollution, and air pollution and so on. In summary, in rural areas, the
environment is fragile to any pollution, and the situation is getting worse. With the worsening
environment, the land productivity has decreased, leading to a reduction of agricultural output, poor
quality of agricultural product, which exert an adverse effect on agriculture, people’s well-being,
intensified social problems and on the whole, on the build-up of harmonious society, as well as the
whole and the future generation.
In the imitative biology group system, through the comparison between Chart 1 and the current
rural environment status, we can see that the manure and crop-straw burning pollution could be turned
into nutrition through the decaying and decomposing chain. Therefore, it is of great significance to make
full use of the imitative biology group model to improve the environment.

4 Causes of Environment Problems in the New Socialist Countryside
4.1 Extensive management of modern agriculture gives rise to the heavy burden on
self-purification
The agriculture production model has shifted from traditional to modern model, and from
nature-friendly to nature-hazardous model. Firstly, excessive use of fertilizer and pesticide has become
one of the most important factors for environment pollution. In 2010, the use level of fertilizer and
pesticide was respectively 47 million and 1.3 million tons, topping the list in the globe[4]. Due to its
excessive and ineffective use, more than 15 million tons has drained outside the land and to the lakes,
ponds, rivers and so on, adding to an over-nutritious environment, which boosts the growing of algae.
The consequent lack of oxygen leads to the death of aquatic life. This kind of environment in rural areas
is widely different from that in urban areas. Secondly, as a result of booming agriculture in plastic shed,
pollution from the plastic film is worsening day by day. Up till now, there is about 500 thousand farm
film left in the land, accounting for 40% of the total farm film [5]. In the recent 20 years, the use level of
farm film, and the coverage rate have topped the list in the globe. Thirdly, pollution from husbandry
bears no neglect. With the fast development of domestic poultry, various kinds of wastes from poultry
have been generated. Without any regulations and rules on their control from our country, and lack of
environment-protection awareness from the farmers, and as a result of insufficient experience and
measures against pollution-control, the pollution from husbandry has risen to the third largest pollution
source, after industrial pollution and daily waste. Inappropriately handling with crop-straw is also
exerting great harm on environment. Each year, the yield of crop-straw amounts to 650 million tons, the
majority of which is burnt on the land. As the crop-straw is always under-burnt, large quantities of
smoke is generated, increasing the amount of CO2 and CO1 in the air, to the effect of increasing the
density of greenhouse gases. This does great harm to the air, as well as people’s health.
4.2 Separation of husbandry from planting shortens the circulate route of energy-transforming in
the rural ecological system
The traditional husbandry is based on the decentralized family-dependent mode. Therefore manure
from poultry can be dealt properly through irrigating the land, forming a benign circle. This kind of
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management mode contributes to a balanced ecological system in the rural areas. However, wit the rapid
development of husbandry, and the trend to expand to suburb areas, the farming and the husbandry come
apart, and finally separates from each other. If the farmers refrain from cultivating the land, the manure
from poultry can not be properly disposed and precious manure can not be made full use of. Besides,
with easy access to fertilizer, farmers feel reluctant to spread manure. Therefore, the manure is left
everywhere, causing damage to the local environment. In 2008, the number of raised pigs and raised
cattle is respectively 1 billion and 100 million. It is estimated that, taking all the poultry like pigs, cattle,
and sheep into consideration, the manure generated accounts to almost 3 billion tons. And COD
generated accounts to 89 million tons, far surpassing the total amount of COD generated from industrial
waste water and daily waste water (13.818 million tons). As a result of broken chain between planting
and husbandry, the manure, organic waste water, pathogenic micro-organisms, pesticide residue and so
on are directly discharged to rivers, lakes, or are dumped at will, bringing great harm to water resources,
soil and the air.
4.3 Over-population breaks the balance of cash flow, energy flow and resources flow in rural
ecological system.
To purchase production material and employ labour, the dealer is in-putting certain amount of
materials, as well as cash. Energy and material flow go opposite with cash flow. Cash flow and resource
flow, as well as energy flow can, through price adjustment, price allowance, and price refrain, be
adjusted[6]. When dealers produce something using resources out of their power, there is energy and
material input, but no cash input. While dealers discharge wastes, there comes energy and material
outflow, but no cash outflow. In cases of using environment and public resources, there is no cash
outflow.
As far as rural ecological system is concerned, too much energy and material flow out of the
system is flowing into the inner system, while too little material and energy flow in the system is
flowing out of the system, causing a stagnancy in the system and the consequent environment problem.
When the land is scarcely populated, people get product from ecological system, and the organic waste
is put into use in the next ecological recycle. With the expansion of industrialization and urbanization,
the cities become over-populated, and the organic waste is too much to be disposed fully in the
ecological system. Biological fertilizer is under-invested in the land. Instead, chemical fertilizers are
universally applied, causing the environment pollution.
All in all, various factors contribute to the environment problems in rural areas. Economically
speaking, factors include but not limited to under-developed and inappropriate-developed economy;
politically speaking, factors include but not limited to dual economic structure of urban and rural areas
and inadequate government management; mentally speaking, factors include the "economy-priority"
value of some farmers, weak awareness of environment protection and so on. In a nutshell, the
ecological problems are essentially "a imbalance between human and nature". The biggest problem lies
in the contradiction between population and land, which sparks a series of problems like vegetation
degradation, soil and water loss, deforestation, lack of water resources, land and water pollution and etc.

5 Exploration on Environment Improvement in the New Socialist Countryside
From Figure 1, we can see the close relationship between different biological groups. For the
organism in decomposing chain and decaying chain, on one hand, they receive nutrition from the
decayed and the manure; one the other hand, they provide nutrition back to the primary producer or
herbivore and carnivore by growing up. This shows that they are not only consumers but also producers,
producers without consuming energy from outside. Obviously, this agrees with the building-up of new
socialist countryside.
According to food chain of fine biology group, we should change the development model from
resource-intensive one to a resource-conserved, environment-friendly one which combines the
economical, social and ecological benefit together, so as to build a recycling model for agriculture. And
we should also shift from high-consumption and high-pollution extensive model, namely “resources product – pollution”, to environment-friendly and society-harmonious model, namely “resources product - renewable resources”. That means we should promote the materials’ inner -recycling to assure
the clean production and healthy consumption, free of chemical residue, so as to achieve a sustainable
development in the new socialist countryside.
5.1 Multi-level model of resources-using
The recycling agriculture holds that resources should be used in a multi-level, multi-function way.
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The biological system centers around a bio-chain in the shape of chain and net, in which energy and
resources flow and transform among various biology, to the effect of benefiting the farmers. Take the
eagro-sylvo-pastoral system for example. The planting provides feed for husbandry and crop-straw;
husbandry provides organic fertilizer for planting and forestry; forestry provides feed for husbandry,
forming a benign circle for the ecology. (As shown in Figure 2) Planting supplies feed for husbandry;
husbandry and planting supply fuels for methane tank; the methane water can feed the fish; methane
residue and pond soil feed the land, also forming a benign circle for ecology. In both ways, we can
achieve both economic benefit and ecological benefit without too much financial investment.
Product

Land

Plants & fungas

Poultry-rai

Methane
Figure 2

Multi-level Model of Resources-Using

5.2 Multi-function comprehensive recycling model
The multi-function comprehensive development is another recycling model, which makes full use
of various factors and resources in both suburb and urban areas. For example, the satellite town in
suburb areas functions not only as a production base for vegetables and fruits, but also an ideal place for
industrial production, purification and living districts alike. However, with the development of both
industry and population, “waste gas, waste water, industrial residue” are harming the rural environment
greatly. Therefore, it is advised to build a recycling agriculture and to promote a multi-function
comprehensive recycling model. In this model, the waste water and solid waste are processed to be used
as agricultural resources. One way is to build a biological dissolving pool and purify the waste water for
future use. The processed water can be used to raise hydrophyte. In this way, the hydrophyte can
successfully dissolve and transform the waste in the metabolism, and the waste can finally serve to
people’s needs, while the purified waste water can be irrigating the land.
Organic fertilizer
New socialist countryside

Figure 3

Fertilizer-coll

Daily waste

City

Multi-Function Comprehensive Recycling Model

5.3 bio-energy-based recycling model
Bio-energy greenhouse can keep its temperature to the needs of plants and animals, through the
combined effects of organic biology with high C/O ratio like crop-straw, and of organic biology with
low C/N ratio like excretion, and of the heat in the fermentation, and of the heat from the sun[7]. For
instance, after the glycolysis in the bio-energy greenhouse, biofuel is produced, serving as fine fertilizer
for the agriculture. The biofuel works in an intensive and effective way to provide large quantities of
micro-element to the benefit of crop-growing, as well as micro-biology to the good of nutrition. The
biofuel boosts in its reputation as fine organic fertilizer, and during the fermentation, it can kill virus and
weed seed in crop-straw and excretion. The biological-energy-greenhouse-based recycling agriculture
model (As shown in Figure 4) is simple in structure, cheap in cost, and effective in reducing weed, virus,
as well as environment pollution.
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biological-energy-greenhouse-based recycling agriculture model

5.4 Ecological-courtyard-based tourist economy model
With the development of rural tourist, it is feasible to promote a resources-recycling model in new
socialist countryside, combining planting, husbandry and methane tank. In this model, methane is in a
key position to relate planting, husbandry and tourist. The value generated far surpasses that of the
single combination of planting and husbandry. Besides, using pollution-free methane is helpful to avoid
those potential pollutions from tourist. (Refer to Figure 5)
Irrigation
Equipment
Daily waste water

Fishery

to land

Land, orchard, pond

Tourist

excrement

Crop-straw
Methane
Daily waste
Figure 5
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Farmer
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Meat, egg
Poultry
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Ecological-Courtyard-Based Tourist Economy Model

It applies multi-level usage of biology, and lengthens the food chain by combining planting,
husbandry and methane tank. In this model, all the biology rely on and makes use of each other so that
resources can by used time after time, achieving a benign circle between production and economy. To be
more specific, it works like this. Firstly, besides planting, we process agricultural product in a
family-based business way, the heels of which will be fed as the fodder for poultry. Secondly, near the
methane tank, we build pigsty and pheasantry, whose excrement will be partly feed the fish, and mostly
flow to the methane tank. Thirdly, the methane will be applied to daily lighting and cooking, and will be
used to light and heat pheasantry, while the methane residue will be feeding the land and the fish alike.
In this way, sufficient organic fertilizer is produced, without any chemical fertilizer, and the production
cost is effectively reduced and the land is well preserved.

6 Conclusion
Based on imitative biology group system, the recycling model of economical development in rural
areas has been proved to exert a positive effect on increasing farmers’ income, improving ecological
environment, and promoting the sustainable development in rural areas. The model is an effective and
indispensable way to “developed production, rich life and clean village”. The importance should be
attached to how to effectively implement the model. Considering the traditional model of development
and the farmers’ conservativeness, the government should play an active role, so as to engage the
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farmers into the implementation of the new model, and to achieve a balanced and sustainable
development in the rural areas.
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Abstract: This article aims at reflecting upon the innovation and the role of education in the broadening
of human consciousness through the perspective of sustainable development of society. It points out
some principles that drive the collaborative innovation and the role of technology and connectivity in
this process. We emphasize the contributions of interdisciplinary education and the responsibility of the
educations as an agent in the society transformation process towards humanization.
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1 Introduction
We are living a moment in mankind history in which the breakdown of natural resources live
together with the waste and inefficiency of these resources usage. The unbridled consume results in the
excess of garbage and toxic residues that pollute the atmosphere. The soil and the water, hunger and
scarcity live together with health problems related to obesity. The continuous global richness is not
enough to reduce the distance between rich and poor people. The global corporative cultures make an
effort to homogenize historical and cultural differences among nations. Contrasts and contradictions
translated into complex challenges to the governments, companies and civil society. In this context, the
demand for innovation is patent and urgent.
According to Houaiss3, innovation means “action or effect of innovating” – that may be defined as
“to become new; renew, restore” and “introducing the new; do something as it had never been done
before”. Man is, in essence, an innovative being, since he recognizes himself as Homo sapiens …, from
the well succeeded combination of its telencephalon developed with its opposite thumb. Being so, it is
supposed that it was not exactly the ability of innovation, of doing things as it had never been done
before that puts us in the situation we have been living now.
We believe, it is necessary to analyze how much we culturally win or lose with the great actual
change that the “soft” technologies have provided us4. These technologies have been uprising and deal
with techniques of informational nature that have followed us in the hominization process - as the
invention of writing, for example, in which the historian André Leroi-Gourhan described as the
hominization process: “Man, when he stands up for locomotion, he liberates his arms, members for
transportation functions till then. His hand can now develop the capacity of grabbing things, and then
man becomes Homo Faber. When he gets his hands to grab things, the mouth, which had previously this
function, looses it. Mouth can now speak…”(SERRES, 2001, p.15)5
The last centuries have been characterized by an extensive variety of innovations, mostly
technological, generally conceived to attend the expectations of the economical growth of hegemonic
groups dominant in society. The mechanization of the productive processes reduced expenses, generated
unemployment, increased mass production of itemspreviously unknown and now considered essential to
human existence. The increasing of technology at work appeared as a promise for more life quality to
the people as work could be done more quickly, with time left for other activities. What happened was
the increase of the demand for quickness generating an overload of work that became the main human
activity, invading the other spaces and occupying most of people’s free time due to the connectivity
provided by the internet and mobile technologies.
We understand that simply including technology does not become the processes more innovative.
Being so, we propose to widen up our view to “Technology in education” - that embraces informatics
but it is not restricted to it. It also includes uses of other communication medias as television, videos,
radios and also cinema. We understand technology as being the result of a fusion between science and
technique. The concept of educational technology may be announced as a set of procedures (techniques)
3
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5
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that can “facilitate” the teaching-learning processes through the use of means (instrumental, symbolic or
organizational ones) and their consequent cultural transformations.
The use of educational technology is not recent. The education, organized since the beginning, uses
different educational technologies according to each time in History. The chalk and blackboard
technologies, for example, are used until nowadays by most of the schools. Also, the textbook
technology still persists in the times of information and knowledge. In the 50’s and 60’s the educational
technology was seen as synonym of didactic resources. From the 60’s on, the development of mass
media communication began to revolutionize the world in all segments – mostly in education.
As time passed, the technology became more complex and the use of rules demands a more
accurate cognitive control. The problem is how to make the most of these resources in order to broaden
the human’s minds horizons towards the search for solutions for the challenges of our times. In fact, one
of the greatest challenges of the contemporary world consists of finding ways for the technology and
education, as well as for the actual electronic medias, to walk together searching for the necessary
innovations to the new world in transition in which we live in – with new educational sites, new ways
of connecting ideas, new ways to rescue and fortify more humanized relationships. This transition
requires us to find an equilibrium between production and consume – where the discovery of this magic
formula urges. We should mention Bergman saying that we are living a consuming era and entering the
protectional and environmental era.
So, we ask: how are these new soft technologies favoring the hominization process, integrating
individual accesses to the collective memory, providing conditions to explore and discover other spaces
and possibilities of creative realizations? Considering that culture does not have boundaries ant it is
permeable6, the “true” culture is not in danger as we live a considerable transformation of the cognitive
subject, of the objective science and of the collective culture – such a movement that is even more
explored by the innovative Technologies and potential social networks. “In fact, these communication
means are considered universal and can connect us immediately with any spot on Earth, the way we use
them is surprisingly local1”! (SERRES, 2001, p.17)7
From the global to the local; from the individual to the totality, we can notice that even more it is
necessary an interdisciplinary negotiation focused on the BEING – which helps in this process of
finding the conducting wire between the evolution and innovation andthe Technologies turned to an
education that humanizes, so that, each person can, humbly, find his/her own creative freedom inside the
spaces provided for the collective access.
Thus, when we consider innovation as a necessary act for humanity in order to face the actual
challenges, it is important to distinguish the type of innovation we wish. It is not a question of simply
innovating or only innovating in any direction.
Our demand is for innovations that serve the collective wellness, that “attend the human necessities
of today without risking the capacity of the new generations to satisfy their own needs”8. Innovations
that can integrate the actual challenges of society in search for a development that is, at the same time,
economically possible; environmentally correct;socially fair and culturally inclusive. Innovations
towards a sustainable development of the society.
Any innovation that priorizes any of the above dimensions in detriment to the others is not
desirable. It is not enough to innovate for the economical growth without considering the social,
environmental and cultural impacts. This has been the inclination of the innovations until today – that is
what brought us here. Also, innovating only in order to look for an environmental equilibrium, without
the economical feasibility, social justice and cultural inclusion would be unbearable.
Innovation in this context, could demand an extreme break which would impose a radical analysis
of the consumerist life style that is deep-rooted in a considerable part of our society, preventing the
excluded historically peoples of the capitalist system from using the immediate consume ‘benefits”.
Innovations turned only to social justice without considering the other impacts may be also dangerous.
We may point at the plannedeconomy and totalitarian systems that in order to favor the social wellness
also limit the citizens freedom or even worry about preserving the natural resources.
The challenge to innovate towards a sustainable development will depend on the political,
economical, social, technological and cultural efforts. Among them, we emphasize education as one of
6
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the main components necessary to promote the broadening of the human consciousness in this direction,
as GUEVARRA (1998) points out:“Innovation merges from ideas connected in net by one society
committed to the citizenship exercise and to a conscious citizen. A citizen worried with his/her problems
and aware of attitudes and motivations in the search for solutions that provide equilibrium of the
relations between man and environment, so that future generations won’t be victims of the devastating
actions conducted by man, which already compromised our future.” (GUEVARA et al, 1998)9

2 The Necessary Education

In the 21st century, the education will be based on four main basis10: learning how to learn;
learning how to do; learning how to live along with; learning how to be. The educational institutions
will have to change their route, searching for alternatives and methods that promote, not only technical
knowledge but also that join themselves in order to promote the individual plenitude, awakening
abilities of an ethical, human and political relationship – that composes the essence of citizenship and
that are the basis of any developmental action desirable for the whole life, i.e., which inserts into a
permanent educational perspective.
The biggest challenge faced by humanity is not restricted to academic environment with scientists
and politicians that rein sovereignty in order to decide the destiny of society. It has become even clearer
that the construction for a more sustainable society is on the hands of each citizen starting from his own
choices and actions which will influence and provoke changes “inside the system”.
The “system” is our organizations, cities and communities. They got sick throughout the last
centuries as they promoted innovations that prioritize the economical growth in detriment to the social,
environmental and cultural dimensions. There is no more space for wasting, losses, environmental
destruction or social inequality. We urgently need the capacity of looking at the possibilities in a
different way and of conceiving them through a new perspective: the sustainability perspective.
When we talk about educating for sustainability we talk about educating for integration, for the
non-fragmentation of the thought. In order for an individual integrate social AND economical AND
environmental AND cultural aspects at the same time in his daily decisions, it is very important that he
develops an interdisciplinary and systemic view which comprehends: a dynamism among many
elements of the system; the forces that rule this interaction; the circular movement among causes and
consequences; the mental systems and the invisible systemic structures that shape the visible events.
We need a new educational pathways able to construct the basis for the individual, since his
childhood, so that he becomes able to develop thinking abilities in terms of connections, relations,
context, interactions among the elements as a whole; to see things in terms of network and communities.
A innovation that allows him to see “processes” in any phenomenon, changes (real or potential), growth
and development; to recognize that our perceptions are conditioned by our methods and questionings11.
We need to create new spaces for dialogues that allow this change and that awaken on people the
sensibility and generosity necessary to take care of our world.

3 The Contribution of Interdisciplinarity
The interdisciplinarity theory borrows the metaphor of the sight in order to explain the
comprehension about the different lenses through which we represent the world and that guide our
actions (FAZENDA, 2002).
When we long for an educational model that contemplates the different dimensions of reality in
order to promote more comprehensive innovations towards the sustainable development, we are
considering a model that comprises the necessity to establish partnerships among many sectors of
society as well as among the different actors of the educative process and among different subjects in
order to favor a collective construction. We point out another contribution of the interdisciplinarity that
teaches us the following: “For a better comprehension of reality, the change must be focused on
partnership, because we don’t live alone, we need the other’s vision, because the other understands,
analyzes, lives and observes from a different angle, amplifying our own vision”. (ARNT in FAZENDA,

9

Our translation.
According to Jacques Delors’s report, “Education – a treasure to be discovered” (UNESCO, 1996).
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Andrade, Aurélio ... [et al] – Systemic Thought: Field Note: The callenge of sustainable change on organizations
and society. Porto Alegre - Bookman, 2006.
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2002, p. 74)12
With the fragmentation of knowledge we live in what we can call the crisis of science. This crisis
has been proclaimed by many people in different school lines in different countries. It is mentioned the
crisis of theory, models, paradigms and what we have to do is: “It’s necessary to study the problematic
and the origin of all uncertainties to conceive an education able to face them. Everything seems to prove
us that the exercise of interdisciplinarity would make it easier to face the knowledge and science crisis.
Although, it’s necessary to understand the dynamic lived by this crisis and to perceive the importance
and the dilemmas to be overcome in a project that contemplates it.”.(FAZENDA, 2001, p.14)13
Nevertheless it is important to highlight that the fragmentation movement may unleash the
immediacy in the answers and result in an action of “joining disciplines” and the interdisciplinarity that
we are discussing here points to a bigger necessity to think of complexity and not simply in the creation
of one or more other disciplines (SOUZA, 2010).
Overcoming the barriers among the disciplines through a dialogical process and partnership, would
be possible to construct a more comprehensive knowledge that could amplify the sight in order to face
challenges. According to Fazenda (2011, p.89), “the passage from knowledge to action, because of its
own complexity, involves a series of social and natural phenomena that will demand an interdependence
of disciplines as well as the appearance of new ones”.
“Many attempts to find an unquestionable methodology for interdisciplinarity were conducted by
researchers, however what they have discovered was just misunderstanding due to limitations such
as the impossibility of an unifying language of sciences and in consequence, limitations to create a
comparative methodology in human sciences. Nevertheless, from the assumption that an
interdisciplinary methodology requires its own method, Fazenda believes that the interdisciplar
discourse is the most natural method for the role of interdisciplinarity. Such a method merges from
the involvement of complexity and the participation on questioning, researching and inquiring.”
(FAZENDA, 1994, p. 68).
Thus, the necessary education to promote innovations towards the sustainable development can
clearly benefit itself from interdisciplinarity.
We believe that in the interdisciplinarity we can find more questions that may help to answer many
existing questions about how to solve the equation education and innovation. In the same direction,
Smirnov says that interdisciplinary tends to convert itself in one of the most important theoretical data
that allows to explain the relationship between development and social progress. (FAZENDA, 1994,
P.28).
WITH his interdisciplinary background, Steven Johnson (2010) analyses the principles that
defined the technological and scientific innovations throughout the last centuries and that may have
favored the exercise of creative human freedom and search for the roots of innovation along the history
of science as well as of more contemporaneous examples of innovations either in the academic field or
business. The result is a new perspective of innovation that would be provided by an environment where
the ideas could have the chance to connect among themselves and collaborate in open networks. “When
somebody observes innovation in nature and culture, environments that construct walls around good
ideas tend to be less innovative in long term than more open ones. Good ideas don’t want to be free.
They want to connect, merge, recombine; they want to complement to each other at the same time they
compete among themselves”. Positively with SENGE (2009): “Competition and collaboration are not
excludent actions like “or-or”; in effect, the term to compete comes from Latin competere, which means
“fight together”. This basic information exchanged among competitors provide everybody with the
knowledge of the situation of common resources that offer the essential conditions for a healthy
competition.” (SENGE, 2009, p. 170)14
To Johnson, good ideas are not solitaire innovations of the human mind, but a mixture of other
ideas, insights and tips that join themselves in a more productive and intellectual environment. “A
solitaire genius is rare in the History of innovations”.
Thus, technology and connectivity may act favoring innovation, constructing bridges and reducing
distances between the solitaire minds, having clearer purposes of constructing innovative solutions for
12
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the challenges of society.
In this context, the interdisciplinary negotiation with the engagement of students, teachers and
scientific community, encouraged by the directors of schools and other educative spaces can contribute
to accelerate this process and promote integrative actions that lead us to a collective learning with new
innovative technologies that favor the dialogue among the social relationships.
GUEVARA (1998, 2011) leads us to reflect with MORIN (2000) about the role of education and
the educator to answer these challenges:“What we defend is that to educate means to conduct and
organize the thought (Morin, 2000), to help in the development of logic models for the comprehension
of the world which foster the development and the expression of positive thoughts, of self respect and
also respect for the others, the development of solidarity, of love for nature and even the fight spirit
(Morin, 2002). Education for a sustainable development, in a general consensus among modern
educators, should not only instruct, but develop the critical capacity, the spirit of initiative and the sense
of responsibility of the educator in the world we live in. In this context, the educator’s mission is to
consider the resources for constructing bridges between the problems of society and the landscape of
richness generation, showing that the sustainability of the planet is in our hands.”.” (GUEVARA, p. 27,
2011)15
“Finally, the practice of an education for sustainability might be the connection between the
limitations of the appropriate and the excessive use of environment resources. Clearly, only the
education is not enough to change the course of the planet, it certainly is a necessary condition for
that.”(GUEVARA, p. 29, 2011)16

4 Conclusions
Innovating is part of the human nature. We are learning beings, unconformed, inquisitive – what
moves us to a state of constant transformation. Every day we invent and reinvent the world around us –
what Paracelsus had already described as “learning is our own lives – from youth to old age. In fact,
almost until death. Nobody spends ten hours without learning anything”.
The state of disequilibrium that we generate with so many innovations invites us now to recreate
our existence in this planet in a more harmonic and sustainable way. We have the responsibility of
innovating towards a development that guarantees our survival and also that attends the needs of the
next generations.
In order to face the collective and complex challenges, the most well succeeded innovations will
result from the collaboration, connection of ideas and convergence of purposes. So, the education
assumes the fundamental role of awakening the human mind towards this direction since it can
contribute to overcome the barriers of thought and disciplines, starting from an interdisciplinary
negotiation focused on the BEING, which helps in this process of finding a conducting wire between the
evolution and innovation of technologies turned to a humanized education.
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Abstract: It is an important method to realize the circular utilization of crop stalks by processing them
into organic fertilizer. On one hand, there is a huge resource of crop stalks in China; on the other hand,
there appears variously serious pollution. Based on the concept of double cycle, this paper analyzed the
behavior of the farmers and firms separately based on the strict mathematical analysis. It proves that
only when the double circulation is realized, manufacturers can fundamentally solve the difficulty of
being only recycling but non-economic so as to ensure the stable development of crop stalks recycling
system.
Key Words: Crop Stalks; Circular Economy; Double Circulation; Brand Establishment

1 Introduction
Crops stalks are the by-products of agricultural production, as well as a kind of valuable biological
resources. According to relevant statistics, our annual crop stalks that could be collected are up to 687
million tons, of which 215 million tons are under utilization, proportioning 31.31 percent. The main part
of the unutilized are burnt. How to make good use of the crop stalks resources, and promote the circular
agriculture is an urgent problem to be solved. Meanwhile, as an agricultural country, China is the biggest
country of fertilizer consumption with 43 billion kilograms of chemical fertilizers applied annually; the
production and consumption are both up to above one third in the world. Under the exacerbation of
resources constrain, whether plantation can stabilize its sustainable development greatly depends on the
input and scientific application of chemical fertilizers. However, the fast-paced development of chemical
fertilizer industry also brings our agriculture tremendous difficulties. Firstly, improper application of
chemical fertilizers results in the decrease of solid quality and pollution, for instant there appears quite
serious nitrogen pollution in China; secondly, the utilization efficiency of chemical fertilizers is not high,
generally below thirty percent; the annual lose of nitrogen fertilizer is nearly worth 40 billion RMB.
Solid is the basic of agriculture development, while the excessive application of chemical fertilizer is to
threaten the sustainable development of agriculture. With government’s attention and great support in
agriculture, the recycling of crop stalks by processing into organic fertilizers develop with fast pace.
However, many manufacturers encounter a predicament in practice ---only recycling but non-economic,
that is, manufacturers input high expenditure to realize the resources recycling, but the market value of
products cannot fill up the cost even there is no market for the products so as they rely on the
preferential policies and capital aid of government in order to survive. As to the phenomenon of being
only recycling but non-economic, some scholars attributes it to technology or the constraint of the
system. Though it’s seen that some manufacturers achieve breakthrough technologically and
institutionally, their recycling economic pattern still couldn’t efficiently work with high speed, some
even quite unstable. For example, Shandong Quanlin Jiayou Fertilizer Co. Ltd of China possesses
international advanced technology of fertilizer production, but its sales have been restricted by market,
which constrains its rapid development.
The theory of the Economics of the Coming Spaceship of Earth put forward by Kenneth E.
Boulding in 1966 was considered as the early representation of circular economics. Frosch Robert and
Gallopoulos Nicolas [1] put forth that there are no absolute waste in industrial manufacture, and
industrial manufacture and environmental protection can be completely harmonized by appropriate
management. David Pearce and Kelly Turner [2] brought forward the concept circular economy in their
book and divided it into natural cycle and industrial cycle. Recently, as the concept of cleaner
production and low carbon been advanced, the theory development and study of circular economy has
been attached a great importance.
Presently, scholars are carrying out their study on circular economy from three different
perspectives as follow：Firstly, conception based on ecology mainly views circular economy naturally as
an economy of ecological protection, which requires ecological law rather than mechanic law to instruct
the economic activities of human society, like Qu Geping[3] and Suren Erkman[4], etc.. Secondly,
viewpoint based on market economy considers circular economy as a new-style economy form as well
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as an advanced development pattern of economy, and it functions under the regulation of market system
and comply with the law of market economy. Circular economy and market economy are consistent with
each other in terms of functioning system. It is more efficient but costs less in management to develop
circular economy by employing market system than compulsory measure, such as Li Yunyan [5], Zhang
Xiaolan [6], etc. Thirdly, views from government intervention reckon hold the opinion that government’s
function is to stabilize the whole economy and relocate the economic resource. In the middle of
transition from conventional economy to circular economy, government should be posed as the main
entity of responsibility in boosting the development of circular economy, like MaZhong [7], et al. The
studies on this respect analyze from the macroscopic perspective the significance of circular economy
and the functional laws and features of circular system, though they failed to give any instructional
suggestion on the various problems which exists in the virtual practice of microcosmic enterprises.
As to the recycling of crop stalks, present documentaries analyzed from the methods of crop stalks
recycling and its profit, for example, Zhang Anlai [8] summarized the current troubles in utilizing crop
stalks, meanwhile posed new approaches of industrializing crop stalks utilization from the pattern of
self-sufficiency, enlarging the government investment on the exploit and utilization of stalk resource,
establishing system to evoke the consciousness of people to utilize stalk resource. Wang Jing [9] studied
the multi-profit of four general models of crop stalks utilization in circular economy, and put forward
the current problems existing in crop stalk utilization and brought up the solutions. The similar studies
include Cao Mingchong’s [10], Liu Zhongxiang’s, Li Yangning’s and Liu Tingting’s [11], etc. The studies
on this respect emphasized the methods and social profit of stalk recycling, however, they didn’t provide
any solution on whether and how circular system could sustainably develop.
Therefore, from the nature of crop stalks recycling and brand economics, this paper analyzes the
conditions and measures to realize the circulation, aiming to provide theoretical instruction for the
circular development of China’s stalk resource.

2 Study on the Double Circulation Model of Crop Stalks
Developing circular economy and establishing circular society is the important pathway and
feasible method of implementing sustainable development strategy. On the Central Symposium on
Population, Resource and Environment in 2003, General Secretary Hu Jintao put forth that accelerating
the transformation of model of economic growth, penetrating the development concept of circular
economy into regional economic development enable the maximum exploitation of resource.
Currently, in China the technology of utilizing crop stalks to produce organic fertilizers is
comparatively mature, but the application of organic fertilizers is not optimistic. Professor Zhang Fusuo
from Resource and Environment Department of Chinese Agriculture University introduced that in EU
half of the solid nutrients are from organic fertilizers, the other half from chemical fertilizers. On the
contrary, 70 to 80 percent of the solid nutrients are from chemical fertilizers, with organic fertilizers
only taking 20 percent in China. In the process of crop stalks recycling, the limitation of farmers
utilizing organic fertilizers leads to the poor recycling efficiency. Therefore, it’s not when the recycling
of crop stalks realizes the material cycle technologically, the recycling of crop stalks becomes a system
which can work automatically and circularly. It needs the market to approve and produce economic
benefit, which means the crop stalk recycling system could develop stably and enduringly when the
value cycle has been achieved. From above, it can be seen that crop stalks recycling actually embraces
double circulation: material cycle and value cycle. The detailed model analysis is as follow.
2.1 Double circulation model
Crop stalks recycling actually embraces double circulation: material cycle and value cycle, as is
shown in diagram one. Any problems with any segment will result in the breakdown of the entire
recycling system, failing to realize the sustaining development.
First is the material cycle with manufacturers as the leading factor. Manufacturers through certain
technology process crop stalks into organic fertilizers and sell them to farmers who fertilize their crops
with organic fertilizers and sell the collected crop stalks to the manufacturers when the crops are
harvested. This cycle demands manufacturers to guarantee a smooth material transition in technology
and process.
Second is the value cycle with farmers as the predominant factor. Farmers purchase organic
fertilizers and fertilize them in their crops. After harvest, farmers decide to or not purchase organic
fertilizers according to the profit and loss of crops in the season. The magnitude of deviation between
the income and cost of farmers determines the stability of this cycle. The bigger the deviation is, the
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more actively the farmers purchase organic fertilizers, and the more stable this cycle is. When the
deviation is smaller (even minus), farmers are to purchase less organic fertilizers even not, which
weakens the link of this cycle even leads to the breakdown.
In the double circulation of circular economy, material cycle is the precondition of value cycle;
value cycle is the guarantee of the consistent development of material cycle. Neither can be dispensed if
this recycling system commands an everlasting and stable development.

Figure 1

Double Circulation Model of Crop Stalks Recycling

2.2 Decision analysis of farmers purchasing organic fertilizer
It can be seen from double circulation model that the material cycle is crucially dependent on
technology of manufacturers. In term of the current technology, the technology and process of
processing crop stalks into organic fertilizer are comparatively mature. Therefore, material cycle can be
well-realized. The key of value cycle is whether farmers purchase organic fertilizers, which determines
the entire circular system. Farmers’ purchasing decision is dependent on the account of the profit and
loss of agricultural products. In order to simply analyze, this paper provide the following assumption on
the demand analysis of consumers; firstly, rationality assumption. Suppose farmers are rational
economic men, they pursue the maximum individual interests. When the expenditure is determinate,
they pursue the maximum profit, or when the profit is determinant, they pursue the minimum
expenditure. Secondly, technology assumption. Presume plantation technology is even during the
researching period, for instance, there is no any obvious change in seeds cultivation and vermin
prevention. Thirdly, product assumption, that is, there is no distinction between crops.
Suppose during t period farmers didn’t apply organic fertilizers, the profit is
Rt = Pt ⋅ Q 0 − C
（1）

Rt 、 Pt 、 Q 0 respectively stand for the profit of crops, price and crop yield during t period. C
stands for the cost of crops, including seeds, chemical fertilizer, tractor-ploughing, pesticide, irrigation,
threshing, delivery, manual work, etc..
During t+1 period, farmers’ consideration as to purchase organic fertilizer is shown as below:

when farmers purchase organic fertilizer (2)
⎧(1 + α ) Pt • Q0 − C
Rt +1 = ⎨
⎩(1 + α ) Pt • (1 + β )Q0 − (C ′′ + P0 qi + L) when farmers not purchase organic fertilizer (3)

Among it, α stands for fluctuation rate of agricultural products; β represents the increasing rate after
applying organic fertilizer; P′ is the price of organic fertilizer; qi stands for the amount of organic
fertilizers applied; L is the labor cost of applying organic fertilizers. When C ′ − C = ΔC ,（3） − （2）
comes to:
ΔRt + 1 = β (1 + α ) Pt ⋅ Q 0 − (ΔC + P′ ⋅ qi + L)
（4）
Only when ΔRt + 1 >0, farmers choose to purchase organic fertilizers; when ΔRt + 1 ≤ 0 , farmers
choose not to purchase organic fertilizers. Furthermore, the greater ΔRt + 1 is, the more actively
farmers purchase organic fertilizer, the greater the purchasing amount is.
From formula (4), it can be seen that, on one hand, the extra cost（ ΔC + P′ ⋅ qi + L ） of applying
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organic fertilizers is determinate; on other hand, in terms of the increase of income, although the
increasing rate of crop yields is relatively stable, the fluctuation rate of products’ price is strong, which
farmers are difficult to predict. If ΔRt + 1 > 0 , we can figure out the minimum of the increase of
farmers’ income, that is,

α>

ΔC + P′ ⋅ qi + L
−1 = α 0
β Pt ⋅ Q 0

(5)

It can be seen from above formula, only if the increase of agricultural products must be greater
than α 0 , farmers’ income after applying organic fertilizers can be guaranteed to increase. Otherwise,
their incomes will decrease. The prices of agricultural products fluctuate greatly. This indeterminate
income and determinate costs largely affect farmers' enthusiasm to purchase organic fertilizers.
2.3 Demand analysis of organic fertilizer manufacturers
Each farmer’s demand quantity composes of the total demand quantity ( Q′ ) of the entire organic
fertilizer market, shown as follow:
n

Q′ = ∑ qi

（6）

i =1

As to an individual organic fertilizer manufacturer, its demand function is as follow,

qj = Af ( P′, Cc )

（7）

Among it, Q′ represents the products demand f enterprises, A stands for the advance of

P′ represents products’ prices, Cc stands for the choice cost
∂qj
∂qj
of consumers. when
< 0 , formula above holds on. In terms of the feature of
< 0，
∂Cc
∂P′

technology and process and A ∈ [0,1] ,
[12-13]

double circulation of circular economy, to realize material cycle by the progress of technology and
process is the precondition of achieving the whole system. Therefore, shown as in formula (3), when
A =0, which means manufacturers didn’t realize the material cycle in term of technology and process,
Qc =0. When A=1, that is, the material cycle in term of technology and process is completely realized,

qj = f ( P′, Cc ) .
At this point manufacturers’ demand depends on two factors, that is, product price and choice cost.
It can be concluded from formula (6) that manufacturers can, on one hand, increase product demand by
decreasing the price. According to neoclassic economics demand law, demand reduces when price rises,
while price declines demand increases. However, in reality we find that product which takes a large
market share is often not the lowest priced product. The result of price war is that manufacturers can’t
afford their own huge losses so as to bankrupt. Therefore, to decrease price can increase product demand
to some extent. On the other hand, manufacturers can reduce the choice cost of product by brand
establishment, so as to increase the product demand. According to the theory of band economics, the
production capacity of manufacturers is Qy ; the selectivity of the product (actual sales) is Qc , choice
cost is Cc : Cc = ∑ Cck ( k = 1, 2, " , n) , then the following formula holds on:
That is,
According

Qy = Qc + Cc
Qy − Cc = Qc
to

Qc
efficiency Ey : Ey =

the

Qy

analysis

above,

we

can

, choice efficiency Ec : Ec = 1 − Cc

(8)
(9)
conclude

Qy

= Qc

Qy

that

production

= Ey . Obviously,

actual production efficiency constantly equals choice efficiency, that is, when production capacity
is invariable, the external choice efficiency of the market determines the internal production
efficiency.
When Cc > 0 , Qy > Qc , Ey < 1 , Ec < 1 , which suggests that low choice efficiency leads to the
excess of production capacity over choice capacity, further bringing overproduction and resource
wasting inside manufacturers. When Cc = 0 , Qy = Qc , Ey = 1 , Ec = 1 , which shows that choice
efficiency reaches its maximum; Production capacity equals choice capacity, that is, consumers’ choice
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cost is zero. At this point production efficiency perpetually maintain in its climax. From the analysis
above, it can be known that to lessen the choice cost of consumers by brand establishment is the
insurance to maximize production efficiency of manufacturers. In another word, the important guarantee
for the smooth implementation of value cycle is brand establishment.

3 Analysis of Government Function
Marketing economic entities are in line with the main principle of maximizing their own interests
to carry out economic activities. First of all, for farmers the inherent problems of organic fertilizers have
a great impact on purchasing decision; firstly, although the nutrient content of organic fertilizer is
relatively comprehensive, active ingredient content is low，much lower than the active ingredient in
chemical fertilizer. Furthermore, the process of decomposition in soil and absorption by plants is slow,
difficult to meet the crop yield and efficient demands. Secondly, the price of organic fertilizers is high;
thirdly, the bulk of organic fertilizer increase the labor intensity, lower the efficiency; and in countryside
most young adults are migrant workers, therefore majority of farmers rely on chemical fertilizers in
order to economize on time and labor. China's rural land system is implemented in the rural collective,
long-term contracts with farmers. As to farmers, they have a right to use the land but in a limited time.
As to the land leasers, they have the right of using the land in the contract period. Therefore, farmers
give little consideration to the continuous use of land and damage and pollution to the environment,
while focusing on short-termed gains. Next, as to the organic fertilizer manufacturers, the cost of
scientific and technological research and initial investment of circular economy is large. Many projects
produce very little profit or even loss. Therefore, the government plays an important role in circular
economy. The role of government embodied in two respects.
3.1 To block activities of pollution and ecological damage
Firstly, government should strictly block activities of pollution and ecological damage. At present,
as the rapid development of China's industrialization, environmental pollution is becoming more and
more serious. Environmental issues are now a worldwide problem. Government should ensure the
economic development while paying attention to environment protection. On problem, management
system within specified period is correspondingly introduced throughout the country to regulate
enterprises which produce environment pollution, such as to limit their corporate loans. Government
increase penalties for the polluting enterprises, increase business costs of enterprise pollution, which is
conducive to control this phenomenon.
3.2 To direct and support conducts of sustainable development
Secondly, government should direct and support the conducts of sustainable development.
Government can subsidize the farmers who apply organic fertilizers. Next, on the certification of
agricultural products, government agencies should enhance the investigation and research while timely
formulating relevant laws and regulations and preferential policies to guide, support and encourage the
pollution-free, green and organic agricultural products, and carry out joint enforcement, strengthen
cracking down on making and selling counterfeit goods in the agricultural inputs market and agricultural
markets, so as to effectively protect pollution-free, green and organic agricultural products, actively
create a better environment favorable for the production and development of pollution-free, green and
organic agricultural products.
To summarize up, crop stalks recycling actually embraces double circulation: material cycle and
value cycle. On one hand, to process crop stalks into high-quality organic fertilizers requires
technological and process progress, which demands enterprises to invest a larger sum in research and
advanced technology of R&D. While government adopts preferential policy to encourage circular
economy, some enterprises achieve a breakthrough on technology and process of resource recycling. On
the other hand, in market competition, organic fertilizer manufacturers should develop appropriate
strategies and measures for brand establishment after fully studying the purchasing patterns of its target
customers, to realize the value cycle of products. It can be concluded from above analysis that the
reason of being only recycling but non-economic lies in: some enterprises which practice circular
economy, though already have realized material resource circulation, didn’t achieve value cycle and
cannot produce economic benefits, further leading to failure of lasting and stable development of
circular system. The propensity of market economy maximizing the benefits makes people simply
pursue short-term economic benefits. Circular economy is an important form of sustainable
development, as well an undertaking with long-termed benefits. Therefore, government intervention in
circular economy also plays a significant role.
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4 Conclusions
In order to develop recycling of crop stalks stably and sustainably, double circulation must be
achieved, that is, material cycle and value cycle. The former needs enterprises to achieve the cycle of
crop stalks in term of technology and process. Value cycle is that organic fertilizers need to be approved
and purchased by consumers. The key is to reduce the choice costs of consumer through brand
establishment. Enterprises can fundamentally solve the difficulty of being only recycling but
non-economic only if the double circulation is realized.
In the recycling of crop stalks, to ensure the stable, lasting, efficient development of circular system,
we consider we could perform well from two aspects: first, the central enterprises of circular system
must carry out brand establishment for the terminal customers. Circular system is a
strongly-interdependent system. Central enterprises should gain the brand pulling force through brand
establishment directly aiming to terminal consumers so as the entire circular system gain the developing
momentum. Second, government should encourage and guide circular system. Government provides
assistance in financial support, preferential policies, consumer guide, legal protection and other aspects
for the development of circular system. The recycling of crop stalks is an important part of circular
economy, one of ways of sustainable development. This paper described the conditions and the
corresponding measures of the stable and sustainable development of stalks recycling system, providing
referential recommendations for the development of other circular economy in China.
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Abstract: The selection of resource development mode is one of the important content of economic
transformation and sustainable development for resource-based cities. Based on the theory of circular
economy and green economy, this paper proposes green development model of resource for
resource-based cities, and analyzes the economic and social benefits generated by the model. By
implementing green development model of resource, on the one hand, it could reduce the waste
emissions and the ecological damage, on the other hand, it can take full advantage of resources and
reduce the requirements of resources in the follow-up production, so it is good to realize sustainable
development for resource-based cities.
Key words: Circular economy; Resource-based cities; Resource development; Green economy

1 Introduction
Resource-based cities are the supply places of basic energy and raw materials in China for a long
time, they have made outstanding contributions to China's economic development and social stability.
But because of the backward production technology and extensive industrial development model in the
resource extraction process, there emerged a series of problems like resource depletion, environmental
pollution and ecological damage, which have seriously hampered the sustainable development of
resource-based cities. Begin from 1940s, the economic transformation and sustainable development of
resource-based cities has become a major issues which troubled government and academia.
The material base of sustainable development of resource-based cities is non-renewable energy and
mineral resources, regardless of how much reserve resources will be explored and how long it will last,
sustainable use of resources is ultimately limited. Therefore, if the resources are exploited uncontrolled
and the city doesn’t have a very good transition mechanism, the city maybe decomposed as the failure of
mineral. In addition, resource development and ecological environmental protection is a pair of
prominent contradictions in the development of resource-based cities, resource exploration will
inevitably affect ecological environment to some extent. Resource-based cities have extensive explored
resources for a long time, the urban landscape is seriously damaged, and the water, air, biological and
human production and life are affected seriously [1].
Therefore, the traditional resource development model can not meet the demand for sustainable
development of resource-based cities, it is necessary to explore new resource exploration model which
suitable for resource-based cities.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Literature review on circular economy
Circular economy refers to a series of basic questions of sustainable development like economic,
social, culture and environment, which has transformed to the integration and optimization of complex
ecosystem of economic - social - nature from the purely economic and management.
Many scholars began to study the operation mechanism of circular economy, which is mainly about
the occurrence, development and current situation of circular economy [2]. With in-depth study of
circular economy theory, scholars turn to research achieve conditions and development barriers to
operation mechanism of circular economy. Gao Hongshen et al. (2007) posit that one important aspect
of circular economy is to coordinate the relationship between man and nature, and realize the translation
from “anthropocentrism” to “biocentrism” and “ecocentrism” [3]. In addition, many scholars intensively
study the evaluation of the traditional circular economy like material flow analysis and energy analysis.
With gradual deepening of theory research of circular economy, the practical research of circular
economy is gradually deepening. Qin Shusheng (2007) presented that research model of circular
economy mainly expands from three levels: macro-level, meso-level and micro-level [4].
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2.2 Literature review on green economy
“Green economy” was proposed by Peirce in “Blue Book of Green Economy” published in 1989.
Yuan Xiaoling et al. (2007) note that green economy is a new economic form, which is market-oriented
and based on ecological economy and knowledge economy, aimed at harmony and sustainable
development of economy and environment [5]. Heriberto Cabezas et al. (2005) posit that the nature of the
green economy is a mode of economic development, whose core is the coordinated development of
ecology and economy, whose characteristic is maintaining the human environment and protect the
resources and energy[6].
2.3 Literature review on resource development model of resource-based cities
The research on the model of resource development in resource-based urban is mainly from Canada,
Australia and the United States. In 1931, Hotelling published a paper about the economics of exhaustible
resources in the journal of political economy, and he pointed out that the formation and development of
resource-based cities is dependent of local resources and is restricted with the resource reserves, which
shows that it conforms to the unique development rule[7]. In 1971, R. A. Lucas put forward four phases
of the development of resource-based cities[8]. Bradbury (1998) researched further in theory and practice
on the resource-based cities in Canada. He developed Lucas’s life cycle theory of the single
resource-based city and put forward the ascending phase and declining phase[9].
In china, the research mainly focused on putting forward policies and proposals for resource-based
cities, especially coal and oil city. Some research focused on evolution and evolutionary mechanism of
resource-based cities, others focused on transition costs, risk assessment and ecological city construction
of resource-based cities. The research on the social psychology and behavior of urban residents is
seldom, which also shows the difference between China’s resource-based cities and foreign
resource-based towns. Foreign researches focus on solving social problems, but researches in China
focus on both economic and social issues, relatively speaking, the research on economic transformation
is more often in China [10].
Based on the theory of circular economy and green economy, the paper proposes green
development model of resource on the basis of circular economy for resource-based cities, and analyzes
the economic and social benefits generated by the model.

3 Green Development Model of Resource on the Basis of Circular Economy
Green development model of resource takes green development as guide, based on the current
economic and social development and environmental carrying capacity of resources, emphasizes “low
extraction, high use, low emissions”, in accordance with cleaner production, comprehensive utilization
of resources and waste. The model is shown in Figure 1.
resource
green mining

resource
development
enterprise

useful resource
green machining

waste
material

industry chain
downstream
enterprise

waste
material

recycling sector

renewable
resources

unrenewable
resources

emission
Figure 1

The Process of Resource Green Development on the Basis of Circular Economy

The processes of resource green development based on circular economy are divided into three
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main stages.
Firstly, at the stage of resource green mining, it is realized to transform backward production
method, raise the level of mining mechanization, and increase power of exploiting symbiotic and
associated resources by introducing high-tech. On the one hand it can reduce the waste of resources; on
the other hand it can reduce the pressure on the environment exercised by waste resources.
Secondly, at the stage of resource green machining, it is achieved to extend the industry chain of
original resource extraction and primary processing greenly, improve the use efficiency of resources,
and turn the production processes into the cycle process of changing waste into valuables, guide
resource-consuming production mode transforming to resources recycling production mode, to get the
target of expansion of economic output while reducing energy and material consumption. The
alternatives are developed like natural gas, wind energy, solar energy and other clean, renewable energy
adaptation to local conditions. By using high-tech research and develop new uses of mineral resources,
it can ease the demand for mineral resources and reduce environmental pollution and ecological
destruction.
Thirdly, at the stage of resources recycling, by comprehensively utilizing all available resources,
increasing the capacity of exploiting and using resources, it can improve the environment, prevent
pollution and achieve harmony between economic development and environmental protection.

4 Benefit Analysis of Green Development Model of Resource on the Basis of
Circular Economy
4.1 Assumptions
Resource-based urban develop circular economy aims to achieve social and economic development
and ecological environment, rather than sacrifice environment at great cost for temporary economic
development, economic system and environmental system are two interaction systems. In order to
analyze conveniently, the following assumptions are put forward:
（1) There are two economic entities in resource development, they are resource development
enterprise and industry chain downstream enterprise;
（2) Enterprises in the resource development process will produce waste, these wastes are not
discharged directly to the surrounding environment, but first processing waste, then return to the
company in the form of resources and reuse them;
（3) The resource products of industry chain downstream enterprise provided by resource
development enterprise are consisted of two parts: the one is resource products by utilizing original
resources, another is by recycling of reusable resources, these two are no diffidence in meeting needs,
and the resource products of enterprise can be purchased by downstream firms;
（4) The circular economy of resource development industry focus on two links, they are the
process of resource exploitation and resource recycling [11].
4.2 Circular economy benefit in resource mining process
The circular economy process for resource mining is as follows: resource mining enterprises
develop new resources, useful resources enter industry chain downstream enterprise, there also produces
waste during resource development process, and these waste is processed by the recycling sector rather
than discharged to the environment directly. After treatment, some waste is converted to reusable
resources, the rest unavailable waste is discharged to the environment by dealing with environmental
protection.
In the traditional economic model, suppose that the production function is Cobb-Douglas function：
（α + β＝1）
(1)
Qt = AK α Lβ
Suppose that the returns to scale unchanged, Qt is the output in the traditional economic model;

L is the amount of labor input, K is the amount of capital invested. R is all productive resources
invested by enterprise (except labor), then K = R Pr , Pr （ P r >0）is the resource price, type it into the
equation (1), can be drawn:
1−α α
(2)
Q = AL1−α Prα R α = A0 R α (order AL Pr = A0 )
At this point, the total receipts of resource development for the enterprise are: TRt = P × Qt = A0 R α P ,
P

is product price, the total cost TCt = C0 .
In the mode of circular economy, through a treatment process of reclamation, the waste produced in
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resource development transforms to resource. The amount of waste produced in development process is
S, S = a1 R , a1（0< a1 <1）is waste generation rate of unit resources. a2（0< a2 <1）is the conversion
rate of the waste produced in resource development transforming to new resource by the treatment of
reclamation, and the amount of unit of waste transforming to resource, therefore, R1 = a2 S = a2 a1 R ,

R1 is the amount of waste transforming to resource. By equation (2), the amount of R1 transforming to
new resource is Q1 : Q1 = A0 R1α = A0 a1α a 2α R α , then the amount Qc of circular economy mode is:
Qc = Qt + Q1 = A0 R α + A0 a1α a2α R α = A0 R α (1+ a1α a2α )
α

α
1

(3)

α
2

Then the total business income is: TRc = P × Qc = A0 R P (1 + a a ) . In terms of cost, because of
taking circular economy mode, the cost of waste disposal is increased, order a3 （0< a3 <1）is the
disposal cost of unit of waste, then the total cost TCc = C0 + a3 a1 R .
Compared to the traditional economic model, circular economy benefits of resource development
π1 are the difference between revenue generated by the circular economy and input costs. The costs of
resource development company implementing circular economy are investment transforming the waste
to new resource, revenue is mainly from the increase of enterprise production by reclamation of waste.
(4)
π1 = TRc − TCc = A0 Rα P
（1+a1α a2α）-（C0 +a3a1R）
In the above formula, because the size of A0 , a1 only related to the level of production
technology, under the condition of the level of enterprise technology is established, its value is more
stable, so the level of effectiveness of resource development enterprise implementing circular economy
only related to a2 , a3 .
The paper mainly analyzes the relationship between circular economy benefit π1 with the rate of
reclamation a2 . Derivation a2 on both sides of equation (4), the following formula can be drawn:

dπ
= α A 0 R α P a 1α a 2α −1 > 0
da2

(5)

2
Derivation a2 on both sides of equation (5), d π = α(α −1) A0 Rα Pa1α a2α−2 > 0
da22
2
These show: d π >0、 d π >0
da2
da22
Through the model analysis above, it shown that circular economy benefit of resource development
process is increasing with the exaltation of the rate of reclamation, furthermore, under the condition of
other parameters unchanged, its growth rate is increased. Combined with current state, if discharge the
waste produced in the resource development process to the environment, it may great impact on the
environment and increase the waste of resources. Conversely, if resource the waste, on the one hand it
improves the eco-efficiency, reduces environmental pollution, with the increase of the rate of
reclamation, the waste discharge to the environment is declining, and the eco-efficiency is improving;
on the other hand, it has good economic benefits, circular economy could get more new resources, then
reduces the need of number of resources.
4.3 Circular economy benefit in resource recycling process
The process of circular economy of resource recycling in resource development enterprise is: the
useful resources developed by the resource development enterprises enter to downstream industry chain
enterprises, the waste produced after processing is processed by recycling sector, some unavailable
waste discharged to the environment by dealing with environmental protection, the rest waste converted
to re-use of resources, and looped back into the enterprise.
The circular economy benefit of resource recycling process for resource development enterprise is
the difference between revenue generated by the circular economy and input costs. The revenue is from
the new resource by recycling waste, the costs are recycling cost and cost of processing products.
Assume that the enterprise has produced resource the number of Q0 , and it has sold out. According to

production function we could know that Q0 = A0 Rα . Assume that the rate of recycling waste is b1
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(0<b1<1), the number of recyclable waste is b1Q0 . Order the rate of reclamation of unit waste is b2
(0<b2<1), then the number of transforming recycled products to new resource is b2 b1Q0 . The number
of new product by transforming recovered reusable resources is Qr :

Qr = A0 (b2b1Q0 )α
α

The recycling revenue of recycling and reuse of resources is Qr P = A0 (b2bQ
1 0 ) P0 . The processing

cost of unit of resource waste is b3 (b3 > 0 ) , the recovery and processing cost is b3 b2 b1Q0 . Therefore,
The circular economy benefit of resource recycling process = the recycling revenue of recycling and
reuse of resources - the recovery and processing cost, by substituting these equations above, it can be
drawn the circular economy benefit of recycling resource is π2:

π 2 = A0 (b2b1Q0 ) α P − b3b1Q0

(6)

The following mainly analysis the relationship between circular economy benefit π2 and the rate of
reclamation of unit waste b2. Derivation b2 on both sides of equation (6), then:

dπ
= α A 0 ( b1 Q 0 ) α P b 2 α − 1 > 0
db 2

(7)

Derivation b2 on both sides of equation (7):

d2π
= α(α − 1) A0 ( b1Q0 ) α Pb2 α − 2 > 0
2
db 2
These show:

dπ
d 2π
>0,
>0
db 2
db 22

Through the model analysis above, it shows that the circular economy benefits of resource
recycling by resource development enterprises is proportional to the rate of reclamation of unit waste,
and it is increasing with the improve of the rate of reclamation of unit waste. Under the condition of
other parameters unchanged, its growth rate is increased [12].

5 Conclusion
By constructing theoretical models of circular economy for resource development enterprises and
in-depth analyzing the model using the method of marginal analysis, then get some basic conclusions as
follows:
In the stage of developing resource products, even though the waste recycling needs some cost, the
rate of reclamation of unit waste a1 promotes the circular economy benefit π1, and under the condition
of other parameters unchanged, its growth rate is increased. In the stage of resource recycling, the
circular economy benefits π2 of resource development enterprises are proportional to the rate of
reclamation of unit waste b2, and under the condition of other parameters unchanged, its growth rate is
increased. Therefore, in the process of developing resource, it is very important to improve the
efficiency of waste. By implementing circular economy, on the one hand, it could reduce the waste
emissions and the ecological damage; on the other hand, it can take full advantage of resources and
reduce the requirements of resources in the follow-up production, so it is good to realize sustainable
development for resource-based cities. Thus it can be seen that developing the resources greenly and
developing circular economy, not only bring in social benefits, but also good economic efficiency.
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Abstract: Sustainable development and sustainable shareholder value gain are terms increasingly being
worked in the academic and corporate worlds. Based on the Sustainable Shareholder Value Model, by
Hart and Milstein (2004), along with research by Sgarbi et al (2008) and Telles (2011), this paper
verifies and compares if the jargons from Sgarbi (2008) are being used by professors from PUC-SP and
by professionals and consultants in Brazilian companies, in addition to verifying how these
professionals and consultants classify these jargons for the next two decades. The conclusion shows that
the distribution of jargons from Sgarbi (2008) over the quadrants by Hart and Milstein (2004) are
balanced both by professors and by sustainability professionals and consultants. Both the future on the
next two decades and the quadrant with highest frequency percentage are related to present topics,
externally to the company.
Key words: Sustainable development; Sustainability management; Trends in Brazilian market

1 Introduction
Corporate decisions that consider only the economical aspects have given a determining
contribution to the un-sustainability of the planet. Scholars and researchers demonstrate that there is the
need for several other practices, involving social, environmental and financial dimensions, with other
dimensions already arising, such as spiritual and cultural. This paper presents sustainability concepts and
is based on the Sustainable Shareholder Value Model, by Hart and Milstein (2004), along with research
by Sgarbi et al (2008), about Sustainability Jargons, to verify if there is alignment between what is
taught at the graduation business administration courses at PUC-SP with what is practiced in the
corporate world, through sustainability professionals.
To do so, results from the research conducted by Telles (2011) about “Integrating sustainability in
the education of business administrators” are used, and a parallel with the research conducted in this
paper is made, with market professionals trying to identify whether there is alignment between what is
taught at administration courses and what is practiced via sustainability consultants and professionals in
the work environment. Future trends about sustainability were also investigated in this research, and
noticed by sustainability professionals and consultants. Based on the Hart and Milstein model adjusted
to the Sgarbi research, it identifies the key items in the topic of sustainability that are trends, in addition
to adding free thinking from those who work with the topic of sustainability.

2 Sustainability Concepts
For the UN Report Our Common Future, known as the “Brundtland Report,” sustainable
development is the one that meets the present needs without compromising the possibility of future
generations meeting their own needs. It has two key concepts: the concept of ‘needs,’ especially
essential needs from the world’s poorest, who shall be given top priority, and the notion of limitations
that this phase of technology and social organization imposes to the environment, preventing it from
meeting present and future needs. Therefore, by defining the objectives of the social and economical
development, it is necessary to take into account its sustainability in all developed or developing
countries, with market economy or central planning.
There are many interpretations with common features that shall derive from a consensus on the
basic concept of sustainable development and on a series of strategies necessary for its execution.
Development supposes a progressive transformation of the economy and the society. If a development
path is sustained in the physical sense, theoretically it may be attempted even in a strict social and
political context. However, it is only possible to be sure of physical sustainability if the development
policies consider the possibility of changes on access to resources and cost and benefit distribution.
Even in the narrowest sense of physical sustainability, a concern with social equity among generations is
implied, and evidently should be extended to equity in each generation. (CMMAD, 1987, p.46)
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In the context of sustainability, economical, social and environmental aspects from everyone
involved need to be considered by developed and developing countries. It is important to extend the
discussion on the topic to the most different spheres, adopting different languages and facilitating
understanding.
Formal education may assume this role and work in a stronger manner on the awareness on
sustainability, but this awareness needs to occur in different spheres, not only in those on formal
education.
There is no consensus on the sustainability concepts, “its importance has increased thanks to the
growing awareness and acknowledgement that the existing development standards cannot be
generalized.” (CAVALCANTI, 1996, p.81)
Knowing and analyzing sustainability concepts and similar is a delicate task. It may be interesting
to learn about the most different lines and controversies without creating expectations that an ideal,
single, complete and conclusive concept will be achieved, due to the fact that it is still being formed.
This results in the importance of thoroughly discussing the theme, especially from the education
perspective, for its task of formation and development of a critical vision, and one must not forget its
noble role of developing citizenship, whether in elementary or higher education.
Goodland (1994), Dixon and Fallon (1989), and Serageldin (1993) consider that the definition of
sustainability shall acknowledge the distinction of three areas: social, economic and ecologic or
environmental. Sachs et al. (1993) also suggest two other areas: space and cultural, which may be
included in the environmental, on the first case, and in social sustainability, on the second case.
The sustainability concept, considering its vastness, may be divided into two levels that
complement each other. The first one refers to nature, and the second, to society. In the latter, Guevara
(2011) focuses on the issue in education for sustainability, which would imply a change in the traditional
education system.
Creating sustainable value, says Lazlo (2008), is a way for the company to advance in its business
priorities, lead in innovations and achieve competitive advantage. Developing these nowadays in highly
competitive markets requires leading companies to carefully consider the environmental and social
dimensions of their business activities.
At the same time, any organizations have understood that by being “green” they can attract new
consumers and leave their community more appealing. They use green marketing to differentiate from
their competitors. Despite the fact that some companies are already aware of the sustainable financial
development, some corporate levels have started discussing about going beyond sustainability (which
balances our demands with what nature can provide us) to restore or rebuild what we have degraded.
(Hitchcock & Willard, 2008). However, how could the sustainable development be made operational
starting from the possibility of a gradual process of awareness, change of values and concepts in the
relationship between man and nature and between men? It seems that, as Hubbard mentioned (apud
Guevara, 2011), initiatives in many segments have outlined over the last decades.
Barbieri (2004) notes that the fact that the creation of boards of directors and departments for
handling environmental issues has accelerated indicates the presence of demands from parties interested
in strengthening their position favorable to the environment. New knowledge and new work profiles are
currently demanded from us.
The new work and worker profile increasingly values the entrepreneur and creative capacity,
understanding that creativity presupposes imagination and realization, and is involved with the
knowledge that comes from within and the knowledge of the reality experienced. (GUEVARA, 2009,
p.167)
Thus, amidst conceptual discussions about the topic, the corporate environment, in its vast majority,
seems to persist in maintaining actions that ensure that their goals and profit margins are achieved,
through the decision power from their managers, even if harming the environment.
This paper will adopt the acronym MVSA to refer to the Modelo de Valor Sustentável ao Acionista
(Sustainable Shareholder Value Model) by Hart and Milstein (2004), with update of the sustainability
jargons from Sgarbi et al (2008) to analyze two investigations. The first one, educational, was conducted
by Telles (2011) at PUC-SP, verifying whether teaching the topic of sustainability as a discipline in
business administration courses was aligned with the sustainability jargons included in the MVSA. The
second research, conducted in the context of this article, verifies the demands where sustainability
professionals and consultants in Brazil are included. From the answers to the questionnaires applied, it is
possible to not the quadrants most requested by companies, and with this we were able to analyze from
both investigations if both professors and professionals and consultants are working according to MVSA
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jargons, and if the sustainability topic has been explored in the academic world according to market
demands.
The research with professionals and consultants also identified the trends they noticed according to
their current work meeting corporate needs.
The MVSA by Hart and Milstein (2004, 2005) considers financial, social and environmental
dimensions in decision making progressively, including internal and external aspects to the companies
conjugated with their present moment and the desired future; this results in a multidimensional analysis
through four quadrants, where different variable shall be considered in order to find integrated solutions.
Hart (2005), explaining his MVSA, developed along with Milstein, proposes a multidimensional
analysis through four quadrants. He states that the creation of sustainable value requires that companies
work each quadrant in the model, being clear concerning the respective strategies per quadrant, in order
to build value to the shareholder. First, companies can create value by reducing the level of material
consumption and pollution associated with fast-paced industrialization. Second, they can create value by
operating in higher levels of transparency and receptiveness, as requested by society. Third, they can
create value through development of new, advanced technologies with potential to reduce the size of the
human footprint in the planet. Finally, companies can create value by meeting the needs of those in the
base of the world’s income pyramid, in order to facilitate the creation and distribution of inclusive
wealth.
This paper, through the results analyzed, approximates the academic world from the corporate
world and understands that different spheres need to lean on each other to build a more sustainable
planet.

3 Data and Methodology
3.1. Research with professors from PUC
3.1.1 Field procedures
Telles (2011) adopted as a research instrument a semi-structured questionnaire to Sustainability
professors at the Business Administration course from PUC-SP.
The questionnaire prepared by Telles (2011) was comprised of open- and closed-answer questions;
however, for the context of this paper, only the closed-answer questions related to sustainability jargons
were considered.
Closed-answer questions in this context are based on the 47 sustainability jargons already
characterized, according to Sgarbi et al. (2008), within the model by Hart and Milstein (2004), scored
according to the Likert scale, ranging from 1 to 5, where the score refers to how much the professor
applies the item analyzed when teaching the discipline, being:
1 = never applies
2 = rarely applies
3 = sometimes applies
4 = generally applies
5 = always applies
Each quadrant equivalent to each dimension and strategy corresponding to the respective questions
in the questionnaire was adopted as a category. Thus, it was possible to analyze whether there was
alignment between what was taught at the first semester of 2011 in the Business Administration
graduation course from PUC-SP by the discipline of Sustainability and the model by Sgarbi et al. (2008),
based on Hart and Milstein (2004).
From the 8 professors responsible for the discipline in the semester, 4 responded. The interviews
were conducted at PUC-SP –Monte Alegre campus, on April 2011.
Concerning the subjects, sample, criteria for inclusion/exclusion and sampling universe, there was:
From the eight professors responsible for the discipline in the semester, three had taught the
discipline in previous semesters (veterans) and five are newcomers to this discipline in the course.
Continuing with the procedure used, it is worth explaining the model adopted, as well as the
associations for the categories.
In Telles (2011), we find the details on the model by Hart and Milstein (2004), which based the
research according to the four quadrants. The analysis was facilitated by research from Sgarbi et al
(2008), through sustainability jargons, found in Telles (2011), which facilitated the word association and
the approximation of concepts, by quadrant category.
The research from Sgarbi et al. (2008) brings sustainability jargons classified and associated to the
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Hart and Milstein (2004) model, from research by Telles (2011).
The items in the questionnaire were extracted from the quadrants according to research from Sgarbi
et al. (2008), and every word was placed as an item to be scored by respondents.
Table 1 Association Between Key Dimensions, Strategies and Questions
Key Dimension/Corporate Return
Strategy
growth path and trajectory
sustainability vision

Questions
11 to 19

2

innovation and repositioning

clean technology

01 to 10

3

cost and cost and risk reduction

fight against pollution

20 to 34

4

reputation and legitimacy

product management

35 to 47

Quadrant
1

Figure 1 presents the following aspects: quadrants X strategies X issues from the questionnaire
already grouped.
Future

Q1

Q2

Questions 11 to 19

Questions 01 to 10

Growth path and trajectory

Innovation and repositioning

sustainability vision

clean technology

External

Internal

Q3

Q4

Questions 20 to 34

Questions 35 to 47

Cost and cost reduction

Reputation and legitimacy

fight against pollution

product management
Today

Figure 1

Association between quadrants, strategies and questions

The analysis intended to identify whether the Sustainability discipline in the Business
Administration graduation course from PUC-SP, on the first semester of 2011, was taught with balance
among the quadrants concerning the sustainability jargons from Sgarbi (2008) based on MVSA. For
such, the answers from professors were distributed and analyzed according to quadrants, dimensions and
strategies from the base model. Thus, we were able to verify the priority the professors give to the
model’s quadrants.
3.1.2 Question from the research
Is the integration of the Sustainability discipline from the Business Administration graduation
course (FEA) from PUC-SP aligned with the research model by Sgarbi (2008), about sustainability
jargons, a research based on the model by Hart and Milstein (2004)?
3.1.3 Data Analysis
Scoring to the 47 jargons by professor.
Result from the questionnaire applied to 4 Sustainability professors, related to the 47 items
extracted from the study “Sustainability Jargons,” by Sgarbi et al. (2008).
The 47 items were divided into 4 quadrants, according to the sustainable shareholder value model,
by Hart and Milstein (2004). Table 2 below is separated by different colors, facilitating the reader’s
understanding.
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Table 2

Contents and Jargons
Prof.1
1-Social-environmental information base
5
2-Ecodesign
3
3-Ecoefficiency
4
4-Energy efficiency
4
5-Technology innovations
3
6-Cleaner production
4
7-Ecologically-targeted products
4
8-Green revolution
5
9-Clean technology
4
10-Green technology
4
11-Pyramid base
4
12-Preservation of biodiversity
4
13-Development of deteriorated areas
3
14-Sustainable development
5
15-Social entrepreneurship
2
16-Fostering the improved quality of life of the population
3
17-Well-being function
3
18-Urban reinvestment
2
19-Triple result
3
20-Comply with the environmental and social legislation (go beyond) 3
21-Environmental audit
3
22-Environmental certificate
3
23-Green consumption
4
24-Pollution control
4
25-Environmental management
4
26-Residue management
3
27-Environmental risk management
3
28-Social-environmental management
3
29-ISO 14000
3
30-Prevention to pollution
4
31-Resource productivity
4
32-Recycling and reuse of materials
4
33-Reduction of residues
4
34-Environmental management system
4
35-Corporate citizenship
2
36-Environmental accounting
2
37-Social balance disclosure
2
38-Product lifecycle management
3
39-Stakeholder management
4
40-Environmental impact management
4
41-Ethic management
3
41-Corporate management
4
43-Green project
4
44-Voluntary regulation
3
45-Environmental responsibility
4
46-Social-Corporate Responsibility
5
47-Transparency
4

Prof.2
4
5
4
4
5
4
5
5
4
4
5
5
4
5
4
5
5
4
5
5
3
4
5
3
3
4
4
5
3
5
4
4
5
4
5
2
4
5
4
5
4
5
4
4
5
5
5

Prof.3
1
3
4
4
5
4
4
2
3
2
5
2
1
4
2
4
2
1
3
4
2
3
3
2
1
1
2
3
4
1
2
1
1
2
4
2
4
4
4
3
4
5
2
1
2
5
5

Prof.4
5
2
3
3
4
4
3
3
4
3
4
4
5
4
4
4
3
4
4
3
3
3
4
4
4
3
4
4
2
3
4
3
3
4
3
5
3
5
5
4
4
3
4
5
5
4

Please find below the individual score, by professor, given to each item: 5 – always applies to 1 –
never applies. Considering the purpose of the research by Telles (2011), which was to verify if the
Sustainability discipline was being taught aligned with the conceptual model adopted, the sum of the item
scores per quadrant per professor divided by the number of items (arithmetic average) translates how
much each professor is teaching discipline aligned with the model – for this, the analysis is made on each
quadrant. In the end, a general course analysis is also conducted, bringing more reliability to the answers
from the questionnaire. Please find below the arithmetic averages per quadrant and per professor, based
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on table 2.
Table 3
Quadrant
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Arithmetic Averages Per Quadrant and Per Professor
Prof1
Prof2
Prof3
Prof4
3.22
4.67
2.67
4.00
4.00
4.40
3.20
3.40
3.53
4.07
2.13
3.40
3.38
4.38
3.46
4.15

For better analysis, the table below presents a calculation of percentages per respondent professor
per quadrant, as well as a final average considering all professors.
Quadrant

Prof1

Table 4

Percentages Per Professor Per Quadrant
Prof2
Prof3
Prof4

Average

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

22.79%
28.29%
24.99%
23.94%

26.64%
25.12%
23.21%
25.03%

24.86%
26.02%
22.39%
26.74%

23.27%
27.92%
18.61%
30.20%

26.75%
22.74%
22.74%
27.78%

Below there is a graphic representation of averages, in percent, from all professors who responded to
the questionnaire, so that we can make a global analysis.
26.02%

24.86%

22.39%

26.74%

Figure 2

Average Percentages Per Quadrant

We notice that there is good balance in contents taught by professors concerning the 4 quadrants,
even with more emphasis on quadrants Q4 and Q2, which correspond to the “product management” and
“clean technology” strategies, respectively.
The less explored quadrant, considering all professors who responded to the questionnaire, was
quadrant Q3, with a difference of 4.35 percentage points in relation to Q4, the most explored quadrant.
Since the MVSA defends that it is necessary to make decisions considering variables in the 4 quadrants,
if one wants to adopt these values, it is possible to conclude that the way the Sustainability discipline is
being taught by the 4 professors in this semester is aligned with the model, because the professors are
balancing the distribution of the items related to sustainability jargons researched and proposed by
Sgarbiet al. (2008).
Therefore, based on Sgarbi et al. (2008) and on Hart and Milstein (2004), we could conclude that
the Sustainability discipline in the Business Administration graduation course from PUC-SP is being
taught in a balanced manner, as suggested by Sgarbi et al. (2008) and by Hart and Milstein (2004), with
the 4 dimensions of the 4 quadrants. This suggests that the professors are aligned with the model
proposed.
With the end of the research by Telles (2011), new questions about sustainability have arisen: Is the
alignment between items discussed in the corporate environment with the MVSA adequate according to
the jargons from Sgarbi (2008)? What is being taught about sustainability in the business administration
formation courses is aligned with demands from corporate world, based on the MVSA?
Thus, we extended the research to sustainability professors and consultants, as presented below.
3.2 Research with sustainability professionals and consultants
3.2.1. Field procedures
With the purpose of aligning what is taught in business administrators’ formation (Telles, 2011)
with what is practiced by sustainability consultants and professionals in the market, this quantitative
research was conducted based on the master’s dissertation by Beatriz Marcos Telles (2011), by the
Business Administration program from PUC-SP, “Integrating Sustainability in the Education of Business
Administrators.”
The target audience was selected to verify the effectiveness of jargons developed by Sgarbi et. al
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(2008) on routine tasks and activities conducted by sustainability professionals and consultants in Brazil,
as well as the classification in the quadrants developed by Hart (2005). The vast majority of this
research audience is comprised of sustainability/corporate social responsibility professionals (44.7%) –
usual denominations in Brazil -, as well as corporate sustainability consultants (42.1%); the rest fitted in
other categories and academia (13.2%).
The base of people invited was the personal mailing list from researcher Marcus Hyonai Nakagawa,
director president of Abraps – Brazilian Association of Sustainability Professionals. In total, 50
professionals were invited, and 44 people responded to the full questionnaire. The research was
conducted via website and system SurveyMonkey, www.surveymonkey.com, and the answers were
given between September 12th and 21st, 2011. The invitations to the research were made individually and
in person to everyone in the list.
The research was divided in two parts, one related to how current the use of jargons from Sgarbi
was in the everyday life of sustainability consultants and professionals, based on Telles (2011), resulting
in a questionnaire with 47 closed-answer questions to check the variable applicability of the item; and
the other related to the future of sustainability, also based on the jargons, with a question in which 5
essential items for the next two decades should be selected among the 47 jargons. Thus, the crossing of
information between the current use of jargons and the future trend can be measured based on results
from the research.
3.2.2 Questions from the research
The main question from the research was: which of the 47 items (based on jargons from Sgarbi)
apply to your everyday life? For every item, the methodology was the same as the one used by Telles
(2011). The other question was to verify the use of these 47 items (jargons from Sgarbi) over the next
few years, and had the following format: which of the topics below will be essential within the next two
decades? The respondent had to choose necessarily 5 issues.
3.2.3 Data analysis
3.2.3.1 Question about the use of the 47 items (Sgarbi) on everyday life
The questions about using the jargons from Sgarbi analyzed statistically by question pose two
hypotheses and the following result:
H0 = The respondents have the same opinion.
H1= The respondents do not have the same opinion.
On the T test with the theoretical average of 2.5, which represents the average value from 1 to 5
from the Telles model (2011), through questions related to the following items: 4 (ecodesign), 15
(development of deteriorated areas), 20 (urban reinvestment), 33 (resource productivity), and 38
(environmental accountability), the answer is that it is not possible to affirm that the respondents don’t
share the same opinion.
Conducting an analysis per quadrant, through a chi-square test, with frequency estimated in each
answer = 8.8 (44 respondents / 5 options), we have the following questions and results.
H0 = The frequency of answers is random
H1= The frequency of answers is not random
The result from this analysis is that all items, except 23 (environmental audit), 31 (ISO 14000), and
40 (product lifecycle management), do not accept the null hypothesis, that is, the distribution of
frequency of answers is significant and biased, indicating that the answers are concentrated in one or
more answers. As an example, by analyzing the frequency of answers from item 23 (environmental
audit), we have:
Table 5
Question
1. Never applies
2. Rarely applies
3. Sometimes applies
4. Generally applies
5. Always applies

Example of Frequency
Frequency of answers
6
11
11
11
5

In this example, it is noticed that the three options (2, 3 and 4) had the same frequency, that is, there
is no predominance among them.
Following the analysis by Telles (2001) according to graphic 5 already presented about the
professors researched, here we have a similar graphic, now for the 44 respondents, according to
arithmetic averages calculated per participant and their respective percentages calculated, with the
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posterior general average per quadrant, where we find:
24.67%

24.81%

24.93%

25.59%

Figure 6

Average of percentages per quadrant

An ANOVA test o comparison shows that there are no significant differences among the
quadrant percentages at 10% significant level. Actually an ANOVA comparing averages clearly indicates
a lack of preference for any one of them ( p = 0,823 ). Moreover an analysis of correspondences in the
chart displays which quadrants are closer (Q1 and Q4) and where the respondents are located in relation
to the quadrants, and the result is that the vast majority of people have no preferences( inertia = 82% ).
We notice that, as in the analysis of results from PUC professors, there is balance in the use of the 4
quadrants considering the research by Sgarbi et al. (2008) of sustainability jargons, adopting the model
by Hart and Milstein (2004).
The research demonstrated that sustainability professionals and consultants work giving priority on
their everyday tasks to questions in Q4, quadrant that suggest a company’s concern with transparency
and receptiveness, bringing corporate return of “reputation and legitimacy.”
In second, comes Q3, the quadrant with questions related to costs and cost reduction, which
analysis is conducted on the company’s current internal situation at the moment.
By the research and analysis with sustainability professionals and consultants, based on the MVSA,
we notice that the higher demands are on the model’s lower quadrants, especially by company image,
reputation and legitimacy; that is, how it is communicated to the external environment and, in second,
by its current internal situation, where costs and cost reduction take relevance.
Comparing both investigations – with professors who teach Sustainability at PUC-SP in the
business administration graduation course and with sustainability professionals and consultants –, we
notice that:
The professors’ apparent priority were: Q4, Q2, Q1, Q3.
While the market demands to sustainability professionals and consultant may seem to be : Q4, Q3,
Q1, Q2. Although, as mentioned before, the differences are not yet statistically significant, but may
indicate trends.
We started the comparative analysis by commenting the two moments when the investigations align,
the quadrant considered priority, which was Q4 in both cases. In the third priority, there was also
alignment with Q1. Thus, our comparative analysis demonstrates that the priority taught in the education
of business administrators – Q4 – is the same one the market has been concerned with, and refers to the
image transmitted, because it affects the company’s reputation and legitimacy. Here, we have full
alignment between education and market.
The third priority is also aligned between the research with sustainability professors and the one
with sustainability professionals and consultants, concentrated on Q1, which brings the aspects of
sustainable development, the most difficult quadrant to be committed with, according to authors Hart
and Milstein (2004), in which the company should consider global problems such as hunger, poverty,
social inequality on their efforts and decisions. The question to be answered in this quadrant by the
companies, according to the authors, is: “Does our corporate vision lead us to solving social and
environmental problems?” (Hart e Milstein, 2004, p.91)
We are analyzing the divergences in priorities. While professionals and consultants give second
priority to demands for questions in Q3, related to “costs and cost reduction,” involving the fight against
pollution and residues, where internal company variables are conjugated with its current situation,
offering inputs to decisions, professors stick with Q2, where discussions and information about clean
technology, innovation and repositioning are intensified, since this quadrant is related to the variables
analyzed on the company’s internal environment conjugated with variables for the future desired, for
tomorrow.
The third priority was already commented, where there is research alignment, related to Q1. Now,
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we find now as fourth and last priority of professors aspects from Q3, and from professionals and
consultants, demands for Q2.
With this, we notice that Q3, which concerns aspects of costs, cost reduction, fight against pollution
and attention to residues, considered as second priority for demands met by professionals and
consultants, is considered by professors as the last priority.
Hart and Milstein bring a model where the lower quadrants (Q3 and Q4) refer to the current
situation from companies, considering the internal (Q3) and external (Q4) environment.
The research with consultants and professionals demonstrated exactly this – that corporate demands
refer to the present, when priorities are established on quadrants Q4 and Q3.
In the case of professors, we notice a mix in central priorities, overlapping the lower quadrant with
the upper quadrant; that is, mixing knowledge from the past and from the future.
With this, we notice that this sample with professors demonstrates that education has fulfilled its
role, mixing discussions and information from the present and awakening the future, contributing to the
construction of a sustainable planet through a new generation of managers more aware and committed to
life.
3.2.3.2 Questions about the future
Concerning the answers we received about the 5 fundamental sustainability jargons for the next
two decades (table 6), based on jargons from Sgarbi (2008), we found: Sustainable development
(43.9%), Transparency (41.5%), Pyramid base (34.1%), Stakeholder management (31.7%) and Ethic
management (29.3%).
Table 6

Topics that Will be Essential over the Next Two Decades (Top 10)

Item

%

14-Sustainable development

44.7%

47-Transparency

44.7%

11-Pyramid base

34.2%

41-Ethic management

31.6%

39-Stakeholder management

28.9%

5-Technology innovations

23.7%

4-Energy efficiency

21.1%

38-Product lifecycle management

21.1%

41-Corporate governance

21.1%

46-Corporate Social Responsibility

21.1%

It is noticed that aspects of image, legitimacy and reputation will remain a priority (Q4) in the
future. They also consider a priority aspects considered by Hart and Milstein as sustainable development,
concentrated on Q1, the most difficult quadrant to achieve commitment with, because it encompasses
expanded awareness on global problems. Concerning items such as Technology innovation (24.4%),
Green technology (12.2%), Clean technology (12.2%), and Green revolution (2.4%), which have future,
revolution and innovation in their name, they were not scored directly as important for the future.
By the classification of sustainability jargons (Sgarbi, 2008) based on MVSA from Hart and
Milstein (2004), the respondents selected topics concentrated on the external environment, considering
the present moment of the company and its reputation, legitimacy, as well as aspects from tomorrow.
With this, the strategic planning gains strength to learn the present actions that bring legitimacy and
visibility to work, advancing and adjusting to the sustainable future, where the company needs to be
committed to solving global problems.
Following the classification by respondents until the ninth item, it is possible to notice that the
items scored as seventh – Product lifecycle management (22%); eighth – Corporate Social
Responsibility (19.5%) and Corporate governance (19.5%); and ninth – Residue management (17.1%)
are those related to the present and to the external environment.
It is noticed that, in most answers, there still is a major operation of the present issues, even if for
the next two decades in Brazil. Thus, the research suggests that, over the next decades, Brazil will still
be making an effort in present, not in future, issues.
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4 Conclusions
The work presented sustainability concepts and used two investigations to discuss this theme, in the
sense of checking alignments with the MVSA (Hart and Milstein, 2004), updated by Sgarbi (2008),
which defends that it is possible to develop economically with sustainability generating value to
shareholders.
In the research by Telles (2011), we found alignment between what is taught in the Sustainability
discipline of the Business Administration graduation course from PUC-SP and the multidimensional
matrix Hart and Milstein (2004) defend on their MVSA, which presents a theory that it is possible to
make corporate decisions aiming at the sustainable development, via multidimensional analyses
considering financial, environmental and social dimensions. Other authors are expanding the dimensions
to be included in decision making, where they suggest adding cultural and spiritual aspects.
In parallel, we also verified an alignment between the demands made by the companies about
sustainability, within the model adopted in this paper, and the ones made by sustainability professionals
and consultants.
We noticed that two of the four quadrants receive the same priority, both from professors, by
teaching sustainability in the graduation course, and from professionals and consultants, by meeting
market requirements: the first position goes to reputation and legitimacy (Q4) and the third goes to
sustainable development (Q1), which shows us that the image the company transmits has been relevant
and a priority, both in the administrators education environment and in corporate practices that request
support from sustainability consultants and professionals. In third, both academia and companies
consider sustainable development issues, which is a good sign, because it could have been the last
priority from both parties researched, and it did not happen. We are motivated by this, because it may
signal the beginning of a change in awareness.
The education of administrators is a process directly related to the corporate environment, because
it contributes with base knowledge and experiences for the new generations of managers and leaders,
and it is relevant and, facing this, it is crucial to be quickly organized for this alignment on sustainability
the mankind so badly needs.
Simultaneously, professionals who work directly with sustainability also need to align with these
dimensions and variables, because they will have the opportunity to influence and make aware
companies they are part of. Likewise, work has brought the trends noticed by these professionals, where
we verified that, in Brazilian companies, priority is till given to present aspects, not to future thinking.
Maybe a new apprenticeship on building the future will be necessary at the moment.
With this, we conclude the paper, but not the discussion, contributing to reflections towards change
in postures, attitudes and models, in the sense of favoring the considerable reduction in the size of
human footprints on the planet.
A new awareness is necessary, and a new management model needs to be built, in order to take the
much-needed sustainable development to companies and to mankind.
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Abstract: The material environment for people’s subsistence is widely researched on as a sustainable
development system, this paper mainly explores the connotation and characteristic of coordination of
sustainable development system by developing a framework, and sets up a vibration and dissipative
entropy structure. At the same time the paper formulates an index from the structure which indicates the
levels of sustainable development ability and finally concludes that the level of coordination directly
affects the ability of sustainable development system and impartiality between generations.
Key words: Sustainable development; Coordination level; Entropy law; Interpretation

1 Introduction
Survival and development is eternal theme of human society, since the concept of sustainable
development is put forward. Although different disciplines understand it from different angles, However
systems analysis is used on specific issues in the study. That is to study living dependence environment
of human survival and development as a large-scale system. And SPERE system is put forward, namely,
social, population, environment, resources, economic factors of the five subsystems.[1] Once
coordination among the five subsystems, we can conclude that the system of human existence is
harmonious and sustainable. So, test whether an economical society is sustainable is turned into the
quantitative analysis on degree of coordination among the various subsystems. People are so concerned
about the sustainable development coordination which reflects the ideas that people attempt to measure
the degree of sustainable development from the measurement of coordination.

2 Features and Content of Sustainable Development Coordination
The introduction of the system theory laid the theoretical foundation of sustainable development
for the study of human society, but also for the establishment of various mathematical models to
determine the level of coordination among the various subsystems established the theoretical foundation.
Degrees of coordination research are on very different levels, and the research on sustainable
development is usually combined with the study of practical problems, for example, some scholars
defined coordination between the subsystems as W（i,j）=min{W（i/j）,w（j/i）}/ max{W（i/j）,w
（j/i）}[2], Where W（i,j）is the degree of coordination between the two subsystems, W（i/j）is degree
of coordination of i system based on j system, w（j/i）is degree of coordination of j system based on i
system, Another scholars defined coordination as C=X+Y/ x 2 + y 2 ,Where X, Y are respectively the
rates of change of the two subsystems. Of course, there are other different calculation methods from
documents. But no matter what calculation methods are adopted, the calculated coefficients of
coordination have two main characteristics: first, the coefficient values are of real numbers which
fluctuate back and forth in a fixed closed interval, second, the greater value in the closed interval,
indicating the higher level of coordination system, when the coordination coefficient reaches the
maximum the systems are fully coordinated, when the coefficient reaches the minimum the system is
completely incompatible.
When the physical environment of human existence is studied as a big system, coordination degree
formula C=X+Y/ x 2 + y 2 (Formula 1) is a typical representation. Although the formula is simple in
form, but its content is very rich. We can read it by constructing a map. For X, Y are relative numbers,
therefore, secondary line and the unit circle are used to construct the map (as Figure 1 shows)
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Figure 1

Coordinated Development Map Between Subsystems

Take a point A in the unit circle, then its coordinate in the coordinate system is A(X, Y), a
perpendicular line AB is cited to the X-axis from A point, this will form a right triangle OAB(as Figure
1), Let α be the angle between line OA and X-axis, formula C=X+Y/ x 2 + y 2 can be deformed:
C=X+Y/ x 2 + y 2 =X/ x 2 + y 2 +Y/ x 2 + y 2 =W1+W2=cosα+sinα=
sin(α+π/4) [3] (Formula 2), and
its value range is closed interval [-1.414 , 1.414]. Where W1 = cosα is the coordinated factor
contribution of one subsystem, where W2=sinα is also the coordinated factor contribution of another
subsystem with their value ranges closed interval [-1,1], the W1, W2, and C are drawn in the same map
coordinate system to constitute the second map.

Figure 2

Coordination Resonance Map Between Subsystems

Figure 2 directly reflects the formula 2, solid curve is synthesis of superposition of two curves W1
= cosα, W2 = sinα. From equation (2) we also easily calculate coordinate contribution coefficient of the
two subsystems. The Figure 2 described the development of mutual superposition of all possible patterns
and conditions between two subsystems.
From the view point of W1=cosα, W2=sinα and C= 2 sin(α+π/4), they are consistent with flexible
standard equation of the form of vibration system. When two mechanical waves encounter, we can get a
higher peak crest. Instead, we can get a lower trough. Accordingly, we can study large-scale systems of
mankind survival as an elastic vibration system. Of course, the simple harmonic motion is idealized
model, in the actual process of Vibration, the first obtained energy will reduce due to constantly do work
to overcome the diminishing, thus Vibration strength will gradually decay, vibration amplitude also gets
smaller and smaller, so that the final vibration stops. Environment of human existence is in fact an
extremely complex “vibration damping” system. This “damping” comes from incompatibility among
subsystems between the various elements. Therefore, “damping” and “coordination” opposite each other.
Assume resources assigned to the contemporary people are limited. In the process of development and
utilization, the greater of this “damping”, the faster dissipation of resources. Energy failure point will
come sooner. It can be said large-scale system coordination vibration of human existence and energy
failure process are fully “consistent with ”energy failure process of damping vibration.
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3 Vibration Spectrum and Construction of the Entropy Dissipation Map
Based on the fact that the environment of human existence is studied as an integrated “elastic
vibration”.[4] At the same time combined with the law of entropy a vibration pattern and entropy
dissipation map is built. In order to further understand the profound meaning of sustainable development
and judgments on sustainable development. A map is built as following:

Figure 3

Figure Vibration Patterns and Entropy Dissipation

The explanation of the Figure 3: (1) t0 is the starting point of contemporary people, t1 is starting
point for the next generation, (2) OO1 is the axis, there is a “energy burst point” with the same amount
at each end. “O point” belongs to contemporary for the development and utilization of the contemporary.
“O1 point” belong to the next generation for development and utilization for the next generation, (3)
OA=OB= √2 indicates the maximum degree of coordination of the integrated two subsystems, (4)
Curves of AC, BD show the decay curve of two subsystems. The second law of thermodynamics shows
that, in a given macro-state, the system entropy is proportional to the logarithm of thermodynamic
probability, that S=K ㏑ Ω(S is system entropy, K is Boltzmann constant, Ω is the number of
microscopic quantum states namely the thermodynamic probability of macro state). Macroscopic
spontaneous process tends macro-state transition from the small probability to the large probability. A
small macro probability means low-entropy, that means neat and orderly, the system has a large degree
of coordination value. While a large macro-probability means high entropy, that implies chaos and
disorder, the system has a small degree of coordination value. That is to say a greater system
coordination value means a smaller system macro-state probability, the system entropy is small,
conversely a smaller system coordination value means a larger system macro-state probability. The
system entropy is large. It can be seen Macro-state probability of the system has an inverse correlation
with the degree of system coordination. Which uses Ω∞（m/C）to represent (Where C is the degree of
coordination between subsystems), this can create a function relationship between system entropy and
system coordination: S∞K ㏑（m/C）, that is that system entropy is inversely proportional to the
logarithm of the system coordination degree. Thus the two curves of AC, BD also has the trend of
convergence to the axis, and if the degree of coordination between the two subsystems is higher
The two entropy curves inward, the less the degree of convergence. The inward degree of
convergence of the two entropy curves is lower. That means a higher degree of development and
utilization of resources; otherwise the two curves will enhance the trend of convergence, that indicates a
lower degree coordination between the two subsystems, it shows a lower utilization of resources. (5)
The size of quadrilateral ABEF area indicates the sum of all energy released from “burst point”,
including two parts: entropy of two subsystems by the curve of the area enclosed between the energy
region called the effective; the enclosed area between two entropy curves and two subsystems is called
effective area, we name it S(energy).
The two remaining areas between two entropy lines and the boundary is called ineffective area, we
name it S (entropy). We construct a sustainable development index reflecting the strength within
generation, we call it R, its expression is R= S (energy) / S (energy)+ S(entropy). Because S(energy)+
S(entropy) is a constant value, its size is equal to the area of quadrilateral ABEF. Therefore, there lies in
a shift of relationship between S(energy) and S(entropy). It is easy to see the value of R is within the
scope of closed interval [0,1], by the relationship S ∞ K ㏑ (m / C) We know that the greater the degree
of coordination, the smaller value of the entropy S. At this point the two curves expand up and down
respectively, while able to increase the S (energy). Thus we can get a greater index value by the formula
R= S(energy) / S(energy)+ S(entropy). It indicates a higher level of resource utilization within the
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generation and the ability of sustainable development is the stronger. Therefore, we can measure the
sustainable development status with the value of S.

4 Conclusion
As can be seen from the above that during development process of the contemporary a higher value
of coordination among SPERE subsystems means a lower degree of inward convergence of the two
entropy curves, the space of S(energy) will increase, Because S(energy)+ S(entropy) is a constant value,
the R-value will increase by the formula R= S(energy) / S(energy)+ S(entropy),which shows a stronger
capacity for sustainable development, at the same time the two points C and D will not coincide, which
means that a certain number of wealth will be left as legacy from contemporary people to the next
generation, its value can be expressed with the height of line CD. In this case, we can say that the
development of inter-generations is sustainable. If this situation continues from generation to generation,
there is a wealth accumulation trend to future generation. Thus the ability of sustainable development
will be correspondingly stronger than former generation.
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Abstract: In recent decades, civil society has charged large corporations to investigate the
environmental and social origin of its products and services and the retail has an important role
influencing the entire production chain. The limit of natural resources, the high number of people aware,
the model of interdependent relationships, and extensive organizational capacity of citizens in a
systematic way, are some of the reasons for the effective change in the way companies conduct their
business today. Thus, the objective of this research is to verify if the retail operations provide greater
visibility to the retailer and the consumer influence in the buying process. Additionally, understand the
concept of sustainability in the economic sector of greatest influence on the final consumer, the retailer.
Key words: Retail stores; Sustainability and corporate social responsibility

1 Introduction
The current socioeconomic context is showing profound changes, with continuous innovations and
changes in the system. The changes which occurred in the markets in recent years, particularly because
of globalization and technological innovations were accompanied by advances in information access for
society as a whole. Simultaneously, there was significant increase in the level of awareness among
consumers who are more picky about the products and services it consumes and more attentive to the
actions of retailers, the object of this study.
Private companies are taking on significant proportions of activity and socio-economic influences.
The American World Watch Institute estimates that the 500 largest companies control 70% of world
trade and 30% of GDP. Studies of the Institute of Policy Studies show that among the 100 largest
economies, 51 are corporations and 49 are countries (Shommo & Mendonça, 2000). This demonstrates
the enormous power of corporations and the enormous responsibility they have.
Tashizawa says that ecological transformation and influence will emerge in business, growing fast
and with profound economic effects. The author emphasizes that organizations what make strategic
decisions integrated with the environmental and ecological will be able to have significant competitive
advantages, reduce costs and increase profits in the medium and long term (TASHIZAWA, 2002).
The purpose of sustainable development implies a commitment to take the perpetuation of life the
horizon of intervention and transformation of nature by humans. This incorporation requires knowledge
and skills of action for the implementation of processes that are not only viable from a technical
standpoint, but are also ethically desirable and may be characterized as the knowledge and skills to the
perpetuation of life (Bartholo Jr, 2001).
Understanding the concepts and the adoption of sustainable practices in retail is growing every day,
creating opportunities for improvement of business in the sector. It is known that retailers have critical
points that deserve to be reviewed and considered for the sector to evolve consistently in the way of
responsible survival, such as the need of a portion of companies to adjust with tax and labor laws, the
elimination of child labor in the production chain and excessive packages, which cause large amounts of
waste from the disposal after consumption. The inclusion of sustainability in the business of the retails
firms is in a continuous process that includes the adoption of principles and values in dealings with its
various publics which they deal, aiming at long-term sustainability.
The contemporaneous companies practice what Hommel (2004) calls the early management of
contestability. The core of this explanation is the idea that the company's presence in the market depends
on a legitimacy that is constantly challenged by a diverse set of actors. The "management of early
contestability" would not be an event that the company is liable only in extreme cases, but, instead, is
part of their daily activity. In situations where this rule was underestimated, as in the case of genetically
modified organisms in Europe, the disastrous economic consequences manifested clearly
(ABRAMOVAY, 2007). The same author, Abramovay (2009) notes that in this approach the corporate
social responsibility component appears as organically integrated into the actual functioning of markets
and not as a manifestation of good conscience or attempt to mitigate the adverse effects of economic
activities.
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In view of Senge (2007) no single entity, no government alone, no company or NGO itself will be
able to face lonely the sustainability issues that we face today.

2 Theoretical Foundation
2.1 The retail
Since the beginning of humanity the retailers play an important role in the distribution of goods.
And the need to exchange objects came from the time when man left the cave to hunt food. From the
nineteenth century, appears in Brazil, a strong European influence in the uses, customs and methods of
trading.
From 1930 there is a great influence in Brazil by American stores such as American Stores, House
Sloper, Mappin and as the European standard, as Mesbla, a French company founded in 1912. Today,
the trend in the Brazilian market, as in other countries, is a major decentralization in large cities with the
development of retail in shopping centers.
Used to be said in the past that the exercise of retail activity was a matter of vocation. However,
societies have evolved and the figure of the entrepreneur enterprising in retail was dimmed with time.
Today large retail organizations are run by professionals who raise funds in the market and deal with
sophisticated econometric models to forecast sales (LAS CASAS, 1992). The same author considers
retail establishment companies with more than 50% of its sales operations in retail (LAS CASAS 2010).
For Kotler (2000), retail is all sales activities of goods or services directly to final consumers for
personal use and not industrial. The ways that these goods and services are sold are included in the retail
concept, either through the point of sale, mail, telephone, personal selling or automatic machine.
Retail is the middleman who specializes in providing products and services to the consumer. In the
supply chain, retail is an important link because they have information about the consumer and can
make their loyalty to the point of sale and not just to the products.
In view of Parente (2000) retail are all activities that comprise the process of selling products and
services to meet a personal need of the consumer. The author also adds that retailers buy, receive and
stock products from manufacturers or wholesalers to offer consumers the convenience of time and place
to purchase products.
There are several definitions for retail that derives from the French word "retailler" which means to
cut a piece or in small quantities, but the definition used is provided by the American Marketing
Association, where retail is defined as a business unit that buys goods from manufacturers, wholesalers
and other distributors and sell directly to consumers.
Consumers are increasingly seeking to identify with the brands they consume, through intangible
attributes such as experience of emotional attachment, so companies that want to work a long term
relationship with their customers face the challenge of conquering this link with the brand permanently.
In current markets, the remarkable appearance of the "civilian and conscious consumer" awakens
the challenge in companies to orchestrate initiatives that could open space for participation,
collaboration and the construction of true and lasting relationships, thereby contributing to sustainable
results in their business.
However, knowing the impacts of the production chain remains a difficulty for the conscious
consumer. One of the major communication challenges to sustainability is to provide consumers with
credible, clear and simple information about the environmental and social impacts of products.
The Institute Akatu presented in 2010 a research about the Brazilian consumer and sustainability,
where the results show that in 2009 more than one million Brazilians left from poverty line. In recent
years the proportion of the population belonging to the C class has grown, reaching 50.5% of the
population. This represents a contingent of 29 million people who became part of consumption (AKATU,
2010).
According to the projection of Fecomércio - Federation of Commerce of São Paulo (June/2010),
the consumption of products and services in classes C, D and E must maintain a growth rate between
7% and 8% per year, twice the expected to classes A and B in the period of 2010 to 2013. This increase
in power consumption of segments which were excluded before becomes quickly in effective
consumption (AKATU, 2010).
Therefore, in this perspective, companies should focus their strategies to supply this demand, but
with creative proposals that take into account clean technologies in order to preserve the environment.
Companies in its production process exercise great impact on natural, economic and social
resources, thus, having great responsibility on how these resources are generated, managed, used and
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discarded after consumption, contributing especially for a just, healthy and prosperous society.
2.2 The sustainable retail
The sustainability finally came to the corporate agenda and is on the agenda of the business leaders
worldwide. It's a strategic theme and of competitiveness, consequently the retail sector has significant
responsibility for influencing the entire production chain, educating consumers and suppliers to adopt
socially responsible practices.
According to research conducted by the Institute Akatu 2010, 60% of consumers surveyed have
high expectations with the role being developed by companies. They believe that companies should go
beyond what is established by the legislation, aimed at bringing greater benefits to society through their
actions and not just focus on the benefits that such actions can bring to the company itself.
From the 70's, with the emergence of environmental movements, increased the importance of the
sustainability issue in the organizations and consequently in retail, because it is recognized that retail is a
system that mediates directly between the supplier and consumer, having the power to generate changes
in consumer culture.
So, sustainable is the way to permeate socially responsible practices throughout the value chain,
through transparent relationships ranging from the creation of a product or service, through the ethical
commitments of suppliers by the form of commercialization of the retailer and by the purchase of the
conscious consumer. "It's the business management that balances the profit, the care of the environment
and the development of society" (Parente 2000).
According to the same author, Parente (2000), social responsible retail is the one that keeps an
ethical and respectful relationship not only with some people, but with all its stakeholders, being:
employees, government, suppliers, competitors, community, media, environment, shareholders and
consumers. Retailers must have a posture that is not limited only to satisfy the client consumption needs
with certain products and services, but should also focus on social equity and environmental
sustainability.
Although has passed more than four decades, there still differences and disagreements in the global
discourse on the issue of growth (often confused with development) and environmental and social
sustainability (Sachs 1993, 2004).
Through the strategic position in the supply chain, the retail industry can influence their suppliers
and their buyers in relation to social and environmental practices. And due to its high visibility there is a
strong charge by customers and a very close relationship and this differs it from most other sectors.
This contact allows the retailer to create a great influence on your target audience.
If the CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) has the commitment of retail, we can expect a very
large spread of awareness in the population (Pastore, 2010).
The capillarity property of the retail trade, that is, the branch of its branches in different
geographical areas also benefits CSR actions. This feature facilitates rapid communication and
promotions, sensitizes partnerships and allows suppliers to social action through specific programs or
volunteer directly in the community in which the company's selling point is inserted (PARENTE;
TEREPINS, 2006) .
When we say that the concept of sustainable development is necessary to meet the needs of
contemporary society without compromising the future society, we must understand that it doesn’t
represents a break with capitalism, but adds an ethical dimension to the economic growth model (Laws,
1999 ).
Stressing the responsibility of companies to the conditions of life on earth, John Elkington (2001)
coined the term triple bottom line in 1994, using it to synthesize that the corporate management must
overcome an exclusive focus on economic interest of owners and shareholders, to dare the challenge to
approach of the complex and multidimensional with economic, social and environmental results that
stakeholders have their needs and values taken into consideration.
According to Savitz (2007), sustainable company is the one that can simultaneously generate
profits for shareholders, protect the environment and improve the lives of people with whom maintains
interactions, where its activities promotes the interests of the intersection between business,
environment and society.
Shrivastava (1995) cited by Araujo and Carvalho (2011) pointed out the benefits and incentives that
lead a company to adopt sustainable practices: cost minimization (of waste control, energy saving, reuse
of materials and the use of efficient processes), creating competitive advantage, the existence of a
growing group of consumers who value and demand products and responsible business practices, the
possibility of market leadership, recognition of the company's image and contribution to the durability
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of the ecosystem.
The strategically social responsibility
arises from the creation of shared value, that is, either to
society, or for the business, the company needs to know the impacts of your own activities, where such
impacts are significant and which external environments are affected. It is from that point that the
Corporate Social Responsibility starts to be really effective (Porter, 2008).
For Macedo (2007) the retail can reduce your impacts on the environment, supporting movements
that encourage the full use, the reuse and the recycling of products, using or placing into the market new
product lines which are sustainable in its processes; participating in initiatives that promote the
development of the region where the store is inserted and therefore improving the quality of life.
Parente et al (2009) argues that for the retail opportunities become more sustainable it consists
mainly three areas: (1) sustainable operations and stores: the retail industry can start controlling and
managing social and environmental impacts in construction and operations of their stores; (2) supply
chain management: retailers can encourage their suppliers to develop products with environmental
differences and / or social; (3) education and information for consumers: retailers could encourage
consumers to buy sustainable products, as well as educate them to use and dispose products properly.
Mappings made by Conservation International and by Food Marketing Institute (FMI) show that
retail activities contribute 5-10% of the environmental impacts of the chain, while the remaining
90-95% of the impacts are generated by the supply chain and transportation of products (CARDOSO,
2008).
Economic development and care for the environment are compatible, interdependent and necessary.
The high productivity, modern technology and economic development can and must coexist with a
healthy environment (Dias, 1998).
Senge (2007) indicates that more and more businesses are incorporating sustainability issues
among its goals for the future. For Senge the real innovation requires different mindset.
There is a need for planning and investment for the adoption of management that can allocate
resources and implement processes to solve business problems and crises in relation to the environment,
highlighting the technological evolution that must exist to make viable the expansion, creating a new
mindset which implies the creation of sustainable knowledge (Barbieri, 2004).
Therefore, the authors Senge and Barbieri share the same vision, which is necessary the awakening
of minds to have real changes in the system.
A comparative study of social policies in the Public Management and Citizenship Program of
FGV-SP shows that the common denominator of social policies that have demonstrated high efficiency
in different regions of the country is the fact that they run in partnership, involving the public sector,
companies and civil society organizations. Thus, they become more sustainable and permanent (Dowbor,
2010).
The development and the environment are inextricably linked and should be treated by changing
the content, the methods and uses of growth. Three fundamental criteria must be met simultaneously:
social equity, ecological prudence and economic efficiency (Sachs, 1993).
Therefore, facing this scenario, all companies and, in particular, retailers must rethink their
positioning and strategies, invest in their employees, which are the basis for the beginning of social
responsibility, think about the relationship with customers in the administration of the price fair, in
managing of their supply chain and partnerships, in order to minimize impacts on the environment and
society.
Additionally, it is necessary to awaken a consciousness of the leaders and society to practice new
attitudes, new behaviors and new looks for the transformation of the existing reality.

3 Company “C&C

Casa e Construção”

The retail store C&C Casa e Construção ( House and Building ) was chosen as the unit of analysis
of this research, because of your innovation in creating, two and a half years ago, the first sustainable
Home Center of Brazil and for the reason that it is an ethical, innovative firm too and whose
organizational behavior is grounded in beliefs that value and respect human relations. Located at 7207,
Marginal Tietê, in the Capital of São Paulo.
The company founded in 2000 with 100% national capital, is the leader at the retailer market of
construction materials, renovation and decoration stuff in Brazil. The network currently has 43 stores in
the state of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. Pioneer on the Internet, it has an online sales channel since
2001.
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The store offers thousands of products and items that generate eco-social and environmental
benefits. In addition to the low water and energy consumption, does not harm the environment, uses
renewable raw materials, encourages the responsible consumption and sustainable attitudes.
In the bathroom were installed taps with timer and low consumption toilets. A system for capturing
and storing rain water allows the store to makes your irrigation and washing with recycled water. The
consumer can also deposit cash in green packaging product you just bought, but also has a space for
disposing recyclable waste. The store uses translucent roof that takes advantage of natural lighting. Solar
panels that turn sunlight into electricity. And on cloudy days, usually with more wind, wind turbines to
supplement energy harvesting. Solar power also provides hot water in bathrooms and air conditioning
system uses green gas. The floor is of some ecological environments. The construction of the store
followed guidelines of sustainability, preserving native trees and creating an outdoor garden. The client
can simulate your own home eco-friendly, with products available in store.
The consumer can also deposit cash in green packaging product you just bought, but also has a
space for disposing recyclable waste. The store uses translucent roof that takes advantage of natural
lighting. Solar panels that turn sunlight into electricity. And on cloudy days, usually with more wind, the
wind turbines supplement the energy capture. Solar power also provides hot water in bathrooms and the
air conditioning system uses green gas. The floor of some environments is ecological. The construction
of the store followed guidelines of sustainability, preserving native trees and creating an outdoor garden.
The client can simulate your own eco-friendly home, with products available in the store.

Figure 1 Sustainable Home Center - C&C (Source: Institutional Folder of the Store, 2011)

4 Methodology
Was performed, first, a literature search, aiming to review the literature of the concepts that concern
to retail, sustainable development and corporate social responsibility. We used multiple sources of
evidence: a survey of secondary data, document analysis and interviews through semi-structured
questionnaire. The semi-directed interview is certainly mostly used in social research (Quivy &
Campenhoudt, 1998).
Thus, the research project was developed in the field of case study as proposed by Yin (2001) that
is characterized as an empirical research on a phenomenon that allows by its comprehensive vision
make different interpretations, dependent on adequacy of the theories used and the object studied.
Severiano (2007) defines the case study as a research study that focuses on a particular case,
considered representative of a set of similar cases and that the data should be collected and recorded
with the necessary rigor and following all the procedures of the field research.
The in-depth research had 12 participants: a Director of Marketing, a sustainability manager, five
vendors, a promoter and four customers.
For data collection was carried out in-depth interviews with marketing manager, in order to
understand business objectives by implementing sustainability initiatives in the store.
The same technique was applied to the manager of sustainability and for the vendors, in order to
identify the motivations and beliefs of respondents, as well as knowledge of sustainable practices at the
point of sale. Likewise, the technique was applied to major customers that have relation with the
company, to evaluate the opinions regarding the company's sustainable practices. In addition, was held
the technique of hidden consumer and participant observation, allowing researchers to observe the group,
who perform the processes occur and how the interactions between them.

5 Research in the Field (Report of the Interviews)
The interviewed Director of Marketing says that the actions of sustainability permeate the C&C
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since its formation in 2000 and is being increased every year. Here are some answers of the interviewee:
"The combination of business with sustainable practices is an orientation toward the C & C. And all this
culminated in actions for the new store opening at the time". "C&C is always focused on providing the
best either to customers, or to the community that surrounds us and the satisfaction of our employees.
Always acting with professionalism, we value professionals who work with us, with training activities
and development of all". "We respect all legal guidelines and requirements for all products that have on
your manufacturing processes elements of sustainability, we attach importance to it". "There is
awareness at all for sustainable practices, whether of individuals, businesses and government".
"Everything is being valued and from the better understanding on the subject of all, the collection by all
will be intensified". "We must remember that economic interest is part of the whole, and will walk along
with the other processes". "A walk becomes from the first steps. And these have already been taken by
us. It is an irreversible process". "The biggest audit that a company can have is from your own
customers. These will provide the continuity of business". "We work only with certified suppliers".
The sustainability manager of the store has a significant knowledge in relation to green products
and sustainability initiatives. He also said that employees receive training to offer these products.
In relation to the four clients, all have a good image of the store, said that there is a diversification
of products, great brands, personalized service, nice store, spacious, differential treatment (the day of the
interview on the occasion of Easter, the store was distributing Easter eggs to customers), proper payment,
in short, everything related to the store was in agreement, however issues related to sustainability, the
object of this study, appeared a bit timid and only if the interviewer addresses this subject. Following are
some respondent’s answers: "I found this store great, I remember that the old C&C was super-hot and
this this one breezy". "In accordance with the green products, I would choose then as long they were not
so more expensive". "I never received any correspondence from C&C to talk about sustainability". "I
appreciate who knows about this, but it is not for my generation but for the young". "I appreciate who
knows about this, but it is not for my generation but for the young". "It's the first time I come here, and
in the parking lot I saw an announcement of water reuse, but I didn´t bought any green product line and
in my house I don´t do recycling". “I already came here a few times, I know that the store has this green
feature, but it didn´t come here because of this”. "Before the tap used to be opened and now I have this
concern. And I don´t throw oil in the sink, I set in the garbage". "I support the SOS Mata Atlantica, I
already visited the Amazon with this NGO, but I didn´t bought any sustainable product here".
The interview with five sales man was divided as: open interviews with three vendors and technical
of hidden consumer with two vendors. The first three had technical knowledge about the subject, they
said that they are trained to inform the client that C&C is the first Sustainable Home Center of Brazil,
but they said that they only deal with the practical and the sustainable products if the client goes open,
otherwise they that they will embarrass then. They said that the relationships with peers and managers is
very friendly, even they said that they have a very good freedom to work, they can express their
opinions, because the manager does not rule but guides. The company invests in training and values the
employee.
The technique of hidden consumers, with questions about the store for the two vendors, the data
confirms the facts mentioned by previous, that just if the customer gives them an opening approach they
use the issue of sustainability, otherwise they don´t sell directly green products and don´t talk of the
sustainable features of the store.

6 Analysis of the Results
The case study sought to answer whether sustainable practices can become differentials in
consumer choice by a company, how to understand whether such practices ensures greater visibility to
the retailer, as a differential to influence the consumer during the buying process.
We conclude that the company “C&C Casa e Construção”, for your leadership in the retail market
of materials for construction, reform and decoration in the Brazil for 11 years, it's automatically
recognized by its performance that assures good visibility to the store, however for the sample of
respondents, the actions of sustainability, are not decisive in influencing the choice of the consumer to
shop and purchase of products. This way, sustainable practices at the beginning of the operation may
take a while to mature.
In the approach with customers, the concept of sustainability does not seem to present uniformity in
the speech, each individual defines it in a way. The choice of the Home Center is not motivated by the
actions but for convenience and in some cases for the loyalty to the store. The client does not seek the
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store because it has green products, but knows that this factor is highly important today. They said that if
the vendor address this issue and the green product presents the same quality of the traditional and have
fair prices, eventually, would choose to the one that present social and environmental values.
Some clients have knowledge and practice in their homes some actions such as recycling waste and
cooking oil, avoid wasting water and energy, support NGOs, therefore, it seems that this profile will be
more sensitized to purchase of products of this nature.
We note a gap between technical knowledge of vendors that have extensive knowledge about the
environmental issues that permeate the store and what actually they communicate to customers, because
only deal with the practical and sustainable products if the customer adress it . According to Cruz &
Boehe (2010) because of its position in the supply chain, the retail industry can strongly influence your
buyers and retailers can become a leader in Corporate Social Responsibility practices, for the company
improve visibility is necessary to communicate the actions to their customers.
In the technique of the hidden consumer, when interviewers asked the sellers about the eco-social
products, they had some options, but not on its own initiative, so it follows that the demand originates
from the consumer and not by the approach of the seller.
Additionally, it was observed that human values and freedom of expression give meaning to work
and motivate the employees of this organization, even pressured by the dynamics of sales, have good
relationships among peers and managers, committed to transparency, ethics and focus on results.

7 Concluding Remarks
So everything seems to indicate according by the different definitions found in the publications
surveyed, that retail is critical to the dissemination of products, promotions and any information you
want to communicate to a large mass of consumers, being possible to use this channel to influence
people and the entire production chain.
The retail sector as an important interlocutor in the field of social responsibility and sustainability,
can foster new consumption habits and collaborate with the social and environmental change, which
may be a great business strategy for retail.
However, the result of the field research showed that there is an appreciation by consumers with
sustainable actions, but, still not a determinant for the choice of the store, in this case the object of study.
We noticed a legitimate intention of the store managers in the construction of the Sustainable Home
Center and in the medium term it is understood that the intention may be consolidated and that actually
the choice of a store happens by variables such as quality, fair price, social responsibility, along with
environmental issues, designed by sustainable retail.
It is understood that sustainability goes along with profitability. Business without profit is not
sustainable. In the future, it is believed that there will not be "green" shops because all they will be. The
learning and dissemination of good practices will make environmental issues, labor and community
relations "commodities" among retail companies. This is a movement without return. The sustainable
stores can join business with pleasure, as the retailer reduces costs, the customer values the posture and
the environment is preserved.
The goal of the researchers in this study was largely satisfied, but the theme is very broad and
requires further studies, with companies in the same business to extend the results presented here.
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The Study of Sustainable Development of Real Estate Based on
System Dynamics
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Abstract: This paper explores the concept of sustainable development and its ecology implications in
real estate industry. The successful of the sustainable developing is to strike a balance among economic
development, environment protection and social promotion. Based on system dynamics, the
inter-relations of factors within the sustainable development of real estate environmental issue were
analyzed. This paper describes the use of this framework to provide suggestions and identify innovation
approaches of the environment.
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1 Introduction
The real estate industry is a fundamental factor of the national economic development, compared
with other industries. Since its leading and basic characteristics, the real estate industry development has
the effect of "barometer" or "cold and heat meter" to the national economics. Therefore, the
sustainability of real estate development, has a directly effect on the entire national economy and
sustainable development of society. [1]
Following the Brundtland Commission report in 1987, which defined sustainable development as
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs”? [2]
There are three different directions in sustainable development of real estate: the direction of
economics, sociology and ecology. With its different development stages, different direction emphasis is
put on :at the early stage ,the need for economic growth is more important ,but not the environmental
issue at the first place ;at the period of rapid development[3] ,the balance of social development ,social
distribution, interests equilibrium is as the key concern ;when human civilization awareness reaches a
certain stage ,the ecology direction of sustainable development becomes more apparent. Here again,
however, social concerns have been secondary to environmental issues. The important indicator and
basic principles are trying to have a harmonious development between environmental protection and
economic development.
The sustainable development of real estate industry currently focuses on the following points:
[1] Considering the ecology direction of sustainable development in real estate, the papers have
the analysis of current developments and give policy recommendations after qualitative explaining.[4]
(2) Taking the economic direction of sustainable development into account, these papers have both
the qualitative and quantitative analyses on the real estate sustainable development from the perspective
of supply and demand of the market. [5-7]
(3) Establishing the real estate evaluation index system of sustainable development, and having
analysis with AHP. [8]
(4) The study of Evaluation Index System of green building, including BREEAM of UK, LEED of
US et al. bringing and reconstructing these systems with China’s actual conditions. [9-10]
Sustainable development should be coordinated with the environment capacity on the basis of
natural resources. Since real estate is the unity of land and housing, it not only has the basic attributes of
natural resources, but also the material base and condition to social economics. The sustainable
development shall take great importance on the dependent relationship between human and nature after
influencing the ecology, warning people not developing the social and economy at the expense of
damaging natural ecosystems. When mentioning the sustainable development in real estate, we mean its
wide complex complication concerning such factors as the nature, economy, population and society etc.
System dynamics is a comprehensive method to achieve goal，which study how to coordinate and
manage the interconnected subsystems and factors[11].The requirements for the data are relatively low,
and different parameters of the system input can examine the different status and trends.
The purpose of this paper is to focus on the ecology direction of sustainable development in real
estate industry, After analyzing the inter-relations of factors within the sustainable development of real
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estate, a system dynamics model of sustainable development is set up with the use of system theory to
make the sustainable development quantified, which includes the economic subsystem, the environment
subsystem, social subsystem and the influencing subsystem. The specific objectives involves achieving
objectives in the realms :the structure ,speed and size of The real estate industry maintain
coordination with other industries ;the scale, speed should adapt to the capacity of ecological
environment ,provided that the virtuous cycle use and sustainable utilization of land resources.

2 System Dynamics Model
The object in this paper is to research China's real estate industry, while system dynamics model
involves many factors, which needs historic data and inter-relationship and takes much energy .In this
stage, we only take commercial housing in urban real estate secondary market as the target.
The dynamic model consists of five parts: socio-economic subsystem, land resources subsystem,
policy subsystem, environment subsystem, resource subsystem (see Figure 1) .
Subsystem analysis is to get the different factors and subsystems interaction and feedback
mechanisms, through this local details` research, to reveal the nature and the sustainability of the whole
system.
3.1 Socio-economic subsystem
Social subsystem means such factors as policy implementation, industry systems and technological
progress in the system have a great impact on the sustainable development process; The sustainable
development in real estate industry will in turn act on the social development, which has the relationship
of mutual influence and mutual restriction.
Economic subsystem is the driving force for the sustainable development in real estate industry,
which enables the system to conduct normally and orderly. Since it can effectively promote the input
and use of land resources which meets the needs of the social system, a healthy ,sustainable and stable
development would not achieve until taking the social, economy and ecology into consideration.
3.2 Environment and resource subsystem
Residential development must be carried out under constraints, limited human resources and
environmental capacity. So the ecosystem must be included in the whole system, especially in the
current situation that society and economy develop rapidly, the resource consumption is great and
environmental damage is high.
3.3 Land resources subsystem
policy subsystem

land resources subsystem

socio-economic subsystem

Land resource needs in real estate industry
Growth of economy and society
Development of population size

Support and
constraint
socio-economic
development

To satisfy the needs of social
and economic development

Unused land
Building land

the input and use of land
resources

environment and resource
subsystem
the capacity of resources and
environment
Environmental pollution
Energy reduction

Support the
sustainable use of land
resources, constraint
land resources
development

Consume resources and
improve the environment

Figure 1

System Dynamics model system

Consume resources and
pollute the environment
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As the basic element for social and economic development, land is a finite resource, irrational use
of resources will lead to pollution and depletion, and ultimately lead to have serious consequences for
social and economic development. In consequence land resources and socio-economic interaction
mechanism is essential.
3.4 Establishment of cause-and-effect relation
Economic growth stimulates social needs: economic growth increases housing demand, then drives
the development through demand circuit.
Economic growth stimulates environment needs: economic growth increases residential energy
consumption and damages the environment.
Ecology system affects the socio-economic system: housing price has the corresponding increase as
residential energy consumption increases, and suppresses housing demand through demand circuit.
A total of 20 main variables selected to build the system dynamics model of residential real estate.
The cause-and-effect relation is shown in figure 2.
Urban energy
consumption

+

Urban GDP

+
Residential energy
consumption

Construction land

+

+
Development
investment

Land prices

+

+

pre-sold housing
developing will

Construction costs

+
Bank support for
developers

+

-

Effective supply

+
Housing prices

Economic
development

Demand to
supply
Economic
development

+

Residential development
profit

-

+

Bank support for
individual purchasing

Housing demand

+

+
Increaseing
demand

Purchasing power

-

+
Urban
population

Increases of urban
population

+
GDP growth rate

Figure 2
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Price and income
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+
+
The ratio for
resident income

Family structure

System Dynamics cause-and-effect relation

4 Conclusions
How to perfect the urban functions, improve the living environment, protect the natural ecology
under the conditions of ecological resources is the common problem before government departments
and real estate related industries.
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(1) Make the land use intensive and sustainable to have it efficiency
Combined the long-term interests with short-terms to find the best binding, but not the highest price
the better. Taking all the factors into account, we should regard land management as a major event
which related to the interest of future generation. Then do a good job of land supporting facilities and
services. The implementation of three-dimensional operations considering underground space is to
increase the value of the land
(2) Guide and regulate the real estate to inhibit the excessive growth of house prices
Government should make it own position clearly and establish housing security system for the
low-income residents to reduce pressure from the upwards housing price. At the same time the high-end
housing market regulation should be strengthened to avoid developers illegal misuse of land; in order to
guide and regulate housing demand and have the market sustainable development the following methods
can be implemented: strict implementation of policies in housing development, and sales, Improvement
of the tax policy in housing transfer, moderately differentiated credit policy adjustment.
(3) Boot the developers to actively participate in urban renewal to reduce the development costs
purposefully.
Since the origin of sustainable development is protecting the ecology, eco-green houses should
have to save resources, reduce consumption, lessen pollution, improve indoor environmental quality
which is the direction of housing construction. Therefore this paper focuses on the ecological direction
of the sustainable development in real estate industry, in which comes down to five system applied
dynamics model, organizes the cause-and-effect relations and research, analyzes the large systems that
includes all the factors affecting sustainable development.
The future work is to determine the quantitative relationship between these elements, to have the
empirical analysis and policy testing to draw forecasting trending decision-makers concerned.
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Abstract: In order to reveal the growth of each enterprises in the SME cluster, business ecology theory
and logistic model are used in this paper. By theoretical analysis and model deduction, logistic model
can effectively reveal the equalization point and the certain conditions which are needed when reach the
equalization point. Therefore, the appropriate countermeasures are proposed for SMEs which can
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1 Introduction
The SMEs in China grow up fast, which has been an important part of the modern economic.
Scholars have made a lot of researches on this phenomenon and gave answers from different angles.
Ichak Adizes (1989) thought that the growth and aging of enterprise are the same as the biological
organisms, which has a flexibility in its youth and a controllability of its age[1].Penrose(1959) stressed
importance on the endogenous resources during the SMEs growing[2]. Chandler (1977) putted forth that
the ability of SMEs’ organizational (including equipment and skills in production, sale, management and
etc.) is the engine of growth [3].The ability of SMEs’ organizational is an integration of the physical plant
and personal skills. American economist Moore（1993）put forward the concept of business ecosystem[4].
The business ecosystem is the economic association on the basis of the interactive between organization
and individual. Marco Iansiti and Ray Levien（2004）argued that any enterprises in the business
ecosystem shares a same fate as the whole business ecosystem, just as individual species does in
nature ecosystems[5].
Many scholars in our country have carried on research to the SMEs based on the concept of
business ecosystem too. Luling(2001) applied the principles of science biological community to analyze
characteristics and functions of the business enterprise cluster and community succession and life
cycle[6]. Zhouhao(2003) employed the Logistic model in biological studies to describe the
phenomenon of enterprises cluster. He put forwards the crucial point of the enterprises cluster reaching a
stable symbiosis is intense competition among the enterprises cluster[7]. Yangyi and Zhaohong(2004)
analyzed the ecological link among the enterprises cluster, business Ecosystem, core competencies and
coordinated evolution. They established an organization structure of the enterprises cluster[8]. Liuyoujin
and Luofayou(2004) studied the ecological characteristics of technological innovation cluster’s behavior,
and established the analytical frame of it[9]. Hejishan and Daiweiming(2005) showed the condition of
achieving balance among cluster members based on ecological theories which is the difference among
competitive cluster members[10].
Many scholars have studied the growth modes of SMEs based on business ecology from different
angles. But over the past few years most scholars studied the SME’s cluster. Few research studied each
of enterprises. This article will researches the growth modes of SMEs among cluster with the view of
business ecology.

2 Model Hypothesizes
To form a hypothesis that there only exists an enterprise in a market, and the enterprise is hedged
around only with limited resources. The Logistic model used in a single biological population can be
converted into a evolution model which shows the dynamic change of the increasing output of a
enterprise. The model is dx = rx(1 − x ).
dt
N
Where x(t) is the output of the enterprises’ products, assuming that the output is the function of
time(t).Many factors affect the output of products and they should change with time(t).Assuming
∗
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resources won’t change during a given period of time and area, we define the state that factors and
resources of production are made good use and efficient set as natural state(Chen Xuemei, 2003). In this
natural state, the biggest output that each enterprise products is N, which means the whole environment
restrains enterprises’ development. The innate capacity for increase is r, which is not influenced by
environment. In Chen Xuemei’s paper, she defined r as the average output growth in its business.
Logistic model only gives a description of one product of an enterprise. But in reality it often
happens that there are two or more enterprises in an environment. The relationship between them is
competition or interdependent or predation. In order to better discuss this problem, this paper only
explores the mutual relationship between two enterprises in the SMEs cluster based on the business
ecosystems theory. This paper also discusses how to establish enterprise competitive advantage.
From the View Angle of the business ecosystems, the growth modes of enterprises in SME Cluster
are competition growth, mutualism growth, autoeciousness growth and prey growth.
The prey growth in SMEs Cluster is seldom. A small enterprise that is not stand out in competition
is preyed by a big one or not have a leg up on the competition. So in this paper prey growth is not
discussed.

3 Competition Growth
3.1 The Establishment of competition growth Model
Assuming there are two enterprises (enterprise1and enterprise 2) in SME Cluster whose products
are replaceable. The relationship between enterprise1and enterprises 2 is competition. When they
produce in the same ecosystem, no matter what size, there is competition among them for the sparse
resources. The influence is negative direction. So we should deduct an item from (1 − x / N ) .And we
gain the model of enterprise1 (1).Then in the same way, we gain the model of enterprise2 (2).

x
x
dx1
= r1 x1 (1 − 1 − δ 1 2 )
N1
N2
dt

(1)

x
x
dx 2
= r2 x 2 (1 − 2 − δ 2 1 )
N2
N1
dt

(2)

Where δ 1 is the multiple that a unit of a product of enterprise 1 attract more customers
compares to enterprise 2.In the same way, δ 2 is the multiple that a unit of a product of enterprise
2 attract more customers compares to enterprise 1.If

δ 1 > 1 , enterprise 2 is better than enterprise 1 in

the rivalry for customers. If δ 2 > 1 , enterprise 1 is better than enterprise 2 in the rivalry for customers.
From the models presented above, we can see that the existence of a marked competition between
enterprise 1 and enterprise 2 when they in the same environment. They interact with each other in their
output because they struggle for resources required for production. Thinking about (1) and (2),there are
(3).
x1
x2
⎧ dx1
⎪⎪ dt = r1 x1 (1 − N − δ 1 N )
(3)
1
2
⎨ dx
x2
x1
2
⎪
= r2 x 2 (1 −
−δ2
)
⎪⎩ dt
N2
N1
3.2 Analysis on stability of equilibrium state
The equilibrium state is the solution tends to steady as t→∞, as table 1. Here enterprise 1 is
stronger enterprise 2,we think δ 1 < 1 , δ 2 > 1 ,which is the first situation in the table 1.We can see
easily that enterprise 2 is weaker than enterprise 1 in struggle with enterprise 1’s resources. And
enterprise 1 is stronger than enterprise 2 in struggle with enterprise 2’s resources. So enterprise 2 will
inevitably be closed down. And the output of enterprise 1 will reach maximum production, as
(x1 (t ), x2 (t ) ) will tend to ( N1 , 0). It means that if a bigger enterprise has substitute products and use
the same resources when completing in a market with a smaller enterprise, the smaller one will be in
decay after operating a lapse of time.
There are two enterprises about the same scale in a market. According to the model above, they can
coexistence, and the point of equilibrium is (

N 1 (1 − δ 1 ) N 2 (1 − δ 2 )
,
) . So if the smaller one wants to
1 − δ 1δ 2
1 − δ 1δ 2
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coexistence with the bigger one, it should strengthen the competence by using some kind of strategies,
for example market segmentation or selecting target market. Marco Iansiti and Ray Levien said in their
book-The Key Advantage-that the creation of value must through various specialized methods. And the
specialized methods should be different and persistent.
Table 1

Equilibrium State and Condition of Competition Growth

equilibrium state
The first situation

（ N 1 ，0）

The second situation

（0， N 2 ）
N (1 − δ 1 ) N 2 (1 − δ 2 )
( 1
,
)
1 − δ 1δ 2
1 − δ 1δ 2

The third situation

equilibrium condition

δ 1 <1, δ 2 >1
δ 1 >1, δ 2 <1
δ 1 <1, δ 2 <1

（0，0）

The forth situation

instability

4 Mutualism Growth
4.1 The establishment of mutualism growth model
Assuming there are two enterprises (enterprise1and enterprise 2) in SME Cluster. The relationship
between them is competition just like bee and flower. And their product can be utilized together. When
they produce in the same ecosystem, the influence between them is positive direction. So we add an
item from (1 −

x
) . And then we gain the model (4):
N

x1
x2
⎧ dx1
⎪ dt = r1 x1 (1 − N + δ1 N )
⎪
1
2
(4)
⎨
dx
x
x
⎪ 2 = r x (1 − 2 + δ 1 )
2 2
2
⎪⎩ dt
N2
N1
Where δ 1 、 δ 2 denote the contribution to output of each other respectively.
4.2 Analysis on stability of equilibrium state
Learning from the model above, the condition that two enterprises can be steadily achieve
N (1 + δ 1 ) N 2 (1 + δ 2 ) . But at the stabile point
mutualism is 0 < δ 1 δ 2 <1, and the stabile point is ( 1
,
)
1 − δ 1δ 2
1 − δ 1δ 2
there are x1 > N 1, x 2 > N 2 , which cannot be reached. Because the two enterprises is mutuality
symbiosis, enterprise 2 is growing with enterprise 1’s growth. But they should be synchronous
development, which is means that the output of them must on a certain
percentage:

N 1 r1δ 1
. It is shows that we should look synchronous development between
N 2 (r1 + r2 + r2δ 2 )

them as a coordinative development system.
Table 2

Equilibrium State and Condition of Mutualism Growth

quilibrium state

Equilibrium condition

The first situation

saddle point

( N 1 , 0)

The second situation

saddle point

(0, N 2 )

The third situation

0 < δ 1 δ 2 <1

(

The forth situation

instability

(0, 0)

5 Autoeciousness Growth
5.1 The establishment of autoeciousness growth model

N 1 (1 + δ 1 ) N 2 (1 + δ 2 )
,
)
1 − δ 1δ 2
1 − δ 1δ 2
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Assumption that enterprise 2 is smaller than enterprise 1, and developed with enterprise 1’s. So the
development of enterprise 2 is beneficial to enterprise 1. The model is

dx1
x
x
= r1 x1 (1 − 1 + δ 1 2 ) . For
dt
N1
N2

enterprise 2, who depends on enterprise 1, cannot developed without enterprise 1. So the innate capacity
of enterprise 2 for increase is negative without enterprise 1. The model is dx 2 = r2 x 2 (−1 − x 2 + δ 2 x1 ) .
dt
N2
N1
5.2 Analysis on stability of equilibrium state
From the stable points presented in table 3, we can see that the system will reach a steady value
when enterprise 2 becomes a parasite on enterprise 1 and the contribution of enterprise 2 to enterprise 1
is greater than 1 to 2, at that time the output of enterprise 1 reached the maximum. In the third situation
showed in table 3,when the contribution to output of each other http://www.iciba.com/respectively/is
1 − δ 1 r2
N (1 − δ 1 ) N 2 (1 − δ 2 ) .
smaller than 1, so far as
> , the system can reach the stable point ( 1
,−
)
1 − δ 2 r1
1 − δ 1δ 2
1 − δ 1δ 2
Here the output of enterprise 2 is negative, which means all output is given to enterprise 1.
Table 3 Equilibrium State and Condition of Autoeciousness Growth
Equilibrium state
Equilibrium condition

The first situation
The second situation
The third situation

The forth situation

δ2 < 1
δ 1 < 1 , instability; δ 1 > 1 , saddle point
0 < δ 1 < 1, 0 < δ 2 < 1
1 − δ 1 r2
and
>
1 − δ 2 r1

saddle point

( N 1 , 0)

− N2 )
N (1 − δ 1 ) N 2 (1 − δ 2 )
( 1
,−
)
1 − δ 1δ 2
1 − δ 1δ 2

(0,

(0, 0)

6 Conclusion
In the end, based on such analysis, each enterprise in SME Cluster has a unique growth mode. The
small and medium enterprises should choose corresponding strategy according to their own concrete
realities and conditions, if they want to make greater progress in the competition.
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Abstract: River pollution in China is strikingly represented by transboundary water pollution. The
article analyzes the issue of transboundary water pollution based on game theory angle, constructs a
non-cooperative model of target quota reduction method and proposes league game model allowing
transferring pollutant and reduction of cooperative management. In order to guarantee the stability of
league game, Nash method is adopted as fair profit allocation in cooperative regions and paid
compensation obtained by different cooperative alliance is further determined. In this way, economic
superiority in different areas can be developed and the overall gains of the valley can reach to the
maximum. The conclusion is of great significance for avoiding the old way of river pollution control in
China as well as pushing cycling economy development.
Key words: Transboundary water; Cooperative management model; Nash equilibrium; Compensation
payment

1 Introduction
Water pollution preventive treatment, especially transboundary water pollution control, is a
comprehensive systematic project, involving lots of profit principals[1]. In China, a great number of
rivers cross two or more administrative regions. In different administrative regions of the same river,
their profits are usually different. Sufficient clean water is essential condition for the development of
downstream region, while upstream region possibly takes its geographical advantage to make full use of
water resources but emits pollution into water. At present, different regions focus on pollution control of
their own scope, which is difficult to realize effective result. For water pollution control, cooperation
among different regions should be strengthened to cultivate regional superiority and establish effective
incentive mechanism to promote regional cooperation so that harmonious development of economy,
environment and society can be achieved.
Transboundary water pollution can be studied from macroscopic and microscopic levels. As
macroscopic study mainly concentrates on management mechanism, it is not the key point of this paper.
Microscopic study focuses on the calculation and measurement of economic loss caused by water
pollution as well as cooperative management mechanism. In recent years, with the increasing
deterioration of transboundary water pollution in China, by economic calculation and from the scale of
whole country and some regions, domestic scholars got the water pollution economic loss with sub-item
sum method, established a series of mathematical model and made important progress in calculating
economic loss of water pollution,such as Li Jinxiu and Xu Songlin theoretically proposed the calculating
model of economic loss of general water pollution and the method of parameter determination[2].
Besides, taking economy-developed but seriously-polluted Taihu Valley as an example, they also
carried out some practical application. However, lacking a set of standardized decomposition method of
economic loss and non-unified setting of sub-items, comparability of these kinds of research results is
less and reliability is eliminated to certain extent.
On the study of cooperative control and relative compensation mechanism, foreign scholars
Jorgensen, Georges Zaccour[3][4], etc, domestic scholars Lei Yutao[5], Su Fengjuan and Guo Chengwei[6],
etc, all made some achievements and mainly concluded that regional cooperation is an effective way of
treating environment pollution. As for compensation mechanism, many scholars both home and abroad
regard it as the approach controlling pollution. The Principle is that the party causing pollution pays for
it and the party gaining profit offers compensation. i.e. if ecological management and protection of
upstream lays obvious positive environmental effect on downstream, downstream offers appropriate
compensation to upstream; if upstream does not carry out effective pollution control, it needs to
compensate downstream. In Laws and Regulations of Transboundary Water Pollution, Zeng Wenhui
decided maximum and minimum of compensation by mapping[7]. Two parties negotiate the
compensation amount and decide the final proposal.
Currently, most studies on cooperation management and compensation mechanism of valley
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pollution are separated and joint study on both is quite few. The representative overseas is Jorgen and
those who are at home are Zhao Laijun and Li Huaizu. Jorgensen and Gzacco established differential
game model of pollution control between two countries and designed dynamic transferring incentive
mechanism promoting long-run cooperation of two countries[8]. This model took pollution generating
amount of various regions as unknown condition and through game model analyzed the optimal
pollution amount of those regions under the cooperative and non-cooperative mechanism. Zhao Laijun
and Li Huaizu constructed an order strategic model of dispute on transboundary water pollution, which
empirically analyzed and contrasted the efficiency of pollutants deducting instruction quota
management mechanism as well as regional cooperative management mechanism on the basis of
transboundary water pollution of Huaihe Valley, contributing a lot for future study.

2 Analysis of Coordination of Transboundary Water Pollution
2.1 Analysis of transboundary water pollution from the perspective of externality
From external angle, the negative externality caused by transboundary water pollution is due to
socialization of private cost during the process of seeking the minimum of it by economic entity.
Generally, pollutants are inevitable in production. There are two ways to do with the pollutants: (1)
Managing and discharging them when they’re harmless to the environment; (2) directly emitting them to
the environment. Management of the pollutants needs large amount of labor power and material
resources, increasing the expenditure as part of private cost.[9] Motivated by profit maximization,
producers usually choose not to control pollutants. Thus they are directly emitted into environment,
which saves the expenditure and reduces the private cost. However, pollutants entering water will cause
environment pollution, doing harm to people downstream or causing certain social economic loss, i.e.
extra social cost. In this way, social cost of treating pollution is “saved”, while the society pays more
extra cost, and brings about the socialization of private cost.
2.2 Analysis of transboundary water pollution from the perspective of Game Theory
Since valleys cross lots of different provinces, cities and government organizations, there must be
lots of pollutant dischargers. Suppose one valley crosses n regions, factually these n people are gaming.
They will choose their maximum strateges according to the profit maximum to discharge pollutants or
control them. If no one dischargies pollutants, environment will not be polluted and the society will
obtain the maximum profits. However, this is incredible, because if one does not discharge pollutant,
control of it needs cost; if one shares the same environment with others, one’s effectiveness becomes
low. Therefore, all people discharge pollutants. This is the dilemma of n persons’ game.

3 Non-cooperative Model of Target Quota Reduction
The hypothetical condition for the model establishment is that all the valley-crossing governments
have already realized that economy development with environment sacrificing is not beneficial to the
regional sustainable development and all governments prohibits to transfer pollutants to downstream
areas. Under this precondition, maximum profits are pursued.
The purpose of this model is to control water pollution, improve valley water environment,
completely and systematically investigate and analyze social economical development level and present
situation of water environment of valleys as well as divide water functional zones. In addition, it aims to
calculate pollution-holding ability of water functional zones depending on the thought of volume control,
systematic plan and Nash equilibrium of non-cooperative game and finally establish the distribution
model of pursuing regional maximum profits.
3.1 Model establishment
Suppose river crosses region i=l，2，……n，ei is the pollutant amount produced in region i；
Ui(ei) represents profit function of pollutant due to e produced in region i； p represents reduced
i

pollutant amount in region I;

C i ( pi )

i

represents cost function consumed in reducing pollutant； s i

represents pollutant deposition in region I, related with the amount of pollutant discharging treated in
different regions as well as water self-purification coefficient α , (0< α <1), and si = (1 − α i )(ei − pi ) ; Di ( si )
i

represents loss cost function caused by deposition pollutant in region I; wi represents maximum
environment volume of certain pollutant required by water functional zones in rigion i.
The target function is:
max Z i = U i (ei ) − Ci ( pi ) − Di ( si )

The constraint condition is:
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⎧ ( 1 − α i )( e i − p i ) ≤
ei − p i ≥ 0
⎪⎪
⎨
ei ≥ 0
⎪
p i ≥ 0
⎩⎪

w i

The problem will be solved by non-linear constraint optimization method and the optimal policy
， p ，and target function Z will be obtained. In the solution, e is the optimal amount of
pollutant in this region, p is the optimal reducing amount of pollutant in this region, Z is the
maximum social profit in this region. Z is the social profit sum in the regions crossed by the valley
under the model, i.e. total social profit of the valley.
ei

i

i

i

i

i

n

Z = ∑ Zi
i=1

3.2 Model analysis and the conclusion
From the conclusion of the model above, establishing distribution mechanism, to certain degree,
holds back free discharging behavior of regions and reduces disputes of water pollution. Whereas the
method of independently reducing quotas and forbidding transferring reduction of pollutant does not
consider the discrepancy of the economic structure in different regions, the profit function determined
by economic development level in developed regions and developing regions, cost function of pollutant
reduction and different loss cost function, resulting in unfulfilled cultivation of the social effective
resources. Therefore, the obtained total social profit of the valley from this model is not the optimal
solution of Pareto.

4 League Game Model of Joint Management of Pollutant Transferring Reduction
Suppose there is an administrative organization in the studies valley with its function to fully
develop the discrepancy of all the regions, realize the maximum profit of the whole valley and not to
damage the water environment function of the valley and different regions. The league game principle
established by the above joint administrative organization and regional government above is that
downstream regional governments have the obligation to manage the pollutant transferred from
upstream governments and also the obligation to use the environment capacity offered by the upstream
governments.
4.1 Model establishment
Model variable is the same with the above part and new variable M ij， （ i < j ≤ n） is introduced,
representing the pollutant amount transferred by region i to downstream regions or environment
capacity. M ij ≥ 0 represents pollutant amount it transferred to downstream, M ij ≤ 0 represents
environment capacity offered by regional government i in improving pollution management; in
M ki，（1 ≤ i < k）， M ki ≥ 0 represents pollutant amount in regional i transferred by upstream governments,
otherwise represents the environment capacity offered by upstream governments.
Pollutant deposition in region i:
si =(1- α i）(ei -

i −1

n

∑ M +∑M
ij

j=i+1

k =1

ki

- pi）

wmax is the total environment capacity of the valley:
n

wmax = ∑ wi
i =1

General target function of the studied valley:
n

maxZ * =∑ [U i (ei ) − Ci ( pi ) − Di ( si ) ]
i=1

The constraint condition is:
n
i =1
⎧
⎪ g i = (1 − α i )( e i − p i − ∑ M ij + ∑ M ki ) ≤ w i , i = 1, 2, ..., n
j = i +1
k =1
⎪
⎪
e i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., n
⎨
⎪
p i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., n
⎪
⎪⎩

Some results will be found, i.e. optimal pollutant production e i* of region i, optimal pollutant
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p i*

, pollutant amount received from the transference of upstream
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( M 1i , M 2 i , ..., M ki ) ,

pollutant amount transferred to downstream ( M i , i + 1 , M i , i + 2 , ..., M in ) . Meanwhile, maximum social profit
Z * will

be obtained.

According to
Z i* =U i (ei * ) − Ci ( pi * ) − Di ( si * )

regional profit

Z

*
i

under joint league will be found，
n

Z * = ∑ Z i*
i=1

4.2 Model analysis and its conclusion
In this joint model, studying from maximum profit of the whole valley fully considers the
discrepancy of economy development of various regions, as well as the complementary advantage of
profit function, cost function of pollutant reduction and loss cost function. It also gives consideration to
the sustainable development of economy and environment, which realizes the Pareto optimization of the
valley’s whole profit.
From the practical sense, environment cooperation is prior to non-cooperation, i.e. cooperation
surplus should be produced and obviously Z > Z .
*

5 Cooperative Profit Allocation and Compensation Payment
5.1 Model establishment
5.1.1Cooperative profit allocation model
All figures should be numbered with Arabic numerals (1,2,...n). All photographs, schemas, graphs
and diagrams are to be referred to as figures. Line drawings should be good quality scans or true
electronic output. Low-quality scans are not acceptable. Figures must be embedded into the text and not
supplied separately. Lettering and symbols should be clearly defined either in the caption or in a legend
provided as part of the figure. Figures should be placed at the top or bottom of a page wherever possible,
as close as possible to the first reference to them in the paper.
From the practical sense, environment cooperation is prior to non-cooperation and obviously
Z * > Z . However, it cannot be guaranteed for ∀ i , Z * > Z . Z * is the profit in environment cooperation
*
regions, Z is the non-cooperative profit. When Z > Z exists, person i in the game refuses cooperation.
To promote environment cooperation, two problems concerned by all the parties must be solved: (1)
feasibility of cooperation, i.e. guaranteeing every entity can benefit from the cooperation;（2）fairness of
cooperation, i.e. whether every entity will be satisfied with the final effects. If cooperation is adopted,
the cooperation should be stable. Thus the feasibility and fairness of the cooperation must be guaranteed,
i.e. every entity can benefit from the cooperation, which needs to re-allocate the total social profit under
cooperation.
This paper selects “Nash method” as the allocation method of cooperative fair profit. This method,
through comparing the profits brought by effective distance of situation points under cooperation and
non-cooperation, is represented as the following:
i

n

maxY = maxΠ ⎡⎣ Zi** − Zi ⎤⎦
i =1

The constraint condition:
n
⎧ n **
*
*
⎪ ∑ Zi = Z = ∑ Zi
⎨ i=1
i =1
⎪ Z ** ≥ Z , i = 1, 2,..., n
i
⎩ i

is the re-collocative profits of region i under cooperation league, Z i is the profit of appointed
*
quota reduction under non-cooperative model, Z is the total profit of cooperation league.
5.1.2 Compensation payment model
Suppose S Pi is the compensation payment of region i. After payment, the final profit of region i
is
Z i* *

Z i* + SPi = Z i**
n

n

∑ SP = ∑ (Z
i =1

i

i =1

**
i

− Zi* ) = 0

Suppose f ki (1 ≤ k ≤ i ) is received compensation amount of region i due to transferred
pollutant from upstream regions;
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f i j (1 ≤ j ≤ n ) represents compensation amount paid by region i due to transferring pollutant to
downstream regions; so
i −1

SPi = ∑ f ki −
k =1

n

∑

j = i +1

fij

Thus, linear equations are constructed:
− f12 − f13 − ... − f1n = SP1
⎧
⎪
f12 − f 23 − ... − f 2 n = SP2
⎪
......
⎪⎪ f1i + f 2i + ... + fi −1,i − fi ,i+1 − ... − fin = SPn
⎨
......
⎪
f1n + f 2 n + ... + f n−1,n = SPn
⎪
n
⎪
SPi = 0
∑
⎪⎩
i =1

The single digit of the unkown number of the equations is
have non-zero solution.

n ( n − 1)
2

, therefore the equations must

5.2 Model analysis and its conclusion
From the above model, compensation payment is just a kind of effectiveness transference of people
in the game of cooperation league. In practice, Nash method can be adopted to re-allocate total profit of
cooperation league and also can transfer the effectiveness in different regions to guarantee that the final
profit of each region is determined by Nash. This cooperation profit allocation and compensation
payment method satisfies individual rationality and collective rationality. Thus cooperation can be
guaranteed to go smoothly and stability of cooperation league can also be guaranteed.

6 Conclusion
On the basis of analyzing regional social economical variable of transboundary water pollution,
This paper constructs non-cooperative model of target quota reduction as well as cooperative
management model of league game starting from the practial demands of transboundary water pollution
control in China. In order to guarantee the stability of league game, Nash method is adopted , as fair
profit allocation method of each region under cooperation, further deciding the cooperation league profit
and paid compensation of each regions and providing important methods and thinking for trans-regional
cooperation of valleys as well as the win-win of the whole valley.
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Abstract: For the current evaluation methods are imperfect in circular economy development level, this
paper puts forward the evaluation index system of circular economy developing level constituted by 4
categories containing resources consumption, environmental disturbance, recycling and social
development and 16 indicators, they can reflect the characteristic of resources recycling specially, and
AHP is used for ranking the index, and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is adopted for
evaluating regional circular economy developing level.
Keywords: Region; Circular economy; Development level; Evaluation

1 Introduction
Evaluation of circular economy developing level is assessment circular economy developing level
in a certain region, though weights determined and comprehensive analysis, judge the regional
development level of circular economy. Foreign country emphasized on practical development of
circular economy because of relatively advanced level of development, so they do little research on this
content. As the relatively backward domestic development level, we need to conduct quantitative
research on this issue. The current circular economy development level evaluation index has been in
research in China, but on analysis of existing studies, most of evaluation index system is remain in the
constructing phase, and mainly exit the following three deficiencies: First, the current index system
mostly is for eco-industrial or agricultural development of circular economy, suitable for different
regions and could be widespread application’s index system of circular economy development level is
still rare; Second, some indicators did not set a specific value, and poor to be application in practice;
Third, the index system has not proposed specific evaluation methods, the operability to measure
regional circular economy development is not strong.
It could be evaluated by several methods in circular economy development level, but none of them
could be generally recognized[1]. This paper argues that circular economy development level has a
certain degree of ambiguity, for example in performance level classification and impact indicators, so
this paper put forward to evaluate circular economy development level by fuzzy comprehensive method.

2 Evaluation Index System Construction

Comprehensive analysis of other relevant research[2-5], this article put forward the evaluation index
system of circular economy development level constituted by 4 categories contains resources
consumption, environmental disturbance, recycling and social development and 16 indicators(see figure
1), so that can measure circular economy development from the quantitative point of view.
Among the indexes, the C3 elasticity in water use means water using rate and the ratio of GDP
growth, used to reflect the flexibility of water using impact on economy growth, is the index to
determine the water saving and reusing level internal economy activity, which means the evaluation
index system attention to water resources recycling and conservation. The value of other specific targets
and calculation can be calculated by the Statistical Yearbook.

* Supported by Program for New Century Excellent Talents in Heilongjiang Provincial University(1155–NCET016), Major Projects in Chinese Education Ministry (2009JJD810008), and Natural Science Foundation of
Heilongjiang Province(G200818)
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Criteria
layer

Index
layer
C1 water consumption in
per million GDP
C2 per capita water
consumption

B1 resources
consumption

C3 elasticity in water use

C4 energy consumption in
per million GDP
C5 industrial wastewater discharge
standards rate

A circular economy development level

B2 environmental
disturbance

C6 household garbage harmless
treatment rate
C7 chemical fertilizer applied in per
unit Planted area
C8 urban sewage treatment capacity
per capita
C9 comprehensive utilization rate
of industrial solid waste

B3 recycling
C10 resources recycling
network coverage
C11 "Three wastes" utilization value
in per million GDP

C12 GDP per capita
B4 social
development

C13 urbanization level

C14unemployme
nt rate

C15 Engel Coefficient

C16 GDP growth

Figure 1 The Structure Model of Evaluation Index System of Circular Economy Developing Level
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3 Level Sort of Evaluation Index System

This paper mainly applies of AHP in stage of constructing the evaluation index system[6]. Advisory
group composed twelve experts include the field of circular economy, agricultural economy,
environmental engineering business management. After repeated consultation and induction, opinion
tends to unity (Process is omitted).
3.1 Index single-level sorting
Using the geometric mean to calculate the relative importance coefficient WBi of matrix Bi
(i=1,2,3,4) to A, and the process shown as Table 1.
Table 1

Detail Calculating Table of WBi

A

B1

B2

B3

B4

M Bi

WB i

WBi

B1
B2
B3
B4
∑

1
1
3
1
—

1
1
3
1
—

1/3
1/3
1
1
—

1
1
1
1
—

1/3
1/3
9
1
—

0.7598
0.7598
1.7320
1.0000
4.2516

0.1787
0.1787
0.4074
0.2352
1.0000

Now we Use the same method to calculate the matrix B-Ci, and the result shown as Table 2-5.
Table 2

Detail Calculating Table of W1Ci

B1

C1

C2

C3

C4

M Ci

WC i

WCi

C1
C2
C3
C4
∑

1
1
1
3
—

1
1
1
3
—

1
1
1
3
—

1/3
1/3
1/3
1
—

1/3
1/3
1/3
27
—

0.7598
0.7598
0.7598
2.2795
4.5589

0.1667
0.1667
0.1667
0.4999
1.0000

Table 3

Detail Calculating Table of W2Ci

B2

C4

C5

C6

C7

C11

M Ci

WC i

WCi

C4
C5
C6
C7
C11
∑

1
3
3
3
1
—

1/3
1
1
1/3
1/3
—

1/3
1
1
1/3
1/3
—

1/3
3
3
1
1
—

1
3
3
1
1
—

1/27
27
27
1/3
1/9
—

0.5173
1.9332
1.9332
0.8027
0.6444
5.8308

0.0887
0.3316
0.3316
0.1376
0.1105
1.0000

Table 4

Detail Calculating Table of W3Ci

B3

C3

C8

C9

C10

C11

M Ci

WC i

WCi

C3
C8
C9
C10
C11
∑

1
1/3
1
3
3
—

3
1
3
3
1
—

1
1/3
1
1
1
—

1/3
1/3
1
1
3
—

1/3
1
1
1/3
1
—

1/3
1/27
3
3
9
—

0.8027
0.5173
1.2457
1.2457
1.5519
5.3633

0.1496
0.0965
0.2323
0.2323
0.2893
1.0000

Table 5

Detail Calculating Table of W4Ci

B4

C11

C12

C13

C14

C15

C16

M Ci

WC i

WCi

C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
∑

1
1
1/3
1/3
1
1
—

1
1
1/3
1/3
1
1
—

3
3
1
1
1/3
3
—

3
3
1
1
3
1
—

1
1
3
1/3
1
3
—

1
1
1/3
1
1/3
1
—

9
9
1/9
1/27
1/3
9
—

1.4423
1.4423
0.6934
0.5774
0.8327
1.4423
6.4305

0.2243
0.2243
0.1078
0.0898
0.1295
0.2243
1.0000

3.2 Index overall-level sorting
Overall sorting shown as Table 6.
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Table 6

Detail Calculating Table of Hierarchical Total Sequencing

B1

B2

B3

B4

WB1=0.1787

WB2=0.1787

WB3=0.4074

WB4=0.2352

W1C1=0.1667
W1C2=0.1667
W1C3=0.1667
W1C4=0.4999
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.0000

0
0
0
W2C4=0.0887
W2C5=0.3316
W2C6=0.3316
W2C7=0.1376
0
0
0
W2C11=0.1105
0
0
0
0
0
1.0000

0
0
W3C3=0.1496
0
0
0
0
W3C8=0.0965
W3C9=0.2323
W3C10=0.2323
W3C11=0.2893
0
0
0
0
0
1.0000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
W4C11=0.2243
W4C12=0.2243
W4C13=0.1078
W4C14=0.0898
W4C15=0.1295
W4C16=0.2243
1.0000

overall sorting
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
∑

0.02979
0.02979
0.09074
0.10518
0.05926
0.05926
0.02459
0.03931
0.09464
0.09464
0.19029
0.05278
0.02537
0.02112
0.03046
0.05278
1.0000

The next step is consistency test. The weight is reasonable and effective because of C·R<0.1 so
that meet the consistency test requirements and could be the evaluation criterion of circular economy
development level.

4 Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation of Circular Economy Development Level
4.1 Defined evaluation set of circular economy development level
Circular economy development level should be divided into four stages from strong to weak:
highly advanced stage, moderately advanced stage, initial development stage, not development stage.
That is:
Evaluation set V =(V1, V2, V3, V4)=(highly advanced stage, moderately advanced stage, initial
development stage, not development stage)
V1 ∈ [ 0 . 75 ,1]， V 2 ∈ [ 0 . 5 , 0 . 75 )， V 3 ∈ [ 0 . 25 , 0 . 5 )， V 4 ∈ [ 0 , 0 . 25 )

4.2 Determine membership
This paper adopts lower semi-trapezoidal membership function and rising semi-trapezoidal
membership function. Cost-based indicators adopt lower semi-trapezoidal membership function, and the
index concludes C1, C2, C3, C4, C7, C14, C15, membership function is:
⎧
1
⎪⎪ max a − x
i
i
μ ij ( xi ) = ⎨
⎪ max ai − min ai
⎪⎩
0

xi ≤ min ai
min ai < xi ≤ max ai

i = 1,2, L , n

max ai < xi

Benefit-based indicators adopts rising semi-trapezoidal membership function, and the index
conclude C5,C6,C8,C9,C10,C11,C12,C13,C16, membership function is:
⎧
0
⎪⎪ x i − min a i
μ ij ( x i ) = ⎨
⎪ max a i − min a i
1
⎩⎪

x i ≤ min a i
min a i < x i ≤ max a i

i = 1,2, " , n

max a i < x i

In the function formula, xi indicate the status of i-values, and max a and min a are upper and lower
limits of I, and they should be given in advance based on refer to the developed country and backward
areas. Individual qualitative indicators could value by expertise assessment
4.3 First-class comprehensive evaluation of fuzzy evaluation matrix
First-class comprehensive evaluation of fuzzy evaluation matrix is
Si = Wi D Ri ,
R＝{S1,S2,… Sn}T
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4.4 Second-class comprehensive evaluation of fuzzy evaluation matrix

S =W DR

We has known specific weight W, based on earlier results, we can get:
⎧ R11 R12 R13 R14 ⎫
⎪R
R22 R23 R24 ⎪⎪ ＝(SA,SB,SC,SD)
⎪
S = W D R = (W1 ,W2 , W3 ,W4 ) D ⎨ 21
⎬
⎪ R31 R32 R33 R34 ⎪
⎪⎩ R41 R42 R43 R44 ⎪⎭
After the results (SA, SB, SC, SD) normalized, we can get
S＝(Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd)
Corresponding (Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd) with reviews rating (V1, V2, V3, V4), we can evaluate the circular
economy development level in certain region, judging the level of circular economy development.

5 Conclusion
For the status quo of evaluation methods imperfect in circular economy development level, this
article put forward the evaluation index system of circular economy developing level constituted by 4
categories contains resources consumption, environmental disturbance, recycling and social
development and 16 indicators, reflected the characteristic of resources recycling specially, and to
evaluate regional circular economy developing level by the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method, so
that enhance the evaluate ability in evaluation model and evaluation method of circular economy
development level.
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Abstract: The carbon emission will be the most experienced environmental financial innovation in
globe. This paper examines the future emission linkages between the EUA and CER in terms of
volatility and price spillovers. By using a bi-variable asymmetric GARCH-BEKK model, we find
evidence of returns and volatility uni-directional spillovers from the CER to EUA. However, as the
estimated time-varying conditional correlation indicates high interactions between the instruments, the
project-based market is strongly linked to the allowance-based markets.
Keywords: Multivariate GARCH, Carbon emission, EU ETS

1 Introduction
Climate change is a serious crisis in sustainable development of human being, it is now generally
accepted amongst scientists and politicians that the increasing concentration of greenhouse gases (GHGs)
in the atmosphere over the past century is linked to human activities. The carbon emissions trading
market (carbon market) is the most effective solution to mitigate climate change. The international
community has signed the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto
Protocol to control carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions in 1992 and 1998, respectively. However, until 2005,
European Union emissions trading Scheme (EU ETS) hasn’t formally entered into operation in the
EU-wide. Carbon market is strictly based solely on international agreements, thus, insufficient
international cooperation leads to fragmented carbon markets and each sub-market price fluctuations
independent. The pricing mechanism of global carbon market is not transparent and unintegrated, which
has a negative impact on the global economic transition process to low-carbon, ultimately, away from
the target of mitigation of climate change.
The EU ETS represents a new paradigm, since environmental policy has historically been a
command-and-control type regulation where companies have to strictly comply with emission limits.
Emission trading is a regulatory program that gives firms the flexibilities to select effective solutions of
cost to achieve established environmental goals, which are required to reduce worldwide greenhouse gas
emissions by a collective average of 5% below 1990 levels of member countries.
After five consecutive years of robust growth, the total value of the global carbon market stalled at
$142 billion. As other segments decline, the dominance of the EU ETS market with the secondary CDM
becomes more pronounced than ever, which accounts for 97 percent of global carbon market value in
2010, dwarfing the remaining segments of the market(World Bank, 2011).
The paper makes two further major contributions. Firstly, it empirically investigates the behavior of
European Union Allowance (EUA) and Certified Emission Reductions (CER) future prices of the EU
ETS by using multivariate GARCH model. Previous research on the carbon markets has only focused
primarily on the EUA alone by using univariate GARCH model by contrast. Secondly, it extends the
relevant environmental economics literature by using recent carbon future data to avoid emission
allowance banking prohibition for financial markets. The timing is particularly good since it starts from
2008 onwards. It avoids the immaturity of the EU ETS and to the restrictions imposed on short-selling
and on banking in the first preliminary phase lasted from 2005 to 2007. By the end of 2007, the EU
Commission started reviewing the function of the ETS in order to propose potential improvements for
the post-2012 period. The second veritable phase covers the years from 2008 to 2012, coinciding with
Kyoto’s first commitment period.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 examines the features of the two
futures under study. On the basis of the inspections in Section 2, Section 3 presents the methodology to
be used. Section 4 reports the empirical results and discusses their implications. Section 5 concludes.
∗
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2 Carbon Market Mechanism and Instruments
2.1The carbon market and emission allowances
According to World Bank classification, the carbon market is divided into allowance-based and
project-based markets. The former includes EU ETS, New South Wales ETS, Chicago Climate
Exchange, etc., which are under international mechanism. The latter includes primary CDM (Clean
Development Mechanism), secondary CDM, JI (Join Implement) and other compliance and voluntary
markets, of which secondary CDM is the largest in term of value. The carbon credit achieved from
CDM is CER; JI does ERU (Emission Reduction Unit).
The EU ETS establishes the largest multi-country and multi-sector GHG market in the world with
mandatory constraints. It covers 12,000 installations in 30 countries responsible for nearly half of the
EU’s CO2 emissions. The EU ETS requires a cap-and-trade program whereby the EUA giving rights to
emit a tonne of CO2 becomes a tradable commodity. Because total assigned EUA are less than real
emissions, while real abatement cost is expensive, the facility is allowed to purchase other carbon
reduction to offset its compliance under Kyoto protocol. Thus, a new commodity is produced in the
form of CER by conducting project by Clean Development Mechanism. Each EUA or CER is
considered equivalent on one tone of carbon dioxide emissions.
Under the Kyoto Protocol, the EU has committed to reduce GHG emissions by 8% compared to the
1990 level in the years 2008–2012. The EU ETS specify three phrases: Phrase I (2005-2007), Phrase Ⅱ
(2008-2012) and Phrase Ⅲ (2013-2020).The system regulates an annual allocation of allowances. The
committed firms must surrender the allowances to cover all their emissions in the following year. The
gap can be offset by purchasing CER generated by CDM. Failure to submit a sufficient amount of
allowances results in sanction payments whose standard has improved from €30 to €100 in order for
trading scheme working order.
The EUA and sCER are typical instruments in carbon market. These instruments have spot, future,
option and swap derivatives. As other financial market, carbon future is prevailing instruments in terms
of price discovery and hedging. Thus EUA and sCER futures are dominating financial instruments in
carbon market.
2.2Price driver and price relationship
As dominating financial instruments in carbon market, EUA and sCER are driven by common
factors. Due to their different producing mechanism, and use scope, size and limits, each is also driven
by individual factors respectively. Note that whichever was driven, the impact will transfer each other
because of inherent interrelations between them.
Literatures categorize the principle driving factors of carbon prices into (i) policy and regulatory
issues and (ii) macroeconomic activities and market fundamentals. Since carbon market is a negative
utility market and is based fully and strictly on legislation and institutional compulsion, these
institutional alteration and corresponding information disclosure will significantly alter carbon price
dynamics, especially in earlier EU ETS phrase. The carbon dioxide is mainly emitted by industrial
energy consumption, thus carbon price is driven by energy prices in general. Alberola et al.(2008) and
Chevallier(2009) verified that carbon price was driven by energy prices, macro economy, institutional
and market events.
The EUA are the default carbon asset in the EU ETS. They are distributed by European Member
States throughout National Allocation Plans (NAPs), The supply of EUA is fixed in NAPs, which is
public information for market participants (2.08 billion per year during 2008–2012). At each phrases,
the allocation cap, allocation method (free or auction), allowances duration and banking-and-borrowing
between phrases will affect firm’s abatement decisions. News related to Phase II NAPs is also main
driver (Chevallier, 2009).
As for sCER, the supply of sCER is unknown. The main sources of uncertainty are due to the fact
that (i) the supply of primary CER is unknown and difficult to estimate (as it depends on several risks
related to the issuance of primary CER); and (ii) the amount of primary CER that will be converted into
sCER is also difficult to assess(Trotignon andLeguet,2009). On the demand side, most of the CER
demand to date comes from European industrials, which are limited to 13.4% (on average) of
surrendered allowances for compliance during Phase II of the EU ETS. Besides, Annex-B countries of
the Kyoto Protocol, such as Japan, purchase CER for compliance. Due to import limit and risk premium,
the price of EUA is always higher than the price of sCER.
From ETS design, schedule procedure and market share, it seems that EUA is predominant and
CER affiliated. The CER are designed to offset the EUA gap, thus the gap of EUA is the derivative
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demand of CER. The EUA are exchanged broadly as the most liquid asset for carbon trading, which may
be explained by the fact that Europe remains to date the major source of demand for that kind of credits.
Mansanet-Bataller et al.(2011) confirmed that EUA determine significantly the sCER price path by
using variance decomposition analysis. However, the proportions of explanation are sensitive to the
order of the variables in VAR when the shocks are contemporaneously correlated. There maybe exists
contemporaneously correlated shock, which was neglect by authors.
2.3Carbon price review
Mainstream carbon price literatures focus only on EUA and use uni-variate GARCH model.
Paolella & Taschini(2008) used AR-GARCH model with stable and t-distribution empirically to analyze
carbon allowance price in EU ETS. Benz and Truck(2009) analyzed the spot price behavior with a
Markov–switching model and AR-GARCH model. Daskalakis et al. (2009) examined daily prices from
October, 2005–December, 2007 for pricing of EUA future and option. Chevallier(2009) analyzed
carbon future on impact of Macroeconomy, energy price and institution by using a threshold GARCH.
Alberola et al.(2009) tested the empirical relationship between EUA price changes and the evolution of
industrial production at the EU 24 level, and confirmed the impact of the variation of industrial
production on EUA price changes in four countries (Germany, Spain Poland and the UK), and
underlines the central role played by German power producers on the EU ETS. Mansanet-Bataller et
al.(2011) studied the price relationships between EUA and sCER futures by using cointegration analysis,
and their driven factors by using two separate TGARCH models respectively. They concluded that EUA
are the leading factor in the price formation of sCER and the energy price is common driven factor for
EUA and sCER, solely linking of international carbon markets for sCER. They also stated that sCER
pricing differs from EUA since it embodies its inherent various uncertainty. Indeed, the future of credit
offset mechanisms beyond 2012 looks rather bleak, while the use of CER in Europe is confirmed only
until 2020.

3 Data and Methodology
3.1Data
The European Climate Exchange (ECX) is the first largest futures market with market share of
approximately 43% for 2007. ECX introduced the EUA future contract in 2005 as first carbon allowance
on the globe, however, CER future issued until March 14, 2008. In order to analyze the behavior of
futures markets, the most liquid contracts are selected. The carbon futures contracts of maturity
December 2008 to December 2012. The data consist of daily closing prices that cover the period from
the first CER future available quote up, 14/03/2008 to 31/03/2010, covering approximately three years.
The sample size totals 778 observations.
We use the log returns of daily future prices, calculated as Ri,t=100*(logPit-logPi,t-1). P is future
price, R log return. As following, we directly use EUA and CER representing its log return.
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Figure 1 The Time Plots of the EUA and CER Daily Prices

Fig.1 show that the prices of the tow instruments follow a similar movement, and sCER have
always remained below EUA. It can be noticed that the two futures start to trend upwards before
mid-2008, global finance crisis. After then, two futures are heading towards the trough of spring 2009.
The rise in the futures in May -2009 was mainly due to the increased global recovery. Since then to now,
two futures fluctuate within limited bonds 10-20€/ton of CO2. Fig. 1 also displays the returns of the
futures with very high volatility during global financial crisis and smaller volatility since May 2009.
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Table 1 reports summary statistics for the returns series. The performance of the carbon futures,
measured by the average returns, both EUA and CER are negative, has similar volatile. The both have a
negative skewness, indicating that large negative returns are more common than large positive returns.
In contrast, the CER are strongly negatively skewed. Furthermore CER is leptokurtic, having
significantly fatter tails and higher peaks, as the kurtosis statistics are greater than 3. The Jarque-Bera
statistics reject the null hypothesis that the returns are normally distributed for all cases. The Ljung–Box
Q statistics indicate that there are high order series dependence in both series. Lastly, the augmented
Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests indicate that return series are stationary.
Table 1

Summary Statistics of the Returns of EUA and CER During March 2008 and March 2011

Mean
EUA
CER

-0.0323
-0.0283

S.D

Skewness

2.3850
2.3500

-0.0834
-0.3034

Kurtosis
2.3743
3.1368

Jarque-Bera
***

183.405
330.481***

LB-Q(20)

LB-Q2(20)

***

***

55.469
51.575***

709.178
680.020***

ADF
-20.132***
-24.858***

Note: *** represent the levels of significance of 1% LB-Q(k) and LB-Q2(k) stand for the Ljung–Box Q
-statistic for the level and its squared standardized residuals up to 20 lags.
3.2 Methodology
On the basis of the features observed in the previous section, GARCH models will be appropriate.
As the aim of the study is to consider the interdependence across the tow carbon instruments, we will
use a multivariate GARCH model in the style of the BEKK proposed by Engle and Kroner (1995).
Specifically, the following model is used to examine the joint processes relating to the carbon price
indices under study.
Yt = α + Γ ( L )Yt + ε t
ε t | Ψ t −1 ~ N (0, H t )
(1)
where Yt is a 2×1 vector of daily returns at time t and Γ(L), a vector of autoregressive lag
polynomials. The diagonal elements in matrix Γ, γii, measure the effect of own past returns while the
off-diagonal elements, γij, capture the relation in terms of returns across markets, also known as returns
spillover. The 2×1 vector of random errors, εt, is the innovation for each market at time t and has a 2×2
conditional variance–covariance matrix, Ht. The market information available at time t−1 is represented
by the information set It−1. The 2×1 vector, α, represents constants.
Engle and Kroner (1995) proposed the new parameterization for Ht, i.e., the BEKK model, to
overcome the above two problems. Kroner and Ng (1998) proposed to extend the BEKK model to allow
for the asymmetric responses of volatility by using a threshold term in the variance. Defining the
threshold ξi, t=max(-εi,t, 0), the asymmetric BEKK model is specified as follows:

H t = C 'C + A'ε t −1ε t' −1 A + B ' H t −1 B ' + D 'ξt −1ξt'−1 D,

ξt −1 = max(0, −ε t −1 )

(2)

The last item on the right-hand side captures the asymmetric property of the time-varying
variance–covariance. The notation used in Eq (2) is as follows. C is a 2×2 lower triangular matrix of
constants while A, B and D are 2×2 matrices. The diagonal parameters in matrices A and B measure the
effects of own past shocks and past volatility, while the diagonal parameters in matrix D measure the
response of its own past negative shocks. The off-diagonal parameters in matrices A and B measure the
cross-market effects of shock and volatility, also known as volatility spillover, while the off-diagonal
parameters in matrix D measures the response of market i to the negative shocks of other markets, eg.,
the cross-market asymmetric responses.
All estimations are made using the Winrats 8.01 software package.

4 Empirical Results
The bi-variable asymmetric VAR(2)-GARCH(1,1)- BEKK model is specified. The mean Eq.(1) and
time-varying variance–covariance Eq.(2) are estimated simultaneously by the maximum log likelihood
method, which converges after 190 iterations and its results are reported in Table 2. The Ljung - Box Q
statistics for the 20th orders in the standardized residuals and squared indicates the appropriate
specification of the mean and covariance equations.
Table 2

mean

C

EUA(i=1)
CER(i=2)
variance

-0.0668
-0.1098
C

Estimation of Asymmetric BEKK-GARCH Model
Γ1
Γ2
LB-Q(20) LB-Q2(20)
γi1
γi2
γi1
γi2
0.2536*** -0.1948*** -0.2669***
0.2283***
13.4055
21.7942
***
0.0713
-0.0228 -0.1904
0.1954***
17.6947
13.4815
A
B
D
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EUA(i=1)
CER(i=2)
aBEKK
BEKK

C(i,1)
C(i,2)
0.4735*** 0.7172***
--0.0480
LogL
-2516.00
LogL
-2554.37

A(i,1)
0.4328***
-0.3011***
AIC
AIC

A(i,2)
-0.0696
0.3327***
6.560
6.649

B(i,1)
0.8729***
0.0837**
SBC
SBC

B(i,2)
0.0140
0.0642**
6.716
6.781

D(i,1)
0.3960***
-0.0232
HQ
HQ

D(i,2)
0.6925***
-0.2815***
6.620
6.700

Note： LogL、AIC、SBC and HQ stand for log likelihood, Akaike information criterion, Bayes schwarz
criterion, Hannan-Quinn criterion.
In Γ1 and Γ2 in the mean equation, Eq.(1), as the parameters γ111, γ112, γ211and γ212, are statistically
significant, the returns of EUA depend on EUA and CER first and second lags. In contrast, the
insignificant parameters γ121 andγ122 indicate that the return of CER does not depend on EUA and CER
first lags but their second lags.
The matrices A and B reported in Table 2 examine the relationship in terms of volatility as stated in
Eq. (2). The diagonal elements in matrix A capture the own ARCH effect, while the diagonal elements in
matrix B measure the own GARCH effect. As shown in Table 2, the estimated diagonal parameters, a11,
a22 and b11, b22, are all statistically significant, indicating a strong GARCH(1,1) process driving the
conditional variances of the two instruments. Own past shocks and volatility affect the conditional
variance of two instruments.
The off-diagonal elements of matrices A and B capture the cross-market effects such as shock and
volatility spillovers among the two instruments. Firstly, we find evidence of uni-directional
transmissions from CER to EUA as the pair of off-diagonal parameters, a12 and b12, are both statistically
insignificant but a21 and b21 are both statistically significant. News about shocks in the sCER affects
volatility of EUA, eg, past shocks of the supply market affects volatility of demand market.
As far as matrix D is concerned, we find evidence of asymmetric response to negative shocks (bad
news) of own market for the two instruments, as the diagonal parameters, d11 and d22 are statistically
significant. The sign of the own past shocks affects the conditional variance of these two instruments.
We also find evidence of cross-market asymmetric responses. Firstly we find that uni-directional
transmissions from EUA to CER. Secondly, we compare the information Criterion of asymmetric and
symmetric BEKK model in bottom line of table 2, which imply the asymmetric BEKK is superior to
symmetric one. So we conclude that our estimated model is the most fitted and appropriate.
From asymmetric BEKK model estimation, we get a conditional covariance and a dynamic
correlation s between the two instruments. The matrix of dynamic correlation depited the change of
dynamic correlation, it calculated as: ρ ( r1,t , r2, t ) = h12, t /

h11,t h22,t . The dynamic conditions of Figure 2

clearly show that the entire sample, the correlation coefficient between EUA with sCER is very strong
reaching almost 0.9, however it is unstable, there are several weak point below 0.7, even 0.5.
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Figure 2 Dynamic Conditional Correlation Between Returns of EUA with Scer

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have examined carbon market linkages between EUA and sCER in terms of the
price and volatility spillover effects during the period March 14, 2008 – March 31, 2011. To our best
knowledge, no previous empirical study has focused on price relationship between EUA and sCER. We
may decompose our findings in two main contributions.
The sCER as substitute to EUA, two assets are higher interrelation with 0.89, thus two assets are
closely integrated. The two prices depict similar movement path due to the strong drive by common
factor. Indeed, price fundamentals on the carbon market are essentially a function of allowance supply
fixed by the European Commission, and power demand. From this perspective, the transmission of
macroeconomic shocks to the carbon market through energy markets volatility spillovers.
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The estimated coefficients from the conditional mean price equations indicate that the sCER is
bi-direction mean spillover to EUA. In fact, EUA exhibit a significant mean spillover from EUA and
sCER both in first and second lags, however, sCER only second lag. The results also indicate that sCER
is uni-direction volatility spillover to EUA despite mainstream literature consider the EUA would
volatility spillover sCER.
The existence of the uni-direction spillover EUA from sCER to EUA may thus be centrally
explained by the conjunction of two factors. Apart from common driven factors, individual factor of
sCER is stronger than that of EUA due to heterogeneity and inconstancy of primary CER market.
Though institutional change will affect on EUA market, these change are significant but less frequent. In
primary CER, there exist a lot of various uncertainties leading to price volatility. Though sCER are
largely guaranteed its risk of delivery, others risk of primary market will transmit to overall carbon
market through sCER. Secondly there maybe exist Catfish Effect in carbon market, which sCER is
stronger and cheaper competitor for EUA. Without import quotas of sCER, it would dump to allowance
market, EUA can not sustain its high price under free allocation Phrase Ⅱ in EU ETS. With import
limit, low price of sCER would affect EUA in some extent.
The use of market pricing mechanisms can contribute to lower the cost of achieving sustainable
goals, result in additional resources, and send a price signal to encourage low-carbon lifestyles to public
and investment decisions to firms. The reasonable price of carbon will enhance the cost effectiveness of,
and to promote, mitigation actions to support sustainable development.
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Abstract: To understand the growth of listed companies is the important basis for future operations of
the enterprise and the investment of investors, because it describes the development and changing of the
accomplishment in certain period. The paper constructs the index system of Chinese agricultural listed
companies to analyze the growth of 34 listed companies from growth situation, growth quality, growth
ability, and provide decision-making basis for sustainable development of agricultural listed companies.
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1 Introduction
The growth of the listed company describes the development and change of the accomplishment of
the listed company in certain period. So, growth is the important basis of the future operations of the
enterprise and the investment of investors, and it can also be helpful to stock market regulator, investors
and mangers of listed companies, even decision-making departments of macroeconomic management.
Meanwhile agricultural listed company is one of the important sectors in Chinese stock market.
According to statistics from China Securities Regulatory Commission, until April 31, 2010, normal
listed company which is the main agriculture or involve agriculture operation of agricultural concept
only about 34, the agricultural listed company around in the proportion of the total listed company is
less than 1.7%.The total market capitalization of $1653.90 billion Yuan , current market price amounted
to 1276.75 billion Yuan, average net assets yield reaches 1.24%. Compared with mining and financial
industry, Chinese agricultural industry development situation is general, whose quantity ,scale is small,
which not congruent with the reality that agriculture accounts for 17% in GDP of China and the
orientation that the foundation position of agriculture should be strengthened.
This article will use the existing research practice results on growth analysis of listed company for
reference, with the actual situation of agricultural listed companies, establish a analysis system which is
suitable for growth of agricultural listed companies, analyzes the growth of agricultural listed companies,
conclude the influence factors of the growth of agricultural listed companies and put forward feasible
suggestions of improvement, provide important basis for enterprise management decision and
investment of investors.

2 Establish the Growth Analysis Index System of Agricultural Listed Companies
of China
2.1 Introduction of basic conditions of Chinese agricultural listed companies
At present, the main business of Chinese agricultural listed company is mainly distributed in five
fields: farming, forestry, animal husbandry, fishery, and forestry coo-agriculture services. Among them
there are 16 companies engaged in special agricultural, and their production and operation activities
each have distinguishing feature, involving agricultural planting, processing, marketing; there are 6
companies engaged in forestry, 6 companies engaged in fishing, 3 companies engaged in animal
husbandry, 3 companies engaged in forestry coo-agriculture services, processing industry. Among the
agricultural listed companies we studied, the most ones engaged in special agricultural enterprises, the
total number of maximum was 47.06%; Forestry and fisheries followed in quick succession, account for
17.65%.
On the whole the regional distribution of our agricultural listed companies is comparatively
scattered; relatively concentrated in the small range. There are agricultural listed companies in 21
provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions of the national, including the distribution of Xinjiang,
Hunan, Beijing places for most.
This paper makes the 34 agricultural listed companies as the research object, to analyze the growth
of agricultural listed companies.
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2.2 Establishment of growth analysis index system
Enterprise growth not only relates to its internal development ability, but also determined by
external environmental features. The growth of enterprise is a dynamic process, its growth not only
express to size, income growth, the more focus on enterprise internal level. Therefore, we should
comprehensively consider the external and internal factors, growth speed and quality and the growth
space when we investigate the growth of listed company. At present, there are varieties of the evaluation
method for enterprise growth. In this paper, based on various evaluation methods ideas, and the
enterprise growth points, Using qualitative and quantitative evaluation index, from the growth situation,
growing quality, growth ability three levels, we construct a listed company growth index system. As the
table below,
Table 1 Growth Analysis Index System Which is Suitable for China Agricultural Listed Companies

index project
growth situation
growth rate of average total asset of 3 years
growth rate of average sales revenue of 3 years
growth rate of average net assets yield of 3 years
growth quality
turnover of average total asset of 3 years
average asset-liability ratio of 3 years
average of OPE of 3 years
growth ability
technology innovation ability
management performance
level of human resource
marketing ability
industry development space

index meaning
an objective evaluation of the listed company growth
condition
reflect the size of the enterprise expansion
reflect the enterprise market expansion
reflecting the improvement of enterprise profitability
evaluate the efficiency of the listed company growth,
growing stability, growth of sustainability
reflect the using condition of enterprise resource
reflect clarity of capital chain of the enterprise
reflect competitiveness of led products of enterprise
evaluate the inner level of enterprise in growth process
the growth engine of enterprise
the growth soul of enterprise
growth basement of enterprise
market expansion ability of enterprise
growth external environment of enterprise

3 Growth Status of Agricultural Listed Company
3.1 Analysis of grow condition of agricultural listed companies
Agricultural listed companies rhythm volatile.2 listed in 1993; 1 listed in 1994;6 in 1996; 8 in 1997;
8 listed in 1998; 4 listed in 1999; 12 listed in 2000;4 listed in 2001; 4 listed in 2002; 3 listed in 2003; 8
listed in 2004; 1 listed in 2005;2 listed in 2006; 3 agricultural companies listed in 2009, yet normal
listed company amounted to 34.
The total assets and main income of agricultural listed companies show ascendant trend three years.
The total assets growth 23.79% three years for average which reflect the size of the enterprise expansion,
that showed most of 34 listed companies have expansion but scale is not big . Five companies grow at
an average rate of a negative value for 3 years. Although the growth rate was negative, but negative
growth rate has slowed. Fujian Zhongfu. (1.4070) grew fastest, which grew most obviously at 445.1%
above in 2008. The rest of the listed companies are at 20%. Beijing Shun Xing has reached 32 percent,
but cannot be compared with Fujian Zhongfu.
Sales revenue of 34 agricultural listed companies almost has growth for 3 years, which have
reached 29.40% on average. Growth was most evident in Yangling Qinfen, the growth rate was above
371%. Due to the influence of financial crisis, Sales revenue growth of 10 companies has a significant
reduction in 2008, such as Hefei Fengle, Niuluo mountain shares company, Sichuan Hejia, Xinjiang
Tian Ye, Fujian Yongan, Xinjiang Zhongji, Shandong Oriental Marine, Gansu Yasheng, National
investment Zhonglu juice. But all of them have rebounded slightly in 2009. This shows that the prospect
of agricultural development is good, expanding main business scale and industry chain can make the
enterprise entering benign development track.
Finally, from financial activities efficiency index - sustainable growth rate which reflects enterprise
investment, financing and dividend distribution we study the development situation of the listed
company. Sustainable growth rate is the largest one that the enterprise existing financial re sources can
support to, which represents enterprises optimum growth. For 34 agricultural listed companies, the
sustainable growth rate was 67.51% for average between 3 years, but most of the growth rate of
enterprise was below 10%, which explains the development of agricultural enterprises is slow.
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3.2 Analysis of growth quality of agricultural listed companies
Analysis of growth quality from three index respectively. The total asset turnover ratio is the first
one, which is reflecting enterprise resource consumption, that is operating efficiency index, and
investigation of efficiency in the use of the assets .The general total asset turnover ratio of agricultural
listed companies is 0.60 on average, below 1.
Asset-liability ratio reflects if enterprise capital chain is unblocked. Creditors think that
Asset-liability ratio is as low as possible, because what creditors care most is that if principal and
interest can be recovered timely. Hefei Fengle, Beijing Shunxin, Henan Huaying, Yangling Qinfen,
Xinjiang Talimu agriculture comprehensive exploitation, Xingjiang Saili wood, Heilongjiang
Beidahuang, Gansu Dunhuang seed industry company, Xinjiang Guannong Fruit zest company, Sichuan
Hejia, Xinjiang Tianye, Fujian Zhongfu, Fujian Yongan, Xinjiang Zhongji, Yunnan Jinggu, Tongwei, all
of them has liability ratio which is above 50%. But there is also lower, such as Niuluo Mountain Shares
Company.
The main business profit is a growth stability index reflecting the competitiveness of leading
products of enterprise. The main business profit below 50% in 2009, it is 21.61% for average during
three years.
3.3 Growth ability analysis of agricultural listed companies
Use Yangling Qinfeng, Heilongjiang Beidahuang two famous agricultural listed companies as
examples. Concrete analysis as follows:
(1) Technology innovation ability. Technology innovation ability is the inner motive power of
enterprise development. Agricultural listed companies always committed to technological progress,
actively develop the independent innovation, use informatization to upgrade traditional industries.
Yangling Qinfeng is recognized by the technology department of Shanxi province as a high-tech
enterprise. The company increase the new product development efforts, Take self-administration and
scientific research, cooperation breeding and breed buyout and other forms to accelerate agricultural
varieties, new results, new technology development speed in seed industrialization.
Heilongjiang Beidahuang agricultural high technology has been widely used, Since the 1970s ,such
as tissue culture, gene, cells, enzyme, fermentation, biological chemical engineering and other biological
technology, electronic computers, remote sensing, atomic radiation, hybrid rice breeding and cultivation,
modern biological technology and so on, which is gradually used widely and steered industrialization.
(2) Management performance. The samples listed companies which mostly strengthen budget
management, reduce the cost and have obvious effectiveness.
Yangling Qinfeng makes strengthening financial budget management, improving economic
operation quality, strengthening technical reformation, fully excavating potential as the main line, to
actively respond to the challenge which is caused by cost factors, meanwhile emphasis cash flow, cost
engineering budget proof-reader, and strict capital program management.
Heilongjiang Beidahuang tried innovation development of management mechanism and
management patterns, actively implemented comprehensive budget management that see financial
management as center, promoted internal marketing operation, further improved the cost control
corridor, effectively solved the cost spending problem, initially formed internal marketing operation
system that the whole members participate, consciously supervision, efficient of electrons, well
promoted their basic management and business performance.
(3) The level of human resource. 14 agricultural listed company fully implemented the strategy of
human resource thriving enterprise, strengthened overall continue education project, and realizing
employee and enterprise develop together. Through innovative the mechanism of talent training and
using and enhance funds of the talent training. The implementation of talents strategy gained great
achievements, which greatly promoted the human resource level and laid a strong foundation for better
development of the whole agriculture.
Heilongjiang Beidahuang adhere to the scientific development view as their princes in talents
reserves, the company implemented talent reserve “ten hundred thousand project” and “selection
cultivation plan of 100 mothball cadre”, become personal to the first resource and the first motive force
of the company development .
(4) Marketing ability. Marketing ability quality is the performance of enterprise growth, it is the
impetus of enterprise market. The marketing ability of sample listed companies improved generally.
Heilongjiang Beidahuang can product more than 1,000 tons of green food in one year, and its
market scope reach Jilin, Liaoning, Inner Mongolia and Russia, Japan, South Korea and other regions,
has broad international.
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(5) Industry development space. Around the processing agricultural resources, transformed a lot of
associated industry, formed a huge industry clusters. Seeing from agricultural industry chain, link which
has remarkable economic benefit and great development space is subsequent link in the processing and
supporting system around processing link, transforming link.

4 Conclusions
With the support of government policies and the focus of the society, the agriculture listed
corporations increase year by year, and their growth situation is good, especially the listed companies of
agriculture which have a certain comparative advantage maintain a faster growth situation. Moreover,
agricultural listed companies not only expand the scale, but also pay attention to the internal level. But,
it should be strengthened in earnings and brand construction.
According to the analysis on agricultural listed companies’ growth, we put forward the following
suggestions on enhancing growth of agricultural listed companies:
(1) Insist on scientific development outlook, implement the comprehensive strategic management
and realize the sustainable development of company. By integrating resources and capital expansion,
expand comparative advantage of the enterprise in resource, technology, capital and management.
(2) Pay attention to management innovation and technological innovation, constantly expand and
promote core competitive advantages of the listed company. Strengthening technical renovation of main
products, improving technical content, going deep processing path to reuse effective assets
reorganization, achieving growth of income, improving profit target, which based on the resource
advantage.
(3) Seriously research enterprise talent selection and professional technical personnel training
mechanism, strengthen the vitality of the enterprise by innovation the system and mechanism all-round.
(4) Further implement market-based mechanism, vigorously promote the management level, create
new business performance. Facing the costs rising of domestic production, in order to successfully
realize various operation indexes.
(5) Insist on the idea of characteristic agriculture, ecological agriculture, circulating agricultural,
implement agricultural industrialization, and extend the industrial chain.
(6) Increase the investment to the fine chemical industry and the high-tech project, and improve
value-added of the product.
(7) Walk on the pluralistic development path, promote the competitiveness of the enterprise.
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to discuss what the business contribution to sustainable
development is (or should be) in a specific market, then to propose criteria for assessing corporate
sustainability within the Chinese market and to argue that, despite the attention given to China’s rising
importance globally, there has not been a corresponding attention given to the sustainability dimensions.
Specifically, what solution and strategy can and will best serve the economic, environmental and social
needs of China? The paper first examines the evolving relationship between business and sustainable
development. Second, the sustainability challenge within the regional context in the Asia-Pacific region
is outlined. Third, the sustainability challenges posed by China’s rise in the global economy are analyzed
and the impacts of these challenges on current and future business strategies examined. In order to fully
understand the strategic convergence between China, business and sustainability concerns, it is
important to understand the evolving relationship between business and sustainable development as well
as the sustainability challenge within the regional context in the Asia-Pacific region, and assess the
impacts of these issues on current and future business strategies in China. The next step for research will
be found out in which way Chinese market should efficiently adopt designed sustainable business
models and implement them which are suitable to the market reality of China’s economy and explore the
new sustainable business models. The value of this paper is to present the general idea of business
sustainability and emphasis why is it important for the Chinese economy and seek new perspective for
new venture creation.
Keywords: Business environment; Environmental management; Economic sustainability; Economic
development

1 Introduction
During the past decade the concept of sustainability has consistently moved higher up political,
media, investment and public agendas. While sustainability is increasingly seen to be everyone’s
concern, there has been growing awareness that large retailers have a pivotal role to play in promoting
sustainability in that they are the intermediaries between primary producers and manufacturers on the
one hand and customers on the other.
Today’s global business world is characterized by tough competition and ongoing economic
uncertainty. This phenomenon has significant influenced some emerging markets, such as Chinese
business. It is therefore important for companies which run business in China to adopt and conduct
advanced business models to distinguish themselves of their rivals. Many organizations believe that
sustainability offers considerable scope in this respect.
Thomas Friedman from the New York Times once observed in his column: Tighter regulation alone
won’t save China’s environment or the world’s. And that is why the most important strategy the USA
and China need to pursue, in concert, is one that brings business, government and non-governmental
organization (NGO) together to produce a more sustainable form of development – so China can create
a model for itself and others on how to do more things with less stuff and fewer emissions. That is the
economic, environmental and national security issue of our day. Nothing else is even close’’ (Friedman,
2005).
The factor of multi-layered narrative of contrast and diversity makes China and the Asia-Pacific
region such an interesting environment to examine the issues, such as business environment,
sustainability and globalization. It is hard to imagine another region of the world in which the impacts of
globalization have had such differential impacts in terms of sustainability and economic development. It
is obvious that most of the countries in the Asian market have experienced the fastest rate of economic
growth over the past 25 years (Park, 2008). However, the number of low income rate remains high due
to rapid population increases and other factors. Most importantly, the rapid economic growth coupled
with expanding urban population have outpaced antipollution investments and resulted in deteriorating
air and water quality as well as in the rapid loss of biodiversity and natural resources. The risks which
bought by these issues are people’s health, the survival of species and ecosystem services (ADB, 2001).
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Therefore, ‘‘fundamental strategic rethink’’ is now required by Asian companies and Western
multinationals operating in Asia because a rapid economic, political and social change is underway in
the Asian business landscape. This change is being driven by first and foremost by China, but also by
the cumulative impact of deregulation and trade liberalization across Asia that is beginning to reshape
Asia’s future and by extension, the future of the global business future (Williams, 2006).

2 Understanding the Strategic Convergence for Business
Given the scope and scale of the sustainability challenges confronting China, what strategic
implications do these challenges have for the business sector? Although they vary in size and time, there
might be four ways to classify what has been described as strategic convergence arising from China’s
sustainability challenges: industrial pollution, water and resource use; and energy and climate change
(Park, 2008).
2.1 Industrial pollution
Without doubt, industrial pollution has gone worse during the last decade when China’s economy
developed fast and Chinese market expanded. However, the Chinese government has been showing both
the seriousness and the ineffectiveness of the country in addressing many of its basic industrial pollution
problems, for instance, the 2008 Beijing Olympics turned into ‘‘Green Olympics’’ is a good example of
showing the attention from the Chinese government on the environment issues. The government adopted
many methods to improve the air and environment quality during the Olympics, such as make sure the
CO2 emission from companies which located around the city was meeting the requirement and etc,
(Reuters, 2006).
2.2 Water and resource use
One factor about China is that, this country was largely self sufficient in petroleum products until
about two decades ago before its economy started to heat up with its double digit annual GDP growth as
the norm(Park, 2008). China’s thirst for petroleum and other types of industrial material needs are
largely dictating the way the country conducts its foreign policy and international affairs. China now
accounts for 30 per cent of the coal consumption worldwide, while the country’s steel consumption is
expected to increase by more than ten per cent in 2005 and is projected to account for 61 per cent of
total growth in 2005 [by comparison, growth for the rest of the world is expected to reach only two per
cent] (Worldwatch Institute, 2005). Even more than resource needs, what may be even more of an
immediate ecological concern to Chinese policy makers and business executives is the country’s
increasingly precarious water situation (Park, 2008).
2.3 Energy and climate change
Even though electricity consumption in China grew slightly more than seven per cent (compared to
Vietnam’s 13.4 per cent, Indonesia’s 12.8 per cent) between 1988 and 1998, China will be the largest
electricity consumer in the Asia-Pacific region by 2020 (FAO, 2006). Moreover, power generation
capacity (mostly, coal-fired) of 500GW is needed over the next 15 years to keep pace with the country’s
economic growth, equivalent to 80 per cent of the entire generating capacity of Britain. Due to rapid
dissemination of electrical home appliances, electricity use in China has increased more than fourfold
between 1980 and 1998. Electricity currently accounts for 37 per cent of household energy consumption
in China and this is expected to increase as China modernizes and the number of urban residents in the
country increases (Dolven, 2004). It is because of this rapid growth in energy use and demand that
China is expected to surpass the USA as the world’s largest emitter of greenhouse gases by the middle of
this century.

3 Paths to Success
Basically all stakeholders in the global sustainable business debate, such as governments,
international organizations, civil society groups and private companies, agree that the business sector
needs to play a efficient meaningful role in helping to steer China toward greater sustainability. With
growing environmental pressures due to deteriorating ecological systems, resource scarcity and
industrial pollution, the Chinese government has been forced to recognize the need for a new
development strategy and business models to navigate the tricky balance between economic growth,
social stability and environmental stewardship.
3.1 Sustainable strategies
Sustainability is not a smooth, cumulative, or linear process or a single desired end state. Instead,
sustainability often requires social transformations that are complex and continuously changing. Surely,
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the success of sustainable business will depend on the nature of the business and how these challenges
can be met successfully. However, there are common sustainable strategies for company to take as their
consideration. Unruh and Ettenson (2010) lay out three different ‘‘paths’’ as follow:
Firstly, Unruh and Ettenson encourage business leaders to accentuate. That is, consolidate and build
upon current sustainable strategies or products that a business already possesses. For instance, the
successful example of taking advantage of the environmental backlash towards the trend of buying
bottled water, it ran a strategy that both informed people of the company’s environmental credentials in
this area, and pointed out the damage that plastic bottles did when thrown away.
The second path illustrated by the authors is the strategic buy out of a company or product that will
add to a company’s green credentials. Often, this can be straightforward for a large corporation, in that a
smaller, greener entity will require the additional investment to move forward that only a major partner
can provide. This can be resisted though, both by internal stakeholders who do not want to dilute the
brand, and by external ones who have invested their beliefs in a particularly strong, ethical product. It
took steps to minimize the problems such a move might have by creating a separate, independent board
to run the operation.
Finally, the authors point to the creation of innovative new green products as perhaps the most
obvious, but most difficult way to achieve sustainability and success simultaneously. It is true that it
takes a long time in the planning process, makes the company hardly any money per unit manufactured
and does not have entirely green credentials in the amount of CO2 created in the expensive production
process.
3.2 The role of leadership and innovation
Although evidence suggests that businesses recognize the need to change, few seem aware of how
to make the transition. Companies fail to appreciate that sustainability is more ubiquitous than other
major initiatives and accordingly demands widespread operational and cultural change. In this case, the
leadership plays a key role of leading the company towards to the direction of sustainability
development. In this case, different organizational capabilities and leadership skills are required. As the
organization comes to terms with sustainability issues, this should be considered a time of reinforcement.
Decision making can become more incisive, providing leaders closely scrutinize the extra financial,
environmental and social data that is now available to them. Scope also exists for the sustainability
leader to delegate operational responsibilities to business unit managers capable of identifying potential
openings from the analyses they have learned to perform.

4 Conclusion
Sustainability has become a huge buzzword, both in today’s business world and within the broader
facets of society. In this climate, it is not surprising that a new range of innovative experiments to
introduce changes towards sustainability is taking place from businesses to communities. Instead of
replicating the consumer needs and demands of the industrialized world, will these new models of
economic development help steer private enterprises toward a more sustainable business development?
Can China play a more substantive role in moving the field of industrial ecology from its present focus
to one that fits its more Asian cultural and institutional characteristics? What is clear is that business as
usual strategies that emphasize consumption over innovation and market share over sustainability is not
only going to fail as a business model, but it will surely accelerate the likelihood toward the breakdown
of global environmental governance.
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Abstract: The sustainable use of natural resources and good eco-environment is the important indicate
of sustainable development. The economic and social development can not surpass the bearing capacity
of natural resource and environment, so the serious situation of environmental pollution urges human
beings to deal with the environment problems well during the economic and social development and
coordinate the relationship between the economic development and eco-environment. Thus it is
necessary to improve the existing system of environmental protection and promote environmental
protection through institutional innovation so as to realize the coordinated development between
economic development and environmental protection.
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1 Introduction
It is necessary to demonstrate an innovative alternative to traditional regulatory management of
environmental deterioration problems. The impetus for the work came from evidence that existing
presumptions of environmental management theory and practice were increasingly ineffective.
Innovation was needed. The work was to achieve CO2 reduction consistent with the objectives of
international global climate change concerns (David L. Hawk, 1999). In order to settle the conflicts
between economic development and environmental protection, it is urgent to implement institutional
innovation except government regulations and technological progress. Only have the rational
arrangements established, people’s future expectation and traditional lifestyle can be guided and
changed. Due to the inefficiency of traditional environmental protection ways, it is necessary to rethink
the rationality and moderateness of human being’s activities and implement instructional innovation on
the environmental protection.
This paper examines the necessity of institutional innovation on environmental protection through
expounding the serious situation of environmental deterioration. It argues that the traditional ways of
environmental protection can not meet the needs of environmental sustainable development, thus the
environment should be better protected by institutional innovation.

2 Environmental Deterioration
Environmental degradation is defined as a process wherein the natural environment of the planet is
degenerated to such an extent, that the biodiversity and the general health of the planet is subjected to
drastic reduction. In other words, this phenomenon can be defined as deterioration of the Earth’s natural
surroundings as a result of excessive exploitation of the available resources. The rapid growing
population and economic development is leading to a number of environmental issues because of the
uncontrolled growth of urbanization and industrialization, expansion and massive intensification of
agriculture, and the destruction of forests.
Global warming of the climate system has become an unequivocal fact. The global average sea
level has been constantly rising too. Our lifestyles, economies, health and social well-being are all
affected by climate change, and although the consequences of climate change will vary on a regional
basis, all nations and economic sectors will have to contend with the challenges of climate change
through adaptation and mitigation. Tourism is no exception and in the decades ahead, climate change
will become an increasingly pivotal issue affecting tourism development and management (Wenhong
Yang, 2010). The climate change problem continues to flourish, and there is now no country exempt
from experiencing its effects. The economic, environmental, social, and political implications of climatic
change are widely recognized and documented, providing a basis for the negotiation of national,
regional, and global mitigation efforts (Stern, Nicholas, 2007; Lynas, Mark, 2007). The world has
already begun to experience the devastations of such environmental phenomena: floods, typhoons, and
droughts of catastrophic proportions impact millions around the globe annually. In fact, the conclusions
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of many scientists show that climate change has already had a significant impact on humans and the
environment. One hundred fifty thousand have lost their lives, many more have lost their homes and
over five million people—most of whom live in the poorest nations—have become sick with serious
illnesses (such as malaria) that spread more quickly due to global warming (Michael G. Faure & Andre
Nollkaemper, 2007). The most salient example of climate change is probably global warming, resulting
from global climate change: the phenomenon will be spread over decades, and will result in a wide
range of different effects in different regions of the world. Global warming is an environmental
phenomenon that will affect global ecosystems in countless and unknown ways. A major effect presently
discussed is the rise of sea levels due to melting glaciers and ice caps (World Vision, 2008). It is now
widely recognized that global warming over the past 50 years is largely due to human activities that
have released greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. The seemingly small rise of mean temperature is
already showing adverse effects. One of the consequences has been a rise in the global average sea level.
Another effect has been more frequent and intensified droughts in recent decades in parts of Asia and
Africa. As a result, global surface temperature is expected to increase by 1.4 to 5.8 degrees Celsius from
1990 to 2100 (UNEP, 2002).
Climate change is a normal part of the Earth’s natural variability, which is related to interactions
among the atmosphere, ocean, and land, as well as changes in the amount of solar radiation reaching the
earth. These impacts of climate change affect the availability of resources of the country of origin and
the basic elements of life, e.g. food, water, health, as well as culture. The impacts of climate change
undermine livelihoods and security, exacerbate income differentials and deepen inequalities.
Temperature rise and less productive land will accelerate urbanization, which will generate additional
competition for scarce resources in cities; cost of food and energy will increase; vector-borne diseases
will be on the rise; increased social tension and political conflict within and between States is likely.
Recently, the Global Humanitarian Forum has stated that climate change is currently responsible for
300,000 deaths per year and will in the future reach half a million by 2030 (Global Humanitarian Forum,
2009).Thus Climate change is without doubt one of the foremost and most profound threats to
environmental security and basic human rights, and its effects are already being observed across the
globe. For human populations, the impacts are considerable and is deteriorating environmental
conditions and compromising the most basic human rights to life, food, shelter, health, and water. The
short and long-term effects of climate change will compound existing poverty levels and obstruct social
and economic development (EJF, 2009).

3 Environmental Protection through Institutional Innovation in China
So-called institution refers to a kind of law, customs, usage, organization or other factors which
have been established or come into being gradually in the political or social life of a certain ethnic group.
The institutional innovation is to realize social sustainable development and innovation of reform
through creating new and effective institutions and regulation systems in the existing context of
production and live environment. All these innovations have to rely on institutional innovation and
continuing stimulation. According to the notion of sustainable development, the laws related to
environmental resources have been revised and formulated in China. Some systems such as control
system of pollutant, control system of sources of pollution, system of economic incentives for the
prevention of environmental pollution, public anticipation system, system for clean production,
environment label system, market-driven system of environmental protection industries and so on
through reforming or innovating the environmental protection systems (Wu Ling & Li Cuixia,2008).
However, when there are conflicts between environmental protection and economic development, it will
be more important to protection environment effectively. Thus how to implement effective innovation
on the environment protection and realize environmental protection and sustainable economic
development is also the significant social problem for every country in the world to confront with.
3.1 Improving environmental protection system and realize institutional innovation
Strictly speaking, the environmental protection is a whole system, not only includes technologies of
environmental protection, investment of environmental protection and policies of environmental
protection, but also involves the establishment and improvement of system of environmental regulation.
China has established a system of environmental protection standards at both the national and local
levels. National-level environmental protection standards include environmental quality standards,
pollutant discharge (control) standards, and standards for environmental samples. Local environmental
protection standards include environmental quality and pollutant discharge standards. By the end of
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2005, the State had promulgated over 800 national environmental protection standards. The
municipalities of Beijing and Shanghai, and the provinces of Shandong and Henan had promulgated
over 30 local environmental protection standards (IOSC, 2006). But there are a lot of systematic
problems which needs to settle through institutional innovation. These problems include the delimitation
of property rights of environmental resources and the development of environmental protection
industries. All these systems, alternatives of environmental protection or institutional innovations will
basically seek to protect eco-environment effectively.
3.2 Implementing the system of government leadership and public participation
China has implemented an environmental management system, whereby governments at all levels
are responsible for the environmental quality of the areas within their jurisdiction, the competent
administrative departments in charge of environmental protection have the power of overall supervision
and management, while other relevant departments exercise such supervision and management functions
according to the provisions of the law. The Chinese government should endeavor to boost public
participation in environmental protection. The Environmental Impact Assessment Law requires public
participation in the work, and demands appraisal meetings or hearings be held or other forms be taken
for any plan or construction project that may cause an unfavorable impact on the environment to collect
the opinions of the relevant authorities, experts and the public on the EIA report. In February 2006, the
environmental authorities released the Provisional Measures for Public Participation in Environmental
Impact Assessment, which clearly stipulates the scope, procedure and form of organization regarding
public participation.
Non-governmental organizations and volunteers are an important force in public participation so
governments at all levels should fully encourage the development of non-governmental organizations
and volunteers and strengthen the function of supervision on environment. Governments also can
improve the public environmental awareness, establish system of public supervision.
3.3 Protection of the environmental rights of the public
By the end of 2005, the four municipalities directly under the Central Government, 312
prefecture-level cities, 374 county-level cities and 677 counties had opened hotlines for environmental
pollution reports, covering 69.4 percent of the administrative divisions above the county level. Since
2003, the environmental authorities at various levels have received 1.148 million complaints on
environmental pollution through the hotlines, 97 percent of which have been dealt with, and 80 percent
of the people making such complaints in major cities are satisfied with the results. Along with the
public’s increasing awareness of the importance of protecting the environment and demand for a better
environment, the number of complaints lodged by letter or interview about infringements on the
people’s environment-related rights keeps increasing (IOSC, 2006).
However, the environmental rights of the public are not accepted generally by most people in China,
due to the weak environmental and legal awareness. In a word, the public will protect their own
environmental rights if they participate in environmental protection. When the environmental rights are
infringed, people can protect their own rational rights through dispute resolution of environmental
dispute or law processes (Chen Kun, 2004).

4 Conclusion
It is should be fully aware of the grave situation of environmental protection in China, because the
country is now at a stage of accelerated industrialization and urbanization when the contradiction
between economic growth and environmental protection is particularly prominent. In some regions
environmental pollution and ecological deterioration are still very serious. The discharge of major
pollutants has surpassed the sustaining capacity of the environment. Water, land and soil pollution is
serious, and pollution caused by solid wastes, motor vehicle emission and not easily degradable organic
matter is increasing. In the first 20 years of the new century, China’s population will keep growing, and
its total economic volume will quadruple that of 2000. As the demand on resources from economic and
social development is increasing, environmental protection is facing greater pressure than ever before.
The Chinese government will make sure that the tasks to prevent and control water and air pollution is
completed. It will strengthen the environmental protection of urban and rural areas and the protection of
the eco-environment and ensure the safety of the nuclear and radioactive environments. It should
undertake the key tasks of building national environmental protection projects and promote
environmental protection work in an all-round way.
The Chinese government should mobilize all forces available to solve the pollution problems that
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are causing serious harm to people’s health. Its overriding task in the control and prevention of
environmental pollution is to ensure that people have access to safe drinking water. It will take the most
stringent measures to dispel potential risks of pollution of the sources of drinking water. The Chinese
government should actively speed up “three changes”: First, change from emphasizing economic growth
but ignoring environmental protection to emphasizing both environmental protection and economic
growth; second, change from environmental protection lagging behind economic growth to
synchronizing environmental protection and economic growth; and third, change from mainly
employing administrative measures in environmental protection to comprehensive use of legal,
economic, technical and necessary administrative measures to solve environmental problems. Economic,
social and cultural systems will be established featuring stable economic growth, minimal cost to
environmental resources and high awareness of the environment. As regards spatial distribution,
economic growth and the sustaining capacity of the environment will be coordinated to form
development patterns with their own characteristics. The Chinese government should make sure that the
environment is effectively protected in the course of development, and that protective measures will in
turn promote development. It will adhere to a policy of safe, clean and resources-efficient development
so as to realize a sustainable development.
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Abstract: Using deductive and inductive research methods, the paper made a systematic review on
domestic and international literatures about emissions trading of major pollutants. The study found that
the focus of international research varied to the domestic ones. Foreign research mainly focused on the
compare of the advantages and disadvantages of the pollution control measures, based on above
research, probed the emissions trading system building, but domestic research is focused on the actual
emissions trading operational problems. Overall, the consensus of domestic and foreign research is that:
to introduce the system of transferable emissions permit, to establish the emissions trading platform, and
to implement the emissions trading. However, whether domestic or foreign, the research to the
emissions trading platforms, in particular to the regional emissions trading platform is very weak, which
is the key to the development of emissions trading, therefore, the paper argued that the issue of
emissions trading follow-up studies should focus on emissions trading platform.
Key words: Major pollutants; Emissions rights; Trading platform; Pollution control

1 Introduction
In recent years, the rapid development of economy and science has brought great pressure on
environment, and with the propelling of energy saving and pollution remediation, the appropriate
environmental policy must be improved with the times. The systems such as total control and
corresponding pollution permits, as well as emissions trading and compensation for the use, are
increasingly widespread concern and attention.
Among the main control measures of Pollution, the idea of emissions trading has become the most
important pollutant control measure, and it is increasingly emphasized by political and academic circles.
However, it must be noted that although the political and academic circles holding great esteems, the
actual emissions trading isn’t active, and the emission transaction amounts almost every subject is
generally small, what’s more, almost all of the successful cases of emissions trading are essentially the
results of administrative match, instead of dealing completely through the market mechanism, which
showed that the implementations of the system of emissions trading are still faced with serious obstacles
in practice. The corresponding academic research must create the conditions and point out the right
direction to break through these barriers, thus, to do systematic review on the issue of emissions trading
is advisable, because it is the premise and foundation to solve these problems, to explore the follow-up
research direction, as well as to promote emissions trading.

2 Describes of the Foreign Research on Emissions Trading
Foreign literatures had made a lot of researches on the issues of emissions and their trading, and the
relevant research achievements are rich. The corresponding research in abroad are mainly performed
from the following three angles.
2.1 Research on the economics basic of emissions trading
In the early 20th century, Pigu, the professor in University of Cambridge, discovered the existence
of externalities in economic life during his research on welfare economics. Then, Baumol, the famous
economists, proposed the Pa Pareto criterion of optimal resources allocation. He believed that due to the
existence of externalities, sewage companies can not achieve Pareto optimal allocation of resources, and
they in general in a state of excess supply. Hardin’s model of tragedy of the commons is creative, on the
one hand, it does full inference to the consequences of sewage, and on the other hand, it also provides a
preliminary evidence for the conduct of interference the emission. The direct economic basis of
emissions trading due to the arising of the modern property rights theory, whose representative is Coase
(Ronald Coase, 1960). Its theoretical core is to be clearly defined property rights, and to legally protect
∗
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the property rights transfer, certainly, emission rights is also a property. Under the circumstance of the
emission rights being clearly defined and the property rights trading market being complete, the
externalities of the behavior of sewage can be internalized technologically, and the resource allocation
can also be automatically adjusted to the efficient state. It sharply is the property rights concept of
sewage and the emissions trading characteristics of property rights, which propelled the rise of pollution
control measures and the building of the emissions trading system.
2.2 Research on the means of control the discharge of major pollutants
Professor Pigu has argued that, because the acts of the sewage generally produce the externalities,
the main economic principals are lack of self-incentives to reduce emission (Samuelson, 2004). The
research provides a theoretical basis for the conduct of emission control, and through with this idea,
Richard (1978) proposed the standard law to control pollution emission. Which legally limit the number
of discharge pollutants to different vendors, that is to set emission standards, and if the company
exceeds the standard, it would be faced with economic and even criminal penalties. Subsequently,
William and Wallace (1979) proposed the idea for charging, because the defect has a high degree of fit
with the ideas of Pigu to solve the problems of externalities, so the charging to emission is also known
as the Pigu tax. Almost at the same period, Maloney and Bruce (1980) proposed a transferable emissions
permit system, under which, each vendor must obtain permits to discharge, which are distributed to
different vendors according to some kind of regional regulations, and they can be exchanged among
different companies. For above three emission control methods, Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1995) made a
systematic comparison to them. They found that when the marginal social cost curve is steeper than the
marginal abatement cost curve relatively, the emission standards is better than the emissions charges, on
the contrary, the emission charges are superior to the emissions standards, while because the system of
transferable discharge permits possesses the advantages of both emission standards and emission
charges, therefore, transferable discharge permit system is the most effective emissions control system.
2.3 Research on the emissions trading system construction
In the United States, the "Clean Air Act" (CAAA) adopted in 1970 has proposed the principles of
total pollutant control, but until Maloney and Bruce put forward transferable emissions permit system in
1980, the constructions of the emissions trading system run on the right track. After lasting six years
exploration, the Reagan administration signed the final report of emissions trading policy in 1986. In the
“Clean Air Act” signed in 1990, the legal status and specific implementation requirements of the
emissions trading system were formally established. The systems are composed of the compensation
policy, the bubble policy, the net gain policy and the sewage banks policy, which marked the formation
of the relatively complete system of emissions trading. The main targets of emissions trading initially
were SO2 and COD. In recent years, Gregg and Eric (2009), Charles (2010) and other scholars made
much more systematic study to the feasibility of performing carbon emissions trading, and many of their
ideas were quickly got the adoption and use by government departments, so that the emissions trading
targets of the major pollutants had been largely expanded.

3 Describes of Foreign Research on Emissions Trading
Domestic literatures had made some researches to the emission reduction and emissions trading
issues on some degree. The corresponding research can be summarized into the following two aspects.
3.1 Research on the emissions control mechanisms of major pollutants
In China, the research on the emissions control of major pollutants began from the promulgation of
“Environmental Protection Law (Trial Implementation)” in 1979, and it developed in the late 1980s (Wu,
2005). The salient features of China's emissions controlling model of pollutants are mainly the total
volume control (He, 1999). In March 1988, State Environmental Protection Administration issued the
“Interim Measures of water pollutant discharge permits”, whose provisions of Article 21 of Chapter IV
are as following: “it must implement a strict responsibility system to achieve the objectives of Water
pollutant emission control”. In 1989, the State Environmental Protection Council promulgated the
“Water Pollution Control Act Implementation Rules”, its Article 9 also states: “Those enterprises whose
total pollutant discharge is more than the limit of the state regulation institutions must correct on
deadline so as to achieve the targets of both the engineering emission reduction and the structural
emission reduction”. After the World Conference on Environment and Development held by Rio de
Janeiro of Brazil in 1992, in particularly with the putting forward of the concept of sustainable
development, the measures to control emissions of major pollutants of our government constantly
changes from administrative reduction to the fundamental economic reduction (Li, 2004). In 1992, the
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State Council approved the “Ten Countermeasures on Environment and Development in China”, which
stressed the importance of management emissions (Song, 2000). In 1993, the State Council further
approved the “Action Plan for Environmental Protection in China (1991-2000)”, which stressed the need
to develop specific policies on emissions trading. In 1995, National People’s Congress amended and
promulgated the “Air Pollution Control Act”, whose Article 27 states the basic principle to plan and give
acid rain or SO2 control areas which are so called two control zones. From then on, to perform emissions
trading of SO2 has considered legal basis.
3.2 Research on the emissions trading system construction
Back in 1987, Minhang District of Shanghai had tried the emissions trading just liking the
beginning trying of food Crab, which created a precedent for China's emissions trading practice (Lin,
2007). National Environmental Protection Bureau (NEPB) had selected 16 cities as pilot projects of
atmospheric pollutant emissions permit system in 1991, and had selected 6 cities as pilot projects of
atmospheric emissions trading system in 1994, which not only opened the big screen of our country’s
emissions trading practices, but also provides the living materials for the construction of China's
emissions trading system. In 1997, Beijing Environment and Development Institution (BEDI) launched
a joint research project of emissions trading with Environmental Protection Agency of USA (Ma et. al.,
1999). In 2001, the Asian Development Bank and Shanxi provincial government launched "Emissions
Trading Mechanism" project which were jointly implemented by the Future Resources Research
Institute (FRRI) of USA and Chinese Environment Science Research Institute. The project clearly aimed
at the emissions problems of SO2, and developed a more complete emissions trading scheme of SO2,
which included the allocation of emission rights within 5 years, business account, the transaction
program, quota tracking verification, storage, discharge monitoring report, fines and other transaction
documents required for a full set of management (Li, 2003). On the march 2002, NEPB issued “notice
about launching the demonstration of to implement the research project to promote the total emissions
control and the implementation of the policy of emission rights”, which started the largest demonstration
of emissions trading in history of our country (Wu, 2005). Based on above research, Shi (2005)
conducted a feasibility study on the construction of the emissions trading market in Zhejiang province,
Zhou (2006) demonstrated the feasibility of our implementation of the emissions trading system from
six levels including the timing, the technology etc. However, Li (2001), Li (2003) believed that China's
emissions trading market system possessing some serious problems, for example, the supporting
mechanism not being perfect, unfair distribution of emission quotas, the total amount of emissions not
being scientific, trading market failure and so on. Xu (2008) have developed appropriate policy
recommendations to above problems, but all of them are just an overall guiding vision.

4 Evaluation to the Domestic and International Studies
4.1 Research level of the present studies
From the above overview of the domestic and international research profiles, it’s easy to see that
the relevant results are rich. Many scholars made fruitful research from different angles. From the aspect
of the research level concerning, the foreign researches attached great importance to the combination of
theory and practice, and made deep comparisons in theory to the advantages and disadvantages among
various pollution control measures. After laid a solid basis of economic theory for emissions trading, the
academic researches further solved the problems of emissions trading system building. On contrary, the
domestic researches seemed to neglect the basic theory research, instead of to focus on the problem of
practical operational level. However, as for the historical process of the practice itself, whether in the
emissions trading system development, system design, or software development, and still or the
cultivation of the market participation awareness, the domestic studies are still in the state to introduce,
digest, absorb and innovative the foreign research results, and the original research is scarce. In this
respect, the domestic study has a certain degree of lag to the foreign one.
4.2 Research trends and limitations of the present studies
The common research trend both domestic and abroad is to advocate the transferable emission
permits system, to establish and to improve the emissions trading platforms, as well as to implement
emissions trading. However, whether domestic or foreign study, the present researches to the platform
for emissions trading are not deep enough, especially lacking the specialized studies to the regional
trading platform. The construction of good regional emissions is the basis to ensure the sound operation
of the entire emissions trading system platform, from this perspective, to do in-depth research to the
regional emissions trading system platform is no doubt to be the basic engineering to reduce pollutant
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emission.

5 Conclusion
According to above studies, The paper made the following conclusions: (1) Both domestic and
international researches jointly show that to perform emissions trading is the most scientific and
effective measure to control the conduct of pollutants emissions, as well as to achieve the targets of
emission reduction; (2) The studies focus of domestic and foreign about emissions trading are varies,
and the foreign research is based on the economics of emissions trading, and focuses on building the
system of emissions trading, while the domestic research focuses on the practical scheme of emissions
trading. Overall, the domestic research lags behind that of the foreign country; (3) The bottleneck
problem of the emissions trading studies is the construction of the emissions trading platform, especially
the lack of the research to the regional emissions trading platform, thus, the paper believes that to
perform the research on the emissions trading platform is the key issue to active the emissions trading.
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Abstract: From three aspects of oil and natural gas industry, the paper briefly analyzed the carbon
footprint of China’s petroleum and petrochemical enterprises, combining the characteristics of
petroleum and petrochemical industry as well as current domestic and international situation, the
challenge and opportunity of low-carbon economy for Petroleum and petrochemical enterprises were
discussed. Finally, some views and recommendations on low-carbon economy development for
Petroleum and petrochemical enterprises were proposed.
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1 Introduction
It has become an indisputable fact that the use of fossil fuel and the emission of greenhouse gas
have caused global warming, which prompts low-carbon economy to step onto the onstage. Low-carbon
economy is an economic development pattern which, under the guidance of the concept of sustainable
development, minimizes the consumption of coal, oil and other high-carbon energy and reduces the
emission of greenhouse gas so as to achieve economic and social development and ecological
environment protection win-win by means of technological innovation, system innovation, industrial
transformation and new energy development. Developing low-carbon economy is a global revolution
involving production mode, life style, values and national interests, is a strong complement of ecological
civilization, and is an important performance of scientific development view.
In recent years, scholars carried out a lot of positive in-depth research on the definition of
low-carbon economy and made some academic achievements. Johnston (2005) and Treffers(2005) think
that Low-carbon economy is green eco –economy, and also is the general name of economic forms likes
low-carbon industries, low-carbon technologies, low-carbon life and low-carbon development. The
substance of Low-carbon economy is to raise the efficient use of energy, implement the regional clean
development, promote R&D of low-carbon product, and maintain global ecological balance[1][2].Kawase
and Matsucka (2006) pointed out that low-carbon economy is the economy that carbon emissions of
economic development, environmental and socio-economic cost is the lowest, is a way to improve the
Earth's ecosystem and is the economy that can improve self-adjustment ability of Earth’s ecosystems
and has strong sustainability[3]. Zuang Guiyang (2005), He Jiankun (2009)and Fu yun (2008) hold that
the core of Low-carbon economy is energy technology innovation and system innovation, without
affecting the economic and social development context, through technology innovation and system
innovation, can be as much as possible to minimize greenhouse gas emissions to slow global climate
change, and realize clean and sustainable development of economic and social development[4]-[6].
The adjustment of energy structure is a long process. It is estimated that solar, wind
energy, hydropower, nuclear energy, biomass energy, geothermal energy, tidal energy and other
new energy sources won’t replace the dominant position of fossil energy until 2030. Therefore, China
must pay attention to the low-carbon of coal and oil industry to develop low-carbon economy.
Low-carbon economy originates in energy problem, but can’t leave the reform of energy industry. To
solve the coordination of carbon emissions and economic and social development, we must rely on
energy technology innovation. Petroleum and petrochemical enterprises in China have taken actions and
achieved initial achievements.

2 Carbon Footprints of Petroleum and Petrochemical Enterprises
Petrochemical industries are both energy producers and large families of energy consumption
and greenhouse gas emission. Greenhouse gases are mainly produced in the process of petroleum
natural gas exploration, refining and chemical, oil and gas storage and transportation. According to a
statistics of greenhouse gas from a large composite oil enterprise in 2003, the emission of
greenhouse gas per year (carbon dioxide equivalent) is 108.383 million tons, of which the emission of
carbon dioxide is 102 million tons (the emission of fuel combustion accounts for 98.12% and the
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emission of process exhaust accounts for 1.88%) and the emission of methane is 287.5 thousand tons
(the emission of fuel combustion accounts for 1.91%, the emission of crude oil production accounts for
2.82%, the emission of natural gas depletion accounts for 95.27% ). It is estimated that the emission of
methane from oil and natural gas industry is 47 million tons, which accounts for 20% methane emission
in global biosphere. The emission will increase to 78 million tons, which is mainly caused by the
increasing production of natural gas and the long-distance pipeline transportation. In China, 39%
methane emission from oil and gas production comes from crude oil production, 35% comes from
natural gas production and 16% comes from natural gas transportation. In 2005, Chinese oil and gas
consumption is higher, of which the natural gas emission mainly from western oil field is 1 billion m3/a.
2.1 Petroleum and natural gas exploration
The main emission sources of oil and gas exploration are the venting and combustion of torches,
the emission of associated gases, the volatilization of tanks, the methane from flash, equipment leakage,
the natural gas desulfurization and dehydration process, the emission of fuel combustion, inorganization
dissipation, and the indirect emission caused by the energy consumption in exploration. At present, most
oil fields are in the afternoon of development life in China. The energy saving pressure in exploration is
high because of the expanding scale of land construction and the soaring proportion of
high-energy production
2.2 Refining and chemical industry
The greenhouse gases from refining and chemical industry include carbon dioxide, methane and
nitrous oxide, of which carbon dioxide include the combustion emission of furnace, boiler and hot
working device, the combustion emission of coke catalytic and cracking, the combustion emission of
torches, the emission of hydrogen production, the emission of process exhaust of catalytic and cracking,
chemical fertilizer, ethylene glycol, polyvinyl alcohol, hydrogen production, coking and synthetic
ammonia, of which methane include the emission of fuel combustion and crude oil production, of which
nitrous oxide mainly comes from oxalic acid and nitric acid units. The energy dissipation of refining
process is 4%~10% energy of processing material. Since the scale of production expands, the quality of
crude oil becomes poorer and the demands for oil quality increase, it’s difficult to cut the emission
intensity of carbon dioxide.
2.3 Oil and gas storage and transportation
The main emission sources of greenhouse gas in oil and gas storage and transportation are the
energy dissipation of pipeline transportation, the emission of natural gas pipeline maintenance
and emergency process, compressor emptying, pipeline leakage, crude oil heating, the pressure
adjustment of LNG and CNG.. We must point out that natural gas is clean energy, that gas on behalf of
the oil and gas on behalf of coal will decrease the emission of greenhouse gas.

3 Challenges of Low-carbon Development that Petroleum and Petrochemical
Enterprises Are Facing
3.1 Pressure brought from products’ high carbon properties
Most scientists think it is using so much fossil fuel, such as the coal and petroleum, which makes
high emission of carbon dioxide and leads to global warm. With in-depth of action responding to climate
change, petroleum and petrochemical enterprises will face not only more pressure from environment
protection, carbon dioxide emission reduction and much higher fuel quality standard, but also from
market to promote new energy and renewable energy. In the long term, human try hard to find
alternative energy so that usage of fossil fuel will be limited more and more. Chinese petroleum and
petrochemical enterprises must be preparing to vigorously develop low-carbon energy and low-carbon
economy, energetically promote green oilfield, and green chemical engineering, benefiting from
low-carbon economical development, which is the only way on sustainable development.
3.2 Action and pressure of energy saving and emission reduction
During the eleventh five-year plan, we have gotten great achievements on energy saving and
emission reduction. In Nov., 2009, our government publishes operational objectives of controlling
greenhouse gas emission. That is, to 2020, carbon dioxide emission gets down from 40 percents to 45
percents than that in 2005 per unit of gross domestic product. To obtain this goal, a large number of
effective measures should be adopted. It is estimated that during the twelfth five-year plan, China will
still continue to propose indicators of energy saving and emission reduction, and link it to greenhouse
gas. And that will lead to increasing pressure of carbon emission reduction for enterprises. With
characteristics of high energy consumption, petroleum and petrochemical industry will face pressure
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from energy saving and emission reduction in the long term. With in-depth of energy saving and
emission reduction, difficulties of related work will continue to increase significantly. Vigorously
developing low-carbon economy, strengthening clean production, and reducing usage of own energy
means to increase energy supply for society, and also reduce greenhouse gas emission. This is a win-win
option.
3.3 Pressure of restraining fossil energy consumption policy
With continuous in-depth of every country’s action responding to climate change, various restraining
fossil energy consumption policies have been published. Many promoting and preferential policies of
new energy have been put, and development of renewable cars have been paid high attention, such as
hybrid electric vehicle, fuel cell vehicle, and electric vehicle and so on. When America discusses to
adjust the levying of border tax, developed countries have implemented. Sweden, Denmark, Italy,
France and some province of Canada have levied carbon taxes to Japan step by step. Chinese
environmental and tax authorities are also researching carbon taxes policies. This kind of policies has a
significant inhibition of fossil energy consumption. Petroleum and petrochemical enterprises should
view this kind of energy positively. At the same time, they should be prepared for such as intensifying
exploiting low-carbon energy.
3.4 Transformation pressure brought from new technology development
When the whole globe pay general attention to the same question, it always means that a new era
comes, predicting the huge changes of society and economy. Science and technology innovation,
especially energy technology innovation, is one of core forces to accomplish low-carbon economy
development. Energy technology innovation forces energy enterprises to embark on a transformation
way, researching new direction to adapt to new circumstance. Enterprises should continuously exploit
lower carbon energy, increase technological investments, support more plentiful energy products, adopt
to more flexible operating mode, and fulfill energy demand that new technology needs. Shell, BP, and
Exxon Mobil, these international energy giant enterprises start business on bio-energy, solar energy,
wind energy, carbon trade and gas generation, and so on. All of them are even involved in nuclear power
project.
3.5 Competition pressure brought from international petroleum enterprises
Under strict requirements of low-carbon rules, such as environmental protection and energy saving,
and restrain of greenhouse gas emission reduction indicator, with in-depth development of low-carbon
technology, developed countries grasp a large number of key technologies. With in-depth of our entering
WTO, petrochemical and sales market gradually open so that international competitors owning more
technology and experience on new energy and low-carbon energy will gradually enter our market. It
brings competition pressure to development of petroleum and petrochemical. At the same time, Chinese
petroleum and petrochemical enterprises are speeding up the strategy of going out to face supervision
from foreigner government with international indicator and opponents’ competition[7][8].

4 Low-carbon Development Opportunities that Petroleum and Petrochemical
Enterprises Are Facing
4.1 Strategic opportunity period of low-carbon
From a strategic view, Bush Administration strives large number of time for America to do research
on energy saving, substitution and greenhouse gas emission reduction controlling, and exploration on
associated technology industrialization. Many developed countries utilize the first commitment period in
Tokyo Protocol to promote low-carbon technology and market development rapidly. Our petroleum and
petrochemical enterprises also should grasp the strategic opportunity brought from the mutual but
significant principle that our country always insists, and develop economy positively.
As fossil energy will keep quite a long time as the main energy, the opening of the petrochemical
market in our country is progressing steadily, which also provides China’s petrochemical enterprise with
period of strategic opportunities to develop low-carbon economy. Petroleum and petrochemical
enterprises have abundant equipments, talents and economic strength, and have the ability to lead the
development of low-carbon economy. In addition our country’s foundation is weak, which also provides
China’s petrochemical enterprise with a broad space to develop low-carbon economy. To be sure, our
country’s petroleum and petrochemical enterprises have reinforced the development of low-carbon
economy, for example China Petrochemical has strengthened the supplies of clean oil, The China
National Petroleum strives to develop the business of natural gas and coal seam, starts to develop oil and
gas business unconventional, diversify their supply, actively participate in social green public activity
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and develop to low-carbon energy company, China National Offshore Oil Corporation develops
renewable energy and implement the action of reduce emission through the projects of coal gas and
offshore wind energy.
4.2 Good opportunities of natural gas and new energy business
Coal is the main fuel in our country’s primary energy and the proportion of oil and natural gas is
not high so that the carbon emission intensity of unit energy is high and the structure of the energy is not
reasonable. According to estimates, burning 1 ton coal will produce 4.12 ton carbon dioxide gas, which
is 30% and 70% more than oil and natural gas respectively. In the preliminary stage of low-carbon
economy, the use of low-carbon energy is the effective way to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases
and that the utilization ratio of the oil and natural gas is improved in the percentage of primary energy
will greatly alleviate the pressure of emission of greenhouse gas produced in the rapid economic
development[9].
The low-carbon economy provides a great opportunity for exploitation and utilization of new
energy and clean energy, such as natural gas, coal bed gas, shale gas, bio-fuel, methane hydrate and so
on. There is a common international idea that the production and consumption of natural gas in the
future will grow at the higher rate so that the production of natural gas in the world will likely surpass
the production of coal and oil after 2020 and natural gas will become the most important energy in the
world, moreover natural gas is also known as low-carbon “transition fuel” in the future. The supply of
the natural gas should have better reserves conditions and the development of the low-carbon economy
will certainly leads to increasing domestic demand of natural gas. So China’s petroleum and
petrochemical enterprises should actively arrange the world’s natural gas market and speed up the
construction of natural gas pipeline network[10].
4.3 Opportunity of enhancing enterprises’ competitiveness and level of management
In the process of the rapid development, there are large amounts of problems exiting in our
country’s oil industry, such as relative extensive management, the low degree of intensive development,
the larger proportion of low-and-middle product and the low level of environmental protection. The
low-carbon economy requires the enterprises to continuously improve the level of clean production,
energy conservation and environmental protection, pay great attention to the details of the production
and the operation of the system, continuously improve informatization level of the production, which
inevitably encourage enterprises to improve level of management in objective, reduce the gap with the
international advanced level, even surpass the international advanced level in some areas.
4.4 Opportunity of international cooperation
All countries in the world have announced that they will strengthen the international cooperation
that they cope with the climate change and the low-carbon economy areas together, for example the
clean energy cooperation between China and America in the recent two years. Our government
constantly promotes the level of the technique input in the process of coping with the climate change
and hopes that advanced countries can share the technology of energy saving and emission reduction
while simultaneously providing funds. China petroleum and petrochemical enterprises have stronger
international influence, many international collaborative activities, good economic, technological and
talent base, the better opportunity in the region of low-carbon international cooperation, especially the
introduction of clean energy and low-carbon technology.

5 Strategy of China’s Petroleum and Petrochemical Enterprises Develop
Low-carbon Economy
Developing low-carbon economy and coping with climate changes is the important content of
petroleum and petrochemical enterprises actively fulfilling their social responsibilities. In allusion to
current situation of China’s low-carbon economy, several following key problems should be taken into
consideration in the present situation that petroleum and petrochemical enterprises develop low-carbon
economy.
5.1 Perfecting corresponding system
We should perfect the corresponding system and implement overall planning about the low-carbon
economy. Firstly, we should strengthen the leadership of the low-carbon economy and perfect the
low-carbon system. The headquarter of China National Petroleum should establish the low-carbon
development committee, strengthen the leadership of the low-carbon economy and perfect the
low-carbon system such as low-carbon decision-making coordination system, action system and so on;
Secondly, we should finish establishing the overall planning of adjusting to low-carbon development as
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soon as possible. The key of oil adjusting to developing low-carbon economy under the condition of the
high carbon energy, speeding up establishment of the executing solution of low-carbon economy of
China National Petroleum” and action route plan, setting up the statistical evaluation index system of
low-carbon economy, bringing the concept, we should insist taking a new road to industrialization,
develop low-carbon economy under the condition of the high carbon energy, speed up establishing of
“the executing solution of low-carbon economy of China National Petroleum” and action route plan,
establish the statistical evaluation index system of low-carbon economy, bring the context of promoting
the development of low-carbon economy into “the twelfth five-year plan” and special plan which is
required to implement step by step and push forward coordinately; Thirdly, we should strengthen the
propaganda of the low-carbon economy and foster low-carbon culture. We should strengthen the
propaganda, set up the consciousness of the low-carbon consumption, and bring the core contents of
adapting to the development of low-carbon economy into the system of China National Petroleum’s
social responsibility [11].
5.2 Restructuring Energy production structure
Energy production structure should be restructured and enhanced; High-quality and high-effect
clean energy should be provided more. The first is that the production and using of natural gas are
internationalization. Petro China is the biggest oil and gas producer and provider in our country, it
should sustainably accelerate the exploration of natural gas and import foreign pipeline gas, foster
Industrial Cluster which use natural gas, and protect the safety of gas supply under the network;
Secondly, the production and using of coal bed methane and shale gas should be scaled. Petro china
ought to regard exploration of coal bed methane and shale gas as one of their business strategies, widen
exploration area, increase coal bed methane production capacity, early put on the market, let production
satisfy China’s demand of low-carbon energy; The third is industrialization of bioenergy ought to be
developed and used. Petro china positively intervene, participate and organize the development and
using of new energy and renewable matriculate, make production and using scale quickly. scientific
research and text of bioenergy must be organized, the industrialization of bioenergy should be advanced.
5.3 Developing circular economy
Circular economy must be developed, energy consumption structure ought to be restructured and
enhanced, and efficiency of energy using should be advanced. First is the develop of circular economy,
key point is to do a good job of industrial energy saving and emission reduction. Conserving enterprise
should be established, energy saving and emission reduction must be advanced. It need to put energy
efficiency management into practice, improve energy efficiency and, reduce carbon emissions.
Low-carbon diggings and base installation must be found, improving energy efficiency; Second is
fostering industrial cluster which use natural gas, increase clean energy efficiency. With the using of
natural gas, promoting the development of building materials industry, electronics ,IT and other high
and new technology industries, or establishing low-carbon industrial park, forming industrial cluster.
The effect of natural gas for founding low-carbon city must be strengthened. The proportion of natural
gas used automobiles will be enhanced. Policy regulation should be strengthened, infrastructure
construction of CNG ought to be improved, actively cultivating CNG vehicle market; Third is
expressing the potential of Carbon Sink, constructing national ecological barrier, realizing industry
chain ecological cycle. In energy development, ecological engineering construction should be
implemented to expand green space in multi-channel, increase the forest coverage and carbon sink
ability; and make a contribution for the construction of national or regional ecological barrier.
5.4 Strengthening independent innovation ability
Independent innovation capability must be strengthened to form low-carbon technology system.
Technology innovation is a key factor for Promoting a low-carbon economy development and, realizing
the energy conservation and emission reduction. Petroleum and petrochemical enterprises, as a
comprehensive energy company, need to enforce low-carbon technology innovation strategy, pay
attention to the development and introducing of low-carbon talents. Independent innovation capability
must be strengthened to form low-carbon technology system of Petro china, such as High-efficient
exploitation and utilization of new technology for oil and natural gas, CBM resources distribution,
security development technology, the development technology of biodiesel, ethanol, and other new and
renewable energy, improving energy efficiency and energy saving of the key technology and so on .
5.5 Strengthening international exchanges and cooperation
To strengthen international exchanges and cooperation, adapt to a low-carbon economy
development. We should learn foreign oil and gas company’s system and experience in promoting the
development of low-carbon, and response to climate change together. international low-carbon
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technology exchanges and cooperation ought to be strengthen, especially we must strengthen
low-carbon cooperation with the European Union, the United States and international oil and gas
companies, introduce and digest advanced low-carbon technology, highly energy-efficient technology
and renewable energy technology. We should fully and effectively use developed countries’ technology
transfer, promoting China's oil to adapt to a low-carbon economy development.
5.6 Establishing policy and financial security platform
A policy and financial security platform which adapts to low-carbon economy development should
be established. Petroleum and petrochemical enterprises need to actively plan, strive for carbon
exchanges. It ought to enlarge fund investment, improve the implementation of safeguards ability for
low-carbon development policy measures. Petroleum and petrochemical enterprises must do well in a
low-carbon economy pilot and base construction, positively create Petroleum and petrochemical
enterprises “ low-carbon economy development demonstration area”,” Low-carbon industry park
demonstration area”, Promoting low-carbon economy development[12].
5.7 Strengthening the reserves and application of CCS and CCU
Petroleum and petrochemical enterprises should strengthen the reserves and application of CCS and
CCU. For Petroleum and petrochemical industry, although the scale of development and commercial
using of CCS and CCU still have a long way to go, we can’t stop and wait. Hence, we should continue
to strengthen ability construction, strengthen the carbon storage research, analysis and assessment of
CCS technology route, regard CCS as frontier strategic technology reserves. Stronger development in
east China have appear some dry gas block, they can be used as CO2 reservoir libraries after reforming,
at the same time, we can seek the sustainable development of dry oil and gas fields. Second, we should
pay attention to CO2 oil displacement technology, develop and application of CO2 chemical technology.
Moreover, oil companies should broaden sources of funds, strive for national and international
institutional support and deepen international cooperation, track on international progress in the field of
CCS, strengthen technical exchanges, introduction, digestion and innovation.
5.8 Paying attention to personnel training
Petroleum and petrochemical enterprises should strengthen the management of emission reduction
and cultivate talents. Firm ought to strengthen energy conservation and emission reduction in the system
construction and the basic work, make energy conservation and emission reduction through all of the
process of the exploration, development and production, refining , transportation and so on. Reducing
CO2 emissions need to be regarded as important production, technology and management variables,
considering overall efficiency. We should use the information technology to improve the management
level of energy saving and emission reduction. Firm should improve all the staffs’ consciousness for
emission reduction, to create a good enterprise effective reduction cultural atmosphere. Through all
kinds of ways, Petroleum and petrochemical enterprises strengthen the low-carbon technical talents and
management personnel of the reserves and training, and enhance development in the future.

6 Conclusion
China’s Petroleum and petrochemical enterprises must recognize the nature and connotation of
low-carbon economy, combine low-carbon economy with the development of company together, catch
the opportunity, through the introduction of technology and research, by strengthening the management
and planning, construct advanced energy technology research and development and promotion system,
strengthen the low-carbon development ability, try to offer more clean and lower carbon energy sources
for our country, diversify their supply, promote China petrochemical enterprise to transform to be a kind
of low-carbon energy company type, advance our country’s low-carbon economy vigorously
development and the greenhouse gas controlling index could be completed
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Abstract: Since the late twentieth century, the human being has been facing various increasingly serious
“ecological problems”, and thus the issue of sustainable development becomes a hot topic of the
human’s concern. As a new model and concept of development, sustainable development has also
increasingly rooted deeply in people's mind and come into practice in more and more countries as a
social development strategy, which is a qualitative leap forward in the course of human civilization.
However, as viewed from the current situation, people still have incompletely consistent understandings
to the connotation of sustainable development and even not yet reached a consensus on some basic
issues like the status of mankind in sustainable development, which is a fundamental issue directly
related to how to grasp the essence of the sustainable development concept and even whether or not
sustainable development can be truly achieved.
Keywords: Economy, Present stage, Environmental resource issue, Region of northwestern China

1 Introduction
Before World War II, the bearing capacity of the ecological environment on the Earth still allowed
for economic development; after World War II, developing countries, especially the Third-World
countries, came to an independent development path and the capitalist countries also embarked on a
period of rapid development (for example, the United States and Japan entered into the stage of highly
industrialization). In the 1960s-70s, the human began to get faced with some issues like lack of
resources, ecological crisis and so on.
Non-sustainable development issues in the world today include: 1) Global warming, and rising sea
levels; 2) Serious soil erosion and desertification, and decrease in cultivated land; 3) Dwindling forest
resources; 4) Water shortages constrain development, affecting life; 5) Ozone depletion, threats to life on
Earth; 6) Accelerated species extinction, drastic reduction of biological resources; 7) Population
explosion, endangering the ecology and the environment; 8) Spread of harmful synthetic compounds,
harming human; 9) The transfer of hazardous waste, harming the world; 10) Residues damage the
environment.
Consulted a number of materials and documents, current researches mainly focus on the following
issues. Economic growth refers only to growth in the economic quantities, e.g. increase in the national
income, gross domestic product (GDP) and gross national product (GNP). It mainly aims at
industrialization, holding the opinion that economic growth is the embodiment of social wealth and
national strength, and the symbol of national well-being. Economic development refers to the overall
economic, social and political improvement that comes along with the economic growth in a country or
region. It includes three parts: 1) Economic quantities growth, i.e. through increased investment or
improved efficiency, a country or region gain more output in its products or services, constituting the
material basis for economic development; 2) Optimized economic structure, i.e. the coordination and
optimization of various structures of a country or region, such as the investment structure, output
structure, distribution structure, consumption structure and population structure. It is a necessary part of
economic development; 3) Economic quality improvement, i.e. a country or region’s economic benefits,
social and personal well-being, people's actual life quality, economic stability, natural ecological
environment improvement, as well as the political, cultural and human modernization. It is the final
mark of economic development;
Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their needs. Sustainable development has six principles: the
principle of fairness, the principles of sustainability, the principles of harmony, the principle of demand,
the principle of efficiency and the principle of conservation.
Generally speaking, economic growth is the motivation, means and basis for economic
development while economic development is the result and target of economic growth. Development is
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the core of sustainable development, but economic and social development should be conducted under
the premise of strict control of population, improvement of population quality, environmental protection
and sustainable use of resources. A true development is sustainable and on the long run.

2 Analysis of the Environment in the Region of Northwestern China
2.1 Natural environment pattern
The project scope of the study includes the inland river basin (including the international rivers in
Xinjiang) and the Yellow River basin in six provinces and autonomous regions of Xinjiang, Qinghai,
Gansu, Ningxia, Shaanxi and Inner Mongolia (together called as “Northwestern China” in the report).
Northwestern China has total land area of 3,450,000 square kilometers, according to the different
natural environment can be divided into three parts: the inland arid region in the west of the Helan
Mountains (hereafter called “inland arid region”), the semi-arid grassland in the east of Helan Mountain
(hereafter called “semi-arid grassland”), and the semi-arid and sub-humid area of the Yellow River basin
(hereafter called “the Yellow River basin”).
2.2 Socio-economic situation and problems
Since the founding of new China, Northwestern China has achieved huge social and economic
success, which has in general laid the preliminary foundation for the realization of a well-to-do society.
At present two main problems exist: firstly, the economy is relatively backward, secondly, the ecological
environment is deteriorating in some parts of the area.
2.3 Overview of water resources
(1) Average Quantity of Perennial Water Resources. For years, annual average water resources in
Northwestern China were 163.5 billion cubic meters, only 5.84 of the national total.
(2) Water Resources Per Capita. Water resources per capita in Northwestern China in 2000 were
1,781 cubic meters, counted for 80.5% of the country’s national per capita of the same year. Among
which, Yellow River in Ningxia 217 cubic meters, Weihe River in Shaanxi 326 cubic meters, Huangshui
River in Qinghai 618 cubic meters, Shiyang River in Hexi Corridor of Gansu 761 cubic meters. Water
resources per capita in the above-mentioned areas were much lower than the territory average, thus
become serious water shortage areas.
(3) Water Usage and Water Consumption. In 2000, total water usage in Northwest China was 81.7
billion cubic meters, agricultural water use accounted for 89.3%. Apart from the return flow of
agricultural, industrial water and domestic water, net water consumption for the territory in 2000 was
54.7 billion cubic meters. Water consumption rate (ratio of water usage to water consumption) was
62.8%.
(4) Water Use Efficiency. Although water resources are short, problems like high water
consumption per capita, high agricultural irrigation water quota and high unit GDP water consumption
exist in Northwestern China. Average agriculture irrigation quota per mu is 617 cubic meters, 40%
higher than the national average, while unit GDP water consumption is 1,736 cubic meters, 1.85 times
higher than the national average.
(5) Water Resources Utilization Rate (ratio of water use to total water resources). At present,
national average water resources utilization rate is 20 while Northwestern China is 53.3%. Among
which, rivers of Hexi Corridor in Gansu Province, Tarim River in Xinjiang and rivers of northern slope
of Tianshan Mountains exceed 70, some even over 100%.
2.4 Main ecological crisis – desertification
In the long history evolution of ecological environment in Northwestern China, various problems
has emerged, e.g. drought and water shortage, rivers and lakes drying up, soil erosion, vegetation
degradation and so on.
(1) Definition of desertification. Results of 2nd National Desertification Monitoring show that the
total area of desertified land in the country in 1999 was 2,674,000 square kilometers, of which about
2,183,000 square kilometers were within this project research scope.
Studies suggest that, to guide the practical work in a targeted manner, research should focus on
degradation of existing arable land, grassland and forest due to unreasonable human activities. In
Northwestern China, study should focus on desertified lands which caused by irrational use of water
resources and land resources in the dry climate background and which can be controlled under certain
conditions. Roughly estimate, the total area of desertified lands in Northwest China would be 600,000
square kilometers.
(2) Desertification caused by irrational use of water resources. (1) In the inland arid region,
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excessive water use at upper and middle river resulting in downstream rivers and lakes dried up and the
desert area expanded. (2) At desert borders, over-exploitation of groundwater resulting in vegetation
withered and lands desertified. (3) In large and medium-size irrigation districts, improper irrigation
caused groundwater level raised and secondary soil salinization.
(3) Desertification caused by irrational use of land resources. (1) Overgrazing in grasslands
resulting in large areas of land degradation or desertification. (2) Over collection of wood and over
exploration of land resources in pastoral areas resulting in large areas of land degradation or
desertification. (3) Unreasonable farming structure and farming system in agricultural areas resulting in
large areas of land degradation or desertification. (4) Denudation and over-reclamation in some
mountainous areas resulting in forest degradation. (5) Damages happened in the progress of conversion
caused soil erosion area increased
(4) Desertification is a major cause of increasingly serious dust storms. From the point of view of
laws of nature, dust storm is a natural phenomenon that is unlikely to be eliminated. However, human
irrational economic activities undermine land coverage in some areas, thus accelerate the occurrence and
scale of dust storms.
Dust storm happens in arid, semi-arid regions. Except those formed by geological history, all of the
underlying surfaces of the areas with high frequency sand-dust occurrence belong to the desertification
scope. So, expansion of land desertification in Northwestern China in recent years is one of the main
reasons for the occurrence of increasingly intensified dust storms in our country. Comprehensive
measures rather than localized emergency measures should be taken to protect the ecological
environment of the dust storm source ground, taking advance measures to control and manage land
desertification in Northwest China.
2.5 Ecological crisis in urban industrial and mining areas - water pollution
According to statistics in 2002, pollutions in Northwestern China can be divided into three types:
heavily polluted, moderately polluted and minor polluted. Population in heavily polluted and moderately
polluted areas counted for 79.1% of the total population. Among which, Weihe River Basin has become
one of the country’s most heavily polluted areas. Inland rivers have no oceanic outfall, while sewage
discharged from Yellow River not only will endanger the local, but also pose a threat to water
environmental safety in middle and low parts of the Yellow River.

3 Human’s Subject Status and Achievement of Sustainable Development
Human’s subject status refers to the position of human in nature relationship, in which human is the
subject, nature the object. The relationship between man and nature is very complex and will be
different seeing from different angles or different point of views. Among which, “Subject – object” is
only a basic relationship and can not stand for the entire relationship between nature and people.
Therefore, the role of “subject – object” relationship is limited due to its limited definition. Generally
speaking, the relationship between man and nature can be confirmed from two perspectives. First, from
the ontological point of view, as other beings in nature, human is one part or a composition of the
natural ecosystem and human is “equal” with other being in nature. In this sense, it is different to tell the
subject from object. Second, from an axiological point of view, human is special from other beings in
nature in its autonomy and creativity.
Human, coming from nature yet beyond nature, has the ability to make good use of objects in
nature or natural objects transformed by human by understanding, utilizing and transforming objects in
nature. Meanwhile, Human also has the self-awareness and ability to understand and transform itself,
that is in their activities towards nature, human has transformed itself by transforming the nature, for
active transformation towards nature and conscious transformation towards human themselves holds the
same meaning. The interaction, reciprocal causation and inseparably interconnection between
“conscious” self-transformation and active transformation of nature maintain the coordination, co-exist
and mutual benefit between man and nature. It is thus clear that human’s subject status in the
relationship between man and nature is validated by the “subject – object” relation in the sense of
axiology. However, human practices and natural science studies have shown that, even in the sense of
ontology, human activities also reflect human’s subject status to some degree, “because the broad and
extensive human activities on Earth have been constantly changing or influencing Earth's natural
environment, and has become the dominant ecological factor in the biological ecosystem”.
sum up, in the relationship between man and nature, man, the main body status of connotation is
mainly for:
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(1) based on their own survival and development, people shall use and transform the nature actively,
achieving the principal object;
(2) through practical activities people will be external to the person's natural "internalized " to
enrich, improve and develop their own, achieving the main object;
(3) the status of human subjectivity is the essence of people is the goal. On the nature of the
relationship between man and nature, the person is with the purpose of value, the value of the natural
world with the means. Because for humans, to understand the relationship between man and nature
correctly or deal it effectively, is definitely in compliance with the objective needs of human survival
and development, being the ultimate values and criteria. Of course, this does not negate the nature, in
front of people’s activities, confirmed the objectivity and independence of its existence, that nature
exists independently of the others, it has the people's will not follow the objective law and the nature.
However, the existence and the laws of nature, are given the "value" by human existence and needs.
On one hand, the existence and laws of nature play a restrictive role on humans, as the goal and its
implementation, that is, before nature people can not "do whatever they want", yet must recognize the
real nature, respect the laws of nature; on the other hand, the existence and the laws of nature is valuable
in that it provides for human survival and development of the conditions for the activities of human
services, human services, the purpose of achieving. This is the basic meaning of the dominant position
of people, but also the basic provisions of the basic content of the” subject - object" relations between
man and nature. The status of the human subject defines nature of the relationship between man and
nature, and determines the scope of man's activities and the role of nature.
To highlight the status of human subjectivity, promote harmony between man and nature achieve
sustainable development of society, it is necessary to correctly understand and properly treat the
following relationships, which can be divided into two levels of understanding and practice:
3.1 On the level of understanding
First, understand of the relationship between ends and means correctly. Ends and means here is the
meaning of the purpose the sustainable development (including the harmonious relationship between
man and nature, and of the human relations, harmonious development of all aspects of the society) and
valuable meaning of the means for this purpose. The purpose, means and effects in the interaction
between man and nature, in the specific space-time, that make the development of human beings, also
the protection of the natural environment, thus achieving sustainable development of the natural
evolution and social harmony. It is the relationship of purpose, means in the interaction between man
and nature in the specific space-time that constitutes the ethical relationship between man and nature,
which is the human moral responsibility of the reality of natural objects, is fundamental to
"environmental ethics " and the scope of its role and the existence Limits.
Second, understand the relationship of scientific rationality and the value rationality correctly. The
traditional concept of development of the "anthropocentrism”, is both the conceptual foundation of
industrial civilization, but also the product of its consciousness. It puts man's rationality and irrationality
unprincipled "generalization", artificial "promotion” to the whole of nature, and then again have the
inherent property of natural objects to be "human” to describe and understand, and then" imposed "to
humans, which is another distortion people’s rationality. Therefore, adherence to the sustainable
development concept should be scientifically and comprehensively understanding of human rationality,
the rationality of the scientific nature and value of people's consciousness in the combination of unity,
that, understands problem and evaluate things from the combination of science and technology and the
human spirit.
3.2 At the level of practice
First, handle the relations of transformation of nature and human correctly. Sustainable
development is about the harmony of people and nature, and the unity of human harmony. As for
sustainable development, the harmony between man and nature is the "core", and interpersonal harmony
is the "real", the "core" is determined by the "real". Therefore, the strategy of sustainable development
should not only focus on "core", but also to grasp the "real", it is necessary to link the transform of
nature and human(Note: transformation of nature includes the protection of the natural, and both
relationships often reinforce each other.) and should put the transform of people into the first place.
Second, handle the relations of the scale of matter and human correctly. When Marx explains the
difference between human activities and animal activities noted that animals can only produce materials
by a scale, the scale of matter, but human can use two scales during their production activities, " animal
can only build according to the scale and the need that belongs to it, but people understand how to
accord to any scale when produce, and know how to use in regard to the object within the scale
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everywhere.” For human activities, the sustainable development concept is to ask human beings insist
on human scale with the premise of the ultimate meaning, the integration of the two scales are united in
the person's activities, to ensure proper realization of harmonious coexistence and reciprocity between
man and nature, to serve the ultimate goal of comprehensive development of human social development.

4 Conclusions and Solutions
4.1 Reasonable arrangements for the ecological environment
Drought trends and geographical pattern in Northwestern China, is due to the gradual uplift of the
Qinghai-Tibet Plateau formed more than 2000 million years ago. In Northwestern China, the Loess
Plateau region in the change process from pastoral area to agricultural, result in the destruction of
natural vegetation, the increasing of soil erosion. After the founding of new China, the enhancement of
human ability to transform nature, the irrational exploitation of natural resources leads to more severe
environmental problem. In the west of Helan Mountains inland river basin, the construction of plains
reservoirs in some parts of the middle reaches of the river basically controls the river runoff. Although
with the development of irrigation, the day of building the plain reservoir is the beginning of the
downstream drying. When develop the production in the pastoral areas, the grasslands face overloading
and degradation because of the one-sided pursuit of growth in the first few Livestock. In traditional
farming-pastoral and pastoral areas, further large-scale land reclamation farming leads to growing area
of land desertification
In view of this situation, we should carry on reasonable arrangements of the ecological
environment. Through the construction of a reasonable Vegetation layout, protection and restoration of
natural rivers and lakes, pollution prevention and mitigation measures and other measures to improve
the current poor ecological environment, and continuous optimization
4.2 Construction of efficient water saving and pollution prevention economy and society
The main problem in agriculture and animal husbandry in Northwestern China is low input, low
output, and high consumption of resources. The northwestern China accounts for 18% arable land and
19% water resources of those in the country, and yet produces only 8.8% of foodstuff and 6.7% of meat
in the country. The whole region has 2630 million mu grassland, accounting for 64% of the country,
while its animal husbandry output value is only 7.5%.
The direct cause of this situation is the structural dislocation between agriculture and animal
husbandry and soil and water resources: in the region's agricultural structure, farming accounts for about
70%, yet animal husbandry accounts for only 28.5% This industrial structure is in a severe dislocation
with resources structure that water resources are scarce, while resources of grassland are the rich in this
region. In the plantation house, the proportion of food crops with high water consumption is too large; in
the crop structure, summer grain area is too large. Pastoral and agricultural areas are separated with each
other, which can not form the pastoral space layout of regional strengths.
The construction of efficient water saving and pollution prevention economy and society needs to
improve the overall efficiency of water use, gradually adjust the industrial structure, and actively
promote urbanization. With the goal for modern agriculture, control and gradual reduction of
agricultural water, we build a modern agricultural system of efficient water saving and pollution
prevention. Comprehensive improvement of the quality of the population and scientific and
technological level is to build efficient water saving and pollution prevention in towns and villages
4.3 Rational allocation of water resources
In recent years, in the context of global warming, our climate tends to be warming, but with
significant locality and volatility. Changes in precipitation have a greater regional difference, while the
trends were less apparent than temperature. Over the past 50 years, the change of precipitation in the
Northwestern China shows trends the East down while the West rise, and its eastern boundary roughly in
the Hexi Corridor. The decreasing runoff rate of Yellow River is bigger than the precipitation, but Inland
river basin runoff has increased. This presumably because the glacial melt water has increased, because
of climate warming.
From a strategic point of view, we should be based on "strive for the best, prepared for the worst”,
as far as get the driving position. Xinjiang region, where the river runoff is large in the current, should
seize the current favorable opportunity to increase the intensity of the restoration of habitat, while
preventing water blindly increasing socio-economic scale
We should allocate water resources rationally in the Yellow River Basin in Northwestern China.
Ecological environment to a reasonable arrangement should primarily rely on natural precipitation to
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restore vegetation. The socio-economic development in Yellow River basin in Northwestern China
should also be emphasized the construction of efficient water saving and pollution prevention. In order
to ease the water crisis in the Yellow River, in the long run, we should add the appropriate amount of
water by South-Western line. When ensure the rational use of water of the ecological environment and
socio-economy, we must ensure the sustainable use of water resources, and leave appropriate room for it.
To this end, we not only on the integrated river downstream, but also take full account of the complexity
of surface water and groundwater transformation and sustainable use of groundwater.
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Abstract: The popularity of flat TVs began to reach its stride at the beginning of the 21st century, and
the market size has expanded rapidly. The plasma display panel (PDP) technology was predominant
initially, but the liquid crystal display (LCD) technology has presently overtaken PDP technology. Most
of the actual conditions for the competition between LCD and PDP have not been clarified. In this study,
our aim was to understand the factors because of which LCD overtook PDP in terms of the product
architecture and to clarify the architecture’s influence on the competition between LCD and PDP. The
results showed that PDP and LCD have integral-type and modular-type architectures, respectively, and
that this difference has had a big influence on the market competition between the two technologies.
Key words: Product architecture; LCD; PDP

1 Introduction
The popularity of flat TVs began to reach its stride at the beginning of the 21st century, and the
market size expanded rapidly to replace cathode ray tube (CRT) technology and fill the newly
expanding market for large-sized TVs of 40 inches or more. Among the flat TV technologies, the plasma
display panel (PDP) technology was predominant initially, but liquid crystal display (LCD) technology
has presently overtaken PDP technology. However, most of the actual conditions of the competition
between LCD and PDP have not been clarified. Although many studies have been carried out on the
LCD industry, most were related to its development or the competition between Japanese, South Korean
and Taiwanese firms[1-5]; there has been no research aimed at clarifying the factors because of which
LCD has overtaken PDP. The principles and structures of LCD and PDP are completely different, so a
difference in product architectures seems to exist. We examined the influence of the product architecture
on the competition between LCD and PDP and aimed to understand the factors because of which LCD
has overtaken PDP in terms of the product architecture. Our findings show that there was a difference in
product architecture between LCD and PDP that had a big influence on the market competition between
LCD and PDP. This case study is a very important example because with the different product
architectures fighting for hegemony in the same market (television) during the same time period, it is the
optimal example for considering the influence of the product architecture on market competition.

2 Methodology
This study was conducted using statistical materials from the Fuji Chimera Research Institute, the
Nikkei BP trade magazine (flat-panel displays), and LCD and PDP-related technical books. Data and
reports published by the trade magazine were utilized for verification, as shown in Sections 3 and 5, and
the product architecture analysis of LCD and PDP in Section 4 was conducted based on the description
of the principles and structures in various technical books.

3 Competition Between LCD and PDP in the Flat TV Market
3.1 Share transition of LCD and PDP in the Flat TV Market
Figure 1 shows the transition of display shipment amounts according to size. Although PDP was
predominant for all the sizes at the beginning of the spread of flat TV, LCD’s share exceeded that of
PDP in the 30-in domain in 2003, 40-in domain in 2006, and 50-in or more domain in 2008; at present,
it has overtaken PDP. At the beginning of the spread of flat TV, PDP manufacturers claimed that PDP
was superior to LCD in terms of both performance and cost [6-8] and thought that PDP and LCD could
coexist around the 40-in domain from 32 in[9,10]. In other words, the competition between LCD and PDP
in the flat TV market greatly upset the original assumptions of the PDP manufacturers.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1 Amount-of-money Transition for Display Shipment Classified by Size: Levels of (a) 30 in, (b) 40
in, and (c) 50 in or more
Source: Fuji Chimera Research Institute (2001-2010) [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]

3.2 Competition in Performance and Price
Table 1 shows the diagonal screen size and number of pixels of a maximum-size product in each
size domain from 2001 to 2006. That table shows that PDP proceeded in size and LCD proceeded in the
number of pixels, while PDP lagged behind LCD in the deployment of a full HD (1920 × 1080 pixels)
product in the volume zone (levels of 30 and 40 in). While commercial production of 37-in full HD
LCD was successfully deployed in 2003, PDP did not put 40-in full HD on the market until 2007.
Although the PDP manufacturers fully recognized the necessity for full HD, the comments of Mr.
Minsun Yoo of Samsung SDI clearly showed that PDP manufacturers lagged behind full HD
development in the volume zone due to technical issues[21].
Table 1

Specification Transition of LCD and PDP Products (Size, Number of Pixels)
2001

LCD

PDP

50inches
or more
The level of
40 inches
The level of
30 inches
50inches
or more
The level of
40 inches
The level of
30 inches

2002

2003
55"
－
－
1920*1200
42"
46
－
1366*768 1920*1080
37
37
－
1366*768 1920*1080
61
63
63
1365*768 1366*768 1366*768
42
42
46
1024*1024 1024*1024 1366*768
37
37
37
1024*1024 1024*1024 1024*1024

2004
55"
1920*1080
47
1920*1080
37
1920*1080
80
1920*1080
43"
1024*768
37
1024*1024

2005
57"
1920*1080
47
1920*1080
37
1920*1080
102"
1920*1080
43"
1024*768
37
1024*1080

2006
57"
1920*1080
47
1920*1080
37
1920*1080
102"
1920*1080
43"
1024*768
37
1024*1024

Source : Fuji Chimera Research Institute (2002-2007) [12-17]

Table 2 shows the results from when Mr. Jumpei Nakamura of the Japan Picture Quality &
Technology Laboratory evaluated the flat TVs of each company using the same measuring method. The
table clearly shows that with respect to quantitative (e.g., luminosity and contrast ratio) as well as
qualitative evaluation, the image qualities of LCD and PDP were almost equivalent. Although LCD was
initially inferior to PDP in image quality, LCD manufactures quickly enhanced the image quality and
had reached almost the same level as PDP around 2005. Moreover, LCD consumed less power than PDP
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for all sizes (figure 2). Figure 3 expresses the transition of the unit prices of LCD and PDP modules.
Although a strict comparison was difficult since the price is influenced by the size and number of pixels,
the price of LCD quickly caught up to that of PDP and in 2006 was a little cheaper than PDP for the
level of 30 in and almost equivalent to PDP on the level of 40 in. In terms of power consumption and the
number of pixels (full HD), LCD was clearly superior to PDP; LCD is believed to have gradually
overtaken PDP because of these dominances. Considering that ground digital broadcasting began in
Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya at the end of 2003, the delay in full HD of PDP was a significant adverse
factor in its competition with LCD
Table 2

.

Image Quality Evaluation Results of FPD Television

Manufacturer
Method
Size
Brightness
Cotrast
Viewing Angle
Response Time
Color gamut
Color Reproducibility
Gradation Characteristics
Ringing
Evaluation
Sharpness
Item
Smoothing
Streaking
Color Transient
Afterimage
Uniformity
Noise
The difference in
an input system
Total Score
Maximum luminance
Measured
2
(cd/m )
Data
Contrast Ratio

Panasonic
LCD
32
5
5
4
3.5
5
4
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
4
4

SONY
LCD
40
5
5
3
3
5
4
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
4
4

Panasonic
PDP
50
3
5
5
4
5
4
4
4
5
5
4
5
4
4
3

Sharp
LCD
32
4
5
3
3
5
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
3

4

5

5

4

72.5

72

69

69

561

573

302

485

2672

1264

2745

744

Thus, betraying the PDP manufacturers’ assumption, LCD quickly caught up to PDP in terms of
both performance and price, and the two products were equal at around 2005–2006.

Figure 2 Power Consumption Comparison of LCD and PDP Television
Source: Tanaka (2006) p. 53 Figure 18 [23]
Original data: Data of Micro device display consortium (MDDPC)
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Figure 3 Price Comparison of LCD and PDP Television
Source: Tanaka (2006) p.45 Figure 7 [23]
Original data: Data of U.S. i-Suppli Corp.

4 Product Architecture Analysis of LCD and PDP
4.1 Fundamental function structure of display
The product architecture is the scheme by which the function of a product is allocated to physical
components (PC). Ulrich defined the product architecture more precisely as (1) the arrangement of
functional elements (FE), (2) mapping from function elements to physical components, and (3)
specification of the interfaces among interacting physical components. Furthermore, he classified the
product architecture as modular and integral. A modular architecture includes one-to-one mapping from
functional elements in the function structure to the physical components of the product and specifies
decoupled interfaces between components. An integral architecture includes complex (not one-to-one)
mapping from functional elements to physical components and/or coupled interfaces between
components[24]. Generally, the top function element of a product is realized by uniting various
lower-rank levels of functional elements[25]. Therefore, in order to determine the product architecture of
a display in a strict manner, decomposing the functional elements of a display into lower rank levels to
clarify the relations between each function element is necessary.
The electronic display (henceforth called “display”) is defined as the component that displays
information created or sent in the form of an electric signal in a visible form that can be discerned in
terms of color and brightness. In order to change the information included in an input electric signal into
visual information, a display requires the function of “ electro-optical conversion,” which changes an
electric signal into optical information, and “addressing,” which changes an electric signal into position
information. Moreover, addressing is realized by “scanning” and “synchronization” [26]. Based on the
argument above, the top function of a display is “displaying the information made or sent in the form of
an electric signal in a visible form that can be discerned in terms of color and brightness.”
“Electro-optical conversion” and “addressing” can be regarded as functional elements of individual
lower layers (FE1 and FE2, respectively); “color display” and “dimming” are contained in FE1, and
“scanning” and “synchronization” are included in FE2. Although there are many kinds of displays, the
abovementioned concept is followed for almost all displays. The differences in the kinds of displays of
CRT, LCD, PDP, etc. appear as differences in layer function structures lower than FE1. Various kinds of
displays compete to provide better performance in layer function elements or function structures lower
than FE1. Therefore, this study focused on these lower layer function elements and function structures
below FE1. Although other functions such as “protecting a structure” exist in a display, functions not
directly related to displaying were not part of the scope of this study and disregarded.
4.2 Display principle and product architecture of LCD[27]
LCD is a display that uses the electro-optical characteristics of liquid crystal and is a non-emitting
display type. As shown in Figure 4, LCD consists of two glass substrates and a backlight. A color filter
(CF) is formed on a front glass surface, and the electrode—consisting of a thin film transistor (TFT) and
gate, source, drain, and display electrodes—is formed on the surface of a backboard. One pixel consists
of red, green and blue sub-pixels, and TFT is formed in every sub-pixel. CF bears a coloring function,
and the electrode bears the role of transmitting the electric signal from a driving circuit to each
sub-pixel.
Moreover, the alignment layer is formed on an electrode and CF, the space between the two glass
substrates is filled with liquid crystal, and the polarizers are stuck on the back of the two glass substrates.
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The dimming function (optical shutter function) is realized by the liquid crystal, polarizer and alignment
layer. The component bearing the optical shutter is called a liquid crystal cell. The backlight plays the
role of a light source and consists of light sources such as a cold cathode fluorescent lamp (CCFL) and
LED (light emitting diode), light-guide plate, diffusion film, light reflector and prism sheet.

Color Filter

One pixel
Black matrix

Polarizer
Electrode
Glass substrate

Alignment Layer
Liquid crystal
Electrode
Polarizer
Backlight
Figure 4 Structure of LCD
Source : Naemura (2004) p.93, Figure 2-40 [27]

We consider the function structure of LCD based on the argument in 4.1 and the display principle
of LCD. In LCD, “the electro-optical conversion function (FE1)” is realized by three functions: “the
function to transmit an electric signal to a sub-pixel (FE11);” “the function to color each sub-pixel
red/green/blue (FE12);” and “the function to dim (adjust the brightness) each sub-pixel (FE13).”
Furthermore, FE11 consists of “a function to change a picture signal into a driving signal (FE111)” and
“a function to transmit a driving signal to a sub-pixel (FE112);” and FE13 consists of “a function to
adjust a light transmission amount per sub-pixel (FE131)” and “a function to emit light (FE132).” On
the other hand, “the addressing function (FE2)” is realized by two functions: “the synchronizing
function (FE21)” and “the function to scan (FE22)”. In LCD, the bottom layer that does not need to be
decomposed any further contains seven functional elements.1
FE
Image display

FE1

FE2

Electro-optical
conversion

FE11
Electric signal
transfer

FE111
Signal change

Addressing

FE12

FE13

FE21

FE22

Color display

Dimming

Synchronization

Scanning

FE112

FE131

Driving signal
transfer

Transmittance
adjustment

FE132
Light emission

PC1

PC2

PC3

PC4

PC5

Electrode

Color filter

LC cell

Backlight

Driving circuit

Figure 5 Function Structure of LCD and the Relations Between FEs and PCs

Next, we consider PCs corresponding to the FEs of the bottom layer. A picture signal is changed
into the driving signal for the LCD in a driving circuit; it is transmitted to a display electrode through a
1

We mean a sufficient decomposition level to argue the product architecture.
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gate electrode/source electrode/TFT/drain electrode, and voltage is impressed on a sub-pixel. Therefore,
the driving circuit (PC5) bears the function of FE111, and the electrode (PC1) bears the function of
FE112. The gate electrode/source electrode /TFT/drain electrode/display electrode are the parts that
constitute an electrode. Moreover, CF (PC2) clearly bears the color display function FE12, and the
liquid crystal cell (PC3) and backlight (PC4) bear the functions FE131 and FE132, respectively. In
addition, the electrode, CF and liquid crystal cell are currently treated as separate PCs since they are
completely different in function, although they have solid constructions.2 On the other hand, since the
synchronization and scanning are performed according to the directions of the driving circuit, the
driving circuit (PC5) bears both functions FE21 and FE22.
The relations of FEs and PCs in LCD are shown in Figure 5. In LCD, the electrode bears only the
transmitting function of the driving signal to a pixel, CF bears only the coloring function, the liquid
crystal cell bears only the light adjusting function, and the backlight bears only the function of a light
source. The relations between each FE and PC are clearly divided as one-to-one. Moreover, although
interaction exists between the driving circuit and electrodes and electrodes and liquid crystal cell, there
is no strong interaction between the other PCs. LCD appears to have a product architecture that is very
close to a modular type based on the above information.
4.3 Display principle and product architecture of PDP[28]
PDP is a spontaneous light type display that uses plasma. The PDP structure is shown in Figure 6.
The address electrodes covered with the dielectric layer are formed on a back glass substrate, and the
partition (i.e., rib) is prepared parallel to the address electrodes on the dielectric layer. Moreover, red,
green, and blue phosphor layers are applied to the inside of the rib. The scanning electrodes and sustain
electrodes are formed on a front glass substrate, and they intersect perpendicularly with the address
electrodes. The scanning electrode and sustain electrode are covered with the dielectric layer, upon
which a protection layer is also formed. The discharge gas, which consists of helium, neon, xenon, etc.,
is enclosed between the front and back substrates. The discharge gas forms the plasma and bears the role
of emitting ultraviolet rays. The protection layer bears the role of protecting the dielectric layer from
high-energy ions. The rib specifies the domain of a cell, and each cell is equivalent to a sub-pixel.
Dielectric layer

Glass substrate

Transparent electrode
Protective layer

Bus electrode

Dielectric layer

Rib
Glass substrate

Phosphor layer (R,G, B)

Address electrode

Figure 6 Structure of PDP
Source: The Advanced PDP Display Development Center Corporation (2006) p. 79[28]

The display principle of PDP is as follows. High voltage is impressed on a cell, and discharge
plasma is generated. The collisions between electrons and discharge gas molecules are frequently
repeated in the process. Energy is transmitted to the discharge gas molecule from an electron, and the
discharge gas molecules become excited. When a discharge gas molecule returns from an excited state
to a ground state, it emits ultraviolet rays. The fluorescent substance absorbs these ultraviolet rays. Red,
2

Ulrich pointed out that the distinct regions of an integrated circuit can be thought of as components even though
they are not actually separate physical parts[24].
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green, and blue visible light are emitted depending on the kind of fluorescent substance, and various
brightness levels and colors are obtained by additive color mixing. Moreover, the luminosity of a cell is
adjusted by changing the frequency of luminescence within a definite period of time. In other words, the
frequency of luminescence is increased to enhance the luminosity of a cell; conversely, the frequency of
luminescence is decreased to reduce the luminosity. Adjustment of the luminosity in PDP is realized by
repeating the same operation as the display of a color.
We checked the function structure of PDP based on the argument in 4.1 and display principle of
PDP. In PDP, “the electro-optical conversion function (FE1)” is realized by the following three
functions: “the function to transmit an electric signal to a sub-pixel (FE11),” “the function to emit
red/green/blue light in each sub-pixel (FE12),” and “the function to adjust the frequency of
luminescence in each sub-pixel (FE13).” Furthermore, FE11 consists of “a function to change a picture
signal into a driving signal (FE111)” and “a function to transmit a driving signal to a sub-pixel
(FE112).” FE12 consists of “the function to discharge in each sub-pixel (FE121)”, “the function to emit
ultraviolet rays in each sub-pixel (FE122),” and “a function to emit red/green/blue fluorescence in each
sub-pixel (FE123).” FE121, FE122, and FE123 are a sequence of operations that cannot be used to
realize a higher layer function (FE12) if one is missing. On the other hand, “the addressing function
(FE2)” is realized by two functions: “the synchronizing function (FE21)” and “the function to scan
(FE22)”. In PDP, the bottom layer that does not need to be decomposed any further contains eight
function elements.3
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Figure 7 Function Structure of PDP and the Relations Between FEs and PCs

Next, we consider PCs corresponding to the FEs of the bottom layer. A picture signal is changed
into the driving signal for a PDP in a driving circuit; it is transmitted to a sub-pixel through an address
electrode/scanning electrode and sustain electrode, and voltage is impressed on a sub-pixel by
collaboration of each electrode and a dielectric layer. Therefore, the driving circuit (PC6) bears the
function of FE111, and the electrode (PC1) consisting of the address electrode/scanning
electrode/sustain electrode and dielectric layer (PC2) bear the function of FE112. The address electrode,
scanning electrode, and sustain electrode are parts of PC1. The rib (PC3) and discharge gas (PC4) both
bear the discharge functions (FE121) and ultraviolet irradiance functions (FE122) in each sub-pixel.
Furthermore, since the fluorescent substance absorbs the ultraviolet rays emitted from the discharge gas,
and visible red/green/blue light is emitted, the function of FE123 is realized by the rib (PC3) and
phosphor layer (PC5). On the other hand, control of the frequency of luminescence, synchronization and
scanning are performed according to directions of the driving circuit, so the driving circuit (PC6) bears
the functions of FE13, FE21, and FE22.
3

We mean that the decomposition level is the same as that for LCD and is sufficient to evaluate the product
architecture.
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The relations of the FEs and PCs of PDP are shown in Figure 7. The corresponding relations
between FEs and PCs are very complicated, and each PC is tied up by very strong interdependent
relations. Thus, PDP appears to have integral-type product architecture.

5 Influence of Product Architecture on LCD and PDP Market Competition
As described in Section 3, LCD’s rapid equaling of PDP’s performance and price and the latter’s
development delay of full HD products in the volume zone were considered as factors that enabled LCD
in overtaking PDP. In this section, we consider the influence of the LCD and PDP product architectures
on the abovementioned factors.
Modular architecture contributes to optimization of local performance for a practical reason [24]. In
fact, for LCD, which has modular-type architecture, the main characteristics can be improved by
improving single components. For example, improvements in the liquid crystal cell can improve the
response time and viewing angle dependence, and improvements in the backlight and CF improve the
brightness and color reproducibility, respectively. Improvement in the color reproducibility and
reduction in power consumption were realized by replacing the CCFL backlight with LEDs in recent
years. This is also one example where the main characteristics were improved by improving the
independent components. Moreover, the open trade environment for the major components of LCD was
also considered to have contributed to the rapid catch-up of LCD in performance and price. The LCD
manufacturers left the development of CF and backlight, which are major components, to external
companies and purchased them as modules. The LCD manufacturers traded with two or more CF and
backlight manufacturers, who also traded with two or more LCD manufacturers [29]. Although
standards for the interface specifications of the CF and backlight do not exist in the LCD industry, the
trade environment of the CF and backlight is nearly “open.” Due to such an environment, the LCD
manufacturers can outsource the development of major parts, utilize the suppliers’ knowhow, and
advance the detail design of major components independently and in parallel. Generally, the mitigation
of the adjustment load between components, reservation of the independency of each module,
reservation of the upgrade possibility for every module, promotion of innovation through a focus on
individual modules, benefits from the merits of specialization, etc. are expected with modularization [30].
LCD harnessed the merits of such modularization and quickly caught up with PDP in terms of both
performance and price.
On the other hand, intensification and regularization of the interface, which accompanies
modularization, provided fixed restrictions on the maximum performance that can be attained by a
system[30].This became a big issue when LCD competed with PDP, which has integral architecture. LCD
reacted by the technique of strengthening the interaction between PCs. An improvement of the moving
image quality of LCD is considered as a concrete example. In addition to the problem of a liquid
crystal’s own response, LCD had the problem that the moving image quality decreased due to the
hold-type display of LCD[31]. The former problem was resolved by improving the liquid crystal cell and
driving method, and the latter was improved by blinking backlight technology, which switched the
backlight off after a definite period of time in one frame[32]. The technique to improve the color
reproducibility by delicate adjustment of the CF and backlight and the technique to improve the contrast
ratio by adjusting the backlight luminance for every fixed area according to the picture image[33] also
strengthened the interaction between PCs. Thus, LCD strengthened the interaction between PCs
(changing the interface rule), raised the maximum performance limit, and opposed PDP in the high-end
zone. This modularity of LCD enabled it to strengthen or weaken the interaction between PCs as
needed.
Next, we consider the influence of the integral nature of PDP on its development delay of the full
HD products in a volume zone. Panasonic, which produced the full HD product of the 40-in level first,
introduced cell miniaturization in the development of a 42-in full HD product, but reducing the width of
the rib caused discharge interference between adjacent cells. Cross-talk was easily generated; the
problem was resolved by the driving technique [34]. The phenomenon in which change in one component
affects other components is a phenomenon peculiar to integral products. Under the influence of the
integral nature of PDP, PDP manufacturers took a great deal of time to adjust PCs to each other, which
caused them to lag behind in full HD development in a volume zone.
Generally, since the improvement speed of the performance can be increased by modularization, if
the same amounts of time and cost are spent, the strategy of modularization can realize a relatively
higher performance level. However, since the interface is fixed, unless the rules of the interface are
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changed, a performance beyond a certain constant level (p1) cannot be realized. On the other hand, if
even time and resources sufficient for the integrated system can be supplied, an integral structure can
exceed p1[30]. The important factor that determined the competition in the flat TV market was how fast
the performance level required by customers was reached. LCD manufacturers took advantage of its
modularity, improved the performance in a short period of time by improving individual components,
and raised the highest performance level by strengthening the interaction between PCs (changing the
interface rule) to finally enable LCD technology in overtaking PDP technology.

6 Conclusion
We examined the influence of the product architecture on the competition between LCD and PDP
in order to understand the factors because of which LCD has overtaken PDP. Our results showed that
PDP has integral-type architecture and LCD has modular-type architecture, which had a big influence on
the market competition between LCD and PDP. The competition between LCD and PDP in the flat TV
market is a very rare example for which product with different product architectures competed in the
same market at the same period; we think that this clear example of the domination of the modular-type
architecture is significant.
We are currently examining the influence of principles on product architecture formation and using
LCD and PDP as an example. Results will soon be reported.
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Impact of Technological Innovations on Quantity and Quality of
Employment in Beijing: a Micro-Econometric Approach∗
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Abstract: According to the relevant theory of employment effect of innovations and Beijing’s
characteristics in technological innovations, the author hypothesized that technological innovations in
Beijing would have positive effect on employment quantity and bias towards high-level tacit
professional knowledge and skills. Based on the questionnaires collected from 235 enterprises in Beijing,
the author tested the hypothesis. The results show that the firms’ technological innovations have
significantly promoted not only the increases of total employees, but the proportion increases of
expected skilled workers, including R&D staff, technological professionals, white collar workers, highly
educated employees and skilled manual workers. In order to alleviate structural unemployment pressure
brought by technology change, the local government could promote the development of productive
service industries with higher elasticity of employment, improve the sensitivity of college and
vocational education to the demand of labor market, and encourage the enterprises to take on the major
part of technological innovations.
Keywords: Technological innovation; Employment effect; Skill biased innovation

1 Introduction
Technological innovation has always been the engine for economic growth in Beijing. Attribute to
its distinguished advantages in human resources, R & D facilities and hi-tech industrial clusters, Beijing
has become the leading innovative city, and was designated as the National Innovation Center of China.
Meanwhile, the escalating employment pressure (especially for the college graduates) is attracting more
and more concern from the government and scholars. This paper conducts a micro-econometric research
on the impact of technological innovations on the quantity and quality of employment in Beijing, based
on latest literature on innovation-employment relationships and questionnaires to enterprises in Beijing.
The empirical results show a positive effect of technological innovation on employment quantity and
strong skill biased orientation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 briefly reviews literatures on
employment effect of technological innovation, including impact on the quantity and quality of
employment; section 3 formulates the characteristics of technological innovation in Beijing and its
expected employment consequences; section 4 conducts an empirical research based on a questionnaire
survey to enterprises in Beijing; section 5 draws conclusions and policy implications.

2 Literature Background
As Pianta (2003) recalls, literature discussing the innovation-employment link has concentrated on
two major questions: The first one is related to the classical question “does technology create or destroy
jobs”, referring to the impact of technological innovation on the quantity of employment. The second
one focuses on what type of jobs are created or destroyed and whether there’re changes in skill structure
and wage distribution, referring to the impact of technological innovation on the quality of employment.
2.1 The impact of technological innovation on the quantity of employment
In the theoretical literature the differentiation between product and process innovations has been
proved important (Stoneman, 1984; Hamermesh, 1993). Product innovations are often associated with
employment gain since the new products create new demand, but it may be realized at the expense of
loss of its competitors. Process innovations often reduce labor demand by automating or mechanizing
processes, but it may lead to positive employment changes elsewhere in the economy via new machines,
decrease in prices, increase in incomes, increase in new investments, or decrease in wages (for more
details, see Spiezia and Vivarelli, 2000). The overall effect depends on a complicated array of
technological, economic and social variables. Empirical researches show that at the firm level, the
∗
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overall employment impact of innovation tends to be positive, regardless of product innovation or
process innovation, while at industry and aggregate level, the effect of process innovation range from
negative to positive according to the specifications (for reviews, see Van Reenen, 1997). This paper
focuses on the firm level empirical research.
The model of industry life cycle raised by Utterback (1996) proposes a dynamic perspective to treat
the link between innovation and employment. According to the model, in the early ‘fluid’ stage of the
industry life cycle when product is poorly defined, firms tend to be small and compete by radical
product innovations to satisfy various customer demands, leading to rapid increases of firms and jobs.
After a ‘dominant design’ emerges, firms seek to introduce minor changes on the design template rather
than offer radically different alternatives, and the logic of the industry begins to switch from exploration
to exploitation and efficiency; many small firms are kicked out by more efficient and grown-up ones.
Hence in this ‘transitional phase’, radical product innovations turn to incremental product innovations
and later process innovations; increase of the firms and jobs slows down. As the industry becomes more
mature and enters the ‘specific phase’, economy of scale and cost-effectiveness rule the competition;
firms retreat to minimize cost by process innovation which usually replace labor with capital; amount of
firms and jobs begin to decrease.
2.2 The impact of technological innovation on the quality of employment
Besides the quantity of employment change, quality aspects have received increasing attention,
especially when Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) are radically changing the
techno-economic paradigm of the modern economies. This strand of literature focuses on the changes of
skill composition and wage structure. Most empirical researches find that technological innovations
especially ICT developments are biased towards skilled workers as it replaces unskilled labor and
increases wage inequality (reviewed in Acemoglu, 2002). However, most research overlooked the
heterogeneity of innovation, simply representing innovation by proxies like R&D expenditure and
patents approved; furthermore, these researched overlooked the heterogeneity of skills biased, simply
representing skills by relative proportion of blue/white collar occupations or education levels. Such
shortcomings will be improved in this paper.
The taxonomy approach developed by Pavitt (1984) can better understand how the impact of
innovation on skill structure differs in different types of sectors. Pavitt identified four different ‘sectoral
patterns’ of technological change. Respectively, they are the pattern of science-based firms, specialist
suppliers, scale intensive firms and supplier dominated firms, which differ dramatically in requirements
for knowledge and skills. For example, science based firms, typically found in sectors such as
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, and electronics, heavily depend on the knowledge and skills of R&D
professionals, scientists and highly educated graduates from academia; while specialist suppliers, with
typical products like instrumentation and specialist computer software, require high level vocational and
practical skills.
Another useful approach for this paper is the theory of ‘defensive skill biased innovation’
developed by Thoenig and Verdier (2003). This theory argues that globalization and intensive trade of
hi-tech products triggers an increased threat of technological leapfrogging or imitation, firms tend to
respond to that threat by increasing the share of tacit knowledge and non-codified know-how embodied
in their production processes, which leads to skill biased innovations in both developed and developing
regions. This theory can be applied for the region intensively importing or exporting hi-tech products
including Beijing.

3 Characteristics of Technological Innovation in Beijing
According to the Annual Reports of Regional Innovation Capability of China (Research Group of
the Science and Technology Development Strategy of China, 2002~2011), Beijing has always been
ranked top 3 cities of China in terms of regional innovation capability from 2001 to 2010. Compared to
other leading innovative regions like Shanghai, Jiangsu province or Guangdong province, technological
innovations in Beijing have the following characteristics, which entail specific employment effects:
3.1 Abundant human capital and R&D facilities lead to induced skill biased technological
innovation
Beijing has the most universities, research institutes, laboratories and R&D bases in China. For
example, Beijing gathers 28% of the State Key Labs, 33% State Engineering R&D Centers, 45% of the
National Science Projects and 50.9% of the National Academicians (Research Group of the Science and
Technology Development Strategy of China, 2010). Furthermore, Beijing has abundant or even
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redundant supply of college students every year. Such abundant human capital, R&D professionals and
hence their relative low cost may lead to induced labor augmenting and skill biased innovation.
3.2 Environment of more globalization and openness may easily cause passive and proactive
defensive skill biased technology innovation
Compared to other domestic innovative regions, Beijing is more international and open to the
developed world, with intensive trade flow of high technology and hi-tech products (including services).
On one hand, Beijing consumes large amount of hi-tech products from the developed countries, with
intensive tacit knowledge embodied by the producers; In order to compete for the domestic market with
international firms, local firms have to take the similar defensive skill biased innovation passively. On
the other hand, Beijing is also a major source of R&D, production and exportation of hi-tech products
(mainly to underdeveloped regions in China); in order to counter react the threat of imitation and
leapfrogging from domestic competitors, local firms tend to take defensive skill biased innovations
proactively.
3.3 Hi-tech industrial clusters take on obvious innovation pattern of science-based firms and
specialist suppliers
Beijing has advanced industrial structure, characterized by several large scale industrial clusters
including Zhong Guan Cun Science Park, Daxing Bio-Medical Base, New Media industry base,
Electronics Park, Aerospace Park, etc. These industrial clusters mainly function in ICT, bio-medical,
electronics and intelligent transportation sectors. On one hand, these sectors are mostly in the fluid or
transitional phase of their life cycles, with amount of jobs on the increasing tracks; on the other hand,
these sectors take on obvious innovation patterns of science based firms and specialist suppliers,
requiring more scientists, professionals and college graduates with high level of general knowledge and
tacit professional skills.
3.4 Strong policy incentives accelerate the development of its unique industrial structure and skill
requirements
Beijing has always been receiving strong policy incentives for independent technological
innovation and industrial structure upgrading in fiscal subsidy, tax exemption and talent importation, etc.
In the newly issued ‘the 12th five years’ planning’, Beijing was designated as the National Innovation
Center, with Zhong Guan Cun Science Park as the National Independent Innovation Pilot Base. Such
incentives will further shape Beijing’s regional innovation system and its related skill requirements.
On the quantity side, the characteristics above may entail technological innovations in Beijing with
positive employment effect. While on the quality side, such characteristics may induce the innovations
biasing towards high-level tacit knowledge and professional skills, which are more fluid, transferable
and couldn’t be commanded after short-term specialized vocational trainings, such as strong learning
skills, creative skills, cognitive skills and interactive skills (Howells, 2003), instead of the engineering
skills, motor competences and manual skills much required by the scale intensive industries. This may
cause increasing proportions of R&D staff, technical professionals and employees with high level
general educations. The author will test this hypothesis empirically in the following section.

4 Empirical Evidences
4.1 About the questionnaires
Empirical researches is conducted based on questionnaires responded by 235 enterprises in Beijing.
The questionnaires were designed according to the questionnaires used in famous Community
Innovation Survey (CIS) in Europe, with specific questions about innovation, and added more
employment related questions by the author. The investigation period was the beginning of 2008 to the
end of 2010. The innovation related questions include whether the firm conducted product innovation or
process innovation, whether the innovation is primal, imitation or by adoption and assimilation, how
much are the R&D expenditures, numbers of patents approved and which are the major innovation
hampers, etc.; employment related questions include the increasing rate of total employment, R&D staff,
technological professional, non-operative staff (white collar workers), technicians and senior technicians,
employees with master and doctoral degrees, etc. and average wage of each category.
Among the 235 observations, 44.62% belong to the manufacturing sector and 55.38% belong to the
service sector. 53.95% belong to the hi-tech industries which involves intensive use of ICT and highly
skilled workers, which far surpasses the national average level; respectively, they are cultural and art
(12.31%), computer and software (10.77%), electric and electronics equipment (10.07%), transportation
equipment (8.35%), pharmaceutical and bio-medical (7.90%), and financial and insurance (4.62%).
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Such a structure coincides with the pattern of science-based firms and specialist suppliers mentioned
above.
4.2 Empirical evidences on the quantity side
According to Zimmerman (2008) and Verspagen (2004), the labor demand L of enterprise i can be
expressed as the function of technology level T, product quality Q and a set of control variables, X. The
following function can be got by differentiation of the logarithmic form:

ΔInLi = ε T ΔInTi + ε Q ΔInQi + ε X ΔInX i
ΔInLi stands for the increasing rate of logarithmic employment amount of enterprise i from 2008
to 2010. Technology change corresponds to improvement of labor productivity, with process innovation
(PC) as the proxy. If the enterprise has conducted process innovation during the period, PC = 1 , or else
PC = 0 . Changes of the product quality can be indicated by the proxy product innovation (PD), If the
enterprise has conducted process innovation during the period, PD = 1 , or else PD = 0 .
In order to detect the employment effect of different types of product and process innovations, the
author conducts a second phase regression analysis to all the enterprises which have ever conducted
product or process innovations. PCP = 1 means at least one of the process innovations is primal
innovation, while PCP = 0 means all of the process innovation are imitation innovation or
re-innovation after adaptation and improvement. Similarly, PDP = 1 means at least one of the product
innovations is primal innovation, while PDP = 0 means all of the product innovations are imitation
innovation or re-innovation after adaptation and improvement.
Control variables include labor cost, indicated by the increasing rate of logarithmic average wage
(WG) of the enterprise from 2008 to 2010, logarithmic employment amount of the enterprise at the end
of 2008 (L08), and whether the enterprise has ever conducted organizational innovation, ORG (ORG=1
if the answer is yes).
Henceforth, the regression equation of phase 1 and phase 2 are as follows, respectively (for
simplicity, the subscript i is omitted):
LGR = α + β1 PC + β 2 PD + β 3WG + β 4 L 08 + β 5ORG + u ,

LGR′ = α ′ + β1′ PCP + β 2′ PDP + β 3′WG + β 4′ L08 + β 5′ORG + u ′ .
In order to eliminate the co-linearity among the variables, the author uses forward directional
stepwise regression method to estimate the equation, with the stopping rule that p value equals 0.5, and
technological innovation variables (PC, PD, PCP, PDP) always included. The estimation results of
phase 1 and phase 2 are displayed in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1 Estimation Results for Equations of Employment Quantity and Innovations (Phase 1)
Variable
Coefficient
Std. Error
t-Statistic
Prob.
PC
0.058672
0.089622
1.654663
0.1139
PD
0.126601
0.093257
3.357546
0.0770*
ORG
0.486817
0.100390
4.849258
0.0000***
L08
-0.083604
0.018545
-4.508250
0.0000***
Table 2 Estimation Results for Equations of Employment Quantity and Innovations (Phase 2)
Variable
Coefficient
Std. Error
t-Statistic
Prob.
PCP
-0.067974
0.127531
-0.533002
0.5953
PDP
0.219148
0.110081
1.082366
0.0820*
ORG
0.562082
0.136031
4.132017
0.0001***
L08
-0.089765
0.023769
-3.776509
0.0003***
*: significant at 90% level, **: significant at 95% level, ***: significant at 99% level

From Table 1, we see that both product and process innovation are positively correlated with the
employment amount, while compared with process innovation, product innovation contributes more to
employment increase and the correlation is more significant. This result is consistent with the findings
of most existed literature. Table 2 further shows that primal product innovation makes no more
contribution to employment increase than general product innovation, which means imitation
innovations or re-innovations after adoption and improvement can cause even more employment than
primal innovations. Such paradox reflects one of the major challenges faced by Beijing regional
innovation system: public organizations (such as universities, research institutes and state-owned labs)
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instead of enterprises undertake lion’s share of technology innovation activities, without tight
collaboration with enterprises in the innovation processes. Such shortage of market orientation makes
these primal innovations couldn’t create as much demand as that made by innovations imitating or
adopting existed novelties which have proved successful in the market.
In both phases, organization innovations and employment amount in 2008 are control variables
which have significant correlation with employment increase (much more significant than technological
innovation variables). It’s not surprising that organization innovations are strongly positively correlated
with employment increase, since Beijing is so rich in contemporary service industries, for which
organization innovations play significant role in enterprise growth. Employment amount in 2008 is
slightly negatively correlated with employment increase, which is also reasonable since the bigger the
company, the slower the company will grow. Average wage was kicked out by the stopping rule for its
correlation with employment increase is far from significant. That’s not because average wage is really
not correlated with employment increase, but because it has strong co-linearity with other variables:
employees in companies which are big or good at innovations tend to have higher wages.
4.3 Empirical evidences on the quality side
In order to explore the correlation between technological innovation and skill composition, the
author makes linear regression between each employment variable and each innovation variable, with
employment variable as the explained variable and innovation variable as the explanatory variable.
Employment variables include growth rate of proportion of R&D staff (RD), technological professionals
(TP), white collar workers (WC), technicians and senior technicians (TN), employees with master and
doctoral degrees (MD), respectively. Innovation variables include whether the firm has conducted
product innovation (PD), whether the firm has conducted process innovation (PC) and whether the
innovations are primal (PR).
Inspired by Piva and Vivarelli (2002), each employment variable is defined as the function of an
innovation variable, sales growth rate (SA) and growth rate of average wage of the corresponding
employment category, which are named as WRD, WTP, WWC, WTN, and WMD, respectively. Hence the
regression equations between each employment variable and PD will be like follows:

RD = α 0 + α1 PD + α 2 SA + α 3WRD + μ1
TP = β 0 + β1 PD + β 2 SA + β 3WTP + μ 2
WC = δ 0 + δ1 PD + δ 2 SA + δ 3WWC + μ3
TN = θ 0 + θ1 PD + θ 2 SA + θ 3WTN + μ 4
MD = ξ 0 + ξ1 PD + ξ 2 SA + ξ 3WMD + μ5
The equations for other innovation variable (PC, PR) will take the same form. As analyzed in
section 3, technological innovations in Beijing is expected to bias towards high-level tacit knowledge
and professional skills, which may cause growing proportion of R&D staff, white collar workers,
employees with masters and doctoral degrees and probably technological professionals, so we expect
α i , δ i , ξi and probably β i ( i ≠ 0 ) to be positive. However, we couldn’t expect whether θi ( i ≠ 0 )
is positive or negative, for the expected skills composition and the technicians’ manual skills can either
be complementary or substitutive. Such expectation goes for not only PD, but also PC and PR;
nevertheless the values of their coefficients are probably different, since their contributions to the skill
composition are different.
The same regression method is used for the quality side, still with the stopping rule that p vale
equals 0.5 and innovation variables always included. The results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Estimation Results for Equations of Employment Quality and Innovations
RD
TP
WC
TN
MD
PD 0.092 (0.000)*** 0.145 (0.001)*** 0.212 (0.005)***
0.032 (0.087)*
0.219 (0.000)***
PC 0.071 (0.001)*** 0.216 (0.003)*** 0.128 (0.001)***
0.068 (0.056)*
0.153 (0.000)***
PR 0.103 (0.000)*** 0.256 (0.000)*** 0.142 (0.001)***
0.079 (0.048)**
0.194 (0.000)***
*: significant at 90% level, **: significant at 95% level, ***: significant at 99% level

In each cell there’s filled the value of corresponding coefficient, p value in the bracket and stars
standing for the significance level. To concentrate our attention onto the correlations between
employment variables and innovation variables, the author omitted the estimation results for the
coefficients of SA and wage variables. In fact, for a majority of the 15 equations (12 out of 15 for SA and
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10 out of 15 for wage variables), SA and wage variables have been kicked out under the stopping rule
for their correlations with the explained variables are too insignificant. Just as the quantity side, this isn’t
because their correlations are too weak in reality, but because SA, wage variables and innovation
variables are so strongly correlated, so that they are kicked out in the process of step-wise regression.
The true story is: innovation activities significant promote the sale growth, improve each employment
category’s productivity and hence the average wage.
As expected, all the coefficients are positive and significant, showing a strong skill biased nature.
What should be noticed is that not only our expected coefficients, but also coefficients of TN are
positive, which means our expected skill composition is complementary with the technician’s manual
skills: more products or processes embodied with higher technology especially tacit knowledge require
more highly skilled manual workers. Since the proportions of all the mentioned employment categories
proportions increase, then which employment category’s proportion decreases? The answer is those
unskilled manual workers, such as apprentices, junior level workers, intermediate level workers and
rural migrant workers without adequate vocational trainings.
It’s interesting to dive into the differences among the coefficient values. On one hand, product
innovation, especially primal innovation leads to more proportion growth of the listed employment
categories. It’s reasonable, since in-house R&D require not only more R&D staff, but also more
technology professionals, white collar workers, highly educated employees and even manual technicians
with supporting tacit professional knowledge and skills (in accordance with the theory of defensive skill
biased innovation). On the other hand, TP, WC and MD take on more proportion growth, which also
matches our expectation made in section 3.
In summary, the empirical results are reasonable and have tested the author’s hypothesis, for both
quantity and quality aspect.

5 Conclusion
Beijing has always been one of the top regions in technological innovation capability of China.
Compared to other top innovative regions, Beijing has obvious characteristics including abundant
supply of human capital and R&D facilities, intensive trade flow of hi-tech products and hence higher
risk of knowledge spillovers, concentrated hi-tech industrial clusters and strong policy incentives for
skill biased innovations. According to relevant theories on innovation-employment relationships, such
characteristics may lead to positive employment increase and bias towards tacit professional knowledge
and skills, such as creative skills, cognitive skills and interactive skills, which requires more white-collar
workers, technological professionals and highly educated employees.
Such hypothesis is tested by the empirical research. Based on the questionnaires collected from 235
enterprises in Beijing, the author made linear regression between employment quantity/quality variables
and innovation variables, respectively. The results show that for quantity aspect, both product and
process innovations are positively correlated with employment increase, but primal innovations make no
more contribution to employment increase than innovations based on imitation or adoption; for quality
aspect, there exist significant positive correlation between technological innovation and expected skill
compositions, indicated by the proportion of R&D staff, white collar workers, technological
professionals, employees with master and doctoral degrees and skilled manual technicians. Product
innovation, especially primal innovation makes more contribution to the proportion increases of the
mentioned skill composition.
The local government could take proactive measures to better explore the positive employment
effect of innovations and hence alleviate structural unemployment pressure brought by technology
change. Firstly, keep on promoting the development of productive service industries with higher
elasticity of employment. XU (2011) had ever estimated top 10 industries with highest elasticity of
employment in China, among which ICT, leasing and business service, healthcare and social security,
environment and public utilities administration, scientific research and technology service, financing
and insurance are all productive service industries encouraged by national policies, as well as sectors in
which Beijing has comparative advantages.
Secondly, improve the sensitivity of college and vocational education to the demand of labor
market. Structural unemployment will be mitigated unless the massive graduates meet the skill
requirements of the rapidly developing hi-tech industries. By adjusting the curriculum setting and
cultivation mode of college graduates escorted by intensive communication between colleges and
enterprises, the local government could better match the human capital supply with the demand of labor
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market. As important complements, vocational education should be developed vigorously to provide
enough talents with suitable vocational skills.
Thirdly, encourage the enterprises to take on the major part of technological innovations. The local
government could leverage enough policy incentives to help enterprises, especially small and medium
enterprises play the major role in technological innovations, including strengthen collaboration between
universities, public R&D institutes and enterprises in innovation activities. Such measure is necessary to
enhance the innovations’ market orientation, and further effects of employment promotion.
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Abstract: This paper introduces a model-driven product development for complexity management.
Today, the complexity of the mechatronics products makes it more difficult that the engineers
collaborate with each other. The causes of the complexity can be categorized into three: (1) the
requirement for complex function is increasing, (2) the scope of the design is becoming more widely,
and (3) the combination of the line-up product is exploding because of the widely-covered product
family. In order to manage and control such complexity of product and product development, this paper
introduces a model-driven approach based on a product model. The product model describes three
dimensions: (1) the structure of the product, (2) the function requested by the customer, and (3) the
product behavior of the software.
Key words: Model-driven; Product development; Product model; Design rationale; Design process

1 Introduction
Authors address the development of the management and synthesis method of development
processes for collaborative product design. In multi-domain and functional standpoint, this paper
proposes a modeling method which can grasp the entire complex mechatronics system.
In recent years, because required functions of artifacts are getting more and more sophisticated,
design information is rapidly becoming complicated. Artifact such as car, aircraft and electronics which
is composed of mechanics, circuit and software are called mechatronics products[1]. Today, the
‘synthetic development’ which means that the designers themselves have to find and exclude the
problem, is the mainstream way for mechatronics design[2]. At the scene of the product design, risk of
over-dependent on the conventional ‘synthetic development’ is becoming critical problem.
Because of this motivation, the authors proposed an efficient model-driven management of product
development based on the mechatronics model[3]. Figure 1 shows an overview of the model-based
concurrent development of mechatronics product. The proposed method enables the designer to share
the design rationale and support for synthetic development by describing function, behavior and
structure of complex mechatronics products on the computer as the system model. At first, this paper
briefly introduces the situation of the complicated artifacts. Secondly, a structural definition of system
model which integrates and synthesizes various aspects is described.
1.1 Cause of complication: Increase in functions which require integrated control of the entire
system
In design of mechatronics products in these years, the realization of complicated and advanced
functions is required. By software, complicated and sensitive functions are easily realized. Therefore
many functions such as clash avoidance and the optimum energy control are required with integrated
control of the entire system.
As a result, for example the number of ECU (Electric Control Unit) loaded by car was from 1 to
several pieces 20 years ago, at present it is increasing rapidly, the number is from 50 to 100
approximately. Therefore, artifacts getting more and more sophisticated. And on both sides of the
hardware and software are complicated. Design of both hardware and software is required, cooperative
manufacture of mechanics, circuit and software is important.
In car industry, the applicable scope has expanded. For example, mechatronics product activity
starts from an important part of engine control, it transfers important safety part such as brake and
steering, technique which lines up safety aspect such as air bag and stability control is established, and
then satisfaction of charm quality such as vehicle communication and the support for car into the garage,
and lane maintenance assistance is addressed.
1.2 Cause of complication: Expansion of scope according to cooperation of artifacts, human and
society
The value of the artifacts is not evaluated only by the hardware. However in the connection like
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software such as humans and the societies, it has come to appear for the first time. As a result, such as
consideration of eco-corresponding, networking and life cycle, in development of artifacts, scope of
demand that should be considered is expanding[4].
1.3 Cause of complication: An explosive increase in variety in product development
By acceleration of global development in recent years, each procurement, design, production and
the input market is done worldwide. Procurement is diversified and the input market becomes complex,
therefore the number of combinations of product specifications is enormous. In the market deployment
of products, it is in the situation that if system engineering approach is not applied, the control is
difficult[5][6].
For example, in an automobile company, the kind of product in which lineup is possible is over 15
billion by simple combination, furthermore considering combination of procurement and the destination,
variety which should control is enormous. If the variety increases explosively, responsible system is
obscure, correspondence as company gets stiff and bad effect which can’t correspond promptly at the
time of recall arises. This situation is heard.
1.4 The huge recall concentrated on mechatronics products
In 2009, it was the year that the safety problem and quality trouble in product development quickly
surfaced. For example massive recall was arisen in the automobile company. The example of the recall
which is antilock brake system (ABS) of Toyota Prius, in the function that frequency in use is low, bug
arose in the boundary portion to which control transfers[7]. The design information was sophisticated and
complicated rapidly, so that it is thinkable that not removing problems completely in conventional
adjustment between designers contributes to the defects.

Figure 1

System Model for Model-based Concurrent Development of Mechatronics Product Development
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1.5 The limit of synthetic development between designers
Conventional development of artifacts has mainly done by the method of synthesis between
designers. That is to say it is the method that advancing the development by dividing responsibility
system into every structure and domain, attempting consistency by humanly synthesis in the part across
structure or domain, finding the problem and resolving it. In recent years however, complication of
artifacts advanced rapidly, so it is likely to exceed considerably the level of possible management by
hand. As the idea that ‘Synthesis is active and it is likely to inflame’ is heard from the scene of product
design, it is said that the limit of the development which excessively depends on synthesis is being
approached.

2 Model-driven Development Management
From the problem discussed above, model-driven development management is received
attention[1][2][8][9]. Model-driven development management is development methodology to create a
system-level design blueprint (figure 1) with modeling techniques and languages for functional mutual
understanding from the initial stage of a design. It also contributes to transfer the sufficient design
quality in the initial stage to a detailed design stage. In the paradigm of the model-driven development
management, designers are not recommended to start from specific description (e.g. three-dimensional
modeling using CAD or program coding, etc.) of each domain, because their visibility and reusability
are very low in the initial stage. The paradigm forces the designer firstly to create system models which
express system function and testing from a broad viewpoint such as reliability, manufacturability and a
life cycle cost.
Then, model-driven development management is the method that the technique of streamlining
development process with model which is system level of created mechatronics products from
beginning to end. Three advantages shown below are expected by model-driven development
management. The advantages are; (1) constructing the entire model expressing mechatronics products
and defining requested specifications and design rationale specifically with model, (2) seeing the entire
system of mechatronics products by integration with model, and (3) supporting for the logical synthesis
based on the common understanding with models.
Figure 2 shows the structure of the cooperation with system level and domain level. By the model
expressing mechatronics products, it is possible to describe not only concrete parameter resulting or
information of state from design but also information of design rationale such as “Why did you choose
that parameter?”, or “Why that state is required?”. By explicit description of design rationale, it is
expected the designers to grasp extent of the impact of a design change and to reduce design as much as
possible whenever changes design and to reuse design property[10].

Detailed design Treat information for real product
Figure 2 How to Collaborate the Engineer of Each Specific Domains:
to Assist System Engineer who Makes Decisions, Defines Requirements and Remedy Inconsistencies

3 The Proposal of the Design Information Model of Composite Products
It is in the situation that information model which is possible to describe mechatronics products
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synthetically doesn’t exist at present. The case of mechanics is CAD(Computer Aided Design), the case
of circuit is system statistical diagram(System Diagram or Modelica, etc.), the case of software is
UML(Unified Modeling Language), and so on individual design information model is in present, but it
is in the situation that they don’t work together. Therefore, each model is discrete, there is a problem
that can’t grasp the whole and it is in the situation that bug arise in these boundary portion.
So the authors propose (Figure 1) system model (called design information model of mechatronics
products) which describes the design information of machine, circuit and software especially in the
integrated form and they implement and test the system which is possible to modeling actually. This
system model means the model described and integrated three kinds of design information shown
below.
(1) Constructive model (Figure 3) (It takes charge of mechanical composition.) ・・・describing
dependency of entity, connecting composition and property parameter.

Figure 3

Model of Structure

(2) Flow model (Figure 4) (It takes charge of circuit or ancestry.) ・・・describing the flow of objects
by input-and-output relation and conversion function.

Figure 4

Mode of Function
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(3) The model of system behavior (Figure 5) (It takes charge of software.) ・・・describing dynamic
phenomenon composed of state and transition.

Figure 5

Mode of Behavior

4 Model-driven Development Management Using System Model
If product development is classified into the process which determines information which means
“What should we to make?”, and the process which means “Whether products is worked properly as
expected?”, it can be said that the former is the process which advances design to foundations and
details from concept and leads to a trial and the latter is the process which leads to evaluation,
integration, test, validation and factory trial after trial production. If the integrated model of design
information is used, the support for synthesis can be done at the above each design phase by design
rationale and intention with integrated model. Since models are described in the form which adjusts
many domains and various viewpoints, the support for synthesis which raises and lowers the view or
across the domains can be done.

5 Conclusions
The authors introduced outline of cooperative design approach with system model as the attempt to
complication of artifacts development in recent years. If proposed design information model is used,
design specification and rationale of products defined specially. As a result, it can be supported that
developers of mechanics, circuit and software cooperate in a flat position and do synthesis across the
domains. Moreover it can be supported for the develop management that Front Loading Type or
V&V(Validation & Verification) process which detects the problem across the different domains and
resolves from an early stage by describing the design information from the upper phase of development
and constructing sharing understanding. Since models are described in the form which adjusts many
domains and various viewpoints, the support for synthesis which raises and lowers the view or across
the domains can be done.
Further, such as product family development which inputs product group into market and design in
consideration of manufacturability and DfX (Design for X) strategy of the design, etc. in consideration
of reuse, and life cycle strategy, it is possible to support for examination and the management where
strategy expanding scope.
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Abstract: It is the time of world-wide-knowledge economy. Knowledge become an important factor of
production, and is essential for the development of enterprises. Thus, enterprise’s businesses absorption
capacity becomes a hot issue. However, most of the related research lack of deeply analysis on
absorptive capacity, and can’t clearly explain the impact of absorptive capacity on profit and innovation
performance. Based on 205 valid questionnaires, the paper conducts a further study on enterprise
absorptive capacity, its profit and innovation performance, set up and verify the mechanism that
absorptive capacity affecting its profit and innovation performance.
Key words: Absorptive capacity; Profit performance; Innovation performance; Manufacturing
enterprises

1 Introduction
The concept of absorptive capacity arose from the macro level and was first used to analyze
technology catching-up of developing countries. In the book “Economic Backwardness in Historical
Perspective”, Gerschenkron[1] had given the concept of backward advantage, and pointed out that
developing countries can utilize stock knowledge in the world, therefore, developing countries have
more growth potential than developed countries. Rapid growth potential depends on many factors, the
natural endowments, the country's social competence and the technology matching were the most
important ones[2]. Absorptive capacity is an integral part of social competence, which affects a country’s
ability to absorb and assimilate knowledge from leading countries.
Cohen and Levinthal[3] firstly introduced absorptive capacity into the level of the firm, they argued
that absorptive capacity refers to not only the acquisition or assimilation of information by an
organization but also the organization’s ability to exploit it. From then on, many researches proposed
models on absorptive capacity and business performance, the most widely used of them are advanced by
Cohen and Levinthal[3], Lane et al.[4], Zahra and George[5], Todorova and Durisin[6].
Lane et al.[4] expanded the process and argued that absorptive capacity is a learning process
includes three stages, exploratory learning, transformative learning and exploitative learning.
Furthermore, absorptive capacity outcomes are divided into commercial and knowledge outputs.
Zahra and George[5] reconceptualized the concept of absorptive capacity, took absorptive capacity
as a dynamic capability. They argued that absorptive capacity is a set of organizational routines and
processes to acquire, assimilate, transform and exploit knowledge. Being a kind of capability, absorptive
capacity focus on enterprise’s ability of managing its resources especially its knowledge resources, and
this ability can improve enterprise performance and competitive advantage.
Todorova and Durisin[6] reconceptualized the concept of absorptive capacity given that it has five
elements including recognize the value, acquire, assimilate, transform and exploit.
The existing researches give valuable reference for further study, while, however, most of the
empirical researches are not only established on foreign enterprises but also lack of comparative studies
on profit and innovation performance. Along with the importance of absorptive capacity, a more detailed
analysis on absorptive capacity and enterprise performance becomes necessary. Thus, the paper
conducts an empirical study on absorptive capacity, profit performance and innovation performance.

2 Theoretical Analysis and Hypotheses
On the background of economic globalization and knowledge economy, the competition between
enterprises is fierce day by day, furthermore, enterprise interacting with external organizations becomes
important. The main purpose of these interactions is to obtain and utilize resources, and then, improve
∗
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enterprise performance. In this process, enterprise absorptive capacity plays an important role.
Cohen and Levinthal[3] proposed that absorptive capacity might consist of the abilities to recognize
the value of new knowledge, to assimilate it and to apply it to commercial. The three processes are
dynamic and depend on the knowledge source and prior knowledge, furthermore, they affect both
innovation activity and innovative performance of enterprise. Yli-Renko[7] employed a sample of 180
entrepreneurial high-technology ventures based in the United Kingdom, examined the effects of social
capital in key customer relationships on knowledge acquisition and knowledge exploitation, confirmed
that social capital facilitates external knowledge acquisition in key customer relationships and that such
knowledge mediates the relationship between social capital and knowledge exploitation for competitive
advantage. Weiying introduced the perspective of absorptive capacity to analyze the relation of social
capital and technological innovation, based on empirical analysis of Chinese manufacture enterprises,
the research results show that social capital significantly affects innovation performance by improving
absorptive capacity.
Although the definition of absorptive capacity has not yet reached a consensus, most researches
admit that enterprise absorptive capacity is a kind of process ability. And there are four typical process
models on absorptive capacity. Integrated previous literatures on absorptive capacity[5][6], this research
redefine the concept of absorptive capacity. The essence of the absorptive capacity is a kind of
accommodation capacity in the ever-changing business environment. The absorptive capacity is a
processing ability including four dimensions, which are recognizing the value, and acquiring,
assimilating as well applying resources.
Enterprise external network is a main source of enterprise resources. However, due to the limited
time and capability, it is difficult to find the most valuable one in the redundant resources. And this has
an important effect on performance. Empirical evidence on relations of learning and innovation shows
the importance of recognizing value to enterprise performance[8][9].
On the basis of recognizing the value of industry conditions, market opportunities and technology
trends, enterprises also need to acquire these resources. Acquire resources and enterprise performance
has a positive relation. And this is confirmed by subsequent empirical research[7][10][11].
Knowledge gained from external network may be full of inspiration, but often be ignored due to its
difficult to be understood[12]. Therefore, the outside knowledge can only be useful through a process of
being assimilated[4]. That is, assimilating resources is an important part of absorptive capacity and, has a
positive effect on its performance.
Applying resources refers to the ability of transfering the assimilated knowledge to commercial
utilization, and thereby enterprise can create a new competitive ability[3]. The empirical study[10] shows
that for cross-border joint ventures, the ability of applying knowledge from its parent company is
positively associated with its firm performance.
Based on the above analysis, the hypotheses are proposed:
H 1a The stronger of enterprise ability to recognize the value, the stronger of its profit performance.
H 1b The stronger of enterprise ability to recognize the value, the stronger of its innovation
performance.
H 2a The stronger of enterprise ability to acquire resources, the stronger of its profit performance.
H 2b The stronger of enterprise ability to acquire resources, the stronger of its innovation
performance.
H 3a The stronger of enterprise ability to assimilate resources, the stronger of its profit
performance.
H 3b The stronger of enterprise ability to assimilate resources, the stronger of its innovation
performance.
H 4a The stronger of enterprise ability to apply resources, the stronger of its profit performance.
H 4b The stronger of enterprise ability to apply resources, the stronger of its innovation
performance.

3 Methodology
3.1 Sample selection and data collection
The following analysis is according to 205 valid questionnaires based on three sampling criteria:
history of at least 3 years; no less than 20 employees; manufacturing enterprises in Shandong Province
of China. First, sample enterprises are 3-year upper which can eliminate the abnormal volatility of
enterprise performance. Second, enterprises’ employees less than 20 are mostly in start-up period that
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enterprise network depend on not enterprise but entrepreneur. Third, external network and absorptive
capacity of manufacture enterprises are more stable.
The questionnaires are collected from target-company’s senior management. 298 responds are
received from 470, and 205 of them are valid. The response rate is 63.40% and the valid response rate is
43.62%.
3.2 Variables
Dependent Variable is enterprise performance which has two dimensions. On one side is profit
performance, measured by change rate of recent 3-years’ sale income; on the other side is innovation
performance, measured by change rate of recent 3-years’ new business output.
Independent variable is absorptive capability, measured by the ability of recognizing the value,
acquiring resources, assimilating resources and applying resources. The measurements on absorptive
capability are established on literature reviewing, Chinese enterprise interviewing and factor analysis.
All the above variables are measured by several questions through Likert-5Points.

4 Results
4.1 Reliability of the data
SPSS is used to analyze the data and all data belong to normal distribution. The reliabilities
analogous to Cronbach alpha values are all above the recommended mini-mum of 0.70. The adjustment
CICT are all above the recommended mini-mum of 0.35. Thus, all of the constructs demonstrate good
internal consistency and, hence, reliability.
4.2 Correlation and regression analysis
According to correlation analysis, shown as Table 1, there are 15 correlations among enterprise
absorptive capacity, profit performance and innovation performance. Meanwhile, the correlation
between recognizing resources and profit performance, acquiring resources and profit performance are
much higher, the correlation between assimilating resources and innovation performance, applying
resources and innovation performance are much higher.
Table 1

Means, Standard Deviations, Ranges, and Correlations for the Variables in the Model
1
2
3
4
5
6

1 recognize the value
2 acquire the resources

-.037

3 assimilate the resources

.026

4 apply the resources

.022

.002

.124

5 profit performance

.596**

.362**

.198**

.211**

6 innovation performance

.230**

.117

.583**

.602**

.461

Means

3.80

3.52

3.64

3.35

2.63

3.00

S. D.

0.71

0.68

0.83

0.92

0.89

0.84

Min.

2.00

1.80

1.33

1.00

0.01

0.50

4.56

5.09

Max.

-.057

5.00
5.00
5.00
4.83
N=205. * p ≤ 0.05 (2-tailed). ** p ≤ 0.01 (2-tailed tests).

Stepwise method is used to give linear regression and the results are shown in Table 2. The results
show that four dimensions of absorptive capacity all have a significant positive impact on both profit
and innovation performance; furthermore, the extent of this impact on profit and innovation
performance is different.
According to the empirical result, enterprise absorptive capacity can be divided into the potential
absorptive capacity and the realized absorptive capacity. The potential absorptive capacity is the ability
to recognize and acquire resources such as information, knowledge and technology. It represents the
abundance of resources and mainly affects the profit performance. The realized absorptive capacity is
the ability to assimilate and apply resources. It mainly decides the ability of innovation, and therefore, it
affects both the innovation performance and the profit performance. the potential absorptive capacity
mainly affects enterprise profit performance and the realized absorptive capacity mainly affects
enterprise innovation performance.
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Results of Linear Regression
R

R2

△R2

Sig.
(F)

Sig.
(t)

D-W

VIF
max

Y1 = 0.602 F1 + 0.394 F2 + 0.183 F3 + 0.174 F4

.758

.574

.566

.000

.000

2.057

1.076

Y2 = 0.532 F4 + 0.521F3 + 0.210 F1 + 0.154 F2

.831

.690

.684

.000

.000

1.971

1.005

F1: recognize the value; F2: acquire the resources; F3: assimilate the resources; F4: apply the resources;
Y1: profit performance; Y2: innovation performance. 0.05≤p≤0.1.

Absorptive Capacity

Performance

Potential absorptive capacity
Recognize the value
Profit
Acquire the resource

Innovation

Realized absorptive capacity
Assimilate the
resource
Apply the resource

Figure 1

Revised Concept Model

According to the above analysis, hypotheses 1a, hypotheses 1b, hypotheses 2a, hypotheses 2b
hypotheses 3a, hypotheses 3b, hypotheses 4a, hypotheses 4b are all supported. The revised concept
model is shown in Figure 1.
Make a further analysis of the regression model, the results show that the four dimensions of
absorption capacity has different effects on profit and innovation performance. More specifically, the
profit performance is mainly determined by the two dimensions, namely, recognizing value and
acquiring resource, while the innovation performance is mainly determined by the two dimensions
which are assimilating and applying resource.
Recognizing value is enterprises’ ability to identify useful resource; acquiring resource reflects the
speed, quantity and cost of acquiring external resource. These two features will have a direct significant
impact on enterprise profit performance. Assimilating and applying resource are mainly the process of
recycling external resource, and therefore, these two features will also have some impact on enterprise
profit performance.
Knowledge and information from external can only be most useful through the process of applying,
assimilating and applying resource determine this process, and thus affect enterprise innovation
performance directly and apparently. For recognizing value and acquiring resource, they affect
innovation performance indirectly.

5 Conclusions
The paper probed into the four dimensions of absorptive capacity, set up and verified the
mechanism that enterprise absorptive capacity affecting its profit and innovation performance.
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According to the empirical analysis, the impact of enterprise absorptive capacity on enterprise profit and
innovation performance is multidimensional. Specially speaking:
Firstly, the four dimensions of enterprises absorptive capacity affect enterprise profit and
innovation performance significantly.
Secondly, recognizing value and acquiring resource do not affects profit performance significantly,
but affects innovation performance apparently. That is, the impact of these two dimensions on enterprise
innovation performance is indirect. Assimilating and applying resource do not only affect profit
performance but also affect innovation performance significantly and directly.
Third, the absorptive capacity can be divided into the potential absorptive capacity and the realized
absorptive capacity, which coincide with the research of Zahra and George[5]. Further, the potential
absorptive capacity is the ability to recognize and acquire resources such as information and it mainly
determines the profit performance. The realized absorptive capacity is the ability to assimilate and apply
resources, and it mainly determines the innovation performance.
There isn’t a mature questionnaire on absorptive capacity, thus, the questionnaire used in this
research is by way of literature reviewing, enterprise interviewing and factor analysis, which decreases
its reliability. Besides, this research is based not on longitudinal research but on lateral research, and
thus, it can’t give an reasonable explanation from dynamic perspective.
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Co-integration Analysis of the Relationship Between Industrial
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Abstract: Based on the time-series data from 1990 to 2006 in Hubei province of China, this paper
analyzes the relationship between industrial structure changes and economic growth through the analysis
on the co-integration and granger causation test model. The outcome research indicates: (1)There is
long-term stable relation between the fluctuation of industrial structure and the practical economic
growth. The industrial policy of adjusting and optimizing industrial structure so as to promote economic
growth is active and efficient in Hubei province. (2)The value of tertiary industry and economic growth
develop with the same fluctuation, and the influence is huge, which shows the marginal productivity of
tertiary industry goes beyond any other marginal productivity, tertiary occupation is processed of
developmental potential. (3)Between individual GDP and the increase of the proportion of tertiary
industry exists no obvious mutual causation relation. (4)The increase of the proportion of tertiary
industry is the cause of the increase of tertiary industry production rather than the way around.
Keywords: Industrial structure; Economic growth; Co-integration analysis; Granger causation test;,
Hubei province

1 Introduction
The researches of the relationship between regional economic growth and industrial structure
attract many scholars’ attention both at home and abroad at all times. Many researches indicate that there
is a mutual promotion and restraint relation existing between the industrial structure changes and
economic growth. Under a certain condition, industrial structure is the base of economic growth. In the
long run, industrial structure will still be one of the main reasons that condition economic growth at
stated periods from now on. At present, global economic produces some new characteristics, such as
intra-industry taking place of the division of labor among products to become a new international form
for division of labor, the reinforcement on the integration of trade and investment etc. At the same time,
China’s economic and social development have jumped into a new stage with the promotion of the
reform and open policy and the macroeconomic control of the government. However, the issues between
economic growth and industrial structure will continue to be the focus of governments of all levels and
in the academic circles.
‘Hubei Statistical Yearbook’ in the relevant year is used in this essay as the basic data resource, and
this essay has the period (1978-2008) researched, for this period is the important time for economic
growth to step into the speedy development from the previous steady development in Hubei province. It
analyzes the co-integration relation between industrial structure and economic growth in this period, and
it refers to the mutual relevant mechanisms and rules between them so as to provide the practical plans
for upgrading the industrial structure and promote economic growth better. It has great significance.

2 Index for Selection
This essay reflects the growth of economy through the individual GDP(Y) index of
macroeconomics, and it also reflects the conditions of the industrial structure in the national economy by
two indexes, one is the upgrading rate of industrial structure(X1)—The proportion of GDP that tertiary
industry makes up, the other one is the upgrading rate of employment structure(X2)—The proportion of
employment weighs in the total employment. Because of the natural logarithms of data doesn’t change
the co-integration relation in the primal variable, also makes the trend linearization, and determinates the
heteroscedastic phenomenon which existing in the time series, so, transform the natural logarithm of
individual GDP(Y), the proportion of GDP that tertiary industry makes up(X1) as well as the proportion
of employment weighs in the total employment(X2) and use LY, LX1, LX2 respectively to show the
individual GDP, the upgrading rate of industrial structure and the upgrading rate of employment
∗
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3 Time-series Stability Test
In order to avoid the fake regression and increase the precision of analysis, the stability should be
tested before testing the co-integration among all kinds of variables. Common method—ADF(Augmented Dickey-Full)in the unit root test can be used to test. Use Adjusted R-squared rule,
AIC rule, SC rule etc. to attempt over and over, select the optional lag order in the model, finally get the
result of the unit root test (in table 1). The result in Table1 indicates that time series LY, LX1 are first
order integration sequence after tested and time series LY, LX2 are second order integration sequence.
Table 1

Variable

ADF test

LY
LX1
LX2
△LY
△LX1
△LX2
△2LX2

0.656381
-3.064785
-2.432597
-4.996342
-3.823536
-1.881934
-3.712917

The Result of ADF Test for LY, LX1, LX2
Critical value
D.W
Probability
1%
5%
10%
-3.92035 -3.065585 -2.673459 1.776119
0.9866
-3.92035 -3.065585 -2.673459 1.86133
0.0501
-3.92035 -3.065585 -2.673459 1.081678
0.149
-3.959148 -3.081002 -2.68133 1.601915
0.0015
-3.959148 -3.081002 -2.68133 2.223781
0.0129
-3.959148 -3.081002 -2.68133 1.864846
0.3308
-4.05791
-3.11991 -2.701103 2.184791
0.0181

Conclusion
unstable
unstable
unstable
stable
stable
unstable
stable

4 Co-integration Model and Test
Times series LY, LX1 are first order integration sequence after tested while LY, LX1 are second order
integration sequence. Though they them themselves are not stable, but some linear combination is stable.
This linear combination reflects the long-term stable proportion among variables, which is called
co-integration. In order to analyze the equilibrium relation among variables effectively, its does the OLS
regression estimates of LY and LX1, LX2, plus LY and LX1, LX2, in addition, it also does the ADF test to
each residual series in the regression model so as to ascertain the stable equilibrium relation among
variables. Eviews’ OLS regression estimate leads to the estimate model and find out the residual test.
⑴The computation formula of the residual e between LY and LX1:
et=LYt-1.998096LX1-0.017856
(R2=0.716576, DW=0.146425)
We can see the absolute value of ADF is 4.217636, threshold absolute value is 3.959148 (level of
significance is 1%), and the residual series e is a stable series. That is to say there exists a stable linear
combination between LY and LX1. In other words, there is a long-term equilibrium relation between the
percent of tertiary industry and national GDP.
⑵The computation formula of the residual e between LY and LX1:
et=LYt-2.187509LX2-0.013453
(R2=0.865689，DW=0.216827)
We can see the absolute value of ADF is 4.186159, and threshold absolute value is 3.959148 (level
of significance is 1%), so we can say the residual series e is a stable series. That is to say there exists a
stable linear combination between LY and LX2. In other words, there is a long-term equilibrium relation
between the percent of tertiary industry and national GDP.
⑶The computation formula of the residual vecm between LY and LX1, LX2.
vecm=LYt-10.23554LX1t+4.148741LX2t
In the above formula, t stands for time, and vecm stands for balanced error. Tested by error
correction model vecm, Co-integration exists between LY and LX1, also LY and LX2, though R2 after
having been tested is rather high, the regression coefficient is outstanding, DW is obviously low, Which
testifies there exists auto-correlation among the residual series. The ADF test to vecm in the
co-integration formula shows balanced error series is stable, from here, we can get the conclusion that
the co-integration relation in the formula showing is outstanding, that is to say, there exists long-term
equilibrium relationship between LY and LX1, LX2. The proportion of tertiary industry changes 1% will
cause individual GDP to change 10.23554% in the same direction. The proportion of the labor in tertiary
industry changes 1% will cause individual GDP to change 4.148741% in the opposite way, and as for
economic growth, the positive influence of tertiary industry is obviously more enormous than the
negative influence of the proportion of labor.

5 Granger Causation Test
Co-integration formula only shows the equilibrium relation of three time series vectors, so it
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doesn’t take each vector under the short-term and not balanced condition into consideration.
Furthermore, in the real course of economy, such situation is normal. Research the relation between the
long-term equilibrium and the short-term adjustment among the time series vectors and build up error
correction model. The result of co-integration test testifies there is long-term equilibrium relation among
the proportion of individual GDP and tertiary industry as well as the population working in tertiary
industry in Hubei province, however, it still cannot show there is regression relation among them, and
whether this equilibrium relation can form causation relation or not need further demonstration.
Table 2

The Result of Granger Causation Test
(the lag phase is 3)
Null Hypothesis
F-Statistic
LX1does not GrangerCause LY
0.4122
LY does not GrangerCause LX1
0.9431
9.87471
LX2 does not GrangerCause LY
LY does not GrangerCause LX2
0.2244
5.23497
LX2 does not GrangerCause LX1
LX1 does not GrangerCause LX2
0.33863

Probability
0.74954
0.46958
0.00656
0.87654
0.03301
0.79838

As for the long-term equilibrium, is GDP(Y) the cause of the changes of the proportion of tertiary
industry(X1) and the proportion of the labor in the whole employment in tertiary industry(X2)? Or the
two cause the change of GDP(Y)? In the fluctuation, what is the cause, what is the result, or the two be
reciprocal causation? It needs the Granger causation test to X1, X2 and GDP. Suppose the lag phase is 3,
Granger causation test to X1, X2 and GDP, result in Table 2.
The result in Table 2 shows that when the lag phase is 3, the calculus of probability that shows LX1
is not the cause of LX2 reaches 3.3% which tells us that the proportion of labor in the whole employment
in tertiary industry(X2)is the Granger cause of the proportion of tertiary industry; The calculus of
probability that shows LX2 is not the cause of LY reaches 0.65% which tell us the proportion of labor in
the whole employment in tertiary industry(X2) is the granger cause of individual GDP; During the whole
result of the test, the calculus of probability that shows LY is not the granger cause of LX1 and LX1 is not
the granger cause of LY reach above 40%, which is to say the proportion of tertiary industry(X1) and
individual GDP are not the cause and result to each other. It also indicates in recent development of
Hubei economy, the effect of the proportion of labor in the whole employment in tertiary industry to
economic growth is obviously more enormous than the proportion of tertiary industry does. The main
reason is that although tertiary industry in Hubei increases year after year, the Services producing
industries develops not so fast, industrial structure in Hubei takes the development way of labor
intensive, and the proportion of tertiary industry is not too high, so the influence to economic growth is
not so obvious.

6 Conclusion and Discussion
6.1 Conclusion
Based on the time-series data from 1990 to 2006 in Hubei province, through the analysis on the
co-integration and Granger causation test model, it discloses that there exists long-term equilibrium
relation between tertiary industry and economic growth, and as for economic growth, the positive
influence of tertiary industry is obviously more enormous than the negative influence of the proportion
of labor, which indicates there is obvious co-integration between industrial structure and economic
growth. The report concludes as follows
(1)There is long-term stable relation between the fluctuation of industrial structure and the
practical economic growth. Industrial structure and economic growth both don’t have stability, or the
fluctuation can be huge, but in terms of long run, there is some economic mechanisms that can make
them two have a common random fluctuation trend. The industrial policy of adjusting and optimizing
industrial structure so as to promote economic growth is active and efficient in Hubei province.
(2)The value of tertiary industry and economic growth develop with the same fluctuation, and the
influence is huge, which shows the marginal productivity of tertiary industry goes beyond any other
marginal productivity, tertiary occupation is processed of developmental potential.
(3)Between individual GDP and the increase of the proportion of tertiary industry exists no
obvious mutual causation relation. Individual GDP is not the cause of the increase of tertiary industry.
That is to say, the upgrading course of industrial structure is not brought in by the rapid economic
growth.
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(4)The increase of the proportion of tertiary industry is the cause of the increase of tertiary industry
production rather than the way around.
6.2 Discussion
(1)The conclusions above coincide with the actual situation, to be specifically, since 1990, primary
industry has weaken its donation to economic growth gradually, while tertiary industry has strengthen,
at the same time, secondary production has been the booster for economic growth of all time.
(2)Hubei province takes the development way of labor intensive, it need some exchange in the
future, for that it should take some new ways, such as capital-intensive way, technology-intensive way,
etc.
(3)Our government should put some emphasis on propelling industrial structure to upgrade and
optimize, and turn the secondary production into intensive management from extensive management, in
addition, guide rational development of tertiary industry.
(4)Between the adjustment of industrial structure and economic growth exists a one-way causation
relation, namely, the adjustment of industrial structure booms the growth of economy rather than the
growth of economy causes the adjustment of structure; Compared with the influence of primary industry
and secondary production, tertiary industry has the greatest donation to the growth of economy and
expands the value of tertiary industry so as to lead the economy in Hubei to grow positively.
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Study on Influences of Channel Relationship Quality to New Product
Diffusion Performance
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Abstract: The paper chose channel relationship behaviors as the intermediary variable, constructed
structure equation model of how the channel relationship quality influences the performance of new
product diffusion,verified how the channel relationship quality (especially trust, commitment, conflict
and personal relationship) influences the performance of new product diffusion gropingly. The research
shows that trust and commitment have significant positive correlation and effect on channel relationship
behaviors, conflict in channel has significant negative correlation and effect on channel relationship
behaviors, personal relationship has no significant negative correlation and effect on channel
relationship behaviors, channel relationship behaviors have significant positive correlation and effect on
the performance of new product diffusion.
Keywords: Channel relationship quality; Channel relationship behaviors; Performance; New product
diffusion

1 Introduction
Rogers(1983) considered that the key success factors of new product diffusion were
product,consumer,environment and spread channels etc[1].But marketing factors,especially marketing
channel factors as supporters of new product diffusion played an very important role in the process of
new product diffusion[2][3]. The channel relationship quality as an important index which reflects the
stand or fall of channel relationship would have affected the stability of whole channel and furthermore
influenced the performance of new product diffusion.
More and more signs manifest that the power of marketing channel system is transferring from
manufacturers to retailers because of the change of market pattern. Retailers gradually hold the balance
of power. The attitude and relationship which retailers to manufacturers were crucial for
manufacturers[4]. Retailers are in the forefront of the channel which can access to target customers and
affect them easily. They can be the "gatekeeper" when new products enter into the market. So we can
believe that the good relationship quality between manufacturers and retailers can help to improve the
performance of new product diffusion.

2 Model Building and Hypothesis Statements
2.1 Theoretic mode building
Based on the study of the theory and references above, this paper proposes a preliminary structure
model(Figure 1) to describe the relationship quality between manufacturers and retailers, relationship
between relationship behaviors and the performance of new product diffusion intuitively.

Figure 1 Theory Structure Model

2.2 The basis of model building and hypothesis offered
2.2.1 The channel relationship quality and relationship behaviors
(1) Trust and channel relationship behaviors. Moorman,Deshpande and Zaltman(1992) defined trust
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as dependent intention that individuals or organizations produce from their confidential partners,and
they considered that uncertainty is the key prerequisite to produce trust[5]. Anderson and Narus (1990)
thought cooperation led to trust and trust would lead to greater cooperation. Furthermore, good
cooperation would lead to higher levels of trust. Namely, trust had positive function on cooperation[6].
Trust could reduce the complexity, uncertainty and the vulnerability of partner behaviors. Only in this
way, your client would have confidence to their suppliers. Mohr and Kevin(1990) considered that trust
and information sharing were mutually reinforcing, more information sharing produced more trust and
more trust consolidated more information sharing[7]. Trust would be the key factors to share information
among partners. When partners trust each other, they would have much more willing to go on the
knowledge sharing and information exchange[8].
With the combination of the research results above, manufacturers and retailers trust each other will
affect the sustainability of their relationships, promote future cooperation willingness of relationship
partners and information sharing. Based on long-term cooperation and trust, the chance that retailers are
willing to try new products by manufacturers is relatively increase. Therefore, it puts forward the
following hypothesis:
H1: The trust between manufacturers and retailers has a positive effect on their cooperation
willingness.
H2: The trust between manufacturers and retailers has a positive effect on their information sharing
willingness.
(2) Commitment and channel relationship behaviors. Morgan and Hunt (1994) defined commitment
as the importance of sustainable relationship which trading partners of both sides recognized [9].
Anderson and Weitz (1992) thought that commitment can be understood as the steady relationship that
both trading sides desired to develop and were willing to pay for a short-term profit in order to maintain
the relationship between the two sides. At the same time, both sides should have confidence to maintain
the steady relationship in the future [10].
The commitment of relationship would improve relationship continuity,customer
retention[11],interactive expected in the future and cooperation intention[12]. Morgan and Hunt (1994)
thought relationship commitment had positive effect on the cooperation behaviors in the relationship and
it could also reduce the tendency of willingness to leave their partners. Commitment and obedience had
positive effect on cooperation and had negative effect on the tendency of leaving[13].
Gruen (2000) considered that the activities of relationship marketing could further affect the
relationship members’ behaviors of retention, participation, cooperation, production and information
sharing by promoting the commitment of relationship members[14]. Mohr, Fisher et al.(1996)
considered that the relationship commitment of enterprises and their information sharing were
significant positive correlation[15]. Enterprises make great efforts to establish and maintain long-term
relationship to reduce their misunderstandings and to achieve information sharing. As the market
competition is becoming more and more fierce which makes the enterprises have the demand to develop
long-term and stable channel relationships. And the commitment of relationship can measure the
willingness and attitude to establish long-term cooperation relationship with each other of channel
partners.
From the above, the commitment of relationship can add the sustainable relationship between
manufacturers and retailers, interaction and cooperation in the future and information sharing. Thus, as
manufacturers and retailers have emotional attachment, they can treat each other sincerely. So we can
deduce that the higher relationship commitment of retailers, the higher willingness to cooperate with
manufacturers and share the information. Therefore we have the following hypothesis:
H3: The commitment between manufacturers and retailers has a positive effect on their cooperation
willingness.
H4: The commitment between manufacturers and retailers has a positive effect on their information
sharing willingness.
(3) Conflict and channel relationship behaviors. Frazier(1983) put forward that suppliers would
take some mandatory means sometimes when contacted with retailers, it could make retailers feel
disgusting and lead to conflict. The settlement of conflicts led to cooperation [16]. The research of
Skinner et al. (1992) showed that conflict and cooperation had negative correlation. Namely, the more
serious,more frequently the conflict between channel members, the weaker of their willingness to work
together[17].Both sides still can maintain business contacts though stand for commercial interests,retailers
does not want to share information further.
A part of channel members will be attracted by short-term profit which is harm to the interests of
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other channel members in the process of new product diffusion. It can cause channel conflict and affect
the distribution efficiency of the whole channel directly. Further more,it can also affect the new product
diffusion. Based on the statements above,we have the following hypothesis：
H5: The conflict between manufacturers and retailers has a negative effect on their cooperation
willingness.
H6: The conflict between manufacturers and retailers has a negative effect on their information
sharing willingness.
(4) Personal relationship and channel relationship behaviors. The personal relationship in this study
specific means regular emotional contact, mutual help and support between border personnel of
manufacturers and retailers. The study shows that personal relationship in marketing channel of China
has direct and significant impact on the marketing channel behavior of enterprises. As the more close
private affinity,the less tendency channel members tend to use mandatory power and generate channel
conflict. On the other side, personal relationship has indirect positive effect on channel cooperation[18].
Due to cultural differences in background and the imperfect legal system of our country, people pay
more attention to personal relationship when do business in China[19]. So, personal relationship also has
an effect on the willingness and realization of information sharing[20].
To sum up, personal relationship have functions of credibility assurance, mutual beneficial network,
long-term interests and benign interaction etc. These functions all help channel members to strengthen
their cooperation and information sharing. Then we put forward the following hypothesis:
H7: Personal relationship between manufacturers and retailers has a positive effect on their
cooperation willingness.
H8: Personal relationship between manufacturers and retailers has a positive effect on their
information sharing willingness.
2.2.2 The relationship behaviors and the performance of new product diffusion
Douglas & Katrin (1997) considered that the open communication among channel partners could
lead to better relationship performance [21]. Xian de Zhao (2002) considered that information sharing and
cooperation might have significant effect on the performance of supply chain [22].
The study of Carolyn (1998) showed that the potential adopters of new products decided whether to
adopt a new product depended on three aspects: uncertainty,risk and information[23]. Information sharing
is a key component of the interaction process according to the interactive behavioral theory. Because it
reduces the buyer's perceived risk and improve the credibility of the suppliers [24]. If the collected
information can not reduce the perceived risk, consumers may refuse to purchase[25].
We can see that if manufacturers and retailers strengthen cooperation and the related information
sharing of new product, retailers can learn the specific market information about new product and
reduce the perceived risk. On the same time, manufacturers can also continually optimize their market
strategies through the feedback information of retailers to promote the spread of new products. So we
can guess that the stronger of cooperation and information sharing willingness between manufacturers
and retailers, the higher of new product trial willingness of retailers. So we have the following
hypothesis:
H9: The cooperation willingness between manufacturers and retailers has a positive effect on new
product trial intention of retailers.
H10: The cooperation willingness between manufacturers and retailers has a positive effect on new
product adopt intention of retailers.
H11: The information sharing willingness between manufacturers and retailers has a positive effect
on new product trial intention of retailers.
H12: The information sharing willingness between manufacturers and retailers has a positive effect
on new product adopt intention of retailers.
2.2.3 The new product trial intention and new product adopt intention
Antil (1988) advocated that suppliers were very hard to persuade customers to accept the new
products in a very short time when they firstly contacted to the innovative products. Therefore offered
the chance for customers to try the new products could help customers decide if they had intention to
adopt the new products. If the trial results was positive, the opportunity that customers adopted new
products would increase[26]. Ndubisi (2005) found that the attitude based on a trial basis could predict
the buying behaviors effectively. Customers could have direct trial experience of new product which
could have positive effective on the prediction of subsequent behaviors and repurchase actions [27]. So
we have the following hypothesis：
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H13: The new product trial intention of retailers' has a positive effect on their adopt intention.

3 Statistical Analysis
The investigation objects mainly aimed at sales managers, sales executives or sales representatives
who has channel operation experience of retailers in the beverage industry (such as Uni-president,
Wahaha, Nongfu spring etc.). They have close relations with retailers and understand the situation of
channel operation between manufacturers and retailers.
This investigation questionnaire contains 23 questions,the scale mainly from the original
questionnaire of domestic and foreign references. The questionnaire adopts Likert seven level measure
methods to fill up. SPSSl6.0 packages and AMOS 17.0 are used in the statistical analysis.
The survey regains 186 copies of questionnaires which contain 143 copies of valid questionnaires.
The effective rate is 76.95%. In the samples,more than 40% respondents are sales managers or sales
executive. The percentage of sales representatives is 58%. Their advices can basically reflect the true
channel relationship. Nearly 67% of respondents have more than 2 years’ work-life. And above 63
percent of respondents have more than 1 year’s cooperation with retailers. So they have profoundly
understanding of the channel relationship.
3.1 The analysis of reliability and validity
The alpha coefficients of this research scale variables are above 0.6.It shows that the scale have
high reliability.
The scale content of this study is based on the theoretical references of domestic and foreign
scholars and the advices of three marketing professional teachers to revise and form. So the scale of this
survey should own content validity and standard validity.
The paper analyses the structural validity by the means of factor analysis. The results show that
most KMO value of factors in scale are above 0.7. At the some time, the factor loading of variables we
choose are significant which are all above 0.6. The explanation degrees of corresponding variables
which explain the factor are more than 60%. They show that the factors we extracted can better reflect
the information of original data structure. Therefore, the scale of the study have good structural validity.
3.2 Correlation analysis
(1) The correlation between the channel relationship quality and channel relationship behaviors
Correlation Analysis showed that the correlation coefficient absolute value of evaluation indexes between
the channel relationship quality (trust, commitment and conflict) and channel relationship behaviors are
all above 0.3 by Pearson correlation analysis. They all achieve significant level and show that indexes of
trust, commitment and conflict etc. which are included in the channel relationship quality have universal
relevance with channel relationship behaviors (cooperation and information sharing) except personal
relationship. On the side of trust, it shows that trust have significantly positive correlation to channel
relationship behaviors and trust has moderate positive correlation to cooperation(r=0.515**) and
information sharing(r=0.427**). So the hypothesis of H1, H2 is established.
As for commitment, we can see that commitment has moderate positive correlation to cooperation
and information sharing(r=0.599**). So the hypothesis of H3, H4 is established. As for conflict, we can
see that conflict has moderate negative correlation to cooperation(r=-0.360* ) and information
sharing(r=-0.362*). So the hypothesis of H5, H6 is established.
But personal relationship does not have correlation to cooperation and information sharing. So the
hypothesis of H7, H8 is unestablished.
(2) The correlation between channel relationship behaviors and the performance of new product
diffusion
Correlation Analysis showed that the correlation coefficient absolute value of evaluation indexes
between channel relationship behaviors (commitment and information sharing) and the performance of
new product diffusion are all above 0.3 by Pearson correlation analysis. They all achieve significant
level which shows that the indexes of the performance of new product diffusion have universal
relevance with channel relationship behaviors. So the hypothesis of H9, H10, H11 and H12 is
established.
(3) The correlation among the performance of new product diffusion indexes
Correlation Analysis also showed that the two correlation coefficient of new product diffusion
performance which is new product trial intention and new product adopt intention are 0.597**by Pearson
correlation analysis and they achieve significant level. So new product trial of retailers has certain effect
on new product adoption.
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3.3 AMOS analysis
This research chooses three variables which are channel relationship quality, relationship behaviors
and the performance of new product diffusion as potential variables. Their respective indexes are used
as latent variables identify. The structure equation model method combined with the data from our
investigation questionnaires are used to solve the relationship among the three variables. We get table1
by using AMOS model method.
From table1, we can find x2／DF =1.672. It illustrates that the comparative fit index of our model
basically reach the ideal requirement. Other comparative fit indexes such as CFI=0.747, GFI=0.656,
IFI=0.755 show that the relationship model fitting degree of channel relationship quality and the
performance of new product diffusion is generally good. In addition, the value of RMSEA is required
below 0.06 according to the requirement of structural equation. RMSEA = 0. 053 < 0.06 refer to table 4
which further demonstrates this structure model is relatively ideal.
Fit Index
Results

Table 1 The Evaluation Indexes List of Structure Model
chi-square test (df)
CFI
GFI
IFI
RMSEA
624.148(243)
0.747
0.656
0.755
0.053

x2／DF
1.672

4 Conclusion
This study finds that the trust and commitment between manufacturers and retailers have positive
effect on their cooperation and information sharing. Conflict has negative effect on their cooperation and
information sharing. Cooperation and information sharing have positive effect on new product trial and
adopt intention. These illustrate that channel relationship quality can influence the performance of new
product diffusion by effecting channel relationship behaviors. But personal relationship fails to influence
relationship behaviors in this empirical study. So we can see that the personal relationship between
retailers and manufacturers fails to effect on their commercial cooperation and information sharing
essentially. The reasons may be shown below:
(1) This study selected some famous enterprises in beverage industry and due to their brand
awareness and certain market share, they have certain bargaining ability in the process of negotiating
with retailers. Their consciousness to establish personal relationship with retailers is relatively weak. As
the legal system gradually improved, the function of personal relationship will be weakened.
(2) The retailers of this research are defined as large retail chains, their management is relatively
standard for these retailers. They will work out some mandatory index provisions when new products
circulate into the market. The personal relationship of channel boundary staff can't control the behaviors
of cooperation and information sharing among organizations.
How manufacturers can improve the relationship with retailers so as to improve the performance of
new product diffusion? There’s some advice:
(1) Strengthening communication and enhancing mutual trust. Manufacturers and retailers should
establish multi-channel and efficient communication mechanism between both sides.
(2) Reducing the opportunities of conflict, weakening and reducing the level of conflict, preventing
and defusing conflict. Manufacturers can resolve conflict ably by using some strategies. For instance, by
using new product to offset admission fee not only can help to promote the sales of new product, but
also can decrease the admission fee indirectly(New products have high gross margin) and cash payment.
(3) Improving relationship commitment. When new products launch to the market, manufacturers
should offer the commitment of free terminal support for retailers to reduce their perceived risk of new
product, improve the cooperation intention of each other and eliminate misunderstandings.
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Abstract: In printed circuit boards that use lead-free solder, flaking off and the crack in solder junctions
are caused by the thermal stress and the impact, and these cause a defective joint. In the present study, it
proposes the using of electromotive force method that are able to measure temperature changes caused
by deformations of solder junctions as a voltage output. And it is able to understand states of solder
junctions. The lead-free solder ball shearing examination by electromotive force method and
cross-sectional SEM observation has been done. As a result, it has been understood that the
electromotive force of the small size object like the solder ball can be measured, and the deformation
assessment of the printed circuit board etc. by the using of electromotive force is effective. Therefore,
the practical use of the electromotive force method was examined.
Key words: Lead-free solder; Electromotive force method; Shearing examination

1 Introduction
In recent years, advanced features of information and communication instruments such as mobile
phones and personal computers are remarkable. And the miniaturization of these instruments is also
progressing. In order to realize these two elements, an integration of electronic devices on the circuit
substrate is made high-density. Simultaneously, the package of the semiconductor integrated circuit (IC)
module mounted in electronic instruments changed from conventional BGA (Ball Grid Array) and QFP
(Chip Scale Package) type to the CSP (Chip Scale Package) type. Therefore, the size of an electrode of
IC packages becomes small [1,2].
As the same time, concern about the environmental pollution by contained lead is increasing. In
order to prevent environmental pollution, the legal restrictions to the lead used as an electric contact
material of electronic instruments are tightened up. Then replacement of electrode contact material is
progressing to lead-free solder from lead solder as the measure for environmental regulation. In the
mounting substrate that uses lead-free solder, flaking off and the crack in the solder junction are caused
by the thermal stress and the impact, which caused the failure of the product itself. Therefore, the basic
research about the characteristic of lead-free soldering is required.
In this study, it proposes the using of electromotive force method that can measure the temperature
change caused transforming the metallic material to understand deformation behavior of the solder
junction as a voltage output [3].

2 Electromotive Force Method
In the electromotive force method proposed in this study, an attachment structure resembles the
conventional thermo couple in Fig.1 (a). However, it is noted that there is a quite difference between
conventional thermo couple and the electromotive force method. The tip end of the metal wire has
adhered on the target respectively as shown in Fig.1 (b). It becomes possible to apply an in-situ
observation system into the existing circuit by using this method, as shown in Fig.1 (c).
The electromotive force ΔV which occurs in the case of Fig.1 (b) is called for by (1) type shown
below.
(1)
=α
ΔT 1 + α
ΔT 2

ΔV

Cu − SnAgCu

SnAgCu − Con

α Cu − SnAgCu is a relative Seebeck coefficient of Cu wire and solder material. α SnAgCu −Con is a relative
Seebeck coefficient of Con wire and solder material. ΔT1, ΔT2 become a temperature change of the
position to attach, respectively. A Seebeck coefficient is a value peculiar to material, and is Cu; 0.76
mV/K, Con; -3.51 mV/K, and Sn; 0.42 mV/K. Relative Seebeck coefficient α Cu − SnAgCu is 0.34 mV/K,
and α SnAgCu − Con is 3.93 mV/K. From a formula (1), when there is no temperature change of the position
to attach, electromotive force does not occur. Only when there is a difference, it is thought that
electromotive force occurs.
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As the advantage of this electromotive force method, it can apply to a small sized thing or a
three-dimensional form object, and modification evaluation can target the solder junction itself.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1

(c)

Method of Connecting Thermocouple

3 The Lead-free Solder（Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu）Round Bar Tensile Test
3.1 Specimen
Specimen size and shape are shown in Fig.2. Length: 33 mm, the balance of which is 10
mm, and thickness are φ5 mm. A and B are positions to which metal wire connection is attached,
respectively, and Cu wire is connected to A point and Con wire is connected to B point. A is the position
where a specimen length direction center and B separated 3 mm from A. The quality of the material use
Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu which is lead-free soldering material.
3.2 Method
Tensile test equipment uses tensile test machine Tensilon (Oriental BALDWIN. make,
UMT-25000). It connects with an oscilloscope (the Yokogawa Electric CORP. make, DL1700E) through
amplifier (the Kyowa Electronic Instruments Co., Ltd. make, CDV-700A) at measurement of load using
a tensile type load meter (Oriental BALDWIN.make, LCP-2), and acquires data. Moreover, in order to
measure electromotive force, it measures by a digital multimeter (the ADVANTEST CORP. make,
AD7461A), and measurement data is recorded on a personal computer.

Figure 2

Measure and the Shape of the Specimen

3.3 Results
A measurement result is shown in Fig.3. Condition (1) is the tensile test results of the connection
method of the metal wire connection which this study proposed in Fig.3 (a). Moreover, in order to
compare, the measurement result in a general thermo couple is shown in Fig.3 (b) as condition (2).
On condition (1), temperature falls according to a thermoplastic effect in an elastic region, and
electromotive force is also declining in connection with it. Moreover, in a plastic region, generation of
heat by plastic distortion energy shows that the rise of electromotive force has taken place. The
waveform of condition (2) of the same electromotive force as condition (1) also corresponds, and the
maximal electromotive force value shows the same value as 0.016 mV.
It is thought that the measurement by the metal wire connection which detached the thermo couple
proposed by this study from the above thing is possible.

4 The Lead-free Solder Ball Shearing Examination
4.1 Specimen
The specimen is a single electrode to suppose including the metal wire connection proposed by this
study in an actual product circuit. The creation procedure etches the Photosensitive Circuit Board
(Sunhayato CORP. make, NZ-P 12K), and processes it into the size shown in Fig.4 (a). The Constantan
is also processed into the size shown in Fig.4 (a). And lead-free soldering paste (Nihon Almit Co., Ltd.
LFM-48 U TM-HP) is attached in the center of a substrate, a solder ball is carried on it, and surface
mount equipment (LPKF ZelFlow R04/R04N) performs reflow soldering.
Then, reflow soldering of the substrate and the Constantan is carried out using a guide. The
specimen shown in Fig.4 is created. At this time, the guide that a substrate and the Constantine board
become parallel is created, and reflow soldering is performed using it. Reflow soldering conditions are
shown in Table.1. Moreover, the quality of the material of a substrate uses paper phenol, and a lead-free
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soldering ball uses Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu.
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(a) Condition (1) Emf and Stress
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(b) Condition (2) Emf and Stress

Figure 3

Measurement Result

［a］Substrate and Constantan
Figure 4

［b］Test piece

Specimen Geometries

Table 1 Reflow Soldering Condition
Waste heat
Temperature[C]

Time[s]

Heating

Temperature[C]

Time[s]

Lead-Free Solder

180~200

180

250

50

Con electrode

210

300

250

200

4.2 Method
Shearing examination equipment uses Micro Tester (INSTRON CORP. make, model 5948). This
examination fixes the substrate which connected the thermo couple, and gives displacement according to
shearing force of the test equipment. And the temperature change which arises in connection with the
deformation is measured as a voltage output by the Seebeck effect.
The tensile type load meter (Oriental Baldwin LCP-2) is used for measurement of load. And it is
made to output to a PC through amplifier (Kyowa Electronic Instruments Co., Ltd. make, PPM-712B),
and is measured automatically. Moreover, in order to measure electromotive force, it measures by a
digital multimeter (ADVANTEST CORP. make, AD7461A), and measurement data is recorded on a PC.
4.3 Results
The result of having done the lead-free solder ball shearing examination by shear rate 1 mm/min is
shown in Fig.5. At first, both load and electromotive force go up from the amount of displacement in
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0.02mm. This is considered that the rise of electromotive force take place by generation of heat
according to plastic strain energy. And since the solder separates from a copper land at the amount of
displacement in 0.45mm, it is considered that a rapid change of electromotive force take place.
Moreover, electromotive force is stabilized from the amount of displacement in 0.1 mm. Next, the
result of cross-sectional observation of a junction interface is shown in Fig.6. Fig.6 (a) is a SEM image
of the interface constantan and the solder ball. And Fig.6 (b) is a SEM image of the interface of the
solder ball and Cu land.
An intermetallic compound layer and void can check Fig. 6 (a) and (b). There is character in which
this intermetallic compound layer is hard and weak. It becomes a cause which exfoliation produces in
connection with modification. Distortion of a junction is eased because exfoliation arises. That is,
generation of heat by distortion is controlled. Therefore, electromotive force is stabilized from the
amount of displacement in 0.1 mm. Moreover, from the lead-free solder ball shearing examination,
infinitesimal deformation can be taken out as a voltage output and it is considered that the application to
a mounting substrate is also possible.
20

Electromotive force
Load

Load[N]

Emf[mV]

0.01
10
0.005

0
0

0
0.1

0.2
0.3
0.4
Displacement[mm]

Figure 5

0.5

Experiment Result

Constantan

Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu

Sn-3.0Ag-0.5Cu

Cu land

(a) Constantan – Solder ball

(b) Solder ball -Cu land

Figure 6 Cross Sectional SEM Images of Junction Interfaces

5 Conclusion
From the lead-free solder round bar tensile test, temperature falls according to a thermoelastic
effect in an elastic region, and electromotive force is also declining in connection with it. And in the
plastic region, generation of heat by plastic distortion energy shows that the rise of electromotive force
has taken place. Moreover, it is considered that the electromotive force measurement by the metal wire
connection which detached the thermo couple proposed by this study is possible.
From the lead-free solder shearing examination, the fall of the electromotive force in an elastic
region cannot be checked. The rise of electromotive force can be checked in a plastic region. Moreover,
infinitesimal deformation can be taken out as a voltage output and it is considered that the application to
a mounting substrate is also possible.
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Abstract: Within the two department framework, this paper describes the factors influencing the
manufacturing industry agglomeration in the South-North product cycle movement, and tries to identify
whether the manufacturing industry agglomeration is department bias or factor bias. The opening of the
economy promotes the formation of the developing country’s manufacturing industry agglomeration.
Then we analyze the influence mechanism of product innovation in the South-North product cycle
movement on the structure and scale of manufacturing industry agglomeration, which not only is
reflected on the changes in the number of product varieties, but also reflected on the term of
North-South trade and the change of North-South relative wage of human capital. This is an important
expansion path for innovation model in the North-South trade.
Key words: Innovation ; South-North trade; Manufacturing industry agglomeration; Product cycle

1 Introduction
The product innovation is decisive to one country’s economic growth and international division
according to endogenous growth theory (Romer, 1990; Grossman and Helpman, 1991; Aghion and
Howitt, 1998; Gancia and Zilibotti, 2005). International trade have a positive impact on innovation and
growth (Grossman and Helpman, 1991; Coe and Helpman, 1995; Coe, Helpman and Holfmaister, 1997;
Eaton and Kortum,1999;Acemoglu,1998;Keller, 2002). Butler (1990) described the interaction
mechanism among innovative and North-North intra-industry trade and product cycle. Placing the
manufacturing industry agglomeration of the developing countries in the South-North trade and the
world product cycle movement, the research of the nature and evolving rules of the developing country’s
manufacturing industry agglomeration is an important extension of the product innovation theory as
well as the industry agglomeration theory. On one hand, this paper tries to identify whether the
manufacturing industry agglomeration of the developing countries and the developed countries in
South-North trade and product cycle is department bias or factor bias according to Gancia and Zilibotti
(2005). The consequence of the development of South-North trade is the increase of the production
varieties in developing countries; in other words, the opening of the economy promotes the formation of
the developing countries’ manufacturing industry agglomeration. On the other hand, within the
framework of the two departments (the intermediate product department and the research and
development department), this paper describes the influence mechanism of product innovation in the
South-North product cycle movement on the structure and scale of manufacturing industry
agglomeration according to Butler (1990) and Yin (2006).

2 Basic Model
The assumption is that the world consists of the North and the South, with the North representing
the developed countries whose skilled labour ( H ) is affluent and the South representing the developing
countries whose non-skilled labour ( L ) is affluent; the product cycle follows the model that the North
innovates while the South imitates; the final products from both the North and the South use two mutual
complementing intermediate products as the input factors: skilled labour intensive intermediate products
( YH ) and non-skilled labour intensive intermediate products ( YL ). The agglomeration of the
manufacturing industry is reflected in the increase of the varieties of intermediate products.
The product functions of the intermediate products YL and YH are respectively as follows:
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YL = L1−α ∫ xLjα dj

(1)

0

YH = H 1−α ∫

nH

xHjα dj

0
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(2)

Among them, nL , nH respectively represent the number of the varieties of the non-skilled labour and
skilled labour (skills) intensive intermediate products.
For the production of the intermediate products, when the iso-elastic demand is the same and under
the symmetry assumptions, there is

x Lj = [

x Hj = [

αp L
p Lj

αp H
p Hj

1

]1−α L

]

1
1−α

(3)

H

(4)

For the convenience of analysis, we treat wHj、wLj as the given variables. In the market structure
where the intermediate products are in the monopolized competition, there is

pLj = 1 QL

(5)

pHj = 1 QH

(6)

In which QL , QH respectively represent the average quality of the machinery used in the
non-skilled labour and skilled labour (skills) intensive departments. As such,
1
1−α

xLj = [α QL pL ]

1
1−α

xHj = [α QH pH ]

L

(7)

H

(8)

On basis of equations (7) and (8), the equations (1) and (2) under the symmetry assumption can be
changed to
α

α

α

YL = nL Lα 1−α pL 1−α QL 1−α
α

α

(9)

α

YH = nH H α 1−α pH 1−α QH 1−α

(10)

The production function representing the final products is
σ

1

σ σ

Y = [YH + ϕYL ]

(11)

In which ϕ is the importance degree of the non-skilled labour intensive intermediate products
against the final products, and 0 < σ ≤ 1 ; when Y is maximized under the circumstance of resource
constraint, there is

pH
Y
= ϕ −1 ( L )1−σ
pL
YH
In which pH , pL are the prices of YH and YL respectively.

(12)

According to equations (9) and (10), there is
1−α
pH
H (1−α )(σ −1) n (1−α )(σ −1) Q α (σ −1)
= ϕ 1−ασ ( ) 1−ασ ( H ) 1−ασ ( H ) 1−ασ
pL
L
nL
QL

(13)

According to equations (9) and (10), the relative salary of the skilled labour against non-skilled
Labour is

wH
nH QH 1−αα pH 1−αα
= ( )( ) ( )
wL
nL QL
pL

(14)
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Assuming that the factor market is fully competitive, and if

wH
λQH
w
pL = L
λQL
pH =

(15)
(16)

there is

wH pH QH
=
wL
pL QL

(17)

Putting equation (17) into (14), there is

(

QH
n 1−α p
) = ( H )1− 2α ( H ) −1
QL
nL
pL

(18)

Putting equation (18) into (13), there is

pH
n (1−α )(σ −1)
H
= ϕ −1 ( )σ −1 ( H ) 1− 2α
pL
L
nL

(19)

Equation (19) reflects the situation where the trade is not opened. Accordingly, where the trade is
opened, there is
(1−α )(σ −1)
w
pH T
−1 H
σ −1 nH T
( ) = ϕ ( w ) [( ) ] 1− 2α
pL
L
nL

(20)

(nH / nL )T is the number of the relative product variety of the skilled labour intensive
department after a country’s trade is opened; H w / Lw is the relative ratio of the world skilled labour
In it,

against non-skilled labour.
Because

Hw
H ( pH )T = pH
=
ν
on basis of equations (19) and (20), there is
pL
L , pL
Lw
α
− (1−
)
(nH / nL )T
1−α
=ν
nH / nL

When ν > 1 , it reflects the situation of the developing countries; here, if 1 > α >

(21)

1
2 ,

nH T nH
) >
When 0 < ν < 1 , it reflects the situation of the developed countries; here,
nL
nL .
nH T nH
1
if > α > 0 , then ( n ) > n
2
L
L .

then (

Proposition 1: During the South-North product cycle movement, the manufacturing industry
agglomeration in the developing countries is characterized with the labour intensive intermediate
product department bias, while the manufacturing industry agglomeration in the developed countries is
characterized with the skills (factors) bias.

3 Innovation, Product Cycle and Manufacturing Industry Agglomeration
The agglomeration of the manufacturing industry is reflected in the increase of the varieties of
intermediate products, while the product varieties will not increase if there is no production innovation.
Therefore, equation (13) can be understood as the relative price of the intermediate products of the
North against that of the South, i.e.
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1−α
H (1−α )(σ −1) n (1−α )(σ −1) a α (σ −1)
pN
= ϕ 1−ασ ( Np ) 1−ασ ( N ) 1−ασ ( Np ) 1−ασ
pS
HS
nS
aS
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(22)

In it, H Np is the quantity of human capital invested by Northern countries in the intermediate
product department. For the Northern manufacturers, their human capital is used in the research and
development department and the differentiated product production department at the same time. H S is
the quantity of human capital invested by Southern countries in the intermediate product department.

nN，nS are respectively the varieties of the Northern and Southern intermediate products. a Np，aS
are respectively the labour productivity of the product department of the Northern and Southern
intermediate products.
According to equation (14), there is

∂( p N / pS )
<0
∂H Np

∂( p N / pS )
>0
∂H S

∂( p N / pS )
<0
∂n N
∂( p N / pS )
<0
∂a Np

∂( p N / pS )
>0
∂n S
∂( p N / pS )
>0
∂a S

(23)
(24)
(25)

Equations (23) to (25) can be summarized as proposition 2.
Proposition 2: With the increase of the relative human capital scale, production varieties and the
relative labour productivity in the Northern and Southern intermediate product department, the relative
price of the Northern and Southern intermediate product department will fall.
Putting equation (13) into (14) and according to the meaning of equation (22), there will be the
relative pay

wN wS of the Northern and Southern human capital i.e.,
α
α
H α (σ −1) n 1−α a
wN
= ϕ 1−ασ ( Np ) 1−ασ ( N )1−ασ ( Np )1−ασ
wS
HS
nS
aS

According to equation (26), there are

∂ ( w N / wS )
<0
∂H Np

∂ ( w N / wS )
>0
∂H S

∂ ( w N / wS )
>0
∂n N
∂ ( w N / wS )
>0
∂a Np

∂ ( w N / wS )
<0
∂n S
∂ ( w N / wS )
<0
∂a S

(26)

(27)
(28)
(29)

Proposition 3 can be summarized on basis of equations (27) to (29).
Proposition 3: The relative human capital price of the South and the North influences the
agglomeration of the intermediate product departments. The relative pay of the Northern human capital
will fall with the increase of the relative human capital scale in the Northern intermediate product
department, and will increase with the increase of the relative product varieties as well as the relative
labour productivity of the intermediate product department in the North.

4 Conclusions
Within the two department framework, this article describes the factors influencing the
manufacturing industry agglomeration in the South-North product cycle movement. The manufacturing
industry agglomeration of the developing countries is characterized with the labour intensive
intermediate product department bias, while the manufacturing industry agglomeration in the developed
countries is characterized with the skills (factors) bias. When the relative skilled labour (skills) in the
developing countries increases, the manufacturing centre will shift from the department bias to the
factor (skills) bias. With the increase of the relative human resource capital scale, product varieties and
the relative labour productivity in the Northern intermediate product department, the relative price of the
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intermediate product department in the North and the South will fall. The agglomeration of the
intermediate product department depends on the input of the human capital, product varieties as well as
the department labour productivity. The change of the human resource pay also has an important
influence on the agglomeration of the intermediate product department. The relative price of the
Northern human capital will fall with the increase of the relative human capital scale in the Northern
intermediate product department, and will increase with the increase of the relative product varieties as
well as the relative labour productivity of the intermediate product department in the North.
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An Empirical Research on Industrial Structure Optimization of
Provincial Area Based on Two-oriented Society∗
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Abstract: The article sets up an indicator system of industrial structure optimization with
resource-conserving and environment-friendly indexes. Then the industrial structure optimization level
of 30 provinces’ in China is evaluated. The result shows that the level of industrial structure has a high
coefficient with the development of economics, and it declined along the eastern, the middle, the
western area gradually. The level also depends on the coordinate development of resources &
environment production efficiency, relevant supporting industries, industrial innovation ability, and
industrial correlation degree.
Keywords: Two-oriented society; Level of industrial structure optimization; Provincial; SPSS

1 Introduction
Since Silent Spring reveals the damage power of pollution which produced by human, Many
economists criticized the model of economic growth in nowadays, and prompted the importance of the
environment and resources. After the general assembly of United Nations in 1980, China’s government
tried to transform its model of economic development, many new thoughts have been cleared out,
‘two-oriented society’ is an important one. The idea emphasize resource-conserving and
environment-friendly, hope all departments can enhance the utilization of resources and reduce
environment cost by measures of technique ,management and others. It is no doubt that this idea will
lead China’s socioeconomic development nowadays.
Traditional industrial structure theory takes the economic growth as the only goal to achieve, and
neglects the importance of environment and resources. This isn’t fit for the economic development of
China. (Zhang Changrong, 2006) points out the importance of environment and resources in industrial
structure, and the industrial structure theory should include these two factors[1]. (Ji Xiaoyan, 2006) finds
that the recycle economic theory gives the new meaning of industrial structure[2]. (Jiang Xianxiao,2007)
stands at the recycle sight, reveals the pollution produced by industrial structure in China[3]. (He Dexu,
2008) thinks the optimization of industrial structure should under the restriction of environment and
resources[4]. (Dong Kun,2008) constructs a dynamic model which makes the industrial structure change
has multiplex goal including economic, environment and society[5]. Many researchers stand at a
province sight to research the industrial structure and resources& environment, like (Zheng Airong,2001)
[6]
, (Ma Xiaoming,2003) [7], (Zhang Yan,2003) [8], (Zhao Haixia,2003) [9] etc.
So as few researchers analyze the optimal level of industrial structure restricted by resources &
environment, and this is the article trying to do. Set up the indicator system of industrial structure
optimal level which bringing resource-conserving and environment-friendly indexes, and compare the
provinces’ optimal level in China by primary component analysis.

2 Indicator System of Industrial Structure Optimal Level Restricted by Resources
& Environment
2.1 Indexes selection
The article uses 10 indexes from 3 aspects including resources & environment, rationalization of
industrial structure and upgrading of industrial structure (Figure 1).
Resources & environment aspect includes 2 parts. One part is utilization ratio of resources &
environment, here using comprehensive energy consumption per total output value (CETV) characterize
the dependence of energy consumption in area development, water consumption per total output value
(WCTV) and land using per total output value (LUTV) characterize the dependence of water and land
in area development. Another part is the pollution of industries, here using three waste per total output
value (TWTV) characterize the environment pressure of pollution, the three wastes
∗
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output(ton)=chemical oxygen demand(COD) of trade waste(ton) + soot emissions and dust emissions of
process gas(ton)+outputs of industrial solid wastes(ton). SPSS software requests for positive indexes, so
we take the reciprocal of these four indexes characterize the effectiveness of the resources &
environment production efficiency.
The rationalization of industrial structure aspect shows the correlative and coordinative ability
among industries. As advantages and professional industries are different between provinces, the
correlative ability between industries is more important than the coordinative ability in provincial
industrial structure. The article using the sum of sensitive coefficient (SC) and influence coefficient (IC)
to characterize the correlative ability between industries, and the index mark as (SCIC). It is to be noted
here that we use an improved method to calculate the index in order to have more accurate economic
significance. Liu Qiyun(2002)suggests make column analysis of the B matrix (full demand
coefficients), make transverse analysis of D matrix (full supply coefficient), and change the calculation
method of denominator[10]. And then we use 42 department’s input-output table of 2002 to calculate the
influence coefficient and sensitivity coefficient.
Industrial Structure Optimal Level Indicator System

.

Resources
Environment

Industrial Structure
Rationalization

Industrial Structure
Upgrading

CETV ,WCTV
LUTV , TWTV

SCIC

PTAG ,PHMI ,RD
LM , FERD, PIP

Figure 1

Industrial Structure Optimal Level Indicator System

The upgrading of industrial structure aspect shows the innovation ability which can make the
industrial structure upgrade to a higher level. The advantages of industry between three industries from
primary industry to secondary industry and to tertiary industry at last with the development of industrial
structure. So here using the percent of tertiary industrial added value in GDP (PTAG) characterizes the
development of industrial structure. The development of science & technology is the first dynamic of
industrial structure upgrading. Here using the percentage of high-tech industries in manufacturing
industry (PHMI), the R&D input of large and medium enterprises (RDLM), full-time equivalent of
R&D workers (FERD), the possession of invention patents (PIP) these four indexes characterize the
innovation ability of industries.
2.2 Sources and analysis of data
As so many data, the article use the principal component analysis method by SPSS analyses 30
provinces of China (except Tibet, some indexes of Tibet isn’t in the yearbooks). The data set and
collected from <China Statistics Yearbook 2009>, <China Input-output Table of 2002>, < China
Statistics Yearbook of High-tech Industry 2009>. The detail data are in Table 1.
Table 1

Provence

CETV
(10000
RMB/ton
standard
coal)

Primary Data of Areas in China

WCTV
(1000
RMB /
m3)

LUTV
(10000RMB/
hectare)

TWTV
(10000
RMB/
ton)

PHMI
(%)

PTAG
(%)

RDLM
(100
million
RMB)

FERD
(10000
people
year)

PIP

SCI
C

Peking

1.51

298.97

73.15

1035.71

28.36

73.20

70.97

2.69

3848

5.34

Tianjin

1.06

284.57

59.90

477.35

15.55

37.90

89.79

2.18

2439

6.32

Hebei

0.58

83.01

10.88

267.67

2.42

33.20

72.87

2.54

823

4.99

Shanxi

0.39

121.90

6.30

193.36

1.88

34.20

46.97

2.99

443

5.45

I Mongolia

0.46

44.16

0.80

277.08

2.15

33.30

26.84

1.13

251

5.08

Liaoning

0.62

94.28

10.66

230.52

4.75

34.50

128.98

4.00

900

5.80
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Jilin

0.69

61.72

3.68

171.63

5.07

38.00

25.31

0.83

283

3.16

Heilongjiang

0.78

27.98

2.11

174.49

3.74

34.40

48.08

2.66

772

4.59

Shanghai

1.25

114.37

220.60

513.60

23.49

53.70

181.11

3.67

2127

5.66

Jiangsu

1.25

54.29

35.04

356.00

17.57

38.10

409.02

11.96

6471

5.27

Zhejiang

1.28

99.19

22.10

398.94

6.61

41.00

193.51

7.94

4756

4.36

Anhui

0.93

33.32

6.90

205.02

3.05

37.40

61.23

2.77

2453

5.29

Fujian

1.19

54.65

9.51

286.19

13.02

39.30

64.72

3.22

779

5.78

Jiangsu

1.08

27.67

4.29

145.54

6.89

30.90

44.86

1.44

300

4.92

Shandong

0.91

141.31

22.07

457.89

6.23

33.40

345.40

10.75

4209

6.57

Henan

0.82

80.90

12.72

282.85

3.11

28.60

90.18

4.64

1523

5.43

Hubei

0.76

41.85

7.06

193.46

6.30

40.50

77.23

3.56

1190

5.13

Hunan

0.82

34.47

5.78

126.13

4.53

37.80

63.33

2.55

1489

4.84

Guangdong

1.40

77.34

21.40

370.43

25.60

42.90

410.96

17.75

15958

5.45

Guangxi

0.90

23.13

3.81

70.82

4.00

37.40

19.61

0.71

332

4.24

Hainan

1.14

31.12

4.68

144.97

4.35

40.20

0.63

0.04

8

3.86

Chongqing

0.79

61.58

6.78

210.86

4.92

41.00

43.95

2.09

774

3.95

Sichuan

0.72

60.23

2.84

166.96

9.51

34.80

61.31

3.83

1272

4.65

Guizhou

0.35

32.72

2.11

150.28

7.07

41.30

14.10

0.57

583

4.86

Yunnan

0.64

37.22

1.75

203.20

2.41

39.10

11.18

0.69

416

4.42

Shanxi

0.78

80.17

3.55

206.30

8.69

32.90

42.01

2.49

578

4.50

Gansu

0.50

26.00

1.28

186.24

1.64

39.10

16.86

0.95

255

5.41

Qinghai

0.34

27.98

0.22

128.95

1.36

34.00

2.51

0.08

262

3.69

Ningxia

0.27

14.81

2.50

83.32

1.83

36.20

6.00

0.28

87

5.17

Xinjiang

0.51

7.96

0.65

146.39

0.47

33.90

11.82

0.43

142

4.52

3 Tests and Analysis of the Results of Primary Components Model
3.1 The evaluation process
The article using KMO and Bartlett test the results of the primary components model. The KMO
test result is 0.752>0.6 and Bartlett test result is 0.000<0.05, it means the model is fit for primary
components analysis (Figure 2).
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett’s Test of
Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

Figure 2

.752
300.547
45
.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Then the article calculates the eigenvalue and contribution of correlative matrix. And making the
cumulative contribution ratio above 80%, so can explain the full information of the data (Fig 3). After
the tests, the article rotated the factor loading matrix and standardizes it (Fig 3), so can get the
eigenvalue of every primary component (Figure 3).
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Extraction Sums of Squared
Loadings
Total
% of VarianceCumulative %
5.432
54.316
54.316
2.056
20.559
74.874
1.010
10.102
84.977

Initial Eigenvalues

component

Total
% of Variance Cumulative %
5.432
54.316
54.316
2.056
20.559
74.874
1.010
10.102
84.977
.595
5.947
90.924
.334
3.340
94.264
.266
2.662
96.926
.168
1.676
98.602
.077
.768
99.369
.048
.480
99.849
.015
.151
100.00

Figure 3

Total Variance Explained
Component
2
.562
.037
.085
.218
.503
.022
.919
.970
.925
.261

1
.658
.717
.727
.855
.796
.924
.131
.057
.224
.148

CETV
WCTV
LUTV
TWTV
PHMI
PTAG
RDLM
FERD
PIP
SCIC

Figure 4

Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings
Total
% of Variance Cumulative %
3.786
37.864
37.864
3.334
33.339
71.203
1.377
13.774
84.977

3
-.077
.517
.224
.332
.092
-.116
.263
.188
.033
.904

Rotated Component Matrix

According to Fig 3, the three main primary components cumulative contribution ratio is 84.799%,
nearly 85%. It shows that these three main components can characterize the information of 10 indexes.
According to Fig 4, the first main component includes CETV, WCTV, LUTV, TWTV, PHMI, PTAG
which characterize the comprehensive level of the production efficiency of resources & environment,
the development of high-tech industry and tertiary industry. The secondary component includes RDLM,
FERD, PIP which characterize the ability of industrial innovation. The third component includes SCIC
which means the correlation among industries.
3.2 The evaluation results
On the basis of the tests of the model, the article calculates the weight of every index and the score
of every primary component in different provinces (table 2).
Table 2
Provence

First component
Score

Rank

Ranking of Provinces in China
Second component

Score

Rank

Third component
Score

Rank

Co-component
Score

Rank

Peking

7.544

1

2.309

4

2.892

3

4.736

1

Guangdong

3.027

3

7.076

1

1.864

5

4.427

2

Shanghai

4.984

2

2.036

5

2.418

4

3.411

3

Jiangsu

1.692

5

4.246

2

1.415

6

2.649

4

Shandong

1.040

7

3.010

3

3.272

2

2.175

5

Tianjin

2.820

4

0.952

7

3.316

1

2.168

6

Zhejiang

1.206

6

1.936

6

0.026

12

1.301

7

Fujian

0.626

8

0.386

8

0.653

10

0.536

8

Liaoning

-0.548

11

-0.060

10

1.098

7

-0.090

9

Henan

-0.744

16

0.036

9

0.685

8

-0.207

10

Hubei

-0.456

9

-0.274

12

-0.221

14

-0.347

11

Anhui

-0.619

12

-0.179

11

-0.197

13

-0.378

12

Sichuan

-0.709

15

-0.327

13

-0.570

17

-0.537

13

Shanxi

-0.664

14

-0.686

16

-0.608

18

-0.663

14
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Hebei

-0.894

17

-0.779

17

0.072

11

-0.692

15

Hunan

-0.902

18

-0.545

14

-0.749

21

-0.737

16

Shanxi

-1.042

21

-1.043

20

0.657

9

-0.767

17

Jiangxi

-0.974

19

-0.629

15

-0.701

19

-0.795

18

ChongQing

-0.494

10

-0.922

19

-1.436

26

-0.814

19

Heilongjiang

-1.203

24

-0.810

18

-0.970

23

-1.011

20

Hainan

-0.631

13

-1.285

22

-2.076

28

-1.122

21

Gansu

-1.282

26

-1.436

24

-0.278

16

-1.180

22

I Mongolia

-1.349

27

-1.387

23

-0.249

15

-1.185

23

Guizhou

-1.093

23

-1.503

26

-0.820

22

-1.210

24

Yunnan

-1.088

22

-1.480

25

-1.243

24

-1.267

25

Guangxi

-1.219

25

-1.274

21

-1.714

27

-1.321

26

Jilin

-1.000

20

-1.523

27

-2.356

30

-1.425

27

Ningxia

-2.007

29

-1.920

29

-0.712

20

-1.763

28

Xinjiang

-1.939

28

-1.785

28

-1.357

25

-1.784

29

Qinghai

-2.081

30

-2.141

30

-2.110

29

-2.109

30

3.3 Analysis of the results
According to table 2, Peking has the highest score of the first primary component, means it has
stronger ability to promote the environment and upgrade industrial structure. Guangdong, Jiangsu and
Shandong are the first three provinces in the secondary primary component, shows they have stronger
ability of innovation than other provinces. Tianjin and Shandong are the first two provinces in the third
provinces, so they have a better correlation between industries than other province. From the
co-component’s score, the article divide all the provinces to three groups: there are eight provinces are
above 0, in the high level group; eleven provinces are between 0 to -1, in the middle level group; the
other eleven provinces are under -1, in the low level group.
From the area sight, all of the provinces in the high level group are in the eastern region, six
provinces in the central region are in the middle level group, eight western regional provinces are in the
low level group, and Sichuan has a better performance which rank is 13. Provinces in the northeast
region have a larger gap between themselves, Liaoning’s rank is 9 nearly the high level group,
Heilongjiang’s rank is 20, in a lower part of the middle level group; Jilin’s rank is 27, in the low level
group.
The level of industrial structure has a high coefficient with the development of economics.
According the gdp per capita in 2008, except Inner Mongolia for its less people, the high level groups
here are still higher than other provinces in GDP per capita. And the low level group is in the same way.
The three primary components are impact on each other, the former six provinces in the co-components
ranks have a higher score in every primary component, if one primary component’s score isn’t high
enough, there will be a large gap (i.e. Zhejiang compare to Tianjin; Shanxi’s third primary component’s
rank compare to its co-component’s rank). So, it’s important for every province to develop these three
aspects coordinatively.

4 Conclusion
Along with the problems loom large in the shortage of resources, energy and environmental
pollution, the aim of the economic development should no longer pursue economic return only, but has
to pay more attention to resources, energy conservation and environmental protection. This article set up
the evaluation indicator system according to the present aim of economic development, and then
evaluates the industrial structure optimization level of 30 provinces’ in China. The result shows that the
level of industrial structure has a high coefficient with the development of economics, and it declined
along the eastern area, the middle, the western area gradually. The level also depends on the coordinate
development of resources& environment efficiency, proportion of service industry, industrial innovation
ability, and industrial correlation degree.
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Abstract: In general, R&D process for drug discovery and development can be classified into two
phases, a search phase and a development phase. Since the search phase is the most creative step playing
a meaningful role in the drug innovation cycle, this study deals with the search phase, where unknown
conformations of drug-target proteins have long desired to be elucidated with accuracy. This study
focuses on G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) known as highly promising drug-target proteins. To
date, the 3D structures of many of GPCRs have not been resolved yet. Therefore, we propose a new
prediction method for conformations of active-state GPCRs, which are difficult to predict accurately by
existing prediction methods. The proposed method was validated using human leukotriene B4 receptor
BLT1 as a sample GPCR. The obtained accurate information on structures of GPCRs is expected to
accelerate the research activity by being used in the computer-assisted drug design.
Key words: R&D Process; Drug discovery and development; Protein structure prediction; GPCR

1 Introduction
In the pharmaceutical industry, the annual revenue can exceed $1 billion when a new breakthrough
drug is successfully developed. Such large-scale drugs are called “blockbusters.” However, this type of
spectacular success is achieved very rarely. In general, considerable time and expense are required to
develop a new drug. If a new breakthrough drug is successfully developed, “hitting the jackpot,” it can
accumulate sufficient profit to support the company’s operational needs for years; at times, even decades.
However, in most cases, companies are unable to recover their investment costs. Based on this type of
relationship between investment and returns, the development of pharmaceutical products is often like a
treasure hunt and is called a “high risk, high return” style of business. This study focuses on the
upstream part of the pharmaceutical R&D process that has the foregoing characteristics.
In addition, pharmaceutical products can be broadly classified into two categories, prescription
drugs and over-the-counter drugs. The former is the subject of discussion in this study. Furthermore, this
study discusses the R&D process of new pharmaceutical products containing a novel active compound,
which has a chemical structure different from existing drugs.

2 R&D Process in Drug Discovery
In order to receive decisive approval as a new drug, a drug candidate should finally meet the
various requests, including efficacy, safety, pharmacokinetics (absorption, distribution, metabolism, and
excretion), physical properties, stability, and economical efficiency. Many challenges are to be expected
during the R&D process. A survey conducted by the Japan Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
(http://www.jpma.or.jp/) indicates that the probability of successfully bringing a drug to market (the
ratio of the compounds that finally being brought to market against the candidate compounds that
existed at the starting point of R&D process) is less than 0.01%, an extremely low number. This is
caused due to the difficulty in accurately assessing the efficacy and safety of a drug candidate when
research starts. Therefore, the entire R&D process can take as long as ten to twenty years and requires
enormous expenses, costing tens of billions of yen.
In general, the R&D process for drug discovery and development can be broadly classified into two
phases: a “search phase,” in which not a few compounds are created or discovered as candidates for a
new drug, and a “development phase,” in which the selected candidate is further evaluated and
developed into a product and then clinical investigation is performed [1]. In the search phase prior to
entering into the development phase, a literal "search" is performed to find candidate compounds.
Specifically, an evaluation system called a screening system is first constructed to screen for compounds
by assessing presence and extent of the targeted biological activity, and the screening information
obtained is then used in order to discover several compounds that exhibit some activity. They are called
hit compounds. Next, a lead compound is identified using the structural information of the hit
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compounds. The chemical structure of a lead compound is used as a starting point for chemical
modifications in order to improve potency or pharmacokinetic parameters. This process is called the
lead compound optimization.
On the other hand, in the development phase, sequential preclinical and clinical studies are
conducted using the compound selected in the search phase. In preclinical studies, criteria like efficacy,
pharmacology, pharmacokinetics, and safety are tested in laboratory animals. If pharmaceutical action in
humans can be expected and prospects of safe use are established based on the results of the preclinical
studies, clinical studies are conducted to examine the effects in humans. Clinical studies have three
sequential phases (Phase I–Phase III), with the study scale increasing from one phase to the next. After
the conclusion of clinical trials, the drug candidate is submitted to the Ministry of Health, Labor, and
Welfare, and put on the market as a new drug after approval.
A comparison of research processes in the search and development phases bespeaks the following
differences. The search phase lasts for approximately 2 to 5 years, while the development phase lasts for
7 to 15 years. In the search phase people have a large degree of freedom in conducting research and a
hope of possibly being able to reduce the amount of time and money, although establishing a
preliminary forecast is difficult at this stage of R&D activity. On the other hand, in the development
phase people can forecast the research progress with comparative ease because each test is strictly
defined beforehand. However, the development phase has little room to save on time or money. In terms
of the probability of a compound progressing from the current stage to the next stage, the search phase
has a much higher amount of uncertainty than the development phase. Additionally, success in the
search phase mostly depends on an individual’s ability, experience, and luck, but success in the
development phase is associated with a systematic operation, where people act in a group.
Because of these characteristics, research management in the search phase might be considered
difficult. However, the search phase is of critical importance, as indicated by Alfonso Gambardella in
his book reviewing pharmaceutical research in the US [2], “The generation of new drugs depends in large
measure on activities that occur at the outset of the R&D process. Early research stages play a more
meaningful role than in other industries, and they are the most creative steps of the drug innovation
cycle.” Therefore, this study focuses on the search phase to propose a point of view for improving the
efficiency and accuracy of screening.

3 3D Structure of Target Proteins in Drug Discovery
Many pharmaceutical companies have been dealing with low-molecular-weight compounds as
main objective drugs, where the search phase of R&D activity contains the following three processes.
The first step (S1) is random screening to find hit compounds that interact with a target protein using
high-throughput screening (HTS). HTS allows us to quickly select hit compounds out of millions of
various compounds in the compound library previously provided, using robotics, data processing and
control software, and sensitive detectors. In general, tens or even hundreds of thousands of compounds
are subjected to HTS, with the probability of finding a hit compound being approximately 0.01%. In the
second step (S2), a lead compound having a basic structure for the desired pharmacological activity is
identified using the structural information of hit compounds found in S1. This process is extremely
important because the quality of the lead compound determines the speed of the subsequent research and
development. The third step (S3) is the lead compound optimization, in which the chemical structure of
a lead compound is used as a starting point for chemical modifications in order to improve potency,
pharmacokinetic and physicochemical parameters, safety, and so on.
In recent years, the computer-assisted drug design (CADD) has become widely used in the search
phase of R&D activity. CADD uses computational chemistry like molecular mechanics or molecular
dynamics to predict whether a given molecule will bind to a target protein and if so how strongly. In
theory, CADD would help streamline the processes in each step of the search phase (S1-S3). In the case
of S1, CADD can be used for selecting a suitable variation of chemical compounds in the compound
library used in HTS. In S2, CADD would help identify a lead compound by investigating how hit
compounds bind to a target protein and how they interact with each other and then by extracting
pharmacophore information that directly ties to the expression of pharmacological activity. In S3,
CADD would help optimize a lead compound by predicting how effective the chemical modification of
a lead compound is for the interaction with a target protein.
However, at present, it is not always possible to use CADD in the search phase. When a candidate
compound is computationally docked to a target protein, highly accurate values of interaction energy
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between them are needed to conduct CADD successfully. This requires high-accuracy 3D structure data
of a target protein. However, many proteins remain poorly understood due to technical difficulties in
protein crystallization, and consequently there is an unavailability of structural information of proteins.
That is the reason why the use of CADD does not guarantee favorable results. It has long been a hope
that the unknown 3D structure of the drug target protein could be accurately predicted and the predicted
structure information could be used for the screening process. It should accelerate the research activity
in the search phase.
The present study focuses on G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) known as highly promising
drug target proteins. To date, the 3D structures of many of GPCRs have not been resolved yet. Therefore,
we propose a new prediction method for GPCR active state conformations, which are difficult to predict
with high accuracy by existing prediction methods.

4 New Method for Predicting 3D Structure of G-protein-coupled Receptors
4.1 G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs)
G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), the largest family of membrane proteins (around 800 in
humans), are activated by a wide range of stimuli, including hormones, neurotransmitters, ions, odorants,
and photons of light[3]. All GPCRs possess seven transmembrane helices and are localized to the cell
membrane. GPCRs are involved in a variety of biological and pathological processes[4-7]. Consequently,
they are one of the largest classes of drug targets. Approximately half of all current pharmaceuticals
target GPCRs. However, only 10% of the GPCRs, excluding olfactory receptors are targeted by
marketed drugs, indicating the possibility that the remaining 90% of GPCRs are available as targets for
the treatment of human disease[8].
To date, only a limited number of GPCRs, such as bovine rhodopsin and human beta-adrenergic
receptor, have been resolved at high resolution by X-ray crystallography[9-13]. For predicting 3D protein
structure, homology modeling is the most commonly employed method that allows the prediction of
target GPCR 3D structures by using the crystal structures as a template[14]. Nevertheless, great cautions
are needed when utilizing the homology-based models for GPCRs since helix kinks are often different in
different receptors. Modeling the subtle distinctions, which is essential for docking calculation in CADD,
remains a major challenge[15]. Additionally, since all known GPCR structures are in inactive state where
the protein binds to its antagonists, the homology modeling has practically no predictive power for
GPCRs in active state where the protein binds to its agonists.
It has been reported that applying an appropriate molecular dynamics (MD) simulation after
conducting homology modeling could predict GPCR structures in active state in view of the induced-fit
mechanism[16]. However, this approach needs to impose appropriate structural restrictions prior to the
MD simulation, which requires both skills and experience of a MD specialist. Moreover, the MD
method can normally simulate the movement of atoms on the microsecond time scale as a limit;
although structural changes in induced fit require calculations for fluctuations greater than milliseconds.
Due to its time-consuming nature, it is virtually impossible to simulate all processes involved in
structural changes using only MD on common computers. For this reason, currently no high-accuracy
methods are available for predicting the GPCR structure in active state.
4.2 New method for prediction of 3D structure of GPCRs
We propose a new prediction method for conformations of active-state GPCRs, which are difficult
to predict accurately by existing prediction methods. The framework of the method comprises three
stages, namely: (i) gaining of an initial structure by homology modeling in which known inactive-state
GPCR structures are used as a template; (ii) calculation of an average structure of GPCR fluctuations at
the levels of several hundred picoseconds to nanoseconds, as calculated from MD simulations; and (iii)
search for one of the best 3D structures of an active-state GPCR by using the evolutionary computing
technique including modularized docking simulations between a GPCR and its known agonists. The
core idea of the framework is that a MD simulation is used to calculate an average 3D coordinates of all
atoms of a GPCR protein against heat fluctuation on the picosecond or nanosecond time scale, and then
real-coded genetic algorithm including receptor-ligand docking simulations functions to determine the
rotation angle of each helix of a GPCR protein as a movement on wider time scale.

5 Case Study Using Leukotriene Receptor
5.1 Leukotriene teceptor
The method was validated using human leukotriene B4 receptor BLT1 as a sample GPCR.
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Leukotriene (LT) is a bioactive lipid that serves as an important mediator of host defense, though it is
also known to be implicated in bronchial asthma as a pathogenetic or precipitating factor. So far, four
types of LT receptors have been cloned. BLT1 is one of them.
5.2 Experimental procedure
We first selected LT4R1_HUMAN from MODBASE[17], a database of protein 3D structures
predicted by homology modeling, as the BLT1 structure after homology modeling in which bovine
rhodopsin was used as a template. After annealing for atomic relaxation, MD simulations were run using
TINKER (ver. 4.2)[18]. Simulation conditions used were as follows: force field = AMBER99,
temperature = 310 K, pressure = 1 atm, and time step = 1.0 fs. Next, based on the previous finding that
“the rotational motion of helices no. 3, 5, 6 (denoted as TM3, TM5, TM6) of LT receptor are particularly
important in contributing to agonist-receptor binding in active state[19, 20],” we allowed just these three
helices to revolve freely in the subsequent evolutionary search combining real-coded GA and
receptor-ligand docking simulations. In other words, each candidate individual for solution in the
evolutionary search has real number vectors representing the rotational angles of TM3, TM5 and TM6.
In the evolutionary search, the following operations are repeated until the search finished: (i) generation
of individual populations as candidates for solution, (ii) reconstruction of 3D structures and their
structural optimization for each individual, (iii) binding simulations using GOLD (ver. 3.1)[21] for each
individual, and (iv) evaluation and selection.
5.3 Results
A Dell computer with an Intel Xeon CPU 3.6 GHz (dual processor) was used for computation. For
MD processing of 219.3-ps simulations, 524 hours were required. We investigated the changes in GPCR
molecular energy values (kcal/mol) for every 0.1 ps time elapsed in MD. Low energy values suggest
that the structures are stable. At the level of about 200 ps, energy values cease to fall, which suggests
that a region of stability has been reached. As our study focused on MD simulations for structural
changes on a short time scale (meaning that the objectives were to simulate relaxation), we considered
200 ps to be a sufficient level, and therefore stopped at 219.3 ps.
For subsequent evolutionary computation, 899 hours were required for calculations for 200
generations. Figure 1 shows the state of binding between the LT receptor and its agonist in one of the
best 3D structures. The 3D structures of binding are shown in Figure 1(A) with a view from above the
cell plasma membrane, and in Figure 1(B) with a cross-section of the membrane (the upper part being
the extracellular space). In order to highlight receptor-ligand interactions, the main chains (backbones)
of the helices are shown as ribbons, while the LT agonist 12-keto-LTB4 is drawn as a ball-and-stick
structure. From Figure 1, it is clear that the LT agonist binds to a recessed region (pocket) formed by
TM3, TM5, and TM6.
(B)
(A)

Figure 1 The Best 3D Structure of Active-State BLT1
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In order to validate LT receptor structures obtained by our method, we further used 5 agonists and
11 antagonists to respectively perform binding simulations with BLT1 where BLT1 was in the optimal
conformation. The maximum docking scores for each ligand are shown in Figure 2. The agonist group
produced visibly higher scores than the antagonist group. The proposed method predicted the BLT1
conformation accurately, to the extent of discriminating agonists from antagonists. This suggests that the
GPCR conformation obtained by the proposed method can be used to find hit compounds out of many
compounds.
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Figure 2 GOLD Score When Docking with Other Agonists and Antagonists

6 Discussion and Conclusions
This study proposed a new method for finding one of the best 3D structures of active-state
GPCRs at a level of accuracy acceptable to CADD. The method was validated using human
leukotriene B4 receptor BLT1 as a sample GPCR.
The search phase of the pharmaceutical R&D activity contains the three steps (S1-S3) stated in
Section 3. The 3D structure of a target GPCR obtained using the proposed method is expected to be
exploited in all steps from S1 to S3: in the process of constructing the compound library in S1, in the
docking study in S2 for extracting pharmacophore information or for identifying a lead compound, and
in the process of optimizing the lead compound in S3. In the search phase of the pharmaceutical R&D
activity, the process of finding hit compounds and identifying a lead compound is the key to lead the
R&D activity to successful conclusion. The proposed method supports the key process by being used in
the foregoing processes.
Eventually, using the obtained 3D structure of a target GPCR in the search phase would have a
beneficial impact on human activities in drug discovery and development. First, researchers would be
able to use CADD systems to analyze experimental results, which provides us the possibility that the
phenomena occurring in the experiments can be explained using a theory. This would facilitate making
plans of following experiments in the search process, so that the efficiency in the search process would
increase. The increased efficiency enables us to test much more chemical compounds for hit compounds
within the same period of time, thereby increasing the probability of finding a lead compound. Moreover,
greater ease in theoretically explaining experimental results would accelerate knowledge sharing among
members of a research organization. It might facilitate managing research resources in the search phase
of the R&D activity.
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Abstract: In this paper, the innovation is divided into four parts that are technical innovation, product
innovation, the industrial innovation and regional innovation based on theory about hierarchical system
of innovation. The links between different levels of innovation and evolution were described and the
different levels of risk and its causes progressively were identified in the paper. The conclusion is that
the innovation is sustainable only when a clear analysis of different levels of innovation and risk that can
prevent the innovation risk systematically. In the end of the paper, some innovation risk outlook of the
research was presented.
Key words: Hierarchical system; Innovation level; Innovation risk; Risk analysis

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of knowledge economy and deepening of globalization, innovation has
already became the motive power which drive modern economic to develop. For a rapid economic
development and weakness of innovation ability country as China, innovation strategy has been the core
of economic and technological development in China. Meanwhile, there is necessary requirement for
enhancing the economic development. But innovation also has positive and negative effects, on the one
hand innovate subject consumes a great deal of innovation resources because of the high risk in
innovation. On the other hand, it makes the potential innovation subject not interested in innovation.
Therefore, the risk of innovation should not be ignored.
Currently focusing on technology, product, industry, regional and other single-level innovation
object, the academe has made farther research from the main body of innovation, elements, models,
performance. But the research studied innovation risk is very rare. There are some mainly representative
researches. Berglund (2007) analyzed the concept of innovation risk taking two Swedish enterprise, and
identified three themes to illustrate the relationship between the risk and innovation process. Scott. F.L
atham, Michael Braun (2009) argues that the company with poor business performance will make itself
faced survival crisis, if it continues to invest in innovation. P. C. Yang, H. M. Wee, B. S. Liu, O. K.
Fong (2011) found that price of the product and the End-Users' demand showed a obvious decline law,
through establishing economic mode to study the risk of rapid technological innovation, taking the
high-tech products as a example. Chen Yuhe (2007) constructed a three-dimensional technology
innovation risk analysis model including the dimensionality of process, the dimensionality of
environment and the dimensionality of knowledge. Zhang Yunsheng (2009) considered that the
innovative ecosystem of high-tech enterprises has co-operation, the system complexity, technology
standardization, technology modularity and other essential characteristics, leading to six kinds of
cooperation risk, which is dependency, structural, specificity assets, asymmetric information, resource
loss, except the traditional R&D project management risk. Duan Bingqian (2006) studied the key risk
factors for complex products, revealed the innovation risk dynamics characteristic of complex product
innovation, made empirical test on the key risk model of complex product innovation, and discussed the
organization of complex product innovation patterns and its role in risk control. Jia Xiaoxia and Zhou
Xizhao (2006) studied the exogenous structural risk of the regional innovation system, proposed the
concept and factors of the exogenous structural risk of regional innovation system, gave the coupling
between the elements, and further constructed the quantification description model of the coupling.
From the existing results, current research mainly focuses on a level of innovation risk. But
innovation is a complex dynamic system which includes product innovation, industrial innovation,
regional innovation and other different levels of innovation activities, in addition to technological
innovation. These factors link closely, and should be as a system to research. Therefore separating these
links to study pure innovation risk is obviously insufficient. The paper analyzes the composition of
multilayer innovation risk from the hierarchical system of innovation, and comprehensively analysis the
hierarchical system of innovation and its formation mechanism.
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2 The Hierarchical System of Innovation
Hierarchical method, is according to the need of research, put the whole issue by order into all sorts
of hierarchical subsystem or elements. The concept of innovation hierarchical system is to use
hierarchical view to study complex innovation system. Innovation is the process that the resources for
innovation accumulate, integrate and optimize, the lowest level of technological innovation can also be
seen as an integration process of the innovative element, the basic unit of innovation can be called
innovation-neuron which representing scattered, immature innovative results, it could be abstracted as
the hexagonal compound constituted of knowledge, information, capital, systems, talent and
management. When innovation-neurons accumulate to a certain scale, get up to a certain equilibrium
state, it will generate new technologies, technological innovation is the foundation, it is the source to
improve innovation ability. To achieve higher level of innovation also need the accumulation and
development of innovation-neuron. Through the effective combination, the new technologies provide
foundation for product innovation, the success of new products will simulate industrial innovation
through the relevant industrial structure adjustment, industrial innovation develop to a certain stage, it
will put the request in order to promote regional innovation and industrial innovation, then regional
innovation will form a more advanced and conducive platform of innovation. The individuals can’t
innovate alone, they demand industrial innovation and regional innovation in feeding back and rely on
the networks formed by high-level innovation to breakthrough innovation limitation, so as to improve
innovative efficiency.Whether regional level of innovation, the industrial level or the product level of
innovation, they are not independent of each other, as they gradually evolve on the basis of lower level
of innovation, thus formed a mutual connection, mutual interaction and mutual support, inter-constraint
indivisible entirety. In this system, technical innovation and product innovation are at the microscopic
level, technological innovation is not only build innovation foundation for product innovation, industrial
innovation and regional innovation, at the same time it also stand by the restriction and influence of
industry innovation and regional innovation; The industrial innovation lies in mesosphere, it is the
linkage of technical innovation, product innovation and regional innovation, it plays the role of
connecting bridge; Regional innovation is the macroscopic level of innovation, it must come to realize
through the technical innovation, product innovation and industrial innovation, and eventually it will
form a higher level of innovation platform with the advance of regional innovation to back the industrial
innovation, product innovation, technology innovation activities.

Figure 1

The Innovation-neuron

At a single level of innovation, the innovation subject completes the corresponding innovation
activities in their respective layers independently, and because more participants in innovation, a variety
of collaborative technologies, a variety of innovative product portfolio, they altogether connect different
levels of innovation activities. From the surface observation, the relationship of the product innovation,
industrial innovation, regional innovation is compared to a point, line and plane, through the technical
innovation, product selection and reorganization, products and industries are combined; industries and
regional sides are assembled; products, industries and regional sides are distributed synthetically, so we
can make the three parts to cooperate with each other. Form the development modality of view,
technological innovation, product innovation, industrial innovation, regional innovation follows the
progressive rules from simple to complex, from low level to high-level, but this is not a linear
progression, it is the performance of the spiral type of rise, constant loop optimization of dynamic
balance process. There is a lot of paths for the different levels of innovation subsystem to achieve its
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purpose, and often it’s difficult to determine the optimal path, the main body of each level of innovation
is always in the innovation development process, through the cycle of self-correcting, self-selection and
self-optimization, thus making the entire innovation system showing the process of spiral oscillation,
and they evolve to more advanced state with the characteristics of diversity and complexity. In sum,
innovation hierarchical system is a spiral combination of function and structure, grade structure is a
prominent manifestation of this system.

Figure 2

The Hierarchical System of Innovation

3 Risk Analysis of Innovation at All Levels
3.1 Risk at the level of technology innovation
3.1.1 The uncertainty of technological trajectory
Technological trajectory is a evolution contrail in the process of technological innovation, it also
expresses a specific technical evolution and development direction. There may be several tracks to solve
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a same technical barriers and the market will eventually choose one as the main track. But in the era of
rapid technological change, it is very difficult to predict the future development directions of the market
and technology accurately and make sure the dominant technology. The technical track is very difficult
to change on the basis of a particular technology accumulation for a certain degree of rigidity. If forced
to change. There will be a lot of sunk costs and opportunity costs if it was forced to change which is a
serious impediment to technological innovation’s continuity. This is surely the greatest risk of
technological innovation.
3.1.2 Blind faith of technology
Technological determinism believe that technology will solve all problems and technical innovation
is like the acceleration of gravity, will be more rapid, more likely to succeed. Being blind faith of
technology and innovating blindly and excessively at all costs result in 'More haste, less speed' is often
haste makes waste. The main problem is too fast and too impractical in innovation. Technological
innovating too fast means the pure pursuit for update speed out of the market rhythm and lack of a
relatively stable application process for innovation achievement. The fast continuous innovation and
update meet the creative desire and create a good atmosphere for innovation. However, it neglects of
economic performance. Technological innovating too impractical are two forms: one is not making
patents and standards that can not bring a competitive advantage and technology monopolistic position;
the other one is that technological innovation is only feasible in theory and can not be applied in
practical production in order to bring economic benefits.
3.2 Risk at the level of product innovation
3.2.1 The cognitive biases to product concept
The products in traditional concept are generally deemed to industrial products and confined to the
physical form. As the social and economic development, product concept has been greatly expanded and
enriched. Kotler proposed richer product connotations that the products, including three levels: the core,
form and addition. These form the integral product. Core products means that products can provide
functions or services to meet the needs; the form products are reflect ways and carriers of core products,
such as quality, packaging, brand, etc.; additional products are derivatives around the core and the form
products, such as after-sales service, installation services, etc. The highly developed and mature
technology leads to that the level of the product value not only depends on the core products and many
form product and additional products have also become decisive factors. In the practical product
innovation, the innovating subjects may only focus on the main core products in the traditional sense
and ignore the form products and additional products, which lead to imperfect product innovation, a
waste of resources for innovation and reduction of the product innovation effect. So that success rate
will be greatly decreased.
3.2.2 The failure of advantages in innovation
The advantages of innovation are gained by take the lead in product innovation. In comparison to
the follower, the first innovator can gain relatively prominent advantages from several ways, including
preferential access to resources, cost reduction and producing consumers. But the temporary lead not
means the permanent lead. In the product innovation process, first acting companies can not completely
discern the future direction of development, so they have to cross the river by feeling the stones, which
led to the increasing of development costs. The precursors need invest in technology research and
development, new product manufacturing first. The failure of research and development or shift of
consumers’ preferences would result in a lot sunk costs and increase of the burden to enterprises. In
contrast, later competitors can learn lessons from the experience of starting actors hitch and save a huge
amount of development costs. Therefore, they could improve competitiveness in some ways, even
surpass the precursors and dilute the proceeds of first taking product innovation.
3.2.3 The failure of marketing
Product innovation only be acknowledged by the market, can be obtain economic benefits. The
advantages of product technology can not guarantee the success of product innovation. The result of
empirical research showed that poor market response is the prominent risk of product innovation. The
reason leading to the result is the uncertainty of market receipt time on one hand. There is a delay
between launch time and inducing demand time for a new product especially high-tech product. If the
delay is too long , the company will difficult to recover funs in developing new product. For example,
Bell Labs introduced the image phone in the end of last century of 50 decade, but realized its business
value after 20 years. Even after the new product is accepted by the market, it is difficult to predict the
rate of the diffusion speed, and estimate the demand accurately. If the demand is estimated too large, the
company will suffer the loss because of the difficulty recovering the large capital investment. If the
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demand is estimated too low, the company can not meet the rapid growth needs, and make up for the
cost of innovation. On the other hand, if a new product wants to be successful, it needs to have a
potential market. Before the product development and innovation, although the market analysis is
helpful for the companies to make better new product development plans, the business can not obtain
the information of customer’s demand accurately. For innovative products that have a potential market,
it is difficult to get the effective information of customer’s demand, because sometimes the customer can
not know what they really need. Because of the changes, the latter may develop products that is more
suitable for customer’s demand, get to the ideal product characteristic and more appropriate product
positioning, make the product innovation of before fell short.
3.2.4 The boundary of the product innovation is not clear
Define the boundary of the Product Development and Innovation is an important part of successful
innovation. For differentiation strategy, the aims of the product innovation are to improve the quality of
the products, increase product functionality and features, reduce the conversion cost from old products
to new products. The management takes disperse the business risk as a principle; they may also
implement the product diversification strategy. But if they emphasize diversification and differentiation
blindly, expand the boundaries of product unlimitedly, leading to scattered resources and inefficiencies,
inefficiencies associated with the development strategy or profitability of the core product strong
position to be weakened, but fail to reflect the advantage of the product Innovative, and even lead to
operational risk.
3.3 Risk at industry innovation level
3.3.1 Industrial structure adjustment unreasonable guided by innovation
The success of product innovation will makes the resources, knowledge and skills in related
industries focused on the innovative products or its intermediate products, too much into the industry
with innovative products as the leading, even highly focused on a single industry or a single product. All
kinds of organizations constitute the industry system guided by the market will naturally focus on
product innovation transformation, followed by re-combination. And this will break the original stable
structure inside the industry. However, the speed of industrial structure transformation lags behind the
speed of product innovation, that may lead to the organization continuously follow the product
innovation and transformation their roles, thus causing an inefficiency product and the focus of the
industrial structure will be unstable. In addition, with the popularity of innovative products, production
processes and products over standard, the industry upgrade cost is too larger because of continuous
investment in knowledge, technology, supporting facilities and the cumulative expenditure of the
consumers on these products. Innovation update cannot be carry on timely in the industry maturation
period or recession period, thereby threatening the healthy development of the industry.
3.3.2 Technology diffusion blocked
Industrial innovation is essentially an industrialization course of technology, products. Enterprises
within the industry and related organizations are highly concentrated in geographically, frequent
interaction, and gradually form a relatively closed and stable network relationship within the industry.
Form a highly convergence innovative thinking in the industrial culture, economy, technology,
production activities and other aspects. This will definitely weaken the power for the organization to
gain new knowledge and new information from external, reducing the possibility of external knowledge
sources inflow. In addition, because a large number of enterprises within the industry wants to enjoy
innovation spillage instead of investing in innovation, thus leading to the flow channel of knowledge
locked within the industry. Over time, they gradually lost the chance to communication with the outside
and the ability to absorb innovation resources, further weakening the ability of industry innovation and
delay the new thinking, new technology, and new product to appear.
3.3.3 Innovation inert
The inter-organizational networks in an industry can be abstracted as a complex network, the
dissimilarity between technology needs and innovative power makes a one-way transfer of knowledge
from the innovation ability to the weak main, lack of two-way interaction.With the strengthening of this
transfer path, innovation gradually over-specialization and flexibility reduced. If the learning cost
less than the cost of innovation, the main of weak innovation capability will be more dependent on the
strong one, leading to innovation network rigidity, new knowledge and technology cannot continue to
renewable, innovative thinking will eventually dry up.
3.4 Risk at the level of regional innovation
3.4.1 Policy risk
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Regional innovation environment includes policy environment, economic institutional environment,
economic environment, human environment, social environment and related technology’s Application
environment, and government action is one of the key factors. Government’s macro-control policies or
institutional reform lead to the direction of the adjustment of laws and regulations, the changes of
planning, the adjustment of industrial policy and other changes, and all these will bring about more
uncertainty and some impact on the development and operation of regional innovation at the macro.
Especially when the government Takes direct administrative means to direct intervention in regional
innovation activities, although to a certain extent, it can compensate for market failure, but sometimes
there are unreasonable phenomena which restrict the speed and performance of regional innovation. On
the other hand, the success of a policy brings about the demonstration effect, And it will also affect the
backward regional innovative thinking, cause to form the dependence on the fixed policy model, and the
dependence will be Strengthen as a policy-driven factors which greatly affect the characteristics of
strategy in the various regions based on the facts of Zhongguancun, Suzhou electronic Industry Park
and other parks greatly stimulated the regional policy-makers’ enthusiasm of building the park
mode ,and this leaded to the trend of blindly building the park when the intellectual resources,
technology, industry institution, the basic elements of innovation atmosphere is not yet fully
available. The elements didn’t obtain the efficiency levels and caused the great loss. of opportunity
cost which from regional characteristics and advantages.
3.4.2 Regional lockout
Regional lockout is the trend towards segregation of the surrounding environment, due to the
regional businesses’ closely associated, and this brings about the cooperation which has the regional
characteristics, concentration of significant geographic, all these lead to the region’s self-isolation
Regional innovation system is a network rooted in nature of local organizations, and the main body of
innovation form a network to link with each other through formal and informal relation. The networking
assumes the organizational function of innovation activities, has the characteristics of a self-reinforcing
when it formed .On the beginning, it is the innovative element to promote the innovation, but eventually
it could lead to "regional lock” and hinder innovation. There are two main reasons which Lead to
regional lock in Regional Innovation System: at the macro of cultural and institutional level, the
cooperation within the regional innovation system is rooted in the regional macro-network of social and
cultural atmosphere, especially innovative atmosphere of innovation and System, and the formation of
important system and practices are from this atmosphere. The innovative atmosphere has the features of
self-protection and self-enhancement, and the cultural and regional characteristics will gradually solid
down, eventually will lead to regional lock and the system will be rigid. The development vitality of
the system will be lost .On the micro level of operating, although the advanced information
communication technology has broken the regional restrictions and significantly reduce the cost of
communication, research shows that face to face communication has irreplaceable advantages for the
transmission of knowledge and information, especially the dissemination of tacit knowledge. As in the
same region, geographical proximity makes the communication between the main body of innovation
more convenient than outside of the region and long-term cooperation within the region has also bring
about the mutual trust. This will gradually enhance communication of the innovation main body in the
region, and the communication with the outside will continue to be weaken. Long-term effect will lead
to regional self-enclosed which results in the rigidity and stagnation in innovation activities.

4 Conclusions
Innovation is a dynamic, open process, but also a risky process. The cause of the innovation risk is
complex. Therefore the paper take the innovation hierarchical system theory as the breakthrough point ,
according to the hierarchically structured innovation hierarchical system, comprehensive analysis and
describe all levels of the innovation risk from the perspective of the system, so as to understand every
level of innovation risk more clearly and specifically. Faced with the innovation risk, all levels of
innovation subject should use the system view too, and take innovation activities as a whole, enhance
the co-ordination with different levels of cooperative innovation subject .Only doing this can most
reduce the risk of innovation, and make innovation activities succeed continuously.
Based on the present research, there are some questions needed to be further enriched and improved: the
research of innovation risk conduction law. Through deep research of the risk for innovation linkage at
different levels, the carrier relied conduction, the path or the channel and the change of the risk energy
in the transmission process, recognizing the element in the transferring process of innovation risk can be
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more objective understand the related characteristics of innovation risk, leading to more effective to
prevent innovation risk. Study on early warning of innovation risk assessment. It has important value to
innovation risk management making innovation risk in the monitoring state, through researching on the
assessment method of innovation risk, using chosen precise and strict early-warning index of
mathematical model, leading to setting up innovation risk pre-warning system.
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Abstract: This article analyzes logistics operation pattern of dynamic alliance-based industrial clusters
from four aspects, namely features, operation process, model of cooperative game and operating
mechanisms. It summarizes the four defining features of dynamic alliance-based IC logistics operation
pattern, namely the dynamic feature, the network feature, the overlapping feature and the game feature,
with a further analysis of the logistics operation process itself. It is suggested that with changes in level
of interests, alliance will always be in a cycle of "build - evaluate - maintain or collapse". This article
also builds a dynamic alliance-based IC logistics operation model of cooperative game. In addition, it is
proposed to build some operating mechanisms, namely trust mechanisms, information sharing
mechanisms and the mechanisms for the distribution of benefits.
Key words: Industrial clusters (IC); Logistics operation; Dynamic alliance; Cooperative game

1 Introduction
According to Professor Michael Bolton, Harvard Business School, the person who first proposes
this concept, industrial cluster is a geographical concentration of interconnected companies with close
[1]
supply links, specialist suppliers, service providers, and related industries and institutions . Since then,
some other scholars from China and abroad, have discussed the functions, characteristics and types of
industrial clusters from different perspectives. Williamson put forward the transaction cost theory from
the spatial point of view, which explained the competitiveness of IC companies was attributable to the
shortened geographical distance and lower logistics costs. Gulyani (2001) analyzed the auto industry in
India and found that auto businesses were forced to cluster together to ensure the efficiency of their
logistics operation and the reduction of their logistics costs, owing to the conflict between its poor
transportation infrastructure and demanding production requirements for modern auto industry.
Therefore, they could survive and expand their markets successfully in international markets
[2]
monopolized by South Korea, Japan and western companies . Hai Feng (2006) believed the size of the
[3]
cluster radiation area was largely determined by logistics . Peng Jin (2009) proposed to build three
types of integrated logistics management on the basis of five principles to maximize the interests of
industrial clusters, while not forgetting the sharing of resources, mutual interests, and the relative risk of
interests that serve the development of Dynamic alliance-based IC logistics operation. These three types
of managements were the integrated management of dynamic alliance-based logistics, the integrated
management of third-party logistics and the integrated logistics management of core business as the
leading party. Dynamic alliance-based IC logistics operation pattern is one type of logistics operation,
which is meant to share information, integrate resources, and achieve a common goal within the
[4]
industrial clusters . This pattern of logistics operation of industry clusters is mainly applicable to
medium and small enterprises in the industrial clusters which is less powerful core businesses, i.e. small
enterprise clusters. Without third-party logistics companies to meet their needs in the external
environment, small enterprise clusters often tend to choose a dynamic alliance-based IC logistics
operation mode. This article focuses on dynamic alliance-based IC logistics operation, studies its
operation pattern and builds an operation model of cooperative game.

2 Features of Dynamic Alliance-based IC Logistics Operation Pattern
2.1 The dynamic feature
Dynamic performance of the model demonstrates itself in the following two aspects. On the one
hand, with the presence of logistics tasks at hand, related companies within the industrial cluster will
form dynamic alliance; whereas the alliance may automatically collapse at the completion of these tasks.
On the other hand, when there are different logistics tasks, corresponding differences can be seen in the
number, category and combination pattern of enterprises within the alliance.
2.2 The network feature
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In industrial clusters, due to geographical proximity and the relevance of enterprises, there are
several core businesses in the same part. In the meanwhile there are also core businesses associated with
the upstream and downstream of this industry. They are clustered in the same area. These companies
(suppliers, manufacturers, retailers, etc.) are loosely linked through informal contracts or closely linked
through formal contracts. So a number of parallel supply single-chains emerge[5]. At the same time,
different single-chain core businesses compete and cooperate, and there are a large number of medium
and small enterprises beyond the single-chain to provide specialized supportive services. As a result, a
dynamic network comes up.
2.3 The overlapping feature
A company assumes double or even multiple identities. It can be a member simultaneously of two
dynamic alliances or more than two. Multiple dynamic alliances form an overlapping cross-alliance
structure.
2.4 The game feature
As the dynamic alliance is not a formal organization, the business cooperation is not everlasting.
The formation of dynamic alliance is primarily based on common interests and trust, not the legal
system, so the binding force is not strong. There is often a conflict between alliance interests and
individual business interests. At this moment, there will be game phenomenon. The positions of various
enterprises in an alliance are often similar, so in the absence of a fair chief to preside over the case,
ultimately alliance instability follows. So at the beginning of the establishment of an alliance, we should
establish and improve the incentives and trust mechanism to maintain long-term cooperation between
enterprises.

3 Dynamic Alliance-based IC Logistics Operation Process
In general, one company or some companies in industrial clusters lack of resources or are only
good at one aspect of logistics operation, thus there is a demand for logistics. These companies want to
carry out logistics tasks jointly, so they become initiators of dynamic alliances. When the initiators get
some peer response, an alliance will gradually form. Note that the initiators of dynamic alliance are not
necessarily the leaders. On the one hand, some companies, starting as initiators, may be promoted to the
position of leaders. As the initiators or leaders, they do not have the absolute exclusive advantages, and
they can not lead logistics business. On the other hand, it is certain that there is game phenomenon in
dynamic alliance. There is also binding power between companies within the industrial clusters. In
accordance with their understanding of the technology, personnel or other resources for professional
logistics, companies of the dynamic alliances will distribute tasks professionally and complement each
other to their best advantage. With dynamic game progresses, the organization gradually becomes stable.
Specifically, the alliance's goal is to maximize the overall interests, and the following factors will affect
the alliance as a whole, namely the industry conditions, the general business environment and the lever
of cooperation for industrial clusters, collaboration, etc. Therefore, the interest level of the alliance will
change constantly so that the alliance will always be in a cycle of "build - evaluate- maintain or
collapse". On the one hand, leading companies in the dynamic alliance need to maintain the stability of
the existing alliances and ensure the expected benefits; on the other hand, they should pay close
attention to the external environment (the general environment, industry environment) and changes in
the value of cooperation for enterprises (e.g. node companies and candidate node companies), so that the
flexibility of dynamic alliance may be maintained. In this way, the alliance interests may also come to a
higher level.
In the early stage of establishment, the benefit of node companies as a whole is A, then the best
partners are chosen to create a dynamic alliance so that logistics tasks may be completed jointly. The
benefit of node companies as a whole after the establishment becomes B. If B <A, in other words, the
benefit after the establishment is much lower, the alliance will come to an end. Conversely, alliance may
be established on the basis of logistics tasks and suppliers. Each node company will make corresponding
effort to maintain the alliance.
Subsequently, the alliance will be influenced by various factors. At this point, the alliance faces two
decisions. Decision 1 is to try hard to maintain their alliance, whereas decision 2 is to change the
original alliance. The precondition is that in the long run, after the collapse of the existing alliance, a
more advantageous alliance may be established to achieve a higher level of benefits. The benefits level
may rise to C (C> B). After that, each node company will accordingly exert efforts to maintain the new
alliance. In such a cycle, the allied relationship is constantly in a changing process(see figure 1).
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4 Dynamic Alliance-based IC Logistics Operation Game Model and Mechanism
4.1 Establishing game model
Cooperative game theory is an effective mathematical model method. It can solve the problem
which is how to allocate benefit generated by multiple stakeholders coordination actions. When the
results are determined by multiple stakeholders behaviors, their coordination actions is cooperation if the
actions can bring greater benefits. The basic problem which cooperation game theory studies is how to
find an effective benefit distribution method, to strengthen all interests subjects cooperation. Compared
with non cooperative game theory, cooperative game theory emphasizes group rationality, efficiency,
justice and fairness. It is a "win-win" strategy, often can obtain higher efficiency or effectiveness. In
dynamic alliance, the relationship between enterprises is a kind of cooperative relations. If this
cooperation will bring to each individual high benefit and efficiency, the alliance is stable.
Assuming that the number of enterprises in a industry cluster which set up a logistics dynamic
alliance is n, the willingness mix of each enterprise is respectively for ai ( i = 1, 2, ... , n), ai∈
A={ alliance, not alliance }, abbreviated as A = {Y, N}. The expected profit of the enterprise is for Si.
Dynamic alliance combination is (N, N), (N, Y), (Y, Y), (Y, N) respectively. When expect profit is payoff,
the payoff matrix is obtained.
When the expected profit that the enterprise obtains from the alliance is greater than the cost of
establishment and management alliance, a dynamic alliance would be established. Let players set is N =
{W1, W2, ... ,Wi}. Any element in N is known as an independent individual, N is for alliance. P ( Wi) ( i =
1, 2... n) is for individual payoff. P (W1∪W2∪…Wi) is for the payoff that the players in alliance N
obtain through the cooperation. For the particular players in W1, W2, W3, characteristic function
satisfies :
P(W1)+P(W2)+P(W3)≤P(W1∪W2)∩P(W2∪W3)∩P(W1∪W3)≤P(W1∪W2∪W3)
(1)
For a particular player in W1, W2... Wi, characteristic function expands:
P(W1)+P(W2)+…P(Wi)≤P(W1∪W2∪…Wi-1)∩…≤P(W1∪W2∪…Wi)
(2)
General formula of characteristic function is:
∑P(Wi)≤P(∑Wi) i=1,2,3,……n
(3)
4.2 Operation mechanism
Operation mechanisms in a dynamic alliance mainly include the trust mechanism, information
sharing mechanism and benefit allocating mechanism (see Table 1).
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Dynamic Alliance Operation Mechanism

name of
mechanism

explain
of mechanism

trust
mechanism

1) To establish the corresponding supervision and punishment mechanism, the purpose is
to prevent opportunistic behavior and afterwards.
2) To improve the long-term cooperation prospect, to reduce short-term behavior
To construct a convenient information communication channels, so that the information can
be timely delivered in alliance.

information
sharing
mechanism
benefit
allocating
mechanism

1) To establish the unified service standard of the information system function and
structure.
2) To prompt the logistics information to integrate between the enterprises in alliance.
1)
The ultimate goal of benefit allocation mechanism of the alliance is fair allocation.
2)
To follow the risk compensation principle and more pay for more work principle.

5 Conclusion
The efficiency of logistics services directly affects the level of competitiveness of industrial
clusters. The businesses in the small enterprises clusters are mostly medium and small-sized enterprises,
which are not strong enough to be the core businesses. If there are not the third-party logistics
companies, they tend to choose the dynamic alliance-based logistics operation pattern. This pattern is
dynamic, networking, overlapping and has apparent game phenomenon. It can be concluded, through
the analysis of the logistics operation process of the dynamic alliance-based industrious clusters and the
establishment of the game model, that the relationship between alliance members will be influenced by
the various factors caused by different dynamic relations. If the cluster companies obtain more expected
benefits from the alliance than the costs of alliance establishment and management, dynamic alliance
relationship is solid. Meanwhile the stable operation of the dynamic alliance involves building three
related mechanisms: trust mechanisms, information sharing mechanisms and the mechanisms for the
allocating of benefits.
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Abstract : The hydrogen-environment embrittlement (HEE) response of a high-tensile strength 7075
aluminum alloy was studied in a comparison between T6(peak-aged) and T73(overaged) tempers
subjected to slow-strain rate tensile (SSRT) tests in humid air. The SSRT test (strain rate range:
1.39×10-4～6.95×10-7[1/s]) was carried out in 65% relative humidity air at temperatures between 10°C
and 70°C in reference to an inert environment of dry nitrogen gas. With both increasing test temperature
and decreasing strain rate, the alloy of T6 temper shows a more significant reduction in elongation and
produces intergranular cracks in the fracture surface, resulting in a high susceptibility to HEE. In
contrast, the alloy in T73 temper reveals rather an increase in elongation and transgranular dimple
fracture, showing little trend of HEE. It is however found for the T73 alloy that instead of the more
increase in total elongation under the lower strain rate, the uniform elongation (plastic strain until
necking begins) decreases inversely. This indicates that an initiation of plastic instability is promoted by
the effect of hydrogen: namely the void nucleation in grains is facilitated by hydrogen trapping at the
sites of second-phase particle such coarsened MgZn2 precipitates within grains. The stop of intergranular
cracking and the high resistance to HEE in the overage alloy are attributed to less diffusion of hydrogen
to grain boundaries retarded by the trapping effect.
Key words : aluminum alloy, 7075, hydrogen embrittlement, SSRT test, temper

1 Introduction
The high-strength aluminum alloys can be promising materials to be applied to a high-pressure
hydrogen-gas container liner or its periphery members of fuel-cell vehicles. In order to attain this,
however it is necessary to ensure a safety to “hydrogen-environment embrittlement (HEE)”, which is
caused by the effect of hydrogen supplied from external environments. The high-strength aluminum
alloy 7075 in the peak-aged (T6) temper is well known to have usually a high susceptibility to either
stress corrosion cracking or hydrogen embrittlement and thereby to result in intergranular fracture. In
contrast, the overaged (T7) alloy shows a much-improved resistance and results in ductile fracture.
There may be however still a limited understanding on the hydrogen effect to cause the difference in
responses to embrittlement and fracture between T6 and T7 tempers. In the present study, the HEE
response of a 7075 aluminum alloy plate was studied in a comparison between T6 and T73 tempers,
subjected to slow-strain rate tensile (SSRT) tests in humid air, and the effect of hydrogen on the fracture
process was discussed in relation to diffusion and trapping.

2 Experimental
2.1 Material
The tested material is a high-strength alloy 7075 (Al-5.6Zn-2.5Mg-1.6Cu, mass%) rolled plate with
1 mm in thickness. The plate was subjected to the following heat teatment; solution treated for 2h at
471°C and quenched in cold water, followed by aging of T6 or T73. T6(aged for 24h at 120°C) is a
temper to obtain the nearly maximum strength and T73(aged for 7h at 113°C, followed by for 10h at
178°C) is an overaged temper to improve SCC resistance. The specimen for the SSRT test is a compact
smooth tensile specimen machined out in the transverse T direction perpendicular to rolling direction of
plate.
2.2 SSRT Test
The SSRT tests was carried out under various strain rates between 1.39×10-4 (high rate) and
6.95×10-7 (low rate) [1/s] in a humid air environment controlled to relative humidity 65% (designated as
RH65%) at temperatures between 10°C and 70°C The inert reference environment is dry nitrogen gas
(designated as DNG). The susceptibility to embrittlement is estimated by using an index I(δ) given in
equation (1), indicating a reduction ratio of elongation where δ is elongation in RH65% air and δ0 is that
in DNG.
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δ
δ0

(1)

3 Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows an example of stress-strain diagrams obtained for the peak-aged temper T6 and
the overaged temper T73 subjected to the SSRT test under strain rate 1.39×10-6 [1/s] at 30°C. The T6 in
RH65% air exhibits a more significant reduction in elongation compared to in DNG, resulting in an
obvious embrittlement. In contrast, the T73 shows only a small reduction in elongation with little loss of
tensile strength.

600
T6

σ [MPa]

500
400

T73

300
200

-6

30[℃] 1.39×10 [s]
DNG
RH65%

100
0
0

0.1

ε

0.2

0.3

Figure 1 Stress-strain diagrams for T6 and T73 tempers of alloy 7075 SSRT-tested.
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Figure 2 Comparison in index I(δ) of susceptibility to HEE between T6 and T73 tempers.

Figure 2 illustrates I(δ) at test temperatures between 30°C and 60°C. The T6 shows the higher
susceptibility with I(δ) >0.3 at the higher temperature, while the T73 reveals a superior resistance to
HEE with I(δ) less than 0.1 at any temperature.
Figure 3 shows the effect of strain rate on elongation to fracture δ at 30°C for each of the T6 and
the T73. With decreasing strain rate, the T6 shows rather a small increase in δ in DNG, while in RH65%
air a remarkable reduction under strain rates lower than 6×10-6[1/s]. On a fracture surface of these
specimens, an extensive intergranular crack is observed for example as shown in SEM images of Figure
4.On the other hand, the T73 in RH65% air exhibits a similar trend of increase in δ with decreasing
strain rate as in DNG, giving rise to little embrittlement (I(δ)=0.03) even under a very low strain rate.
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Figure 3 The effect of strain rate on elongation to fracture δ for T6 and
T73 tempers SSRT-tested at 30℃.

Figure 4 SEM images showing an extension of intergranular crack for the T6
temper SSRT-tested in RH65% air at 30°C under strain rate 1.39×10-6[1/s].

Table 1 shows a detailed data on elongation together with I(δ) for the T73 under either the high-or
the low-strain rate at 30°C; total elongation δ is composed of uniform elongation δU and local elongation
δL, shown in a fraction as δU /δ and δL /δ, respectively. The value of δU in RH65% air falls significantly
compared to that in DNG, in particular to a small value (δU＝4.1％,δU /δ=0.28) under the low-strain rate.
This indicates that a necking occurs in so an earlier stage during tensile deformation, that an initiation of
plastic instability would be promoted by some hydrogen effect. An increase in δL (δL=10.5%, δL/δ=0.72)
instead suggests also that hydrogen can affect the processes of void growth and coalescence until the
final rupture.
Strain rate[1/s]
1.39×10-4
(high rate)
6.94×10-7
(low rate)

Table 1 Detailed data on elongation for the T73 temper SSRT-tested.
I(δ)
δU
δL
δU /δ
Environment
δ
DNG
12.8
7.7
5.1
0.60
RH65% air
13.0
-0.02
6.8
6.2
0.52
DNG
15.1
5.3
9.8
0.35
RH65% air
14.6
0.03
4.1
10.5
0.28

δL/δ
0.40
0.48
0.65
0.72

SEM images showing fracture surface of the ruptured T73 specimens under the low strain rate is
presented in Figure 5. The appearance of the fracture surface in each of DNG and RH65% air show a
transgranular dimple fracture with bimodal dimple sizes (large and fine). An area of fine dimples is
shown in the magnified images Figure 5 (b) and (d). The characteristic features in RH65% air having a
larger area of fine dimple zone and a shallower depth of each dimple compared to in DNG are observed.
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This suggests that the void nucleation in grains is facilitated by hydrogen effect; hydrogen trapping at
the sites of second-phase particle such coarsened MgZn2 precipitates within grains.

Figure 5 SEM images showing fracture surface for the T73 temper
SSRT-tested under 6.94×10-7[1/s] at 30℃. (a),(b): DNG and (c),(d): RH65%

Using a solution of inward diffusion for a finite plate given in equation (2), it is tried to evaluate a
surface profile of hydrogen concentration, where Cx is a hydrogen concentration at depth x from
specimen surface, Cs : surface concentration, ti(P): time required for plastic strain to maximum stress in
SSRT testing and Deff: effective diffusion coefficient including trapping effect, given by equation (3).

β =

cx
4
= 1−
π
cs

∞

∑
ν

=0

1
⎡ ( 2ν + 1) π x ⎤
sin ⎢
⎥⎦ exp
d
2ν + 1
⎣

Deff = D0 exp( −

⎡ ( 2ν + 1) 2 π 2 D eff t i (P ) ⎤
⎢−
⎥
d2
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

Q
)
RT

(2)
(3)

Provided that activation energy Q is 16.4[kJ/mol] for the T6 [1] and 32[kJ/mol] for the T73 [2], Deff is
given as listed in Table 2 when D0=1.68×10-10[m2/s] [3]. Using ti(P) measured in the SSRT tests which
implies an initiation time of intergranular cracking for the T6, β at a critical depth x=16[μm], equal to
twice of grain diameter is calculated. Obtained values of β are 0.93 for the T6 and 0.38 for the T73,
respectively. Diffusivity of the T73 is so more decreased than that of the T6 due to a hydrogen trapping
effect by coarsened precipitates within grains, leading to insufficient hydrogen concentration to cause
intergranular cracks. Instead, however, an increase in local elongation can be resulted from the
enhanced nucleation of micro-voids at the trapping sites and subsequent voids growth and coalescence.
Table 2 Summary of activation energy Q, effective diffusivity Deff and hydrogen
concentration ratio β for the T6 and T73 tempers.
Temper
T6
T73
Q[kJ/mol]
16.4
32
Deff[m2/s]
2.5×10-13
5.1×10-16
β
0.929
0.380

4 Summery
The hydrogen-environment embrittlement (HEE) response of a high-tensile strength 7075
aluminum alloy plate was studied in a comparison between T6 (peak-aged) and T73 (overaged) tempers,
subjected to slow-strain rate tensile (SSRT) tests in humid air. The obtained results are summarized as
follows.
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(1) With both increasing test temperature and decreasing strain rate, the T6 temper shows a more
significant reduction in elongation and produces intergranular cracks in the fracture surface,
resulting in a high susceptibility to HEE. In contrast, the T73 temper reveals rather an increase in
elongation and transgranular dimple fracture, showing little trend of HEE.
(2) It is found for the T73 temper that a uniform elongation (a part of total elongation until necking
begins) in humid air decreases than that in dry nitrogen gas. This implies that an initiation of plastic
instability is promoted by hydrogen effect: namely suggesting that the void nucleation in grains is
facilitated by hydrogen trapping at the sites of second-phase particle such coarsened MgZn2
precipitates within grains.
(3) The stop of intergranular cracking and the high resistance to HEE in the T73 temper are attributed
to less diffusion of hydrogen to grain boundaries retarded by the trapping effect.
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Hydrogen-environment Embrittlement in High-purity Al-Zn-Mg(-Cu)
Alloys
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Abstract: From the viewpoint of a both practical and basic understanding on hydrogen-environment
embrittlement (HEE) of high-strength aluminum alloys, high-purity Al-Zn-Mg(-Cu) alloys having
contents of primary alloying elements comparable to 7075 alloy are subjected to slow strain rate tensile
(SSRT) tests in a high-pressure hydrogen gas and atmospheric air with a controlled relative humidity.
The characteristics of HEE have been studied as a function of aging stage, strain rate and test
temperature. From the test results on the Al-Zn-Mg ternary alloy in the underaged (UA) with a high
sensitivity to HEE, it is confirmed that humid air is so severer than high-pressure gaseous hydrogen to
cause embrittlement in aluminum alloys. An increase in each of humidity and temperature of
atomospheric air increases the susceptibility to HEE, leading to a remarkable intergranular cracking. The
copper-bearing alloy having a higher tensile strength in the peak-aging (PA) state than the ternary alloy
exhibits a superiority in the HEE resistance too. For the over-aged (OA) cupper-bearing alloy, the higher
humidity of air produces the higher elongation and a transgranular dimple fracture, which suggest that
the void formation becomes easier by hydrogen trapping at coarsened precipitate particles within grains.
Key words: Al-Zn-Mg-(Cu) alloy; Hydrogen embrittlement; Hydrogen gas; Humid air; SSRT test

1 Introduction
In a recent research and development on hydrogen-fuel cell vehicles, high-strength aluminum
alloys are regarded as promising materials to be applied to a high-pressure gaseous hydrogen container
liner and its periphery members. The high-strength Al-Zn-Mg system alloys are however known to have
usually an increased sensitivity to either stress corrosion cracking or hydrogen embrittlement with
progress in age-hardening[1], so that it must be necessary to ensure a safety to these. “The
hydrogen-environment embrittlement (HEE)”, defined as a hydrogen-relating damage induced by
external environments such as high-pressure gaseous hydrogen and humid air without any contribution
of anodic dissolution, are still under a limited understanding on its process, because of a lot of relating
factor and complicated effects.
In the present study, from the viewpoint of a both practical and basic understanding on HEE
process, high-purity Al-Zn-Mg (-Cu) alloys having contents of primary alloying elements comparable to
7075 alloy are subjected to slow strain rate tensile (SSRT) tests in high-pressure hydrogen gas and
humid air of atmospheric pressure as a function of aging stage, strain rate and test temperature. The
characteristics of HEE have been studied to discuss about effects of hydrogen.

2 Experiment
2.1 Material
The tested materials are rolled sheets with 1 mm thickness of high purity Al-Zn-Mg alloy
(designated as B) and Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy (designated as C). The chemical composition is listed in Table
1. Each alloy was solution-treated, quenched in cold water and subsequently aged to three tempers of
underaging (UA), peak-aging (PA) and overaging (OA) given in Table 2. The SSRT test specimen is a
compact smooth tensile specimen machined out in the transverse (T) direction of the sheet, having
12mm length and 5mm width in a gage part and 60mm total length.
Table 1

Chemical Composition of the Alloys (Mass%)

Alloy

Zn

Mg

Cu

Fe

Si

Ti

Al-Zn-Mg (B)

5.6

2.5

-

0.06

0.02

0.01

Al-Zn-Mg-Cu (C)

5.6

2.5

2.0

0.06

0.02

0.01
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UA

Table 2

Aging Treatments
120°C x 4h

PA

120°C x 48h

OA

120°C x 4h → 180°C x 10h

2.2 SSRT test
The SSRT test under a range of strain rate from 1.39x10－4 to 1.39x10－6 [1/s] was carried out in
hydrogen environments; high-pressure gaseous hydrogen of about 14MPa and atmospheric air with a
constant relative humidity RH=65%. The reference environments of these are high-pressure nitrogen gas
of about 14MPa and dry nitrogen gas (DNG) of an atmospheric pressure, respectively. The SSRT test to
know an effect of test temperature on HEE was also performed in RH65% humid air at 20°C to 80°C
under strain rate 1.39x10-6 [1/s]. The index I(δ) of susceptibility to embrittlement is given as equation (1),
indicating a reduction ratio of elongation (δ) in hydrogen environments to that (δ0) in an inert reference
environment
δ
（1）
I (δ ) = 1 −
δ0

3 Results
Figure1 shows the stress-strain diagrams of alloy B-UA subjected to the SSRT test under strain rate
1.39x10-6[1/s] at 30°C. The maximum stress and elongation in RH65% air of atmospheric pressure are
lower than those in high-pressure hydrogen gas and the decrease in elongation is remarkable compared
to that in the inert nitrogen gas environment. The values of I(δ) defining susceptibility to HEE are 0.62
in RH65% air of atmospheric pressure and 0.19 in high-pressure hydrogen gas. Thus it is found that the
former environment is much severer than the latter.
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Figure 2 presents the effect of test temperature in RH65% air on elongation δ. With increasing
temperature, δ shows a trend to increase slightly in DNG, while decreases remarkably in RH65% air. At
the higher temperature, the higher I(δ) is revealed in Fig.3, and on the fracture surface of these ruptured
specimens an extension of intergranular cracking is markedly observed.
Figure 4 shows elongation δ, tensile strength σB and each of index I(σB) and I(δ) for alloy B and
alloy C with each of temper UA, PA and OA SSRT-tested under strain rate 1.39x10-6[1/s] at 30°C. The
SEM images of fracture surface in ruptured specimens of alloy B with temper UA and OA are presented
in comparison with those of alloy C in Figure 5. For UA and OA of alloy B as shown in Fig.5 (a) and (b),
respectively, intergranular cracks each occur, leading to a relatively high susceptibility to HEE, even I(δ)
=0.28 for OA. On the other hand, intergranular cracking occurs too in UA of alloy C as shown in Fig.5
(c), while does not at all in OA shown in Fig. 5(d), but a transgranular dimple fracture takes place.
Thereby the resistance to HEE of alloy C is improved by overaging: C-OA exhibits I(δ) = -0.09,
indicating rather an increase in elongation than a decrease in RH65% air relative to that in DNG.
Then, the effect of relative humidity RH of air on elongation δ is examined for alloy C. Fig.6
illustrates the obtained relation between δ and RH [%] for each of UA and OA. Here the abscissa is
plotted as a function of the square root of RH [%] according to Sieverts' law. With increasing RH, δ of
UA is decreased, while OA presents a slight increase in δ. From these results, therefore, the high
susceptibility to HEE for UA or PA is caused by intergranular cracks initiated when a hydrogen
concentration at grain boundaries reaches a critical level sufficient to be required for intergranular
fracture. On the other hand, it is suggested for OA that a hydrogen accumulation at grain boundaries is
retarded by trapping at coarsened η (MgZn2)-phase precipitates within grains[2] and then intergranular
cracking is inhibited. Instead, however, a micro-void formation can become easier, leading to an
increase of elongation.
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4 Summary
The SSRT test for high-purity Al-Zn-Mg alloy (B) and Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy was conducted in
high-pressure hydrogen gas and humid air of atmospheric pressure as a function of aging temper, strain
rate and test temperature. The characteristics of hydrogen-environment embrittlement (HEE) and its
fracture were studied. The obtained results are summarized as follows.
(1) It is confirmed that humid air is severer to cause embrittlement than high-pressure gaseous
hydrogen.
(2) An increase in either humidity or temperature of atmospheric air for the alloy B-UA (underaged)
brings about an increase in the susceptibility to HEE, leading to a remarkable intergranular
cracking.
(3) The copper-bearing alloy C with a higher tensile strength in the peak-aging (PA) state is superior in
the HEE resistance to the ternary alloy.
(4) The higher humidity of air for the alloy C-OA (over-aged) produces the higher elongation and a
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transgranular dimple fracture, which suggest that the void formation becomes easier by hydrogen
trapping at coarsened precipitate particles within grains.
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SEM images Showing Fracture Surface of (a) UA and (b) OA in Alloy B and (c) UA and (d) OA in
Alloy C
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Abstract: From the viewpoint of applying aluminum alloys to a high-pressure gaseous hydrogen
container liner and its periphery members of fuel cell vehicles, the properties of
hydrogen-environment-assisted cracking (HEAC) of a high-strength 7075 alloy and medium-strength
7N01 and 6061HS alloys were studied. The HEAC tests under static and frequent types of loading were
carried out in a high relative-humidity (RH90%) air environment, using a compact pre-cracked
double-cantilever beam specimen in the S-L direction. For the peak-aged alloys 7075-T6 and 7N01-T6
loaded at an initial stress intensity KIi=10.5MPa√m in the stage II, the HEAC growth rate (da/dt)f under
the frequent loading are enhanced four to five times than that (da/dt)s under the static loading. The
overaged 7075-T73 and the peak-aged 6061HS-T651 bring about no HEAC extension under the static
loading, while in contrast exhibit fairly high (da/dt)f under the frequent loading, even though in the same
KIi(=10.5MPa√m) level each other. Thus it is suggested that a frequent and locally high stress at crack
root plays a role of stimulating both hydrogen ingress through the crack tip surface and hydrogen
transport to the process zone ahead of crack tip to govern the HEAC growth rate.
Key words: Aluminum alloys; hydrogen embrittlement; DCB specimen; Crack growth; Frequent
loading

1 Introduction
On the recent development of hydrogen-fuel cell vehicles, a try to apply of either Al-Mg-Si based
6061 aluminum alloys to a high-pressure gaseous hydrogen container liner or higher-strength Al-Zn-Mg
based 7000 series alloys to its periphery members is progressing [1]. It is however the most important
issue to ensure a safety to hydrogen-induced fracture such as stress corrosion cracking and hydrogen
embrittlement, because these alloy members will be subjected to a prolonged service period and in a
condition of frequent-loading due to hydrogen charge or discharge.
In this study, for a high-strength 7075 alloy and medium-strength 7N01 and 6061 alloys with various
tempers, the property of “hydrogen-environment-assisted cracking:HEAC” under both static- and
frequent loadings in humid air was evaluated and also the role of hydrogen in the fracture was studied.

2 Experimental Procedure
The tested materials are rolled plates (12mm thickness) of a high-strength 7075 alloy and
medium-strength 7N01 and 6061 alloys with various tempers of T5, T6 and T7. The tensile properties of
these in the transverse (T) direction of plate are listed in Table 1.
Table 1

Mechanical Properties (T Direction).

Alloy

Temper

σ YS [M Pa]

σ B [M Pa]

6061HS

T651

329

351

19

T6

495

564

11.9

T73

436

505

12.7

T6

341

394

17.5

T5

300

365

17.9

T7

320

374

17.1

7075

7N01

δ [ ％]

The HEAC test specimen is a compact DCB (Double-Cantilever Beam) type specimen machined in
the S-L direction, having width W= 50 mm, height 2H=11mm, thickness B= 10 mm, and side groove
thickness BN=5mm. The stress intensity factor was given as equation (1), where P:load, a:crack length
and a0:crack correction length.

KⅠ =

2.12P
(BN B)1/ 2 H

⎡ 3(a + a0 )2 + H 2 ⎤
⎢
⎥
H
⎣
⎦

1/ 2

(1)
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A pre-crack was first of all introduced to the DCB specimen using a hydraulic-servo testing
machine in a fatigue loading of frequency f=10Hz, the stress ratio R=0.1 and sine wave, followed by
the HEAC tests in an air environment controlled at relative humidity RH90% and temperature 30°C.
The specimen under static-HEAC test was loaded by a screw bolt under a constant displacement for an
initial stress intensity KIii=11 MPa√m and subsequently was statically exposed in the humid air
environment of a test chamber for 1000h (42 days). The frequent-HEAC test was performed under a
cyclic loading of frequency f=0.05Hz and a trapezoid wave of R=0.1(each time of the maximum and
minimum loads is 19s and 0.5s) at a constant maximum load equal to KIi=10 MPa√m. An amount of
crack extension under the static test was analytically evaluated from an output of strain gage attached on
each specimen, while under the frequent test a current crack length during test was determined by a
method of compliance according to a measured value of crack opening displacement.

3 Result
The relation between amount of crack extension Δa and loading time t obtained by the static-HEAC
test is shown in Figure 1. No crack extension (initiation and growth) is at all observed for each of
6061HS-T651 and 7075-T73. 7N01-T5 and -T7 show the incubation periods of about 300 or 200[h],
respectively, until which crack growth begins, followed by a certain crack extension. Both 7075-T6 and
7N01-T6 start crack growth without any incubation periods. The former shows a relatively high crack
velocity for about 180h after loading, followed by a state in crack arrest. The latter in contrast presents a
continuous crack extension without any arrest during the total test period.
Figure 2 shows crack extension (Δa-time t) curves obtained by the frequent-HEAC test. Although
6061HS-T651 appears to have a relatively longer time up to starting crack growth compared with 7000
series alloys, the subsequent crack velocity can be in a similar level with that of 7N01-T6. Obtained KIda/dt curves for the T6 and T7 tempers of 7075, for example, are illustrated in Figure 3.
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The values of crack growth rate (da/dt) f at KI=10.5MPa√m on the KI-da/dt curves are summarized
for the all tempers in Table 2, together with those of (da/dt) f at the same KI value under the static
loading. 7075-T73 with overaged temper presents a more reduced crack growth rate in both static (da/dt)
s and frequent (da/dt) f than those of the T6, while a decrease by overaging is not found so much for
7N01-T7[2]. For 6061HS-T651 and 7075-T73, no extension of the static HEAC crack is observed, but
instead the frequent HEAC occurs. It is also found for all of alloy tempers that the frequent loading
stimulates HEAC extension; for instance, the frequent (da/dt) f is increased approximately four to five
times than the static (da/dt)s for the peak-aged tempers of 7075 and 7N01.
Table 2

Crack Growth Rate da/dt (×10-9m/s) at KI= 10.5 MPa√m under the
Static-and Frequent-HEAC Tests

A lloy

T em per

6061H S

T651
T6
T 73
T6
T5
T7

7075

7N 01

S tatic-

Frequent-

(da/dt)s

(da/dt)f

(da/dt)f/
(da/dt)s

0
5.5
0
2.2
0.6
1.2

12.0
22.0
5.1
9.3
9.0
7.4

∞
4.00
∞
4.23
15.00
6.17

Figure 4 shows SEM images of fracture surface in an extended zone of HEAC for 7075-T6. The
fracture surface of the static HEAC reveals principally intergranular cracking having locally uneven
areas shown in a macroscopic (low-magnification) image, Figure 4 (a), and secondly intergranular
tansverse-cracks occurred in a plane normal to the main crack as shown in a magnified microscopic
image, Figure 4 (b), giving rise to a reduction of crack driving force. On the other hand, the fracture
surface presents a bimodal form composed of intergranular and transgranular areas shown in Figure 4
(c). The intergranular crack is often accompanied with a lot of small tongue-shaped facets, indicating a
micro-crack branch.

(a)

(b)

20µm

2µm

(c)

(d)

20µm

2µm

Figure 4 SEM Images Showing HEAC Fracture Surface at KI=10.5MP√m of
7075-T6, (a),(b): static-loading and (c),(d): Frequent-loading
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4 Conclusion
For various tempered plates of a high-strength aluminum alloy 7075 and medium-strength alloys
7N01 and 6061, the hydrogen-environmental-assisted cracking (HEAC) tests under static and frequent
types of loading were carried out in a high relative-humidity air environment, using a compact
pre-cracked DCB specimen (S-L direction). The obtained results are summarized as follows.
(1) 7075-T6 showed the highest crack growth rate in all of tested materials under static- and frequentHEAC tests.
(2) For 7075-T6 and 7N01-T6, the frequent-HEAC crack growth rate (da/dt) f is increased
approximately four to five times than the static (da/dt) s.
(3) For 6061HS-T651 and 7075-T73, no extension of the static HEAC is presented, but instead the
frequent HEAC occurs with a significantly high (da/dt)f .
(4) The HEAC resistance of 7N01 is less improved by overaging than that of 7075.
(5) It is suggested that the frequent loading plays a role of stimulating both hydrogen ingress and
hydrogen transport to a process zone ahead of crack tip[3].
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Abstract: To customers, brand means familiarity and credibility as they get to experience some contacts
in their everyday life; therefore, they use the brands as an indicator to try or make a decision to buy new
products. Moreover, brands are regarded as causal signs of determinants of product quality depends on if
the intrinsic attributes and processes that truly determine quality. The study is to ascertain the reason
why foreign brands of clothing are now being purchased more as compared to the domestic brands and
the consumer perception about both types of brands. 130 questionnaires were designed and distributed
to collect information from the respondents. The result indicated that, 58% of the respondents had a
monthly income of $100. Moreover, 6% of the respondents preferred local made cloth whiles 22%
preferred both local and foreign brands and 46% preferred foreign brands. On the issue of affordability,
it was realized that 49% said that the foreign branded cloths were expensive, 26% said that they were
very expensive, 22% moderate and only 2% said that it was cheap. It was noted that 40% said that they
strongly agree, 33% agreed, with only 2% disagreeing to the fact that foreign branded cloths are more
durable than the locally branded clothing.
Keywords: Brands, Domestic, Foreign and Affordability

1 Introduction
The increase trend of globalization and advance technology in communication and transportation
enable the consumers to access and be exposed to a great variety of products and services from other
countries. Previous studies found that consumers often evaluate the products of foreign origin differently
than they do to domestic products. To be specific, consumers in developed countries have a general
preference for domestic made products over foreign products while consumers in developing countries
are more likely to prefer foreign products than domestic ones [1] as they believed foreign products were
more superior than domestic products in quality and using foreign products will impress others as they
were associated with high fashion or high social status. Ghana is one of developing countries in Africa
where a large number of products from various countries imported every year. Import value reaching
5.666 billion f.o.b. US dollars in 2006.
According to Ukpebor and Ipogah, a powerful brand will enhance a customer’s attitude strength of
the product association of a brand [2]. As claimed by Vranesevic and Stancec (, the importance of the
brand can be seen primarily in its impact on consumers’ choice and their loyalty through identifying and
differentiating quality and origin, as well as creating additional values [3]. One of the innovation
strategies is the powerful brand can capture customers’ interest. Consumers especially in developing
countries have certain expectation from the brands and tend to rely on brand as an indicator to purchase
by default [4]. The clothing industry is one of the markets that consumers are facing various choices of
foreign products and these products are seen to be popular for apparel consumers.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Brand
Brand is the name associated with one of more items in the product line that is used to identify the
source of characters of the items [5]. Brand name has become an ordinary feature for every product
available on the market nowadays. The specialty of each brand is its different value in the mind of the
potential buyers. A strong brand image and reputation enhances differentiation and has a positive
influence on buying [6]. Marketers see the significance of powerful brands and this is shown in all effort
to build up a strong brand. Such familiarity and credibility in the mind of consumers, which creates
value to the firm, can be enforced by the use of brand equity: brand awareness, brand loyalty, brand
associations and perceived quality. Some of the foreign apparel brands may include Burberry, Monte
Blanc, Armani, D & G, ECKO, etc. Some of the local brands in Ghana include Step-up, YMKT, local
adinkra cloth, agbaga, kente, etc
2.2 Consumer behavior
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Consumer behavior is the study of consumers as they exchange something of value for a product or
service that satisfies their needs. The study of consumer behavior focuses on how individuals make
decisions to spend their available resources (time, money, effort) on consumption related items.
Therefore, consumer behavior consists of not only buying but also thoughts and feelings people
experience and the actions they perform, it involves environment influences such as comments taken
from other customers, advertising, product appearances and packages and physical actions of the
consumers.
2.3 Consumer decision making
The consumer decision making process consists of mainly five steps according to most researchers
within the field. The steps included in the model are; need or problem recognition, information search,
evaluation of alternatives, purchase and the post-purchase process. Consumer can skip the evaluation of
alternatives when considering low involvement products.
According to Hawkins et al. there are more aspects than only decision making processes that affect
consumer behavior which are external and internal influences [7]. External influences are social class and
reference groups while internal factors are motivation, exposure, attention, perception and attitude.

3 Methodology
Local Ghanaian customers of three shopping malls in Ghana where both local and foreign apparel
were being sold were randomly selected and asked to fill the questionnaire about their perception,
preference and factors that stimulate their buying behavior when comparing local products to foreign
products in the apparel industry in Ghana. The questionnaire was designed to collect information from
the respondents. A Linkert scale was applied to ask respondents about their opinions and attitudes and to
ask them to choose a position on a five-point scale between strongly agree and strongly disagree. Out of
130 questionnaires distributed, a total of 99 usable questionnaires were returned, giving a response rate
of 76%. They were then subjected to reliability test to certify their credibility after which they were
analyzed using Microsoft excel advanced analysis tools.

4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Affordability and preference
Out of the 99 responses received, nobody was strongly affiliated to the local brand, 6% preferred
local made cloth, 22% preferred both local and foreign brands, 46% preferred foreign brands and 25%
strongly preferred foreign branded cloths. The situation can also be explained due to the fact that the
majority of the active cloth buyers were the youth and they are of the ages of 16 years to 30 years as
well as some working class who are also between 30 years to 40. These people are exposed to foreign
trends of clothing due to the numerous advertisements on the internet, tv, etc. these group also become
self-conscious and have develop their own preferences and needs.

Figure 1 A Graph Showing Preference Pattern of Choice

On the issue of affordability, it was realized that 49% said that the foreign branded cloths were
expensive, 26% said that they were very expensive, 22% moderate and only 2% said that it was cheap.
The explanation may be because of the high percentage of the youth with monthly income of 0 - $100.
They have other needs as well as the need to be current with preference to their outlook. They therefore
expressed their worries buy saying that the foreign brands were expensive and less affordable. It is also
interesting to note that the majority of the people saying that the foreign brands were not affordable as
compared to the local brands are the same people who highly prefer the foreign brands to the local
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brands.

Figure 2

A Graph Showing Affordability Level of Foreign Brands

4.2 Factors affecting consumer decision making
It was noted that 40% said that they strongly agree, 33% agreed, with only 2% disagreeing to the
fact that foreign branded cloths are more durable than the locally branded clothing. 42% and 34% also
agreed and highly agreed respectively that the foreign clothing are of a higher quality as compared to the
local made apparel. 39% and 22% agreed and highly agreed that the foreign clothing, though expensive,
holds their value for the money paid.

Figure 3

A Graph Showing Factors Affecting Consumer Decision Making

52% and 27% agreed and highly agreed that the foreign brands are attractive. 52% and 15% said
that the foreign brands were fashionable. This is due to the fact that they are from technologically
developed countries and hence their attractiveness as a result of use of state of the art equipment, latest
technology, etc. in producing the apparel. There was a high agreement in the choice of style of the
foreign brands as a result of a wide range of customizability, different styles of the same designer ware,
different colours etc. as compared to the local brands who only deal in the same design and colour for
everyone. However, it may be interesting to note that the respondents failed to agree on brand loyalty in
Ghana. 9% strongly agreed, 30% agreed, 32 % were moderate that any brand is good for them, 24%
disagreed and 6% strongly disagreed that they were brand loyal and only preferred a specific brand. This
may be because of the numerous brands on the market and the youth who make up the bulk of the
foreign branded cloths customers, prefer to use a variety of brands to suit their needs and also to
experiment to know which design and apparel they need for the occasion and not the brand. They are
therefore not brand loyal.

5 Conclusions
Ghanaian consumer perception and attitude towards foreign versus domestic apparel pointed out
that Ghanaians distinguishes foreign apparel as the superior durability, quality, attractiveness,
fashionableness, brand name and choice of style due to the fact that they are from technologically
developed countries; better value for money, highly customizable, better quality and highly
fashionable. Consequently, the consumers had a higher tendency to purchase imported apparel products
also rated foreign brands higher than domestic products in quality and value. Ghanaian consumers’
characteristic are quality-oriented who willing to buy high quality imported brands with the freedom to
choose which brand and are not held down to particular brands.
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Abstract: The agricultural economy growth in Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps of China
(XPXG) is closely related to the progress of agricultural science and technology. This paper set a model
based on the Cobb-Douglas production function. It selected related statistical data about XPXG during
1956 to 2009, used the three kinds of material capital stock and a kind of human capital stock and made
use of the least square method to estimate the output elasticity coefficient of the capital assert
investment coefficient, the output elasticity coefficient of cultivated land, the output elasticity coefficient
of agricultural machinery and employees, and used Solow Residual Method to estimate the contribution
rate of all factors in the agricultural economy growth in XPXG. It thinks that contribution rate of
agriculture scientific and technological progress shows the increasing trend. Since year 2000, the
agriculture economic growth in XPXG is mainly pulled by the progress of science and technology. By
forecasting the contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress and technology
progress, we find that the contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress will be
stably increasing during 2010 to 2020. The contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological
progress in XPXG will respectively reach to 59.42% and 61.9% in the period of the 12th Five Year Plan
and the 13th Five Year Plan.
Key words: Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps of China (XPXG); Agriculture; Contribution
rate; Scientific and Technological Progress

1 Introduction
Contribution of scientific and technological progress to economic growth has been subjected to
widespread national attention. Since the 1920s and 1930s, some well-known Western economists
studied the issues of contribution rate of scientific and technological progress, and formed the school of
classical and neo-classical and so on. Because of the different national situation and the complex factors
affecting economic growth, it still did not form a set of perfected and generally acknowledged scientific
method of calculation. At present scholars mainly adopt the method of production function, which is
widely used in theoretical circles at home and abroad as a method, such as the simulation method of
production function, Solow residual method, CES method of production function, the equation of
growth rate, growth analytic method of Danny’s increasing factors. This paper considers that
contribution rate of scientific and technological progress means technological progress on the share of
contribution to economic growth, which is the comprehensive index measuring both regional
competitive strength of science and technology and practical productive forces translated by technology,
which is also currently the first considerable index to measure implementation performance of the
strategy of contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress means the technological
impact on the agricultural economy growth, which including capital scale of agricultural production, the
scale of the agricultural labor force, cultivated area, total power of agricultural machinery, Among the
various factors affects agricultural economy growth, to leave influencing factors of increased funding,
increased labor force, increased total power of agricultural machinery out from consideration, the
remaining part is the factor of technological progress.

2 Calculation Method of the Agricultural Technology Progress Contribution Rate
2.1 C-D production function
The basic concept of the technological progress comes from the study of the production function by
the economist. Since the U.S. mathematician Cobb and economist Douglas described C-D production
function in 1928,the method of describing the relationship between capital and labor input and output
has become the basic method of calculation the contribution rate of technological progress, here is the
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basic form of C-D production function corresponding to agricultural economy:
Y = A K αL βM mN nμ
(1)
In formula:Y indicates total agricultural output K indicates capital input, L indicates labor input, M
indicate the arable land area, N indicates the total power of farm machinery, α, β and m indicate output
elasticity coefficient of capital , labor and arable land area, A for the efficiency coefficient, is a reflection
of the level of general technological progress, μ for the random error, representing the estimated error
level.
2.2 Jain.Tinbergen improved production function
In 1942, Jain •Tinbergen ,the economist of Dutch , who was the first Nobel Economist Prize-winner,
improved the typical C-D production function ,considering the selected samples were generally a time
series, so introducing the time variables. Improved the formula (1),the corresponding production fuction
is:
Y = A0 K α L β M m N n e ω t μ
(2)
In formula: A0 is the initial level of technology;ω is parameters of technological progress,t indicates
time, eωt called the integrated technological progress factors, is to consider the effect of broad
technological progress on output after the introduction of time factors .Tinbergen exchanged the
constant A in the C-D production function into the quantity A0 which is changing over time, skillfully
introducing technological progress in production function,solving the problem of quantitative of
technological progress. Taking the natural logarithm on both sides of the formula (2),we can get:
LnY = lnA + αlnK + βlnL + mlnM + nlnN + ω t + μ
(3)
2.3 The Solow residual method estimates the contribution rate of scientific and technological
progress
In 1957, U.S. economist Robert Solow (R • M • Solow) in the extensive research found that the U.S.
economy affect economic growth in the fundamental motivation is technological progress rather than
capital accumulation. He considered per capita output as an independent variable to measure
technological progress, and came up with "Solow residual method", which was believed by economists
that it was classic economics of Scientific and technological progress, and it was widely used in the
long-term economic growth study in countries around the world.
2.4 The determination of elasticity α,β,m,n
Measure technological progress in agriculture contribution to economic growth rates, first of all ,
Should determine the capital and labor output elasticityα,β,m,n. Currently, there are three main methods
to determine the elasticity of output: First, the empirical estimation method. But because different
countries and different regions have different levels of economic development, the form of production
scale reward is uncertain.
Therefore empirical estimation method is less accurate; Second, the ratio method. Use the relevant
data of different inputs elements and count corresponding ratio of the output elasticity. Since the data of
the method involved is difficult collected, thus, this method is not easy to use. Third, regression method.
The use of binding（Α+β+m+n =1）or unconstrained（Α+β+m+n =1≠1） the production function model,
Into the corresponding data, using regression methods to estimate the various elasticity, which uses C-D
production function Tinbergen improved model formula (3) to estimate the output elasticity α, β, m, n.
This calculation uses the third method（The regression method）to estimate.

3 Carious Elements of the Indicator Data Sources and Processing Methods
3.1 The data sources and range of estimates
The data of the paper primarily from the annual "Statistical Yearbook on XPXG of China” and
"Fifty years of New China: XPXG volumes". Draw experiences from developed countries, the
contribution rate of scientific and technological progress should be measured by long-term based, at
least in the five-year period, in order to achieve better results. Counted once a year scientific and
technological progress contribution rate is unscientific, the data obtained is not accurate. Therefore this
article selected sample interval from 1956 to 2009.
3.2 Relevant data processing
3.2.1 Taking 1990 as base year constant price estimates.
Scientific and technological progresses in the calculation of the role of agricultural growth, the
need for indicators of outputs and inputs to make uniform provisions, eliminate the impact of price
changes to ensure consistency and caliber statistics comparability of results. The output and input data
of this paper are converted into a 1990 base year constant price index data.
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3.2.2 The value of output (Y) determined.
This paper estimates the contribution rate of scientific and technological progress in agriculture, so
the output value (Y) is the total agricultural output selection (million). 1990 data from the "Statistical
Yearbook on XPXG of China", prior to 1990 data from the "New China five years: the volume on
XPXG of China", similar to the following indicators of data.
3.2.3 Choice of the amount of labor input (L)
The amount of labor input (L) refers to the process of agricultural production, elements of the total
actual investment of labor, and labor income can be used two ways to measure the labor force. Under
current conditions, using income to measure labor input is clearly affected by many factors, and the
authenticity of the data is poor, but with the number of measured data is more complete, systematic,
standardized, there was no price adjustment, therefore, choose Agriculture (the first industry) 、the
number of employees (million) as labor input index.
3.2.4 Explanation of the capital investment (K)
The corresponding amount of capital investment (K) should be represented by the fixed assets
stock agricultural input production + current assets, but because of the Statistical Yearbook of China's
fixed assets is not reflected in the stock and liquid assets of the statistical data, so some scholars in
China and statisticians measure technological progress in the contribution rate work, with the year on
fixed assets investment to replace the amount of capital investment, we think this is unreasonable, it
does not fully reflect the agricultural production process in the amount of capital invested. Therefore, we
usually measured scientific and technological progress contribution rate according to the international
‘method which used the capital stock of fixed assets to replace investment in the amount of practice,
using the perpetual inventory method to measure the fixed capital stock (million) values from 1956 to
2009 in XPXG of China, to measure the contribution rate of scientific and technological progress. The
following introduces mainly the amount of capital investment (K) of measuring methods.
As existing statistics on XPXG of China do not exist in the total amount of real capital stock and
structure of data, this paper, widely used in most OECD countries the perpetual inventory method
(Perpetual Inventory Method, PIM) as the basic method of estimating capital stock to measure from1956
to 2009 in XPXG of China. The formula as flows:
K t = (1-δ) K t - 1 + I t
(4)
In formula: Kt and It respectively indicate period t capital stock and fixed asset investment, δ is the
geometric depreciation rate. When using the perpetual inventory method, estimation and selection of the
geometric depreciation rate and base year capital stock are particularly important. According to China's
situation, the general overall depreciation rate δ =5%, base year capital stock calculated in accordance
with the following international common:
(5)
K0 = I 0 / (g + δ)
g is the average annual growth rate of real investment in the sample period, K0 is the base year
capital stock
3.2.5 Explanation of the arable land scale(M)
The corresponding size of arable land (M) should refer to effective crop planting area of the
agricultural production process, considering XPXG of China belongs to arid areas, annual changes in the
quality of arable land is quite large, so use crop sown area (thousand hectares) to measure one of the
indicators.
3.2.6 Explanation of the inputs of agricultural machinery (N)
The corresponding inputs of agricultural machinery (N) shall mean agricultural machinery total
power of agricultural production process inputs, this paper is the use of this indicator, agricultural
production at each year in XPXG of China for the machinery power (million ten million hours).

4 Calculation of Contribution Rate of Agriculture Scientific and Technological
Progress in XPXG of China
4.1 Production function to determine the parameters
By compiling these indices, using the least square method can get (3), the regression results are as
follows:
Ln Y = 5.5017 + 0.1689 ln K + 0.0901 ln L + 0.5141 ln M + 0.2073 ln N + 0.0195 t + 0.7519 AR (-1)

(9.86)*** (7.42)*** (2.87)***

(2.89)*** (2.41)**

(8.08)***

(7.37)***

(6)
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Note :"***" means 1% significant level ;"**" indicates 5% significance level; "*" indicates 10% significance
level.

4.2 The statistics results of the test
(1) R test. Because R = 0.9915, close to 1, pass the test also shows that the regression equation (6)
of the goodness of fit is better.
(2) F test. Because of F value significant at 1% significant level, indicating that the regression
equation (6) established a significant, indicating that it can through the linear equation (6) to describe
the variables t, LnK, LnL, LnM, LnN relationship between the number and LnY .
(3) T test. Through the T-test value of the relevant parameters, we can see, almost all parameters in
the 1% significance level are significant, so the regression equation (6) also passed the significant test
variables.
(4) Other tests. By DW = 2.008, very close to 2, so the regression equation (6) exists no first-order
serial correlation. In addition, through the White test showed that the regression equation (6) exists no
heteroscedasticity problems.
Therefore, the regression equation (6) both through the statistical tests and econometric tests,
equations established.
4.3 Contribution rate of scientific and technological progress measured results
It could be deduced agricultural production function model on XPXG of China From the sixth
formula:
Y = 245.1 K 0.1689 L 0.0901 M 0.5141 N 0.2073 e 0.0195 t
(7)
According to Solow residual method estimates the economic growth in the agricultural elements in
the contribution rate, in Table 1.
Table 1
period

The Contribution Rate of Various Production Factors at Different Times
Contributi
on rate of
capital

Contribution
rate of labor

unit:%

Contribution
rate of land

Contribution rate of
agricultural
machinery

Contribution rate of
scientific
and technological progress
10.49

1956-1970

8.02

8.91

48.19

24.39

1971-1990

15.84

0.15

26.89

24.63

32.49

1991-2000

41.88

-2.45

9.49

9.75

41.33

2001-2009

17.07

1.03

10.21

14.98

56.71

1956-2009

17.45

3.26

23.89

20.38

35.02

Average annual
growth rate
of labor

Average annual
growth rate
of arable land
12.61

period

Averageannual
growth
rate
oftotal output

Average annual
growth rate of
capital

Average annual growth
rate of agricultural
machinery

1956-1970

13.45

6.39

13.29

15.83

1971-1990

6.63

6.21

0.11

3.47

7.87

1991-2000

8.28

20.54

-2.25

1.53

3.89

2001-2009

10.15

10.26

1.16

2.01

7.34

1956-2009

9.33

9.64

3.37

4.33

9.17

4.4 Comparative analysis
Throughout the fifty years’ history of agriculture economic development in XPXG of China,
according to the calculation results of the indicators and data in Table 1, it is easy to see that there are so
few features as flows:
4.4.1 Contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress in XPXG of China showed a
clear increasing trend.
Such as from 1956 to 1970 the average annual contribution rate of agriculture scientific and
technological progress in XPXG of China is 10.49% ,from 1971 to1990 the average annual contribution
rate of technological progress increased to 32.49% ,from 1991 to 2000 the average annual contribution
rate of scientific and technological progress further increased to 41.33%, after entering “The Tenth
Five-year Plan Period” the 2001 to 2009 the average annual contribution to the scientific and
technological progress has exceeded 50% rate, reaching to 56.71%. Overall, from 1956 to 2009 average
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annual contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress in XPXG of China was
35.02%.
4.4.2 Contribution rate of agriculture capital in XPXG of China shows the trend of first increased and
then decreased.
Such as from 1956 to 1970 average annual contribution rate of agriculture capital in XPXG of
China was only 8.02%, from 1971 to 1990 the average annual capital contribution rate rose to 15.84%
from 1991 to 2000 the average annual contribution rate of capital further rose to 41.88%, after entering
“ The Tenth Five-year Plan Period”, capital contribution rate on a declining, from 2001-2009 average
annual capital contribution rate decreased to 17.07%. Overall, average annual contribution rate of
agricultural capital from 1956 to 2009 in XPXG of China was 17.45%.
4.4.3 Contribution rate of agricultural labor in XPXG of China has been low, and during the period of
"Eighth Five-year Plan" and "Ninth Five-year Plan" the annual contribution rate of labor appeared
negative phenomenon.
Such as from 1956 to 1970 average annual contribution rate of agricultural labor is the highest
period was 8.91%, from1971 to 1990 the contribution of labor dropped to 0.15%, from 1991 to 2000
further dropped to -2.45%, after entering The “Tenth Five-year Plan”, the labor contribution rate has
gone up, from 2001 to 2009 average annual labor contribution rate was 1.03%. Overall, average annual
contribution rate of agricultural labor from 1956 to 2009 in XPXG of China was only 3.26%.
4.4.4 Contribution rate of agricultural land in XPXG of China showed upward trend after the first drop.
Such as the average annual contribution rate of agricultural land from 1956 to1970 years in XPXG
of China was 48.19%,from 1971 to 1990 the average annual contribution rate of cultivated land dropped
to 26.89% ,from 1991 to 2000 the average annual contribution rate of cultivated land dropped further to
9.49%, after entering “The Tenth Five-year Plan Period”, the contribution of arable land has gone up,
from 2001 to 2009 average annual capital contribution rate rose to 10.21%. Overall, from 1956 to 2009
annual contribution rate of agricultural land average in XPXG of China was 23.89%.
4.4.5 Contribution rate of agricultural machinery Power in XPXG of China also basically showed
upward trend after the first drop.
Such as the average annual contribution rate of agricultural machinery power from 1956 to1970
years in XPXG of China was 24.39%, from 1971 to 1990 the average annual contribution rate of
agricultural machinery Power was 24.63%, essentially unchanged compared with the previous; from
1991 to 2000 years the average annual contribution rate agricultural machinery power had dropped to
9.75%, after entering " The Tenth Five-year Plan Period", it had gone up, from 2001 to 2009, average
annual contribution rate of agriculture mechanical power increased to 14.98%. Overall, from 1956 to
2009 average annual contribution rate of agriculture mechanical power was 20.38%
From the trend of above five factors contributed to the changes in agricultural economy growth,
economic growth from 1956 to 1970 in XPXG of China depends mainly on agricultural cultivated area
expansion to pull, improvement of agricultural machinery level also played a large role in driving;
agricultural economy growth from 1971 to 1990 in XPXG of China depends mainly on the expansion of
cultivated land, agricultural mechanization and agriculture scientific and technological progress, three
forces pulling together, the largest pulling power is scientific and technological progress; economic
growth from1991 to 2000 in XPXG of China depends mainly on agriculture, capital investment and
technological progress, the two forces pulling together, including pulling power of capital investment is
slightly stronger; agricultural economy growth from 2001 to 2009 in XPXG of China was mainly driven
by technological progress, more than half growth of agriculture economic was caused by technological
progress.

5 Prediction of Contribution Rate of Agriculture Scientific and Technological
Progress in XPXG of China
The above had given the contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress from
1956 to 2009 in XPXG of China for a more systematic measurement and found that the contribution rate
of agriculture scientific and technological progress in XPXG of China showed a clear growth trend. The
following will further use measurement methods to estimate long-term growth trend curves of the
contribution rate of the agriculture scientific and technological progress in XPXG of China, and to
achieve a more accurate forecast the contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological
progress from 2010 to 2020 in XPXG of China.
5.1 Estimation of long-term trend curve of contribution rate of agriculture scientific and
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technological progress
According to the theory of economic cycles, methods of looking for long-term growth trend curve
are generally linear equations, exponential equation method, and the logarithmic equation method and
so on. In this paper, according to the comparison of different regression equations found long-term
growth trend of contribution rate of the agriculture scientific and technological progress in XPXG of
China. basically fit in with log-log model, estimated results are as follows:
Ln Y = - 2.483 + 0.485 ln T + 0.857 AR (-1) – 0.285 AR (-2)
(8)
(-13.9)*** (8.82)***

(11.62)***

(-4.57)***

2

R2 = 0.7828, R =0.7683,F=54.07***, DW=2.005
And similar to the regression equation (6), showing that the regression equation (8) through all the
statistical tests and econometric tests, equations established.
5.2 Forecast of contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress in XPXG of
China
By the regression equation (8), contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress
can be estimated. The predicted value of contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological
progress from 2010-2020 in XPXG of China was showed in Table 2.Table 2 shows that by 2010 the
contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress in XPXG of China will reach to
57.89%; expected to “The Twelfth Five-year Plan Period”, annual contribution rate of agriculture
scientific and technological progress in XPXG of China will reach to 59.42%, The" Thirteenth Five-year
Plan” Period, average annual contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress in
XPXG of China will reach to 61.9%.
Table 2

year
Contribution
rate of
agriculture
scientific and
technological
progress

Predicted Value of Contribution Rate of Agriculture Scientific and Technological
Progress from 2010 -2020 in XPXG of China
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

57.89

58.41

58.92

59.43

59.93

60.43

60.92

61.42

61.90

62.38

62.86

6 Conclusions
(1) By Solow residual method estimates the different stages of production factors in the
contribution rate of agriculture economic growth in XPXG of China and found the following
characteristics: First, the contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress in XPXG
of China showed a clear increasing trend. Overall, from 1956 to 2009 average annual contribution rate
of agriculture scientific and technological progress was 35.02%. Second, contribution rate of agriculture
capital in XPXG of China shows the trend of first increased and then decreased. Third, contribution rate
of agricultural labor in XPXG of China has been low, and during the period of "Eighth Five-year Plan"
and "Ninth Five-year Plan" the annual contribution rate of labor appeared negative phenomenon. Fourth,
the contribution rate of agriculture land and agricultural machinery power in XPXG of China showed
upward trend after the first drop.
(2) Seeing from changes trend in the contribution of various elements to the agricultural economy
growth, economic growth from1956 to 1970 in XPXG of China depends mainly on agricultural
cultivated area expansion to pull, improvement of agricultural machinery level also played a large role
in driving; agriculture economy growth from 1971 to 1990 in XPXG of China mainly depends on the
expansion of cultivated land, agricultural mechanization and agriculture scientific and technological
progress, three forces pulling together, the largest pulling power is scientific and technological progress;
agriculture economy growth from 1991 to 2000 in XPXG of China depends mainly on, capital
investment and technological progress, the two forces pulling together, including pulling power of
capital investment is slightly stronger; agricultural economy growth from 2001 to 2009 in XPXG of
China was mainly driven by technological progress, , more than half growth of agriculture economic
was caused by technological progress.
(3) Due to agricultural economy growth was influenced by many non-quantifiable and many
unpredictable factors, such as the climatic factors of agricultural production cycle、the market price of
the agricultural products sales cycle, etc. These factors may affect agricultural production, or might
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affect the agricultural output value, finally it will inevitably affect contribution of scientific and
technological progress to agricultural economy growth, could lead to calculating the contribution rate of
agriculture scientific and technological progress specific year imprecisely and unscientifically.
However, the contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress in XPXG of
China, despite the above-mentioned factors, the growth curve of the contribution rate of agriculture
scientific and technological progress showed fluctuations but tends to increase. The paper by estimating
the contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress to predict the long-term trends
of agriculture scientific and technological progress in contribution to XPXG's economy growth, table 2
shows that by 2010 the contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress in XPXG of
China will reach to 57.89%.The Predicted Value of contribution rate on agriculture scientific and
technological progress from 2010 to 2020 in XPXG of China showed a steadily increasing trend.
Expected that the "Twelfth Five-year Plan" period, the annual contribution rate of XPXG's agriculture
scientific and technological progress will reach to 59.42%.The" Thirteenth Five-year Plan” Period, the
average annual contribution rate of agriculture scientific and technological progress will reach to 61.9%.
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Abstract: Presently it is the critical period of both strategic opportunity and the social reforming for
Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region of China, the dualistic structure of urban-rural is remarkable, both
social programs and the public services in rural areas are at a low level, the urban-rural social programs
developed imbalancedly. Urban-rural integration in Xinjiang is restricted by many factors, such as the
dualistic urban-rural structure originated from the barriers of registered permanent residence, the
unbalanced supply of public services between urban and rural, the local government’s financial
resources, level of economic development and so on. This paper tries to evaluate the urban-rural
integration process in Xinjiang by building fitting index system of urban-rural integration for Xinjiang,
from which concluded that In general the level of urban-rural integration in Xinjiang is in the
transitional stage from the initial urban-rural integration to the moderate urban-rural integration.
Between the two factors which impact the urban-rural integration in Xinjiang, the influence degree of
urban-rural developing level is much more than the urban-rural coordination level, which will go ill with
the realization of urban-rural integration.
Key words: Urban-Rural Integration; Evaluation; Index System; Factor analysis

1 Introduction
Idea of Urban-rural integration appeared in the 20th century, however, China scholars focused on
the aspects of Urban-rural integration such as content, meaning, goals, motivation mechanism, means of
realization, the planning mode (Zou Jun et al, 1997; Wu Wei-nian, 2002; Hong Yin-xing, 2003; Chang
Guo et al, 2006; Zhu Lei, 2002), and quantitative analysis was still in its infancy. Since the Third
Plenary Session of the 16th Central Committee of the CPC put forward scientific development strategy
of “The five overall arrangements”, many domestic scholars made a lot of research on the evaluation
index system of Urban-rural integration. Many of them wanted to build the evaluation index system of
Urban-rural integration from the view angle of macro and micro, urban and rural areas, history and
reality, quantitative and qualitative. However, empirical analysis as a whole was less (Yang
Rong-nan,1997;Gu Yi-kang, 2004; Yue Li-ping, 2005),the evaluation index system are too simple, it is
difficult to describe the complex connotation of Urban-rural integration (Li Tong-sheng,2000; Wang
Hai-xia, 2006; Zhou Jie-ming, 2009). Until to now, On the measurement of urban and rural development
evaluation system, is still lack of uniform standards and generally accepted evaluation system about the
evaluation index system of Urban-rural integration. This paper thought that Urban-rural integration
included the political integration, economic integration, population integration, cultural integration, and
environment integration. This paper attempts to discuss the problems of evaluating and applying index
system of Urban-rural integration in Xinjiang of China.

2 Conditions of Realizing Urban-Rural Integration in Xinjiang of China
2.1 Subjective conditions of launching urban-rural integration
The subjective conditions of launching urban-rural integration is that whether the related subjects
such as the government, peasants, enterprises and urban residents , are willing to launch the urban-rural
integration and how much do they expect and enthusiasm that they actively participate in the urban-rural
integration. The subjective factors of launching urban-rural integration partly depend on the preparation
of objective conditions of urban-rural integration and whether the related subjects have sufficient
understanding on existing conditions, and for another, these depend on the related subjects’ acquaintance
on the scientific concept of urban-rural integration, necessity of implementation and possible way.
Specifically, the government's awareness of the urban-rural integration depends on government officials'
thinking ways, the meaning, necessity and probability of the urban-rural integration as well as the
pioneering and innovative spirit. The awareness of the peasants, urban residents and enterprises on the
urban-rural integration depends on their cultural heritage and thinking ways, understanding on
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implementation of the urban-rural integration, judgment on whether they can benefit from launching
urban-rural integration, government's propaganda ways, and the ways and intensity of political guidance
and support. There the dualistic structure of urban-rural is remarkable, both social programs and the
public services in rural areas are at a low level, the urban-rural social programs developed imbalancedly.
Presently it is the critical period of both strategic opportunity and the social reforming for Xinjiang of
China, both social unsteady factors caused by the urban and rural gap and urban and rural contradiction,
ethnic conflict are increasingly remarkable, therefore it is an effective way to promote the process of
urban-rural integration for alleviating the problem and protect the border’s stability and prosperity in the
long-term.
2.2 Objective conditions of launching urban-rural integration
Chenery and other researchers suggested that while enter the mid-industrialization ,the industry
should nurture agriculture. the cities should support the rural area., and urban and rural economy
society began to become integrated. By chenery multinational model, the signs of entering
mid-industrialization are: (1) GDP per capita reached $ 800; (2) average annual economic growth rate
reached 6.20%: (3) the proportion of agriculture reduced to 30%: (4) urbanization rate is over 30% etc.
From an economic growth rate, the average economic growth rate over the past decade in Xinjiang
reached 10.30%, higher than 6.20%.from the proportion of agricultural output, Xinjiang, the
proportion of agriculture accounted for 21%, and the proportion of non-agricultural industry is higher
than 71%, industrialization is in the second phase of the medium term. from GDP per capita, GDP
per capita was 19,942 Yuan, in Xinjiang in 2009, which according to the current exchange rate is
$ 3,021, and further converted to $604 in 1970(conversion factor is 5), which is in the first phase of
mid-industrialization ($ 560 -1,120); using purchasing power parity (PPP) as a revaluation of the
currency conversion factor to the measure the per capita GDP in U.S. Dollars, according to the results of
the world bank estimates (U.S. $ 1 = 1.941 Yuan) in 2009 was about $ 9,971 per capita GDP in Xinjiang,
considering the international change in value of the U.S dollar and inflation, converted into dollars in
1970 , is still in the mid-phase of industrialization ($560-1120).development of industrialization and
urbanization level constitute the basic conditions of the urban-rural integration in Xinjiang, the higher
the industrialization and urbanization is , the more conducive the implementation of urban and rural
integration is. the industrialization rate of Xinjiang is 41.96% in 2009,which raised 1.75% than in
2005,in the early to mid-industrialization industrial restructuring; the urbanization level of Xinjiang in
2009 is 39.85%, which compared with 2005 increased by 2.70 percentage points, urbanization level was
in steady upward trend. based on the data above, it indicates that Xinjiang has entered the
mid-industrialization ,and it can be considered that Xinjiang has had the current conditions of
implementing urban-rural integration.

3 The influencing Factors of Realizing Urban-Rural Integration in Xinjiang of
China
3.1 Restraints for economic development
"The economic base determines the superstructure.” Urban-rural integration is an inevitable result
while economic society developed to some extent, although with the premise of having initial conditions
of urban-rural integration, the development level of economic is not the essential factor that whether it
can realize the urban-rural integration, but it is an important factor, especially in implementation of
urban and rural integration process, large numbers of capital investment is needed in many aspect to
guarantee, without a certain level of economic development, especially the ability to guarantee the
financial investment, urban-rural integration is hard to achieve an significant result.
In the past five years, Xinjiang's GDP have been ranked the 25th of 31 provinces and cities in china,
which is in the backward level. In 2009, Xinjiang's total GDP was 427.705 billion Yuan, per capita GDP
was 19,942 Yuan; national average GDP over the same period totaled 1.098409 trillion Yuan, which was
2.6 times in Xinjiang, china's per capita GDP is 25,575 Yuan , which is 1.3 times to Xinjiang ; eastern
provinces are the average total GDP in 2009 to 1.91478 trillion Yuan, equivalent to five times in
Xinjiang, the east per capita GDP was 45,401.44 Yuan which is equivalent to 2.5 times to Xinjiang at
the same period. These data suggest that the level of Xinjiang's economy lags far behind the national
average, which is largely restricted to promote the integration of urban and rural areas, there are still
significant uneven in .Xinjiang's economic development between urban and rural areas, especially the
rural economic development which lags behind is restricting the integration of urban and rural areas of
Xinjiang.
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3.2 Limitations of local government's financial resources
Local government's finance is an important indicator which is used to measure the ability that a
local government can serve and provide capital investment. In the development of socialist market
economy, the reasonable definition of the functions of local government, supporting the corresponding
financial resources, these are the key factors of local economic and social development and stability. At
the present, with economic restructuring and deepening of institutional transition, the insufficient
financial resources of the local government has become the primary factor that restrict accelerating local
economic development and promote the integration of urban and rural areas .local governments in
Xinjiang in 2009 budget the general revenue of 38.878 billion Yuan, which ranked the 26th in the 32
provinces in china , which is more than five times less than the national average of 203.766 billion Yuan.
Local government revenue includes tax revenue and nontax revenue, tax revenue in 2009 is only 30.113
billion Yuan in Xinjiang, which only equivalent to 18.4% of the national average. Compared to 2009,
Xinjiang's total financial expenditure is 147.41 billion Yuan, and the local fiscal revenue of Xinjiang is
only 49.31 billion Yuan, which is even shorter. Therefore, insufficient financial resources of local
government in Xinjiang are also the key factor that constrained the urban-rural integration.
3.3 Unbalanced public service supply between urban and rural area
Urban and rural public services supply is seriously imbalance, and the distribution of educational
resources is also in equilibrium between rural and urban. In particular, educational fund, which is a
financial resource that directly related to the development of rural education, distributes imbalance
between urban and rural areas. in 2009, general primary education input in rural areas of Xinjiang is
equivalent to 59.27% to urban area.of urban and rural general junior school education funding is
equivalent to 50.63% to the urban area, rural high school education funding is equivalent to only
2.23% to the urban area. The development gap of health care between urban and rural is significant, to
the end of 2009, there are 894 township hospitals, which accounted for only 12.27% of the region's 7288
health sector ; there are 19,300 health workers, which accounted for 16.86% of the region's 114,500
health technicians ;there are 18,662 beds in township hospitals, which accounted for 18.19% of the
region's 102,620 beds. in 2009, there are 126 health technicians in every 10,000 urban residents in
Xinjiang, and there are only 13 for rural area, which is 10 times less than the former; there are less
than13 beds per 10 thousand people in the rural hospitals, while the town has 87 hospital beds per
thousand, which is nearly seven times than the former. the social security is seriously imbalanced
between urban and rural area in Xinjiang. Pension insurance of the urban residents were almost full
coverage in 2004 , but until now only isolated rural communities to implement the pension system; in
urban and rural minimum living security, in 2007, 615,000 people received minimum living allowance,
but less than 5% of rural farmers can enjoy the traditional five-guarantee system; in 2006,farmers who
actually took part in the new rural cooperative medical care is 5,744,100, the rate that farmers join in
the new rural cooperative medical care is only 45.15%; in 2009, the participation rate has increased, the
actual participation of farmers, accounts for only 68.53% rural population. to sum up, the public service
gap between the urban and rural areas are imbalance in Xinjiang, which hindered the process of
integration of urban and rural areas in Xinjiang.
3.4 Dualistic urban-rural structure originated from the barriers of registered permanent
residence
Household registration, as an important national administrative means, which shows the drawbacks
also reflects the household registration reform in Xinjiang has lagged behind the development of the
practice. system lags behind which is the direct cause the leads to 6.18 percent lower of the urbanization
rate than the national average in Xinjiang, that's the biggest difficulty that the economic and social
development get rid of the dilemma in Xinjiang[4].urban-rural dualistic household registration system
has become the tremendous obstacles of the market economic structure's formatting and developing in
Xinjiang, and it also hindered and delayed the process of urbanization in Xinjiang. The facts that
Xinjiang urbanization lags far behind than economic and social development ,indicate that Xinjiang
urbanization lagging behind mainly due to system constraints, impede the trend that the farmers go in
the cities, which seriously hindered the integration of urban and rural construction.

4 Structuring the Index System of Urban-Rural Integration in Xinjiang of China
Starting from the status quo of urban and rural integration in Xinjiang, based on the theory of social
action, followed the principles of index system, built around the various elements of the process of
urbanization in the degree of integration for evaluation, 2 first class indicators——a target level of
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development of rural and urban areas and rural-urban coordination level were set , which respectively
reflects urban-rural integration development from the aspects such as space, population, economy,
society, ecology and environment etc ,in Xinjiang ; 21 secondary class indicators, which cover economy,
communication, industrial structure, and science, education, etc.. These indicators constitute the
evaluation system of urban-rural integration , as shown in table 1:
Table 1

First Grade
Index

Urban-Rura
l
Developing
level

Urban-Rura
l
coordinatio
n level

The Index System of Urban-Rural Integration in Xinjiang of China
Index
Secondary Grade Index
Implication of Index
Unit
Urban-rural per capita GDP (X1)
Developed degree of economy
￥
%
Degree of urbanization
Urbanization rate (X2)
Road pavement rate of county and
%
Developed degree of transport
village(X3)
The proportion of non-agricultural
%
Optimization of population structure
population (X4)
The proportion of non-agricultural output
%
Non-agricultural industry structure
value (X5)
Per capita net income of farmer (X6)
Farmers' consumption capacity
￥
￥
Per capita disposable income of urban
Urban residents’ consumption capacity
residents (X7)
Gross enrollment rate of Urban-rural senior
%
Degree of residents’ knowledge culture
high school (X8)
Difference degree of urban-rural
Ratio of per capita disposable income
%
economy
between urban and rural residents (X9)

The proportion of financial fund for
agriculture to total financial expenditure
(X10)
Ratio of hospital beds possessed by per 100
rural-urban inhabitants (X11)
Ratio of rural-urban Engel Coefficient (X12)

%
%
%

Difference degree of financial support
Difference degree urban-rural medical
service
Difference degree of urban-rural
residents’ consumption capacity

Factors need to be tested of applicability before specific in making the data factor analysis , in
order to determine whether the suitability of the selected data is available to the factor analysis. Table 2
is a correlation matrix of indicator for the urban-rural integration, it can be seen from table 2 that
correlations exist among most of the variable degree, indicating the need to use factor analysis to reduce
dimensionality reduced-processing system output. Bartlett test of sphericity is 0.000, significantly less
than 0.001, KMO test value greater than 0.7, indicate that the variable matrix is not a unit matrix,
suitable for factor analysis. further from table 3, all indicators of a common degree is large, mostly more
than 85%, indicate the variable space into factor space is retained more information, factor analysis of
the effect is remarkable, which is suitable for factor analysis.
Table 2

Correlation Matrix of the Variables

factor

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

X8

X9

X10

X11

X1

1

0.986

-0.603

0.819

0.325

0.991

0.99

0.972

-0.829

-0.981

0.077

0.871

X12

X2

0.986

1

-0.646

0.792

0.372

0.969

0.963

0.957

-0.845

-0.948

0.124

0.905

X3

-0.603

-0.646

1

-0.561

-0.733

-0.576

-0.553

-0.677

0.683

0.503

0.033

-0.705

X4

0.819

0.792

-0.561

1

0.498

0.778

0.802

0.801

-0.495

-0.816

0.28

0.609

X5

0.325

0.372

-0.733

0.498

1

0.276

0.271

0.411

-0.351

-0.213

0.2

0.455

X6

0.991

0.969

-0.576

0.778

0.276

1

0.998

0.964

-0.826

-0.98

-0.03

0.835

X7

0.99

0.963

-0.553

0.802

0.271

0.998

1

0.955

-0.788

-0.987

0.006

0.806

X8

0.972

0.957

-0.677

0.801

0.411

0.964

0.955

1

-0.893

-0.921

-0.02

0.906

X9

-0.829

-0.845

0.683

-0.495

-0.351

-0.826

-0.788

-0.893

1

0.738

0.189

-0.952

X10

-0.981

-0.948

0.503

-0.816

-0.213

-0.98

-0.987

-0.921

0.738

1

-0.09

-0.773

X11

0.077

0.124

0.033

0.28

0.2

-0.028

0.006

-0.022

0.189

-0.089

1

0.061

X12

0.871

0.905

-0.705

0.609

0.455

0.835

0.806

0.906

-0.952

-0.773

0.061

1
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5 Evaluation of Urban-Rural Integration Process in Xinjiang of China
5.1 Determining the common factors and weights
Firstly, decomposing the overall variance, to determine the number of common factors and the
weights of every factor .Table 3 is the contribution of variance table and the characteristic value of each
factor , which reflect the various factors on the overall level of variance explained.12 economic
indicators being processed by SPSS software, the system automatically extracts the three features of
the common factor more than 1, which represented by, Z1, Z2 and Z3.table 3 shows that the common
factor Z1 can explain 72.149% of the variance, common factor Z2 can explain 11.287% of the variance,
common factor Z3 can be explained 9.761% of the variance, three common factors explain 93.197% of
the total variance. Overall, these three factors are sufficient to summarize the bulk of the sample
information, which is statistically significant.
facto
r
X1

Table 3 Factor Eigenvalue and Contribution Rate of Variance
initial eigenvalue
rotated eigenvalue
accumulated
accumulated
contribution
contributio
eigenvalue
eigenvalue
contribution
contribution
ratio %
n ratio %
ratio %
ratio %
8.658
72.149
72.149
8.658
72.149
72.149

X2

1.354

11.287

83.437

1.354

11.287

83.437

X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10

1.171
.494
.172
.100
.027
.015
.008
1.554E-16

9.761
4.115
1.430
.837
.227
.128
.066
1.295E-15

93.197
97.312
98.742
99.579
99.806
99.934
100.000
100.000

1.171

9.761

93.197

X11

5.159E-17

4.300E-16

100.000

X12

-9.557E-17

-7.964E-16

100.000

Secondly, according to the largest variance of the rotated factor loading matrix for the various
factors to explain the meaning, table 4 is rotated by the varimax factor loading matrix, it can be seen
from the table: The variable X1, X6 and X7 in the first large load on the common factor may be that the
Z1 from the perspective of income urban and rural development measures degree; variable X2 in the
second common factor loading is large, Z2 can be considered from the perspective of urbanization
measure the extent of urban and rural development; variable X11 in the third common factor loading is
large, it can be considered from the medical social security that Z3 measure the degree of integration of
urban and rural perspective.
Table 4

factor
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12

Rotated Factor Loading Matrix
Component
1
2
.154
-.079
.133
-.028
.100
-.474
.085
.029
-.191
.605
.165
-.108
.171
-.127
.116
.021
-.070
-.109
-.188
.178
-.003
-.012
.061
.134

3
.042
.052
.130
.307
.114
-.030
.012
-.056
.290
-.086
.761
-.090

5.2 Factors analysis and evaluation
In order to investigate the level of the development of urban-rural integration in Xinjiang, and to
analyze and comprehensively evaluate it, we can use the regression method to calculate the factor score
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function. three common factors from different aspects reflecting urban-rural integration development
level of Xinjiang in each period, but a common factor alone does not make the integrated the
development of urban-rural integration of a comprehensive evaluation in Xinjiang, so by common
factors corresponding to the variance of the contribution rate weights are calculated as follows for the
overall statistics:

Z=
Table 5

λ3
λ1
λ2
Z +
Z +
Z
λ1 + λ 2 + λ3 1 λ1 + λ 2 + λ3 2 λ1 + λ 2 + λ3 3

(1)

The Principal Component Scores of Each Indicators for the Urban-Rural Integration

year

Z1

Z2

Z3

Z

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

-0.7556
-1.1824
-0.9560
-0.7106
-0.1409
-0.3453
0.2219
0.7834
1.4031
1.6822

-1.9244
-0.1189
-0.0112
0.2343
-0.5126
1.9043
0.9619
0.2217
-0.1525
-0.6026

0.0115
0.9139
0.2992
-0.9623
-0.7757
-0.6201
0.3397
0.6054
1.7781
-1.5897

-0.8167
-0.8342
-0.7102
-0.6225
-0.2524
-0.1017
0.3239
0.6968
1.2540
1.0629

Table 5 is the principal component scores of the indicators for the urban-rural integration in
Xinjiang since 2000, .table 5 and table 6 shows, from 2000 to 2008, Xinjiang urban and rural level was
gradually improving, and gradually from the initial stage of urban-rural interaction initial phase of
integration to the urban-rural integration, which has reached to moderate phase of integration since
2008 ;but the level of urban-rural integration has declined in Xinjiang from 2008 to 2009.the reasons for
the decline is not only from the preceding analysis but also from the level of economic development
constraints, market economy and improve the level of barriers to urban-rural split of residence and other
factors, the financial crisis in 2008 is also hindered on the integration of urban and rural areas in
Xinjiang.
Table 6 Dividing the Developing Stage of the Urban-Rural Integration [6]
The level of urban-rural integration
The stage of urban-rural integration
the traditional Stage of dualistic urban-rural
-1 ＜Z＜-0.4
development
the initial stage of interaction between urban and
-0.4 ≤ Z＜0.2
rural areas
the initial stage of urban-rural integration
0.2 ≤ Z＜0.8
the moderate stage of urban-rural integration
0.8 ≤ Z ＜ 1.4
the high stage of urban-rural integration
1.4 ≤ Z ≤ 2.0

The major factors that impact the level of urban - rural development in Xinjiang’s urban - rural
integration indicator systems include the urban - rural per capita GDP ,urban population rate, the net
income level of rural per capita, the per capita disposable income of urban,etc. Table 4 shows
respectively the contribution rates of urban - rural per capita GDP and urban population rate is 72.149%
&11.287%, the sum of the two has reached 83.436% which account for the majority proportion. The
urban -rural per capita GDP is up to 72.149% , indicating urban - rural per capita GDP is the major
factor in impacting urban - rural development. The gaps between factors are so large that we should pay
much attention to the influence of other six factors during the future development. In the indicator
systems, the main factors that impact the level of urban - rural coordination include the rate of per capita
disposable incomes and the Engel coefficient rate of urban and rural residents, etc. In table 3, the rate
of per capita disposable incomes of urban and rural residents is 0.066% which is the highest among
the four indicators. That’s to say the rate of per capita disposable incomes is the main factor that
impacts the level of urban - rural coordination. The four low indicators show the poor level of
urban-rural coordination. Therefore, it is necessary to attach importance to the development of urban
–rural coordination in the course of future development .
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Overall, as to the two main factors impacting urban-rural integration the levels of urban - rural
development and urban -rural coordination, the sum proportion of the 8 indicators reflecting the levels
of urban - rural development is 99.934%. That’s to say between the two factors, the former has a far
greater impact than the later does, which indicates that the only attention is paid to the economic
development in urban and rural areas in Xinjiang, that the problem of urban –rural coordination
development is ignored. Over time, that will enlarge the gap between urban and rural development
and is not conducive to the realization urban-rural integration.
The results of the study, the level of Xinjiang’s urban-rural integration, show that the overall level of
urban-rural integration in Xinjiang is in the developing period from initial phase to moderate phase.
From the vertical perspective, from 2000 to 2009, Xinjiang's urban-rural integration level has been
greatly improved, which has entered a moderate phase of the process. But due to the continuously poor
coordinate index, urban - rural development faces bottlenecks when transforms to the next stage. As far
as the development level of 2009 is concerned, both Xinjiang’s development level and coordination
degree are urgently needed to improve. In order to promote Xinjiang’s urban-rural integration, every
efforts should be taken to the following aspects: Constructing urban - rural social security system,
increasing farmers' income, coordinating urban and rural social management, promoting the reform of
household registration system and establishing modern education system in rural areas according to
Xinjiang's multi-ethnic characteristics, etc.

6 Conclusions
Firstly, both the governments and publics in Xinjiang have a very strong subjective willing of
realizing urban-rural integration, and the consistency of their points are very high. Xinjiang has basically
met the realistic conditions of launching the urban and rural integration, viewing from the speed of
economy developing, the proportion of agricultural production value, per capita GDP, industrialization,
the level of urbanization development,etc.
Secondly, the realization of Xinjiang’s urban-rural integration is impacted by kinds of factors. For
example, in Xinjiang, economic level lagging far behind the nation’s average level, an obvious shortage
in financial resources of the local government, the imbalance supply of public service in urban and rural
areas, which is seriously disordered and not balanced. What’s more, the reform of household
registration system lags behind the development of urbanization in Xinjiang. Among all this factors, the
level of economic development is the basic internal constraints, the financial resources of the local
government is a key motional constraints, the unbalanced supply of public services in urban and rural is
the core constraints, the barriers in urban-rural split of the household registration system is an
important external constraints.
Thirdly, in Xinjiang’s urban - rural integration indicator systems,the urban - rural per capita GDP is
the major factor that impacts the level of urban - rural development. Others include urban population
rate, the net income level of rural per capita, the per capita disposable income of urban,etc. In the
indicator systems, the rate of per capita disposable incomes of urban and rural residents is the main
factor that impacts the level of urban - rural coordination. And other factors include the Engel
coefficient rate of urban and rural residents, etc. The four low indicators, that affect the level of urban
-rural coordination, show the poor level of urban –rural coordination. Therefore, it is necessary to
attach importance to the development of urban –rural coordination in the course of future
development .
Fourthly, as to the two level indicators that impacts urban-rural integration － the levels of
urban-rural development and urban - rural coordination, the former has a far greater impact than the
later does during the process of urban-rural integration. Which, at present, indecates the only attention is
paid to the economic development in urban and rural areas in Xinjiang, and the problem of urban –rural
coordination development is ignored? Over time, that will enlarge the gap between urban and rural
development and is not conducive to the realization urban-rural integration.
Finally, through calculating scores of the main components of Xinjiang’s urban - rural integration
indicators, we conclude that the overall level of urban-rural integration in Xinjiang is in the developing
period from initial phase to moderate phase. But due to the continuously poor coordinate index, urban rural development faces bottlenecks when transforms to the next stage. Hence, it is urgent to accelerate
the equalization of urban and rural public services in Xinjiang in order to achieve the process of
Xinjiang’s urban - rural integration.
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Abstract: In this study, gasket model is simulated by using two simulation stages which is forming and
tightening simulation. By using forming effect, the limit of contact width on the previous model which
excluded forming effect for no leakage was evaluated. Initial blank thickness is varied by adding 0%
(t0%), 5% (t5%) and 10% (t10%) of the final thickness of the gasket. The result shows that the final design
shapes produced the defect occurred on the radius shape of convex contact. The lack of die fill defect is
decreased with increasing initial blank thickness. The contact stress of forming models is higher than the
contact stress of non forming models due to residual stress of forming effect. Based on contact width
criteria, the non forming model is still valid for gasket design concept and more efficient for consuming
the simulation time.
Key words: Contact width; Residual stress; Forming; Metal gasket

1 Introduction
A new 25A size metal gasket, which uses corrugated shape was proposed for asbestos gasket
substitution alternative[1]. The gasket has metal spring effect and produces high local contact stress to
create sealing line with flanges. The result confirmed that the contact stress and contact width were an
important design parameter to optimize the 25A size metal gasket performance. Haruyama, et.all[2]
investigated the limits size of contact width as 25A size metal gasket design parameter. In this study, the
quantitative evaluation of helium leak rate and contact width of gasket which has no leak by water
pressure test had been cleared. From the above matter, contact width can be used as a main parameter to
optimize the gasket design. The leakage can be reduced with increasing the contact width. Choiron,
et.all[3]provided the contact width validation by using simulation analysis and the result is compared to
experimental using pressure sensitive paper.
All new 25A size metal gasket model on the previous study use the assumption exclude forming
effect. It was known that the forming process produced residual forming data such as characterizing
geometric imperfections and residual stresses[4]. The use of simulation is beneficial in the design of
metal forming operations because it is more cost effective than trial and error. The development of
hardware and software support the metal forming simulation to define the shape and initial material. It is
also predict the forces and stresses necessary to execute the forming operation[5]. Press forming is
performed to produce gasket shape by a punch forces the initial material to slide into a die. Therefore,
the forming effect is considered for gasket design modeling assessment. By using forming effect, the
limit of contact width on the previous model which excluded forming effect for no leakage will be
evaluated. For that reason, the first stage of this study is the gasket shape was produced from initial
blank by using forming process simulation. The second stage is the gasket shape from forming
simulation is simulated for tightening of the gasket on the flanges to ensure the limits size of contact
width. Initial blank thickness is divided by adding 0%, 5% and 10% from the final thickness of the
gasket.

2 Material and Method
The gasket material was SUS304 due to its effectiveness in high-temperature and
high-pressure environment. In order to ensure the properties of the material, SUS304 was initially
validated using tensile test carried out based on JISZ2241 [6]. From the tensile test result, the
nominal stress (σ) of SUS304 was 398.83 [MPa], the modulus of the elasticity (E) was 210 [GPa]
and the tangent modulus was 1900.53 [MPa].
In the previous study[7], the 25A size metal gasket was optimized by using L18 Taguchi
method. This model was built with the assumption exclude forming effect. Based on contact width
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as design concept and considering contact stress on contact width, the optimized gasket is
determined as 0 and 400 MPa modes. In this study, a gasket model is divided into two simulation
stage by using two pressing model which is forming and tightening simulation. Both stages were
modeled using finite element method analysis software MSC. Marc[8]. In the first stage, the dies
were assumed as rigid body in both sides. Using two-dimensional assumptions, the axisymmetric
model was adopting a forming process simulation in axial direction on initial gasket material
(initial blank) between the top and the bottom of the dies (Figure 1a). The second stage is the
gasket shape produced by mould press is continuity compressed in axial direction to adopt
tightening of the gasket on the flanges (Figure 1b). Initial blank thickness as shown in Figure 2 is
varied by adding 0% (t0%), 5% (t5%) and 10% (t10%) from the final thickness (Table 1).
Table 1

Final thickness
of blank [mm]
1.2
1.5
1.8

Variation of Initial Blank Thickness

Initial blank thickness [mm]
5% (t5%)
10% (t10%)
0% (t0%)
1.2
1.26
1.32
1.5
1.575
1.65
1.8
1.89
1.98
Upper die
Lower die

(a)
Upper flange
Lower flange

(b)
Figure 1

Schematic Section of Model: a. Forming Simulation; b. Tightening Simulation

Length
thickness
Figure 2

Schematic Section of Initial Blank Model

Flow chart the stage of simulation and optimization the gasket considering forming effect is shown
in the Figure 3. A close connection of the information continuity among CAD, Meshing, FEA software’s
preprocessing and post-processing is developed to fulfill the automatic optimization of process
parameters. The virtual gasket model with various designs is generated by using four basic steps. They
are the parameterization the models, automatic meshing, computation of preprocessing and
post-processing in batch mode and optimization. Firstly, 2-D parameter model is built by utilizing the
Solidwork software. To connect drawing data from Solidwork (IGES file) and automatic meshing by
using Hypermesh, batch command file is built and a NAS file is produced with this procedure. Then the
procedure file is configured to obtain preprocessing and running the model on MSCMarc software. The
graphic user interface (GUI) was not appear and the program run command in the background. After the
FEM analysis is complete, an output file including analysis results could be generated in TXT file. The
TXT result file is transformed to Microsoft excel by using MACRO command. The output result
contains the contact status, stress value, and body force at each time at every convex position.
Calculation of the contact width versus load on convex position number 1 until 4 is produced with
several step of MACRO command.
The optimum design is also determined based on reducing the clamping load. It can be denote by
using the slope or gradient of the curve of relationship between contact width and clamping load (Figure
4). The upper and lower contact width is calculated by adding the value of convex contact position
number 1 and 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The slope of curve is increased; it will be reduce the clamping
load. The slope of curve is built manually by using trend line command in Microsoft Excel. The process
of optimization using L18 Taguchi is illustrated as a circulating loop. Due to the optimization design
based on increasing contact width is combined with considering contact stress, and the optimized design
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is selected. The next circulating loop is generated to fulfill the forming effect by adding forming
simulation before the tightening simulation. Finally the optimized design considering forming effect
could be achieved.
Initial design

2D axisymmetric model
CAD – Meshing – MSC.Marc – Excel
Batch
command

Forming simulation
(Initial blank
thickness variation)

L18 Taguchi
1. Increasing contact width
2. Reducing clamping load
Optimized design

Forming
Effect?

No

Ye
Optimized design
Considering forming
effect
Figure 3

Flow Chart the Stage of Simulation and Optimization the Gasket Considering Forming Effect
Upper contact

Convex contact Convex contact
No. 1
No. 2

Lower contact

Convex contact Convex contact
No. 4
No. 3

Figure 4

The Slope of the Curve of Relationship Between Contact Width and Clamping Load

Figure 5

3 Result and Discussion

The Simulation Result of the Model Number 14
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The simulation result of one of the model in upper contact is shown in the Figure 5 at different
initial blank thickness. The graphic shows that for increasing clamping load increase the contact width.
The non forming model and t0% model produced the contact width larger than contact width of t5% and
t10% models.
The L18 matrix was conducted and the slope of the curve of relationship between contact width
and clamping load as observed values (Y) was calculated for all models as shown in the Table 2.
Table 2

Run#

Factor

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

A1B1C1D1E1F1G1H1
A1B1C2D2E2F2G2H2
A1B1C3D3E3F3G3H3
A1B2C1D1E2F2G3H3
A1B2C2D2E3F3G1H1
A1B2C3D3E1F1G2H2
A1B3C1D2E1F3G2H3
A1B3C2D3E2F1G3H1
A1B3C3D1E3F2G1H2
A2B1C1D3E3F2G2H1
A2B1C2D1E1F3G3H2
A2B1C3D2E2F1G1H3
A2B2C1D2E3F1G3H2
A2B2C2D3E1F2G1H3
A2B2C3D1E2F3G2H1
A2B3C1D3E2F3G1H2
A2B3C2D1E3F1G2H3
A2B3C3D2E1F2G3H1

The Result of L18 Test Matrix
Slope of curve
Slope of curve Slope of curve
(Non forming
(t0%)
(t5%)
Model)
0 [Mpa]
0 [Mpa]
0 [Mpa]
0.0096
0.00835
0.0067
0.0097
0.0089
0.00655
0.0101
0.0085
0.0056
0.0092
0.008
0.0061
0.0092
0.00805
0.00575
0.0094
0.0095
0.00585
0.0138
0.01165
0.0081
0.0083
0.0076
0.00705
0.0082
0.00705
0.0053
0.0083
0.00675
0.0056
0.014
0.0108
0.0077
0.0081
0.00765
0.00555
0.0073
0.00565
0.0047
0.011
0.01075
0.00745
0.0106
0.0092
0.00695
0.0104
0.0096
0.00715
0.0071
0.00555
0.00445
0.0111
0.0102
0.0072

Slope of curve
(t10%)
0 [Mpa]
0.00495
0.0058
0.00505
0.00515
0.00485
0.0055
0.00715
0.00505
0.00435
0.00455
0.00685
0.0046
0.0044
0.0066
0.00615
0.0062
0.0039
0.00645

Figure 6 The Main Effects of Each Factor for Various Levels at Slope of Curve on 0 MPa Mode
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Figure 7 Lack of Die Fills Defect Result on One of Convex Contact

Figure 6 shows the main effects is plotted for a visual inspection of each factor for various
level conditions. The highest value for slope of curve is supposed as the clamping load reducing. In
this study, the main factor of the design is providing the larger contact width and reducing the
clamping load. It denotes that thickness and radius have a stronger influence on the reducing of
clamping load. Figure 7 shows the lack of die fills defect result. The t0% model produced the lack of
die fills defect higher than defect on t5% and t10% models. The defect is tending occurred on the
radius shape of convex contact. As the result of previous study, the radius is as main factor that
contributes for increasing contact width. It has different result for radius effect due to lack of die
fills in the radius shape of convex contact. Therefore the value of contact width produced by all
forming model is smaller than non forming model.
Based on the result as shown in the Figure 5, the non forming model provide contact width
trend as similar with the t0% forming model. With this important fact, modeling on the condition
non forming is still valid for optimizing the 25A size gasket design. It is useful due to time
consumption for the non forming model is faster (±10 minutes) than forming model (±180
minutes).
Finally, this study suggests the optimum gasket design based on results of each models is
shown in Table 3. It denotes that thickness and radius have a stronger influence on the reducing of
clamping load on all models. It can be denoted that all models suggest the same level of radius and
thickness.
Table 3

Factor
OH
p1
p2
p3
t
R
h

Optimum Design of Gasket Considering Forming Rffect
Non
Forming
Forming
Forming
forming
model
model (t0%)
model (t10%)
model
(t5%)
4.0 mm
3.0 mm
3.0 mm
4.0 mm
3.5 mm
4.5 mm
4.5 mm
4.5 mm
4.0 mm
4.5 mm
4.0 mm
4.0 mm
4.0 mm
4.5 mm
4.5 mm
4.0 mm
1.2 mm
1.2 mm
1.2 mm
1.2 mm
3.5 mm
3.5 mm
3.5 mm
3.5 mm
0.4 mm
0.35 mm
0.4 mm
0.35 mm

4 Conclusions
In this study, by using forming effect, the limit of contact width on the previous model which
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excluded forming effect for no leakage was evaluated. Initial blank thickness is varied by adding
0% (t0%), 5% (t5%) and 10% (t10%) of the final thickness of the gasket. The result shows that the
final design shapes produced the defect occurred on the radius shape of convex contact. The lack of
die fill defect is decreased with increasing initial blank thickness. The t0% forming model provide
contact width trend as similar with the non forming model. Based on contact width criteria, the
previous non forming model is still valid for gasket design concept and more efficient for
consuming the simulation time.
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Abstract: In this study, the compression examination of thin metal gasket is carried out using an elastic
effect and asbestos substitute gaskets are compared to validate the finite element method (FEM) model.
From the FEM analysis result, the deformed mode and the contact width are examined. The deformed
mode is divided into two types. The first type is the deformed mode in which the convex section
transforms and the flat section makes a hinge at a certain point. The second type is the deformed mode
in which most of the convex sections do not transform and the flat section transforms.
Key words: Thin Metal gasket; FEM; Deformed mode; Contact width

1 Introduction
In the piping connection system, gasket material has been used for preventing the leakage of fluids.
Previously, asbestos gaskets were used in many industries because asbestos gasket has superior leak
prevention properties; unfortunately, asbestos gasket is an extremely dangerous chemical substance and
causes serious diseases. Therefore, the use of asbestos gasket in production industries is completely
prohibited[1]. However, the substitute of asbestos gasket is expensive. Moreover, the performance of the
substitute gasket material used for fabricating gasket is inferior to that achieved by asbestos gasket, and
the substitutes have a short period of utilization. Therefore, the development of substitute gasket is a
critical issue, and there has been a delay in the development of an alternative material for developing a
gasket material.
The gaskets, as shown in Fig.1, are used as a substitute of asbestos gasket to solve the problem
mentioned above. The study of the thin metal gasket using an elastic effect has attracted significant
attention. The advantage of this gasket shape is that after the gasket material is attached to a flange and
the convex section has a contact, it can produce a high contact stress locally. However, the detailed
deformation behavior during the time of compression is not clear as yet. Therefore, a simple finite
element model is built for the deformation behavior evaluation, and the validity of the model is
examined by comparing with the experimental result obtained during the compression.

A

A

Center axis
Figure 1

A-A section

Appearance of Metal Sealing and Cross Section of Gasket Shape

2 Material and Method
2.1 Material
The dimension of the thin metal gasket used in this study is shown in Fig.2. The length of a convex
section is denoted as D = 20 [mm]; the height, h = 4.0 [mm]; thickness, t = 0.3 [mm]; and the distance
from a central axis, r = 100 [mm]. The length of the flat section is varied as L = 1.5 [mm], 2.0[mm],
4.0[mm]. Further, a JIS13 specimen is used for estimating the mechanical properties of gasket, and a
tensile test is carried out. A nominal stress-strain curve is shown in Fig.3.

L

D=20
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r=100
Center axis
Figure 2

Dimensions of Metal Gasket
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Figure 3 Nominal Stress-Strain Curves

2.2 Method
The experimental device used in the study is shown in Fig.4. By using a laser displacement sensor
(SUNX HL-C135C-BK10) on a Tensilon large-sized testing machine (A&D(stock) UTM-I-25000), we
monitor the load and the displacement on the sensor interface (Kyowa Electronic Instruments PCD300A)
at the sampling speed of 20 [Hz], and the load–displacement curve is produced. The compression speed
is assumed to be 5 [mm/min]. For the evaluation, we assume a dry contact condition to simulate the real
environment; the lubricating oil is not applied.

Tensilon large-size
testing machine
Laser displacement sensor

Sensor interface
PC
Figure 4

Experimental Device
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2.3 Finite element analysis
In this study, a finite element method, general-purpose MSC.Marc, is used for performing the
elastoplastic analysis as shown in Fig.5. A two-dimensional analysis is carried out using axi-symmetric
shell elements. The material properties are as shown in Fig.3. The elastic modulus is 48.67 [GPa]; yield
stress is 300.34 [MPa]; and Poisson’s ratio is 0.3. The gasket material model is crushed by the upper
rigid body wall using axial displacement to simulate the relationship between the load–displacement and
the contact width curves. The lower rigid body wall is assumed to be the fixed boundary condition.
Further, the contact width evaluation is performed only on the convex section of the gasket material,
which is effective in reducing a leak.
Rigid wall (upper)

Seal material

Ux
Fixed
Rigid wall (lower)

Center axis

Figure 5

Analyzed Model

4 Results
4.1 Comparison between experimental and analysis results
The load–displacement curve for the experiment and analysis results is shown in Fig.6. The load
increases significantly through the curve for L = 1.5 [mm] and L = 2.0 [mm]. Moreover, for L = 4.0
[mm], first, the load increase tends to be constant and then increases significantly. A relatively high
value of L produces a decreasing load. By comparing the experimental and the analytical results, we can
infer that the dimensions error during the molding process is affected by the load–displacement curve;
therefore, the finite element model in this case is sufficient.

(a) L = 1.5 [mm]

Figure 6

(b) L =2.0 [mm]

(c) L = 4.0 [mm]
Relationship Between Load and Displacement
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4.2 Deformed mode
The load–displacement curve of L = 1.5 [mm], 2.0 [mm], 4.0 [mm] plotted on the basis of the
analysis result and the contact width of the convex section number 2 is shown in Figs.7, 9, and 11,
respectively. Moreover, the deformed shape is shown in Figs.8, 10, and 12, respectively.
convex 1

convex 2

convex 3

convex 4

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 8

Figure 7 Relationship Between Load and
Contact Width and Displacement L = 4.0 [mm]

convex 1

Deformed Shape L = 4.0 [mm]

convex 2

convex 3

convex 4

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 10

Figure 9 Relationship Between Load and
Contact Width and Displacement L = 2.0 [mm]

convex 1

Deformed Shape L = 2.0 [mm]

convex 2

convex 3

convex 4

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 11 Relationship Between Load and
Contact Width and Displacement L = 1.5 [mm]

Figure 12

Deformed Shape L = 1.5 [mm]

On the convex section number 2 and the flat section in L = 4.0 [mm], it can be determined that
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transformation is concentrated in the flat section, and most of the convex sections do not transform
(Fig.8). Further, when L = 1.5 [mm] and L = 2.0 [mm], a convex section transforms as shown in Figs.9
and 11, respectively. A plasticity distortion occurs in the flat section at point (c), and the contact width
becomes constant because the elastic effect on the flat section. Therefore, with respect to the sealing
performance, L = 1.5 [mm] and L = 2.0 [mm] are superior to L = 4.0 [mm].

5 Conclusions
In this study, the validity of the finite element model was examined by comparing the
load–displacement curve obtained experimentally with that obtained analytically in a compression test.
The FEM analysis was performed in the deformed mode along with the contact width analysis; the
conclusions were as follows:
(1) By comparing the analytical and experimental results, although some errors occurred, the validity of
the finite element model was clarified.
(2) On the basis of the FEM analysis result, the mode analysis could be divided into two types of
deformed modes. The first type was the deformed mode in which the convex section transformed
and the flat section had a hinge at a certain point. The second type was the deformed mode in which
the convex section did not transform and the flat section transformed.
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Abstract: In this study, tightening evaluation of new 400A size metal gasket is investigated. The
sequence of tightening of bolt load is divided into two tightening procedure. The leak measurement
result is used to compare both tightening procedures effect by using the relationship between helium
leak and the clamping loads of the flange. A three-dimensional FEM (Finite Element Method) model
was performed to present effect of the contact stress on both tightening procedures. From the result, the
contact stress was increased by increasing the clamping load. The uniform curve line shape of contact
stress on both tightening procedures is different due to the rigidity flange creates the gasket wave during
tightening. It can be conclude that in order to reduce the amount of helium leak, it considered to operate
the tightening procedure that produce high contact stress uniformly.
Key words: Tightening; 400A size metal gasket; Contact stress; leakage

1 Introduction
The gasket alternative research challenge comes from the decision to ban the use asbestos in the
Japan from the beginning of 2008. One of gasket alternative for asbestos substitution is metal gasket.
Metal gasket is selected due to several advantages such as its high heat and chemical resistance,
capability to withstand pressure, recyclability, and most importantly its reliability in critical situations.
However, there is another important requirement for metal gasket which is reducing clamping load.
Based on this requirement, the corrugated metal gasket, with a small contact area, is preferred to obtain
a low loading metal gasket. Saeed, et.all[1]proposed a new 25A size metal gasket that uses corrugated
shape. The gasket has metal spring effect and produces high local contact stress to create sealing line
with flanges. The result confirmed that the contact stress and contact width were an important design
parameter to optimize the 25A size metal gasket performance. However the value of contact width as
design parameter is not defined yet. Haruyama S. et.all[2]continues the Saeed research. The limits size of
contact width as 25A size metal gasket design parameter was investigated. In this study,
two-measurement combination are using to identify gasket leakage; by helium leak test and water
pressure test. The quantitative evaluation of helium leak rate and the contact width of the gasket which
has no leak by the water pressure test had been carried out. In the next study, Choiron, et.all[3]developed
the contact width validation by using simulation analysis and the result is compared to experimental
using pressure sensitive paper. In the fact, the flange material is inhomogeneous due to the discrete
nature of bolt holes. In the previous study, the number of bolts for 25A size metal gasket is only four;
therefore, the reduction of flange stiffness is minor. The 25A size metal gasket model used is
two-dimensional axisysmmetry and the flange rotation is not considered. However, when dealing with
larger flange sizes, the difference in stiffness becomes considerable and in those cases, a similar
procedure that found in ASME code Section VIII should be followed[4]. In the case of solid metal gasket,
Fukuoka T.[5]presented a three-dimensional FEM for estimating the scatter in bolt preloads and
achieving the uniform bolt preloads when tightening each bolt one by one in an arbitrary order.
In this study, new 400A size metal gasket was investigated. The leak measurement result is used to
compare the two tightening procedures that provide better result. A three-dimensional model was
performed to present effect of rigidity flange on occurrence of gasket wave. This effect of rigidity is
caused by flange rotation due to the bolt. The ASME code attempted to correct this problem by adding a
rigidity constraint `J` based on the fixed rotation. This may not be adequate, as the rotation of the flange
is not a unique value. Flange rotation causes variable compression across the gasket from the inner
radius to the outer radius. Due to this case is different gasket, it requires investigation for new 400A
metal gasket size.

2 Material and Method
2.1 Test material
The 400A size metal gasket used in this study was circumference beads gasket as illustrated in
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Figure 1 When the gasket is tightened to the flange, each bead of both surfaces of gasket created elastic
effect and produced high local contact stress for preventing leakage. This circumstance made the range of
conventional clamping load could be possible to use. The gasket material was SUS304 due to its
effectiveness in high-temperature and high-pressure environment. In order to ensure the properties of the
material, SUS304 was initially validated using tensile test carried out based on JISZ2241[6]. Figure 2
shows the gasket and the flange appearance. Based on JIS B 2404, the flange with dimensions; thickness
= 28.1 mm and radius = 560 mm with 10K pressure was used.

Figure 1 The Gasket Cross Section and Design Parameters

Figure 2

The Gasket and the Flange Appearance

2.2 Leak measurement
In this study, the gasket performance was evaluated by using helium leak measurement. Figure 3
shows the schematic diagram of a helium leak measurement system. The helium leak measurement
method was selected and utilized based on JISZ2330[7]and JISZ2331 standard[8]. The minimum helium
leak rate which could be detected by this instrument examination was 1.0×10-11 Pa.m3/s, and the
maximum was approximately 1.0×10 -03 Pa.m3/s. The bolts embedded with a strain gauge were used to
measure the clamping load directly. Each bolt was monitored in order to adjust the appointed clamping
load with an allowable load error of 3%. The number of bolts in a 400-size gasket is 16. The bolt size is
M24 with SCM material. The variation of the clamping load was 22.1, 33.1, 44.2, and 55.2 kN for each
bolt. To obtain a stable result, the helium leak rate was measured when the leak flow rate was 300-500 s.

Figure 3 Schematic Diagram of Helium Leak Measurement System
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2.3 Tightening procedure
The sequence of tightening of bolt load is shown in the Figure 4. The procedure of tightening of bolt
load is divided into two experiments based on tightening procedure.

Figure 4

The Sequence of Tightening of Bolt Load

In the first experiment, tightening procedure as follows:
1. Tightening sequence of the bolt started from bolt number 1, then number 2, 3 and 4 with variation of
load was 22.1 kN.
2. After condition number 1 was done, with same procedure, bolt number 5, then number 6, 7 and 8
was tightened by using 22.1 kN.
3. After condition number 2 was done, with same procedure, bolt number 9, then number 10, 11 and 12
was tightened by using 22.1 kN.
4. After condition number 3 was done, with same procedure, bolt number 13, then number 14, 15 and
16 was tightened by using 22.1 kN.
5. Procedure no. 1 until 4 is repeated consecutively by using 33.1, 44.2, and 55.2 kN load.
In the second experiment, tightening procedure as follows:
1. Tightening sequence of the bolt started from bolt number 1, then number 2, 3 and 4 with variation
of load was 22.1, 33.1, 44.2, and 55.2 kN.
2. After condition number 1 was done, with same procedure, bolt number 5, then number 6, 7 and 8
was tightened by using 22.1, 33.1, 44.2, and 55.2 kN. The value of bolt load no. 1 – 4 will be
changed due to effect of tightening other bolts cause change of position of bolt on flange.
3. After condition number 2 was done, with same procedure, bolt number 9, then number 10, 11 and
12 was tightened by using 22.1, 33.1, 44.2, and 55.2 kN.
4. After condition number 3 was done, with same procedure, bolt number 13, then number 14, 15 and
16 was tightened by using 22.1, 33.1, 44.2, and 55.2 kN.
2.4 FEM model
A three dimensional FE models has been developed to adopt compression displacement in axial
direction osssn gasket between the top and the bottom of the flange. The model was undertaken using
finite element method analysis software MSC. Marc[9]. The flange assumed as rigid body in both sides.
From tensile test result, the nominal stress (σ) of SUS304 was 398.83 [MPa], the modulus of the
elasticity (E) was 210 [GPa] and the tangent modulus was 1900.53 [MPa]. Two FEM models are
developed to simulate the tightening procedures. The quarter model is built to simulate the first
tightening procedure (Figure 5a). The full model is used to simulate the second tightening procedure as
shown in the Figure 5b. The quarter model uses 131520 elements for gasket and 11040 for each flange.
And the full model uses 264060 elements for gasket and 44160 for each flange.
Rigid Wall

Rigid wall
flange

flange

(a)

(b)

Figure 5 Schematic of: (a) the Quarter Model and (b) Full Model
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3 Results and Discussion
The leak measurement result of the 400A size metal gasket is shown in Figure 6. It is indicated
from the figure that the helium leak rate decreased with increasing of clamping load.

Figure 6

Leak Measurement Result for 400A-size Metal Gasket

In the first experiment produced the decreasing of trend line of helium leak and clamping load in
through of curve. It was done by tightening 16 bolt from 22.1 [kN], 33.1 [kN], 44.2 [kN], 55.2 [kN], and
66.3 [kN] load sequentially. In the second experiment, the amount of helium leak tends to linear on the
number of tightened bolts is 12 bolts. Then, the helium leak rate decreased significantly after tightening
was continued to 16 bolts. Table 1 and 2 show the results of the first procedure and the second procedure
of tightening bolt load respectively.
Helium leak test and FEM analysis result is connected. The helium leak rate revealed by the effect
of contact stress. Figure 7 shows contact stress distribution along circumference of gasket on each
convex section is produced by the quarter model for first tightening procedure. The first experiment
produced the helium leak rate decreased significantly on through of curve. It is clarified from the
uniform curve line of contact stress in the quarter model result. Contact stress on convex section number
2 and 3 is higher than convex section number 1 and 4. Contact stress on convex section number 1 is
smaller due to near inside diameter. The 400A size metal gasket size uses a same gasket shape with 25A
size metal gasket size. Knowing the comparatively contact width pattern on the 25A-size metal gasket, it
can describe different of contact stress paterns. In the previous study[3], convex section number 2 and 3
produce higher contact width. With the same bolt load operated on higher contact width, higher
contact stress is occured.
Figure 8 shows contact stress distribution along circumference of gasket on each convex section is
produced by the full model for simulate the second tightening procedure. The contact stress curve tend
to high wave line on the number of tightened bolts is 12 bolts. Then, the uniform curve line of contact
stress is produced after tightening was continued to 16 bolts. It denote that the uniform contact stress is
occurred after tightening bolt was continued to 16 bolts. In advance, it shows that contact stress curve is
variated as wave function line. This phenomenon can describe the condition of curve trend of helium
leak result in the second experiment. Based on the fact, in order to reduce the amount of helium leak, it
considered the tightening procedure that produce high contact stress uniformity. Higher stress condition
is better for joint strength due to the fact that ‘the higher the stress the better the joint is’[10]. It can be
state that the distribution of contact stress has a more dominant effect on gasket performance. Tightening
procedures is recommended to control flange stress variation and should be considered as an important
parameter to make the joint assembly[11]. By using a three-dimensional FEM approach it can be estimate
occurrence of gasket wave and achieving the uniform clamping load when tightening each bolt one
by one in an arbitrary order.

4 Conclusions
In this study, the leak measurement result is used to determine the two tightening procedures that
provide the best result. A three-dimensional model was performed to present effect of rigidity flange on
occurrence of gasket wave. The quarter model built to simulate the first tightening procedure and the
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full model for the second tightening procedure. The helium leak rate revealed by the effect of contact
stress. It can be conclude that in order to reduce the amount of helium leak, it considered to operate the
tightening procedure that produce high contact stress uniformily.

Figure 7

Figure 8

Contact Stress Distribution along Circumference of Gasket on the First Tightening Procedure Model

Contact Stress Distribution along Circumference of Gasket on the Second Tightening Procedure
Model
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Abstract: Energy-saving industry is the technological industry encouraged by China, which is dominant
on the burgeoning strategic industries. How to guide, standardize and promote the healthy development
of the energy-saving industry and to build conservation - oriented industries, have been listed as one of
China's long- term strategic tasks. It has been listed as one of China’s long-term strategic tasks to guide,
standardize and promote the healthy development of the energy-saving industry and to build
conservation - oriented industries. In recent years, there are many problems about the development of
this industry in China, especially the weakness of fiscal and tax mechanism of energy-saving industry.
Thus, it is extremely important to have a research on the improvement of fiscal and tax mechanism of
China's energy-saving industry. This essay will take an analytic method theoretically and practically to
present several suggestions for the current situation of the development of China’s energy-saving
industries, namely, improving the input policy of public budget, strengthening the leading functions of
government procurement, improving the inter-governmental transfer payment, adjusting the range and
rate of resources tax, expanding the scope of consumption tax, adjusting the customs regulations of
import and export and innovating vehicle and vessel tax etc.
Key words: Energy-saving industry; Fiscal mechanism; Tax mechanism; Perfection

1 Introduction
Energy-saving industry is the general designation of energy-saving industry and resource recycling
industry in the industrial system of national economy. In order to save energy and make use of resources
efficiently, and then get some economic benefits from those businesses, it usually works on
technological development, manufacturing production, commercial distribution, recycled utilization of
resources, information services and project contracting and so on. The core links contain manufacturing
energy-saving and environmental protection equipment, developing the supporting energy-saving
technology, supplying consulting services and building market. In order to build the purpose of
energy-saving society, our fiscal section has integrated applied many policies such as tax, charge
foundation, discount, distract pay etc. to promote energy-saving and the development of renewal
resource, to reduce and control pollution emission.
Developed countries have more advanced fiscal and tax mechanism. The main way employed by
majority countries is to use fiscal welfare to promote the development of energy-saving industry. The
practical situations of those countries who used fiscal and tax mechanism, environment protection,
energy saving illustrate that both the countries and entrepreneurs benefit greatly from that.
Based on the economic theory on fiscal and tax mechanism to support the development of energy-saving
industry, foreign research on fiscal and tax mechanism of energy-saving industry has become gradually
mature. Then foreign scholars focus on cultivating advantage and backward advantage of fiscal and tax
mechanism and the upgrading of industrial structure.
In recent years, Chinese scholars also did some theoretical research on fiscal and tax mechanism of
energy-saving industry. Zhao Rong (2007) thought that China should construct tax policy system of
cyclic economy by perfecting policy of taxation, establishing green tariff system, collecting fuel tax and
environmental tax timely, and making some targeted preferential policies, for the purpose of stimulating
the development of relevant industries. Lao Jiying (2009) made a specific research on how to make the
most of preferential tax policy to build a harmonious resource-saving society for achieving effective and
reasonable use of resources. Quang Xiaoping, Luo Xiaohua (2008) did a research on duty assessment of
energy production, consumption and reducing pollution emission in developed countries, and new trend
of tax structure reform to improve energy-saving. Combined with the current situation of China, they put
forward some proposals like adjusting the range of resources tax reasonably, expanding the scope of
consumption tax appropriately and perfecting preferential tax policy for energy-saving industry. Wu
Research on fiscal and tax mechanism of energy-saving and environment-protecting industry of Jilin Province—the
‘11th Five-year’ social sciences research project of Education
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Guobing, Chen Peihua (2009) argue that the leading of our resource-protecting law of tax law spring is
not very clear. Resource protection and utilization in tax mechanism have no integral policy system.
There is no special tax category in the field of resource-protecting, but only several encouraging
environment-protecting clauses in corporate income tax, consumption tax, value-added tax. For that,
they suggest to construct ecological tax system which is proper to China’s conditions.
Through literature review, we found that theoretical studies on how fiscal and tax mechanism
supports the development of energy-saving industry hasn’t formed a complete theoretical system, while
the main target evaluated is country with a wider perspective, which cannot reflect the differences
between the national regions. The region is rarely regarded as its research object. Therefore, in this
paper we study the guiding role of tax mechanism to support the development of energy-saving industry
from the neutral perspective, constructing fiscal and tax mechanism of energy-saving industry, and
further perfecting the theoretical system of fiscal and tax mechanism of energy-saving industry in China.

2 Status Quo of China's Energy-saving Industries
2.1 Situations of China’s energy-saving industries
Energy-saving industry belongs to the technological industry encouraged by China, which is
dominant on the burgeoning strategic industries. Under the pressure of lacking of total resources and
energy, energy saving and emission reduction have become an urgent task. Now ‘Saving energy’ has
been a basic policy in China, and ‘constructing energy-saving industry’ will be listed as one of China's
long - term strategic tasks.
At present, there is a good trend about the development of China’s energy-saving industry. Firstly,
it has already achieved conditions for speeding up development at a large scale. Specifically,
energy-saving industries have had a batch of mature regular energy-saving techniques and facilities,
among which some key and generic techniques have been industrialized. Secondly, there is substantial
potential in domestic and international market. Thirdly, Chinese government has published a series of
policies and measures. The central and local governments all invested a large amount of capital, which
created a good external environment to speed up the development of energy-saving industries. Fourthly,
some standards were revised by central and local governments which have a positive impact on
regulating the development of these industries. Finally, corporations with other main countries regarded
energy-saving as the important content, and economic and technical cooperation are active among the
government, non-government organizations, enterprises and civil society.
Although China’s energy-saving industries are in the period with high growing speed, there is a
large disparity compared with some countries that had developed energy-saving industries, and it is
difficult to satisfy the "twelfth five years" which plans to improve energy saving for a long time, to
support and promote the high demand of the sustainable economic and social development effectively.
2.2 Problems of China’s energy-saving industries
At present, the development of China’s energy-saving industries are facing many problems, such as
lack of macroscopic guidance of national strategies, lack of industrial plan with coordination, pilot and
into the system, restrictions from the lag of institutional construction; low degree of marketization, low
degree of industrial concentration and serious low-level operation, short of the industrial flagship
companies and enterprises are small scale, shortage of key techniques of. key techniques of proprietary
intellectual property rights.
The weakness of fiscal and tax mechanism of energy-saving industry which included finance and
taxation supporting and guiding policy stands out. Energy-saving enterprises are commercial entities in
market economies, which mainly rely on investing energy-saving projects, sharing profits with energy
users from the implementation of energy-saving projects and finally achieving profitable and rolling
development. China will be in the primary stage of the socialist market economy for a long period,
energy-saving enterprises would face several barriers with the investment of energy projects, such as
financial risk, technical risks and credit risks. Therefore, a powerful fiscal and tax mechanism will be
required to motivate some potential investors to enter energy-saving industries, which can pull
enterprises to invest energy projects.
It has been proved that the fiscal and tax mechanism of energy-saving is a new energy-saving
mechanism suited to China's current national conditions and consistent with the socialist market
economy. Thus, it has been paid attention by the department concerned of Chinese government. How to
make use of the fiscal and tax mechanism to promote the healthy development of energy-saving industry
has been listed into a priority agenda of China’s energy-saving works.
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3 Drawback to Fiscal and Tax Mechanism of China's Energy-saving Industry
China has been facing enormous energy pressure, however, the current fiscal and tax policy in
China cannot promote the works of energy-saving and emission-reduction effectively. Imperfections of
fiscal and tax policy, insufficient of rewards and punishments and unobvious guidance and inhibition
have been the largest drawback in this field.
3.1 Drawback to financial aspects
Firstly, defective fiscal mechanism is one of main factors leads that China's energy consumption
cannot to be worked out effectively. The fiscal system of tax distribution in China causes the shortage of
local financial power, which mainly relies on tax revenue of local large industrial projects, and local
governments pursues the goal of economic growth unilaterally. Under the guidance of the thought that
large projects promote high-speed growth, China's economic development has diverged from the
industrial adjustment and Chinese government approved some projects on high energy consumption,
which caused some problems, such as repeated construction, excess production capacity and high
energy consumptions and serious pollutions.
Secondly, the capital of energy-saving and emission-reduction arranged by fiscal policy is limited.
Specifically, the capital of energy-saving and emission-reduction in the budget is little. Researches on
energy-saving techniques are mainly undertaken by enterprises. However, due to the high uncertainty of
R&D and application of new energy-saving techniques, a mass of energy-saving techniques cannot be
implemented and most of energy-saving products cannot be spread and popularized with little financial
capital's support and enterprises’ low self-financing ability. Because of the limitation of financial capital,
government can only give few discounts of loans to the energy-saving projects and products, which
make financing level of enterprises limited.[1]
Thirdly, the guidance of government procurement is not obvious. Government procurement is one
of direct fiscal policies to guide and control energy-saving behaviors. Government procurement should
play an important leading role on weeding high energy-consumption and low-efficient products out and
guiding enterprises to produce energy-saving products. According to a survey, energy consumption of
Chinese government agencies accounts for 7.1% of total energy consumption in 2009, which is high
growth rate. Government agencies not only used very few energy-saving products, but also wasted
seriously. These attempts had a negative impact on the enterprise's production and consumption of
residents, and were not conducive to the promotion of energy-saving products and projects.
Finally, the tools of fiscal policies are monotonous and dynamics of policy is insufficient. Most of
all fiscal policies tools can promote energy saving and emission-reduction directly or indirectly, such as
national subsidy and building financial investment fund, etc. However, because of capital and policies,
other forms of policy tools have not been taken by Chinese government.
3.2 Shortage of taxation policy
Firstly, tax tool to promote energy-saving and emission-reduction is single, and the range of tax
allowance is narrow, which both cause the encouragement not obvious. Presently, tax-relief is basically
the unique tax policy adopted by Chinese government to improve energy-saving and emission-reduction.
Investment relief, accelerated depreciation, deferred taxation and other policies are hardly used. In
China, only gasoline and diesel oil are currently imposed on consumption tax, but the entire policy of
consumption tax cannot supply energy-saving enterprises and consumers any preferential incentive.
Business income tax is a category of taxes that plays an obvious tilting role on energy-saving and
emission-reduction, but energy-saving businesses barely benefit from it. Especially, there are no special
incentive in technical R&D on energy-saving and emission -reduction.
Secondly, categories of taxes and taxation system in China that can take hold of energy-saving and
emission-reduction are not perfect. In China, categories of taxes involved in energy-saving and
emission-reduction only include added value tax, consumption tax, business income tax, resource tax,
and there are no special and pertinent ones. What's more, resource tax has a serious defect. It regards
sales quantity or self-used quantity as its basis of taxation, and it doesn't impose tax on those resources
that has been mined but not on sales or used by enterprises. This indirectly encourages enterprises to
develop resources chaotically and waste of resources.
Thirdly, the dynamics of tax policy used to regulate energy prices is not strong, and no special
taxation on pollution is taken. In China's current tax structure, the overall tax burden of oil is only about
23%, significantly below the international level (above 50% in most countries).Therefore, energy prices
in China is far below the international price level in most countries. The phenomenon that energy prices
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can't correctly reflect the value of energy is not conducive to improving efficiency of energy using.

4 Conclusions and Recommendations
4.1 Construction of fiscal mechanism of energy-saving and emission-reduction
4.1.1 Improving the input policy of public budget
During the period of structural adjustment and reform in government budget, Chinese government
should value the investment in energy-saving and emission-reduction by adding energy-saving subject
to current budget, and arranging corresponding energy-saving expenditure budget. In addition, the
investment in energy-saving and emission-reduction, which belongs to constructive fiscal budget should
be strengthened. On one hand, Chinese government should increase the proportion of energy-saving
investment to total budgetary investment. On the other hand, in order to support some key energy-saving
and emission-reduction projects, promote efficient energy-saving products and new energy-saving
mechanism, enhance the capacity of energy-saving management and construct the energy-saving and
emission-reduction supervision system, it should extract some money from the budget in the way of
subsidy and rewards, thereby making a major effort to tilt basic constructive fiscal investment toward
energy-saving and emission-reduction projects.[2]
4.1.2 Strengthening the leading functions of government procurement
Chinese government should perfect government procurement list system for energy-saving
products, expand constantly the government procurement scope of energy-saving products, and fully
play its consumer-oriented role. To air-condition, computer, monitor, duplicator and some other
equipment, it should be changed from same level first purchase to purchase highly effective
energy-saving and water-saving product compulsively. The establishment of energy-saving product in
government procurement review system and supervision system guaranteed that energy efficiency and
green procurement can be basically implemented.
4.1.3 Improving the inter-governmental transfer payment
Chinese government should allocate special funds to support backward productivity. Meanwhile, it
should arrange special funds by increasing transfer payments, in order to reduce the resistance to putting
energy-saving and emission-reduction into effect.
4.2 Construction of tax mechanism of energy-saving and ejection-decreasing
4.2.1 Adjusting the range and rate of resource tax
At present, the resource tax levied in China can't take effectively control of resource consumption
and even waste of resources. Especially, the range of resource tax could not cover many fields of natural
ecological resources which results in the problem that many enterprise neglected seriously the
importance of resources in the process of production. Therefore, Chinese government should expand the
range of resource tax, such as, increasing the tax items in land, mineral resources, atmosphere resources
and water etc. renewable and nonrenewable resources. Meanwhile, it should formulate scientific tax
standards. Not only differential resource tax levels, but also environmental cost caused by the resource
exploitation should be taken into account.[3]
4.2.2 Expanding the scope of consumption tax
Chinese government should list the low energy efficient and high polluted products into the scope
of consumption tax. And luxury goods that use nonrenewable resources as raw materials would be taxed
heavily. In contrast, taxes on energy-saving consumer goods should be reduced or free.
4.2.3 Adjusting the customs regulations of import and export
Not only imported raw material and goods, which maybe cause heavy or expected environmental
pollution to import countries so that it is difficult and high-cost to reduce pollution, but also exported
raw material, primary products and semi-manufactured goods, which consume a mass of resources from
export countries, could be levied higher tariffs.
4.2.4 Innovating vehicle and vessel tax
Chinese government should substitute the existing classification of vehicle use tax for the
classification based on fuel levels, implement proposed fuel tax project as soon as possible. And the
control principle that 'more usage, more taxes' is utilized to make people to reduce the usage of car.
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Abstract: This paper has a comprehensive analysis of the connotation, features and categories of
modern service industry. In addition, overall statistic analysis is made to the development stage, scale
and traits and status quo of the modern service industry in Hubei Province of China. In the light of
specific conditions of Hubei’s service industry, the paper proposes three pillars for Hubei’s service
industry development, relevant supporting polices and network construction strategies in the hope that
they can be of any help to boost the development of Hubei’s service industry.
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1 Introduction
Modern service industry is an important symbol to measure the level of a country and region's
development. The scale of development and level of service industry is not only an essential sign of
national and regional economic development stage, but also a significant indicator of national and
regional economic development. To conduct a survey on the status quo of service industry can help us
rectify existing problems, promote energy saving and emission reduction and advance economic
structure restructuring.
Research on understanding the current development status of the service industry is conducive to
timely detection of problems; as well helps speed up economic restructuring, improve the level of
economic development, successfully achieve the strategic transformation and build a “Strategic Pivot”
in the rise of Central China.
2 Connotation and Features of Modern Service Industry
2.1 Connotation of modern service industry
Service industry is a general concept of industry classification in international community. It refers
to an industry that provides service to the society with equipments, tools, grounds, labor, information or
skills. It primarily produces non-physical products. [1]
Producer services refers to a kind of service industry that provides support services to maintain
continuity of industry production, promote the development of industrial technology, industry upgrade
and production efficiency improvement. It’s directly related to the manufacturing industry to which it
provides support services, and it is a new industry developing independently from the production service
department, so it does not provide direct and independent service ability to consumers.
Consumers service refers to providing consumer goods and services in material and spiritual life
that can meet their various needs. In general, it includes education, health care, trading, communication,
tourism, entertainment, catering, accommodation, transport and public service and so forth.
Modern service industry was generated at the stage of relatively developed industrialization. It is a
sector that develops by depending on electronic information, modern management philosophy, and
modern type of operation and organization forms. It is different from traditional service industry that
mainly involves trading, business, accommodation, catering, storage and transport. And it’s represented
by such services as finance, insurance, information transmission, computer software, leasing, trading
services, scientific and technological services, geological exploration, culture, sports, entertainment,
property development and community services.
2.2 Features of modern service industry
Modern service industry arose between industry revolution and the World War II, and shaped up in
the 1980s. Compared with traditional service industry, it was born in response to requirements from
modern people and urban development with high technical and cultural content. So it is endowed with
distinct characteristics of the time that are new service range, new service model, high cultural taste and
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technical superiority, high value-added service, high quality human resources and high level of spiritual
satisfaction .
There exist nine categories of modern service industry in WTO, that is to say: commercial service,
telecommunication services, construction and relevant engineering services, education services,
environmental services, financial services, health and social services, services related to tourism and
Entertainment, culture and sports service.

3 Assessment of Development Stage of Hubei’s Service Industry
We should have a good picture of Hubei’s service industry, analyse the existing problems in time
and aim at future trends of the service industry. Only by doing so can we boost Hubei’s economy and
accomplish a sound strategy transformation.
3.1 General dividing standards for development stage of service industry
Advancement of productive forces and social progress definitely leads to development of service
industry and evolution of the primary, secondary and tertiary industries can abide by certain laws.
According to famous “Petty-Clark’s Law and Kuznets Rule” [2], generally due to economic development
and increase of people’s income level, some disparity on added value between different industries can
give rise to difference in relative income, so labor force and capital will transfer from the primary
industries to secondary industries. If the income per capita increases further, the labor force and capital
will gradually go to the tertiary industries. Accordingly, the ratio variations of added-value of these
industries follow, we can see, a ratio decrease for the primary industry and that of secondary industries
can experience from a rapid increase to a gradual decrease. For the tertiary industries, its ratio will
experience an increase to level-off to another increase, and it can ultimately turn out to be the biggest
industry for national economy.
Industrialization has its own course of development. How could economic development stages be
defined? For this question, Mr. Chenery and others have conducted an analysis of the relation between
economic development and economic structure in the past 20 years for over 100 countries across the
globe, and got some basic conclusions. The primary view comes that we can divide modern economic
development into three phases, which is quasi-industrialized phase, industrialized phase (including
preliminary, intermediate and advanced industrialization) and post-industrialized phase, and different
phases display different quantity characteristics. In general, gross index per capita and structural index
can be employed to describe and define the industrialization level for a specific country or region.
Table 1

Quasi- Typical Development Stage Model for Service Industry

Ratio of
Added Value
Service
Employment Employment
Residents’
per Capita Development Industry
Proportion of Proportion of
Expense on
Period
for Service
Stage
Proportion on
Service
Producer
Service
Industry
GDP
Industry
Service
Industry
1

Below USD
300

preliminary
stage

<30

<20

20

15

2

Between
USD
300-1600

takeoff stage

30-60

20-50

30

38

3

Between
USD
1600-3500

stage of
maturity

60-70

50-60

45

50

4

Over USD
3500

developed
stage

>70

>60

60

70

Basic Features
Service products per capita are
small in quantity. Agriculture is in
a dominant position. Traditional
consumer service plays a major
role.
Industry is in a dominant position.
Transportation and business play a
major role. Finance begins to
develop.
Economic development is mainly
driven by the development of the
service
industry.
Property
development, tourism, culture
develop fast. Producer service and
consumer service development
simultaneously.
Finance and business service
develop further. Science and
research, information, education
and culture become mainstream
types of service.

(Source: Hubei Bureau of Statistics: Status Quo of Modern Service Industry in Hubei and its Development
Direction)
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In our mind, development of the service industries also presents some stage laws. To this end, this
paper will apply Chenery’s multilateral model and refer to Chenery’s dividing standards for
industrialization phases to put forward a preliminary model for defining development stage for service
industries based on a determination of China’s and Hubei’s industrialization level.
Based on the above data, judging the development stage of service industry from the perspective of
service industry increment per capita and economic structure, viewpoints are given as follows:
The development of service industry can be divided into four stages, namely, preliminary stage,
take-off phase, stage of maturity and developed stage.
Industrial structure: according to the proportion of service industry added value against GDP, we
can divide the development phase of service industry into four stages, which are preliminary stage
(below 30%), take-off phase (30-50%), stage of maturity (50-70%) and developed stage (over 70%).
Structure of employment (ratio of labor force in the service industry against the whole labor force):
Structural improvement is slow at the preliminary stage of the service industry. However, it advances at
a fast pace in the take-off phase. The value of this indicator is approximately 20%, 20-40%, 40-50%,
60% respectively in the preliminary stage, take-off phase, stage of maturity and developed stage.
Internal structure of the service industry (the ratio of producer service against the service industry):
This ratio does not change significantly in the preliminary stage. It will rise somewhat in the take-off
phase. But it develops quickly in the phase of maturity and the developed phase. The value of this
indicator in the initial stage, takeoff phase, stage of maturity and developed stage is about 20%, 35%,
45% and 60% respectively.
Resident service consumption structure (the ratio of resident service consumption expenditure
against life consumption expenditure): The ratio is very small in the benchmark and preliminary stage. It
goes up in a gradual way in most provinces and districts during the take-off phase. But it surges in the
stage of maturity and developed stage. The value of this indicator in the preliminary stage, take-off
phase, and stage of maturity and developed stage is about 15%, 38%, 50% and 70% respectively.
Based on the aforesaid standards, let’s see in which stage Hubei’s modern service industry is and
it’s ranking across China.
3.2 Judgement on the development stage of modern service industry in Hubei
3.2.1 Analysis on scale of modern service industry
Table 2 Production Value of Major Tertiary Industries in Hubei (Unit: 100Million RMB)

Year

Transportation, Wholesale Accommodation
Finance
Storage and and Retailing and Catering
Service
Post Service
Service
Services

Real Estate

Other
Industries

The
Tertiary
Industry

2000

256.94

325.68

117.14

205.99

87.75

496.82

1490.32

2001

282.45

348.42

124.93

232.78

106.46

561.41

1656.45

2002

306.43

378.88

131.65

250.35

124.23

631.04

1822.58

2003

334.59

420.74

137.78

283.37

148.95

697.35

2022.78

2004

395.82

478.84

143.35

313.6

169.32

794.23

2295.16

2005

365.71

575.37

155.45

127.32

217.17

1186.98

2628

2006

425.37

649.37

179.51

174.99

264.73

1381.86

3075.83

2007

479.92

749.81

221.07

337.27

379.65

1718.28

3886

2008

584.19

899.58

271.48

393.05

421.33

2017.14

4586.77

337.81

479.11

546.11

2142.23

5127.12

2009
642.72
979.14
(Source: China Statistical Yearbook 2010)

In all, as table 2 indicates, the production value of the service industry in Hubei was in an upward
trend between 2000 and 2009. In 2009, the production value of wholesale and retailing reached RMB
9.7914 million, making up 19.1% of the tertiary industry while the production value of the construction
industry was RMB5.4611 million, accounting for 10.7%. Transportation and communication also keep a
fast pace of development during the ten years, with a surging proportion which, in 2009, stood at 12.5%.
3.2.2 Industry structure
The ratio of primary industry, secondary industry and tertiary industry is 13.9:46.6:39.6, with the
proportion of the third industry close to the average level nationwide. According to the research result of
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American economist Kuznets, if the proportion of the secondary industry reaches 40-60%, it means a
society is at the industrialization medium term. As the above model illustrates, a 40% proportion of the
service industry means it is at the take-off stage.
3.2.3 Situation about the working population employed in the tertiary industry
The employed population structure of Hubei is improving year by year. Employed populations are
transferring from the primary industry to the tertiary industry. According to the research result of
American economist Kuznets, a 20-50% proportion of the service industry means it is at the take-off
stage. According to the above model, Hubei’s service industry, with a proportion of around 40%, is at
the take-off stage.
By comparison, we can see the development level of tertiary industry of Hubei is slightly above the
medium level across China.
3.3 Service industry development of Hubei and comparative analysis between Hubei and other
provinces in central China
Table 3

Overall Comparisons Between Provinces in Central China

Hubei

Shanxi

Henan

Anhui

Hunan

Jiangxi

Ranking of
Hubei

Service Industry Added Value (100
million Yuan)

540.3

516.4

429.9

343.4

1187

632

3

Proportion of Service Industry
Added Value Against GDP (%)

33.11

123

40.07

28.81

62.35

53.79

5

Growth Rate
Industry (%)

11.8

21.8

8.2

10.3

28.1

31.5

4

12080

10617

11884

11301

13000

10033

2

4137

3705

3528

3683

4154

3443

2

1219.7

544.5

1509

1068.4

1216

726.4

2

34

25.3

28.9

31.1

32.4

1

of

the

Service

Service Consumption Level
Urban Residents (Yuan)

of

Service Consumption
Rural People (Yuan)

of

Level

Employed Population in the Service
Industry (10,000 persons )

The Proportion of Employed
Population in the Service Industry
40.3
(%)
(Source: China Statistical Yearbook 2010)

3.3.1 Comparison in terms of service industry added value
In 2009, the added value of the service industry in Hubei was 54.035 billion Yuan. In comparison
with other five provinces in mid China, Hubei ranked the third at a medium level. But it lagged far
behind Hunan with the added value merely 45.5% o f that of Hunan.
3.3.2 Ratio of added value of service industries in GDP
According to the research result of American economists Simon S. Kuznets, et al., once the ratio of
employment in service industries reaches 30-60%, the service industry reaches a take-off stage. In
accordance with the above model, Hubei’s service industry, with a proportion of over 30%, is at the
takeoff stage.
From the perspective of contribution rate of modern service industry, there is a big gap between
Hubei and his counterparts in central China. In 2009, the average ratio of added value of the service
industry nationwide in GDP was 61.6%, higher above that of Hubei. Moreover, Hubei ranked fifth
among the six provinces of mid China in ratio of added value of the service industry in 2009.
3.3.3 Development speed
The growth rate of the service industry added value in Hubei is much lower than that of other
developed provinces. In 2009, it was 11.8%, ranking the fourth in comparison with other five provinces
in mid China and lagging far behind the first three.
3.3.4 Service consumption level of urban residents
In 2009, Hubei ranked second in service consumption expenditure for both urban residents and
rural people, trailing only to Hunan.
Starting from the “10th Five-Year Plan”, the consumption structure of both rural and urban people
has been upgrading at an accelerating rate with the Engel Coefficient dropping year by year. In 2009,
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the per capita consumption expenditure of urban residents was RMB12,080, 1.93 times of that in 2000
while that of rural people was RMB 4,137, 3.18 times of that in 2000.
With noticeable improvement in people’s living standard, people enjoy much better condition in
survival and development. Along with this, people’s expenditure to boost their life quality is rising
continuously. Hence, modern service industry can hold a bright future. Consumption structure upgrade
will surely provide an enormous market demand for its development.
3.3.5 Employee composition in service industry
For 2009, all employees in service industry in Hubei reached 12.197 million, up 100% compared
with the year of 2000. Regarding the ratio of employees in Hubei in all employees, it was 8.9% for 1978,
and over 20% for 1993 and 40.32% for 2009 respectively. The service industries have proven to be
major industries to absorb newly increased labor force, and have played an irreplaceable role to boost
economy and maintain social stability.
3.4 Features of modern service industry development of Hubei
3.4.1 Hubei has entered the stage of accelerating development of modern service
Since the beginning of this new century, modern service industry has been increasingly important
for Hubei’s economic development and its growing potential.
The role of its service industries for the overall economy has been strengthened, which can be
illustrated in following three aspects: a rapid expansion of its scale, a gradual increase of its proportion
in GDP and a growing contribution to society. The service industry can absorb more employees which
can contribute a lot to society. Seeing that the service industries are mostly labor-integrated, they can
deliver more employment opportunities, especially for those superfluous labor force transferred from the
primary and secondary industries.
3.4.2 Disequilibrium of the development of service industry in Hubei
1) A sound logistics base with a lower development level
During recent years, we can see a rapid construction of logistics infrastructure. For 2010 alone,
investment in urban infrastructure for Wuhan city has topped RMB 100 billion, which is an
unprecedented investment in urban infrastructure for Wuhan city within one year. For the past five years,
the investment in urban infrastructure has increased rapidly, all the investment in 11th Five Plan can
equal to 7.2 times of that of 10th Five Plan, which has prepared a sound foundation for modern logistics.
Hubei province have brought into full play its location advantage of connection with the eastern and
western China, southern and northern China, and fortified its central position for logistics. But on the
other hand, the construction of the logistics park has lacked a definite orientation, a concrete demand
base and customers, a viable business model and a mechanism for return on investment. Therefore, it is
in desperate need of overall planning and coordinated development. Many logistics infrastructure has
been dispersed in different areas and sections.
2) A booming development of tourism
The operation of Wuhan-Guangzhou high-speed railway has reduced the traffic distance between
Hubei and Guangdong to 3-hours trip only. A “blowout” phenomenon of tourists from southern China
appeared, and we can see a dramatic increase of Hubei’s tourism market and tourism income. [3]
3) A rapid development for finance industry, but a small scale.
The finance industry of Hubei has been at its infancy, and various of function and policies have not
matured. The finance industry system has not been complete, so relevant systems and management have
not been in place so far. As a new-born service industry, the finance has enjoyed rapid development, but
its scale remained small and it hasn’t contributed a lot to increase of service industries.
3.4.3 Obvious regional difference in service industry development in Hubei
The layout of Hubei’s service industry is highly centralized. Among the 13 prefecture-level cities,
legal entities and employed personnel in the service industry concentrate in such medium- and
large-sized cities as Wuhan, Huangshi, Shiyan, Yichang, Xiangfan, Jinmen, Ezhou and Jinzhou. [4]
At present, Hubei’s county industries are built along the Yangtze River and adjacent districts
around Wuhan. The county economy in west Hubei and most mountainous counties is still dominated by
agriculture. The lag of industrialization process impedes transfer of surplus labor in rural areas,
aggravates the employment situation in the urban area and affects negatively an increase of income for
urban and rural residents
The rural service sector is still lagging behind with a relatively low proportion in the rural industrial
structure. It is dominated by some traditional and low-level sectors like transport, business and catering.
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4 Strategies in Speeding up Hubei’s Modern Service Industry
To speed up the development of modern service industry is an urgent task for Hubei. Currently, the
per capita GDP exceeds $1,500, which means that Hubei has entered an industrialization transition
period and acceleration period of urbanization. To develop service industry, especially modern service,
is an important avenue to enrich both the people and the province.
To accelerate Hubei’s development of modern service industry, we shall focus our effort on the
following four aspects on the basis of clear definition of development targets, key development sectors,
development roads and mechanism.
4.1 Seizing the golden opportunity of building a two-oriented society, we shall make full use of
state policy environment
In 2007, the state approved the establishment of “pilot area of comprehensive reform to build a
resource-conserving and environment-friendly society” within the city circle of Wuhan. An “1+8”
regional economic union shall be built that is comprised of Wuhan (its center )and its neighbouring
cities like Huangshi, Ezhou, Huanggang, Xiaogan, Xianning, Xiantao, Qianjiang and Tianmen. In spite
of that it is less than one third of Hubei in area, this circle concentrates half of Hubei’s population and
has over 60% GDP. It is not only the core area of economic development but a key strategic fulcrum for
the rise of central China.
The various measures will be taken to encourage the development of enterprises in the service
industry, and make good use of policies by allowing of private capital to enter those fields that are not
explicitly forbidden in law and foreign capital is permitted, through sole proprietorship, joint venture,
cooperation, joint operation, equity participation and franchise. Besides, we shall clear off regulations
imposed on market access and lower market access threshold. Unreasonable and discriminative
regulations shall be abolished while administrative examination and approval system shall be reformed
to decrease items requiring administrative approval.
Financial policies: Every year, provincial financial departments will earmark a certain amount of
capital for promoting the service industry, most of which will go to key service construction projects in
the form of interest discount for loans and subsidies. According to specific situation, more support shall
be given by attracting more social capital to the service sector. Second, communication with banks shall
be enhanced to guide them to provide some profitable services and offers loans to enterprises. Third,
substantial support shall be offered to those competitive enterprises and help them enter capital market
through going public, corporate bonds, project finance and equity transfer. In addition, we should carry
out the same price policies with common industries on water, electricity and gas supply for modern
service enterprises.
Policies on high-end talents: Development of modern service industries, especially high-end
service industries, calls for high-end talents. Therefore, on one hand, we should set up such related
majors as modern logistics, e-commerce, creative industry and media as soon as possible in colleges and
universities to meet the market’s demand, and gradually realize a multilevel education and training
system, including postgraduate, graduate and vocation education. Besides, we should intensify
vocational training, push forward professional qualification certificate system and expand
implementation scope and fields in order. On the other hand, we should establish relevant polices for
talent introduction and incentive mechanism. In the light of different features among different service
industries, we should figure out a classification plan and diversified incentive mechanism to create
sound conditions for talents to start their business, and resolve the existing shortage of talents in
development of modern service industries.
4.2 Work out development plan for Hubei’s modern service industries and foster their sound
development
In order to speed up the development of Hubei’s modern service industries and optimize and
upgrade their industrial structure, we should adhere to a policy of “put planning first”. The governments
should work out a development outline for the whole city’s service industry. To ensure the planning is
adaptable to the real situation, check should be done to see how it is implemented. In case of changes in
the situation, it should be adjusted in a timely way. Besides, problems emerging from the process of
implementation shall be addressed timely. Every sector should conduct rotating management over the
implementation of planning which is subject to real-time adjustment and improvement according to
specific conditions. We should put different emphasis on different service sectors and develop them in a
planned way.
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4.3 Speed up the system construction of Hubei’s modern logistics
Special emphasis shall be put on system construction to ensure supporting systems, complete
service and seamless joint, such as vegetables distribution cost. Hubei is a hub city in central China and
its traditional industry occupies a crucial position in GDP. Efforts shall be made to accelerate the
development of producer service, especially that of modern logistics enterprises. The province boasts
unique advantages in transport and logistics with good railway, water, highway, airline and multimodal
transport. Besides, it enjoys such sound infrastructure as customs, commodity inspection and clearance
facilities, and preparing good conditions for developing modern service.
We should focus our efforts on the following items in order to speed up the development of modern
logistics and construct a regional modern logistic system.
Priority shall be put on logistics infrastructure construction. More investment shall go to
infrastructure construction and renovation. The proportion of high-level highways shall be increased.
And we’ll make further efforts to hasten the construction of Yiwan Railway and Hanyi Railway to meet
demands of modern transport. In addition, we’ll invest more to build a large logistics zone and finally
form a huge regional market logistics system with cities as the center.
Among the three logistics circles in the province, capital city Wuhan enjoys exceptional advantage
in geological location and sound economic foundation as the sole megacity in middle China. Hubei
should do its utmost to enhance Wuhan to a state-level logistics hub city.
Wuhan shall channel more investment to the development of key projects related with logistics.
Preferential policies in land use shall be in place for logistics projects. At the same time, we shall cut
down toll gates on the way to logistics centralized zone. Besides, attention should be paid to ensure
simultaneous development of inbound and outbound logistics and the combination of railway, water,
highway and air transport. The construction of logistics facility platform and information platform is
also worth every effort of us. Last, we should work out relevant policies and measures, simplifying
registration procedures and foster a batch of competitive logistics enterprises. [5]
By introducing a batch of competitive logistics entities of a certain scale and with advanced
management expertise, we shall encourage logistics enterprises to expand business scale through
cooperation, merger and reorganization, to foster a number of enterprises with distinct competitive
advantages. In addition, Hanzhengjie Market of Wuhan has been left behind by its counterparts in
economically thriving provinces such as Zhejiang, though it is competitive inside the province. We
should make further efforts to make it a “business and trade center in central China” by bringing the
market advantage into full play. [6]
4.4 Strive to develop modern financial industry
Finance is the core of modern economy, but Hubei’s financial industry is only of small scale and
contributes little to GDP development. To positively foster and develop finance market calls for
following measures:
Try to establish such local financial institutions as regional commercial banks. Counting on
location advantage that one of regional branches of the central bank exists in Wuhan, we should advance
the construction of Wuhan regional financial center and make the best use of its radiation and service
function.
Push forward the innovation of financial services and try to issue regional project bonds, corporate
bonds and government bonds for regional construction. Promote the construction of regional bond
market and integration of commercial banks within the region, then create and expand “financing within
the city” effect. [7]
Forge financial platforms for different business. Shuiguo Lake of Wuchang District, which is near
the government, shall be a settlement center for financial business. Some big commercial banks shall be
located in optical valley Software Park that mainly deal in capital aggregation related with venture
capital and sci-tech. Due to its closeness to the downtown, Zhongshan Avenue shall be an ideal place for
banks’ settlement centers, clearance centers and call centers. [8]
4.5 Give priority to the development of tourism
Hubei boasts long history and rich cultural deposits. In addition, its tourist resources are abundant
with a large number of sites to enjoy beautiful natural landscape or human landscape, such as Wudang
Mountain, Three Gorges, Shennongjia and Yellow Crane Tower. With the operation of the high-speed
rail, Hubei’s tourism market will hold a bright future. To boost the development of tourism, we should
focus our efforts on following measures:
We shall promote the upgrade of tourism elements, integrate tourist resources, products and market,
improve management and service level, strengthen high-speed rail transportation planning and tourism
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planning in Wuhan, urban planning and seamless connection between air, water, highway, taxi and
public transport so as to further the process of city-wide tourism and regional integration and form a
tourist system with distinct Hubei features. Through five to ten years of efforts, we shall make tourism
as the pillar industry of Hubei.
We shall carve out a batch of scenic spots of high quality to promote the historical and cultural
tourism products in Wuhan and Hubei. Efforts shall be made to improve the service function of Wuhan
Museum, Wuhan Library, Xinhua Road Stadium, Wuhan Acrobatics Hall and Hankou Sports Complex.
In addition, we’ll make further improvement to the service function of existing scenic spots and mend
our paces in building some streets with special metropolis flavor, such as Sanmin Historical and Cultural
Square, Jinghan Avenue, Jingwu Avenue, Hongkong Road and Guanggu Pedestrian Street. [9]
Speed up the construction of ecological culture tourism circle in west Hubei and highland
ecotourism, vacation tour and summer resort in Dabie Mountain. We should endeavor to develop
vacation tour, leisure, sports and experience on the basis of specialized agriculture.
Promote chain operation and brand creation for tourism, hotel industry and catering industry,
enhance overall size and level, build a batch of multilevel tourist hotel clusters with international
tourism standards and Hubei’s characteristic style, and establish a host of special food streets and
catering service aggregation zones.
4.6 Promote integration of regional markets and perfect network construction of service industries
Regarding the development of service industries within Wuhan urban cycle, we should consider
“echelon development, prominence of big enterprises and fulfilment of major business” as the
fundamental thinking, so specific measures come as follows:
First, forge an accumulation zone for producer service industry. Based on Hubei’s modern
manufacturing base plan, we should attach great importance to develop producer service industries
suitable for manufacturing within Wuhan urban circle, Yijing urban circle, Xiangshisui urban circle, and
along Yangtze River, Han River, Beijing-Guangzhou railway and Wuhan-Shiyan railway, and try to
fabricate an intensive development pattern to reduce transaction cost and business cost for higher
industry competitiveness. Our focus should be on building high and new technology producer service
aggregation zone within Wuhan urban circle, basic industry service aggregation zone along the
above-mentioned rivers, and culture and tourism industry zone along the two rivers.
Second, form a living service aggregation zone suitable for producer service industry. Counting on
the cities and key development zones, we should forge service aggregation zones for production and
living. Within them,
Finally we’ll achieve information interflow within the area by improving informationization
infrastructure featured by integration, broad-band and intelligentization. “Information superhighway
within the Wuhan city circle” shall be constructed to build an integrated information network that makes
it possible to enjoy information resource sharing through access to multiple nets. [10]

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, Hubei’s economy has entered a new stage with accelerating industrialization
upgrade and urbanization process. Its modernization has marched into a transitional phase. By
comparing with other provinces in central China in the service industry, we find different service
industries are developing unevenly with striking regional difference within the province.
Based on the analysis of Hubei’s modern service industry, this paper proposes that Hubei should
concentrate its effort on three pillar industries, namely, “finance, logistics and tourism”. The province
should work out sound development plans and make good use of relevant policies, to establish a modern
service industry system and network with complete supporting facilities.
In a word, it calls for joint efforts from all sides concerned to speed up Hubei’s modern service
industry, and only by various means can we fulfil these objectives.
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Abstract: This paper analysis the cross-section data of innovative enterprises (pilot) in Fujian Province
of China. Firstly, we did stepwise regression to the overall sample and established a model of production
function about innovation. Secondly, we divided the sample into 3 clusters through k-mean cluster, and
established the model of production function for each cluster. Thirdly, we compared the 4 models and
try to causation of differences of them. The main conclusion includes three aspects, one is that the
innovative enterprise(pilot) in Fujian province of China are all increasing returns to scale, two is that
we found differences between innovative enterprises (pilot) in the 3 clusters, three is we proved the
necessity of differential policy for the local government in order to further promote the regional
innovation.
Key words: Regional innovation; Innovative enterprises; Stepwise regression; K-mean cluster;
Differential policy

1 Introduction
The position of a region in national and global industry chain and regional labor division mainly
depends on the regional innovative ability. As subject of technology innovation and market economy,
Enterprises play great role in regional innovation and regional economic development, through the
system evolution mode of product-Industry-region(Mou 2008)[1].
Large number of scholars has involved the research of innovative enterprise. For the identify
features and certification standards of innovative enterprise, scholars and some agencies revealed from
different angles. First, the innovation is the core impetus to the enterprises development. (Fontes,
Coombs 2001)[2] suggested that the purpose of the establishment of these enterprises is to develop a new
invention or conduct technological innovation, which generally have a greater impact to the
development of existing enterprises, and promote technological advances throughout the industry.
Second, enterprises stand on the strong foundation of technical ability. O’ Regana and Simsb (O’ Regana,
Simsb 2008) [3] showed that the dense of high skilled or higher educated employees, the more fund will
be inputted by enterprise to increase the human capital reserve. Thirdly, the output indicators of
enterprise’s patents and new products are more prominent. Lumpkin(Lumpkin 1996)[4], Hicks (Hicks
2005) [5] found the characteristics of innovation enterprises are that their output indicators of
technological innovation activities such as R&D outcome of new product and patents are superior.

2 Source of Data and Method of Analysis
2.1 Source of data
The cross-section data we used is submitted by the innovative enterprises (pilot) in Fujian Province
of China. For the need of statistic, we chose 113 enterprises whose data are complete.
2.2 Selection of dependent variable and independent variable
y: Sales revenue of new products, which measure enterprise innovation performance from financial
perspective.
x1: Input of research and experiment, which give explain to input of production R&D.
x2: Input in education of staff, reflected the degree of attention paid to staff education by
enterprise.
x3: Input in cooperation with scientific research institutions.
2.3 Stepwise regression
Stepwise regression method can choose the most appropriate independent variables to provide a
full explanation to the dependent variable. This method is able to ensure the explanation of the model ,in
the simplified to get an ideal model(Kramer and Gedeck 2011)[6].
For multiple linear regression model:
(1)
Y = 1nb0 + Xb + ε
Named A as a subset of{ 1，2，…,p}, p is the number of independent variable, A represent a
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selection of the independent variables set:

y = b0 + ∑ bixi + ε

(2)

i∈A

We call it as the model to be select. Selection of the independent variable is not to find a true model,
but to find a optimal one from all the models to be select. Common standards include MPESS, minimum
Cp statistics, AIC criterion, BIC criterion, etc.
2.3 k-mean cluster method
Clustering analysis is a new branch in multiple statistics, and this theory has not been completed.
But for the effect of this theory in practice, it is high valued by scholars. Cluster analysis is to establish a
classification method, and then classify the sample, according to their degree of similar in nature.
K-mean cluster is a kind of cluster analysis method. Start from the overall samples, then, according
to some optimal principle, stop at getting of the required K clusters.
We use k-mean cluster for clustering analysis, in 5 step (N.Bolloju 2001)[7]:
Step 1) Process the raw data.
Step 2) Find rallying point for each of the k cluster.
Step 3) Calculate distance of every sample to the k rallying point in ordered, and then will all the
samples into one rallying point according to a nearest criterion, then get a classification results.
Step 4) Recalculate center of the cluster.
Step 5) In order to get the optimal classify, using Calinski and harabaszpseudo-F as the rule of stop.
2.4 Software for analysis
Use Stata measurement analysis software to realize the stepwise regression and the k-mean cluster.

3 Process and Result of Analysis
3.1 Collections and transaction of data
The cross-section data we used is submitted by the innovative enterprises (pilot) in Fujian Province
of China. For the need of statistic, we chose 113 enterprises whose data are complete.
In processing of the raw data, due to the input-output model of the innovative enterprises (pilot) in
Fujian Province of China are similar to the thought of Cobb-Douglas production function, so we take
logarithm to the raw data.
3.2 Description and regression to the overall sample
To totally describe the overall sample, we make a scattergram matrix:
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Figure 1 Scattergram Matrix of lny, lnx1, lnx2, lnx3

In the regression process, three independent variables are all into the model. The result of
regression listed in table1:
Table 1

Regression Result
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The p-value of coefficient of every variable is less than 0.005, and the R-squared is 0.978.
Regression equation is good, so the regression model for overall sample is:
ln y = 0.925 ln x1 + 0.354 ln x2 + 0.267 ln x3
(3)
3.3 K-mean cluster to the overall sample
We use the last k obs as rallying point for each of the k cluster, and use Calinski and
harabaszpseudo-F as the rule of stop. The Calinski and harabaszpseudo-F value listed in table2:
Table 2

Calinski and Harabaszpseudo-F Value and Number of Cluster

Number of cluster
Calinski and harabaszpseudo-F

2
45.80

3
49.27

4
42.33

5
42.72

Calinski and harabaszpseudo-F get maximum when the number of cluster is 3, so the best number
of cluster is 3. Cluster 1 includes 34 enterprises, and cluster 2 includes 40 enterprises, and cluster 3
includes 39 enterprises.
3.4 Regression to 3 clusters
3.4.1 Regression to cluster1
In the regression process, lnx1 and lnx3 are into the model. Result of regression listed in table3:
Table 3

Regression Result of Cluster 1

The p-value of coefficient of every variable is less than 0.005, and the R-squared is 0.987.
Regression equation is good, so the regression model for cluster 1 is:
ln y = 0.881 ln x1 + 0.414 ln x3
(4)
3.4.2 Regression to cluster 2
In the regression process, lnx1 and lnx2 are into the model. Result of regression listed in table4:
Table 4

Regression Result of Cluster 2

The p-value of coefficient of every variable is less than 0.005, and the R-squared is 0.987.
Regression equation is good, so the regression model for cluster 2 is:
ln y = 0.821ln x1 + 0.842 ln x2
(5)
3.4.3 Regression to cluster 3
In the regression process, lnx1 and lnx3 are into the model. Result of regression listed in table5:
Table 5

Regression Result of Cluster 3
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The p-value of coefficient of every variable is less than 0.05, and the R-squared is 0.976.
Regression equation is good, so the regression model for cluster 3 is:
ln y = 1.054 ln x1 + 0.460 ln x2
(6)

4 Conclusion and Suggestion
Slope coefficient of regression model measure in flexibility of input to output. The flexibility of
lnx1, lnx2, lnx3 are 0.925，0.354，0.267 respectively. In addition, the return to scale parameter of overall
sample is 1.546, present increasing returns to scale.
Almost all enterprises in cluster 1 are small-scale or new established, and include no state-owned
enterprise. And in the regression process, lnx1 and lnx3 are into the model. The flexibility of lnx1, lnx3
are 0.881，0.414 respectively. But lnx2 has not been including in the independent variable set, and the
return to scale parameter of cluster 1 is 1.546, lower than the overall sample. The model imply that
enterprises in cluster 1 are lower in the level of innovation, and neglect the education of their staff, while
have more cooperation with scientific research institutions.
Enterprises in cluster 2 and cluster 3 have similar scale. Almost all the state-owned enterprises are
in these two clusters and lnx3 are out of their independent variable set. In the model of cluster 2 the
flexibility of lnx1, lnx2 are 0.821, 0.842 respectively, while in the model of cluster 3 the flexibility of
lnx1, lnx2 are 1.054，0.460 respectively, and the return to scale parameter is 1.546 lower than cluster 2.
The models of cluster 2 and cluster 3 imply that enterprises in these two cluster are higher than cluster 1
in the level of innovation, and they all neglect the cooperation with scientific research institutions,
while enterprises in cluster 2 pay more attention to the education of their staff, and their level of
innovation is higher than cluster 3.
On the whole, innovative enterprises (pilot) in Fujian Province of China all present increasing
returns to scale, but enterprises in different clusters have different tend in their innovation, so, in order to
further promote the regional innovation, it is necessary for the local government to execute differential
policy.
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Abstract: In this paper, we take the first batch of innovative pilot enterprises in Fujian province as the
research object, authorized patent quantity is chosen as output index, and R&D input intensity, R&D
personnel proportion in employed person, staff educational expenditure proportion in main business
income, the construction condition of R&D institution, the construction condition of intellectual
property management system and the construction condition of Innovation development strategy are
chosen as impact factors, regression model is used to estimate their influence on authorized patent
quantity. Results showed that R&D input intensity; the construction condition of R&D institution, the
construction condition of intellectual property management system and the construction condition of
Innovation development strategy are the main impact factors of authorized patent quantity.
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1 Introduction
Fierce international competition and the reality of China's economic development that make our
government recognize that enhancing China’s economic competitiveness greatly depends on our ability
to create a group of innovation-oriented enterprises with independent intellectual property rights,
independent brands and sustained innovation capability. Due to the independent innovation
achievements of innovative pilot enterprise mainly come from internal factors, some external factors can
play a role through the internal factors. At present, there are many research literatures at home and
abroad, but they are mainly based on the comprehensive evaluation of innovation inputs and outputs.
Foreign economic circles often use R & D investment and patent activity index as an approximation
when they measure innovation inputs and outputs. To innovation inputs, most part of scholars inspect
only from the perspective of R & D costs, but using R & D costs and R & D personnel (usually the
quantity of scientists and engineers engaged in research) two indicators is still occupying the
mainstream. Innovation output quantitative index have a development process, due to the close
relationship with innovation, data accessible, and slowly, the patent standard is objective, slowly
changeable, since 1970s patent as a measure of innovation output level index has been widely applied.
In recent years, along with people’ further understanding of innovation process, relevant research has
gradually involved in the education and training of enterprise R & D personnel, innovation strategy, R &
D institution and intellectual property rights management, etc. But the discussion of impact factors of
independent innovation ability of Innovative pilot enterprise is still relatively lacking, the research that
combining with the enterprise regional characteristics is also rare. So, it provides a good study space for
this paper.
Usually, the independent innovation capability of enterprise mainly studies whether enterprise
achieves a breakthrough in core technology and obtains independent intellectual property rights.
Because patents are the most important and intuitive intellectual property products, they are often used
to measure innovation capacity. Therefore, this paper emphasized on discussing the significant impact
factors of independent innovation output (especially patent).

2 The Inner Impact Factors’ Selection and Data Source of Enterprises
Independent Innovation
2.1 The inner impact factors’ selection
Based on the related research achievements at home and abroad, according to the overall
requirements of innovative enterprise, and enterprise development in Fujian province, we absorb two
indexes commonly used in traditional research of R&D costs and R&D personnel. Secondly, due to the
innovation practice proves that enterprise innovation output not only depends on whether the enterprise
R&D personnel, but also depends on the enterprise later input for education and training [1]-[3], because
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only the human capital increase to a higher level of innovation can produce positive effects [4]. At
present, the elasticity of scientific research personnel input to innovation output is 1.201[5]. Therefore,
we incorporated the worker education, training, learning expenditure indexes into the evaluation system.
After that, the development of enterprise independent innovation needs a complete innovation system’s
support, so enterprise technology R&D institution construction index is indispensable. In addition, the
patent output and its growth rate of modern enterprise depend on its innovative management level,
especially the feasible intellectual property management system and innovation strategy are the most
important [4]. Therefore, this article mainly chose six internal factors for research; there are enterprise
R&D input intensity, R&D personnel proportion in enterprise employees, education, training and
learning expenses proportion in main business gross income, the construction condition of enterprise
technology R&D institution, intellectual property management system, and innovation development
strategy.
2.2 Data source
Table 1

Regional Data of Innovative Pilot Enterprises in Fujian Province

Region

Enterprise
quantity

R&D
input
intensity

Fuzhou
Putian
Quanzhou
Sanming
Nanping
Longyan
Zhangzhou
Ningde
Xiamen

21
3
8
10
6
3
4
4
2

9.09
4.07
4.48
4.65
4.84
4.00
4.44
4.85
3.13

R&D
personnel
proportion
in
employed
person
28.79
21.33
11.19
19.32
16.33
20.10
14.23
13.31
12.25

Staff
educational
expenditure
proportion
in main
business
income
0.61
0.97
0.76
2.05
0.14
0.10
0.22
0.45
0.10

Technology
R&D
institution

Intellectual
property
management
system

Innovation
development
strategy

Authorized
patent
quantity of
One
thousand
researchers

98.30
104.53
104.08
122.76
52.52
70.93
103.38
121.15
72.20

5.95
5.67
6.13
5.30
5.67
6.00
7.25
7.75
7.00

6.90
7.00
6.50
7.00
7.50
7.33
7.75
6.75
7.00

271.76
99.47
409.76
191.67
149.42
156.17
677.93
461.75
118.75

This paper takes the first pilot enterprise in Fujian province as research samples, including Fuzhou
(21), Putian (3), Quanzhou (8), Sanming (10), Nanping (4), Longyan (3), Zhangzhou (4), Ningde (4),
and Xiamen (2). The sample data mainly comes from the first batch of 61 innovative pilot enterprises'
“innovative enterprise self-evaluation report” that jointly collected by the federation of Fujian Provincial
Science and Technology Department, Economic and Trade Commission, the SASAC, trade unions (not
including the commentary on the state-level innovation-oriented enterprises, and those have been
included or recommended by the national pilot innovative enterprise). Since this paper mainly verified
the independent innovation situation of these companies after two years' pilot period, therefore this
paper also uses the annual examination data for research (i.e. the 2008). (Table 1).

3 Model Establishments
3.1 The establishment of preliminary multiple linear regression model
Y = β 0 + β1 X 1 + β 2 X 2 + β 3 X 3 + β 4 X 4 + β 5 X 5 + β 6 X 6 + μ
Y: the authorized patent quantity of one thousand researchers
X1: R&D input intensity (%)
X2: R&D personnel proportion in employed person (%)
X3: Staff educational expenditure proportion in main business income (%)
X4: the construction condition of enterprise technology R&D institution (qualitative index)
X5: the construction condition of intellectual property management system (qualitative index)
X6: the construction condition of innovation development strategy (qualitative index)
3.2 Parameter estimation (Table 2)
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Preliminary OLS Estimation

Using OLS estimation, the model is:
Yˆ = −1675.53 + 83.55 X 1 − 36.35 X 2 − 329.74 X 3 + 11.96 X 4 − 143.22 X 5 + 304.63X 6
3.3 Model test
3.3.1 Economic sense test
Preliminary estimation result shows that R&D input intensity (X1), the construction condition of
enterprise technology R&D institution(X4) and the construction condition of innovation development
strategy (X6) have positive influence on the authorized patent quantity of One thousand researchers (Y),
and the effect is significant, the results accord with economic sense. But the parameters of R&D
personnel proportion in employed person (X2), staff educational expenditure proportion in main
business income (X3) and the construction condition of intellectual property management system (X5)
are negative, they don’t accord with economic sense. May be caused by the multi-co linearity, thus we
should carry on further analysis and test.
3.3.2 Statistical test
From the results, it can be seen that the R-squared is 0.9775, means the whole model fits very well.
In a given level of α=0.05, the value of t-statistic of explanatory variables X1, X4 and X6 are
respectively higher than its critical value, means that their influence on dependent variable is significant.
But the other variables are not passed t-test, analyzed it may be due to the multi-co linearity between
variables; we should carry on further analysis and test.
3.4 Model Updating
Through the calculation, we can see that the mean variance inflation factor is higher than 1. Means
there are existing multi-co linearity between explanatory variables. We used OLS method carry on
simple linear regression for Y to X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6 respectively. The regression results are in
Table.3. Combining economic significance and the statistical test, we got the linear regression equation
with the best fitting effect.
variable
Parameter Estimation
t-statistic
R-squared

Table 3
X1
13.08
0.30
0.0126

The Result of Simple Linear Regression
X2
X3
X4
-12.64
-47.04
3.75
-1.02
-0.40
1.37
0.1296
0.0226
0.2109

R-squared from high to low is X5, X4, X2, X3, X6, X1. We took

X5
150.10
2.19
0.4064

X6
68.35
0.36
0.0180

Yˆ = −663.95 + 150.10X 5 as

preliminary model, based on X5, and used stepwise regression, sequential adding other variables to
regress. Finally, we got the updated model: Yˆ = −2457.63+ 22.57X1 + 4.11X 4 +136.17X 5 +195.45X 6
3.5 Results
From the multiple regression model, we found that keeping other factors unchanged, the elastic of
authorized patent of one thousand researchers of innovative enterprises in Fujian province of R&D input
intensity, the construction condition of enterprise technology R&D institution, intellectual property
management system, and innovation development strategy are 22.57,4.11,136.17 and 195.45, it means
these four factors have significant influence on enterprise independent innovation, and the most
significant impact factor is the construction condition of innovation development strategy. The influence
of R&D personnel proportion in employed person (X2) and Staff educational expenditure proportion in
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main business income (X3) is not significant. Maybe is because we take authorized patent of one
thousand researchers as output index, this index involved R&D personnel of enterprise.

4 The Comparative Analysis of Regional Innovative Pilot Enterprise
We classify the innovative pilot enterprises by different region, use the same method, analysis the
differences of enterprise independent innovation inner impact factors in different areas. Some areas
research samples are too little, can’t do separate analysis, so we classify them into one kind. To save
space, this paper omitting the calculation process, only provides the results for analysis. (Table 4).
The results revealed the most significant factor of innovative pilot enterprise in Quanzhou and
Sanming, the most significant factor is R&D input intensity. In Nanping the factor is the construction
condition of innovation development strategy. As in Fuzhou and the rest areas, the factor is the
construction condition of intellectual property management system. Although these factors are different,
the main impact factors have no big difference. This matches the analysis results of overall enterprises.
Table 4

The Comparative Analysis Results of Regional Innovative Pilot Enterprise

Impact factor
region
Fuzhou

Quanzhou

Sanming

Nanping

Other regions

Beta
t
P>|t|
Beta
t
P>|t|
Beta
t
P>|t|
Beta
t
P>|t|
Beta
t
P>|t|

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

5.606
0.37
0.718
439.823
5.35
0.118
156.408
0.78
0.490
-8.300
-1.23
0.435
34.448
0.28
0.782

-8.320
-0.91
0.377
-63.296
-6.91
0.092
-14.187
-1.40
0.255
-0.177
-2.00
0.047
-1.584
-0.11
0.912

44.360
0.38
0.711
-250.098
-12.54
0.051
-22.885
-1.12
0.345
-0.04
-0.31
0.757
-93.878
-0.41
0.693

1.437
0.80
0.439
2.075
5.46
0.115
-0.883
-0.38
0.728
3.537
12.55
0.051
-0.943
-0.54
0.600

154.047
2.98
0.010
343.200
12.59
0.050
138.099
3.53
0.039
59.884
4.48
0.140
190.470
2.36
0.043

-39.977
-0.31
0.763
391.486
6.77
0.093
85.653
0.21
0.844
112.550
3.05
0.202
37.905
0.29
0.782

Statistic
test
F=1.76
R2=0.430
F=81.42
R2=0.998
F=5.41
R2=0.9153
F=52.42
R2=0.995
F=1.46
R2=0.494

5 Conclusions
Based on the subject of the first batch of innovative pilot enterprise evaluation data in Fujian
province, this paper focused on the empirical analysis of the main inner impact factors of enterprise
independent innovation, and we has explored and analyzed the differences of inner impact factors in
different areas. But the sample size of the first batch of enterprises is not big enough, especially, in some
areas, there are only two or three enterprises, maybe it will have some influence on the results of
quantitative research results. Through our research, we figured out the main inner impact factors of
innovative pilot enterprises independent innovation in Fujian province. This will helpful to promote the
enterprise to establish and perfect the internal mechanism for independent innovation. It also can
provide important reference for government to guide and control enterprise technology innovation
activities, and further development of innovative pilot enterprise work.
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Abstract: A cylindrical tube with a corrugated surface in the axial direction has excellent energy
absorption characteristics as an automobile impact-absorbing part. In this paper, the difference in the
deformation mode between the analysis results using a finite element method (FEM) and the
experimental results obtained using actual cylindrical tubes is investigated. It is shown that the
difference is caused by initial irregularities such as size errors. Furthermore, it can be denoted that the
load–displacement curve and the deformation diagram are good agreement in the S-mode. However,
there is a difference in the deformation diagram and a slight shift in the load–displacement curve in the
P-mode.
Key words: Plasticity; Finite Element Method; Numerical Analysis; Deformation; Characteristics

1 Introduction
A tubular aluminum alloy is widely used for making automobile body structures in order to make
cars relatively light and improve car safety during vehicle collisions. Recently, corrugated surface
materials in the axial direction have been noted to improve the impact energy absorption characteristics
of thin-walled tubular structures (1)-(9). A virtual Material follow a bilinear hardening rule using the large
elastoplastic deformation numerical analysis by Finite Element Method (6), investigation effect of
hardening of the material and geometry for energy absorption characteristics of cylindrical tubes with
corrugated surface. The deformation of cylindrical tubes depends on the geometry of the corrugated
cylindrical tubes with respect to the corrugated surface can be classified into mode ignore corrugation
and mode deformation axi-symmetric, corresponding to corrugated as the S-mode and P-mode. The load
efficiency is expressed by the ratio of the average compressive stress and the maximum compressive
stress and has the maximum value near the boundary of the S-mode and the P-mode. Chen et al. have
not investigated dimensional errors that occur when a real part is used as the energy absorbing part
because the large elastoplastic deformation numerical analysis with Finite Element Method using virtual
material. It is necessary to examine in detail the challenges of using actual thin-walled cylindrical tubes
with a corrugated surface. In this paper, the effects of the dimensional error of the shape of the
deformation material are characterized and the effect on the mode distribution of the real materials is
estimated using a numerical analysis of a large elastoplastic deformation by a finite element method
using the material properties of the real part. A quasi-static compression experiment of cylindrical tubes
with a corrugated surface fabricated by cutting the aluminum alloy that is used as an energy absorbing
member is carried out.

2 Analytical and Experimental Methods
2.1 Specimens
The specimens are made from a solid extrusion rod aluminum alloy (A5052) (φ 80 [mm], length
4000 [mm]), which is used for automotive structural components. The mechanical properties of
specimens are determined using the JIS4 specimen with tensile testing. Tensile testing is performed
using a Shimadzu Autograph (AG-10T) testing machine with a displacement meter (video-type
non-contact extensometer DVE-200S). The load–displacement is measured at a sampling rate of 100 Hz
by a memory recorder analyzer (Kyowa Electronic Instruments EDX-1500A), and the obtained
stress-nominal strain curve is shown in Fig.1.
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2.2 Numerical analysis experiment
The commercial FEM analysis package MSC. Marc is used in this study to analyze the large
elastoplastic deformations as the axial crushing deformations (Fig.2). The initial tube lengths of the
corrugation are set to L = 105 mm and the radius is set to R = 27.5 mm. The effects of various geometric
parameters are as follows: wall thickness t, corrugation wavelength 2λ, and amplitude a. The tubes are
modeled using four-node three-dimensional quadrilateral thickness shell elements and four-node
axi-symmetric isoparametric quadrilateral elements. The size of the elements is estimated by dividing
one wavelength in the axial direction into 8–16 sub lengths, and the shell elements are divided in the
circumferential direction to obtain the approximately square elements. The solid elements are also
divided in the thickness direction to obtain the approximately square elements. The material properties
are determined using the mechanical properties shown in Fig.1.

Table 1
t [mm]

Shape of Analysis Model
2λ [mm]
a [mm]

2.0

16.2, 19.1, 23.3, 30.0

1.0, 2.0, 3.0

3.0

16.2, 19.1, 23.3, 30.0

1.0, 2.0, 3.0

5.0

16.2, 19.1, 23.3, 30.0, 42.0

1.0, 2.0, 3.0

Figure 2 Tube Geometry and Loading Condition

Boundary conditions: The bases of the tubes are completely fixed at a rigid floor, and the axial
compression is imposed from above by modeling a rigid body moving downward according to the
displacement control. The contact condition between the upper tubes and the rigid body is determined
using the Glue functionality, which is completely fixed upon contact with the upper tube and body.
Furthermore, in the numerical calculation, von Mises yield conditions are used for following the plastic
yield conditions. The updated Lagrangian method is used for formulating the geometric nonlinear
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behavior, and the algorithm is based on the Newton–Raphson method used to solve the nonlinear
equations. The deformation mode of a cylindrical tube with a corrugated surface is also found from the
Chens(5) study such that the mode can further be classified into “corresponding to corrugation modes”
and “non-corresponding to corrugation modes, called N-mode here.” Moreover, the corresponding to
corrugation mode can be classified into two different patterns: in one pattern, folds occur along the
corrugations in the axial direction and are axially symmetric, called the symmetric mode here, and in the
other pattern, the folds does not match the corrugations, called the non-symmetric mode here.
Furthermore, the symmetric mode can be classified into “Progressive” and “Simultaneous” modes
(hereafter, we refer P- and S-modes, respectively). However, the decision near the boundary of the
deformation mode is difficult because there is a non-clear standard for reaching the mode decision
between the P- and S-modes. Previous studies: However, the non-dimensional load incline may be
slightly minus. Therefore, in this research, apart from the monotonous increase in load, even if the load
slope becomes negative, the prediction method assumed to be S-mode will be used if the wave rates of
the average load at the range between the load declination position and the position of another load
increase are within -5%.
Further, thus far, the studies that have been conducted have mainly focused on the P-mode and the
S-mode range, which is considered to be an efficient energy absorbing component. Therefore, in this
study, an analysis of a model of cylindrical tubes with a corrugated surface of the combined shape with
thickness t, wavelength 2λ and amplitude a as shown in Table1 is conducted.
2.3 Substance evaluation experiment
There are many processing methods of cylindrical tubes and different dimensional accuracies;
however, the specimen of this research is made with NC Lathe. The specimen has the same shape (Fig.2)
as that used in the FEM analysis. Both ends of the flange prevent the inclination of fixing a specimen or
enters the upper and lower ends. The dimensions of the specimen are shown in Table 2, and the typical
examples of the appearance of the specimen are shown in Fig.3. The experimental device of axial
crushing has a laser displacement sensor made of SUNX (HL-C135CBK10) installed in the 200t
Universal Testing Machine made by Shimadzu; the load and the displacement are recorded by the
memory recorder analyzer (Kyowa Electronic Instruments EDX-1500A) at a sampling rate of 100 Hz.
Then, the load–displacement curve is plotted. The deformation of the specimen is synchronous with the
measurement of the memory recorder analyzer using a digital video camera (frame rate: 30 fps). A
specimen is installed in a manned that there is no forced fixation on the upper and lower surfaces; a
lubricant is applied to increase the degree of adhesion at both the ends. The load–displacement curve
and the S-mode deformation diagram agree well. However, in the P-mode, the load–displacement curve
has a slight shift and the deformation diagram illustrates the difference. The P-mode varies widely
because of the local deformation of the folds’ wavelength, and the S-mode is stable because of the
increase in the load during deformation.
Table2 Specimen Shape
t [m m ]
2λ [m m ]
a [m m ]
2 .0

19.1
23.3
30.0

1 .0 , 2 .0 , 3 .0
2 .0 , 3 . 0
2 .0

3 .0

19.1
23.3
30.0

1 .0 , 2 .0 , 3 .0
1 .0 , 2 .0 , 3 .0
2 .0

5 .0

19.1
23.3
30.0

2 .0
2 .0
2 .0

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3 Specimens (a) 2λ = 30.0 [mm], a = 3.0 [mm], t = 2.0 [mm]
(b) 2λ = 23.3 [mm], a = 3.0 [mm], t = 2.0 [mm]
(c) 2λ = 19.1 [mm], a = 2.0 [mm], t = 5.0 [mm]

3 Result
3.1 Analytical and experiment result
Fig.4 shows the results of the plotted deformation mode of analysis and the actual evaluation
experiment with amplitude a, horizontal axis and wavelength 2λ, and vertical axis for each thickness t.
The trend of the distribution modes in both the analysis and the actual evaluation experiment favors the
S-mode when the amplitude a is small and the wavelength 2λ is large. Figs.5 and 6 show the
load–displacement curve and deformation at t = 5.0 mm, 2λ = 19.1 mm, and a = 2.0 mm, both the actual
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evaluation experiments and analysis are in the S-mode. Figs.7 and 8 (t = 2.0 mm, 2λ = 30.0 mm, a = 3.0
mm) illustrate the results obtained in the P-mode. It is found that the load–displacement curve and the
deformation diagram are in good agreement in the S-mode; however, there is a difference in the
deformation diagram and a slight shift in the load–displacement curve in the P-mode. The P-mode has
relatively large variability because there is a local variant of the folds’ wavelength. Further, the S-mode
is stable because it increases the load during deformation. Moreover, the appearance of the specimen
with t = 2.0 mm, 2λ= 30.0 mm, a = 2.0 mm, and t = 2.0 mm, 2λ = 19.1 mm, a = 1.0 mm corresponded to
the corrugation modes in the analysis and the non-symmetric mode in the experiment, and may differ
between the analysis and the experiment as the S-mode in the analysis and the P-mode in the
experiments. Next, we investigate the geometry, t = 2.0 mm, 2λ = 30.0 mm, a = 2.0 mm, and t = 2.0 mm,
2λ = 19.1 mm, a = 1.0 mm, of the P-mode in the analysis and of the non-symmetric-mode in the
experiment. The fold wavelength 2λ0 determined by the analysis during the collapse of the cylindrical
tube is 2λ0=25.2mm. Therefore, 2λ = 23.3 mm is almost equal 2λ0; however, at 2λ = 19.1 mm, 2λ < 2λ0,
and at 2λ = 30.0 mm, 2λ > 2λ0.
S-mode
P-mode
P-mode(experiment)

t=2.0 [mm]

3
a [mm]

a [mm]

3
2
1

P-mode(experiment)

t=3.0 [mm]

2
1

0
0

10

20
30
2λ [mm]

40

50

(a) t = 2.0 [mm]
S-mode

P-mode

0
0

10

20
30
2λ [mm]

40

50

(b) t = 3.0 [mm]

S-mode(experiment)

t=3.0 [mm]

3
a [mm]

S-mode
P-mode
S-mode(experiment)

N-mode(experiment)

2
1
0
0

10

Figure 4

20
30
2λ [mm]

40

50

(c) t = 5.0 [mm]
Mode Classification Chart from FEM and Experiment: (a) t = 2.0[mm], (b) t = 3.0[mm],
(c) t = 5.0[mm]

Furthermore, the deformation tends to be non-axi-symmetric when the thickness t is relatively
small and the wavelength of wave 2λ is equal to the fold wavelength produced during the axial crushing
of cylindrical tubes, 2λ0, as mentioned by Chen(6). Further, when it moves away from the easily
axi-symmetrically deformed 2λ0, a deformation that does not follow the wave occurs easily. Thus, the
deformation mode assumed as the P-mode in the analysis that contains some external disturbance from
the experiment will be considered to be the non-symmetric-mode.
Furthermore, in the experiments and analysis using FEM, there was no deformation of the S-mode
from the P-mode and of the P-mode from the non-symmetric-mode.
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3.2 Effect of deformation mode produces a dimensional error
The model in which different modes of analysis and experiment, like the P-mode in the
experiments and the S-mode in the analysis, is considered to change modes by the slight disturbances in
the experiment because it is near the boundary of the P-mode and the S-mode (see Fig.4(b)).
In this study, we investigated the effects of the deformation mode considering a dimensional error
of +0.3 to +0.1 in the radius of the part shown in Fig.9 for the analysis model of FEM; t = 3.0 mm.
Fig.10 shows the mode distribution. It is found from Fig.10 that the geometry, 2λ = 23.3 mm, a = 3.0
mm, 2λ = 19.1 mm, a = 2.0 mm, causes a mode change from the S-mode to the P-mode when the
dimensional error is δ = 0.3 [mm]. This geometry is located near the boundary of the S-mode and the
P-mode. It is found from Fig.11 that the load–displacement curve obtained experimentally and the
dimensional error of 0.3 mm are in good agreement.
Hence, near the boundary of the mode, there is a difference in the deformation mode because of
the disturbance due to the dimensional errors. Further, the deformation mode does not change from the
P-mode to the S-mode even when there are dimensional errors. Except the case when the mode is
different in the experiment and analysis, the load–displacement curve is almost identical. Furthermore, it
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can be considered practically permissible because the average load is almost the same in a practical
scenario.

t=3.0 [mm]

a+δ [mm]

3
2
1

S-mode
P-mode

Figure 9

0
10

δ

δ

Error range

20

30

40

2λ [mm]

Shape of size error margin model

Figure 10 Mode classification chart from size
error margin FEM model and experiment

4 Conclusions
In this research, the axial collapse test was performed by using an FEM analysis and an actual
specimen on the cylindrical tube with a corrugated surface of an aluminum alloy. The results were as
follows:
(1) The reason that a mode did not agree with the analysis and the experiment results was the influence
of the initial irregularity. In real materials, the deformation properties are affected by initial
imperfections such as dimensional errors. The deformation mode in the analysis and the experiment
might change from the S-mode to the P-mode and from the P-mode to the non-symmetric mode.
However, there was no change from the P-mode to the S-mode and from the non-symmetric mode to the
P-mode.
(2) When the S-mode changed to the P-mode because of the initial imperfections, the load–displacement
curve was almost identical. This could be neglected because the average load was almost similar.

80
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Abstract: In product design, improvements in a design are based on the design information decided
upon in a later stage of the design process; hence, the success of a product and the time required to
develop the product are influenced by the quality of design at the abovementioned stage.In previous
studies, I suggested the concept of a system model that combines simplicity and generality and verified
the effectiveness of this model because I intended to rebuild the function design for focusing the concept
on an object, and not on a regressing process, development being possible to spiral up steadily. In this
paper, I examine the effectiveness of the abovementioned system model using a specific case because I
intend to suggest a methodology for expanding the application of the abovementioned system model to
the dynamics analysis of a three-dimensional structure, such as a robot or a crane.
Key words: System model; Flexible multi-body system; Analysis of three-dimensional dynamics

1 Introduction
Conceptual design in a later stage of product design is characterized by many ambiguities in the
design information despite the fact that there is a high degree of design freedom at this stage. However,
in product design, improvements in design are based on design information decided in a later stage of
the design process; hence, the success of the product and the time required to develop the product are
influenced by the quality of design at the abovementioned stage. In previous studies, I suggested the
concept of a system model that combines simplicity and generality and verified the effectiveness of this
model because I intended to rebuild the function design for focusing the concept on an object considered
in the previous methods of design engineering and design, and not on a regressing process, development
being possible to spiral up steadily. Further, I examined the effectiveness of the system model with
respect to inverse engineering on the electric tools available in the market. [1][2] In this paper, to examine
the effectiveness of the abovementioned system model, I apply this system model to the dynamics
analysis of a three-dimensional structure. Traditionally, a multi-body system model that contains a rigid
link has been used in the dynamics analysis of a three-dimensional structure, such as a robot, a crane, or
space equipment. In fact, such a structure tends to be flexible; hence, it is difficult to accurately estimate
the behavior of a control system built by a multi-body model of a rigid link structure. Further, it is
practical to carry out a linkage analysis of flexible multi-body systems. In the linkage analysis, software
such as RecurDyn and Adams is used. However, such software cannot be applied to certain specific
areas for developing a unique system, such as research and development. Hence, I suggest the concept
of a system model that combines simplicity and generality with general-purpose software such as
MATLAB or SCILAB.

2 Basic Concept
Linkage analysis methods are used for the formulation of a beam structure having a large
displacement and a large rotation, by a finite element method. Some of these analysis methods are the
floating reference frame method and the rotational vector method. On the other hand, the linkage
analysis of a flexible multi-body system and the finite element method used for a normal strength
analysis are very different from each other in terms of the main function of the driving element, as
shown in the figure below.
In the dynamics analysis of linkage including a drive and a control system, the angle or the
movement between the elements is realized by a pin or a slide. Hence, the system is often controlled by
the motor torque. In Figure 1 (a), the drive unit rotates the beam i-j around a fixed point j on the floor. In
Figure 1 (b), the drive unit rotates the relative rotation angle of the beam i-j and the beam j-k. For the
conventional modeling by the finite element method, an angular displacement variable a rotary drive
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contact with the ground is incorporated into the main analysis model. The angular displacement at node j
of the rotary drives between the elements of the core components is incorporated into either element
rotation.

(a) Rotary drive contact with the ground
Figure 1

(b) Rotary drive between the elements
Rotary Drives

On the other hand, the angular displacement of the other element is typically calculated at the end
because it is treated as a dependent variable between the relevant independent displacements. Therefore,
it is necessary to incorporate a special element into the normal finite element model; the angular
displacement of both the beam i-j and beam j-k in the rotary drives between the elements should be
included. Therefore, simplicity and generality obtained by the finite element method disappear, and the
analytical system development method becomes relatively complex.In this paper, for solving the
equations of motion, I ensure that there is no problem in the numerical analysis; even the stiffness
matrix is singular if the mass matrix is entered. Further, on the basis of the basic object-oriented
concepts of the system model and the incorporation of the element stiffness matrix into the structure
1 with nodes 1 and 2 as shown
stiffness matrix, I suggest a join table of the nodes. First, for element ○
1
below, the element stiffness matrix of element ○, whose node numbers are subscripted, is represented
using small matrices and small vectors as follows. Here, the inside subscript of a small matrix represents
the number of nodes, and the outside subscript represents the element number.

(1)

Figure 2 Element with Two Nodes

2.1 Traditional synthesis method
In the traditional synthesis method, a structure is resynthesized after the structure is factored and
the element stiffness matrix is created considering a rigid coupling or pin connectors. I consider an
elastic pendulum support frame in a plane problem to show the flow of the conventional synthetic
methods.

：Rigid Coupling

Figure 3

Elastic Pendulum Support Frame

The structure stiffness matrix prior to the restraint on the node as follows:
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K=
(2)

3 . Moreover,
However, the element stiffness matrix of the pin connectors is used at node 3 of element ○
the mass matrix is follows as in the same manner.

M=

(3)

Then, the constraint process is given.

3 Synthesis with System Model
In the synthesis with the system model, each element is regarded as an object with a unique node
number on the basis of the object-oriented tenet of the system model. Next, the structure is configured
and placed together part by part. Therefore, the element stiffness matrix is created after assigning the
same coordinates to the nodes placed in the same position. Finally, the join table of the nodes
corresponding to the table of the nodal degrees of freedom and structure freedom is created by
considering the fulcrum restraint and the pin connectors or slide coupling.
2,3

1(剛結)

4
：Rigid Coupling

①

剛結

②

Figure 4 Cantilever
Table 1

Join Table of Nodes

Node
Number

Degree of Freedom
for Node
1
2
3
4

u
0
1
1
4

v
0
2
2
5

θz
0
3
3
6

u: x-displacement [m]
v: y-displacement [m]
θz: Rotation angle around
z-axis [rad]

The bond stiffness is observed between node 2 and node 3, and the degrees of freedom of node 2
and node 3 are the same. Therefore, the serial number for each degree of freedom of node 2 and node
3 is the same.
3.1 Considering pin connector
With respect to the pin connector, because the rotational degrees of freedom increase between
nodes, the join table of the nodes is as follows:
The coupling pin is between node 2 or node 4 and node 5, and the degree of freedom for the
translational displacement of node 2 or node 4 and the degree of freedom of node 5 are the same.
3.2 Including drive element
In the previous linkage, the angle between the pin connecters is often controlled by the motor
2 and ○
3 , as well as the
torque. Here, the driving element involves relative rotation and elements ○
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driving source angle.
Table 2

Join Table of Nodes

Degree of Freedom
for Node

Node Number
Figure 5

Elastic Pendulum Support Frame

⎡ R2
⎢
k θ ⎢− R 2
⎢− R
⎣

− R2
R2
R

u
0
1
0
1
1
5

1
2
3
4
5
6

v
0
2
0
2
2
6

θz
0
3
0
3
4
7

− R ⎤ ⎧θ z 4 ⎫ ⎧M z 4 ⎫
⎥⎪ ⎪ ⎪
⎪
R ⎥ ⎨θ z 5 ⎬ = ⎨M z 5 ⎬
1 ⎥ ⎪⎩θ d ⎪⎭ ⎪⎩M d ⎪⎭
⎦

(4)

Figure 6 Elastic Pendulum Support Frame
kθ: Drive Shaft Stiffness [Nm/rad], R: Reduction Ratio, M: Torque [Nm]

A rotary drive contact with the ground is as follows:

⎡ R2
kθ ⎢
⎣− R

Figure 7

− R ⎤ ⎧θ j ⎫ ⎧M j ⎫
⎥⎨ ⎬=⎨ ⎬
1 ⎦ ⎩θd ⎭ ⎩M d ⎭

(5)

Rotary Drive Contact with the Ground

Here, the join table of the nodes shown in Figure 6 is as follows:
Table 3

Join Table of Nodes

Degree of Freedom
for Node

Node Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
Drive Source Angle
Figure 8

Elastic Pendulum Support Frame

u
0
1
0
1
1
5
0

v
0
2
0
2
2
6
0

θz
0
3
0
3
4
7
8
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4 Validating Effectiveness for Modeling
In this paper, a case study for verifying the effectiveness of the synthesis by the system model is
discussed. I selected a ceiling crane for this case study. The ceiling crane, as shown in Figure 9, moves
in the vehicle trajectory arranged along the walls on either side of the building. In general, it can be
operated to generate three behaviors: winding, traversing, and traveling. Because it can ensure a wide
range of work space, it has been used transporting heavy loads and parts in a machine shop.
saddle

trolley

wheel
girder

wire rope

Figure 9

Schematic Representation of Ceiling Crane

The elements, node model, and join table of the nodes of this ceiling crane are as follows: In this
paper, I model the ceiling crane for simulating the traveling behavior only. Further, I use a chain instead
of a rope to verify the effectiveness of the proposed modeling. Here, the origin is the initial position of
node 4.
1.2 m

1

2
①
0.2 m

3
②

4,8
③

5
④

6
⑤

7
⑥

⑦
9,10
⑧

z

0.75 m

11,12

x

・

⑨

y

13

Figure 10

Node Number

Table 4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

u
1
5
11
17
23
29
35
17
42
42
51
51
60

0.25 m

Ceiling Crane Model
Join Table of Nodes

Degree of Freedom for Node
θy
v
w
θx
0
0
2
3
6
7
8
9
12
13
14
15
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
27
30
31
32
33
0
0
36
37
18
19
39
40
43
44
45
46
43
44
48
49
52
53
54
55
52
53
57
58
61
62
63
64

θz
4
10
16
22
28
34
38
41
47
50
56
59
65

u: x-Displacement [m]
v: y-Displacement [m]
w: z-Displacement [m]
θx: Rotation Angle around x-Axis [rad]
θy: Rotation Angle around y-Axis [rad]
θz: Rotation Angle around z-Axis [rad]
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2 to element ○
6 , and element ○
7 and element ○
8 are the same
The member length of element ○
1 , and element ○
9 . The parameters of all the elements in the ceiling
as the member length of element ○
crane model and the simulated model are as follows: As a loading condition, a force of 500 N is exerted
in the x-direction for node 1 and node 7. The gravitational acceleration is 9.81 m/s2.

Table 5

Parameters of all elements in ceiling crane model

Mass m [kg]

1

Moment of Inertia I [kgm ]

3.3 × 10−1

Extensional Rigidity K [N]

2.0π × 10 5

Bending Stiffness for Each Axis I [Nm2]

157

Torsional Stiffness for Each Axis G [Nm/rad]

157

2

Table 6

Parameters of Simulation

Analysis Time [ms]

50

Step Time [ms]

0.1

Simulation results for the ceiling crane model reveal that the parameters of the elements change as
follows:

x[m]

(1): I = 15.7 [kgm2]
(2): I = 157 [kgm2]
(3): Rigid Link

Time[s]

Relative Position of Node 1 to Node 4 (x-direction)

z[m]

Figure 11

(1): K = 2.0π × 105 [N]
(2): K = 2.0π × 10 4 [N]

Time[s]
Figure 12 Displacement in the Z-direction for Node 13

The crane was not confirmed to oscillate when simulated as a rigid link structure, but it was
confirmed to oscillate when it was simulated as a flexible link structure.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, I intended to expand the application of a previously developed system model; I
suggested the concept of a system model that combines simplicity and generality. Further, I modeled a
ceiling crane as a flexible structure of multi-body systems by the finite element method. I examined the
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theory of modeling by simulating and evaluating the behavior of the crane.
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The Empirical Analysis on Relationship Between Infrastructure
Investment and Regional Economic Growth in China
Fu Wenjun, Zhang Jing
School of management, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430070
(E-mail: zhangjinglai@yahoo.com.cn, jing.weixiao@163.com)
Abstract: Investment in infrastructure is an essential prerequisite to achieve sustained economic growth.
The level of economic development and the construction of infrastructure are in state of imbalance in
the country's eastern, central and western regions .The empirical analysis interpret that the infrastructure
construction’s difference between regions in China gives rise to the difference in regional economic
growth. From the panel data results, empirical analysis shows that labor force, infrastructure investment
and non-infrastructure investment have played a positive role in regional economic growth, in which the
labor’s output elasticity is the largest and the output elasticity of infrastructure investment is smaller,
with the infrastructure investment’s is in the middle of them.
Key words: Infrastructure investment; Regional economic growth; Mutual relationships; Output
elasticity

1 Introduction
In some literatures about economic growth, infrastructure investment has been regarded as a
general capital investment to be examined for a long time. The role that infrastructure investment played
in economic growth and development had not been studied independently and in-depth. Until 1943,
Rosenstein-Rodin studied the influence of such capital investment on problems of industrialization in
Eastern Europe and South-Eastern Europe under the name of Social overhead capital, so infrastructure
investment was regarded as a separate concept that appeared in literature about growth and
development[1]. The year of 1989 was an important watershed between infrastructure investment and the
relationship of growth, whose mark was that Aschauer published the article entitled “Is public
expenditure productive?”[2] and “Does public capital crowd out private capital?”[3]in the <<Journal of
Monetary Economics>>. Especially in the first article, Aschauer thought that the decline in public
expenditure was the reason for decline in productivity growth in the United States since the late
1970s.Since then, public capital investment has become one of the central topics in economic growth
and development. Then, it emerged Nurkse, Hirschman and some others who went some in-depth
studies on the relationship between infrastructure investment and growth. Nurkse proposed the concept
of “Social overhead capital”, and analyzed the influence that “social capital advance” had in capital
formation and economic growth. Hirschman divided investment activities into two types of production
activities named indirect and direct capital investment, and analyzed the effect that social overhead
capital investment played on balancing economic growth. Bougheas and some others extended Romer
endogenous growth model, and analyzed the mechanism that infrastructure promoted the specialization
and economic growth[4]. In 1995, by the means of extending Ramsey-Cass Discrete-time growth model,
Justman introduced two-sector model to study the role that infrastructure investment played on the
changes in industrial structure[5]. Martin and Rogers examined the influence of public infrastructure on
the industrial location under the case of increasing returns, so the theory of industrial layout of public
infrastructure was proposed[6].
Investment in infrastructure is an essential prerequisite but not sufficient condition to achieve
sustained economic growth. Theoretical analysis shows that there is a most appropriate infrastructure
investment scale[7]: On one hand, when the actual infrastructure is lower than the optimal size of
infrastructure, the supply of infrastructure is insufficient, forming the so-called “bottleneck”, resulting in
the development of infrastructure sector uncoordinated with other sectors and limiting the economic
growth. On the other hand, when the actual infrastructure is higher than the optimal size, it not only
forms the waste of resources, but also the government uses the approach of raising taxes or issuing
bonds for the financing of infrastructure construction, forming the so-called “crowding-out effect”,
which may not boost but hinder the promotion of economic growth. The appropriate amount of
infrastructure helps improve labor productivity and promote economic growth finally.
The disparity in economic development is accompanied by the imbalance of infrastructure
construction in eastern, central and western regions. Therefore, their level of economic growth also
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differentiates where the level of infrastructure is different. In other words, the infrastructure will not
only affect the overall level of economic growth, but also affect regional economic growth. The
construction of infrastructure can explain part of the uneven development status of China's regional
economy at least. From the perspective of quantitative analysis we propose a research topic: Whether
the difference of regional infrastructure construction is the reason for the difference between the regional
economic growth?

2 The Econometric Model
2.1 The set of econometric model
In the literature of studying economic growth, the most commonly used model is the Cobb-Douglas
production function. In 1927, Douglas asked a mathematics professor Charles Cobb to design a formula
to measure the relative influence of two production factor each to GDP, and also to meet his
re-log-linear relationship of inputs and outputs data. The nonrestraint form of Cobb - Douglas function
can be written:

f ( x ) = A∏ i =1 xiai

(1)

Among them, A is an efficiency parameter, ai is the elasticity of function f ( x ) to xi , x is
n

limited to R++ . As a production function, xi is the input of production of factor.
In addition, the Cobb-Douglas form requires that each production function is necessary. There is no
factor can completely replace the other factors. In other words, various factors of production are
complementary rather than substitutes in Cobb-Douglas production function. Through changes in the
efficiency parameters of A in Hicks neutral, the increase of factors and changes in the scale of factor
inputs in Hicks neutral, and the changes of production elasticity in Hicks non-neutral, the change of
technology can be reflected in Cobb - Douglas production function.
The first term of our analysis is total production technology. The equation of the form:

Yt = At ⋅ f ( Lt , K t , Gt )

(2)

Among them， Yt represents economic total output - input ratio, Lt represents total work force,
K t represents total capital stock of non-infrastructure sector, At represents productivity or
Hicks-neutral technical change parameter. Variable G represents the total capital stock of the
t
infrastructure sector. We let Ct = K t + Gt . Additional, total economic output is a function of time of
total impact Zt which is independent of the above variables. The equation (2) obtains the logarithmic
form of the Cobb - Douglas function when removes logarithm:
(3)
y = a + e ⋅l + e ⋅ k + e ⋅ g
t

t

l

t

k

t

G

t

Among them, ei represents total output elasticity for all kinds of variables,

i = L, K , G .

While studying the relationship between the discrepancy of regional economic growth and the
infrastructure construction. We use panel data, dividing the country's 31 provinces, municipalities and
autonomous regions into 3 parts: the Eastern, the Western, the Central. We study the relationship
between economic growth and each production element including infrastructure investment in the 31
provinces during the years 1986-2004. So, we introduce dummy variables in the model, defining the
Eastern, the Western, the Central.
(4)
y = a + e ⋅l + e ⋅ k + e ⋅ g + e ⋅ D + e ⋅ D ⋅ x
it

it

l

it

k

it

G

it

i

i

j

j

jt

The equation (4) adds a dummy variable Di , when D1 = 1 in the eastern region, then

D2 = D3 = 0 in the central and western region. When D2 = 1 in the central region, then
D1 = D3 = 0 in the eastern and western region.. D j ⋅ x j is a cross term, x j is various factors of
production, x j = kt , lt , gt . e j reflects the difference of output elasticity of the factors of production in
different regions. Our study focus the different roles that the investment in infrastructure in different
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parts plays, and for the term e j ⋅ D j ⋅ git . When D1 = 1, D2 = D3 = 0 , e j = eg1 − eg2,3 , it represents
the difference between the output elasticity of infrastructure investment in the eastern region and the
output elasticity of infrastructure investment in the central and western region.
2.2 The interpretation of data
We weigh total economic output by gross domestic product (GDP), and the national employment
represents labor force, and regard total fixed assets investment as total economic investment. Among
them, total fixed asset investment is divided into infrastructure investment and non-infrastructure
investment. We selected the electricity, gas and water production and supply industry, geological
prospecting, water conservancy management industry, transport, storage and telecommunications
industries, health, sports and social welfare, education, culture, arts, radio, film and television industry,
scientific research and comprehensive technical services in six major industries as infrastructure
investment in fixed assets investment. According to Chinese statistical practice, fixed asset investment
management channel was divided into capital investment, renovation and investment, real estate
investment and other investment four before 2003. According to availability of data, we regard the sum
of investment in basic construction and renovation to above-mentioned six great crafts’ investment as
infrastructure investment, and the infrastructure investment during 1980-1984 did not include the
amount of electricity, gas and water production and supply data; After 2003, the statistical classification
of fixed asset investment is no longer customary channels, and we are unable to obtain the data of basic
investment and renovation investment. Fortunately, we can acquire the above-mentioned six great
industries’ whole social fixed investments directly. Therefore, the date of infrastructure investment in
2003 and 2004 is the six industries’ investment in social fixed assets. After we calculate the
infrastructure investment data, we use fixed assets to minus total infrastructure investment getting the
non-infrastructure investment. Infrastructure investment and non-infrastructure investments correspond
to theoretical models of public and private capital.

3 The Results of the Model
According to Chinese economic geography, we divide 29 provinces, municipalities and
autonomous regions into three groups of China. The Eastern includes Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Liaoning,
Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong, Guangdong, Guangxi and Hainan ,while the Central
includes Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Jilin, Heilongjiang, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei with the Western
including Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan, Tibet, Shanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia and Xinjiang provinces.
The degree of regional economies development presents the character of gradual decrease from
eastern, central to western area[8]. The following table shows, the average of the Eastern, the Central and
the Western GDP was 43.1, 33.3, 11.7billion dollars ,and the average per capital GDP respectively was
1575, 840, 720 dollars. Through twenty years reform and opening up, our regional economic imbalance
further expands, while the phenomenon of imbalance was existed but not very serious in the beginning
of the Reform and Opening Period. In 2000, the Eastern, Central and Western area’s GDP was
respectively 481.1, 292.3, 102.1 billion dollars, per capital GDP was respectively 13685, 6060, 4745
dollars. The expansion of imbalance of regional economy may be explained by the expansion of factor’s
input. The expansion of regional economic imbalances, disparities can be explained by factor inputs. In
1986, the total investment among the Eastern, the Central and the Western was 2.7:1.9:1. In 2000, this
proportion became 3.2:1.64:1. Obviously, the proportion of investment in the Eastern increased more
and investment in the Central and the Western regions has narrowed the gap.
Table 1

The Comparison of Economic Growth and Factor Inputs in the Eastern, Western, Central
GDP per
Labor
Infrastructure
Non-infrastructure
Area
GDP
capita
force
investment
investment

The Eastern

431.0008

1575.417

1820.128

13.70333

124.0183

1986 The Central

333.4411

840.3667

1911.111

8.014444

87.55889

The Western

117.7289

720.2222

1173.61

5.978889

43.50111

The Eastern

4811.651

13685.42

2375.697

259.2425

1352.075

2000 The Central

2923.306

6060.889

2584.989

160.4389

668.1367

The Western

1021.468

4745

1500.629

119.6189

383.8422
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Now we proceed to a quantitative research about imbalance of regional economic growth. Because
of using a panel data, there is a trade-off between fixed effect and random effects model. Thus, we
conducted a Housman test to determine which one to adopt. We compare each two regions and
additionally compare the eastern with the west-central region, so we obtain four models. After we use
fixed effects and random effects models in each situation, Hausman test results are listed below. The
original hypothesis for the Hausman test is: difference in coefficients is not systematic. The choice of
fixed effects model is appropriate as the statistic test is greater than the threshold volume. Four
fixed-effects model results are shown in the table.
Table 2

Hausman Test Results of Four Models

The comparison
of the Eastern and
the Western

The comparison
of the Eastern and
the Central

The comparison
of the Central and
the Western

The comparison
Of the Eastern and
west-central regions

chi2(6)

41.18

32.49

84.8

49.83

Prob>chi2

0

0

0

0

Table 3 The Results of Regional Economic Growth Model
The comparison
The comparison
The comparison
of the Eastern and of the Eastern and of the Central and
the Western
the Central
the Western
Constant
-6.068*
-5.450*
-6.593*
LOG(labor)
1.482*
1.218*
1.482*
LOG(infrastructure)
0.091*
0.220*
0.091*
LOG(noinfrastructure)
0.619*
0.510*
0.619*
d2
-0.318
-0.054
-0.265
d3
0.228*
0.099**
0.129*
d4
-0.208*
-0.098
-0.109
R2 (within)
0.972
0.973
0.971
(between)
0.317
0.752
0.459
(overall)
0.403
0.760
0.521
F
1665.730
1717.050
1383.930

The comparison
Of the Eastern and
west-central regions
-6.121*
1.362*
0.148*
0.576*
-0.197
0.170*
-0.165*
0.971
0.532
0.584
2335.200

4 Conclusions
Empirical analysis shows that labor force, investment in infrastructure and non-infrastructure
investment in regional economic growth have played a positive role, from the results of panel data.
Among them, the output elasticity of labor force is the largest, the output elasticity of infrastructure
investment is the smallest, and the output elasticity of non-infrastructure investment is in the middle of
them. In addition, the result of model also has found an interesting phenomenon. In the four models,
although d2 is negative, it is not statistically significant, which represents that the contribution of labor
force in different region has no significant differences; d3 is positive, and it is significant statistically,
which represents that the contribution of infrastructure investment in different areas has significant
differences. Among them, the contribution of infrastructure investment in the Eastern is higher than in
the Central and the Western, the contribution of which in the Central is higher than the Western.
Compared the Eastern with the Western and the Eastern with west-central region, d4 is negative
apparently. However, d4 is not significant compared in the east-central region with west-central region.
The contribution of non-infrastructure investment in the Eastern and the Western or the Eastern and the
west-central has significant differences, but the Eastern and Central or the Central and Western does not
have significant difference. It says that, the imbalance of regional economic development is not the
result of labor force and non-infrastructure investment but is the result of the discrepancy of the
infrastructure investment’s reward in different areas. Because the Eastern has more infrastructure
contribution than the Central and the Western, and the Central has more than the Western, it leads to
imbalance in regional economic development.
Seeing the modular values further, we can discover that the coefficient of d3 is maximum which is
0.228 when we make comparisons in the Eastern and Western,; Compared the Eastern with west-central
region, the coefficient of d3 follows it which is 0.17; The coefficient of d3 is in the middle of them
which is 0.129 making comparisons in the Western and the Central; The coefficient of d3 is the smallest
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which is 0.099 compared the Eastern and the Central. This result suggests that, the gap of output
elasticity of infrastructure investment between the Eastern and the Western is the biggest, while the gap
between the Eastern and Central follows it, then the gap between the Eastern and the Central is the
smallest. Obviously, the measurement results are in line with the reality. The Eastern of our country is
southeast circumlittoral progress region whose infrastructure is sound and perfect. On the contrary, the
Western is economically backward region whose level of infrastructure is low. The situation of the
Central is in the middle of them. Therefore, we get a pattern of regional economic development which is
from the Eastern to the Central then to the Western just like a descending terrace.
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Abstract: This paper dwells on the investment strategies in attracting FDI into Tanzania, the investment
reforms have been expected to become a major factor responsible for the increased FDI inflow in to the
country, these reforms including political system, economic management and government
administration. Despite of the several efforts such as the far reaching reform in the economy done by
Tanzania to increase FDI inflows in the country, the results are far from satisfactory. It has been
revealed that the unsatisfactory FDI inflow into Tanzania is primarily caused by the improper strategies
resulted from the inadequacy of FDI determinants in the country. The study found that Tanzania lacks
the adequate strategies due to poor FDI determinants that would attract a substantial FDI inflow into the
country. This makes it necessary for the country to make sure that the determinants like better
infrastructure, adequacy of government agencies; favorable macro economic, political conditions are
available in adequate amount and quality. It is concluded that proper strategies in influencing investment
regulatory frameworks, policies that promote macroeconomic stability, improved physical infrastructure
and institutional reforms are important in attracting more FDIs into a country and therefore are highly
recommended.
Key words: Foreign direct investment; Policies; FDI attractions and investment strategies

1 Introduction
Most countries have recognized the importance of FDI inflows for their economic growth, poverty
alleviation and development in general. It is recognized that FDIs are widely acknowledged to be crucial
engines of growth especially in the developing countries in creating employment, transferring
technology, increasing government revenues and contribute to the capital formation process of host
economies[1].
Regarding that, most governments have been actively promoting their countries as investment
locations to attract scarce private capital and associated technology and managerial skills in order to
help achieve their development goals.
They have increasingly adopted measures to facilitate the entry of FDI. Examples of such measures
include liberalizing policy and regulations for the admission and establishment of foreign investment
projects; providing guarantees for repatriation of investment and profits; and establishing mechanisms
for the settlement of investment disputes[2], foreign investment projects; providing guarantees for
repatriation of investment and profits; and establishing mechanisms for the settlement of investment
disputes [3].
Tanzania has taken various strategies and initiatives to attract FDI. These initiatives include a
general improvement in the investment environments. Tanzania has put in place a number of proactive
measures to facilitate the business that foreign investors undertake in the country [4]. These include the
promotion efforts and investment incentives of foreign direct investors, reducing corruption and
improving administrative efficiency, after-investment services and the provision of social amenities [5].
The business environment for foreign investors has been restructured through initiatives such as the
reduction in bureaucratic “red tape” and state interference in private business, improvement in
investment facilitation and the establishment of investment promotion agencies [6]. Despite of that
several efforts to increase FDI inflows in the country, the results are far from satisfactory, thus there fore
more efforts should be putting in place to improve this scene [7].
(1)Tanzania economic and financial indicators
Macroeconomic stability directly affects the return to capital. More indirectly, it provides some
certainty as for the future path of economic policy and thereby also for the ability of firms to repatriate
profits or conducts other operations. It can also be seen as a sign of the underlying strength of the
economy in the most general sense.
Table 1 below shows selected economic and financial indicators for Tanzania. Domestic savings are
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about 12 %of Gross National Disposable Income. Although this might seems to be high, one can
observe that the rate of saving is somehow very small. With this small saving rate, the Tanzanian
economy needs support from outside. FDI could be a better way for injecting the much needed capital
for rapid economic growth.
Macroeconomic and investment policy measures undertaken by the government in the 1990s have
been very instrumental in creating conducive environment for the promotion of private sector businesses
even though more efforts should be taken to improve the investment climate [8].
Table 1

Tanzania Economic and Financial Indicators

Indicator
Change in GDP at Factor Cost
GDP Per Capita-Current prices
Inflation
Saving to GNDI Ratio
Population(TZ Mainland)
Total External Debt as a % of GDP

Unit
%
$
%
%
Mill
%

2002
6.2
267.9
4.5
12.7
33.6
75.9

2003
5.7
276.2
3.5
11.8
34.2
83.5

2004
6.7
303
4.1
12.3
34.8
77.5

2005
6.7
319.8
4.4
12.5
36.2
77.5

2006
6.2
354
6.2
12.9
37.5
72

Source: Bank of Tanzania

(2) Policy guideline model for the host country toward FDI inflows
At least ten policy guidelines that offer sufficient or even necessary guidelines for Sub-Saharan
African countries like Tanzania wanting to have shortcut way to attract FDI.

Figure 1 Policy Guidelines Model for the Host Country Aligned with FDI Inflows

Rather, it is a checklist for the countries in need of appropriate FDI policies and strategies for
country’s development. These ten policies guidance are shown in the figure 3 below; that is the host
country, it’s government and policy makers are placed as the core of the model surrounded by at least
ten policies in which the country has to properly working on it before the outsiders (FDIs) are entered in
to the host country to contact the government and the policy makers.
Knowledge and skills are necessary tools to enable the host country to acquire the bargaining
power to the interest and sustainable development of the country and effective usage of their available
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natural resources and human resource.

2 Methodology
This paper aimed at exploring the scene behind success and failure of Tanzania as a destination for
FDIs inflows by investigating Tanzania as a host country under her policy notably motivating factors,
offering necessary incentives, main problems in operating business, government agencies causing
difficulties and the Tanzania future economic outlook.
Designed set of questionnaire has been sent out to about forty Companies as our primary
respondents. These companies are both Domestic Enterprises (DE) and Multinational Enterprises (MNE)
in order to find out the outlook on both two scenarios.
The analysis of data facilitated by the statistical analysis tool and the results are based on frequency
analysis. A total of 44 companies have been participated to empirical investigating the Tanzania as a host
country for FDIs inflow.

3 Findings, Analysis and Discussion
Domestic policies and strategies along with FDI fall into two broad categories; promotion and
regulation, both of which have been used in Tanzania. With respect to the regulation of FDI, the general
trend over the past decade has been for the gradual liberalization of rules governing foreign investors
and their investments.
(1) Promotion strategies
In this context promotion category includes all factors that determine or influence FDI inflows into
a given geographical location. They give investors the confidence needed to invest in foreign markets
and we categorize it into two parts i.e. Motivation/incentives factors, and macro-economic out-look
which are explained here under.
(2) Favorable environment
Foreign investors' are primarily concerned with fundamental factors, that is, favorable
macroeconomic and political situation, together with credibility of policy reforms
.It is found that all of the company surveyed agreed that stable and sustainable macroeconomic
environment boosts the confidence of private investors to invest in to Tanzania as the Table 2 below
indicates that 77.3% show their strongly agreement and the remaining 22.7% agreed on this factor.
Table 2

Valid

Investors Perceptions on Favorable Environment

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither Agree or Nor
Disagree
Total

Freq

%

Valid %

Cumulative%

10
25

22.7
56.8

22.7
56.8

22.7
79.5

9

20.5

20.5

100.0

44

100.0

100.0

This implies that policies that are conducive to macro-economic and political stability are essential
elements of an enabling investment environment as promotional activities of countries to have a positive
influence on FDI inflows. In the Political environment point of view political stability is among the
important FDI determinants. This includes democratic system which operates in transparency manner.
The general message from this survey and empirical findings is that, from the viewpoint of attracting
investment, the macroeconomic and political stability and policy consistency are much more important.
From the macroeconomic viewpoint, the key policy implication is that to encourage the investment
response to incentive schemes, macroeconomic stability and investor’s confidence in the sustainability
of the policy framework are essential. Thus, the government must correct the unsustainable
macroeconomic imbalances - such as large public deficits - because they are a primary cause of
macroeconomic instability and uncertainty about future policies. Institutional reforms to ensure policy
predictability, effective property rights, can contribute significantly to the investment response.
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Investors Perceptions on Promotion/Incentives Offered in Tanzania

Freq

%

Valid %

Cumulative %

Strongly Agree

34

77.3

77.3

77.3

Agree

10

22.7

22.7

100.0

Total

44

100.0

100.0

(3)FDI and trade facilitations
The size of the host country market is a relevant determinant to the extent that the FDI is destined
to serve the host market and not merely to set up an export platform. Larger markets should attract FDI
because firms face economies of scale as FDI entails sunk costs (for example, in terms of adapting
management to local conditions or getting familiar with host country legislation). Market growth should
work in the same direction as some literatures proposed earlier.
In this research found that most of FDI sells their products and services in Kenya and Uganda (the
East Africa member states) accounted to 46 percent over the total market surveyed where as domestic
and Europe market with 36 Percent and 18 percent respectively. (See fig 2 below)
18%
36%
1-Domestic
2-East Africa
3-Europe

46%

Figure 2

FDI in Tanzania

it’s Major Market

(4) Incentives offered in Tanzania
In order to attract more FDIs into Tanzania the government, in 1997, changed the law establishing
the then Investment Promotion Centre (IPC) into one forming the Tanzania Investment Centre (TIC).
This is a major institutional reform as TIC is more capable of attracting more FDIs.TIC is the primary
agency of Government to coordinate, encourage, promote and facilitate investment in Tanzania and to
advise the Government on investment related matters i.e. is the focal point for investors engaging in the
business of marketing Tanzania as an investment destination.
The surveyed data shows that 79.5% respondents are influenced to invest in to Tanzania due to the
promotion and incentives offered by Tanzanian government and 20.5% came to invest into Tanzania for
other reasons apart from promotion and incentives offered as shown in the table 3 below.
This implies that despite of the several efforts taken by TIC in attracting FDIs inflows into
Tanzania there is still a significant percentage (20%) came to Invest into Tanzania without being
influenced by promotion and incentives offered to them.
This indicates that Tanzania is not sufficiently known abroad and it is therefore needs to do a better job
marketing itself in European capitals and investment centers. This is because promotional activities for
the country’s potentials have not reached many potential investors and the business community at large.
(5)Cost of production in Tanzania
It has been found that Tanzania Labor costs are much higher compare to most other African
countries. The cost of employees’ benefits and in Tanzania is not in line with those of other developing
countries. Fringe benefits ratio in Tanzania is approximately 45%, as compared to 25-35% which is
typical in most developing countries. Higher wages with low quality labors are substituting provision of
rent and transport allowances globally, but not yet in Tanzania.
Tanzania has 28 compared to 5-15 days in many developing countries, and 14 public holidays. The
various benefits raise the costs of hiring and retaining workers. This is not desired by firms in this age of
fierce competition where cost is among the very important factor for competitiveness.
The following table shows that 72.7% of the investors disagree that Labor cost is a motivating factors
for them to invest into Tanzania and there fore is costly for them
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Table 4

Valid

Investors Perceptions on Labor Cost in Tanzania

Freq

%

Valid%

Cumulative%

Strongly Agree

22

50.0

50.0

50.0

Agree

19

43.2

43.2

93.2

Neither Agree or Nor
Disagree

3

6.8

6.8

100.0

Total

44

100.0

100.0

Labor factors, were not favorably by many investors because labor legislation over- protects
employees, there is limited availability of highly educated and skilled labor.
To attract more FDI Tanzania should restructure the aspect concerning with labor issues including
retrenchment packages and reducing annual leave days as those FDIs that look for low labor costs
among others are likely to be scared away from Tanzania in favor of the more competitive countries,
ceteris paribus.
6)Adequacy of infrastructure
It is found that infrastructure is a key factor in motivating foreign investors, the sustainable
availability of electricity, water, adequacy of transportation and telecommunication system is vital for
the country to receive more FDIs
The table below shows that most of the respondents came to invest in Tanzania due to the strongly
believing that the country offer them a better social services, where as 50% strongly agreed, 43.2%
agreed.
Table 5

Valid

Investor’s Perceptions on Infrastructure

Freq

%

Valid %

Cumulative %

Strongly Agree
Agree

3
9

6.8
20.5

6.8
20.5

6.8
27.3

Disagree

32

72.7

72.7

100.0

Total

44

100.0

100.0

However, the infrastructure in Tanzania is still poor (therefore high transport costs), utility services
are expensive and unreliable, labor market conditions are not in a good shape (labor productivity is low
with high wage demand), access to export markets is still difficult in many major regions.
Tanzania has an infant private real estate market. There is no serviced industrial estate that offers ready
to occupy buildings. Most investors therefore, have to go through the lengthy process of identifying land,
obtaining title, undertaking construction and connecting utilities before operations can start.
7)Tariff protection, corporate tax, VAT and import duty
The process is typically bureaucratic, full of procedural complexities, less transparence and
consistence. Result shows that 88.6 respondents seems that Duty exemption and rebate on plants,
machineries and construction materials are necessary incentives and there fore are highly demanded by
the investors.
Under a zero tariff system, Tanzania is not likely to be able to compete with her east member states
17% and 16% Value Added Tax (VAT), compared with 20% in Tanzania also the corporate tax of 30%
(Table 6) are too high for the investors. The provisional tax system in Tanzania makes unrealistic
assumptions that cause cost pressure on businesses at their early phases, hence discouraging new ones.
For example, it is assumed that businesses become profitable as soon as they begin operations. This is
unrealistic for long-term investments such as manufacturing operations.
Table 6

Valid

Investors Perceptions on Tariff Protection, Corporate tax, VAT and Import Duty

Frequency

%

Valid %

Cumulative %

Strongly Agree

21

47.7

47.7

47.7

Agree

22

50.0

50.0

97.7

Disagree

1

2.3

2.3

100.0

Total

44

100.0

100.0
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Table 6 shows that most of the foreign investors surveyed during the study agreed by 97.7% that
Tariff protection, corporate tax, VAT and import duty reduction are important in their investment
process.
The requirement that businesses pay estimated corporate taxes in advance and VAT on their sales
monthly
is hard on the cash flow of firms and is therefore likely to scare away investors. If a
company overpays tax in the provisional tax system, it does not receive a refund. Rather a credit towards
future tax liabilities is issued, which is less attractive.
A generally hostile internal environment for production in Tanzania does not do any good to the
country as it results to industrial affliction and may hamper FDI inflows.
8)Tax holiday and exemptions
Those who qualified for the incentives were given a Certificate of Approval under the
Act. Holders of the certificates were allowed to import plant, machinery and construction materials for
the investment projects without paying import duties for the whole period of the project
implementation. In addition, investors were granted 5 years income tax holiday from the date of
commencement of production.
In the table 7 below shows that 90.9% strongly agreed and 9.1 agreed that the tax holiday and
exemptions are necessary incentives for the foreign investors which indicates as most preferred
incentives for the investors and there fore the government of Tanzania should take necessary actions on
this to make sure they satisfy the existing investors and attracts the new ones.
Table 7

Valid

Investor’s Perceptions on Tax Holiday and Exemptions

Strongly Agree
Agree
Total

Freq.

%

Valid %

Cumulative %

40
4
44

90.9
9.1
100.0

90.9
9.1
100.0

90.9
100.0

However, tax incentives on foreign direct investment appear ambiguous. More important are such
factors as basic infrastructure, political stability, and the cost and availability of labor. Both analysis and
surveys have confirmed that tax incentives are a poor instrument for compensating for negative factors
in a country’s investment climate. But that does not mean that tax incentives have no effect on foreign
direct investment
9)Economic outlook
The table 8 below shows that 54.5% of the foreign investors focus economic development in the
future periods while 31.8% predicts to be uncertain and the remaining 13.7% declining.
Table 8 future Economic Outlook to the Investors
Prospect for
Frequency
Percent
Development
24
54.5
Decline
6
13.7
Uncertain
14
31.8
Total
44
100

Future Economic Outlook is very important as it can determine the future perceptions and trends of
investors to continue investing in the country. As more than 31%f investors predict uncertain and
decline economy, the government should conduct more macroeconomic reforms aimed at simplifying
business regulations, strengthening property rights, improving labor market flexibility, and increasing
firms' access to finance in order to retain the existing investors and attract more FDIs as this is the most
important determinant that makes them confidence of investing in the country.
Competition, education and technology policy are required to raise the capacity of the local
economy to absorb positive spillovers and mitigate negative aspects.

4 Recommendation
The study found that basic infrastructure, macroeconomic stability, efficient institutional setup,
political stability and a good regulatory framework, are essential element in attracting FDI inflow into
Tanzania. Some of government agencies (related to foreign investment perspective) contribute to lower
the performance of foreign investors’ operations due to poor services, lack of transparency and
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bureaucratic system including unnecessary excessive regulations which also discourage new
investments
In Tanzania the infrastructure is poor (therefore high transport costs), utility services are expensive
and unreliable, labor market conditions are bad (labor productivity is low with high wage demand) and
access to export markets is difficult so that discourage the existing and new investors and therefore
effort should be exerted to tackles the general findings of this study.

5 Conclusion
To improve the strength of having a larger internal market, Tanzania should improve both
macro-economic and micro-economic policy in order to increase purchasing power of its citizens so as
to be benefited from the FDI existence, and the other strategies to expand the market include entering
into regional integration agreements
Marketing a country for FDI inflows is necessitated by the fact that in the ever-globalizing world
economy competition for FDI inflows is a global affair. Almost all countries are competing for limited
FDI inflows from MNEs. If a country does not market itself for FDIs it is likely that it will be by passed
by those that do.
Government should consider reviewing the labor legislation to take into account the concerns of
employers. Opportunities for training technical and managerial staff should be expanded and the private
sector should be encouraged
On top of the length of time used to get utilities hooked, there is lack of competition in the supply
side, high connection fees, sporadic-supply (in case of electricity, for example), lack of customer
oriented focus, inaccurate and untimely billing and records keeping procedure and poor levels of
service.
Policies that are conducive to sustained growth and macro-economic stability are essential elements of
an enabling investment environment. They are as important to foreign investors as they are to domestic
ones, as they determine risks and profitability of investment
Tanzania has to provide better physical infrastructure-both traditional one like ports, roads, constant
availability of energy power (electricity) and telecommunications and nontraditional ones like Internet
needed by investors. National infrastructure should be of superior quality compare to those competitors
for FDI inflows.
Tanzania is not sufficiently known abroad as most of the investors came to invest into Tanzania by
having their reasons apart from the trade relationship exists between their countries and it is therefore
needs to do a better job marketing itself as an excellent competitive investment location.
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Abstract: Since 1990s, production and international trade of China’s shipbuilding industry has soared
shapely. Three indicators in the shipbuilding industry of China surpassed those of Korea completely in
2010, which means that China has become the world’s largest shipbuilding country. Meanwhile, China
exports 28364 million dollars, ranked second in the world. Under this background, this paper first
analyzes revealed comparative advantage of Chinese export ships. Then give an empirical research of
dynamic comparative advantage of China’s shipbuilding through Markov random process. Finally,
present concrete proposals for improvement of comparative advantage of China’s shipbuilding.
Key words: Shipbuilding industry; Dynamic comparative advantage; Technology innovation; RCAS
indexes

1 Introduction
Various research methods are used in special analysis of Chinese dynamic comparative advantage
by scholars in the world. However, there are few studies about dynamic comparative advantage and
interests of China’s shipbuilding. Mostly, those studies focus on the development of technology of
shipbuilding industry.
China’s shipbuilding industry can gain constantly dynamic comparative advantage through
strengthening technical innovation in order to get technical advantage. The strength of driving technical
innovation is made up of talents and institutional environment that is beneficial to the development of
shipbuilding. Introduction of talents devotes energy to nurturing technical innovation of shipbuilding
industry. There are two meanings of talents’ introduction. First, strengthen the introduction of foreign
shipbuilding talents while cultivating professional staffs by domestic colleges and universities and
institutes of ship. Until 2008, there are 21 colleges and universities which establish an undergraduate
major in shipping and marine project. Those colleges and universities are divided into two groups by
their enrolment scale of each year. One group enrolls more than 100 students per year, the other group is
just the opposite. Foreign talents can be attracted by China during academic activities, like, exchanges of
scholars and specialists, sponsoring symposiums and sending abroad students mutually, which are
supposed to enhance scientific and technical communication between Chinese colleges and universities
and institutes and those of other countries. Second, no matter foreign marine engineers or native
professional talents, Chinese shipbuilding enterprises should recruit talents who are calculated for their
conditions. In order to make sure of demands of market, market research could be done before recruiting
able people. According to the result of the research, recruiting talents meets the special needs of able
people of the enterprises effectively.
Institutional environment is beneficial to technical innovation and introduction of talents. In
take-off stage of shipbuilding, system of planning shipbuilding is launched by Government of South
Korea. The Ship-owners, whose under construction ships are numbered among shipbuilding of native
plan, can acquire shipbuilding loans on favorable terms. In growing stage, government not only follows
parts of support policies used in take-off stage, actually, even enhancing the efforts of implementation,
but also pluses some new support polices that aim at developing shipbuilding industry fast and catering
for the situation of international markets. Enlarging shipbuilding scale and technology show that
shipbuilding industry of China is in growing stage. In order to improve shipbuilding industry and terms
of ship export, more and more means of financing and law should be adopted, especially those included
in WTO Rules and international shipbuilding agreement[2].

2 The Analysis of Revealed Comparative Advantage of China Shipbuilding
Industry
Symmetry of revealed comparative advantage index is used to measure the comparative advantage
of Chinese export ships in this essay. The calculation formula is RCASij=(RCAij-1)/(RCAij+1),RCAS
∈[-1,1],RCASij≤0 represents that in country i product j doesn’t have a revealed comparative advantage.
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On the contrary, RCASij≥0 means that in country i product j do have a revealed comparative advantage.
Data, which used in the essay, are from Uncomtrade and WTO Statistics Database. Analyze the
trend of China’s shipbuilding comparative advantage by static and comparative static methods. Table1
shows the RCAS indexes of Chinese export ships, which are classified by SITC, between 2002 and 2009.
Then analyze the trend of Chinese export ships comparative advantage by comparative static method.
According to the size of RCAS indexes of Chinese export ships in 2009 figure1 is figured out.
Table 1
Export ships 2002
890110 -0.763760
890120 -0.090822
890130 -1.000000
890190
0.202370
890200 -0.287520
890310
0.070277
890391 -0.960142
890392 -0.981309
890399 -0.786576
890400 0.689105
890510 -0.943506
890520 -0.601939
890590 -0.025620
890600 -0.531223
890710 -0.266033
890790 \ -0.869358
890800 -1.000000

The RCAS Indexes of China’ s Shipbuilding Between 2002 and 2009
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
-0.881574 -0.879023 -0.714509 -0.765671 -0.778353 -0.788226 -0.748371
0.079924 -0.034134 -0.057510 0.125883 0.176459 0.220683 0.322541
-0.820546 -0.839940 -1.000000 -0.849327 -0.851966 -0.900190 -0.955055
0.296872 0.204761 0.227549 0.285348 0.353553 0.441109 0.512152
-0.246460 -0.604195 -0.233090 -0.585916 -0.505102 -0.614477 -0.202524
0.118686 0.042506 0.102874 0.175151 0.244010 0.335728 0.374820
-0.987708 -0.974889 -0.962593 -0.982893 -0.978672 -0.956268 -0.938835
-0.983943 -0.977497 -0.973889 -0.990680 -0.990553 -0.974630 -0.988681
-0.545124 -0.649807 -0.659783 -0.574396 -0.408079 -0.366897 -0.267509
0.335863 0.314944 0.349189 0.333605 0.257517 0.291193 0.418119
-0.995086 -0.841032 -0.849141 -0.417256 0.373728 0.530043 0.106173
-0.740729 -0.913633 -0.726935 -0.610023 -0.465392 -0.406949 0.378843
0.230576 -0.783879 -0.060418 0.005031 -0.038128 -0.197205 0.037277
0.316077 0.212164 0.372660 0.338435 0.266739 0.311747 0.500463
-0.419268 -0.165711 -0.062435 -0.111850 -0.030197 0.185355 0.150577
-0.802802 -0.618369 -0.796918 -0.774582 -0.526849 -0.464091 0.120793
-1.000000 -1.000000 -1.000000 0.582954 -0.635451 -0.539508 -0.985365

South Korea’s shipbuilding has risen abruptly since 1990th. Although three indicators in the
shipbuilding industry of South Korea had been surpassed completely by China in 2010, South Korea, as
a shipbuilding power, still monopolizes LNG and LPG in the world, which are high technology ships. To
some extent, it can reflect the status of China’s shipbuilding in international market by comparing RCAS
indexes of China’s shipbuilding with those of South Korea. Figure2 represents the RCAS indexes of
South Korea’s shipbuilding in 2009 under the arrangement of figure1.
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From 2002 to 2009, China had strong comparative advantage to tugs and pusher craft, cargo vessels
other than tanker or refrigerated and warships, lifeboats, hospital ships, vessels nes. In decade, RCAS
indexes of those ships shows trend of growth. On the contrary, refrigerated vessels other than tankers,
sail boats, with or without auxiliary motor, motorboats other than outboard motorboats and vessels and
other floating structures for breaking up show strong comparative disadvantage. The RCAS indexes of
those ships always has been less than -0.539508. There is and will be no great change in that
comparative disadvantage. The comparative advantage of tanks, dredgers, floating docks, special
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function vessels nes and floating submersible drilling or production platform are volatile. The RCAS
indexes of South Korean export ships, which show comparative advantages, are high and stable.
However, the RCAS indexes of China, which show comparative advantage, are just about 0.3.

3 The Empirical Research of Dynamic Comparative Advantage of China’s
Shipbuilding
In this part, Markov property, which means comparative advantage of shipbuilding in a following
period doesn’t matter what status it was in prior periods and is only decided by the status in the previous
period, is used for analyzing dynamic transfer of comparative advantage of China’s shipbuilding
industry.
Matlab software is used for classifying RCAS indexes, which are calculated from data of export
ships in UN comtrade database between 1992 and 2009 which are divided into 17 sorts of products by
SITC. Those RCAS indexes are assorted into 4 subspaces in the order of their sizes. Each subspace
represents one of the states of comparative advantage. And the number of samples, each subspace
contains, approximately equal. An one-step transition probability matrix (table 2) is calculated by the
method of probability of frequency estimation, which is on the basis of the calculation formula
pji(m)=P{X(m+1)=j|X(m)=i},i,j∈I and frequency that enters or exits one state in one period. After
obtaining one-step transition probability matrix, we can get a n-step transition probability matrix that
shows the trend of dynamic comparative advantage of products after n periods by calculating the nth
power of the one-step transition probability. Table3, which represents the probability of transition of
Chinese export ships in 5years, is made of the 5th power of the one-step transition probability in table2.
Table2 includes 4 states of comparative advantage, strong comparative advantage, weak comparative
advantage, weak comparative disadvantage and strong comparative disadvantage. After a year of
development, the probability of the export ships of the third state of weak comparative advantage
(-0.29289,0.170665] upgrading the forth state of strong comparative advantage(0.170665,1] is
0.179104. And the probability of the export ships of the third state dropping to the second state of weak
comparative disadvantage is 0.19403. So do other data.
According to the definition of transition probability matrix, elements, which are on the diagonal of
the matrix, reflect the information of comparative advantages. The larger those elements value are, the
smaller the possibility that dynamic changes happen to comparative advantage becomes. In table2, every
element that is on the diagonal of the matrix is greater than 0.5. It means for every product the
possibility that remains in the original state is greater than the possibility that transfers to other states
after a year. The first state of strong comparative advantage most likely remains in the original state. On
the contrary, the second state of weak comparative disadvantage most likely transfers to other states.
For every product, after a five-year of development, table3 shows the possibility that transfers to
other states is greater than the possibility that remains in the original state. The first state of strong
comparative advantage most likely remains in the original state. However, this probability is far lower
than the one-step transition probability matrix of 74.026%.
Table 2
States
Ⅰ

Markov One-Step Transition Probability Matrix of China’ S Shipbuilding
Ⅰ
Ⅱ
Ⅲ
Ⅳ
0.74026
0.181818
0.025974
0.051948

Ⅱ

0.184211

0.552632

0.184211

0.078947

Ⅲ

0.044776

0.19403

0.58209

0.179104

Ⅳ

0.028986

0.072464

0.217391

0.681159

Table 3
States
Ⅰ
Ⅱ
Ⅲ
Ⅳ

Markov Five-Step Transition Probability Matrix of China’ s Shipbuilding
Ⅰ
Ⅱ
Ⅲ
Ⅳ
0.368723
0.265859
0.188090
0.177328
0.269798
0.266386
0.244914
0.218904
0.197547
0.248747
0.287081
0.266625
0.160755
0.223458
0.295763
0.320024

As well as China, every element that is on the diagonal of the South Korean matrix is also greater
than 0.5. After a five-year development, the first state of strong comparative advantage most likely
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remains in the original state. The probability is 1.66 times that of China.
Conclusions from above:
(1)In study period, comparative advantage of Chinese export ships focus on low valued products.
Comparative disadvantage of China focus on high valued products and ship supporting products. The
distributed structure of comparative advantage of Chinese export ships accords with the structure of
Chinese factor endowments. Comparing with China, comparative advantage of South Korean export
ships focus on both low valued products and high valued products. Comparative disadvantage of South
Korea focus on motorboats other than outboard motorboats and rowing boats, canoes, pleasure boats
except sail/powe.
At the beginning of shipbuilding, a country needs technology as well as labor and capital. Since the
implementation of reform and opening policy, China have accumulated a huge mass of capital through
resource intensive products and labor intensive in international trade. Meanwhile, China has been
introducing foreign qualified people. The implementation of the strategy of invigorating China through
science and education and technology innovation system creates a good environment for scientific
research. Under this environment, domestic enterprises actively digest advanced technology introduced
from other countries. Traditional advantage of labor and accumulation advantage of capital and
technology enable China’s shipbuilding to take the absolutely advantage position in the manufacturing
and exporting the world’s three major ship forms. However, there is a gap between shipbuilding of
China and shipbuilding of other countries that are first class in the world, especially in high valued
technology ship.
(2)Both comparative advantage and comparative disadvantage of Chinese export ships are likely to
remain in the original states after a year. They are easy to accumulate by themselves. The possibility that
products in the state of weak comparative advantage drop to the state of weak comparative disadvantage
is greater than the possibility that it transfer to the state of strong comparative advantage. In study period,
comparative advantage of South Korean ships face similar situation.

4 Experience of Shipbuilding Industry of South Korea
The development and production of South Korea cater to demand of market and persist in the
strategy of high technology and high valued ships. As a result of continuous optimization and innovation
of ship form, the RCAS indexes of South Korean tankers were higher than 0.86 for a long time.
Especially LNG, which is viewed as models for high technology and high valued in the world, is ahead
of the competition.
Without introducing qualified people, South Korea can not conduct innovation in shipbuilding
technology continuously. If there are no qualified people, advanced technology from foreign countries
can not be applied to practice. If there are no qualified people, advanced technology can not be digested
and re-innovated. Simultaneously, domestic independent technology innovation also needs qualified
people. Cultivate professional and technical personnel by arranging and organizing domestic technical
personnel to pursue advanced studies in Europe or Japan and participate in international academic
meetings. At the same time, construct domestic education system of ship science and technology,
nurturing professional talents.
Great support of South Korean government benefits technology innovation and talents recruitment.
After South Korea’s shipbuilding industry entering growing phase, government continues to adopt
systems and policies which are used in take-off stage of developing shipbuilding industry to promote the
development of shipbuilding industry, like, system of planning shipbuilding that caters to domestic ship
demand, preferential financing policy provided for enlarging shipbuilding ability and conducting
technical improvement, and other laws and rules. On the basis of that, government adds encouragement
policy to foster the development of ship supporting industry and offer subsidy for technical innovation.
That achieves good results.
South Korea’s shipbuilding, which has been leading in the world within thirty years, is on the basis
of combination of the shipbuilding system that is compatible with the phase of the shipbuilding
development and continuous introduction of professional talents, oriented by market acquirement, and
making ship technical innovations on a big scale.
Shipbuilding is an industry that needs labor, capital and technology. Shipbuilding of China takes
comparative advantage of ground resource and labor, where South Korea does not have advantage.
However, South Korea has factor advantage of technology that is created by-self and becomes its
competitive advantage. In a long run, this competitive advantage will be increased as a result of
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accumulation of knowledge while other competitive advantage gained from static factor endowment
advantage will be declined. Actually, the advantage of labor of China’s shipbuilding is gradually
whittled according to some research, which points salaries of workers who work at domestic large
shipyard is much higher than salaries’ average level in southern coastal regions and is not much lower
than the cost for unit labor in South Korea[1]. China’s shipbuilding industry should use the experience of
South Korea’s shipbuilding industry to transfer comparative advantage to competitive advantage
dynamically.

5 Conclusion
Both introduction of able people and formulation of institutional innovation are made for importing
international advanced technology and implementing domestic independent technical innovation
effectively. Technical innovation could be classified two types. One is a sort of passive innovation under
the stress of objective factors. The other is initiative innovation based on exerting itself advantage.
(1)Passive technical innovation. Most shipyards of China belong to this type. Few researches of
ship forms, which are on the list of new orders, have been done before orders have been taken. Usually,
there are 2~3years before delivering, which make it possible for shipyards to use this kind of production
and transaction mode. Domestic shipyards’ technical innovation, caused by demands of international
trade, could be viewed as passive technical innovation. This kind of technical innovation could be
implemented by strategy of technical introduction to assimilate foreign shipbuilding technology, like,
licensing, transferring of skill, capital cooperation and other informal methods. Until 2008, although
China has signed a non-exclusive agreement with European shipyards, as a result of lacking necessary
successive investment and technical preparation, China can only manufacture 147,000 m3 LNG ship
while South Korea can produce 200,000 m3 LNG ship. It has to be mentioned that resistance, from other
countries, could be met in the process of technical introduction by importing shipyards. That may lead to
unsuccessful passive technical innovation.
However, now, passive innovation can not be abandoned as a result of lacking terms of transferring
from passive innovation to initiative innovation. Except some large shipyards, others’ capability of
production is small and structure contradiction is obvious. The whole industry concentration has to be
improved.
(2)Initiative technical innovation. Initiative technical innovation not only means creature of a
totally new technology, but also accumulation of knowledge and skills from learning by doing. It does
emphasize kind of technical innovation on the basis of correctly analyzing demands of domestic and
international markets, not technical innovation that just aims at innovation. In order to promote initiative
technical innovation, shipyards should strengthen the study on demand of market and implementation of
the digestion and absorption of imported technology. Comparing with shipyards of foreign countries,
which spend 1dollar in importing technology, then will take 2~3 dollars digestion and absorption,
shipyards of China universally emphasize on importing and take digestion and absorption lightly.
Therefore, shipyards of China should make it a rule to spend how much money in importing and how
much in digestion[3]. After considering competitive situation and their own demands, South Korean
shipyards import core technology wanted best, especially technology can be further developed and
innovated. Shipyards of China should strengthen the combination of research and production to make
sure technique innovation achievement is used for ships immediately.
Now, shipbuilding industry of China builds dynamic comparative advantage through passive
technical innovation with introduction of talents and effective systems that create conditions for
initiative innovation. When conditions permit, shipyards of China conduct initiative technical innovation
completely with introduction of talents and effective systems to make China one of few major
shipbuilding industry powers in the world.
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Abstract: This paper analyzes opportunities and challenges that Guangxi's automotive industry
faces during its development, establishes the index system of automotive industry competitiveness,
uses principal component analysis for comparing the correlation between the various factors that
influence automotive industry manufacturing competitiveness and transforms multiple variable into a
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1 Introduction
Due to the majority of domestic provinces support automotive industry manufacturing, especially
the automotive industry and motorcycle industry as pillar industries, their product structure presents
identity [1]. Therefore, when direct at the ASEAN market, Guangxi's automotive industry will face fierce
competition. Based on these situations, we need to compare and evaluate regional automotive industry
manufacturing competitiveness with other domestic provinces, find deficiencies and seek solutions to
develop Guangxi's core competitiveness of automotive industry manufacturing in CAFTA.
Guangxi is located in the centre of CAFTA and the bonding point of south China, southwest,
Southeast Asia economic circle, so it is an important communication cooperation platform between
China and ASEAN and plays an important role because of its special position. Curgently, Guangxi
automotive industry manufacturing already has some foundations.It forms a complete industrial
structure that contains truck, buses, miniature cars, car combustion, automotive parts industry, and own
four national grade technical centres and laboratories, ten provincial technology centres[2]. However the
product structure is not rational, the enterprise overall strength is weak, drive ability is not strong. There
are many sspecial automotive parts and few common standard parts; matching capacity is low, Reducing
the new product development speed and effect. The ability of new technology, new products entering the
market is weak, resource integration ability and capital operation ability are not strong, industrial
expansion seed is slow .part of enterprises' system structure and shareholders structure are unreasonable,
seriously restricts the development of the automotive industry.
In the process of competitiveness research, in order to fully analyze problems, putting forward
many related factors or say variables. Although each factor can reflect some of the competitiveness
information in different degrees. Too much factors will increase the complexity of the study. This paper
uses principal component analysis for comparing the correlation between the various factors that effects
auto industry manufacturing competitiveness and transforms multiple variables into an important
variable through linear variation in order to construct the evaluation system of competitiveness.

2 Constructing Valuation Index Systems
General literature usually select gross industrial output value, industrial added value, and total
profits to be initial indicators in the competitiveness evaluation system of industry[3].So this paper
selects several critical factors, those are gross industrial output value, Industrial added value, income of
the main products, and total profits to construct competitiveness evaluation index system of
automotive industry competitiveness. These four revealed indexes can effectively reflect main content
of the competitiveness of the industry such as production ability and market development ability. So, the
construction of competitiveness evaluation index system of automotive industry as table 1
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Evaluation System

3 Principal Component Analysis of Automotive Industry Competi
tiveness
3.1 Original data collection
According to the foregoing evaluation index system [4], we collect original data of 31 provinces,
municipalities (except Hong Kong, Macao and), see table 2.
Table 2 The Main Economic Index of Automotive Industry

in China,in2008[5]
Unit : a hundred million RMB

Beijing
Tianjin
Hebei
Shanxi
Neimenggu
Liaoning
Jinin
Heilongjiang
Shanghai
Jiangsu
Zhejiang
Anhui
Fujian
Jiangxi
Shandong
Henan
Hubei

Gross Industrial
Output Value
778.52
1089.57
580.25
121.39
89.89
879.95
2494
206.9
1469
2165.79
1200
865.51
421.35
356.98
1915.72
883.17
1760.5

Industrial added
Value
127.35
277.42
66.27
31.7
38.85
230
594
58.6
361.8
449.74
253.76
188.75
60.2
74.68
271.18
107.01
541.5

Income of the Main
Products
869.95
890.96
318.57
37.43
94.32
561.02
1544.13
182.27
2019.35
1068.26
1254.2
587.26
251.81
288.5
1334.35
639.25
1397.39

Hunan
Guangdong
Guangxi
Hainan
Chongqing
Sichuan
Yunnan
Guizhou
Xizang
Shanxi
Gansu
Qinghai
Ningxia
Xinjiang

295.9
2938.54
662.88
71.82
1931.93
417
58.24
91.92
0
376.63
5.89
7.59
0
11.03

74.28
748.65
195.17
12.23
401.06
73
7.32
16.52
0
110.25
0.82
1.028
0
1.43

479.76
2165.04
539.87
58.08
1236.6
325
33.5
70.97
0
435.03
5.079
6.07
0
12.97

Province

Total Profits
58.16
115.78
27.9
4.63
4.75
50.33
200.93
15.92
240.55
111.35
145.57
67.24
34.53
23.77
144.2
47.34
195.59
Continue
94.69
346.67
69.92
0.01
128.97
36.52
4.62
5.61
0
40.47
0.49
1.05
0
1.22

3.2 Data processing by SPSS
(1) Data standardisation processing. Inputting the original data into SPSS and standardizing data
to eliminate dimension and analyzing errors of different types of data.
(2) Getting correlative coefficient matrix. Inputting standardized data into SPSS and calculating
the correlations between primitive indexes. Correlative coefficient matrix is symmetric matrix; we can
directly obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvector of the correlation matrix, as shown in table 3.
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Table 3

Correlative coefficient matrix

(3) Get the linear expression of main ingredients. We can obtain eigenvalues of the correlation
coefficient matrix by SPPS in table 4. Each eigenvectors of eigenvalue forms the component matrix
table 5.
Table 4 Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigenvalues
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Cumulative
% of Variance Cumulative % Total
% of Variance
%
95.190
95.190
3.81
95.190
95.190
3.187
98.377
.127
3.187
98.377
1.284
99.661
.051
1.284
99.661
.339
100.000
.014
.339
100.000
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Component
Total
1
2
3
4

3.81
.127
.051
.014

Table

Component

5

Component Matrix(a)

1
0.973
0.977
0.978
0.975

Zscore(X1)
Zscore(X2)
Zscore(X3)
Zscore(X4)

2
0.197
0.159
-0.163
-0.192

3
4
0.107
0.055
-0.128
-0.056
0.119
-0.060
-0.097
0.061
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Then, we need to divide each element into the component matrix by λi in order to get the
original factor coefficient of linear expression.
(4) The principal component scores and competitiveness rankings. It can be seen from table 5 that
the accumulation of contribution of first principal ingredient is 95.190% and has reached the standard of
85%, so we can only choose first principal component as comprehensive index of competitiveness
evaluation.
Computation formula of automotive industry manufacturing competitiveness, through calculation
and analysis we can get main ingredients scores and competitiveness rankings of traffic and
transportation equipment manufacturing competitiveness as shown in table 6
Table 6

Main Ingredients Scores and Competitiveness Rankings

Rank

Province

C1

Rank

Province

C1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Guangdong
Jilin
Shanghai
Hubei
Jiangsu
Chongqing
Shandong
Zhejiang
Tianjin
Anhui
Liaoning
Beijing
Guangxi
Henan
Hunan

5.6391
3.6190
3.0322
2.8941
2.1439
2.1199
1.9512
1.4189
0.9430
0.0523
0.0441
0.0194
-0.0761
-0.2189
-0.5047

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Shanxi
Hebei
Sichuan
Fujian
Jiangxi
HeiLongJiang
NeiMenggu
Shanxi
Yunnan
Hainan
Guizhou
Xinjiang
Qinghai
Gansu
Xizang
Ningxia

-0.7216
-0.8780
-0.9033
-1.0038
-1.0401
-1.3032
-1.5606
-1.6063
-1.6295
-1.6959
-1.7091
-1.7891
-1.7988
-1.8044
-1.8170
-1.8170
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4 Conclusion and Countermeasures
4.1 Result analysis
(1) Through quantitative analysis of principal component analysis, it can be seen that regional
differences in automotive industry competitiveness is very obvious as shown in table 7. In the
distribution of competitive level, Guangxi in the second level, have a certain development advantage
and competitive potentiality. Besides, there is a positive correlation between automotive industry
competitiveness and economic development.
Table 7

competitive level
First level:C1>2
Second level:2>C1>-1
Third lever:C1<-1

Distribution of Automotive

Industry Competitive Level
The area

Guangdong, Jilin, Shanghai, Hubei, Jiangsu, Chongqing, Shandong
Zhejiang,Tianjin,Liaoning,Anhui,Beijing,Guangxi,Henan,Human,Chanxi,Hebei,Sich
uan
Fujian,Jiangxi,Heilongjiang,Neimenggu,Shanxi,Yunnan,Hainan,Guizhou,
Xinjiang, Qinghai, Gansu, Xizang, Ningxia

(2) In the competitiveness evaluation index, the rank of automotive industry competitiveness is the
13th, in china, and is a high-ranking, show that as CAFTA have comprehensively built, Guangxi's local
advantage is more and more outstanding, but judging from total profit, geographical advantage is not
fully transformed into competitive advantage.
4.2 The Counter Measures That Improve Automotive Industry Competitiveness
According to the quantitative analysis, in order to improve the automotive industry in Guangxi,
speeding up the competitiveness, developing automotive mobile industry is the inevitable choice of
Guangxi. The development of the car industry does not take up the natural resource endowment, but it
carries with a lot of knowledge, technology and capital. Automotive industry plays an important and
supporting role in lifting the competition ability and the ability of sustainable development of an area [6].
(1)To adapt the requirements of market competition, speeding up the construction of productivity
of key enterprises. forming advanced productive forces, constructing automotive industry cluster that
Liuzhou as the centre, Yulin, Guilin as base. Take the market as the guidance, accelerating development
of dump trucks, tank car, car, powder transporters van semi-trailer, special automotive mobile, etc.
(2)Take efforts to achieve significant breakthrough in the structural adjustment of global resources
integration. improving the ability of making cars; supporting the large enterprises listing and financing;
encouraging enterprise through the joint, merger, such as assets restructuring measures; realizing the
great-leap-forward development.
(3)Establish strategic alliance between enterprise and scientific research institutions. Doing
technology research of key parts; developing basic cooperation research to share the risk and
achievements. This can avoid low level of competition and disorder between each enterprise, reducing
the cost of production, research and development, and focusing on realizing the key technical
breakthrough on the limited resources, in a short period of time. And by using different advantage of
each unit realize the unification allocation of basic research task.
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Abstract: This paper focuses on large-scale investment in natural rubber plantation in least developed
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farming, and large-scale estate from the aspects of enterprise management, technology diffusion, and
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1 Introduction
Natural rubber is used to make a wide range of products, from tires, to shoe soles and medical
gloves. Approximately 70% of the primary processed natural rubber is used to produce automobile tires,
and consumption has been increasing due to the growth of the automobile industries. The main
plantation areas of natural rubber are in Asian countries, particularly Thailand, Indonesia, and Malaysia.
In 2008, these three countries accounted for 67.7% of the world’s primary processed natural rubber
production of 10.6 million tons.
The international market price of natural rubber has been on a continuous uptrend due to the
increase in its demand. Natural rubber presents important issues both for advanced countries, securing
stable supplies, and for least developed countries, expanding industry as a main export. In recent years,
natural rubber planting and cultivation in least developed countries in the Mekong sub-region such as
Cambodia, Myanmar, and Laos has been getting increased attention as new sources of supply 1).
This paper focuses on large-scale investment in natural rubber plantation in least developed
countries. Some studies on large-scale natural rubber plantation, such as IDE (1961)[1], Fukasawa
(1968)[2] Hirashima et.al (1989)[3] focused on natural rubber in Thailand, Indonesia, and Malaysia in the
1980’s, and mainly analyzed the enterprise behavior relative to the price fluctuation of natural rubber.
This study focuses on natural rubber industries in Cambodia, Myanmar, and Laos today, and analyzes
the business management of large-scale natural rubber plantation using the investment profitability
analysis model.

2 Method
First, the production methods of natural rubber and primary processed products are explained.
Second, business models of natural rubber industries are categorized from the view point of business
types and the industrial structure is clarified. Third, comparative analysis among large-scale investment
of natural rubber plantation, 1) natural rubber primary processing factory, 2) contract farming, and 3)
large-scale estate is made from the viewpoints of 1) enterprise management, 2) technology diffusion,
and 3) financial resource mobilization. Fourth, features of business management of large-scale
plantation are analyzed using the investment profitability analysis model.

3 Results
3.1 Natural rubber primary processing typology
The production process of natural rubber in the primary processing stage is as follows. Rubber sap
is harvested from a tree trunk in either liquid form “Field Latex” or solid form of “Cup Lump”. The
harvested natural rubber is shipped to rubber primary processing factories, either directly or after
processing to un-smoked sheet (USS). A natural rubber primary processing factory fabricates three types
of commodities: 1) Condensed Latex, a liquid form with high natural rubber content, fabricated by
centrifuging field latex, 2) Ribbed Smoked Sheet (RSS), a sheet form fabricated by the rolling and
smoking of solid natural rubber, and 3) Technically Specified Rubber (TSR), a block rubber washed,
crumbed, and heat dried.
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The natural rubber industries of Cambodia, Myanmar, and Laos have long histories. However,
because of colonization in the 19th century and political instability in the 20th century, they have been
developed along different historical paths. In Cambodia, TSR is the main product and it is manufactured
by large-scale estates. In Myanmar, RSS is the main product and it is manufactured by estates and
primary processing factories. In Laos, unprocessed Cup Lump is exported by small holders.
3.2 Categorizing the natural rubber business type
Table 1 categorizes the business types of natural rubber industry. Plantation sizes up to 100 acres,
or approximately 40 hectors is generally categorized as a “Small holder” and over 100 acres as “Estate”.
An “Estate” that owns a primary processing factory is defined as “Large estate” in this table.
The table separates agricultural process and manufacturing process. Agricultural process is
subdivided in terms of land as capital goods, input goods of seed and seedling, and labor force of
cultivation, tapping, making un-smoked sheet (USS), and primary processing. Buildings, machinery,
equipment and apparatuses as capital goods, input goods of fertilizer, and labor forces for reclamation
and plantation are assumed to be procured from third parties.
3.3 Comparative study of the features of large-scale investment of natural rubber plantation
Table 2 shows the features of large-scale investment of natural rubber plantation, 1) natural rubber
primary processing factory, 2) contract farming (2+3 system) 2) , and 3) large-scale estate from the
viewpoints of 1) enterprise management of investors, 2) technology diffusion to small holders, and 3)
financial resource mobilization by small holders.
The investment amount for a natural rubber primary processing factory (land, factory building,
machinery, and equipment) is only a few million US dollars. The primary processing factory has the
advantage to save the investment amount compared with other types of investment from the viewpoints
of the enterprise management of investors. In the case of Thailand, natural rubber is planted and
cultivated mainly by small holders, and primary processing factories are able to procure natural rubber
and sale their primary processed products at international market prices. The risk of the primary
processing factories is lower than that of the other types of investment. However, this business model is
not successful in the lower developed countries. For example, in Cambodia, some primary processing
factories that have been established have two big problems. One is the technology diffusion to the small
holders. Cup lump from the small holders includes contaminants such as stones, sands, vinyl, and metal.
These contaminants are difficult to eliminate through the washing process at the primary processing
factory. This leads to a higher rate of defective products. The other big problem is difficulty in terms of
financial resource mobilization for natural rubber planting and cultivation by the small holders. Primary
processing factories have difficulty collecting natural rubber from the small holders, so the business
model is fails.
Table 1
Business type

Small
holder

Estate

Factory

1) Farmer
(natural rubber)
2) Farmer
(natural rubber
and USS)
3) Contract
farming
‘2+3 system’
4) Commissioned
cultivation
5) Estate
(natural rubber)
6) Estate (natural
rubber and USS)
7) Large estate
8) Concession
9) Primary
processing factory
10) Consigned
processing

Capital
goods
Land

Categories of Natural Rubber Business Types
Agricultural process
Input goods
Labor force
Cultivation

Manufacturing process
Labor force

Owned

Seed/
Seedling
Purchased

Tapping

USS

Processing

In-house

In-house

-

-

Owned

Purchased

In-house

In-house

In-house

-

Owned

Supplied

In-house

In-house

-

-

Owned

Purchased

Commissioned

Commissioned

-

-

Owned

Purchased

Commissioned

Commissioned

-

-

Owned

Purchased

Commissioned

Commissioned

Employed

-

Owned
Leased
-

In-house
In-house
-

Employed
Employed
-

Employed
Employed
-

Employed
Employed
Employed

Employed
Employed
Employed

-

-

-

-

Employed

Employed
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The investment amount for a contract farming (2+3 system) investor is low composed only of that
for seeds and seedlings, fertilizer, medicine, and the factory from the viewpoints of the enterprise
management of the investor. This type of business is increasing in the way of strategic alliance between
foreign investors and farmers in Laos. However, there are still risks for both investors and farmers. In
the lower developed countries, the institution of law is not fully established. This type of contract should
include detailed provisions regarding the distribution of profits, the allocation of various future costs and
the sharing of risk. Such types of contracts are complicated and legal resource in case of claims of
breaches is not assured. Additionally, from the viewpoint of technology diffusion to farmers, technology
transfer of disembodied technology related to planting and cultivation is not so easy. For all these
reasons, secure supply of high-quality natural rubber remains unsolved issues.
The investment amount for a large-scale estate is over ten million US dollars from the viewpoint of
the enterprise management by the investor. The risk related to the fluctuation of the international rubber
price is high because of the difficulty of the production adjustment caused by the permanent
employment for natural rubber sapping. On the other hand, the technology diffusion of natural rubber
planting and cultivation to employees is easy and the securing stable supplies of high-quality natural
rubber would be possible compared with other business types. This business model is gradually
spreading all over Cambodia.
Table 2

Viewpoint
Enterprise management
by investors

Technology diffusion to
small holder
Financial resource
mobilization by small
holder

Features of Large-scale Investment of Natural Rubber Plantation
Primary processing factory
Contract farming
Large-scale estate
(2+3 system)
- the investment amount is a - the investment amount
- the investment amount
few million US dollars
is limited within seeds
is over ten million US
- the risk related to the
and seedlings, fertilizer,
dollars
fluctuation of the rubber
medicine and the
- the risk related to the
price is low
investment in the
fluctuation of the
factory
rubber price is high
- technology diffusion is
- disembodied technology - technology diffusion is
difficult
diffusion is not easy
possible
- financial resource
- financial resource
- investors pay all the
mobilization is difficult
mobilization is possible
costs

3.4 The investment profitability analysis model of large-scale plantation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Table 3 Assumptions of parameters
Item
Assumption
Acquisition cost of land
$500/ha
Cost of land reclamation
$700/ha
Cost of seed and seedling
$300/ha
Cost of planting and cultivation
$2,500/ha
Cost of processing
$120/ton
Maintenance cost of project area
$500/ha /year
Labor cost
$1,000/person/year
Construction cost of factory
$3,000,000
Number of employees working at the factory
400
Number of tappers
1 person/3ha
Start year of tapping
8th year after the project starts
Productivity
1.5 tons/ha/year
Duration of investment
25 years

This paper applies an investment profitability analysis model to analyze the features of business
management of large-scale plantation. In this model, the investor engaged in planting and cultivation of
natural rubber and processed sapping natural rubber to technically specified rubber is assumed. Table 3
shows assumptions of the investment analysis model. In this model, parameters are based on current
market prices in Cambodia. In this model, tapping will be started in the eighth year after the project
started, and natural rubber will be tapped at 1.5 tons per hectare and technically specified rubber will be
produced at 15,000 tons per year in the primary processing factory.
Table 4 shows assumptions of four investment profitability analysis models of large-scale
plantation. No.1 is a basic model. No.2 is in the case of downfall of the selling price at the international
market to see the impact of decrease in revenue. No.3 is in the case of a bigger project than No.1 to see
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the profit of scale. No.4 is in the case of a conservative project that reduce planting amount in each year
to see the effect of reducing investment amount in early stage. Table 5 shows the results of simulation
applying the investment profitability analysis models.
Table 4

1
2
3
4

Assumptions for 4 Investment Profitability Analysis Models of Large-scale Plantation
Item
No.1
No.2
No.3
No.4
Land
10,000ha
10,000ha
20,000ha
20,000ha
Planting area
2,500ha/year
2,500 ha/year
2,500 ha/year
1,000 ha/year
Planting duration
4 years
4 years
8 years
13 years
Sales price
$3,000/ton
$1,500/ton
$3,000/ton
$3,000/ton
Table 5

1

2
3
4
5
6

Results of Simulation Applying the Investment Profitability Analysis Models
Item
No.1
No.2
No.3
No.4
Investment amount
$43m
$43m
$86m
$86m
(Land)
($12m)
($12m)
($24m)
($24m)
(Planting and cultivation)
($28m)
($28m)
($56m)
($56m)
(Factory)
($3m)
($ 3m)
($6m)
($6m)
8th years
9th years
9th years
Surplus earned
8th years
Payback period
10 years
12 years
11 years
14 years
$45m
$23m
$90m
$90m
Sales (20th year)
$39m
$17m
$79m
$79m
Profit (20th year)
Maximum investment amount
$40m
$40m
$78m
$46m

The main results of the investment profitability analysis of large-scale natural rubber plantation are
1) features of investment costs, 2) features of profit and loss structure, 3) impact of decrease in revenue,
4) the profit of scale, and 5) effect of conservative investment.
Firstly, features of investment costs are 1) investment amount in the early stage is high, 2) weight
of planting and cultivation costs are high among all investment amounts, and 3) weight of factory
constructing cost is low among all investment amounts. Secondly, features of profit and loss structure
are 1) no revenue will be earned in the first seven years, 2) surplus will be earned a few years after
tapping starts, 3) term after surplus earned to payback period will be short, and 4) profit ratio will be
very high beyond the payback period. Thirdly, regarding the impact of a decrease in revenue, the
profitability would still be high if the international market price went down 50%. Fourthly, the profit of
scale is small because of the labor intensive business. Fifthly, effects of conservative investment,
reducing the amount of planting in each year, are 1) extension of the payback period and the reduction
of total profit will be occurred, however, 2) total investment amount will be saved because of the profit
earned will be able to reinvest for the remaining planting.

4 Conclusions
This paper explains methods for producing natural rubber and primary processed products,
categorizes business model of natural rubber industries, and does comparative analysis of various types
of large-scale investment in natural rubber plantation, 1) natural rubber primary processing factory, 2)
contract farming (2+3 system), and 3) large-scale estate from the viewpoints of 1) enterprise
management of investors, 2) technology diffusion to small holders, and 3) financial resource
mobilization of small holders.
As a result, firstly, in the case of the natural rubber primary processing factory, the investment
amount is relatively small and the risk associated with price fluctuation is low, on the other hand, the
stable procurement of material, especially high grade natural rubber, from small holders is not easy to
achieve because of difficulty in technology diffusion and financial mobilization. Secondly, in the case of
the contract farming system (2+3 system), there is still contract risk for both investors and farmers due
to the legal system and the way it is enforced. Moreover, procurement of high grade natural rubber is
unstable because of difficulty in technology diffusion to farmers, especially disembodied technology
related to the planting and cultivation. Thirdly, in the case of the large-scale estate, the investment
amount is big and the risk related to price fluctuation is high because of the difficulty of the production
adjustment caused by the permanent employment for natural rubber sapping, on the other hand, the
technology diffusion of natural rubber planting and cultivation to employees is easy and the stable
procurement of high grade natural rubber in is possible.
The investment profitability analysis model reveals the following features of the structure of
large-scale plantation, 1) the profitability is high and the payback period is short after tapping is started,
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2) the profit of scale is small because of the labor intensive business, and 3) the conservative investment
is rational, as it reduces the total investment amounts because early profits can be re-invested for the
planting in later stage.
The natural rubber industries in Cambodia, Myanmar, and Laos have long chronologies, but, they
are under-developed because of various historical issues. In recent years, these three countries have
received increased attention because of their potential for the planting and cultivation of natural rubber.
As these three countries are the lower developed countries, they have limitations in terms of raising
funds, obtaining technologies, and getting supports from the governments3). Finance and technology
diffusion by large-scale investors from foreign countries will be expected for further development.

Footnotes
1) According to the Department of Natural Rubber, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery in
Cambodia, the planted area in 2005 was 60,400 hectares, with plans to expand to 72,000 hectares by
2010 of 450,000 hectares of available plantation area. According to the Ministry of Agriculture and
Irrigation in Myanmar, planted area in 2005 was 219,000 hectares, with plans to expand to 263,000
hectares by 2010 of 600,000 hectares of available plantation area. According to the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry in Laos, planted area in 2005 was 11,800 hectares, with plans to expand to
249,360 hectares by 2010.
2) The scheme of the “2 + 3 system” is that the farmer is responsible for farm land and the labor force,
and the investor is responsible for capital, technology and selling markets.
3) ‘Replanting cess system’ is introduced in Thailand and Malaysia, small holders are able to get
financial support from the governments funded by the export tax on natural rubber.
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Research on Application of Activity-based Costing in Enterprise
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Abstract: The primary purpose of enterprises is to make profits. Being the monetary value of goods,
price has close correlation with corporate profits. The product cost plays an important foundation role in
pricing. With the high development of new technology, it is absolute that traditional cost accounting
methods can not meet the automotive industry's need for accurate cost information. Activity Based
Costing (ABC), which focuses on activity and its cost driver, can determine the cost of the product to
arrive at a reasonable price much more accurately. The case in the article shows that the Activity Based
Costing provides accurate cost information for enterprise and can be scientific basis in pricing.
Keywords: Activity Based Costing (ABC); Product cost; Enterprise; Pricing

1 Introduction
Nowadays, in the increasingly fierce competition market environment, pricing new product
correctly helps enterprises hit the market efficiently and obtains good condition to survive; Adjusting
product price reasonably can speed up the enterprise’s growth pace, thus making more profits. Therefore,
Pricing is a kind of scientific knowledge, which is vital for the survival and development of enterprises.
Seeing activity as the basic objects of cost accounting and using two-stage cost allocation method, that
is from resources to activity, from activity to product, Activity Based Costing overcomes the drawbacks
of the traditional cost accounting methods, and is good at providing more accurate cost information, thus
making Activity Based Costing the scientific basis in pricing.
The product cost calculation is important for enterprise product pricing process, and directly affects
the formulation of product pricing strategy. Compared to other factors that affect product cost, such as
demand and supply, consumer psychology, policy and other external factors, which cannot be decided
by the enterprise, product cost belongs to the internal factor, which can be grasped and controlled by
enterprise.

Figure 1

Basic Process of Pricing in Enterprise

We can see cost is the key to enterprise product pricing and the foundation to achieve product
pricing strategy. At present, while enterprises choose the most basic pricing method which is called
cost-plus method, to pricing product, the effect of cost is more marked. Cost accounting will have a
direct impact on the pros and cons of pricing. If overestimated, the price is empty tall and it will weaken
competitiveness of products in the market. If underestimated, the product price is lower, and will erode
the profits in the future. Therefore, the key to reasonable pricing is to determine a cost accounting
method, which provides accurate cost information for enterprise and can be scientific basis in pricing.

2 Disadvantages of Traditional Cost Accounting Methods and the Emergence of
Activity Based Costing
The 80/20 rule, that is 80% of the profits come from 20% of the products of the enterprise, is
generally accepted in business world. But when Harvard business school professor Kaplan calculated
cost of products using Activity Based Costing ,he found that 20% of the products had generated 225%
of profits,which he called the 20/225 rule. This law shows that many products are actually eroding
profits, and this is the information provided by the traditional cost doctrine. From the applying
environment and standard of distribution, management accounting with traditional cost accounting is
losing its relevance and reliability.
In this situation, Activity Based Costing was emerged and developed, and gained wide attention
since then. It has the advantage of providing more accurate cost information for enterprise’s products.
When it comes to the standards of distribution, the Activity Based Costing method will focus on indirect
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costs, and it no longer uses single, but various distribution benchmarks to distribute. Starting from the
cost object and the relationship of the consumption of resources, it uses resources driver to distribute
indirect expenses to activity, and then uses activity driver to distribute activity costs to objects, so as to
solve the distortion problem of traditional cost calculation methods of cost information for users, and
provide more accurate cost information. Activity Based Costing method can also put sales cost, research
and development cost and other period costs belong to the products that cause they happen. As a
consequence, it provides rich information for the products.

Figure 2

2d Activity Based Costing Management Model

3 Case Study: A Building Material Enterprise
The building material enterprise is a large industrial enterprise engaged in research and
development, production and sales of the cement, glass, ceramic and advanced building materials
product, and has the right of import and export. Its production capacity and income are among the best
in the industry. At present, the company has nearly 20 home branch offices, subsidiaries and its fixed
asset values more than ten billion. The enterprise plans its output in 2015 years can achieve: 100 million
tons of cement, 10 million weight boxes of flat glass, 50 million square meters granite plate, 150 million
square meters porcelain tiles, 20 billion new wall standard brick materials. The expected income is 100
billion RMB. In order to achieve the desired goals, and provide more accurate costs management
information and pricing decision, the company decides to use Activity Based Costing on T-001 and
T-002 since January 1, 2011 .Some details are as follows:
The number of T-001 which is put into production is 5 million this month and completed 4 million
pieces. The number of T-002 which is put into production is 5 million this month and completed 3
million pieces. This month the production cost materials costs (including main ingredient, auxiliary
materials, packaging materials, etc): 130 million RMB for T-001, 150 million RMB for T-002. All the
other resources consumption: 1 billion RMB for salary expenses, 450 million RMB for power, 845
million RMB for depreciation cost, the other costs is 80 million RMB.

Figure 3

Activity and Activity Drivers

First, according to the resources driver, allocate four of resources cost to seven kinds of activities.
All the activity distribution ratio should be summed 1, that is ∑ resource driver ratio = 100%. For
example, for salary expenses, resource drivers of each activity are as follows: 2%, 15%, 19.3%, 37.5%,
14.2%, 4.5%, and 7.5%. So are other resource drivers. This process is to realize the first distribution:
resources → activity.
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Resources Costs Allocation Schedule
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(Unit: 10 thousand RMB)

Items

Salary
Expenses

Power
Expenses

Depreciation
Expenses

Other
Expenses

Total

Order

2000

900

1690

160

4750

Production Design and Planning

15000

6750

12675

1200

35625

Purchasing and Blocking

19300

8685

16310

1544

45839

Coloring Fire Polishing

37500

16875

31686

3000

89061

Packaging

14200

6390

11999

1136

33725

Quality Control (QC)

4500

2025

3802

360

10687

Production Coordination

7500

3375

6338

600

17813

Total

100000

45000

84500

8000

237500

According to different activity drivers, distribute activity cost to all kinds of products. This process
is to realize the second distribution: activity→product.
Product Cost Collection Table
(unit：10 thousand RMB)
Total
T-001 Activity
T-002 Activity
Activity Driver
T-001
T-002
Number
Cost
Cost
pieces
8
3
1781.25
5
2968.75
number of
16
6
13359.38
10
22265.63
samples
times
80
30
17189.63
50
28649.38

Table 2

activity
Order
Production Design and
Planning
Purchasing and Blocking
Coloring Fire Polishing

working hours

160

60

33397.88

100

55663.13

Packaging

working hours
frequency in
sampling
coordination
meeting times
-

70

20

9635.71

50

24089.29

55

15

2914.64

40

7772.36

32

12

6679.88

20

11133.13

-

-

84958.35

-

152541.65

Quality Control (QC)
Production Coordination
Total

cost per unit (T-001) = total cost (T-001)/ equivalent production units
（1）
=84958.35/450=188.80 RMB / piece
cost per unit (T-002) = total cost (T-002)/ equivalent production units
（2）
=152541.65/400=381.35 RMB / piece
Plus costs of direct material，then:
cost per unit (T-001)=130000/500+188.80=448.80 RMB / piece
cost per unit (T-002)=150000/500+381.35=681.35 RMB / piece
To compare the differences of product cost calculation between Activity Based Costing and the
traditional cost accounting methods，the company also calculated the product cost(including wages)of
T-001, T-002 by using traditional cost accounting methods：
unit manufacturing cost (T-001) = total cost of T-001/ equivalent production units =212.42 RMB / piece
unit manufacturing cost (T-002) = total cost of T-002 / equivalent production units =310.78 RMB /
piece
Plus costs of direct material，then:
cost per unit (T-001)=130000/500+230.42=490.42 RMB / piece
cost per unit (T-002)=150000/500+280.78=580.78 RMB / piece
From the above contrast, there exists big difference between Activity Based Costing method and
traditional cost accounting methods. The difference in the traditional methods to calculate the cost of
manufacturing cost is not big, the main reason of which is that T-001, T-002 product’s direct labor hours
caused by the difference is not big. But according to Activity Based Costing method ,because T-002 is
more complex in technology, the distribution of the manufacturing costs more, thus making T-002’s unit
cost much higher than T-001’s. Suppose cost-plus method is used as pricing strategy, imagining
cost-plus rate is 20%, then:
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Table 3 Cost-plus Pricing by Different Methods
Activity Based Costing Traditional Cost Accounting Methods
Items
T-001
T-002
T-001
T-002
Product Cost
448.80
681.35
490.42
580.78
Plus Rate
20%
20%
20%
20%
Price
538.56
817.62
588.50
696.94

From the table above, pricing result using Activity Based Costing method for product
T-001(448.80 RMB) is lower than (490.42 RMB) of traditional cost accounting methods, while T-002’s
actual price(681.35 RMB)is much higher that(580.78) of traditional cost accounting methods. This
shows that the accuracy of the calculation cost of product directly affects the rationality of the product
pricing, especially in the products that include high technical contents and complex technology. The
calculation result by Activity Based Costing method is stronger in correlation and reliability and more
conducive to pricing decision, just taking the T-002 products as an example. To pricing according to the
traditional cost accounting methods, T-001 products priced too high (588.50RMB), but the price of
T-002 products which contains complex technology and needs strict conditions is too low (696.94RMB),
the cost of such pricing information covers up the real cost of product information, and causes a degree
of misleading of the enterprise management of the production activity. Instead, this problem can be
solved well by using Activity Based Costing to calculate the cost of the product. Because T-002
product’s craft level is complex, requiring high due to cost, the unit cost is 681.35 RMB, while T-001
product’s unit cost is only 448.80 RMB. Therefore, T-002 is 279.06RMB higher than T-001 product.
Note that, when business has following questions or similar signs, Activity Based Costing method
is especially needed to use in cost accounting or inspect the cost information:
(a) About internal departments: managers of the production department don't believe in the product
cost calculated by accounting department, and because some products often disturb the normal order of
production, they suggested lower the production of high profit products; The sales department is not
willing to use cost reports given by accounting department in sales pricing decision; Accounting
information data shows that the sales increase but total profits have fallen at the same time, and the
distribution of the indirect cost rate is very high and constantly expanded significantly.
(b) About competitors: while the price of the high yield product is low enough, the competition’s is
surprisingly much lower. In order to win the competition, the enterprise wants to know if there's still
some space to lower the price. A product is with high profit margins, and the enterprise intends to
expand the scale of production, but the competitor is not always willing to produce that kind of product.
(c) About customers: the enterprise who uses cost-plus method to pricing the products which need
complex manufacturing process finds that although the plus rate is the same with others , customers
would be willing to give up the contract with the competitors’ and choose to buy this enterprise’s.

4 Conclusion
As is known to all, product cost plays an important foundation role in pricing. With the high
development of new technology, traditional cost accounting methods can not meet the automotive
industry's need for accurate cost information. Activity Based Costing, which focuses on activity and its
cost driver, can determine the cost of the product to arrive at a reasonable price much more accurately.
The case in the article shows that the activity-based costing provides accurate cost information for
enterprise and can be scientific basis in pricing. Activity Based Costing method helps enterprises to
pricing correctly and stands out from their competitors ,thus making more profits and marching forward
steadily toward prosperity.
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Abstract: Nowadays the urban industrial park is not only the powerful platform of grasping the high
ground of international economic and industrial development, but also the solid backing of improving
independent innovation capability and international competitiveness, therefore, constructing the
evaluation system of urban industrial park is important. This paper uses AHP to evaluation the urban
industrial park in Wuhan from economic, management, environment, architecture, innovation, at last
gets the evaluation result and some proposals
Key word: Urban industrial park, Evaluation system, AHP

1 Introduction
Urban industrial parks have a large influence on promoting the development of economic, society,
science through their technology ability and policy[1]. In some region, urban industrial parks have
formed economic of scale, so they strengthen the function of city service and optimization of industrial
organization and accelerate transformation of the mode of economic development [2]. This paper
constructs the evaluation system of urban industrial park and gets a evaluation on the whole by AHP and
fuzzy evaluation in order to give some suggestions for urban industrial parks development. The
evaluation of urban industrial parks is complex system engineering because it must reflect the
comprehensive situation of parks, such as park economic, management, environment, architecture,
innovation and so on [3]. This paper combines the practice and character of urban industrial parks in
china, so that on a whole it can reflect the reality of urban industrial parks development.
Many scholars gain some results in the evaluation of urban industrial park: Emerson (2003) [4]
thought that the evaluation of urban industrial park needed to concern employment, output value,
investment and so on. Metzhr (2002)[5] summarized a industrial park have four important factors to
evaluate: scale, benefit, economic contribution, society contribution. Domestic scholars also pointed
some views. Wang (2001) [6] evaluated the development of some industrial park from investment, output,
environment and so on. These scholars research findings put a great influence on the evaluation of urban
industrial park.

2 Index System
2.1 Social and economic development
Social and economic development of parks is an important symbol of measuring the level of a park
development which not only reflects the level of social and economic development but also reflect the
potential of social and economic development. It is good to evaluate social and economic development
for promoting the competiveness of enterprise in the park and ensuring the fast development of park. In
this paper, we use total industrial output value, industrial added value growth rate, per-capital industrial
added value and contribution rate of S&T progress to reflect the index of social and economic
development.
2.2 System network structure
Park system network structure is the character index of urban industrial park which reflects the result
of recycle and infrastructure construction. We use the integrated level of urban industrial park, resource
optimize rate, and the share degree of information to reflect system network structure.
2.3 Innovation ability
Park innovation ability is a important measure of improving international competitiveness which need
to develop the technology innovation, management innovation, system innovation of urban industrial
parks. We use innovation technology input, the important technology organization, technology talents to
reflect the park innovation ability, as table 1
2.4 Park management
Park management organization is the important part to ensure the normal operation and
development of parks. The development of urban industrial park should get the supporting from the
government in revenue , investment and talents, at the same time, we should pay a important attention to
park organization, enterprise management and logistic management. We use the rationality of resource
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planning development, the constructing level of information system, the infrastructure level, the
implement of management system, the implement of law to reflect the park management activity.
2.5 Park environment
According to the policy of sustainable development, urban industrial parks should deal with the
relation between economic and environment well in order to coordinate with urban planning and city
development. We use Industrial waste comprehensive utilization rate, waste emissions rate, waste
adolescent rate, the proportion of environment investment in GDP, the potential of environment
improving, and percentage of greenery coverage to reflect park environment.
2.6 Park output
Urban industrial park need to make a large of output during its development which contain many
aspects. In this paper, we use patent application quantity, patent granted quantity, revenue and export to
reflect park output.
Target
Layer

Table 1
Dimension
Layer

Social and
economic
development C1
System network
structure C2
The
evaluation
system
of
urban
industrial
park

Innovation
ability C3
Park
management C4

Park
environment C5

Park output C6

The Evaluation System of Urban Industrial Park
Index layer

Total industrial output value C11
Industrial added value growth rate C12
Per-capital industrial added value C13
Contribution rate of S&T progress C14
The integrated level of urban industrial park C21
Resource optimize rate C22
The share degree of information C23
Innovation technology input C31
The important technology organization C32
Technology talents C33
The rationality of resource planning development C41
The constructing level of information system C42
The infrastructure level C43
The implement of management system C44
Industrial waste comprehensive utilization rate, waste emissions rate C51
Waste adolescent rate C52
The proportion of environment investment in GDP C53
The potential of environment improving C54
Patent application quantity C61
Patent granted quantity C62
Revenue C63
Export C64

3 Evalution Method
3.1 Evaluation index
In table 1, C={C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6} stands for social and economic development, system
network structure, innovation ability. Park management, park environment, park output Cij stands for the
direct evaluation index
3.2 Evaluation index weight
This paper determinates weights of factors evaluation index compared with upper layer index in
importance. For the multiple comparison of index in the same layer, this paper adopts 1-9 scale method
to reflect the relative importance between indexes. This paper obtains values by the Delphi consultation
method
C
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

C1
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5

Table 2
C2
2
1
I
2
0.5
0.5

Weight of the Dimension Layer
C3
C4
C5
2
1
2
1
0.5
2
1
2
2
0.5
1
2
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
1

C6
2
2
2
2
1
1

CI=0. 0441, CR=0. 0356<0.1, so the consistency of judgment matrix is acceptable.

Wj
0. 2469
0. 1568
0. 2022
0. 2014
0. 0964
0. 0964
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Similarly, we can obtain respectively weights of behaviors layer: cij（0.2, 0.4,0.2, 0.2, 0.25, 0.5,
0.25, 0.2, 0.4, 0.4, 0.1667, 0.3333, 0.3333, 0.1667, 0.3917, 0.1646, 0.1646, 0.2792, 0.3333, 0.3333,
0.1667, 0.1667）. According to the test, the consistency of judgment matrix is acceptable. The total
sorting weights: wi (0.0494, 0.0987, 0.0494, 0.0494, 0.0392, 0.0784, 0.0392, 0.0404, 0.0809, 0.0809,
0.0336, 0.0671, 0.0671, 0.0336, 0.0377, 0.0159, 0.0159, 0.0269, 0.0321, 0.0321, 0.0161, 0. 0161);
CR=0.0356<0.1, so the consistency of judgement matrix is acceptable. According to the values, this
paper shows the descending order of behavior description weight: C12, C32, C33, C22, C42, C43, C11,
C13, C14, C31, C21, C23, C51, C41, C44, C61, C62, C54, C63, C64, C52, C53.

4 Evaluation Application
4.1 Index layer’s value
After determining the total weight, we need to obtain urban industrial park’ evaluation information
which calculate by the weighted average calculation method based on absolute evaluation values of
index descriptions and corresponding weight of index descriptions.
As we known, getting score values of index are a complex work. Sometimes some index
descriptions are easily get score values, but sometimes we can’t directly obtain score values because
these index don’t have quantitative characteristics. In order to solve this problem, we can adopt Fuzzy
Comprehensive Evaluation method to change them from qualitative index into quantitative index
according to maximum membership degree law. Urban industrial park evaluation subjects include four
participants: oneself, peers, higher authorities, subordinates. Evaluation of every index adopts the
hundred point system, we can calculate the actual score of every index according to the formula 1. The
weights of formula 1 are as table 3
4

Yi=

∑

Si Wi1

i=1,2,3,4

(1)

i =1

Yi= the actual score of every park
Si =the respective score of four participants Wi1= the respective weight of four participants
Table 3

Evaluation subjects
Oneself
Peers
Higher authorities
Subordinates

Oneself
1
1
1
0.2

Weight of Four Participants
Peers
Higher authorities
1
1
1
2
0.5
1
0.25
0.33

Subordinates
5
4
3
1

Wi1
0.322
0.362
0.238
0.077

CI=0. 02, CR=0. 02<0.1, so the consistency of judgment matrix is acceptable.
22

Yj=

∑

YiWj

j=1,2,3…..22

(2)

j =1

Yj= the total score of every park
Yi= the actual score of index layer
Wj= the total weight of every park

4.2 Evaluation result
We choose seven urban industrial parks sample from Wuhan: Qiaokou urban industrial park,
Jianghan urban industrial park, Hanjiang urban industrial park, Hanyang urban industrial park, Qingshan
urban industrial park, Wuchang urban industrial park, Jiangan urban industrial park, Hongshan urban
industrial park. After we figure out, the evaluation result is Yi=（78.49, 61.44, 71.15, 63.99, 67,49, 72,31,
50.53）

5 Conclusion
This paper constructs the selection and evaluation system of urban industrial park, which adopts
qualitative and quantitative analysis through AHP. In order to obtain accurately quantitative evaluation
result, we should make good use of Delphi method to accurately mark for urban industrial park. In the
process of urban industrial park evaluation, we find that technology innovation ability of urban
industrial parks is not strong and need to construct information system better.
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Abstract：With the development of auto industries, the auto after-sales service market has become an
essential part of automotive industry chain. This article began with analyzing present situation of auto
after-sales service, and employed the value flow technology to point out that the current problems in
auto after-sales service industry from analysis of auto after-sales service business process. The paper
gave suggestions of improvement and proposes the importance of collaborative third-party auto
after-sales.
Key Words: Value flow; Third-party after-sales service; Automobiles; Collaborative aftermarket

1 Introduction
With the development of information technology and the economic globalization, automotive
industry is flourishing promoted by the booming of the whole manufacturing industry. Because of
diversification products and customized tendency, more and more enterprises transfer their core
competitiveness from the price and quality to the optimization of services. Good after-sales service has
become one of the most essential elements for customers’ automobile purchasing demands. Presently
three main operation modes exist: 4S service site (Sale, Spare Parts, Sale, and Survey) shop, licensed
distributors and service, and chain management. 4S shops are the most common services type in China,
and are gradually developing in the direction of 5S, which can maintain brand reputation and collect
feedback. While the service offered by chain operation is prevalent in USA—that is: considerate,
one-stops, and personalized for a certain brand or a general specific model.
On the basis of a great deal of research materials, advanced methods such as simulation and
modeling have been widely used in foreign researches on the auto after-sales service. Fredrik Persson
who used the simulation methods on research of the logistics network of after-sales service pointed out
that it is helpful for enterprises to find out the core weakness and appraise the effective cost policies
when applying the similar spare parts classification model and quantitative analysis. [1]
At the same time, research on the auto after-sales service is falling behind in China. Many scholars
in China have done the researches on the service market with Chinese special characteristics based on
foreign successful experiences. In the year of 2008, Liu Yongxu and Chang Yuxiang consulted the
international operation mode and compared 4S and chain management in China, and found out the
drawback of 4S shop, and indicated that the chain management is imperative. [2] Then, in 2010 Zhang
Yongmei put forward that the direction of development has transferred from mainly repairing to
maintenance, but remained brand-oriented. And she suggested that the service industry should realize
the scale and standardized, and improve their professional degree. [3] A seminar on auto after-sales
service and service standardization is convened in China in early 2011. Based on auto after-sales market
definition proposed by U.S. auto after-sales industry association, a preliminary system framework of
auto after-sales service standard is drafted in order to promote standardization. [6] So it is necessary to
discuss appropriate mode of after-sales. The paper uses value flow technology to do the quantitative
analysis and also presents some useful advices.

2 Feasibility Analysis of Value Flow Technology
The concept of value flow was prospered first by the chief engineers of Toyota Taiichi Ohno and
Shigeo shingo. Many scholars focused on researches in this area, and created a series of methods. One
of the most famous methods is Seven Tools summed up by Hines. This method includes process activity
diagram, supply chain reaction matrix, production variety funnel figure, quality filter graph, demand
amplification figure, decision points and entity structure. [4]
Value flow technology, which is used to do systemic quantitative process analysis on business
process, operates simply and pays attention to the integration. It has been applied it in various fields, and
established successful cases in auto manufacturing industry. However, the process reconstruction, lean
production and cost control are mainly analyzed (with the example of Zhang Handong’s “The
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Application of Value Flow Technology to BPR” [5] in 2005). The value flow technique is rarely applied
in service industry analysis.
The application of value flow technology into service industries can also analyze the waste of time,
human resources and stock. The methods can be used to offer a long planning of service industry,
improve work efficiency and reduce investment. After-sales service is a value-added process in the
whole value stream supply chain. Satisfactory service can enhance the brand satisfaction and brand
awareness, and conversely will be with harmful effects. So, the application of value flow technology
combine with service industries may make a good effect. This technology is used in this essay to
analyze the auto after-sales service process to help understanding customer demands, finding out the
waste through decision points, and putting forward the optimization scheme.

3 Status Analysis of Auto After-sales Service Industry in China

Figure 1

Basic Business Flow Chart of Auto After-sales Maintenance

Along with the saturation of vehicles in many regions, the zeal of chasing a car is cooling down.
The demand on auto after-sales service is pushed to the spotlight, and becomes a hot spot. 4S shop, even
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5S integrating auto sales and after-sales service appears in China, but still in its infancy on collaborative
affect.
3.1 Current value stream of auto after-sales service
4S after-sales service relates with roles of spare-parts suppliers, after-sales service department,
after-sales station in 4S and car buyers.
The business process is as follows. The vehicle is possessed by users after sale behavior; user
applies for service to 4S shop; 4S service station gives initial screening, and sends report to the
after-sales service department and meanwhile feeding back to users; The service department examines
users’ demand; With the approval, 4S service station supplies corresponding service for the users; After
service completion, 4S shop submits report, and returns the damaged parts; Lastly, the service
department finishes a return to ensure the service and settles accounts for 4S shop; At the same time, the
spare parts suppliers recycle invalid parts, make duty orientation, and lodge a claim for inferior quality.
The process is shown in Figure 1.
3.2 Problem in after-sales service
According to the survey report on auto after-sales service satisfaction, the mainstream of joint
venture brands and import brands firmly occupy the top ten with far higher scores than the independent
car brand in the surveyed 58 car brands. But "brake gate" events emerging in endlessly makes people
have to re-examine the auto after-sales service of joint venture brands. After the event of “Smashing
Benz” and “cow pulling BMW”, people have paid more attention to Chinese after-sales market.
After-sales service as a soft spot in Chinese independent automobile brands, has not reached the industry
average. Thus, it is now clear that it still exists a big gap between Chinese and international general level
of after-sales service with the main performance in the aspects of “the poor technical support of
maintenance worker”, “the quality and aging of parts supply”, “disputes over the actual maintenance
time and commitment” [7] etc.
As a large commodity, vehicle has the characteristics of long life in product life cycle in
manufacturing industry. So the after-sales requests longer time and wider scope. Generally the warranty
period for vehicles is two to three years or 20,000km to 30,000 km. Customers share regular and
irregular service such as maintenance and repair, etc. Mass of design and manufacturing data is involved
in after-sales service. The complex process produces much waste mainly in the following aspects.
(1) Waste of time: Firstly, the disjunction of the information interaction between service department
and the core industry chain, and complex data lead to information transmission delay and information
duplication, which makes the waste time in after-sales. Secondly, after-sales service needs strong
support of parts and components, but the insufficient cooperation between auto parts suppliers and
after-sales makes lack age of communication. So both sides cannot well understand each other’s needs
and actual data of inventory, which lead to the waste of time for the shortage of spare parts inventory.
(2) Waste of human resources: Various contents and complex service in auto after-sales services
need a large number of personal and technical supports. Each car is assembled by thousands of spare
parts. The non standardization of techniques and diversity of failures brings uncertain of auto after-sales
services, which requires the support technicians, good skills and knowledge related with automobiles.
With the development of science and technology, many advanced diagnosis and maintenance equipment
are applied in after-sales service, which puts forward higher and a large demand for technicians.
(3) Waste of inventory resources: The insufficient coordination between spare part suppliers and
after-sales departments leads to the hard control of inventory. Consequently, many after-sales service
providers adopt strategy of increasing storage to ensure the supply of spare parts for reducing the time
wasted.
(4) High cost and serious waste of resources: In after-sales service station of every brand,
automobiles accept the service according to the process of after-sales, which requests logistics, software
and hardware resources of all kinds of models so that the investment would be larger. Therefore,
discontinuous work creates a huge waste of resources.

4 Optimization Scheme of After-sales Service
According to analysis of the current after-sales service process, value flow technology is used to
reduce many kinds of waste and reconstruct cooperated service department with the core of after-sales
service station. Compared with the current business flow, the improved business chart (see Figure 2) has
advantages in several aspects.
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Improved Business Flow Chart of Auto After-sales Maintenance
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Figure 2

Improved Business Flow Chart of Auto After-sales Maintenance

4.1 The third-party after-sales service
The third-party after-sales service should be introduced to the automobile industry, by means of
chain management with multi-brand, adopting supermarket mode of service. The pattern is shown in
Figure 3.
By the form of the third-party after-sales service of automobiles, all brands outsource their
after-sales services to a company professionally in car maintenance and repair and pay outsourcing fees
for it. This model calls for third-party sales company to make sure its core status in the value chain, with
car manufacturers in the upstream and users of each brand. The upstream firms provide costs of
automotive spare parts, vehicle maintenance and repair; and downstream gain the necessary after-sales
service from the third-party after-sales companies. It runs mainly in order-driven approach. It mainly
runs with mode of order-driven.
For the automotive supply chain, this after-sales model will focus on multi-brand sales, and realize
execute large-scale services. It can not only reduce the human resources invested into auto industry and
the fees produced by establishing the service stations and the competition game, but also improve
after-sales quality and promote the quality of customers’ satisfaction of service. Meanwhile this batch
operation of after-sales service can reduce the logistics cost produced by repeatedly supplying small
batch supply. In this mode, all after-sales service share same industry standards, which helps to
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accelerate the implementation and perfection of auto after-sales service industries’ standardization. It is
adhered that standard promotes the service, which then promotes the economy.

Figure 3

Business Model of the Third-party After-sales Service of Automobiles

4.2 The third-party data center
Setting up the third-party after-sales service center which collects sorts of brands together involves
the large quantities of data, including the relevant date of auto spare parts suppliers and the core car
manufacturers, sales data and user data of 4S shop, “three Guarantees” data and maintenance data of the
third-party after-sales service department. In order to ensure absolute security of information, data center
must be established on the basic of trust and be specialized, which is helpful for the data exchange and
ensure the data security.
The third-party data center is a data cooperation platform which offers the support information
from the enterprises of two or more supply chains taking the management contractors of auto third-party
after-sales service as a data acquisition center for the purpose of supporting the collaborative aftermarket.
In this platform, the upstream enterprises of supply chains can supply with rations at fixed period and
return the changed parts regularly. This process keeps accounts absolutely clear. The core manufacturers
of automobile can acquire the updating information of automobile maintenance, and then settle fees of
the service, simultaneously gain the feedback from the customer and the analysis report between
different brands on the after-sales service. Through this platform, the manufacturing enterprises can
evaluate themselves more clearly, promote communication and collaboration between partners, avoid
the game caused by imbalance of information exchange between upstream and downstream enterprises
in the supply chain, and reduce the business errors and delay to control the cost. All of this can take
advantage of supply chain collaboration.
The third-party data center which provides the data support for the third-party after-sales center can
acquire the auto parts of each brand for related model and its maintenance plan. Consequently, the
after-sales center can easily get information of the core industry and spare parts of each supplier, which
help to accelerate after-sales service operations. At the same time, a series of matching and contrast of
the information customers feedback can be taken to make the information more valuable. Hence, the
after-sales services established on the basic of the third-party data center can help the service thoroughly
in a reasonable and orderly way.
4.3 Collaborative platform of auto after-sales service
The collaborative platform of auto after-sales service can be established according to the deep
understanding of the third-party after-sales and third-party data center. Through this platform after-sales
service will achieve real synergy.
Auto after-sales service system is a business interaction and information sharing platform. This
platform clarifies the central position of the third-party after-sales service center and the shared alliance
system formed with other members of the supply chain, which makes the auto third-party after-sales
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center and its suppliers, service stations realizing the real-time interaction by the network. For the
customers, they can scan the information of the services and products, consult the reasons of the
malfunctions, book or apply for the services, and do some queries of some business data and the state of
audit from this platform. For suppliers they can acquire the situation of spare parts usage to ensure the
delivery of warehouse timely, and do the queries of fault spare parts for the responsibility orientation
through the platform. With this collaborative shared platform, each enterprise in automobile industry
chain can fully exchange and coordinate so that the enterprises in the chain can avoid the extra payment
due to information imbalance caused by the inadequate intercommunion; The time of service can be
shorten; The errors and delays can be reduced; The management can be expanded; The advantage of the
collaboration can be taken to the full to enhance competitiveness of the brands.

5 Conclusions
As a gold industry, the auto after-sales service owns huge development potential in China. Value
flow technology, a new type of systematic analytic method, optimizes and improves auto after-sales
service from the whole process, to speed up after-sales service time, consequently enhance the
satisfaction of brands. Highly collaborative after-sales service is a tendency in future development. It
can not only realize the interaction of business and the sharing of information, but also reduce games
and costs, to finally improve customer satisfaction.
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Abstract: What is the secret behind the highly success of Apple Inc.? How the Brand has conquered a
considerable proportion of the market share as increased Brand Loyalty with the new Tablet product of
Ipad? The answer is already given: Brand Loyalty. This paper attempts to analyze the principal factors
and activities that conform his Marketing Strategy, and the advantages and disadvantages of a Price
Skimming setup on this kind of market. Price skimming strategy provides an excellent opportunity for
the company to maximize profits from the early stage of the Product Life Cycle (PLC), covering
research and development costs and eventually, slowly decreasing price when is needed, due of sales
reduction.
Key words: Marketing strategy; Price skimming; Price setting strategy; Ipad

1 Introduction
Price is perhaps the most important of the four Ps of marketing, since it is the only one that
generates revenue for a company. A Price strategy usually changes as the product passes through its life
cycle. One of the strategies for Price setting of new products consists in set high initial prices to “skim”
revenues layer-by-layer form the market (Kotler, Armstrong). The case of Apple on launching the Ipad
as a relative new product of electronic Tablet is an example.
Apple is well-known for their innovative thinking in terms of marketing, and the strategy for their
newest creation of iPad is no an exception. Part of Apple's marketing strategy is to have their products
appeal to the masses, gathering business customer and entertainment customer both in one market.[1] Its
combination of exceptional products, great style and design, great strategy, innovative marketing, sleek
and enticing communications is part of the key. In other words, his Marketing Mix and Strategy for
adding value to customer is translated into an excellent customer relationship and brand loyalty.
We aim to study the Marketing Strategy of Apple Inc. on the launching of Ipad, its Market Mix and
factors affecting the market. We compared the literature review and analyze the Unites States Scenario,
evaluating whether the Price Skimming might be the best alternative or not on this stage of the Product
Life Cycle (PLC). Finally we will enumerate the advantages and disadvantages of this Price Setting
strategy and bring up with some highlights and conclusion.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Marketing strategy and price setting
A Marketing Strategy consists of specific strategies for targeting market, positioning, marketing
mix, and marketing expenditure levels. It outlines how the company intends to create value for target
customers in order to capture value in return. It is on this part where the company plans how each
strategy responds to the threats, opportunities and critical issues spelled out earlier in the plan.[2]
A critical part of a company's overall strategic planning includes the establishment of pricing
objectives for the products it sells. A company has several pricing objectives from which to choose, and
the objective chosen will depend on the goals and type of product sold by them (in our case the Ipad) to
the market.
2.2 Price skimming strategy
The practice of ‘price skimming’ involves charging a relatively high price for a short time where a
new, innovative, or much-improved product is launched onto a market. The objective with skimming is
to “skim” off customers who are willing to pay more for having the product sooner; prices are lowered
later when demand from the “early adopters” falls.
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Figure 1

PLC – Product Life Cycle. Generic Graphic

The success of a price-skimming strategy is largely dependent on the inelasticity of demand for the
product either by the market as a whole, or by certain market segment. High prices can be enjoyed in the
short term where demand is relatively inelastic. In the short term the supplier benefits from ‘monopoly
profits’, but as profitability increases, competing suppliers are likely to be attracted to the market
(depending on the barriers to entry in the market) and the price tends to fall as competition increases.
The main objective of employing a price-skimming strategy is, therefore, to benefit from high
short-term profits (due to the newness of the product) and from effective market segmentation.

3 Methodology
The study is conduced to analyze the scenario of Apple Inc. on the electronic device’s market,
especially in United States. (USA) Through a qualitative research, we aims to describe its segmentation
and targeting market and how its position on the market makes it or not possible the Skimming Price as
the best alternative for Price Setting for market share. The SWOT Analysis is referred but not presented
as part of the topic study. Likewise we make use of Secondary Data of Journal and book publications,
online business information, websites of Apple and principals competitors, as a previously Price
comparison Study as well.

4 Data and Case Description
4.1 Description of company
Apple is an American multinational corporation, established on April 1, 1976 in
Cupertino, California, that designs and markets consumer electronics, computer software,
and personal computers. The company's best-known hardware products include the
Macintosh computers, the iPod, the iPhone and the iPad. Apple software includes the Mac
OS X operating system; the iTunes media browser; the iLife suite of multimedia and
creativity software; the iWork suite of productivity software, among others.[4]
Apple has established a unique reputation in the consumer electronics industry. They had gained a
customer base that is devoted to the company and its brand, particularly in the United States. Fortune
magazine named Apple the most admired company in the United States in 2008, and in the world in
2008, 2009, and 2010[5]. The company profit was around $8.24 billion closing the year 2009.[6]
Product: IpadThe iPad is a tablet computer designed and developed by Apple. It is
particularly marketed as a platform for audio and visual media such as books,
periodicals, movies, music, and games, as well as web content. At about 700 grams (25
ounces), its size and weight are between those of most contemporary smartphones,
netbooks and laptop computers. Apple Inc. released the iPad in April 2010 in the United
States, and sold 3 million of the devices in 80 days. [7]
The iPad works on the same operating system as the iPod Touch and iPhone,
though a slightly older version. It can run its own applications as well as ones developed for the iPhone.
Without modification, it only will run programs approved by Apple and distributed via its online store.
Like iPhone and iPod Touch, the iPad is controlled by a multitouch display sensitive to up to
eleven fingers— a break from most previous tablet computers, which used a pressure-triggered stylus.
The iPad uses Wi-Fi or a 3G mobile data connection to browse the Internet, load and stream media, and
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install software. The device is managed and synced by iTunes on a personal computer via USB cable.
Media reaction to the device has generally been neutral or positive, with more positive reaction after the
device was launched.
4.2 Marketing strategy and marketing mix
The Marketing strategy for Ipad leads the effort of Apple Inc. to concentrate its resources on the
greatest opportunities in order to increase sales and achieve a sustainable competitive advantage.[8] It is
centered on the key concept that customer satisfaction is the main goal. His target market is as follow:

Figure 2

Ipad Segmentation and Targeting Market

The segmentation of the market is based on Age, Income and geographic criteria. (Refer to figure 2
about segmentation and targeting market). According to age, we suggest that the target for Ipad is
situated on Youth and medium age (for the entertainment and business utility of the product). According
to income, is located on medium and high level (for the acquisition price); and the geographic
concentration of the market is focus on North America, Europe and some countries of Asia, on this first
Stage of the PLC respectively.
Table 1

Ipad Marketing Mix for US Market

4.3 Potential competitors
Although the tablet electronic device is relatively new on the market, it has some competitors firms
contending for market share and leadership. Among them we can enumerate Hewlet Packcard with the
HP Slate, which continue in state of develop and proof; JooJoo with 4 GB of memory and 12 inches;
Lenovo U1 with 16 GB and 11.6 inches, Archos 7 with Android OS, 8 GB of memory and 7 inches;
Dell Mini 5, among others. The possible prices for each of them are the following:

Figure 3 Comparison of Potential Product Competitors.
（Data From Web Research, Drawing by the Author）
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4.4 Price skimming strategy
As we mentioned, on the launching of Ipad there was a big segment of customers willing to acquire
the new device.[9] On this life cycle of the product, the price elasticity of demand tended to be low. In
other words, innovators and early-adapter customers were less price sensitive preferring another
influences factors of value, as brand empathy, status, fashion, position; and other part, technological
changes and competitive utility.
In a perfect competition market the consumer surplus is usually a benefit for the buyer of the good.
As we know, it consists on the maximum amount a consumer will be willing to pay for a good, minus
the amount the buyer actually pays for it. However when those customers buy the Ipad at the skimmed
price, they are transferring this value to the Company. This strategy depends on the factors already
explained in the literature review. The advantages and disadvantages are presented on the next section.

Figure 4

Skimming Price on demand and supply curve. General Theory

5 Highlights
5.1 Advantages of price skimming
Cause the research and development costs of an innovative product as Ipad are likely to be high, as
are the costs of introducing the product to the market via promotion, advertising etc., the practice of
price-skimming allows for some return on the set-up costs.
By charging high prices initially, Apple can keeps build a high-quality image for its product.
Charging initial high prices allows the firm the luxury of reducing them when the threat of competition
arrives. By contrast, a lower initial price would be difficult to increase without risking the loss of sales
volume.
Price skimming helps in segmenting the market. The price can be lowered to suit each segment and
thereby the demand of each segment is satisfied. That might allow Apple to make maximum profit from
each of them.
In Apple logistic, the product is distributed via retailer stores. The high price of the product brings
huge benefits for the retailers as well. Since the prices are initially high the manufacturer has the liberty
of lowering it when competitors knock at the door.
Because the Ipad had started to have the expected position, its buyers are more prestige conscious
than price conscious. Expensive goods easily attain the tag of being luxury items.
5.2 Disadvantages of price skimming
This policy is workable only when the product has an inelastic demand curve. If in the long run
demand curve turns elastic then market equilibrium will be attained by quantity changes instead of price
changes.
Skimming attracts competitors. The high margins compel them to enter onto the market as soon as
possible.
Skimming results in a slow rate of stuff diffusion and adaptation. This results in a high level of
untapped demand. This gives competitors time to either imitate the product or leap frog it with a new
innovation. If competitors do this, the window of opportunity will have been lost. A Critic wrote in a
research article: "The iPad prices and gaps in functionality are likely to leave the door open for other
media tablet vendors.”[10]
The process of Lowering of price for Ipad product should be done at an appropriate time. If
lowered too soon early customers could feel cheated. As a result the company and its brand name could
suffer. In other sense, if customers had waited a little longer before buying Ipad product, this would
have helped them to make a better deal.
High margins may turn the firm inefficient. There will be less incentive to keep costs under control.
Inefficient practices will become established making it difficult to compete on value or price.
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6 Conclusion
We have seen and overview of the Marketing Strategy of Apple Inc. and his marketing mix of how
it had made possible a positioning on the market, especially in the United States. Due to the Brand
Loyalty that Apple had acquired and taking into account their strengths and weaknesses, the company
has been able to take advantage of market opportunities and adapt to environmental threats, such as the
range of competitors, among others.
For the launching of Ipad on April 2010, the company made use of Price Skimming on this new
stage of the PLC. It is a useful strategy and could be done when:
-There are enough prospective customers willing to buy
the product at the high price.
-The high price does not attract competitors.
-The high price is interpreted as a sign of high quality, status, technological utility, etc.
-Lowering the price would have only a minor effect on increasing sales volume and reducing unit
costs.
When the Skimmed Price tends to slow, Apple may change from Price Skimming to
Optional-product Pricing Strategy, offering accessories along with Ipad, such as chargers, adapters,
cases, cables, among others. Also is good to mentioned that the business of Apple does not only consist
on their devices selling (laptops, Mac, ipod, ipad, iphone, Apple TV) but on the selling of media (music,
books, software, applications and other services) through the net.
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Abstract: It has positive significance for promoting hotel value by analyzing hotel service innovation
and the way of value improvement. This paper uses value chain theory for reference. It describes value
composition of hotel service industry based on comparing and analyzing the value chain structure and
the implementation process of general business and service industry. Finally it analyses the way of hotel
value improvement, and provides some suggestions of hotel service innovation and value improvement.
Key words: Hotel service; Service innovation; Hotel value improvement

1 Introduction
Michael Porter first proposed the “Value Chain” concept in his book “Competitive Advantage：
Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance”(1985). The value chain theory points that, there is the
value chain between the upstream and downstream businesses, and also in the internal enterprises.
Porter believes that “each enterprise is the collection of various activities in the process of design,
production, sale, sending and supporting their products. All of these activities can be indicated by a
value chain.”
Porter distinguishes primary activities and support activities in the value chain. Primary activities
are directly concerned with the creation or delivery of a product or service which can be grouped into
five main areas: inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing and sales, and service.
Each of these primary activities is linked to support activities which help to improve their effectiveness
or efficiency. There are four main areas of support activities: procurement, technology development
(including R&D), human resource management, and infrastructure (systems for planning, finance,
quality, information management etc.).
With Michael Porter's value chain tool, it can achieve the decomposition of total value of the
enterprise from the company's internal processes, to enable enterprises to fully understand the
production processes which create value, and how to improve it to promote corporate value. Value chain
management emphasizes the effect of the overall enterprise operation, rather than one-sided pursuit of
optimization of individual business activity.

2 Value Realization Process of the Hotel Service Industry
In fact, enterprises should keep competitive advantages in specific links of the value chain to
remain and enhance value. By analysis of value chain, it could find critical value regions that help
enterprises get the core competitiveness to form and consolidate the competitive advantage in the
industry.
Value realization process in service industry is rather different from the general manufacturing
industry. The manufacture product experiences the R & D processes, which is product innovation, and
then production processes, marketing, service and other aspects (exchange processes), finally it’s sent
to the users to meet customer needs. The staff of manufacture enterprise contact products indirectly, that
is different from hotels and other service enterprises whose staffs contact customers and provide
services to consumers directly.
Generally speaking, the hotel service product is a series of the visible product and invisible service
to meet the customer lodging, catering, amusement, and other demand. From the viewpoint of customer,
in the hotel, they consume a series of products. In detail, firstly, the material products, that is the
physical products consumed by customer, such as food and beverage. Secondly, the sensual pleasure, the
customer feels the sensual pleasure provided by the hotel building, furniture equipment, interior
decoration, atmosphere, the staff dress and facial expression, service skill and attitude and so on. Thirdly,
the psychological feeling is the customer psychological benefit, such as the status, comfort, satisfaction,
∗
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etc.
The value realization of hotel industry experiences production and exchange process. The hotel
value includes labor services value, market value, property value, hotel management and cultural value.
The production and exchange processes in hotel industry are usually inseparable. The service personnel
provide services, at the same time customers enjoy the service, namely, the production activity and
exchange process complete at one time. The hotel product value realizes conversion, and makes profits.

3 Hotel Value Composition
According to Porter's value chain theory and the hotel features, this paper proposes the value
composition of the hotel. The value of hotel service industry can be divided into: (1) product value, that
is the value of the guestroom, catering services and so on; (2) service value, that is the value of the
service labor; (3) market value, that is the hotel market value of the marketing; (4) the property value,
provided by the architectural composition, decorative style, infrastructure of hotel; (5) the value of hotel
culture; (6) the value of hotel system and management.

4 Hotel Innovation and Value Promotion Analysis
By applying the value chain theory to hotel business, it can realize the hotel internal value
decomposition, find the critical value point and value production link. Based on this analysis, this paper
finds the way to enhance the hotel value, which can help better understand the whole process of the
hotel value promotion as shown in Figure 1.
Hotel Value

Hotel Innovation
Value Chain Theory

Product value
Market value
Human resource value
Management value
Culture value

Product innovation
Market innovation
Human resource innovation
Management innovation
Culture innovation

Hotel Value Promotion
Figure 1 Hotel Innovation and Value Promotion Analysis

4.1 Product innovation of hotel
The hotel product innovation mainly includes the innovation of guestroom, catering,
amusement, etc.
4.1.1 Guestroom
The guest room innovation constitutes of facilities and decoration, and the service connection
between guest room and other departments in hotel. According to the changes of demand and expects,
the hotel can take the following innovations, for example, launching the theme guest room and
personalized guest room which are different from standard rooms, the green guest room and smokeless
guest room accord with the environmental protection, the “women-guest room” special for female
customers and the hourly paid room for the casual customers, and so on.
4.1.2 Catering
Faced with the rapid updating of the catering industry, the hotel catering should update and
improve the product in time. The innovations of catering include developing the new dishes from the old
traditional dishes, digesting the major styles of cooking, the dishes of Chinese and Western, etc.; and
some hotels allow the customers to design the menu by themselves and cook the dish under the chef’s
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direction, then they can enjoy the meal cooked by themselves; meanwhile, the hotel can provide various
services, such as delivering meals, providing many kinds of meals.
4.1.3 Amusement
The hotel should consider the customer’s job and health from the demand and tendency of the
amusement, and provide various healthy and relaxed amusement activities, many kinds of entertainment
ways, to meet the demands of customers of different age stages.
4.2 Market innovation of hotel
As the homogeneity of customer requirements tending to decrease and weaken while the
heterogeneity strengthen and enlarged constantly, the hotel should take the differentiated marketing
strategy and pay attention to the differences of the consumers group, take the gender, age, region,
income as the division standards, provide the pertinent marketing based on the differences of target
markets to attract more customers.
The hotel should increase marketing modes based on traditional marketing methods, and deliver the
hotel information to customers more correctly and rapidly to improve the market promotion. For
example, the hotel could implement the new marketing methods: “green marketing” and “network
marketing”. The “green marketing” means the hotel can build the green image by developing the green
products and providing green services to promote hotel sustainable development. The “network
marketing” can construct the hotel website and provide the reservation service. The customers can
reserve guest room by the professional sales website. The hotel can improve marketing by using all
those marketing methods.
4.3 Human resource innovation
It is important to pay attention to the staff personal qualities and work skill training. The staff
training cannot be ignored. Except the regular training, the hotel could train the staff about the personal
qualities and adaptability to improve the staff personal qualities, and provide the higher quality service.
Job rotation is a good choice. The hotel could cultivate the staff with more than one work skill, and
provide the customer with more prefect service. It could improve the work skill and personal qualities
by job training, at the same time, give staff the sense of belonging and identity, improve staff satisfaction
and loyalty, to increase staff enthusiasm and work skill, and then promote the customer perceived value.
It is reasonable to build up staff self-assessment mechanism. The fairness of hotel assessment decides
the staff satisfaction and enthusiasm. Based on many assessment methods, the self-assessment is a good
choice. The hotel staff could evaluate themselves correctly by the evaluation software and feedback in
time and so on. The staff self-assessment result reflects the staffs’ work attitude, difficult and
expectation, to provide reference information for hotel. It would be helpful for the hotel to build the fair
assessment system, create an ordered competitive environment to stimulate staff work enthusiasm and
improve service quality and customer satisfaction.
4.4 Hotel management innovation
For the management innovation, firstly, the hotel should take innovation in the management
concept and transform the management from experience management to scientific management and
from systematic management to human-based management, as well, build the management concept that
adapt to the marketization and internationalization, and forge and carry out the unique hotel
management concept. That is the key point to win the market competition. Secondly, the hotel should
build the management system and organization structure adapt to the hotel management concept, to
deepen the new management concept and guarantee implement of each innovation, improve the
adaptability and competitive ability, and then to promote the hotel management. Finally, the hotel should
take innovation in the operation mode that mainly is the means of operation. The hotel exploits new
market by new operation mode to meet the customers demand which changes day by day.
4.5 Culture innovation of hotel
The hotel culture is the highest level of the hotel competitiveness, and the hotels, which have
unique culture, have long vitality and strong competitiveness in the market competition. The hotel
culture innovation should begin with the material culture, the most surface of the hotel culture. Firstly
the hotel should construct the hotel facility, create good material culture atmosphere, which includes the
hotel architectural style, decoration design, facilities and equipment, basic articles, etc., enrich and stress
the product and hotel individuality to make the customer feel warm and comfortable. Secondly, the hotel
can develop some special operation projects with cultural connotation, stress the hotel product
individuality and increase some culture projects with less investment, which would increase the hotel
income and show the hotel culture feature. It is the concrete manifestation of hotel culture innovation
that the “theme hotel” is popular at home and abroad. Finally, the hotel should pay attention to cultivate
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the service consciousness of employee and transform service concept, encourage the staff to take service
as an art or a lifetime profession to construct the service culture of the whole hotel. All these methods
will improve the degree of customer’s satisfaction and loyalty, then to improve the hotel brand
influences.

5 Conclusion
In summary, according to the value chain theory ， this paper analyzes the composition and
value-added process of hotel value. It proposes that the enterprise should take innovative activities in
each step in order to achieve the purpose of enhancing the total value of the hotel. From the customer
standpoint, Hotel service innovation and value promotion enhance customer satisfaction, which retains
and attracts more customers, helps expand market space.
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Abstract: This paper has constructed a mechanical industry competitiveness evaluation system,
analyzed the development of mechanical industry of domestic provinces and municipalities in 2008,
a comprehensive evaluation on Guangxi machinery industry's competitiveness is made. Through
comparative analysis, this paper summarized the characteristics of the industry, pointed out the
main problems, and gave relevant policy recommendations.
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1 Introduction
Machinery manufacturing industry is one of the three pillar industries in Guangxi , its level of
development and competitiveness can not only impact on sustainable and stable economic
development of Guangxi , but also determines the manufacturing process of economic
globalization, division of labor[1]. Currently, Guangxi is undertaking the eastern industry transfer
and facing the opportunities and challenges that China - ASEAN free trade has brought. In this
environment, Guangxi's machinery Industry can obtain what kind of results, will depend on the
comparison with competitors. Therefore, comparing Guangxi's auto industry manufacturing
competitiveness with other domestic provinces, has not only theoretical value, but also has certain
practical significance.
This paper uses factor analysis for comparing the correlation between the various factors that
influence the machinery industry competitiveness, and transforms multiple variable into a
important variable through linear variation in order to construct the evaluation system of
competitiveness[2]. In addition, the premise of scientific evaluation to industries competitiveness is
the choice of evaluating indicator. These indicators not only reflect industries competitiveness, but
also have to quantify to it.

2

Machinery industry definition

In short, the machinery industry is the industry that is related to machinery manufacturing.
The industry is divided into broad and narrow sense of the mechanical industry. General machinery
industry refers to any industrial production sectors that use the metal cutting tools in industrial,
while the narrow mechanical industry is the machine-manufacturing industry. At present, there is
no clear definite scope to the machinery industry; there are some provincial and municipal
statistical differences. Based on the 2009 China Industrial Economy Statistical Yearbook of
statistics, to make research more focused on the mechanical definition, it includes two industry
categories: instruments and office machinery manufacturing; electrical machinery and equipment
manufacturing. In order to make a whole facilitate evaluation of the industry, this paper attempts to
study the two industries integrally.

3 Index System and Model Construction
In the study of competitive process, in order to fully analyze problems, a lot of related factors
are selected. Although each factor can reflect certain information of competitiveness, too much
factors will increase complexity. The basic purpose of factor analysis is to select main factors to
describe the original data. This paper compared correlation between a number of competitive
machine manufacturing factors and classified the factors based on relevance in order to build
∗ This paper is supported by Key project of Department of education in Guangxi（201012MS121）
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competitiveness evaluation system.
This paper selects nine indicators (X), 31 provinces (Y) as the evaluation index system of
manufacturing industry competitiveness in Guangxi, as shown in Table 1. According to China
Industrial Statistical Yearbook 2009, [4] selecting the corresponding data, as shown in Table 2.
Table 1

Index System

X
X1：Gross Industrial Output Value
X2：Industrial Sales Value
X3：Total assets
X4：Net value of fixed assets
X5：Value of export goods
X6：Business Income of the Main Products
X7：Total Profits
X8 ： Per capita equipment level ＝ Net value of fixed
assets/Worker number
X9：average size index = Total assets / Enterprise number

Y1:Beijing
Y2:Tianjin
Y3:Hebei
Y4:Shanxi
Y5:Neimenggu
Y6:Liaoning
Y7:Jinin
Y8:Heilongjiang
Y9:Shanghai
Y10:Jiangsu
Y11:Zhejiang
Y12:Anhui
Y13:Fujian
Y14:Jiangxi
Y15:Shandong

Y
Y16:Henan
Y17:Hubei
Y18:Hunan
Y19:Guangdong
Y20:Guangxi
Y21:Hainan
Y22:Chongqing
Y23:Sichuan
Y24:Yunnan
Y25:Guizhou
Y26:Xizang
Y27:Shanxi
Y28:Gansu
Y29:Qinghai
Y30:Ningxia
Y31:Xinjiang

4 Measure Analysis
4.1Factor Analysis
According to "China Industrial Economy Statistical Yearbook 2009", collect datas (Table 2),
and make factor analysis by using SPSS13.0. As to conducting factor analysis, the first step is to
understand the correlation between variables; the second is to determine the appropriateness of
factor analysis; the third is to test the correlation between variables, KMO test measure is 0.771
greater than 0.6, and the test of sphericity is significant, which means these data are suitable for
factor analysis (Table 3).
Pro
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6
Y7
Y8
Y9
Y10
Y11
Y12
Y13
Y14
Y15
Y16
Y17
Y18
Y19
Y20
Y21
Y22

Table 2 China 2008 Guangxi Manufacturing Industries by Major Economic Indicators
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
598.51
585.73
107.08
94.48
74
624.68
70.06
0.00099
814.39
784.04
123.51
106.8
282.76
810.39
47.85
0.00125
889.77
843.34
184.29
150.75
103.81
854.51
94.08
0.00117
73.19
67.33
21.27
18.79
1.41
70.24
2.72
0.00101
44.02
39.37
11.68
10.04
1.32
39.83
2.12
0.00060
1172.12
1123.25
343.33
322.72
138.06
1132.09
57.8
0.00151
102.97
94.7
21.67
20.53
1.16
93.39
5.15
0.00110
196.8
195.06
40.26
34.06
8.15
192.35
20.17
0.00073
2092.28
2046.19
340.39
315.78
695.4
2084.4
129.92
0.00087
6910.38
6770.74
1099.85
992.51
1664.64
6714.4
463.34
0.00100
4181.4
4051.36
738.96
644.83
1179.03
4024.85
221.14
0.00065
1160.19
1137.92
172.29
149.59
74.78
992.8
65.65
0.00111
852.72
828.52
128.13
116.55
329.15
821.14
59.03
0.00050
587.69
578.26
186.27
179.88
120.42
571.47
62.61
0.00150
3453.71
3381.95
519.47
473.91
317.29
3361.36
195.84
0.00113
911.85
888.77
140.12
127.99
16.53
851.32
78.68
0.00089
496.75
489.76
149
131.46
40.64
480.74
28.16
0.00100
501.28
490.21
104.74
84.59
22.32
481.9
41.25
0.00099
8496.77
8280.39
1100.99
912.93
3768.86
8289.68
364.66
0.00043
173.68
159.22
24.05
19.3
16.42
141.03
11.91
0.00055
20.89
21.18
2.96
2.96
4.07
21.17
1.89
0.00106
355.08
345.43
53.42
44.82
12.24
344.41
25.43
0.00069

X9
0.12215
0.15896
0.26094
0.29738
0.11113
0.19472
0.11621
0.17353
0.14710
0.21241
0.11439
0.18388
0.15217
0.45143
0.21919
0.19630
0.22128
0.23229
0.19674
0.12816
0.32
0.16662
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Y23
Y24
Y25
Y26
Y27
Y28
Y29
Y30
Y31

626.93
63.82
81.44
0
346.89
51.36
10.75
26.71
117.89

601.43
61.63
81.84
0
336.99
48.17
9.99
24.57
101.43

113.18
6.39
20.25
0
113.69
8.87
2.95
7.92
10.19

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
Adequacy.

101.39
13.71
568.04
6.21
1.87
55.23
16.87
7.65
83.41
0
0
0
76.28
39.23
312.66
7.54
0.93
47.05
2.67
0.13
10.18
5.47
0.05
25.79
9.78
1.7
125.02
Table 3 KMO
Measure of Sampling

Bartlett’s Test of
Sphericity

43.36
1.49
4.07
0
20.32
1.62
0.53
1.62
12.94

0.00110
0.00049
0.00130
0
0.00119
0.00050
0.00145
0.00099
0.00089

0.17300
0.11049
0.21671
0
0.56311
0.1481
0.3815
0.4339
0.14928

.771
974.628
36
.000

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

Table 4 shows the condition of cumulative contribution of factors and factor choice number.
Two common factors whose eigenvalue greater than 1 are extracted. The cumulative variance
contribution rate is 93.038%. From this point of view, the greatest contribution factor 1, to 75.285%;
factor 2, followed by the 17.754%, can be good coverage of nine indicators.
Table 4

Total Variance Explained

Initial Eigenvalues
component
Total
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

6.776
1.598
.440
.147
.027
.011
.000
.000
6.01E-006

% of Variance Cumulative %
75.285
17.754
4.891
1.638
.301
.125
.005
.001
6.68E-005

75.285
93.038
97.929
99.567
99.868
99.994
99.999
100.000
100.000

Extraction Sums of Squared
Loadings
% of
Total
Cumulative %
Variance
6.776
75.285
75.285
1.598
17.754
93.038

Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings
% of
Total
Cumulative %
Variance
6.738
74.866
74.866
1.636
18.173
93.038

Used Varimax (orthogonal rotation Varimax) method factors to rotate, the use of rotated factor
loading matrix, can be more easily examine the economic implications of the main factors.
Rotation results shown in Table 5: Factor 1 in total industrial output value, industrial sales value,
total assets, net fixed assets, industry, export delivery value, main business revenue and gross profit
on a large load; factor 2 Per capita equipment level and average size index load on a larger scale .
Table 5

Rotated Component Matrix
component

1

2

Gross Industrial Output Value

0.996

-0.070

Industrial Sales Value

0.996

-0.069

Total assets

0.992

-0.002

Net value of fixed assets

0.986

0.005

Value of export goods

0.921

-0.144

Business Income of the Main Products

0.996

-0.071

Total Profits
Per capita equipment level ＝ Net value of fixed
assets/Worker number
average size index = Total assets / Enterprise number

0.976

-0.017

-0.067

0.901

-0.028

0.888

4.2 Guangxi machinery industry competitiveness measure
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According to the common factor variance contribution rate and the factor of load factor, the
formula to build industrial competitiveness is:
F j = 0 .7 5 2 8 5 F1 j + 0 .1 7 7 5 4 F 2 j

Which, Fj (j = 1, 2 ..., 31) that j provinces machinery industry competitiveness, F1j, F2j the
main factor for the j, 2 provinces in the corresponding original index value of standardized
treatment (treatment received by SPSS). Where the weight of the composite score calculated
0.75285, 0.17754 were rotated factor variance contribution rate. According to this model, you can
find the Guangxi's rank of the competitiveness of the machinery industry as shown in Table 6.
province

Table 6
C1

National Machinery Industry Competitiveness Score
rank
province
C1

Guangdong
Jiangsu
Zhejiang
Shandong
ShangHai
Liaoning
Anhui
Henan
Hebei
Fujian
Tianjin
Sichuan
Beijing
Jiangxi
Hunan

3.406299292
2.674860173
1.405525832
1.072094117
0.440741031
0.012192722
0.009048792
-0.106608647
-0.119003598
-0.134235883
-0.152634397
-0.239447245
-0.251522168
-0.256256456
-0.296624913

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Hubei
Chongqing
Shanxi
HeiLongJiang
Guangxi
Xinjiang
Jilin
Yunnan
Shanxi
Guizhou
Gansu
NeiMenggu
Ningxia
Hainan
Qinghai
Xizang

-0.298367189
-0.364541947
-0.368376997
-0.437497127
-0.44941539
-0.475561667
-0.481764304
-0.490999519
-0.495407528
-0.499439979
-0.505327349
-0.508878159
-0.516708153
-0.519191034
-0.52400668
-0.528945634

rank

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

5 Conclusions and Countermeasures
5.1 Conclusions
Through the above factor analysis of the quantitative analysis, it can be concluded that
Guangxi competitiveness of the national machinery industry ranked 20th, in 2008, while in the
second level. Although GuangXi's machinery industry already has certain scale, the product
technical content is not high and the profit level is low. Therefore, when directly facing the ASEAN
market, it's machinery manufacturing will meet fierce competition.
5.2 Strategic suggestion
Guangxi must take development strategy into account, not only short-term interest, more
importantly, future development of machinery industry should be concerned. The industry should
focus on its overall ability to enhance the mechanical industry and provide a clear direction of
long-term, stable and rapid development in Guangxi.
(1) Improving the resource using efficiency of machinery industry, after making a clear
direction, can effectively use mechanical resources, reduce the opportunity cost, and gain better
earnings, to realize the maximization of enterprise value.
(2)Product management strategy: to reinforce the main industry, the expand industrial chain,
industrial capital market for enhance the development of new products.
(3)Marketing strategy: to change the past simple idea of "emphasis on production market"
and establish a modern marketing concept; to build a modern chemical products marketing system
to adapt to market competition, according to market conditions and competitive characteristics,
focused on product, price, distribution channels and promotional measures to develop appropriate
coping strategies.
(4)Human resources strategy: completely abandon the planned system of personnel
management; establish a modern concept of human resource management; optimize personnel
abilities; clear the human resource channels; change human resource structure; establish an
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effectively incentive and restraint mechanism.
(5) Change corporate governance structure and organizational structure. According to the
modern enterprise system, further clean up shares of the company's property rights, and strive to
make a diversification of ownership structure and regulate the shareholders, board of directors and
the supervisory board to adjust the organizational structure, development strategy to meet the
requirements and to achieve a "science decision, strong commanding, efficient management,
appropriate checks and balances "effect.
(6)Capital operation strategy. Make an inventory of existing assets; eliminate bad or invalid
assets; put the company's major financial resources into the most efficient business (short-term
should focus on the main industry and extension of the main chain) through the introduction of
strategic partners; redesign financing channels; optimize the structure of property rights, to achieve
a overall strategy that enhances the operational level.
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Abstract: In China, it is usually understood that product design is a kind of scattered work, which
includes the modeling of outward appearance of products, the beautification of product packaging, the
promotion of demonstration or propaganda of products. All of these usually weaken the systematic
characteristics of product design and then discount the overall effect of product design greatly. This
paper has combed the development vein of design management, introduced the development process of
design management in Chinese enterprises, and then elaborated the development trend of design
management emphatically.
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1 Introduction
Product design management is the result of the development of industrial design. The industrial
design was originated in the Industrial Revolution, and developed on the basis of the industrialization
production in enormous quantities. If we divide the industrial design into the traditional industrial design
and the modern industry design, it is not difficult to find that the core of traditional industrial design is
the product design. However, along with the development of time, the traditional design already could
not satisfy the need of enterprises and social development. Therefore, the modern industry design or the
generalized industrial design is defined as that, in order to achieve some specific goals, a practical and
feasible implementation plan is established from the idea, and expressed with a series of behaviors,
which contains all use modernization method to carry on the design process of production and the
service.
For many western countries’ enterprises, the cognition and the development regarding design is an
evolution process. Bauhuas, Ford, Das Auto, paid more attention to production technique and
manufacturing procedure of products. Ulm and Braun concerned and developed product design from the
points of the design methods, design systems and their construction. So design management was given
birth gradually in this process. In the 1970s, the London Business School proposed the concept of design
management. In the 1980s, enterprises like Sony and Samsung started to pay great attention to their
brands, markets, plans, consumers and design management. As a result, design management is taken as a
tool to effectively reorganize the resources of enterprises, to coordinate the relationships of various
departments in design process and to safeguard the product innovation smoothly, and its importance is
highlighted day by day.
The concepts of design management are relatively diversified from different aspects. Design
management is one kind of multi-dimensional executive program that can guide the images and cultures
of enterprises to combine as a whole; Design management is the highly unified method that can realize
the development strategy and the management plan of enterprises, and then combine the vision images
of products with the technology; Design management is to take the product development design as a
main item, to adjust enterprise’s activity and organizations correctly and then create more and more
concretive product forms. But the more accurate definition of design management is: according to users’
demand, R&D activities should be carried out in an organized way, the creative thinking of designer
should be transferred effectively, and the understanding of market and consumer should be transformed
in the new products. All in all, enterprises should affect and change people’s life in more reasonable,
scientific ways and put out a series of design strategy for the profit maximum of enterprises limit carries
on. Design management is an emerging discipline due to its short development process. But it has been
concerned more and more because it is of great importance for product innovation of enterprises.

2 Systems of Product Design Management and Its Connotation
If we take the product innovation as the starting point of design, the contents of design
management should include: design decision-making, design organization, design project management.
The product innovation is the goal of product design and the core of design management(shown in
Figure 1). In design management activity, the design strategy management can safeguard the
establishment of project objectives, and provide the solutions to these projects, which instruct
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enterprises about innovative activities directions. So design strategy management is at the most
important position in design management activity. Design organization management can solve the
question of “how to do” because design organization is the foundation and guarantee of carrying out
design strategy. Scientific and reasonable design organization can guarantee that various levels of
project objectives can be realized. Following the formulation of design strategy and the distribution of
design organization, design project management is to deal with the practical questions in the process of
product design. Considering the links involved in product innovation, the actual contents of design
management should cover the management of strategies, goals, processes, systems, quality and the
intellectual property in the process of product innovation.

Managing

Designer manager

Design organization

Product
innovation

Production

Control Project management

Marketing
Strategy plan

Design policy making
Figure 1 Structures of Product Innovation

3 Development of Product Design Management in China
Different from the western developed countries, the Chinese economy and the development of
enterprises in China are not proceeding in an orderly way. Its development model is the spanning type,
which leads to the evolution of design management in China appear along with the leap of economical
development rather than in a gradual path.
In the early stage of reform and open up policy, China only paid great attention to the heavy
industry and introduced the production and the design ideas of western countries by purchasing
production equipment and assembly line and so on. In the mid of 1980s, some Chinese enterprises
started to duplicate and intimate the popular western products. From 1990s few business enterprises
studied the development procedure of western products, and started to follow up the western enterprise's
development model. In the late 1990s, some modern enterprises such as Haier and Lenevo, emphasized
the international connection with foreign markets, started to utilize the industrial design and independent
innovation, and then design management began to be accepted by the Chinese Enterprises. Attracted by
the giant Chinese market, the massive international brands enter China in abundance. More international
brands started to establish the R&D bases in China. This act proved that China not only has the
condition as the manufacturing center of the world, but also has the ability to combine R&D with
production in an organic way, which has created the good condition for the development of design
management in China.
But this kind of economic development also appeared many malpractices, such as environment
problems, massive enterprises depending upon labor-intensive industries, lack of the independent
innovation ability and the core competitiveness. In the long run, these problems are disadvantageous to
the competitive power. Under this case, the construction of “the innovative country” arose. The problem
is exacerbated by China's lack of successful innovation and its reliance on stitching and welding
together products that are imagined, invented and designed by others. A failure to innovate means China
is trapped paying enormous amounts in patent royalties and licensing fees to foreigners. China's
government has responded in typically lavish fashion, launching a multibillion-dollar effort to create
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brands, encourage innovation and protect its market from foreign domination. Through tax breaks and
subsidies, China has embraced what it calls “a going-out strategy,” backing firms seeking to buy foreign
businesses, snap up natural resources or expand their footprint overseas. Domestically, it has launched
the “indigenous innovation” program to encourage its companies to manufacture high-tech goods by
forcing foreign firms to hand over their trade secrets and patents if they want to sell their products there.

4 Studies on Trends of Product Design Management
4.1Design management based on the high technology and new technology
The concrete manifestation is the CAID, Computer Aided Industrial Design. The whole CAID is a
huge computer system (see Figure 2). The main goals of this system include: one is to organize the
resources of design reasonably, and to use each kind of new technology, new material, new energy so as
to realize the design innovation fully. Second is to make the improvement on the traditional product
design and manufacturing process in order to achieve the effective network of product design by fully
using the high technology and new technology. Third is to realize the uniformity between industrial
design and engineering design. Finally the man-machine integration and the integrated design
management system is formed. This system is carried on according to following flows: firstly, the
shapes, the colors, the material quality design is presented on the basis of full consideration of
man-machine technology; secondly, the hypothesized assembly is designed in the digitized virtual
system in order to test the confirmation product mix to be reasonable or not, and be advantageous for the
production processing or not; thirdly, with the aid of the quality synthetic evaluation system, targets such
as esthetics, semantics and engineering mechanics of this product should be appraised, further adjusts
the design target. By means of comprehensive evaluation system for the product design, aesthetics,
semantics and engineering mechanics index evaluation, further adjust the design index; the process will
end design output to the processing equipment, and production on the market; to collect market for this
product information feedback, the feedback input to CAID system again, further enrich, update index,
for the next round of design to provide coordinates.
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Intelligence

Market
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Product
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CAID
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Structures of CAID

The method enables a designer in mind from the beginning to the product life cycle, all the links, to
design, manufacture, use, evaluation, feedback and other aspects of a reasonable organization. At the
same time, with the establishment of recycling product information feedback mechanism and
information base, in favor of products in large quantities production, the virtual assembly can find out
quality problems, find user acceptance problems through the evaluation system, effectively avoid
unnecessary design risk, improve management efficiency, and strengthen design management effect.
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4.2 Integrated design management system based on Internet technology
In the vigorous development of the network technology, network technology in design management
status is more and more prominent. CAID factors are in the network as a bridge, to the product design
management center for total control, forming a complex and orderly organic whole (see Figure 3).
Virtual product development (VPD) is based on network system construction of the official of another
kind of design management mode. VPD is also based on integrated products and data management, the
integrated benefits of product development process for all personnel, can be quickly reused, access to
information. VPD was designed by means of computer simulation, instead of the original model
demonstration and pilot demonstration, thereby saving development time; reduce the investment of
research and development. At the same time, because of the development of network technology and
computer simulation is perfect, the past through the model and the trial cannot be exposed the problem
can be solved more easily also, experimental data collection and storage, thereby improving the
forecasting and decision-making level, made out of product development mainly depends on the
experience of traditional pattern, development to the all-round and accurate prediction of the new stage.
Product Data
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Computer Aid
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Figure 3 Structure of Integrated Design Management System Based on Internet Technology

4.3 Design management system based on risk transmission
Risk transmission is appearing in recent years in the field of Management Science in the emerging
theory, domestic and foreign scholars mostly concentrated on the transmission of monetary policy,
financial market, financial transmission knowledge transfer etc. The author thinks, transplanting risk
transmission theory into the design management has its unique character, namely from the angle of the
risk management to improve the connotation of design management, to improve the success rate of
product innovation has positive significance. The author tries to define product innovation design risk
transmission as: in product innovation design process, it is inevitably affected by the objective and
subjective uncertainty and the impact of interference, resulting in product innovation design risks, when
the risk of exceeding the risk threshold, then depends on certain carrier, through certain routes or
channels, spread to the innovation design of product in all aspects of its business flow, resulting in
product innovation design actual reached a deviation from the established objectives and suffer a loss
process.
Product innovation design risk in the transmission process, generally along the business process
chain, value chain, profit chain, supply chain, i.e., its correlates directly or indirectly associated with the
path for transmission, has strong direction and path dependence ( see Figure 4). Product innovation
design risk is not generated from the start of transmission, but in product innovation design in the initial
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stage of aggregation, when accumulated to a certain extent, to meet or exceed the threshold (the
threshold), will cause its transmission. It is because that each product innovation design of individuals or
groups, have certain exclusions or dissolve objective uncertainty or subjective uncertainty influence and
interference ability, therefore, product innovation design risk can be eliminated or resolved in the bud,
under the control of the critical value ( threshold ), cannot be transmission. Only when the objective or
subjective uncertainty to the interference and impact strength, greater than the product innovation design
of individual or groups of exclusion or dissolve ability, innovative product design risk will help some
risk carriers to follow a certain path for transmission.
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Research on product innovation design risk transmission aims at recognizing product innovation
design risk, improving product innovation design risk threshold, maintaining risk transmission carrier,
cutting the risk transmission path and controlling the risk or risks to improve the success rate of product
innovation design management approach. The specific implementation process is the most important
measure to improve all aspects of product innovation design of buffer ability, ability and creative ability.
(1)Buffer ability
Buffer ability is a kind of" to the same strain" ability, which is the system against environmental
change. Product innovation design of buffer ability, refers to the product innovation design system with
the design thinking, design ability, design method, design means the surplus level. It usually has a
physical buffer, buffer and buffer time. Physical buffer is product innovation design system to deal with
external uncertainty of the various physical reserves; ability to buffer means to prevent external
uncertainty in product innovation design system the elements the surplus ability; buffer time refers to
deal with various uncertainties and at the time of setting of the period of insurance. Continuously
improve product innovation design of buffer ability, it is better to resist environmental change on
product innovation design system of erosion, in order to prevent, control, and dissolve all sorts of risks.
(2) Adaptation ability
Adaptation ability is a kind of" changeable" ability. Product innovation design ability, refers to
when the environment changes, product innovation design system without changing the basic features of
the premise, to make corresponding adjustment, with the ability to adapt to environmental changes. The
ability to adjust the size depends on the strain of this change speed and range. "Variable" speed depends
on the environmental changes" uncertainty" information can be turned for product innovation design
instruction needed time and product innovation design instruction is issued and implemented the time
needed to" change"; the range depends on the product innovation design principle, method, means,
ability changes the equilibrium degree. In biological community the existence of" survival of the fittest",
innovative product design is facing the problem of adapting the change of the environment, using live,
making good use of human, material and financial resources.
(3)Innovation ability
Innovation ability is that the system adopts a new act, new move, influence of external environment
and internal conditions change ability, which is a kind of" take the initiative to change" ability. The
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innovation design of product innovation ability, refers to the product innovation design should not only
response rapidly, but also take the initiative to change, affect the environment positively, so that the
environment is in favor of its own side of change and development.
Buffer ability, adaptation ability and innovation ability of product innovation design are the key
factors to control the risk transmission of product innovation design. Buffer ability is the product
innovation designs on the absorption or reduction of environmental change effect on system ability;
adaptation ability has varied with the environment and adapted to change; innovative ability has a
positive effect on internal and external environment ability.

5 Conclusions
China's reforming and opening up policy has constantly improved the establishment of market
economy, and enterprises are confronted with increasingly fierce competition. China has put forward to
build" innovation country", at the same time, industrial upgrading of the urgent need for Chinese
enterprise own development raised higher requirement. The art, science, design of the macro definition
has been controversial, causing social design for one-sided understanding and misunderstanding. The
discipline system is not perfect, the design of talent training mode is not standard, which seriously
influence Chinese design level, restrict the Chinese enterprises’ independent innovation ability and the
success rate of product innovation. The design idea should realize the establishment of an organic
system of design management system, can undoubtedly enhance the design level by effective means and
guarantee independent innovation of enterprises, which requires the joint efforts of researchers and
practitioners in design industry.
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Abstract: This paper started with theoretical analysis, it defined service economy firstly, then it did
research on the development trend and real functions of service economy through systematic analysis
method, it put forward that only by comprehensive development measures, management innovation on
regional economy could be promoted, and the full functions of service economy on regional economy
could be realized. Finally it concluded that developing service economy under the market economy
could improve the national economy system, and could make the regional economic management as an
important link to bring market economy into play.
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1 Introduction
There were a great many literatures on service industry development and reform. However, there
was a few literatures on summarizing systematically service economy theory, especially service
economy innovation theory. Some scholars analyzed service industry’s relationship with industrial
structure, manufacturing, industry cluster and urbanization to reveal the interactive relationship between
service industry and social labor division. Some scholars explored technology diffusion and institution
diffusion mechanism about service industry internationalization and the role service industry played in
the integration of global industry and market started with the contemporary international industry
transfer features. Some scholars analyzed the internal connection between service appreciation and
value innovation from the perspective of service innovation. In addition, some scholars profoundly
anatomized characteristics and laws of the third industry development at home and abroad so as to
explore the key influencers on supply and demand, internal structure, regional distribution, development
scheduling, and institution change regularity of the third industry development.
Regional economic management innovation is actually regional system innovation. Cooke, from
English, was the first scholar to study this problem. He put forward that institution, culture and
organization should be combined with institution innovation from systematic, dynamic and evolutive
perspective to analyze the influence of environment, organization and institution on regional innovation,
in order to explain the potential of regional innovation and economic development. There is a few
literatures from the angle of the promotive role of service economy in social economy and management.
This paper attempts to do research based on the combination of the two.
Service economy refers to economic relations among people that happening in the process of
production and circulation of the service product in the human society. This concept is a relatively broad
concept .It includes all the economic activities of the services industry that produce and operate service
products. As a industry is concerned, it refers to the third level industry or says the third industry. Since
the British economist Fisher put forward the concept of “the third industry” in his book named The
conflict between safety and progress in the 1930s, the third industry economy had been regarded as
service economy.

2 Service Economy Development Tendency
Service economy is developing into every aspect of the whole national economy more widely. The
development of service economy will greatly improve the quality of the social economy. Its tendency
can be manifested as follows:
2.1 The influence of the information technology upon service economy is increasing day by day
through transforming service to product.
Information technology development brings service economy into the traditional process of product
development, production and delivery. Currently, service industry is developing towards the background
operation joint melt, the technical platform networking, operation procedures standardization, and the
self-service of foreground. It appears as “services productization” trend overall.
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Now, along with the market scale expanding, consumption and production demand layer’s
diversification and the service content complexity, an enterprise which provides the entire solutions to
its customers on its own will have to do as follows: constantly integrating the upstream and downstream
resources on the services industry chains; promoting the background operation joint; forming the new
labor division and cooperation of the service economy industry chain; and still operating closely with
the foreground self-service.
Due to the front desk service labor costs rise ceaselessly, it is hard for the enterprise to offer
one-on-one service to every customer. But the customers’ needs had been met as far as possible through
information technology, which can provide the standardized foreground environment, based on which,
foreground self-service operation in modern service industry enterprise gradually come true. The
self-service implements the user to complete the whole or part of the service activities by themselves.
ATM’s extensive use was a typical case.
2.2 The gradual combination of the service economy and the manufacture industry promotes the
service industry development in the manufacture industry
Today’s fierce market competition makes the traditional high value links transform from the
manufacturing process to service links. Consequently, service competition becomes an important way to
strengthen the differentiation competitive advantage. Customer transaction is also turning from one-time
transaction to long-term service mode.
So the traditional development mode with the products manufacturing as the core is being
transformed quickly to the comprehensive service mode based on the product supply. The professional
production service and intermediary service, such as production service and intermediary service, such
as research and design, logistics, product marketing, e-commerce, financial service, strategic consulting,
has become the dominant elements to enhance the enterprises competitiveness and the economic
benefits. Manufacturing competitiveness improvement is increasingly relying on services that had been
made as an important means to improve the product’s added values. Manufacturing value chain is
extending and expanding increasingly, and production and service are syncretizing as a whole in the
product. Traditionally manufacture industry means tangible products production, but nowadays what the
consumers want most is the product that bind the physical objects and intangible service together. It is
very hard to find a kind of manufacturing product that neither being contained service activities nor
being embedded any service relationship.
2.3 Rapid productive service development accelerating service economy structure adjustment
Productive services in service economy mainly such as finance, logistics, procurement, consulting,
design, intermediary and professional consulting services are developing rapidly and had become the
most important part of the modern service economy. Productive services had become the pillar industry
in many developed countries, and played an increasingly important role in its industry technology and
the overall economy, as well as in the world economy and international competition. International trade,
industry and agriculture sustainable development, knowledge and technology support brought about by
the professional services and information technology rapid development, and the scale economy will
make the productive services still maintain a strong momentum in the future.
The development and expansion of the productive services is the result of the technology and
organization structure change of the developed countries. The contemporary information technology and
knowledge economy provide a strong role for its development, and become the core content.
2.4 Service economy plays a rising important role in international trade and investment domain
At present, the world industrial structure’s large-scale adjustment has been brought about by the
industry upgrade resulted from the developed countries’ economy growth. New world economy
structure imbalance formed in the process led to the more large scale demands of the international
service economy.
The Internet reduced the ownership control cost and the transaction cost from technical angle, and
then magnified the multinational enterprise activities radius so as to make service economy play a rising
important role in international trade and investment domain.
As service economy dominate in the world industrial structure and with the developed countries’
multinational companies constantly seeking new global competition advantages, the global direct
investment focusing on service economy has become a new trend of international industry transfer.
2.5 Emerging service economy is becoming the new growth point of national economy
Since the 1990s, Internet commercialization, which based on TCP/IP and 3W standard, has greatly
promote the e-commerce, e-government, financial informatization development. Hence, the modern
service economy has been regarded as the important support fields by many countries, as well as the
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new growth point of national economy. The research investment input into the modern service economy
has been growing increasingly.
A number of service economy such as e-commerce ,digital media, network education, information
service ,which featured with low resources consumption ,low energy consumption and high added value,
and based on the information network technology, are emerging.
These development trend mentioned above reflected the service economy significance. From the
current theory perspective, service economy is an important symbol of the modern society, economy and
the modernization level .Service economy means other important strategic significance for China:
First, service economy is the main points of the national economy sustainable development during
the period of well-off society construction. Second, the development of service economy is an important
way to alleviate employment pressure. Third, it is strategic to promote the national economy quality and
operational quality based on the service economy. Fourth, the implementation of the sustainable
development strategy of the national economy needs service economy. Fifth, even developing service
economy is an effective way to realize the social and economic development purposes. Sixth, it is
necessary to develop service economy so as to promote the comprehensive development of economy,
society and people, as well as to step into knowledge society.

3 Measures for Promoting Regional Economy and Management Development to
Improve Service Economy
3.1Fully realize the service economy importance and spare no effort to promote its development
by improving regional economy and management development
Service economy is an important part of the national economy and plays a more and more
important role in the social and economic development. It is a potential industry currently as well as in
the future. It should that to regard modern service economy as the same strategic position as industry
and agriculture. Service economy involves in many industries and is closely related with policies .Until
now there is not a unified service industry management department existing under the current
administrative system. So it is necessary to strengthen the local government leadership and coordination.
Suggestions are as follows: It is urgent for the two levels of municipal and county (city, area)
government to establish a service economy development coordination agency and working mechanism.
Only by so doing, the major issues come out in the service economy development can be well planed
and coordinated, and working responsibilities and working targets for the functional departments can be
further clarified. Responsibility evaluation system should be strengthened to make sure the tasks and
goals for the service economy development for various regions. Evaluation of the main leaders and the
departments concerned should be implemented to promote the healthy development of service economy.
3.2 Intensify the reform to activate service economy
Reform will bring about pressures, powers and vitality .It can be implemented from the following
three levels .Firstly, the continuous service development can be reached by clearing the property rights,
diversifying the investment, marketing the labor market, and making the operators professional. Foreign
capital and private investment should be introduced and absorbed actively, will promote the state-owned
capital to exit from the general service field orderly.
Secondly, According to the following principles: government and enterprises should be separated;
government affairs should be publicized; enterprise affairs should be publicized; for-profit organization
and non-profit organization should be separated, it is urgent to accelerate restructuring pace .For-profit
service institutions based on business management should be transformed to property diversification
enterprises.
Thirdly, enterprises and institutions and agencies logistics service should be transformed from
serving itself to serving the society. According to the marketization, industrialization and socialization
development mentality, part public service fields should be promoted towards industrialization and
socialization. Logistics service facilities such as state organs, schools and hospitals etc, should be open
to the whole society as far as possible, so as to integrate all kinds of resources, and to improve the social
benefits and economic benefits.
3.3 Relax the market access to promote service economy rapid development
The mind should be further liberated and the idea should be changed, so as to explore the
competition mechanism introduction. All the fields that are not expressly prohibited by national laws
and regulations, and that are open to the foreign capital, should allow and encourage the private capital
to enter in the forms of equity joint ventures, cooperation, joint, equity, franchising, etc.
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Government should formulate reasonable standards about the market subject qualification, market access
requirements and service quality standard. The industry uniform market admittance system featured with open
and transparent, specified management regulations should be established. Relevant provisions on service
industry market access should be cleaned; market admittance threshold should be lowered; discriminatory
relevant provisions should be abolished; administrative approval examination system for market access should
be reformed; administrative examination and approval items should be reduced; supervision on the service
market according to laws should be strengthened; service market order should be rectified and regulated, so as
to build open, fair and orderly competitive market environment.
3.4 Promote innovative technology and talent training to enhance modem service economy
High technologies should be applied to upgrade the service industry, so service enterprises should
be encouraged to apply information technology and to realize the information management network.
Enterprises’ informatization should be promoted leaded by e-commerce. R&D and technology
development center construction should be accelerated. Technology forces from scientific research
institutions and universities and colleges should be encouraged into service field or to set up service
enterprises, so as to improve service enterprise innovation ability.
It is urgent to speed up to train and introduce all kinds of talents needed in service economy,
especially professional talents from finance, insurance, trade, intermediary fields that familiar with
international practice, and be good at international association.
Service economy post vocational training should be strengthened, and the occupational
qualification certification system should be fully implemented, so as to enhance the professional quality
of the service personnel, and to speed up the internal economic structure upgrade and the service
industry level upgrade. High scientific and technological industry should be cultivated more, so as to
improve the modern service industry competitiveness.
3.5 Improving consumption environment to expand urban and rural residents service
consumption
Accompanying by the economy development, urban and rural residents’ income should be
increased through diversified channels, especially those of the farmers and the low-income earners. The
relevant provisions against to service economy development and to consumption should be cleaned
continuously. Efforts should be made to improve the service consumption environment, and to improve
consumption policies. Social atmosphere help to expand service consumption should be created through
developing the social services, housekeeping, pension and other industries, and advocating healthy and
civilized consumption mode, and guiding urban and rural residents’ service consumption increase.
3.6 Each region need to build a service industry system
Industry chains exist among different categories of service industry, so there is some ecological
industry contact. Accordingly, researches on the correlations among the modern service trades and
between the upstream industry and downstream industry should be strengthened based on the local
actual condition.
From the perspective of constructing industry system, we should try to establish a modern service
industry system through building up a reasonable industry layout, highlighting the brand advantages,
radiating strongly, and connecting closely with the international market rules.
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Abstract: This paper regards that China’s rapid economic growth in recent years had brought the
excessive consumption of resources and serious environment pollution through applying the problem
analysis method. Especially, steel industry is facing with the unprecedented challenges because of the
massive consumption of resources and energy. The annual iron ore import volume has accounted for a
large proportion of the global trade. Besides the huge supply pressure, steel industry development is
subject to the effective water resources guarantee and environmental protection, and it is hard to produce
some kind of high added value steel products. So, this paper proposes that China’s steel industry should
not only pursue the quantity growth, but also pay more attention to the steel industry innovation. It
comes to a conclusion that we must apply the policy adjustment, institutional arrangements, and the
technical economy power to promote the steel industry innovation, so as to realize the steel industry
development pattern transformation purpose.
Key words: Policy adjustment; Technical economy; China’s steel industry; Industry innovation

1 Introduction
Steel is one of China’s pillar industries, its production has ranked first in the world for many years.
The subsistent development had necessarily aroused attention in theory. The present literatures can be
divided into the following kinds: Firstly, some scholars did researches on the practical problems of the
steel industry development. Compared with the advanced world level in technology and material
consumptions, there was still some way to go for China’s steel industry. The main reason for that was
the weak innovation ability which resulted in weak competition ability and insufficient momentum to
make further development. Secondly, due to the influence of the steel industry’s material consumption
and energy consumption on environment, many scholars did research on circular economy of the steel
industry. They held the view that studying the steel industry from the perspective of circular economy
was not only a systematic project, but also an important project that included multiple interpenetrative
disciplines with strong theory and practicality. Such an angel involves a wide field and multiple research
methods and many studies are going to deep. Thirdly, steel enterprises are typical of process
manufacturing industry. Scholars explored effective approaches for steel enterprises development from
the perspective of industry characteristics, pollution abatement, technology and equipment, business
administration, technological process optimization, comprehensive waste treatment, ecological industry
chain construction, energy conservation and emission reduction, etc. Fourthly, security and efficiency on
the steel industry chain are the fundamental guarantee for steel enterprises’ sustainable development,
especially international iron ore prices are going to rise in recent years, which highlights that industry
chain integration is important for enhancing enterprise competitiveness. Researches on this aspect are
still going on.
In April 2011, China’s steel industry association released that the steel industry ran at a high cost
but low efficiency status in the first quarter. It also said that the average cost increased by 27.5% year on
year, and the total profit of the seventy-seven large and medium-sized steel enterprises was 24.46 billion
Yuan, the profit margins was only 2.91%, 3.29% lower than the national industry average sales rate. The
data showed that 22 cities’ social steel inventory grew by 39.28% and reached at 13.58 million tons at
the end of March compared with the beginning of the year. The national production capacity has
reached 768 million tons and up to the world the first in the end of 2010.The excess contradiction is
highlighted compared with the demand. Such a state of excess capacity, low efficiency, enterprise
difficulties and the stock surge is far away from the 1025 planning programs and the requirement of the
scientific development concept. It is urge to transform the steel industry development mode.
Excess capacity of steel industry has always been a prominent problem in our country. Recent
years practice had proved that administrative means neither reach the capacity control aims, nor promote
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the steel industry t development way transformation. Government should not act as the market
participants to make the decision to eliminate a specific manufacturer in the full competitive steel
industry, it should promote the steel industry development mode transformation through effective policy,
and constructing the effective policy system so as to make the full use of the market basic role.

2 The Main Problems of China’s Steel Industry
Since the reform and opening up, China’s steel and iron industry has made great progress. At
present, our country is the world’s largest steel market, it shows as follows: steel annual production,
consumption and import volume, as well as iron ore annual import and consumption volume all reached
the world first. But the problems are also very prominent.
2.1 Low level disordered and redundant construction
In a few years before 2008, China’s rapid economic development and the international economic
recovery brought the rapid growth of the steel industry demand, and the industry profits, as well as
attracted a lot of capital into the steel industry. At the same time, many local governments had taken a
relatively loose attitude towards many applications of infrastructure project examination and approval
based on the consideration of the financial income increase, even had not carried out the necessary
punishment on the unexamined and unapproved construction project. These gave rise to the steel
industry the fastest development but most disordered period in the past ten years.
Steel industry can stimulate local economic growth and contribute greatly to the financial income
because of its huge investment and good yields under the fine economic environment. Therefore, many
local governments constantly strengthen protection policy, and actively attract all kinds of capital
investment, and support and protect the steel industry to grow stronger. By so doing, many local
medium scale steel industry have grown into large enterprises. The development of steel industry was
comparatively less restricted by the macro financial policy because of the high proportion of their own
funds. So, our country’s steel industry repetitive construction is very serious. This problem accumulated
year by year and gave rise to the contradiction among enterprise and local environmental protection,
energy conservation and emission reduction administrative management and bank loans.
2.2 The unreasonable industry layout
Reasonable layout is the key to reduce the cost and to improve the industry competitiveness.
China’s early steel industry layout was according to the principle of raw materials area proximity, so
most of the steel enterprises located in the inland and away from the seaport. Drawbacks of Such kind of
layout were emerging gradually with the improvement of the ore resources’ foreign dependency.
Unreasonable layout did not only increased the ore transportation costs and the national transport
pressure, but also added the raw material loss which leading to the enterprise production cost boost.
According to the transportation research department statistics, among the steel products and raw
materials transportation, railway traffic volume ran only second to the coal; port traffic volume ran third
only after the coal and oil.
Historical factors also leaded to such a kind of layout that China’s many steel enterprises
established in densely populated and resources shortage areas, which brought about resources and
environment pressure to the cities, especially that of the north China, our country’s largest steel
production base. Due to the prosperous economy and the intensive population, and the insufficiency
water resource, the average water consumption for one ton steel was 12tons, which made the
contradiction among the water for the steel industry, water for other industries, water for agriculture and
water for life obvious.
At present, there is a new tendency in our country that the steel industry began to transfer to the
coastal areas. In there the economic development is very rapid, and the steel demand is exuberant, and
the use of the imported iron ore is convenient. The main new established large steel enterprises also
began to locate in the coastal areas. In the inland areas and the big cities, steel enterprises also began to
integrate with the local mineral resources market situation, began to seek the way to harmonize the
development direction.
2.3 Unreasonable product structure and high market pressure
Although in recent years, many large steel enterprises have begun to pay attention to the product
structure adjustment, emphasize on the differentiation and high added value, due to various reasons, the
effect was not obvious. Take the cold-rolled steel plate as an example. In 2001, the overall production of
all kinds of cold rolling units (including cold rolling mill and cold strip mill) in our country was 13
million tons. But began with the 2005, there were a large number of high starting point and large
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capacity production line going into production, the high speed development time for the cold rolling mill
was coming, such as the 2230 mm cold rolling line in WISCO, 1700 mm pickling line in MASTEEL,
1700 mm steel line in Benxi Iron and Steel Co, 1.4 million tons cold rolling line in Baotou Iron and
Steel Co, 1 million tons of cold rolling pickling line in Jinan Iron and Steel Co, etc. By 2006, China’s
cold rolling output has risen to 50 million tons. In 2007 and 2008, cold rolling output that went into
production had reached 11 million tons and 14 million tons respectively. By the end of 2008, China’s
total cold rolling output has reached 75 million tons. These resulted in such a situation that the supply
was greater than the demand. On the other hand, we imported a lot of steel that we could not produce at
home or that the demand was greater than the supply. The price of the steel we exported in 2006 was
$610.2 one ton, but the average price that of the imported was up to $1071 one. There was a big
difference in prices. So it was visible that the high value steel products capacity in our country was
obviously insufficient.
2.4 Low production efficiency
In the history of our country, many steel enterprises once experienced people overstaffed and
organs overstaffed status because of the special position of China’s state-owned enterprises in
employment and our country’s low wages, high employment policy. In recent years, the steel enterprises
have begun to carry out reform one after another to downsize so as to improve the efficiency under the
pressure of competition in the market, which has greatly increased the market competitiveness and
productivity. China’s steel industry labor productivity was still very low compared with the foreign
countries, especially the developed countries. In 2006, China’s large and medium-sized steel enterprises
productivity was 292 tons/ people year, which of the world other major countries was about 600
tons/people year, and which of the developed countries and regions such as South Korea, Germany, the
United States, Japan and Taiwan were both up to 1000 tons/people year.
2.5 Insufficient control of the upstream industry
Firstly, the foreign resources reliability is strong. Our country’s rich iron ore mines were less and
the mean iron ore mines were more, the average iron grade is only 33%.Among the 2000 proven
recoverable deposits, large scale ones just account for 5%, and most of them are complicated original
mineral deposits and covered with thick layer at the upper part, which leads to high stripping cost and
high mining cost. Our country’s iron ore resources are hard to prop up the steel industry now, which
forces our country steel industry to seek ways from abroad and makes we become the world’s largest
ore importing countries. In the long run, China’s future steel development will rely mainly on the
imported iron ore and the reliance degree will be intensified.
In addition, although China occupies the world’s largest coal carbon storage, the coking coal used
in metallurgy is relatively insufficient. The total coking coal recoverable reserves are only 40 billion
tons. There are 8.4 billion tons coking coal, and 5.1 billion tons fat coal. As a coking coal varieties, the
strong bonding and the fat coking coal at present are in a condition that the demand significantly
exceeds the supply. Therefore, it is also expected that within a period of time, it is necessary to import a
lot of coking coal accompanying with the domestic steel production increase.
Secondly, the control of the upstream industry is insufficient. China’s steel industry foreign
dependence continues to improve. Overseas upstream industry includes ore mining industry and the
shipping industry, whose price fluctuation will influence the normal domestic steel industry
development. On one hand, three ore giants, BHP, Rio and CVRD control the amount of the
international iron ore sea transport above 70%, make our country in iron ore resources in obvious weak
position. On the other hand, Japanese packet ship, Kawasaki steamboat and the Mitsui merchant ship act
as the representative to unit as Japan’s shipping giant, which gradually control the shipping price on
specific sea fields through establishing a perfect intermediary service system and marine system. And
since the 1990 s, this group have begun to arrange overall on China’s iron ore transportation market and
gradually controlled our country’s imported steel raw materials transportation business by signing
long-term contracts and arranging the ports, which leaded to the further weakening of the control over
the upstream industry.

3 Policy Adjustment to Promote Industrial Innovation
3.1 Perfect the environmental protection policy to control the capacity
First of all, applying the carbon emission limits to control the steel capacity. There is not a clear
control index for the end of the 1025 plan, but it has already formed the common understanding that the
steel industry development should not bring about new pressure to the environment, which is the
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necessary condition for the development mode transformation. We can use the carbon emissions at the
end of the eleventh five-year plan as the 1025 plan industry control index. Steel capacity control can be
realized by the carbon emission limits carried out by various levels of the environmental protection
departments.
Secondly, improving the control standard and focusing on shutting up the unreached steel
enterprises to compress the steel capacity. During the steel capacity compression process, we used the
equipment level as the standards for years, which regulated the age limit when the blast furnace,
converter equipment capacity were lower than the normalized value. This regulation was lack of clear
guidance provisions of environmental protection, and poor in practice implementation effect.
Environmental protection equipment does not necessarily complete and the pollutants control level does
not necessarily high in some enlarged equipment steel mill. Some steel mills with general equipment
ability improve emissions standards so as to reduce environment pollution through applying the new
desulfurization and denitration equipment.
During the 1025 period, the important content of the steel industry development mode
transformation is to raise the level of pollutants management and to reduce the pollution of the industry
development to the environment. To establish the environmental protection as the goal for steel capacity
compression pattern and the emissions standards as the standard to decide whether the enterprise be
washed out can encourage manufacturers to put high attention to the environmental protection from the
beginning. At the same time, as the steel plant emissions standards’ continuous improvement, the steel
capacity compression will have clear roadmap and make the goal of productivity development way more
in line with the change of the policy direction.
Finally, the emissions trading mechanism is needed to be perfected to promote the steel industry
carbon emissions reduction. Under the precondition that carbon emissions are not increasing in 1025, it
is helpful to form the energy saving and emission reduction steel and iron industry development
mechanism by establishing a carbon emissions trading market. Carbon emissions trading market system
should be further perfecting as follows: the new established enterprises can realize the reduction
objective by purchasing the emissions reduction index; the old established enterprises can realize the
technology innovation profit through emissions reduction market, which will encourage these
enterprises to invest on emission reduction. Through the environment tough restrain to realize the hard
steel capacity constraints is crucial to the steel industry development mode transformation.
3.2 Applying the quality policy to promote the steel products structure optimization
Our country’s steel production volume ranks the world first, but the efficient steel production use
ratio is low. Half of the steel are used for building and are the second lower strength level. The
international common used steel, the third level steel, only account for 12% of the total steel amount.
The second level steel will consume 15% more steel than the third level steel, and the forth level steel
rebar will save 30% less than the second steel rebar. Large scale uses of the inefficient steel are also
existing in varieties such as steel and steel tube. Due to the historical reasons, low quality requirements
for steel in China’s building codes and the quality standards are the important reasons for the large scale
use of the inefficient steel and obstacles for the efficient steel to enter the market.
The quality policy’s effectiveness can be specified as follows: revising the building codes and the
quality standards, improving the steel quality standards used in the construction and machinery
industries, and limiting the use of low efficiency steel, improving the market demand for effective steel,
promoting the steel enterprise to increase efficiency, and realizing the of the of steel products structure
optimization.
3.3 Play the price policy role to encourage resources conservation
The steel industry consumes a lot of water, electricity. Statistics show that industrial energy
consumption accounts for China’s total energy consumption about 70%, 15% of which is used in steel
industry. At the same time, the water volume consumed by steel industry accounts for about 15%of the
total water consumption. The scale expansion of the steel industry has caused shortage of water in
China’s multi areas. To realize the steel industry development mode transformation, reducing the water
and electricity resource consumption is one of the important goals.
Government should carry out the pricing rights on water and electricity that in control and adopt
differential prices. The steel enterprises which set up the inside water resources recycling system and
consume less water for per ton steel will enjoy the preferential price. The steel enterprises which adopt
waste heat and complementary energy recycling technology will also enjoy the preferential price, or
vice versa. Through the play of the guide role of the price policy, and the implementation of water and
electricity prices differentiation, we will make the iron and steel enterprise get more effective economic
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incentive to save resources.
3.4 Perfect the regional plan and explicitly define the steel industry development policies for each
area
The layout of the steel industry in China is not reasonable. For example, steel factories are
mainly built in inland far away from the clients and raw materials, so the logistics cost is high. To
change the development path of the steel industry and optimize the layout of the steel industry, the
government should strengthen regional planning to define the areas where the development of steel
industry is encouraged or restricted or prohibited. For ecologically fragile areas, the construction of steel
enterprises should be forbidden through planning. For coastal areas with good condition, the
development of steel industry should be encouraged. And based on the new production capacity and the
industrial layout adjustment, the steel enterprise should be guided to gather in these areas. The
optimization of the layout of the steel industry can be achieved though regional planning.
All in all, only by innovating the thoughts, and perfecting the policies and measures from the
following aspects: environmental protection, quality supervision, price policy, property building, and
regional planning and so on, we will realize the goals to promote the steel industry development mode
transformation.

4 Conclusion
During the next national twelfth five-year plan period, to change the development path of the steel
industry, it is necessary to promote the increase of the industry concentration. The existence of a large
amount of private steel enterprises sets up ownership barrier to make further improvement in the
industry concentration. To overcome the barrier, state-owned and private steel enterprise should be
integrated, and the system innovation in property right should be especially promoted continuously. In
the process, the state-owned assets supervision departments at various levels shall encourage
state-owned and private steel enterprises construct large enterprise groups with mixed ownership
structure through standard forms. The steel enterprises integrate their owned steel enterprises into
advantageous enterprises through share exchange to from larger steel enterprise groups. The original
investors play their roles in the new enterprises through the platform of shareholders’ meeting and board
of directors to achieve the optimal configuration of production elements through capital cooperation.
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Abstract: Basing on the creation and development of animation derivatives, this paper analyzes the
current marketing situation at home and abroad, it is revealed that the main problem of animation
derivative market is lack of original cartoon figure and the uncertain consumers orientation, it is pointed
out that we, in time of studying the successful designing and developing mode, should centering on the
product design and development and enhance product added value. On this basis, we argue that
designing and developing animation derivatives will achieve the virtuous circle of cartoon industry
links.
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1 Introduction
Under the multi-polar developing trend, animation derivatives have become a significantly integral
part of cartoon industry links. The derivatives is defined as the derivative things coming out of the
original things, i.e. the animation derivatives is the derivative things from cartoons books, pictures,
games, cartoon movies or TV, which is the extending product of the original cartoon or animation
pictures. From the perspective of the function and feature, the animation derivatives can be put into two
categories including cultural amusement articles and living articles. Cultural amusement articles are
referred to those products intended for ornaments or souvenirs, which completely symbolizes the
cartoon figure or the scene in cartoon movie or TV series and triggers the sentiments of consumers.
Living articles are comprised of mobile phones, clothing, stationary, cases, bags, or computers, which
can not only be used through cartoon figure attracting consumers attention, but also meet the
requirement of daily life of consumers so as to promote the purchasing.
Nowadays, the world cartoon industry has developed into industry clusters and gigantic consumers
market. The cartoon industry market has been dominated by the US, Japan and Korea and their
derivative development have also come off. The reason why the cartoon industry in these countries
developed so quickly and remains the sustained expansion is that they have complete circle of industry
chain. Statistics report based on IDC (a famous international business data company in the US) has show
that the cartoon industry has, in spite of the slowdown of the world economy today, speeded up everyday.
In Japan and some European Countries, the broadcasting of cartoon series can only claim the part of the
cost or just profit a little. However, their derivatives in huge quantity finally attain the harvest in full.
Take Japanese cartoon industry as an example, following its typical mode of animation creation and
production, comic with small investment should go first, cartoon making is based on the comic market
demand meanwhile animation derivatives also taken into consideration, through selling the derivatives
can shorten the investment cycle and gain profits. (figure.1)
Broadcasting
Play

Novel

Comic

Animation

Video
Games

Animation
Derivatives

Figure 1 Typical Module of Japanese Cartoon Industry

Cartoon industry in China has a consumer group of nearly 500million people and a market space of
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yearly 100 billion RMB. Therefore its development still has huge potential in China. Then its derivatives
would have even bigger market space. But 80% of the market value from animation derivatives, due to
their weak originality in China, has flowed to those cartoon figures from the US or Japan. A cartoon
movie The Transformers released in 2007 became instantly popular in the world with its animation
derivatives earning about 5 billion RMB simply in China. The Hong Kong Disneyland built five years
ago has received visitors of over 25 million from Hong Kong and overseas. All these cases show that the
demand in China for animation derivatives is huge but the lack of originated cartoon figures with brand
call and market impact cause the incapability of meeting the consumers demand in China.
At present, a lot of books have been published in China to introduce the animation derivatives.
These books can be put into two categories. One of them is specialized to exploitation thought and
method of animation derivatives from the angle of marketing, the representative books such as
Animation Marketing author named Qi Ji and A Study on Animation Industry Mode and its Practice
author named Pan Ruifang.
In the book of Animation Marketing, the author discussed the structure of animation marketing
system from the dual perspective of both cultural market rule of law and animation creation rule of law
for the first time in history. In the book, the marketing mode of animation market in the world has been
described from the application viewpoint. The book also put forward the opportunity and base of
animation marketing. In addition, the introductive research frame is also given based on the future
development of cartoon industry and the future construction of animation market.
While Pan Ruifang, who is the author of the book A Study of Animation Industry Mode Study and
its Practice, has based on the unique animation and its derivatives to try to comb through the internal
logic of cartoon industry development, make attempt to make use of Long Tail Theory to explain the
exploitive mode of cartoon industry, discuss its marketing mode. The book has also probed into such
contents as cartoon industry development mode and marketing in China and outside China, national
brand in China, market analysis of animation derivatives, marketing strategy of Chinese cartoon industry,
the training of animation artists, and case study. Therefore the book has been instructive on how to
position the marketing of cartoon industry and its animation derivatives.
The second of them discussed the effects and value in cartoon industry from the perspective of
designing cartoon figures. Professor Wang Chuandong, in his book Cartoon Industry Analysis and its
Derivatives Development, has started from the development of cartoon industry and the feature of its
animation derivatives and analyzed the existing problems and current status of animation and its
derivative market. The book contains the market analysis of animation market in major countries of the
world, the basis of developing animation derivatives, the analysis of typical animation derivatives, the
derivation of cartoon figure, the classification of cartoon figure and their function, and the characteristic
of animation derivatives. In the book, it is proposed that the value of animation derivatives is comprised
of both their intrinsic value and the symbol value of cartoon figure, both of which contributed to each
other through combination.
Other countries like Japan and American also published lots of books about cartoon industry,
differently, they pay more attention on some specifically aspect of animation derivatives creation and
production, such as the cartoon figure design and the materials of animation derivatives.

2 Existing Problems with Developing Animation Derivatives
2.1 Animation derivatives short of originality
In recent years, cartoon industry has developed rapidly in China and the people have started to pay
much attention to the related links in cartoon industry chain. It happens that the development of
animation thought has called for its originality in China but among the cartoon figures in China such as
Havoc in Heaven, Cablash Brothers created many years ago, Pleasant Goat and Big Big Wolf a few year
ago and Master Q and Mc dull developed by Hong Kong company, which are popular among
Chinese people, the market see few cartoon originated figures in China. As we are all aware,
whether the animation derivatives will win first depends on those cartoon images deep rooted in
people’s hearts. But We are lack of cartoon talents in China, China is still a beginner, maybe those
first class cartoon artists work for foreign company for the moment, or the creator of cartoon is
just impulsive, all these factors cause a big gap between demand and supply of cartoon talents.
Plus our cartoon movie contains too much dull cramming and teachings but lack of
entertainment. In Chinese cartoon toys makers factory, they only put on a mark on toy for foreign
brand of animation figures so that they only play a role of goat.
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2.2 Consumers orientation not accurate
Making entertainment a medium of education is the education way promoted in China, which
promote the way of learning knowledge in time of entertaining art forms or participating in some
cultural or physical activities. But many Chinese made cartoon movies focus so much on teaching
lessens that the movie become inadequate for young children under age 12. The exploitation of
animation derivatives has been in baby cradle for so long. The animation derivatives only center on toys,
stationary, bags and stickers without care to market changes. Actually underage children are not
consumers groups capable of self-decision but their parents are, which to some extent restrict the sales
of animation derivatives for children.
It has long since those recipients of cartoon aged 17-30 are generally ignored by some of cartoon
producers, cartoon addicts take less percentage among the people aged 17-30 than aged under 16
children. However 17-30 people consume animation derivatives much more than aged under 16 children.
Therefore we must break through the limit of only focusing on young children and we should establish a
consumer’s structure with cartoon recipients of different ages focusing on young adults. Young adults
are the dominant age group on consumers market because they have their own purchasing power with
decision.

3 Creation and Development Strategy of Animation Derivatives
3.1 Following mature engineering mode
Chinese made cartoons such as Go Boy, Little Catfish Venture, Pig Bajie from Sky broadcasting on
CCTV and other national TV channels between 2004-2006 has only market the affiliated video and
audio products and cartoon books as animation derivatives for sales on market at almost same time as
the cartoon movie. But other derivatives such as toys, stationary, clothing including caps and shoes,
digital electronics and fine arts souvenirs can not enter into the market due to late design and creation,
which make the sharp cut down of sales profits of animation derivatives. All of these are caused by the
later cartoon derivative production than the cartoon movie.
The mature mode of animation creation and production in other countries is the synchronized
design of derivatives with the movie or TV series including cartoon figures. In the mode, cartoon
making is based on market demand analysis meanwhile other factors concerning peripheral products
such as workmanship, fabrication, assembly, cost and quality are also taken into consideration. In this
way, cartoon figure design, movie or TV cartoon production and animation derivative production can be
coordinated. At the early stage of design, all factors including quality have been considered to
strengthen design and production management and achieve the final synchronic marketing of both
cartoon movie and derivatives so that the profits can be raised.
3.2 Enhancing product added value
Animation derivative is defined as the relevant product transferred from cartoon movie figures so
as to change the intangible art forms into tangible articles. Whether the transference or change can
succeed will have a direct effect upon the success of operation of cartoon industry chain. We may divide
the animation derivatives value into two parts, one of which is the primitive value attached to cartoon
figures, i.e. the art value of intrinsic product including product forms and colors, but the other of which
refers to added value of the product including function, materials and workmanship (Figure 2).
Product Form

Primitive Value
Product
Added Value

Art Value of
Cartoon
Figure

Product Color

Function of Products
Materials of Products

Figure 2 Category of Animation Derivatives Value

Therefore, if we wish to raise or reinforce the market competitiveness of derivatives, we must be
conscious to enhance the added value of the product in addition to raising the art value in time of design
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start stage from the angle of forms and color. We should make use of new technology, new procedure
and new materials during design stage to raise the market value so that the industrial use of technical
study result can be realistic and the objective of beautiful design, practical use and high added value can
be turned into reality.
3.3 Clarifying target consumers group
Different consumers group will demonstrate the disparity of inclination toward the same product,
so the developer of animation derivatives should realize that derivatives has been not only children’s toy
long before, more and more young adults are fascinated by animation derivatives to satisfy their
sentimental demand. These require that the managers should make a careful classification of market at
the early stage of product creation that animation derivative market can be classified into many parts
according to age, gender, educational background and income.
Ms. Lin Aiwu, the creator of Xiamen Green Bird Animation Company, commented, “The copyright owner
of overseas cartoon figures like Mickey Mouse, Snoopy would generally, 12-14 months ahead of real design,
make market investigation toward to target consumers including theme, size, package and color of the products.
They would design different function and use different materials according to age. Therefore, detailed
classification of consumers market may help the enterprises clarify the recipients and make concrete sales
strategy for different consumer groups with clear target. In the end, the sales of the product with clear targets can
raise the sales volume meanwhile attain the maximum market value.
3.4 Intellectual property protection
It has been long since serious piracy in China has troubled the cartoon industry, particularly on the
animation derivatives market, the piracy of cartoons has interfered with excellent cartoons, which has
not only hindered the normal market order of cartoon derivatives, but also stampeded the progress of
cartoon industry. An investigation shows that on the franchised market in Asia and other parts of the
world, the cartoon figure franchising is the most important category. Although the state government has
formulated the policy and rules and regulations to control the outrageous piracy in China, all related
enterprise and cultural institutions must also take severe measures to fight against copyright breach by
way of using high tech to make anti-piracy stickers at early stage of product research and also using
internet to expose the pirated activity. Only through reinforced market supervision and exerting fierce
strike toward copyright breach and piracy of original cartoon figures can the creation of cartoon
thoughts and development of animation derivatives grow up in a good and legal environment.

4 Conclusion
In recent years, Chinese government has been promoting the development of animation industry.
The design and exploitation of animation derivatives has become an important integral part of cartoon
industry chains, which is not only necessary for industry planning, but also the requirement for
consumer centered market. We must classify the detailed market in time of learning from the successful
product design and development mode, i.e. centering on product creation, so as to shorten the period
from initial design to marketing, improve quality, satisfy the target consumers group to the maximum
way. Only in this way can we capture and occupy the market and raise our product competitiveness on
international market. We hope that, with the continued attention to design and exploitation of animation
derivatives by Chinese animation enterprises, our cartoon industry chains will develop and step into a
virtuous circle with continual improvement.
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the basic concept of design management, researches on all the factors
and patterns in design management through analysing the content of desigh managemen, meanwhile,
clarfies the relationship between innovation and design management. The purpose of the paper is to
clarfy how to integrate all levels of design management, and how to use a most appropriate method to
coordinate the relationships of necessary design resources, design strategy and design activities,
accomplish organization objectives and create a effective production condition.
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1 Introduction
Management needs design and design must be managed．With the developing of modem economy,
the design management as a new subject is inevitable．Design management plays important roles in
modem enterprise management. In the global economic integration era, product innovation has become
an important tool of the business survival and competition. The development of a new product needs to
combined “design” with “management”. A good design management system is the key factor in the
process of a new product development in a successful enterprise. In the new product development, how
to use this resource of design management is one of the problems that the enterprise must face. In our
country, enterprises have to face the keen globe competition. If they want to survive and develop, they
must depend on the development of new products. But a successful new product in the market depends
on the enterprise to improve it’s design management system. It is the challenge that many enterprises
have to face in the new century.

2 The Contents of Design Management
2.1 The concept of design management
Design management, also call DM, means to define the question and target of design, seek
qualified designers, reorganize and coordinate the relationships of resources needed in design, apply
plan, organization and supervision etc.，in the end obtain a rapid and effective solution and realize the
fixed target through design strategy, design tactics, and design management activities.
2.2 The range and content of design management
The content of design management gains unceasing enrichment and progress both because of its
great importance to enterprises and because of it’s activities continuous expension.

Figure 1 Range and Content of Design Management

According to different management activities and content, some scholars divide range and content
of design management into several levels, the typical one is the three—level—management concept. 1)
operation level: design project management; 2) tactics level: design organization management which
includes enterprise inner organization design and companies outer design, 3)decision level: design
innovation management , such as corporate identity, formula of policy and tactics, and so on. (Figure 1)
2.3 Theoretical framework of design management
Basic elements of the theoretical framework of design management system include: design decision,
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design organization, design project management and design innovation. All of these related elements
supplement each other. There is no successful design without correct decision. Only through rational
design, organization, environment and effective design project management can design decision come
true. Design innovation is involved in every special design management activity all the time. It is not
only the ultimate aim of design management but also the motive force of bringing success to design;
therefore design innovation is in a core position from beginning to end. (Figure 2)

,

Figure 2

Design Project Management

3 Product Innovation is the Main Content of Design Management Research
If enterprises are going to develop increasingly, they must unceasingly weed through the old to
being forth the new. Economy globalization has been quickening its step, market competition is
increasingly becoming fierce, life cycle of product becoming shorter and shorter. All of these changes
force enterprises to have to develop new products to meet the market demand. Product innovation has
turned into an essential means of developing to enterprises. The core of design management is the
development of new products. Therefore the new product development process has become a concrete
embodiment of design management. Japanese scholars suggested that the apply of constant design
innovation and sell innovation is the reason why Japanese products possess international
competitiveness. It can be done because Japenness products have a good design management. The
development of new products has strategy significance for enterprises.
3.1 It can maintain the competition superiority
In modern commodity economy, competition is very fierce among enterprises. In order to own
consumer and dominate the market share, enterprises apply different kinds of ways and means to obtain
competition superiority. Development of new product is an important means to enhance the competition
superiority for enterprises own.
Just as Zhang Reimin, CEO of Haier group, said: “The urgent work needed is to improve
management, we need to promote the management capacity of information and build an information
expressway for our group, make everyone’s work link up close with market”. To promote design
management to a certain height, reorganize design management activities, make design observe
management principles and make management contain design factors, are the final means which can
enable enterprises to gain benefits from market economy.
3.2 It can model enterprises image
A successful new product can model enterprise image anew and save the life of a enterprise. For
example, Xerox Company was once defended by Japanese producer in its main business (duplicator),
and then the company put out its Declutch series products. These new products are well received by the
customers. The company turned around its unceasingly fallen image after a little while.
3.3 It is favorable to maintenance enterprise capacity for research and development
To maintain certain capacity of research and development can not always guarantee enterprises to
win. However, if it is combined with new product development through the integration with design
management, the enterprise can obtain a lot of benefit and economic returns which enable enterprises to
obtain capital protection in research and development.
3.4 It can enhance the brand competition
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Companies can use their brand to determine the marketing plan, and then develop new products. If
the marketing plan situation can be better than the other competitor’s, and be able to attract loyal
customers for a period of time to recognize the value of the brand, then there is extended possibility of
new products under the brand name.
3.5 It can accelerate the application of new technology in enterprises
In today's rapid development society，enterprises face varied environment conditions which are
constantly changing,.This situation means that the original product may decline and that companies
must find a suitable replaceable product. Development of new products will help speed up
communication and application in new technology, new materials, and new techniques. All of these can
improve product performance. To add new features to product, reduce costs, create new demans, and so
on, all of thess methods is an important foundation for the development of new products.

4 The Management of Innovative Product Development
The management of new product development is divided into the following steps:
4.1 Management of enterprise strategic design
Enterprises must have their own design strategies and good management. Design strategies include
product design strategy, corporation image strategy; and it is gradually penetrating into the marketing
design, business design, organization design, etc.
4.2 Management of design goals

Design must have clear objectives. Design goal is to satisfy the strategy requirements under the
leadership of design department to organize the design activities to achieve expected results. Design
department should attain company's recent design goals based on its short-term business objectives.
Design management goals should fit business objective, match market forecasts, and identify new
products in the right time and occasion for the design and production.
4.3 Management of design program
Design program management, also call design process management. In the design process there
must have an effective monitoring and control, ensures that the design progress coordinate product
development and all related parties. For example: British standards have divided product innovation
process into four stages: motivation demand (including motivation, product plan, feasibility study),
creation (including design, development, production), operation (including distribution, use), refuse
(including refuse, recycle). (Figure 3) But the division should be based on the actual situation of
enterprises, made detailed instructions, and ensure the implementation of different designs management
of specific procedures.

Figure 3

Produce Innovation Process

4.4 Enterprise design management system
In the normal business design activity, design efficiency plays a biggest role; therefore design
department must have a management system. It not only exsits in the design organization management,
but also coordinates the relationships of various departments.

5 Conclusion
Design Management as a new discipline, it is not only the need of designs, but also the need of
managements. The basic point of design management is improving the design efficiency of new
products development. For designers, design shouldn’t only be the artist's improvisation and the
designer's individual characters pursuit. In modern commodity economy, design has been increasingly
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becoming a purposeful, planned organizational behavior with various disciplines and mutual
cooperation of all sectors: 1) Design is supportrd on the base of enterprises economic foundation,
technological level, and production conditions; 2) Design needs the support of market intelligence
services; 3) Design must meet the requirements of enterprises development strategies; 4) Design must to
meet large-scale socialized production, laws of the market, and the demand of corresponding guidelines
and criteria; 5) In addition, the specific design, design methods, design procedures, design concepts, and
etc., are necessary to form the enterprises own management characteristics. Under this background, the
lack of a systematic, scientific and effective management will inevitably lead enterprises to a blind,
inefficient design and the product without vitality. Without a good design management, enterprises will
wast a lot of time and precious resources and bear a fatal blow in the end, and at the same time,
designers’ intention can not be fully put into practice, In addition, design, as a marginal subject, has its
own characteristics and scientific laws and promotes the progeress of scientific research, production,
marketing, and so on. In a word, design management has been playing an increasingly important effect
in modern economy.
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Abstract: In order to reveal the incentive functions of independent technology innovation during the
process of knowledge transformation, the structure equation modeling (SEM) is used in the paper. By
the choice of research elements, research hypotheses, establishment of research model and model
checking, the SEM can effectively reveal the correlation between independent technology innovation,
knowledge transformation and enterprise growth of the technology venture enterprises in Guangdong
Province. For illustration, 500 questionnaires are distributed, 374 questionnaires return, the returns ratio
is 87%, which satisfy the requirement that the questionnaire returns-ratio is not lower than 20% in the
data investigation. The empirical results show that model fitting work well, and the model has high
convergence validity. The research conclusions provide a realistic theory reference for the
implementation of independent technological innovation strategies and knowledge transformation
strategies for the purpose of enterprise growth in Guangdong high-tech venture enterprises.
Key words: Independent technology innovation; Knowledge transformation; Enterprise growth; SEM

1 Introduction
In the knowledge economy, knowledge management is the basic platform that can conduct a variety
of technological innovation including independent technological innovations. American Peter Drucker
pointed out that different from traditional assets such as talent, capital and land, knowledge was the only
meaningful manufacturing resource, and research on knowledge capital was deepening and expanding
research resource of human capital in the new economy system (Ladd, Mark, 2002). School and Heisig
made a series of research on the research status of European knowledge management and companies
that were good at knowledge management. The results showed that either theory scholars working on
knowledge management, or enterprises engaged in knowledge management, held that knowledge
transformation had been the most important problem in knowledge research (Wendi Bukowitz, 1998).
Tacit knowledge capital can be divided into two forms of tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge,
where tacit knowledge is the main form of intellectual capital, and accounts for more than 80% of
knowledge capital stock (Polanyi M, 1966). Knowledge transformation was converted from one kind of
intellectual capital to another so as to be the key aspects of intellectual capital management. Japanese
scholars Nonaka made the excellent contributions to knowledge transformation, which opened a broad
space for knowledge management development. Nonaka and Takeuchi concluded that the success of
Japanese companies came from the continuous knowledge transformation on the basis of a large number
of Japanese companies. Knowledge transformation was divided into four basic modes including
socialization, externalization, combination and internalization (Nonaka I, Toyama R, Konno N, 2000).
Therefore, independent technological innovation and knowledge transformation are two key
motivation elements in the knowledge economy. The independent technological innovation and
knowledge transformation promote the growth of high-tech venture firms, which shows the network-like
incentive mechanisms. The resolution of this incentive path is to improve knowledge transformation
strategies and enhance independent innovation capability in order to quickly promote business growth.

2 Research Model and Research Process
2.1 Research model and research process
2.1.1 The choice of knowledge transformation elements
Based on Nonaka’s knowledge transformation theory, knowledge transformation elements can be
divided into four indicators such as knowledge socialization, knowledge externalization, knowledge
combination and knowledge internalization in high-tech venture enterprises.
Knowledge socialization refers to the conversion from tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge.
Knowledge externalization refers to the conversion from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge.
Knowledge combination refers to the conversion from explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge.
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Knowledge internalization refers to the conversion from explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge.
2.1.2 The selection of independent innovation elements
Independent technological innovation is a form of technological innovation, so that the elements
choice of independent technological innovation can learn from research results of technological
innovation system. The domestic scholars generally conduct the decomposition of implementing
technology innovation capability from the perspective of technological innovation process. A
decomposition approach holds that such five elements as innovation decision-making capability, R&D
capability, production capacity, marketing capability and organizational capacity constitute technical
innovation capability (Zhang Tongjian, Kong Sheng, Li Xun, 2009). Another decomposition approach
holds that the technical innovation capability is the enterprise-related comprehensive capacities
including the decision-making ability, ability to obtain technology, engineering capability, production
capacity, marketing capability and other elements (Deng Jian, Zhang Tongjian, 2010). The technological
innovation capability is classified as innovation decision-making capacity, R&D capability, engineering
capability, manufacturing capacity, marketing capability, organizational coordination and resource
allocation capability by National Science and Technology Commission.
Based on the operational characteristics of enterprises, independent technology innovation system
can be divided into three elements such as independent R&D innovation, market innovation and
independent management innovation. The independent R&D innovation refers to the improvement of
product R&D capability, the independent market innovation refers to the improvement of marketing
capability and the self-management innovation refers to the improvement of management capability.
2.2 The research hypotheses
2.2.1 Path analysis of knowledge socialization to independent innovation
In the process of the knowledge socialization, R&D personnel achieve innovative thinking by
mutual information exchange or produce the inspiration on the basis of old experience. Marketers
understand marketing strategies for competitors through a variety of information exchange, or create
new marketing ideas through reflection. Similarly, managers can absorb other advanced management
ideas so as to chew into their management practices among management activities or learn the essence
of thoughts through imitation each other. It can be seen that there existed the knowledge socialization in
the process of the independent technical innovation of venture enterprises everywhere. Thus, according
to the above analysis, the following hypotheses can be given.
H1A: Knowledge socialization can promote the independent R&D innovation capacity.
H1B: Knowledge socialization can promote the independent market innovation capacity.
H1C: Knowledge socialization can promote the independent management innovation capacity.
2.2.2 The path analysis of knowledge externalization to independent technological innovation
In the process of knowledge externalization, the excellent technical staffs, marketing staffs and a
variety of professional management personnel can report their own skills, ideas and methods. The
experience, feelings and ways of thinking have been achieved standardization and shareable
characteristic by the outstanding staffs, which can improve capital reserves normative in order to
improve the efficiency of knowledge combination and knowledge internalization. R&D personnel,
marketing personnel and professional management staffs can strengthen own operational capacity in the
process of knowledge externalization. Thus, the following hypotheses are given.
H2A: Knowledge externalization can promote the independent R&D innovation capacity.
H2B: Knowledge externalization can promote the independent market innovation capacity.
H2C: Knowledge externalization can promote the independent management innovation capacity.
2.2.3 The path analysis of knowledge combination to independent technological innovation
In the process of knowledge combination, ideas, programs, plans and rules can exchanges between
different departments, so that the department-related development direction is more clearly. Personal’s
verbal information can exchange to enrich individual’s experiences and strengthen individual’s rules so
that individual behavior and organizational behavior become more consistent. In companies, seminars,
clubs and fairs are the typical knowledge socialization, which can simultaneously improve their
technological development platform, marketing planning platform and a variety of functional
management platform. Thus, according to the above analysis, the following hypotheses are given.
H3A: Knowledge combination can promote the independent R&D innovation capacity.
H3B: Knowledge combination can promote the independent market innovation capacity.
H3C: Knowledge combination can promote the independent management innovation capacity.
2.2.4 The path analysis of knowledge internalization to independent technological innovation
In the process of knowledge internalization, product R&D personnel can observe the samples for
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inspiration, and improve their innovation skills through new knowledge learning. At the same time,
marketers can quickly improve their ability to adapt to the market via a variety of training, or the
marketing backbone experience can directly be passed on to their marketing field. In a variety of
professional management markets, out learning can quickly improve their professional skills, learning
and summarization of existing experience can significantly enhance their own professional quality. Thus,
according to the above analysis, the following hypotheses are given.
H4A: Knowledge internalization can promote the independent R&D innovation capacity.
H4B: Knowledge internalization can promote the independent market innovation capacity.
H4C: Knowledge internalization can promote the independent management innovation capacity.
2.2.5 The path analysis of independent technology innovation to enterprise growth
The rapid growth of enterprises is a fundamental development goal. Owing to the restrictions of
financial, personnel, technology and other elements, enterprises must take the road of independent
innovation in order to maximize their technological advantages, market advantages or financial
advantages to attain the rapid development of enterprises. The following hypotheses are given.
H5A: The independent R&D innovation can effectively promote enterprises growth.
H5B: The independent market innovation can effectively promote enterprises growth.
H5C: The independent management innovation can effectively promote enterprises growth.
2.3 Establishment of research model
On the basis of enterprises growth goals in Guangdong technology venture enterprises, the research
model can be seen in Figure 1 through the rational choice of research elements and the summary of
research hypotheses.

Figure 1

Research Model

3 Empirical Research
3.1 Factor decomposition
3.1.1 Elements decomposition of knowledge transformation
According to the literature (Lin Zhaowen, Zhang Tongjian, 2008), the elements of knowledge
transfer system can be resolved based on the operational characteristics of technology venture
enterprises in Guangdong Province. Elements of knowledge socialization can be decomposed into four
indicators, such as the mutual learning and a relaxed-harmonious working atmosphere, a long-term
communication, imparting experience and skills. Elements of knowledge externalization can be
decomposed into four indicators, such as employees’ conducting the summary of the skills and
experience, extension mechanism in the company’s organizational structure, formatting on skills and
experience of organization members as well as promotion and encouragement of outstanding employees.
Elements of knowledge combination can be decomposed into four indicators, such as the application
efficiency, a database with the strong performance, the accumulation as well as the relevant information
and data collection. Elements of knowledge internalization can be decomposed into four indicators, such
as the improvement of workers’ skills, the construction of enterprise culture, the incentives to the
internal business reorganization as well as strengthening the learning organization.
3.1.2 Element decomposition of independent technological innovation
According to the literature (Prahalad, C. K. and Hamel, G, 1990), element decomposition of
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independent technology innovation system can be given. Independent R&D innovation can be divided
into four indicators, such as professional quality, the effectiveness of incentive mechanisms, team
cooperation as well as technology absorptive capacity. Independent market innovation can be divided
into four indicators, such as marketing planning, market information analysis, product-related market
status, as well as financial operation mechanism. Independent management innovation can be divided
into four indicators, such as risk prediction, the optimization of financing mechanisms, organizational
structure upgrading as well as entrepreneurship.
3.1.3 Decomposition of enterprise growth elements
Growth elements can be divided into four indicators in high-tech venture enterprises. Firstly, the
market value of core products is increasingly significant. Secondly, the social impact of core products is
increasingly widespread. Thirdly, the market demand of core products is increasing. Fourthly,
production environment of core products is improved.
3.2 Data collection
7 point scale system was accepted for data collection on the basis of 32 indicators. Sample units
were the high-tech venture enterprises in Guangdong Province, which was related to the pharmaceutical,
microelectronics, environmental protection and other industry types. Sample selection principle was that
enterprises operation was in two to four years in order to fully reflect the enterprises’ dynamic
development. 500 questionnaires were distributed, 374 questionnaires returned, the returns ratio was
87%, which satisfied the requirement that the questionnaire returns-ratio was not lower than 20% in the
data investigation. In the returned questionnaires, 192 data samples with higher quality were selected, so
that the ratio of samples and indexes was 6:1 in order to meet the basic requirements of SEM validation.
3.3 Model checking
SEM was used to test the above research hypotheses. Based on variable analysis of covariance
matrix, SEM was one kind of statistical method and a mathematical model to analyze the complex
relationship of latent variables. Based on the obtained sample data, SPSS11.5 and LISREL8.7 were used
to conduct the whole model checking, effect matrix of exogenous variables on endogenous variables (г)
as well as effect matrix of endogenous variables on endogenous variables (β) were shown in Table 1.
Table 1

Effect Matrix

First factor

Tail factor

H1A

Knowledge socialization

Independent R&D innovation

Load
factor
0.36

H1B

Knowledge socialization

Independent market innovation

0.38

H1C

Knowledge socialization

Independent management innovation

0.45

0.10

4.50

H2A

Knowledge externalization

Independent R&D innovation

0.23

0.09

2.56

Assumption

se

T value

0.11

3.37

0.13

2.95

H2B

Knowledge externalization

Independent market innovation

0.14

0.08

1.75

H2C

Knowledge externalization

Independent management innovation

0.18

0.07

2.61

H3A

Knowledge combination

Independent R&D innovation

0.31

0.14

2.39

H3B

Knowledge combination

Independent management innovation

0.17

0.12

1.43

H3C

Knowledge combination

Independent management innovation

0.13

0.08

1.52

H4A

Knowledge internalization

Independent R&D innovation

0.30

0.07

4.17

H4B

Knowledge internalization

Independent market innovation

0.41

0.13

3.18

H4C

Knowledge internalization

Independent management innovation

0.28

0.10

2.81

H5A

Independent R&D innovation

Enterprise growth

0.73

0.19

2.87

H5B

Independent market innovation

Enterprise growth

0.26

0.15

1.86

H5C

Independent management innovation

Enterprise growth

0.54

0.12

4.51

Model fitting index list was shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Fitting index

df

Index current value

417

Optimum value tendency

—

Fitting Index List

CHI-Square
629
Smaller is better

RMSEA

NNFI

CFI

0.079

0.963

0.950

<0.08

>0.9

>0.9

Therefore, model fitting worked well, and had high convergence validity without the need for
revision, so other relevant verification results were omitted.
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4 Conclusion
According to test results, knowledge socialization significantly improve enterprise-related
independent R&D innovation, independent market innovation and independent self-management
innovation in the growth process of the technology venture enterprises in Guangdong Province.
Meanwhile, independent management innovation and independent R&D management innovation have a
significant incentive to the growth of venture firms in the technology venture enterprises of Guangdong
Province, but independent market innovation does not show the substantial incentive function to the
growth of venture firms.
In the growth process of the technology venture enterprises in Guangdong Province, knowledge
transformation improve enterprises’ independent innovation capability to a certain extent, and thus
indirectly promote the growth of venture enterprises. However, there is still large development room for
the incentive mechanism to be further improved. First, based on the perspective of knowledge
transformation, the function of knowledge socialization, knowledge externalization and knowledge
internalization have been strengthened to a greater degree, while the function of knowledge combination
is weak. Therefore, in the cultivation process of independent technological innovation, knowledge
transformation behavior involved in tacit knowledge has been taken into account, and the transformation
of explicit knowledge has been neglected, so that the dominant function of explicit knowledge capital
has not been fully expressed. Second, based on the perspective of independent technological innovation,
independent R&D capacity of high-tech venture enterprises has been effectively nurtured, and
independent management innovation capability has been cultivated to a certain degree, but the
cultivation effect of independent market innovation capacity is the worst. Finally, independent R&D
capacity and independent management innovation have undergone substantial role, but the function of
independent market innovation capacity is still in the state of lacking innovation.
High-tech venture enterprises are a special kind of enterprise, knowledge transformation and
independent technological innovation are the catalyst for the growth of enterprises, but the occurrence of
catalytic requires certain network path mechanism. The research conclusions provide a realistic theory
reference for the implementation of knowledge transformation strategies and independent technological
innovation strategies for the purpose of enterprise growth in Guangdong high-tech venture enterprises.
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Abstract: During the past several years, the smartphone represented by Apple iPhone in China is like
hotcakes. By examing the causes of smartphone diffusion in China, this paper seeks to shed light on
how the innovational product could diffuse. This paper mainly uses the historical, the literature and
logical analysis method. The research shows that the perceived innovation, celebrity and entertainment
orientation of society are the key factors. It also suggests that marketer of future should pay attention to
opinion leaders, 4E’s of Marketing and social trend.
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1 Introduction
An innovation is an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit
of adoption. Diffusion is the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels
over time among the members of a social system [1]. A smartphone is a high-end mobile phone that
offers more advanced computing ability and connectivity; it runs an open and complete mobile
operating system, where widespread examples are Symbian OS, Blackberry OS, Windows mobile,
Apple iOS, Google Android and other embedded Linux distributions.
Compared with a feature phone which is a term used to describe a modern low-end mobile phone,
the smartphone is an innovative product beyond all doubt. Taylor Nelson Sofres reported that the global
average number of people who have a smartphone is 28%, based on 34,000 global responses from 43
countries in 2011.[2] According to International Data Corporation (IDC), the worldwide smartphone
market will grow 55% year over year in 2011.In china smartphone is the point for future development.
Although only 21 million smartphones were sold in 2009, the number almost tripled to 62 million in
2010, according to Beijing-based research firm Analysys International. Smartphone sales in China are
expected to reach 95 million in 2011. [3] Despite the innovation is diffusing, current research on
smartphone diffusion is limited. What kind of factors influence the diffusion of smartphone reached?
Are the diffusion models in China and other countries the same? How could the corporations speed up
the procedures of diffusion? We will try to answer these questions, focusing on Iphone, as a
representative of smartphone.

2 Factors of Smartphone Diffusion in China
Rogers suggests that four main factors are involved in the diffusion of innovations process: the
innovation, communication channels, time, and the social system. Robertson further perfect diffusion by
adding two elements which make the theory more applicable to the marketing of new products: the
adoption, of new products or services, over time, by consumers, within social systems, as encouraged by
marketing activities. [4]We argue that, on the basis of diffusion studies, three factors are crucial of
smartphone diffusion according to Chinese’s marketing condition.
2.1 Perceived innovation
Although Nokia is still the leader in the global mobilephone market, but IPhone is sought as a
modern and fashionable symbol in china. According to Morgan Stanley’s AlphaWise survey of China’s
handset market, demand for smartphone there is increasing rapidly and Apple is in a perfect position to
reap the benefits. With interviewing 2,029 Chinese mobile phone users the research showed that 87
percent said the next phone they purchase will be a 3G device, and 30 percent of those said they
expected that device to be an iPhone, even at its current price, which some feel is high. When price was
removed as a consideration, the number rose to 53 percent. [5]
Why is Iphone becoming so popular? The first answer is that Iphone has a perceived innovational
trait. For many years Apple has continuously promoted it’s revolutionary characteristic, from the
Macintosh, IPod, IPhone, Apple TV, Itouch to Ipad, even if not all these products are so original. During
the Macworld 2007 keynote address Steve Jobs, the co-founder and chief executive officer of Apple Inc.,
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declared that: “Today we are introducing three revolutionary Products…it is a revolutionary mobile
Phone . Today apple has reinvented the phone”.
With respect to human behavior it doesn’t matters whether or not an idea or product is objectively
new that means it is first created or discovered. The perceived newness is more important even it is not
really original.If the idea or product seems new to the audience, it is an innovation. Apple has cultivated
the brand loyalty and become the synonym of innovation with long-term and unremitting efforts. The
Apple fanaticists would meet at the European Apple Expo and the San Francisco Macworld
Conference& Expo trade shows where Apple traditionally introduced new products each year to the
industry and public until Apple pulled out of both events.
The smartphone require only a few years to reach widespread adoption because it has
characteristics of innovation perceived by individuals which was stated by Rogers:
(1)Relative advantage is the extent to which an innovation is perceived as better than the idea or
product it replaces. The smartphone is a little smarter and easy to use. Through millions of applications,
it’s got everything we need: Multitasking, networking, power management, graphics, security, video,
graphics, audio core animation…
(2)Compatibility is the extent to which an innovation is perceived as made accordance with the
precedent values, past experiences, and needs of potential adopters. Application software could be freely
installed and uninstalled on smartphone just like on computer.
(3)Complexity is the extent to which an innovation is perceived as tough to understand and use.
More complex the innovation is, more difficultly the innovation diffuses. For example, Iphone has
created from a user’s perspective, rather than from an engineer or a computer programmers’ perspective.
So Iphone’s multi-touch user interface that it is so easy-to-use that even a one year old effectively uses
the device, as it was claimed.
(4) Observability is the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others.
Smartphone’s diffusion is tied to celebrities in china. Chinese individuals saw the result of this
innovation in celebrities’ hand through mass media. The following analysis will demonstrate it.
Perceived innovation

Relative advantage

Compatibility
Figure 1

Complexity

Observability

Characteristics of Perceived Innovation

2.2 The celebrity
Scholars have found that celebrity credibility has a positive influence on attitudes toward
advertising, brands, and behavior intention of purchase [6]. Celebrity differs from the famous. The
numbers of celebrity are huge and fluctuate and their fame is transient. The majority of celebrities are
entertainers but the celebrity status is open to many different occupations or callings: models and super
models, fashion and interior designers, TV anchors, talk show hosts, athletes, beauty queens, famous
hostesses and society ladies, members of the rich upper classes, occasionally a politician (or his wife) [7].
The smartphone’s spread like a two-step flow model. It first addressed by Lazarsfeld, Berelson and
Gaudet based on a very famous panel study of 2400 voters in Erie County. By researching American
Presidential Election and the influences on their voting behavior, the two-step flow model was shaped. It
suggests that media propaganda does not affect the audience directly, but acts through a network of
interpersonal communications. Between the mass media information and audience there are opinion
leaders who are an important source of influence for more passive segments of the population[8].
Although the two-step flow is not preferable to this situation, beyond all doubt celebrity is the opinion
leader who could encourage or hinder the adoption of a new product. Rogers classified adopters within a
social system on the basis of innovativeness to five parts: innovators, early adopters, early majority, late
majority, laggards. The innovator is a deviant, being venturesome enough to stand out from common
group practices. Celebrity, however, conforms to group norms and almost reflects the average group
member enabling his fans to follow his behavior. So the celebrity belongs to early adopters, who is the
first to adopt the new idea after its general release, they act as a source of influence for his followers
providing a legitimizing source of reference.
Iphone was launched in China in the fourth calendar quarter of 2009, with the help of Unicom,
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China’s second-largest telecom carrier by subscribers. Since then more and more celebrities use Iphone
to have fun. The celebrities suffer the great public attention. Their private life, their latest news or gossip,
including their fashion sense, are the hot focuses. Millions of people concern with the celebrity who they
never met and only know from the carefully orchestrated presentations of the mass media, or by
attending his performances. Celebrities are often well-known for their fashion choices and
complimented in their good taste in clothing and accessory in mass media. Fans wish that they could
dress and look like one of their favorite celebrities. Smartphone now has become a part of fashion
accessory, via Sina Weibo and other media channel, followers are aware that most celebrities use Iphone,
so it became a fashionable symbol. If you don’t own an Iphone, you are out.
2.3 Entertainment orientation of society
Smartphone can be used both as a mobile telephone and as a handheld computer, it is no longer the
mobile operator who controls the applications, but the user. Smartphone allow users to install and use
the applications on their own, based on their own needs and interests [9].Smartphone technology
becomes more affordable and pervasive. Vast number of applications make smartphone communication
device, internet access source, camera, sources for coupon, and even device to render payment, and
more important, entertainment device. Smartphone’s application fitting to entertainment trend, account
for the rapid diffusion of it.
The distinction between work and play communication is now blurred because technology allows
us to work and play almost simultaneously. The coming of entertainment age means reducing our time
to stop, reflect, and really think about what we have read, heard, or seen[10]. The “Pew Internet and
American Life Project” has highlighted the increase in Americans’ use of entertainment-related Internet
applications. Seeking out information about a hobby, browsing the Internet for fun, downloading music
viewing sports online and playing games have all increased [11]. Nielson reported that the number of
playing games online has increased in Europe, arguably because of increased access and the
affordability of Broadband. In china the entertainment trend has become increasingly apparent. By the
pervasive entertainment orientation of Chinese society, smartphone which could be used anytime,
anyplace, is becoming pervasive.

3 The Smartphone Diffusion Model
Perceived innovation is the basic property of smartphone diffusion. Without the perceived
innovation the smartphone will not diffuse no matter how successfully the corporations implement
marketing strategies. Eventually it is the product or service that consumer consumes whatever the
corporations promote. The 3G Internet time accelerate the speed of word of mouth that means the bad
product experience will spread more quickly than ever. Depending on the innovation property and the
innovation perceived by consumers the diffusion could realize.
Celebrity supplies the driving force. The smartphone is the innovative product; the mass couldn’t
accept it immediate. The celebrities admire novelty and enjoy it; they become the opinion leader in
consumption area. The mass follow them and copy their activity even their life style. When the use of
smartphone becomes a kind of fashion with the push of celebrity, the smartphone has a lot of common
user.
Entertainment orientation provides proper environment. Smartphone has a lot of open application
programs which distinguish it from the low-end feature. Most of the users make it as not only a voice
calls device but also entertainment equipment. With the extensive recreation to turn a tide the user
accepted smartphone with peace of mind and even thought the posession of smartphone is necessary to
their life.
To sum up, the perceived innovation, the celebrity and the entertainment orientation become the
integrated force to push the diffusion of the smartphone. The smartphone diffusion model can be
described as Figure 2.
Smartphone
(Perceived innovation)

Media

Celebrity

Media

Entertainment orientation
Figure 2

Smartphone Diffusion Model

Mass
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4 Conclusions
In summary the factors of smartphone diffusion are the perceived innovation, the celebrity and
entertainment orientation of society. Not only could the smartphone focus attention on these factors, but
also else innovational product diffusion could learn from it.
(1)Innovational product must make the innovation perceived. In a revolutionary time that consumer
has seized control and audiences have shattered into fragments and slices, the traditional 4P’s of
Marketing theory should be replaced by 4E’s of Marketing theory according to Brian Fetherstonhaugh.
These changes include four aspects: from product to experience, from place to everyplace, from price to
exchange, from promotion to evangelism. As a marketer, he must think of the entire customer
experience, convey his message: IM, SMS, countless social media websites, video games, product
placement in places like TV, movies, internet video clips etc., describe how premium services pay for
free, bring passion to the brand through engagement.
(2)Opinion leaders can play an important role in innovation diffusion. Sometimes opinion leaders
are celebrities, sometimes are other individuals who are experts in particular field. The corporation must
successful getting the innovational product into the hands of opinion leaders who influence the rest of
the market. Marketer should seize these early adapters who adapt quickly with recommended vision and
will help develop corresponding plans and promote their necessity.
(3)Diffusion occurs within a social system. The social trend of the system affects the innovation’s
diffusion in several ways. The social system constitutes a boundary within which an innovation diffuses.
In a particular time there is a specific tide, marketer should be aware of it and go with it.
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Abstract: The study examined the meetings, incentives, conventions and exhibitions (MICE) industry
clusters using the city of Guangzhou, China as a case. Both first and secondary data were collected and
analyzed using location quotient (LQ) estimation. The results showed the current status of MICE
industry cluster development in Guangzhou. Recommendations and suggestions were provided for
Guangzhou in formulating appropriate and effective developing and management strategies.
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1 Introduction
The meetings, incentives, conventions and exhibitions (MICE) industry is an emerging industry
and a catalyst for local economic development. With increasing government support, city after city in
China are aggressively marketing selves to develop MICE businesses. It was believed that China will
explode with new venues to meet the growing development of the MICE industry. The current rapid
growth of the MICE industry has also inspired many cities including second tier cities to use MICE to
promote local economic development. Guangzhou as one of the most developed cities in China, for
example, specifically and for the first time included a MICE industry development plan the “Eleventh
Five-Year Development Plan”. The MICE industry development in Guangzhou has brought about MICE
industry clusters. The scope and size of the clusters have been growing rapidly in the city.
The effects of agglomeration or clusters on local economic growth and regional development have
been recognized. Industrial agglomeration or cluster development can contribute to local economic
development by increasing industrial productivity, performance and innovation. In tourism, industry
clusters could also enhance destination competitiveness in domestic and international tourism markets [1].
While the emergence and rapid growth of the MICE industry clusters have been noticed, the
development status and extent need to be identified [1].
Given the rapid growth of the MICE industry in China, it is important to identify the MICE
industry clusters and how it contributes to local economic competitiveness. Thus, the study was to
examine the MICE industry clusters using the city of Guangzhou of China as a case. Specifically, the
objectives of the study were 1) to investigate the MICE industry clusters in Guangzhou of China using
location quotient (LQ) estimation; and 2) to provide recommendations and suggestions for Guangzhou
in formulating appropriate and effective developing and management strategies for its MICE industry
development.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Definition of MICE industry clusters
MICE have been defined in various ways. For example, MICE was defined as conferences,
exhibitions, and other congregational events in a particular geographical area for people to gather
together, form relationships, exchange information, and enjoy social networking activities [2]. MICE
industry was defined as the various business units and agencies that provide MICE planning, venues,
facilities and other services [2].
Industry cluster refers to enterprise groups, such as suppliers, service providers, financial
institutions, manufacturers, that have competitive or cooperative relations, and are geographically
concentrated and interrelated in a particular region. Different industry has different depth and
complexity of cluster development. Industrial clusters are a relatively new phenomenon in of economic
development [3].
Based on the concepts of the MICE industry and industrial clusters, MICE industry clusters could
be defined as groups of closely related MICE companies in a particular geographical area. Broadly
speaking, MICE industrial clusters could be defined as the complex interweaving of relationships among
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all types of conferences, exhibitions, hotels, restaurants, travel agents, retailing, advertising and other
businesses and organizations. A narrower definition of the MICE industry clusters would be the
industrial groups that comprises of the MICE major parties (e.g., event organizers, exhibitors, venue
services, conference hosts) and related MICE parties (e.g., transportation services, booth design and
construction, advertising).
2.2 Research on the MICE industry
The major focus of international literature on the MICE industry has been on the status and
development of the industry, and economic contribution of the MICE industry on local communities.
Research on the MICE industry clusters is relatively scarce. The most recent work was by Cristina
Bernini [1]. She developed a framework based on cluster theory and used the framework to empirically
identify the current status of Italian MICE industry clusters and the local demand and supply of MICE
infrastructure and products. The results provided Italian MICE industry with strategies to enhance the
competitiveness of the MICE industry in Italy.
A number of researchers have examined the development of Chinese MICE industry and China
MICE industry clusters. The first stream of the research focused on the relationship of the MICE
industry and general development of local areas. For example, a study investigated the MICE industry in
the four cities in the Yangtze River Delta (Shanghai, Hangzhou, Ningbo, Wenzhou) [4]. The study found
that the MICE industry cluster development lies in the cluster development of other industries in
manufacturing. Another study also proposed that the MICE industry development should take advantage
of the strong industries in the local area in order to avoid unnecessary competition [5].
The second stream of the research is mainly on the relationship of the MICE industry and the
existing clusters of other industries. For example, a study proposed the integration of the MICE industry
into the manufacturing industry development in Helongjiang area [6]. In another study [7], it was
indicated that different regions have different degree of relationship between the MICE industry and the
clusters of other industries. Similarly, the integrated relationship between the MICE industry and the
clusters of other industries in Shanghai was examined in another study [8]. Recently, a study suggested
a win-win development model for the MICE industry and the clusters in other industries [9]. Further, a
study developed a GEM model and empirically examined the competitiveness of the MICE industry in
the city of Dalian [10]. Based on industrial cluster theory, another study investigated the current
development of the MICE industry in Pudong area in Shanghai [11].

3 Methodology and Calculation
3.1 Clustering standards and characteristics
Early development of industrial clusters was found in Italy. Criteria for measuring industrial
clusters were developed, including development of industrial cluster production system, relationships
among industrial enterprises, policy formation for industrial clusters, as well as the clustered enterprises
and their employee management. In 1999, Italy developed a new standard that focused on local
production systems and industrial areas [12]. In 2002, in the Veneto region (Veneto), it was stated in Act
No. 23 that industrial clusters should have the three major characteristics. These characteristics were
treated as the standards to measure the MICE industry clusters in Guangzhou. First, Act No. 23 state that
there should a clustering group of enterprises that have similar businesses or production system.
According to 2007 Guangzhou Municipal Bureau of Statistics, it was shown that there were a total of
165 Guangzhou MICE enterprises across twelve different districts in Guangzhou in 2007. Most
enterprises were located in four districts, Yuexiu District (65 enterprises), Tianhe District (54
enterprises), Haizhu District (23 enterprises) and the Baiyun District (11 enterprises). Second, Act No.
23 state that there should be an integrated group of enterprises and organizations in support of the
development of local economy. According to 2007 Guangzhou Municipal Bureau of Statistics, the direct
business revenue of Guangzhou MICE businesses was RMB 3.527 billion, accounting for 4.96%, RMB
71.092 billion of Guangzhou’s GDP. The goal of Guangzhou MICE industry was to achieve revenue that
accounts for 5% of GDP in Guangzhou by 2010. It is expected that the MICE industry would become a
pillar industry for Guangzhou and make the city an international MICE destination. The third criterion is
that the number of enterprises should be no less than 80 and all practitioners no less than 250 employees.
According to the statistics of the MICE industry in Guangzhou, the number of MICE companies was
268 in 2007. There were 4903 employees in the industry. Overall, Guangzhou’s MICE industry has met
all these standards. The MICE industry clusters have emerged.
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3.2 Calculation of clusters using location quotient (LQ)
There are two ways to measure the extent of cluster development using location quotient (LQ)
coefficient method. The general LQ formula is
LQ = ( E ij / E i ) /( E kj / E k )

(1)

The first way is to use employment statistics to measure industrial cluster development. LQ
coefficient represents the ratio of the level of employment at regional level over that at national level. Eij
represents the total employment in the industry j in the region j. Ei represents the total employment in
region i. Ekj represents the total employment in the industry j in the country k.
When the LQ is equal to 1, it indicates that the degree of clustering in the industry employment at
regional level is the same as that at the national level. When the LQ is greater than 1, it indicates that the
degree of clustering in the industry employment at regional level is higher than that at the national level.
When the LQ is greater than 1.5, it indicates that the area has a higher level of industrial clusters.
According to 2007 industrial statistics of Guangzhou, Guangzhou’s MICE industry employed 0.49
million personnel. The total population of Guangzhou was 773,500. In addition, the total employment in
the industry of Guangdong Province was 30 million and the total population of the province was 96.15
million. Therefore, the LQ of Guangzhou’s MICE industry can be calculated as:
LQ =（0.49÷77.35）／（30÷9615）≈2.03﹥1.5
(2)
The results confirmed that the MICE industry in Guangzhou has formed a cluster with a high degree
of clustering in regional employment.
The second way is to use professional production level to measure industry clustering. The same
formula can be used for the calculation. LQ coefficient represents the ratio of the industry’s revenue at
regional level over gross national product. Eij represents the total revenue in the industry j in the region j.
Ei represents the total revenue in the region i. Ekj represents the total revenue in the industry j in the
country k.
If the LQ is equal to 1, it indicates that degree of clustering in the revenue of the industry at regional
level is the same as that at the national level. If the LQ is greater than 1, it indicates that the industry is in
a large scale, and has form clusters.
According to the statistics of Guangdong Province in 2007, Guangzhou MICE Industry generated a
total of RMB3.527 billion. The GDP of Guangdong was RMB3.067371 trillion. The total revenue of the
National MICE industry was RMB 140 billion. The GDP of the country was RMB24.6619 trillion.
Therefore, the LQ of Guangzhou MICE industry can be calculated as:
LQ=（35.27÷30673.71）/（140÷246619）≈2.03＞1 (3)
The results showed that the LQ coefficient was greater than 1. It confirmed that Guangzhou MICE
industry had clusters in a larger scale.

4 Discussion
4.1 MICE industry clusters and local development in Guangzhou
First, Guangzhou has good infrastructure and it has fostered the MICE industry clusters. The MICE
clusters have contributed to the development of the MICE industry in Guangzhou. With the Pazhou
Complex and the opening of other exhibition halls, a ribbon of MICE facilities appeared. The total
exhibition space of Pazhou was 586,500 square meters. Guangzhou Baiyun International will also have
a conference center. Liuhua Complex and Jin Han Convention and Exhibition Center and other venues,
provide venues for all scaled and all kinds of international conventions and exhibitions. A modern
transportation network has been built up, including Baiyun International Airport in Guangzhou, one of
the three major aviation hubs in China, Guangzhou Port, a world top ten port, a first-class hub for
communication, as well as railways, expressways and rapid rail network, etc. This has improved the
urban ecological environment and provided comprehensive services for cluster development of the
MICE industry in Guangzhou.
Second, Guangzhou Import and Export Trade Fair, a well-known MICE brand, has contributed to
the MICE clustering in Guangzhou. Guangzhou Import and Export Trade Fair is the oldest, largest and
all types of trading products inclusive fair. The trade fair has high attendance every year and facilitated
trades effectively. Because of it, Guangzhou was named as the “City of MICE”. With the other event
facilities, Guangzhou is among the top three MICE cities in the nation, in terms of number of MICE
held, number of space occupied and long-term effect of previous events. Overall, the development of
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Guangzhou Import and Export Trade Fair has facilitated the development of MICE businesses in the
region. It also facilitated the MICE cluster development in Guangzhou.
Third, the development of other strong industries has facilitated the MICE clustering in Guangzhou.
Guangzhou has strong economic development, developed urban infrastructure, transportation facilities,
advantageous geographic location, and many other industrial clusters. Guangdong Province had 123
industrial clusters. They were mainly in the Pearl River Delta region. Among the clusters, 91 had
revenue of over RMB10 billion. Forty-five clusters had revenue over RMB 50 billion. The clusters were
mainly in the industries of electronic information, electric machinery and equipment, textiles and
clothing, food and beverages, building materials, metal products. The clusters are the potential MICE
attractiveness for potential attendees. The clusters also could facilitate the cluster development in the
MICE industry.
4.2 MICE industry clusters and the development of the MICE industry in Guangzhou
First, the clusters could help to save cost. The close contacts among MICE enterprises within a
cluster could help with cost saving in production, services and sales. Because of geographical proximity
among the enterprises, it is easier for enterprises to negotiate, sign contract, and communicate with each
other, etc. Many other costs associated with transaction can also be reduced. MICE industry cluster
brought in a large number of professional and technical personnel. Local and foreign entrepreneurs or
outside vendors are able to easily access information in various areas. Thus the clusters could also
minimize the transaction costs for accessing quality human resources and acquiring raw materials.
Overall, the MICE clusters of a large number of related businesses and industries with high correlation
could reduce costs in many ways.
Second, MICE cluster development could facilitate resource sharing. The MICE industry involves
various sectors. The MICE industry development could facilitate the use of other facilities, such as
transportation facilities, postal and telecommunications facilities, education and training facilities,
cultural and recreational facilities. The effective use of these facilities in turn could improve the
development of services for MICE businesses.
Third, MICE cluster development could facilitate technology innovation. Companies could easily
communicate with customers and detect customers’ needs. Enterprises could more quickly acquire
updated technology and enhance their competitiveness in innovation and product differentiation. Further,
innovative products could easily find a place for marketing and sale. In so doing, it enhances the
productivity of the entire MICE industry. In addition, the development of MICE industrial clusters could
attract all kinds of exhibition-related experts and professionals to Guangzhou. It could facilitate the
interactions among MICE intelligent and among local universities, research institutions and businesses.
It could in turn greatly increase the cluster development of the MICE industry.
4.3 Problems of MICE clustering in Guangzhou
Although the MICE cluster development in Guangzhou has brought about a lot of advantages, there
are still some urgent issues that need to be dealt with. The development of the MICE industry could lead
to the development of other industries. The Guangzhou Import and Export Trade Fair, for example,
facilitate a business of over US$15 billion every year. It could generate direct revenue of RMB60 billion.
The input and output ratio was about one to ten. With this strong economic effect that MICE could
generate, MICE organizers and hosts have not given much attention to trades and business facilitation at
events. The work that could have done include market need analysis, visitor registration services,
assessment reporting, etc. MICE organizers and hosts have devoted too much time and energy into the
issues, such as food and beverage catering, accommodation assistance, etc. Thus, it has affected the
efficiency and effectiveness of events, hindering the development of MCIE clusters [13].
Second, most MICE companies have not integrated new technologies into their businesses. The
lack of technology has affected the development of innovation in MICE branding. The survey of the
current study showed that 97% of the MICE companies have their own websites. But most companies
have not used the websites effectively. There were more than 300 MICE companies in Guangzhou.
Many MICE companies in Guangzhou are small-scaled enterprises. The small-scaled enterprises lacked
of professionalism and innovation, resulting in repeat and similar events and poor event management.
Guangzhou’s MICE industry development lies heavily in a singular MICE brand, Guangzhou
International Conference Exhibition Fair. Many other events seem to be in the brand halo of this fair,
relying on the reputation and influences.
Third, the MICE association in Guangzhou has not helped with the MICE companies effectively.
According to the survey in the current study, the ratio of close relationship between the MICE
Companies and Guangzhou MICE industry association was only .13. Only half of the investigated
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companies reported that they had connection with the MICE association. More than 30% of the
companies indicated that they did not have close relationship with the association. About 3% of the
respondents reported no relation with the association at all.
Forth, MICE cluster development has not had enough support from the government. The
government support in Guangzhou is different from that in Shanghai and Hong Kong. Guangzhou only
gave some support for international brand events. Little government incentives and programs were
developed for local events. In addition, some events in Guangzhou are organized and hosted by the
government. Therefore, the events were not professionally managed. Concerning industry assistance, the
government needs to review every MICE proposal. The proposals have to go through a time-consuming
procedure with heavy paper work. It hindered the development of the MICE industry in Guangzhou [14].
Fifth, there was a lack of MICE professionals to support the further development of the MICE
industry in Guangzhou. MICE management talents are the intellectual support for the cluster
development. According to a survey in 2007, the ratio between MICE professional demand and supply
in Shanghai, Beijing and Guangzhou were 10:1, 8:1 and 8: 1 respectively. Most of the employees in the
MICE industry did not receive a degree in event management. The turnover rate was high in the industry.
Guangzhou, as the 3rd largest convention destination, is in an urgent need for creative, management, and
technical type of MICE personnel.

5 Recommendations and Conclusion
In conclusion, this paper examined MICE industry clusters using the city of Guangzhou, China as a
case. Through Location Quotient (LQ) estimation, it was found that Guangzhou’s MICE industry
clusters emerged. The MICE industry in Guangzhou still has many aspects that need to be improved,
including MICE collaboration, information technology and brand innovation. The current study suggests
that Guangzhou needs to develop more online conferences, marketing and managing MICE businesses
using new technology, and facilitating collaboration among MICE companies and between MICE
companies and the companies in other industries. In addition, it is important to develop integrated and
innovative MICE brands in order to increase attendance and maximize the economic effectiveness and
efficiency of events. Further, local government needs to adjust their role in order to give full support for
the MICE industry and create a positive marketing environment for the MICE cluster development.
MICE associations need to improve their services for the MICE industry. Moreover, it is important for
Guangzhou to attract MICE professionals. It will benefit the long-term development of the MICE
industry in Guangzhou.
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Abstract: By using survey data and integrated analysis methods, This paper reveals the bottlenecks
exist in the current travel E-commerce development in Hubei Province of China and explores the main
strategies of intending tourism E-commerce innovation and development in Hubei Province. The
significance of the study is: to provide a useful way of thinking for intending tourism E-commerce in the
prominent personality characteristics, economies of scale, etc. in Hubei Province.
Key words: Hubei Province of China ; Tourism E-commerce; Innovation; Development research

1 Introduction
Tourism E-commerce can not only change the tourism market structure and optimize the structure
of the tourism industry, but also can enhance the associated collaboration of tourism industry so as to
promote tourism and the entire national economy.
With the development of tourism e-commerce, domestic and international scholars have researched
on e-commerce applications in the tourism industry, tourism information technology, tourism websites
and other aspects. Feldman, Gilbert, Bush etc. have studied that the tourism enterprises how to maintain
a competitive advantage under the network environment. Buhalisa, Tsamakos, Tjostheim etc. have
studied a variety of information technology that can be applied in tourism e-commerce. Doolin, Leung
etc. have introduced the economics and mathematical model into tourism ecommerce to evaluate the
function of the travel sites. Hubei E-commerce Research Center , through field research, online surveys,
has completed the “2009 Western Hubei Eco-Cultural Tourism Circle of Tourism Informationization and
E-commerce Development Report” in 2009, “2010 Hubei Tourism Informationization and E-commerce
Development Report” in 2010, which has conducted a in-depth research on the development of Hubei
Tourism Informationization and e-commerce.
As a continuation of the study, this paper, according to the currant situation analysis of the Hubei
Tourism e-commerce development in the report, summarizes the bottlenecks of Hubei travel
e-commerce development, and propose countermeasures. This article has three innovation points: First,
it is the systematic, first time and down to date research on Hubei province tourism. Second, it has
summarized the results of previous theories. Third, it will help promote a leap-forward development of
tourism e-commerce in Hubei province.

2 The Current Bottlenecks that Constrain the Hubei Province of China Travel
E-commerce Development
After ten years construction, Tourism E-commerce in Hubei Province of China has been formed
the joint development of tourism e-commerce in the scenic areas, travel agencies and hotels under the
aegis of the administration department, the promotion of online travel business and offline travel
services, and has achieved a leapfrog development of tourism e-commerce.
Tourism E-commerce in Hubei Province of China can be divided into four aspects according to the
type of participation main body. They are the tourism administration department E-commerce
(E-government), scenic E-commerce, travel agency E-commerce and hotel E-commerce.
All of Municipal level above tourism administration departments and most of the county level
administration departments have established the tourism E-government websites, and some units also
established the tourism information network for the regional tourism companies to offer tourism
business services. Most of scenic, travel agencies and hotels have built the E-commerce sites or joined
the E-commerce platform to carry out tourism E-commerce. Those companies have achieved a series of
E-commerce applications through the tourism E-commerce, such as the enterprise introduction, product
promotion, internet marketing, online payment and online services. Parts of regions have formed a
tourism destination E-marketing network as the center of tourism E-commerce.
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Table 1

The General Situation [1]

Total
Number of
Units

The Number of Units
of Carrying out EC or
EG

The Number of
Units of Building
Websites

The Number of
Enterprises of Joining
EC Platform

119

54

54

—

141

132

28

132

Travel agencies

920

457

189

400

3 stars level above
hotels

269

201

60

195

Type
Tourism
administration
departments
State-level scenic
areas

The bottlenecks can be summarized as follows:
2.1 The website constructions of tourism administration departments lag behind, and the online
management services of the websites are not perfect
In general, the websites constructions of tourism administrative departments are better. There are
46% of the 119 tourism administration departments built the official website, and 17 of the provincial
and municipal tourism administration departments all have constructed the official websites. On the
whole, it is better that the situation of the tourism administration departments’ portal site construction.
But the websites and applications are not perfect; it is reflected in those following aspects:
In the first place, the web site of the county level tourism administration departments is not
universal. Some county tourism administration departments have not built portal site, the ratio of the
tourism administration departments that have built websites are less than 40%.
Next, the web service function is imperfect. The functions, such as “online work”, “exchanges and
interaction”, “education and training” and “tourism company management”, need to be strengthened.
Again, the use of the domain names is non-standard. “gov.cn” is a dedicated government website
domain name suffix. Tourism administration departments at all levels should use “gov.cn” suffixed
domain names for their portal sites.
2.2 The ratio of tourism enterprises have carried out the E-commerce is not high, and the use of
the tourism E-commerce platforms is inadequate
The number of the tourism enterprises that have carried out E-commerce is only about 60% of the
total number of the tourism enterprises. Not only are the level of tourism e-commerce lower, but also is
the using the functions provided by the platform deficient. It is mainly manifested in the following
aspect: Most of tourism enterprises use tourism platform to conduct E-commerce. The type and number
of the E-commerce platform that most tourism enterprises joined in are also small. The enterprises only
use a little part of the functions offered by the travel E-commerce platform, such as “business sites”,
“tourism products”, “friendly links” and some other functions, and only few tourism enterprises use the
“online purchases”, “online recruitment”, “e-payment” functions provided by the E-commerce platform.
2.3 The features of the self-built web sites are not perfect, and the personalized services of the web
sites are not prominent
Most state-level scenic areas, large-scale travel agencies and star hotels carry out tourism
E-commerce by building web sites. But the functions of the self-built websites are not perfect; the
personalized services of the web sites are not prominent. Tourism enterprises mainly use self-built
website on enterprise introducing and product promotion. Only about half of the self-built websites have
achieved the online ordering capabilities. And the tourism enterprises that can carry out personalized
services, online purchases, electronic payment, and online recruitment become more less.

3 The Strategies of Tourism E-commerce Innovative Development in Hubei
Province of China
3.1 Popularize portal site of all levels tourism administration departments, and enhance the
functions of portal site management services
Further popularize the county tourism administration departments’ portal sites; rapidly change the
current situation that half of the county tourism administration departments have no portal site. We can
actively promote tourism administration departments at all levels to improve E-government and
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E-commerce web sites’ services and functions from the following aspects:
For one thing, further improve the functions of E-government portal sites of the tourism
administration departments. To match the localization management trends of tourism E-government,
tourism administration departments need improve the management of travel agencies, hotels, scenic
areas and tour guide occupation, gradually form the architecture, which has a unified provincial database
and hierarchical authority management information system, and basically realize territorial management
of electronic records and the national network query. Tourism administration departments must improve
the timeliness, accuracy and consistency of the tourism information management transmittance to
improve efficiency of travel government administration. So it necessary to initially establish the
electronic record management and dynamic query system of the tourism information and the source
region travel team members’ information. Increase the ability to monitor non-standard tourism services
and security event [2] .Timely disclose all level tourism administration departments’ information and the
quality information related to tourism enterprises to actively enhance the quality of tourism service.
For another thing, accelerate the achievement of the E-commerce service functions of tourism
administration departments’ portal website. Relying on the credibility of the tourism administration
departments, promote the business E-commerce services based on E-government platform; Closing with
the service process of the tourism administration departments and application of informatization,
promote efficient use of public resources and enhance the level of enterprise e-business. Establish
business service platform for tourism enterprises to provide corporate introduction, product descriptions,
online services and other functions in all levels tourism administration departments’ portal web [3]. By
scoring the update speed, traffic, service levels and other indicators of use the platform, Promote the
tourism enterprises to make full use of government E-commerce service platform.
3.2 Actively guide tourism enterprises to rationally join and effectively use travel E-commerce
platform, and achieve economies of scale effect under the travel e-commerce platform
Tourism enterprises should rapidly deploy E-commerce through joining the tourism E-commerce
platform. On the one hand, it requires a substantial investment through self-built sites to carry out
E-commerce. The effect is slow, and the results will not necessarily good. On the other hand, the
majority of tourism enterprises are small and medium scale companies in Hubei Province, who are
difficult to build or manage the self-built websites in terms of finance or technology. But the tourism
E-commerce platform has some characteristics that are high profile, high traffic, low investment, fast
convergence. Therefore, tourism enterprises conduct E-commerce through joining the E-commerce
platform is an effective choice [4].
Tourism administration departments should actively guide the scenic areas, hotels, travel agencies
and other tourism enterprises to rationally and effectively join the tourism E-commerce platform. The
first is to reasonable join travel E-commerce platform. Tourism enterprises should focus on joining part
of the tourism E-commerce platforms, instead of joining the entire travel E-commerce platforms. It
needs to pay joining costs and management costs to use tourism E-commerce platform. Tourism
enterprises should join one or a few, a class or some classes of tourism E-commerce platforms by using
a reasonable investment to maximally enhance brand image and meet the cross-regional marketing. The
second is the effective use of E-commerce platform. Tourism enterprises should put each of the
functions provided by tourism E-commerce platform as the booth for displaying company’s image.
Tourism enterprises should make full use of the various functions of tourism E-commerce platform to
enhance the ability of online services.
3.3 Improve the existing websites of tourism enterprises with full functionalities, and strengthen
its personalization of the service features
It is necessary to promote conditional tourism enterprises to establish their own corporate website.
On the one hand, the government should strengthen efforts to encourage tourism enterprises to build
tourism sites. Through fully using their resources of tourism enterprises, tourism enterprises construct
characteristic website for online users to provide travel information, multi-product, mixed and
personalized reservation services. The other hand, the government regulates and guides the websites of
tourism enterprises through the development of appropriate standards and implementation of
management rules. By promoting the full integration of online and offline resources, the tourism
enterprises will build the value chain of services that coverage prior to travel, traveling and travel-after
for tourists to provide "one-step" service [5].
Currently, some necessary E-commerce features have not been implemented in the major self-built
websites of tourism enterprises. The tourism administration departments need to help tourism businesses
to improve the site's E-commerce functions. This mainly includes three aspects of the function:
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The first is consulting services. Travel sites should established online tourism advice, information
service system, and open network SMS platform so that the customer s’ questions can be answered in
time regardless of where the network administrators are , and customers who needs relevant information
can get help here.
The second is forum services. Travel site should open up a community forum. It can let internet
users exchange tourism ideas and insights, or recommend the services and products to each other, that is
the best publicity and promotion regardless of the travel site or tourism businesses. The forum allows
site owners to establish a number of fixed customer groups; the forum also can increase consumers'
brand loyalty. In addition, the forum moderators can always call and organize the community travel
enthusiasts to participate in some tourist activities. This not only publicize the tourism sites, but also
promote the travel routes [6].
The third is the electronic payment function. Tourism sites should strengthen the cooperation with
banks, telecommunications companies and other similar companies to develop online payment, mobile
payment and other means of payment [7]. And the sites need to strengthen cooperation with third-party
payment platform, such as Zhifubao, Caifutong and so on. Tourism companies improve the payment
links in order to fundamentally facilitate visitors and play the advantage of the travel site that different
from the traditional travel agencies.

4 Conclusions
Tourism, low energy consumption and little pollution, is the industry that most suitable for
developing E-commerce. this paper, by the research of recent development status of Hubei Province
tourism e-commerce, development bottlenecks and other aspects, put forward some countermeasures for
the innovative development of tourism e-commerce in Hubei Province, such as enhancing the functions
of portal site management services, guiding Tourism enterprises to join travel E-commerce platform to
achieve economies of scale effect and improving the websites of tourism enterprises to strengthen its
personalization of the service features. These measures will help clear away the obstacles to tourism
development of electronic commerce, and can promote the rapid development of tourism in Hubei
Province.
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Abstract: This article discusses the influence of goal orientation in performance appraisal on staff
innovative behavior. Generally, performance appraisal has two kinds of goal orientation, namely
evaluation orientation and development orientation. This article proposes a theoretical model in which
the team innovation climate is included to examine the relationship between the goal orientation and
innovation behavior. A questionnaire survey of 389 on-the-job employees proves that staff innovative
behavior is negatively correlated to evaluation orientation, positively correlated to development
orientation, and team innovative climate, to some extent, has a mediating effect on staff innovative
behavior. Based on the preliminary theories of goal orientation, this research mainly focuses on how
enterprises can promote their staff innovative ability thus enhancing better managing performance.
Key words: Performance appraisal; Goal orientation; Innovative climate; Staff innovative behavior

1 Introduction
China’s economic transformation and social development have entered into a new stage, while
enterprises start to enhance independent innovation. In this context, how to stimulate individual
innovation, which determines the organizational innovation and the survival of an enterprise, has
become a serious issue.
As a core element of human resource management, performance appraisal has been widely
implemented in organizations of all types. It conducts a profound impact on staff attitude, behavior and
organizational development. According to Western scholars, generally there are two kinds of goal
orientation in performance appraisal, namely evaluation orientation and development orientation. The
former focuses on the past performance being evaluated, and staff rewards and punishments or
promotion are based on the assessment results which is of little flexibility; while the latter helps improve
performance in the future, regarding the assessment results as the basis for future staff performance
improvement.
Therefore, how will different goal orientation in performance appraisal influence staff innovative
behavior? What is the trend and degree of this effect and its mechanism? What intermediary role does
organizational innovation climate play on staff innovation behavior? Answers to these questions will
undoubtedly play an active role in guiding Chinese enterprises in selection of an appropriate goal
orientation to encourage innovative behaviors, enhance staff capacities and the organizations own
competitive advantage.
This study will focus on the subject of how to motivate staff innovation behavior. Organization
innovative climate will be introduced to the relation between goal orientation in performance appraisal
and staff innovative behavior. It will also build mechanistic models which test the goal orientation,
organizational innovation climate and employee innovation behavior.

2 Literature Review and Research Hypothesis
2.1 Goal orientation in performance appraisal and staff innovative behavior
As the most frequently used way to asses and promote the staff’s performance appraisal, goal
orientation in performance appraisal means the ultimate goal of enterprises’ adopting the performance
appraisal tool which the staff perceive. Like Meyer, most scholars classify performance appraisal into
evaluation orientation and development orientation.
Performance appraisal on development orientation focuses on the future performance of the
evaluated. By helping the staff determine their career development direction and providing performance
∗
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feedback, it can analyze their shortcoming in work and explore their potential so that they can become
more proficient and qualified for their job to promote their performance. Therefore, basing on their
perception about performance appraisal on development orientation, the staff will think that
performance appraisal is helping them rather than punishing them and they will pay more attention on
long-term and organizational result. This enlightenment-like performance appraisal is also helpful to
form a climate of trust, tolerance, innovation and cooperation, thus promoting staff’s innovative
behavior and innovation ability.
Performance appraisal on evaluation orientation focuses on the assessment of the evaluated.
With the reflection and analyses of the performance of the staff in the given past period and the
measurement of the actual performance of the performance indicators, it decides many incentive or
punishment measurements, such as keeping or firing the staff, giving a salary rise or cut in pay,
promotion or demotion and job mobility and so on. Because this kind of appraisal involves the
measurement of staff and benefits attribution is according to it, the individual goals of the staff clash
with each other.。Therefore, basing on their perception about performance appraisal on evaluation
orientation, the staff will think that performance appraisal is punishing them rather than helping them.
This kind of performance appraisal is like settling old scores and will increase the competition pressure
between the staff, thus reducing their innovative behavior and chances. According to this, this article
proposes hypothesis below:
Hypothesis 1a: staff innovative behavior is positively correlated to development orientation
Hypothesis 1b: staff innovative behavior is negatively correlated to evaluation orientation
2.2 Team innovation climate and staff innovative behavior
The attention and awareness of innovation of the staff are always guided by team innovation
climate. According to Amiable and some like him ， staff members’ perception about working
environment has an important influence on their innovation, basing on which they put forward the
relationship between team innovation climate and innovation, for example, encouragement from
leaders, autonomy, challenging work and rich resources have a positive effect on staff’s innovation
while discouragement from leaders and workload have a negative influence. They also point out that an
organization with innovation climate will send to its staff a signal telling them the expectation of
innovation .The staff member will undertake subjective initiative innovation according to the signal,
thus promoting the staff’s innovative behavior and facilitating the progress of innovation performance.
Although there aren’t many researches about the influence of team innovation climate on staff’s
innovative behavior, they all show the relationship between team innovation climate and staff’s
innovative behavior. Scott and Bruce regard innovation support and resource support as two
decomposition factors of team innovation climate. Through empirical study, they find that although
there is no apparent relationship between staff’s perception about resource support and individual
innovative behavior, there is apparent positive correlation between perception about innovation support
and individual innovative behavior[6]. Empirical study of Shalley and some like him show that
encouragement and support from leaders will lead the staff to exert more of his innovative ability.
According to this, this article proposes a hypothesis below:
Hypothesis2: team innovation climate is positively correlated to staff’s innovation.
2.3 The mediating effect of organizational innovative climate
Even though the researchers have found the important relation between performance appraisal and
the innovation behavior of staff, few have ever had a multi-analysis and an empirical test on how that
works, to be more exact, the interaction mechanism of goal orientated performance appraisal on staff
Innovative Behavior remains to be a “black box”.
There is no direct test for the relationship between goal orientation in performance appraisal and
the innovation behavior of staff in the existing researches, however, that relation can be shown
indirectly by some similar researches. Boswell Boudreau believes that adopting development orientated
performance appraisal is a way in the management of staff to stimulate their effort, enrich their
experience and sharpen their technical ability, thus enhancing their job satisfaction and encouraging
their innovation aspiration; he also agrees that evaluation oriented performance appraisal, by which the
performances of staff are compulsorily compared with a certain standard, the performances of other staff
members or their own previous performances, is usually suitable in activities such as salary management,
promotion and suspension, and that it will reduce the motivation of staff and their organizational
commitment in that it seldom takes staff’s feelings and further development into consideration. Since
individual innovation is voluntary, it is closely related to performance, job satisfaction, organizational
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commitment, etc. Therefore, we can come to the deduction that the research result above may also go
with individual innovation.
Different goal orientation will have different influence on the establishment of organizational
innovative climate, eventually having different effects on innovation of staff members. The
organizations that use the development oriented performance appraisal are ready to adopt new ideas,
ultimately creating a inner climate in which staff members are more intended to learn , challenge the
past, accept failures and come up with new ideas on their own initiative. As a result, staff will have more
innovative behaviors. Instead, when evaluation orientation plays a more crucial role in performance
appraisal, staff members, driven by short-term benefits, are reluctant to do anything innovative mainly
for two reasons: first, they are afraid to make mistakes and bring about losses; second, they are more
devoted to show their working techniques in order to be awarded. That can be a disadvantage to creating
an innovative climate and inhibition of innovative behaviors of staff. Thereby, I have the following
suppose:
Hypothesis3a: Development oriented performance appraisal is positively correlated with the
organizational innovative climate.
Hypothesis3b: Evaluation oriented performance appraisal is negatively correlated with the
organizational innovative climate.
Hypothesis3c: The organizational innovative climate has a mediating effect as for the influence
of goal orientated performance appraisal on innovative behaviors of staff.
The chart below is a comprehensive presentation of the research framework of this paper
concerning all the six supposes above:
Information flow
DSupply

Chain
The

organizational

innovative climate

Innovative
of staff

behaviors

Evaluation
oriented
performance appraisal
Figure 1

The Research Framework

3 Research Methodologies
3.1 Research sample
From September 2009 to November 2009, in both Wuhan and Zhengzhou, we distributed 200
questionnaires and got back 162 effective ones. Preliminary Investigation shows those questionnaires
are designed with rationality, reliability and structural characteristics.
After a series of item analysis and exploratory factor analysis and the deletion of topics, those
preliminary questionnaires formed the final questionnaires. From December 2009 to February 2010, also
in Wuhan and Zhengzhou, 500 final questionnaires were distributed among high-tech employees. after
serious selection, we got 389 effective copies back, accounting 77.8% of the total number.
3.2 Measurement of variables
Referencing Cleveland Murphy William’s goal orientation scale performance evaluation, the theory
in this text divides the goal orientation in performance appraisal into two dimensions: development
orientation and evaluative orientation. Then the two orientations are measured with 3 and 5 items
respectively. In the aspect of organizational innovative atmosphere, inspired by Haw-Jeng Chiou’s
organizational innovation scale which is adapted to the atmosphere of Chinese culture, and through the
confirmatory factor analysis, in total 21 items including teamwork, learning and growth, organizational
support, ability to play and the environment to support are listed. As for innovative behaviors of
individuals , learning from Kleysen Street ‘innovative behavior scale preparation, a total of 12 items are
listed. . All the scales use Linker’s five-point scale ,scoring from the "totally disagree"(1 point) to
"completely agree "(5 points) . The control variables include staff gender, age and working life.
3.3 Reliability and validity inspection
As shown in table 1, through the application of Cronbach’s coefficient to test the reliability of each
variable, all the variable reliability is greater than 0.8, which indicates that the scale has good validity.
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Table 1
a

Variable

Goal of performance appraisal
Development Orientation
Evaluation of orientation

Reliability Coefficient of Each Variable(N=389)
variable
a
variable
Organizational innovation
Innovative
0.936
0.952
atmosphere
of staff
0.873
teamwork
0.826
0.855
learning and growth
0.835
Organizational support
0.875
Capacity to play
0.856
Environmental support
0.812

a
behaviors
0.902

According to the factor analysis of the data, all 41 items KMO value is 0.963, the test results of
Bartlett ball is apparently above 0.001, indicating that factor analysis can be used on the scale to test
construct validity. Application of confirmatory factor analysis verifies the validity of the scale in Table 2.
The results show that the model fit the data well .
Table2 The Questionnaire Measured the Results of Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Questionnaire
x2/df
RMSEA
NFI
RFI
IFI
NNFI
Goal of performance appraisal
2.346
0.074
0.968
0.957
0.981
0.978
Organizational innovation atmosphere
2.685
0.072
0.993
0.983
0.992
0.986
Innovative behaviors of staff
2.135
0.069
0.996
0.991
0.995
0.993

CFI
0.983
0.996
0.995

4 Research Results
4.1 Descriptive statistics analysis
From table 3, we can see that the correlation coefficient among the performance assessment of
development orientation. organizational innovation atmosphere and staff’s innovative behaviors
between each other has reached to a significant level and has primarily validated hypothesis 1a, 2 and 3a.
At the same time, the correlation coefficient among the performance assessment of the evaluation
orientation. organizational innovation atmosphere and staff’s innovative behaviors has also reached to
a significant level, thus primarily validate the two assumptions1b and 3b.
Table 3

Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Coefficient (N = 389)
Standard
Variable amount
Mean
1
2
3
4
5
deviation
Gender
0.63
0.48
Age
31.56 5.89
0.069
Office term
6.68
4.35
0.014
0.821＊＊
＊＊
Development rientation 3.758 0.721
0.049
0.429＊＊
0.347
＊＊
Evaluation orientation
3.156 0.683
-0.136
-0.452
-0.564＊＊ -0.584＊＊
＊＊
Innovative atmosphere
4.377 0.767
0.028
0.314
0.413＊＊ 0.727＊＊ -0.710＊＊
＊＊
Innovative behaviors
3.697 0.709
0.037
0.435＊＊ 0.694＊＊ -0.649＊＊
0.278
Note: * p ﹤ 0.05, * * p ﹤ 0.01

6

0.803＊＊

4.2 Multivariate regression analysis
As shown in table 4, the performance assessment of and evaluation orientation influence the
employees’ innovative behavior significantly, and the performance assessment of development
orientation affects employees’ innovative behavior positively while the performance assessment of
evaluation orientation affects employees’ innovative behavior negatively, the two assumptions1a and
1b are further verified .
Table 4

Regression Results of Performance Assessment’s Goal Orientation’s Effect on Innovative Behavior
Variable amount
Gender
Age
Office term
Development orientation
Evaluation orientation
AdjR2
△R2
F value
Note: * p ﹤ 0.05, * * p ﹤ 0.01

equation 1
0.025
-0.026
0.452

0.086
0.086
＊＊
8.625

equation 2
0.031
-0.034
0.239
0.705＊＊
＊＊
-0.683
0.736
0.821
41.237＊＊
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4.3 Level-type multiple regression analysis
According to the intermediary effect testing procedures proposed by Baron and Kenny, one factor
must satisfy three conditions to become intermediary variable: (1) each of the independent variable and
the intermediary variable has a remarkable relationship with the dependent variable respectively; (2)
the independent variable and the intermediary variable have a remarkable relationship; (3) after the
intermediary variable’s getting into the equation, the independent variable and dependent variable’s
relationship reduce significantly (partly intermediary function) or become no longer significant
(completely intermediary function).
As table 5 below shows, we have completed four model’s level-type, multiple regression analysis.
Model 1 is the regression analysis of the control variable and the dependent variable . Model 2 is the
regression analysis of the control variables, performance assessment’s target orientation and dependent
variable , and the results indicate that the performance assessment of development orientation affects
employees’ innovative behavior positively （β=0.539,P<0.01）, while the performance assessment of
evaluation orientation affects employees’ innovative behavior negatively. （ β=-0.473, P<0.01 ）
Therefore, assumptions 1a and 1b can be achieved. Model 3 is the regression analysis of the control
variables , organizational innovative atmosphere and dependent variable , the results shows that
organizational innovative atmosphere has a strong positive influence on employees’ innovative behavior
（β=0.632,P<0.01）, accordingly, assumption 2 established. Model 4 is the regression analysis of control
variables, performance assessment’s goal orientation, organizational innovative atmosphere and
dependent variable and the results shows that organizational innovative atmosphere play a partial
intermediary role between the performance assessment of development orientation and employees’
innovative behavior and play a complete role between the performance assessment of evaluation
orientation staff ‘s innovative behavior, so assumption 3 can be true.
Table5

Multiple Regression Results of the Organizational Innovative Atmosphere Mediating Role

Variable quantity
Gender
Age
Office term
Development orientation
Evaluation orientation
Innovation atmosphere
AdjR2
△R2
F value

Model1
0.106
-0.028
0.216

0.314
0.011
1.617

Model2
0.026
-0.038
0.205
0.539＊＊
-0.473＊＊
0，436
0.102
22.346＊＊

Model 3
0.042
-0.041
0.131

Model 4
0.025
-0.041
0.134
0.237＊＊
-0.147

0.632＊＊
0.527
0.183
35.189＊＊

0.366＊＊
0.515
0.109
21.193＊＊

Note: * p ﹤ 0.05, * * p ﹤ 0.01

5 Conclusions and Discussion
5.1 Conclusions of study
To sum up, the results of condensed theory and empirical study support the hypothesis:
Development orientation of performance appraisal significantly positive affect organizational innovation
atmosphere, then significantly positive affect employee innovation behavior. This explains the fact that
through the partial intermediary role played by the organizational innovation atmosphere, the
development orientation of performance appraisal significantly positive affects employee innovation
behavior. On the contrary, evaluation orientation of performance appraisal significantly negative affects
organizational innovation atmosphere, then significantly negative affect employee innovation behavior.
This explains the fact that through the entire intermediary role played by the organizational innovation
atmosphere, the development orientation of performance appraisal significantly negative affects
employee innovation behavior.
5.2 Significance of study conclusions
This study, based on how individual performance appraisal affects innovative behavior of
employees, has great theoretical and practical significance to the research and analysis of the
intermediate mechanism about the psychological and behavioral reaction of employees.
To begin with, the inspection of the relationship between performance assessment orientation and
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employees’ innovative behavior in China’s situation, fills this study gap. Since the individual
performance assessment has always been a real problem facing all enterprises, it can not only motivate
and promote staff innovative behavior, but only may reduce e staff’s innovative desire and behavior,
which becomes a double-edged sword to enterprises. How to utilize these two directions of performance
assessment, will provide strong theoretical basis for enterprises to implement efficient individual
performance management system .
What’ more, The previous research focused mainly on how organizational innovation atmosphere
affected employees’ innovative behavior, paying little attention to the influence of innovative
atmosphere as an intermediary variable to study performance assessment orientation on employees’
innovative behavior. This study creatively bring organitionai innovation atmosphere into performance
appraisal goal orientation and employee innovative behavior, thus building an influential mechanism
model from performance goal orientation to organizational innovation atmosphere to employees’
innovative behavior, which we tested by evidence and experiments. This is a breakthrough and
perfection of the previous theory, as well as the expansion in the field of employees’ innovative
activities.
Last but not least, through this empirical study, it confirms the positive influence the development
orientation of performance appraisal on employees’ innovative behavior and the negative influence
evaluation orientation of performance appraisal on employees’ innovative behavior. This will encourage
enterprises to establish new performance evaluation system. In the process of doing business and
management for enterprises, they should not only use performance evaluation as a tool and merely pay
attention to comparative analysis of employees’ assessment and distribution of interests. They should
pay more attention to employee’ reaction to the performance assessment to improve employees’
innovation ability and work efficiency, and establish performance evaluation of staff development
orientation.
5.3 Limitations and prospect
Although all the proposed assumptions of this study has been verified, however, owing to the
subjective and objective reasons, the limitations and shortages still exist in the process of research,
which deserve the notice of subsequent research .
Firstly, Samples are mainly from the central regions, so the effectiveness of research conclusions in
other areas needs further inspection.
Secondly, With the constraints of time and cost conditions, using cross-section data, this research
fails to adopt tracking study mode to explore the dynamic influence the performance appraisal goal
orientation and organizational innovation atmosphere on innovative behavior of employees. Later
research to thoroughly analyze the relationship among performance assessment goal orientation,
organizational innovation atmosphere and employee’ innovative behavior by tracking study is warmly
welcomed.
Thirdly, because of the limitations of research conditions, this study is measured by staff
self-assessment method, with all measuring index from the same questionnaire analysis, so the result
will more or less be affected by deviation from the common method. In the later study, if we can do
random sampling test on the spot, it will be more reliable to test and evaluate the relationship between
the variables.
To draw the conclusion, this study extends the relevant theory of human resources management,
and the results will provide a strong theoretical and empirical basis for enterprises on how to implement
the performance assessment system on the individual basis to achieve the goal of personal motivation
and organizational development at the same time. This paper proposes diagnostic recommendations for
the implementation of performance evaluation on the individual basis, which provides a useful reference
for enterprises to practice.
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Abstract: The mission of project portfolio management (PPM) is seen in evaluating, prioritising, and
selecting project in line with the business strategy. Alignment of all on-going projects with the overall
business strategy is generally recognised as very important for most modern organisations. The aim of
this paper is to develop a conceptual framework embracing a number of key variables of PPM and
corresponding interrelations, derived from the extant body of literature, and to test it empirically. We
conducted a survey among experienced portfolio managers representing a wide range of organisations
possessing established PPM mechanisms. Data obtained in this tailor-made survey was tested in the
framework using Structural Equation Modelling. Our results provide support to most of the formulated
hypotheses. On the basis of our findings, we formulate several managerial implications.
Key words: Project portfolio management; Strategy realisation; Multi-project management

1 Introduction
Acting in dynamic and turbulent environments, modern organisations strive to achieve excellence
and sustain competitive advantage on the market. Design of a business strategy, specification of the
organisation’s mission, vision and objectives, developing policies and plans are viewed by strategic
management discipline as a necessary precondition for organisations to remain competitive and fit.
While this message receives virtually universal recognition, real practices are far from being perfect.
According to Mankins and Steele (2005), firms realise only 63% of their strategies’ potential value, and
Johnson (2004) reports that 66% of corporate strategy is never implemented. As Grundy (1998) vividly
states, strategy implementation is often the graveyard of strategy.
Traditionally, the company’s business strategy was meant to be realised through on-going activities,
or functional operations. A modern trend is proliferation of projects as an environment for business
activities, as more and more modern organisations adopt projects as the main organisational form of
conducting their business operations. As projects are used in a wide spectrum of business operations,
they are becoming a vehicle of business strategy implementation, and a topical area of professional
examination and application (Hauc and Kovac, 2000). Shenhar et al (2001) emphasise that projects are
“powerful strategic weapons” as they can be considered as a central building block in implementing the
intended strategy.
However, this “projectification”, if not managed properly, may lead to “project overload”,
inefficient and ineffective use of the company’s resources, and in fact, distraction from the company’s
strategic goals. Managers are increasingly concerned about getting better results from the projects under
way in their organisations in getting better cross-organisational cooperation (Englund and Graham,
1999). One of the most common complaints of project managers is that projects appear almost randomly
– “the projects seem unlinked to a coherent strategy, and people are unaware of the total number and
scope of projects” (Englund and Graham, 1999: 52).
Englund and Graham (1999: 52) suggest that “selecting project for their strategic emphasis … is a
corner anchor in putting together the pieces of a puzzle that create an environment for successful
projects”. Project portfolio management (PPM) emerges as a mechanism to manage this puzzle. Its
mission is seen in evaluating, prioritising, and selecting project in line with the business strategy (Archer
and Ghasemzadeh, 2004; Cooper et al, 2001). The concept of strategic fit, or strategic alignment, has
been studied in the management literature. The strategic fit of the project portfolio is the degree to which
the sum of all projects reflects the business strategy (Meskendahl, 2010).
Although the idea of the strategic fit is broadly understood and shared among scholars and
practitioners, the literature on it is still limited (Srivannaboon and Milosevic, 2006), specifically,
empirical studies are not common. A number of in-depth case studies have been published (e.g. Filippov
et al, 2010). Nonetheless, results of these case-studies can hardly be generalised over a wider population
of organisations. Available quantitative empirical evidence is still insufficient.
This is the objective of this paper, namely, to investigate empirically the relationship between
strategy alignment and the overall performance of project portfolio management, as well as between
different mechanisms and processes that contribute to strategic alignment. A critical note is that we aim
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to study whether projects are aligned with the current business strategy, not their contribution to the
overall business performance.
The main method is quantitative study. Data is collected in a self-administered survey, among a
population of portfolio managers from a range of organisations. This data is then used to test a number
of hypotheses derived from academic literature. The paper is structured as follows. Next section
provides a theoretical background, serving as a general introduction to the field. Section 3 presents
hypothesis development. Section 4 introduces data and methodology. Results are reported in Section 5.
Section 6 offers a discussion of obtained results and conclusions.

2 Theoretical Backgrounds
2.1 Project portfolio and project portfolio management
Archer and Ghasemzadeh (1999: 208) defined project portfolio as “a group of projects that are
carried out under the sponsorship and/or management of a particular organisation”.
The Project Management Institute (PMI) offers a more elaborate definition in “The Standard for
Portfolio Management”, placing the emphasis on strategy, “a collection of projects (temporary
endeavours undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result) and/or programmes (a group of
related projects managed in a coordinated way to obtain benefits and control not available from
managing them individually) and other work that are grouped together to facilitate the effective
management of that work to meet strategic business objectives” (PMI, 2006: 4).
PPM is a systematic approach to manage project portfolios. Other terms include “multi-project
management” or “multiple project management” (Dietrich and Lehtonen, 2005). Dooley (2004: 468)
defines the role of PPM as “… to maintain control over a varied range of specialist projects, balance
often conflicting requirements with limited resources and coordinate the project portfolio to ensure the
optimum organisational outcome is achieved”. Blichfieldt and Eskerod (2008: 358) view PPM as a set
of the managerial activities “that relate to (1) the initial screening, selection and prioritisation of project
proposals, (2) the concurrent reprioritisation of projects in the portfolio, and (3) the allocation and
reallocation of resources to projects according to priority”.
A formal definition by PMI provided in “The Standard for Portfolio Management” is as follows – it
is “an approach to achieve goals by selecting, prioritising, assessing, and managing projects, programs
and other related work based upon their alignment and contribution to the organisation’s strategies and
objectives. Project portfolio management combines (a) the organisation’s focus of ensuring that projects
selected for investment meet the portfolio strategy with (b) the project management focus of delivering
projects effectively and within their planned contribution to the portfolio” (PMI, 2006: 5).
Hence, PPM is meant to address two key aspects – “doing the right projects” (the portfolio strategy)
and “doing the projects right” (the project management focus). In other words, PPM’s mission is not
only about initial selecting the right projects, but also ensuring an effective and efficient execution of
projects and their alignment with the organisation’s goals and objectives. Not only does PPM enable an
organisation to get an oversight of all its on-going projects and get a better grip on their execution, but it
also provides information for the organisation how to stay in tune with the demands of the marketplace
and emergent situations in the business (Pennypacker et al, 2009).
2.2 Features of successful PPM
Success is a broad concept that in a most straightforward sense simply means meeting or exceeding
expectations and goals (Dietrich and Lehtonen, 2005). In the project context, success is often
conceptualised through a variety of success criteria and success factors. While success criteria refer
shortly to the measures by which success or failure of a project or business will be judged, and success
factors are defined as inputs to the management system leading directly or indirectly to the success of
the project. The management approaches in a multi-project environment generally distinguish between
(1) management efforts directed to single projects and (2) management activities that focus on groups of
projects (McDonough and Spital, 2003). The latter is the focus of PPM. The salient feature of a
successful PPM is that this collective synergetic mechanism provides opportunities for reaping benefits
that would not be available if projects were managed individually (LaBrosse, 2010).
On the basis of formal definitions of PPM, Pennypacker and Retna (2009: 5) formulate five
questions that a successful PPM should answer positively.
1. “Are we investing in the right things?” Since capital is a limited resource, organisations must
figure out a way to invest in the right things. This is a balancing act between the desire to fulfil the
business strategies, the limited available money to invest, and knowing the right time to start a project or
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terminate an unsuccessful one, and consequently allocate recovered capital to other projects.
2. “Are we optimising out capacity?” Capacity optimization can also be called portfolio resource
optimisation with two key principles: (1) balance the demand for resources with the supply, and (2)
create an open dialogue, based on factual analysis, between the portfolio management office and the
business project sponsors (the decision makers). Resource optimisation is achieved through a balanced
management of resources by understanding, managing, and balancing the demand side and the supply
side.
3. “How well are we executing?” PPM enables the company management to receive necessary
information on the current status of all on-going projects; it also provides information to stay in tune
with the demands of the marketplace and emergent situation in the business. It is important to know how
well PPM is performing, e.g. maturity, efficiency and effectiveness of PPM practices.
4. “Can we absorb all the changes?” Given the dynamism of contemporary economic, political,
technological and social environments, a modern organisation should be able to adjust to these changes
and absorb them. PPM is not a static mechanism and project portfolio is not fixed either. There are
different types of change that need to be considered when looking at whole portfolio as well as
individual projects – change that impacts technology, change that impacts physical assets, and change
that impacts people.
5. “Are we realising the promised benefits?” Effective PPM enables us to know what benefits to
expect from a project and to track the realisation of those benefits as the project progresses. To realise
benefits in practice, (1) staff need to be trained to use the system and exploit its capabilities, (2) business
processes need to be reengineered, and (3) resources need to be redeployed.
Furthermore, an essential pre-condition for a successful PPM is the quality of information supplied
to the decision maker, meaning an up-to-date data on the status of projects in the portfolio (Matheson
and Menke, 1999; Dietrich and Lehtonen, 2005).
Dooley and O’Sullivan (2003) highlight a number of common problems associated with portfolio
management, or rather, developments that may take place if PPM is not carried out professionally. They
are (a) poor leadership and direction, (b) poor alignment between goals and projects, (c) poor
monitoring of holistic process results, and (d) poor planning and control of action implementation.

3 Hypothesis Development
The section consists of two sub-sections. The first one looks at the project portfolio management
success and factors influencing it, particularly, strategic alignment. The second one focuses on the
strategic alignment itself.
3.1 Project portfolio management performance
Performance of PPM can be measured through four dimensions: (1) the average single project
success of the portfolio regarding the fulfilment of time, budget, quality, and customer satisfaction
objectives; (2) the use of synergies between projects within the portfolio, which covers the
interdependencies between projects; (3) the portfolio’s overall fit with the firm’s business strategy; (4)
the portfolio’s balance (Cooper et al, 2002).
As we have extensively elaborated in Section 2, a key factor in PPM performance is the basics, or
foundations of project management. It is more commonly known as “doing the projects right”. These
foundations of project management include all the tasks, functions and activities aimed at
professionalisation of project management. It assures that projects are planned and executed
professionally according to clear guidelines, principles and procedures. The focus is on management at
the level of individual projects. For example, good project management foundations contribute to the
average single project success. We therefore propose the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: The better the project management foundations, the better the project portfolio
management performance.
Another key factor in PPM performance is the alignment of project portfolio with the company’s
business strategy. By contrast to foundations of project management, the focus here is on “doing the
right projects”. This strategic fit of the project portfolio is the degree to which the sum of all projects
reflects the business strategy (Meskendahl, 2010). In a broad sense, strategic alignment involves all the
tasks, functions and activities aimed at bringing the project portfolio in tight integration with the
business strategy. In other words, this mechanism should assure that only the projects that serve
(contribute to) the business strategy are added in the portfolio, and otherwise, prevent projects that do
not serve the company strategic goals and priorities from inclusion into the portfolio. This leads to the
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following hypothesis:
Portfolio
establishment

Q1

Q2

Q3

Portfolio
steering
1 year

Q4

recurring

continuous

Figure 1 Portfolio Establishment vs. Portfolio Steering

Hypothesis 2: The better the strategic alignment, the better the project portfolio management
performance
3.2 Strategic alignment
Strategic alignment can be achieved by two (interrelated) mechanisms – (1) the initial
establishment of project portfolio, and (2) the on-going portfolio steering, calibrating and adjusting of
project portfolio. While portfolio establishment takes place cyclically in fixed moments of time, for
example four times a year, but can be different, portfolio steering is a continuous process throughout the
whole year. Portfolio steering receives input from portfolio establishment, which in its turn provides
feedback back to portfolio establishment. This is visualised in Figure 1.
Initial portfolio establishment groups all the tasks, functions and activities aimed at initial
identification, screening and actual selection of projects, and their prioritisation in accordance with
pre-defined strategic targets and objectives. This initial process is considered as recurring, as it repeats
in certain pre-defined periods (e.g. once in a year, every quarter of a year, etc.), and describes the firm’s
ability to integrate PPM into its existing strategic processes. Jonas (2010) identifies four tasks that are
initially undertaken to set up a target portfolio derived from the business strategy of an organisation:
strategic portfolio planning, definition of long-term target portfolio, evaluation of project proposals, and
selection of projects. Consequently, the following hypothesis is suggested:
Hypothesis 3: The better the initial portfolio establishment, the greater the strategic alignment
The second mechanism is the on-going portfolio steering, calibrating and adjusting of the
previously established project portfolio. Dooley et al. (2005) point out that decisions concerning which
project proposal should join the portfolio may be influenced by issues such as the success of existing
projects within the portfolio. Thus only a mechanism for evaluating prospective projects is not enough
to effectively manage multiple projects. There should be also continuously reviewing on-going projects
relative to their suitability to the current environment and also relative to the other projects in the
portfolio.
Portfolio steering includes all the continuous tasks that are necessary for a permanent coordination
of the portfolio (Müller et al., 2008), such as continuously monitoring, screening and adjusting projects
in the current portfolio. This screening aims to ensure that all initially selected and launched projects
still contribute to the business strategy and they still fit the portfolio. It seeks to enhance synergies
between these individual projects. The tasks of portfolio steering include: (1) monitor and evaluate the
current portfolio status in terms of strategic alignment and capacity utilisation, (2) development of
corrective measures in case of deviations from the target portfolio, (3) coordination of projects across
organisational units to identify synergies between comparable projects, and (4) identify and abort
obsolete projects (Jonas, 2010). This leads to the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 4: The better the continuous portfolio steering, the greater the strategic alignment
Further, these two mechanism – portfolio establishment and portfolio steering, contributing to a
stronger strategic alignment are interrelated, as explained above and shown in Figure 1. Portfolio
establishment provides necessary input for portfolio steering, and then receives certain feedback. These
two processes are two sides of the same coin, mutually reinforcing each other. Organisations are
expected to have a similar degree of maturity in both processes. Hence, the following hypothesis is
proposed:
Hypothesis 5: Initial portfolio establishment and continuous portfolio steering are mutually
positively related.
“Doing the projects right” and “doing the right projects” are two key aspects of PPM in any
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organisation. As we discussed in Section 2.2, and postulated in Hypotheses 1 and 2, they are both
equally important and professionalism in both of them is considered vital for PPM performance. It is
reasonable to assume then that these two variables are positively related to each other and mutually
reinforcing. However, empirical evidence (e.g. Filippov et al, 2010) suggests that this is not necessarily
the case. Organisation doing the right projects may not necessarily do them in a right way, and by
contrast, organisations doing the wrong projects in a right way. Artto and Dietrich (2004) present these
two dimensions as a trade-off – “for the successful management of multiple projects, it is important to
distinguish whether the projects are established for effectiveness or for efficiency. Effectiveness refers to
doing the right thing, and efficiency refers to doing the thing right. Effectiveness often means creating
something new; efficiency means perfecting something that is already known” (Artto and Dietrich, 2004,
p. 18). It entails that effectiveness may be achieved at the cost of efficiency and vice versa.
While the interplay between “doing the projects right” and “doing the right projects” remain
controversial, we suggest that it is the relationship between “doing the projects right” and the process of
continuous, on-going portfolio steering that should be examined. Expertise in on-going portfolio
steering as an act of a day-to-day management may be complementary to the foundations of project
management which involves routinely processes of management of projects as well. In line with this
reasoning, the following hypothesis is proposed:
Hypothesis 6: Continuous portfolio steering and foundations of project management are mutually
positively related.
3.3 Analytical framework
Five variables can be defined on the basis of the six hypotheses developed previously, namely, (1)
PPM performance PMP, (2) strategic alignment SA, (3) foundations of project management PM, (4)
initial portfolio establishment PE, and (5) on-going portfolio steering PS. All six hypotheses and
corresponding five variables are visualised in Figure 2. Boxes represent five variables. Single-headed
arrows represent causal relationships between variables, while double-headed arrows visualise
co-variations. References to respective hypotheses are placed above the arrows.
PMP: Portfolio Management
Performance
H2

H1

SA: Strategic Alignment – ‘doing
the right projects’

H3

PE: Initial Portfolio
Establishment

PM: Project Management –
‘doing the projects right’

H4
H5

Figure 2

H6

PS: On-going Portfolio Steering

Analytical Framework

4 Data and Methodology
This section presents introduces our data collection method (a self-administered survey),
description of the obtained sample and the methodology – Structural equation modelling (SEM) – to be
used in further analysis
4.1 The survey instrument
The data was collected in a self-administered survey tailored to the research objective and
developed hypotheses and variables. A questionnaire was designed to collect data. Its content was
decided with reference to the objectives of the project and theoretically anchored in the project
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management and strategic management literature. More specifically, several publications were consulted
(e.g. Jonas, 2010), questionnaires developed by professional consultancy organisations (Dutch
subsidiary of Nolan, Norton & Co), and other.
Before the questionnaire was administered, it was qualitatively pretested in pilot interviews with
projects and portfolio managers, scholars and business strategy consultants. As a result, minor changes
were made to eliminate or alter ambiguous questions and phrasings and to remove indicators not
capturing the constructs for which they were designed. This procedure increased face validity of our
measures.
4.2 Data collection
The data collection was a two-step strategy. The first step was a traditional face-to-face data
collection, executed at the event of the Dutch branch of the International Project Management
Association (IPMA), “Project Management Parade” in Nieuwegein (The Netherlands) in April 2011.
That was a professional meeting of project and portfolio managers from a variety of organisations.
Visitors were kindly asked to contribute to this research and fill in the questionnaire. Approximately half
of the sample was collected at this venue. Because the survey was held in the Netherlands, a version of
the questionnaire in Dutch was developed. As it was more convenient for respondents to read and
answer the questions. Before the survey took place, both versions of the questionnaire were
cross-checked to avoid any misinterpretation in translation. The second step is an online web-based
survey. Professional social network LinkedIn was used to invite respondents. An announcement was
posted in a group of portfolio management professionals with an invitation to proceed to a web-site on
which an electronic questionnaire was located.
Table 1 Operationalization of the Variables
Construct
Project Portfolio Management Performance
Compliance of the business strategy in PPM is considered as business success.
There is an integral overview of all the projects in the portfolio.
There is a balance in the portfolio between high risk projects and less risky
projects.
There is synergy present between projects in the organisation.
Introducing PPM lead to an increase of the average success of individual projects.
How many projects in the total project portfolio are pursuing the strategic goals of
the organisation? (1 < 10%, 2 = 10-25%, 3 = 25-40%, 4 = 40-55%, and 5 >55%).
Foundations of Project Management
There is a Benefit Management System present to identify, model, quantify, plan,
and monitor the total benefits of the project portfolio.
Project Management tools are utilized during the execution of projects (e.g.
PRINCE2, PMBoK, CCPM, etc.).
During execution of projects, administrative processes are structurally achieved.
There is sufficient project expertise to execute the projects.
There is sufficient capacity to execute projects (manpower/ project members).
There is a certain system/mechanism present to allocate resources to different
projects in the portfolio.
Strategic Alignment
The business strategies are formulated clearly to translate them back into themes
and projects.
Strategic themes and strategic projects are clearly appointed on the
management/board level.
The objectives of single projects are consistent with the objectives of the
organisation.
Projects that are in line with the strategic goals of the organisation are allowed to
continue, while the current business case deviates from the original business case.
You are capable to assess what the projects contribute to the business strategy.
Initial Portfolio Establishment
There is a standardised methodology for the assessment of a business case (if any)
or utility and necessity of projects.
There are defined procedures (rules) for the definition, approval, selection and start
of all the projects.
There is separate procedure present for selecting those specific projects that are
pursuing strategic goals of the organisation.
The objectives of an organisation (business strategy) are always taken into
consideration when accepting a project.
Priorities of projects are determined based on the strategic goals of the
organisation.
There are methodologies present for translating the business strategy to projects.

Mean St.Dev. Label
PMP
3.19
1.014 PMP1
3.87
1.024 PMP2
3.10

1.012 PMP3

3.58
3.71

.848 PMP4
.783 PMP5

3.68

1.137 PMP6

2.60

1.143 PM1

3.97

.857 PM2

3.49
3.86
3.31

.853 PM3
.912 PM4
.993 PM5

3.60

1.063 PM6

3.62

.922 SA1

3.71

1.115 SA2

3.41

.821 SA3

3.50

.826 SA4

3.47

.992 SA5
PE

3.85

.821

PE1

4.24

.496

PE2

3.18

1.141

PE3

3.82

.869

PE4

3.62

1.015

PE5

2.91

.965

PE6

PM

SA
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On-going Portfolio Steering
Strategic goals are propagated consistently and regularly by the management i.e.
clear communication with employees/project members.
Decision making, concerning the progress of a project in the PPM process, is
explicitly traced back to the contribution it has to the business strategy.
There is a methodology present that continuously assesses the business case when
it deviates from the business strategy.
Projects are linked together when a possible synergy is recognised during
monitoring.
There is parallel coordination between projects from different business units.
From 1 = totally disagree to 5 = totally agree.

PS
3.28

.991

PS1

3.13

1.040

PS2

2.84

1.167

PS3

3.59

.979

PS4

3.16

.954

PS5

4.3 Sample description
A total of 35 observations formed the sample. The respondents are professional and experienced
portfolio managers from a variety of organisations. The collected sample varies from companies that
were founded hundreds of years ago to companies founded in the past decade. In terms of their
organisational forms and sectors, they ranged from NGO’s and governmental organisation to financial
institutions and high-tech companies. 74% of companies were Dutch (but not necessarily acting only on
national market), 17% were of other origin, and 9% did not specify it. 40% of the sample are
organisations where projects serve as a primary business. 43% of the sample are organisations that
practice PPM because projects are considered as a secondary business supporting the core business. For
example, the core business of a bank is providing financial services to customers, while its IT
department practices PPM because they need projects to innovate on their IT system to secure and
support their financial services. The remaining 17% are organisations where projects function as primary
and secondary businesses.
4.4 Measures
The operationalization of our variables is shown in Table 1. Most items in our scales were
purposely developed for the project, building on previous research and theory. They can be considered
to be reliable and valid measures. The questionnaire includes 28 closed multiple choice questions. All
indicators were measured using 5-item Likert scale. Likert-scale allows respondents to express the
degree of agreement with the formulated questions.
4.5 Data analysis technique
We analysed the data using a structural equation modelling (SEM) technique. Considering our
analytical framework (Figure 1), involving numerous regressions and interdependencies, SEM is
regarded as the most appropriate statistical technique for estimating it in a single model. SEM is a
statistical technique for testing and estimating causal relations using a combination of statistical data and
qualitative causal assumptions. SEM involves series of multiple regression equations – all equations are
fitted simultaneously. Recently, SEM became increasingly popular among researchers in social sciences,
as it allows to model complex social systems with multiple variables and interrelations between these
variables.
Structural equation modelling is a flexible and powerful extension of the general linear model. Like
any statistical method, it features a number of assumptions. One of them is a reasonable sample size. A
good rule of thumb is 15 cases per predictor in a standard ordinary least squares multiple regression
analysis. Because SEM is closely related to multiple regressions, 15 cases per measured variable in
SEM seem reasonable. Bentler and Chou (1987) note that researchers may go as low as five cases per
parameter estimate in SEM analyses, but only if the data are perfectly well-behaved. Lower sample sizes
are generally accepted for simpler models, models with no latent variables, models where all loadings
are fixed, etc. These are indeed characteristics of our explorative model. As we discussed in Section 4.2,
every single effort was made to collect a large sample, however, we have managed to obtain only 35
observations. Considering the argumentation above, in this explorative state of research, a total sample
of 35 respondents is still sufficient to create an overview of the current practice in organisations.
We use IBM SPSS AMOS software package to estimate our model. AMOS enables to easily
perform SEM to build models with more accuracy than with standard multivariate statistics techniques.

5 Results
First we present descriptive statistics and internal consistency analysis of the variables used in our
analysis. Further, we discuss the model fit. Lastly, we report regression estimates and covariances
(hypothesis testing).
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Label
PMP
SA
PM
PE
PS
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Descriptive Statistics
Number of
items
6
5
6
6
5

Construct
PPM Performance
Strategic Alignment
Project management
Initial Portfolio Establishment
On-going Portfolio Steering

Cronbach’s α
.763
.792
.703
.708
.742

Item Means
Mean
Variance
3.522
.095
3.541
.014
3.471
.240
3.603
.234
3.200
.074

5.1 Internal consistency analysis
Collected data allows us to construct five variables for the SEM model (Table 2). Each of the
variables consists of 5-6 items (shown in Table 1). All Cronbach’s α values are above 0.7 indicating a
very good internal consistency and meaning that specific questionnaire items essentially represent the
same thing and can be grouped into respective variables. It allows us to calculate variables as mean
values of respective items, where individual items have the same weight. All variables are on a 5-item
Likert scale.
5.2 Model fit
Fit refers to the ability of a model to reproduce the data. Assessment of fit is a basic task in SEM
modelling. A good fitting model is one that is reasonably consistent with the data and so does not require
re-specification. The output of SEM programmes includes matrices of the estimated relationships
between variables in the model. Assessment of fit essentially calculates how similar the predicted data
are to matrices containing the relationships in the actual data.
Formal statistical tests and fit indices have been developed for these purposes. Individual
parameters of the model can also be examined within the estimated model in order to see how well the
proposed model fits the driving theory.
Saturated and Independence models refer to two baseline or comparison models automatically
fitted by AMOS as part of every analysis. The Saturated model contains as many parameter estimates as
there are available degrees of freedom or inputs into the analysis. The Saturated model is thus the least
restricted model possible that can be fit by AMOS. By contrast, the Independence model is one of the
most restrictive models that can be fit: it contains estimates of the variances of the observed variables
only. The independence model is in fact the null model in AMOS terminology.
Table 3 present an overall model fit. The chi-square test is reported, along with its degrees of
freedom and probability value.
Model
Saturated model
Specified model
Independence model

Table 3 Model Fit
Distinct parameters to be
estimated
15
11
5

Chi-square

df

.000
22.223
79.042

0
4
10

In our model: the number of distinct sample moments is 15, the number of distinct parameters to be
estimated is 11, and df=4. Chi-square is equal to 22.223. All the reported values lie closer to the
saturated model than to the independence one. They are deemed as acceptable.
Other commonly reported measures are the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), the Bentler-Bonett Index
or Normed Fit Index (NFI), the Incremental Fit Index (IFI). These indices compare the absolute fit of the
specified model to the absolute fit of the Independence model. The greater the discrepancy between the
overall fit of the two models, the larger the values of these descriptive statistics. Next, it is Akaike
information criterion (AIC), a test of relative model fit. As a rough rule of thumb, models having their
AIC within 1-2 of the minimum have substantial support and should receive consideration in making
inferences. Table 4 reports these indices for the specified model. CFI, NFI and IFI are all above 0.7
indicating a good fit. Similarly, AIC is within 2 of the minimum.
Table 4

Model
Saturated model
Specified model
Independence model

Model Fit

CFI
1.000
.736
.000

NFI
1.000
.719
.000

IFI
1.000
.757
.000

AIC
30.000
44.223
89.042
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Another popular measure of model fit that is now reported in most papers is RMSEA, an absolute
measure of fit is based on the non-centrality parameter. However, the RMSEA can be misleading when
the df are small and sample size is not large; this is exactly the case in our model. For this reason, Kenny
et al (2011) argue to not even compute the RMSEA for such models.
To sum up, we have obtained a model that fits reasonably well (considering the limitations in
the sample size) and, what is more, is theoretically consistent.
5.3 Estimates
This model has several features. First, it contains manifest (observed) variables; second, it contains
both causal relationships among latent variables, represented by single-headed arrows, and correlational
or bi-directional relationships among several of the residuals.
AMOS reports the unstandardised estimate, its standard error, critical ratio and p-values.
Standardised estimates allow to evaluate the relative contributions of each predictor variable to each
outcome variable. The standardised estimates for the fitted model appear in Table 5.
The standard measure of a critical ratio greater than 1.96 creates significance – values for all
estimates are higher than that, except for the last one (PE↔PM). Likewise, p-values of estimates 1 to 5
were smaller than .05 (or .01), indicating statistical significance.
Our results indicated that hypotheses 1 to 5 (Section 3) are supported – the estimates are both
positive and significant. The estimate 6 is positive, in line with the respective hypothesis, yet, it is not
statistically significant. Therefore, Hypothesis 6 is not supported.
Table 5

Regression Weights and Covariances
Estimate
C.R.
1
PM
PMP
.263* (.108)
2.427
→
2
SA
PMP
.311** (.097)
3.218
→
3
PE
SA
.545* (.228)
2.389
→
4
PS
SA
.462** (.147)
3.148
→
5
PE
PS
.178** (.060)
2.979
↔
6
PE
PM
.007 (.057)
.117
↔
Standard error in parenthesis, * p 0.05; ** p 0.01 (based on a Student t(499) distribution with one tail).
→ stands for regression; ↔ stands for covariances

6 Discussion and Conclusions
Strategic alignment has emerged as key topic in project portfolio management literature, and more
globally, in the whole discipline of project management.
We find empirical support to the majority of our hypotheses. Our empirical evidence supports the
claim that PPM performance is directly influenced by enhancing the foundations of project management
(“doing the project right”) and by strengthening the strategic alignment between projects and business
strategy (“doing the right projects”).
In order to achieve a higher degree of strategic alignment, two mechanisms should be designed and
deployed in an organisation – initial portfolio establishment and continuous portfolio steering. These
two mechanisms are found to be both contributing positively to strategic alignment. Moreover, they are
mutually complementing, meaning that expertise in one mechanism reinforces that in the other.
We do not find any significant relations between the mechanism of on-going portfolio steering and
foundations of project management, meaning that capabilities and expertise in these two fields are
unrelated.
Perhaps the main implication is that organisations should recognise the value of PPM in achieving
their strategic goals. In order to achieve it, it is reasonable to start with the development and
improvement of portfolio establishment processes. It is recommended to create an integrated system or
procedure involving screening, selection, and prioritising of project proposals. This also gives the
portfolio manager an overview of all the project proposals and how to prioritise them according to the
strategic intention, available resources, or financial benefits. Another set of procedures and
methodologies should be designed and implemented for continuous portfolio steering.
Project / portfolio managers and top executives should both recognise the importance of strategy
realisation through PPM in their organisation. Portfolio managers should then be given sufficient
authority and autonomy for this on-going steering without unnecessary time-consuming communication
with upper management level. They should be able to immediately intervene when they detect
significant deviations of projects from their business case and/or strategic business priorities of the
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organisation.
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Abstract: This paper proposes a method for refining a requirements definition in project management
that incorporates dynamic simulation. Many studies have been reported on requirements definitions in
project management, but there are few studies that use dynamic simulation and examine the refining of a
requirements definition. A requirements definition for a manufacturing project is expected to be refined
if bottlenecks in the production process are recognized and if solutions to them are fed back into the
definition. This paper proposes a method for refining a requirements definition for a manufacturing
project with dynamic simulation (DELMIA), theory of inventive problem solving (TRIZ), theory of
constraints (TOC), and design to customer needs (DTCN).
Key words: Requirement definition; Project management; Dynamic simulation; Design to customer needs; TRIZ

1 Introduction
An imprecise requirements definition is one cause of project failure. In order to lead a project to
success, it is important to examine a method for developing a requirements definition that is based on
close communications with customers. This requires identifying customer needs accurately,
investigating the feasibility of accommodating those needs in a project, and refining a requirements
definition. Many studies have been reported on a requirements definition in project management[1]-[3].
However, there are few studies on requirements definition management into which dynamic simulation
(DELMIA)[4], theory of constraints (TOC)[5], theory of inventive problem solving (TIPS in English,
TRIZ in Russian)[6], and design to customer needs (DTCN)[7] are incorporated and integrated on the
basis of the socialization, externalization, combination, and internalization (SECI) process, which is a
method of knowledge creation. A requirements definition for a manufacturing project is expected to be
refined if bottlenecks in the production process are accurately predicted and if such predictions are fed
back into the definition.
This paper examines a framework for managing a requirements definition with dynamic simulation
and TRIZ.

2 Framework for Requirements Definition Management
In developing a requirements definition for a project, it is important to share value judgments
involving the project with customers. This requires identifying customer needs and investigating the
feasibility of accommodating them in the project. The author and collaborators have reported on a
method for refining a requirements definition with DTCN [1]. However, the main focus of DTCN is on
accurately identifying customer needs, and little consideration is given to the feasibility of
accommodating them.
This paper attempts to refine a requirements definition by introducing dynamic simulation into
DTCN and taking into account the feasibility of accommodating customer needs in a project.
Figure 1 shows a framework for requirements definition management incorporating dynamic
simulation. The requirements definition management is based on the SECI process, which is a method of
knowledge creation [5]. In the socialization phase, according to the definition of the SECI process, tacit
knowledge is created through the five senses; in this paper, bottlenecks in a production process are
foreseen through simulation analysis on manufacturing time and task processes with DELMIA. In the
externalization phase, designs are created through conversations and thinking; in this paper, proposed
customer requests are thoroughly examined with TRIZ. In the combination phase, new knowledge is
created through combination of formal knowledge; in this paper, requirements clarified through TRIZ
are combined based on the concepts of "cloud" and "branch" in TOC and are captured as knowledge to
be used for eliminating the bottlenecks in the manufacturing process. Consequently, in the
internalization phase, DTCN makes it possible to obtain knowledge on the requirements definition that
accommodates customer needs. Also, by running the SECI process, one can expect to "spiral up"
knowledge for designing a requirements definition. In addition, the requirements definition management
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model can be evaluated quantitatively with a maturity model.

Framework for the Requirement Definition using Dynamic Simulation & TRIZ
Requirement Extraction Phase
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S : Socialization, E : Externalization, C : Combination, I :
Internalization, DTCN : Design To Customer Needs, PMD :
Purpose Measure Diagram, TOC : Theory Of Constraint,
TRIZ : Teoriya Resheniya Izobretatelskikh Zadatch, RD3M :
Requirement Definition Management Maturity Model

Framework For Requirements Definition Management Incorporating Dynamic Simulation

3 Process for Developing a Requirements Definition
3.1 Dynamic simulation
To ascertain the appropriateness of a production process, this paper uses simulation tools, DELMIA
and QUEST [6]. The use of DELMIA makes it possible to discover process risks at an early stage,
display performance relative to target values, plan a highly precise process by reusing an empirically
proven process, and reduce the time for planning the process. With the use of QUEST it is possible to
assess situations surrounding a manufacturing process, such as the level of worker fatigue, from an
ergonomic perspective.
Figure 2 shows a production process for an automobile part, which is simulated with the use of
DELMIA and QUEST. Using the dynamic simulation tools, one can understand the production process,
compare it with an experience-based production plan, and evaluate the appropriateness of the process.
Manufacturing Process Analysis by DELMIA
Basic Items in Manufacturing Project Management
1.
Problems & their Solutions on the Manufacturing Planning carried out frequently.
2.
Requirement Definition in the Manufacturing Project is also carried out frequently at
the Same Pattern.
3.
It is necessary to introduce the Scientific Technique (DELMIA・TRIZ・TOC・DTCN)
for the PM Innovation.
①

Dynamic Simulation (DELMIA)
①

Dynamic Simulation (DELMIA) ③

②

Teoriya Resheniya
Izobretatelskikh Zadatch
(TRIZ)

①

DELMIA

②

③

TRIZ

TOC

④

Theory of Constraint(TOC)
Design to Customer
Needs(DTCN)

④

DTCN

Systematization for Theorization of Basic Point
by Problem Solution Technique

Figure 2 A Production Process for an Automobile Part which is Simulated with the Use of DELMIA

Because of mass production, production targets for automobile parts are set based on experience,
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and the problem has arisen that the feasibility of accommodating customer needs in a project is
uncertain.
To dynamically simulate a manufacturing process, DELMIA and QUEST are used to simulate the
number of operating days/hours, quantity produced, shifts, tact time, the number of direct workers, cycle
time, the worker utilization rate, value produced, and the number of workstations. Simulation analyses
on production plans are conducted, and the current production plan and the simulation results are
compared. This reveals that initial plans lead to a significantly increased number of processes and
greater costs, which makes it possible to calculate appropriate conditions for daily production operation
that are consistent with production targets. Table 1 shows an example of the result of a simulation using
DELMIA and QUEST for the production process.
Table 1

An Example of The Result of A Simulation

Purpose : Evaluation of Production Plan Based on Production Planning
using DELMIA & QUEST of Simulation Tool
Result : It is Difficult to Achieve the Production Plan.
It will be Greatly Increased the Operation Hours．

Items

Plan

Operation Day

Number of Production/Day＝
Number of Production/／
Operation Day
Tact Time ＝Operation
Hour/Day／Production
Quantity

シミュレーション

Unit

Ver. 1

Ver. 2

Ver. 4

20

20

20

20

Day/Month

Operation Hour

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

Hour

Shift

2

2

2

2

-

Number of Production

1250

1019

1000

1011

Piece/Day

Tact Time

43.20

53.00

54.00

53.40

sec

Number of Direct Operator

5

5

5

5

Person

217

238

249

249

sec

89.5

95.5

95

％

Piece/Hour

Number of Indirect Operator
Cycle Time

Person

Operation Ratio of Operator (Average)

Earned Value

83

68

67

67

Number of Operation Desk

10

10

10

10

3.2 Inventive problem solving
Elimination of bottlenecks in a production process requires understanding the characteristics of the
process, such as the costs and time required for production, and examining measures for improvement
based on them. In this paper, after the simulation analysis with DELMIA and QUEST, factors in
bottlenecks in a production process are analyzed by TRIZ [7]. Figure 3 illustrates a TRIZ-based factor
analysis of production process bottlenecks. TRIZ is applicable to Levels 2 and 3 where complicated
inconsistencies can be overcome and corrections can be made. In a manufacturing project, it is often the
case that process bottlenecks are found on the basis of experience, that ways to reduce or eliminate the
bottlenecks are examined, and that measures are implemented in the actual manufacturing process
(Figure 4, top). In contrast, in TRIZ, production-related inconsistencies are identified after
manufacturing process bottlenecks are found. Focus is then shifted from reality to the world of TRIZ,
where 40 invention principles are converted to keywords for refining a requirements definition, and
factors in the bottlenecks are analyzed. The bottom table in Figure 4 shows some examples of the
keywords for analyzing factors of bottlenecks, which are converted from the 40 invention principles.
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Problem Solution of Manufacturing Planning by TRIZ Introduction Level
② Teoriya Resheniya
Izobretatelskikh Zadatch
Level of TRIZ

DELMIA

TRIZ

TOC

No Application of TRIZ：Effect ×
Application of TRIZ：Effect △
Application of TRIZ：Effect ○
Application of TRIZ：Effect ◎
No Application of TRIZ : Effect ×

Figure 3

DTCN

Application Level of TRIZ

Level 5

Real Discovery

Level 4

Solution by Principle of Same
Category of Business

Level 3

Improvement by Conquest of
Difficult Contradiction

Level 2

Improvement by Conquest of
Contradiction

Level 1

Little Improvement without
Contradiction

A TRIZ-based Factor Analysis of Production Process Bottlenecks

3.3 Theory of constraints and a method for designing a mechanism to accommodate customer
Needs
To examine the appropriateness of a manufacturing process, it is important to clarify necessary
conditions for achieving manufacturing objectives, using TOC[8]. The use of TOC makes it possible to
understand core problems in a manufacturing process, foresee remedies and post-remedy conditions, and
see obstacles clearly. Also, using the concept of "cloud" in TOC, one can not only clarify goals in
common between customers and the project team and whether such goals should be fulfilled, but also
shift emphasis away from a problem in the form of customers versus a project team to a problem for
both customers and a project. Furthermore, using the concept of "branch" in TOC, one can analyze
causal relations among phenomena with if-then logical statements. It then becomes possible to
understand why actions of both customers and a project must be changed and to implement necessary
measures responsibly. In addition, this paper uses the work breakdown structure phasing theme
technique in DTCN and proposes a method for developing a requirements definition that satisfies both
customer needs and feasibility conditions for accommodating them (Figure 5).
Real World

Bottleneck

TRIZ World

Solutions

Abstraction

Embodiment

40 Invention
Principles

Extraction of
Contradiction

Example of Transformation from Invention Principles to Solution of Bottleneck
Division

Classification of
Customer Needs

Combination

Combination of
Customer Needs

Reaction

Recognition of
Actual Problem

Separation

Move to Other

Generality

Concurrent
Operation

Operation

Prediction the
Difficulty

Limited Part
Feature

Change Each
Other of One
Point

Nesting

WBS & Work
Package

Protection

Backup of the
Important
Information

Asymmetry

Not Adjust of
Unnecessary
Points

Balance

Take the Balance
for the Customer
Needs

Equal Potential

Loosen for
Customer Needs

Figure 4 Problems Solution by TRIZ
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Manufacturing Planning Analysis by TOC
Basic Items in Manufacturing Project Management
1.
Problems & their Solutions on the Manufacturing Planning carried out frequently.
2.
Requirement Definition in the Manufacturing Project is also carried out frequently at
the Same Pattern.
3.
It is necessary to introduce the Scientific Technique (DELMIA・TRIZ・TOC・DTCN)
for the PM Innovation.
Branch
③ Theory of Constraint

Crowd
Review of the
Project by the
Situation of
Outsider

PM

WBS Phasing
Customer
Needs

DELMIA

TRIZ

TOC

TOC
Crowd

DTCN

TOC
Branch

DELMIA

TRIZ

Maturity
Model

Systematization for Theorization of Basic Point
by Problem Solution Technique
Figure 5

Problems Solution by TOC & DTCN Technique

3.4 Examination of requirements definition management
This paper proposes a method to find and eliminate bottlenecks in a manufacturing project, using
dynamic simulation, TRIZ, and TOC. The application of the aforementioned analytical results to DTCN
makes it possible to develop a requirements definition for a manufacturing project that can fulfill
customer needs and achieve the accommodation of them in the project. Figure 6 shows the result of
examining requirements definition management for an automobile part manufacturing project. Through
the use of TRIZ, TOC, and DTCN, it is possible to understand the difference between the manufacturing
process built on experiences and the result of DELMIA simulation.

Evaluation for Requirement Definition management
①
②
③
④

Evaluation Process
Production Time by DELMIA
Directionality of Production Plan by TRIZ & Crowd
Bottleneck of Production Process by Branch
Decision of Requirement Definition for Customer Needs by DTCN・WBS Phasing

DELMIA
Validity of
Production Plan

TRIZ

TOC

DTCN
Design To Customer
Needs

Directionality for
Problem Solution

Requirement
Definition

Crowd

Branch
Customer
Needs

+
Goal

Recognition of
hole Structure

Project

Improvement of
Productivity

Manufacturing PM

Feedback
Comparison with
Past Project by
ELMIA

Balance
Tradeoff between
Cost & Number of
Person

Selection of
Solution

DELMIA・
TRIZ

TOC・
(Crowd・
Branch)

Correspondency
of Project

Maturity
Model

Directionality of
Problem Solution
by Crowd

Increase of
Cycle Time
Anticipation
Operation
(Risk・Critical Pth)

Decrease of
Turnover

Extension of
Operation Time
Improvement
of Operation
for Productivity

Decrease of Turnover
Decrease of
Productivity

Figure 6 Verification for Requirements Definition Management

This paper proposes a requirements definition management maturity model (RD3M) to evaluate
requirements definition management. The levels and the management process in the RD3M are shown
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in Figure 7. In a project, a requirements definition has traditionally been refined through increased and
improved communications with customers, but the definition has not been thoroughly evaluated with a
maturity model. Requirements definition management has been nothing more than written or repeated
processes. However, this paper finds that the proposed method makes a managed process feasible and
increases the maturity of requirements definition management from Level 1 to Level 3.

4 Conclusions
Examining project management based on dynamic simulation, this paper
(1) proposes a requirements definition management model incorporating DELMIA, TOC, TRIZ, and
DTCN;
(2) finds production conditions in which customer needs and feasibility conditions for accommodating
them in a project are both considered, as a result of investigating the effectiveness of a requirements
definition management model with dynamic simulation in the context of a mass-production project
for an automobile part; and
(3) reveals that the maturity of requirements definition management can be increased, as a result of
proposing a RD3M to assess requirements definition management and examining it in the context
of a project for manufacturing an automobile part.
Maturity Level for Requirement Definition Management
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Research on Entrepreneurial Capacity Evaluation Index System of
the Self-employed: Based on 603 Samples Analysis*
Ye Chunxia
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Abstract：Based on the questionnaires of entrepreneurial capacity of 603 self-employed vendors who
operating a fixed store in Wenzhou city of China, entrepreneurial capacity evaluation index system of
the self-employed which contains 12 indexes on 3 factors has been constructed by exploratory factor
analysis. And the results from confirmatory factor analysis show that the evaluation index system have
good reliability and validity. Finally, three aspects of pioneering capacity of the self-employed i.e.
innovation ,tenacity and cooperative, are preliminary evaluated.
Key Words：The self-employed; Entrepreneurial capacity; Exploratory factor analysis; Confirmatory
factor analysis

1 Introduction
1.1 Literature review
Pioneering capacity is the ability of completing entrepreneurial activities smoothly, which has
individual and social double attribute. Pioneering capacity is a concept very complex and vague. The
individual in the business process is required to complete a variety of tasks as many participants, the
belief degree of whether individual is capable of completing these activities successfully is
entrepreneurial self-efficacy. Currently, there are two index systems of self-efficacy in entrepreneurship
which have been tested empirically : one is that of Chen Chao C and Patricia Greene and Ann and Crick
(1998) , propose entrepreneurial self-efficacy structure which can predict the possibility of individual
become an entrepreneur, embodied in five dimensions: the market, innovation, management, risk,
financial control [1] . Two is that of Noble et al. (1999), thinks entrepreneurship self-efficacy mainly
embodied in six dimensions based on the skills needed by entrepreneurs: risk and uncertainty
management skills, innovation and product development skills, interpersonal relationship and network
management skills, opportunity recognition skills, processing and configuration key resources skills,
develop and maintain a innovation environment skills [2] .
The typical representatives who analyze the concept of undertaking ability by the method of
evaluating undertaking ability by entrepreneurs themselves are Chandler and Man. Chandler G.N. (1992)
thinks that individual need to complete three roles in the whole process, namely, business role,
management role and technique function role, which require six aspects of ability [3] .Man (2002) puts
forward the concept of undertaking ability in six dimensions, namely, opportunity ability, relationship
capacity, conceptual ability, organization ability, strategic capacity and commitment ability. But, these
six dimensions are not significant in statistically when they are empirically tested [4] .
He Xiaogang (2005) testes six dimensions of entrepreneur talent empirically based on 277 valid
questionnaires, namely , strategic ability, management ability, relationship capacity, learning ability,
innovation ability and opportunity ability by using Mans’ concept of pioneering capacity for reference.
However, the results show that the influence of six dimensions to enterprise organization ability is not
steady [5] . But, based on Man etc., Tang Jing, JiangYanfu (2008) analyze pioneering capacity through
the concept and two big tasks in entrepreneurial process, and construct a second-order concept model of
undertaking ability with six dimensions empirically based on 464 valid questionnaires. The empirical
results show that the model has good validity and reliability [6] .Based on the index in rapid test table of
Don Macke and Deb Markley, Huang Delin, Song Weiping and Wang Zhen (2007) think the
undertaking abilities of the innovative, cooperative and tenacity are reflected in the10 indexes of the
rapid test table. In the research three factors are extracted by factor analysis from the 10 indexes which
reflect the undertaking abilities of innovative, cooperative and tenacity [7] .
1.2 Research ideas
However, undertaking ability evaluation index systems in existent literature are not appropriate to
self-employed individuals with small scale business. The business scale of the self-employed is small,
*
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many various types of work don’t needed to be completed while that is needed for enterprise with large
scale. Therefore, undertaking abilities evaluation index systems designed in the above literatures for
completing various types of work appear relatively large for the self-employed.
The indexes of the quick test table putted forward by Huang Delin, SongWeiping and Wang Zhen
(2007) are relatively simple and the operation is convenient. But, the objects they aimed at in
investigation are random farmers, not the farmers who are venturing. The farmers in investigation who
are not venturing seemed to have a “suspicion of absence of research object”. In addition, the samples
are not much enough and neither reliability nor validity is tested. So, the reliability of index is
suspectable. However, some of these indexes can be well used for reference theoretically.
The concept of pioneering capacity with six dimensions is used as main reference in this paper for
theory foundation, namely, opportunity recognition ability, opportunity development ability,
organization ability, strategic ability, relationship ability and commitment ability, putted forward by
Tang Jing, Jiang YanFu (2008), which based on Mans’ concept of undertaking ability. But in this study,
only four dimensions are referred, including opportunity recognition ability, opportunity development
ability, organization ability and relationship ability, because the strategic ability and commitment ability
are required less important to self-employed individuals with small business, so corresponding indexes
of the two dimensions are not designed. Some reasonable indexes of the quickly test table putted
forward by HuangDelin, SongWeiping and WangZhen (2007) are used. The indexes designed are shown
in Table 1, and the content of indexes in Table 1 is shown in Table 7.
603 questionnaires of the self-employed who operating a fixed store in Wenzhou city of China
have been collected. Based on these data, these indexes are analyzed by exploratory factor analysis
(EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). The scores of three factors i.e. innovation, tenacity and
cooperative, can be calculated to evaluate pioneering capacity preliminary based on these indexes.
factors
aimed to be
extracted
innovation

Table 1 Design Ideas of Indexes
six dimensions of pioneering capacity
dimension

Content of dimension

opportunity
recognition ability
Opportunity
development ability

The ability of identifying market opportunities
effectively and immediately
The ability of putting the identified chance into
implement
The ability of organizing internal and external
resources, including team construction, and
leadership training and staff controlling
The ability of establishing relationship of
individual to the individual, or individual to the
group
The ability of establishment, evaluation and
implement of enterprise strategy
The ability of running an enterprise all the time
and implementing commitment for suppliers,
employees, customers, venture capitalists,
Various kinds of community of interests etc.

Organization ability
cooperative
relationship ability
strategic ability
none
commitment ability

Index code

C1; C2; C3; C4; C5

H1; H2; H3; H4

tenacity
J1; J2; J3; J4; J5
Notes: Tenacity is defined as the traits required when facing difficulties in the course of realizing the four abilities
of opportunity recognition, opportunity development, management and relationship.

2 Factor Analysis
603 questionnaires of the self-employed who operating a fixed store in Wenzhou city of China
have been collected as research samples data. The indexes are representatives of the general undertaking
ability of the self-employed, content of indexes is shown in Table 3. Entrepreneurs assess their
pioneering capacity by self-assessment method. Five classifications are used for each index, from
reverse opinion to positive opinion of 1 points (disagree completely), 2 points (disagree), 3 points
(agree), four points (more agree), five points (agree completely). Sample data are putted into two halves.
Exploratory factor analysis based on these indexes is done with PASW Statistics18.0 software based on
303 samples, and according to the results, two indexes are deleted and 12 indexes are retained. Then
confirmatory factor analysis is done to verify the reliability of the model of evaluation index system
resulted from exploratory factor analysis based on the other 300 samples.
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2.1 Exploratory factor analysis
The first round exploratory factor analysis(303 samples) is aimed for 14 indexes ,and two of them
are deleted because they are not very good according to the results. And then the second round
exploratory factor analysis aimed for 12 indexes is done.
2.1.1 KMO statistics and Bartlett’s test of sphericity
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) statistics and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity are used to test whether
variables are suitable for factor analysis. Kaiser thinks the value more than 0.8 is suitable for factor
analysis, and here the KMO value are 0.892 (14 indexes) and 0.894 (12 indexes), as shown in Table 2.
the statistics of Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity is larger enough, and the corresponding probability is 0
(shown in Table 2), this can reject the null hypothesis that correlation coefficient giant array is unlikely
a unit matrix .So according to the results from KMO statistics and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity, the 14
indexes and the 12 indexes of the evaluation index system are suitable for factor analysis.
Table 2

KMO Statistics and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity
14 indexes
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin of Sampling Adequacy
.892
Approx. Chi-Square
2537.737
Bartlett’s Test of
df
91
Sphericity
Sig.
.000

12 indexes
.894
2523.256
66
.000

2.1.2 Factors extracted and named
Factors whose eigen values over 1 are extrated by extration method of principal component
analysis and rotation method of varimax with Kaiser normalization. The concise results of rotated
component matrix and total variance explained are shown in Table 3.Firstly, according to the results of
first round factor analysis based on 14 indexes, the indexes of H4 and J5 are deleted because whose
loading coefficient on three factors are far less than 0.5.secondly,the results of the second round factor
analysis based on 12 indexes are better than the first round, because the variance contribution reached
75.647 than 65.499 of first round, the loading coefficient of the indexes are greater than 0.7 except J4
index of 0.577. Factors are explained by indexes whose loading coefficient more than 0.5 by method of
varimax. As shown in Table 3, factor 1 is explained well by indexes from C1 to C5, named innovative
factor. Similarly, factor 2 is explained well by indexes from J4 to J1, named tenacity factor. Indexes
from H3 to H1constitute are explanation for factor 3, named cooperative factor. Therefore, the
evaluation system of 12 indexes 3 factors is more reasonable.
Of course, J4 index is not very good, its loading coefficient is 0.577 and the communality value is
merely 0.469, but here in exploratory factor analysis, it is retained, until the results of confirmatory
factor analysis to the model of evaluation system are obtained, when to make a choice whether or not J4
index should be retained.
Table 3

NO.
C1
C2
C3

C4

C5
J1
J2
J3

Rotated Component Matrix and Total Variance Explained
Component（14 indexes） Component（12 indexes）
Content of index
1
2
3
1
2
3
Do you like difference in pioneering
.838
.253
-.022
.842
.226
.167
works
Do you often find good profitable
.839
.267
.092
.801
.254
.290
originality or ideas
Can you quickly grasp the business
opportunities when they appears with .887
.197
.049
.872
.174
.245
larger risks
Do you dare to do better business
projects with bold innovation which are
.873
.225
.023
.866
.199
.217
large scale and may produce more
income.
Do you have some ways to make your
.295
.073
.799
.276
.254
own career, family and business move .821
towards better development
Do you have summary the reasons when
.082
.829
.183
.062
.840
.141
business failures take place
Do you have good faith that you can
do well, even more better when every .252
.850
.030
.259
.849
.051
time you started to venture
Can you keep going with confidence .315
.799
.157
.281
.805
.198
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J4
H1
H2
H3
J5
H4
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when run into difficulties
Can you promote your work or business
without depending on others
Can you always find good ways for
your career or resources through good
interpersonal relationships
Can you cooperate well with other
fellow and colleagues
Can you get along with managers,
subordinates, customers
Whether
your
entrepreneurial
confidence and perseverance are
effected when business failure occurred
Are you good at establishing work
network or business network
Initial eigenvalues
%of Variance

.356

.572

.111

.322

.577

.181

.417

.163

.683

.223

.208

.757

.517

.026

.708

.262

.086

.873

.490

.109

.667

.246

.166

.827

.124

-.030

-.395

.144

-.119

-.358

1.573
11.239

1.366
9.754

6.228
51.903

1.570
13.079

1.280
10.665

55.744

65.499

51.903

64.982

75.647

total
6.231
variance
44.506
explaine
Cumulative %
44.506
d
Notes: Extration Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.

2.1.3 Reliability and validity
Basic reliability and validity analysis is carried out after the structure of 12 indexes 3 factors has
been determined. In this study, the overall Cronbach alpha coefficient is 0.915, and Cronbach alpha
coefficients of each index and dimension are high, that is to say, the samples data has high reliability.
Construct validity is measured by factor’s variance contribution to the dimension by the method of
principal component analysis, the larger value reflects the greater contribution to dimension, generally
speaking, it should be more than 40% (Yi Danhui, 2008). As the Table 4 shows, structural validity of
three dimensions is acceptable.
Table 4

Reliability and Validity

descriptive statistics
dimension

innovation

tenacity

cooperative

item
mean

standard
deviation

C1

2.548

.812

C2

2.330

.878

C3

2.314

.886

C4

2.340

.899

C5

2.528

.837

J1

2.828

.573

J2

2.957

.582

J3

2.835

.655

J4

2.822

.631

H1

2.512

.685

H2

3.050

.553

H3

3.162

.573

Cronbach alpha
Cronbach alpha
if item deleted

construct validity
Cronbach
alpha

%of variance

.940

80.758

.833

67.340

.829

75.695

.931
.928
.921
.923
.930
.795
.751
.753
.851
.849
.701
.751
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2.2 Confirmatory factor analysis
Confirmatory factor analysis to the measurement model of 12 indexes 3 factors is carried out with
AMOS 7.0 software, which is constructed according to the results of above exploratory factor analysis.
Confirmatory factor analysis includes the reliability and validity of the measurement model and the
fitting validity between measurement model and samples data.
The measurement model test is aimed to the relationships between latent variables and observed
variables (or indexes), i.e. the internal structure reliability and validity of the measurement model. The
measuring variances of observed variables are little, that is to say, the degree of data variation is small.
Observed variable will have good reliability when its standardized loading coefficient on the
corresponding factor is greater than 0.7, and in this study, the standardized loading coefficients of the
indexes are greater than 0.7 except J4 index of 0.577, and the statistics test are significant (shown in
Figure1). The squared multiple correlations of indexes are good except J4 index of 0.345, therefore, the
explaining of indexes is good (shown in Figure 1).
0.18
0.772*

0.16
0.794*

C1
0.850***

0.20
0.742*

C2

0.08
0.891*

C3

0.861***

0.17
0.767*

C4

0.891***

0.944***

C5
0.876 ***

innovation

0.741***

***

0.520

0.783***

tenacity

0.581***

0.878***
0.378***

0.587 ***

J1
J2
J3
J4

0.549*

0.17

0.613*

0.15

0.772*

0.10

0.345*

0.25

cooperative

0.709***

H1

0.900***

H2
0.503
0.22

*

0.870***

H3
0.809

*

0.06
Figure 1

0.756*
0.08
Measurement Model

Notes:
*** indicates that standardized loading coefficient of the index and standardized correlation coefficient of
latent variables , significant at 1%.
* indicates squared multiple correlations.

two

The latent variables will have good reliability when whose Combination Reliability (CR) are
greater than 0.7. As shown in Table 5, CR value of three latent variables are greater than 0.8 .Construct
validity includes convergent validity and discriminant validity. The value of Average Variance
Extracted (AVE) represents the degree that variance of observed variables are explained by relevant
latent variables. When AVE is more than 0.5, the latent variable will have good convergent validity.
And if either square root of AVE of two latent variables is greater than their correlation coefficient, then
the two latent variables will have good discriminant validity. Therefore, as shown in Table 5, the latent
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variables have good construct validity.
Table 5 AVE and Correlation Coefficient of Factors
innovation
tenacity
cooperative
AVE

factor

*

innovation

0.863

tenacity

0.520***

0.747*

***

***

CR

0.745

0.936

0.558

0.832

*

cooperative
0.581
0.378
0.877
0.767
0.909
Notes:* indicates square root of AVE.
*** indicates standardized correlation coefficient between two latent variables, significant at 1%.

In order to verify the results of exploratory factor analysis, the measurement model of 12 indexes 3
factors is fitted with samples data, specific fit indices are shown in Table 6, the measurement model is
fitted with samples data very well ,and verify that the structure of three dimensions is reasonable which
results from the second round exploratory factor analysis. The measurement model of 11 indexes 3
factors also is fitted with data, after J4 index deleted because whose factor loading is 0.587and Squared
Multiple Correlations is only 0.345.Howerever, fit indices are not improved well, RMSEA from 0.075
of model with 12 indexes rose to 0.081 of model with 11 indexes, and the fitting indices are not much
improved (shown in Table 6).Therefore, the measurement model of 12 indexes 3 factors is thought more
reasonable.
Table 6 Fit Indices of Measurement Model
absolute fit indices
relative fit indices
parsimonious fit indices

χ

optimal
standard
critical value
model of 12
indexes
model of 11
indexes

2
/df
(CMI
N/DF)

RMSEA

GFI

NFI

CFI

IFI

RFI

PNFI

PCFI

PRATIO

﹤3

﹤0.08

﹥0.9

﹥0.9

﹥0.9

﹥0.9

﹥0.9

﹥0.5

﹥0.5

﹥0.5

﹤5

﹤0.1

﹥0.8

﹥0.8

﹥0.8

﹥0.8

﹥0.8

2.672

.075

.929

.949

.968

.968

.934

.734

.748

.773

2.971

.081

.931

.953

.968

.968

.936

.710

.722

.745

3 Entrepreneurial Competence Evaluation
45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%

innovation

25.00%

tenacity

20.00%

cooperative

15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

very poor

poor

a little poor

general

good

very good

innovation

1.70%

13.80%

37%

30.20%

17.20%

0.20%

tenacity

3.60%

14.60%

27.40%

40.30%

12.40%

1.70%

cooperative

3.20%

7.50%

42%

28.90%

15.80%

2.80%

Figure 2

The Scores of Factors

The measurement model of 12 indexes 3 factors with good reliability and validity is thought more
reasonable after the above two phase of factor analysis. Three factors of innovation, tenacity and
cooperative are extracted and calculated by factor analysis base on all 603 samples. The scores of
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factors are divided into groups according to the following criteria: very good (2<X≤3), good (1<X≤2),
general (0<X≤1), a little poor (-1<X≤0), poor (-2<X≤-1) and very poor (-3<X≤-2), the results are shown
in Figure 2.
The undertaking ability of self-employed individuals are shown in Figure 2 generally: there is great
similar in distributions of factors of innovation, tenacity and cooperation. The distributions are like
normal distribution very much: the number of very good and good are little, that is to say, there is few
individuals with outstanding creativity, tenacity and cooperative, and the number of very poor and poor
are also not much. Generally speaking, the undertaking ability of most individuals is in low level. The
mean value of innovation ability and cooperative ability are both in a little poor level, and that of
tenacity is in general level, therefore, among the three abilities, tenacity is stronger than innovation and
cooperative according to their general distributions.

4 Conclusion
Entrepreneurial competence is a concept very complex and vague. In entrepreneurial capacity
evaluation index system, the indexes should be different for different objects who complete different
types of work. Therefore, trying to design a comprehensive and reasonable evaluation index system
which can be applied to all types of entrepreneurs is very difficult. For entrepreneurs with small scale
business like the self-employed, this study provides a more objective, simple and easy operation
evaluation index system, and although this scale is not comprehensive, it contains the main features of
the pioneering capacity. The measurement model of 12 indexes 3 factors has been verified reasonable
with good reliability and validity after the above two phase of factor analysis. As far as pioneering
capacity evaluation index system is concerned, this paper is explored preliminary in China and is aimed
to the self-employed the first time. However, for the index and dimension, there is still a great space to
further exploration and improvement in the future. In addition, it is founded in this study that five
classifications used for each index may not reach better precision, so 10 classifications are suggested to
take.
The research can make a certain contribution to the research on undertaking ability evaluation system
theoretically and provide effective empirical basis for further research, it may have a significance
reference both for small entrepreneurs and for enterprise managers. In addition, pioneering capacity
evaluation index system also has important practical value for entrepreneurs because it can provide
evaluation tools for entrepreneurs to measure and find out the existing vulnerable abilities which should
be improved pertinently. Of course, it can also provide an effective evaluation tool for researchers to
study entrepreneurial ability of groups in a region or the differences in different groups, or find groups
bad in innovative, tenacity or cooperative, which also provide basis for the institutions such as
government and relevant training institutions to make decisions.
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Abstract: With the development of society, college students’ demand and capacity for entertainment is
rising steadily, and they have grown to be the main consumers of theater. Since the homogenized
competition among theaters intensified, theaters’ ability in responding to customers’ needs means more
and more to their competitive advantage. Based on the theory of consumer behavior, customer
satisfaction and “expectation – performance” model, this paper, by means of an empirical research,
conducts an investigation and analysis on college student’s satisfaction in theater from such aspects as
marketing communication, consumption experience, pricing strategy, convenience as four dimensions
and twenty-one customer satisfaction measure indices. Meanwhile, all the indices are screened on the
basis of stepwise regression, correlation and “expectation-perception” gap analysis. The research results
show all of the factors mentioned above have increasing influence on CS in ascending sequence. And,
factor defined as convenience mainly include ticketing method, ticketing speed, information, screening
schedule, location and waiting period.
Key words: Customer satisfaction; Theater; College students; “Expectation-performance” model

1 Introduction
In recent years, theater industry in Wuhan maintains a rapid development. The industry to
accelerate the scale of increase, and the annual film box office hit a new high. Though the filming
industry market rose, it is also exposed some constraints such as product homogeneity, unreasonable
schedule, slow renewal of equipment and the lack of service characteristics. On the other hand, Wuhan
has a large consumer group of five or six hundred thousand college students, focusing on entertainment
consumption, luxurious consumption and tourism, a potential group cannot be ignored. Thus, in Wuhan,
the satisfaction of college students is an important factor for an increase of film box for each theater.
Currently, academic research on CS is blossoming, followed by abundant theories. While, research
on CS of theater is nearly blank, much less the research concentrates on college student. However, with
economic development and social progress, recreational activities have taken itself as an important part
of college student’s daily life. So, there is growing importance of launching a probe into the relationship
between CS and consuming behaviors of college student in theater. The definition of CS from Philip•
Kotler is an influential one among the numerous ones, which defined CS as a feeling of pleasure or
disappointment when comparing one’s expectation and perception of a certain product or service [1].
Wen Tao (2009) explores influencing factors of customer experience in a theater and its
transmission path. The study finds that dimensions as promotion / physical evidence, convenience,
reasonable prices exert a direct positive effect on customer experience; conversely, the quality of
services and the expected video quality exert indirectly influence over customer experience through the
promotion / physical evidence [2]. (Wen Tao, 2009)Customer experience acts on cognitive loyalty and
intention loyalty directly and positively, while cut no ice on emotional loyalty and behavioral loyalty.
And the low brand loyalty of theater owes to the convergence brand marketing strategy [3]. (Xu Xiuyu,
2008)University student value environment and facilities most when making leisure decision, which
followed by distance and traffic convenience, and college students satisfaction with leisure is low with
personalized needs having not yet been fully sated [4]. (Xu Guogang, 2008) The main factors that
influence college students to theater are the high ticket price and easy access to movie resources, and
that attract college students to theater are social need, film appeal, screening effect, audio-visual
experience and discounts [5].
Therefore, given the characteristics of college students' consumption psychology and behavior, this
paper constructs a CSI system for college student in theater by referring to the popular dimensions of
satisfaction assessment and the characteristic of theaters industry, in hope to find the key factors that
affect college students’ satisfaction in theater.

2 Research Design
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2.1 A CSI evaluation system for the college students in theater
2.1.1 Characteristic of college students’ consumption psychology and behavior
Firstly, college students have highly demand for convenience. They hope to get the latest film
information, promotional information, price and preferential information and the speediest booking
service. Secondly, College students universally have the value tendency of hedonism consumption.
They purchase for finest-produced and audio-visual entertainment products. They would like to
communicate with customer representative and customers having similar preference. Thirdly, college
students have strong self-esteem, self-respect and self-identity. Because of high education, high social
and cultural accomplishment, their way of life often show a certain award and superior, and always
become the symbol of community. So, they hope to achieve self-image, promotion of the social status
and community identity through relevant consumption. Fourth, college students hope to regain
individuation and are particular about fashion and privacy. They hope not only to grasp the frontal
fashion and changing demand but also keep consumption process independent. Finally, college students
need release individual pressure. They want to arouse self fantasy and longings fully by self
entertainment experience.
2.1.2 The construction of CSI system for college students in theater
The paper conducts a depth interview randomly with five college students who go to theater more
than 2 times per month on average. The interviewees were asked the main principles of selecting
theaters, the (un)satisfied place during the whole consumption process (including information search)
and perspective on indices such as film, price, information, service, environment, advertisement and
promotion. Next, both by identifying keywords’ meaning through the interview record and referring to
the currently popular satisfaction assessment dimensions, the paper constructs an CSI system for college
students in theater based on characteristics of college students ‘ consumption psychology and behavior.
2.2 Evaluation model of CS
This paper quotes “expectation- performance” model proposed by Oliver, a U.S. marketing scholar.
The model suggests that a client will establish expectations according to past experience or ads before
consumption. After the actual buying, they will compare perceptions with expectations, and customers
will be satisfied only when perception exceeds expectation.
2.3 Questionnaire design
According to “expectations – performance” model, the CSI system is transformed into two pieces
of Richter containing 21 problems each, namely, “Your perceptive value towards theater’s service ”,
“Your
expected
value
towards
theater’s
service”.
So,
interviewee’s
satisfaction

⎡

degree s = ∑ i21=1 ⎢

⎣⎢ ∑

wsi
21
j =1

⎤
W pi ⎥ , Wei/Wpi indicates interviewee’s expected (perceptive) value to
wsj
⎦⎥

question NO.i.
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⑥
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①
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Figure1 CSI System for College Students in Theater

3 Empirical Analyses
By means of stratified sampling, the research sorts out 200 questionnaires in 6 university, and 181
are valid with a usability rate of 90.5%. The questionnaire proves to be valid and reliable with factor
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analysis and a Cronbach α test. All coefficients of the four indices (convenience, experience, marketing
communication and pricing) are higher than 0.7 (0.851, 0.823, 0.79, 0.71 respectively) in Cronbach
alpha test. By means of exploratory factor analysis (with variance maximization rotation), the paper
extracts 6 components with the standard that factor loading of each index is higher than 0.5 on one
component solely. Thus, Q1 surroundings, Q4 kinds of film Q13 ticket price are erased. Which leads the
KMO up to 0.873 and accumulated explain variation up to 79.593%.
3.1 Descriptive statistics of samples
Table 1
Indices
Gender

Major

Descriptive Statistics of Samples
Proportion

Indices

Proportion

Male

42.7%

WHU

15%

Female

57.3%

HUST

10%

Literature and art

36%

WHUT

40%

Science and engineering

43.3%

ZUEL

12.5%

Management

13.5%

CCNU

15%

Others

7.2%

HBUT

7.55%

College

The sample structure is reasonable with proper proportion in sex, major and level of the school.
The interviewees are not only from liberal art school of great antiquity, but also from those key colleges
that enjoy formidable strength in science and engineering. Meanwhile, there are still a part of
interviewees from economic college, normal university and 2-this academy. In a word, samples are of
great representative.
3.2 Descriptive statistics of CS
Survey shows that samples’ satisfaction degree is 4.29 on average, whose mode is 3.87, both locate
in middle level and leaving a huge ascending space (figure 2). Consequently, college students’
satisfaction in theater is slightly low. Meanwhile, skewness of the CS curve is 0.378, showing a trend
towards high value, which indicates a great potential to pull up. Further.
3.2.1 Regression Analysis
Coefficients of regression equations and the correlation coefficient declare relevance between
different variables. The higher the coefficient is, the stronger the correlation is. By way of Pearson
Correlation analysis (including two-tailed test), the paper judge the contribution each dimensionality
makes to satisfaction.
Table 2 Pearson Correlation between Index and CS
Index
Convenience
Pricing strategy
Experience
Marketing
communication

Customer Satisfaction
Pearson Correlation
.544**
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
Pearson Correlation
.522**
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
Pearson Correlation
.510**
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
Pearson Correlation
.322**
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000

At 0.01 significant levels, all of the four dimensions in this paper are proved to have significantly
positive correlation with CS (table 2). To begin with, related coefficient between convenience and CS is
biggest, indicating the strongest relevancy. In that order, follow the indices as pricing, experience and
communication. Hence, convenience is the primary key factor that impact college students’ satisfaction
in theater, which affects their satisfactory rating directly.
Then, by holding a stepwise regression on sub-indices of convenience, the paper finds that ticketing
method enters the regression equation firstly, which explain convenience best. Indices defined as
ticketing speed, information, film schedule, location and waiting period enter regression equation one by
one, so their explanatory ability decrease accordingly. As for T test, all variables’ coefficients are
significantly different from zero in 0.01 levels. As it is shown in table 3, Convenience =0.229*ticketing
way
+
0.295*ticketing
speed+0.193*screening
schedule+0.161*information
+0.138*location-0.110*waiting period-4.073.
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CS Curve of interviewees

In conclusion, all of factors (convenience, fare, experience and marketing communication) have
significant positive influence on CS, among which, convenience is the most important one. And that
convenience includes indices such as ticketing way, ticketing speed, screening schedule, information,
location and waiting period (in descending order).
Table 3

stepwise Regression on sub-indices of convenience

4 Strategies to Enhance CS of College Student in Theater
4.1 Innovation on ticketing method
In this information society, theater should develop diversified booking system. Build up a portal
web (applicable to cell phone), equipped with function like online booking, online inquiry, online
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deposits and background management. Once customers’ desire stimulated when they browse trailers and
subject information online, these functions can help to retain emotional customers. Cooperate with
exchange carrier in order to develop short message ticket reservation system, so that customer can book
the ticket by sending messages about the title and corresponding screen-time. The development way to
make the movie name, send corresponding booked time can relax booking. Actively promote
voice-booking system, conduct etiquette training to related staff, which may ensure high-quality service.
4.2 Innovation on information issuing
In leisure industry with low customer participation like theater, information plays a big part in
appealing customers. Information mentioned here includes subject information (brief video introduction,
trailer, still, crew information, news-flash), market response (professional critic, fans’ review), star news,
promotion activities of theater. At present, theaters usually release subject information and promotion
activities merely, but neglect information on market response and stars. However, the mentality trait of
conformity and “keeping –up-with-the-Jones” make college students scramble for warmly-hyped films.
In this approach, information on market response can stimulate college students to watching films in
theater effectively. Simultaneously, being an idolater, college student is keen on capturing star-news. If
theater website offer all-sided entertainment news in real time, both of its publicity and reputation will
rise steeply. Moreover, movie stars have so much charisma that appeals college students to theater.
On the other hand, besides physical exhibition, methods as following can be adopted to issue
information too. Firstly, build up a portals website. The website should include “film library”, “film
review”, “screening schedule”, “promotion hunting”. Secondly, team up with radio program, television
program and regional newspaper, especially those popular radio programs among taxi drivers. Last but
not least, construct an E-mail database for purpose of sending promotional information to college
students extensively.
4.3 Innovation on pricing policy
In stepwise regression analysis, fare ranks only second to convenience in deciding CS. But, it
locates in patch area with features of “high expectation- low perception”. So, fare is also the key factor
that drives consumption behavior. Theaters in Wuhan had better provide multi-promotions, such as
“birthday privilege”, “three goods student privilege”, “workday daytime privilege”, “single film
privilege” and “monthly ticket privilege”. And, theaters can afford souvenirs and snacks to those lovers
coming to theater.

5 Conclusions
The empirical analysis constructs a CSI system for theater, which not only apply to college students
but also other young peoples. The paper shows that convenience, pricing strategy, experience and
marketing communication exerts positive influence on CS in descending order. Convenience is the key
factor affects the CS of college students in theater, which includes ticketing method, ticketing speed,
information, screening schedule, location and waiting period. Meanwhile, the CS of college students in
theater is in middle level yet. Finally, the paper gives some suggestions to enhance CS of college
students in theater according to the empirical study.
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Abstract: By analyzing the process flow in project management using the network analysis technique
based on graph theory, it enables us to visualize the state of the management in a project. In this paper,
we try to visualize the communication status in the project of a broadcasting systems development.
Network analysis has been applied to the information-sharing process of the progress meeting of the
project which the author actually commanded. Based on this result, visualization of the influence which
the rule of a progress meeting has on the deviation of information sharing or concentration is tried.
Key words: Project Management; Project communication; Network analysis; PMBOK

1 Introduction
It is difficult to visualize the state such as communication channel and information sharing of
project. In this research, we have tried to visualize the status of the information sharing of the project by
the network analytical method which is based on graph theory [1-3]. Structure of the information sharing
in progress meeting of the project where the author serves the manager, was analyzed with network
analysis method. We paid attention to also the interaction of communication management and integrated
change control. Then, we have executed also the path analysis of data flow for the 42 processes
described in PMBOK [4].
From these analysis results, it was ascertained the project documents are carrying out important
role in the information sharing system of project.

2 Network Analysis
2.1 Network
Network is formed from the point and the line. The point is called as a node and the line is called as
bond and link etc. It is possible to express various structures by the network methodology. Also
computer network and the traffic net and molecular structure etc are one example of network. In this
research, the node shows the individual and organization, and the link shows the relationship like
connections concerns and business relations.
2.2 Adjacency matrix
Adjacency matrix describes the relationship among the nodes which forms network. The
component will be ‘1’ when there is relationship between two nodes, or ‘0’ when there is no
relationship.
2.3 Undirected graph
An undirected graph is a graph describing the network in which the nodes are connected by
undirected arcs.
2.4 Directed graph
A directed graph, or "digraph", is a graph whose edges have direction. Arrows on the nodes are
used to encode the directional information. An arrow from node A to node B indicates that there is one
way relationship from A to B but not from B to A.
2.5 Degree centrality
The Degree Centrality can be used to evaluate the position of a single node in an undirected
network. By applying the Degree Centrality the most important node in a network can be localized.
2.6 Betweenness centrality
The network betweenness centrality considers the betweenness centrality of each node in the
network and calculates the mean of all nodes.
2.7 Bonacich centrality
Bonacich proposed that both centrality and power were a function of the connections of the nodes
in one's neighborhood.

3 Structure Analysis with Network Analysis
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3.1 Project team
The F Corporation has accepted an order the video system from the Y Corporation which is
constructed with four sub-systems. The project period is 11 months to deliver date of the product. The
number of the project team members is {55, 39} members belong to the F Corporation is, {16} is the Y
corporation. Project is formed from four sub projects which corresponded to every subsystem. The
persons of the F Corporation and the Y Corporation were selected in every respective sub projects. As
for progress meeting, specification arrangement meeting and inside meeting of F Corporation, the list of
the participation member is respectively shown in table 1.
Table 1

List of the Participation Member

3.2 Network analysis of status of information sharing
With this project, progress of sub project was reported with the progress meeting. But, the checking
adjustment of important matter between sub-system was not easy by just only the review of progress
report. Then, in order to promote the information sharing between sub projects, name of progress
meeting was changed with modification control board. As same time, the prescribed form of the report
was changed. With this operation, the information sharing in meeting improved markedly. Network
analysis has been applied to the propagation of the information in the meeting before and after the name
modification. Before changing the name of meeting, we call the meeting as the progress meeting, after
changing the name of meeting, change control board (CCB).
At the progress meeting, “as for the participant you inquire about the review of report, the
hypothesis that, but the contents are not always verified”, is put in place. We have made an assumption
that the participation members listen the review of reports, but the contents are not always verified. In
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that case, the graph for the progress meeting is displayed with the unidirectional arrow to the participant.
On the other hand, review of progress reports and request for change are given approval by the
participant in CCB. Therefore, consistency of subsystem is maintained. In this case, between the
reporter and the participant, we could make an assumption that bidirectional information propagation
was done. In that case, the graph for the CCB is displayed with the undirected link among the
participants.
From assumptions above, it is possible to make the Adjacency matrix of the status of the
information sharing in meeting. The participant is displayed with the node; information transmission
between the participants is displayed with the arrow. At the progress meeting it means to describe in one
side arrow. As for this it can draw as the directed graph (A). At the CCB it means to tie the information
transmission between the nodes with the both sides arrow. As for this it can draw as the undirected graph
(B). Adjacency matrices co-responding to graph (A) and (B) are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig.2 respectively

Figure 1 Adjacency Matrix of Graph (A) Co-responding to the Progress Meeting

Figure 2 Adjacency Matrix of Graph (B) Co-responding to the CCB

A drawing of a network diagram of progress meeting based on adjacency matrix of graph (A) is
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showed in Fig.3. The numbered circles in fig.3 are indicating project team members in table 1. The line
between circles is indicating a communication pass co-responding a flag as shown in fig.1. The circle
(1) is the project manager of F cooperation. It is found that there are many communication routes which
do not go through the project manager.
A drawing of a network diagram of CCB based on adjacency matrix of graph (B) is showed in
Fig.4. It is found that almost communication pass are going through the project manager. This means
that the project manager is able to control the information exchange and decision-making.
The score of centrality which was calculated from the adjacency matrix which is shown in Figure 1
and Figure 2 is shown in table 2[5].

Figure 3 A Drawing of a Network Diagram before Changing the Name of Progress Meeting

Figure 4 A Drawing of the Network Diagram after Changing the Name of Meeting as CCB

The score of Bonacich centrality of Code {1} and Code {36, 37} is compared in table 2. At the
progress meeting, it is found that the score of Code {36, 37} (Supervisor of the Y corporation) is larger
than one of Code {1} (the project manager). On the one hand, it is observed the score of Code1 has
become larger than the one of Code {36, 37} in CCB. This means that the influence and reliability of
Code {1} is improved.
From these results, it is suggested that the modification of rule of progress meeting promoted
information sharing regarding progress reports and change requests.

4 Conclusion
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In this research, we have analyzed the structure of the information sharing in progress meeting with
the past project where the author serves the project manager by network analytical method. We were
able to show change of the communication route in a project by network analytical method.
Table 2

Score of Centrality (Degree Centrality, Bonacich Centrality)
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Abstract: Risk management in development finance is an important issue, but the linear operation
model of development finance in China is not conducive to risk management. The spiral operation
model provides a method of preventive risk management. This model makes linear operation model into
three-stage spiral cycle process which includes “the Government chose the project import”,
“development finance incubator ” and “to achieve the market export”. And risk assessment should be
carried out before the start of each stage, according to the results to decide whether to continue to invest.
The operation process and risk characteristics of this model have the characteristics of compound real
options; therefore it can be used to improve decision-making flexibility, reduce investment risk by
variable volatility of compound real options.
Key words: Development finance; Spiral operation model; Risk management; Real option

1 Introduction
Development finance is a financial form, which is a financial institution (usually bank) established
by single or states with the national credit, to provide long-term credit for the specific needs, at the same
time to accelerate economic development and achieve long-term economic growth and the other
government targets by building markets and improving system[1].
In the existing research results, Li (2005) propose a basic framework for development financial
operations, which includes Credit input mechanism, the project loan management and repayment
mechanism [2]. Wu (2009) believes that “government cooperation is the foundation, loans assistance
institutions and platform constructing are means, risk-sharing and compensation is security”, these
constitute the development finance operation mechanism which support the development of county and
rural SMEs, and he evaluates the effect of the operation of the mechanism [3]. Ouyang (2009) build a
development financial institution compliance risk management system which includes compliance risk
identification, compliance risk assessment, compliance risk control, compliance risk monitoring and
compliance risk reporting, based on the compliance risk management model, and makes
recommendations on the construction of mechanisms [4]. Xie (2010) takes Beibu Gulf Economic Zone as
an example, designs an operation mechanism of venture capital fund market development supported by
development finance, which includes venture capital investment mechanism, the project evaluation and
decision-making mechanism, risk management mechanism, venture capital exit mechanism and
implementing process protection mechanism [5].
The special historical mission and operational characteristics of development finance determine the
specific risks it face, so risk management has become the focus should be considered in the course of its
operation. However, there is no research result of development finance operation model in China from
the perspective of risk management. The existing researches can’t meet the practical needs, so this
article studies development finance operation model from the perspective of risk management, and real
options approach solves the development finance risk management related issues by introducing.

2 The Operation Model of Development Finance in China and Its Defects
The operation model of development finance in China can be summarized as “the Government
chose the project import - development finance incubator - to achieve the market export”, shown in
Figure 1. “The Government chose the project import” means local government in accordance with the
national industrial policy and strategic planning in the region need to integrate internal resources, select
and identify projects recommended applying development finance loans. Development finance
institutions based on regional economic development level, financial revenue and expenditure levels,
compliance and credit situation to determine the total loan. “Development finance incubator” means to
promote the project and markets construction, to improve the building of governance, legal, cash flow
∗
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and credit (four-building) under the coordination of the government and by finance. “To achieve the
market export” means based on the progress of the four-building, development finance institution
designs pay mechanisms according with the loan nature, purpose and use, such as general credit
repayment, parent repo and issuance of shares or bonds in the capital market.

Figure 1 The Operation Model of Development Finance in China

Figure 1 can be clearly seen, the existing operation model is a straight operating mode which the
capital flow from government to market, the three stages division of model also implies that only when
the end of the previous stage, the next stage can begin. This model exists the following questions in risk
management: (1) All stages of the model independent of each other, and didn’t form a unified whole.
Different stages by different main responsible for, each stage separately and did not form a good
communication and coordination mechanism. This leads to high coordination costs and low coordination
efficiency, while increasing the risks. (2) The existing model did not consider risk management issues.
Various stages of development finance are at risk. If a stage does not handle the risk, the risk of
damaging although not necessarily shown in the current period, but there may be shown in the next even
next two stages. Once the risk impact the project, the impact is often devastating. The existing operation
model has this defect in risk management. (3) The assumptions of development finance operation are
not realistic. Current operating model is a single-period, linear model, but in the actual work is not so.
For example, previous successful experiences and models may affect the evaluation of similar
investments this stage, the change of participants’ capabilities may affect the project success rate at
different stage.

3 The Spiral Operation Model of Development Finance
Through the above analysis we can see, due to inherent defects in the existing operation
mechanism, investment with this model results are often not satisfactory, especially in risk management.
In order to solve the problems of linear order model, considering the actual operation process of
development finance and its risk, the spiral operation model can be used to explain the operating model
of development finance and to explore how its risk management. The spiral operation model divides the
process of development finance into several stages, as shown in Figure 2.
Import
Ⅲ
Ⅱ
Risk
management

Risk
management

Ⅰ

Ⅰ

Ⅰ
Ⅱ

Ⅱ

Risk
management

Export

Incubator

Figure 2

Start

The Spiral Operation Model of Development Finance in China

Shown in Figure 2, the spiral operation model begins with project “start”, run counterclockwise, by
“the government chose the project importⅠ”, “development finance incubatorⅠ” and “to achieve the
market exportⅠ” stage three tasks, then return to the “import”. Since then the parameters of
development finance master more information markets and has accumulated experience and capital in
the previous stage, therefore, each participant has a higher capacity in this stage. The spiral operation
model entre into “importⅡ”, “incubatorⅡ” and “exportⅡ”, a higher level of recycling process, and will
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continue the cycle continues until the project is terminated.
It should be noted that this model is generally; in the operation process of development finance will
be special case. For example, over time, development finance institutions mastered more and more rich
information on investment projects, and projects risk assessment results more accurately, development
finance institutions may decide to re-evaluation of investment projects or even to stop the investment
because investment risk is greater than previously estimated. At this point, investment projects may
return to “the government chose the project import”, and cannot enter into the “market export ".
Therefore, in practical application, Stage of the model should be adjusted according to actual situation.
The spiral operation model actually provides a method of preventive risk management. It can be
seen from Figure 2, there is a zone between each stage, and risk management will be conducted in this
zone. This risk management method emphasizes that risk analysis should be carried out in each stage of
the spiral operation model, reducing the probability of risk occurrence and the losses caused by risk
rather than taking remedial measures after the risk occurred.

4 The Analysis on the Spiral Operation Model Based on Real Option
Real option theory suggests that managers should wait under conditions of uncertainty, make
decisions or implement projects at various stages until the situation clarified or conditions became more
mature. In this way, managers can decide whether to continue or abandon the project in the follow-up
stage, and avoid excessive risks which cause by a one-time investment [6]. Compared with the traditional
operation model, the spiral operation model has a clearer real option means. Real option theory provides
a powerful language tool to explain its meaning and essence.
The start and end time is a basic problem of the spiral operation model. In this regard, based on the
operation mechanism of development finance, the basic assumptions made that if the development
finance operations can promote the realization of the intended target, start the investment process; if it
can’t, termination of spiral process (cancel investment). For example, when great changes in
international environment led to project difficulties, the project should be canceled. The spiral operation
model requires testing this hypothesis at the beginning of each iteration cycle in order to decide whether
to continue investment. Therefore, the spiral model of development finance is a set sequence of
decision-making, the equivalent of a multi-stage compound option. From Figure 2 we can see, due to the
development finance operation is usually divided into a series of different stages, each level of risk is
different and variable volatility of compound options can describe the risk characteristics of
development finance spiral operation process better, therefore introduced variable volatility of
compound real options model of the spiral operation model analysis [7].
Assuming a development finance project n iterations, tk (k=0, 1, … , n) means the decision time of
cycle k. In any decision point, when the basic assumption founded (the option value is higher than the
cost of time investment) start the next iteration cycle, otherwise abandon the project. Repeat this process
until the operation ended.
Ik means Investment cost of each cycle, Vk(k+1)(t)(k=0, …, n-1) means the value of the underlying
assets in the stage k, time t(t∈[tk,tk+1]), Suppose Vk (k +1) (t) subject to the following process:
(1)
dV k ( k + 1 ) / V k ( k + 1 ) = α k ( k + 1 )dt + σ k ( k + 1 )dz k
Where, αk(k+1) and σk(k+1) denote the instantaneous expected return and expected volatility of the
instantaneous, dzk means Standard Wiener Process and var(dzk,dzk’)=0(k,k’=0,1, … ,n-1;k ≠ k’).
Assuming that

α k ( k +1) and σ k ( k +1)

may change with k, use this to describe the value of the underlying

asset has different risk-return characteristics in different stage.
Any stage real option value (Fk) is derived by contingent claims analysis (CCA) method,
Fk(Vk(k+1),t)(k=0,…,n-1;t∈[tk,tk+1]) should satisfy the equation:
∂Fk
∂ 2Fk
1
∂Fk
(2)
) ×V
+ σ2 V 2
+ (r − δ
− rF = 0,(k = 0,⋅ ⋅ ⋅,n − 1)
∂t

2

k(k +1) k(k +1)

∂V k2(k +1)

k(k +1)

k(k +1)

∂V k(k +1)

k

In volatility of compound real options, there is compound relationship between previous options and the late,
the terminal conditions and boundary conditions are different from each other. First, consider the final stage, Fn-1 can
be seen as a European call option on the subject project, so the terminal condition is:
(3)
Fn − 1 (V n ,Tn ) = max (V n − I n ,0 )
When the value of underlying asset is 0, the value of the option is 0 too. So its lower boundary
condition is:
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(4)

= 0

When the underlying asset value is large enough, the options can be considered almost certain to be
executed, so the difference between the value of the option and the value of underlying asset is the
discounted of the final payment cost. So its upper boundary condition is:
(5)
F n − 1 (V (n − 1 )n ,t )
V (n − 1 )n − I ne − r (T n − t )

→ 1,V (n − 1 )n → ∞

Now go back to consider the terminal and boundary conditions of Fk (k=n-2, n-3,... ,1,0). Fk can be
seen as a European contingent claims on Vk(k+1), the latter option Fk+1 effect of Fk, all reflected in its
terminal condition:
(6)
F k (V k + 1 ,T k + 1 ) = max (F k + 1 (V k + 1 ) − I k + 1 ,0 )
The value of compound option increases monotonically with the value of underlying assets, so the
∗

implementation threshold (V k ) of the option (Fk+1) need to meet the equation:

(

)

(7)
Similarly, we can make the upper and lower boundary conditions of Fk+1. Its lower boundary
condition is:
(8)
F k (0,t ) = 0
Its upper boundary condition is:
Fk (V k(k + 1),t )
(9)
F k V k∗ ,0 = I k , k = 0 ,1,⋅ ⋅ ⋅, n − 1

Fk + 1 (V k(k + 1),0) − I k + 1e − r (Tk

+1

−t )

→ 1,V k(k + 1) → ∞

The solution area of this model is ruled half bands area(t,Vk(k+1))∈{[tk,tk+1],[0,+∞]}, meanwhile
boundary conditions and terminal conditions are the first boundary condition. Therefore, finite
difference method can be used to solve the problem of simple and effective1.

5 An Example
A development financial institution will provide a number of $25 million in loans for supporting
the development of the Emerging Industries of Strategic Importance. According to the agreement of loan,
loan term for 3 years, servicing $30 million at the end of the third year.
5.1 The traditional value analysis
According to the traditional operation model of development finance, $25 million loans all lending
at the beginning of the first year (t0), servicing $30 million at the end of the third year (t3), set the
risk-free rate i0 is 5%, using NPV computing project value:
NPV

=

∑ (CI
n

− CO

)t (1

+ i0 )

−t

= − 250000

+ 300000

× (1 + 5 % )

−3

= 9151 . 3

t =0

5.2 The spiral operation model value analysis
To simplify the calculations, the spiral operation model is divided into three cycles in this case,
each cycle lasted 1 year. As projects require start-up capital, $1 million loan to start project firstly.
Before accessing to formal credit cycle, the project should be evaluated. If the projects meet the
requirements, access to formal credit cycle. Risk Assessment will be done at the end of each cycle, in
order to decide whether to start the next cycle. If continue, each cycle will produce $8 million in loans.
This operation can be seen as a three-stage compound option. Therefore, the compound real option
model can be used to evaluate this project. Assuming the risk volatility of each stage is 0.5, 0.4, 0.3. The
model parameters are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Parameters
The final value of the project
The risk-free rate (r=i0)
Volatility σk（k=1,2,3）
The loan amount of preparation period
The loan amount of the first cycle
The loan amount of the second cycle
The loan amount of the third cycle
Total cycles
1

Parameters
Value
300000
5%
[0.5,0.4,0.3]
10000
80000
80000
80000
3

The specific solution process can be found in the reference 7, this paper not to repeat them.
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Use these parameters and set I =50, J=300,V k(k +1) = 0.01 , V k(k +1) = 10000 (k=0,1,…n-1),
calculate by finite difference method, we can get the value of the compound option. It’s $99150. This
value is far greater than the value calculated by NPV. This difference can be interpreted as the option
value which contained in the spiral model.
The spiral model suggests that decide whether to continue the next cycle should consider the results
of risk analysis, and the threshold is one important index of these results. If the estimated value of
project exceeds the threshold, continue investing; if not, cancel. The thresholds of each stage in this case
are shown in Table 2. For example, the threshold the first stage is $222624, if the estimated value of
project is greater than $222624, the second cycle of the investment will be done; if not, this project will
be cancel in order to avoid greater losses.
Table 2

The Thresholds of Each Stage

Stage

Threshold
142820
222624
156005

The end of preparatory
The end of the first cycle
The end of the second cycle

It is shown through the example that the spiral model gives development finance institution greater
flexibility in decision-making. Risk analysis will be carried out in each stage and whether to start the
next stage will be re-established. The spiral model reduces capital risk in the uncertain environment by
flexible decision-making.

6 Conclusion
(1) The existing operation model of development finance in China is a straight operating model
which the capital flow from government to market. This model exists some questions in risk
management cause by all stages of the model didn’t form a unified whole, the existing model did not
consider risk management issues and the assumptions of development finance operation are not realistic.
(2) The spiral operation model of development finance provides a method of preventive risk
management. This model makes straight operation model of development finance into three-stage spiral
cycle process which includes “the Government chose the project import”, “development finance
incubator ” and “to achieve the market export”. And risk assessment should be carried out before the
start of each stage, according to the results to decide whether to continue to invest. This improves the
ability to resist risks of development finance.
(3) The operation process and risk characteristics of the spiral operation model have the
characteristics of compound real options, therefore variable volatility of compound real options can be
introduced into investment decision, value evaluation and risk management of development finance.
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Abstract: How to recognize and prevent the professional moral hazard of the central enterprises
operators has been a major problem in deepening state-owned enterprise reform. Scientific solution to
this problem has great theoretical and practical significance. From the perspective of risk management,
this paper uses a combination research method of standardized research and case study to explore the
connotation of the professional moral hazard of the central enterprises operators and analysis its
characterization, damage and evolution paths. On this basis, from two aspect of establishing scientific
and reasonable incentive mechanism and complete supervision and restriction mechanism, some feasible
policy recommendations to prevent the professional moral hazard of the central enterprises operators
have been proposed. This will provide a theoretical reference for state-owned assets management
department.
Keywords: Central enterprises operators; Professional moral hazard; Risk; Evolution path

1 Introduction
As the further development of state-owned enterprises reform, the problem of the professional
moral hazard of the central enterprises operators is emerging day by day, such as “the event of Chen
Tonghai”, “Zhang Chunjiang corruption case” and the “real estate speculation scandal” of China
National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) and so on. How on earth does the professional moral hazard of
the central enterprises operators form? How can we prevent the professional moral hazard of the central
enterprises operators? Central enterprises operators, as the core of the leadership, are responsible for a
series of paramount decisions which include strategic management, thus the operation and management
decisions of the enterprises will be inevitably affected by the professional moral hazard of the central
enterprises operators, even mistakes of management decisions will emerge so that they bring enormous
operating risks to the central enterprises. So it has great practical significance for deepening the
reformation state-owned enterprises that how to prevent the professional moral hazard of the central
enterprises operators.
In recent years, the problem of the professional moral hazard has become the hot issue in academia,
but there seldom are systematic research achievements about the professional moral hazard of the
central enterprises operators. In 1963, Kenneth J. Arrow, professor of Stanford University and the Nobel
Price winner in 1972, published an article named Uncertainty and the Welfare Economics of Medical
Care in the journal of The American Economic Review, which has accelerated the reborn of the study on
professional moral hazard, and it made moral hazard spread from the fields of ethics and economics to
other ones[1][2]. In domestic, scholars explore the problem of moral hazard mainly in the industry of
insurance in the field of economics[3]. Looked from the object of study, they pay more attention to the
professional moral hazard of assurers, doctors, teachers and so on but seldom to that of enterprise
operators, especially those central enterprise operators; looked from the study methods, either
standardized research method or case study method are often used in order to study the professional
moral hazard, but not the combination of both.
From the perspective of risk management, this paper uses a combination research method of
standardized research method and case study method first to define the connotation of the professional
moral hazard of the central enterprises operators and analyze its characterization, damage and evolution
paths, thus feasible policy can be raised according to the evolution mechanism, which will further
provide a theoretical reference for state-owned assets management department.

2 The Connotation of the Professional Moral Hazard of Central Enterprises
Operators
∗
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In central enterprises, enterprises operators refer to those general state-owned individual charged
and managed by SASAC (State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission) subordinate
to the State Council as the contributor, and general managers, deputy general managers and general
accountants in state-owned individual proprietorships without boards as well as board chairmen, vice
board chairmen, general managers, deputy general managers and general accounts in state-owned
individual proprietorships with boards and designated by state-owned stock representatives in
state-owned holding companies.
The study of moral hazard was initiated in Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations[4]. Since 1990s the
theory of moral hazard was introduced in domestic, people popularly believed that it was caused by
invisible factors related to human moral, that is to say, it is one’s nonfeasance, dishonesty and illegal
purpose that contribute to the hazard accidents and do harm to social property or others’ property and
lives[3][5].
The professional moral hazard derives from moral hazard, the study of which is mainly reflected in
the profession of accounting. It can be understood as the potential factors causing tangible or intangible
loss in the process of the employees’ working due to the individual’s deviation from professional rules.
Thus this essay holds it that the professional moral hazard of the central enterprises operators refers
to the phenomenon that the central enterprises operators violate individual’s morality and maximize
their utility at the cost of sacrificing the benefits of the country and other investors and do wrongs to
maximize the deviation from the value of the enterprises.

3 The Analysis of the Professional Moral Hazard of Central Enterprises
Operators
3.1 The characterization of the professional moral hazard of the central enterprises operators
By summing up those moral events of central enterprises operators, the characterizations of the
professional moral hazard of the central enterprises operators in our country are mainly five kinds of
behaviors as follows:
3.1.1 Be arbitrary
It is that central enterprises operators do things completely according to their own willing
regardless of the ideas of the investors and other operators. The typical one is “the case of Chen
Tonghai”, which happened during 1999 and June, 2007 when Chen held the post of the general manager
and deputy general manager of China Petrochemical Group Company and the vice president and
chairman of China Petroleum and Chemical Corporation Limited Company, he made decisions
arbitrarily and made “the biggest corruption case of central enterprises”.
3.1.2 Be planted
It means that in order to pursuit their own benefits, the central enterprises operators transfer the
enterprises’ assets and profits out thus it violates the interests of minority stockholders and people out of
the enterprises. During the reforming period of central enterprises there was few this kind of behavior.
But as the reform completes this behavior is emerging day by day, which is mainly reflected as the
behavior of interests conveying of enterprises operators with the typical case of “real estate speculation
scandal” of CNPC in 2009. The operators of CNPC took out 20 billion RMB from the enterprise to buy
1480 commodity houses 1/3 below market price at the golden place of the third-ring in Beijing， which
is claimed as the employees’ individual buying behavior but in reality done by upper levels in the
enterprise. This is regarded as a serious interests conveying behavior.
3.1.3 Excessive post consumption
Excessive post consumption refers to the consumption which should be used necessarily and
reasonably for performing duties but actually was used by the operators by taking advantage of their
positions for gaining legitimate and nonpublic interests for themselves and others. Meanwhile, this is a
kind of behavior not purely related to their own needs but to jobbery. Chen Tonghai was mentioned here
again, who flooded away 40,000 RMB per day when he was in his position; Zhang Enzhao, the
ex-president of CCB, spent 1,150,000 RMB for holding one party. And his hobbies were from tennis,
golf to luxury yacht; one decade ago when the State Electricity Company held internal meetings, the
general manager Gao Yan was offered 60 thousand RMB super suite and the president suite cost
8000yuan per day for noontime break in which all things from furniture to closes tool are custom made.
3.1.4 Illegality and exceeding authority
It means that the operators of the enterprises do wrongs which violate the rules of the country and
the enterprises or do the issues which are out of their duties. Jiang Xinsheng case is a typical one. In the
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inviting tenders project of nuclear power plant of Zhejiang and Guangdong, Jiang, the ex-president of
China National Technical Import and Export Corporation, was suspected of leaking state secret and
bribery. The ex-deputy general manager of CGNPC Shen Rugang and another 20 people in the company
were affected; the similar case happened in 2009 in which 10 central enterprises were involved “CCI’s
suspecting of broad bribery”.
3.1.5 Job Burnout
Job Burnout refers to the individual’s tired and exhaust state under pressure of working, the main
expressions of which are losing passion of work, always tired, inclining to evaluate oneself negatively
and regarding working as a boring thing and he /she cannot develop his/her ability in it. The
Investigation Report of 2008 China Workplace Personage Job Burnout Situation published by China
Human Resources Development Net showed that the proportion of Job Burnout in state-owned
enterprises was 16.2% which was just following three-capital enterprises (18.5%) and governments or
institutions(16.6%) , and was followed by private enterprises(15.8%) . Although these enterprises have
different attributes, the percentage of Job Burnout is all above 15% and the possibility of Job Burnout in
every job is quite high. So the passive effect of Job Burnout among central enterprises operators should
be highly noticed by governments and academic circle2.
3.2 The analysis of the motivation of the professional moral hazard of central enterprises
operators
Human behaviors are dominated by the motivation which is caused by the need. Without the need
the motivation will not appear. The central enterprises operators’ needs are at multiple levels from the
basic physiological needs to self-realize demands. Due to the difference of professional development
and values of the enterprises operators, there will be different oriented demands during different periods.
Meanwhile, as the central enterprises operators, they hold certain dominating right of the enterprises
resources, when this demand points to certain goals and displays the possibilities to reach the goals
which are against the interests of the enterprises and do not agree with the central enterprises targets,
there will form the central enterprises operators professional moral hazard crime motivations.
The motivations of central enterprises operators’ professional moral hazard can be divided into
three kinds: the motivations for money, desire and power(see Table 1). These moral hazard motives do
not exist solely but coexist, which will bring risks in one aspect as well as another in other aspects.
Table 1 The Motivations of Central Enterprises Operators’ Professional Moral Hazard
Motive
Definition
Characteristics
Corruption and embezzlement,
Money (power-for-money deal) seizing money by power
commercial bribery and so on.
Desire (power-for-desire deal)
Power (power-for-power deal)

Meeting self desire by power

Squandering public funds, power-for-sex
deal and so on

Seizing political asset, pursuing
promotion in official career by
power

Selling offices and bartering ranks,
malpractice and malfeasance

3.3 The forming paths of the of the central enterprises operators
The operators who hold management permissions of the central enterprises will produce the professional
moral hazard crime motives due to the different levels of personal goals and disagreement with central
enterprises’ interests and goals. And under the disadvantage and the leak of management deficiency in
state supervision departments, law deficiency out of enterprises and low morality of operators in the
enterprises, unreasonable incentive system, information asymmetry incomplete contract and
imperfection of company management and internal operation these motives will shift to the behaviors of
being arbitrary, being planted, excessive post consumption, illegality and exceeding authority and Job
Burnout so that they could do harm to the operators and the interests and fame of central enterprises and
further bring social honesty risk and obstacle to the development of the market-oriented economy as
well as weaken social economic benefits.
The disadvantage and the leak of the professional moral hazard of the central enterprises operators
are reflected in two aspects: in and out of enterprises, that is saying, internal and external(see Figure 1).

2

The web of Human Resource Development in China. Survey on the Situation of Job Burnout in the Working
Group[EB/OL], http://www.chinahrd.net/news/info/34714 (In Chinese)
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External: (1) Management deficiency in state supervision departments. The government's
supervision needs certain social costs, the work that should be managed by higher government
departments such as quality supervision administration, consumer association will bring difficulties to
relevant national authorities due to lack of necessary basic executive resources.(2)The deficiency of
national related law. After the producing of moral hazard of the operators, judicial investigation and
litigation should be launched, but because of the loose restraint and insufficient depth and width and
dreadful execution to the central enterprises operators, they are fueling the enterprises operators’ moral
crime psychology.
Internal: (1) Lower morality of operators. In our country, a part of central enterprises operators lack
professional responsibility and professional dedication, even money worship, hedonism, egoism also
exist in every one of them, therefore in dealing with the relationships between individuals, groups and
social benefits there will be a dislocation of value orientation.(2) Unreasonable incentive system.
The central enterprises operators' salary and other treatment are seriously low which will make
them fail to get the reasonable compensation for their labor and their labor is in disproportion to values,
so the central enterprises operators are likely to seek a balance and compensation in another way and
other methods which will bring moral hazard.(3) Information asymmetry and incomplete contract. As
agents, the central enterprises operators hold the most abundant and timely market information for
making all sorts of decisions. But as the client, the owners could not get to completely understand the
information. In addition some of the operators’ behaviors are covert and cannot be noticed and bewared
of accurately so there emerging information asymmetry. At the same time, the central enterprises’
"principal-agent relationship is a contractual one"[6]. Because there is a lot of uncertainty in reality, they
may not sign a complete contract to restrain the behavior of agents who may do harm to the client's
interests behavior without being discovered by the principal. (4) Imperfection of company management
and internal operation. Because of the distortion of central enterprises governance structure in our China,
on the one hand, the board, as internal supervision department lack of supervision power, and the board
of supervisors are answerable to general manager so they cannot exercise supervision; On the other hand,
in central enterprises the chairman of the board often serve concurrently as the general manager, and the
chairman of the board, the general manager and the board of supervisors are nominated by higher party
organization which causes "internal control" and further causes imbalance of power in the enterprises.

Figure 1 The Formation Path of the Professional Moral Hazard of the Central Enterprises Operators

4 The Preventative Measures to the Professional Moral Hazard of the Central
Enterprises Operators
The enterprises without incentive system and restraint system are inevitably going corrupted. For
the prevention of the professional moral hazard of the central enterprises operators, both incentive and
restraint systems should be established in order to form a combination two aspects.
4.1 Establishing scientific and reasonable incentive system
For the central enterprises operators’ incentive mechanism, scientific and attractive incentive
system should be designed to let then share enterprises’ operation results and encourage them to take the
action with the maximization of enterprise value. It can be concretely carried out as follows:
4.1.1 Compensation incentive mechanism
It is an important mechanism to coordinate interests between enterprise owners and operators.
Scientific and reasonable compensation incentive mechanism can not only makes the contribution to the
evaluation and return which the enterprises operators deserve but also improves operators’ opportunity
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cost of moral hazard behaviors which reduces the benefits of the central enterprises operators’ moral
hazard behavior. Compensation incentive mechanism not only should have sufficient data to support but
also have reasonable structure and provide incentives with the guidance of interests to the operators who
have made decisions the owners prefer at the lowest possible cost. For instance, in enterprises after
profitability improves or stock price increases manager researchers will be given cash or stock awards,
etc.
4.1.2 Fame and honor mechanism
The demand of the central enterprises operators is changing, they should be guided by the correct
moral and ideology to make them abide professional ethics, honesty and self-discipline and pay
attention to their personal reputation so that they can restrict their opportunism behavior and maintain
the interests of the enterprises. Both material and spiritual incentive should be given to the operators so
that comprehensive incentive will be realized. For example it gives political honor and social status to
the successful central enterprises operators, gives publicity and recognition to their dedication and
innovation, arouses their pride and encourages them to put the central enterprise management as a
lifelong career and to devote themselves to the development and expansion of the enterprises.
4.2 Establishing complete supervision and restraint mechanism
The supervision and restriction mechanism to the central enterprises managers should be
established combining with the characteristics of central enterprises. It can be concretely carried out as
follows:
4.2.1 Supervision and restraint mechanism of marketing competition
Introduce competition mechanism of professional managers, get rid of the existing outdated
management mode in which the enterprises operators are investigated by the enterprise department,
administrated by the personnel department and appointed by the government, and cut off the
administrative personnel relationship between the government departments and the enterprises thus
realize the transformation from the personnel administrating of the central enterprises operators’
selection, appointment and management to marketing so that it makes the competent and responsible
operators in the central enterprises gain better salary and promotion but the incompetent and lazy ones
the lower salary and demotion even dismissing their posts. Therefore, fully competitive market of
professional managers will make the central enterprises operators enhance the enterprise economic
benefit, consolidate their position and improve their own reputation in order to ensure themselves not
eliminated and obtain higher pay.
4.2.2 Supervision and restraint mechanism of law and administration
It has obvious restraint to the central enterprises operators. Although the SASAC has published The
Guiding Opinion on Post Consumption for Standardizing the Central Enterprises Principal, the penalty
is still soft and the executive power is not enough, so need to be further refined related laws, improve
the law enforcement, therefore the related law should be further refined to strengthen the executive
power of the law. At the same time it must perfect the company law as soon as possible and increase the
laws and rules on standardizing the main body of interests within the enterprises as well as make
clear-cut legal norm for the status and behaviors of all kinds of interests body including the operators in
the enterprises. In addition, the government should strengthen the authority of the supervision
institutions to form strong administrative restriction mechanism, including the supervision and
restriction of financial department, accounting offices, audit institutions to the operators.
4.2.3 Supervision and restriction mechanism of internal management in the enterprises
First, the central enterprises board chairman, the general manager and the secretary of the party
committee should not be centralized in one person, but be set up according to provisions to prevent
excessively concentrated power which would be abused. Second, the company governance structure is
essentially a contract system, the enterprise should formulate reasonable articles of association and sign
effective contract to make clear rights and duties of the principals and agents to which both sides do
things according. At the same time, it should make the behavior standards and management
responsibility for the operators, make internal enterprises management system, show the responsibility
and rules as well as regulations of the operators and form internal supervision and restriction mechanism
of the operators behavior. Finally, further standardize, strengthen and carry out the functions of the
board of directors and the board of supervisors, stress that the important decisions of the enterprises
must go through the employee representative meeting and the shareholders' conference, and strengthen
the supervision function of the two organizations.
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4.2.4 Supervision and restriction mechanism of the operators’ ideological and moral education
In our country the operation moral, business ethics and other aspects of the education and training
are often ignored in the process of the personnel training. Therefore, the central enterprises must
strengthen ideological and moral education in the training of the operators, and form their own
supervision and restraint mechanism. On the one hand, the enterprises should strengthen the operators’
values and moral beliefs guidance to make them set up the common ideal for constructing socialism
with Chinese characteristics and the collectivism thought of devoting themselves to the enterprises, and
set up responsible, professional, dedicated professional moral sentiment. On the other hand, they should
resolutely resist and put an end to the corruption thoughts of money worship, right worship, hedonism
and extreme individualism to prevent the spreading of these thoughts in the central enterprises.

5 Conclusion
This paper explains the definition, the motivation and the forming paths of the professional moral
hazard of the central enterprises operators in details. Due to the different levels of personal goals and
disagreement with central enterprises’ interests and goals the operators form the motivations towards
money, desire and power. Under internal and external conditions and the leaks of all kinds of enterprises
the motivations transferred to the behaviors of the professional moral hazard which damage the benefit
and reputation of the enterprises and finally cause social credit crisis, hinder the development of the
market economy, weaken the social economic benefits. Thus the state should begin with changing
internal and external conditions and blocking the leaks to set up scientific and reasonable incentive
mechanism and complete supervision and restriction mechanism to the central enterprises operators.
This paper uses a method of standardized research and case study to study the characterization, the
motivation and the preventive measures of the professional moral hazard of the central enterprises
operators. In the future the method of empirical approach will be adopted and the universality of the
study achievement will be perfected so as to better understand and prevent the behavior of professional
moral hazard and further deepen the process of state-owned enterprises reform.
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Abstract: This article presents analysis of how science for policy functioned in the Great East Japan
Earthquake from the perspective of the scientific information asymmetry models. Scientific information
is characterized by its complexity and high degree of professionalism and it is hard to understand for
political actors or common people. Boundary functions like screening and signaling could help
providing more credible information. Establishment of new organizations and posts for this earthquake
appears to have resulted in preventing existing organizations from working as boundary functions.
Control and concealing of scientific information, which seemingly included uncertain elements,
amplified the anxiety of people. Several existing science related organizations contributed to providing
credible scientific information that helped the formation of consensus among scientists. Finally, this
paper will propose ideas on how to resolve scientific information asymmetry. Materials used for
analysis are government papers and journals in the Great East Japan Earthquake.
Key words: the Great East Japan Earthquake; Science and technology; Boundary functions; Scientists;
Information asymmetry

1 Introduction
1.1 Prefaces
The Great East Japan Earthquake hit Japan at 14:46 JST on Friday, 11th March 2011. The Japanese
National Police Agency reported 15,805 deaths, 4,040 missing, and 5,927 injured across the Tohoku and
Kanto areai. The Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant was damaged by the Tsunami, the emergency
electricity generators failed and the cooling systems of plants failed subsequently. Explosions caused by
hydrogen gas lead to leak of radioactive materials into the air. It is a shame that this quake and tsunami
caused such a grave crisis in Japan, a nation that used to advocate itself as a world leader in science and
technology. Our technical and scientific knowledge should have been integrated to solve the problems in
such emergency. In tackling the earthquake, the tsunami, and the nuclear accident, it became clear that
scientific information which, in nature, is highly complex and divided into multiple degree of
professionalism triggered many problems arising from such character. The role of science has been in
focus in Japan in recent years, because emergency situation which calls for scientific approach such as
new types of influenza, Shinmoe volcanic eruption, foot and mouth disease, and sarin gas attack in the
subway train in Tokyo have greatly jeopardized people's lives. With such background, this article will
analyze the reactions of the Japanese government and scientists to the Great East Japan Earthquake from
the perspective of the scientific information asymmetry models.
1.2 Frameworks of Analysis and Preceding Studies
This paper will examine the relationship between the scientists – the specialists of science and
political actors or society - the non-specialists of science. The problem of asymmetry of information
between scientists and political actors, and between scientists and society exist at the same time. In the
policymaking process, as it is difficult for non-specialist to make judgments based on the understanding
of the difficult and complex results of analysis by specialists, boundary functions is required to bridge
the non-specialists and the specialists. The boundary function helps signalingii of the scientists to appeal
their integrity or productivity (to the public), and also helps the screening of the scientists by the
non-experts to select high-quality professionals. Therefore it works to resolve information asymmetry.
This paper will explore which organizations and institutions have a boundary function that help policy
makers to craft good policies that achieve its objectives through dealing with complicated and difficult
scientific information in the Great East Japan Earthquake case.

2 Case Studies
2.1 The establishment of new organizations after the earthquake
After the earthquake, how did science and technology related organization work?
The Great East Japan Earthquake occurred at 14:46 JST on Friday, 11th March 2011. The
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Emergency Disaster Response Office was established in Cabinet Secretariat at 14:50, and an emergency
team was convened. The discussions started at 15:00. At 15:14, based on 2 of Article 28 of Disaster
Countermeasure Basic Act, the Emergency Disaster Response Headquarters on Tohoku district - off the
Pacific Ocean Earthquake was established and the Prime Minister was appointed as the Director of the
office. Then, at 15:37 the first meeting of the Emergency Disaster Response Headquarters was held, and
the "Basic Policy on disaster emergency measures" was announced.
At 19 :03, based on Article 15 and 16 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency
Preparedness, the Prime Minister declared a nuclear emergency declaration on the Fukushima nuclear
power plant disaster. The "Year 2011 Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters Related to Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Disaster” was created with Prime Minister as the Chief, and Minister of
Economy, Trade and Industries as the Deputy Chief. On March 12, a “Local Nuclear Emergency
Response Headquarters Related to Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Disaster” was established in
the disaster Management Center at Okuma Futaba-gun, Fukushima Prefecture. Thereafter, the
government launched more than 20 new conferences and organizations in addition to disaster-related
organization that had been already defined by law prior to the 3. 11 disaster. (Chart1)
It was not clear what authorities, responsibilities and roles these newly established organizations
and meetings (that were not designated by law) were given. Parliamentary deliberations pointed out that
the decisions of each organization disappeared on the way and the chain of command and instruction
was confusing.
In creating a new organization, it is important to clarify how the functions and powers are divided
between them and the existing organizations. For example, the restoration work and the construction of
temporary housing and debris were delayed until the blueprint of the restructuring plan was disclosed by
the “Conference on the Reconstruction Plan” on June 25.
In addition to new organizations, six advisors to Cabinet Secretariat for the Great East Japan
Earthquake were newly appointed by the end of March and the number of the advisors became fifteen in
total. These advisors were part-time government officials and the selection of these advisors was apt to
be through a personal connection, rather than screening and choosing diversity of specialty, research
achievement, or high status as a scientist. For example, four out of six advisors to Cabinet Secretariat
were mostly expert in nuclear power. Professor Kosako who resigned cabinet advisor on April 29
protesting the government for ignoring his advice on radiation limits, was an expert on radiation safety
at the University of Tokyo. DPJ lower house member Seiki Karamoto recommended him as an advisor
because he studied under Professor Kosako when he was an undergraduate at university. Prime Minister
admitted at the National Assembly that he had not met Professor Kosako before his appointment or upon
his resignation.iii
The power/responsibilities of the advisors were unclear. According to the Deputy Chief Cabinet
Secretary Tetsuro Fukuyama and Prime Minister Naoto Kan, the role of the advisors was to provide
second opinions.iv Professor Kosako had a disagreement with the Nuclear Safety Commission in terms
of allowing children maximum radiation exposure of 20 mSv per year. The government however
adopted the opinions of the Nuclear Safety Commission. On other issues, there were times when the
opinion of advisors, even they were the second opinions, stopped the restoration works.v
The Prime minister appointed many advisors. It must have been difficult for him, a non-specialist
of science, to make decisions based on affluent, and in many cases contradicting, advises from variety of
scientific experts.
In science related advisory committees or councils, there is an idea of "Regulated scientific market
(RSM)”, which is about a place where they can discuss science for policy in a liberal climate and
provide non-specialists of science a selective information that earned some degree of consensus. Here,
non-specialists can have access to scientific information that is comparatively reliable. In contrast, there
is a situation in policy decisions, where the various ideas and demands would be proposed to
non-specialists. This situation is called the “Marketplace of Ideas”. Here comes out a variety of ideas
without restrictions, there is credence to each idea, and it is hard to determine which idea will help
accomplish the purpose of the policymakers/non-specialists.
Some case study showed that “RSM” is more efficient than “Marketplace of Ideas” especially in
issues related to science and technologies.vi vii In this case as the author illustrated above, since
scientific knowledge is limited in political actors, the un-screened opinions from advisor apparently
ended up in “Marketplace of Ideas”, making it difficult for the policy makers to make decisions.
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2.2 The existing science-related organizations
While quite a number of new organizations were established as described above, the already
existing science related organization in Cabinet Office, whose role and rights were designated by law,
were not fully utilized for Disaster Management, There are two existing science related organizations in
Cabinet office today that works across ministries and offices. One is the “Sub Committees of the Central
Disaster Prevention Council”, and the other is the “Council for Science and Technology Policy and its
Sub Committees”.
The “Central Disaster Prevention Council” headed by the Prime Minister is the Prime Minister's
advisory body. All ministers, including the Prime Minister; representatives of designated public
institutions including NHK, NTT, and the Japanese Red Cross; and two academics constitute its
members. They create and implement disaster plans, discuss and evaluate important issues on disaster
management. Article 11-2 of the Disaster Measures Basic Law say that at times of emergency, the
Central Disaster Management Council is responsible for making plans for the measures and promoting
its implementation. Article 4-11 says that the Prime Minister must consult the “Central Disaster
Management Council” to outline temporary emergency measures or announce "disaster emergency
proclamation". However, the first meeting of the “Central Disaster Management Council” for the March
11th earthquake was on April 27th that was a month and a half after the disaster.
At this first meeting, the Council decided upon the establishment of “Expert Committee on Lessons
Learned From the Experience of the Tohoku District Pacific Ocean Coastal Line Earthquake Disaster.”
This Expert Committee consists of scientists and social science specialists. They are responsible for
analyzing the mechanism of how earthquake and tsunami are formed, to review the current earthquake
intensity estimation and damage estimation techniques in creating the outline of Earthquake
measurement.
The Expert Committee gathers once or twice a month to summarize their report by fall. Middle and
Long-term technical assistance was recommended but the technical assistance at the time of emergency
was, regretfully, not provided.
Council for Science and Technology Policy (CSTP) was established in the Cabinet Office as one of
the councils on important policies. Its aim is to plan and execute overall coordination of a
comprehensive and basic science and technology policy under the leadership of Prime Minister and
Minister for Science and Technology Policy, from the national perspective.x CSTP was established in
the Cabinet Office in accordance to the reorganization of the central government in January 2001. The
members consists of the Prime Minister as a chair person; the chief Cabinet secretary; Minister for
Science and Technology Policy; the Minister of Finance; the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry,
the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology; the Minister of Internal Affairs and
Communications; three experts from natural science; two experts from social science; two from industry;
and the President of the Science Council of Japan. Besides the plenary session of CSTP which is held
once a month, the Ministers, senior vice Ministers, Parliamentary Secretary of Science and Technology
Policy and experts of CSTP meet together once a week in order to exchange views on science and
technology policy.
On March 31, 20 days after the earthquake, expert members of CSTP delivered a message titled
"Countermeasure for Tohoku district - Pacific Ocean Coastline Earthquake." On April 1 they
announced "Logistics support using ITS technology in the affected area." In May, they announced to
allocate 1.2 billion yen to the project of "Establishment of a Base for the Environmental Impacts of
Radioactive Materials." Since April 21, discussions on a countermeasure for the Great East Japan
Earthquake are being held among the Ministers, senior vice Ministers, Parliamentary Secretary of
Science and Technology Policy and experts of CSTP on a weekly level.
Article 26 of Act for Establishment of the Cabinet Office states that,
"CSTP will assess and
investigate basic policy in order to promote a comprehensive and systematic development of science and
technology in response to the consultation of the Prime Minister. "" CSTP will assess and investigates
budget, personnel and other resources concerning the promotion of science and technology as well as
important matters on promoting science and technology." CSTP is also entitled to express their opinions
on the above stated matters to the Minister of Science and Technology Policy.
However, the government did not consult CSTP in the time of 3.11 emergency and no activities
were observed during this period. Although expert committees of scientists have a number of specialists,
most of the advice (second opinions) given to the Prime Minister was primarily given by the advisors
for the Cabinet. Since the Central Disaster Management Council and the CSTP are scientific
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organization close to the decision-making body that possesses the ability of “screening” it is highly
recommended that these boundary functions be actively used for policy making.
Science Council of Japan (SCJ)
SCJ was established in January 1949 under the notion that science is the foundation of a civilized
nation, subject to the Science Council of Japan Law, under the jurisdiction of the Prime Minister. SCJ
functions as a "special authority" which fulfill its duties independently from the government, aims to
introduce science into public administration, industry, and people’s life. It discusses important issues of
science, materialize the ideas, and promote communication between science researchers/projects to
improve its efficiency. The government bares its expenses.
SCJ is an institution representing about 84 million scientists in Japan from all fields including
cultural and social sciences, life sciences, and science and engineering. It has 2,000 members and 210
linkage members that fulfill SCJ’s work. SCJ's roles are: policy recommendations to governments,
international activities, building a network for scientists, and encouraging public awareness of the role
of science. Its organization consists of the General Assembly, executives (chairman and three vice
chairman), executive committee, three committees, four functional committees that serves for selected
objectives (permanent), 30 academic field committees (permanent), thematic committees (temporary),
the district council and the secretariat.
According to SCJ Law Article 4-3, government is free to consult with SCJ on important subjects
that need professional investigations by scientists. On March 18, right after the earthquake, SCJ held an
emergency session and set up a task force on the Great East Japan Earthquake chaired by the president
of SCJ. Since then, six proposals have been announced over the emergency, aggregating the opinions of
many scientists. SCJ also created a detailed report on Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power accident and
sent out the information to academies abroad. It also contributed to the dissemination of the ICRP
(International Commission on Radiological Protection) standard for protective measures of radiation
that is globally recognized as the standard of radiation protection, in order to manage strategies of
protection from radiation damage arising from the nuclear power plant accident. In June, it announced
two proposals; "For the reconstruction from the Great East Japan Earthquake - goals and seven
principles of reconstruction" and "Toward the selection of energy policy for Japan's future - the six
scenarios related to a power source ".
Some of the recommendations proposed by SCJ were accepted and put into actions by the
government. However, SCJ points out “Almost no information regarding the accident was provided to
the SCJ, and it was not possible for the SCJ to independently gather information, other than that which
could be obtained through newspapers, television and other media sources.” xi Besides drafting
proposals, SCJ, as a group of scientists, made every effort to collect information and analyze them. In
course of this effort, SCJ requested disclosure of the data to the Nuclear Safety Commission, which is a
government agency to check the safety of nuclear power, but the Commission did not respond. Because
the situation of Fukushima nuclear power plant accident changes on a daily basis, it is very difficult to
grasp the exact condition of the reactor, if not impossible. SCJ also said that since the data on the
amount of fuel rods at a given time in the reactor in the spent fuel pool, the extent of damage caused, the
total radioactivity of contaminated water released into the ocean was not provided to them, the best they
could do was guess roughly. On April 8th, SCJ established two committees. One is for "The grand
design for the reconstruction of affected areas" which will study the affected areas, deliberate measures
to create a new model for the 21st Century on disaster reduction, environment, industries, land use,
urban structure, and community organizations,
Another is "Alternative energy policy committee” which examines all available resources for
energy. On March 18th, SCJ held an emergency meeting open to public at the SCJ Auditorium in order
to stimulate communication and exchange information.
On September 1st, SCJ held an emergency seminar titled "Fearing radiation correctly," with focus
to the impact of low-dose radiation exposure on health and international standards of the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP). The purpose of this seminar was to distruibute correct
information to the public, relieve people’s concern and improve the nation’s literacy on radio activities
through the discussion of first-class scientists.
The recommendations and proposals issued by SCJ were quoted 18 times in the question and
answer of Diet deliberations, which indicates the deep trust the National Assembly has for SCJ.
Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST)
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JST is an independent administrative institutions established to promote science and technology
which will create new values that lead to the future in order to advance the national welfare and
prosperity.
On March 23rd, facing the large earthquakes, JST offered free access to scientific and technical
literature related to earthquakes in the database "JDreamII" in order to help the dissemination of science
and technology information.
JST supported researchers by providing urgent funding programs to continue their work without
interruption.
In J-RAPID Program (Urgent International Collaborative Research with USA), JST, collaborating
with National Science Foundation of the USA, supported immediate research needs arising from the
Great East Japan Earthquake. Fourteen projects have been funded as of July 19th, 2011.
Implementation Support Program was launched and fund of 5-10 million yen was provided per a
project that could implement the result of research to the restoration and development of the affected
areas by year 2011.
Research Seeds Quest Program (RESQ) focuses on the researches mainly in the Tohoku region that
were forced to be suspended by the earthquake, providing emergency measures and support measures.
In Japan –U.S. Strategic Science and Technology Cooperation Project, a joint team of researchers
from both countries carried out emergency relief operations including activities utilizing a robot for
underwater exploration or rescue work in the affected areas.
The SCJ and the JST, as described above, could use signaling to promote boundary function in
helping non-science specialists because they had a volume of information on the scientific experts in
segmented specialized fields and, over the course of years, have cultivated mutual trust with government
sector and the domestic and international society and therefore the messages they sent out were accepted
as good and reliable information. Several experts discussed and built consensus of scientific information,
so RSM was formed as a boundary function. However, in cases where raw data was not available,
such as in the nuclear power plant accident, the scientists were unable to reduce the degree of
uncertainty in their scientific investigation result.
2.3 The relationship between science and society
Through our experience in this earthquake, difficulty of distributing scientific information, which is
complex and including much uncertainty, at domestic or international level. Especially in the issue of
the leakage of radiation, so many rumors spread regarding the extent of the leakage of radiation spread
or the degree of harms affecting human health.
Because of the poor reliability of data, in many cases, the government made wrong announcements
or had to delay the unveiling of information. For example, Deputy Director-General Koichiro Nakamura
of NISA committee pointed out the worst case, the possibility of a meltdown, in the afternoon of March
12. But then, his position was replaced by another person who denied the possibility of the melt down.
Specialists and the media at later pointed out the possibility of a meltdown also overseas and this
formulated a sense of mistrust among Japanese people that the government might be hiding important
information from them. On May 15th, the government finally admitted the meltdown of reactor unit1 and
on May 24th, reactor unit 2 and unit 3.xii
On April 17th, the government upgraded the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES), the safety
significance of reported nuclear and radiological incidents and accidents, from level 5 to level 7. Some
pointed out the possibility of the government concealing some information that affected this upgrade.
NISA announced that total amount of Cesium-131 and Cesium-137, or radioactive iodine, released into
the atmosphere had reached 370,000 tera Becquerel estimated from the state of the reactor. On April 12th,
Nuclear Safety Commission (NSC) of Japan announced the total release of iodine and cesium into the
atmosphere was 630,000 (iodine equivalent) tera Becquerel as estimated based on the amount of
radiation which was measured around the neighborhood. The government explained that they
announced level 5 since the numbers announced by NISA and NSC did not match, but after the both
digit numbers matched they officially raised the level to 7.
While the government of Japan set evacuation zone as within 20 km and zones for planned
preparation for evacuation as 20 km to 30 km, foreign embassies including the United States and the
British set 80 km as the evacuation zone. Although American and British governments commented that
the Japanese evacuation zone setting seemed to be reasonable, they explained that they adopted 80
kilometers as evacuation area to ensure the safety of their citizens living away from their homeland.
However, here again, the difference in numbers caused confusion among the people of Japan. Another
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problem was that the evacuation area was designated as a concentric circle, and this caused some
experts to object for not considering the direction of wind and the hot spot.
Some scientists and legislatures protested that no data were provided by SPEEDI (System for
Prediction of Environmental Emergency Dose Information). SPEEDI is a system designed to quickly
predict the influence of radio activities on surrounding environment based on the weather conditions,
geography, and emitting source when an emergency situation occurs such as the release of radioactive
material from a nuclear power plant.
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute started to develop SPEEDI in 1985 at the cost of 160
billion yen over 20 years. Although SPEEDI’s information had been calculated by the Nuclear Safety
Commission and were distributed to disaster-related organizations every hour from 16:00 on March 11th,
the government disclosed the information of SPEEDI to public for the first time on March 23rd, 12 days
after the earthquake, followed by the second information release which took place in April 11th. xiii
As of September 2011, due to the failures of the contingency/emergency planning support system
in Fukushima and Miyagi, no information from measurements of the radiation emission source in
nuclear facilities is provided, therefore updating of information stopped.xiv Delay of the publication of
data lead to wider radiation exposure to humans, xv and wider damage or contamination to the
agricultural products.xvi According to special advisor to the prime minister, the reason for government’s
withholding the data was 1. the sources of information were not clear thus these data were largely based
on assumptions and 2. the government feared panic.
On April 29, a professor at University of Tokyo, Toshiso Kosako resigned from the position of
advisor to the government in protest of the government's policy to allow use of the elementary school
grounds with limit of the amount of radiation to 20 mSv per year.xvii Kosako criticized the government
in terms that their counter measures for nuclear reactor accident did not follow laws, guidelines, nor the
manuals, and all these factors resulted in delay of recoveries. Kosako also claimed that the
decision-making process was not clear and that the government did not publish the results of SPEEDI.
Fukushima governor Yuhei Sato expressed his annoyance for the government saying, " we should have
instructions from the government on the basis of professional knowledge ".xviii
The government was also criticized for controlling and hiding information in fear of panic and
harmful rumors arising from the scientifically illiterate people. Every time the government used the
word “safe”(and repeatedly so) in their announcements concerning the radiation, people increased their
anxiety that the government might be hiding some information. One of the reasons for anxiety was that
the Chief Cabinet Secretary who announced the safe declaration separately/without support from NISA
and NSC was a not a scientific expert.
While information from the government was far from sufficient, various information and data on
influence of radiation on the human body, or on radiation level in the surrounding areas were posted to
the Internet without any restrictions. There were many posts by the scientific experts. Seeing this, the
president of the Meteorological Society posted a document on the Society’s website warning that if the
members of the Society provide any information related to disaster measures, that contain uncertainty,
this would only confuse people. This in effect was the president’s control over the data posted by
members of the Society. This warning was criticized on the internet as suspicions of a controlling of
information.xix
Generally, when scientific experts regulate scientific information, it helps decreasing uncertainty of
the information that circulates in the society. However, in this case, control of information highlighted
its negative aspects and was criticized in internet or other media as counter to the trend of the world.
In response to the warning, some scientists at the University of Tokyo created a web site which
posted measured radiation amount with elaborated scientific explanation including how the measuring
was done and instruments used for measuring in order to certify the posted data.
Since variety of “scientists” appeared in the media and delivered variety of opinions, it caused
confusion to the public.xx Some internet sites labeled the scientists as "scholars that take sides with the
power" if they commented that the radiation level is safe.
Confusion was caused through concealing and controlling of uncertain scientific information
although some organization made effort to diminish uncertainty from scientific data by certifying them
with their scientific knowledge.
Therefore, in case of making policy decisions that calls for scientific expertise, it will be important
to clarify what the basic scientific data can tell, and what decisions come from political judgment based
on that data.
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Trying to control information on the Internet does more harm than good, so it is desirable that
well-known reliable organizations play key roles in delivering elaborated information.

3 Conclusions and Implications
The analysis from the boundary functions point of view suggested following implications.
- At present some advisors to Cabinet Secretariat are appointed in the field of science and
technology. However, rather than having the advisors who provide personal views or second opinions,
considering the nature of scientific information which is highly specialized and complex, it is more
appropriate and desirable to appoint science advisors who have explain to the prime minister or to the
(political) decision makers, scientific consensus obtained from free discussions by multiple scientists.
Moreover the advisors need some councils formed by scientists to help creating qualified
consensus.
- In crisis management, to ensure the reliability of scientific organizations, statutory organizations
or existing organizations are more suitable rather than new organizations or new personnel. Scientific
information should be analyzed by a professional group of those organizations, and it is desirable that
they help political decision-making.
- The SCJ, the JST, and some Universities that contributed to restoration from 3.11 disaster have
built a relationship of trust with the government and society through their every day works and rich
stock of scientists from variety of fields. Such highly esteemed organizations capable of analyzing
scientific data are suitable for providing scientific data to the public. These agencies also have ability of
forming consensus among scientists (based on those data) to serve for government decision-makings.
The mechanism to provide some raw scientific data to reliable scientific organizations above is needed
even if they are independent from the government.
- Since the forecast of earthquakes, measurement of the effects of radiation, and other scientific
data contains many uncertainties, there is divergence of opinion on judgment even among scientific
specialists. As a result, in face of the 3.11 disaster, it became difficult to accurately explain the situation
to the public. To reduce these difficulties and uncertainties, it is important to inform without mixing up
political decision making and science data. In announcing political decisions based on scientific data, it
is highly recommended that scientists accompany to the announcement venue and answer to questions
that need scientific explanations.
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Abstract: This paper studied the theories of external learning, organizational flexibility and radical
innovation, presented a conceptual model and relevant hypothesis. On analyzing the effective sample
data from 682 enterprises of different industries across 10 provinces and cities in China, the empirical
results showed that external learning is conducive to organizational resource flexibility and competence
flexibility, organizational resource flexibility is non-conducive to radical innovation, but it is more
appropriate for high competent flexible corporation to undertake radical innovation. This reflects that
strengthening external learning is conducive to improve organizational resource flexibility and
competence flexibility, thus is helpful to promote organizational radical innovation as well enhance
organizational survival and development capacity.
Keywords: External learning; Resource flexibility; Competence flexibility; Radical innovation

1 Introduction
In an increasingly global competition, continuous innovation is the necessary conditions of the
corporate existence and development. In order to achieve innovation, enterprises must rapidly
accumulate knowledge, technology and capacity. The current competitive situation forces the enterprises
to obtain the newest knowledge beyond the organizational boundaries, to quickly improve their own
innovation ability. In this context, it has become their major cause that the enterprises upgrade their
resources and capacity levels and promote innovation through external learning. On the other hand,
facing the dramatic changes of business environment, many scholars realize that external learning is an
important means to improve the organizational flexibility, and that the organizational flexibility has
close relationship with the innovation risk and performance. For example, Hemphill(1996)[1] cares that
the impact of organizational flexibility and internal cooperation on innovation, he pointed out that
organizational flexibility requires the unity of flexibility and diversity, requires change, innovation and
novelty, includes dynamic and flexible mechanism, and provides the enterprises with the resilience
coping with internal and external environmental change. Thereby, the in-depth study on the relationship
of external learning, organizational flexibility and radical innovation is very necessary and has a
practical significance.
H1(+)

Resource Flexibility

H3(-)
Radical Innovation

External Learning
H2(+)

Competence Flexibility

H4(+)

Figure 1 Impact of External Learning and Organizational Flexibility on Radical Innovation

2 Theoretical Premises
2.1 External learning
For global operation and competition, as well as the development of information technology,
external learning takes a more and more important place in the process of ability building and
innovation supporting. External learning mainly means enterprises carrying through a series activities
such as knowledge collecting, transfer, application and innovation by clients, suppliers, competitors and
multiform copartners. According to Child’s(1984)[2] opinion, external learning ability is mainly decided
by the following factors: transfer ability of knowledge itself, copartners’ receptivity to new knowledge,
organizational members’ ability to understanding and absorbing new knowledge, organizational
members’ ability to summarizing experiences and so on.
2.2 Organizational flexibility
Organizational flexibility shows a potential capacity of organization, which is jointly determined by
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the inherent flexibility of organizational disposable resources and the ability to use these resources in a
series of possible options. By Sanchez (1997)[3], organizational flexibility should include resource
flexibility and competence flexibility. Necessary resource flexibility can be described in three
dimensions of potential resource uses: (1) when the scope of resource is expanded, the resource is more
flexible. In essence, if resource can be used to develop, manufacture, distribute and sell different
products, resource has large flexibility. (2) When resource’s switching cost is small, the resource has
large flexibility. For instance, when the switching cost of turning the resource from manufacturing one
product to manufacturing another is reduced, the flexibility of this production line is enlarged. (3) When
the transfer process requires less time, the resource has large flexibility. If the transfer from using the
resource to manufacture one product to manufacture another product requires less time, the flexibility of
production system is enlarged.
Here, we think competence flexibility is the competence choice scope in which organizations can
identify new resource, integrate and allocate resources to bring all the resources to the full play through
adventurous thinking approach. Generally speaking, competence flexibility can be measured by the
means of the time, the cost, and the effectiveness for responding to the changing environment.
Sanchez(1997)[3] holds that competence flexibility comprises the following three important dimensions:
(1) identify the boundary of resource uses. The capabilities include the decisions on create, produce
and/or sell products or services. (2) Identify and build the resource chain for strategic changes. The
capability reflect the degree of sharing organizational resources or organizational network and reflect the
association between organizational resources and the activities in creating, manufacturing and selling
products or services. (3) Build the organizational system and process in which the organization can
make the best use of acquired resources for targeted objectives. The capabilities refer to the
effectiveness of managing resource chains for planned objectives.
With the increase of environmental uncertainty, resource flexibility and competence flexibility
could help organizations effectively improve their capabilities of coping with uncertain environment.
2.3 Radical innovation
The classification of technological innovation approaches has many criterion. Since innovation
degree in business practice is extremely important, the innovations of different degree have different
effect on the enterprises’ performance, and different environmental and internal elements promote the
innovations of different degree. Based on the different degree of technological innovation, technological
innovation can be categorized into incremental innovation and radical innovation (Ettlie, 1983)[4].
Radical innovation is fundamental changes that represent revolutionary change in technology. It
represents clear departures from existing practice. Radical innovation will change the structure of an
industry and replace an old industry (e.g., vacuum tube) with an entirely new one (e.g.,
micro-electronics). Meanwhile, the risks of radical innovation are greater than those of incremental
innovation. Apparently, the management of radical innovation differs enormously from that of
incremental innovation. It requires a long-time and thorough strategic planning, huge investment in
research and development (R&D), a practical plan and an effective management.

3 Presentation of Hypothesis
3.1 External learning and organizational flexibility
Generally speaking, new knowledge can changes existing resources and capacities levels so as to
promote innovation, its acquiring ways have internal development and external learning. Internal
development means an organization is based entirely on its internal resources and capacity to develop its
proprietary technology. External learning is that two organizations take knowledge sharing, transfer and
development by the form of agreement, contract or commitment. Because of the experiential impact,
organizations will form a routine to cope with environmental change, so that they tend to use the old
ways to solve the problems in internal development, therefore, they can not more effectively change the
existing resources and capacity situation fundamentally.
External learning makes different enterprises form cooperative relations such as alliance so as to
strengthen knowledge communication and innovation, concerns about the acquisition and accumulation
of new knowledge and skills, makes enterprises’ knowledge source channels and knowledge structure
more enrich. Grant(1996)[5] considers that the switching process of turning some resource from one use
to another may require the common action of multi-knowledge, and external learning leads to different
knowledge (the know-how to use resources) sharing, transfer and the formation of new knowledge of
among the partners of alliance. With the knowledge sharing and creating, enterprises will gradually
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deepen understanding for the original resources, and enlarge the boundary of organizational resource
uses. With the improvement of the efficiency of resource uses, the switching cost of turning some
resource from one utility to another is small, the switching process also requires less time, so the
resource has large flexibility.
Hypothesis 1: external learning is conducive to improving organizational resource flexibility.
On the other hand, under the dynamic environment, enterprises need to constantly update their
knowledge and ability system, but they can not rely on internal development to rapidly develop new
capacity, and to obtain external new skills and knowledge. But external learning makes them have
access to other organizational knowledge and skills, qualify to imitate and apply; at the same time, the
embedded business and personnel exchanges in cooperation greatly speed up the transfer and
application of the knowledge and skills between the partners, so as to expand their knowledge scope,
hold the know-how to use the resources. Competence flexibility is the competence choice scope, when
the competence choice scope is expanded, the competence is more flexible. The skills and knowledge
that the enterprise acquires through external learning can be brought into the following results: firstly, it
may expand the applied scope of "ability to extend"; it may also be used to increase the stock of
resources or improve the quality of existing resources, it can also improve enterprises’ original capacity
to a new level in order to create "new capabilities". Secondly, the combination of the external
knowledge, skills and the internal original resources, capacity will be manifested as a new capacity; this
undoubtedly expands the competence choice scope. This shows that external learning process is to
enhance the process of organizational competence flexibility.
Hypothesis 2: external learning is conducive to improving organizational competence flexibility.
3.2 Organizational flexibility and radical innovation
Radical innovation is a high risk innovation behavior, it requires the resource of innovation process,
which has higher value contribution and more use efficiency. However, the higher resource flexibility is,
the lower its exclusive is a particular use efficiency of such resource generally is not as good as
exclusive assets in the mutual constraints of efficiency and flexibility, so resource flexibility is not
conducive to improving the efficiency of radical innovation. On the other hand, radical innovation is not
usually satisfied with the demand of consumer awareness, but creates the new demand which consumers
are not previously aware of. This demand from innovative ideas to implementation shows different
characteristics from previous demand, According to the explanation of resource-based theory and
capability-based theory for innovation process, in the same capability situation, radical innovation can
not establish the basis of using the same resources with the past, either enterprises introduce new
resources, or they employ other uses of existing resources in the case of losing efficiency. Therefore, the
higher the enterprises’ resource flexibility is, the more unconducive the enterprise is to undertake radical
innovation.
Hypothesis 3: the higher the organizational resource flexibility is, the more unconducive the
organization is to undertake radical innovation.
With the increase of changing and uncertain environmental factors, that enterprises acquire
valuable, rare, inimitable, and non-substitutable resources to maintain their competitive advantage in
market competition is very difficult. Therefore, organizational competence flexibility is a key issue. If
the constitutive elements of competence can be coordinated with each other, organizational competence
has well adaptability, pioneering and rivalrousness; these will reflect the effect of competence flexibility.
On the other hand, we should also realize that the expressive level of competence has a close
relationship with the support of resources. Competence flexibility includes not only the overall
coordination of its own constitutive elements, but does resource- competence interaction. Therefore, in a
changing environment, enterprises can rely on competence flexibility to discover new resources, and
integrate, configure their own resources to play a greater value; thereby they effectively improve the
capacity of coping with uncertain environment.
One of the biggest features of technological innovation is the uncertainty or risk, radical innovation
means that the uncertainty of entire organization in the coming period. If organizations improve its
dynamic adaptability on the outside world, they can boost the successful rate of innovation, reduce risk
and uncertainty. The enterprises with competence flexibility can find significant market change and
make a quick response for it, expand the uses of resources, effectively allocate resources and improve
the use efficiency of existing resources, thus greatly increase the capacity of making full use of existing
resources. The enterprises not only successfully achieve partial and continuous improvement, but also
get involved in new product markets and develop new product, therefore, the higher competence
flexibility the enterprises have, the more likely they are to undertake and radical innovation. On the
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other hand, enterprises’ competence flexibility is opposite to its competence rigidity which presents an
insurmountable inertia. Such rigidity is unconformable to environmental change, often interferes with
enterprises’ innovative activities. In accordance with these assertions, we propose the following
hypothesis.
Hypothesis 4: the higher competence flexibility the organization has, the more conducive it is to
undertake radical innovation.

4 Research Methodology
4.1 Samples and data collection
For the sake of increasing the representativeness of the sample enterprises with different income
levels, districts, ownerships in China, we have done a large-scale questionnaire to various kinds of
enterprises (mainly including the ones of state-owned, three types of foreign-funded, collective
(partnership), private and township) across ten provinces and cities. It is required that this investigation
concentrates in the industry of manufacturing (mainly including the electron, machinery, pharmaceutical
industry, processing and so on). Before formal investigation, we made a pre-investigation and randomly
selected to investigate more than 10 enterprises in Hubei provinces, and perfected the questionnaire
according to the result of feedback.
This research collects data by E-mail. We assigned 1950 questionnaires totally, and some people
didn’t originally reply a letter, we sent E-mail to them again. At last 28 questionnaires were sent back for
they can’t be delivered, so we got 773 questionnaires back. It’s a pity that 91 of 773 were eliminated
because of non-cooperation, liquidation of enterprises and incomplete research information. As results
there were 682 available questionnaires. Up to December of 2009, the overall response rate for the
survey was 39.64% and the effective rate was 34.97%, given that the surveys were completed by CEOs
or their designees; most respondents held upper-management positions and had averaged 8.3 years with
the same enterprise, undergraduates or above occupies 61.8%. Generally speaking, in the research of
social science, it is acceptable that the response rate of top managers reaches 20%, so the result of this
research is creditable.
4.2 Measures
Because of the difficulty in applying objective scales on external learning, organizational
capabilities and innovation activities, all multi-item measures are based on 7-point Likert scales, from 1
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The Likert scales are appropriate if no objective scale. Through
it, multi-aspect information that cannot be reflected by objective indexes can be obtained. The variables
and indexes used in this paper are as follows:
According to Dyer & Singh(1998)[6], 5 indexes were used to measure external learning mainly: (1)
frequently collecting the demand and preference information of customers; (2) often collecting the
strategic information of suppliers; (3) often collecting the information of technological development
trends; (4) making a practice of object-oriented market research; (5) often collecting information by
trade journals, governmental publications and news media. The Cronbach’s coefficient alpha for this
scale is 0.7982.
According to Sanchez‘s(1997)[3] research, 3 indexes were used to measure organizational resource
flexibility mainly: (1) the high degree of using the same resource to develop, manufacture and sell
different products or services in your corporation; (2) many hierarchies existing in your corporation; (3)
high degree of sharing common corporate resources between different units inside the organization. The
Cronbach’s coefficient alpha for this scale is 0.7145.
According to Alge‘s(2002)[7] research, 3 indexes were used to measure organizational competence
flexibility mainly: (1) highly competent in reducing the market development time; (2) highly competent
in operate in unknown business; (3) highly competent in coping with changes. The Cronbach’s
coefficient alpha for this scale is 0.8059.
According to Ettlie etc (1984)[8], 4 indexes were used to measure the radical innovation mainly: (1)
creates products of new capability; (2) introduces latest ideas into product research and development; (3)
develops and introduces brand-new technique in its industry; (4) the inventor of new craft and technique;
The Cronbach’s coefficient alpha for this scale is 0.7511.

5 Analysis and Results
This paper firstly uses SPSS to do a preliminary analysis of questionnaire, and assesses the model’s
reliability and validity, which can assure that the method used in the following analysis is reliable and
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valid; then we also use AMOS to analyze and test the model fitness and each path.
5.1 Reliability analysis
To validate the reliabilities of every scale, we analyze all factors. Generally speaking, reliability
coefficients of 0.7 or higher are considered adequate; moreover loading factors in the more than 0.6 are
considered effective, and all the indicators we used meet the requirements of model validation.
5.2 Model-fitness assessment
We use AMOS to analyze and test the whole model in this study, after comparison and optimization
of the model; we achieve the overall results (see Table 1). As it can be seen, the theoretical model fits
the actual data better; this means the whole structure model more accurately reflects the actual situation,
so the result of the data analysis is acceptable.
Table 1 Model Consistence Testing Result
Testing Indicators
Model Evaluation
Explanations
Model fit
P
Discrepancy/df
GFI
Adjusted GFI
RMSEA
Model comparison
NFI
IFI
TLI
CFI
Model parsimony
P close
AIC fit

0.361
1.001
0.993
0.995
0.023

Larger than 0.05, good
Approximate 1, good
Approximate 1, good
Approximate 1, good
Smaller than 0.05, good

0.992
0.996
0.994
0.995

Approximate 1, good
Approximate 1, good
Approximate 1, good
Approximate 1, good

0.999
286.171

Approximate 1, good
Small value, good

5.3 Hypothesis testing
The test result of each hypothesis is in Table 2. The result shows that all hypotheses pass the test.
This means the theoretical model is supported by the empirical research and better supports the
theoretical perspectives and anticipations in this essay.
Hypothesis
H1
H2
H3
H4

Table 2 Hypotheses Testing Result
Description of Paths
P- Value
Standardized Coefficient
External Learning→ Resource Flexibility
0.013
0.389
External Learning→ Competence Flexibility
0.025
0.576
Resource Flexibility→ Radical Innovation
0.046
-0.193
Competence Flexibility→ Radical Innovation
0.027
0.658

Results
Support
Support
Support
Support

6 Conclusion
Through the above analysis, we can find, firstly, in the complex and volatile environment, external
learning is conducive to improving organizational resource flexibility and competence flexibility, so as
to enhancing their survival and development capacity.
Secondly, in this essay, we respectively explore the organizational resource flexibility and
competence flexibility’s influences in radical innovation. The reason for conducting a separate research
lies in the difference between resources and competence. Resource is valuable, comparatively scarce,
transactable, and able to exist in different forms. However, organizational competence refers to the
capability of allocating organizational resources, which is comprehensive, and the capability of
achieving expected results out of organizational arrangements. The empirical result expresses that it is
more appropriate for high competence flexible corporation to undertake radical innovation.
Thirdly, empirical result implies that to promote organizational flexibility is conducive to
cooperating radical innovation activities through external learning. From the perspective of strategic
flexibility, the organization with some flexibility will to some extent help organizations to resolve some
difficulties in innovation activities under the pressure of competitive environment.
In conclusion, enterprises should carefully take account of their needed flexibility type and level.
From the perspective of external learning, those firms must improve resource flexibility and competence
flexibility, build and hold the rational combination of non-routine managerial flexibility, structural
flexibility and operational flexibility so as to redouble their efforts to meet the challenges of the risks
and uncertainties in the process of radical innovation and to achieve sustained competitive advantages.
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Abstract: Based on survey of Wuhan Software Industrial Park, this paper finds many psychological
contract problems in those service outsourcing enterprises. The factor analysis model of personality
trait-psychological contract-turnover intention is constructed, and the relation between expatriates
caring-factors and psychological contract is discussed. The result of the correlation model reflects that
personality and the psychological contract is the positive correlation, psychological contract and
turnover intention is the negative correlation. And this paper also finds the key factors which influencing
the psychological contract employees in service outsourcing enterprises. Finally, based on analysis
results and present situation, we give some responding suggestions to the managers from the point view
of the enterprise.
Key words: Personality characteristics; Psychological contract; Turnover intention; Expatriates

1 Introduction
Service outsourcing is a new economy industrial transfer trend of the after manufacturing industry
in the world, especially for the software service outsourcing industry. In order to carry on the work of
technical guidance or service support better, many companies in China always choose the pattern that
sending employees to the enterprise who have the core technology for job training or technique
improving. Based on survey of Wuhan Software Industry Park, the paper finds the personnel dispatched
business model has been as high as 66.2% . However, due to long stationed in training enterprises, the
expatriates exist the following problems such as loyalty lower, turnover intention rate higher, and job
satisfaction lower . The psychological contract is the contact factors ties between organization and staff.
It can affect the expatriates working performance, job satisfaction, the organization's emotional input
and turnover intention.
The psychological contract has been studied in the relationship between employer and employees,
but it doesn't clearly defined for the concept of psychological contract interpretation ( Argyris ,1960)[1] .
Then the psychological contract has been defined as " the sum total of mutual expectation among
organization and staff” (Levinson, etc, 1962) [2]. In the psychological contract of empirical studies, two
dimensional structure hold dominant position, they consider the psychological contract has been divided
into transactional contract and relational contract. Transactional contract is the focus of the economy and
money factors which including salary, welfare, basic conditions of work. However, the relational
contract focuses on emotional factors (Macneil, 1985)[3]. Organizational theories attempt to explain why
organizations do what they do. Contracts are a worthy object of study using organizational theories
because contracts often are created by organizations, and, in turn, each contract creates a new
organization (Rousseau D. M ＆Parks J. M. 1993)[4].Psychological contract has been studied on the
basic trade relations characteristics of the emotional culture in China. Chinese scholars Chen Jiazhou,
Ling Wenquan and Fang Liluo (2003) considered the different aspects of the psychological contract into
the "real factor" and "development factor" [5] .
According to the 2d psychological contract management structure theory, this paper studies the
software outsourcing enterprise’s problem of psychological contract. Through a thorough investigation,
it is not difficult to find that both trade dimension and relationship dimension can be reflected through
the original organization dimensions and expatriates of personal responsibility. The original company's
responsibility is to meet the individual employee's career development and success in the demand for
developing opportunities, challenging work chance and so on. Expatriates’ responsibility is to satisfy the
demand of the enterprise in business and career development needs to blend into the company's
corporate culture, and approve the initiative for the company to create value, etc. So the main reference
questionnaire survey is majoring in the responsibility between the original enterprises’ organization
dimensions and personal responsibility of expatriates.
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2 Basic Attributes Analysis
Based on the past psychological contract, the questionnaire survey has been separated into three
parts: The first part is about the basic information of the employees, such as age, gender, expatriating
term, industry, etc. The second part is about the assignment of employees’ personality testing and the
psychological contract of condition testing, which dispatch employees’ characteristics of the
psychological contract and its present situation; the third part is about test of the tendency that the
employees intend to leave their job assignment. In the reliability analysis of character, internal control
character trait can reach .660, external control character trait can be .843, the psychological contract
scale analysis trait degrees reaches .879 and .823, expatriates turnover intention in the reliability is
about .944, so it can proof that the overall reliability is high.
2.1 Factor analysis for basic attributes
Table 1

Statistical item
Gender

Education degree

service life

Expatriates Basic Feature Attributes

Category
male
female
high school
college
bachelor degree
master degree or
above
6 months
6months–1years
1 year – 3 years
3year s– 5 years

Percentage
115
46
72
42
46
0

Sample size
71.4%
28.5%
43.9
25.6
28.0
0

23
59
73
3

14.0
36.0
44.5
36.8

2.2 Factor analysis for internal personality control
In psychology, people who are in favor of the internal control type believe the power to solve
problems comes from internal resources, such as self-confidence, beliefs and intuitive aspiration. When
they are in face of the questions, they always tend to rely on their own effort to solve difficulties. This
research designs the survey index for the factors questionnaire. And according to the survey content
analysis, this paper find out the key factors which influence the internal control type of personality as is
shown in table 2.
Table 2

Measured Expatriates Internal Control of Personality Reliability

Survey index
The determining factor in their work is themselves
Compensation matches the workload
Most of the people can perform his duties well
Alpha value

Capacity
.496
.545
.483
.660

The key factors are set for expatriate’s internal control of personality feature questionnaire.
According to analysis in SPSS17.0, the characteristic value can be. 660, which is high in the reliability.
2.3 Factor analysis for external personality control
Also in psychology, people have external control type personality holds the point that the leading
force of personal life and work is external factors. They classify the chance for success as a result of
opportunity, failure luck, and environmental factors and so on. So according to the survey content
analysis, this paper finds out the main factors which influence the main factors of external control type
personality as the following table 3.
Table 3

Measured Expatriates External Control of Personality Reliability

Survey index
The determining factor in their work is fortune
Key figures is more important than ability
the environment for personal career development is very important
Alpha characteristic value

Capacity
.504
.513
.603
.843

The key factors are set for expatriate’s external control personality feature questionnaire. According
to analysis of SPSS17.0, the characteristic value can be. 843, which is high in the reliability.
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Table 4

Analysis of Expatriate’s Psychological Contract Factors

Survey index
The company will provide good training mechanism and
adequate training opportunities
The company has the reasonable evaluation system, and
can provide the opportunities for advancement
The company offers a reasonable career planning
The company will provide medical, unemployment,
vacations, social insurance, safeguard
The company’s salary, bonus match expatriates’
performance
Expatriates study the new technology, improve skills
structure
The company should provide the same salary, as long as
the content of the work assignment employees with other
than manning employee
Expatriates own ability in for exercise and improve
The higher the responsibility is , the higher payment the
company should give
Characteristic value
Alpha value
Table 5

.100

Second
factors
relational
.780

.618

.167

.743

.580

.243
.143

.751
.594

.622
.502

.551

.663

.608

.216

.700

.537

.906

.130

.837

.871
.649

.161
.526

.785
.698

2.606
.879

3.918
.823

First factors
Transactional

The
same ratio

Analysis of Expatriate’s Turnover Intention Reliability

Survey index
I often leave the company now.
As long as the company has the similar nature of the work ,it doesn’t matter that I
have a bad work .
Just continue to stay in this company won't do any good.
The company provides for me a good working environment, I give the greatest
efforts.
Loyalty to enterprise, never support rivals.
Promise to service for company forever.
Accept and approve the spiritual concept and behavior of company.
This is the most satisfied with the company for me now.
Characteristic value
Alpha value

Capacity
.738
.659
.755
.591
.615
.671
.626
.680
2.606
.944

2.4 Factor analysis for psychological contract
It is the best standard when the psychological contract scale reaches more than .80.And if the
Bartlett spherical teat value at the level of P < 0.05, the index fits for factor analysis. The psychological
contract scale factor analysis can be showed as below; the paper can conclude that the overall reliability
can be of. 897, which is higher in the reliability. Meanwhile, the paper finds the key factors after factor
analysis, among which the relational key factors is related to economic and money. And the second key
called transactional psychological contract is representative of the factors which is related to economic
and money. The values of characteristics are 2.606 and 3.918. The Alpha value of each individual table
of can be in .879 and .823.
2.5 Factor analysis for turnover intention
Tendency to leave analysis is largely based on the employee's left psychological behavior and
performance of expression behavior, which involved with the assignment positive impact factors and
negative influence factors, the main index reference see as table 5 shows.
According to analysis in SPSS17.0, the characteristic value can be.2.606, the alpha value can
be .944 ,which the reliability is high.

3 Results
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3.1 Correlation analysis among key traits
By analyzing the software outsourcing personnel's personality and psychological contract
correlation, the paper studies the relationship among the personality, the psychological contract, and
the turnover intention .From the figure below, the internal control character and the psychological
contract takes a positive correlation (r=0.448) which shows that the psychological contract of
establishment and management will be higher for the expatriates who have character that turning to the
internal control. So when recruiting talents, it is effectiveness for the enterprise to focus on internal
control type character traits. It is negatively associated between the internal control of personality
characteristics and turnover intention (r=-0.341), which show that the higher the internal control of
personality is, the lower turnover intention is. Moreover, it has a negative correlation of the
psychological contract and turnover intention for the enterprises and expatriates (r=-0.604), which
shows that the psychological contract of expatriates is better while turnover intention is lower.

Figure 6 The results of correlation analysis among key traits

3.2 Correlation analysis between key factors and psychological contract
From the study results, the paper finds out the influence key factors in software outsourcing
industry: Job training, Opportunities for professional development, rewarding performance, Equal
payment, Long-term job security, Organization support, the autonomy of work, the challenging of work.
In accordance with the “internal control of personality questionnaire”, the paper classifies the correlation
of internal control as personality and researches on the psychological contract key factors on the
condition of different personality traits.

Figure 7 The correlation analysis between key factors and internal psychological contract
By the correlation analysis in software outsourcing industry, the key factors which influencing the type
of personality internal control personality for expatriates in turn is: opportunities for professional
development, job training, the challenging of work, the autonomy of work, performance award, equal
payment, long-term job security, organizational support. Then the correlation analysis of external control
key factors is as follows:
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Opportunities for
professional development.

Job training

Performance
award

.343
Equal payment
.305

Organizational
support

External personality
psychological contract
.634

.621

Long-term job
security

.455
The autonomy
of work

The challenging
of work

Figure 8 The Correlation Analysis Between Key Factors and External Psychological Contract

Also, the paper finds out key factors which influencing the type of personality external control of
personality. The arrangement is as following: organizational support, long-term job security, the
autonomy of work, the challenging of work, performance award, equal payment, job training.

4 Conclusions
To sum up, companies must be with open awareness of psychological contract management.
Based on the analysis, the paper give advices for strengthening the expatriates of software outsourcing
service enterprise in psychological contract management.
4.1 Pay attention to internal control type of personality recruitment
The correlation analysis shows that the expatriates personality and turnover tendency are negatively
associated with each other, the expatriate’s personality and the psychological contract shows a positive
correlation. So when recruiting excellence for the service outsourcing enterprise, they can focus on
internal control personality talent person. It will greatly increase the efficiency in the psychological
contract for expatriates, so as to reduce the expatriates to leave their job assignment tendency.
4.2 Provide career development and transfer of opportunities
In the correlation analysis, career development opportunity and job training are the most important
factors in the effect of internal control talented person of psychological contract. Through the paper’s
view, many expatriates feel that whether it can have the opportunity to send or how long can
professional advancement is a key factor to decide whether they would stay or not. Consequently, the
enterprise can make corresponding career development and incentive mechanism, including training, job
promotion, salary incentive, welfare bonuses, and other aspects of the effective mechanism. If
expatriates have greater accumulation and more extensive customer experience, the enterprise should
provide the professional development and transfer of opportunities for their career development.
4.3 Make a unified standard in the welfare, salary system
Salary is one of influencing factors about the workers' psychological contract effectiveness. When
expatriates talking about their payment in the training company, it is easier to appear the feeling of
unbalance when the same work staff has different salaries. Moreover, it can affect the execution of the
psychological contract management. But a unified standard in the welfare, salary system can make the
leasing employees work with avoid to produce different inner balance.
4.4 Strengthen the concern of the expatriates
For staff as manning, its biggest problem is how to balance the relationship between family and
work, this also is the root cause of the loss of expatriates. Choose the work assignment way means
choose a way of life. After a period of time in the assignment, they can often tend to choose a more
stable job. So through strengthening care about the expatriates can promote employee’s sense of
belonging between the original company and himself. All this can assist the company reach the goals to
keep talents.
Last but not the least, enterprises investigated in this paper are limited in Wuhan City, and the
number of questionnaire is not enough, so the variable of affecting factors is limited. For other respect,
which influences the psychological contract management doesn’t not make analysis, this could be the
study of research direction in the future.
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Abstract Following the adoption of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), which has traditionally been
applied to the risk assessment of physical systems like nuclear power plants, chemical plants, railroad
facilities, and so on, to information security, this study attempts to apply PRA to project management
(PM). This paper discusses the quantitative risk assessment by PRA, especially focusing on the case in
which cost planning of a project collapsed.
Key words PRA; Risk assessment; Project plan collapse; Scenario management

1 Introduction
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) is a strong tool for assessing the safety risks of physical
system such as nuclear power plant, chemical plant, railway facilities, etc. The study of PRA was made
public in 1975 with the codename WASH-1400 as one of the studies on the safety of the nuclear reactors
in the United States. When an accident type has been identified as, for example, an explosion, there exist
various steps, scenarios, and a series of events before the occurrence of the accident. In order to quantify
the risk of the accident, in the first place, it is necessary as well as important to enumerate the scenarios
and quantify the scenarios. In the field of information security and project management, the same can be
applied.
The previous study of mine attempted the application of PRA to information security [1], and this
study examines the application of PRA to project management. To be concrete, based on the scenario,
the quantification of the project plan collapse of cost plan, quality plan, and staff plan is discussed.
PRA is composed of event trees and failure trees. While failure trees are employed to analyze the causes
of functional failure, event trees are the key tool for enumerating the accident scenarios. The event tree
is a kind of decisive tree that starts from the initiating event and finally reaches success or failure. The
accident scenario of each individual initiating event is enumerated with the event trees that start from the
initiating event.

2 Scenario Management
As the preliminary step for the application of PRA, this section illustrates the course of a project
plan collapse, enumerating the courses of the plan collapse of cost plan, staff plan, quality plan, and
delivery plan.
2.1 Cost plan collapse
The course of the cost plan collapse is as follows:
1)The in-house design document was handed to the client, who orally accepted the design.
2)However, no documented inspection acceptance was obtained from the client.
3)Bugs in the generated file were detected by the system test.
4)In order to correct the bugs, modification program had to be generated. As a result, incremental
man-hour is required.
5)The negotiation with the client broke down due to the additional fee, the delayed delivery, and
the additional staff.
6)The budget was not secured enough.
Consequently, the cost plan collapsed.
2.2 Staff plan collapse
The course of the staff plan collapse is as follows:
1）Since the number of system engineers who are familiar with the work was few, the project plan
depended on the partner company staff.
2）Due to the flaw of the project, delivery to the client had often been delayed. However, the
delivery deadline of the deliverables was at the beginning of April. On the other hand, the man-hour of
the system engineers from the partner company was overflowing due to trouble resolution and Q&A
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correspondence. Moreover, due to the flaw of the project, new tasks were accumulating, which led to the
lack of Key Men who are able to design with good knowledge of specifications. As a result, it was
impossible to implement the project with the staff plan. Thus, the staff plan collapsed.
2.3 Quality plan collapse
The course of the quality plan collapse is as follows:
1）The implementation test was done, but it did not encompass all the real jobs, i.e., it was done by
sampling the weekly, monthly, and annual jobs on the ordinary online.
2）The test was coding by using the Inspect Instructions of PC Cobol. Four to five hours after the
real online started working, the middleware caused Abend. Abend Dump was obtained, and Dump was
analyzed to identify the cause. Then, it turned out that the cause of Abend was the Instruction Inspect of
PC Cobol, thus the patch was made. In this case, if the implementation test encompassed all the real jobs,
this Abend could be evaded. Then, recovery measure was taken by re-coding with PC Cobol without
using Inspect. Finally, operation check and operation test were conducted. As a result, medical
accounting jobs recovered, but it took long to recover, and the work stopped. Thus, the original quality
was not obtained, and the quality plan resulted in collapse.
2.4 Delivery plan collapse
The course of the delivery plan collapse is as follows:
1）The in-house design document was handed to the client, who orally accepted the design.
However, no documented inspection acceptance was obtained from the client.
2）Bugs in the generated file were detected by the system test.
3）In order to correct the bugs, modification program had to be generated. As a result, incremental
man-hour is required.
4） The negotiation with the client for increment of staff broke down.
5）Despite the necessity of incremental man-hour, it was not possible to increase staff members. As
a result of the work done by current staff members, the delivery due was not observed. Thus, the
delivery plan collapsed.

3 Application of PRA to Project Management
In applying PRA to project management (PM), firstly, it is necessary to define the accident and
clarify the initiating event for the occurrence of the accident. Here, the initiating event is the factor that
triggers the accident. Then, the accident scenario is enumerated with event trees. Finally, event
probability of each scenario is calculated.
3.1 The merits of the application of PRA to PM
The conceivable merits of the application of PRA to PM are as follows:
1）Accident scenarios can be enumerated with event trees.
2）The risk can be assessed by both the combination of the event probability of the scenario and the
degree of influence.
3） The risks can be assessed for each scenario.
3.2 Problems of uncertainty
In the previous section, the scenarios of collapse of cost plan, quality plan, staff plan, and delivery
plan were enumerated. Also, the scenarios with high event probability to fail were able to be extracted.
However, these event probabilities of the main collapse are only qualitatively presumed, i.e., they have
uncertainty. Therefore, this paper attempts to examine the uncertainty of the accident scenarios of the
collapse of cost plan, quality plan, staff plan, and delivery plan.

4 An Example of the Application of PRA to PM
In this paper, PRA is regarded as an approach to risk management, a knowledge area of PMBOK,
and the focus hereafter is on cost plan collapse. In this case, from the event trees, 10 scenarios can be
identified as is shown in Figure 1. In discussing the application of PRA to PM, the case that enough cost
could not be obtained and thereby the cost plan collapsed is taken as an example. The merit of the
application of PRA is that it enables to draw up the scenarios that lead to the accident. The definition of
the accident is “the collapse of the cost plan,” and that of the initiating event is “what causes the collapse
of the cost plan.”
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ET_Cost Plan Collapse

5 Scenarios of the Cost Plan Collapse
The course of the cost plan collapse is stated in 2.1, 1) to 5).
In discussing the application of PRA, let us take the case that enough cost could not be obtained
and thereby the cost plan collapsed. By illustrating the course of cost plan collapse with event trees, 10
scenarios can be identified from the event trees in Figure 1. The probability that the in-house design is
delivered to the client, and the documented inspection acceptance is obtained from the client is supposed
0.05 (P1). The probability that the bugs in the generated file are not detected is supposed 0.12 (P2, P7).
The probability that no correction program, incremental man-hour, or incremental cost is necessary is
supposed 0.1 (P3, P8). The probability that the negotiation with the client concerning incremental fee,
extending delivery due, and incremental staff does not break down is supposed 0.1 (P5, P10). Finally,
the probability that the contingency budget is not secured is supposed 0.05 (P6, P11).
Scenario 1
The in-house design was delivered to the client, who agreed with it, but the inspection acceptance
document was not received from the client. In the system test, bugs of the generated file were detected.
Increment of correction program, incremental man-hour, and incremental cost were necessary to
complete the project. However, the negotiation with the client with regard to incremental fee, extending
delivery due, and incremental staff broke down. The contingency budget is not secured.
Scenario 2
The in-house design was delivered to the client, who agreed with it, but the inspection acceptance
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document was not received from the client. In the system test, bugs of the generated file were detected.
Increment of correction program, incremental man-hour, and incremental cost were necessary to
complete the project. The negotiation with the client with regard to incremental fee, extending delivery
due, and incremental staff broke down. However, the contingency budget is secured.
Scenario 3
The in-house design was delivered to the client, who agreed with it, but the inspection acceptance
document was not received from the client. In the system test, bugs of the generated file were detected.
Increment of correction program, incremental man-hour, and incremental cost were necessary to
complete the project. However, the negotiation with the client with regard to incremental fee, extending
delivery due, and incremental staff did not break down.
Scenario 4
The in-house design was delivered to the client, who agreed with it, but the inspection acceptance
document was not received from the client. In the system test, bugs of the generated file were detected.
However, increment of correction program, incremental man-hour, and incremental cost were not
necessary to complete the project.
Scenario 5
The in-house design was delivered to the client, who agreed with it, but the inspection acceptance
document was not received from the client. In the system test, bugs of the generated file were not
detected.
Scenario 6
The in-house design was delivered to the client, who agreed with it, and the inspection acceptance
document was received from the client. In the system test, bugs of the generated file were detected.
Increment of correction program, incremental man-hour, and incremental cost were necessary to
complete the project. The negotiation with the client with regard to incremental fee, extending delivery
due, and incremental staff broke down. Moreover, the contingency budget is not secured.
Scenario 7
The in-house design was delivered to the client, who agreed with it, and the inspection acceptance
document was received from the client. In the system test, bugs of the generated file were detected.
Increment of correction program, incremental man-hour, and incremental cost were necessary to
complete the project. The negotiation with the client with regard to incremental fee, extending delivery
due, and incremental staff broke down. However, the contingency budget is secured.
Scenario 8
The in-house design was delivered to the client, who agreed with it, and the inspection acceptance
document was received from the client. In the system test, bugs of the generated file were detected.
Increment of correction program, incremental man-hour, and incremental cost were necessary to
complete the project. However, the negotiation with the client with regard to incremental fee, extending
delivery due, and incremental staff did not break down.
Scenario 9
The in-house design was delivered to the client, who agreed with it, and the inspection acceptance
document was received from the client. In the system test, bugs of the generated file were detected.
However, increment of correction program, incremental man-hour, and incremental cost were not
necessary.
Scenario 10
The in-house design was delivered to the client, who agreed with it, and the inspection acceptance
document was received from the client. In the system test, no bugs of the generated file were detected.
Now, focusing on Scenario 1, whose appearance probability would be the highest due to the fail, let us
generate normal random numbers of the appearance probabilities of plan collapse condition 1, 3, 4, and
5 in Section 2.1 of this paper, on the condition that the probabilities take normal distribution. As for
condition 1, normal random number is generated with 0.95 averages and 0.01 SD. As for condition 3, 4,
5, normal random numbers are generated with averages of 0.9, 0.9, and 0.85 and with SD of 0.02, 0.02,
and o.1 respectively. As for condition 2, adopting the detection model based on Heinrich's law, detection
rate of 0.88 under the static condition is applied.
The occurrence probability of Scenario 1 is given by the equation (I) blow.
(Scenario 1 occurrence probability) = ( condition 1 occurrence probability) X ( condition 2
occurrence probability) X ( condition 3 occurrence probability) X ( condition 4 occurrence probability)
X ( condition 5 occurrence probability)
(I)
In order to obtain the occurrence probability of Scenario 1, the simulation to generate normal
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random numbers was repeated 1,000 times.
As a result, the probability distribution histogram illustrated in Figure 2 was obtained, while the
qualitative estimate value of the occurrence probability of Scenario 1 is 0.575. The histogram in Figure
2 shows that the occurrence probability falls in the interval between 0.563 and 0.623 with high
frequency. Therefore, it can be considered that the qualitative estimate value of the occurrence
probability of Scenario 1 is within the valid interval. As for the probability that this occurrence
probability is below 0.573, the result of the calculation of cumulative of this histogram from 0 to 0.573
is 0.443. This means that the occurrence probability that the qualitative estimate value is below 0.575 is
around 0.443.
Next, in the simulation that the occurrence probability of condition 1 is 0.8 and the occurrence
probabilities of condition 2, 3, 4, and 5 are the same as those in Figure 2, probability distribution
histogram illustrated in Figure 3 was obtained. Although the qualitative estimate value is 0.485, the
results of the simulation fall in the interval between 0.444 and 0.484 with high frequency. Thus, it can be
considered that the qualitative estimate value tend to be rather over estimate.
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Figure 2 Occurrence Probabilities Distribution of Scenario1(case1)
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Figure 3 Occurrence Probabilities Distribution of Scenario1(case2)

5.1 The detection model
So far, detection models focusing on human kinetic and static states have been developed and
improved [2]. As a result, around 88% detection rate has been obtained for static state, while around
50% detection rate for simple kinetic state [2]. In this paper, the 0.88 detection rate for static state is
applied to the detection of the bugs in the file generated for the system test.
5.2 Application to cost plan making
The resulted figures of this simulation can be used in the calculation of contingency reserve.
In coping with the penalty article in the contract on a success-fee basis, it is possible to calculate
the contingency reserve by using the resulted figures of this simulation. Contingency reserve is given by
the equation below:
(Contingency reserve) = (cost for the threat risk) X (occurrence probability of the risk)
When the contingency budget for the occurrence of Scenario 1 is 5 million yen, in the case 1 in
Figure 2, the contingency reserve is indicated as follows:
5,000,000 X 0.563 ≦ contingency reserve≦ 5,000,000 X 0.623
2,815,000 ≦ contingency reserve≦ 3,115,000
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That is to say, the contingency reserve would be between \2,815,000 and \3,115,000. With the
qualitative estimate value 0.575, contingency reserve is calculated only uniquely as 5,000,000 X 0.575 =
2,875,000 (yen). However, with the use of the simulation, the contingency reserve can be obtained more
specifically, i.e., between \2,815,000 and \3,115,000.

6 Conclusions
As a result of this study, by employing event trees, the scenario with high occurrence probabilities
of main failure in the case of cost plan collapse was able to be extracted. By generating normal random
numbers against cost plan collapse conditions 1, 3, 4, and 5 (Section 2.1) of this scenario, and by
applying the detection rate under the static condition in Heinrich's law (0.88) to condition 2,
histograms of probability distribution were obtained. Furthermore, the occurrence probability of the
scenario, which had been qualitatively and uniquely estimated, was able to be analyzed and assessed
multilaterally because the frequency of occurrence probability of each condition was obtained by the
simulation. In addition, calculation of contingency reserve was able to be available.
On the other hand, project management is the field where experience is respected, and thus
computer support is difficult. By accumulating the achievement experience of the veteran PM, the
tendency of each industry application can be grasped, which could be a strong support to future PM
work. Therefore, it is our future subject to promote improvement in the efficiency and quality of project
management work.
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Abstract: Risk events that begin with a series of risks of small-scale damage but lead to ones of
large-scale damage are of great concern. Risk chains are generally not recognized to be a cause of such
risk events, which can lead to improper decision making concerning initial responses. Focusing on the
process of risk chains has been described as an effective method of risk chain management. From that
viewpoint, performing a visualization of risks and their linked relationships should prove effective for
managing risk chains. Visualization of risk chains is made possible by introducing two new steps into
the traditional process of risk mapping: “Identification of risk chains” and “Visualization of risk chains.”
This makes it possible to recognize risk chains from the risk map, and should allow management to take
risk chains into consideration.
Key words: Risk chain; Risk map; Enterprise risk management; Internal control

1 Introduction
Risk events that begin with a series of risks of small-scale damage but lead to ones of large-scale
damage are of great concern. Accompanying increased diversification and speed of communication
methods, we have seen an increasing number of cases where incidents of little risk to the enterprise were
communicated to the public and, in a short span of time, resulted in enormous damage to the company.
Risk chains are generally not recognized to be a cause of such risk events, which can lead to improper
decision making concerning initial responses. In a typical risk assessment, risk is determined through
identifying assets and then by analyzing the threats to and vulnerabilities of each asset. Between risks,
however, there exists a chained risk relationship by which the exposure of one can lead to the exposure
of the other. Furthermore, there are risk chain situations in which intermediate events occurring on the
path to risk exposure can branch into new risks. When risk exposure is chained, there is the potential for
enormous damage to the organization. Therefore, in order to appropriately control risk, it is necessary to
analyze relationships within risk chains. However, no mechanism for systematically analyzing the
complex relationships within such chains has been established. Focusing on the process of risk chains
has been described as an effective method of risk chain management. From that viewpoint, performing a
visualization of risks and their linked relationships should prove effective for managing risk chains.
We therefore consider the creation of a risk map that takes into account links between risks to be
effective, and to that end propose a process for creating such risk maps. We also propose a method of
application for the process, and will perform research with the goal of making possible risk management
that takes risk chains into account. It is assumed that the definition of risk chains with this paper is a risk
triggered by the other risk.
Visualization of risk chains is made possible by introducing two new steps into the traditional
process of risk mapping: “Identification of risk chains” and “Visualization of risk chains.” This makes it
possible to recognize risk chains from the risk map, and should allow management to take risk chains
into consideration.

2 Problem of Risk Chain
A risk chain is represented by a model such as that shown in Figure 1. The following is a
description of the elements found within Figure 1:
(1) Culminating event
An event that is directly triggered by a single or multiple other events as part of a series of events
within the risk model
(2) Fundamental causes of risk occurrence
For a given culminating event, a minimum unit of cause of the culminating event, as identified
through expansion and stratification using tree analysis of the failure
(3) Intermediate event
During the process of expansion of the culminating event failure using tree analysis, an event
occurring in the interim of culminating events and fundamental causes of risk occurrence
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(4) Occurring risk event
An event having the potential for occurring in a chain from the culminating event, and one that will
lead to actual damage
(5) Environment
Every event contains within itself events that may or may not occur as a result of the external
environment[4].

Figure 1

Model of Risk Chains

The most important element of business administration is the appropriate handling of risk. Failure
to do so presents the danger of bringing destruction even to an otherwise sound organization. The recent
wave of globalization has led to increased rates of change, and as is well known we are now in an
environment of increasingly diverse risk.
Specific examples of such risks include terrorism, lawsuits, environmental problems, pandemics,
and natural disasters, and in order to handle problems related to regulatory issues that affect global
business expansion, the company must also improve its ability to continue doing business even when
confronted with such dangers. This requires a focus not only on crisis support for single incidents, but
also on the effective implementation of enterprise risk management, the determination of priorities,
expansion of operations, staff assignments, and pursuit of efficiency.
It is entirely possible for individual risks to chain, have mutual interactions with other risks that
extend beyond national or regional boundaries, and result in damage far in excess of what could have
been imagined from a single risk event. Risk scenarios whose danger extends worldwide may begin with
a single risk that triggers the occurrence of other risks that form a chain, and the result may be a “perfect
storm” of damage. Individual risks can interact with each other, and thus expand. The enterprise must
handle such risks immediately, and there is no room for delay[5].
When there is an occurrence of danger, there is also a significant danger of not only direct damage,
but also secondary damage that occurs as an aftereffect. When dealing with such dangers, even if
emergency procedures are put into place to handle the direct damage, after such dangers have been
eliminated there remains a need to pay attention to secondary damage and, expanding even further,
secondary effects. Analysis must be performed on them, and when necessary other procedures must be
put into place in order to lessen the magnitude of such damage and effects[6].
In a typical risk assessment, risk is determined through identifying assets and then by analyzing the
threats to and vulnerabilities of each asset. Between risks, however, there exists a chained risk
relationship by which the exposure of one can lead to the exposure of the other. Furthermore, there are
risk chain situations in which intermediate events occurring on the path to risk exposure can branch into
new risks. When risk exposure is chained, there is a potential for very large damage to the organization.
Therefore, in order to control risk appropriately, it is necessary to analyze relationships within risk
chains. However, no mechanism for systematically analyzing the complex relationships within risk
chains has been established[7].
Because it is necessary for the organization to take effective control of risk handling, it will make
efforts to use a single control to handle multiple risks, strive for facilitation between controls, and
minimize control costs. In other words, when using risk management to handle risk chains, it is
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desirable to, in turn, create control chains and thereby perform an integrated management of risk.
In cases where there are multiple measures that can be taken with regards to a single event, it is
necessary to consider their relationship. There are three relationships that exist between risk measures:
Disjointedness, priority, and integration[8].
(1) Disjointedness
A disjoint relationship between measures is one in which one measure cannot be put into place
simultaneously with another
(2) Priority
A priority relationship between measures is one in which one measure must be put into place before
the other
(3) Integration
An integrated relationship between measures is one in which one measure must be put into place
simultaneously with another
Such characteristics of risk chains have been identified, and there exists a need for risk
management methods that take these into account.

3 Visualization of Risk

Figure 2

Risk Map

Current methods of risk recognition often involve the creation of a risk map like that shown in
Figure 2 as a means to visualize risk and aid its recognition among all of the concerned parties. Risk
maps are graphs that plot extracted results along their X and Y axes according to factors such as urgency,
probability, scope of damage, cost of response measures, and period of response measures. They are
tools used primarily in the acknowledgement of whether or not a given risk is to be made a subject of
risk management, and after such acknowledgement, as a method for determining the manner in which
risks will be handled, particularly when determining priority rankings[9].
However, existing risk maps do not take into consideration relationships between risks, meaning
that for some degrees of risk recognition, the recognition of related risks can become underemphasized,
potentially leading to errors in initial risk handling and therefore to chained risks. As a result, risks can
increase in scale to become serious ones that the organization cannot manage, thereby causing severe
damage. It is therefore important to recognize the path by which small-scale risks develop into large
ones.

4 Creating Risk Maps in Consideration of Risk Chains
The following is an outline of a process for creating risk maps that take risk chains into
consideration:
(1) Risk identification
(2) Risk calculation
(3) Risk chain identification
(4) Risk plotting
(5) Risk chain visualization
Two methods are used for risk identification: the survey method and the focus group method. The
survey method uses a questionnaire. Such questionnaires are frequently created in a form unique to their
purpose, and there are no specific definitions as to what form the items should take. For the purposes of
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creating risk maps that take risk chains into consideration, we require the inclusion of two question
items: 1) Risk event: Please describe the projected event and its worst case results, and 2) Damage and
effects: Please provide a description of effected company divisions, functioning, and scope, and any past
occurrence data. This, we believe, allows for efficient identification of risk chains.
Risk chain identification is a step in which the existence of links between risks is identified and
evaluated. An investigation of risk chains is performed in consideration of past data, and identification
performed after consideration of discussions with key personnel. Such discussions are performed as a
brainstorming session, which we believe allows for improved identification results. Specific events that
lead to the occurrence of identified chains are also discovered. Ranking of the probability of occurrence
of identified risk chains is also performed. When ranking the probability of occurrence, a table of
standards is created to allow determination of risk likelihood, and rankings made using that table as a
basis. Use of decision tree is considered to be valid when the risk chain assessment. To assessment
if the risk chain and if the no risk chain.(Figure 3)
Upon considering the risk chain, there is a need to create a risk chain list. Common risk list is
comprised of the following items.(Figure 4)
a. Scale of damage: When the scale of the risk occurs
b. Frequency of occurrence: Probability of risk occurring
c. Prevention: Prevention of risk
d. Anti-occurrence: measures of risk occurs
e. Trigger: Phase to determine the risk

Figure 3

Decision Tree for Risk Chain

Figure 4

Risk Chain List

In addition to commonly used items of the list of such risks, information needs to be mentioned in
the risk chain.
f. Risks associated with the chain: the chain risks that could occur when the risk
g. Chain Risk probability: the probability of occurrence of the risk chain
h. Chain scale of damage: when the impact of the risk chain
By creating a risk chain provided a list of these items can help to create a risk map considering the
risk chain. In addition, by creating a list risk chain, chain case and the risk accumulates, can be helpful
in making similar such projects.
When creating risk plots, item types (e.g., accident and disaster risks, office work risks) are
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categorized by color. Risk chains will not necessarily occur between risks within the same category, and
have been confirmed as chaining over a wide array of risk types. It is therefore considered most
effective not to create individual risk maps according to category, but rather to plot all risks on the same
map.
In the risk chain visualization step, chaining vectors are used to visualize chaining relationships
between risks. When creating visualizations, those factors identified during the risk chain identification
step as causing risk chains are each indicated by a color-coded vector. Standards for color coding are
listed in a separately developed table, and vectors should be colored accordingly. The style of the drawn
vector should also differ according to the rank of chaining likelihood. Therefore, prior to drawing them,
it is necessary to rank the probability of chaining occurrence, and to create the standards table that will
determine the symbols used on the risk map.
By following the creation and construction methods described above, a risk map that takes risk
chains into consideration can be created. An example is shown in Figure 5.
When implementing the use of risk maps, it is also necessary to update them at regular intervals.
The probability of risk chain occurrence will change along with its encompassing environment. Thus, it
is necessary to perform updates with information related to such environmental changes in mind.

5 Implementing Risk Maps with Risk Chains

Figure 5 Risk Map that Takes Risk Chains into Consideration

As compared to traditional risk maps that treat risks as isolated events, the use of risk maps that
take risk chains into consideration aids better judgment in decision making. Taking as an example risks
A and C in Figure 5, we can see that while they both represent similar levels of potential damage, risk C
is much more likely to occur than A, and so one might assume that C should be assigned a higher
priority. Traditional risk maps would lead to such decision making. However, visualizing risk chains
may lead to different decisions. We can see that risk A has a strong chaining relationship with risk B,
and that risk B has a higher scale of damage than does risk C. Placing priority on risk C as per
traditional methods of risk management, however, may lead to the occurrence of the chain between risks
A and B, leading in turn to a higher scale of damage should such an even occur. With risk chains
visualized, it becomes possible to assign higher priority to the risk A-B chain than to risk C, and so risk
A may be prioritized. In such a manner, it becomes possible to perform decision making that takes into
consideration the entirety of risks, not just risks as isolated events.
Because the causes of risk chains are also visualized, it becomes possible to focus on risk causes,
and so create risk management plans. Figure 5 indicates eight risk chains. Of those chains, four are
color-coded red, making it the predominant color. Assuming, for example, that red indicates a human
cause for the risk chain, then the overall probability of risk chain occurrence could perhaps be lowered
through employee education and training.
In this paper, we have proposed a method for the creation and implementation of risk maps that
take risk chains into consideration so that such considerations can be made part of risk management.
Visualizing chain relationships between risks on such maps allows for visual comprehension of risk
chain relationships. We have also proposed a method for implementation that takes advantage of the
features of such visualized chains, allowing management that takes such chains into consideration. We
believe that the proposed method will allow for the implementation of more precise risk management as
compared to traditional methods.
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6 Conclusions
In this paper, in order to allow for the visualization of risk chains, we have introduced two new
steps into the traditional risk map creation process: “Identification of risk chains” and “Visualization of
risk chains.” This allows for risk chain visualization. We have also proposed a process for the creation of
risk maps that take risk chains into consideration, and proposed a method for their implementation. Thus,
risk management that takes such chains into consideration is made possible.
We suggest the following future directions for related research:
(1) Detection of risk chains through risk factor analysis
The existence of risk factors can be given as one cause of risk occurrence. We can also assume a
relationship between risk factors and risk chains. By clarifying the relationship between risk factors and
risk chains, the identification of risk chains in consideration of related risk factors would be made
possible, allowing for higher precision identification than is possible with the method proposed here.
(2) Development of quantitative evaluation formulas that consider risk chains
It is considered effective to use quantitative scales of risk as part of the information required to
apply priority ranks to risk. The development of quantitative evaluation formulas that take risk chains
into consideration would lead to further precision in the assignment of priority rankings.
(3) Systemization of creation and implementation
Because we have added two steps to the traditional risk map creation process, the time required to
perform such creation will likely be increased. We furthermore predict that risk chain relationships will
be made more complex, and therefore in order to recognize required information, it is necessary to
stratify risk chains and sort the obtained information. Systemization of the creation and implementation
process would be an effective means of performing such activities more easily.
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Study on Influence on Internal Control Quality by Corporate
Governance Structure of Listed Companies in China
Guo Chunfei, Hong Hong
Management school, Whuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, R.P. China, 430070
Abstract: This article studies the influence on the internal control quality exerted by the governance
structure of listed companies through the theory and empirical research method. The research object is
from Shanghai 200 listed companies in 2010. The empirical results show that equity structure,
ownership concentration, the proportion of the independent directors, the meetings of the board of
supervisors times and annual salary and general manager of executives shares has a significant effect on
internal control quality. While the two level-one and the size of the board of supervisors have
insignificant effect on the internal control quality.
Keywords: Listed companies; Internal control quality; Corporate governance structure; The empirical
analysis

1 Introduction
Corporate governance and internal control are the core of modern corporate governance, protecting
the owners, shareholders and other stakeholders. Over the past 10 years, corporate governance and
internal control have become a hot issue of global concern. From the Zheng Baiwen Case, Yin Guangxia,
Lan Tian a few years ago to Zhong Hangyou Case, Chang Hong Case in Si Chuan Province in recent
years, it shows internal control of prominent problem is due to company management structure defects
in the internal control failure. Therefore, it is of great significance to study its impact on the internal
control quality from the perspective of corporate governance structure.

2 Literature Review
In the aspect of the theories on internal control and governance structure, Foreign studies have been
a great achievement long before. There are Card Burleigh report, Hamm Pell report, Turnbull report,
"Internal Control - Integrated Framework", "Sarbanes-Oxley Act," and "Enterprise Risk Management Integrated Framework." In China internal control research had focused on accounting and audit areas for
a long time. Later, inspired by Western research, it turned to corporate governance as the starting point
of the internal control research. Empirical study abroad is also very deep. Eng and Mak (2003) have
made 158 listed companies in Singapore for the study sample and found that different people hold
different relationship with the quality of internal control through empirical studies. Deumes and Knechel
(2008) have taken the data of the listed companies in Dutch securities market from 1997 to 1999, and
have found that the proportion of managerial ownership was negatively correlated with the quality of
internal control. Recently, there are many people committed to empirical research in China. Li Yuxiang
used 117 listed companies of 2002 as a sample to study the relationship between owners and internal
control. Linzhong Jiang et al (2009) starting from the executive compensation hypothesis, showed that
the proportion of senior management ownership is associated with the internal control quality.

3 Research Design
3.1 Research hypotheses
（1）Owner characteristics
Owner is the supreme organ of authority of the corporate governance structure, having significant
impact on internal control quality. Most of China's listed companies are reformed from
state-owned enterprises and have a larger proportion of state-owned share. The state-owned itself has the
property right defect-the owner absence and worsens the insider control, leading to the controlling
shareholders of the manipulation of the problem. There are still two of post-one situation in
China, which makes the right of general manager expansion and managers replace the core of the board
of directors, reducing the board's oversight function. This article puts forward the assumptions:
Hypothesis1: State and internal control quality are negatively correlated.
Hypothesis2: Share ratio of the largest shareholder and internal control quality are negatively
correlated.
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Hypothesis3: Two of post-one situation and internal control quality are negatively correlated.
（2）The board of directors characteristics
The board of directors is in the leading position in company management structure, and is the key
factor effecting internal control. "Basic Standards" Article XII shows "the board is responsible for the
establishment and effective implementation of internal control." Board of directors plays a dominant
role in the internal control system, Therefore, the size of the board of directors, independent directors
and board meetings will have an impact on internal controls. This article puts forward the assumptions:
Hypothesis4: The size of the board and internal control quality are positively correlated.
Hypothesis5: Meetings The board of directors and the internal control effect are positively
correlated.
Hypothesis6: That the proportion of independent directors and internal control quality are
positively correlated.
（3）The board of supervisors characteristics
The board of supervisors characteristics is equal to the board of directors characteristics, and it is
responsible for the owner. "Corporate Governance Guidelines" Article 54 clearly stipulates that it is the
core to supervise the finance, and at the same time it is responsible for overseeing the directors,
managers and other senior management personnel. To ensure effective supervision, supervisors must
have a certain scale and positive level of activity, so that it can create a good internal control
environment for the establishment and implementation of internal control. This article puts forward the
assumptions:
Hypothesis7: The scale of board of supervisors and internal control quality are positively
correlated.
Hypothesis8: The meetings of the board of supervisors and internal control quality are positively
correlated.
（4）Managers characteristics
Managers is the the executive branch of governance structure and the entrusted party, having
important influence on internal control. In the principal-agent theory, the core issue of the agency
problem is how to stimulate the willingness of trustees to achieve the client's maximum benefit.
Shareholders and managers goals are inconsistent. Shareholders want to maximize the value of
their equity holdings, while the manager wants to maximize their own utility. This article puts forward
the assumptions:
Hypothesis9: The highest amount that the three senior executives total remuneration and
internal control quality are positively correlated.
Hypothesis10: General manager shareholding and internal control quality are positively
correlated.
3.2 Sample selection and data sources
In this paper, the Shanghai A-share listed companies are as samples. It represents good, bad and
category of company Shanghai, which is SSE Corporate Governance Sector, ST-share companies and
normal A-share companies. I select 200 of 2010 Shanghai A-share listed companies as sample according
to the proportion. All date is from Shanghai Stock Exchange (www.sse.com.cn) and Genius Financial
Services Platform.
3.3 Variable selection
（1）Explained variables
This paper selects the internal quality control (E) to be explained variables, E = 1 says good, E = 0
said the poor quality. In recent years, many scholars said, internal control evaluation goal is to evaluate
the internal control quality. It is good or bad depending on whether the goal of internal control comes
true. Thus it establishes indicators to measure the internal control quality according to the internal
control objective in China's "basic specifications". The goal is to ensure legal compliance management,
real financial report and efficient business. When all three goals are achieved, internal control will be
defined as well.
（2）Explanatory variables
In this paper, I set ten explanatory variables (Table 1) from the owner, board of directors, board of
supervisors and managers in four areas.
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Table 1

Description of Explanatory Variables
Symbols Expected
Variable Definition
Signs
The largest shareholders for
State-owned shares
X1
state-owned=0, non-state-owned=1

Name

Owner

Board of Directors

Board of
Supervisors

Managers

Ownership
concentration
Two level-one

X2

-

X3

-

Board size

X4

+

Board Meetings

X5

+

X6

+

X7

+

X8

+

X9

+

X10

+

Proportion of
independent directors
Board of
Supervisors scale
Board of
Supervisors meetings
The top three
executives total wage
General
Manager holding

The proportion of the largest
shareholder;
Two
level-one=0,
two
jobs
separate=1;
The total number of the board of
directors;
The number of board meetings held
this year;
The
number
of independent
directors / board size
The total number of Board of
Supervisors;
Board of supervisors meetings held
this year;
An annual salary of measurement
General Manager stake.

（3）Control variables
I select the size of the company in this paper as a control variable to avoid multicollinearity,
which is measured by asset size (L).
3.4 Modelling
In this paper, I select the following multivariate linear regression model based on the
relationship between variables:
E=b0+b1*X1+b2*X2+b3*X3+b4*X4+b5*X5+b6*X6+b7*X7+b8*X8+b9*X9+b10* X10+ b11*L+e
(1)

4 The Process and Results of Empirical Analysis
4.1 Descriptive statistics
Descriptive statistics (Table 2) shows that State-owned shares holding is more common among
listed companies in China and there is less two jobs-one. The times of some listed company's board and
the supervisory board are less. They need to strengthen the information sharing and supervision. Salary
gap between executives is significant and most companies do not enforce the share incentive system for
the general manager.
Table 2
Variables
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
L

N
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

Min
0
0.0785
0
5
3
0.25
3
2
54300
0
17.76

Descriptive Statistics
Max
Mean
1
0.37
0.862
0.377
1
0.87
17
9.63
38
8.76
0.67
0.3631
9
4.25
10
4.81
8948600
1484036.44
0.2302
0.00255
28.14
22.0732

Standard Deviation
0.484
0.1682
0.332
2.048
4.438
0.0595
1.441
1.417
1224126.203
0.01856
1.62199

4.2 Correlation analysis
Correlation analysis (Table 3) shows that the correlation coefficients between the explanatory
variables are less than 0.4, indicating a small degree of correlation.
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Table 3
Variables
Pearson
E

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

X8

X9

X10

L
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Correlation Analysis
Variables

E

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

X8

X9

X10

L

1

-.168*

.182**

.196**

0.012

0.069

0.079

-0.06

0.077

.233**

0.056

.333**

Sig (Bilateral)

0.017

0.01

0.005

0.871

0.333

0.267

0.398

0.279

0.001

0.435

0

N

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

1

-.268**

-.180*

-0.074

0.117

0.032

-0.126

0.076

-0.088

.178*

-.260**

0

0.011

0.297

0.098

0.651

0.075

0.282

0.217

0.012

0

Pearson

-.168*

Sig (Bilateral)

0.017

N

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

1

.187**

-0.002

0.017

-0.015

-0.042

0.025

0.054

-.153*

.340**

0.008

0.982

0.811

0.83

0.559

0.728

0.449

0.031

0

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

Pearson

.182**

-.268**

Sig (Bilateral)

0.01

0

N

200

200

200

200

200

1

0.028

0.126

-0.024

-0.029

0.066

-0.013

0.696

0.076

0.737

0.684

0.357

0.858

0.001

Pearson

.196**

-.180*

.187**

Sig (Bilateral)

0.005

0.011

0.008

-.227** .221**

N

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

Pearson

0.012

-0.074

-0.002

0.028

1

0.073

-0.104

.409**

.185**

.193**

0.105

.217**

Sig (Bilateral)

0.871

0.297

0.982

0.696

0.305

0.144

0

0.009

0.006

0.14

0.002

N

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

Pearson

0.069

0.117

0.017

0.126

0.073

1

0.072

-0.034

.484**

.300**

-0.036

.207**

Sig (Bilateral)

0.333

0.098

0.811

0.076

0.305

0.309

0.637

0

0

0.61

0.003

N

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

Pearson

0.079

0.032

-0.015

-0.024

-0.104

0.072

1

-0.05

0.076

0.06

0.118

-0.099

Sig (Bilateral)

0.267

0.651

0.83

0.737

0.144

0.309

0.478

0.284

0.401

0.097

0.162

N

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

Pearson

-0.06

-0.126

-0.042

-0.029

.409**

-0.034

-0.05

1

0.061

0.121

0.013

.151*

Sig (Bilateral)

0.398

0.075

0.559

0.684

0

0.637

0.478

0.392

0.089

0.851

0.033

N

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

Pearson

0.077

0.076

0.025

0.066

.185**

.484**

0.076

0.061

1

0.103

-0.022

0.128

Sig (Bilateral)

0.279

0.282

0.728

0.357

0.009

0

0.284

0.392

0.148

0.76

0.071

N

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

Pearson

.233**

-0.088

0.054

-0.013

.193**

.300**

0.06

0.121

0.103

1

-0.038

.402**

Sig (Bilateral)

0.001

0.217

0.449

0.858

0.006

0

0.401

0.089

0.148

0.597

0

N

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

1

-0.048

0.002

Pearson

0.056

.178*

-.153*

-.227**

0.105

-0.036

0.118

0.013

-0.022

-0.038

Sig (Bilateral)

0.435

0.012

0.031

0.001

0.14

0.61

0.097

0.851

0.76

0.597

N

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

Pearson

.333**

-.260**

.340**

.221**

.217**

.207**

-0.099

.151*

0.128

.402**

-0.048

1

Sig (Bilateral)

0

0

0

0.002

0.002

0.003

0.162

0.033

0.071

0

0.503

N

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

200

0.503

200

*. At the 0.05 level (on both sides) is significant correlation.
**.At the 0.01 level (on both sides) is significant correlation.

4.3 Regression analysis
Regression results (Table 4) show:
(1) On the side of characteristics of the owner, ownership structure is significantly negatively
correlated to internal control quality, which tests the hypothesis 1. So the ownership structure has a
reverse effect on the internal control quality, and the owner is state-owned legal person or country which
makes "the owner of absence" phenomenon more significant, reducing the effectiveness of internal
control. Ownership concentration and quality of internal controls are significantly negatively correlated,
which tests the hypothesis 2. This indicates that there exist controlling shareholders in China’s listed
companies, and it may be against the interests of other shareholders to achieve their personal interests,
thereby the quality of internal controls is poor. Two level-one and quality of internal controls are
non-significantly negative correlated, so that hypothesis 3 can not be fully verified. This may be because
the two jobs-one is a process, so the significant role is delayed.
(2) On the side of characteristics of the board of directors, the board size and internal control
quality are non-significant negative correlated, which can’t test hypotheses 4. This may be because the
majority of the directors are served as the company's internal persons and external independent directors
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not only are less but also lack of independence or they do not play a role. The times of board meeting
and internal control quality are non-significant negative correlated, which can not verify the hypothesis
5.Generally, people have a meeting because of problem, so the increasing meeting shows there are much
internal control problems or the impact on internal control quality has latency. That proportion of
independent directors and the quality of internal controls are significant positive correlated tests
hypotheses 6. This shows that our system of independent directors of listed companies has a good effect
on the internal control quality.
(3) On the side of characteristics of the board of supervisors, the size of the board of supervisors
and internal control quality are non-significant positive correlated which can not verify the hypothesis 7.
This may be because the board of supervisors is affected by the controlling shareholders, which makes
its oversight function not fully develop. Times of board of Supervisors meetings and the quality of
internal controls are significant positive correlated, which tests the hypothesis 8. This shows that the
board of supervisors is actively exercise oversight functions, which protects the internal controls quality
in large part.
(4) On the side of characteristics of managers, the total annual remuneration of the top three
executives and internal control quality are significantly positively correlated which tests the hypothesis
9. This shows annual salary system of China's listed companies has a big impact on internal control
quality, and can effectively solve the problem between owner and managers. General manager
shareholding and internal control quality are significantly positive correlation, and verifies the
hypothesis 10. This shows that equity incentives can avoid operator's short behavior, so as to improve
internal control quality.
Table 4
Variable
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
L
Constant

B
-.551
-1.935
-1.420
-.019
-.100
6.598
.211
.261
.0003
5787.877
.494
-13.438

Test of the Regression Results
S.E,
.523
1.758
.707
.150
.084
4.809
.192
.229
.0003
5855.153
.223
5.523

Wals
1.107
1.212
4.032
.016
1.422
1.882
1.215
1.296
6.306
.977
4.903
5.919

Sig.
.0293
.0271
.145
.899
.233
.0170
.270
.0955
.012
.0323
.027
.015

5 Conclusion
The results of empirical are consistent with the basic hypothesis, but there are some indicators
showing insignificant correlation, which shows corporate governance structure in China is still not
perfect. It can't effectively play monitoring function, making internal control quality is poor.
For empirical results, listed companies in China should actively promote the diversification of
ownership structure, strengthen board of directors, improve board of supervisors and incentive and
restraint mechanisms, which will improve the governance structure of listed companies in China,
improving the internal control quality.
Based on the theory research and empirical studies, regarding China's Shanghai 2010 200 listed
companies as the research object, it discusses the influence of governance structure of listed
companies on internal control quality comprehensively. However, there are still many deficiencies in
this paper, such as the sample size is not big enough, not taking into account regional and industry
factors, variables is not comprehensive enough and so on.
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Study on the Maturity of People Capability in Innovative Enterprises
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Management Department, Guangxi University of Technology, Liuzhou, P.R. China, 545006
(E-mail: yangdingquan@163.com, malu6655@163.com, xuxiwei66@126.com)
Abstract: The characteristics of innovative enterprises are high-growth and high-risk, enterprises in the
fast growing are easy to neglect human resource management focus and the potential risks. This paper
applied PCMM and AGBA evaluation model to evaluate maturity of people capability for innovative
enterprises, and an indicators system of innovative enterprise is built. It is proposed that innovative
companies can effectively overcome low maturity of people capability and innovation deficiency by
employing PCMM, it can also continuously improve management and innovation capability of
innovative enterprise.
Key words: Innovative enterprises; People capability; PCMM; AGBA evaluation model

1 Introduction
Innovation has proven to be a comprehensive national strength in the knowledge economy. Can a
country Maintain a competitive advantage in the fierce international competition in long-term
competitive advantage, fundamentally depends on its rate of technological progress and independent
innovation ability[1]. Chinese companies less efficient use of resources, it mainly shows high input, high
consumption, high pollution and low output of extensive economic characteristics. This predatory use of
resources, lead China's resources driving stress, part of the strategic resources have been drying up. Also
make China the world's richest countries, human resources facing a "labour shortage", China's
environment under enormous pressure this situation. Due to lack of innovation, China does not master
core technologies and intellectual property rights, the interests of Chinese enterprises in many
international games at a distinct disadvantage. In order to enhance the capability of independent
innovation and core competitiveness of China, China formally launched the innovative enterprise pilot
work in July 2006. Proposed to use 15 years or so that the 2020 contribution rate of China's scientific
and technological progress to be from 30% to 70%, Society R & D investment in GDP more than 20%
dependence on foreign technology from 54% to 30%. To July, 2009, China's Ministry of Science, the
SASAC, the ACFTU, etc., have released 356 innovative companies. Currently, the world recognized
innovation-oriented country, more than 20, including the United States, Britain, France, Germany, Japan,
Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Korea and Singapore. China needs to play to the strengths, the
implementation of innovation and development strategies, vigorously cultivate innovative talents.

2 Literature Review of Innovative Enterprise
The pioneer of innovation theory, Joseph Schumpeter believes that innovation is the combination of
raw materials and power production of other things, or the means of production of new combinations.
Lance Davis and Douglass North believe that institutional innovation is the innovator in order to obtain
additional income and additional to the existing system to change. Mansfield studied technology
innovation from diffusion and transfer of technology innovation and market structure and the
relationship between technological innovation. Freeman summarized 10 innovative characteristics of
successful enterprises. Zhang Ming proposed an innovative concept of corporate culture and the need
for institutional innovation. Treven S, Mulej M. believes that companies from the knowledge-based
enterprises to innovative enterprises to change, the need for human resources management system
control model. Chen Chun-ming, Jin Da-wei believe that innovative companies face in the process of
growing environmental risk, technology risk, market risk and management risk. Cai Qi-xiang, Zhang
Wei, Lu Xia studied evaluation criteria for innovative enterprises, innovative enterprises to determine
the meaning and purpose of the standard of innovative enterprises. Wang Wen-liang, Wang Dan-dan
from the identification of innovative pilot enterprises evaluation and performance evaluation of
innovative business growth perspective of two innovative companies to build up the evaluation index
system. Li Hao-tian, Zhou Yuan, Wang Wei-guang used of corporate life cycle theory, the growth of
* This paper is supported by Department of Education of Guangxi Zhuang Minority Autonomous
Region(201012MS121)
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innovative enterprises stages of analysis. Wang Ya-ping his dynamic model of innovation-oriented
enterprise the power mechanism, operating mechanism, binding mechanism were analyzed. He
Jian-hong, He Chang-zheng believe that the innovative capability of enterprises should evaluate
resources for innovation and investment, encourage innovation and culture, innovation and performance,
the ability of independent innovation, innovation activities of the organization and management of five
core indicators study. Xiang Gang, Chen Xiao-Li, Li Xing-kuan described the dynamic evaluation of
continuous innovation innovative companies in the importance of evaluation. How to deal with the
high-growth innovative companies, how to scientifically measure and continue to enhance the
innovative capacity of human resources business, how to more effectively attract, develop, organize,
motivate and retain innovative companies in human resources, how human resource management from
the perspective of continuous innovation won the company's core competitive advantage, etc. these
issues are in urgent need of innovative companies to strengthen the problem.

3 People Capability Maturity Model
3.1 The background of PCMM
People Capability Maturity Model (PCMM) is proposed in July 2001 by Carnegie Mellon
University Software Engineering Institute (SEI), it is based on HRM related processes to enhance the
domain consisting of a hierarchical system model, the organization of People management maturity
level, process domain, objectives and practice of organic blending together, so as to effectively attract,
develop, organize, motivate and retain human resources. PCMM, as a guide to improvement activities, is
to improve people capacity, product quality and shorten the production cycle. It has been applied to
many industries in the world and obtains huge success.
3.2 The structure of PCMM
HRM practices can be divided into several phases by PCMM, Other than the initial level, each
level can be described in a series of related practices. PCMM of five maturity levels, in addition to the
original level, the other four contains 3-7 process domain, domain defines a process maturity level must
be institutionalized capacity. When an enterprise to achieve these goals, it set up its People capabilities
affect the ability to process domain.
3.3 The function of PCMM
One of the greatest features of PCMM is that it can continue to improve the company's HRM
activities. The most influential of its function is to improve the IDEAL model, that the enterprise need to
improve human resource management activities are divided into beginning, the diagnosis, the
establishment, operation and learning of five stages, it is effective in improving organizational capacity
and agility of the ideal model. PCMM another important feature is its evaluation function, it can be a
rigorous, standardized approach to assessing the business stage of HRM, HRM practices of the
advantages and disadvantages, and HRM activities in the most need of improvement, so as to
continuously optimize the HRM.

4 People Capability Maturity Evaluation System Based on AGBA Evaluation
Model
4.1 The meaning of AGBA
AGBA based on BP neural network can integrate Analytical Hierarchy Process, Grey Relational
Analysis, Back Propagtion Artificial Neural Network and Accurate Evaluation with a whole. And can be
used. First, AHP can be constructed the evaluation index system which include ladder of the index
system, and can determine the index properties. Second, we can assigned to it by the Delphi method
based on fuzzy set theory, and then determine the fuzzy set of indicators of the degree of membership by
the gray relational analysis. For the accurate indicators, it can be made by the method of questionnaires,
interviews, data collection, precise operation and the dimensionless. Then we can get a reasonable set of
optimal weights by the using of fuzzy set theory and BP neural network. Finally, through the trained BP
neural network, the target about the capability maturity evaluation of company HR can be evaluated and
we can obtain an evaluation result. The five methods which integrate human resources constitute the
evaluation model of the People Capability Maturity AGBA.
4.2 The innovative enterprise people capability maturity evaluation index system
Innovative enterprise people capability maturity the establishment of the evaluation index system is
complicated system engineering. First of all, using AHP, decomposing complex problems for component
factors; then, according to dominating relations of these factors, form the orderly deferred class time
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structure, divided into target strata, rule layer and scheme layer. Rule layer bases on the level of the
manpower resources maturity of innovative enterprise mainly. It designs for five criteria, followed with
20's criteria. Scheme layer is to achieve the goal of selection of specific plan, and here for 56 specific
performance indexes, including 22 accurate indexes and 34 fuzzy indexes.
Table 1

Innovative Enterprise People Capability Maturity Evaluation System

Target layer A
Innovative
enterprise
people
capability
maturity

Rule layer B
Rule layer B

Sub-criteria
C

Program level D
Activities to develop personal goals and plans D1

Individual capacity
development C1

Optimizing B5

Predictable B4

Defined B3

Managed B2

establishment and use of personal process D2
Measurement and analysis of the effect D3
To continuous improvement of process D4
Choose the right tutor D5
Tutor C2
Guidance on how to improve performance D6
To achieve the performance goals of progress D7
Establish mechanisms to improve employee D8
Ongoing staff management C3 Assess the innovative programs and technology D9
implement programs and technical D10
Guiding objectives D11
Select the right mentor D12
Instructor C4
Establish mentoring relationships D13
Assessment guiding results D14
Knowledge and skills of team members D15
Team building C5
Determine team goals D16
Assessment of team performance D17
Mission Performance Standard D18
Team implementation
Effective participation in the work of team members
C6
D19
The standards of personal emoluments of the team D20
Core competence of the measurable goals D21
Organizational
Application and improvement of the effectiveness
capacity managementC7
of guidance D22
Coordination of organizational Corporate and individual performance indicators D23
performance C8
Related programs related effects on performance D24
Enterprise business process D25
Business knowledge and skills required D26
Knowledge and skills analysis
C9
Knowledge and skills inventory D27
Future demand for knowledge and technology D28
Strategic staff planning D29
Employee programs
C10
Recent staff development plan D30
The development of core competence D31
Capacity development C11
The key knowledge and capacity development D32
Personal development plan D33
Career Development C12
Personal training D34
The task of promoting employee career goals D35
Based on knowledge and ability to recruit D36
Implementation capacity C13
Knowledge and ability of the candidates D37
Pay based on knowledge and skills D38
Effective channels of communication D39
Opportunities for
participation in cultural C14
Employee participation in management D40
Objective reality in the workplace D41
Work environment C15
To ensure that the work normally carried out D42
Effective communication mechanisms D43
Communication C16
Individuals necessary communication skills D44
Knowledge and skills required for vacant posts D45
Staffing C17
The selection of qualified candidates D46
Successful transition to the new job candidate D47
Corporate and individual performance standards D48
Performance Management
Methods to improve performance D49
C18
To solve performance problems D50
Knowledge and skills required for competent D51
Training C19
Training needs analysis D52
Employees receive the necessary Training D53

Attributes
F
F
F
F
A
F
F
F
F
A
A
F
F
F
F
F
F
A
F
A
A
F
A
F
A
F
A
A
A
A
F
F
F
A
A
F
F
A
A
F
A
F
F
F
F
A
F
A
F
A
F
A
F
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Salaries and benefits C20

compensation strategy D54
Compensation management plan D55
Periodic adjustment Remuneration D56
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F
A

Managed B1

4.3 AGBA evaluation model
Thinking about the AGBA evaluation model, we assume that there are four innovative enterprise
people capability maturity to evaluate and the constructing evaluation model are as follows:
We will invite four experts to evaluate the fuzzy indexes of four enterprises. And the accurate
indexes of four enterprises can be evaluated by the questionnaire and on-the-spot visit. In order to
construct innovative enterprise people capability maturity evaluation system, the procedure is as
follows:
The first step: using AHP method to establish comprehensive evaluation index system of maturity.
N=[NF, NA]
(1)
The second step: to establish fuzzy evaluation index set. According to the front to establish
comprehensive evaluation index system, through the four experts to fuzzy index score of fuzzy
evaluation index, we can conclude the fuzzy evaluation index collection:
Nif=(ni1 ni2 … ni34)
= (D1 D2 D3 D4 D6 D7 D8 D9 D12 D13 D16 D17 D19 D22 D24 D26 D31 D32 D33 D36 D37 D40 D45 D47
D49 D51 D53 D54 D55 )
(2)
So the fuzzy evaluation index set matrix of four companies is:
NF=[ n1f n2f n3f n4f ]T
(3)
The third step: using Delphi method to establish evaluation class degrees set. Each experts
need model the evaluation index:
kif=(ki1 ki2… ki34)
(4)
Evaluation of the level set often used rank evaluation, we use the score evaluation , each factor of
score evaluation is between 0~ 10, the higher score indicts that the large index is better, or the extremely
small indicts the index is worse. So the same sample of four enterprises which four experts assessed, the
following is the degree of matrix:
KF=[k1f k2f k3f k4f ]T
(5)
The fourth step : using grey correlation degree analysis to determine membership sets of the fuzzy
evaluation model of evaluation index.
Fuzzy index of enterprise membership：
(6)
hif=( h1f h2f … h34f)
Here using the grey close degree analysis to identify the fuzzy index of membership sets of
innovative enterprise people capability maturity .Fuzzy evaluation index of the sample enterprise
membership set matrix is:
HF=[h1f h2f h3f h4f ]T
(7)
The fifth step : calculating precision value evaluation index set. According to the above the index
system, set up the accurate calculation to the enterprise:
nia=(ni1 ni2 …ni22)
=(D5 D10 D11 D18 D20 D21 D23 D25 D27 D28 D29 D30 D34 D35 D38 D39 D41 D46 D48 D50 D52 D56) (8)
So accurate index matrix of four samples of enterprise is:
Na=[ n1a n2a n3a n4a ]T
(9)
The sixth step: Dealing the precision index with dimensionless processing, the outcome is:
HA=[ h1f h2f h3f h4f ]T
(10)
So the comprehensive fuzzy index and precise indexes with BP neural network's input is:
H=(HF, HA)
(11)
The seventh step: using neural network training to learn from the two enterprises, it is concluded
that the optimal weight assembly of evaluation system.
P=(p1 p2 …p56) pi∈[0,1]
(12)
The eighth step: through the trained BP neural network, evaluating other two sample enterprise in
recruitment evaluation, get the evaluation results:
W=(w1,w2)
(13)
4.3 Evaluation of AGBA evaluation model
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Using a variety of assessment methods comprehensively, AGBA evaluation model implements the
close integration of evaluated objectives and evaluation model effectively, and greatly simplifies the
PCMM’s over-complicated operation, increases the science and rationality of the evaluation of
innovative enterprise human resource capability maturity, what’s more, it avoids the deficiencies using
some single evaluation method, making a variety of integrated evaluation method being complementary
mutually. However, in actual use, we should pay special attention to the selection of the sample
enterprises and logical relationships among the various indicators.

5 Conclusion
PCMM not only concerns about the process oriented of human resource management, but also
focuses on the result oriented of human resources management. And its ideas of maturity and continuous
improvement in stages point out specifically the gravity of the human resources management and the
direction for human resource management, meanwhile, map out the road of human capacity
improvement and upgrading clearly, which is the major innovation of the theory and practice of human
resources management. In some extent, this can effectively address a series of human resources
management issues such as low maturity of the human capacity, lack of creativity and innovation risk
resulted by too-rapid growth of innovative enterprises. But because of the excessively cumbersome
processes and practices of PCMM, and the difficult localization problem, there is an urgent need for
process optimization of PCMM and combining with other methods of assessment. This paper puts
AGBA evaluation method combined with PCMM for the first time, and makes optimization and
reconstruct on processes and practices of PCMM, which are the content and methodological innovation
of the paper. Moreover, the author will continue to have an in-depth study on this issue in the future.
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Abstract: The provision of highly reliable services is essential for the maintenance of long-term
relationships with customers. To establish highly reliable services, the potential for service failures and
their causes must be identified and taken appropriate steps in the process of service design. Methods are
proposed to support these activities. However, the quality of these analyses depends on designers’
abilities such as their experience. Therefore, it is difficult to enumerate potential service failure and their
causes exhaustively in the phase of service design. In this paper, we propose a method for the extraction
of service failure causes. The proposed method is verified through its application to a practical case.
Key words: Service engineering; Service reliability; Service Failure causes

1 Introduction
As a society becomes older, service is becoming central to economic growth. Namely, service is an
important aspect of many industries. And service is subjected to extensive research in term of many
standpoints. According to this background, we have carried out fundamental research on Service
Engineering (SE) [1] which aims at providing design methodology of services from an engineering
viewpoint.
Providing highly reliable services for customers is important for a company to build or keep
long-term relationships with customers and continue to make a profit. In the field of product design, in
order to realize highly reliable products, in general, the approach to minimize the occurrence of product
failures when customers use their product is widely accepted. It is important to identify the potential
product failures and their causes and then, to take them into account in the design phase so as to
minimize the occurrence of product failure. For the identification of the product failure and their causes,
FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis) and FTA (Fault Tree Analysis) [2], recognized as effective
methods, are applied in various fields as typical engineering methods.
With regard to service field, on the other hand, there are few studies which focus on service
reliability from the engineering viewpoint. This is because that it is difficult to evaluate it quantitatively
due to its peculiarities such as intangibility or perish ability. Therefore, the engineering evaluation
method against service reliability is required [3]. As early research against reliability in service field,
FMEA or FTA is applied to services (e.g., [4] and [5]). These proposed methods only provide rough
procedure for analyzing service reliability, and therefore, the quality of these analyses depends on
designer’s abilities such as their experience or subjectivity. Therefore, it’s not easy to identify service
failures and their causes that have crucial influences on the quality of service. In order to realize highly
reliable services, in this study, we aim to propose a method for analyzing service failure that would
enable designers to minimize the occurrence of such failures in the service offering. Especially, in this
paper, we propose a method that enables designers to extract failure causes without their abilities.

2 A Model of Service Realization Structure in Service Engineering
In Service Engineering, various models are proposed to design and evaluate a service. View model
, which is one of the models, represents functional service structure. In the view model, the degree of
customer satisfaction is represented by a set of Receiver State Parameters (RSPs). RSPs represent the
state of customers and functions are constructed hierarchically in order to change the RSP. Each
function has a Function Parameter (FP) that means the degree of the exertion of function. The lowest
functions in a view model, which have been sufficiently deployed, are related to entities. An entity is
something that exists in the real world and it exerts the lowest functions. An entity has one or more
attribute parameters (APs). Figure 1 is an example of a view model that describes a part of the
realization structure of a coffee shop service. As shown in Figure 1, a view model is expressed visually
using a tree structure, and thus allows designers to obtain relationships among a RSP, function and
actual entities.
[1]
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Figure 1

View model of a coffee shop service

3 Product and Service Failure
3.1 Product failure
According to the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), failure is defined as “the
termination of the ability of an item to perform a required function” [6]. The word “item” refers to any
part, component, device, subsystem, or functional unit. Many methods, with FMEA at the head of the
list, are proposed for analyzing “failure” as defined above. On the other hand, there is the ontology of
faults [7] as one of effective concept which enables us to specify the performances of the models in
diagnostic systems. It is a conceptual system which aims to explicate the capabilities of model-based
diagnostic systems and to realize reasoning mechanism and stepwise reasoning. It clarifies the concept
of faults by means of a classification of fault processes, resultant states, and causes. This ontology
enables designers to examine the causes of faults exhaustively because it includes various concepts from
a variety of viewpoints. In addition, it’s not only effective in specifying functional causes but also
enables us to specify physical causes which based on physical relationships such as time axis.
3.2 Service failure
Few studies have defied service failure precisely, since the recognition against service failure is
different due to the field of study. This study assumes that fundamental interpretation against product
failure and service failure is not essentially different, since service can be regard as artifacts created by
human beings. Consequently, in this study, the definition of “failure” as defined by IEC above is applied
to services. In this case, the difference between product failure and service failure is the way of
understanding against “item”. In product field, as stated above, “item” which defined by IEC only
means any part, component and device etc. However, in service field, human beings also should be
included in “item” because they are quite important element of service and the quality of service
depends on the performance of them. Human beings here include both service providers and customers.
As a peculiarity of service, customers participate in production process directly, and therefore, a
customer behavior has a harmful influence on the whole quality of service. These customers’ behavior
can be regard as service failure. As explained above, in service failure, there are many failures due to the
interaction between human being and human being or human beings and systems compared to product
failure. Based on these, in this study, service failure is recognized as “the termination of ability of a
service component to perform a function which intended by a designer”. The word “service component”
refers to human beings, artifacts and systems. And the state of failure is called the failure mode.
The structure of Figure 2 illustrates the manner in which service failures occur. The front stage is
the location where a service provider actually provides his services to customers. A clinical examination
in a doctor’s office is an example of front stage. The back stage for providers is the location where
providers’ activities that customers cannot see take place, e.g., the management of medical records. On
the other hand, the back stage for customers is the location where customers’ activities that providers
cannot see take place, e.g., customers take their medicine at home. An ideal is to comprehend service
failures which occur in these locations exhaustively in the process of service design. However, in this
study, the scope of analysis includes the service provider’s front stage and back stage.
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Figure 2 Location where service failures could occur

4 A Method for Analyzing Service Failure Causes
4.1 A template for extracting service failure causes
In general, the number and quality of extracted failure causes by designers depends on their
abilities such as experience. Designers use “knowledge with regard to failure” and “estimate ability”
when they assume failure causes[8]. Therefore, it is effective to supporting these abilities so as to
enhance the quality of extracted failure causes. If supporting “knowledge with regard to failure”,
knowledge database is one of effective means because it enables designers to reuse knowledge regarding
failure. If supporting “estimate ability”, providing multilateral viewpoints to them is one of valid
approach. In this study, we aim at supporting “estimate ability” of designers when they assume service
failure causes. Specifically, as viewpoints of extracting service failure causes, we apply a classification
of causes such as “time”, “result” and “cause” proposed in the ontology of faults as stated above to
services. In other words, it is possible to decrease the dependence on designers’ abilities when a
designer extracts them by giving comprehensive points of view against “estimate ability” of designers.
Figure 3 shows detailed viewpoints of extracting service failure causes and the structure of them.

Figure 3 The viewpoint of extracting service failure causes

In the following, we explain each viewpoint as shown in Figure 3 in detail.
(1) The viewpoint in “Time”
“Time” in Figure 3 means a point in time when one service component transition to a state of
failure. A cause1 (this superscript corresponds to Figure 3) of the transition to is, in general, influence8
which is carried from the outside. Influence8 is divided into input15 and external influence16 according to
if it is intended or not by designer. If it is intended by designers, it is called input15. And if it is not
intended by designers, it is called external influence16. For example, an objection in a restaurant service
can be understood as input15 because recently, how to deal with objections is standardized. On the other
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hand, a word of mouth can be external influence16 if it exerts unfavorable influence on the whole service.
Because, in general, designers cannot assume what kinds of a word of mouth could occur in their service.
In addition to perspective regarding intention, according to the way of influencing, it is further divided
into structural influence17 and spatial influence18. The above word of mouth is spread across other
customers spatially, namely it is understood as spatial influence18. If one employee exerts a harmful
influence to other employees and then, the quality of service becomes lower, it is structural influence17
because the relations between employees are, in general, structural connection. A cause1 of the state
change of a service component not only includes influence8 from outside but also elapse effect9. The
latter represents an event which naturally happens as time passes such as quality fading. In service, a
simple mistake such as a mistaken order by employee is included in elapse effect9. The above all causes
happen in a service when providing. But other kind of causes is already involved before service offering.
According to this viewpoint, cause1 is divided into external cause2 which occur in service offering and
internal cause3 which is already involved in the phase of service design. An example of the latter is the
defects in an operating manual in restaurant services.
(2) The viewpoint in “Result”
A cause1 of irreversible state change is called cause of the fault4. A cause1 of irreversible state
change means that a service component cannot return to the original condition even if harmful influence
on it is excluded. In general, product failures correspond to this, since most product failures cannot
return to the condition that before each failure. And cause of the fault4 is represented by a triple,
<relative cause of the fault10, absolute cause of the fault11 and ultimate cause of the fault12>. For
example, in the case of “elapse effect” and “continuous operation beyond a permissible amount” are
assumed as failure causes of dishwashing machine in a restaurant service, the latter can be understood
which has further upstream cause, namely, the latter corresponds to relative cause of the fault10. On the
other hand, the former is absolute cause of the fault11 because it is the uppermost cause which cannot go
upstream any further. In general, absolute cause of the fault11 is elapse effect 9or influence from outside
of the target service. In the case of the latter, there aren’t any upper causes in the intended model,
however further upstream causes could exist in the real world. Therefore, these are called ultimate cause
of the fault12.
On the other hand, a cause of reversible state change is called cause of the abnormality5. A cause1
of reversible state change means that a service component can return to the original condition if harmful
influence on it is excluded. In this study, failures regarding human being in service correspond to this,
since the internal state of human being is changed temporarily due to influence from outside, namely its
functions are recovered when harmful influence on it is excluded. And cause of the abnormality5 is also
divided into relative cause of the abnormality13 and absolute cause of the abnormality14.
(3) The viewpoint in “Causality”
Causality in Figure 3 is divided into mandatory cause6 and optional cause7. Mandatory cause6 is a
cause that the state change of service component never happens if this cause doesn’t exist. Optional
cause is a cause which accelerates a state change. This cause doesn’t influence on whether transition to
the state of failure or not.
Table 1 shows a template for the extraction of service failure causes that includes the viewpoints
noted above. This template provides multilateral points of view to designers.

4.2 A procedure for analyzing service failure causes
The method to extract service failure causes using the template as shown in Table 1 consists of the
following three steps.
Step1: Description of view model
Designers determine the realization structure of target service and areas of analysis by describing
the view model. In the view model, customer behavior is not described because, as reported in 3.2, our
scope of analysis is service provider’s front stage and back stage and customer’s front stage is not
included.
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Step 2: Extraction of service failure modes
In this study, service failure is understood as “the termination of ability of a service component to
perform a function which intended by a designer”. A service failure mode which is a state of service
failure corresponds to a state that a lowest function in view model cannot exert its function, since the
lowest functions in view model represent functions that entities exert. Therefore, negative expressions of
lowest functions in view model which described at Step 1 are extracted as service failure modes.
Step 3: Deployment of the template for the extraction of service failure causes
In this step, designers deploy to service failure causes extraction template as shown in Table 1.
Specifically, designers deploy service failure modes to leftmost column of the template at first, and then
extract service failure causes from viewpoints as shown in Figure 3 against each service failure mode. It
is possible to decrease the dependence on designers’ ability when extracting service failure causes by
means of these three steps.

5 Verification
5.1 The contents of verification
The proposed method was applied to gas station service. In this verification, four test subjects
participated. Two had experience as service providers. The other two were experienced service receivers.
The content of this verification was that test subjects completed “Step 3: Deployment of service failure
causes extraction template”. We were able to determine whether or not the dependence on designers’
experience is reduced.

Figure 4

A View model for “Quality of turnover rate for refueling”
Table 2

Some of extracted service failure modes
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First of all, we configured “Quality of turnover rate for refueling” and “Quality of work” as RSPs,
and then described view models based on above two RSPs (Step 1). As results, two view models are
described in Step 1. One view model for “Quality of turnover rate for refueling” is shown in Figure 4.
After that, negative expressions of lowest functions in two view models were extracted as service failure
modes (Step 2). Table 2 shows a part of extracted service failure modes from two view models and the
process of extraction. For example, negative expression of “prevent bills and coins from being stopped
up” was “being stopped up with bills and coins”. And it is extracted as a failure mode.
5.2 The Results of Verification
Service failure causes extraction template is deployed by four test subjects (Step 3). Some of the
verification results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3

Table 4

Some of the verification results

Number and average of extracted Service Failure Causes

Table 3 consists of verification results of both one person who has experience as a service provider
and one person doesn’t have experience as a service provider, but as a customer. The results obtained by
the experienced person are shown in blue. The results of inexperienced person are shown in red. As
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shown red in Table 3, proposed template enables inexperienced persons to extract service failure causes
form various points of view. Experienced person extracted “the structural defect of gas station” as
failure cause against failure mode “The situation is not grasped properly”. On the other hand,
inexperienced person extracted “the inappropriate geometry of refueling aircraft” as failure cause. As
shown these results, inexperienced person can extract service failure cause which is almost same quality
of experienced person.
Table 4 shows the number of extracted service failure causes by experienced persons and
inexperienced persons using the template and the average of them.
Compared to each average in Table 4, almost the same number of service failure causes is extracted
by four test subjects. Inexperienced persons extracted them more than experienced persons with regard
to service failure mode “A staff doesn’t communicate with a customer”. On the other hand, experienced
persons extracted them more than non-experienced persons with regard to service failure mode
“Information is not shared among staffs”.

6 Discussion
As shown in Table 4, even if a designer doesn’t have experience as service provider, they can
extract almost the same number of service failure modes compared to experienced persons by means of
the template. Namely, the extraction of service failure causes which can reduce the dependence on
designers’ experience is realized by using the proposed template. On the other hand, as shown in Table
3, the failure cause “the inappropriate geometry of refueling aircraft” which is extracted by
inexperienced person with regard to the failure mode “The situation is not grasped properly”
corresponds to some viewpoints such as external influence16 and internal cause3. That is to say, one
failure cause corresponds to multiple viewpoints. Therefore, a certain level of procedure to extract
failure causes is required. An idea of a certain level of procedure is extracting them from internal cause3
as first step because some failure causes which extracted from viewpoint of internal cause3 analogized
to APs in the view model. The other idea is making up for the leakage of extraction gradually by means
of certain precedence on triple viewpoints.
In Table 4, the both averages of experienced persons and inexperienced persons are almost the
same number. However, there was the difference in the number of failure causes between experienced
persons and inexperienced persons with regard to failure modes “Information is not shared among
staffs” and “The situation is not grasped properly”. This result can be generated by the difference of
experience or knowledge on job site. Designers use two abilities “knowledge with regard to failure” and
“estimate ability” when they assume failure causes. The difference of experience or knowledge is
decreased by supporting the former ability, but, in this study, we aim to support the latter ability.
Namely, our method cannot support the former ability at present. This is why the difference existed.
Consequently, in order to support the former ability, for example, the construction of data base which
enables designers to refer to past cases is one of countermeasures.
On the other hand, designers cannot grasp the relationship among failure causes from proposed
template, since the template only provides multilateral viewpoints to designers. And the particle size of
extracted failure causes is not maintained constant. According to these, there is no guideline such as
which failure causes should be taken the appropriate steps, namely the priority sequence of failure
causes. The concept of Fault Tree in FTA [2] is effective with regard to relationships among them and
the particle size of them. That is to say, tree structure such as Fault Tree makes the particle size of
failure causes consist and relationships among them would be clear. On the other hand, regarding the
priority sequence of failure causes, to introduce evaluation axis such as RPN (Risk Priority Number) in
FMEA [2] is one of countermeasures.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, our aim was to propose an extraction procedure of service failure causes which
doesn’t depend on designers’ abilities such as their experience so as to enhance the accuracy of analysis.
We proposed a method for analyzing service failure causes that reduces the dependence on the ability of
designers. Specifically, we proposed a template for the extraction of service failure causes which
provides multilateral viewpoint to designers and a procedure of extracting them using the template. The
proposed method is applied to a gas station service. And our verification results confirmed the
effectiveness of our method. Future works include refining a procedure of extracting failure causes and
considering how to determine the priority sequence of them.
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Abstract: This article takes the knowledge worker, the fundamental human resource, as the object of
the research. Through the empirical analysis of questionnaire, the study observes the current situation of
their job satisfaction and contextual performance discusses the relationship between the two parts and
tries to give propositions for enterprise management according to the results. The research indicates that
the job satisfaction of knowledge workers has a significant positive correlation with their contextual
performance.
Key words: Knowledge worker; Job satisfaction; Contextual performance

1 Introduction
With the coming of the Knowledge-based economy, the knowledge workers have become the most
precious human resources in the enterprise operation. For one thing, we have fully aware that only when
enterprises adopt the humanized management systems on people oriented can the enterprises win in
fierce competition of the market. For another, if enterprises want to survive in the severe market
circumstance that is changing regarding the influence of the US Subprime Crisis, executives need to
introspect themselves about the existing problems of operation: what’s knowledge workers’ job
satisfaction when the member flow from organization is a ubiquitous phenomenon and when their
lacking of confidence in the future of the enterprise influences their performance directly? How to
stimulate knowledge workers’ subjective contribution behavior, or “contextual performance”, from the
aspect of enhancing their job satisfaction? The concept of job satisfaction and contextual performance
enters our research scope.
This thesis integrates qualitative and quantitative analysis method. Questionnaire method is
adopted in this study to applied descriptive statistic analysis, corresponding analysis and linear
regression through SPSS13.0.This empirical study observes the current situation of job satisfaction and
contextual performance, and discusses the relationship between the two parts.

2 Literature Review and Hypothesis
Hoppok had first proposed the concept of job satisfaction in his Job Satisfaction .He considered job
satisfaction the workers’ mental and physical content feelings to the circumstance factors, that is to say,
the objective reaction of the workers to the work situation, and this subjective reaction is a consequence
of interpreting the Operating Characteristics based on his or her reference system [1].
After Hoppok divided the factors that affect employees’ job satisfaction into hygienic factor and
motivator in his proposed two-factor theory, the influence of the factors that are related directly to the
job, such as working content, working environment and working conditions etc., to the job satisfaction
is substantiated on a basis of plenty of studies. Furthermore, individual characteristics are closely related
to the job satisfaction as well. Based on that relevance, Seashore & Taber (1975) pointed out that the
combination of circumstance and personal attributes is related to the job satisfaction[2]. From the aspect
of job satisfaction structure, Hoppock deemed that the factors that affect job satisfaction include
working intensity, the degree of job enrichment, working condition and leadership style based on the
material properties of job content and working conditions. Friedlander (1963) considered that social
technological circumstances, self-fulfillment and social recognition are the component dimensions of
job satisfaction from the aspect of social environment and the staff's psychological motivation[3].
But the focus on the Contextual Performance started relatively late, which is originated in the
dividend of two --dimensional Performance by Borman & Motowidlo. The extra-role behaviors of
employees outside the job description aroused researchers’ think [4]. Some work performance scopes that
are neglected are not direct production and service campaign, but they provide essential social and
mental surroundings for core technology to achieve its influence and can promote the task performances
among them to improve the efficiency of the whole organization. Therefore, such extra-role behaviors
beyond formal regulation in the statement of organization obligation which spur employees
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spontaneously to benefit the performance of organization as a whole are defined as Contextual
Performance [5]. It has been proved that the Contextual Performance and Task Performance Behavior
referred to job description independently contribute to the organization performance as a whole, closely
relate with staff’s Big Five personality traits and meanwhile the two are affected by various work
settings, such as organizational commitment, sense of working responsibility etc [6].
Previous studies are more focused on the relation between job satisfaction and employee
performance .Researches verify that the job satisfaction of knowledge workers has a significant positive
correlation with their contextual performance, assisting employees in promoting their performance that
may produces satisfaction of by-product. Meanwhile, foreign scholars have proved that the contextual
performance can be affected by job satisfaction and these two are positively correlated. However,
nowadays, studies on the relation between job satisfaction and contextual performance are not intensive
enough in China and the empirical research is limited. Choosing the knowledge employees, a particular
crowd, as objects of study is also deficient. Therefore, this study will target on knowledge staffs as the
research object, observe status of their job satisfaction and contextual performance, analyze the
relationship between those two, and try to make new explorations for management practices.
Hypothesizes proposed through study are as followings.
H1: knowledge workers’ job satisfaction and contextual performance are significant positively
correlated
H2: Each dimension of job satisfaction of knowledge workers and contextual performance are
positively correlated

3 Methodology
3.1 Sample
The research was conducted through questionnaires, knowledge workers selected from Wuhan
enterprises which are engaged in management, financial , accounting and technology are tested as
research object.200 copies of questionnaires were distributed and 171 valid copies were collected, so the
effective rate was 85.5%.In those samples , 42.7% are Males and female for a balance; The percent of
people whose age is under 30 years old is 49.4%, 30 to 40 years old is 38.1%, 40 to 50 years old is 7.3%
and more than 50 years old is 5.2% ,which shows young employees are the majority of the investigation;
From the aspect of educational attainment, 63.4% of respondents received undergraduate education,
20.8% received master's or doctorate’s degree and 15.8% have college education background, from
these data we can find that the tested knowledge employees have a high degree obviously; 52.3% of the
sample have within 5 years work experience, 24.6% have 5 to 10 years work experience, 17.3% have 10
to 20 years work experience and 5.8% have more than 20 years work experience, these data is
correspond to age distribution; Most of the subjects are in the primary (38.7%) and general management
positions (35.6%), middle managers accounted for 22.3% of subjects and senior managers account for
3.4%.
3.2Research tool
Job satisfaction scale is compiled mainly based on Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ),
has 14 questions totally and measure job satisfaction from the aspects of organizational environment and
leadership, relationship between colleagues and the work itself. The design of Likert's 5 point scale has
been adopted by the research. From "very inconsistent" to "very consistent”, each item is given 1 to 5
points respectively. And higher scores indicate higher job satisfaction of employees.
Contextual performances scale was based on the questionnaire with 15 measurement items
developed by Van Scotter&Motowidlo in the year of 1996.Based on the 15 measurement items, the
research adds another item ,“even if the leader was absent , the employee would still follow the
instruction”, proposed by Motowidlo&Van Scotter（1994） as a supplement to inspect the situation of
employee self-discipline and abidance by the rules in the dimension of the job dedication.

4 Data Analysis
4.1 Inspection of research result
4.1.1 Job satisfaction scale inspection
（1)Validity inspection
Based on the PCA model, the orthogonal rotation is employed to study 14 items of job
satisfaction .And the study directly limits the extraction of three factors, which are organizational
environment and leadership satisfaction, satisfaction on work itself and on colleague relationships. The
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common degree of each item is above 0.4 and structures of items are clear, so scale has good construct
validity.
（2）Reliability analysis
Cronbach'α values of three factors obtained by Reliability test are 0.820, 0.816,0.621,which are all
above 0.6and the Cronbach'α value of the total scale is even up to 0.866, indicating that the job
satisfaction scale and the dimension of the internal consistency are good and have a good Structure
reliability
4.1.2. Contextual performance scale inspection
（1）Validity inspection
The research adopt orthogonal rotation in the 16 items of contextual performance by means of
principal component analysis and extracted two designated factors directly, which are job dedication and
interpersonal facilitation. The total variance of 62.013% is explained and the communalities are all
above 0.4, indicating that contextual performance has good construct validity.
（2）Reliability analysis
Through reliability test on the internal consistency between the two factors of the Peripheral
performance scale and the total scale, we get Cronbach'α values that are 0.815, 0.860, and Cronbach'α
value of total scale is 0.831, indicating that internal consistency of the scale is high, the structure
reliability is good and the measurement results are reliable.4.2 Descriptive statistical analysis
Study uses descriptive statistical analysis on the investigate results about job satisfaction and
contextual performances. After disposed by SPSS13.0 statistical software, the results are showed in
Table 1.
Table 1
Variable

Descriptive Statistics of Variables

N

minimum

maximum

Mean

Standard deviation

Job dedication

171

2

5

3.7129

.61863

Interpersonal facilitation
The organizational environment
and leadership
Work itself

171

1

5

3.6313

.63216

171

1

5

3.3551

.75028

171

1

4

3.4794

.61482

Relationship with Colleagues

171

1

5

3.8378

.62932

The comparison between the mean value of the two dimensions of contextual performance shows
that the score of job dedication and interpersonal facilitation are all above the mean value 3, and the
mean of dedicated work is slightly higher than that of interpersonal facilitation, indicating that the level
of overall knowledge workers’ contextual performance is relatively high. And the statistics on the mean
of Job satisfaction indicate that mean values of the three dimensions of job satisfaction are all above 3,
demonstrating that the employees’ overall satisfaction is at the middle level of satisfaction. Among the
three factors, the satisfaction of employees has on the relationship with colleagues is the highest,
followed by the work itself. And the satisfaction on the organizational environment and leadership is the
lowest with a high standard deviation, indicating that knowledge workers have diversity satisfactions on
the organizational environment and leadership.
4.3 Correlation analysis
By means of the Person correlation analysis, the correlation of job satisfaction and contextual
performance is discussed to verify whether job satisfaction has a significant impact on contextual
performance initially. The results of the research are shown in table 2:
Table 2

Relevance of Job Satisfaction and Contextual Performance
job dedication
interpersonal facilitation

The organizational environment and leadership

.166*

.233**

Work Itself

.354**

.6

Relationship with Colleagues

.168*

.244**

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
The Correlation analysis between the three dimensions of job satisfaction and the two dimensions
of contextual performance indicates that the organizational environment and leadership of knowledge
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workers is significant positively correlated to their contextual performance (job dedication, interpersonal
facilitation).The satisfaction to the job itself is significant positively correlated to job dedication,
while it’s weak related to interpersonal facilitation of works; is significant positively correlated to
contextual performance (job dedication, interpersonal facilitation),between which the impact of
Satisfaction on the relationship with colleagues on interpersonal facilitation is much more than job
dedication.
Thus we can conclude that knowledge workers’ job satisfaction has a positive impact on contextual
performance excluding satisfaction on the job itself and interpersonal facilitation. Not only do the
external factors of job satisfaction, such as the organizational environment and leadership, relationship
with colleagues, have a significant impact on contextual performance but also the work itself of job
satisfaction is significant correlated to the dimension of job dedication in the contextual performance.
4.4 Regression analysis
4.4.1 The regression analysis between job satisfaction and contextual performance
In the study, the job satisfaction has been taken as independent variables and the contextual
performance has been taken as dependent variable ,discussing the prediction function of job
satisfaction on the contextual performance. Meanwhile multiple regression analysis was conducted step
by step.
Table 3
dependent variable
contextual
performance

The Regression Analysis Between Job Satisfaction and Contextual Performance
Select independent variables
sequence
Work Itself
relationship with colleagues

R

R2

0.473
0.563

0.223
0.317

Modified
R2
0.217
0.300

Value F
35.972
19.016

Value
B
0.913
0.400

Value
Beta
0.321
0.225

As Table 3 illustrates, the two factors, the work itself and the relationship with colleagues, go into
the regression equation. For contextual performance, these two factors could predict 30.0% of the
variance. Among them, the work itself has a larger contribution factor, whose standardized regression
coefficient is 0.321; followed by the colleague relationship factors, whose standardized regression
4.4.2 Regression analysis between job satisfaction and the two dimensional of
coefficient is 0.22.
contextual performance
The job satisfaction has been taken as independent variables and the job dedication has been taken
as dependent variable.The result of regression analysis is shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Regression Analysis Between Job Satisfaction and Job Dedication
Select independent
Modified
Value
Value F
R
R2
variables sequence
R2
B
Work Itself
0.563 0.317
0.311
57.928
0.287
job dedication
Relationship with
0.597 0.356
0.368
34.344
0.157
Colleagues
dependent
variable

Value
Beta
0.357
0.221

Table 3 illustrates that these two factors, the work itself and the relationship between colleagues, go
into the regression equation. For the job dedication, these two factors can predict 36.8% of the variance.
Among them, the work itself has a larger contribution factor, whose standardized regression coefficient
was 0.357; followed by the colleague relationship factors, whose standardized regression coefficient was
0.221, and it has passed the test of significance. These data indicate that the knowledge workers’
satisfactions on work itself and relationship between colleagues have a positive influence on enhancing
their subjective job dedication out the scope of their job instructions，such as the influence between
the employers’ self-discipline and the active behavior s that can promote the completion of the task is
positive. The job satisfaction has been taken as independent variables and the interpersonal facilitation
has been taken as dependent variable, the result of regression analysis is shown in Table 5.
Table 5

Regression Analysis Between Job Satisfaction and Interpersonal Facilitation
Select independent variables
dependent variable
Modified R2 Value F Value B Value Beta
R
R2
sequence
Relationship with Colleagues 0.421 0.177
0.171
26.959
0.174
0.241
interpersonal
The organizational
facilitation
0.515 0.265
0.247
14.793
0.150
0.217
environment and leadership

As can be illustrated in Table 5, these two factors, relationship with colleagues and the
organizational environment and leadership, enter the regression equation in turn. For interpersonal
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promotion, these two factors can predict 24.7% of the variance. Among them, the one with larger
contribution is staff relations, whose standardized regression coefficient is 0.241; followed by the
organizational environment and leadership, whose standardized regression coefficient is 0.217, and it
has passed the test of significance. These data indicate that the knowledge workers’ satisfactions on
relationship with colleagues and the organizational environment and leadership have a positive influence
on interpersonal facilitation of contextual performance

5 Conclusion
The questionnaire on knowledge staff shows that job satisfaction has a significant positive
correlation with contextual performances except that the job satisfaction on work itself has no
significant correlation with the interpersonal facilitation of contextual performance. H1 are proved, and
H2 are proved partly. Each dimension of job satisfaction of knowledge workers and contextual
performance is positive correlated significantly. Among these factors, the work itself and the
relationship with colleagues has a significant predictive function on job dedication and the relationship
with colleagues and the organizational environment and leadership has a significant prediction function
on interpersonal facilitation. Therefore, we can conclude that as a main resource of contextual
performance, enhancing the knowledge workers’ satisfaction on work itself, relationship between
colleagues and the organizational environment and leadership in the management practice will has a
positive influence on promoting their self-disciplined and vigorous in finishing the works and
developing the behaviors of interpersonal orientation that are beneficial to achieve the object of the
organization initiatively.
However, the research is limited to the time and resource, so the sample has some deficiency to
some extent. Moreover, developed by foreign mature questionnaires, this questionnaire may lack of
consideration on some Chinese characteristics.. Further research can try to add the mediator based on
the relation of these two to enrich the exploration in satisfaction and contextual performance.
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Abstract: Based on panel data of Chinese A share listed companies in 2002-2007, this paper empirically
analyzes the relationship between ownership concentration and investor protection by constructing
simultaneous equations of dynamic panel data, which overcomes the endogeneity problem and considers
the interaction of ownership concentration and investor protection. The findings show the existence of
two-way negative correlation between them, which further validate and enrich “Ownership
Concentration and investor protection alternative hypothesis” presented by the LLSV (1998). Based on
empirical results, we think that the promotion of full circulation and decentralization of equity should be
accompanied with strengthening investor protection.
Key words: Ownership concentration; Investor protection; Dynamic panel data; Simultaneous equations;
Endogeneity

1 Introduction
Modern corporate governance theories point out that separation of corporate ownership and control
exists (Berle and Mesns, 1932), which inevitably results to agency costs (Jensen and Mecklin, 1976). In
Berle and Means’ view, corporate ownership is decentralized around the world, and none of
shareholders can have an impact on professional managers’ decisions. It’s real in U.S. corporations at that
time and nowadays. However, a large of study found that in many countries ownership is concentrated
distributed(LLSV,1998,1999,2000), such as Greece, Italy, Indonesia and Brazil, in which the three
largest shareholders hold about 60% of all shares, while the percentage was lower than 20% ①in U.S.,
United Kingdom, Japan and Taiwan. Why are shares distributed scattered in some countries and
regions? LLSV argues that this is due to different investor protection in different countries, and proposes
“Ownership Concentration and investor protection alternative hypothesis”.
LLSV provides a new angle to the question, causing a large number of domestic and foreign
scholars to investigate the relationship between ownership concentration and investor protection, which
results to a wealth of research results. However, the endogeneity problem exists in most of these studies.
That’s to say, they treat investor protection as exogenous variables, and only consider the impact of
investor protection on ownership concentration. But, ownership concentration may have an impact on
investor protection in turn, i.e. a two-way interaction, not just one-way relationship as most scholars
default, may exist between them. This paper constructs simultaneous equations to overcome the
endogenous problem, and consider their possible interaction in order to determine their relationship more
accurately.
This paper is organized as follows: firstly, introduction; secondly, literature review; thirdly, the study
design; the fourth part is results of empirical research, and the last is conclusions and recommendations.

2 Literature Review
The most classical researchers on ownership concentration and investor protection are La porta,
Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer and Vishny (LLSV, 1998, 1999, 2000). LLSV (1998) analyses the ownership
distribution of ten largest non-financial corporations in 49 countries and regions around the world. They
arrange these countries into four groups according to their law origin, and find that the French law
countries, which offers the worst investor protection, has the most concentrated ownership. Then they use
the sum percentages of shares held in the top three shareholders to represent ownership concentration,
and multiply the law degree with extent of implementation of the law to represent investor protection.
Regression shows a significant negative correlation between them, i.e. ownership in countries with weak
investor protection are often more concentrated, and on the contrary the widely dispersed share is
common in the common law countries in which investors are strongly protected.
Inspired by LLSV (1998), domestic and foreign scholars have made a series of studies on the
relationship between ownership concentration and investor protection using sectional data, time series
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data or panel data, most of which support LLSV (1998)’s hypothesis (Himmelberg. et. al, 2002). But
there are also some studies find that ownership concentration and investor protection is not always
monotonic negative related. There may be non-linear relationship between them (Aganin and Volpin,
2003; Stepanov, 2003;Castillo and Skaperdas, 2005), or both positive and negative correlation are
possible(Burkart and Panunzi, 2006).
A major limitation of LLSV and other scholars’ studies is endogeneity. LLSV (1998) admitted that
some of the independent variables they used, in particular, accounting standards may be endogenous. For
those countries with concentrated ownership, they may be less willing to adopt with better accounting
standards and improve them. Thus, the causality would go from ownership concentration to investor
protection rather than the other way around. What they can guarantee exogenous among all variables is
the legal origin.
In addition to foreign study, domestic scholars also make a lot of research on this topic. However,
most of them explore the role of ownership concentration or investor protection in improving corporate
performance and corporate governance. Part of the research results are also consistent with the hypothesis
proposed by LLSV(1998) (Wang Kemin and Chen Jingyong, 2004; Shen Yifeng, 2007). Direct analysis
on the relationship between ownership concentration and investor protection is rare. Xu Nianhang and
Wu Shinong (2006) find that the decline of ownership concentration does not entirely result from legal
protection for minority investors, it may also be due to other factors. However, Xu and Wu (2006) also do
not solve the problem of endogenous.
Different from previous research, Hou Yu and Wang Yutao (2010) use control transfer events in
stock markets as samples to overcome the endogeneity. They think that when the transfers occur, the
company faces the opportunity to redefine the ownership structure. Given the level of investor protection,
companies determine their own shares to maximize control benefits. In this process ownership structure
does not affect the level of investor protection, and thus to overcome the endogeneity problem. Therefore,
Hou Yu, Wang Yutao (2010) avoids the problem of endogeneity by choosing particular samples. But it
can’t be applied universally because control market in China is not developed.
The previous studies summarized above show that it should be seriously considered how to
research companies in general and resolve endogeneity. By building simultaneous equations including
both investor protection and ownership concentration, we consider them as endogenous variables to solve
the endogeneity problem. Besides, it can be observed whether investor protection influences ownership
concentration, or the other way around, or both interact. In addition, the panel data we use make it
possible to investigate how vastly ownership distributes in different areas and how ownership in an
individual corporate changes along with increase in the level of investor protection.

3 The Study Design
3.1 Data sources and sample selection
We select China's A-share listed companies in 2002-2007 as samples. We filter them as follows: (1)
excluding finance and insurance industry because of their special nature; (2) removing the ST, PT
companies; (3) excluding companies with incomplete data. Finally we get samples of 905 listed
companies, of which 387 are from Shenzhen Security Exchange and 518 are from Shanghai Security
Exchange. Except data about investor protection from the Chinese market index established by Fan Gang
and Wang Xiaolu, the other data is from Juyuan database. We use Eviews 6.0 for data processing.
3.2 Model design and variable definition
Taking into consideration the endogeneity, we treat both ownership concentration and investor
protection as endogenous variables, and construct simultaneous equations of dynamic panel data to
estimate the relationship between them:
share10 i，t = α 0 + α 1 share10i，t -1 + α 2 protectioni，t + α 3 sizei，t + α 4 roei，t
(1)

protectioni，t = β 0 + β 1 protectioni，t −1 + β 2 share10i，t + β 3 gdpi，t

(2)

share10, on behalf of ownership concentration, is the sum percentage of share held by the top ten
shareholders, which is similar to LLSV (1998) and Xu and Wu (2006). Referring to the previous
approach (Chen Shenglan and Wei Minghai, 2006; Hou Yu and Wang Yutao, 2010), we quote “the
development of market and intermediary organizations and the legal institutional environment” indicator
established by Fan Gang and Wang Xiaolu. In addition, we use company's size and performance, which
are adopted in previous research (Xu Nianhang and Wu Shinong, 2006; Hou Yu and Wang Yutao, 2010),
as control variables. The definition of variables is showed in Table1.
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Variable
ownership concentration
investor Protection
size
performance
regional economic power

Table 1 Variable Definition
Description
Proportion of shares held by top ten shareholders
“development of intermediary organizations and the legal
protection
environment” indicator score of corresponding province
size
Logarithm of total assets
roe
Net profit / total assets
gdp
Logarithm of GDP

Code
share10

3.3 Descriptive statistics
Descriptive statistics for variables is shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Variable
Share10
Protection
Size
Roe
Gdp

Obs
905
31
905
905
31

2002
60.46%
3.92
9.4301
3.91%
3.5806

Descriptive Statistics (Mean)
2003
60.02%
4.24
9.4863
4.31%
3.6407

2004
60.22%
4.50
9.5485
4.19%
3.7215

2005
59.08%
5.48
9.6012
3.30%
3.8047

2006
53.76%
5.74
9.6899
5.25%
3.8724

2007
52.22%
6.37
9.7942
16.49%
3.9459

The descriptive statistics shows that the degree of investor protection is increasing in 2002-2007,
while ownership concentration is decreasing. The changes show a negative correlation between them.

4 Empirical Results
4.1 Granger causality test
Table 3 Result of Granger Causality Test
Null Hypothesis:
Obs
PROTECTION does not Granger Cause SHARE10
3620
SHARE10 does not Granger Cause PROTECTION

F-Statistic
40.14***
5.52***

Note: ***represent the significance level at 1%
The Granger causality test result shows both of the original hypotheses are rejected, which means
there is two-way Granger causality between ownership concentration and investor protection. The result
verifies the speculation of the two-way relationship between them. Also, the following estimation of
simultaneous equations provides theoretical support.
4.2 Estimation of simultaneous equations
We use simultaneous equations of dynamic panel data established previously to estimate. Taking
into account the existence of lagged values of explanatory variables, and heteroscedasticity and
autocorrelation if possible, we choose GMM. Table 4 shows regression results.
Table 4 shows two GMM methods obtain similar results. Also the symbol of each variable is
consistent with forecasting. R-sq and adjusted R-sq is 0.8338 and 0.9666 respectively, showing
regression equation fits the data well. Discussion for estimation results in details is as following.
4.2.1 The discussion of equation 1
（ 1) Ownership concentration (share10 (-1)). The coefficient of ownership concentration
is 0.9568, and it’s significant at the level of 1%, indicating that current ownership concentration is
greatly influenced by previous one. The actual situation in our country can be a good explanation. As
market economy started late in China, capital markets and the control market are far from mature to
format large-scale mergers and acquisitions, so equity transfers relatively difficultly, which results to
slow change of ownership structure. However, we find the coefficient of the lagged term is less than 1,
indicating that ownership concentration tends to decrease constantly, and this is due to the improvement
of relevant mechanisms.
（2) Investor protection (protection). In regression equation the coefficient of protection is -0.0008,
indicating that ownership concentration decreases by 0.08% if investor protection increases by one
unit. The coefficient is significant at the level of 1%, indicating that there is a significant negative
correlation between investor protection and ownership concentration. The result verifies “Ownership
Concentration and investor protection alternative hypothesis”. We can make a good explanation for this
from the view of agency theory and control theory. From the point of agency theory, shareholders in
provinces with weak investor protection such as Gansu, Guizhou and Qinghai of China choose to hold the
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larege shares and thus have full access to company information, and avoid being deceived by
managers. From the view of control theory, stocks offer shareholders some special powers, e.g.
arrangeing people in the board and management to represent their interests, or influencing the company's
business plans and investment programs. Therefore in the case of weak investor protection, shareholders
focus on investing in individual company, which leads to concentrated ownership [16]. Conversely, if
external markets such as the legal system, capital markets, control markets, product markets and manager
markets are complete, and stronger investor protection is provided, investors have more confidence and
tend to diversify the investment, thereby resulting to relatively dispersed equity.
Table 4 Result of Simultaneous Estimation
Equation 1 Regression Results
Variable
GMM-cross section (White cov.)
GMM-time series (HAC)
-0.0322 *
-0.0338 **
constant
(-1.7593)
(-1.9634)
0.9568 ***
0.9571 ***
share10 (-1)
(154.5331)
(156.6543)
-0.0008 ***
-0.0008 ***
protection
(-3.3042)
(-3.5423)
0.0051 **
0.0052 ***
size
(2.4001)
(2.6865)
3.60E-06 ***
3.65E-06 ***
roe
(5.2469)
(5.7181)
Equation 2 regression results
-1.1606 ***
-1.1218 ***
constant
(-10.2497)
(-9.6778)
1.07432 ***
1.07455 ***
protection (-1)
(184.8106)
(349.2959)
-0.2589 ***
-0.2530 ***
Share10
(-3.3334)
(-4.1301)
0.3874 ***
0.3767 ***
gdp
(11.7672)
(12.0566)
adjusted R2 = 0.97
adjusted R2 = 0.97
DW = 2.15
DW = 2.7854
Note: Brackets values are t-statistics for the estimated coefficients, ***, **, *represent the significance level
at 1%, 5%, 10% respectively.

（3) Control variables. Ownership concentration is significantly positively correlated to firm size,
indicating that larger companies tend to have more dispersed equity structure. One interpretation is that
with the expansion, the companies require stronger control, and therefore leads to a higher degree of
ownership concentration. Ownership concentration and corporate performance (roe) also showed a
significant positive correlation.
4.2.2 The discussion of equation 2
（1) Investor protection (protection (-1)). The coefficient of investor protection is 1.0743, and is
significant at the level of 1%, indicating there is a significant positive correlation between previous and
current investor protection. Because inputs on the legal system and relevant external market come with
lag effects. The coefficient of greater than 1, indicating that China continues to strengthen investor
protection, which is consistent with the results showed in table 2.
（2) Ownership concentration (share10). The estimated coefficient of ownership concentration
is –0.2589, which is significant at the leve of 1%. The reason may be as following: in the region with
dispersed ownership, the government accelerates the improvement of the legal system and the external
market mechanism in order to protect the interests of investors, which leads to strong investor protection;
when ownership is concentrated, block shareholders are able to monitor managers and influence
corporate decision making, which results to less agency problems against the interests of investors.
Therefore, the government is less pressed to speed up legislation, strengthen law enforcement and
improve the external market, leading to weaker investor protection.
（3) Region economic power (GDP). The greater economic power of a region is, the more money
can be spent to protect the interests of investors. As transactions increase, related government departments
also have the ability and motivation to enhance investor protection, and thus investor protection in this
region is strengthened, which is reflected by significant positive regression coefficient.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, by using Chinese A-share listed companies in 2002-2007 and building simultaneous
equations of dynamic panel data including ownership concentration and investor protection, we
empirically analyze the relationship between them after solving the problem of endogeneity. The results
show that investor protection and ownership concentration are significantly negative correlated, and the
negative relationship is two-way, i.e., lower investor protection leads to higher ownership concentration,
and it leads to a lower degree of investor protection. With the improvement of investor protection,
ownership concentration tends to decrease, while the dispersed ownership structure further promotes the
demand for high investor protection, leading to further enhance investor protection. Therefore, this paper
provides more evidence to further validate and enrich “Ownership Concentration and investor protection
alternative hypothesis” proposed by LLSV (1998).
As can be seen from the above analysis, there are two ways for investors to protect their own
interests: to increase their shares and increase the level of protection. The former approach can be
achieved on their own, but they must pay the corresponding costs; the latter one, such as speeding up
legislation, improving law enforcement and external markets, is the responsibility of the government. It
can be seen from the 2002-2007 ownership concentration decreases year by year, and share split reform
in 2005 also further promotes circulation and dispersion of equity. During the process, the government
must enhance investor protection, which is good for healthy development of capital markets in China.
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Abstract: Because the circumstances in the oil and petrochemical industry recently have been severe,
oil and petrochemical companies came up with the idea of business cooperation in the same region in
order to acquire global competitiveness. Under the purpose, 20 companies in oil industry and chemical
industry gathered round at first. Under the Research Association of Technology Law, Research
Association of Refinery Integration for Group-Operation (RING) was established in 2000. RING has
acted group-operation programs in the industrial complexes in Japan. In this paper, I classified
experimental studies in RING3 projects into nine types. And I considered and analyzed the approach to
and ways of the high-level integration for group operation in petrochemical complex.
Key words: Industrial complex; Oil and petrochemical industry; Group operation; Business cooperation;
Economies of integration; Management of sustainability

1 Introduction
Oil and petrochemical companies are in the severe situation where they should deal with various
problems. These subjects are global competitiveness, sudden rise of price of raw material, response to
environmental issues, minimization of resource energy consumption, security of safety technology,
employment and economical contribution to the region, requirement to satisfy severe product quality
standard, further upgrade and cost reduction in system of production, and construction of system of
production for sustainable development etc.. In Japan, oil and petrochemical companies have taken up
matters of energy saving measure, actions on environmental problems, security of global
competitiveness, and restructuring of system of production etc.
In such a severe situation, oil and petrochemical companies came up with the idea of business
cooperation in the same region in order to acquire global competitiveness. 20 companies in oil industry
and chemical industry gathered round at first. Under the Research Association of Technology Law,
Research Association of Refinery Integration for Group-Operation (RING) was established in 2000. In
order to gain global competitiveness, RING has acted group-operation programs in the industrial
complexes in Japan. In this paper, I classified experimental studies in RING3 projects into nine types.
And I considered and analyzed the approach to and ways of the high-level integration for group
operation in petrochemical complex. And I described the meaning of the plans, and the economies
arising from the group operation business.

2 Experimental Studies in Kashima Complex
It is not easy to cooperate in businesses between two or more enterprises. To achieve business
cooperation, there are problems of adjusting interests between enterprises. As assumption of a project
like RING, a place for adjusting the interests should exist. Only after there is a place of discussion that
exceeds wall of capital, the business cooperation like RING could be done. The prototype of the idea of
RING project is the early movement in the Kashima complex. In the Kashima complex, the
discuss-ground about problems of entire complex existed at first of the complex establishment in the
latter half of the 1960's. Mitsubishi Chemical Corp., that is the participating company of Kashima
complex, has thought about not only the region but also development of the chemical industry in the
future. When there is such a background, the cooperative organization comes into existence.
There is the Corporate Liaison Council in Kashima Seaside Industrial Zone in the Kashima
complex. It is composed of "General meeting" (all companies), "Operational committee" (nine district
representative companies), "Environmental standing committee" (12 district representative companies),
and "Harbors standing committee" (11 district representative companies). The occasion where senior
executives of the enterprises can chat regularly (every two months) has been set. They have discussed
common problems and aimed at the solution. To exceed wall of capital, a place where top management
can discuss regularly is necessary. Many problems in the field have been discussed by top managers.
They have searched for solutions mutually. Such a system has been constructed since establishment.
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In the Kashima complex, participating companies always share recognition and consider each other’s
interests and developments.
Additionally, personal exchanges were actively done on site. Under "Factory Meeting Committee"
in organization of the site of the Kashima complex, there are "Six Companies Committee",
"Administration and Environmental Measures Report Committee," "Labor Report Committee,"
"Production Report Committee," "Technological Report Committee" ("Manager Committee" is under
that), "Security Measures Report Committee." Together with "Factory Meeting Committee," there is
"Security Measures Liaison Council" ("Manager Committee" is under that). According to the function of
their jobs, personal interchanges with same departments of other companies have been promoted in the
Kashima complex. The development and interests of the Kashima complex has been shared in the field.
Under such a system, they have undertaken actions on some problems, every day operations, and
adjustment of regular repair etc. since establishing the complex. They have known well the
circumstances of other companies, and always have recognized the advantage of joint management. In
addition to examination about rationalization of each company, for the purpose of strengthening
competitiveness of the complex, they came to think some strategies. As a result, mainly in oil refinement
and petrochemicals, they began to examine business integration utilizing mutual flexibility piping.
Kashima Oil Co. and Mitsubishi Chemical Corp., as RING 1, undertook "Development of
Integrated Operation Technology Allowing Enhanced Utilization of Refinery and Petrochemical
By-product" for the upgrade of mutual effective use of by-product material. And they succeeded to
heighten the added value of by-products. In addition, the experimental study in which they efficiently
collected the olefin fraction of petrochemical raw material from off-gas generated as a by-product by
Kashima Oil, had been accomplished for three years from 2004. The result of this study is going to be
used as high-value-added raw material in the petrochemical sector. "Development of Integrated Refining
Technology Allowing High Recovery of Cracked Off-gas" was carried out in RING 2. The technology
collecting olefin fraction from off-gas, which had not been evaluated only as a fuel, was expected to be
applied widely to other complexes. The high-level utilization of unused product will lead to
strengthening cost competitiveness, and contribute to effective use of the resource. These technologies
with cooperation of oil refinement and petrochemicals will improve competitive advantage in complexes.
It is expected to contribute to energy conservation and environmental measures.

Figure 1

The Corporate Council in Kashima Seaside Industrial Zone

3 Economies of Integration
Strengthening cost competitiveness is requested in oil and petrochemical enterprises in Japan. The
consolidation and expansion of manufacturing scale, efficiency improvement in manufacturing process,
and reduction in cost of manufacturing are more necessary to obtain global competitiveness. To solve
the problems, RING was established in 2000. In RING projects, they have tried to find new methods of
integrated management, exceeding types of business and a frame of capital, developing some latest
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technologies, aiming at efficiency improvement and optimization. It is important that one complex is
thought of as virtual one factory. If it is so, the integrated management could be practiced. As a result,
new effects, economies and innovations by new technological development would be achieved. These
practices are difficult for one company to do alone.
In RING, the research and development business, related to advanced united management, has been
done between different types of business such as oil and petrochemical factory, etc. The first R&D
project (RING 1) had got good results of the proof of R&D in the each district. It had resulted that
strong unity was caused among complex enterprises through these activities. Following this, the second
R&D project (RING 2) was executed in 2003. Development of advanced, highly integrated technologies
for reducing environmental burdens was performed there. In addition, the action to optimize entire
petrochemical complex and carry out advanced function unification was executed in the third R&D
project (RING 3) in 2006. At present, such a business has been accomplished in most complexes in
Japan, that is, in Kashima, Chiba, Kawasaki, Chita, Sakai Senboku, Mizushima, and Shunan.

Figure 2

Comparison of Two Systems

One company perhaps tends to attempt single survival and optimization. Even if it notices the
importance of cooperation, the priority level might be low. There are only two choices whether to
execute it or not in one enterprise. Therefore, the government needs to put out a subsidy at first as a
trigger, and it is necessary to establish the third-party institution in order to give the motivation to
business cooperation. It is important to build the organization to adjust common interest. The support of
the government for RING projects is a pump-priming policy. And the enterprises have recognized new
possibilities in business cooperation. They would begin to mix well with them, and come to analyze a
system of production with each other. They would examine construction of system of production and
technological development accommodating wasted gas, heat, and energy etc. And profits between
enterprises, which one company cannot conceive, would begin to be recognized, and their interest would
spread various contents such as treatment of waste, contribution to the region, joint power generation
etc.
The RING project is an attempt of joint operation and business cooperation in oil and
petrochemical business. The project assumes current production facilities, capital tie, and business
activities. On that assumption, it is necessary for two or more enterprises to cooperate and work on
reduction of environmental burdens facing the world. Different from the strategy that one company
pursues productivity and efficiency, same kind of effects may be achieved by cooperation between
enterprises and different types of business. Whole optimization will be achieved by the system in group
operation. And they can implement simultaneously two strategies, Cost Leadership and Product
Differentiation.
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In addition to economies of scale and economies of scope, some social interests will be pursued.
When collaboration with many enterprises is achieved, ‘justice’ will be necessary for cooperation.
Therefore, the aspects to social interest will arise: joint energy use, efficiency improvement, regional
contribution, establishment of safety technology, positive commitment to environmental measures, and
cooperative treatment of waste etc. And enterprises will pay more attention to practices of social
activities: greening of the complex, ownership of joint power generating equipment, security
cooperative relationship etc. In this paper, economies of integration is defined as some economic effects
which group operation produces; whole optimization and efficiency, simultaneous implementation of
two strategies, pursuit of social interests, innovations with group management, management of
sustainability.

4 Classification of R&D Projects in the Integrated Operation of RING3
RING3 had been done in the theme ‘Development of advanced functional integration technologies
for petroleum refining (Third stage R&D projects)’ during the four years from 2006 to 2009.This
projects can be located with a finished type of the entire projects.
This R&D projects had been accomplished among different industries and companies. They
intended to promote the integration of all the operational functions of oil refineries and petrochemical
plants in each industrial complex. And they had aimed to increase in productivity and reduction in
environmental burden. These projects had been acted in the three regions of Kashima, Chiba, and
Mizushima.

Figure 3 Normal Type and Type of Diversification

RING3 in major technical efforts put it this:
‘1. Development of efficient integrated production technology for petroleum and petrochemical
materials that will enable the high-efficiency integrated production of raw materials from condensate for
both petroleum refining and petrochemical use.’
‘2. Development of technology for the advanced use of cracked C4 components in which the
unused C4 fraction generated by petroleum refining and petrochemical processing will be utilized as a
transportation fuel and petrochemical feedstock.’
‘3. Development of advanced technology for the integrated purification of by-product hydrogen
that will enable the large-scale collection and sophisticated utilization of the hydrogen generated as a
by-product throughout the refining and petrochemical complex.’
‘4. Development of technology for the optimum supply of a diversified range of raw materials in
each refining and petrochemical complex that will enable the best mix of diversified raw materials to be
used for petroleum refining and petrochemical processing by producing stable materials for the ethylene
cracker and reformer. 4’
4

“Reseach Association of Refinery Integration for Group-Operation(RING)” pamphlet, RING, 2011, p.6.
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I classified experimental studies in RING3 into nine types. I think nine types, describing here, are
basic cooperative model in thinking about the group operation. RING3 is a finished form in all the
projects. And I can consider it as a center of the classification.
The ninth type can be one of special importance. This is not a form that the equipments are only
added to the individual firm. There is a feature that relations of many enterprises are considered as if one
factory for whole optimization, in order to aim at the profits of the entire industrial complex.
In Mizushima Region, there is a plan that RING3 projects will be developed more than now. In
addition to the past oil refinement and the petrochemistry, such different industries as electric power,
iron and steel, automobile, and others prepare to participate in the industrial complex. In this occasion,
total optimization for all industries can be planned with mutual accommodation of medium materials,
energy, and utilities etc.
A type of effective utilization
By-products

Effective
utilization unit
of by-products

Raw material

Existing
production
facilities

Products

A corp.
A type of advanced use

Products

Advanced use
equipments
By-products
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Figure 4 Type of Effective Utilization and Type of Advanced Use

Figure 5

Type of Integrated Treatment and Type of Optimum Blending
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Figure 6

Type of Advanced Integrated Purification

Figure 7

Figure 8

Type of Energy Conversion

Type of Integrated System for Whole Optimization
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Construction of Global Competitiveness in Compleses

Additionally, the interest group intends to formalize the method of negotiations between enterprises.
They examine to discuss conflicts of interest between those involved regularly, and plan to make
organizations for conducting negotiations well in order to advance business cooperation smoothly.

Figure 10

Formation of the Most Efficient Agglomeration of Industries

5 Conclusion
Oil and petrochemical companies in Japan come up with the idea of integrated manufacturing to
gain global competitiveness. In addition, this way has various effects and the meanings. Especially, there
is an important meaning that this would ease control by market mechanism.
The headquarters one-sidedly draw up neither the business plan nor the production plan. Neither
the price nor production might be controlled by an international market. The cooperative relationship by
group operation is a method of pursuing for such a new economy. It is the management separating
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system though businesses are integrated. Various resources would be used by negotiations through the
network of the producer, the consumer, the local government, and the resident, etc. It contains the policy
of the overall distribution of various resources, the growth rate, investments, the energy consumption,
transportations, and the plans of sustainable development and environmental protection. Definite
variables of economic activities are systematically decided by the decision making organizations
adapting to the level of district, local, national, and international. Detailed plans are decided at each
level based on discretion. In the process of all the discussions, the idea of whole optimization will
occupy the center of business plans and policies. As a result, the whole optimization is prior to the
partial optimization. And social necessities may decide the plans that what and how much you produce.
On competition by individual firm and requests of international market, enterprises will be deprived of
the authority to make decisions that what and how much you produce. In pursuing the economies of
integration, the decisions can be regularly exercised. In such a meaning, the regional, joint
manufacturing body has the right to make decisions of the investment. It is not a top-down type from the
headquarters in each company, but a bottom-up type from the agglomeration of factories in regional
zones. In the same way, the price will be set not by decision in headquarters, but the unit cost of
production based on inputs from consumers, customer, and regional profit groups etc. However, such a
production method doesn't adjust to all industries. This should adjust to the goods, close to the
employment and development of regions, such as food, health, medical treatment, medicine manufacture,
education, transportation, energy, product necessary for living etc. On the contrary, consumer goods、
luxury goods etc. should be controlled by market mechanism. The joint production of many interests
firms seems to require the complicated and troublesome administration and organization. But the
scheme of joint business operation would be used, if the form of administration and organization is
constructed once. In doing so, actual complication of interests adjustment could be standardized.
Which system would be superior in the cost and time spent on administration and organization?
There might be more wasteful spending in system on the premise of individual firms than system in
group operation, when individual firms, which are influenced by market, would be aimed at partial
optimization. There is no evidence that the system in group operation would spend in the cost and time
more than the system on the premise of individual firms.
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Abstract: How to allocate interests among corporate stakeholders is an essential issue for a corporation
to develop in coordination. This article, through selecting Chinese 90 listed corporations as a sample and
taking shareholder and employee as the representatives of benefit distribution, has investigated the
correlation involved in the actual allotment of the dominant economic interests between the two parties
and its possible influence. The results indicate that within a long-term there is certain correlation
between the change in shareholder interests and the change in employee interests, and this type of
correlation has certain effect on corporate performance at regional difference. An increase in the
coordination of benefit distribution possibly is a potential factor to affect the performance.
Key words: Benefit distribution; Correlation; Employee; Stakeholder

1 Introduction
The result of the benefit distribution in a corporation tends to determine the attitudes of its
stakeholders toward the corporation, which may affect the corporate performance. So how to handle the
relationship of benefits between the stakeholders is one of the key issues to maintain the harmonious
development of a corporation.
In recent years, most of studies on benefit distribution is concentrated on how to make a rational
distribution in theory, for examples, Shapley value method[1], Nash negotiations model, Group weight
model, Simplified MCRS (Minimum Cost Remaining Savings), etc. Especially, many of the present
researches put emphasis on the benefit distribution between partners in a supply chain, such as probing
into distribution of profits among supply chain by use of game model[2]， applying structural equation to
reveal the impact of the mutual trust between partners on the interests of their cooperation[3]. There are
else some researchers who focus the influence on corporate performance from the perspective of partner
satisfaction level [4][5]. However, the actual allocation of benefit and its role are rarely researched. This
paper tries to select shareholder and employee as a representative relationship between corporate
stakeholders to do an empirical study on benefit distribution. Its purpose is to examine the actual results
of the benefit distribution existing in corporations, and to analyze the correlation of the benefit
distribution between the two parties as well as theirs possible roles, and then to find the main factors to
affect corporate performance based on their roles, and to make an attempt to explore a new factor to
enhance corporate strategy management.
The basic approach is that according to certain standards 5 consecutive years of financial data of 90
listed companies are selected as a sample, then calculating the proportion of the dominant economic
interests the shareholder and employee receive in allocation, and then testing the correlation of both
incomes, and verifying the relationship between the correlation and the growth of corporate performance,
and finally analyzing and summarizing. This study may be helpful for Chinese corporations to deal with
the relations between stakeholders to keep smooth operation, but also is enlightenment for other studies
on interest distribution.

2 Compositions of the Dominant Economic Interests of Shareholder and
Employee
The distribution of benefits in a corporation is mainly reflected by the allocation of dominant
economic interests. Therefore, the distribution of benefits between different members and its influence
may be indirectly quantified and measured by design of a series of indicators of financial statements
related to economic interests. This article refers to studies by Ren Haiyun, Deng Hanhui and so on [7] [8],
following the principle of simplification and feasibility and through a combination of the financial
statements items to quantify the dominant interests of shareholder and employee.
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In this paper, among the stakeholders involved, to quantify the dominant economic interests of
shareholder only need the income statement, employee will need balance sheet together with cash flow
statement to quantify the dominant economic interests.
2.1 The economic interest of shareholder
Enterprise owners are shareholders, who have the final property right and bear the ultimate risk. In
theory, shareholders are the owner of enterprise, who need notice the overall financial situation, but in
the limited liability system, as a result of the free transfer of shares and frequent change of shareholders,
the shareholder interests in a corporation is mainly focused on the pursuit of profitability, that is, return
on investment, retained earnings and dividend distribution ratio, as well as the dominant economic
interests reflecting the status of corporate operation, such as fluctuation of stock price. So the dominant
interests of shareholder are mainly reflected by the items of the net profit in income statement and the
equity in balance sheet. However, the items include the cumulative economic benefits of shareholders
since the date of establishment of the corporation; it fails to reflect the true value of the economic
interests of shareholders within an accounting period, so it should be based on the net profit in income
statement to quantify the dominant economic interests of shareholder during a particular accounting
period. Nevertheless, in the process of net profit allocation, as a major source of expenditure of the
collective welfare of employee, the Community Chest reflects part of the dominant interests of
employee, therefore, in a business circle, the dominant economic interests of shareholder should be the
balance of net profit after removing the Community Chest, that is, the dominant economic interests of
shareholder = the distribution of dividends, profits or cash payment for interest.
2.2 The economic interest of employee
Employee is also an important stakeholder, the input of employee into a corporation is mainly their
professional skills with a high degree of specialization, rather than tangible assets. In their pursuit of
interests are mainly the contracted payment and welfare and reflected in the items of the Community
Chest in income statement, the payable wage and welfare in balance sheet, and the "cash paid to/payable
to workers "in cash flow statement. The subject of Community Chest reflects the collective welfare of
employee; the payable wage and welfare reflect the payment paid or payable to employee; the "cash
paid to/payable to workers " reflect the actual payment in the current period. For the sake of
simplification, given that the dominant economic interests of employee = the cash paid to/payable to
workers.

3 Sample and Data
In view of the relatively mature system of listed corporations, sample enterprises are mainly
selected from the corporations publicly listed in Shanghai and Shenzhen Securities of China. In the
sampling process, in order to increase comparability of corporate performance, the corporations affected
significantly by external factors are ruled out, such as large-scale petrol, chemical, electric power,
aviation and other state-owned monopoly enterprises, the real estates impacted by industry cycle,
non-ferrous metals industry with unique resources affected by price fluctuations and so on. At the same
time, following to the general practice, financial corporations, ST and PT categories of listed companies
are also excluded from sample enterprises, as well as the enterprises with ratio of asset to liability more
than 1, to ensure that the selected corporations have the raw data at least for nine consecutive years.
Accordingly, 30 sample enterprises are selected from more than 1000 listed corporations respectively in
the eastern, central and western areas, for a total of 90 corporations and 3150 financial data are collected
from 2002 to 2006. All data are obtained from the corporate reports that Shanghai Stock Exchange
officially published.
As a result of a longer span of years, uncertain factors can not be eliminated from the data
collection, such as the change of the main business, accounting method changes, the merger of
statements and so on. However, appropriate adjustments have been made, such as data conversion, etc.
Owing to the large number of original data, here are omitted.
After such a process, the mentioned above dominant interests are expressed in the light of the
combination of financial indicators, and then their proportions to the revenue of main business are
processed as the specific figures. The descriptive statistics of the sample data are obtained as Table 1.
As can be seen from Table 1, for the 90 listed companies, all interests are originated from operating
revenue, the revenue of each company is very changeable in regions. Usually, the eastern economy in
China is more developed, the western is not so developed, and their diversification is prominent.
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Table 1
Areas

Year

2002

2003

Eastern

2004

2005

2006

2002

2003

Central

2004

2005

2006

2002

2003

Western

2004

2005

2006

Ratio
Economic
Interest
Revenue
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
Shareholder
Employee
ROE
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Descriptive Statistics

of
to

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std.
Deviation

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

0
0.001914
-31.55
0
0
-17.61
0
0
-100
0.005754
0.004238
-100
0
0.010475
-173.29
0
0.016685
-12.36
0.006034
0.00364
-70.24
0.007786
0.003605
-51.55
0.006864
0.004673
-106.46
0
0
-33.27
0.011963
0.019655
-86.04
0.005637
0.019467
-46.04
0
0.026421
-65.51
0.001435
0.027087
-100
0
0.029191
-145.43

0.203804
0.169921
27.18
0.206537
0.171414
15.09
0.174894
0.175221
11.54
0.193973
0.173819
11.01
0.267986
0.144135
19.55
0.21336
0.139652
16.09
0.302588
0.247505
14.04
0.50846
1.144199
18.405
0.519355
0.809522
23.801
0.853329
0.202971
23.36
0.229159
0.266265
15.02
0.171662
0.235593
19.84
0.106663
0.186294
26.67
0.126499
0.16137
20.83
0.099795
0.260497
19.83

0.055603
0.062881
6.345103
0.056703
0.061412
5.0143
0.046496
0.063571
0.466333
0.049047
0.062514
0.345193
0.043217
0.05882
-0.56237
0.060003
0.071942
4.8043
0.060119
0.082113
-0.87115
0.059027
0.109075
2.589797
0.065604
0.097396
-0.33143
0.0713
0.072552
4.3829
0.074204
0.106622
-5.94663
0.063594
0.109599
2.2439
0.040492
0.093788
1.037963
0.042971
0.087866
-4.68811
0.034441
0.095602
-3.58945

0.049373
0.044857
9.397892
0.052377
0.046699
5.328241
0.044011
0.045731
20.1766
0.045963
0.042474
19.79004
0.048743
0.03964
32.96318
0.044915
0.030062
5.220772
0.069099
0.048164
16.31317
0.088224
0.19886
11.50286
0.098652
0.139542
22.04422
0.153223
0.043253
9.740195
0.055755
0.066987
27.92134
0.037291
0.057629
13.19787
0.027242
0.042041
19.9221
0.030785
0.037707
28.235
0.027992
0.050411
33.8258
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4 Results and Analysis
4.1 Correlation of proportions of shareholder and employee interests to corporate performance
According to the usual statistical testing methods, this paper establishes the following model
expressing the relationship between the proportion of shareholder and employee interests and the
corporate performance (Figure 1), and then examine the following correlations:(1) the correlation
between proportion of the shareholder interests & employee’s; (2) the correlation between proportion
of the shareholder interests & corporate performance; (3) the correlation between the proportion of
employee interests & corporate performance;

ROE

+/-

+/-

The Ratio of the Shareholder
Interests to Revenue
Figure 1

The Ratio of the Employee
Interests to Revenue

-

Model for Relationships of Proportions of Shareholder and Employee Interests with
Corporate Performance

Based on the above sample data, test results obtained shown in Table 2, the other correlation
coefficients marked in Figure 2:
Table 2 Correlations of Interest Distribution to Corporate Performance
Pearson Coefficient to
Pearson
Coefficient
to Significance
ROE
Proportion of Shareholder
Proportion of Employee Level
（5 Year Average）
Interests
Interests
N=30
N=30
Eastern Companies’
0．01
0.185521
0.056755
Central Companies’

-0.21211

-0.12554

0．01

Western Companies’

0.243937

-0.14164

0．01

To mediate effect of fluctuations, return on net assets (ROE) is calculated with a average of
five-year’s, and the results to test the hypothesis see a very small correlation between each other,
irrelevant or negative correlation, indicating that the effect of benefit distribution is very limited on the
performance. Even in the central area, an increase in the shareholder interest appears to decline
corporate performance. This may be explained by the fact that the shareholders obtained too much
benefit from the corporations, but corporate performance was not dependent on the autonomy, initiative
of shareholder or employee, corporations were still in the development stage of the low-level
management. On the other hand, in the case of a very low proportion of employee interests, the
corporations maintained their performance to a certain level, in comparison, the effect of the shareholder
benefit proportion on corporate performance is far greater than the effect of the proportion of the
employee benefit, which to some extent shows that the employee have not the dominant position in the
corporations, the performance is mainly affected by the management.
It is somewhat unexpected, according to the statistical results of the three areas, there are a higher
positive correlation between the shareholder interests and the employee interests (see Figure 2, r = 0.42).
Probably the consistency of both interests was guaranteed by the conditions of income policy.
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Changes in ROE

T+n+m

0．22

0．58

T+n
ROE

0．83

Changes in Ratio of
Shareholder’s

Changes in Ratio of
Employee’s

Interests
0．17
0．42

T+n
Ratio of Shareholder
Interests
Figure 2

0．40
T+n
Ratio of Shareholder
Interests

Relationships of Changes in Benefit Distribution and Changes in Performance

4.2 Correlation of changes in proportions of shareholder and employee interests to corporate
performance
For further analysis of the impact of changes in the interest allocation on performance, the values
of ROE and the values of proportions of economic interests are smoothed at every 3-year:
02-04,03-05,04-06 and taken to estimate the correlation of the change in value of interests with changes
in the value of performance. The main results obtained are labeled in the following Figure 2.
In time series analysis, from T= 02 to T + n = 04 period, the correlation coefficient between the
change in the shareholder interests and the change in the proportion of employee benefits is 0.83 , and
the correlation (r = 0.58) between changes in employee benefits and change in ROE rate was much
higher than the correlation (r = 0.228)between change in the shareholder interests and changes in ROE.
That is, in the respective of future trend, it showed a strong correlation between the shareholder interests
and the proportion of employee interests, improved consistency of shareholders and employees benefit
brought about performance improvement, and vice versa. In a longer period, this correlation is more
distinct, indicating that changes in the benefit distribution will be, at a later time, a significant impact on
the changes of the performance.

5 Conclusions
Comprehensive analysis on the above results concludes that the correlation of the changes in the
distribution of interests between shareholder and employee have a certain impact on the performance,
which may reflect an important feature of the corporate culture in China, that is, people pay little
attention to whether the absolute level of benefits is high or not, but emphasize, compared with other
companies or other members, if or not level of income or benefits is increased. The short-run correlation
of the interests assigned between shareholder and employee has little impact on performance, while in
the long run, the change in this correlation will have a more significant impact. Moreover, this effect has
obvious regional differences, in the more developed areas; the coordination of the benefit distribution is
more closely related to the growth of performance.
Enhancement of correlations of the benefit distribution among stakeholders lies in the adoption of
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new institutional arrangements and the choice of strategic approach, which may further contribute to the
integration and effective improvement of the different interests, especially in the developed areas. A
corporate system with mutually beneficial mechanism embedded is more likely advanced to the stage of
a coordinated development. Since this study only collects a limited financial data, whether in the
longitudinal analysis of time series, or the choice of cross-sectional data are not sufficient. .A clearer
definition of the relationships between various elements is essential to more accurate statistical analysis
(such as the strength of relations, direction of cause and effect, etc.). Meantime, more in-depth study
needs a more comprehensive survey so as to provide more reliable prerequisite to conclusions. This
study is just a beginning of such a possible examination, a further research is necessary in this aspect.
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An Empirical Research on the Relationship Between Stock
Ownership Incentive and Performance of Listed Companies
Chen Xin, Yang Zhihua
School of management, South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, P.R. China, 510640
(E-mail:402040899@qq.com, 380696842@qq.com)
Abstract: The U.S. financial crisis is pushing the world economy from prosperity to downturn, China’s
economy has also been affected. Being not optimistic about the economy, it is very meaningful to have a
research on the effectiveness of listed companies’ equity incentives. Therefore, this paper selects 32
listed companies which have the implementation of equity incentives in the year of 2008-2009 as the
research objects, and uses the principal component analysis to obtain a comprehensive evaluation of the
value of business performance, then has an empirical analysis of relationship between equity incentives
and corporate performance, the study found the corporate performance and equity incentive have no
significant correlationship.
Keywords: Financial crisis; Equity incentive; Principal; Component analysis; Corporate performance

1 Introduction
With the establishment of modern corporate system, the company’s separation of ownership and
management rights, this separation must have a principal-agent relationship. Company owners retain
residual claims, and the company’s daily management is entrusted to the operator. As operators and
shareholders are rational people, both the objective function is difficult to converge. Since the manager
takes the actual control of the company, there is information asymmetry between operators and owners
at the same time, the contract between the two does not complete, owners want to maximize the value of
their equity holdings, the manager wants their own utility maximized, so between shareholders and
managers there is a “moral risk”. It is needed to have incentive and restraint mechanisms to guide and
limit behavior of managers. With the increasingly dispersed shareholding and management of
increasingly complex technology, in order to reduce agency costs, the company owners and operators of
the interests of the target line, companies have to implement equity incentives.
Equity incentive refers to the company stock or stock options, it’s long-term incentive for operators,
enabling them to diligence for the company’s long-term development. Equity incentive was used in the
20th century, now it has been widely used in the United States and other Western countries, then Chinese
companies have begun to implement the incentives. Since 2005, the share reform make the smooth
progress, China Securities Regulatory Commission issued the “Corporate Equity Incentive Opinion
(Trial)” program, it began formal implementation on January1, 2006, followed by the “Company Law”,
“Securities Law”, “Accounting Standards for Enterprises No. 11 - Share-based Payment” and “State
Holding Listed Companies (Domestic) Trial Measures for Implementing Equity Incentive Plans” and
other incentive and equity-related laws and regulations has promulgated, and constantly improve the
equity incentive system.
With the maturity of China’s policy of equity incentive, stock valuations return to sense, the
Chinese equity incentive faces the historic opportunity. In2008, equity incentive programs of listed
companies went into the blowout, with the growing number of public equity incentive programs. In
Shanghai and Shenzhen, the number of listed companies is as many as 60, representing 3.61% of the
total number of listed companies. As the U.S. subprime mortgage crisis, have affected the global
economy, China’s stock market fell, many listed companies in the implementation of equity incentive
stock option exercise prices below. Under this situation, encouraging the expected sharp objects shrink,
causing a number of listed companies announced the suspension of the original incentive program. At
the same time, as the impact of public opinion and policy environment, the implementation of equity
incentive programs of listed companies had to be shelved. Facing the financial crisis, whether equity
incentive still inspires executives to improve company performance is a difficult problem which plagued
the company. Therefore, this article chooses companies which had the implementation of incentive stock
options during that time to analyze.

2 Literature Review
Scholars have a depth study about the relationship between corporate performance and
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management equity incentive, but because of different research methods or research angle used by
scholars, there are different views. We can see by reading the literature, the main points can be divided
into two categories, namely, equity incentive and enterprise performance related theory and unrelated
theory. Performance-related incentive and equity of the company consists of three relationships: impact
of positive phase, interactions, adverse effects. Jensen & Meckling (1976) represented the interests of
the convergence hypothesis -using managerial ownership as an intrinsic incentives to resolve the agency
problem, as part of management to hold shares, you can make it with the convergence of the interests of
the shareholders has to reduce agency costs and improve corporate value. Chung & Pruitt (1996)
empirical study found that not only management option significantly affects performance, and corporate
performance management options also have significant impact.
The management of China equity incentive scholars with a corresponding performance of the
company Chinese scholars also studied the relationship between equity incentive and corporate
performance. For example, Wei Gang (2000) found that the annual remuneration of senior management
and operating performance of listed companies have no significantly positive correlation. Li Zengquan
(2000) showed that the proportion of senior management ownership is low, it can not play its due role in
the incentive. However, the high proportion of significant shareholding has an effect. Zhou Janbo, Sun
Jusheng (2003) found a higher growth and improved company performance are due to the holdings of
equity incentives, there are positively correlation. Zhang zhongyi, Song zhenji (2002), used ROE and
Tobin’s Q value as indicators of company performance, they found the relationship between enterprise
performance and managers obtained shareholding is cubic, as the manager obtained shareholding
increasing, the manager acts from the “interests convergence” to “benefit expropriation”, then back to
“interest convergence”.

3 The Study Design
Because securities markets are more perfect, information disclosure is realand the value of the
stock price is close to the value of the company, they are more effective securities market, so company’s
performance is generally measured by Tobin’s Q, which is equal to the company market value and
replacement value of assets ratio. China’s securities market is relatively incomplete, the regulatory
mechanisms is poor insight, also the information of listed companies is incomplete disclosure, stock
prices departure from the value of the company and it is difficult to estimate the replacement cost of
assets. Therefore, Tobin’s Q method can not be used to reflect the company’s performance. China’s
scholars generally use the ROE to represent company performance, but the ROE are likely to be
artificially modified and altered, and it reflects short-term interests of companies, can not fully reflect
the company performance and development potential. In order to fully reflect the company’s
performance, the paper listed a number of key financial indicators and use the principal component to
analyze the operating performance of listed companies. According to the source database, drawing
together the financial index system, the main financial indicators, include profitability, growth ability,
solvency, operational capacity, per five indicators. Table 1 below as follows:
Financial Indicators
Share index
Ability to grow
Profitability
Solvency
Operating capacity

Table 1 Targets
Specific targets
net assets per share X1, retained earnings per shareX2, earnings per share X3
sales revenue growth of X4, net profit growth X5, equity capital growth
rate X6, growth rate of total assets X7
ROE X8, net profit margin X9
current ratio X10, quick ratio X11, asset-liability ratio X12
inventory turnover X13, total asset turnover X14

Sample data used in this paper are chosen from the 2008 to 2009, China announced the
implementation of A-share market listed equity incentive provided by the 2009 annual report, the
sample object, regardless of industry, mainly from the accumulation of data source database, the China
Securities Network. On the basis of primary samples in order to ensure the validity of data, excluding
the following types of listed companies: (1) financial listed companies, due to the annual financial
statements of listed companies and other types of projects there is a big difference between companies,
resulting in financial reduce the comparability between indicators, and given the small number of these
listed companies, not considered in this study; (2) ST, PT companies, which are more than two
consecutive years of losses or abnormal (2) each year in April during the sample period after 30 annual
disclosure of listed companies; (3) the missing data, the data can’t obtain. After screening, there were
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32 listed companies eligible for the study sample.
3.1Hypotheses
The equity incentive for managers, managers have a stake in the company’s shareholders, the
interests of managers at this time will be linked with the interests of the company, the manager’s
behavior will be consistent with the interests of shareholders, consistent with its goals and objectives of
the shareholders, management who will be more hard work, the corresponding reduction of agency costs,
improve company performance. Thus, we get the following assumptions:
Assumption 1: the proportion of managerial ownership and corporate performance are linear
relationship.
Morck (1988) proposed the theory of interest convergence and benefit expropriation. Corporate
performance is not a simple linear relationship with manager shareholding, but curve. Therefore, we
make the following assumptions:
Assumption 2: the proportion of managerial ownership and corporate performance are curve
relationship.
Corporate performance is not only influenced by the effort of managers but also by its ability and
the control of resources. make the same Incentives for managers, with the same level of management
effort, but different company’s asset size, the resulting firm performance is different. Thus, we come to
the following assumptions:
Assumption 3: There is a positive correlation between the company’s assets and corporate
performance.
3.2Research methods
To find the key relationships between equity incentive and corporate performance of listed
company, according to the above assumptions 1-3, this paper establishes the following two models:
Model 1: Y = β 0 + β1 SIZE + β 2 HER + ε
Model 2: Y = β 0 + β1 SIZE + β 2 HER + β 3 HER 2 + β 4 HER 3 + ε
Variables are defined as follows in Table 2:
Table 2
Variable

Variable Definition
Variable code

Dependent variable

Overall Performance

Y

Control variables

Company size

SIZE

Argument

The proportion of
managerial ownership

HER

Definition
Comprehensive
performance
indicators
of
the
company
The total assets of the
natural logarithm
The number of shares
held by executives of
the
company’s
percentage of total
shares

4 The Empirical Results and Analysis
In order to further study the relationship between equity incentives and firm performance, we must
come to comprehensive performance indicators first and for this, performance evaluation model is
established. In this paper, we obtain the 27 listed company’s financial indicators by screening, using
SPSS17 calculating principal components to identify and build models. Using the ratio of the eigenvalue
corresponding to the extracted principal components account and the total eigenvalue value, four
principal component scores are linear weighted and we come to the sum value of comprehensive
evaluation：
Y = 0.198 X 1 + 0.201X 2 + 0.193 X 3 + 0.134 X 4 − 0.043 X 5 + 0.046 X 6 − 0.076 X 7
− 0.021X 8 + 0.176 X 9 + 0.247 X 10 + 0.151X 11 + 0.103 X 12 + 0.132 X 13 + 0.164 X 14

(1) Descriptive statistics
We make a descriptive statistics of overall performance operators stake, the company assets of the
sample data, results are as follows in Table 3.
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Table 3

Mean (median)
Median (median)
Maximum (Max)
Minimum (Min)
Std. Dev (standard
deviation)

Descriptive Statistics
HER
Y (Overall Performance)
(operators of ownership)
16.00404
4.298859
17.24200
4.010000
47.17700
9.990000
-24.4700
0.016800
15.48936

3.166052

SIZE (size of
company assets)
22.02857
21.73887
24.88768
19.99541
1.286208

As can be seen from the table, the maximum value of the company’s stake comes to 9.99%, and the
minimum is 0.0168%, and the standard deviation is 3.166053, so we can know there is no big difference
in the incentives of these companies. Levels of Company assets through the post has no big difference,
but the maximum of the overall performance value reaches 47.177, and the minimum is -24.47, and the
standard deviation is 15.48936, there is a big difference in the level of the company overall performance.
So it is can be seen that in different companies the effect of equity incentive is not the same.
(2) Regression analysis
Model 1: The results of model 1 regression are shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Variable
C
HER
SIZE
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
SE of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob (F-statistic)

Coefficient
-70.40376
1.188225
3.690651
0.085332
0.009109
15.41865
5705.631
-110.5819
1.119512
0.342896

Model 1 Regression
Std. Error
t-Statistic
60.42687
-1.165107
1.071890
1.108532
2.638500
1.398769
Mean dependent var
SD dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

Prob.
0.2554
0.2786
0.1747
16.00404
15.48936
8.413471
8.557453
8.456285
1.967882

R2 coefficient of model 1 reaches 0.085332, indicating that equation is not high representativeness
of the sample, and the t test is not significant, F test was not significant. It shows the assumption of the
model equations is not, and there was no correlation between ownership and corporate performance
management, indicating that the equity incentive of the listed company during the financial crisis does
not lead to the improvement or decline of corporate performance.
Model 2: The results of model 1 regression are shown in Table 5. R2 coefficient of model 2reaches
0.100988, the same to above, the representative of equation to sample is not high. The t-test of the
parameters shown in the table is not significant, and F test is also not significant. So the assumption of
model 2 equation is not, the equity incentive of listed companies has nothing to do with company
performance.
Through the research, we found that although the implementation of equity incentive has some time,
there is still shortfall in the incentive mechanism of Chinese listed companies. At the same time, most of
the listed company which are conversion from state-owned enterprises, still retain the characteristics of
state-owned enterprises, have inadequate incentives for executives, also there are many companies in
which executives have zero-or low-held shares, this is why senior management staff have no Incentive
to create value for the company and improve company performance.
Table 5
Variable
C
X
X^2
X^3
Z
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
SE of regression
Sum squared resid

Coefficient
-69.71527
7.166436
-1.483236
0.094240
3.464528
0.100988
-0.062469
15.96583
5607.968

Model 2 Regression
Std. Error
t-Statistic
62.65632
-1.112661
9.762843
0.734052
2.412883
-0.614715
0.157548
0.598166
2.756452
1.256880
Mean dependent var
SD dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion

Prob.
0.2779
0.4707
0.5450
0.5558
0.2220
16.00404
15.48936
8.544354
8.784324
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Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob (F-statistic)

-110.3488
0.617828
0.654457

Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat
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8.615710
2.040444

5 Conclusion
This article has used the published data of the equity incentive of listed companies, testing the
relationship between the equity incentive and corporate performance, and supporting the unrelated
theory. This shows that China’s equity incentive still has a long way to go.
China’s capital market is not mature enough, and a variety of system is not standardized, so market
value does not reflect the true operating results of companies, incentives are likely to result in the
manager’ pursuit of stock prices, and the formation of the manager’s short-term behavior. At the same
time, as the executive pay and equity incentives are determined by the board of directors, in other words,
the company exists internal control, they can influence decision-making of board of directors for their
own personal gain, and there is no incentive to work hard. Although China’s Listed Companies incentive
mechanism is not perfect, but with the governance structure of listed companies in China continuing to
reform, we believe that the listed companies and all levels of government will pay more attention to
equity incentives in the future, which will play an important role in improving company performance,
and achieve a win-win situation between shareholders and employees.
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Abstract: Green supply chain management is an effective management approach for the home
appliance industry to pursue the strategy of sustainable development and improve product international
competitiveness. In this paper, a three-player game model is proposed to study the relationship and
game status among governments, enterprises and consumers in the green supply chain of the home
appliance industry. The equilibrium analysis shows that the subsidy and penalty from the governments
play an important role in encouraging enterprises to deploy green strategy and motivating consumers to
buy green home appliance. Moreover some countermeasures are put forward from the perspective of
supervision by government.
Key words: Green supply chain; Home appliance industry; Three-player game; Static games of
complete information

1 Introduction
Since the beginning of the 21st century, the topic of protecting ecological environment and
realizing sustainable development has been receiving increasing scrutiny from both researchers and
practitioners. Many countries in the world have issued many strict environmental protection laws and
regulations to strengthen the environmental protection and management, especially in the recent years.
WEEE directive 2002/96/EC (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment, as amended by
2003/108/EC) and RoHS directive 2002/95/EC (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) are two important
regulations relating to household electrical and electronic equipment used by consumers. The objective
of the WEEE directive is to improve the level of environmental protection within the European Union
through the reduction of waste from household electrical and electronic equipments. Equipment
producers are responsible for the management of takeback and disposal of waste starting from 13
August 2005. The RoHS directive aims at the harmonization of the legislation in the EU Member States
on the restriction of the use of hazardous substances in household electrical and electronic equipment.
The general rule is that equipment containing a certain level of lead, mercury, cadmium, hexavalent
chromium, PBB's and PBDE's may not be placed onto the market after 1 July 2006. As a main country
of manufacturing and exporting home appliances, China will be seriously affected by these regulations.
Therefore, there is no time to delay for Chinese home appliance industry to establish green supply chain,
which could be of great significance to improve our product competitiveness in international markets,
protect the environment and implement the strategy of sustainable development. However the green
supply chain of the home appliance industry is more complex than the traditional one due to its
diversifying components and operational objectives, therefore, the coordination and management could
be much more difficult [1]. The mutual relationships between the main stakeholders will certainly
influence the effective implementation of the green supply chain in the home appliances. Therefore, it is
necessary to analyze the relationships among governments, enterprises and consumers in the green
supply chain of the home appliance industry in order to promote its further development.

2 Research Status on the Game Analysis of Green Supply Chain
It has not been a long time since the concept of Green Supply Chain was proposed. That was in
1996, the National Scientific Funds (NSF) in USA provided $400,000 financial aid to the Manufacture
Research Consortium (MRC) in Michigan State University to conduct a research project named
“Environmental Responsible Manufacture” and then the definition of Green Supply Chain was proposed
firstly [2]. From then on, more and more scholars began to research the green supply chain from different
perspectives. The so-called green supply chain is a kind of modern management mode which takes the
environmental impact and resource efficiency into a comprehensive consideration within the entire
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supply chain. Taking green manufacturing theory and supply chain management technology as the
foundation, it involves suppliers, manufacturers, distributors and users, with the purpose to make the
environmental impact (negative effect) minimum and resource efficiency maximum during the whole
process from material acquisition, processing, packaging, storage, transportation, usage to scrapping [3].
The basic objective of green supply chain management is to protect environment and make use of
resources effectively.
As for game theory, in mathematics, it models strategic situations, or games, in which an
individual's success in making choices depends on the choices of others [4]. Game theory has been wildly
used in many subject areas, including the field of supply chain management. Many researchers have
studied supply chain coordination with contracts and proposed many game models.
However, game analysis between the participating subjects in the green supply chain is very limited.
Most of the existing research results are about the game analysis between governments and enterprises.
Pantumsinchai (1992) [5] pointed out that government’s support increased enterprise’s economic and
environmental performance, and then the enterprise further integrated and make the whole supply chain
‘green’. In order to investigate the game between governments and core-enterprises in green supply
chains, Zhu and Dou (2007) [6] analyzed their respective costs and benefits, and studied the game status
by evolutionary game theory. Li and Liu et al (2007) [7], from the government supervision's angle, built
up dynamic game models of reverse logistics by using the game theory. Xu and Zheng (2008) [8] studied
the relationship between governments and corporations in green supply chain under the condition of
impeaching. Cao and Wen (2011) [9] set up a game model between governments and enterprises in green
supply chain and analyzed their behavior and equilibrium strategies. There are also a few scholars
having tried to conduct preliminary analysis of the multilateral game relationship between governments,
enterprises and consumers in the green supply chain, e.g., Wang (2004) [10], Yu and Liu (2011) [11].
Some researchers analyzed the relationship between the enterprises within green supply chain, e.g.,
Wang and Yan (2009) [12] analyzed the respective costs and benefits of suppliers and core-enterprise in
green supply chain, and established an evolutionary game model between governments and enterprises
based on evolutionary game theory. Hou and Wang (2010) [13] studied the relationship between
enterprises of green supply chain and those of traditional one.
Some scholars conducted some analysis of the game relationship in the green supply chain
connected with specific industries, e.g., Zhou and Zhang (2007) [14] analyzed the relationship between
government, coal and electricity, Feng and Wang (2010) [15] analyzed the different intention and game
action between client and general contactor in the progress of constructing green supply chain in
construction industry. The authors of this paper have ever analyzed the relationship between enterprises
and consumers in the green supply chain of the home appliance industry [16].
It can be found that the research results about the game analysis between the main stakeholders is
so limited and there is no research result found about the game relationship analysis connected with the
background of home appliance industry except the authors’ previous study. Concerning of the pressure
from the more strict environmental rules such as WEEE and RoHS, it will be essential to study the game
relationship between the main stakeholders in the green supply chain of the home appliance industry,
which will be helpful to promote the construction and development of the green supply chain.

3 A Three-Player Game Model among Governments, Enterprises and Consumers
3.1 Basic assumptions and definitions
The construction of the green supply chain in the home appliance industry requires involvement of
governments, enterprises, consumers and other relevant society members. In order to facilitate the
analysis, here we assume that there are only three stakeholders, i.e. governments, home appliance
enterprises (simply as “enterprises”) and consumers. In other words, the game is a three-player game.
Governments refer to local governments and also include some relevant organizations or committees
who focus on the environment protection and are entitled to issue some environmental regulations or
rules. Enterprises refer to those who are engaged in home appliances manufacturing or sales and
consumers get home appliances from enterprises. Meanwhile, we assume that governments, enterprises
and consumers are all rational economic men, who take the benefit maximization as their goal. All
players of the game know the strategies and payoffs of others. In short-term equilibrium, the game
problem can be regarded as a kind of static games of complete information and seek Nash equilibrium.
In the current market conditions with green home appliances and traditional home appliances
coexist, the enterprises have two strategies: one is to offer green home appliances, e.g., home appliance
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manufacturers actively develop ecological design and introduce some available technologies to
manufacture green home appliances, or retailers actively promote and sell the green home appliances;
the other one is to offer traditional home appliances by using traditional methods to design, manufacture
and sell home appliances, and in this circumstance enterprises will be punished by governments and pay
for penalty due to not meeting the requirements of environmental protection. Consumers also have two
strategies to adopt: i.e., acceptance or rejection. Here we assume that consumers should return the waste
home appliances when they decide to accept green home appliances, and they can get an amount of
compensation from governments correspondingly, which just reflects the current policy of “trading in
old appliances for a new one” in China. As for governments, they can adopt the strategy of
nonsupervision, which means they will supervise whether the enterprises has deployed green supply
chain management. If they find the enterprises are offering green home appliances, they give them a
sum of money as subsidy. Conversely they will punish the enterprises. Governments can choose the
strategy of Nonsupervision too, which means they will do nothing, so there is no subsidy and no penalty
in this case.
According to existing literatures, we make some assumptions and definitions about the benefits and
the costs for governments, enterprises and consumers in order to determine the payoff for each player
with every possible combination of actions. When enterprises choose to offer traditional home
appliances, RB and CB respectively represent the total revenues and the total costs, and FB represents the
payable penalty to governments due to not meeting the requirement of implementing green supply chain.
When enterprises choose to offer green appliances, RB' and CB' respectively represent the total revenues
and the total costs in this case, and SB represents the subsidy that they can obtain from governments. As
for consumers, according to western theory of cost-benefit analysis, the benefits include indirect benefits
and direct benefits. Indirect benefits can be expressed by the difference between the price consumer
willing to pay psychologically and the actual one, and RC and RC' respectively represent the indirect
benefits from traditional home appliances and green ones. Here direct benefit mainly refers to the
subsidy SC from governments if the consumers return the waste home appliances at the same time of
choosing green home appliances. As for governments, except the subsidy SB and SC, CE represents the
costs of supervision and LE shows the loss of the social welfare due to the environmental disruption
from the traditional home appliances. It should be pointed out that the revenue may be increased if
enterprises choose to offer green home appliances, but the cost could be increased correspondingly.
Normally there could be such relation as RB'−CB' < RB−CB, because if not, enterprises will inevitably
choose to offer green appliances, because they can not only obtain an extra subsidy, but also not to be
punished by governments. Meanwhile RC'+SC >0, because our intention is to motivate consumers to
accept green home appliances, therefore, the benefits to consumers including the subsidy should be at
lease greater than zero.
3.2 Payoff matrix of governments, enterprises and consumers
Based on the above assumptions and definitions, we can construct a three-player game model
among governments, enterprises and consumers, which is represented by a payoff matrix shown in Table
1. Each player has two strategies, which are specified following the name of players. The payoffs are
provided in the interior. The first number is the payoff received by enterprises; the second is the payoff
for the consumers; and the third is the payoff for governments.
Table 1 Payoff Matrix of Governments, Enterprises and Consumers
Consumers
Acceptance
(C1)

Governments
Supervision
(E1)

Government
Nonsupervision
(E2)

Enterprises
Offer Green Home
Appliances (B1)
Enterprises
Offer Traditional Home
Appliances (B2)
Enterprises
Offer Green Home
Appliances (B1)
Enterprises
Offer Traditional Home
Appliances (B2)

RB'−CB'+SB, RC'+SC,

−CE−SB−SC

Consumers
Rejection (C2)
−CB'+SB, 0,

−CE−SB

RB−CB−FB, RC, −CE−LE+FB

−CB−FB, 0,

−CE−LE+FB

RB'−CB', RC', 0

−CB', 0,

0

RB−CB, RC, −LE

−CB, 0,

−LE
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4 Equilibrium Analysis of the Three-Player Game Model
4.1 Nash equilibriums
Through a basic analysis of the above-proposed three-player game model, it could be found that six
strategies combinations will probably be pure strategy Nash equilibriums under particular conditions,
i.e., (Offer Green Home Appliances, Acceptance, Nonsupervision), (Offer Green Home Appliances,
Rejection, Nonsupervision) (Offer Traditional Home Appliances, Supervision), (Offer Traditional Home
Appliances, Rejection, Supervision), (Offer Traditional Home Appliances, Acceptance, Nonsupervision)
and (Offer Traditional Home Appliances, Rejection, Nonsupervision). Among them, the strategies
combination (Offer Green Home Appliances, Acceptance, Nonsupervision) is an ideal equilibrium,
which could exists when RB'−CB'>RB−CB and RC'>0. This indicates that the enterprises’ payoff of
offering green appliances surpasses the amount of offering traditional appliances, therefore, enterprises
will be certainly choose to offer green home appliances. At the same time, the consumers’ benefit of
accepting green home appliances is more than the one when they choose traditional appliances. Hence
governments do not need to supervise. As for the strategies combination (Offer Green Home Appliances,
Rejection, Nonsupervision), it is obviously an unreasonable state, which will occurs when CB'<CB and
RC'<0. In this circumstance, there must be some problem of the pricing for the green home appliances. If
changing the pricing policy, the equilibrium state will move to the ideal one. It should be noted that the
condition RB'−CB' >RB−CB is hard to achieve in reality, because normally the costs increase will be more
than revenue increase in the green supply chain.
If the guidance of governments comes into play, e.g., governments set up suitable SB, SC and FB,
there will be mixed strategies equilibrium, where a pure strategy is chosen at random, subject to some
fixed probability, and the green supply chain will come true too. Here we assign enterprises the
probability p1 of playing B1 (Offer Green Home Appliances) and (1−p1) of playing B2 (Offer Traditional
Home Appliances), assign consumers the probability p2 of playing C1 (Acceptance) and (1−p2) of
playing C2 (Rejection), and assign governments the probability p3 of playing E1 (Supervision) and (1−p3)
of playing E2 (Nonsupervision), where 0≤p1≤1, 0≤p2≤1 and 0≤p3≤1, then the expected revenue of
different strategies for governments, enterprises and consumers can be determined by the following
equations.
EE1 ( p1 , p2 , p3 ) = p1[ p2 ( −C E − S B − SC ) + (1 − p2 )(−C E − S B )]

(1)

+ (1 − p1 )[ p2 ( −C E − LE + FB ) + (1 − p2 )(−C E − LE + FB )]
= − p1 p2 SC + p1 ( − S B − FB + LE ) + (−C E + FB − LE )

(2)

EE2 ( p1 , p2 , p3 ) = p1[0 p2 + 0(1 − p2 )] + (1 − p1 )[ p2 (− LE ) + (1 − p2 )(− LE )] = (1 − p1 )(− LE )
EB1 ( p1 , p2 , p3 ) = p3 [ p2 ( R − C + S B ) + (1 − p2 )(−C + S B )] + (1 − p3 )[ p2 ( R − C ) + (1 − p2 )(−C )]
'
B

'
B

'
B

'
B

'
B

'
B

= p3 S B + p2 R − C
EB 2 ( p1 , p2 , p3 ) = p3 [ p2 ( RB − CB − FB ) + (1 − p2 )(−CB − FB )] + (1 − p3 )[ p2 ( RB − CB ) + (1 − p2 )(−CB )]
'
B

(3)

'
B

= p2 RB − p3 FB − CB

(4)

EC1 ( p1 , p2 , p3 ) = p3 [ p1 ( RC' + SC ) + (1 − p1 ) RC ] + (1 − p3 )[ p1 RC' + (1 − p1 ) RC ] = p1 p3 SC + p1 RC' + (1 − p1 ) RC (5)

(6)

EC2 ( p1 , p2 , p3 ) = 0

For governments, enterprises or consumers, when the expected revenue of their two strategies is
equal, the game will reach to an equilibrium state and then we can determine the probability p1, p2, and
p3 correspondingly.
MakeEE1 = EE2 ,

MakeEB1 = EB2 ,

then

p2 =

then

MakeEC1 = EC2 ,

then

p1 =

FB − CE
S B + FB + p2 Sc

p3 ( S B + FB ) + (CB − CB' ) 
RB − RB'
p3 =

p1 ( RC − RC' ) − RC
p1SC

(7)

(8)

(9)
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4.2 The analysis of influencing factors
It should be taken into consideration that governments should play a leading role in the
construction of the green supply chain in the home appliance industry. Therefore, they should not make
decisions only from the view of economic benefit and need to adopt some policies to motivate
enterprises and consumers to participate the green supply chain, although these policies could add costs
to them. Here we focus on the analysis of the factors influencing the probability p1 and p2.
4.1.1 Influencing factors of the probability p1
From equation (8), we can easily draw the following conclusions.
(1) P2 is an increasing function of SB, FB, CB−CB' and p3.When SB or FB increases, enterprises
would be more willing to offer green home appliances in order to obtain subsidy from the governments
to compensate the costs or to avoid to be punished. As for CB−CB', since CB<CB', so CB−CB'<0. Then
when CB−CB' increases, the cost difference between offering green appliances and traditional ones
decreases, which shows there will be not too much cost increase for offering green appliances. Taking
further considering of the governments penalty, enterprises would have more motive power to offer
green home appliances. When the probability p3 increases, i.e., governments will have more probability
to adopt the strategy of supervision, enterprises will prefer to offer green home appliances. Then
whenever in which circumstance of the above, the probability of consumers to accept green home
appliances may increase correspondingly along with the increase supply of green home appliances onto
the market.
(2) P2 is a decreasing function of RB−RB'. Since RB−RB'>0, then when RB−RB' decreases, which
means offing green home appliances would not decrease the revenue too much. Therefore, enterprises
would choose to offer green appliances and the probability of consumers to accept green home
appliances will increase similarity.
4.1.2 Influencing factors of the probability p2
Here we change equation (9) to the following form, so that we can easily find the influencing
factors.
1
p1 =
(10)
RC' + p3 SC
1−
RC
(1) p1 is an increasing function of RC', SC and p3. More RC' means more benefits to consumers and
the probability of accepting green home appliances will be increasing. When SC increases, consumers
would be more willing to accept green home appliances because they can obtain a subsidy from
governments. When the probability p3 increases, i.e., governments will have more probability to adopt
the strategy of supervision, consumers will prefer to accept green home appliances. Affected by the
increasing demand of green home appliances, enterprises would be willing to offer more green home
appliances to the market. Therefore, p2 will increase.
(2) p1 is a decreasing function of RC .When RC increases, consumers will have more tendency to
accept traditional home appliances and enterprises would be driven to choose offering traditional home
appliances.
When governments decide to choose the strategy of supervision all the time, i.e., p3 equals 1,
equation (8) and (10) are the same as the results stated in literature [16].

5 Conclusions
In general, in the static game of complete information between governments, enterprises and
consumers in the green supply chain of the home appliance industry, there probably are six pure strategy
Nash equilibriums. Except the ideal strategies combination (Offer Green Home Appliances, Acceptance,
Nonsupervision), the others are not what we desire. Mixed strategy equilibrium also exists. From the
perspective of governments, appropriate SB, FB and SC will be helpful to increase the probability of
enterprises and consumers to participate the green supply chain. This indicates that governments should
carry out more preferential policies to ensure consumers to gain a certain amount of subsidy SC in order
to encourage them to accept green home appliances and ensure the enterprises to gain subsidy SB
simultaneously so as to compensate their increased cost when choosing to offer green products. At the
same time, the penalty FB should be big enough so that the punishment for those enterprises choosing to
offer traditional home appliances should be effective. Governments’ guidance will be very helpful in the
initiate stage of the construction of the green supply chain in the home appliance industry.
In the long run, the governments should play a very import role in the construction of the green
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supply chain in the home appliance industry. The governments should begin with improving laws and
regulations about environmental protection, cultivating green price system and green market in order to
create favorable external conditions to improve the construction of the green supply chain in the home
appliance industry. Meanwhile the role of market in the aspect of resource allocation should effectively
come into play and lead the enterprises to consciously pursue scientific management approaches and
techniques of green supply chain. Only by doing so, can the home appliance industry realize sustainable
development.
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Abstract: Based on information collected by interviews, fieldwork studies, questionnaires and so on,
this paper is an attempt to analyze the rural financial industries in Shenyang. There are a number of
studies on the rural financial system of China in recent years, but few based on municipal level. It is
necessary to do such a study from the perspective of a city, as Shenyang, which can help city policy
makers get a clear view of the rural financial system. After analyzing these data, some problems existent
in this system can be detected. The rural financial market is actually a monopoly market, with little
competition faced by the Rural Credit Cooperatives. The high deposit loan imbalance shows that money
is not fully utilized in rural market and the amount of money lent to farmers is rather small. The high
non-performing loan rate indicates an unfavorable rural financial environment. There are several policy
recommendations made in this paper, which includes establishing a more diversified rural financial
system, improving supporting service, increasing money supply and upgrading the financial
environment in rural area. We have good reason to believe that these efforts would provide the market
with more competitors, better service, more loans and a good environment.
Keywords: Rural; Financial system; Shenyang; Problems; Policy recommendations

1 Introduction
The rural financial system plays a very important role in developing rural economy and increasing
Chinese farmers’ income. Financial institutions in rural areas can lend money to farmers or township
enterprises in need and help them with agricultural or other economic activities. As the development and
prosperity of rural economy in Shenyang, the financial industries in the countryside also grow
accordingly. Both deposits and loans in rural areas are rising in these years, and some insurance
companies are extending their business in rural areas and increasing the kinds of insurance provided for
farmers. However, there are still various problems existent in this market. This paper is going to analyze
the rural financial system of Shenyang city, where economic development and farmers’ income ranging
at the middle level of the whole country. There are a number of studies on rural financial system of
China in recent years, like the Strategic Restructure of Rural Financial Scheme of China by Zhao Yi, the
Optimal Path of Rural Financial System Reform in China by Gu Shen, the Weakness and Policy
Recommendations of Rural Financial System of Hebei Province by Chang Fangnan and Wang Shaochun,
etc. But there are few studies based on municipal level. The real situation of financial market varies
from place to place, it is necessary to analyze it from the perspective of a big city such as Shenyang, to
help city policy makers get a clear view on how the local rural financial system runs and on how to
improve it.
This paper is based on information collected by interviews, fieldwork studies, questionnaires and
case analysis and so on, conducted by the writer and her helping hands. Each of the 8 districts
(Liaozhong, Xinmin, Kangping, Faku, Shenbei, Dongling, Yuhong and Sujiatun) that have rural areas in
Shenyang city is sampled and investigated. Totally 26 towns, 52 villages, 80 financial institutions, 30
township enterprises and 310 rural families were studied. Relevant government agencies also exposed
certain data to this study and some government officials have narrated considerable information.

2 Basic Information Financial Institutions in Shenyang City of China
Currently, there are 7 financial institutions dealing with agricultural business at municipal level: the
People’s Bank of China Shenyang Branch, Shenyang Rural Credit Cooperatives, Agricultural
Development Bank of China Liaoning Branch, Agricultural Bank of China Liaoning Branch, Property
Insurance Company of China Liaoning Branch, Life Insurance Company Shenyang Branch and Postal
Savings Bank Shenyang Branch under construction. At district and county level, the number of financial
institutions that has agriculture related business is 106, among which 4 belonging to People’s Bank of
China system, 9 belonging to Rural Credit Cooperatives system, 13 belonging to Agricultural Bank
system, 8 belonging to Agricultural Development Bank system, 22 belonging to Property Insurance
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system, 26 belonging to Life Insurance system, 24 belonging to Postal Saving system.
At township level, also the main concern of this study, there are totally 375 financial institutions,
among which 156 belongs to Rural Credit Cooperatives system, accounting for 41% of all the financial
institutions at township level, 44 belongs to Agricultural Bank system, accounting for 12% of the total
number, 90 belongs to Life Insurance Company system, around 2%, 85 belongs to Postal Savings
system, about 23% (See Figure 1).

Figure 1

The Breakdown of Financial Institutions at Township Level

Now we look at the loans and deposits balance. The total number of deposits for rural financial
institutions of Shenyang is 36.76 billion yuan by the end of December 2008, while the number for loans
is 10.31 billion yuan, the difference is 26.45 billion yuan. Now we look at the number for some different
financial institutions. The deposit is 10.2 billion yuan while the loan is 2.88 million yuan for Shenyang
Postal Savings; the deposit is 22.3 billion while the loan is 13.32 billlion for Shenyang Agricultural
Credit Cooperatives (See Figure 2).

Figure 2 Deposits and Loans for Shenyang Postal Savings, Shenyang Agricultural Credit Cooperatives and
Total Number of Shenyang

3 Problems in Shenyang’s Rural Financial Market
From the basic information demonstrated in the last session, we could get a rough idea about what
the system like and what are the problems existent now in Shenyang’s rural financial market.
3.1 Insufficient competition
From Figure 1 we can see that the Rural Credit Cooperatives occupy a major percentage among all
the financial institutions in Shenyang, around 41%, well above organizations from other systems (23%
for Postal Savings, 12% for Agricultural Banks, 24% for Life Insurance Company). Actually, the rural
financial market is kind of a seller’s market and the Rural Credit Cooperatives is like the monopoly in
this market. The recent statistics shows that the short-term agricultural loans and private entity loans
issued by Rural Credit Cooperatives occupies 87.4%, 35.8% of the total number, respectively. According
to our survey, 59% of farmers and 35.29% township enterprises interviewed told that they will go to
Rural Credit Cooperatives for loans as their first choice.
What attributed to this situation? In recent years, as the state owned banks undergoing reforms and
commercialization, a number of banks and financial institutions in Shenyang gave up their business in
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rural area and mainly focused on the city market, because they can earn more money there than in
countryside. There are much fewer financial institutions left in the country area and less choices for
farmers when they want to save and borrow money.
3.2 Unsatisfactory service quality
Due to little competition, the incentive for the Cooperatives to improve the quality of service is
rather low and there are many weaknesses in the service provided by the Cooperatives. For one thing,
the time limit of loans lent by the Cooperatives is somewhat shorter than necessary. The Cooperatives
usually lend money from January to March each year, and withdraw from October to December at the
same year. They won’t let it returned next year, and the loan period is not synchronous with the
agricultural production. A peanut planter told in interview, the price for peanut is 2.05 yuan per catty in
September, the time peanuts starting to get ripe. If farmers can sell the peanuts after one or two months,
the price can go up to around 2.7 yuan per catty. But the cooperatives require farmers to repay the loan
from October; farmers have to sell the peanuts at a relatively low price. The same thing happed to
scallion planters as well. For another, the yearly interest rate of the loans from the Cooperatives varies
from one borrower to another, with an average 12%. The interest rates for some farmers are as high as
24% to 36%. The difference of rates makes room for the officers in Cooperatives to get their own
benefits. For example, they may give a relatively low rate for borrowers who gave them “benefits” in
certain forms while a high one for those who didn’t.
3.3 Limited loans and unutilized deposit
Figure 2 demonstrates the considerable deposit loan imbalance in current rural financial market.
The deposits in Shenyang’s rural financial institutions are 36.76 billion yuan in the year 2008, while the
loans are 10.31 billion yuan; the difference was as high as 26.54 billion yuan. More than 2/3 of the
money has not been utilized in rural market and flowed out. By the data provided in the information part,
we can calculate the loan deposit ratio is 28% for Shenyang rural financial institutions together (10.31
divided by 36.76); the ratio is much smaller for Postal Savings, 0.028%, means that in the 10.2 billion
yuan of deposits for Postal Savings, only 2.88 million yuan was lent out to farmers. According to our
survey, the average amount of money the Cooperatives lent is around 10,000 rmb per family each year,
only covering the basic needs for simple agricultural production. Around 47.8% of farmers surveyed
regarded the limited amount of loan as the most important problem in current system. While large sum
of money is flowing out of rural market rather than supporting the rural development, over 57.2% of the
farmers interviewed think the main way to increase farmers’ income is to increase money input in the
rural area. Why is that? To make it simple, many banks just do not lend loans in the countryside; it is
their way. For example, Postal Savings seldom lend but only absorb deposits from citizens, and after
banks reform and commercialization, numerous banks have cut down their branches, those let in rural
areas mainly have saving function, no lending business at all.
3.4 Non-performing loans
According to statistics, the total amount of non-performing loan for all the financial institutions in
Shenyang is 38.65 billion yuan, the non-performing loan rate is 14.3%. Among all the financial
institutions, Agricultural Bank, Agricultural Development Bank and the Agricultural Credit
Cooperatives were ranked top 3 in terms of their number of non-performing loans. Non-performing
loans for the three banks were 13.34 billion, 9.32 billion, and 6.42 billion yuan respectively, together
accounting for 75% of the total non-performing loans of Shenyang (See Figure 3). Non-performing loan
ratio is 60.64% for the Agricultural Development Bank, 51.81% for the Agricultural Bank and 48.21%
for the Agricultural Credit Cooperatives, which is quite high compared with other banks of this industry.

Others
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Agricultural Credit
Cooperatives
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Agricultural Bank
Agricultural Bank
34%

Agricultural
Development Bank
24%

Agricultural Development Bank
Agricultural Credit
Cooperatives
Others

Figure 3 Breakdown of the Non-Performing Loans of Shenyang
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The supervision department of banking industry told us during the survey, the amount of
Shenyang’s non-performing loan is quite high among the 15 vice-provincial cities; and the financial
environment was ranked 44 among the 50 major cities of China. The rural financial system is even more
poorly running. One of the main reasons lies in the weak legal system. The verdict of loan cases has
been hard to be executed, and there are always people or organizations trying to avoid paying back to
banks, especially certain government agencies and officials. Taking the Cooperatives as example, the
non-performing loan in the year 2008 is 6.4 billion yuan, among which government related loan is 2.6
billion yuan, accounting almost 40%. Government related loan includes the village community loan
(1.04 billion for the year 2008), government finance loan (220 million for the same year), loans
borrowed by government and civil servants (700 million for the same year), and so on. It is not
uncommon for government agencies or officials to do this in China.

4 Proposals Recommended
Based on the analysis above and Shenyang’s reality, there are several recommendations can be
highlighted:
4.1 Establish a diversified system
Firstly, government should encourage more social investment coming into rural financial market by
providing favorable conditions for investors, including reduction of registration fees, business and
income taxes, etc. More rural financial institutions need to be set up. Relevant government agencies
need to provide help, information and guidance for those village banks, rural financial cooperative
organizations and other small-amount loan institutions. Secondly, it is also very important to deepen and
fasten the reform of the Rural Credit Cooperative systems. The service quality and efficiency is
supposed to be improved, for example, loan procedure to be simplified, the amount of loans lent to
farmers to be increased, and the period of loan to be prolonged for a little longer. Thirdly, a
comprehensive agricultural insurance scheme is necessary in helping farmers and should be set up. It is
better for government to choose some competitive, large-sized insurance companies as the contractor of
agricultural insurance programs, so as to provide comprehensive insurance that can cover more
economic plants and poultry for farmers.
4.2 Improve supporting service
The first thing about supporting service for rural financial market is to further develop the forward
market of agricultural products. In order to do so, government should try to connect with leading
agricultural product companies, agricultural agents, financial organizations and industry supervising
departments to develop the forward market for agricultural products. Another thing is to increase the
service quality of financial intermediary institutions such as services provided by law firms, accounting
firms, guarantee firms and so on. Last but not least important, favorable recruiting and retaining policies
should be worked out to encourage scholars and specialists to come and contribute to Shenyang. It is
also very important to provide financial trainings and relevant information for agricultural agents and
farmers.
4.3 Increase money supply in rural area
We can encourage financial institutions at county level and below to fully use their money as loans
for farmers or to transfer their excessive deposits to rural financial organizations like the Cooperatives,
so that money supply in rural area will be increased. Furthermore, government agencies in relevant can
settle a basic line for rural financial institutions’ loans, if banks or other institutions’ loans exceed the
settled amount, the part that exceeded the settled will be exempt of business taxes and income taxes. It is
also important to increase the financial discount rate for farmers especially for those in poverty or
remote area.
4.4 Upgrade the financial environment
The rural financial environment of Shenyang should be upgraded as soon as possible. The
development of rural financial industries is supposed to be put on current government agenda and
measurement need to be devised and quantified to see how well the government manages the economy.
Government agencies should set the example themselves, of clearing debt with banks or other financial
institutions. It is better to set the exact date for government to settle the debt, the municipal and county
government can pay the loans each at a certain percentage. Furthermore, it is necessary to investigate the
default cases, and punish those companies or people who purposely refuse to pay money back. More
importantly, a personal credit information database should be built and the information should be shared
among financial, taxes, commercial, custom departments of government.
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5 Conclusion
To sum up, the problems existent in the rural financial system of Shenyang, such as insufficient
competition, unsatisfactory service, limited loan and non-performing loans, have posed an obstacle for
further developing rural economy and constructing “new countryside”. There are many political and
historical reasons underlying this situation. Relevant government agencies should take actions to solve
this problem to promote the rural economy and farmers’ life to a new level. At least 4 directions should
be paid attention to: establishing a more diversified rural financial system, improving supporting service,
increasing money supply and upgrading the financial environment in rural area. We have good reason to
believe that these efforts would provide the market with more competitors, better service, more loans
and a good environment.
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Abstract:On the basis of expounding on the harmonious management theory and analyzing the college
instructors’ appeal of harmonious management of own particularity, this paper introduces the concept of
harmonious management to guide college instructors performance evaluation and discusses the
harmonious construction of college instructors performance evaluation under the harmonious
management theory. Guided by performance objective in a certain period and combining the
performance mechanism and instructors’ subjective, a conclusion of student thought political education
target coupling with instructors’ personal goal is reached.
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1 Introduction
College instructors’ performance evaluation is, according to the target and requirement of college
students’ ideological and political education work, to assess the instructors’ quality, behavior, results,
and other aspects organizationally and objectively, so as to determine their ability, working state and
adaptability. “Involving observation, judgment, feedback, measure, organizations and people’s
emotional factors intervention”[1], the college instructors performance evaluation is a comprehensive,
multi-level and perspectives, system engineering, which aims at the harmonious unification between the
scientific construction of college students’ ideological and political work team and ideological and
political education , college students healthy growth and university counselors’ personal development.
Because of the obsolete guidance idea and serious insufficiency in evaluating method, process,
system, the existing instructors evaluation system’s assessment validity is low and reliability is weak.
Thus, this essay introduces a new concept of “harmonious management” to guide the college’s
counselor’s performance evaluation and builds a more optimized settings and humanized guide to
promote the development of college counselor’s performance evaluation.

2 Harmonious Management Theories
2.1 The definition of the harmonious management theory
The harmonious management theory is a theoretical system established on reducing internal
friction and improving organization operation and management performance through harmonious
mechanism from the system engineering angle. The harmonious management theory is the problem
solving learning closely relied on the environment and the harmony theme, structured as “One Body,
Two Wings”. “One Body” for “harmonious theme”, i.e. the core problem to solve and core task to
achieve so as to achieve the long-term goal for the organization in specific development period and
situations. “Two Wings” for “He” and “Xie”, “He” is defined as the perception and behavior of human
and the crowd’s “proper” embedding into organization, mainly concerning about man’s subjectivity and
initiative; “Xie” refers to all content elements’ “reasonable” “input” into organization. And the concept
of “proper” and “reasonable” can be systematically interpreted by “He principle” and “Xie principle”
respectively. “He principle” is the special device to deal with human’s eternal uncertainty, mainly
targeted at reducing the uncertainty from people; “Xie principle” is to deal with any management
problems that can be materialized or made elements finally, which is the fundamental principles used to
guide the pursuit of optimization under given resource constraints and objectives, mainly focusing on
uncertainty (probability) of efficiency.[2]
Management theory is the coupling interaction between the two rules of developing people’s
initiative (that is “He” principle) and optimization design (that is Xie principle) on the core basis of
“harmony theme”. Therefore, the harmonious management of the core ideas can be described as:
interaction between human and object and the autonomy and initiative between human and system as
the primary consideration, to mobilize “the dynamic role of human” under the double role of rational
design and optimization and the environment induced independent evolution, and to deal with issues’
systematic management ideas and methods.[2]
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2.2 Operational mode of harmonious management
2.2.1 Identification of harmony theme
Identification of harmony theme is the premise of management. As the core management tasks or
problems to complete the mission of the organization and achieve strategic objectives, harmony theme is
the stage management priorities and focus during the strategy implementation process. In every stage of
implementation of the strategy, there will be a large number of tasks to be do and many problems to
solve, that is to say, the various departments within the organization, in order to achieve the overall
strategy, must define their own tasks in a certain stage; i.e. the harmony theme. Harmony of each sector
corresponds to a certain coping mechanisms and measures, and these corresponding resource allocations
form a branch of a broader network diagrams with the harmony theme’s network-like-distribution. As
illustrated in FIG. 1. After the strategic objectives identified, the core mission of harmony theme is to
identify the most critical and important themes for phased implementation of the strategic objectives in a
particular environment, organization and leadership situations.
Organization mission and strategic goals in specific time

Related
tasks

Network management tasks or problems
Harmony
theme

Figure 1

Informal organization
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Formal organization
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issues
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2.2.2 Harmonious coupling operation mode
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Shown in Figure 2, the coactions of “He principle” and “Xie principle” does not represent a
harmonious state of the inevitable but the interaction of “He principle” and “Xie principle” with
harmony themes constantly emerged during the process of organization. In the organization
management of a given time period, geographic and industry, within the system of “He principle” and
“Xie principle”, we can see the progression from “He principle 1” to “He principle 2” to“ He principle
3” and from “Xie principle 1” to “Xie principle 2 ” to “Xie principle 3”. By nature, harmony theme,
“He principle”, “Xie principle” and external environment interactive but interdependent between each
other, only the formation of coupling and maintaining the consistency of the relative dynamic among
them can promote the organization’s adaptation and development and enable organizations to gain
competitive advantage and better performance ,along with the co-evolution with the environment.

3 Harmonious Management Demands of Specificity from College Counselors
3.1 Harmonious management demands of college counselors’ working features
Targeted at students, college counselors’ work is individualized. They influence students through
their moral character, knowledge, ability, language, behavior model, etc. under incomplete monitoring.
A single way of quantitative assessment assures no quality of their work consciously and voluntarily, no
autonomy or inspiration.
Therefore, the College Instructors Performance Evaluation under Harmony Management Theory
advocates the use of environment induces “He principle” to maximize the counselors’ autonomy and
creativity, overcomes the contradiction brought from incomplete monitoring, which adapts the working
characteristics of counselors.
3.2 Harmonious management demands of college counselors’ own characteristics
Most counselors are knowledge workers as with a master degree or above. Large amount of
research data shows that knowledge workers pursue the proof of their own value, more concerned with
the realization of their own values and expecting the top-level community’s recognition as they want to
play to their strengths and achieve a career. So high-level and often difficult work of educating people
is a fun for them, they treat the students spiritual world as a reflection of the way of self-worth, and as
the work are often not immediate because of its non-material, long-term nature, no later than
effectiveness. It has to go through a very long time to bear fruit. In this case, the present relative rigid
way of quantitative assessment is of little incentive to college counselors.
Thus, the College Instructors Performance Evaluation based on Harmonious Management Theory
advocates optimizing “Xie principle”, that is to optimize the formation of specific objectives of
evaluation methods and from an objective values in line with the direction of College Counselors.

4 Harmony Constructions of College Instructors Performance Evaluation under
the Harmony Management Theory
4.1 Construction of stage harmony theme of college instructors’ performance evaluation
Being representative and relatively stable, Harmony Theme has to guide the higher performance
evaluation results. Therefore, any individual or short-term management cannot be identified as a
harmonious theme. For example, to a college dedicated to the professional counselors construction, if
the backbone counselors with higher theory level but in the performance evaluation process with
severely insufficient ideological work into students, then the counselor performance evaluation for the
current stage harmony theme can be refined as “carry out the ideological work at great length and deep
into student”, not just increase the punishment in the assessment feedback for not into students.
4.2 Construction of a performance evaluation system matched with the harmony theme
4.2.1 Establishment of a harmonious coupling mechanism for college counselor’s performance
evaluation
In the field of college counselors performance evaluation and under the premise of the
establishment of ideological and political education’s development orientation and strategic targeting,
we should base on the following two factors to establish the harmonious coupling mechanism: one is
to explore, analyze, sort, summarize environmental induction factors in order to fully mobilize the
majority of counselors’ enthusiasm and initiatives and to create an environment and conditions to form a
dynamic; the other is to optimize specific performance appraisal system, to build an evaluation system
helpful to ideological and political education and counselors’ self-development, then through induction
of assessment to give full play to the potential for self-development counselor, reduce the negative
effects of their work, and ultimately achieve a state of relative harmony. As Figure 3 shows:
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Figure 3 Establishment of the Harmonious Coupling Mechanism

4.2.2 Optimization of the main part of college counselor’s performance evaluation
Subjects of College Counselors Performance Evaluation at this stage are the higher authorities,
policies, methods with the higher authorities’ reviews as the main reference. Under the harmony
management theory, the assessment subjects and the power distribution need further optimization.
（1)Reduce the department assessment
The counselors’ performance evaluation made by the students’ affairs department, departments’
party committee or other charging departments is the core of most counselors’ performance evaluation.
Authorities hold an advantageous position in observing and assessing the counselors’ performance. They
may control and lead properly, but also with negative impact of subjective factors. Therefore,
appropriate reduction on the proportion of authorities’ evaluation is a kind of coordination of “He
principle” and “Xie principle”. And strengthening the “He principle” will be more conducive to
realizing the harmony theme--the short-term performance.
（2)Adhere to the self-assessment
Self-assessment is a typical example to highlight the dominant position of counselors. The theory
of “He principle” is adopted in self-evaluation and owns ability reduces the uncertainty through the
process of evaluation. Self-assessment is suitable for counselors with strong self-binding, high
self-demanding and strong concept of moral responsibility. But for some instructors, they may improve
the actual evaluation of themselves, thus there will be lack of justification in the evaluation and the
overall effectiveness will be affected. Therefore, in specific applications, the backbone counselor groups
can be the main subject of self-assessment.
（3)Develop peer assessment
Development of peer assessment is to fully use “He principle”, adjust the inter-organizational and
interpersonal relation by reducing uncertainty, ultimately strengthen the “division of labor” and
“cooperation” and improve the counselors organization acceptance and role orientation in cooperation
so that they could play their own ability in strong collective activities and comply with the
organizational arrangements, and feedback the whole cooperation positively, not just show self
performance for individual achievements.
（4)Highly integrate student’s assessment
Students are the working objects and the closest ones to college counselors, and they are most
familiar with counselors work. The way of students participating in the counselor’s performance
evaluation anonymously is also known as bottom-up performance feedback. Through students,
counselors can improve their way of working much more. This evaluation method is more propitious to
the performance evaluation, one with “closer to students” as the stage “harmony theme”. In practice we
should pay attention to the entire areas and consider the actual difference of the number of students. To
achieve a comprehensive performance evaluation we must see the instructor’s effect on the individual as
well as on the whole group.
4.2.3 The index system of college counselor’s performance evaluation
The index system directly relates to the performance evaluation results and also the direct baton to guide
counselors’ behavior. To design index system should start from implementing optimal allocation and construct
environmental inducted harmonious coupling mechanism. On one hand, we should scientifically set the types and
proportion of quantitative and qualitative index; for instance, we can set work, study and research as the three
qualitative indexes and reflect them respectively through different assessment content and weights, then give full
play to the counselors subjective initiative through the digital fuzzy judging while optimize system and resources,
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strengthen the matching nature of instructors with certain individual appraisal index. Directing at counselors with
different titles and administrative-level, we fully reflect the coupling of “He principle” and “Xie principle” timely
and appropriate combination of different quantitative and qualitative indicators. On the other hand, the index system
cannot be generalized and we should adjust the indicators distribution of different time and performance targets,
considering the overall strength of the school, teacher status, the student’s quality and management basis. For
research universities with strong power in ideological and political education and related disciplines, as they have
strong academic support for counselors’ specialization and high-quality students, they may reflect more demands on
counselors’ professional construction in the system design and walk the expert path.
4.2.4 Choice of college counselor’s performance evaluation methods
One is individualized assessment. As for the counselors performance evaluation with outstanding
talent in some area, way of “He principle” as main method and supplemented by optimization of “Xie
principle” should be adopted. We should combine multiple forms of assessment, such as promoting and
encouraging excellent counselors to be professional and career-oriented and critical incident technique is
very effective to performance evaluation; for by objective management evaluation of general and newly
worked counselors, we can adopt the method of “Xie principle” as main method and supplemented by
optimization of “He principle” and optimizing related objectives and concept of implementing the “He
principle”. The second is the development assessment. Development assessment pays more attention to
individual’s background, foundation and individual differences and its main concept is to make the
majority counselors identify with, support and participate positively in the evaluation. To establish
developmental counselor evaluation system is helpful to enhance the counselors’ professional quality
and stimulate the continuous improvement of the work of counselors’ initiative and creativity.
The concrete application of assessment methods is actually to try to improve the “Xie principle”
and give full play to “He principle”, to bring “He principle” and “Xie principle” together by people’s
initiative, to bring the Counselor’s own development goals closer to the schools’ overall objective of
ideological and political education and to ultimately achieve the dialectical unity of “He principle” and
“Xie principle” and harmony of school objectives and personal development.
4.2.5 Feedback of the college counselor’s performance assessment result
Counselors work autonomy and strong features of not full control may easily lead to their prone to
resistance and debate when receiving the feedback. Facing this situation, we can construct the basic
awareness of “recognition of the complementary division of labor” and “inclined to cooperate”, and
design art method of “sustainable compliance” and “positive feedback” the basic sense of “integrity”
and “responsibility” as the fundamental so as to feedback effectively, which can be achieved through the
principle of “He principle” and environment induced independent evolution. When assessing the
feedback results, evaluator should also give the instructors assistance, education and guidance and
rationally use scientific methods of feedback, like telling and persuading, telling and listening and
problem solving, to make positive result in feedback.

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, the introduction of management theory in the field of college counselors’
performance evaluation provides a reference framework for the theory and practice of college
counselors’ performance evaluation. The College Instructors Performance Evaluation based on
Harmonious Management Theory is to connect Performance Mechanism with counselors’ initiative,
give full play to counselors’ autonomy and initiatives, and eventually reach the coupling ideological and
political education of students and counselors personal goals, coupling of the target of students’
ideological and political education with counselors personal goals, on the basis of overall management,
reforming colleges’ current management philosophy under guidance of the performance objective in a
certain period of time.
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1 Introduction
In China, if you ask project managers of construction how about cost control, he will answer that
cost is the responsibility of accountant. But an accountant lacking professional construction knowledge
and effective information on-site will change cost management into only one job: cost calculation.
Activity-based cost management (ABCM) calculates cost based on activity not process. It pays more
attention to analysis effective information based on activity. Thus ABCM needs to be introduced in cost
management of construction project.
Before 1980s, cost management theory focus on cost calculation and cost control. During this
period, fixed cost was separated from variable cost in the journal of cost management accounting. After
market economy’s setting up, as a paying more attention on market price cost management, target cost
management appeared. During the period of late 1980s, ABCM was introduced in China. Researchers
did a lot of fruitful studies in the field of ABCM theory (Wang, 2001) as a new cost accounting and cost
management system, ABCM application is widely adopted in developed countries (Cooper, 1988).
However, it is still under discussion in China. While some research has been done on the application of
ABCM in Manufacturing (Ou, 2000), the ABCM in construction seldom has been discussed. So there is
great theoretical and realistic significance to research and spread ABCM in our country.

2 Methodologies
2.1 Traditional cost management
Traditional cost management focuses on products. It is a process that real project product cost is
calculated on the foundation of Confirmation and calculation quantity of resources consumed.
According to construction project management rules (GB/T50362-2001) issued by construction ministry
cost management of construction project include the following six steps: cost forecast, cost plan, cost
control, cost accounting, cost analysis, cost assessment.
2.2 ABCM
ABCM focuses on activity-based cost calculation. On the foundation of the dynamic information
provided by activity-based cost calculation analyzes and amends all activity-based cost and leads cost
management deep into activity-based. It eliminates the no-Value-added activities so as to promote
operation efficiency of Value-added activities. It reduces the waste of resources so as to be more
competitive. Finally the level of production and management of the entire value chain will be improved
continuously. Activity-based cost calculation includes two steps. The first step is activity confirmation,
activity integration and Activity Cost Pool construction. The second step is resource cost accumulation.
The third step is calculation of activity cost and product cost
2.3 Comparison
Through the comparison as shown in table 1 between traditional cost management of construction
project and ABCM, we can find that traditional cost management has strict six steps. ABCM is so
meticulous and deepgoing that it is decomposed into cost management’s activity. If we preserve the
strict six steps where we use ABCM idea and activity view perspective to implement. We can both have
the strict six step and accurate and meticulousness.
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Table 1 Advantages of Two Types of Cost Management
traditional
Construction
project
cost
ABCM
management
⑴The management is meticulous and
deepgoing. It is easier to find existing problems
in the management.
⑵Cost information is complete and accurate.
⑶Cost control object is more centralized and
helpful to control cost and improve
Management system is strict.
management from the beginning.
⑷It is helpful for company to establish their
own cost forecast tools.
⑸It is helpful for construction company to
adapt to market development pattern in future.

3 Application of ABCM to Construction Project
3.1 Some first-phase preparation
3.11 Full-time institutions of ABCM
ABCM, as a kind of advanced cost calculation, cost analysis and improvement method,
incorporates many advanced management ideas. In our country, it is Spread and exploited from
manufacturing industry to services industry. This lays the foundation for construction industry how to
use ABCM knowledge. At present, the large construction project want to apply for advanced cost
management, but they still lack of Construction project’s success experience to imitate. In order to make
the ABCM knowledge can be used more quickly and effectively in construction industry, it is needed to
set up Full-time institutions of ABCM and organize training sessions. Denny McGeore and Angla
Palmer pointed out the ABCM team should not be too big. So far, there is not found the most
Appropriate ABCM team number, but it is evidence that eight person is the maximum number. The
eight people required various business knowledge and technical data, so it is feasible that training can be
started from locating right persons from existing engineering and technical personnel, financial
personnel and production management personnel. Then put these three kinds of people together to set up
an ABCM full-time institutions. The full-time institutions play a role through exercising suggestion right,
formulate the ABCM implementation regulations, and define the organization, object, working
procedures and rewards method after making the economic effect of ABCM so as to ensure the full-time
institutions operate efficiently
3.12 Comprehensive information communication
The basis of ABCM is information and data, so setting up an unblocked, reliable information
channel is very important. Not only the construction project internal information flow should be set up,
but also profession information flow and external market information flow. Accordingly, the
information flow model can be set up as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 ABCM Information Flow Model

3.13 Construction project’s activity coding system and foundation database
If a construction project wants to specifically control its every part of activity-based cost, it must
classify project into some activity easy to control through the coding system. This is coding system’s
basic function. It is needed to set up unified construction project’s activity-based coding system within
the company based on traditional coding system of construction industry so as to make the different
construction project’s classification caliber of activity be same. Construction Company has not
established coding system whose classification caliber is activity until now. It is a bottleneck for ABCM
application in Construction industry. Lack of unified activity-based coding system can lead to different
project participants decompose the same project but the activity system is different, so as to be difficult
to communicate with each other. When it is time to account, cost analyze and economic assess there is
not same caliber and the advice from activity-based cost management team is difficult to be adopted.
When A construction project is completed, it is classified some activity using activity-based unified
coding system. This construction project’s activity-based data can be easily put into the computer system
to preserve. These data are preserved continuously in order to form Construction Company will form
their own database. Project Management personnel can easily make cost forecast and control on the
foundation of their own database. When project finish, Project Management personnel make project‘s
management assessment on the foundation of their own database. The data are enriched unceasingly.
This is a dynamic improvement process and virtuous cycle system.
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4.2 Action step
There are eight action steps as shown in figure 2. The first step is preparation; the second step is cost
forecasting; the third step is cost planning; the fourth step is cost controlling; the fifth step is cost
accounting; the sixth step is cost analyzing; the seventh step is cost assessing.

5 Conclusion
Construction project does not set up cost responsibility, because of lacking effective information. It
can not find where resource is wasted and what we can do to reduce cost .ABCM using the
activity-based cost calculation’s dynamic information analyzes and amends cost. ABCM can solve the
Inauthentic Information. But ABCM is a complete new idea for construction company, whether is used
in point is unknown. Experience from developed country and conclusion of researcher in china indicate
that ABCM Apply to Industry where management level is advanced. For Construction project,
introducing ABCM Is not completely abandoning the existing project management mode and setting up
a new system. That Advantages of Traditional cost management and ABCM are united to utilize is an
optimal choice. In this mode, first-phase preparation is necessary. The contribution of this paper is not
only providing an ABCM mode for construction project but also the giving direction for Construction
Company that is setting up an unblocked, reliable information channel and collection material and data
in order to set up Construction project’s activity coding system and foundation database.
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Abstract: Because of the polytropy of environment, the existence of imitation and the law of strategy
life cycle, the validity of a strategy is limited, so strategy innovation has become inevitable. Carrying
out strategy innovation too early will make innovation difficult, while starting too late, the cost of
innovation will be very high. Based on a deep analysis on the effectiveness and the life cycle
characteristics of enterprise strategy, the paper proposed three models of enterprise strategy innovation,
and then discussed the starting time of enterprise strategy innovation on the basis of the analysis on the
effectiveness of enterprise strategy.
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1 Introduction
In the 21st century, a new competitive environment has formed in which quick technology reform
and economic development make profound changes happened in the world. The rapid development of
Internet and e-commerce has accelerated the process of global integration, but also brought fundamental
changes to internal and external operating environment of enterprises [1]. Facing the great changes of
environment and thinking about the enterprise strategy innovation, it’s obvious that traditional strategy
management has difficulty in explaining and solving the matter of dynamic strategic interaction and
traditional strategy theory is helpless in describing and working out the complexity, uncertainty, and
dynamic change in the current competition environment [2]. Using Swedish scholar MatsLindgren's
description on the effectiveness of strategy and the law of life cycle of enterprise strategy for reference[3],
this paper discussed that how to start the enterprise strategy innovation to keep the difficulty of strategy
innovation less and the cost of it lower.

2 Effectiveness and Life Cycle Characteristics of Enterprise Strategy
2.1 Effectiveness of enterprise strategy and its influencing factors
The practice of enterprise strategy management has proved repeatedly that the duration of each
strategy is limited, which means that no enterprise can dominate the market and be unfailing depending
on the formulation of disposable strategy [4], which is determined by the effectiveness of strategy . It’s
generally believed that the effectiveness of the strategy is affected by the following four factors:
1) The adaptability of the strategy on environment. This adaptability is relative, that is, the strategy
is adaptable to environment in the case that the environment is relatively stable or its change trend is
invariant, while when the environment reverses, the established strategy will lose adaptability.
2) The consistency between strategy and target. The effectiveness of strategy will no longer exist
with the inconsistency between results of strategy implementation and the strategy target.
3) The competitive advantage of strategy. When the effective strategy is imitated by competitors, it
will lose larruping novelty, the competitive advantage will be weakened, and the expected excess profit
will decrease.
4) The expected profitability of the strategy. When the core competence supporting strategy is
imitated by competitors or core competence which is more valuable is cultivated (by competitors or
itself), current core competence will lose its value.
2.2 Life cycle of enterprise strategy
Due to the consistent change of environment, innovation and imitation is universal, so the
effectiveness of strategy is always relative and the duration of strategy is limited. Any strategy will go
through a process including formation, maturation, aging, and death which is the law of life cycle that
strategies must abide by [3]. Life cycle of strategy can be defined by the effectiveness and duration of
strategy, as shown in Figure 1.
In the figure of strategy life cycle, the effectiveness of strategy is used as ordinate, which can be
comprehensively measured by four items of indexes such as the adaptability of strategy on environment,
the consistency between strategy and target, the competitive advantage of strategy and the expected
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profitability of strategy, while the duration of strategy is used as abscissa, on which the complete
strategy cycle can be divided into four stages including incubation, growth, maturity and aging period.
Effectiveness of Strategy

Incubation
Incubation Growth

Maturity

Aging
Aging

Premature Aging

Untimely Death
Introduction Time Point
Abortion

Death
Duration of Strategy

Figure 1 Complete Form and Probable Abnormal Form of Strategy Life Cycle

The effectiveness of strategy in each period is different. In incubation period, in which the strategy
is till in development stage, the effectiveness of strategy is very low. In growth period, the effectiveness
of strategy will increase, and then in maturity period, in which the resources deployment of strategy
obtains competitive advantage and both of the adaptability on environment and profitability can achieve
ideal level, and strategic behavior is consistent with strategy, so strategy is on a high level.
With strategy in aging period, the effectiveness of strategy will begin to decline. When the
effectiveness of strategy is completely lost, the strategy dies and it will be the end of strategic duration.
So bell shaped locus of strategy is displayed in the coordinates of effectiveness and duration.
Different stages of strategy life cycle are defined as follows:
1) Incubation period. It’s the stage of the generation of strategic assumption and the design,
analyses and assessment of strategy project.
2) Growth period. It’s the stage of the determination, attempt, gradual implementation, and
continuous adjustments and perfection of strategy project. There is an introduction time point from
incubation period to growth period at which strategy project is formally determined and admitted to
implement.
3) Maturity period. It’s the stage in which strategy is generally implemented and is programmed
4) Aging period. Strategy can not adapt to environment more and more seriously because inertia
has formed and crisis appears gradually in this stage. At this time, going through every stage in the
complete process of life cycle, the strategy comes to a dead end and its effectiveness is zero.
Not all strategies have experienced a complete life cycle. Strategy may be terminated prematurely
in any stage at any moment, which means the following abnormal conditions may appear:
1) Abortion. Strategic assumption dies on the vine because it isn’t adopted or replaced by a better
one.
2) Untimely death. In the early growth period, hypotheses are denied and expected target cannot be
achieved according to the practice.
3) Premature aging. In the late growth period, a sudden change of environment causes early aging
and death in youth.

3 Comparisons of Enterprise Strategy Models
3.1 Two models of enterprise strategy innovation
According to continuity characteristic between pre and post strategy in time, model of enterprise
strategy innovation can be divided into discontinuous transition model and smooth transition model, as
shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3
Discontinuous transition model presents that the latter strategy initiates only after the former
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finishes. There is a different length of transition period between two strategies. If there is no transition
period, a special continuous transition model may appear. Although in theory it’s possible, in fact it’s
difficult to realize, because replacement of the new and old strategy often requires a process of strategic
change.

Transition Period
Figure 2 Discontinuous Transition Model

Overlap Period
Figure 3

Smooth Transition Model

Smooth transition model presents the latter strategy starts being incubated during the execution
period of the former. There is a parallel overlap period between the former and latter strategies and when
the former dies, the latter may have been in growth or maturity period.
3.2 Comparisons of the two modes
Comparing the two models, the first model can make the allocation of resources and capacities
optimal and maximize the value of the first strategy in the first validity period of strategy, while the
obvious defect is that a transition period exists between the two strategies in which the enterprise
management state is too bad. Even though continuous transition can be realized, the enterprise
management efficiency between the aging period of former strategy and the incubation period of the
latter is also low. In comparison, the efficiency of the second model is not the highest in the short term,
because enterprises must distribute a part of resources and capacities to explore and incubate strategies,
which require many attempts and find new strategy in the process of attempts, while this model is
harmless in the long run [5].

4 Time of Enterprise Strategy Innovation
4.1 Opportunity of enterprise strategic innovation
Two models of strategy replacement actually reflect three time strategies of enterprises’ strategy
innovation: anticipatory innovation, reactive innovation, and crisis innovation. Anticipatory innovation
means that enterprises need foresee the demand for strategy innovation and discover the signal of
demand early, so that we can realize the old correct strategy will become wrong one. Thus the challenge
that we face is to get to know beforehand what the new correct strategy is. Reactive innovation actually
reflects that taking action when obvious evidences and signals show that innovation is necessary. With
the number and intensity of evidences and signals increasing, competitors have started changing,
whereas we are still standing by. In such circumstances, the enterprise is facing crises and has to make
innovation, namely crisis innovation.
According to the classification as above and taking the characteristics of strategy life cycle into
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account; we consider that anticipatory innovation happens when aging evidences and signals of
enterprise strategy appear (during the replacement period between maturity and aging). Reactive
innovation happens in aging period and crisis innovation happens near death and even after death, as
shown in Figure 4.
4.2 Time selection of enterprise strategy innovation
According to Figure 4, we can find that three types of innovation are different in both the degree of
difficulty in starting innovation and the cost. The degree of difficulty in innovation become lower and
the cost becomes higher from anticipatory innovation to crisis innovation along the curve in the figure [6].
Conducting anticipatory innovation is most difficult, because the evidences reflecting demand for
innovation are obscure and the signals are weak so that it’s difficult to reached consensus in the
enterprise. In contrast, at the time of reactive innovation, the evidences and signals become so universal,
intensive, and continuous that reactive innovation is easier to be promoted than anticipatory innovation,
while there is not enough evidence confirming that the current strategy will fail. If the enterprise is
hesitant and obtuse when the opportunity of reactive innovation is coming, it will hardly wait to start
crisis innovation, because at this time the enterprise has suffered losses in many aspects, such as
financial income, shareholder's interests, customer loyalty and employment opportunities and so on and
everyone is certain of the failure of the current strategy.
Degree of Difficulty in Innovation

Effectiveness
of Strategy

Cost of
Innovation
Anticipatory Innovation
Reactive Innovation

Crisis Innovation
Duration of Strategy
Figure 4

Time Selection of Enterprise Strategy Innovation

Figure 4 shows that with glide of the curve, contrary to the degree of difficulty in starting
innovation, the cost of innovation changes from low to high. The cost of crisis innovation is the highest,
because incontestably, crisis has happened in the front of all people and the relevant persons' interests
have suffered losses. In contrast, the cost of reactive innovation is lower, because the current strategy
has not yet been ineffective completely at this time, which is regarded as the best time for the majority
of enterprises to start innovation because of low resistance, low cost and relative abundance of time. It’s
certain that the cost of anticipatory innovation is lowest. Anticipatory innovation that is able to make
enterprises get most potential benefits with lowest cost, which can only be achieved in the enterprises
with innovative spirit and powerful entrepreneur of foresight.
According to the above analyses on models of enterprise strategy replacement, we can find that
only anticipatory innovation and reactive innovation can make strategy replacement in smooth transition
model and only anticipatory innovation can make it harmless.

5 Conclusion
According to the research in this paper, we can draw the following conclusions: polytropy and
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dynamic characteristics of enterprise environment greatly compress the validity of enterprise strategy, so
enterprise strategy innovation is inevitable and necessary and it’s vital to select correct time to start it.
Research indicates that in order to achieve harmlessness in the process of enterprise strategy
replacement, it’s the best time to start enterprise strategy innovation when the effectiveness of enterprise
strategy decreases slightly from the most effective time point. Being earlier than the time point, strategy
innovation is of too many difficulties and resistance, while being later, enterprises can’t afford the
excessively high cost of strategy innovation. By this token, measurement and judgment of strategy
effectiveness is crucial, which is worth further study in the future.
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Abstract: While the family businesses create the miracle of growth in the trend of the world economy,
the reason is the natural advantages in the early stage of family businesses: trust mechanism, capital
facilities, human factors, etc. These factors become the cornerstone of the early family business.
However, in the late stage of family business, its double contradictory provisions and family's control on
the business limit the use and integration on social resources, resulting in the shortage of human
resources, management and trust resources. The shortage restricts the sustainable growing and
development of family enterprises seriously, resulting in many family businesses in trouble. Throughout
the history of both Chinese and international family business, there are both the success and the failure.
Some family businesses become well-known enterprises of modern corporate system, while some of
them dim out in the historical stage in the second-generation heritage. In order to make up the
shortcomings of family businesses, how the family businesses should inherit the advantages of the
family business in the process, which innovation of the system should be adopted, a proper system
designing on Game Theory is the focus. And the content of this paper is related to it.
Key Words: Family business; Trust mechanism; System heritage; Innovation

1 Introduction
As the unity of family and enterprise, family business is a kind of organization forms with strengths
and weaknesses. The congenital superiority of family business in the startup makes family enterprises
become a national economic force reckoned in the world. Within the scope of the most conservative
estimate, the family business accounted for 65percents to 80percents of the total number of enterprises:
In the United States, the recent report shows that the largest company listed is controlled by family at
least 30 percents (Sharma, 2002).
Views about family businesses can be roughly classified into two kinds: the first tendency think
family-based management has backwardness which isn’t favor to the development and expansion of the
Chinese family businesses and the establishment of a modern enterprise system. People holding such
views deny private enterprise management strongly. For example, a scholar thinks that the traditional
ethics trust culture makes the breadth and validity of enterprise financing be below the average degree of
rational contractual system in market economy; Lee (2003) established a two stage game model to test
that specific knowledge may result in high risk when hiring agents, which may be restrictive factors to
family businesses transiting to modern companies. Therefore, the traditional Chinese family enterprises
can’t develop to the modern enterprise. The second kind of tendency thinks that we should research the
phenomenon of Chinese private enterprise in specific environment and condition. The scholars holding
this view think family enterprises have positive significance in contemporary Chinese society.
International expert Edith Penrose researching enterprise growth theory thinks, family enterprises’
growth is limited by the number and speed of absorbing new managers. Li Xinchun, Chu XiaoPing, Li
HuaiZu (2003) found that most of the family enterprises’ serious shortage of management resources and
low level of management standardization hindered the development of the enterprise in the current stage.
So the dilemma of family enterprise is temporary. Solving the existing deficiencies in trust, management
resource can also make family enterprises be always young.
In this view, we are for the point of Zhou Qiren: there is no difference between family-based
management and modern management in the perspective of efficiency. Family enterprises have their
unique vitality. Inheritance to the governance mechanism and innovation but not giving up the
management mode of the family business completely can also decide the fate of the family business
after family enterprises grow up.

2 The Dilemma of Family Enterprises
The success of the family enterprises is often the results of entrepreneurs team’s effort, sharing
different skills and experience among team members (Ensley, Pearson and Amason, 2002), and it is the
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results of exploiting entrepreneurs team members’ human capital comprehensively and creatively. We
also find that in the early period of the family enterprises family members constitute the main body of
the executive team in the study. It has high family cohesion, like the type presented by Fei Xiaotong
which shows a low social cohesion absorbing manager human resource low-efficiently. Li (2002) points
out in the research of the dilemma of the family enterprises that only family-based trust can form the
best cooperation in a certain system culture, but this kind of cooperation is not the most efficient while
family enterprises grow up for most manager resource can hardly come into family enterprises. The
dilemma of family enterprises means that it is difficult to realize pareto optimality based on the agency
cost on the basis of the trust and the agency ability on the basis of experts ability. The fact that family
management can contribute to establishing a business but not to its development urge family enterprises
a second pioneering integrating the advantages of family management effectively and rational
innovation in transition to a modern company system.
At the same time on the way of family business transition, it will still face the target consistency
problem among shareholders, supervisors and executives. As the company owners, the shareholders’
interests will be damaged directly in the game among shareholders, supervisors and executive, even if in
the modern company management it can hardly realize pareto optimality. We assume that 1) the value
of company as a shareholder value measuring index, and there are three cases, V1, V2 and V3
respectively; 2) As a shareholder regulator it has A and B partners, and a, b says the supervision party
ratios. C says supervision cost. While A, B participate in supervision, the value of company is V1.
While only one partner participates in supervision the value of company is V2. While none partners
participate in supervision the value of company is V3; 3) in assume 2) three cases, it can cause the
efficient behavior, the neutral behavior and none behavior. In the above assumptions, the game process
of shareholders, supervisors and executives will be a sequence of dynamic game process, and its final
game result will lead to family business into trouble.
Table 1

The Game of Matrix Form of Two Supervision Parties
Supervision party A
Supervision

Supervision party B

Supervision
No supervision

（aV1-C/2，bV1-C/2）
（aV2-C，bV2）

No supervision
（aV2，bV2-C）
（aV3，bV3）

We can draw the conclusion from the table: in the family enterprises’ early restructuring, for
supervisors shares is in low proportion, while the supervisory cost C is large, (no supervision, no
supervision) will be a dominant strategy. So this game’s Nash equilibrium is (no supervision, no
supervision). It will induce the managers’ irrational investment, appearing insider controlling
phenomenon, leading to minimum company value. The family enterprises does not realize the maximize
value.
There are at least two generations participating in the company management in the same family,
and the relationship between two generations, company policy and the interests of the family will not
only control the extension of trust mechanism, but also influence the introduction of management
resources, affecting family enterprises’ sustainable development. The ownership and managing authority
of the family enterprises are controlled by the family members related by blood, marriage, genetic link
in general, which is the result of the shortage of China's family enterprise regime. So there are greater
challenges on inheritance to the trust mechanism and governance mechanism innovation confronted by
family enterprises.

3 Family Enterprise Development Paths
Chu Xiaoping and Li Huaizu think not all of the family enterprises’ growth path follow a specific
development path or must come across each node. Family enterprises’ development path has two main
paths: first, the traditional family enterprises to family enterprises continuous state to abortive family
enterprises; Second, the traditional family enterprise to the family enterprise to family critical holding
company to public listed companies. How to keep the family enterprises to keep be young forever and to
realize family enterprises from the first path to the second development path of development rely on an
effective way that the family enterprises keep management mechanism inheritance and innovation
rationally. It mainly involved the family enterprises going on the inheritance to trust mechanism
supporting the wonders of nowadays family enterprises effectively and the rational innovation
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supporting family enterprises’ development in conditions of the modern enterprise system. The effective
inheritance to trust mechanism can promote traditional family enterprises to modern family management
mode, and the bold innovation in family governance mechanism will guide the traditional family
enterprises to modern companies’ management. These two kinds of means are no doubt the best goal to
family enterprises.

4 Exploration about Family Enterprise System Model
Family enterprises governance itself is neutral in efficiency, which does not necessarily result in low
efficiency. It is the key to discard the disadvantages and to inherit advantages respectively. The initial
motivation of enterprises management innovation comes from the natural pursuing profit in a market
economy environment. Douglas · North thinks that achieving profitability hardly in the existing
arrangement structure leads to a new system arrangement. There is an innovation process along with the
growth of the family business which means that greater the cost of opportunity is in current institutional
arrangements condition, stronger the demand for the innovation is. Overall, while small-scale
enterprises tend to family governance, the greater scale enterprises tend to adopt the implement of
corporate governance. It is the sign of the growth to have entrepreneurial orientation when facing
choosing governance mechanism. The Chinese and foreign scholars have common agreement:
continuous inheritance to advantages and innovation is a necessarily process of family enterprises. Only
with inheritance to advantages and entrepreneurial spirit, is the family enterprises have the ability of
development. It is of great significance to design the system structure about how motivation works, not
list all kinds of motivations in the inheritance and innovation system. It is the key point to redesign
system structure clearly, which can promote the tendency of some people and inhibit the tendency of
some other people in order to keep family enterprises be young forever.
4.1 The inheritance to trust mechanism of family enterprises governance
Scholars holding a positive attitude to family enterprises mainly explain the lasting vitality of family
enterprises form from the family enterprises itself. In the process of operation with entrepreneurs as the
core, it is the three factors to make the family enterprises’ glory at the early stage, including the
enterprise culture with a natural cohesion, information communication and knowledge transfer
sufficiently for ethics and internal trust, the core competitiveness for focusing on small market.
Chu Xiaoping and Li Huaizu (2003) agree that family enterprises need to break through the
performance in terms of family enterprises growing scale, the expanding of the organization structure
and improving profit market which are limited. Family enterprises need to break through the sealing
properties of the family management resources gradually, absorbing external professional managers and
integrating human resources effectively for a longer agent chain. The author thinks that the family
enterprises’ advantage resource lies in the family enterprises’ high trust mechanism by ethics restriction
different from other enterprises. It is a significant breakthrough for family enterprises to heritage and use
the advantage resources in the new stage of development.
4.1.1 The inheritance to family trust mechanism
For trust, we tend to agree with Gambetta’s(Gambetta, 1988, 217 pages) definition in general: trust is
a specific subjective probability level, which a person can take to judge another person or group whether
take a particular action. This means that family trust refers to subjective probability estimating the
family enterprises’ internal member whether take a measure or not, which is also risk leading to the
differences in depth and breadth of the trust. The family business culture linking with the media of
emotions, blood, marriage, classmate and geopolitical may be important reasons to lead to the rapid
growth in the early years. Centralized information match with enterprise's resources, and family
enterprises’ trust performs in high level trust when family enterprises’ scale is small. But with the
expansion of the scale of the family enterprises, centralized information will gradually contradict with
the family resources, reducing trust gradually. Therefore, greater the scale of the enterprise is, more
serious the shortage of trust resources is.
The development of Chinese and foreign family enterprises shows the importance of trust. Family
enterprises’ growth will necessarily face the integration of external human resources and the
reconstruction of internal trust mechanisms, which will be affected by the number and the speed
absorbing new management resources. It is said the real restriction to the growth of family enterprises is
the shortage of trust resource. So the lack of trust resources will make family enterprises in trouble,
which is a bottleneck to the growth of family enterprises in essence. So the family enterprises need to
heritage and develop on the advantage trust resources.
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The Matrix Form of Two Supervision Parties’ Game with Trust Mechanism
Supervision party A
Supervision
No Supervision
Supervision

Supervision party B

No Supervision

（aV1-C/2，bV1-C/2）
（aV2-C，bV2）

（aV2，bV2-C）
（aV3，bV3）

At this point, if the family enterprises will heritage trust mechanism effectively, the dominant
strategy of the game is (supervision, supervision) because although the share proportion is low in family
governance conditions, that is, a and b small, its supervision cost falls close to zero, that is, C is very
small. Executive takes the rational decision, and company value will achieve optimal results V1,
achieving family enterprises’ maximize value goal expected in family governance conditions. In view of
this, first we should gradually establish a mechanism combining relationship trust and contract trust. We
gradually strengthen relationship trust and consolidate the contract trust at the same time according to
the development phases of family enterprises because the radius of contract trust is big which can be
even infinite and outspread to the outside experts, while the radius of relationship trust is small.
Bringing family care into the family governance system and introducing reliable external consultant to
mediate family contradictions can help family members to go over the difficulties shoulder and
shoulder.
4.2 The innovation on family enterprises modern governance mechanism
Family enterprises’ scale expansion, the increase of business and the radius expansion of business
activities will often bring challenges to the enterprises. Li Xinchun found that the conditions of supply
and demand will become more and more serious for the family enterprises’ demand for management
resources caused by its rapid linear growth can’t be satisfied by market supply at this time. Therefore,
integration on management resources becomes an important issue.
Maybe Alfred Chandler, a famous enterprise historian, proposed second form of modern enterprise
system as China's family enterprise development example. The second form of modern enterprise
system point to family or owners are still relative or absolute holders participating in senior management.
To a degree, the family still controls the enterprise, but much of the outside senior managers participate
in senior management at the same time generally achieving socialization. Now controlling family
changing to family supervision committee, and introducing institutional investor supervision will
become a way solving the bottleneck restriction.
In charge of the assumptions of family enterprise dilemma, the game of shareholders, supervisors
and executives will reach the target of maximize value of pareto optimality.
Table 3

The Game for the Matrix Form of Family Controlling Shareholders and Institutions
Family supervision committee party A
No supervision
Supervision

Family supervision
committee party B

Supervision
No supervision

（aV1-C/2，bV1-C/2）
（aV2-C，bV2）

（aV2，bV2-C）
（aV3，bV3）

At this time, as a whole family supervision committee, its large shareholders role, its larger
proportion, its strong ability of company information collection and analysis, supervision cost is low and
the dominant strategy of the game is (supervision, supervision). Now executives take rational decisions,
achieving the optimal company value V1, which is the maximize expectations of family enterprises’
value.
To achieve the goal of second form of the modern enterprise system, the family enterprises must
change existing ownership structure, human resources structure in various aspects. So family members
lack of experience in business management should be supervisory personnel. Their closely relation to
the interests of the company and being more familiar with the company will reduce the supervision cost,
performing effectively as a constraint to management personnel. At the same time the supervision
commission’s large shares proportion will reach pareto improvement of agency cost and agent ability,
which is similar to introducing institutional investors.

5 The Conclusion
As an important part for the economy in China, there must be rationality of the system which does not
exist in other types of enterprises. in this study we make conclusions as follows: 1) We should
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strengthen inheritance to trust mechanism and the bold breakthrough in the course of the family
enterprises’ development to keep stable of the trust , realizing the maximize value of family enterprises;
2) We should keep inheritance to reasonable composition of family governance mechanism based on
family trust and introduce family care to modern management system to relieve the moral risk and
adverse selection problem; 3) We should pay more attention to changing family controllers to
supervisors and introducing the institutional investors to realize the Pareto Optimality of agency cost
and agent ability in this process ; 4) We should change in the guide of the bold innovation thought,
realizing pareto efficiency optimal of loyalty and ability.
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Abstract: In previous studies, LMX has been proved to be related to lots of positive outcomes, such as
OCB, job performance. However, has seldom attention been paid to the relevance between LMX and
organizational negative behavior (unethical behavior). By investigating 249 Chinese managers, we
successfully confirmed the mediating effect of job satisfaction in the relationship between LMX and
unethical behavior. Also, we examined the relationship between leader-member exchange, job
satisfaction and followers’ unethical behavior.
Key words: Leader-member exchange (LMX); Job satisfaction; Unethical behavior; Mediation

1 Introduction
Leader-member exchange (LMX) has become a topic of interest in recent years. Researchers have
increasingly turned their attention to the relationship between LMX and organizational outcomes, such
as employees’ behaviors and performance. However, many of these researches have focused on the
investigation of positive relationship between employee behaviors and LMX (Gerstner et al., 1997;
Liden, et al., 1997), without realizing the potential effect correlated to negative behaviors, such as
unethical behaviors.
However, in recent years, the financial storms caused by the subprime crisis and the melamine
contamination scandal have all revealed the evil consequences of unethical behaviors in the business
activities.
Meanwhile, in the organization, unethical behavior of employees (theft, abuse of resources, and so
on) is not only jeopardizing the benefit of organizations, but also is responsible for sinking the company
into business scandal. Therefore, more and more researchers are working hard to contribute to
preventing unethical behaviors by figuring out the reason of unethical behavior from both theoretic and
empirical aspects.
Generally, scholars have found that individual characteristics should not be the explanation for
unethical behavior as a whole. Alternatively, organizational factors should be taken into account for
further studies. In organization, leaders are supposed to have tremendous control over employees’
behavior. Theoretically, the way of handling relationship between leader and his/her subordinates is
different, which is unavoidably involved in employees’ unethical behavior, according to Treviño and
Brown’s research (2005).
Therefore, we will discuss the role of LMX in influencing unethical behavior, and the mediating
effect of job satisfaction in this relationship. Job satisfaction sources from positive motion status which
is gained in evaluating the work or work experience of his or her own. Also, it is a kind of special
attitude and emotional reaction to one’s own work(Liu & Zhang, 2004). As a dependent variable,
satisfaction which is positively influenced by LMX has been proved by lots of researches.
Moreover, employees with high satisfaction are always thankful to the organization, and are likely
to produce positive behaviors to pay back their organization. On the contrary, people with low
satisfaction are mostly under high work pressure, feeling dissatisfaction with the organization. Those
people then develop negative attitudes or unethical behaviors to balance the unsatisfactory feeling.
Though this mediating relationship field has seldom been studied, based on the discussion above,
we believed that, job satisfaction has, to some extent, explained the mechanism behind LMX effects on
unethical behaviors.

2 Background and Hypotheses
The theoretical model of the research is as the following:
LMX

Job Satisfaction

Figure 1

Unethical Behavior

Theoretical Model of the Research
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2.1 Leader-member exchange and unethical behavior
According to social exchange theory, “in-group” employees will receive more caring from their
supervisor, gain more work-related information, have more privilege, and obtain much more benefit,
such as job security, career advancement (Dreher and Ash, 1990; Whitely et al., 1991), and greater
compensation (Dreher and Ash, 1990; Scandura, 1992). In turn, supervisor will win more trust and
support from “in-group” employees as reciprocating.
The social exchange relationship between leaders and employees are based on trust(Treviño &
Brown, 2005). In leader-member exchange relationship, the perspective of fairness is very important to
employees (Konovsky & Pugh, 1994). If employees feel they are fairly treated, they will pay back to
their supervisor from different aspects, such as emotion, recognition, and behaviors. In contrast, if
employees feel unfairly treated, there will be larger danger in the overall benefits. (Treviño & Brown,
2005). Based on the above analysis, we can infer that, compared with “in-group” employees,
“out-group” employees will receive less extra caring from their supervisors. They are easy to have
unfairness perspective. Therefore, employees with lower LMX would like to take unethical behavior to
balance their feeling of being unfairly treated.
Based on the above discussion, we arrive at our first hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: Leader-member exchange is negatively related to employees’ unethical behaviors.
2.2 Leader-member exchange and job satisfaction
In America, according to previous researches (Gerstner & Day, 1997; Liden et al., 1997), if there is
a harmonious social exchange relationship among leader, subordinates and the organization, it is always
associated with highly increased performance, higher job satisfaction, better organizational commitment,
and much more positive role cognition, and so on（Gerstner & Day, 1997; Liden et al., 1997）. Besides,
other surveys on various culture background have also proved that LMX positively affects employees’
job satisfaction（Bhal & Ansari, 2007; Pillai et al., 1999; Liden et al., 1997; Masterson et al., 2000;
Scandura, 1999; Graen & Uhl-Bien 1995; Miner, 2005）.
However, it was not confirmed in every culture background. In Turkey, Pillai et al. (1999) found
LMX did not influence employees’ job satisfaction directly.
Back to Chinese culture, Zhong, Xie and Chen (2003) suggest that higher LMX is associated with
much more positive interaction between leader and subordinates and employees’ higher job satisfaction
towards job, work situation, opportunities, supervisor, and organizational environment, vice versa.
Meanwhile, they suggest that more empirical evidence were needed to support this positive relationship.
Hence, in this paper, we will try to figure out the positive relationship between LMX and job satisfaction
from the empirical perspective.
Based on the discussion above, we put forward the second hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: LMX is positively related to job satisfaction.
2.3 Job satisfaction and unethical behavior
Unethical behavior is a kind of harmful behavior, which is illegal or unacceptable by public in
ethical dimension (Jones, 199). Though in workplace deviance behavior researches, which is similar to
unethical behavior, Judge and Brent (2006) has reported that job satisfaction was negatively related to
workplace deviance behavior. Employees who with lower job satisfaction were tend to take workplace
deviance behavior such as theft to abreact their pressure and find the control feeling back. As mentioned
above, theft is also a kind of unethical behavior. Thus, there is some overlap between these two fields.
However, unfortunately, no research has been focused on unethical behavior field. In sum, we predict:
Hypothesis 3: Job satisfaction is negatively related to unethical behavior.
2.4 The mediating effect of job satisfaction
Satisfaction functions as a mediator within the organizational behaviors has been explicitly
articulated from both theoretical and empirical aspects (Crede, Chernyshenko, Stark, Dalal & Bashshur,
2007). Based on the literature review above, it is not difficult at all for us to infer that part of the
mechanism through which LMX influences unethical behavior is job satisfaction.
For example, people with high quality of LMX always belong to the “in-group” employees, who
will receive extra concern from their bosses, and this will lead to high job satisfaction and then reduce
harm to colleagues and damaging organizational behaviors. Meanwhile, in comparing with “out-group”
employees, “in-group” employees are able to gain more work related information and privilege, which
can help “in-group” employees to reach higher performance, to complete organizational goals better,
and gain more benefits from both social and economic aspects. All of these will reduce the possibility of
unethical behavior. On the contrary, “out-group” employees are much easier to perceive unfair treatment
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when comparing with “in-group” employees, and they gain less social exchange which will lead to
dissatisfaction in their work life. Also, be short of work related information and privilege, “out-group”
ones tend to obtain fewer financial rewards from work, which means they got less economic payback in
this social exchange process with their supervisor, which will lead to dissatisfaction, too. The chance of
taking unethical behavior, such as theft, and abusing resource will be used to express dissatisfaction and
let their pressure out. This would, in turn, suggest that job satisfaction mediates the relationship between
leader-member exchange and unethical behavior.
The above discussing leads us to the following testable hypothesis:
Hypothesis 4: Job satisfaction mediates the relationship between LMX and unethical behavior.

3 Sample and Measures
The sample consisted of 249 employees of different companies in China. 59 were male, 180 were
female, and 2 did not report their gender. There ages were quite varied, with nearly fifty six percent in
their 20s, about thirty seven percent in their 30s, and seven percent over 40. With respect to tenure,
approximately thirty percent were under two years, forty percent were over two years but less than five
years, seventeen percent ware between five and eight years, and thirteen percent were over eight years.
LMX. The questionnaire of LMX, which is developed by Scandura and Graen (1984) contains
7-item. A five point Likert scale was used ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree." It has
reliability of 0.823.
Job satisfaction. The one-item short question was used to measure job satisfaction. Respondents
described how they felt about their present job. Respondents indicated degree of agreement or
disagreement using a 5-point scale ranging from “completely disagree” to “completely agree.”
Unethical behavior. The measure of unethical behavior was based on the questionnaire developed
by Tang and Chiu(2003). We modified it according to Chinese culture into 12-item with four dimensions,
which measured Abuse Resource, Theft, Corruption, and Non- Whistle Blower, respectively. It has a
good reliability of 0.830.

4 Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows the mean, standard deviation, and correlations of all variables for the whole sample.
Table 1

Means, Standard Deviations, Reliability, and Inter-correlations among Study Variables
Mean

S.D.

Gender
1.75
0.432
Age
1.51
0.634
Tenure
2.17
1.088
Position
2.50
0.861
LMX
3.24
0.68
Job
Satisfacti
3.20
1.068
on
Unethical
2.36
0.68
Behavior
*p<0.1, **p<0.05,***p<0.01

Job
Satisfaction

Gender

Age

Tenure

Position

LMX

-0.044
-0.092
-0.133*
-0.099

0.598**
0.487**
-0.007

0.425**
0.027

0

-

0.027

0.127

0.191**

0.201**

0.328**

-

-0.065

0.130*

-0.004

0

-0.147*

-0.218**

Table 1 presents employees with low LMX who were more likely to engage in unethical
behavior(β=-0.147, p<0.05). Hypothesis 1 was confirmed. Employees with high LMX were likely to
show high job satisfaction (β=0.328, p<0.01). Thus, Hypothesis 2 was supported. Similarly, hypothesis 3
was confirmed(β=-0.218, p<0.01).
Therefore, we know that, the possibility of engaging in unethical behavior was much lower when
the subordinates were kept in a higher LMX with their supervisor; on the contrary, followers will
participate in much more unethical behavior, if they do not maintain a good relationship with their
leaders. Based on previous literature review, leaders will accept several subordinates as their “in-group”
employees according to their own values and favor. These “in-group” employees always maintain a high
LMX relationship with their supervisor. In terms of hypothesis 1, we believe the rate of “in-group”
employees’ unethical behavior will be much lower than “out-group” employees. The main reason for
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that maybe lies in the fact that when comparing “in-group” employees with “out-group” employees,
“out-group” employees received less caring and work related information from their supervisor, and
they have less confidence about their leader and are much easier to develop perceptions of unfairness.
That’s why “out-group” employees tend to take unethical behavior to revenge on their organizations.
Similarly, the confirmation of hypothesis 2 supported our assumption about the positive
relationship between LMX and job satisfaction. “In-group” employees will obtain higher job satisfaction.
The key cause of this is because “in-group” employees will receive more direction from their supervisor
in their work life. With these extra help, it is much easier for them to complete the organizational goal
and win job satisfaction from both excellent job performance and the psychological aspect.
By supporting hypothesis 3, we convince the negative relationship between job satisfaction and
unethical behavior. That is to say, employees with low job satisfaction are more likely to be engaged in
unethical behavior. Once they cannot gain high satisfaction from their work life, employees would
perform not as well as others in both the life satisfaction and job performance. All of these performances
will in turn lead to high work pressure, and force those people to display unethical behavior to release
pressure and win the control feeling back.
Furthermore, as presented in table 2, after bringing job satisfaction into the relationship, the
significant relevance between LMX and unethical behavior disappeared(β=-0.085, p>0.1). It means job
satisfaction plays a full mediating role between LMX and unethical behavior. This result shows LMX
can influence employees’ unethical behavior by affecting employees’ job satisfaction. Hypothesis 4 was
confirmed.
Table 2
Variable
Gender
Age
Tenure
Position
LMX
Satisfaction
ΔR2
ΔF
*:p<0.1,**:p<0.05,***:p<0.01

Regression Results
Unethical Behavior
Model 1
Model 2
-0.126*
-0.110*
0.280***
0.275***
-0.117
-0.089
-0.186**
-0.163**
-0.140**
-0.085
-0.175**
0.086
0.025
0.001
0.013

5 Conclusion
In terms of job satisfaction, this paper discussed the influencing mechanism between LMX and
unethical behavior. Compared with previous works, the innovation points and contributions are as
follows:
Firstly, in conformity with previous studies, we put forward evidence to support the significant
influence of LMX and job satisfaction in Chinese culture. That is to say, in Chinese culture, “in-group”
employees tend to have higher job satisfaction.
Secondly, we proved both LMX and job satisfaction have obvious negative influences on unethical
behavior. By indicating two organizational level factors which affect unethical behavior, we enrich the
study of unethical behavior field. In terms of practical aspect, mangers can reduce unethical behavior by
increasing social exchange with their subordinates and employees’ job satisfaction.
Thirdly, by confirming the mediating effect of job satisfaction, we enclose the mechanism between
LMX and unethical behavior. The reason why we choose job satisfaction as our mediating variable is
that, by reviewing the previous literature, we found job satisfaction has always been an important
attitude outcome in organization behavior researches. Though numerous researches have shown its
positive influence on job performance, seldom has attention been given to the relationship between job
satisfaction and negative behavior in organization. Moreover, generally, behavior is dominated by one’s
psychological attitude. Overall, by expounding the mechanism of LMX and unethical behavior, we
complement the satisfaction theory by adding its influence to negative behavior as well.
There are still some limitations in this paper. First, in order to reduce the size of total items, we
used one item to examine employee’s attitude towards job satisfaction. It cannot reflect all aspects of job
satisfaction precisely.
Furthermore, all data are from the same respondents, which will lead to Common Method Biases.
In order to check whether this paper was influenced by common method variance, we followed the
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method (Harman’s One-factor Test), which suggested by Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee (2003). That is to
do principle component analysis on all these variables without rotating. If there is only one factor or the
first factor covers over 40 percent explanations, there will be several same source biases in this study. In
contrast, if there are more than one factor and the first factor cannot explain over 40 percent of
variability, it means the same source bias is not very severe. In this study, the result of principal
component analysis (non-rotated) shows that there are six factors, the squared loading of which is over
1.0. Meanwhile, the first factor’s explanation was only 23.795 percent. Thus, we believe that the same
source bias of this study is not very serious.
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Abstract: Competency model is the most popular method of human resource management tools. It has
been introduced into practice of human resource management in about 90% of the world's top 500
enterprises. Interview and coding technology are the key technologies to establish the competency
model, at present, the behaviour event interview has been specifically described by many articles about
competency model, however, the introduction about the coding technology is comparatively vague and
insufficient, and most of researches are focusing on the brief process and statistical analysis of coding.
Referring to numerous literatures, combined with the practical experience sharing from human resource
management experts in China’s large enterprises, we put forward the key technology for establishing the
competency model—its specific method, principles and process of coding technology with aided
described by specific example, which provides practical operative guidance for any staff to establish the
competency model.
Key words: Competency; Competency model; Behaviour event interview; Coding; Theme analysis

1 Introduction
Recent years, as the accelerating process of internationalization and informationalization, the outer
environment is becoming more and more complicated, along with the fiercer competence of market,
people are becoming the center of the management of enterprises. And more clearly we are now know
that traditional human resource management method which based on job analysis can no longer
qualified to realize company sustainable development goals, as a result, Chinese human resource
management is transforming from based on job to based on competency.
From up 1970s to now, researches on competency in Europe and America are relatively mature. In
general, they have gotten through the develop process from theory research to practical application,
from heat discussion about the concept of competency to its judgment and establishment[1]. In the
middle of 1980s, many enterprises from many fields swarmed to establish competency model and apply
it to every segment of human resource management.
In China, the concept of competency was first formal introduced in research document in the late
1990s, Wang Zhongming and Shi Kan are two outstanding representatives in this arena. The researches
of competency in our country are mainly focused on its concept and localization research, establishing
method and practical application in enterprises, etc. What is more, we did introduced lots of things about
its establishing process behaviour interview, but we haven’t set foot in the field of coding technology yet.
So Shi Kan, Wang Jicheng, Li Chaoping etc have introduced general process of coding technology, and
Peng Pinggen has detailed research on codeability of interview materials and at the same time, Lou
Weiyu and Liu Yezheng[2] etc have done some researches job on the statistic analysis of coding.

2 Competency Model
Professor of Harvard University David Mclelland published an article in <American Psychologist>:
“Testing For Competency Rather Than Intelligence” in 1973, it was in this article that the concept of
competency is first brought out[3]. Competency is “a kind of personal characteristic which can
distinguish outstanding from ordinary performance in certain working post and organization
environment.” And this personal characteristic is a out behavioral characteristic which generated from
stable inner psychological features.
Competency model is the sum competency characteristics required for being a certain position. It
includes: name, concept, rank and explanation of behaviour index, model structure. The model is a
unique human resource management method to strengthen competence as well as improve practical
performance on the basis of organization development strategies. And its application mainly center in
human resource planning, performance management and training development. Moreover, the
fundamental objective of establishing competency model is to direct employees to grow with the
company, to improve enterprise core competence and realize company’s strategic goals ultimately.
In the process of establishment, we should be careful that besides considering the competency of
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present elite employees, we also should take competency of enterprise’s strategy, competency of
enterprise culture and the competency of benchmark requirement of employees into consideration, for
these requirements maybe not needed at present but will be in a long term. And these competencies are
originated by enterprise’s strategies, culture transformation, high-rise interview and counterpart’s model
as well.

3 Behavioral Event Interview
There are mainly three methods of establishing the competency model: strategy direction,
behavioral event interview and benchmark research. Today, behavior event interview (BEI) is the most
used method, through interviewing staff with different performances, by collecting their behavioral
material, then we can statistical analysis the key characteristics to form the competency model, in fact, it
is a kind forecast and prospect of the future competency features on the basis of former successful
experience. The merit of this method is that it has full and detailed behavioral material to support the
effectiveness of the established competency model, which is surely fairly objective.
The main objective of BEI is to collect relative interviewees’ behaviour issue, and it is developed
from the Critical Incident Technique (CIT), by John C, Flanagan, combined with Thematic Apperception
Test (TAT). And the main process in BEI is to let interviewees to describe his the most proud (or most
frustrated)thing he had ever done in his position(key performance field) in the past 1-2 years, especially
let them talking about the role play and the performance in that issue, and the final consequence, etc of
it.
While in the process of establishing the model, we are required to select two groups of people to
accept interview, one is excellent performance group and the other is the normal one, and then apply
contrastive analysis method to generate the behaviour and mental different characteristics within the two
groups.
The general process of BEI is shown in Figure 1.
Preparation
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The General Process of BEI

1.5-2h is needed in a BEI interview and 2-4 complete behavioral issues should be collected. This
BEI method require high standard qualifications of interviewers, moreover, during the process,
interviewer should be rigorous and clear-minded, and what's more, he ought to meet the interview goal,
and be capable of raising up catch-up questions to cape with the vague and incomplete information
encountered in the interview process.

4 Model Coding
After finish the BEI, the process of model coding can be set up.
4.1 Concept and method of coding
The coding segment in the competency model is a method that transforms typical behaviour that
collected in the BEI into competency index through subject analysis by coding staff. Subject analysis is
a kind of process that analysts distinguish the subject and model from the original material. As shown in
the table 1. It requires the coding analyst to have the competency to distinguish concept and establish
new concept.
In the coding process, in order to improve the working efficiency and coding quality, usually we
don’t use subject analysis method to analysis the material directly, while we use common competency
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dictionary to reorganize the original material and purify the competency index. If comes to the situation
in which we encounter some models that are not mentioned in the competency dictionary, we would
analysis, purify and generalize the materials to draw out a new competency index to add into the
competency dictionary.
Table 1

Coding Example of Subject Analysis Method

Collective material

Subject

Being a management staff, management means not only
dealing with our own stuff well, however, we should have a
kind of ability to let employee to tackle the things by
themselves—teach them the fishing method rather than
giving them the fish instead, that is to say, you should know
how to pass down your experience as well as your
competency at the same time, and it is of great significance.
We have to do some communication work sometimes.
Although its great significance, it should be done in private
rather than in the meeting. I recall that once I treat both my
technologist and section chief. And it was in the dinner time,
we all have a great communication, and reached some
consensus. There were both great movements indeed.

Focusing on the competency
development of employees
and love to share the
experience with employees.

Using deferent conduit to
collect information in order
to solve the problems.

Competency
Index
Intend to teach

Effective
communication

4.2 Coding principle
Before the coding, firstly, we should make judgments that whether the material can be coding or
not. So we that could distinguish which can be coded and which can not based on the coding principles.
4.2.1 Can-be-coded information
The information that can be coding should meet one of the follow standards:
(1) Interviewee self-experienced and completed specific behaviour;
(2) Interviewee description is supportive by complete specific behaviour;
(3) Interviewee behaviour strategy and typical model when they dealing with their job.
The information that doesn’t meet one of the above principles can not be coding.
4.2.2 Common cannot-be-coded information
(1) The content includes first person plural form (we), which makes us hard to distinguish
interviewee’s role play in the team behaviour;
(2) Vague information which have no specific behaviour to support;
(3) Not completed behaviour;
(4) Ideals and thoughts that have no behaviour or evidence to support;
(5) Interviewee’s summarize and introspection;
(6) Information which contains which contains manifestly contradictory.
When encounter with such kind of information that can not be coded in the process of coding,
interviewers should immediately raise up catch-up questions until the collective information is clear,
detailed and complete.
4.3 Process of coding
4.3.1 Establishment of common competency dictionary
Firstly, we should collect the published common competency dictionary widely, which includes
from home and abroad, as well as from the same field. For example, some classical pieces like
Spencer’s common 21 characteristics of competency dictionary, DDI competency dictionary, and some
successful enterprises’ competency dictionary, etc are all great. Secondly, we should filter the
second-hand index and compound some of them if needed and make sure the uniqueness of the final
index based on the peculiarities of the goal enterprise and its position. At last, decide the concept and
classification standard of the final index, and make clear explanation of each rank standard, making sure
the understanding easiness for coding staff.
4.3.2 Generalization of interview materials
At first, enter the interview record into computer, generalize them into manuscripts. This kind of
job though easy but requires large energy pouring, since usually an hour interview record can generate
into about 10,000 words manuscript. Then we need to do the first filtering job with the manuscript to cut
out the unsuccessful interview.
For the convenient of coding job, manuscript should be generated into unified form, table 2 shows
one example form standard of coding material.
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Table 2
Interview content

Formation of Coding Material
No
Name

Rank

Remark

I have a habit, I always set up a big goal for myself,
and at the same time set a small objective.
The realization of these small stage goals are for
self-motivation,
To win myself a kind of achievements, and to prove my
ability.
This is a kind of improvement habit I have kept for a
long time.
4.3.3 Experimental coding
The quality of coding job really depends on the competency of coding staff. So for the best, he
should has some psychological background for the best. And the coding staff can be the interviewer or
other as well. Before the formal coding, we should train the coding staff in advance, and the objective of
the training is for coding staff to have a better understanding of the common competency dictionary,
moreover, develop relatively coordinate understanding of each competency index concept.
Coding training can apply interactive pedagogy, letting trainees to learn and discuss the common
competency dictionary, and then randomly select two interview texts for coding staff to code
individually for the examination. After the coding process, trainees should have a discussion on the
results of experimental coding process, especially the differentiation parts, besides, they should train
repeatedly until they can developed highly consistency of their coding consequences. This consistency is
indeed the coding reliability, which is the consensus degree of the different coding results of the same
coding texts. Coding reliability is measured by category agreement (CA) index: the ratio of the number
of identical index that originated from the same interview text and the number of whole coding index.
The identical category here not only means they are all categorized into the same competency index, but
also means that they also should be in the same rank as well.
The specific calculation formula is followed:
CA = 2S/ (T1+ T2)*100%
(1)
S means the identical index number categorized by judges, T1 means staff A’s coding number, T2
means staff B’s coding number.
For example, when two coding staff’s coding number is representatively 56and 49, and the
identical index number is 28, so the CA will be:
CA = 2*28/ (56+49)*100%=53.3%
(2)
It indicates that the category consistency of these two coding staff is relatively well, but it still need
some further discussion and practice till they can be qualified for the formal coding job. On the other
hand, we could also hire some extra high CA index score staff to do the formal coding job. Usually, the
ratio of one and the other trained coding staff’s CA index score should higher than 70%. In the
competency research abroad, CA index scores are usually between 0.74~0.88[7].
As long as the coding staff’s CA scores reach a high standard, the formal coding job can begin.
4.3.4 Formal coding
If the human resource and time is sufficient, we can organize a two member group to analysis every
interview material to purify competency. On the contrary, if the human resource and time is limited,
individual coding staff (means one member a group) is also allowed.
As coding independently, every coding staff is supposed to analysis the interview independently.
Coding staff should read the interview material line by line, coding once whenever the competency
feature appears, and write remarks beside the purified competency index which including the name and
rank. Sometimes, one behaviour or advice can be coding repeatedly, for instance, maybe one behaviour
model can be categorized into achievement orientation competency as well as influence competency.
What is more, coding staff should mark the uncertain index at the same time.
After the independent coding ends, coding group should immediately discuss, category and amend
the coding results, the thing that they mainly discuss about are the disputed points that they marked in
the process. What’s more, they should also exchange ideas about the new added competency index,
comparing with competency index that embodied in the competency dictionary, they can determine
whether it can be capped with the new title or not. And when comes to the situation that two staff
describe the same competency index with two different descriptions, they must reach an agreement to a
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unified name and then generate its concept and rank.
4.3.5 Statistic analysis
After the accomplishment of coding work, a differentiation analysis of its coding grade is needed
between the excellent group and the normal one in order to determine which competency index can be
embodied into the final model. The statistical content is the respective appearance frequency and the
rank of competency index from excellent group and the normal one. Most of the time, for the low
frequency index, they can be canceled directly. Usually, we use frequency or average rank point as
parameters, and choose the parameters that have little association with the interview length (these index
are relatively stable) to exam themselves by T method. And at the same time there are also cases that use
frequency and average rank point as a combination to exam the parameters. Select those differentiation
examination indexes as the prepared index for the model establishment.
After the analysis, the draft of competency model can be draw. Ultimately, with the examination
consequence of the model and high-rise interview advice, slightly amend of the draft can yield the final
competency model.

5 Conclusions
This paper specifically analysis the key technologies in establishing the competency model—the
method of coding, principle and operative process. For the information we collected by applying BEI,
we should be careful in distinguishing which information can be coded and which can not. The specific
coding process mainly classified into five stages: establishment of common competency dictionary,
generation of interview materials, experimental coding, formal coding, and statistical analysis.
Because the coding technologies are complex, which associated with cognitive psychology,
behaviour psychology and statistical knowledge etc, so coding staff should receive professional training
and practice repeatedly in order to achieve better performance.
In the light of high reliance of the highly qualified coding staff for the quality of coding, so the
subjectiveness is inevitable. At present, some consultant firms are referring to their application of
qualitative research software Nvivo (analysis tool software for qualitative research developed by
Australian OSR International company) to coding analysis the interview material, while there are
authors bring forward the idea that using content analysis method to analysis the BEI texts based on
causality diagram, howbeit the effect of this kind of coding method still need more practice and time to
exam[6].
The research documents about the coding technology of competency model are relatively few,
which requires further research of some segments in the practical operative process, for instance, the
research about how to eliminate the effect of subjectiveness of coding staff for coding job.
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Abstract：Based on the quantitative method, this study employs a contribution rate model, calculates the
upper bound and lower bound of the CRIAP by the increasing LEAR during the years 2000-2050 and
analyzes the economy bearing capacity of employees at this contribution rate. The paper finds that the
lower bound of the CRIAP under LEAR is lower than 8%, the upper bound of that ranges from 8% to
12%, and China’s employees have the bearing capacity to shoulder that. Through the feasibility analysis
of the adjustment to the CRIAP by LEAR, this study proposes some reasonable policy suggestions for
the improvement of pension reform in China.
Keywords: Life expectancy at retirement; Contribution rate; Individual account pension; Economy
bearing capacity

1 Introduction
Life expectancy at retirement (LEAR) is one of key factors related closely with contribution rate of
individual account pension (CRIAP). According to China’s pension policy published in 2006, current
contribution rate of individual account pension can only secure the basic life of the retired for 16.25
years (195 months) at most. The statistics yearbook’s data in 2000 showed the life expectancy at
retirement (LEAR) of the male at 60 years old is 16.8 years and the female at 55 is 23.3. Furthermore,
the predicted data show the LEAR of the male at 60 years old will be 19.9 and the female at 55 will be
28.2 in 2030. These data may reach 21.8 and 30.6 respectively in 2050. This means as the life LEAR
increases gradually in China, the individual account pension under current contribution rate will not
meet the payments demand or guarantee the basic life of the retired .If the CRIAP were not properly
adjusted by the LEAR, the retired facing longevity risk will fall into poor state. The low level of current
CRIAP will also make the safety net function of social insurance perform inefficiently and will enable it
not to coordinate with pension reform under the trend of aging population. Thus, it has theoretical value
and practical significance to study the adjustment of the CRIAP based on the LEAR.
Schwarz and Vittas reviewed different contribution rates employed by the system of PAYG and
Funded pooling, respectively (World Band, 1994). Martin Feldstein, with quantitative method, predicted
the contribution rate that individual account system established by America would demand (Feldstein,
1974). The research report from the World Bank held that the increase of retirement age could reduce
the contribution rate in the complete funding pooling system (World Band, 1994). The studies in China
mainly discussed that the balance equation of incomes and expenses as well as its relevant variables
under the combination system of PAYG and Funded pooling (Li Zhen, 1998). Some scholars put
forward that the contribution rate could reach 5.8% from the scheme of substitution shift (Chen Jiagui,
2004). Others discussed fundraising mode of old-age insurance according to the operation effect of the
certain contribution rate (Mu Huaizhong, 2003).
From the above relevant researches, we find that small amount of deep quantitative researches in
the contribution rate of individual account according to considering average life expectancy. This study,
from the point of the average life expectancy gradually increasing, calculates reasonable contribution
rate of individual account pension by the construction of a balance model. Meanwhile, individual
employee’s bearing capacity with the rate is analyzed. Through the feasibility analysis of the adjustment
to the CRIAP by LEAR, the paper seeks to provide reasonable suggestions for the improvement of
pension reform in China.

2 Method
This study is mainly based on the quantitative analysis. Statistical analysis is performed with SPSS
and Excel computer software.
2.1 A contribution rate model of individual account pension
It was used to calculate the CRIAP under the increasing LEAR. Here are some assumptions of the
model. Firstly, all employees retire at the same age. Secondly, the employees contribute a fixed percent
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of wage each year. Thirdly, the administrative cost of individual account pension is zero.
The individual account pension runs by the fully funded model. If an employee worked at “a” years
old, retired at “b” years old, his average working time would be “n” years ( n= a- b ) . Let his average
wage be “w”, the CRIAP be “t”, the investment return rate of the pension be “r”, the growth rate of
wage be “g”. Then the final value of his individual account pension may be expressed as:
F = tw [（1+r）n +（1+g）
（1+r）n-1 +…+（1+g）n-1（1+r）]
(1)
Let “s” stand for the replacement rate of the individual account pension. During the period of
LEAR (“m” years), the present value of the individual account pension may be expressed as:
P = sw（1+g）n [1+（1+g）/（1+r）+…+（1+g）m-1 /（1+r）m-1]
(2)
Under the fully funded model, the individual account must be kept balance, namely, F = P. When “r
= g”， the contribution rate model of individual account pension may be:
t = s（m/n）
(3)
When “r ≠ g”，let “d=（1+g）/（1+r）”，then here is
t = s dn（1-dm）/（1-dn）
(4)
According to the contribution rate model of individual account pension, the upper bound of CRIAP
by LEAR depends on the maximum of “s”, “g”, and the minimum of “r”. While the lower bound
depends on the minimum of “s”, “g”, and the maximum of “r”.
2.2 Parameters
To calculate the upper bound and the lower bound of CRIAP by the increasing LEAR during the
years 2000-2050, the parameters mentioned above should be set.
2.2.1 Original work age and retirement age
Many countries provision retirement age at 60-65 in order to correspond to the new development
trend of life expectancy and population aging. In most industrial countries, the legal retirement age of
male is 65 and female is 60. Most organizations and scholars in China view the extension of the
retirement age as a general trend according to the reality of Chinese population’s health and pressure of
pension expense (Song Xiaowu, 2001). Some of them argue that the retirement age of male and female
should be 60 before 2005 and 65 before 2010. Some hold that the retirement age should be 65 since
2011. Some experts calculated the original work age of male is 19.2 and female is 19.1 according to
census materials of China in 1990 (Zheng Gongcheng, 2002). Here, if we suppose the retirement age of
Chinese male and female employees is 60 and original work age is 20, work time would be 40 years.
2.2.2 Average life expectancy
For the sake of precision and authority of calculation results, we quote directly research data about
population life expectancy at 60 in Chinese during the years 2000-2050 from Census Office of America
as reference.5
2.2.3 Replacement rate level of individual pension account
According to international practice, pension should not be equal to wage of working labor and
should be 60% of it at most (Mu Huaizhong, 2003). International Labor Organization regulated in
Social Security (Minimum standard) Pact in 1952 that pension replacement rate should be 40% at least.
To the sharp contrast, the pension replacement rate in Chinese state-owned enterprises averagely
exceeds 80%. Under current economy in China, if we suppose the maximum of basic pension
replacement rate is 55%, the minimum is 50%, the upper and lower bound of individual pension account
replacement rate are 20% and 15%, respectively on the basis of basic pension replacement rate of 35%.
2.2.4 Average wage increased rate and investment yield
With the increased perfection of Chinese capital market, social security fund investment yield will
gradually increase and 4%, 6% and 8% would be supposed reasonable if only no serious economy
depression appears (Zhu Qing, 2002). We predict conservatively that the future investment yield would
not lower than 3.32% which is actual yield of the whole social security fund in 2004 and the maximum
would be 4%. Here, if we suppose the minimum is 3% and maximum is 4%, the wage increase rate and
individual account yield corresponding to the minimum of individual account contribution rate would be
3% and 4%. Whereas, the long-term practical experience of some countries approves that capital yield is
higher than wage rate though the difference exists in wage rate of different periods and investment yield
in some fields. Therefore, according to long-term average level, the individual account investment yield
should be equal to wage rage at least if the former is not higher than the latter. We suppose they are
equal.
5

International Programs Center. International Data Base. http: // www.census.gov/ipc/www/idbnew.html.
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Based on the contribution rate model of individual account pension and the parameters mentioned
above, the CRIAP under the increasing LEAR can be calculated.
2.3 A formula of economy bearing capacity
It was used to analyze the level of CRIAP employees can shoulder. Under current pension policy,
the individual account pension contributed by employees. Suppose the total wage of employees (“y”)
were divided into the current consumption expenditures (“C”) and the savings. If the whole savings
were used to contribute the individual account pension (“b”), the CRIAP (“t”) which employees can bear
reach the maximum, namely,
t = b/y = (y-C)/y = 1-C/y
(5)
The function of consumption in Economics is
C = C0+cy
(6)
Then here is the formula of economy bearing capacity:
t = 1-C/y = 1-(C0+cy)/y = 1-c-C0/y
(7)
Adopting the per capita annual living expenditures for consumption and the average wage of staff
and workers during 1993-2009 in the statistics yearbook, utilizing the SPSS software to conduct the
regression analysis with the function (6), the outcome may be gained as follows.
C = 704.81+0.607y
(8)
t=（1.931）
（5.960）
Ad. R2=0.726
p=0.077 p<0.001
df =14
F=35.517 （P<0.001）
DW=1.981
Then a new formula is
t = 0.393-704.81/y
(9)
Considering the average wage vary with the economy vibration, use 4% as the higher level of the
growth rate and 3% as the lower level. Based on the average wage in specific year, the higher level and
the lower level of the economy bearing capacity can be gained.

3 Results
As the LEAR increases, the CRIAP goes higher and higher. The following data show the lower
bound of the CRIAP during 2000-2050 ranges from 4.76% to 7.11%, the upper bound ranges from 8.4%
to 13.1%. Because the female survive longer than the male, the CRIAP under LEAR of the female is
higher than that of the male.
Table 1
year

The Upper Bound and the Lower Bound of the CRIAP under LEAR during 2000-2050
the lower bound (%)
the upper bound (%)
male

female

average

male

female

average

2000

4.76

5.36

5.06

8.4

9.55

8.98

2010

5.05

5.81

5.43

8.95

10.45

9.7

2020

5.33

6.26

5.8

9.5

11.35

10.43

2030

5.56

6.53

6.05

9.95

11.9

10.93

2040

5.81

6.82

6.32

10.45

12.5

11.48

2050

6.04

7.11

6.58

10.9

13.1

12

This means if the CRIAP were adjusted by the LEAR of the female, the basic life after retirement
of all employees can be secured. But if the CRIAP were adjusted by the LEAR of the male or the
average level, the basic life after retirement of the female can’t be met sufficiently. Under this condition,
some allowance and the life assistance should be provided for the female.
Though comparing the CRIAP under the LEAR and that under the economy bearing capacity of
employees, the data below shows that the CRIAP employees can bear is higher than that under the
LEAR (showed in Table 1 and Table 2). What’s more, the gap between them is becoming larger and
larger as the time goes. This means employees have the bearing capacity to shoulder the CRIAP under
the LEAR and their capacity is going stronger and stronger. In the real world, employees will also
contribute 1% of wage for the unemployment insurance and 2% for the medical insurance. Even so, this
doesn’t impact the analysis outcome mentioned above.
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Table 2 The Economy Bearing Capacity of Employees
2000
2010
2020
2030

（%）
2040
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2050

Higher level

31.79

36.145

37.169

37.86

38.327

38.643

Lower level

31.78

35.989

36.837

37.467

37.936

38.285

4 Conclusions
It is necessary and important to adjust the contribution rate of the individual account pension by the
life expectancy at retirement. The adjustment is to secure the basic life of the retired. Through the
analysis, this study draws some conclusions as follows. Firstly, it is feasible to adjust the contribution
rate of individual account pension (CRIAP) by the life expectancy at retirement. Secondly, the lower
bound of the CRIAP during the years 2000-2050 is lower than current contribution rate (8%), which
shows the potential level for China’s pension reform in the future. Thirdly, the upper bound of the
CRIAP is a little higher, but China’s employees have the bearing capacity to shoulder that.
From the point of both theory and practice, exorbitant contribution rate is not advisable. The choice
of contribution rate should consider both basic life in average life expectancy of individual employees
and avoiding aggravation of economical burden. With the technology development, life standard
improvement and Medicare development, the fact that life expectancy of the retired would prolong is
unchangeable.
To make the adjustment perform effectively, some relevant coordinated reforms must be done. The
accessorial policies should include: prohibiting early retirement, enhancing retirement age in proper
time, developing the new multi-pillar pension system, reducing the replacement rate of basic pension
step by step, strengthening the investment and management of pension fund and improving public
finance policy for pension subsidy, and so on.
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Abstract: This paper optimized the transaction cost-embeddedness approach, and applied it to the
growth of university spin-off companies. The growth process of Neusoft Group is discussed in details,
and the corresponding network governance mode of every growth stage is analyzed as following: at the
venture stage, the businesses have limited strength, and need to be embedded to the university’s network
for resources; at the growing stage where they are growing, and already have some resources, the
businesses are still in need of investment and technical support from universities, and then a
semi-embedded network governance mode is employed; at the grown stage, the businesses have become
almost completely independent, and they own and control the strategic network resources which support
their edge-leading services, so that the union governance mode is applied. The conclusions can be drawn
from the growth process of university spin-off companies that the evolution of innovation network
governance has obvious regularity.
Key words: University spin-off companies; Innovation network; Governance mode; Evolution

1 Introduction
University spin-off companies (USO) are companies setting up to transit knowledge, technology
and other research fruits created by universities to commercialization. Commercialization can strengthen
the relationship between knowledge innovation system and technology innovation system, accelerate the
speed of regional knowledge communication, and finally promote the regional economic development.
It is particularly proved by the accomplishments achieved by Silicon Valley, Route 128 and other
new economic areas like Zhong Guan Cun.
What determines the success of a university spin-off company and its impact on economic
development? It is believed to have close relationship with the atmosphere including administrative
hierarchy, market as well as network. In 1980s, universities run spin-off companies in a hierarchy way,
interfering the operation directly. The apparently difference notion between university and companies
business, say, university has no knowledge of a specific market and no mature business experience,
usually result in bankruptcy of university spin-off companies. In addition, university will bear higher
risks if a university establishes companies directly. If a newly-established company access resource for
growth in the market directly, it will be difficult for them to survive because of poor social
reasonableness, uncertainty as well as huge transaction cost. In light of this, the proper habitat for a
university spin-off company should be network rather than hierarchy system, including entrepreneurs’
social network and the innovation network created by mother-university. As a network in the
organizational level, the later one is supposed to have stronger influence and should get more attention.
The innovation network evolutes dynamically and this special characteristic leads to the growth of
enterprise. Utilizing reasonable theory framework and an empirical case study of Neusoft Group, this
paper uncovers the inner evolution mechanism of innovation network governance in a university
spin-off company growth perspective.
Research interest relative to university spin-off companies are mainly focused on the growth
process, resource support from the mother-university innovation and business network evolution.
Ndonzuau divided the development of global university spin-off companies into four periods, including
producing business notion from research fruits, determining new risk projects, establishing new
university spin-off companies and finally producing economic benefits from university spin-off
companies[1]. Ajay divided the evolution into 5 separate parts, they are research period seeking for
business opportunity, company- sprout period, enterprise growth period and stable development period,
and he highlighted the "critical junctures" transition between different periods [2].
Stenffensen found what help the mother-university can offer is an important factor determining the
success of the new company [3]. Ajoy delivered that most of the capital of university Spin-off Company
is supported by mother university or venture investment in the beginning. Usually, the new university
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spin-off companies are short of accumulated credit and business experience. They are placed at a
disadvantage position while conducting business with potential business partner and investment
companies [2]. Keasey and Waston’s research shows that mother-university, taking advantage of its social
reputation and social identity, can help deliver this problem by providing certain credit guarantee [4].
Butler and Hansen identified the three phases of business network evolution: in the establishment
phase, business network is a kind of social network, aiming at providing more resource for
entrepreneurs and identifying opportunities widely; in the start phase, business network focus on
business development, aiming at business survival and creating value; in the growth phase, the objective
shift to a long-term strategic planning level[5]. Hire proposed three clues of business network evolution:
transition from embedded relationship to contractual relationship, transition from strong ties utility to
structural holes, shift to effective managerial mode from path dependency [6].
In summary, scholars abroad paid attention to exploration in different branch and get independent
perspective. Few researches can integrate these areas to elaborate the how to allocate resources in
network governance mode, explain the relationship between network evolution and university spin-off
companies’ growth.

2 Theoretical Framework
2. 1 Network in Williamson’s eyes
Because of fraud and uncertainty, it is difficult to make agreement in advance. There is transaction
cost in the market. Even in private property rights system, the allocation of resources can not entirely
rely on market. Due to the high market transaction cost, the manufacturer replaces the market to guide
the use of resources.
Williamson applied the concept of transaction costs in the organization study. He emphasized that
the size of transaction costs determines the organization’s transaction selection------whether transaction
within the organization or in the market. The transaction cost is determined its nature. Different nature
also leads to different contract specifications. The nature of transaction can be analyzed from three
dimensions ------asset specificity, transaction frequency, environment and behavioral risk.
On this basis, Williamson summarized the different forms of contractual specifications
corresponding to different types of transaction costs: low specificity, corresponding to classical contract;
exclusive high specificity, corresponding to relational contracts; medium specificity and low frequency,
corresponding to the new classical contract; medium specificity and high frequency, corresponding to
relational contract.
Further he pointed out that there is appropriate governance structure to different contract form. The
so-called governance structure, in fact, is the system configuration to ensure the completion of the
transaction, and curb speculation. Transaction cost theory thinks that the classical contract with low
specificity and the relational contract with high specificity are respectively applied to market
governance and hierarchical governance; the relational contract with medium specificity needs to take
both sides of governance, i.e. a mixture of market and hierarchical governance, or the intermediate
structure of the two governances, which is the so-called "network" in the transaction cost theory.
Thereafter he received an explanation model. The explanatory variables are the three dimensions of the
nature of the transaction. They produce the uncertainty of the transaction. The explained variable is a
spectral distribution of a governance structure, the market and hierarchy are both ends, and the middle
form is the network (shown in Figure 1).

Figure 1

The Transaction Cost Theory to Explain Network

2.2 Embeddedness theory' modification to transaction cost theory
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Granovetter thought that Williamson’s model miss an important explanatory variable that is trust.
In "Economic action and social structure: The problem of embeddedness", he proposed two argument:
first, trust is one of the factors that determine transaction costs; In some cases, trust can replace
institution, resulting in transaction cost reduction; so trust is an important variable governance structure
choice. Second, trust is necessary to transaction, without minimum trust, there is no business
transaction[7]. This "embeddedness theory" indicates that business behaviors are embedded in social
network, due to that social link comprising trust can help cut transaction cost. In this case, network is a
governance structure supported by trust ties rather than a link between market and hierarchy.
Williamson’s theory has obvious defect, putting too much emphasis on the effect of market law and
hierarchy right and viewing transaction entity as low social actors.
2.3 The transaction cost-embeddedness approach
Synthesizing transaction cost theory and the viewpoint of embeddedness theory, combining them
with the high-tech outsourcing trading network, Luo Jiade proposed transaction costs-embeddedness
approach [8]. This approach considers the relationship between two transaction sides, such as trust ties
and other relationship, then explores transaction uncertainty in the existed relationship, and finally set up
a common governance structure including relationship and proper institution. Compared with
Williamson’s model, trust relationship is added as an independent variable; among all the dependent
variables, network is a governance structure mainly based on trust rather than combination of market
and hierarchy (see Figure 2).

Figure 2

The Transaction Cost-Embeddedness Approach to Explain Network

2.4 Optimization of the transaction cost-embeddedness approach
The transaction costs-embeddedness approach provides a scientific theory to research relative to
university spin-off company. Some modification to this approach has to be conducted before it is
applied to this research. That’s because the object Luo Jiade studied is high-tech outsourcing network,
that is a "whole network", but the growth network of university spin-off companies is a network based
on individuals, that is "individual centre network". The former network relies on bilateral and multiple
governance, trust is the only explanatory variable to relationship; while the later network strengthen
individual’s control and management to network, explanatory variables include trust as well as other
variables.
The network position of individuals has important influence on the capability of accessing to
network resources, the closer to the centre, the more structural holes are controlled, the more proper the
strong-weak ties are, the more transaction cost can be cut down. Additionally, the common cognition
reached through long-term collaboration and strategic goal between individuals and other network nodes
help to reduce transaction cost. Therefore, variables belonging to the relationship set extend to structure,
trust and cognition. Social capital belonging to individuals can reduce the uncertainty caused by
transaction nature. Social capital and this uncertainty determine the network governance mode finally.
With the growth of university spin-off companies, the expansion of the three dimensions of social
capital leads to sustainable growth of social capital. Meanwhile, the core of the transaction between
university spin-off company and other network nodes is conducted based on technology developed.
Tacit knowledge and information are transformed explicit gradually in the evolution of technology and
product. In this regard, uncertainty caused by transaction nature will gradually decrease. The interaction
between these two reasons brings consecutively change to innovation network governance (Figure 3).
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The Transaction Cost-Embeddedness Approach to Explain USO Network Governance Mode

3 Data and Methodology
3. 1 Methodology
Case study has been an important research method since management theory was established. This
paper choose Northeast university and its spin-off company Neusoft as cases, and analyze the variety of
social capital, transaction nature and network governance mode through deep exploration of Neusoft
development.
Neusoft was established at Northeast University in China in 1991. Currently, Neusoft has
developed into a large technology group with various subsidiaries and more than 18,000 employees
around the world. Neusoft set software as its core business, offering business like industry solutions,
product engineering solutions, medical equipment and soft ware development, IT education and
consultation service. Neusoft known as the " Top 10 IT service provider". The chairman and CEO of
Neusoft, Mr. Liu Jiren was elected as "Chinese economic person of the year 2009" and "China's 25 most
influential business leaders". Northeast University and Neusoft are chosen due to the following reasons:
(1) Neusoft has been established for more than 20 years, the development track is relatively clear, which
is favorable for experience summarization and theory generalizations; (2) Neusoft is a most typical
Chinese high-tech enterprise, both the business size and output value takes leading position among
science and technology enterprise attached to Chinese universities; (3) Neusoft has kept close
relationship to Northeast University from generation till today, sustainable cooperation, exchange or
even alliance makes Northeast University and Neusoft a sound progress model for "university-industry".
Research data are collected from two channels: First, collecting data relative to Northeast
University and Neusoft from internet, journals, newspapers and other media, knowing the policy and
relative documents of Northeast University and the history, annual report and strategic plan of Neusoft;
Second, interviewing staff from Northeast University and Neusoft face to face. Staffs from different
division and administrative level are interviewed, including the runner of Neusoft, member of the
business set-up, research development staff, managers from the university, staff from the group, retired
professors. A specific plan was drawn before the interview is conducted, the interviews are recorded and
were analyzed after the interview. Various data resource, direct and real-time interview guarantees the
objectivity of the research.
3.2 Analysis and findings
3.2.1 Venture stage
(1) explanatory variables
When Neusoft was set up, the newly-born baby had little social capital and lied on the edge of the
network; because of low status in social reasonableness, trust to Neusoft mainly came from personally
trust to its boss; uncertainty of the enterprise development resulted in disagreement between partners in
cognition dimension.
As technology was still under transition, product positioning and the relationship between upstream
and downstream industry chain was not clear, the traction nature caused significant uncertainty and
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would increase the transaction cost. Little social capital in Neusoft could not cut down transaction cost
effectively. Under these circumstances, Neusoft had to embed Northeast University's network, relying
on her mother node and getting resources from the network.
(2) explained variables
Firstly, Northeast University offered regulatory and material support. At the venture stage when it
needed to improve its working environment, the leaders of the university granted half a floor of school
building to Neusoft. Later, when the software center was established and when a joint venture with the
Japanese Alpine was set up, the university also provided tremendous supports. 1992 Neusoft was about
to set up a modern apartment with duplex structure to keep talents. When Neusoft applied to the school
leaders for this project, it was approved and the standards of the apartment could be decided by Neusoft.
At that time, many had negative attitude to the businesses run by universities, thinking that businesses
run by professors are shameful things, and they do not attend to their proper duties. However, a
vice-president wrote an essay titled "Construct the special zone of Neusoft, and develop the industries of
Northeast University", which explained the goals of businesses operated by the school, and the
meanings of Neusoft, and the relationship between Neusoft and the university. This answered many
doubts of the faculties, and supported Neusoft politically.
Secondly, Northeast University supported the development of enterprises by their influence. During
Start-up period in Neusoft, the shortage of talent to become a major impediment to development issues,
and then Shenyang as a heavy industry base, it was difficult to attract the software elite, So Liu Jiren
proposed to select the talent at school, created "Software to enhance classes", and cultivated talent by
themselves. This practice was not in line with the relevant provisions, so the school negotiated with the
Ministry of Metallurgy and got permission. "Software to enhance classes" held two stages in all, the
graduates now have become the backbone of Neusoft. The practice of "Software to enhance class" was
flexibility in the school management. It not only resolved bottleneck of Neusoft talent, but also
reinforced the potential for further development, also known as the earliest talent customized training
mode in China's industry. At Northeast University in that time except Liu Jiren was doing software
development, there were some other organizations also doing, such as the management control center at
Northeast University, led by the Lu Zhaoxia, it focused on the systems integration projects such as
CIMS project, office automation, information management systems and so on. School leaders quite
emphasized Lu Zhaoxia’s courage and ability, persuaded her and ultimately led to Lu Zhaoxia team to
join Neusoft. Lu Zhaoxia joining the enterprise, not only expanded the Neusoft R&D team and Mrs.
Lu’s marketing talent had played a significant role on the market development of Neusoft. In addition,
the institutions about computer engineering and digital medical imaging equipment research recorded by
Zheng Quanlu was also becoming a member of Neusoft, as a result of driving by the school and have
become a key strength entering the medical field.
3.2.2 Growing stage
(1) explanatory variables
During business growing stage, the explanatory variables in social capital has changed: Structure
transfers from the edge of the network into a control structure holes and move close to the centre of the
network; Neusoft stepped into the chain and controlling the high-end part, resulting in trust derived from
power relationships (such as collateral, position of the industrial structure, mutually grasping long-term
interests), then the trust dimension expanded; after a long-term cooperation with other network nodes,
tacit understanding was induced, and then common cognition and awareness was reached.
As technology and products were becoming mature gradually, the uncertainty generated by
transaction decreased gradually, transaction cost was cut down consequently. Expansion of social capital
in this period enabled them to reduce transaction costs further. Combining these two points, company
started with certain autonomy and had the ability to build their own networks.
Comparing to the venture stage, the impact of university was reduced in this stage. However, the
role that university plays was still irreplaceable due to its help to attract strategic investment to support
business expansion and its continuous support to technological innovation.
(2) Explained variables
At the growth stage, business has to accomplish the dual mandate known as "Volume expansion"
and "quality breakthrough". Volume expansion means business scope expansion; quality breakthrough
aims at winning a huge market space through technological innovation and controlling of industrial
technology chain.
During 1995-2002, Neusoft had grown rapidly. The most important expansion event was "Digital
Enclosure". Through this campaign, Neusoft’s turnover and market share had gained rapid growth.
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However, due to excessive expansion trend and the rapid expansion of institutions and personnel, a
serious shortage of enterprise funds resulted in a substantial increase in costs and expenses, then the
strategic investment was needed. At that critical time, the leaders of Northeast University played an
important role, they helped Neusoft made alliance with Baoshan Iron and Steel. Baoshan Iron and Steel
invested 2.4 billion Yuan RMB, each part held 50% Share. The alliance with Baoshan Iron and steel ,
going public in 1996 and overall listing in 2008 are known as the "listed twice, once strategic
restructuring", which is a milestone in the history of Neusoft and facilitated Neusoft development
profoundly.
After establishing a joint venture with Alpine, Neusoft’s main business was making software OEM
for Japanese customers. Although they got a lot of money, but the company didn’t develop as expected.
Moreover, from a global perspective, Single software development can only take leading position for 8
months referring to its technology. So, it is necessary to combine software development and engineering
design in order from low to high, and maintain business leadership by controlling the chain of industrial
technology. After enter the growth stage, Neusoft have been looking for such opportunities from
beginning. At this point, great leaders of Northeast University came forward again. They helped Neusoft
not only took over the CT machine project and achieved the industrialization less than a year. CT is the
product which helps Neusoft to achieve a combination of software development with design and
engineering, to grasp the core technology firstly (The software part of the CT value constitutes its major
part).So, Neusoft achieved a qualitative breakthrough by CT technology innovation project.
3.2.3 Grown stage
(1) Explanatory variables
After pioneering the venture stage and growing stage, corporate social capital variables has
changed again: in the network structure, firm has been living in the center and played the role of
network managers; organizer and manager of union enabled firm to further increase the visibility and
credibility; Consistency of approach between the interests of members, made the allies to trust each
other deeply; Consistent with the strategic objectives, played a role in cognition between members of the
union, thus firms achieved strategic cognition. Increasing social capital, and technology leadership made
transaction uncertainty lower and lower, the firm was no longer attached to the university, fully grown
an organization which master a certain advantage resources and the ability of network management.
Firm which took coalition governance mode for network, became the Strategic allies of university.
(2) Explained variables
After start-up period and growth period, Neusoft has become the largest software companies in
china, getting the same position as GE and Anke in the market of Chinese medicine equipment. How to
maintain the technological advantage is an important strategic task of Neusoft.
The main point, how does firm maintain the technological advantage, is cooperate with universities
from the source. Neusoft Institute of Information technology, which is founded by the cooperation of
Neusoft and Northeast University, is a pioneering and model of industry-university technology strategy
collaboration. Neusoft Institute has two main functions: first is the breakthrough of technology in the
field of Digital medical equipment and network security, ability to solve key technical and continuous
product development services; second is training.
We can see the advantages and rationality of this organization from following field: first, Neusoft
Institute of Information technology is a hub link of university-industry cooperation. Neusoft Institute of
Information technology is not only a department of Neusoft, and also are Affiliates of Northeast
University. This advantage effectively reduces the obstacles to university-industry interaction. Second,
Neusoft Institute of Information technology has a reasonable income distribution mechanism, Neusoft
investment and University input the labor, Neusoft has the right to use patent, university get ownership
of the research papers and books copyright. Third, healthy protect System and mechanism. It is different
between and the general vertical structure and product line of Enterprise Institute, Neusoft Institute of
Information technology not responsible for the vertical division, its management mechanism is
relatively independent, as a cost unit. Despite Neusoft Institute of Information technology focus on
solving the actual problem, but 60 percent of the work focused on forward-looking R&D and
breakthrough. Fourth, strength sufficient funding. Neusoft Institute of Information technology has more
than 30 doctoral tutors and master tutors and 50 million RMB annual research funding. So they can
work with the world's leading research institutions and researchers for high-level cooperation.

4 Results
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From the discussion above, social capital and transaction nature are chosen as explanatory
indicators, network governance model is regarded as explained indicators, the evolution of these two
indicators category are summarized as follows (see Table 1):
Table 1

Network Governance Model for USO Growth Process
Explained
Variable

Explanatory Variables
Stage
Structure

Social capital
Trust

Venture Stage

Edge of network

Common trust

Growing Stage

Control
structure hole,
Close to
network centre

Power trust

Grown Stage

Network centre

Alliance trust

Uncertainty of
the transaction

Governance
mode

High

Embeddings

Reach common
knowledge

Middle

Semiembeddings

Alliance
knowledge

Low

Union

Cognition
No common
knowledge

5 Conclusion
Whether the resources required for the growth of spin-off companies can be configured reasonably
depends on the innovation network governance mode. How to recognize the corresponding network
governance mode of every growth stage needs related theory. Through consummating transaction
cost-embeddings approach and discussing the growth process of Neusoft Group in details, the author
summarized the corresponding network governance mode of every growth stage: at the venture stage,
embedded mode is used; at the growing stage, a semi-embedded network governance mode is employed;
at the grown stage, the businesses have become almost completely independent, and they own and
control the strategic network resources which support their edge-leading services, so that the union
governance mode is applied. The conclusions can be drawn from the comparison that the evolution of
innovation network governance has obvious regularity.
Whether network governance mode can be effective depends on the two most important nodes in
the network----spin-off companies and mother-university effectively coordination. The primary role of
university is to help spin-off companies reducing the transaction costs of access to resources. To achieve
this function, exploring a suitable derivative of the actual situation of own technology business mode
and the courage to make the corresponding changes in the management system is necessary. Supporting
spin-off companies closely integrated with the development of academic disciplines. Through
industry-academia interaction, joint personnel training and cooperative research topics at the forefront,
universities supply force for the subject development and make backing to the business continuity.
University spin-off companies should complete the transformation actively at the primary phase of
growing stage; gradually build their own networks through business development and technological
breakthroughs at late phase of growing stage; adjust and re-define the relationship with partners,
especially with the university to enable enterprises to maintain a strategic advantage for the service
when the company independent at the grown stage.
Although a spin-off companies based on the growth of innovation network management framework
for the analysis of mode selection was established, the analysis remains at the qualitative level in the
absence of quantitative variables leading to the refinement of the theory to explain clearly insufficient in
this paper. Thus future research will focus on converting theoretical model to a theoretical framework
and carrying out the transaction costs-embeddedness approach of quantitative research.
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Abstract: Degree education in China has entered a stage of the rapid development, which increases the
quality of China's population and its employment capacity greatly; meanwhile, some negative effects are
also presented. In order to macroscopically forecast personnel supply and coordinate employment work
needs, regression software was employed to forecast the future personnel supply data in this paper.
Because variables are so many and radix is so big between them, they were corrected by using the
specific actual value comparison in the paper to make the predictive values have more persuasive power.
Key words: Regression analysis; Human resources; Higher Education; Forecast

1 Introduction
Since 1978, graduate education in China has developed more than 30 years, and has trained a large
number of highly-educated students including post-graduates, who play an important role in China’s
social and economic development. China's economy has been badly affected by the impact of the global
economic downturn in recent years, and employment of post-graduates is also severely affected under
macroeconomic conditions. China has made efforts to make policies to support post-graduate
employment, to adjust the number of graduate enrollment, and to make relevant policies to support other
employment to reduce the employment pressure. But how to reduce graduated students’ employment
pressure is related to the number of the real needs of post-graduate, which is a study on macro-demand
and it is what the government is doing now - the social demand forecast. Planned enrollment number is
mainly considered, and the supply number is made prediction from the planned number. Due to the
overall trend of population development, the time considered is a short-term one rather than a long-term
one. Meanwhile, the losing situation from planned learning to graduation should be taken into account;
eventually a rather rigorous prediction system is reached.

2 Summary of Human Resources Prediction Theories
Prediction theories of human resources include demand forecast of human resources, and supply
forecast of human resources. Human resources trend forecast is about study of supply of human
resources in the paper.
Supply forecast of human resources is the core of human resources planning, which predicts a
certain amount of personnel, its quality, and structure provided in the internal organization and supplied
in the external labor market at a time in the future to meet enterprises’ staff requirement for achieving
their goals. Human resources supply is divided into the external supply and the internal supply from
sources of supply. The external supply refers to the study of personnel supply that the external labor
market provides to organization. The internal supply refers to predict of human resources in future
organization based on development of human resources in the internal organization and its used status.
In most cases, the external supply cannot be understood or grasped by the organization, and so it can be
achieved through strategic analysis of the local labor market, enterprises’ employment conditions and
their competitors. Thus, supply forecast mainly focuses on organization's human resources internal
supply.
In recent years, rapid development of computer technology has brought changes in the field of
modeling, powerful computing and statistical function has made huge-workload and high-precision
models’ actual operability greatly increased. For this reason, many scholars at home and abroad put
forward many new internal supply predict models of human resources on the basis of previous studies.
There are: multiple objective embedded network model, Holonic model etc.. In China, “modern control
theory model” by Hai-ying Jing to predict human resource supply, and Li lei's “two-story integer
programming model.” These methods are not very innovative in thought, but have models more
complicated, precise and perfect using advanced computer technology based on the original two
ways--Markov and objective programming.
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Starting from the actual situation, more mature quantitative analysis-- combination of correlation
and regression analysis is used to close to predict to the great extent because of the variable selection
limited, but the larger amount of vertical in this paper.

3 Summary of Analysis Methods
Two main analysis methods are introduced, one is correlation analysis, the other is regression
analysis. Correlation analysis is to draw relativity degree among selected samples in order to do
preparation for next correlation analysis, because there is no correlation analysis in typical supply
predict methods of human resources. Introduction has to prove even though correlation analysis is only
one part (relevant theory and practical test will be done in the following text).
3.1 Correlation coefficient
Correlation study is also known as canonical correlation analysis and it is a multivariate analysis
method to study the correlation between two sets of variables. Principal components are extracted
respectively from the two sets of variables according to the ideology of dimension reduction of principal
components, and relativity degree between principal components is made largest, while each principal
component extracted from the same group is independent, whole linear correlation of the two sets of
variables is described by relativity degree between principal components. Canonical correlation analysis,
first proposed by Hoteling in 1936, has become a widely used technology to analyze the correlation
between two sets of variables now. The correlation coefficient between two sets of interrelated variables
is called the overall correlation coefficient, which ρ is usually used as, the overall correlation
coefficient can be calculated using formula (3.1):

Cov( X , Y )
（1）
Var ( X )Var (Y )
Where: Var ( X ) is variance of the variable X ; Var (Y ) is variance of the variable Y ; Cov( X , Y )
is covariance of the variables X and Y .
The overall correlation coefficients ρ reflects linear correlation degree between two variables X and
Y in the whole, to specific entirety, values of X and Y are decided, the overall correlation coefficient
is an specific value objectively existing. However, all the values of X and Y in the whole can not be

ρ=

directly observed, so overall correlation coefficient is usually unknown。It is usually possible that certain
numbers of samples are taken at random from the whole, and the sample correlation coefficient is
estimated through the sample observed values x and y of X and Y . rXY represents the sample
correlation coefficient or simplified as r , can be used the following formula (3.2) to estimate:

rXY =

∑ ( x − x)( y − y)
∑ ( x − x) ∑ ( y − y )
i

i

2

i

2

（2）

i

Where: xi and yi are respectively the sample observed values of variables X and Y ; x and y
are respectively the average of the sample observed values of variables X and Y .
3.2 Regression analysis
Study of the linear relationship among two or more variables of is known as multivariate linear
correlation analysis; Study of the linear relationship between the dependent variable and two or more
independent variables is known as multiple linear regression analysis; Mathematical formula showing
linear relations among several variables is a multiple linear regression model. Overall regression
function describes the linear relationship between a dependent variable and several independent
variables, so this overall regression function is a multiple linear regression model. General form of
multiple overall linear regression function containing the dependent variable Y and ( k − 1)
independent variables such as X 2，X 3，
⋅⋅⋅，X k is as follows:

Yi = β1 + β 2 X 2i + β3 X 3i + ⋅⋅⋅ + β k X ki + μi

（3）

Where: k − 1 is the number of variables;（ Y i， X 2 i， X 3 i，⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ， X ki） is the observed sample value
for the i time; β j ( j = 2 , . . . , k ) is the model parameter; μ i is the random error term.
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All regression coefficients in the overall linear regression function are unknown, and can be only
estimated using the sample observed values. If the sample conditional mean of dependent variables is
expressed as the linear function of the various independent variables, multiple linear regression function
is as follows:
∧

∧

∧

∧

∧

Yi = β 1 + β 2 X 2 i + β 3 X 3 i + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + β k X ki
∧

Where:

β j ( j = 1, 2,..., k )

（4）

are estimates of overall regression parameters β j

4 Analysis of Forecast of Trend of Human Resources with Higher Education
Higher education refers to post-graduate education in this paper. Graduate education started in 1978
and has become a large one in China. Here, the data are from 2010 China Statistical Yearbook, in which
the data from 1990 to 2009 are used, and the data in 2009 are retained in the calculation to compare for
the purpose of logical rigor. Selected indexes of 1990-2009 post-graduate education conditions are
number of post-graduate enrollment, school size, number of graduates. Specifications are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1

Post-graduate Statistics in 1990-2009 in China

Year

Number of post-graduate enrollment

School size

Number of graduates

1990

29649

93018

35440

1991

29679

88128

32537

1992

33439

94164

25692

1993

42145

106771

28214

1994

50864

127935

28047

1995

51053

145443

31877

1996

59398

163322

39652

1997

63749

176353

46539

1998

72508

198885

47077

1999

92225

233513

54670

2000

128484

301239

58767

2001

165197

393256

67809

2002

202611

500980

80841

2003

268925

651260

111091

2004

326286

819896

150777

2005

364831

978610

189728

2006

397925

1104653

255902

2007

418612

1195047

311839

2008

446422

1283046

344825

2009

510953

1404942

371273

Correlation analysis of the relationship among three indexes in the table is carried on, their
correlation coefficients after the software processing are shown in Table 2.
Table 2

Variables among Three Indexes

Number of post-graduate
enrollment

School size

Number of
graduates

Number of post-graduate
1
enrollment
School size
0.99575501134
1
Number of graduates
0.9471580403
0.97118471843
1
As can be seen from the table, there is a strong correlation among number of post-graduate
enrollment, school size, number of graduates. In theory, correlation analysis among three indexes can be
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carried out, that is regression analysis, and in practice, there actually exists relationship among them.
Multiple correlation regression analysis is made by software to the samples, and regression
statistics values, variance analysis and estimated values are calculated as the following table.
Table 3

Regression Statistical Analysis

Regression statistics
Multiple R

0.99496845315

R Square

0.98996222277

Adjusted R Square

0.98862385247

Standard error

9009.7136582

Observed value

18

Table 4

Analysis of Variance

df

SS

MS

F

Significance F

Regression
analysis

2

1.2008653272E+11

60043266361

739.677371

1.0286832009E-15

Residuals

15

1217624103.1

81174940.203

Total

17

1.2130415682E+11

Table 5 Analysis of estimated values
Standard
error

t Stat

P-value

3307.0451

2.01878

0.0617

-3726023

13724.997

-372.6023

13724.997

-1.4315

0.1712

-8.3594

4.99118486
48E-07

-1.7965

-1.066

-1.7965

-1.066

0.7434

0.0631

11.7794

5.56747279
89E-09

0.6089

0.878

0.6089

0.878

Coefficients
Intercept 6676.1975
X
Variable
1
X
Variable
2

Lower 95% Upper 95%

Lower limit Upper limit
95.0%
95.0%

Therefore, regression results are obtained as follows:

Yi = 6676.19 − 1.4315 X 1 + 0.7434 X 2

（5）

(4.1) is a regression correlation formula among number of graduates and number of enrollment and
school size. Number of graduates next year can be predicted after in determining number of enrollment
next year and school size that year using the formula (4.1).

5 Theory and Analysis of Practical Tests
Statistical capacity of the parameter t of each index are taken from the software analysis and then
look up table
t ( a ) ( n − k ) = t 0 .0 2 5 (1 8 − 2 ) = 1 .7 4 5 9
2

Compared with the statistical capacity t in Table 4-5, it is obvious that individual has a
significant impact on the regression model. Multiple coefficient of determination and adjusted multiple
2

2

coefficient of determination is listed in Table 4-3, R = 0.9899, R = 0.9886, it obviously conforms to
the case that coefficient of determination is close to 1, and the model is right. Statistical capacity of F
by software analysis is 739.677. α = 0.05 is made according to software calculation, and then degree
of freedom is the critical value F 0 . 0 5 = ( 3 − 1 , 1 8 − 3 ) = 3 . 6 8 between ( k − 1 ) and
( n − k ) after checking the distribution list of

F , and it is clear that the statistical capacity in this

case is much greater than the critical value, indicating number of enrollment and school size together
has a significant impact on number of graduates next year. The data in 2009 is introduced here (data is
from the 2009 China Statistical Yearbook):

Y = 6676.19 − 1.4315* 446422 + 0.7434*1283046 ≈ 321440
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According to the data of 2009 actual graduates, after actual comparison, the error is 6% and rather
small. Forecasted data is credible through the above theory test--three kinds of parametric tests and the
actual data comparison test. The forecasted results in certain years such as 2009, 2010, 2011 are credible
in theory and in actual operation.

6 Conclusions
Process of forecasting number of China's human resources with higher education is very complex,
and requiring very precise. Non-typical human resources forecasting method (supply forecasting method)
-- multiple regression analysis is introduced in this paper, and the test is feasible through pre-test of the
correlation. And then multiple regression analysis model is built and the relevant data is calculated in
accordance with the existing data. Establishing the multiple regression equation, test is made using the
theory parametric test and the actual data and so coupling rate is found very high. Therefore, another
method is introduced in forecasting number of China’s human resources with higher education, and can
be provided as a related support in theory study.
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Abstract: In the last few years the competitive landscape has undergone swift changes, making it more
challenging than ever for top managers to craft life-sustaining strategies, and making organizational
decline a more ominous possibility).Today's borderless world forces executives to run faster in order to
remain in the same place (Friedman, 2005). Firms of all sizes (big, medium, or small), economies
(developed, emerging, or developing), and industry-affiliations (high-tech, low-tech, fast-moving,
slow-moving, manufacturing, or services) are affected by these changes. Increasing cross-border trade,
rising customer expectations and shareholder activism, greater technology obsolescence, environmental
protection, global warming, global terrorism, natural calamities, and a greater worldwide scrutiny on
business conduct alter the very nature of doing business, and lead firms to the cross roads(joint-venture)
of organizational growth or decline.
Keywords: Investment climate analysis; Joint venture cultural dimensions; Strategy choice of joint
venture; Emerging country

1 Introduction
The use of joint ventures (JVs) and co-operative forms in doing business domestically and
internationally is scarcely new. What is new in the modern era? The business arrangement known as a
joint venture has become more common in recent years especially since the 1970s and its popularity is
growing. Their geographic extent, the unique issues and problems raise because of their occurrence in
an international and inter-cultural context particularly in certain industries within developed countries.
According to prior research, cross-border joint ventures are the most popular way to enter new market
and have become a new business entity worldwide in this last decade. A joint-venture is usually a
strategic alliance in which two or more firms create a legally independent company to share investment
and operation expenses, management responsibilities, and profits and losses at the same time to share
some of their resources and capabilities to develop a competitive advantage, for higher profit,
individually and when the partners intend to enter highly uncertain market by overcoming strong entry
barriers. Competitive advantage increasingly depends not only on a company’s internal capabilities but
also on the types of alliances and the scope of its relationships with other companies (Parkhe,
1991).International joint ventures (IJVs) have been described as ‘a logical and timely response to
intense and rapid changes in economic activity, technology, and globalization’ (Doz and Hamel, 1998:
xiv) argue that globalization has opened the ‘race for the world’ as firms enter once-closed markets and
pursue untapped opportunities. At the same time the ‘race for the future’ compels firms to discover new
market opportunities, new solutions for customers, and new answers to poorly met needs.
However the Reasons you might want to form a joint venture include business expansion,
development of new products and distribution network or moving into new markets, particularly
overseas. Your business may have strong potential for growth and you may have innovative ideas and
products. However, a joint venture could give you: more resources, greater capacity, increased your
technical expertise access to established markets and distribution channel.
Problems are likely to arise if: the objectives of the venture are not totally clear and communicated to
everyone involved; then the partners have different objectives for the joint venture. Meanwhile if there is
an imbalance in levels of expertise, investment or assets brought into the venture by the different partners.
Furthermore the most important if different cultures and management styles result in poor integration
and co-operation the partners don't provide sufficient leadership and support in the early stage that
moment it takes time and effort, analysis to build the right relationship.
We study joint-ventures established in Guinea with overseas companies for a strategic partnership,
and use this approach to establish bedrock for successful new joint-ventures between (Africa) Guinea
and China. Historically, both countries have developed prosperous business partnerships, and through
our analysis we highlight an internationalization framework for Chinese companies to go global
especially toward Guinea market. Traditionally, economic theory mentions the following factors for
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comparative advantage for regions or countries are Land, location, Natural resources (minerals, energy)
Labor, and Local population size. Because these 5 factors can hardly be influenced, this fits in a rather
passive (inherited) view regarding national economic opportunity (M. Porter).
Therefore, as a researcher this idea has sparked on my mind how these two countries can further
gain an advantage from the exchange of this commodity. In somehow, Guinea will somewhat achieve
some economical goals. On the other hand, China will protect and increase its market share (the ease
entrance to new market).
Guinea Richly endowed with minerals, Guinea possesses over 25 billion metric tons (MT) of
bauxite--and 25% or more of the world's known bauxite reserves. In addition, Guinea's mineral wealth
includes more than 4 billion tons of high-grade iron and ore, significant diamond and gold deposits, and
undetermined quantities of uranium and oil. Guinea has considerable potential for growth in the
agricultural and fishing sectors. Soil, water, and climatic conditions provide opportunities for large-scale
irrigated farming and agro industry. Possibilities for investment and commercial activities exist in all
these areas. Guinea is one of the countries possessing considerable mineral resources especially those
which are crucial for China, like bauxite, oil, uranium so on. But these industries require high
investments which could be very difficult for a Guinea company to afford alone and therefore need
partnerships, as Chinese companies have more financing capacities to overcome.

2 Literature Review
The concept of strategic options has become firmly established in recent years--this regards choices
such as organic growth, acquisition, merger. This paper explores one such route forward, the option of
joint-ventures. The examination is undertaken within a framework that considers market structures and
the pressures for changes. Initial sections introduce a form of analysis based upon the work of Michael
Porter. This is used to suggest how and why joint-ventures and other alliances are attractive. Increased
international joint venture (IJV) activity has been seen as one of the major changes in international
business environment in the past decade, and is popular means of entry for multinational enterprises
(MNEs),the literature concerning joint venture formation can be categorized into five major theoretical
areas, namely, the transaction costs approach (Williamson; and Hennart), the internalization approach
( Buckley), the competitive strategy approach ( Porter; Lyons and Harrigan), the organizational
knowledge and learning approach ( Hamel and Lyles), and the resource dependence approach ( Pfeffer;
and Anderson).Using the resource-based view of the firm as a theoretical basis, we examine how four
key resource attributes affect performance. The relationship between resource attributes and
performance is studied in the context of international joint ventures (IJVs), using data from 96 IJVs in
Malaysia. Executives were asked to assess the extent to which four resources (product reputation,
technical expertise, local business network and marketing skills) exhibited the following attributes:
value rarity imperfect limitability and non-substitutability.
These discussions will not present prescriptions for success but rather will examine the advantages
and disadvantages of alternative methods and highlight areas of particular problems upon which the
management effort should be concentrated. In this research we are particularly concerned with
joint-ventures formed by local and foreign companies through their aim of conducting their business
activities to overseas markets. Especially, Joint ventures in the PRC are frequently used, created due to
government pressure and with government partners, and often formed with partners from ethnically
related countries. Further, many intended joint ventures are never implemented and those that are
implemented have often been set up for a predetermined duration. The foreign partner most commonly
has a minority equity position, and those who have used split control have seen stronger performance.
Overall joint venture stability has been high, but is expected to decline, and foreign partner satisfaction
with performance is low. Many aspects of joint-ventures have been studied by researcher’s globalization,
internalization, worldwide though the phenomenon is spreading to emerging countries. But as an
analysis of social, political, economic, and other demographic information that provides understanding
of a people or nation’s history, institutions, psychology, beliefs (such as religion), and behaviors. It helps
provide understanding as to why a people act as they do and how they think. Due to increased
globalization, the proliferation of modern technology as the means of conducting business, and
increased international travel, businesses are now operating in a world without borders, albeit that there
are still financial, legal, social, cultural and language issues (Hennart & M. Zeng, 2002). However the
difference in legal tradition and rules between common law countries (such as China and Guinea) and
civil law systems should be carefully taken into consideration for an easy management of the
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joint-venture. It is also relevant to remember that the legal relationship between participants in an
international joint venture may be characterized differently in several jurisdictions. Although the recent
wave of newly established strategic alliances might suggest win-win situations for all the companies
involved in cooperative agreements, mortality rates of cooperative agreements have always been
extremely high. From an extensive literature review (see Duysters et al., 1999) we conclude that the
percentage of strategic alliances that fail should be about 50–60 per cent, which is a rate between the
optimistic and pessimistic conclusions of different authors. Reasons for these high failure rates have
always remained rather vague. Most authors suggest that a mismatch in terms of alliance fit is the most
important reason for alliance failure. Fit can arise in three main forms: strategic, organizational and
cultural. If there is not a reasonable cultural fit, I would not touch it. We did not have a thing in common:
the wrong business, the wrong people. It did not have a chance. (EuanBaird, CEO, Schlumberger,
quoted in Gancel et al., 2002, 29) This paper will be more focus on cultural fit.

3 Investment Climate Analysis
Work to improve the investment climate is recognized as a key pillar of the World Bank Group to
promote economic growth and poverty alleviation in developing countries. The World Development
Report 2005 defines the investment climate as “the factors in a particular location that shape the
opportunities and incentives for firms to invest productively, create jobs, and expand.” Essentially, it is
the economic, institutional, legal and cultural environment in which firms operate, and as such it has
many dimensions: geography, competition, institutions, security of property rights, taxation, the
operation of the markets for capital and labor, and so on. Some factors are difficult or impossible for
governments to influence. But in most dimensions of the investment climate, governments have a
powerful or decisive influence.
Sustainable economic growth can only come from investment by the private sector. Thus, issues
related to the investment climate are keys to putting the country on the road to long term prosperity.
While the government in Africa especially Guinea has made progress in implementing business
enabling reforms such as liberalization and deregulation of foreign trade and investment, privatization,
simplification of the tax regime, and modernization of the labor legislation, it has yet to focus on the
related institution building that is necessary. The implementation of recently drafted legislation aimed at
improving business entry, corporate governance, access to finance, and business exit has yet to start and
requires extensive institutional building to take effect. In view of the limited capacity of the government
and the decreased foreign assistance, the prioritization of investment climate reforms and
implementation efforts is critical. Based on the surveys, experiences of foreign and local investors, the
ICA proposes the following priority areas (Strengthening contract enforcement, Increasing access to
credit, reducing the regulatory burden, strengthening property rights in land and reducing labor rigidities,
Facilitating entry, and change of ownership, competition and bankruptcy).

Figure 1
Data source: Enterprise Surveys

Investment Climate Profile
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Table 1 Constraints Perceived by Entrepreneurs
MACRO DIMENSION
Guinea-C Region Income Small Medium Large Exporter
onakry

MICRO DIMENSION
Non Domestic Foreign
export

Bureaucracy
Corruption
Finance
Infrastructure
Jobs
Innovation
Tax Adm.
Trade
Crime

2.73
3.41
94.06
16.31
4.87
19.71
3.09
0.49

2.73
3.68
93.95
16.14
54.5
21.76
3.19
4.33
0.52

5.73
2.23
72.08
29.04
13.85
32.90
3.06
4.35
1.28

5.40
2.88
78.82
35.26
12.18
35.21
3.63
4.89
1.39

2.46
3.17
93.79
17.47
4.62
18.73
3.07
4.19
0.49

4.31
6.51
96.29
5.82
13.75
5.00
0.54

6.29
9.39
93.21
27.17
100.00
1.74
1.33

2.86
7.88
92.27
14.51
45.19
4.86
4.58
1.04

2.39
3.40
94.19
15.88
4.05
19.33
3.18
4.08
0.46

5.66
6.34
91.23
17.74
17.75
42.90
3.33
1.05

4 Joint Venture Cultural Dimensions
What does culture have to do with business? Many business majors and practitioners immersed in
questions of strategies, financial forecasting, market studies, and management models have turned aside
from the question of culture and how it affects business growth.
But more and more organizations are finding themselves involved in communication across
cultures, between cultures, among cultures; because they are doing business in foreign countries,
perhaps, or because they are sourcing from another country, seeking financing from another country, or
have an increasingly multicultural workforce.
The globalization of the world economy, on one hand, has created tremendous opportunities for
global collaboration among different countries; on the other hand, however, it has also created a unique
set of problems and issues relating to the effective management of partnerships with different cultures. It
can also be observed that most of the failures faced by cross-national companies are caused by neglect
of cultural differences. With the increasing importance of the China market in the world economy, many
businessmen rushed to enter China to explore business opportunities. It was reported that the great
barriers caused by cultural differences like difficulty of communication, higher potential transaction
costs, different objectives and means of cooperation and operating methods, have led to the failure of
many Sino-foreign cooperation projects. Here is how arise some issues on “how to understand China”
and “how to settle business” with Chinese people. Predominantly motivated by the quest for material
inputs (oil and other primary commodities) required for its infrastructural investments and booming
manufacturing sector, Chinese presence in Africa is rapidly growing. The rapid growth and significance
of enhanced Chinese participation in Africa has important implications while talking about cultural
aspects. To clarify the differences between China and Africa, I will focus on Hofstede’s four cultural
dimensions: power distance, individualism/collectivism, masculinity/femininity, and uncertainty
avoidance and Bond’s dimension about long-term/short-term orientation also called “Confucian
Dynamism”. Hofstede is one of the first to adopt a pragmatic problem-solving approach in the field and
relates culture to management. He defines culture as a kind of “collective programming of the mind,
which distinguishes the members of one category of people from another” (Hofstede, 1980). He
explained that culturally-based values systems comprised four dimensions: power distance,
individualism/collectivism, masculinity/femininity, and uncertainty avoidance. Michael Bond (1989) in
a further research discovered another dimension called long-term/short-term orientation.
China and Africa (Guinea) differ greatly with regard to their economic systems, political systems,
social values, and laws, despite the substantial changes that have occurred in China during recent years.
Some differences can be found according to Hofstede studies on culture differences.
First, in terms of power distance index, China is centralized (though it has shown some tendency
toward decentralized power) while Africa is relatively decentralized. In high power distance cultures,
authority is inherent in one’s position within a hierarchy. There are strong dependency relationships
between parents and children, bosses and subordinates and a significant social distance between superior
and subordinate. In low power distance or power tolerance cultures, individuals assess authority in view
of its perceived rightness. Second, we notice in both cases that contrary to western countries which have
a strong individualism, China and Africa have a strong collectivism. Individualism-collectivism refers to
the relative importance of the interests of the individual versus the interests of the group. In collectivistic
societies, the interests of the group take precedence over individual interests. People see themselves as
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part of in-groups and the in-groups look after them in exchange for their loyalty. In individualistic
cultures, the interest of the individual takes precedence over the group’s interest. Third, Africa has
higher value than China in masculinity, which indicates that Africa is medium masculinity while China
is medium femininity. Masculinity-femininity or goal orientation pertains to the extent to which
“traditional” male orientations of ambition and achievement are emphasized over “traditional” female
orientations of nurturance and interpersonal harmony. Cultures differ on what motivates people to
achieve different goals. Cultures of the aggressive goal behavior type (masculinity) value material
possessions, money, and assertiveness whereas cultures of the passive goal behavior type (femininity)
value social relevance, quality of life and welfare of others. Fourth, China and Africa have higher values
for uncertainty avoidance the West. This shows that in both sides, people are relatively risk-avoiding
while western people are relatively risk-taking. Uncertainty avoidance captures the degree to
which individuals in a culture feel threatened by ambiguous, uncertain, or new situations. Cultures are
characterized as either high or low on uncertainty avoidance. Whereas low uncertainty avoidance
cultures prefer positive response to change and new opportunities, high uncertainty avoidance cultures
prefer structure and consistent routine. Last, Africa has a short-term orientation while China has a
long-term orientation. Also called “Confucian dynamism”, this last dimension assesses a society’s
capacity for patience and delayed gratification. Long-term oriented cultures (China and Hong Kong)
tend to save more money and exhibit more patience in reaping the results of their actions. Short-term
oriented cultures (African countries) want to maximize the present rewards and are relatively less prone
to saving or anticipating long term rewards. It has been widely accepted that cultural differences greatly
affect human thinking and behavior and thus business organizations in which people interact on the
basis of shared values. Management is embedded in a wider societal setting, and is heavily influenced
by local historical and cultural norms (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). The significant difference
between Africa and China seem to affect some aspects of their business management practice. (Fig, 1)
Hofstede five cultural dimensions

Figure 2

Description of Each Dimensions Listen Up-below

Nowadays business has grown very fast with internalization, globalization, worldwide but all these
factors look into culture. Each country has its own cultural backgrounds and habit, standard of thinking,
being and acting, and these cultural differences strongly influence the business world. The purpose is to
analyze some cultural differences between countries highlighting the Guinean and Chinese which will
measure cultural differences in order to understand how this aspect (similarities and differences) affect
corporation by doing business. In addition, it is necessary to evaluate which cultural issues have an
impact when it comes to business conducted perhaps most comprehensive study how value in the
workplace is influence by culture. Geert Hofstede analyzes that China has Long-term Orientation (LTO)
the highest-ranking factor (118), which is true for all Asian cultures. China is rich in culture heritage
that’s why the country is not overlooked when discussing cultural interactions with a 5,000-year history
and an interesting mix of ethnic groups, it can be said that it is the only continuous ancient civilization
This Dimension indicates a society's time perspective and an attitude of persevering; that is, overcoming
obstacles with time, if not with will and strength. The Chinese rank is low than any of Asian country in
the Individualism (IDV) ranking, at 20 compared to an average of 24. This analysis may be attributed, in
part, to the high level of emphasis on a Collectivist society by the Communist rule, as compared to one
of Individualism. Lower Individualism ranking is manifest in a close and committed member 'group', be
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that a family, extended family, or extended relationships. Loyalty in a collectivist culture is paramount.
The society fosters strong relationships where everyone takes responsibility for fellow members of their
group .China's significantly has higher Power Distance ranking of 80 compared to the other Far East
Asian countries' average of 60, and the world average of 55. This is indicative of a high level of
inequality of power and wealth within the society. This condition is not necessarily forced upon the
population, but rather accepted by the society as their cultural heritage. China’s religion is officially
designated as Atheist by the State, although the concepts and teachings of the ancient Chinese
philosopher Confucius (500BC) are woven into the society at large. Some religious practice is
acceptable in China; however, the government sets rigid limits. Respect for superiors, duty to family,
loyalty to friends, sincerity and courtesy are part of China's ethical system, when presenting your
business card, hold it with two hands, always ensuring that the Chinese side is facing the recipient,
Make a show of examining the business card carefully for a few moments when you receive it. Then
carefully place it into your card case or on the table, etc. It will be considered a breach of protocol if you
do not read a business card that has been presented to you, handshaking, especially in a light fashion, is
the accepted greeting. Greetings are normally formal and one should greet the oldest person first. As a
sign of respect, many Chinese will look towards the ground when greeting someone. As staring may
make Chinese uncomfortable, it should be avoided; Although gifts are important, giving expensive gifts
could be taken the wrong way; Never insult or openly criticize someone in front of others, for
"maintaining face" is very important for Chinese people. The first difference about the work-group
characteristics is the concept of “brotherhood, network, family feeling” which is at the heart of all
Chinese interactions. In African business style which is quasi the western business style, managers focus
on the deal, the possibilities, the risks and so on. There is less focus on the people they are doing
business with. They may encourage their group members to learn from each other, to focus on task
rather than on social and interpersonal relations, and to build the confidence required for superior
performance. They make difference between personal relationship and work. In China, it is the opposite.
Chinese managers may initially focus more effort on building social and interpersonal relations (guanxi)
before entering into business or contractual relationship. They would like to spend time developing and
maintaining guanxi during the process of interaction and consider it as a prerequisite to do business.
What sort of person you are is more important than what you do?

5 Strategy Choice of Joint-Venture
The concept of ‘strategic options’ has become firmly established in recent years—this regards
choices such as ‘organic growth’, acquisition, merger, and so on. This paper explores one such route
forward, the option of joint-ventures. The examination is undertaken within a framework that considers
market and resources for the pressures of changes. An IJV should satisfy its strategic goals to be
considered successful thus necessitating linking the competitive strategy choice of IJVs with partners
from both emerging and advanced industrialized economies to performance by benchmarking it to the
fulfillment of their planned goals. Therefore, aligning the available resources and capabilities to the
implementation of a particular competitive strategy will enable the IJV to exploit opportunities while
mitigating the threats in the firm's environment thereby improving performance. The origin of an IJV
partner determines the resources and capabilities available to the IJV to implement the chosen
competitive strategy.
The resources and capabilities that would be emphasized by an IJV to create competitive
advantages through a particular competitive strategy will depend on the strategic direction and goals of
the IJV in addition to the dimensions of the IJV performance. The IJV literature state that the strategic
goals of IJV’s are diverse and include enhancing profitability, market growth, productivity growth, risk
reduction, and efficiency [Boateng and Glaister, 2003], [Choi and Beamish, 2004]. The ability of an IJV
is to implement an effective strategy that would create more value than your competitors by establishing
a sustainable a profitable market position but all these asses critically depends on the deployment of its
resources and capabilities endowment. In fact, the choice of a particular competitive strategy by should
be influenced by the resources and capabilities endowment of the IJV. Most International business
research in emerging economies has focused on the few large market economies in Asia (e.g., China,
India, and South Korea), Latin America (e.g., Brazil, Mexico, and Chile) and Eastern Europe (e.g.
Russia and Ukraine). This may be due to the fact that a greater proportion of FDI to the developing
world have gone to these larger emerging countries. Even in these larger emerging economies, research
have focused on MNE’s and IJVs strategies targeted at the wealthy elite and middle-class at the top of
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the economic pyramid ignoring the majority of the poor in these economies who are not considered to
be a viable market for these firms. This study presents an exploratory analysis of some of the business
strategies IJVs from emerging economies are using to reach the untapped market potential at the base of
the economic pyramid in a Sub-Saharan African environment. In the Last decade, china was growing
rapidly because of FDI, China replace the United States to become the world’s largest recipient of
investment. The massive FDI inflow affect china significantly in many aspects and employment is one
of them which are one of the tree sectors of economy grown.
The objective of this Investment Climate Assessment (ICA) is to provide Guinea experts in
academia and in government, with an empirical analysis of the investment climate in Guinea; and to
discuss policy options, based on this analysis, for creating an enabling environment conducive to private
and public sector development, thereby increasing and maintaining enterprise productivity and
profitability leading to sustainable growth. The study is part of a Bank-wide effort, managed and funded
by the Investment Climate Unit of the Investment Climate Department (CICIC), to analyze the effects of
various characteristics of the investment climate on productivity in an international context. One of the
main messages of this ICA is the need to increase investor confidence in Africa (Guinea); the ICA
identifies a number of policies that, if implemented, could improve the perception of Guinea investment
climate. In particular, it should be stressed that reversals in policy and lack of respect for property rights
on investors that have already invested in Guinea could cause serious harm.
5.1 Advantages of forming a joint venture
Provide companies with the opportunity to gain new capacity and expertise, allow companies to
enter related businesses or new geographic markets or gain new technological knowledge access to
greater resources, including specialized staff and technology sharing of risks with a venture partner.
Joint ventures can be flexible. For example, a joint venture can have a limited life span and only cover
part of what you do, thus limiting both your commitment and the business' exposure. In the era of
divestiture and consolidation, JV’s offer a creative way for companies to exit from non-core businesses.
Companies can gradually separate a business from the rest of the organization, and eventually, sell it to
the other parent company. Roughly 80% of all joint ventures end in a sale by one partner to the other.
To carry out convenient bedrock for establishing successful cross-border joint-ventures between
Chinese and Guinea companies in different business areas. Enable Chinese companies explore business
opportunities existing in Guinea; develop more cross border JVs initiatives in Guinea companies.
Analyze areas that are more likely to need cross-border joint-ventures.
5.2 Disadvantages of forming a joint venture
While there are plenty of advantages to forming a joint venture, I’m not going to sugar coat things
there are also a number of disadvantages:
A joint venture will not work if both parties are not willing to work together to build a solid
working relationship. If you are not able to identify clear objectives that lack of communication will
affect your organization. Make sure your joint venture is evenly balance. In many cases, one partner
ends up depending on the other to provide leadership to the teams. This may lead to burnout if you are
the one stuck with all the work. Before embarking on a joint venture determine if you and your potential
partner have similar management styles. If you do not, you will have a difficult time integrating the
different parts of the project when they are complete. Therefore success in a joint venture depends on
thorough research and analysis of the objectives embarking on a Joint Venture can represent a
significant reconstruction to your business. However favorable it may be to your potential for growth,
it needs to fit with your overall business strategy. It is important to review your business strategy before
committing to a joint venture. This should help you define what you can sensibly expect. In fact, you
might decide there are better ways to achieve your business aims. You may also want to study what
similar businesses are they doing, particular those that operate in similar markets to yours. Seeing how
they use joint ventures could help you decide on the best approach for your business. At the same time,
you could try to identify the skills they use to partner successfully. You can benefit from studying your
own enterprise. Be realistic about your strengths and weaknesses - consider performing strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats analysis (SWOT) to identify whether the two businesses are
compatible. You will almost certainly want to identify a joint venture partner that complements your
own skills and failings. Remember to consider the employees' perspective and bear in mind that people
can feel threatened by a joint venture it may be difficult to foster effective working relationships if your
partner has a different way of doing business. When embarking on a joint venture it’s imperative to have
your understanding in writing. You should set out the terms and conditions agreed upon in a written
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contract, this will help prevent misunderstandings and provide both parties with strong legal recourse in
the event the other party fails to fulfill its obligations while under contract.

6 Conclusions
As a result, to understand another culture is more important than ever. If we consider that people
from the same economic, political, and cultural background have problems communicating effectively;
we can appreciate the difficulties and challenges that people from diverse cultures face when trying to
communicate. Misunderstandings will always be a part of cultural aspects as well between Chinese and
African. Toward this research I hope to bring in Africa especially in Guinea the significant and
sustainable reduction of poverty by creating the job, increase revenue, and promote economic
growth, development of basic services and equitable access to services and improve
governance and strengthen institutional and human capacity in Guinea and China, make
Chinese companies internationalization successful toward my country Guinea. My research allows
establishing a beneficial joint venture and adjusts strategies between China and Guinea. Moreover to
enter joint ventures in order to share strengths, costs, minimize risks of the R&D of new products and
processes, increase competitive advantages in the marketplace, to gain rapid entry into a new industry
and to take advantage of synergies. To avoid import barriers, licensing requirements, and protectionist
legislation .On one hand these Joint Ventures will simply help to share ideas, share capital, share profits,
share work and share culture even the risks of a business because it’s a win-win situation. Moreover
futures studies on strategies alliances should focus on all levels of cultural fit despite claims that cultural
difference is determinant to international joint venture success. Furthermore the analysis show that there
is nothing inevitable about the success or failure of IJV, management makes the differences.
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Abstract: Internal control plays an important role in modern enterprise management, involves each
domain to enterprise management, produces great interest to enterprise stakeholders and adds the value
of whole enterprise value. Based on the correlation of theoretical analysis between internal control and
enterprise value, the article choice Tobin Q to measure the value of company, randomly selected 75
companies in Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchange as sample, used company’s annual data in 2009
and borrow Chen Hanwen’s research in internal control index. The article used empirical method to
construct the model to examine the relationship between internal control and enterprise value. Finally,
the model proves positive correlation between internal control and enterprise value.
Key words: Internal control; Enterprise value; Internal control index; Tobin’s Q

1 Introduction
With the development of economic globalization and the market integration, sustainable
management of enterprise in competitive market, it have been attracted an increasing number of
people’s attention about the phenomenon. In 21st century, many large companies ooccurred financial
scandals at home or abroad. It could be attributed to the failure of internal control, led to enterprise value
plummeted and made it difficult to continue operating. This fully embodies that internal control plays an
important role in production and management activity .The quality of execution of internal control will
directly influences the goal of maximizing enterprise value.
Internal control is carried out by board of directors, supervisors, managers and staff. The main goal
is to achieve the process of enterprise internal control[1]. The value of a enterprise can be defined as the
capacity to obey the law of value and make all the stakeholders, including shareholders, creditors,
managers, employees, as well as the authorities to get satisfying return by means of value-focused
management[2]. The researches between internal control and enterprise value are very few in abroad.
Steven Root believes that internal control can improve corporate governance in, “Beyond COSO:
Internal Control to Enhance Corporate Governance”. In order to effectively participate in key decisions
of corporate governance, the directors should enhance the knowledge of internal control concepts and
methods and effectively supervise enterprise internal control. Through that way, enterprise value can be
strengthened. Doyle Ge and Mcvay (2006) selected 779 sample companies which are disclosed that they
have substantial defects of internal control from August 2002 to August 2005. Through investigate the
relationship between earnings quality and internal control, they find that there has correlation between
substantial defects of internal control and a small amount of cash flow surplus[3].Domestic research
including that Zhao Baoqing (2005) thinks that the goal of internal control is to achieve the
maximization of enterprise value. He stresses that sound internal control helps to achieve the
appreciation of enterprise value, while the appreciation of enterprise value also benefit to the
improvement of internal control. By measuring enterprise value, Li Bin (2005), Song Liangrong (2006)
research focuses on internal control how to affect operation cash flow, flow velocity, flow direction, flow
path ,discount rate and the purpose of enterprise value.
Base on correlation of theoretical analysis between internal control and enterprise value, the article
choice Tobin Q to measure the value of a company, selected listed companies in Shanghai and Shenzhen
Stock Exchange as sample and used company’s annual data in 2009 .The article borrowed Chen
Hanwen research in internal control index and used empirical method to construct the model. The
purpose of the paper is wanted to examine correlation between internal control and enterprise value.

2 Theoretical Analyses Between Internal Control and Enterprise Value
2.1 Internal control promoting the development of enterprise value theory
∗

It is supported by the social science foundation in Hubei(The study of enterprise internal control evaluation based
on risk view. No. : 2010087)
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There are five stages in internal control. The scope of internal has been expanded larger from the
stage of internal check to the stage of internal control system. With the establishment of modern
enterprise system and the development of the property rights market, the concept of enterprise value is
produced. With the expanding scope of internal control and gradual improvement of control methods
and means, internal control plays an important role to help people to understand and promote the theory
of enterprise value. At the stage of internal control structure, people in growing numbers have
understood the concept of the whole value of enterprise. Thus, it allow the concept of enterprise overall
control to promote the concept of overall value of enterprise. At present, internal control gradually
becoming mature and the theory of enterprise value also become increasingly perfect. Therefore,
achievements of each internal control stage are closely related to the forms of business organization, the
environment of management and the goals of enterprise value. With the changing of social economy
environment and enterprise internal management mode, the theory of internal control and enterprise
value will certainly to obtain the new development. The relationship between internal control and
enterprise value is shown in figure 1[4].
Internal
Check

Internal
Control
System

It promotes the concept
of enterprise value.

Internal
Control
Structure

Internal Control
Integrated
Framework

It promotes the concept of the
overall value of enterprise.

Enterprise Risk
Management
Framework

It improves theory
enterprise value.

of

Figure 1 Relationship Between Internal Control and Enterprise Value

2.2 Internal control promoting enterprise value
Internal control refers to a kind of independent business forms of organization and a system of
responsibility assignments founded in some economic activities among economic units and
organizations. According to COSO report in 1992, the objectives of internal control are as follows: first,
to make the financial reports more reliable; second, to make the operating activities more efficient; third,
and to make sure that the behavior of this enterprise is not against relevant laws and regulations. Internal
control can be defined as a forced behavior, which can help the enterprise to achieve strategic goals.
With the changing organization of enterprise and the expanding scope of economic business, internal
control targets also are expanded. “Enterprise risk management - integrated framework” believes that
enterprise risk management means “providing reasonable assurance of the process for enterprise goals”,
while the target of enterprise is to achieve the maximization of the overall enterprise value. Therefore,
internal control is “to provide reasonable assurance of the process” for maximizing enterprise value.

3 Empirical Models Between Internal Control and Enterprise Value
3.1 Design of internal control index
Internal control index can reflect comprehensive evaluation system of internal control level and
risk control ability in listed companies. As a consequence, people should define a scientific and rational
internal control index to effectively measure internal control, and promote the development of theory
and practice of internal control.
Designing internal control index, people should adhere to the following principles. First of all, it
should not only reflect the overall internal control condition of evaluated objects, but also reveal basic
situation of specific internal control elements, such as internal control environment, risk assessment,
control activity, information and communication and internal supervision. What is more, it should
consider the relationship of index and make sure the index neither repeated nor omitted. In addition, on
the basis of comprehensive evaluation, people should pay attention to company’s important business
units, major business issues and high-risk areas. Furthermore, it should fully combine qualitative
indexes with quantitative indexes. Ultimately, internal control index should form quantitative indicators.
Fully consider the above principles, this paper use internal control index which has been written by
3.2
Chen Hanwen in “Established Internal Control Evaluative System for China’s National Conditions”.
Design of enterprise value index and establishing of model
3.2.1 Design of enterprise value index
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The most commonly index used to measure enterprise value is Tobin’s Q by James Tobin. Tobin’s
Q means market value of company divided by enterprise replacement cost.
（1）
Q= Market value / Replacement cost
When Q> 1, the purchase of newly- produced capital goods is more beneficial, which will decrease
the demand of investment; when Q <1, the purchase of ready-made capital goods is more beneficial,
which will increase the demand of investment. Tobin’s Q explains internal assets quality of enterprises,
as well as operating conditions. Higher Tobin’s Q shows the quality of the enterprise is better, and the
price of the enterprise in capital market will also become higher. Meanwhile, Tobin’s Q can also reflect
potential of an enterprise. When Q< 1, the value of the enterprise’s growth opportunity is negative;
When Q=1, the value of the enterprise’s growth opportunity equals zero; when Q> 1, the value of the
enterprise’s growth opportunity is positive. Tobin’s Q clearly reveals potential of an enterprise, as well
as the possibility of future growth. It can also explain various reasons of stock price changes.
However, there are some limitations when people use Tobin Q to measure enterprise value in China.
The reason may include that the company share premium account, however, the rate of return on stock
investment are higher than the rate of return on industrial investment. It will lead to raised capital flowed
back in the stock market. Rising share price can’t effectively stimulate industrial investment; in contrast,
it will lead to social capital flowed back in the stock market. Despite the restriction of economic
situation, Tobin Q still evaluates enterprise value effectively. It establishes the link between capital
market and industrial investment unifies theory and practice. As a consequence, Tobin Q will be a most
common tool to measure enterprise value.
Consider it is difficult to achieve replacement cost in practice, people usually use the company’s
net assets to instead replacement cost.
Q= Market value/ Net assets
（2）
3.2.2 Relevant control variables
There still exist indirect factors to affect internal control and enterprise value. Therefore, when
people analysis the correlation between internal control and enterprise value; we should take relevant
control variables into consideration.
(1) Total Asset Turnover (TAT) .Total asset turnover means net operating income divided by average
total assets in certain period. It is an important indicator to investigate operational efficiency of
enterprise assets, reflecting transfer speed of all assets and manifesting the management quality and
efficiency of all assets. Total asset turnover can reflect operation efficiency and changes of enterprise
total assets in this year or previous year, find the gap in utilization of assets between the enterprise and
the similar enterprises. Finally, it will promote enterprise to explore potential, income, market share and
utilization of asset.
(2) Ratio of Profits to Cost (RPC) .Ratio of profits to cost means total profit divided by total cost in
a certain period. It reflects the result of operations caused by consuming and displays the growth of
profit how much percentage is due to cost savings. Ratio of profits to cost plays an indispensable factor
to save assets, reflects change of the cost and combines cost and profit. Eventually, it finds the best way
to control the enterprise cost.
(3) Return on Equality (ROE).The indicator of return on equality reflects the level of income equity,
measures efficiency of the company’s equity capital. It is a highly comprehensive and representative
financial ratio; it is the core of financial analysis system. One of an important goal of financial
management is to maximize shareholder wealth. At same time, return on equality can show the ability of
invested capital of owner. So this ratio indicates efficiency of various kinds of business activities, such
as financial activities and investment activities.
Summary of the relevant model variables, are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Variable（Abbreviation）
(1)Explanatory Variables
ICI
(2)Control Variables
TAT
RPC
ROE
(3)Explained Variable
Q

Summary of Model Variables
Define
Internal Control Index
Total Asset Turnover
Ratio of Profits to Cost
Return on Equality
Enterprise Value
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3.2.3 Sample selection and data source
In order to reflect correlation between enterprise value and internal control, the article abided by
the principle of random sampling and choice the listed companies which are public share issues in
Shanghai or Shenzhen Stock Exchange. 75 companies are selected as research samples, and company’s
financial statements and related financial data is collected through Sina Financial Network in 2009.
3.2.4 Research hypothesis and building model
Hypothesis: There are exist a positive correlation between internal control index (ICI) and
enterprise value
Build model between internal control and enterprise value:
Q=C1+C2ICI+C3TAT+C4RPC+C5ROE
（3）
(Where: C1: Constant; C2 /C3/C4/C5: Coefficient Correlation between Q and ICI/TAT/RPC/ROE)

4 The Research Process and Analysis Results
The paper based on Eviews 5.1 to analysis dates. The first step is to discuss correlation between
Tobin’s Q, internal control and relevant control variables. And then we use the Least Squared Method
(LSM) regression analysis to further study whether Tobin’s Q is significantly related to internal control
and other control variables.
The correlation coefficient of indexes in model is shown in table 2.
Table 2
Coefficient
Q

Q

Correlation Between Each Variable
ICI
TAT
RPC

ROE

1

0.130728

0.313382

0.153427

0.360799

ICI

0.130728

1

-0.150435

0.503387

0.267117

TAT

0.313382

-0.150435

1

-0.104315

0.500689

RPC

0.153427

0.503387

-0.104315

1

0.314192

ROE

0.360799

0.267117

0.500689

0.314192

1

From table 2, people can find that coefficient correlation between internal control index (ICI) and
Q is 0.130728. It explains the fact that internal control and enterprise value have a positive relationships
in some extent. The coefficient correlation between total asset turnover (TAT) and Q are positive value.
This shows the higher capital turnover is, the faster total assets turn over, which can bring more value to
the enterprise, and theoretically speaking, this is absolutely true. The coefficient correlation between
return on equality (ROE) and Q are positive value. This shows that if ROE is higher, the profits of
investment, as well as the value of the enterprise，is also higher. The coefficient correlation between
ratio of profits to cost (RPC) and Q are positive value. When people compare the figure with total asset
turnover (TAT) and return on equality (ROE), however, people can find that coefficient correlation is
relatively small.
By using ordinary least squares (OLS), results are shown in table 3.
Table 3
Variable

Regression Result Between Variables and Q
Coefficient
Std. Error
t-Statistic

Prob.

C

0.718989

1.733631

0.41473

0.6796

ICI

0.016359

0.029437

0.555743

0.5802

TAT

0.067231

0.039615

1.697122

0.0941

RPC

0.001502

0.002541

0.591

0.5564

ROE

0.025143

0.017975

1.398777

0.1663

R-squared

0.166585

Mean dependent var

2.302917

Adjusted R-squared

0.118962

S.D. dependent var

0.998047

S.E. of regression

0.936804

Akaike info criterion

2.771655

Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
Durbin-Watson stat

61.43209
-98.93705
2.286918

Schwarz criterion

2.926154

F-statistic

3.497949

Prob(F-statistic)

0.011604
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Through the regression results can be seen，the coefficient of C4 before RPC is not significant.
People use the measurement equation to test the correlation between RPC and Q. The result is not
significant, although there is existed positive correlation among them which are analyzed in front of the
correlation analysis. Higher ratio of profits to cost higher shows enterprise profit is greater, and
enterprise value will also become higher. But enterprise value is not only reflected by net profit, it also
includes potential profitability of enterprises.The coefficient of C2, C3 and C5 before ICI, TAT and ROE
are significant, which means that internal control index, total asset turnover and return on equality can
effectively explained enterprise value. The coefficient of C2 before RPC is 0.016359; it suggests that the
improvement of internal control can effectively promote the improvement of corporate value. The
coefficient of C3 before TAT is positive number, which indicates that TAT can promote enterprise value.
The enterprise should pay attention to total asset turnover among the process of operation.The
coefficient of C5 before ROE is positive number. It suggests that enterprise value increased with high
revenue which is generated by business investment. The point is no doubt. But, if we take the objectives
of internal control into account, it is easy to see that high quality of internal control ensures legality of
enterprise’s operation, safety of enterprise’s assets and integrity of enterprise’s financial reports and
related information, so as to improve efficiency of operating and help the enterprise to achieve
strategic goals, which will absolutely raise the capital turnover rate as well as net assets income rate. As
a result, the value of the enterprise will also increase indirectly.

5 Conclusion
From what have been discussed, people find that total asset turnover and return on equality have
significant effect to raise the level of internal control; while internal control has significant effect to
promote enterprise value. These results indicate that in order to improve internal control, the enterprise
should be concerned about aspects of company. The enterprise should pay attention to their situation, as
well as improve their “internal strength”.
The only 75 listed companies in Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock Exchange is selected as sample.
There may have some problems in building the model and the authenticity of listed companies date is
still being concerned. As a result, the explanation about conclusions is not very proficient.However, the
research among internal control and enterprise value not only limited to above method, people expect to
propose new research in this area of new research methods and paths.
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Abstract: Entrepreneurial opportunity is the core of entrepreneurship research, entrepreneurial
opportunity identification has decisive influence to entrepreneurship success. After the literature review,
the paper propose the entrepreneurial opportunity identification index system from five perspectives,
including innovation and growth, financial return, investment return, internal factors and customer, and
implement case study by the method of AHP-TOPSIS. The research shows that the AHP-TOPSIS
method can better identify business opportunities.
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1 Introduction
Entrepreneur ship is the process of providing new production or service to create wealth, and try to
gain success for enterprises by combining productive factors. It is also a process of discovering, creating
and using commercial opportunities. The real entrepreneurial process starts from the discovery of
entrepreneurial opportunity, and its exploitation and utilization are both based on the discovery. With the
deepening study of entrepreneurship, more and more researchers realize that entrepreneurial opportunity
is the core factor for entrepreneurship recently, and it is the research clue. Entrepreneurial activity is
different from general management activity. Discovering and developing entrepreneurial opportunity
should be the key problem in the field of entrepreneurship research (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). In
short, entrepreneurial opportunity is the core of entrepreneurship research.
Entrepreneurial opportunity is the commercial opportunity which is fit for entrepreneurship briefly.
And specifically, entrepreneurial opportunity has attractiveness, abiding entrepreneurial space for
commercial activities, and it is able to create added value for customers or production. Meanwhile,
entrepreneur can get profit from the opportunity. Any wrong choice will cause enormous losses for
enterprise, so entrepreneurs should choose the entrepreneurial opportunity with development value in
numerous selections. The ability of grasping correct opportunity is essential for entrepreneurs.
Opportunity identification and evaluation refers to a comprehensive evaluation with customer
demands. This evaluation includes five points of view, such as finance, investment return, internal factor,
innovation and growth and customers. The evaluation will provide references for investors to decide
whether to invest large material and financial resources. It also helps investors determine what to do
next. There is no a relatively comprehensive standardized appraisal system of entrepreneurial
opportunity evaluation at home, and some existed qualitative analysis can not reflect the actual
comprehensive value of entrepreneurial opportunity objectively. Because of the above reasons, it has
practical significance to study on opportunity evaluation. Based on related literatures at home and
abroad, this paper presents the AHP-TOPIS method to identify entrepreneurial opportunity. This method
combines quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis related to opportunity evaluation.

2 Literature Review
2.1 The definition of entrepreneurial opportunity
It is infeasible to identify opportunity using simple logical judgments or filtering unilateral
financial or technical index. The definition of entrepreneurial opportunity mainly comes from the view
of output and source. In view of output, opportunity represents the possibility of marketable value by
integrating resources and meeting market demand (Kirzner I M, 1973). Opportunity represents value
sought from the perspective of prospective customers (Ardichvili et al. 2003). From the perspective of
source, entrepreneurial opportunity is a kind of new product, new service, new material, even a new
organizational form, which can be brought into production and realize sales with price higher than cost.
Entrepreneurial opportunity is distinct from general profit opportunity, especially for those opportunities
by improving product and service, material and efficiency of organizational operation. Consequently, the
author considers the former needs technical or organizational innovation, but the latter just needs some
adjustment in existing organizational framework.
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2.2 Researches of entrepreneurial opportunity identification
It is significant to identify and evaluate opportunity for enterprises. The process of entrepreneurship
starts from the identification of entrepreneur, and then exploiting the opportunity continually and make
it into a real enterprise. The potential prospective value of opportunity and natural abilities of
entrepreneur can be weighted in this process, and it becomes explicit for opportunity strategy orientation.
Such a process is regarded as opportunity identification or opportunity recognition (Ardichvili et al.
2003), and it is also called as opportunity development or opportunity formulation (Lindsay N J, Craig J.,
2002). Obviously, the process of opportunity identification and opportunity exploitation is actually the
whole process of entrepreneurship. In fact, certain researchers come to realize that opportunity becomes
the crucial issue relative to massive researches which take organizational growth as the core clue of
entrepreneurial process. Entrepreneurial process is a series of process about opportunity identification,
opportunity exploitation and utilization (Gartner, 1985; Carter et al. 1996).
The effective opportunity identification depends on the following two aspects, the objectively good
evaluation system and index, and the capability of seizing proper information to perceive opportunity
subjectively. Majority of existing studies focus on the latter aspect and refers to some personal
characteristic related to entrepreneur and opportunity identification, including alertness, risk perception,
self-efficacy, prior knowledge ,social network and so on. We can summarize the specific of opportunity
in itself on several principal dimensions. There is less comprehensive analysis of characteristics of
opportunity from the present condition on domestic and international research, therefore, it is fuzzy
when entrepreneurs select proper evaluation index evaluating opportunity. In researches at home and
abroad, the evaluation framework proposed by Timmons in 1999 is usually adopted to evaluate
opportunity, this framework contains seven kinds of evaluation index (TIMMONS J A,1999). Different
entrepreneurs even different stakeholders in entrepreneurship process have distinct emphases about each
dimension. For instance, Jiang Yanfu and Qiu Qiong(2004) make an empirical analysis based on
Timmons opportunity evaluation framework using real data of Chinese senior entrepreneurs, and finds
that the factors of people, just as whether the entrepreneurial team is comprised of excellent managers, if
there are outstanding employees and management team in the organization and so on, play important
role when entrepreneurs evaluating opportunity.
At present, four quantitative evaluation methods of opportunity identification are proposed in the
literature, including standard scoring matrix, Westing-house method, Hanan Potentionmeter and Baty's
selection factor method(John G．Burch,1986). Whereas, opportunity has many characteristics, where
some can be quantified and some are qualitative. Using qualitative or quantitative evaluation method
simply is difficult to evaluate opportunity comprehensively. In addition, the opportunity identification
depends on subjective perception of entrepreneurs to a certain extent. It also influences the objectivity of
opportunity evaluation. In order to fill the above gaps, the AHP-TOPSIS method which combined
qualitative and quantitative analysis, subjective and objective is provided.

3 Establishment of Entrepreneurial Opportunity Identification Index System
According to the literature review, entrepreneurial opportunity identification mainly focus on the
following five aspects, including innovation and growth index, financial return index, investment return
index, internal factors, and customer index. These five factors also known as performance factors of
entrepreneurial opportunities. Based on the summarization from the five dimensions of the key
indicators of entrepreneurial success, the paper build an entrepreneurial opportunity identification index
system, shown in table 1. Perspective of innovation and growth is mainly focus to promote sustained
progress of entrepreneurship. Perspective of financial return is mainly focus on the product market gains
of entrepreneurial opportunities. Perspective of return on investment indicates the return for the
entrepreneurs or shareholders of the best entrepreneurial opportunities. Internal factor refers to the
resources of the main body that develop the entrepreneurial opportunities, reflecting the fresh company's
core competitiveness. Customer factors indicate whether entrepreneurial opportunities to create
sustainable value for customers, and which reveals entrepreneurial opportunities can continue to exist at
all.
After defining the indicator of these five dimensions, combine the first primary entrepreneurial
opportunities, and use the method of AHP-TOPSIS to select the business opportunity according the five
dimensions evaluation index.
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4 An Example
4.1 Features of AHP-TOPSIS method
AHP-TOPSIS method is an integrative and comprehensive evaluation model which combines AHP
method and TOPSIS method. AHP-TOPSIS method use the consistency test and determine the
evaluation index weights through AHP method, and use the standardization of evaluation index value
and sorting calculation through TOPSIS method, and finally arrive at the most optimal solution. The
AHP-TOPSIS method improves the traditional AHP and TOPSIS methods, and realizes effective
integration of the AHP method and TOPSIS method. And the method uses the advantages of the AHP
method to make up for the inadequacies of TOPSIS method. Overall，AHP-TOPSIS method has the
features of simple, easy to understand, and easy to operate, and also improve the objectivity and
accuracy of evaluation results.
Table 1

Entrepreneurial Opportunity Identification Index System

Entrepreneurial opportunity identification index system
financial return
investment return
innovation and growth
(b2)
(b3)
(b1)
entrepreneurs
external conditions
expected internal
quality (C1)
(C5)
sales growth (C6)
entrepreneurs’
sales margin (C7)
rate of return (C10)
opportunities for
cost structure
expected rate of
potential (C2)
continuous (C51)
entrepreneurial
(C8)
return on
ability to adapt to the
capital
team’ potential
investment (C11)
environment (C52)
requirements (C9) payback period
(C3)
anti-risk ability (C53)
management
(C12)
advance of
level quality
technology (C54)
(C4)

（A）
internal factors
(b4)
entrepreneurs
resources (C13)
competitive
advantage
(C14)
fatal flaw (C15)
strategic
direction (C16)

customer
(b5)
market
acceptance (C17)
market size (C18)
product Price
(C19)
market share
(C20)

4.2 Calculation process
After the initial investigation, a business team gets five entrepreneurial opportunities, P1, P2, P3, P4,
P5.In order to select the best entrepreneurial opportunity, the paper establish the entrepreneurial
opportunity identification index system as shown in table 1, and then use AHP-TOPSIS method to
implement comprehensive identification.
Step 1: establishes the comparison matrix
According to the identification index system and expert scoring, using 9-scales method, establish
the comparison matrix (A) to the various indicators.
b1 ⎡ 1
2
b2 ⎢1 2 1
⎢
A = b3 ⎢1 3 1 2
⎢
b4 ⎢ 2
3
⎢
b5 ⎣ 4
5

3 12 4 ⎤
2 1 3 1 5 ⎥⎥
1 1 4 1 6⎥
⎥
4 1 1 2⎥
6 2
1 ⎥⎦

This matrix indicates that the current identification of entrepreneurial opportunities is still very
biased towards the customer and internal factors.
Step 2: weight calculation
Based on the above matrix, the weight of different indicators can be achieved by method of
Asymptotic Normalization Coefficient (ANC).
n
(1) normalize A based on the column, because of bi j = aij ∑ akj
k =1

⎡ 0.13
⎢ 0.06
⎢
B1 = ⎢ 0.04
⎢
⎢ 0.26
⎣⎢ 0.51

(2)
B2 = [ 0.73

implement
0.45

0.28 1.26

(3) normalizes

vi

Row-sum,

0.17 0.19 0.12 0.12 ⎤
0.09 0.13 0.08 0.09 ⎥⎥
0.04 0.06 0.06 0.08 ⎥
⎥
0.26 0.25 0.25 0.24 ⎥
0.44 0.37 0.49 0.47 ⎦⎥

calculate

vi

, vi =

n

∑b
j =1

i

ij

=1,2…,n,

then

2.28 ]

T

, gets

w

i

,

wi =

vi
n

∑

i =1

vi

i

=1,2…,n, then

And then the weight of b1 , b 2， … … b 5 can be achieved.

w1 = [ 0 .1 4 6

0 .0 9 0

0 .0 5 6

0 .2 5 2

0 .4 5 6 ]

T
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λmax

2
⎡1
⎢1 2 1
⎢
Aw = ⎢1 3 1 2
⎢
3
⎢ 2
⎢⎣ 4
5

3 1 2 1 2 ⎤ ⎡ 0.146 ⎤ ⎡ 0.734 ⎤
2 1 3 1 5 ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ 0.090 ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢ 0.450 ⎥⎥
1 1 4 1 6 ⎥ ⎢ 0.056 ⎥ = ⎢ 0.289 ⎥
⎥⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
4 1 1 2 ⎥ ⎢ 0.252 ⎥ ⎢ 0.266 ⎥
6 2
1 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 0.456 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 2.33 ⎥⎦

n

n

∑a w

i =1

nwi

λmax = ∑

j =1

ij

j

1 ⎛ 0.734 0.450 0.289 1.266 2.33 ⎞
= ⎜
+
+
+
+
⎟ = 5.06
5 ⎝ 0.146 0.09 0.056 0.252 0.456 ⎠

Step 3: consistency test
Because of C .I = λmax − n = 5.06 − 5 = 0.015 ≤ 0.1 , which means that consistency test is satisfied.
n −1

5 −1

Similarly available, comparison matrix of the five-level indicators of B is:
c1 ⎡ 1
2
c2 ⎢1 2 1
⎢
C1 = c3 ⎢ 2
2
⎢
c4 ⎢1 2 1 2
c5 ⎢⎣1 4 1 3

Weight matrix of each index is c :
13
λ m ax = 4 .9 6

C .I =

λmax − n
n −1

c13 =

(0

.2 5 1

4⎤
3 ⎥⎥
1
3 6⎥
⎥
1 3 1 2⎥
1 6 1 2 1 ⎥⎦

12
12

0 .1 8 3

2
2

0 .3 8 7

0 .1 1 7

0 .0 6 2

)

T

= −0.01 ≤ 0.1

Which means that consistency test is satisfied. Similarly available, consistency test to

,, , are all satisfied.

B 2 BB 4 B

Step 4: determine the overall weight
m

According to the formula of woverall = ∑ w j wij ,overall weight of the second level indicators can be
j =1

expressed as table 2.
Table 2 Overall Weights of the Second Level Indicators of Entrepreneurial Opportunity Identification
First level indicator
innovation
financial
customer
investment
internal
overall
and growth
return
(b5)
return(b3)
factors(b4)
weights
(b1)
(b2)
Second level indicator
0.146
0.090
0.056
0.252
0.456
entrepreneurs quality (C1)
0.251
0.0366
entrepreneurs’ potential (C2)
0.183
0.0267
entrepreneurial team’ Potential
0.387
0.0565
(C3)
management level quality
0.117
0.0171
(C4)
external conditions (C5)
0.062
0.0091
sales growth (C6)
0.35
0.0315
sales margin (C7)
0.35
0.0315
cost structure (C8)
0.11
0.0099
capital requirements (C9)
0.19
0.0171
expected internal rate of return
0.4
0.0224
(C10)
expected rate of return on
0.4
0.0224
investment (C11)
payback period (C12)
0.2
0.0112
entrepreneurs resources (C13)
0.50
0.1260
competitive advantage(C14)
0.28
0.0706
fatal flaw (C15)
0.09
0.0227
strategic direction (C16)
0.13
0.0328
market acceptance (C17)
0.46
0.2098
market size (C18)
0.28
0.1277
product Price (C19)
0.16
0.0730
market share (C20)
0.10
0.0456
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Step 5: establish decision matrix
Here the data of decision matrix is related to the data of the five primary entrepreneurial
opportunities. c , c , c are empirical data, and other data all achieved from expert scoring. Scoring
criteria shown in table 2.
2

5

Index
Quantitative value

17

Table 3 Scoring Criteria
General
better（Higher）
0.8
0.5

best（high）
1.0

worse（lower）
0.3

worst（low）
0.1

Based on expert scoring method, decision matrix obtained as follows.
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 C15 C16 C17 C18 C19 C20
⎡0.5
⎢0.5
⎢
D = ⎢0.8
⎢
⎢0.6
⎢⎣0.7

0.32 0.6 0.4 32% 0.6 0.8 23% 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.6 1.59 0.8 0.5 0.8⎤
0.51 0.5 0.6 41% 0.7 0.7 51% 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.4 0.8 2.05 0.7 0.6 0.9⎥⎥
0.35 0.8 0.5 29% 0.5 0.5 33% 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.7 1.78 0.9 0.4 0.7⎥
⎥
0.43 0.7 0.7 35% 0.8 0.6 46% 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.5 1.81 0.6 0.8 0.8⎥
0.41 0.6 0.6 37% 0.7 0.7 41% 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.6 1.95 0.7 0.5 0.7⎥⎦

Step 6: Sstandard matrix
The paper employs Vector normalization method to get the normalized matrix.
⎡ 0.3544
⎢ 0.3544
⎢
⎢ 0.5671
⎢
⎢ 0.4253
⎢⎣ 0.4962
⎡ 0.3627
⎢ 0.2902
⎢
⎢ 0.4353
⎢
⎢ 0.5078
⎢⎣ 0.5804

0.3496
0.5571
0.3823
0.4679
0.4479
0.3889
0.5186
0.4537
0.3241
0.5186

0.4140
0.3450
0.5521
0.4830
0.4140
0.3255
0.4069
0.4883
0.4069
0.5697

0.3143
0.4714
0.3928
0.5500
0.4714
0.4576
0.5230
0.3922
0.4576
0.3922

0.4084
0.5232
0.3701
0.4467
0.4722
0.2762
0.3682
0.1841
0.7365
0.4603

0.4018
0.4688
0.3348
0.5357
0.4688
0.4140
0.5521
0.4830
0.3450
0.4140

0.5357
0.4688
0.3348
0.4018
0.4688
0.3859
0.4975
0.4320
0.4393
0.4733

0.2569
0.5696
0.3686
0.5138
0.4579
0.4789
0.4191
0.5389
0.3592
0.4191

0.4082
0.4666
0.3500
0.5249
0.4666
0.3881
0.4657
0.3105
0.6209
0.3881

0.4018 ⎤
0.4688 ⎥⎥
0.3348 ⎥
⎥
0.4688 ⎥
0.5357 ⎥⎦
0.4566 ⎤
0.5137 ⎥⎥
0.3995 ⎥
⎥
0.4566 ⎥
0.3995 ⎥⎦

Step 7: standard weight matrixes
The overall weight matrix was multiplied by the weight of each row standardized matrix can be
achieving the standard weight matrix:
⎡ 0.0130
⎢ 0.0130
⎢
⎢ 0.0208
⎢
⎢ 0.0156
⎢⎣ 0.0182
⎡ 0.0081
⎢ 0.0065
⎢
⎢ 0.0098
⎢
⎢ 0.0114
⎢⎣ 0.0130

0.0093 0.0234 0.0054 0.0037 0.0127 0.0169 0.0025 0.0070 0.0090 ⎤
0.0149 0.0195 0.0081 0.0048 0.0148 0.0148 0.0056 0.0080 0.0105 ⎥⎥
0.0102 0.0312 0.0067 0.0034 0.0105 0.0105 0.0036 0.0060 0.0075 ⎥
⎥
0.0125 0.0273 0.0094 0.0041 0.0169 0.0127 0.0051 0.0090 0.0105 ⎥
0.0120 0.0234 0.0081 0.0043 0.0148 0.0148 0.0045 0.0080 0.0120 ⎥⎦
0.0044 0.0410 0.0323 0.0063 0.0136 0.0810 0.0612 0.0283 0.0208 ⎤
0.0058 0.0513 00370 0.0084 0.0181 0.1044 0.0535 0.0340 0.0234 ⎥⎥
0.0051 0.0615 0.0277 0.0042 0.0158 0.0906 0.0688 0.0227 0.0182 ⎥
⎥
0.0036 0.0513 0.0323 0.0167 0.0113 0.0922 0.0459 0.0453 0.0208 ⎥
0.0058 0.0718 0.0277 0.0104 0.0136 0.0993 0.0535 0.0283 0.0182 ⎥⎦

Step 8: determine the ideal solution and negative ideal solution,
According to

{(

)(

V + = max vij j ∈ J + , min vij j ∈ J −
1≤i ≤ m

1≤i ≤ m

V+

and

)} = {v , v ,…，v }
+
1

+
2

V−

+
n

So V + = ⎧⎨

0.0130 0.0093 0.0312 0.0094 0.0048 0.0169 0.0169 0.0025 0.0090 0.0075 ⎫
⎬
⎩0.0065 0.0044 0.0718 0.0370 0.0042 0.0181 0.0993 0.0688 0.0453 0.0234 ⎭

V− =

{( min v
1≤ i ≤ m

ij

)(

j ∈ J + , max vij j ∈ J −
1≤ i ≤ m

)} = {v , v ,…，v }
−
1

−
2

−
n

⎧0.0208 0.0149 0.0195 0.0054 0.0034 0.0105 0.0105 0.0056 0.0060 0.0420 ⎫
V− =⎨
⎬
⎩0.0130 0.0058 0.0410 0.0277 0.0167 0.0113 0.0810 0.0459 0.0227 0.0182 ⎭

Step 9: calculate the gap
Calculate the gap between the different entrepreneurial opportunity and the ideal solution, the
results are:
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，S

−
1

；

= 0 .1 6 1 6

S

+
2

= 0 .0 0 3 9

，S

−
2

= 0 .0 3 5 4

；

S 3+ = 0 . 1 9 7 4

，

S 3− = 0 . 3 8 0

；
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S

+
4

= 0 .0 3 5 2

，

；
，
Step 10: calculate the close degree
Calculate the close degree of the different entrepreneurial opportunity and the ideal solution, the
results are C = 0 . 7 9 2 6 ， C = 0 . 9 0 0 3 ， C = 0 . 1 6 1 3 ， C = 0 . 4 6 6 1 ， C = 0 . 1 1 2 9
Step 11: sequence
Based on the close degree, the sequence of the different entrepreneurial opportunity can be resulted
as following: C 〉 C 〉 C 〉 C 〉 C
Sequence results show that the second entrepreneurial opportunity has the highest close degree to
the ideal solution, and so it is the best innovation opportunity among the five opportunities.
S

−
4

= 0 .0 3 0 7

S

+
5

= 0 .3 1 0 4

S

*
1

−
5

*
2

*
2

*
1

*
4

*
3

= 0 .0 3 9 5

*
3

*
4

*
5

*
5

5 Conclusion
To the study aim of entrepreneurial opportunity of the core issue of the entrepreneurship research,
based on the literature review, the paper establishes the entrepreneurial opportunity identification
evaluation system, taking into account the strengths and weaknesses of current assessment methods,
mainly the AHP method and TOPSIS method, use the AHP-TOPSIS comprehensive evaluation method
to implement entrepreneurial opportunities recognition research, which provide a new way to the issue
of entrepreneurial opportunity identification.
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On Evaluation Index System and Evaluation Method of Enterprise
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Abstract: Enterprise internal control is a system with continued progresses in pace with development of
the enterprise. Only reasonably constructing and properly using the internal control system, can it make
effective implement and continuous improvement, and make sure the works of the enterprise to run
smoothly and promote the companies’ management levels. This paper constructs the evaluation index
system of two-storied framework about enterprise internal control, then a comprehensive fuzzy AHP
method is applied to provide recommendations reference for the construction of internal controls index
system..
Key words: Enterprise internal control; Evaluation index system; Evaluation method

1 Introduction
The implementation of enterprise strategy will undoubtedly need scientific management as the
guarantee, and the enterprise internal control is the most effective and most basic means and methods in
enterprise management. Throughout ups and downs of domestic and foreign enterprises, the successful
usually have different strategies and advantages; but almost all the failed are due to mismanagement or
control powerless. Internal control serves as enterprise’s guarantee for setting foot in the market which is
full of risks, and foundation for its sustainable development. We witness and experience China’s reform
and opening-upand the process that enterprise is perfected gradually. The more developed enterprise is,
the more important internal control is.
There is a set of data is often cited in management consultation industry: In recent 10 years, 12
enterprises collapsed every minute and 1.7 million enery day in China among which some had been
flouring once and breaked down, failed or collapsed since had not established effective internal control
mechaniam or invalid. Business failure, the distortion of accounting information or illegal management
and so on, to great extent, can be attributed to the lack of enterprise internal control without exception,
such as the collapse of China giant group, Zhengzhou Asia’s decline, shocked Joan Minyuan, incident of
silver metal, and even the U.S. Enron’s bankruptcy.
It was based on the importance of internal control for enterprise that both academics and
practitioners are currently paying a great deal of attention on the internal control. On an international
view, there are a great many of models on the internal control evaluation standards and the most
important are “Internal Control Integrated Framework” and “Enterprise Risk Management - Integrated
Framework” which are put forwarded by the United States COSO. However, both of the frameworks are
conceptual category, because the concept of internal control is defined by practitioners especially by the
audit and oversight organizations. When they define the concept they are from the standpoint of audit
and oversight, so that the definitions are not adequately reveal the nature of the internal control, not take
into account the system of analytical framework and can’t enough emphasize the importance of internal
controls. In China, the implementation of internal control system is started in the late 1990s, but just in
ten years we have promulgated a series of laws and regulations. The construction of internal control has
begun to take shape, achieved important results and with the trend of international integration. In June
2008 China Securities Regulatory Commission, the Ministry of Finance, Audit, the CBPC and CIRC
jointly issued “Basic Standard of Enterprise Internal Control” which had been being carried on 1 July
2009 and opinion draft of “Application Guide of Enterprise Internal Control”, “Evaluation Guide of
Enterprise Internal Control” and “Verification of Enterprise Iinternal Control” to solicitate proposals
which had been bening lauched after improved, which would serve as a “firewall risk prevention” for
Chinese enterprises. However, the existing state system of internal control system is focus only on the
written part of the text, seriously neglect how to implement of the system, judge and report the status of
the system’s implementation, correct the implementation bias of the system, and so on. There are many
defects and are not ripe in our research on internal control, comparing with the western country. And,
the evaluation system and evaluation model are not perfect in practice. Therefore, based on the
“application of internal control guidelines”, the content about internal control of solicit draft includes:
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finance, procurement, inventory, sales and other twenty-seven internal control system, using a
combination of quantitative and qualitative methods, this paper constructs the evaluation index system
of two-storied framework about enterprise internal control, then a comprehensive fuzzy AHP method is
provided. This model can offer reference recommendations for our internal control index system’s
construction and evaluation, promote the effective implementation and continuous improvement and
improve enterprise’ management level.

2 Evaluation Index System of Enterprise Internal Control
The contents about enterprise internal control including the capital, purchasing, Inventory, sales
and other 27 of internal control system in “Application Guidelines of Enterprise Internal Control” covers
all aspects of business activities. The enterprise internal control is complex and open so that each
enterprise should construct its system according to the situaions and the needs of itself to ensure the
system reasonable and efficient. In order to evaluate whether the system is rational or effective, the
enterprises need to design a set of evaluation index system which is scientific and complete and
all-round, multi-angle to reflect the internal control system. Therefore, this paper constructs the
evaluation index system of two-storied framework about enterprise internal control (Figure 1), which
consists of the index layer of enterprise internal control subsystem and key control indicators of
subsystems, reflecting basic connotation of the system better.
U11
U12

……

Evaluation
Index
of
Capital Internal
Control U1

U19

U21
Evaluation
Index
of
Purchasing and
Pavement
Internal
Control U2

U22

……

Evaluation
System
of
Enterprise
Internal
Control

U28
Uk1
Uk2

.....

Evaluation
Index
of
Subsystem
Internal UK

Ukj
Figure 1 Evaluation Index System of Enterprise Internal Control
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The meaning of each symbol in Figure 1 is listed below:
U11: Evaluation of Incompatible Duties Separation System
U12: Evaluation of Cash Management System
U13: Evaluation of Bank Deposit Management System
U14: Evaluation of Other Capital Management System
U15: Evaluation of Bank Account Management System
U16: Evaluation of Securities Management System
U17: Evaluation of Bill Management System
U18: Evaluation of Seal Management System
U19: Evaluation of Settlement Management System
U21: Evaluation of Incompatible Duties Separation System
U22: Evaluation of Sales Forecasts and Audit Management System
U23: Evaluation of Bidding and Sales Contract Management System
U24: Evaluation of Sales and Delivery Management System
U25: Evaluation of Gathering and After-sales Service Management System
U26: Evaluation of Accounts Receivable Management System
U27: Evaluation of Sales Cost Management System
U28: Evaluation of Sales Staff performance Management System
Uk1: Key Control Index of Subsystem
Uk2: Key Control Index of Subsystem
Ukj: Key Control Index of Subsystem

3 Evaluation Model of Enterprise Internal Control
3.1 Determining evaluation index set of enterprise internal control
According to the evaluation index system of two-storied framework above, this paper divides
evaluation index set of the model into two levels: subsystem index set U={U1, U2, …, Uk}(k is a natural
number, stands the number of the subsystem), subsystem’s key control index set Ui={Ui1, Ui2, …, Uiji} (i
is a natural number, and i≤k; ji is a natural number, stands the number of subsystem’s key control
index).
3.2 Setting evaluation set
In the process of evaluation, we design a set as a level set to each subsystem, and Ui’s is set for
Vi={V1, V2, …, Vm} (m is level number of Ui ’s evaluation set), such as a five levels evaluation set of
fuzzy appraisal value{good control, normal control, basic control, weak control, lose control}. Thus,
each index of all subsystem can have a group of fuzzy appraisal value. Similarly, the enterprise internal
control system U can also be designed a level evaluation set V={V1, V2, …, Vn} (n is level number of
U’s evaluation set). In order to facilitate evaluation, we can unify the two levels in the practice of
evaluation.
3.3 Establishing evaluation information matrix of enterprise internal control
Choose a certain number of experts and enterprise management personnel to be a commission. In
the process of evaluation, we can synthesize each contestant personnel’s opinion and each evaluation
index to evaluate every index of Ui, then the subsystem’s comprehensive information matrix Ri is gotten.

⎡ ri1v1
⎢r
i 2 v1
Ri= ⎢
⎢…
⎢
⎣⎢ rijv1
And,

ri1v2
ri 2 v2
…
rijv2

… ri1vm ⎤
… ri 2vm ⎥⎥
… …⎥
⎥
… rijvm ⎦⎥

rijvm is the membership of a rating scale Vm for the j-key control index Uij in i-subsystem Ui.

rijvm =the number of choosing rating scale Vm for the key control index Uij/the total number of
participants in the evaluation.
According to Ri , we can get the comprehensive information matrix R of enterprise internal control
system:

[

R= R1

R2 … Rk ]

T

3.4 Establishing evaluation system weight coefficient set of enterprise internal control
Generally, weight can be sure according to the specific circumstance. There are several methods
adopted, such as statistical analysis and expert evaluation method etc. The evaluation index system of
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enterprise internal control is a two-storied structure, so the weight set should also be divided into two
k

∑A

levels: subsystem weight set A={A1,A2,…,Ak} (Ai>0 and
key control index layer Ai={Ai1,Ai2,…,Aij} (Aij>0 and

∑A

i =1

ij

i

= 1 ,i=1,2,…,k), index weight set of

= 1 ).

3.5 Establishing evaluation matrix of evaluation system of enterprise internal control
Based on the data and formula above we can get a comprehensive information evaluation matrix Bi
of a single subsystem:

Bi = Ai Ri
We can see each Ui as a element, as a view with Bi as its single factor evaluation, then get the
comprehensive evaluation matrix B of enterprise internal control system:

⎡ A1 R1 ⎤
⎢A R ⎥
2⎥
B=A ⎢ 2
= (b1 b2
bk )
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ Ak Rk ⎦
And,“ ”stands for synthetic operator M (∨ ，∧ ) . Through B and Bi we can know the enterprise
internal control system intuitively and its subsystem’s comprehensive evaluation level.
3.6 Determining the weighted matrix
The weighted matrix of evaluation level is the result without considering the value of fuzzy
boundary conditions, which reflects the degree of influence of each evaluation on the final result and
quantifies the level of evaluation set with 1 point system. For example, the weighted matrix of a five
levels evaluation set of fuzzy appraisal value V={good control, normal control, basic control, weak
control, lose control}can be defined as Q={0.9, 0.8, 0.6, 0.5, 0.3}. This paper, U, which is the enterprise
internal control system, is marked Q.
3.7 Getting integrated quantity according to the comprehensive evaluation matrix and weighted
matrix
We can get enterprise internal control system’s comprehensive evaluation value V through B and Q:
k

V = B × Q / ∑ bi
i =1

V is the final evaluation result of evaluated enterprise internal control system. It can indicates the
effect of the system better that the bigger V is and closer to 1.

4 Applications
Take an enterprise internal control system which consists of three subsystems for an example to
explain the specific application of this model.
4.1 Setting the system U and the evaluation set of its subsystem
Set the system U and the evaluation set of its subsystem, V={good control, normal control, basic
control, weak control, lose control}(m=n=5).
4.2 Getting comprehensive information matrix R of the system
Evaluating group consists of 10 members who will evaluate each subsystem and its key index of
enterprise internal control system, the results are as follows:
Table 1
U11
U12
U13
U21
U22
U31
U32

Evaluation Data for Each Subsystem and Key Index of System
V1
V2
V3
V4
1
8
0
1
1
8
0
1
2
6
1
1
0
5
3
2
0
6
2
2
3
6
0
1
2
6
1
1

By the data of table above, according to

V5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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rijvm =the number of choosing rating scale Vm for the key control index Uij/the total number of
participants in the evaluation
The comprehensive information matrix R of the enterprise internal control system can be gotten:

⎡ 0.1 0.8 0 0.1 0⎤
R1 = ⎢⎢ 0.1 0.8 0 0.1 0⎥⎥
⎢⎣0.2 0.6 0.1 0.1 0⎥⎦
⎡0 0.5 0.3 0.2 0⎤
R2 = ⎢
⎥
⎣ 0 0. 6 0. 2 0. 2 0 ⎦

⎡0.3 0.6 0 0.1 0⎤
R3 = ⎢
⎥
⎣0.2 0.6 0.1 0.1 0⎦
Then:

R = [R1

R2

R3 ]

T

4.3 Setting two levels of weight set
Subsystem weight set A=(1/3,1/3,1/3),index weight set of key control index layer A1 =(0.4,0.3,0.3),
A1 =(0.5,0.5), A1 =(0.5,0.5).
4.4 Getting Ui and U’s comprehensive evaluation matrix

B1 = A1 R1 = (0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 0 )
B2 = A2 R2 = (0 0.5 0.3 0.2 0 )
B3 = A3 R3 = (0.3 0.5 0.1 0.1 0 )
⎡ B1 ⎤

⎡ 0 .2 0 .4 0 .1 0 .1 0 ⎤
0.5 0.3 0.2 0⎥⎥ = (0.3 0.33 0.3 0.2 0 )
⎢
⎢⎣0.3 0.5 0.1 0.1 0⎥⎦

Then, B = A ⎢ B2 ⎥ = (1 / 3 1 / 3 1 / 3) ⎢ 0

⎢ ⎥
⎢⎣ B3 ⎥⎦

4.5 Setting weight matrix of U
Q=(0.9 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.3)
4.6 Getting the comprehensive quantity of U
k

By

V = B × Q / ∑ bi Then V = 0.727
i =1

From value V we can learn the comprehensive evaluation rating of this enterprise internal control
system is basic control, which still needs further improvement.

5 Conclusions
Enterprise internal control is a system of numerous and opening, it is continued progress in pace
with development of enterprise. We can evaluate the level of enterprise internal control system through
comprehensive fuzzy AHP method, which is helpful for its continuous improvement.
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Study on Psychological Capital and Organizational Identity
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Abstract：The research conceptualization and hypotheses are proposed firstly in the paper, then the
author sets the Chinese workers as the research object, using questionnaire survey and statistic analysis,
verifies the follow relations: the psychological capital of staffs is obviously positively related with
organization identity, the hope of staffs is positively related with organization identity, the optimism is
negatively related with organization identity, and the resiliency is positively related with organization
identity.
Key words: Psychological capital; Organizational identity; Hope; Resiliency

1 Introduction
The concept of “Psychological capital” first appeared in documents involved economics,
investment and sociology. Economists like Goldsmith, Darity and Veum (1997,1998) think that
“Psychological capital” refers to individual productivity which can affect some of the personality
features. These features reflect one's self viewpoint or self-esteem, dominating a person's motives and
general attitude towards work[1] .In 2004, Luthans and some other economics first arose the concept of
“Positive Psychological Capital” centering on Positive Psychology after analyzing and comparing
economic capital, human capital and social capital based on Positive Psychology and Positive
Organizational Behavior. From now on, the public interest in “Psychological capital” had been raised [2].
After the perfection in 2005, Luthans and the fellows defined “Psychological capital” as “The core
mental element of individuals which is beyond the human capital and social capital to arise general
enthusiasm, shown in details like mental statements in accordance with the standard of the optimistic
behavior. One can obtain advantages through this by targeted investment and development. "[3] Besides,
Luthans believed that Psychological capital majorly consisted of hope, optimism and resiliency. Hope is
referred to as a state of motivation which is based on the interaction of goal, path and determination. It is
not only referred to as the determination of achieving individual goals but also including the way of
achieving the goal and the belief in achieving it. Resiliency is referred to as having an ability of
recovering from the adversity, indeterminacy and failure. Optimism is referred to as a kind of future
causality or as an expect.
The domestic research into Psychological capital has just been raised, but the positive influence can
not be neglected. The author believes that there are inner connections between Psychological capital and
organizational identity based on the existing research results. Therefore, the author brings out the
thesis’s research conceptualization and hypotheses, uses the concept of the psychological capital and the
questionnaire designed by Luthans and his fellows, tries to analyze the connections between hope,
optimism, resiliency, psychological capital and organizational identity.

2 Research Hypotheses
According to research the author raise the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: Employees ' psychological capital is observably positively correlated with
organizational identity;
Hypothesis 2: Employees ' hope level is observably positively correlated with their organizational
identity;
Hypothesis 3: Employees 'optimistic level is observably positively correlated with their
organizational identity;
Hypothesis 4: Employees 'resiliency is observably positively correlated with their organizational
identity.

3 Questionnaire Design and Survey
The Psychological capital questionnaire adapts the scale from the psychological capital
questionnaire by Fred Luthans (2005) in the research of Chinese staffs [4]. The hope part consists of 6
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questions which are developed by Snyder、Sympson、Ybasco、Babyak,Higgins etc. The optimism part
consists of 10 questions which are from Life Orientation Test (LOT). The Resiliency part consists of 14
questions which are referred to Blcok, Kremen (1996) and the research of Klonhlen. Given to the needs
of statistics analysis, the standard-scored sum of the 3 variables including hope, optimism and the
resiliency is supposed to be the measured value of psychological capital. The questionnaire is evaluated
by Likert5 [5]. These scales have been so widely used that we believed in the validity of this
questionnaire. We test the reliability of the questionnaire by using the Cronbach internal consistency and
Reliability coefficient and split-half reliability. Generally speaking, a reliability coefficient above 0.90 is
very good and above 0.80 to be good while the reliability coefficient is mostly above 0.70. It has been
tested that the split-half reliability and the coefficient of Cronbach’s α of these three questionnaire are
both above 0.7. It is obvious that the reliability has been controlled in the acceptable range and the
consistency has been good.
Table 1

hope
optimism
resilience

The Reliability of The Psychological Capital Questionnaire

split-half reliability
0.787
0.763
0.705

the coefficient of Cronbach’s α
0.787
0.763
0.705

The Organizational Identification Questionnaire is based on the organizational identification
scale established by Milleretal (2000), and had 8 questions in total. The questionnaires were
evaluated by Likert5. To analyze the exploratory elements, the KMO sample measure and the Bartlett’s
sphere inspection square is mainly used. The test results showed that the KMO of The Organizational
Identification Questionnaire is 0.787 while the significance of the Bartlett’s is 0.0000, which is in accord
with the standard of performing the elements analysis perfectly.
To make sure of the convenience of collecting the questionnaire and the accuracy of the results, the
author adopted a different approach to accomplish this process. The author took advantage of the
internet and distributed the questionnaires via email. In total, 110 questionnaires were distributed,
among which 108 were returned and 102 were valid.

4 Analyses of Relationships Between Hope, Optimism, Resiliency, Psychological
Capital and Organizational Identity
4.1 The general condition of employees ' psychological capital and organizational identity
According to the faction by measuring the sampling questionnaire, we compare the median in each
questionnaire with the average of the faction of hope, optimism, resiliency, psychological capital and
organization identity of all the testees, in order to test the average amount of these variables. And the test
results are shown in the chart below:
Table 2
number
hope
optimism
resiliency
psychological capital
organizational identity

6
10
14
8

The Test Results of All the Testees
standard
average
deviation
20.2255
32.2745
51.0490
103.6275
27.6667

2.99474
3.43008
6.27801
8.98505
4.64872

t

Sig.

68.209
95.029
82.123
116.481
60.107

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

We can learn from the chart above that:
(1) The average on the hope is 22.255; with standard deviation to be 2.99474 and single sample t
equals to 68.209, p<0.05, which means the testees’ average is obvious differ from the samples and the
testees score higher.
(2) The average on the optimism is 32.2745, with standard deviation to be 3.43008 and single
sample t shows a much more differences between the testees and the sample（t=95.029, p<0.05）,which
means the testees and tend to be more optimistic.
(3) The average on the resiliency is 51.0490, with standard deviation to be 8.98505 and the results
in single sample t shows obvious difference with the sample result which is 52 （ t=82.123 ，
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p<0.05）,which means the level in the resiliency is slightly below the sample results.
(4) The average on the psychological capital is 103.6275, with standard deviation to be 8.98505
shows obvious difference with the sample result which is 100（t=116.481，p<0.05）,which means the
testees score higher.
(5) The average on the organizational identity is 27.6667, with standard deviation to be 4.64872,
and single sample t shows a obvious difference between the sample result which is 24（t=60.107，
p<0.05）,which means the identity of the testees is much above the average level.
4.2 The correlation analysis between hope, optimism, resiliency, psychological capital and
organizational identity
The organizational identity essentially implies the opinions of very each staff in a whole, and these
opinions are influenced by the staffs’ states of mind. Now we are trying to analyze the connections
between hope, optimism, resiliency, psychological capital and organizational identity. The SPSS13.0 has
been used and the correlation matrix of each variable is shown below:
Table 3
hope

The Correlation Matrix of Each Variable
psychological
optimism
resiliency
capital

hope

0.07

optimism

0.259(*)

0.07

resiliency
psychological
capital
organizational
identity

0.544(**)

0.032

0.259(**)

0.032

0.544(**)

0.449(**)

0.812(**)

0.461(**)

-0.018

0.275(**)

organizational
identity
0.461(**)

0.449(**)

-0.018

0.812(**)

0.275(**)
0.379(**)

0.379(**)

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
We can learn from the chart above that:
(1) The hope of staffs is positively related with organization identity, and the Correlation coefficient
is 0.461, hypothesis 1 has been proved.
(2) The optimism is negatively related with organization identity, and the correlation coefficient is
-0.018 but there is not so much relevance in both.
(3) The resiliency is positively related with organization identity, and the correlation coefficient is
0.275, hypothesis 4 has been proved.
(4) The psychological capital is obviously positively related to organization identity, and the
correlation coefficient is 0.379, hypothesis 1 has been proved.
4.3 The regression analysis between hope, optimism, resiliency, psychological capital and
organizational identity
And now we continue to certify the connections between hope, optimism, resiliency and the
combination of those three. We are still doing analysis of regression with those four variables. The
analysis of regression is divided into two parts: first, the three variables which are all integrated of order
one will be put into one model; next, the hope, optimism and resiliency will be replaced by
psychological capital in the model. We wish to find out whether the hypothesis 1 is true. And the
analysis results are shown in the chart below:
Table 4

model

variables

The Regression Analysis Results of Organizational Identity
unstandardized standardized
regression
regression
coefficient
coefficient
t
Sig.
R
R2
B

constant
1

2

F

Sig.

Beta

10.416

1.960

0.053
0.000

hope

0.654

0.422

4.619

optimism

-0.072

-0.053

-0.604 0.547

resiliency
constant

0.124
7.366

0.168

1.843
1.479

0.000
0.142

psychological capital

0.196

0.379

4.091

0.000

0.492

0.242 10.411 0.000

0.379

0.143 16.736 0.000
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In the first model from the chart above we are trying to put the three variables into one regression
equation, after that we will notice the model works well with the coefficient of determination R2 to be
0.242, F to be 10.411 and significance level to be 0.000<(0.05),then the regression model is
consequently statistical significance. The standardized coefficient of the three variables is 0.422, 0.0053
and 0.163 respectively while the Pearson coefficient are 0.461, -0.018 and 0.275 respectively and
accordance with the related analysis matrix could be found. After we test the variable t we found that the
optimism is not so obvious while hope and resiliency is quite obvious which is in accordance with the
results from above the correlation analysis.
In the second model hope, optimism and resiliency had been replaced by psychological capital and
we may find out the coefficient of determination R2 in the model is 0.143, figure F of statistical test is
16.736 and significance level is 0.000<(0.05) which is statistical significance. Meanwhile, the
standardized coefficient of psychological capital is 0.379, the significance level of t is 0.000< (0.05)
which means that psychological capital is positively related to organizational identity--- hypothesis 1 has
been proved and psychological capital could be a explanatory variable to staffs’ organizational identity
as a macro-variable.

5 Conclusion
Psychological capital have an obvious effect on the domestic employees 'work performance, work
satisfaction and organizational commitment. The employees who have achieved higher level of
psychological capital will have better work performance with higher job satisfaction; meanwhile, it
more easily helps build organizational identity. By the statistical analysis, the research shows that the
overall level of employees’ psychological capital and organizational identity is higher than average level;
this could be possibly connected with the factors include current macroeconomic conditions, Labor
market conditions, recruitment system and so on..Meanwhile, Employees’ psychological capital and its
structural elements are observably positively correlated with organizational identity. Therefore, while
enterprise strengthens the competencies such as working skills, should also attach importance to
employee’s psychological construction and psychological capital development. Enterprise should
strengthen the employees of positive psychology by individual care, pledge to keep employee’s
performance at a high level internally and lay a solid foundation for improving employee’s performance
and organizational identity.
The specimen which distributed in different industries and enterprises in the research all are
collected randomly, so the conclusion is of universality only in this study; If we want to know whether
the conclusion is effective in other certain specific industry, such as the nurse studied by Luthans, it still
needs further study to investigate the relationship between organizational identity and psychological
capital.
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Abstract: Supplier management can be seen as part of supply chain management and plays critical role
in improving the development of company. This paper primarily selects ANTA Group as investigated
subject and research its innovation in supply chain management especially in supplier management and
then summary the outstanding supplier management approaches to improve whole efficiency of supply
chain.
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1 Introduction
The recent economic recession took the toll on all business activities and impact on most business
sectors in the world wide, which has stimulated the most corporations around the world to curtail
inventory and concern on the innovation in their supply chain management (SCM).(Hoover, Eloranta et
al. 2007) It is remarkable that how rapidly many multinational companies have improved the operation
in supply chain so as to maintain profitability in the difficult times. (Damanpour and Schneider 2006)
Supply chain management refers to most companies business decisions-making with activities,
comprising retailers, makers, transporters and so forth. Suitable SCM with innovation can be favorable
for minimizing cost and satisfy customers’ requirements. (Johnson and Mena2008)
Along with the globalization, there were intense competition in resource exploration and utilization,
increasing number of Chinese sporting goods companies has realized that the importance of
management innovation with product innovation and started to collaborate with competitors to meet
current business environment. After all, innovation can be favorable for assisting Chinese sporting
goods firms to curtail spending, enhance whole quality of procedure and provide competitive advantage.
(Ellram and Coope 2000) The growing number of companies has realized that a separate strategic
business improvements cannot increase profits and efficiency. To some Chinese sporting goods
manufacturers, they also have to seek new ways to improve their work efficiency with customers’
satisfaction. (Heize and Render 2008)

Figure 1

ANTA Group’s Vertical Integration Supply Chain (Zhang 2009)

Therefore, it is imperative that company should collaborate with other partners in supply chain
together to improve products and services for meeting censorious requirement from customers and
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obtaining more market share. This paper mainly focuses on ANTA Group’s SCM with its innovation on
supplier management.
ANTA Group has built in Fujian, China and started its business as the sporting shoes maker in
1994. Nowadays, it has become outstanding achievement in Chinese sporting goods industry. ANTA
Group’s achievements mainly rely on improvement in supply chain management especially in managing
the suppliers. As a matter of fact, ANTA Group extremely concern on it suppliers’ development and
sharing the product designation data to suppliers so as to sustain that suppler can act in concert with its’
business strategy with SCM and then ultimately enhance customer satisfaction with loyalty. The major
innovation of supplier management in ANTA Group can be found as below: (Zhang 2009)
As the figure1 shown, ANTA Group’s vertical integration supply chain was different with Chinese
traditional costume maker which was support supplier to buy raw materials together. Actually, ANTA
Group primarily collaborates with suppliers to manage its supply chain so as to improve the
performance of suppliers and reduce the cost to certain extent. It also require supplier to positively
participate in process of supply chain from offering spare parts following drawings to whole product
designation. Ultimately, whole the efficiency of supply chain all can be improved.

2 ANTA Groups’ Supplier Management
2.1 Selection of suppliers
ANTA Group insists that final consumer group will determine the level of profits with operation of
company. If the final customer is not satisfied with products, whole supply chain implementation would
suffer influence and even lead to the failure. Therefore, ANTA Group believes that the quality of raw
materials was significant which was affected by suppliers and emphasis on the selection of suppliers so
as sustain the efficiency of whole supply chain.
In ANTA Group, the aim of selection procedure was select the best supplier from variety of
candidates on the basis of different projects’ requirements. After all, ANTA Group’s selection criteria
about suppliers would be unique and the rational selection procedure can guarantee the success in
business objectives as a result of most suitable suppliers with their t effective performance in work.

Figure 2

ANTA Group’s Suppliers’ Selection Process

As the figure 2 shown as below, the whole selection procedure has comprised relevant market
research on suppliers’ candidates such as market data collection on the basis of ANTA Group’s business
objective with relevant project requirement so as to make rational selection criteria. Simultaneously, in
the process of market research, ANTA Group also is concern on the past work situation of candidates
with their partners so as to avoid trust risks. In the selection procedure, ANTA Group require that the
suppliers candidates need to clearly know their responsibility and have the ability to collaborate with
other partners in the supply chain with better IT technology application, cash flow and social
responsibility with any potential value-added service. In addition, professional presentation among
suppliers with auditing also require for obtain more accurate data with information and then support
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whole selection process with development in the future. According to continuous evaluation and
selection, the final decision and contract can be made and then whole supply chain can be operated in
market with suitable suppliers in ANTA.
Moreover, whole suppliers selection procedure in ANTA Group was continuous with thoughtful
and can be benefit for work efficiency with decline in cost. After all, the following suppliers’ assessment
system can be optimized in terms of effective suppliers choosing procedure with best suppliers and then
build outstanding image to further development. Meanwhile, in the implementation of logistics project,
ANTA Group also will follow actual situation about suppliers’ work performance to make timely
feedback for continuously improve criteria. As it were, in the selection of suppliers in ANTA Group, it is
imperative that professional assessment team which were selected by different departments in ANTA
and also familiar with the supply chain management. The justice selection mechanism is the key tool in
China to create a better business environment and explore more cooperation opportunities. The
mechanism should include the staff from all relevant departments to form a selection team in a more fair
and profession way.
2.2 Evaluation process with reward and punishment system
As a matter of fact, ANTA Group is not only hope to choose the best suppliers from the candidates
but also want to sustain better work performance of suppliers so that they can reduce cost and improve
customer satisfaction in terms of analyzing current supplier base with rational assessment. According to
continuous assessment, any little mistake or possible issues in the operation of supply chain such as the
delivery late all can be found timely and then design suitable solution to remedy with mutual efforts.

Reward
and
punish
ment
system

Figure 3 Evaluation process in ANTA Group

Furthermore, due to the suppliers in Group have different abilities; the one of innovation points of
ANTA Group’s supplier management was the fairness reward and punishment system. According to the
evaluation from suppliers work performance by ANTA Group’s special assessment group, ANTA Group
can make the suitable reward and punishment strategy to motivate the efficiency in work from suppliers.
The assessment result can be found in a password-protected website from ANTA Group which is not
only can protect the privacy of suppliers but also can be favorable for finding the shortcoming and
improve it. Simultaneously, in the top-level conference, ANTA Group would release out of the rank in
supplier about their work performance and then offer more orders to excellent suppliers as reward. In
addition, the lower performance supplier would be abolished from the suppliers list if they cannot
improve work performance and continuous make mistake. Generally speaking, the fairness assessment
with rewards and punishment system can be favorable for motivating suppliers work performance
combine with effective communication and justice environment. After all, the rational evaluation
procedure needs suitable reward and punishment approaches to support and improve.
2.3 Excellent relationship management with suppliers
To improve the management in supply chain with better relationship management, ANTA Group
mainly categorized suppliers as three groups were strategic partners, long-term partners and short-term
partners as table1 and table2 shown as below
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Table 1
Category
Strategic partners
Long-term partners
short-term partners

International Project
(Import or Export)
National Project
(Inside China)
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Category of Suppliers’ Relationship in ANTA
Level
Relationship Improvement
Excellent
Key suppliers (with Strategic Alliance)
Qualified
Ordinary suppliers
Disqualified
Correction or Disengagement

Table 2 Suppliers Relationship Management in ANTA
General Project
Key Project
Strategic partners / long-term partners
Strategic partners with Global
with Global Network
Network
Category Strategic partners / long-term
partners
Strategic partners

Commonly, the strategic partners primarily undertake significant and high-level service to supply
chain. The information, technology, resource, management approaches and etc all can be shared between
ANTA and strategic partners. ANTA Group clearly knows about how to indentify key suppliers as
strategic partners with successful strategy and reach the win-win situation. The relationship management
in ANTA Group is not only can be benefit for obtaining more market share but also can be favorable for
further development. The amount of strategic partners in ANTA Group was limited which can maintain
whole quality of suppliers. Most strategic partners were taken part in key and significant business or
project and close relationship with key suppliers can be propitious to further development of business
with improvement in competitive advantage. The long-term partners can be seen as the suppliers who
can offer general and qualified materials and service. The number in this category was relatively more
and can sustain the steady collaboration with suppliers. In addition, short term partners were these
suppliers who have been made mistake and need to correct problems timely or terminated the contract.
2.4 Value of ANTA group’s supplier management
In sporting goods industry, the time and efficiency were quite importance to obtain more market
share and attracting more customers in competitive market. According to excellent supplier management,
ANTA Group can sustain the quality of materials and save money with high efficiency. The major value
of ANTA Groups’ supplier management is provide useful experience and innovation management
approaches to Chinese sporting goods industry，which were compromise initial supplier selection，
evaluation process with reward and punishment system and supplier relationship management. After all,
most Chinese sporting goods companies have not established standard and systemic approach to manage
supplier. ANTA Groups’ supplier management can be benefit for sporting goods companies in China to
comprehend that how to select suitable supplier and sustain continue evaluation with appropriate reward
and punishment，more importantly，maintain suitable relationship with suppliers so as to utilize
suppliers’ expertise, technologies and skills to help companies for improving development. According to
learn the supplier management in ANTA，Chinese sporting goods companies can design suitable
supplier management combine with their actual situation high efficiency.

3 Conclusion
Broadly speaking, if Chinese companies want to improve its competitive advantage to volatile
market, it is imperative to optimize their supply chain management especially in suppliers’ management
with innovation approach. As a matter of fact，managing supply chain need the participation from
supplier. According to the research on the case of ANTA Group’s supplier management, we can find the
importance of suppliers’ management to whole supply chain development with company’s improvement.
Actually, ANTA Group’s innovation idea in suppliers’ management primarily concern on suppliers
selection, evaluation with relationship management which were different from traditional Chinese
manufacturers in sporting goods industry and can be recommend as example to.
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Abstract: Performance assessment is an essential segment in hospital’s human resource management,
effective human resource performance assessment can surely guarantee the achievement of hospital’s
goals. Analyzing the present research reality of hospital’s human resource performance assessment, and
associating with regular work of hospital’s human resource management from different perspectives
including principle, method, content, apartment, standard, this article brings forward the suggestions
about strengthening the human resource performance assessment of hospital. Hospital’s human
resource performance assessment should be scientific, impartial, and fair, strengthen the development of
the assessment department, and clarifying the obligation of different level; clarify the objectives of the
assessment and improving the system of assessment; specify the criterion of assessment according to
different level management. It is concluded that performance assessment is not only beneficial to the
improvement of the employee’s value but also beneficial for the sustainable healthy development of
hospital.
Key words: Performance assessment; Human resource; Assessment system

1 Introduction
As the development of the social economy and management level, the system of performance
assessment is being implemented in advanced hospitals across the nation. Performance assessment is the
kind of gauge that organization ranks the employee’s value from judging the contribution they have
made by objectively assessing the employee’s capability, attitude and adaptability, including
procedure, criterion and method. The system of performance assessment is designed by human resource
department which requires every administrator of each department assesses its employees’ performance
regularly, through applying the forms including form filling, report and examination.
Up to now, the development of hospital’s performance assessment can be divided into two stages:
In 1960s, hospital usually took a employee’s morality, intellectual ability, dedication, contribution as
criterion to assent employee’s salary at the end of year, which is also being used till now by many
hospitals. In recent years, with the marketization of hospital and introduction of new
management
concepts, management of hospital is becoming more and more scientific, at the same time, with the
desperate desire for advanced management skills, managers have made some attempts to implement
some assessment tools, like performance assessment of managers, advanced technician, professional
work of department, and absorbed scientific quantitative index into assess contents step by step, this
string of implementation make the management of performance assessment more regularized,
standardized, scientific on a large scale.
On one hand, due to the continued use of annual system of performance assessment in
administrative organs and public institutes by many advanced hospitals, and because of the same
assessment criterion regardless of profession and the ranks, and all dealing with employee’s morality,
intellectual ability, dedication, contribution which cannot correctly reflect the contribution and
performance of them. what is more, the assessment system lacks of formal quantitative index, takes no
account of the assessment management, and always considers the consequence of the assessment as
the direct stick to determine a employee’s bonus distribution and position uprise, which results the
failure in the results application of the development of employee’s technology and performance—the
essence of the performance assessment management. Traditional management of performance
assessment has no scientific standards to follow, with the subjectivity, arbitrariness and limitation of the
value of the administrators of hospital, so the lack of effectiveness and scientific, in performance
evaluation system is inevitable. What is more, owing to the lack of communication and feedback
between the manager and employees, employees will develop a kind of resistant attitude as well as low
identification toward performance evaluation system which is surely harmful to the execution of it.
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2 The Construction of the System of Human Resource Performance Assessment in
Hospital
2.1 Principle
(1)Principle of equitableness, open, justice: Segments like examination criteria, assessment and
consequence which determines employee’s payment should be objective and fair. All the employees
should be treated equally, the criterion of the assessment should be open to everyone.
(2)Principles of scientific evaluation: Applying correct scientific technology, accurately assess the
work quality of all levels’ employees. And the whole design process should be objective, rational and
scientific from the establishment of evaluation criterion to feedback application of the check results
(3)Principles of easiness and maneuverability: The assessment criterion should be simple and easy
to apply. On one hand, it should beneficial for employees to determine their direction of improvement.
On the other hand, it is helpful to the evaluation of employee by managers to achieve optimal results
which is the yardstick with less efforts.
(4)Principles of on time feedback: Feedback the performance assessment’s results on time to
correct and rectify the flaws and shortcomings of the assessment for employees both in behavior and
procedure. A performance assessment without feedback is meaningless which cannot motivate
employees and dig out their potentiality.
(5)Principles of layer clarifying :with the complicated position designed and responsibility different,
performance assessment should recognize the clear layer awareness and post responsibility as the
criterion to assess employee’s performance, judging by their level and to highlight emphasis.
2.2 Assess method
Implementing cost accounting in hospital, fulfilling the target of whole process and employee
management in department, clinic, administrative department and logistics and carrying out cost
accounting in every segment including medicine, medical technology, nursing and logistics, through the
methods like plan, control, accounting, analysis, assessment, with the calculation of the cost , and let
everyone get involved in this procedure and eventually minimize the cost to its lowest on the basis of
properly utilization of resources.
2.3 Contents of assessment
The system of performance assessment consists of two parts: system of qualitative index and
system of quantitative index. Qualitative index is the kind of performance assessment gauge that cannot
be specifically calculated but can reflect employee’s performance through the service receiver, manager,
and colleague’s evaluation and comments. It includes: responsibility, morality, service attitude, rational
drug use, medical flaw, academic achievement, professional capability, teamwork, discipline, and assess
performance through distribution of questionnaire by administrative department and referring to related
materials. (Figure 1) Quantitative index is the kind of index that can be calculated and objectively
reflects employee’s performance, achievement and potential, with emphasizing in employee’s
contribution. (Figure 2)
System of qualitative index

Professional
attainment

Morality

Service
attitude

Social
responsibility

Discipline

Medical
flaw
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Development
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Figure 1 Qualitative Index Assessment System of Hospital’s Human Resource Performance Assessment
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System of quantitative index
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Quantitative Index Assessment System of Hospital’s Human Resource Performance Assessment

2.4 Formula for calculation
Including: 1)Assessment calculation for clinician and nursing employees=(income of responsibility
center-synergy cost-direct cost) ×coefficient×score of general goal assessment±specialized check.
2)Assessment calculation for department of medical technology=(income of responsibility center
–synergy cost-direct cost) × coefficient × score of general goal assessment±specialized check.
3)Assessment calculation for department of pharmacy =number of prescription paper×salary of single
prescription × score of general goal assessment±specialized check. 4)Assessment calculation for
department of administration and management=average salary of four types of employees as clinician,
nurse, technical, pharmacist×70%×coefficient of all levels of employees×score of general goal
assessment±specialized check.

3 Suggestions of Improving the Management of Hospital’s Human Resource
Performance Assessment
3.1 Scientific, equity, fairness in human resource performance assessment
Establishing perfect talents competition incentive mechanism is the core of management, and
management of hospital should able to keep talents, what is more, it must also stimulate talents’
enthusiasm. According to present international competition situation and resent revolution of hygiene
policy in China, hospital should establish a incentive human resource system based on the following
aspects: establishing open, equal, competitive and preferred employment mechanism; Establishing
scientific, justice, and open performance assessment system; Establishing work and duty definitely as
well as effective power delegating post responsibility system; Establishing justice, equal, reasonable
compensation management system; Establishing perfect welfare and social security system; Providing
good development space for employees; Implementing human-oriented management, and cultivating
employee identification as well as team collaboration spirit.
3.2 Strengthening the establishment of evaluation organization, clearing duties of all levels’
Performance assessment is a complicated procedure, if hospitals want to implement effective
human resource performance management, they should firstly equipped with high profile management
employees. Establishing three-level assessment organization, that is the committee of performance
assessment, performance assessment of human resource department, and department performance
assessment. (Figure 3) The committee of performance assessment is the highest right framework, which
makes hospital’s annual performance goals, establishes and maintains performance management system
of hospital and do the general assessment work of rank of middle-level manager. Human resource
department is the implementary organization of performance assessment, which perfects and maintains
specific system and procedure of assessment, develops advanced technology of performance assessment
and management, trains and guides assessment work, coordinates employee’s appeal, reports
examining situation of different departments quarterly and annually, rectifies, guides and punishes the
irregular conducts in the assessment process, building examination archives for every employee,
avoiding departure from the general goal of hospital. Department as the actual executor of aiding
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auxiliary implementation, assessment and communication feedback, is responsible for the general
implementation of the setting of assessment work, performance goal and work plan and plus
assessment criterion of its own department, responsible for auxiliary guidance training made by the
human resource department, moreover, helps employee to amend their improvement plan, and also
responsible for comprehensive evaluation of all employees, dealing with the appeal during the
assessment work, and rectifying the irregular conducts in the performance work.
Committee performance
assessment

Consist: President (vice-president),
Dean of department of HR,
Key employee delegation

Consist: Department of director
(vice and head nurse),
Delegation of masses.

Department of human resource

Functional
department
Figure 3

Functional
department

Clinical
department

Composition Diagram of the All-level Mechanism of Hospital’s Human Resource Performance
Assessment

3.3 Clearing the goal of assessment, perfecting assessment system
Hospital’s human resource performance assessment should associated with the general goal and
develop strategies of hospital, the terminal goal in human resource management is helping hospital to
realize its settled objectives. Hospital need to establish human resource management system to
guarantee the scale of employees and resources, ensures the correct implementation of human resource
performance assessment[6]. At present, most of hospitals are carrying out president responsibility
system, that is the collaborative signature of on-duty target by the up administrative department and the
president. Because the target is made from the view of actual work of hospital, which involving general
economic targets and development outline of hospital, with the easiness of operation, as a result, this
general targets is the strategy of hospital in a short term on the basis of which the hospital’s general
performance assessment can be made.
3.4 Refining assessment criterion, manage according to different level
Establishing a relatively comprehensive, adaptable human resource performance assessment system
is the effective guarantee for the quality of the evaluation. Assessment criterion’s making should based
on the difference between the clinician and administrative employee, which account to different
quantitative index, with the bring in of management element, technology element and responsibility
element to the assessment element.
1) Assessment aiming at medical technical employee: taking the number of received patients,
outpatient amount, availability and velocity of bed, average length of stay, the number of discharge,
drug ratio, medical dispute, scientific research level, teaching instance, advocate of new technology and
profession into assessment element.
2)Assessment aiming at administrative employee: according
to the requirements of
professionalization of modern administrative employee in hospital—specialization of manager,
serialization of profession, specialization of technology, modernization of management concept,
marketization of manager, etc, absorbing professional ethics, performance evaluation, assessment of
professional capability, comprehension and application of policy, etc, into the contents of assessment.
3.5 Application of efficient auxiliary system of management of performance
At present, due to the redundant personnel and busyness of professions in most of middle and large
size of hospital, most of hospitals have the problems like over-loaded human resource management
work and high complexity of the task. So, we need to apply advanced and adaptable human resource
performance assessment auxiliary system combined with the hospital’s own characteristics, and to
provide full-scale, accurate, and timely information feedback to all departments in hospital, which will
beneficial to the operation of all departments in hospital. Management software supplier at home and
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abroad like, Yongyou, SAP, Gold butterfly, all respectively launch its BPM(business performance
management)product. According to the forecast of IDC (Internet database center), the market of BPM
solution is increasing at the pace of 25% per year [7]. Under the circumstances of the wide application
of computer and Internet technology to hygiene and management, utilizing efficient performance
management auxiliary system can effectively improve the operation efficiency of human resource
performance management innovation system in hospital.

4 Conclusion
Performance assessment is the yardstick for hospital’s employing, is the most essential method for
management of hospital at present, moreover, it can improve hospital’s management level and its
income, these days, the importance of performance management is becoming more and more realized by
hospital’s managers. Through performance assessment, the capability, strength, and attitude of
employees’ can be correctly evaluated by the organization, so they can be put in the right position, and
their maxim capability and potential can be excavated, will be helpful to the fulfillment of hospital’s
business goal and employee’s individual development goal. On the other hand, performance assessment
can discover the shortcomings of every employee’s knowledge, technology, idea, and psychological
qualities based on which the employees can be trained respectively, and can boost their training work by
continued performance assessment management.
All in all, hospital is the kind of organization that embedded unique characteristics, its performance
assessment has its own uniqueness in assessment of organization, department duty, assessment criterion
and assessment procedure. By establishing a systematic, regular performance assessment system,
performance assessment can surely improve the professional quality, management level and income of
hospital and advocate the enthusiasm of the employee, eventually developing a good recycle of
assessment and work improving.
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Abstract: This paper combines the qualitative analysis with quantitative analysis, starting with
ascertaining the comprehensive evaluation index system, and applies fuzzy theory to a comprehensive
evaluation of the enterprise technical innovation capacity, thus it provides a scientific, objective and
effective method for evaluating the enterprise innovation capacity and is of great significance to a
correct understanding to the enterprise technical innovation capacity, grasping and summarizing the
enterprise technical innovation law and improving enterprise technical innovation level
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1 Introduction
The western developed countries started the research on enterprise technical innovation capacity
earlier and have scored some achievements both in theory and practice. The earliest concept about the
technical innovation capacity in China appeared in the research on microscopic science and technology
policy and in 1980s some researchers introduced the concept to the microcosmic companies. With the
establishment of modern economic system, technical innovation has been regarded as the basic support
and become the core competitive forces of the enterprise. Nowadays, scholars have carried out the
research on the multi-indexes evaluation by using analytic hierarchy process, osculating value method,
grey system method and so on, however those methods have the following flows as large calculation
amount, less accuracy of choosing the evaluation index and hard to perform large scale evaluation. This
paper will apply the fuzzy mathematic method to the comprehensive evaluation of the enterprise
technical innovation capacity, which provides a scientific, objective and effective method to the
evaluation of the enterprise innovation capacity.
Enterprise Technical innovation Capacity means the enterprises carry out research and development
or introduce technology towards market, turn the technical achievement into products, furthermore
acquire a rapid growth of capacity in economics. The Constitution of enterprise technical innovation
capacity includes: (1)Innovative Resources Input Capacity, (2)Innovative Management Capacity,
(3)Innovation Trend , (4)R&D capacity, (5)Manufacturing capacity, (6)Marketing capacity.

2 Construction of Enterprise Technical Innovation Capacity Index System
2.1 Principle for constructing enterprise technical innovation capacity index system.
1)Systematic principle, 2) Scientific principle, 3) Comparative principle, 4) Operational principle, 5)
Integrated quantitative and qualitative principle, 6)Practicable principle[1].
2.2 Choosing the comprehensive evaluation index system of enterprise technical innovation
capacity
Enterprise technical innovation capacity is organically coupled by several factors concerning many
links such as enterprise input, output process. Based on the principles for construction enterprise
technical innovation capacity index system, this paper carries out a scientific screening among all the
indexes of enterprise technical innovation capacity by using Delphi method, thus gets the following
evaluation index system:
Table 1

Comprehensive Evaluation Index System of the Enterprise Technical Innovation Capacity
U11 amount of patents and proprietary knowledge
U12 independent innovation products rate
U1 R&D capacity
U13 digestive and absorbing capacity of the imported technology
U14 update period of the main products
U21R&D personnel quality
U2 Innovation resources U22 R&D personnel rate
input capacity
U23 input intensity of technology import
U24 technical innovation input intensity
U3 manufacturing capacity
U31 workers’ technical level
U32 main manufacturing equipment level
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U33 engineering conditions
U34 products quality standard level
U41 decision making capacity of innovative
U42 innovation incentive mechanism
U43 cooperative capacity among the inside enterprise sections
U44 cooperative capacity between the enterprise and other technical forces
U51 innovation frequency
U52 innovative thinking of leaders
U53 innovative thinking of the personnel
U54 innovation planning
U61marketing research level
U62 understanding level of the customers and users
U63 fitness of the marketing system
U64 marketing network

2.3Ascertaining each index weight of the evaluation system by using the fuzzy Theory
Six first level indexes of the evaluation system are divided into six sets of factor class and each set
is divided into 4 factors, thus there are 24 factor items. After experts’ review, the importance degree (full
sore is 10) of the first level index A is:U1=10,U3=U6=6,U2=U4=U5=2
Hence comes:
Table 2

U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6

U1
10/10
2/10
6/10
2/10
2/10
6/10

Paired Comparison Judgment Matrix

U2
10/2
2/2
6/2
2/2
2/2
6/2

U3
10/6
2/6
6/6
2/6
2/6
6/6

U4
10/2
2/2
6/2
2/2
2/2
6/2

U5
10/2
2/2
6/2
2/2
2/2
6/2

U6
10/6
2/6
6/6
2/6
2/6
6/6

Horizontal summation of table one:
U i =(U1,U2,U3,U4,U5,U6)=(19.33,3.87,11.6,3.87,3.87,11.6)
Thus: U=U1+U2+U3+U4+U5+U6=54.14
So the weight set of factor class is W u ={u i }

(i=1,2,3,4,5,6

ui =

Ui
)
U

W u ={u 1 ,u 2 ,u 3 ,u 4 ,u 5 ,u 6 }={0.3570,0.0715,0.2143,0.0715,0.0715,0.2143}
Similarly the weight set of each factor item can be calculated:
(i=1,2,3,4,5,6
j=1,2,3,4)
W ui ={u ij }
W u1 ={0.479,0.277,0.112,0.112}, W u 2 ={0.352,0.300,0.174,0.174}
W u 3 ={0.479,0.277,0.112,0.112}, W u 4 ={0.479,0.277,0.112,0.112}
W u 5 ={0.476,0.275,0.158,0.091}, W u 6 ={0.476,0.275,0.158,0.091}

3 Application of the Fuzzy Mathematic Method to the Comprehensive Evaluation
of the Enterprise Technical Innovation Capacity
3.1 Summery of the comprehensive evaluation method of enterprise technical innovation capacity
As the index system is layered structure, the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation results can not be
directly calculated by the fuzzy evaluation matrix of the factors; it has to be started from the lowest layer
and layer by layer calculate the fuzzy evaluation matrix of the relevant upper layer factor sets by using
single factor evaluation matrix, at the same time combining the fuzzy weight, thus finally the fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation results can be calculated. [4]
For example: the factor item set of “R&D capacity” U1 is: U1 = { U11 , U12, U13 , U14 }, its
weight set is: W u1 , from U1 the single factor evaluation matrix R u1 , calculate the max-min
compositional operations by using model M(∧,∨), then the comprehensive evaluation results of R & D
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capacity can be calculated as: B u1 = W u1 O R u1 ;and similarly

B u 2 , B u 3 , B u 4 , B u 5 , B u 6 can be
T

calculated too. Target layer U, the single factor evaluation matrix R u = (B u 2 , B u 3 , B u 4 , B u 5 , B u 6 ) ,
its weight set is: W u , calculate the max-min compositional operations by using model M(∧, ∨), then
the comprehensive evaluation results of target layer U can be calculated as: B u = W u O R u , the
comprehensive evaluation results are presented by the fuzzy set B u , according to the principle of
maximum degree of membership, the evaluation grades of enterprise innovation capacity can be finally
determined.
3.2 Case analysis
After a review by a committee composed of 10 experts towards the comprehensive evaluation of
a certain enterprises technical innovation capacity with Delphi method, the evaluation results of each
factor item are as follows:
Table 3 Comprehensive Evaluation of an Enterprise’s Technical Innovation Capacity
Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor class
class
item
Evaluation result of factor class
item
weight
weight
Ai

ai

R&D
capacity
(A1)

0.313

Resource
input capacity
(A2)

0.125

Manufacturing
capacity
(A3)

0.188

Innovation
management
capacity
(A4)

0.062

Innovation
trend
(A5)

0.125

Marketing
capacity
(A6)

0.188

Bij

b ij

high

higher

general

lower

low

B11
B12
B13
B14
B21
B22
B23
B24
B31
B32
B33
B34
B41
B42
B43
B44
B51
B52
B53
B54
B61
B62
B63
B64

0.479
0.277
0.112
0.112
0.352
0.300
0.174
0.174
0.479
0.277
0.112
0.112
0.479
0.277
0.112
0.112
0.476
0.275
0.158
0.091
0.476
0.275
0.158
0.091

0.000
0.677
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.167
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.677
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.833
0.000
0.000
0.833
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.833
0.167
0.500
0.833
0.200
0.000
0.167
0.000
0.667
0.000
0.333
0.677
0.833
0.667
0.000
0.667
0.167
0.833
0.667
0.167
0.000
0.000
0.667
0.167

0.167
0.167
0.500
0.167
0.400
0.500
0.633
0.333
0.167
0.500
0.000
0.333
0.167
0.167
0.833
0.167
0.000
0.167
0.167
0.000
0.500
0.833
0.333
0.167

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.400
0.500
0.000
0.667
0.167
0.500
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.167
0.167
0.167
0.000
0.000
0.167
0.000
0.500
0.167
0.000
0.667

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Based on the above method, the evaluation set of each factor class can be calculated:
B u1 ={0.185, 0.608, 0.207, 0.000, 0.000}, B u 2 ={0.032, 0.100, 0.459, 0.409, 0.000}
B u 3 ={0.397, 0.395, 0.418, 0.061, 0.000}, B u 4 ={0.000, 0.685, 0.268, 0.067, 0.000}
B u 5 ={0.472, 0.429, 0.073, 0.026, 0.000}, B u 6 ={0.000, 0.181, 0.535, 0.284, 0.000}
Finally, from B u = W u O R u

the evaluation set of factor class is B u ={0.168, 0.409, 0.315,

0.108, 0.000}. According to the principle of maximum degree of membership, the comprehensive
evaluation grade of this enterprise’s technical innovation capacity is ‘higher’; through analyzing the
evaluation set of each factor class, it can be calculated that the innovative recourses input capacity and
marketing capacity are low and need a further improvement.
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4 Conclusion
Comprehensive evaluation is to make an overall evaluation for an object or phenomenon restricted
by several factors. As it is hard to avoid the fuzziness and subjectivity while evaluating an object in
many respects, the application of fuzzy mathematic method to the comprehensive evolution of enterprise
technical innovation capacity will make the results more scientific, objective, effective and with more
practical significance.
Based on the characteristics of general enterprises, this paper establishes a set of comprehensive
evaluation index systems and puts forward the comprehensive evaluation method for enterprise
technical innovation capacity which can be applied universally. However while putting it into practice,
this system should be combined with the enterprise’s reality and construct a more scientific evaluation
index system and weight. At the same time, with the development of the enterprise’s productivity and
emergence of new conflicts such as information level, environmental benefits and so on, establishing a
set of time-effective, objective and operational evaluation index systems will be the final target for the
research on comprehensive evaluation of enterprise technical innovation capacity.
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Abstract: This paper has combed the research results on internal control of small and medium
manufacturing enterprises of domestic and foreign scholars. Combined with the status analysis of
internal control and risk management of small and medium manufacturing enterprises, this paper built
the internal control framework of small and medium manufacturing enterprises based on comprehensive
risk management in order to improve the system of internal control theory and provide reference to
small and medium manufacturing enterprises in China.
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1 Introduction
The research of internal control has a relative remote origin. In 1949, the US CAPO first proposed
the concept of internal control. In 1992, the US COSO promoted the concept and elements of internal
control in its report ”Internal Control- Integrated Framework”. COSO published “ERM-IF” in 2004, and
made the internal control and enterprise risk management closely integrated by breaking the previous
limitations of internal control.
Research on internal control in China began in 1980s. The researches on internal control of small
and medium manufacturing enterprises are not so many, most of them are concentrated in how to
improve the internal control. For example, Zong Xiusong (2006) thought that there are many problems
in the internal control of small and medium manufacturing enterprises now, such as deficiency in
understanding of internal control, lack of constraints in the mode of management, and lack of
effectiveness of internal control objectives, so the enterprises need to strengthen the moral training and
the education of internal control system of all staff, establish an effective internal control system with
the actual and strengthen supervision. Zhang Wei (2004) suggested that the internal control issues for
SMEs included weakness of the internal audit function, so the enterprises need to strengthen the audit of
internal control. Lu Bingqing (2007) studied the existing problems in small foreign manufacturers from
the organization structure, internal control systems, and internal control mechanism in business process.
Limited to the internal control systems and internal process, most studies neglected the organic
combination between internal control and risk management, and the internal control in enterprises today
can not play well in reducing the risks. Therefore, based on the comprehensive risk management, this
paper builds internal control framework analyzing the status of internal control and risk management of
small and medium manufacturing enterprises, so as to provide a reference to small and medium
manufacturing enterprises in China.

2 Analysis of the Status of Internal Control and Risk Management of Small and
Medium Manufacturing Enterprises
2.1 The awareness of risk management is not strong
(1) Weak risk identification ability. Most small and medium manufacturing enterprises is private
enterprises. For the majority enterprises are growing up in family businesses, enterprises’ managers are
mostly experienced management. Their management abilities and qualities can not keep up with the
economic development and market changes. Due to insufficient knowledge management theory, most of
them can not identify potential risks inherent in business by standing in the overall and strategic
perspective.
(2) Lack of financial control. Manufacturing enterprises involved in many kinds of business, such
as procurement, manufacturing and sales. These complex businesses often lead to the unreasonable
budget, the waste of unnecessary expenditure, and bring some financial risks to the enterprise. In
addition, the saving of the manufacturing enterprises’ cost is directly equivalent to an increase of
revenue, while high cost of investment means high risk in the recovery of funds. Because of the lack of
human and financial resources, SMEs haven’t set up a complete set of cost management mechanism to
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reduce risks.
(3) Personnel quality control is not in place. Frankly speaking, enterprise risk management is
management to people, as all activities of enterprises are implemented and operated by people. The
majority of China's manufacturing industry is state-owned enterprises. As the protection of "royal"
relationship, the personnel are uneven in quality. And it brings some risks to enterprise’s management.
2.2 The construction of workflow system is not perfect
(1) Too many steps in the process. The current division of small and medium manufacturing
enterprises is too small to make that the completion of a business process requires a lot of departments’
assist. The communication between different departments is difficult for the independent and the slow
information flow of departments. So it is difficult to ensure that the enterprise can complete products
customers need in the specified time.
(2) The mandatory lack of the process implementation. A common problem in most enterprises is that
the definitions of roles and responsibilities of sectors are not clear, and small and medium manufacturing
enterprises are no exception. There is no unified standard in enterprises. And it leads the operation duplication
of some parts of the workflow, the waste of resources, and the financial risks of enterprises.
(3) The key processes are not linked with the performance. Generally, most small and medium
manufacturing enterprises are production-based, and don’t have the capacity of independent R&D. So
the needed staff qualifications and the wages are relative low. The key processes of production line are
not linked with the performance leads the low employee motivation, the frequent job-hopping and the
phenomenon of “labor shortage”, and risks of increasing human resource costs.
2.3 The organizations are unreasonable
(1) High levels and small amplitude of management. Now, small and medium manufacturing
enterprises in China are still in the status of extensive management. The enterprise scale is not large, and
most businesses decisions are made by the boss only. The corporate executives can’t get the basic
information timely and accurately for too many levels. And the decision-making often based on their
experience may lead to failure and the survival risk of the entire enterprise.
(2) Organizational structure is too rigid. In China, most small and medium manufacturing
enterprises’ organizational structure type is linear functions. There are many passing phenomenon for
the less communication between departments and the slowly problem resolution. It is a serious
impediment to the technological innovation of small and medium manufacturing enterprises. And the
enterprises can not quickly adapt to new changes of circumstance, especially changes in corporate
strategic planning.

3 Construction of Internal Control Frame in Small and Medium Manufacturing
Enterprises Based on Comprehensive Risk Management
3.1Construction of internal control system Based on comprehensive risk management
The inter control system based on comprehensive risk management is inter control system based on
the whole staff, the whole process, the Omni-directional, which insists the principle of combining
business development goals, operational efficiency, management efficiency. This article embarks from
these three aspects, and has carried on the concrete analysis and demonstration, the basic framework of
inter control system can be expressed as Figure 1.
Internal control system Based on comprehensive risk management
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Figure 1 Internal Control System in Small and Medium Manufacturing Enterprises

(1) Internal control of the whole staff
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Internal control of the whole staff is a full-in internal risk control that the leadership of the
enterprise and the relevant functional departments to participate in. It was built with the principle of
unified management, mutual cooperation and levels of responsibility, All departments and staff at all
levels (decision-making, management, general staff) were a clear mandate, strict liability, joint
responsibility. To achieve full internal control concepts, we need to build in-house risk management
culture, risk control management will be fully embedded in corporate culture and all staff involved in
the formation of a good culture.
(2) Internal control of the entire process
Internal control of the entire process is a closed-loop system of internal control that include risk
warning and assessment, control activities, internal oversight and feedback, namely through before,
during, and afterwards the "whole process" control, to achieve effective internal control. The whole
process of internal control is consists by five elements of risk assessment, control environment, control
activities, information and communication, internal oversight, they are interrelated and mutually
reinforcing, Mechanism maps can be expressed as Figure 2.
Feedback
Control activity

y Business process
yFinancial activities
y Compliance

Risk assessment

Internal supervision

Control
environment

Feedback

Figure2

Information
and
communication

Feedback

Internal Control of the Entire Process in Small and Medium Manufacturing
Enterprises Based on Comprehensive Risk Management

Control environment is an important foundation for the internal control of whole process. Covering
corporate governance structure, management organizational structure and other aspects; risk warning
and assessment is an important part of risk management, including process of the establishment of
objectives, identify risks, assessment, control arrangements and so on. Control activities as an important
means, which cover business like experience in business process, financial activities, and other business
to achieve normative process and biodegradable targets; information and communication is an important
condition for internal control, the key is to establish the communication channels and ensure the safety
and reliability of information systems; Internal supervision is an important guarantee of internal control,
through continuous monitoring and Independent assessment to achieve the supervision goals.
(3) Internal control of the Omni-directional
Establish a comprehensive internal control mechanism, the first is the establishment of control
mechanism about production, marketing, research and development, purchasing, quality and cost within
the enterprise, Secondly, understand the political and economic environment outside the enterprise, and
other external environment like competitors, market conditions, technology development and so on,
through the Combination of internal and external, create the "internal control effect", and ultimately
achieve economic efficiency to improve product quality and reduce the cost.
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Figure3

Internal Control of the Omni-directional in Small and Medium Manufacturing Enterprises Based on
Comprehensive Risk Management

3.2 Implementation Strategy
In order to promote the effective implementation of internal control system Based on
comprehensive risk management, we propose the following suggestions:
(1) Enhance leaders’ awareness of the comprehensive risk management
In order to strengthen business leaders’ overall risk management awareness, the first is to improve
management team’s risk management concept, conduct study and training about cutting-edge
knowledge of the internal control. Secondly, in the development of the relevant provisions of internal
control, we must clear the business leaders’ responsibility, to enable all staff work together to perform
the requirements of internal control and promote the sound development of internal control.
(2)Foster good corporate culture, optimize the internal control environment
Healthy corporate culture can play a positive impact of the internal control. Small and medium
sized manufacturing enterprises should establish a comprehensive risk management concept, and
establish “the whole staff, the entire process, the Omni-directional” internal control culture, and strive to
create risk awareness from the decision-making to the general staff which throughout the enterprise, to
radically improve the internal control environment.
(3) Construction of rational organization
The organization structure should be clear authority and responsibilities of work of various
departments and positions, while the incentive and restrictive mechanism aids, while establish Incentive
and restraint mechanisms, rules of democratic management, transparent decision-making process,
rigorous and efficient execution system and sound and effective monitoring system. To ensure the
effective implementation of internal control mechanism, companies can set up a special internal
authority department to implement the internal control responsibilities, thus to provide a guarantee for
the smooth implementation of internal control on function.
（4）Establish a sound system
Establishment of a sound internal control system based on comprehensive risk management is the
guarantee of small and medium manufacturing enterprises’ internal control. Improve the enterprise
system start from the following: First, improve enterprise-wide risk management system to help
managers prevent corporate financial and other risks. Second, establish a sound system of internal check.
Need to establish internal containment systems are: the internal audit system, financial approval
authority, signature combination system, the analysis of costing and financial accounting system. Third,
regulate the construction of business process. Small and medium sized manufacturing enterprises should
sort out every aspects of the business and use unified process specification to draw flowchart. And make
the key Process Management as Important indicator of performance evaluation.

4 Conclusion
This paper analyzes the small and medium manufacturing enterprises internal control and risk
management status, Constructs small and medium manufacturing enterprises internal control frame
based on comprehensive risk management, and puts forward proposals to promote its effective
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implementation. The deficiency of this article is that it does not give some relevant case studies about
corporate internal control management.
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Abstract: With the analysis of components and categories, management mode, forms of organization
and current problems of assets of colleges and universities, this paper urges that it is the trend for
colleges and universities to carry out the value management policy for the improvement of cost
efficiency. It is also the requirement for the improvement of management of colleges and universities
and efficiency of assets management. The transforming from physical management to value
management makes the new trend of assets time-space management in colleges and universities based
on the value management come into being. This paper constructs physical assets management diagram
of three dimensions of value, time and space in colleges and universities and explains respectively. It
puts forward the conclusion that colleges and universities can carry out assets time-space management
with the construction of visualization system in assets management in colleges and universities.
Key words: Colleges and universities; Assets management; Physical management; Value management;
Time-space management

1 Introduction
1.1 Components and categories of colleges and universities assets
Colleges and Universities assets possess attributes and features of general assets. According to the
Article 29 of Colleges and Universities Financial Regulations put forward by the China Ministry of
Finance and the China Ministry of Education in 1997, “Colleges and Universities assets refer to all the
economic resources possessed and used by colleges and universities, and they are legally recognized as
state-owned assets that can be calculated with currency. Colleges and Universities assets consist of all
property, bonds and other rights.” They specifically include intangible assets, fixed assets, current assets
and foreign investments, etc.
There are both broad and narrow senses of state-owned Colleges and Universities assets. In the
narrow sense, they refer to state-invested fixed assets, low-value consumption goods and materials; in
the broad sense, besides, they also include intellectual property rights, scientific research achievements,
current assets, deferred assets and long-term investments. They are shown in the following Figure 1.
1.2 Typical assets management mode in colleges and universities
In accordance with the current system and mechanism of colleges and universities assets
management in China, there are mainly three typical management modes (Wang Fengying, 2008).
1) Mode of unified direction and centralized management
This mode is usually employed in colleges and universities of small-sized scale assets. It refers
that under the leadership of the principal, assets are managed with unified policy and system as well as
unified resource assignment. There is no assets management institution at all. The leadership and
command of management are centralized to the leaders of each level. This mode of management has the
features of convenient conducting, unified commanding, unobstructed informing and instant feedback.
As this kind of management power and functionality are only centralized to principal, it might affect the
initiative of each basic unit in the college or university. What’s more, it may make major leaders of the
college or university indulges in the daily affairs of heavy burden and they have no time in thinking
assets management deeply and profoundly.
2) Mode of unified direction and classified management
This mode is suitable for colleges and universities with less assets categories and middle-sized
scale. It focuses on the assets categories, and assigns them to each functional department to implement
specified management. Each specified department implement power of command and management
within its designated assets category. This kind of mode has the advantages of relatively simplified
management contents, clarified specification of each department, relatively small-sized administrative
staff, and attentive division head research. It has the features of drawing up management policy and
solving practical problems in the work. However, it also has the disadvantages of too many leading
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levels, over-specified functions, split command, late feedback, more conflicts of interests, and
inharmonious relations in department and so on. These may bring about passive position of unattended
and over-attended management.
3) Mode of unified direction and grading management
This mode is usually employed by large-scale colleges and universities. It is used to carry out
grading levels of management based on assets possessing and using units, and make clear of assets
management function of each level. As it specifies and delegates power of assets management, it has the
features of lightening burdens of management department and beneficial to construct responsibility
system and urge initiative of staff of each level. However, it also has disadvantages of over-attentive
administrative staff, unclear division, conflicting evasiveness, late feedback and reduced work efficiency
after adding managing levels.

Current
assets

State-owned
assets of public
institutions in
colleges and
universities

Fixed
assets

Intangible
assets

Currency
Bank deposits
Account receivable and
suspense payment
Inventory
Project in research
Product in progress

Fuel
Packing materials
Low-value consumption goods
and materials
Scientific research product
Various materials

Housing and building
Dedicated facility
General facility
Samples, cultural relics and exhibits
Books
Other fixed assets
Patent right
Trademark right
Trademark right
Land-use right
Non-patented technology
Goodwill
Other property rights

Foreign investments
Other assets
Figure 1 Category of Colleges and Universities Assets

1.3 Forms of organization of assets management in colleges and universities
Nowadays, the scale of each college and university and the management mode, to a considerable
extent, have impact on forms of organization of assets management. Generally, corresponding forms of
organization are chosen on the basis of assets forms (Zhong Liangfeng, 2008).
As for currency assets, there are three forms of management organization: unified calculation by
financial department of specified level management, two-stage calculation by financial department of
specified level management and unified calculation and management by financial department.
As for tangible assets and intangible assets, there are four forms of management organization:
graded indirect management by independent assets management department, graded direct management
by independent assets management department, direct management by independent assets management
department and direct management by financial department. Though there are differences in
management modes and forms of organization in each college and university, management principle and
manipulating methods are nearly the same in routine work of assets management.
Assets management in colleges and universities is becoming more and more important in the
transition process from planned economy to socialist market economy. According to the on-line survey
of 72 universities of the Ministry of Education on January, 2010, by the author, 54 of them have set
assets management department, in which 37 universities, including Beijing Normal University,
North-East University, and Fudan University, call the department assets management office. 21 of them
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set this management office with title of stated-owned assets. Although titles are different, the assets
management consciousness is strengthened day by day. According to the survey, Jilin University covers
the most comprehensive state-owned assets management range, which includes fixed management like
instrument management, housing property management and intangible assets management.
Nowadays, a lot of colleges and universities have set up institutions specialized in state-owned
assets management from the actual conditions and the above mentioned forms of organization of
state-owned assets management, which are responsible for the state-owned assets management of the
entire college or university.
1.4 Problems in assets management in colleges and universities
Colleges and Universities in China have obtained obvious progress in Assets Management with
several years of efforts and practice. However, as it is a very complicated systematic project that covers
a wide range, achievements of assets management could hardly be compared with assets management in
commercial enterprises. In fact, many aspects of assets management could not adapt to development of
new trend. Thus, there exist weak points and common problems at different levels.
1) On the aspect of fixed assets management, management concepts in colleges and universities
lag behind and it is in need of improvement. Usually, attention is put more on increment management,
currency management, rule-based financial management, but less on inventory management, assets
management and assets performance management (An Xiumei, 2005). What’s more, there are also
problems like unsound assets management system, lagging assets management methods, unreasonable
assets assignment, unreal assets calculation, serious assets waste, incompetent assets management
regulation, low efficiency of assets in use, weak management in transition from non-business assets
management to business assets management, etc.
2) On the aspect of intangible assets management, attention is put more on tangible assets than
that on intangible assets. Furthermore, intangible assets flow away and situation of tort of right are
serious. Conversion rate of scientific achievement is very low, and there is not a proper human resources
management in intangible management.
3) On the aspect of business assets management, the consciousness of copyright is so weak that
there is no powerful supervision and control. Moreover, there is no systematic asset and capital
verification and valuation and lacks scientific policy in business assets.

2 Physical Management of Assets
As the impact of planned economy, Chinese assets management in colleges and universities are
mainly in physical management in the long run of the past. The so-called physical management of assets
is about the management of whether physical materials exist or not. If physical materials exist in the
assets check, then assets are responsibly controlled and managed. Obviously, this kind of management
method ignores measurement of assets value and cost efficiency, which definitely leads to the situation
that each department mainly cares about owning assets to the largest extent, and criticizes the power of
department, while there is no caring about cost efficiency of assets, valuation or assessment (Zhu
Zhigang, 1996).
With the adjustment of domestic policy, dedication to education by government has increased
gradually. Assets in colleges and universities are extending in both scale and amount. However, China
puts forward the policy of Institutions Interim Measures for the State-owned Assets Management, which
has given definite regulation and requirement to assets management in colleges and universities.
Contribution of assets in colleges and universities is mainly in teaching assisting, scientific research,
administrative management and logistics, etc. Physical management of assets is mainly in four aspects
of purchasing, accepting, using and disposal. From the operating angle of assets management, each links
is so important that it should execute system and regulation of country and college or university itself,
and improve the physical management of assets in colleges and universities day by day (Wang Guixia,
1999).
2.1 Assets purchasing management
Colleges and universities should make the plan and spending based on the practical need and
financial status so as to avoid repeat purchasing, and use government procurement and bid inviting to
get the best cost performance ratio.
2.2 Assets accepting management
Assets’ accepting is a significant link in physical assets management. Assets department in colleges
and universities should focus on both quantity and quality. Panel of experts is needed in checking and
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accepting large-scale and valuable equipment. No acceptance and application will be given to equipment
not conforming to quality standard and requirements to purchasing documents.
2.3 Assets using management
A large amount of assets in colleges and universities are plant and equipments, among which the
most expensive separate assets are housing and building. On the using of assets, it requires to establish
assigning or possessing standard and management regulation. As for housing and building, colleges and
universities may draw up different house-using regulation based on the different specification of
departments of teaching assisting, administrative management and logistics, and they may assign office
housing on the basis of formulation and characteristics of departments. As for plant and equipments,
categorize them in different qualities and functions: office equipments are arranged and maintained on
regulation of staff; teaching equipments are arranged and maintained on number of students and using
frequency; experiment equipments are arranged and maintained on the working amount of teaching and
scientific research. With periodic review and maintenance to assets, colleges and universities can know
current situation of using of assets.
2.4 Assets disposal management
The life expectancy of assets should report for approval in accordance with related rules of country,
practical using situation and defined authority. Assets proposal includes assets roll-out, assets write-off
and assets selling. Colleges and universities should set up assets proposal examining group to check and
appraise assets needing to be proposed in each department. It also designates assets needing to be
written off. After writing off on regulation, assets are arranged to physical writing off proposal and the
salvage value will be drawn back.

3 Value Management of Assets
Although physical assets management requires colleges and universities to set up general accounts,
sub-accounts and subsidiary accounts as well as assets card, makes the accounts conform to card and
physical materials with assets check and inventory, i.e. all physical materials have their own masters, so
as to avoid flowing away of assets, physical management could not reflect true value and current using
situation and intangible wear and tear of assets. Thus, value management is needed in making up
drawbacks in physical management.
Value management in colleges and universities means to make everyone know the value of assets
and be responsible for the value. Assets management department should master the trend of assets in
value management, and be competent in making scientific decision on value transferring and changing
so as to optimize assets structure. It is inevitable to carry out value management in improving assets
using efficiency, in improving teaching efficiency and in obtaining higher level and efficiency in assets
management in colleges and universities.
3.1 Serve high efficient platform for assets value management with network and information
technique
Colleges and universities can apply to computer technique to establish a set of online assets
management system on campus network. After being checked and accepted to the storage, the system
comes out with assets card and subsidiary accounts automatically and classifies and gathers the data on
the assets categories. Assets management department can access to the data on campus network to check
accounts so as to make the conformity to accounts and accounts card, which is both saving time and
energy as well as accurate.
3.2 Raise benefit accounting standard of assets value management with business assets
depreciation mode
Nowadays, colleges and universities are running under market economic system and the assets
value changes continuously in inner market economic rules (Yan Weidong, 2008). Although according
to the rules of the policy of Institutions Interim Measures for the State-owned Assets Management, it is
not necessary to take depreciation into account, the calculating of teaching cost and efficiency are quite
significant. Assets management department can take the mode in business and enterprise to collect
suppositional depreciation from different departments in various classes, values and qualities. Thus, it
can be used to make assessment and valuation to assets of each department and then motivate staff
initiative and usage efficiency.
3.3 Promote the analysis of assets efficiency with assets value management
Assets management department in colleges and universities should make assessment and valuation
to assets value management periodically. Although the aim system could not be compared with that of
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companies and enterprises, the data can be used to value social benefits in employing assets in teaching
and economic benefits. It can also be used to check the merits and drawbacks, which may become the
reference to improve management and promote efficiency.

4 Time-space Management of Assets
The author holds that time-space management of assets is a new shape after the transition from
physical management to value management. Time-space management consists of two aspects: one is
that it has both physical management and suppositional value management; the other is that it covers
time and space management of assets. The time covers the entire life circle of assets, and the space
covers the position, distribution and attribute of assets in the change of the entire life circle. Time-space
management is based on the physical management and value management. If the physical assets were a
space container, and value was a dimension, then time and space should be the second and the third
dimension of assets respectively. This is shown in the following Figure 2:
In the three-dimension space of physical assets, value management is on the basis of account
managing and takes notes of the change of value forms in the entire life circle. It is affected by time
dimension and space dimension and also by assets devaluation of technological progress and other
extrinsic factors as well.
Space management

Time management

Value management

Figure 2

Diagram of Three-dimension Management of Physical Assets

Time management refers to the entire life circle of assets. It includes processes of purchasing,
distribution, using, operating and maintaining and final scrapping. Life circle of assets can be divided
into four stages: design/ model selection, purchasing/ logistics, operating/ maintaining and follow-up/
evaluation. It is shown in the following Figure 3:
Scrapping
Repair

Evaluation

Check/detect
Operating/maintaining
Application
Fixed
supplies

Follow-up/evaluation Feedback

Entire life circle of assets
Delivery Purchasing/logistics
Storage
Transportation
Purchasing

Business
development

Design/model-selection Design
Model selection

Check decision

Figure 3

Mode of Entire Life Circle of Assets (Zhen Ping, 2006)

Space management refers to the change of geographical position of assets, which impacts the shape
of value and the life circle. That is to say, when the place, site or affiliation and other special attributes
of assets change, the corresponding book value and life circle change accordingly. For instance, a piece
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of equipment in A school can not start up for not being used for a long time. As for value management
and time management, it stays at the lowest position. When the equipment is transferred to B school
after reparation and it works normally, the value management and time management then return to the
original position.

5 Conclusion
5.1 Time-space management of assets is a new shape of assets management
Time-space management is a new trend of management after the transition from physical
management to value management of assets.
5.2 Construct visualization system for assets management and fulfill time-space assets
management
With the combination of assets management information system and geographic information
system and its ability in managing and analyzing special attributes, colleges and universities can
establish three-dimension visualization system for assets management and fulfill time-space assets
management and finally enhance efficiency of assets management.
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Abstract: Green Management (GM) is the new focus of the researches in theory and practices within
the enterprise management field. On the basis of previous studies and combined with the actual situation
in small and medium-sized manufacturing enterprise (SMEs) of Zhejiang Province, this paper analyzed
the dynamic mechanism of Green Management by contingency theory. Also, authors discussed about the
path of Green Management in SMEs from the both perspectives of the government and the enterprises.
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1 Introduction
Manufacturing brings human wealth and material civilization, but also brings serious
environmental damage, resources shortage and some other series of problems. So, from 1960s, the voice
of green management is louder and louder. In this context, on the one hand, the government for the
enterprise green management made many positive and practical efforts. On the other hand, enterprise
also began to try to green management as strategic tools to gain a competitive advantage [1]. This
sparked much green management theory and the practice exploration. In Carson and Moulden’s book
“Green is Gold：Business Talking To Business About The Environmental Revolution” (1991), there are
some introduction of how the story of North America's world famous company reduce pollution,
provide green products, create green management typical case of miracle and legend. And put forward
the theory “The green management is the better management” . Porter and some others pointed out that
if proper environmental standards lead to enterprise innovation and can more efficient use of raw
materials and energy resources, reduce costs, enhance product value, and the industry will be more
competitive. Also, it could solve the deadlock between environmental protection and competitiveness [2].
In 1996, ISO launched the ISO14000 series environmental management standard; promote green
management theoretical research and practical activities to become more active. Besides, many scholars
are researching on the motivation of enterprise green management from several perspectives. Welford
deem that consumer pressure, ethics, rigorous legal and potential cost savings drive enterprise to be
engaged in environmental concerns [3]. Hu Meiqing indicates that empirical studies have found that the
legality, ecological responsibility, resources, and competitiveness are the main motivations to realize
green management initiatively [4].
But from the results view, SMEs green management approaches are not consistent: some have
proactive implementation, and also some have passive implement. Why? How is the dynamic
mechanism of enterprise green management? This article attempts to use contingency theory to research
dynamic mechanism and path of green management, combined with the actual SMEs in Zhejiang
Province.

2 The Analysis for Dynamic Mechanism of Green Management in SMEs
Contingency theory is one of the theories of management sprouted in the early 1960s, the basic
point of which is that the management methods used by enterprises base on external environment and
internal conditions of the enterprise. The core content of contingency theory is a study on the
relationships between environment variables (independent variables) and management functional
variables (dependent variable), which is called the contingent relationships. Since the business
environment is very complex, it is a function of many variables as follows:
y = f ( X 1 , X 2 ," , X n )
Where y refers to management methods, X 1 , X 2 ," , X n refer to related environment variables.
Contingency theory pays close attention to that which environmental variables influence management
behavior, and how the different environment variables to manage behavior. Applied with the theories
discussed above, Green management behavior, considered as a dependent variable, varies with market
demand, governmental action, competitor, the social credit theory, business goals, and some other
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variables, which is the result of various environmental factors.
2.1 Green consumption demand pulling power
Consumers will have a strong sense of exclusion on the enterprises which neglect of environmental
protection and in the subconscious will give priority to those products produced by the enterprises
dedicated to environmental protection. Drumwright’s research also showed that 80% consumers in
America are willing to pay more for environmentally friendly products [5]. This radical changing of
consumption and the formation of the green consumer market will guide SMEs to combine conserve
resources, protect the environment concept into production and operating process, implementing green
management.
2.2 The government behavior guidance
Usually the Government will guide and urge enterprises to implement green management by laws
and regulations, policies, in recognition of outstanding and other means. For instance, through
legislative and enforcement, government forces punishment manufacturing enterprise excessive using
resources, polluting environment, damaging consumer health, non-green manufacturing behaviors; they
also develop and implement related policies to give tax offers right for the enterprises which actively
adopt of advanced environmental protection equipment, clean energy, and implement recycling
resources, or "green subsidies", or procurement favored; government functions sector recurrent to carry
out some green enterprise construction excellent appraisal activities.
2.3 The promotion of the international community "green movement" wave
In the beginning of its founding, the world trade organization established the trade and
environment committee, which will trade and environmental protection policy linked with sustainable
development, as a priority of the world trade organization. In order to protect its environment, natural
resources and people's health, developed countries lifted green waves constantly, and making a series of
strictly by the environmental protection standards for goods imported under strict limit, such as green
packaging system, green technology standards, green environment mark, green tariffs and so on. In 1996,
the International Standards Organization (ISO) launched ISO14000 Environmental Management
Standard, which attached series attention by the international society. At present, there have been more
than 200 countries and regions that introduced and pushed the standard.
2.4 The inherent requirement of enterprise sustainable development
With the increasingly fierce market competition, persistently rising of labor costs and the prices of
raw materials, the profit space of SMEs is less and less. The implementation of the green management
can not only make enterprise save cost and obtain high added value of green products, namely get
considerable green profits, but also strive for to the policy from the government subsidies, namely get
"policy returns" of green management. In addition, in the current "green economy" time, the evaluation
and approval of social enterprise not only depends on whether it can provide inexpensive and
high-quality products and service, but more concern for whether enterprises can provide consumers with
green products, social economical utilization resources, recycle waste system and the attention to
environmental protection, etc. Thus, for SMEs, only if develop with saving energy to reducing
consumption and protecting the environment as the main line of green management, can they make itself
improve the initiative development ability and a sustainable competitive advantage in the increasingly
fierce competition.

3 Discuss of SMEs to Carry Out the Green Management Path
3.1 The government perspective
3.1.1 Government management system to realize the transformation of the green
The government should take economic, social and ecological comprehensive coordination
development as the goal. By building of green management system, the green laws and regulations and
policies, the governments conduct public management activities and urge enterprise to implement green
management. Specifically, first of all, we shall establish a special legal laws and regulations, and
promote SMEs in accordance with the manufacturing of clean production. Secondly, we shall branch
lines of business establishment of a scientific energy conservation and emission reduction, and clean
production of green standard system to avoid "one size fits all" for SMEs by the unfair treatment.
Moreover, we shall organize finance, audit organization and tax departments as soon as possible to carry
on joint research involved in the content of the green accounting listed in the accounting elements. Last
but not least, we shall set to report the prize to regulate the enterprise production activities, which can
give full play to the populace to supervise role.
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3.1.2 Cultivate and strengthen public awareness of the green consumption
The public green consumption determines consciousness green demand of the size of the market.
At the same time, it also can form powerful social pressure of public opinion, which can urge enterprises
to enhance social responsibility. However, on the whole, it says that the real green consumption groups
also have not been formed, especially in the vast rural areas. Because of the consumers' weak sense of
environmental protection and green consumption, and of the information asymmetry of producers and
consumers, consumers is insufficient cognitive about the harm to human health and the pollution to the
environment caused during the using of many products and disposition process. Instead, sometimes low
price is more attractive, which limits the market capacity of green products and makes a lot of enterprise
prefer to pursuit short-term interests rather than insist on the green management.
3.1.3 Efforts to increase financial support to the green management enterprise
If enterprises want to implement green management, they have to invest the development of green
products, green technology, improvement of related equipment and facilities, staff training, the
establishment of green repository and so on. So, for SMEs, financial weakness is bound to become the
great obstacles to implementing green management. For this reason, the government should intensify the
financial support to the enterprises which implement green management. For example, under the
background of the current increasingly tightening of monetary policy, the government can consider
establishing some platforms to SMEs and banks on financing activities, and provide direct financing
channels for the enterprises implemented green management; do some preferential loan policies for
those green industries with high technical content, deep processing, larger product added value; establish
environmental information database and the green management talent cultivation system by the
government. Searched experiences of western developed countries, the government financial support
plays an important role in green management.
3.1.4 Strengthen the organizations to the development on the key technology
Technology innovation can effectively curb the increased cost of green. But to most of the SMEs at
present, green technology development capability is not strong. What’s more, the factors such as the
long development period of green technology, high fees, the big uncertainties of market demand cause
that the green technology development innovation is not so active, the lack of green technology. Thus,
these impede the implementation of green management and require our government to organize a wide
range of scientific and technological forces to solve the problem. We can establish specialized research
institutions of green technology based on different sectors to research on key technologies and common
technologies and compensate the defect of green technology development capability: either
commissioned some universities to establish research center for green technology, or combine the
environmental protection sector, industry, universities and research institutes to form the green
production technology development agencies.
3.2 Perspectives of the enterprises
3.2.1 Change the managers’ business philosophy
Compared with the big companies, the managers of SMEs which are paid less attentions by public
don’t have so much green management consciousness and also lack of understanding of the green
management. Shown in detail, although some enterprises are to “use green manufacturing and offer
green products” as the business purpose, they still use the old management model. And there still exist
some enterprises was driven by others such that green management measures are quite arbitrary and the
managers cannot reach their own goals, which is called the “slogan” or “follow suit”. Therefore, the
managers of SMEs must enforce changing principle of management and implementing the green
philosophy into the enterprises managements to guarantee reducing or eliminating the pollution during
design and manufacture process and to realize the transformation from "controlling end" to "controlling
full-process".
3.2.2 Active construction of enterprise internal green management system
Enterprise green management system includes all management system and management activities
that benefit enterprises from developing the green production and business operation activities. SMEs
management system and management activities are not as normative as large enterprise, so they should
establish a new internal green management system in main purpose of reducing and recycling fuel
energy during the production process. Secondly, according to the specific situation of the enterprise
itself and the ISO14000 demands, they need either set up the environment management system alone, or
combine the environmental management contents into the quality management system. The enterprises
must be strict to all the steps including product design, material purchase, manufacture process, finished
products, use and setup and disposal after using. Also, the enterprises should play an active part and try
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to pass ISO14000 certification to get green pass of the international market, eliminate green barriers.
3.2.3 To strengthen the cooperation of enterprises
Because of the limited resources, SMEs should break the original idea of "do it ourselves" and
develop the cooperation between the enterprises and communication actively, which can give enterprises
more green management information and technical support to realize a win-win situation. At present, the
joint between SMEs is mainly the form of enterprise clusters. The core of enterprise clusters is the
complementary between enterprise and enterprise and other agencies. On the basis of cooperation to
develop green technology, this contact and complementary to each other is very helpful to the SMEs in
the manufacturing industry to fight the resources, environment and other aspects of the growing pressure.
In addition, SMEs should strengthen the cooperation of large enterprises actively, share the experience
and technical advantage of large enterprise green management and improve the level and ability of green
management.

4 Conclusion
The 21st century will be a green ecological civilization century. For the purpose of the human
society sustainable development, green management will become the basic way to realize the
sustainable development of the enterprise. At present, the forces from the government, market, social
reputation theory, competitors, the enterprise itself and other aspects are promoting the small and
medium manufacturing enterprises to carry out the green management. However, there are still many
environmental factors, which are against the implement green management of small and medium
manufacturing enterprises. Therefore, also we need the active action of government. At the same time, it
is more important for the enterprises to consciously practice and to work together to achieve the win-win
road of enterprise and social sustainable development.
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Abstract: China is facing various kinds of public crisis in its transition period. Food safety crisis is the
most important one among these public risks. The food safety issue in China is very serious and needs
an instant solution. This paper analyzed current existing problems in food safety control and the
difference compared with foreign countries’ food safety control, purposed solutions to China’s food
safety control, and concluded that food safety control is a systematic problem. It can be solved only
under the effort and public governance of government, enterprises and society. To create a safe and
harmony living environment for consumers, we should legislate in food safety crime, build up a market
regulatory system of group prevention, speed up China's food safety standards system building and
encourage food manufacturers to demonstrate their social responsibility.
Key words: Food safety; Control solutions; Solution analysis

1 Introduction
Food safety refers to “food which is non-toxic, harmless, meets nutrients requirements and does
not cause any acute, subacute or chronic hazards to human health.”[1] Food safety is not
just manufacturers’ problem, but a social problem; food safety is not just one country's problem, but
a global problem.
In recent years, frequent outbreaks of food safety and quality incidents happened in China and
many other countries. The EU's “BSE beef” incident, the British “Sudan” incident, Japan's “Snow Brand
Milk Products’ Staphylococcus aureus food poisoning” incident, Taiwan's “plasticizing agent” incident
and China’s “Sanlu milk powder” incident, “Clenbuterol” incident, “waste oil” incident etc., are direct
threats to people's lives, caused panic among consumers and attracted close attention of the public.
Safety is the primary concern in food. Food safety is almost the major livelihood issues in China’s
innovative society management. However, the current situation is that while the old food safety incident
has not been completely resolved, the new food safety incidents begin to emerge; this suggests that the
food safety problem is caused by many factors. We need to build a new food safety control model in
multi-dimensional perspective to break the dilemma.
In the research of food safety control, scholars have different point of views. Hussain and Salman
(2006) studied the system failure brought by the current trend of co-regulation and self-control potential
in food market system, proposed solutions based on market economics for the food problem. [2]Trygve
Ugland and Frode Veggeland (2006) analyzed cross-sectoral cross-sectoral food safety
policy integration in three periods of the EU’s history, suggested that the result of internal policies
integration will affect the efficiency of cross-sectoral policy integration. [3] Liu Ning (2006) started
from the theory of social regulation, used the economics methods to analyze food market’s externalities
and information asymmetry caused by market failures, suggested that when the market itself cannot
solve the problem, the Government must regulate it. [4] Wang Hu and Li Changjian (2008) started from
the relevant interest groups’ opposition and conflict, suggested that because of China's government-led
food safety control ignored the food security of conflict between interest groups and coordination
mechanisms, many limitations can be seen from this model, a new kind of multi-interests-oriented food
safety control model should be constructed. [5] Mo Lalin and Zhang Zhichao (2010) started from the
practical needs, carefully analyzed food industry based on economic laws, proposed that to comply with
rules of market economy, the government, manufacturers, consumers and social sectors should work
together to solve the current food safety issues. [6] This paper, analyzed food safety control model for
the future in an innovative society management framework, which relies on the government, market and
the third social sector to solve food safety problems.

2 Current Shortcomings and Problems of China’s Food Safety
What can we eat now? This is the question people ask today. Food safety as a global issue mainly
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shows in the following five aspects in China:
2.1 Responsibility of regulatory is dispersed
In the aspect of monitoring, food safety related to raw material production, processing, distribution,
sales and other procedures, each procedure also involves various government sectors such as Agriculture,
Industry and Commerce, Taxation, Food Supervision and Management etc., it is difficult to form
seamless connection of the whole food chain "from the farm to the table ", this will lead to fragmented
food safety management and poor communication. Muti-department monitoring on food safety led to
duplication of testing in some areas and no test in some other areas, even loophole or "vacuum" in
monitoring, and the responsibilities of various departments are not clear. Many sectors’ working
mechanisms no longer meet the needs of the community. Supervision and management not in place, the
food safety standards coordination mechanism are not perfect and not enough enforcement of laws are
important causes of food safety issues.
2.2 Potential risks in food raw materials, production and circulation
In the food raw materials aspect, planting, cultivation areas have illegal use of chemical fertilizers,
pesticides, veterinary drugs and illegal use of banned substances, the food chain from farm to table is
seriously polluted, such as the Clenbuterol incident.
In the production aspect, illegal food production and food processing result in the production
companies failed to operate in strict accordance with technical requirements, lead to serious pollution of
food raw materials, over-excessive additives, not complete kill of microorganisms, which cause
pathogenic microorganisms residue in food or decay happen during production or storage, such as the
"Poisonous Xuewang " incident.
In the new food technology and application of new resources aspect, application of new materials,
new technologies and new procedures bring new food safety challenges, such as genetically modified
foods, enzymes and new food packaging materials.
In the circulation aspect, which is currently in disorder, that food storage, freight and container
cannot meet standards, many qualified products become substandard products in circulation, and some
even become rotten.
2.3 Existing problems in China's food safety system
Overall levels of Standards are low. Some standard limits are lower and have large gaps compared
with CAC (Codex Alimentarius Commission Codex Alimentarius Commission) standards. For example,
the limits of lead (Pb) in Chinese standards are generally lower than the standard level of CAC, CAC
CODEX STAN230-2001 "lead limit" in the wine shall not exceed 0.2 mg / l, in liquid milk no more than
0.02 mg / l, in baby food no more than 0.02 mg / kg; the corresponding Chinese standard limits are 0.5
mg / l (wine), 0.2 mg / l (liquid milk), 0.5 mg / kg (infant formula).
Content inconsistence in the standards. For example, GB16321-2003 "lactic acid bacteria beverage
health standards" provisions lead not exceed December 2010 China's food safety system management
requirements of 10.05 mg / l, and QB1554-1992 "lactic acid bacteria beverage," provides that lead not
exceed 1.0 mg / liter.
Missing of important standards. Some important areas have not yet to develop national standards.
For example, for residues of veterinary drugs in food only have industry standard but no standard
national standards; several important categories on the food industry (such as dairy products, beverages,
etc.) have not yet developed specific practices (Good Manufacturing Practice GMP) [7].
2.4 Lack of corporate social responsibility
China's traditional culture treats agriculture as a more important industry compared with business.
Influenced by traditional culture, enterprises’ only goal is maximize profit and economic benefits. As a
for-profit organization, such a goal has nothing to blame, However, if the ultimate goal is only to
maximize profit, it is easy to neglect long-term benefits and focus on short-term interests, resulting in
short-sighted behaviors. For example, use unqualified materials in production, do shoddy work and use
inferior material, sacrifice the interests of consumers in exchange for short-term excess profits. The
"melamine milk", "artificial honey" incidents occurred in recent years, are all consequences of
enterprises chasing short-term economic interests and neglecting the social responsibility.
2.5 Consumers have little consciousness in their rights, and the process to protect consumer rights
is hard to go through
Speaking from the awareness of rights protection, a survey showed that when food quality
problems occur, many consumers may not report and choose to be silent, only 20% of consumers faced
quality problems will claim compensations, which indirectly contributed to the arrogance of illegal food
producers. Of course, the weak awareness of consumer rights is because of difficulty in claim process,
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the low success rate and price paid is much greater than the cost to buy food. China's current food safety
laws and regulations are inadequate, have some shortcomings especially in dealing with the
responsibility of food safety perpetrators [8 9].

3 Comparative Analysis of Foreign Food Safety Control Mode
Due to different political, economic, social management mode in different countries, the modes
of their food safety management are not the same. Analysis of different country's food safety control
model and the characteristics has very important meaning for China to build and improve its food
safety control system.
3.1 Complete management system
Take the European Union for example: the EU's management system are formed by the vertical and
horizontal management control system between government or organizations: the vertical one is set up
by the supreme governing body of food safety and its affiliated various professional management
committee in its member states established by European Commission; horizontal management system is
constituted by a number of professional committees covering a comprehensive network system, such as
the Plant Health Standing Committee, Veterinary Standing Committee etc.
3.2 Strict market access and food inspection
Take Singapore for example: Singapore’s legal system pays a lot attention to food safety. The safety
standards for accreditation are very stringent. Since 2006, Singapore began to implement ISO22000
food safety standards for accreditation, became the first in Southeast Asia using ISO22000 food safety
management system. The new appraisal standards can enhance consumer confidence, and also help
improve the food industry’s overall competitiveness.
Singapore imports 90 percent of its food from abroad. Imported food is checked rigorously. Most of
the local inspection and quarantine of food and related enforcement are carried out by Agri-Food &
Veterinary Authority. Sometimes the National Environment Agency is also involved in some food safety
checks. To prevent and reduce the inflow of substandard food, AVA has enacted comprehensive and
rigorous inspection procedures. The first step is to check the farm or the production of food processing
plants to ensure that production meets the safety standards in Singapore. It can be said that AVA has
already begun the food safety identification work before the imported food being loaded in to
transportation vehicles.
3.3 Food safety management from the source
Japan's "food traceability system." Japan established "resume" for each product of its production,
processing, circulation and record its origin, use of pesticides and other information through electronic
records. Once problens occur, the reasons will be able to be quickly found by looking up records, this
can avoid processing situations in investigation.
UK’s "focus on prevention, early warning, rapid processing." UK established emergency response
mechanism in various aspects of the food chain, the food market, circulation and consumption segments
are all treated as sources for prevention and control; at the same time, food traceability and recall system
is also an important part of source governance which can control the spread of pollution as soon as
possible when accidents happen.
3.4 Important participation of the third sector of society
The third sectors of society (such as consumer associations, various food industry associations,
food quality testing associations, food certification associations, etc.) are the various non-governmental
organizations and public organizations between the government and business, are non-governmental and
public-good [10]. Consumers Association of Canada set up a "Food Safety Education Organization,"
provide consumers with information and knowledge on food safety through the Internet. Consumers can
report food safety problems via the Internet to the management, which effectively improved the safety
awareness of food production enterprises.

4 China's Food Safety Control Methods and Suggestions
Food safety is a systemic problem, so the solution path should also be systemic. The author
believes that:
4.1 Food safety control should use public control
In the food safety regulatory process, depending solely on the effort of government or market
cannot achieve good results. Only the government resources, social resources and market resources are
integrated and public governance model is carried out we can get the expected result. In the regulatory
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process, the government, food industry and community are all involved in economic activities. It is led
by government supervision, where community supervision is the main body and based on market
regulation to allocate proper food safety control authority, to achieve the relative system balance of
supply and demand, in order to reduce the cost of community supervision and maximize social welfare
[11].
4.2 Legislation on food safety control
To control food safety offenses, severe penalties should be used because food safety offenses are
indirect murder in a wide range. Chongqing Higher People's Court has issued an “Advice on the Trial of
Food and Drug Safety Cases”, said it would severely punish crimes which endanger food and drug
safety according to law, when the crime deserves the death penalty, should sentence to death
according to the law firmly. At the same time, the fine on food safety crime was increased, no amount
limit would be put on the fine, to curb the profiteering motives of crime and prevent recidivism. This is
just a local "opinion", the state should carry out regulations to severely punish crimes which endanger
food and drug safety.
4.3 Establish community prevention system
Establish a market monitoring service system, give full play to the role of the third sector and
mobilize community members to participate in investigation and supervision. Establish law enforcement
and local report departments to enhance the regulatory capacity. Spread the knowledge of food safety
and establish food safety prevention and control institutions within major food manufacture enterprises.
Build reporting system and give rewards to informants, protect the rights of informants.
4.4 Improve China's food safety standard system
China’s food safety standards system should learn from the practice of some foreign country, lead
by the National Standardization Management Committee and encourage producers to participate in
standard development, revision and implementation to achieve enterprise standardization.
Develop national standards and rules for special operations in important areas and industries as
soon as possible, such as national standards of veterinary drug residues in food; specific practice
standards for dairy products, beverages and others (GMP).
Conduct a comprehensive clean-up of the existing national and industry food standards. For
outdated standards, especially some national or industry food standards which are not in line with
technology and social development should be promptly abolished, and publish new standards which
meet both China’s situation and international standards (primarily ISO and CAC standards).
4.5 Continuously improve the social responsibility of food enterprises
Food enterprises’ corporate social responsibility bottom line is food safety, ensuring food safety is
the core feature of corporate social responsibility. Therefore, food companies must take the initiative to
strengthen their own sense of responsibility, take consumers' health and safety protection, social and
natural environment protection and improvement as the company's basic mission. Strengthen the
government and media’s supervision over food industry’s corporate social responsibility. Organize
government regulatory authorities’ functions and duties, build food safety regulatory system and
responsibility trace system under the principles of rights and responsibility in accordance, to
encourage food companies to effectively fulfill their corporate social responsibility.

5 Conclusions
In the transition period, China faces public crisis and risks one after another. Food safety crisis is
one of the most important public crises. Food safety issues should be a public health
problem. However, the recent outbreak of food safety crises generated "threat to the existence" making
the crisis become a hot topic in Innovative Society Management and a national primary problem to be
settled. Food safety management is a systemic problem. In order to create a safe and harmonious living
environment for consumers, we should expect three joint efforts of government, business
and social sectors, regulation of public food safety control, legislation on food safety crimes,
establishment of group prevention in market regulatory system to speed up China's food safety standard
system building, and vigorously promote food corporate social responsibility.
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Abstract: In recent years, the unconventional emergence incidents occurred frequently, which are
seriously harmful to people’s lives and property. So how to predict resource requirements after disasters
timely becomes an important issue. This paper presents an accurate prediction method based on CBR
and BP neural network. Firstly, a set of base cases of the emergency demand should be found out. Then
the law of emergency supplies base cases can be obtained according to BP neural network, at last, to
prove the value of the forecast method, the demand of goal case can be predicted by using the law.
Key words: Emergency supplies; Forecast; Case-based reasoning; BP neural network

1 Introduction
Recently, the unconventional emergence incident occurred frequently which is seriously harmful to
people’s lives and property. The researches of emergency supplies demand forecasting play an
important role in improving the emergency response effectiveness and minimizing the disaster losses.
Emergency supplies means once emergence incident occurs, the similar or alternative resources
which can be mobilized. Currently, many scholars have conducted studies to forecast the demand of
emergency supplies. Guo Ruipeng[1]combined the fuzzy reasoning with the case-based reasoning and
established the emergency supplies demand model according to the characteristics of the material
requirement. Lin Jianxin[2], who established the mathematical model to forecast the emergency transport
demand distribution problem, proposed an improved emergency transport demand curve function. Fu
Zhiyan[3] predicted the demand of emergency supplies using case-based reasoning model. Certain
contributions have been made from their studies.
In conclusion, now many scholars have done relevant researches of emergency supplies demand
forecasting from different angles. The emergency events are characteristic of non-routine, sudden, and
uncertainty; however, the previous research did not highlight these characters, so these methods are of
low practicality. This paper presents an accurate prediction method based on CBR and BP neural
network, and selects emergency supplies samples which are used in BP neural network training.
Because similar emergency supplies demand processes are bound to have similar demand law, first,
putting forward a set of based cases which are similar with the goal emergency supplies demand, then
finding out the demand law of based cases by using BP neural network, and finally apply the law to
predict the goal case of emergency demand.

2 Modeling
2.1 The framework of model
The framework of emergency supplies demand forecasting mainly consists of 3 modules:
1）Similar case retrieval module
2）Access to the law of demand module
3）Emergency supplies demand forecasting module
The function of module 1） is to identify one case which is similar to the goal case in the case
database; the function of module 2）is to gain the projective reconstruction between the characters of
emergency supplies and the demand; the function of module 3）is apply the law from module2） to
predict the demand of the goal case emergency supplies by entering the goal case character message into
the law.
2.2 Fundamentals Used in the Forecasting of Emergency Supplies Demand
2.2.1 CBR (Case-based reasoning)
∗
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CBR is kind of methodology which not only can imitate human reasoning and thought process, but
also can build intelligent computer systems. It can simulate thought processes of experts, such as
association, intuition, analogy, induction, learning and memory and so on, the core idea is that when
solving problem, previous experience and acquired knowledge of similar problems can be used to
reason the new case, and adjust the solution according to the differences of old and new, then the new
solution of the problem will become a new case. The new case can be added into the case database. As
the growth of the case database, the experience of the system will be more abundant.
This paper considers the emergency supplies demand as dependent variables. First of all, case
database of emergency supplies should be established. There are n cases, and suppose the number i case
is denoted by Ci（
, i =1，2，…n）,namely, the base case set is C, C=｛C1,C2,…,Cn｝. Therefore, assuming
that there are m characters, and they are highly associated with the demand of emergency supplies. The
character set is denoted by X, X=｛x1,x2,…,xm｝.
According to the different needs of emergency resources, demand for emergency supplies can be
divided into 3 categories, manpower needs, material needs, and financial needs. The demand of the goal
case is denoted by D.
Because similar emergency supplies demand always be based on the similar demand law, n similar
cases can be chose as training sample.
2.3 BP Neural Network
2.3.1 Network structure
BP neural network is a kind of error back propagation learning algorithm. It is composed of the
input layer, the hidden layer, output layer and the connections between different neurons, the layers of
neurons is connected by weights and thresholds.
BP neural network is used to create the mapping between emergency supplies demand and the
character parameters, thereby emergency supplies demand forecasting process can be solved by BP
neural network. The process of emergency supplies demand forecasting of BP neural network mainly
consists of 3 parts:
（1) Data collection, enter the historical demand data into case database
（2) Use emergency supplies character data and the corresponding demand data to train network.
（3) Apply the network training results to forecasting the demand of emergency supplies according
to the character parameters.
2.3.2 Mathematical Expression
BP neural network can be seen as a kind of nonlinear mapping from input to output, that is:

D : F n = F m , f ( x) = Y ,
For a sample set: input Xi∈Rn, output Yi∈Rm, then there exists a mapping.

g ( xi ) = yi (i = 1, 2,...n),
Now map f is requested, so in some sense (usually the number of least squares), f is the best
approximation of g. BP neural network is similar to complex function through several complex of
simple function.
BP learning algorithm is a very important and classical learning algorithm, which can be used to
achieve multilayer feed forward BP neural network weights adjustment [4]. The guiding ideology of the
network learning formula is that for the amendment of the network weights (wij,tli) and the threshold θ,
the error function E fall along the gradient direction. 3-BP network node is expressed as: input node xj,
hidden node yi, output node Ol, the network weight of input nodes and hidden nodes are wij, and hidden
nodes and output nodes are Tli. When the expected output of output nodes is Tl, the BP model formula
and its derivation is as follows:
(1)The formula of output Ol of output nodes
Input of input nodes: xj
Output of hidden nodes:

y = f (∑ j wij − θi )

(1)

Among them, the connection weights wij, the nodes thresholds θi,
Output of output nodes:

Oi = f (∑ i Tij yi − θi )

(2)
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Among them, the connection weights Tij, the nodes thresholds θl
（2）The correction formula of output layer (hidden nodes to output nodes) is the expected output
of output nodes Tl;
All of the sample error:

E = ∑ k −1 ek < ε

(3)

ek = ∑ k −1 ∑ i −1 t1( k ) − o1( k )

(4)

n

Among them, one sample error:
n

n

Among them, k is sample number; n is output nodes number.
Error formula:

δ l = (Tl − Ol )O(l − Ol )

(5)

Weights correction:

Tli (k + l ) = Tli (k ) + ηδ l yi

(6)
Which, k is the iteration number; η is the learning rate, η decides the changes which are produced in
each training cycle. And it is generally ranging from 0.01 to 0.8;
（3）Thresholds correction:

θl (k + l ) = θl (k ) + η ′δ l′

(7)

The correction formula of the hidden layer(input nodes to hidden nodes)
Error formula:

δ i′ = yi (1 − yi )∑ l δ iTli

(8)

wij (k + l ) = wij (k ) + η ′δ i′x j

(9)

Weights correction:

Thresholds correction:

θi (k + 1) = θ j (k ) + η ′δ i′

(10)

This algorithm is an iterative process, each round will adjust the weight again until the error of
expected output and calculated output is less than an allowable value. Then end the learning training,
build the model shown as Figure 1.
δl
δn
δ1
Input layer

T1i

Tli

Tni
Hidden layer

Figure 1

Back-propagation Diagram

3 Examples
3.1 Index Select
Taking the earthquake emergency supplies demand forecasting for example, there are 30 cases in
the case database shown as the Table 1, Ci,i=(1,2,…,30). Selecting the follow 4 chief characters of the
earthquake emergency supplies as the neurons of input layer, X=｛x1,x2,x3,x4｝=｛Magnitude, depth,
density of population, Number of affected people｝, and output is the demand of earthquake emergency
supplies. Taking Ci(i=1,2...,15) as learning sample set, and use X as simulation input of network to
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learning and train. Takeing Ci(i=16,17,...,30) as the test sample to examine the accuracy of neural
network learning, and compair the predicted values with the actual values until the errors are adjusted to
a certain range, then forecast the demand of earthquake emergency supplies using the trained network. 3
categories emergency resources demand are all converted by yuan.
Table 1
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
…
C30

x1

x2

(richter scale)

(Km)

6.0
6.1
5.5
5.0
5.0
…
5.2

Case Database
x3
(one person per Sq.Km)

10
18
6
6
6
…
10

76.11
81.43
240.97
166.7
48.18
…
414

x4

demand

(10 thousand)

(10 thousand yuan)

20
13.7
18
41
3.9
…
2.2

77
3843
1970
318
1268
…
1209

Selecting sigmoid function as the transfer function between the input layer and the hidden
layer ,and linear function between the hidden layer and output layer. There is only 1 hidden layer, and
the experiential number of hidden nodes is 7. Ficture 2 is the diagram of the 3-layer BP neural network
structure.
x1
x2
x3
O
x4
Input layer

Hidden layer
Figure 2

Output layer

3-layer BP Neural Network Structure Diagram

3.2 Training and Result Analysis
Using Matlab 7.0 to do BP neural network emulate training, and the max learning ratio is 0.3, the
minimum is 0.0. After 10000 iterative processes, the average error comes to the reasonable range, less
than 5%. Figure 3 is the network training parameter diagram.

Figure 3

Network Training Parameter SSW Diagram

Under this circumstance, Suppose D, XD= (7.3, 8, 24, 100). Emergency supplies demand of D can
be predicted. The predicted value is 3429, and the actual value is 3290, the error is 4.2%.

4 Conclusions
According to above analysis, the method of Forecasting Emergency Supplies Demand Based on the
CBR Theory and BP Neural Network is feasible; the error between the predicted value and the actual
value is under reasonable control. However, in order to make the forecasting more accuracy, the number
of the case should be greater, and then a more well law can be obtained.
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Abstract: Commercial bank exists in a complex and variable survival environment with the
characteristics of dynamic conductivity. Commercial bank needs to maintain its status quo to meet the
requirement of change in order to control its operational risk. This paper defines the conception of
operational risk conduction for commercial bank, and analyzes the flexible mechanism of operational
risk conduction for commercial bank, as well raises the flexible controlling strategies on operational risk
conduction for commercial bank to reduce the operational risk conduction.
Key words: Commercial Bank; Operational Risk Conduction; Risk Control; Flexible Ability

1 Introduction
On June, 2004, the Basel Banking Supervision Committee (BBSC) defined operational risk as a
result of inadequate or failed internal processes, in which people and systems lead to the risk of loss.
After that, researchers and practioners attempt to define operational risk from various perspective. Risk
Professional Association (RPS) states that the operational risk is a kind of risk associated with the
business operations, including the operation failure risk and the operation strategies risk in terms of
environmental change. Liu Chao argued that operational risk is inherent in commercial bank that
provides banking products and services for customers[1]. Fan and Yang Xiaoguang illustrated that
commercial banks operational risk is fluctuations of income or cash flow that is caused by inadequate
internal control system or control failure or other uncontrollable events[2]. Fei defined operational risk as
the failure of implementation caused by commercial bank employees because of their limited rationality
and irrational action[3].
Previous research were maily focused on controlling for operational risk of commercial banks
from separate aspects such as risk prevention and early warning, real-time control and feedback control.
Few scholars studied the dynamic conductivity of the risk from point of view of the ideological
flexibility. They think commercial banks control operational risk is rigid, and the control measures
emphases on the improvement of the system and IT support[4].
However, systems, processes and IT control will never be perfect, and the rigid management is a
extreme mechanized management methods, which cannot make organization and people play initiatively
and creatively. Importantly, commercial banks operational risk are dynamic conductive, carrier adhesive
and path dependent, which need the control methods to be flexible. Therefore, it is meaningful to apply
the flexible idea to control commercial banks operational risk in theory and practice.

2 Flexible Mechanism, Conduction Carriers and Paths of Commercial Bank
Operational Risk Conduction
2.1 Flexible mechanism of commercial bank operational risk conduction
As an open system, commercial bank's business activities, services and management capabilities
are always in a changing turbulent and unpredictable environment. Commercial banks achieve their
functions under the internal and external environment factors. In the process of their
evolution ,commercial banks exchange material, energy, information with their associated systems such
as central banks, other financial institutions and customers to form a network in which they enjoy
income and risk(as shown in figure 1).
In the network, once a node system or behavior produces operational risk, the risk will be
conducted through a specific carrier and a conductive path to commercial banks. The reasons why
commercial bank operational risk is dynamic conductivity are the followings: 1) the commercial
banking activities are in a constantly changing environment; 2) the limited rationality of commercial
bank staff behavior reveals; 3) the problem of asymmetric information or information variability exists
in the banking business. Also, scientific technology has negative effects.
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Based on these, it is necessary to define a conception about commercial banks operational risk
conduction. This paper refers to it as a process in which commercial banks operational risk will be
conducted inside the commercial bank or between commercial bank and related parties under the effect
of the risk source, through a certain carrier, along a certain path. Thus, commercial banks operational
risk conduction elements include: 1) Risk source, from which operational risk conduction arises; 2)
Operational risk conduction carriers, which are medium bearing the risk of commercial banks operating
conduction, including the staff of commercial banks, bank information, science and technology; 3) path
of risk conduction, which is the route or means depended by commercial banks operational risk, for
example, the inherent business processes of commercial banks.
Technology
Factors

Operational risk

Internal environment
Politic
Factors

Risk sources

Risk event

Operational risk

Society
Factors

……
Internal environment
Operational risk

Economy
Factors

Figure 2

Mechanism of Commercial Bank Operational Risk Conduction

Note: the arrows in the figure are for operational risk conduction path
2.2 Conduction carriers and paths of commercial bank operational risk conduction
2.2.1 Operational risk conduction path taking staffs as carrier
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A large number of commercial bank illegal cases illustrate staff in banks is the key factor leading to
operational risk, which is a major carrier in operational risk conduction. Dealing with banking business,
driven by the limited rationality constraints, such as basic professional ethical and psychological
imbalance, again with the subjective act, the bank's personnel inevitably leads to operational risk (as
shown on Figure 3. Moreover, the operational risk of the commercial banks is not only caused by insider,
but also outsider, which is the result of win-win. Employees within the bank would obtain a creating
efficiency result--a low-level punishment and a high-level income. Under the role of the broken window
effect, other people will imitate their action. Operational risk in the commercial banks will be conducted
taking staff as conduction carrier.
Irrational behavior

Insider breaking the law

Subjective behavior

Operational
risk

Outsider breaking the law
Figure 3

Personnel Path of Commercial Bank Operational Risk Conduction

2.2.2 Operational risk conduction path taking information as carrier
When commercial banks deal with their business relationships, there exist principal-agent problem.
Because of a lot of asymmetric information, operational risk conduction takes information as the carrier
conduction. Although commercial banks have system benefits, they more easily get some information
within the financial industry, for example, deposit and loan interest rates increase or decrease ect., their
information are more later than the central bank decision-making department, which easily lead to
operational risk and form the information carrier along with conduction path. Moreover, because the
information has a characteristic of conductivity, measurability, and identifiablity, so information is a
natural conduction carrier of commercial banks operational risk.
China's commercial banks are general five-class system. Information conduction mechanisms are
from top to bottom, from bottom to top, lateral transferring or jumping pass. Though without taking
account of information asymmetry, the information will be disturbed or noised during the long
information transmission process ,which will produce information distortion because of disturbance of
noise, at least ,the original information encoded could be injured (as shown in Figure 4). Under the
influence of the damage information, the wrong information will be received by the information
executor .The wrong or incorrect operation will appear a information-conduction chain of operational
risk.
Information
resources

Figure 4

Disturbance

Information
Distortion

Wrong
information

Executing
errors

Operation
risk

Noise
Informational Path of Commercial Banks Operational Risk Conduction

2.2.3 Operational risk conduction path taking technology as carrier
In the era of global finalization, commercial banks, like the other economy entities, are transferring
from the business-led innovation to technology-led innovation. The more developed the country, the
more innovative the financial system, and the greater the dependence on technology. However, due to
double-edged sword of technology, technology causes a lot of risk when it enhances the commercial
banks’ operational efficiency. These technologies risks mainly are: led by wired or wireless
communication technology, caused by computer hardware and software technology or keyboard
operation and due to Internet and other networks. Funds information from Banks’ internal and external
technical customer is easily threatened because of using unsafe computer hardware and software. The
internet threats and malicious attacks from the failure or defect of communication technology make
technology using sectors facing more threats. In this case, direct results of operational risk conduction
are funds owned by the bank or its customer losses (as shown on Figure 5). And the more important the
clients are, the greater the conduction losses might be.
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Technological Paths of Commercial Banks Operational Risk Conduction

3 Flexible Abilities for Controlling Commercial Bank Operational Risk
Conduction
3.1 Enhancing buffer ability of operational risk conduction
Buffer Ability is a kind of basic ability that the commercial banking system adapts to
environmental changes. It is a kind of necessary means that the commercial banking system reduces the
occurrence of operational risk, and prevents operational risk conduction. Commercial banks have been
required to have the buffer capacity of resisting operational risk to respond to environmental changes.
The commercial bank must reserve all kinds of resources, including human resources, financial
resources and physical resources. Considering the money supply, macro-monetary policies and even
natural environment, commercial banks often need to reserve a certain amount of money supply in order
to be able to operate continuously to ensure that sufficient currency.
3.2 Strengthening adaptation ability of operational risk conduction
Adaptation ability is a kind of changed adaptability. When the environment of commercial banks is
changing, operational risks begin to work and appear conduction signal. Commercial banks can make
the appropriate emergency adjustments to adapt to these changes, not to change the basic functions of
the system. The size of adaptation ability of commercial banks is determined by the speed and scope.
The speed of change is determined by the time that the operating risk change from gathering, outbreak
to conduction. The scope of change is caused by various environmental factors affecting operational risk.
Adaptation ability is a kind of necessary means for commercial bank against operational risk conduction.
When commercial banks are not able to change the environment, they can strengthen their ability to
adapt to environmental changes before they adjust their operations. Of course, from the initiative
viewpoint of the commercial banks operating behavior, it is negative flexible response for commercial
banks to strengthen their adaptation ability.
3.3 Promoting innovation ability of operational risk conduction
Innovation ability is a kind of adaptive capacity that commercial bank takes new behavior and new
measures to control the operational risk conduction. Commercial banks not only need adaptation ability
but forecast ability dealing with the result and the role of operational risk conduction. On the one hand,
commercial bank should adjust itself to adapt to the environmental factors operational risk occurs. On
the other hand, within the possible scope, commercial banks can actively take measures to influence or
change the direction of operational risk conduction path and speed to make them develop according to
their will. Therefore, when the environment changing, commercial banks need scientific prediction on
the operational risk, optimize the allocation of existing resources to make use full of the potential
operation and enthusiasm. To improve the innovation capability of the commercial banks operations risk
is beneficial to not only controlling the real existence of operational risk conduction, but preventing
occurrence of operational risk conduction.
3.4 Increasing coordination ability of operational risk conduction
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Coordination ability is a kind of ability that commercial bank integrates the stock resources to
improve itself to access information, control transaction and balance the interests of stakeholders. Deng
has used "bucket theory" to explain the needs coordinating the various elements in the enterprise
financial management system[5]. In his view, all key elements must be found in a system to improve the
financial management system flexible. Moreover, the 16 elements in enterprise financial management
system must be at the same level in order to make the enterprise financial management system "not only
economy, but also be executable." In fact, the explanation also adapted to the coordination of
commercial banks to control operational risk conduction. Under the guidance of the "bucket theory",
commercial banks need to have a high level coordination to effectively integrate all resources to
enhance the system capturing information ability and improve the whole flexibility of commercial banks
to reduce and prevent the occurrence of operational risk conduction.

4 Conclusion
Commercial banks operational risk is produced under the combined effects of the internal and
external environment .With the constantly changing environment, operational risk has a dynamic
conductivity. Commercial bank operational risk conduction has the characteristics of path-dependent
and carrier-attachment. The main carriers of operational risk conduction are the bank employees,
information and technology. Commercial banks controls operational risk conduction must have the
abilities of maintaining the status quo to adapt the change even takes according change. Therefore, it is
beneficial to apply the theory of flexibility on controlling operational risk for commercial banks to
improve their resisting risk capacity, accordingly, to increase the organization adaptability of
commercial banks and their ability to deal with uncertainty.
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Abstract: The management of employee’s loyalty to organization is important in the human resource
practices. This article puts forward chain model of employee loyalty management. The model consists
of four stages, recruitment, cultivation, incubation and retaining respectively. These four stages formed
the organization life-span management of employee loyalty to organization, and each stage has its own
critical management tasks. In the end, we gave the taxonomy of efforts to retain employees who want to
turnover.
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1 Introduction
The loyalty to organization also called organizational commitment is one of the important research
fields in the organization behavior. And it is also one of the most challengeable questions in the human
resource practices. Loyalty to organization is defined as the attachment to the organization. It was
characterized by three properties [1]: (1) strongly believe organizational value; (2) desire to make large
effort to achieve organizational goals; (3) thirsty for holding the organization membership. The
employee loyalty is a kind of positive affection to the organization. A larger number of literatures have
studied the consequences of loyalty to organization. A meta-analysis found that organizational
commitment played a role in reducing the absenteeism and turnover, and enhancing the employee
performance [2]. The reasonable mobility of employees is beneficial to the organization, because it can
bring the organization fresh air and activate the vitality for organizational development. But frequent
mobility will result in the human resource cost increase and have negative effect on the employee
morale. So the organization should have control over the employee mobility. As a rule, there are two
ways to increase the control power. One way is called forced measures, such as detaining the employee’s
file. Another way is called flexible measures, such as giving a raise, promotion, good welfare and so on.
In the long term, the above two ways do not good to the organization development. The forced measures
will lead to deviant behaviors in the workplace. The flexible measures not only will add to human
resource cost, but also impair the organization authority. Fortunately, as more and more achievements
were reached by researchers in the organization commitment, we have found the third way to increase
the organization’s control over the employee mobility. That is the management of employee loyalty.
According to the relevant research findings, we put forward a chain model of employee loyalty
management. The model consisted of four stages: recruitment, cultivation, incubation and retaining.
These four stages formed the organization life-span management of employee loyalty to organization.
We think the chain model is ideal way to solve the problem of organizational control over employee
mobility. Figure 1illustrates the chain model of organization loyalty management.
Recruitment Stage

Stabilization Stage

Incubation Stage

Resignation Stage

Loyalty-Oriented

Cultivating

Retaining

Perfecting

Figure 1

The chain model of organization loyalty management

2 Recruitment Stage: Loyalty-Oriented
Employee personality is one of major factors affecting loyalty to organization. Some people have
∗
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larger tendency to turnover, but another people have larger stability. In order to reduce the difficulties of
subsequent loyalty management, we must carry out the loyalty-oriented recruitment and exclude the
applicants who have larger tendency to turnover. Some ways can help us to exclude the applicants
inclined to frequent turnover.
2.1 Excluding the applicants who have tendency to turnover
Recruiters can get information on the employee’s loyalty through two ways. One is the
organization commitment questionnaire. Researchers have developed the valid instruments measuring
employee loyalty to organization, such as 18-Item commitment Scale [3]. This way is very effective and
holds true. Another is to examine the applicant’s resume. Generally speaking, the resume has the
information on tenure, former experience and so on. Professional recruiters can use theses information
to penetrate the applicant’s loyalty to organization and exclude those who have larger tendency to
turnover.
2.2 Evaluating the applicant’s value
A lot of studies focused on the value congruence between the individual and the organization. The
researchers found that good value congruence could facilitate the employee loyalty to the organization.
So in the recruitment stage, recruiters must pay attention to evaluate the applicant’s value. Specifically,
recruiters should evaluate the value congruence and the applicant’s value stability. It is very difficulty to
change the applicant’s value through the organization socialization, if the applicant’s value is too stable.
2.3 Realistic job previews
Realistic job previews (RJPs) are devices used in the early stages of personnel selection to provide
potential applicants with information on both positive and negative aspects of the job [4]. The applicants
formed the accurate and realistic cognitions about the job they will take on through the RJPs. The
supporters of RJPs believe that applicants will have more possibility to stay the organization, when they
have gotten comprehensive information on the job. In fact, many researches have found that the RJPs
played positive role in enhancing employee’s job satisfaction and decreasing the rate of turnover. Why
can the RJPs cut down the rate of turnover? Because the RJPs work through such mechanisms as
self-choice, free choice, minimizing unpleasant surprises and reducing worry. But it is critical that the
recruiters balance the positive and negative information. Otherwise the efficacy of RJPs will be
impaired.

3 Stabilization Stage: Cultivating Employee’s Loyalty to the Organization
The loyalty-oriented recruitment is the first step of the organization life-span loyalty management.
After employees took office, the company should take measures to cultivate the employee’s
commitment to organization. There are some effective measures to enhance the employee’s loyalty to
the organization.
3.1 Building organization culture
Organization culture is the system of shared meaning held by members that distinguishes the
organization from other organizations. Organization culture has five functions which culture performs in
an organization [5]. These functions are: (1) to create distinction between one organization to others; (2)
to convey sense of identity; (3) to facilitate the generations of commitment to something larger than
one’s individual self-interest; (4) to enhance social system stability ; (5) to guide and shapes the attitudes
and behavior of the employees. There are many ways such as stories, ritual, socialization and so on, to
maintain organization culture. When employees strongly indentify the dominant organization culture,
they will make strong psychological attachment to the organization. So they will have strong intentions
to stay and be proud of the organization membership.
3.2 Establishing harmonious interpersonal relationships
Maslow's hierarchy of needs theory points out that everybody has needs of love, affection and
belongingness. The harmonious relationships are the footstone of the harmonious organization. The
harmonious relationships not only can improve the productivity, but also enhance the employee’s loyalty
to the organization, because employees experience the love, affection and belongingness in the
harmonious interpersonal relationships. The organization can use teamwork and communication to
establish harmonious interpersonal relationships.
3.3 Opportunities for training and career development
The training and development of employees is increasingly recognized as an important aspect of
best HRM practices. Although conventional wisdom states that trained individuals become more
marketable and consequently might leave the organization at the first instance, contemporary studies
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have demonstrated that training and development affect job attitudes. For example, studies of employee
commitment among hospital administrators, nurses, service workers, clerical workers, scientists and
engineers revealed that organizations that were able to fulfill their employees’ career aspirations had
positively effect on organizational commitment. Consistent with this finding, in a study that involved a
manufacturing plant, internal mobility and promotion from within, company sponsored training and
development were important influencers of employee commitment. In addition, when the training and
development needs of employees and employers are met, the more likely employees will stay in their
organizations [6].
3.4 Opportunities to work on challenging assignments
An opportunity to work on challenging assignment has been shown to be positively related to
organizational commitment and intention to stay. For example, studies involving technical workers have
found that employees who are offered challenging, exciting and interesting work tend to be more
involved and satisfied, and are in turn more committed to their organization and are less likely to leave
their organization. One possibility why employees might hold such attitudes is that career management
leads to a fulfillment of psychological contract. This belief is based on the social exchange theory, where
as long as an organization is able to fulfill an employee’s expectations of career development, the
employee will reciprocate by showing greater commitment and lower turnover intention [7].
3.5 Enforcing the employee involvement programs
Employee involvement is a participative process that uses the input of employees to increase their
commitment to the organization. By increasing worker autonomy and control over work lives,
organizations can: (1) increase employee motivation; (2) gain greater organizational commitment; (3)
experience greater worker productivity; (4) observe higher levels of job satisfaction. In the human
resource practices, there are three popular and basic types of employee involvement programs. The first
is participative management. Subordinates can share a significant degree of decision-making power their
immediate superiors through participative management. The second is representative participation. The
third is quality circle. Quality circle is defined as a work group of employees who meet regularly to
discuss their quality problems, investigate causes, recommend solutions and take corrective actions.

4 Incubation Stage: Retain the Employee Loyalty
As the environment and needs of employee change, employees are going to take on intentions to
leave. The employees having intentions to quit will have some symptoms such as absenteeism, overdue,
absence of mind, leaving early and so on. Although intentions to leave are not behavior, the findings by
the studies in organization behavior showed that intentions to leave were the good predictor of turnover.
So organizations must take actions to retain the employee’s loyalty, especially the core workers’ loyalty
to the organization. Whether it succeeded or failed is the important criteria to evaluate the effectiveness
of previous works. How to retain the employee loyalty in the incubation stage? It is very important to
categorize the efforts retaining the employees. We can categorize the efforts by two dimensions. These
two dimensions are reasons of leaving (reasonable/unreasonable) and the types of workers (general
workers/important workers/core workers). According to these two dimensions, we can get four kinds of
efforts retaining the employees. They are: (1) must retain; (2) try to retain; (3) need not retain, and (4)
permit leaving. Figure 2 illustrates the taxonomy of efforts retaining employee’s loyalty to the
organization.

Reasonable

Permit leaving

Try to retain

Unreasonable

Need not retain

Try to retain

General Workers
Figure 2

Important Workers

Must retain

Must retain

Core Workers

The taxonomy of efforts retaining employee’s loyalty to the organization
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5 Resignation Stage: Perfect the Employee Loyalty Management
When efforts to retain the employees failed, the employees go into the resignation stage. In this
period, the company should do two things. One thing is to recruit the new employees. Another is exit
interviews, which is very important for employees and the organization. But it is often neglected by
many companies. An exit interview is an interview conducted by an employer of a departing employee.
They are generally conducted by a relatively neutral party, such as a human resource staff members, so
that the employees will be more inclined to be candid, as opposed to worrying about burning bridges. In
the management of employee loyalty, the exit interviews can focus on the real reasons why the
employees are going to leave the company. Also we can ask employees appraise on all levels of the
company or assess their experience in the company. By exit interviews, the company can find the
shortage of the employee loyalty management. Thus the company can get basis of the future
management of employee loyalty to the organization.
Traditionally, exit interviews are conducted by in-person meetings. In order to get more true
information, we can conduct exit interviews through paper and pencil forms, telephone interviews, or
online exit interview management systems. It is also important to employ a third party to conduct the
interviews and provide feedback.

6 Conclusions
In summary, the key to management of employee loyalty is organization life-span. The recruitment
stage, stabilization stage, incubation stage and resignation stage together formed the chain model of
employee loyalty management. The whole efficacy of the chain is decided by the weak stage. So the
chain model can fulfill the power to enhance the employee loyalty to organization, only if all stages
coordinately work.
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Abstract: Industrial design plays a greater role in product innovation, product lifecycle management is
based on the impact of industrial design processes, this paper uses qualitative analysis and case study
method to study the process of industrial design. The traditional industrial design is no longer suitable to
the serial process of intense market competition, concurrent engineering, product innovation tool
software, product innovation management software, and other advanced concepts and techniques must
be adopted to reconstruct the industrial design process, to shorten the product life cycle time and
improve the market competitiveness of the goal.
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1 Introduction
With the computer technology and innovative management development, industrial design flow
past the sequential engineering far can not deal with the fierce market competition, how to make
industrial design in product innovation play a greater role becomes very important. Since the 1990s, it is
significant for industrial design of concurrent engineering design and PLM product concepts such as the
development proposed. The development of domestic and foreign experts believe that the PLM
information to promote industrial design, but the majority of research and application of concurrent
engineering in product development, product development, industrial design as a separate part, but also
participate in the development process, so also with the industrial design process changes in the
development of PLM. It is necessary to PLM-based industrial design all aspects of the operation to do
in-depth study. Mobile as their main communication tool, how the context of PLM to shorten product
life cycles, respond to unpredictable changes in the market is necessary.
U.S. consulting firm CIM data 2002 PLM from the three meanings of to explain its importance in
promoting information technology. That PLM is a strategy, a philosophy and a range of software [1].
PLM of the United States earlier and more in-depth, SAP launched the SAP PLM system to achieve a
number of departments also collaborate to provide end to end solution. PLMIG (PLM INTEREST
GROUP) is an international trans-regional, cross-enterprise PLM interest organizations, since in 2005
PLMIG proposed to develop a generic reference model of PLM benefits, this model will be able to
global PLM evaluation, either from the economic point of view, the management point of view, or from
the enterprise resource planning, supply chain management. Customer relationship management and
other systems integration point of view, it requires a clear definition of the concept of PLM. Domestic
scholars CaoYang puts forward the comprehensive use of concurrent engineering and industrial design
can make technology, industrial design integration process, reconstruction industrial design serial
parallel process of new ideas. Liu GuoHao [2] believed that strengthening the industrial design into the
advanced management technology system of thorough research, optimization and reconstruction process,
be helpful for industrial design into full play in industrial design product integration development in the
role. Lin JiaLiang and Li BinBin believed will put the goods into concurrent engineering to design the
psychological effect evaluation as the guidance, product design, engineering design synchronism to
greatly shorten the product manufacturing cycle.

2 Product Lifecycle Management the Influence of the Industrial Design
2.1 The meaning of product life cycle management and positioning
With the development of information technology, product life cycle management business has
gradually been accepted and flourish.. Product lifecycle management (PLM) is a kind of technology
which supports the whole life cycle of the products information to create, management and application .
It emphasizes the life cycle of products across the supply chain management and utilization of all
Henan province government decision-making research topic bidding: Based on the design innovation of Henan
province regional culture industry development strategy research (NO.2011B834)

information. Product life cycle management is a developed rapidly and relatively new area, it also has a
different understanding of the definition. American consulting firm in. Defined by CIM data, PLM
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including CAX software (product innovation tools software), CPDM software (product innovation
management software), including PDM and the sharing of product model information in the online
collaborative software and related consulting services. PLM software is the core PDM software, before
the birth of the PLM, PDM product development process is mainly directed against the data and process
management. PDM be extended meaning in the PLM, it can achieve a number of departments and even
between enterprises of product data collaboration applications.
2.2 The meaning of concurrent engineering and the situation of development of domestic and
abroad
As the product life cycle management emphasis on product life cycle management ,all department
of the docking become very important, So the concurrent engineering become the development direction
of modern industrial design. Analysis of the 1988 U.S. National Defense Research Institute made a
complete concurrent engineering (CE-Concurrent Engineering) of the notion that "the concurrent
engineering is integrated, the parallel design of products and related processes (including manufacturing
and support processes) of systems approach. Requirements of product development from the outset,
taking into account the product life cycle (from concept to product obsolescence) of each phase of the
factors (such as function, manufacture, assembly, job scheduling, quality, cost, maintenance and user
needs, etc.) and emphasized the work of various departments, the decision makers through the
establishment of effective mechanisms for information exchange and communication, considering all
relevant factors, so that part of the follow-up problems that may occur in the early stages of design to be
found, and resolved at the design stage so that the product will have good manufacturability, can be
assembled, maintainability, and the characteristics of recycling, etc to minimize design iterations,
shorten the design, production preparation and manufacturing time.
Concurrent engineering of the foreign country more deeply than earlier also, At present, concurrent
engineering has been widely used in foreign countries, such as aircraft, computers, machinery and
electronic products. University of Virginia research center using concurrent engineering developed new
model aircraft, the wing of the development time by 60% (from the previous 18 months, reduced to 7
months). Relative to other countries, in the 1990s the development of concurrent engineering in China,
concurrent engineering was caused great attention by government and academia. CIMS in the
implementation of the new generation of projects, 863 subject matter experts to organize relevant
experts to conduct research and technology development, so that the theory of the concurrent
engineering research, technological development to catch up with the world advanced level.
Industrial design of concurrent engineering emphasized in cross-parallel and start work as soon as
possible to shorten the product life cycle time. Industrial design throughout the whole product life cycle,
both pre-user research and concept design, modeling, and other new products, industrial design play an
important role. Industrial design of concurrent engineering can not only to shorten the product life cycle
time, but also minimizes waste of resources. Industrial design and production occurs link cooperation.
For example, industrial design and product modeling team's cooperation，the structural design of the
cooperation and so on.
2.3 Under the background of PLM industrial design innovation function
Modern industrial design processes need to adapt to new management and new technology
requirements. Therefore, industrial design is an important part of new product development. There are
several factors that are mainly composed of advanced technology in development; changes in customer
demand; shortened product life cycle, studies show that [3], in the past 50 years, the product life cycle,
students have been reduced to a quarter of the original one of the new product was no longer life-cycle
five to ten years, there have even listed this generation, the development trend of generation; there is
intense competition from domestic and foreign. PLM is product lifecycle management, for the
introduction, growth, maturity, decline of the characteristics of the four stages of management and
docking. Each stages of both features for the management, but also to the four stages of successful
docking. As the each stages and sectors of the parallel, so that products may amend the error as soon as
possible to avoid late stage in the product life cycle that lack of cost, manpower, so that shorter product
life cycle. Regardless of PLM as a technology or a concept will help to shorten the product life cycle
time.
Industrial design information from the development of PLM. PLM system designer team will
through exchange and share product data and ideas, to finish the design work. PLM concept in before an
enterprise just concerned about, the management of production process, including product data
management (PDM) applications are just the production process of data and information management,
not the industrial design on enterprise innovation of the management system. The study reveals that the
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technology of evolution of industrial design innovation function stable increasing, to the market
orientation effect is more and more big.

3 Modern Industrial Design Process
3.1 The traditional industrial design of sequential engineering
Sequential engineering is the whole product development process subdivided into many steps, each
department and individual are only part of that work, but is relatively independent work finished, the
results pass to the next department. From the requirements analysis, product structure design, process
design until processing and assembly is step between departments. The traditional sequential
engineering method is based on two hundred years ago the British political economist Adam Smith's
theory of labor division. The theory believed that the finer division of labor, the higher the efficiency.
The traditional industrial design sequential process the user survey, concept design, model design,
production process, manufacturing, products listed into the market (figure 1), and each link has almost
no docking. Industrial design sequential process cannot adapt to raise the current market of new
products, consumer demand more and more strong, increase production strength competitors. Product
innovation is vital to the development of enterprise and survival, therefore, the speed of change and
become important factors enterprise foothold. Robert cooper think speed produces competitive
advantages and higher profit ability, and speed means smaller accident. And sequential process
obviously can't satisfy speed bring far advantage on product development basic according to order, and
in different departments, this not only make the product update slow, but also may cause material force,
financial and human waste. Cause the user survey and design link disconnect.
user
survey

concept
design

Figure 1

model
design

production
process

manufacturing

listing

The Traditional Industrial Design Sequential Engineering Process

3.2 The industrial design of concurrent engineering
Industrial design process can be divided into the following several parts: user survey, concept
design, detailed design, model of modeling, design, manufacturing. For each link PLM have different
influences, PDM is the core of PLM.
User survey should throughout the entire product life cycle, each stage show different
characteristics and work out the demand analysis report, compiled by the PDM software to the virtual
data sharing of product master model, through the product data management (PDM) to provide the data
and other departments to parallel, shorten the product life cycle time and improve efficiency. The
conceptual design communication with customers, according to the results and data user survey for
conceptual design, including new product feasibility, use environment, material qualitative, cost control
and so on can product main model with the relevant departments, formulate feasible analysis report
communicate as early as possible, and the quality supervision, shorten the product life cycle time. 3D
modeling stage need to use professional industrial design software, such as 3DMAX, PRO/E, RHINO,
ALIAS, CAD, etc. Formulate 3D model assessment report and structure design progress schedule.
Meanwhile, industrial design software needs PLM, PDM and PMM work together. The detailed design,
3D modeling by design review after feedback to the modeling, modeling and structural design review
and hardware design review timely communication, consider operability and aesthetic factors for
structure design review records and hardware design review records. Through 3D model and structure
design of revisions and hardware design, software design communication implementation model design.
Model design needs through structure design of the review and mold production verification to modify
the structure design, formulate external and internal records and mold production schedule.
Manufacturing is supervised by quality and controlled by cost, post-market sales direct feedback to
manufacturing.
The industrial design process and structural design, hardware design and software design of parallel,
and with PLM, PDM and PMM as the foundation. Industrial designer, engineering designers, software
engineers, advertising designers can in a foreign land space end-to-end model technology product main
sharing. Staff of different departments parallel, through the data parallel information management as
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early as possible to shorten the correct mistakes, the purpose of the product life cycle, also beneficial to
the cost control of enterprise. As shown in figure 2 below.

Industrial
designer

User Survey
Structure Design
Concept Design

Industrial
designer
Detailed Design

Hardware Design

Design
Team
Industrial
designer

Model Making

Manufacturing
Industrial
designer

Trial Sale

PLM PMM

Figure 2

Software Design

PDM

Under the Background of PLM Industrial Design

4 Under the Background of PLM Mobile Designs Development Research
With the information technology, computer technology and network technology development, the
development trend of mobile performance for the product life cycle is shortened, and the renewal speed
generation speed, customer needs diversification and individuation. Due to technology restricted,
sequential engineering phone design extended the life cycle time before, as a result of each department
no docking and parallel, caused a waste of resources, In the beginning there is no market research to
consider the entire product life cycle, so that the program may be the last link in the design found.In this
sequential engineering put each department staff, technology, the design and the management work, but
couldn't get separated process integration. As the previous contradictions between industrial design and
structural design, resulting in longer development time and cost increases.This sequential process
against the development of mobile phone design, it is necessary to strengthen the docking, including two
departments and other departments have parallel work. Nokia research and development team common
［4］
feature is "simultaneous engineering" , namely before the concurrent engineering, referred to this first
is Japan's practice, the purpose is to consider the life-cycle of all elements. Nokia through the core work
flow across the organization and inter-departmental mode of operation, will research and development
innovation effectively integrate up. Domestic phone design also gradually towards the concurrent
design.
Industrial design as mobile phones design process of research direction, it is very important of
long-term development of enterprises and design company. Therefore, the research on its practical
significance. Phone design by many departments and personnel structure. And related technical support,
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including product lifecycle management (PLM), product data management (PDM), product main model
(PMM), as shown in Figure 3. Mobile design manufacturing process can be roughly divided into
industrial design, structural design, hardware design, software design, project management, resources
development, quality supervision. Industrial design of a few parts (market research, concept design,
model design, process design, trial-produce preparation, products listed) and structure design, hardware
design and software design of parallel. Project management, resources development and quality
supervision throughout the whole design process. Project management task is to manage the project's
progress and coordination of all departments, resources development of new material, ensure excavated
material enough, mobile development processes which must be a quality assurance. As possible parallel
between departments to achieve maximum limit the time shortened product life cycle. The product
development mode, method and process play an important role in Mobile phone industry competition.
Industrial Design
Quality Supervision

Structure Design
PMM

Resource
Development
Department

Project Management

Figure 3

Hardware Design

Mobile Product Main Model Train Diagram

5 Conclusion
Along with the traditional industrial design sequential engineering mode the malpractice of
exposure and information technology, computer technology and network technology development, PLM
based on the context of concurrent engineering and other advanced technologies and concepts will
inevitably replace the industrial design sequential engineering before.Under the influence of PLM of
industrial design process has not only need design team docking, the more to adapt to the demand of the
market; PLM is not only a kind of technology, is also a kind of idea, it is benefit for industrial design
innovation status . Based on the study of industrial design process for PLM shorten product life cycle
time, realize industrial design process departments docking, in order to improve the market
competitiveness.
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Abstract: As a basic guideline of China’s social and economic development, the scientific outlook on
development serves as the very starting point and final goal of all our work. How to apply this theory to
the management of national defense students is a challenge, and this paper puts forward suggestions to
deal with this issue. In the author’s opinion, the emphasis must be laid on the establishment of a
relatively complete national administrating system, which includes training of a group of sufficiently
competent faculty members, conducting of regular ideological and political education, carrying out of
various training programs for the students and setting up of a range of reasonable evaluation standards.
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1 Introduction
In the West, the national defense students are called reserve officers, namely, the would-be
commanders cultivated for the army. In America, there is about 500 officer training corps (ROTC,
abbreviation of the Reserve Officers Training Corps). Over 300 American universities have school of
Reserve Officers. And the first reserve officer training program was unveiled in America in 1916. Since
then, after nearly 100 years of development, a good operational and managing system has been
established. According to the related data, over 60% of the newly appointed army officers are from the
reserve officers training corps, which shows that the various schools of reserve officers set up in
different American universities have become the main source of its army officers.[1] Compared with the
Unite States, the starting of such training program is relatively late in China. It has a history of less than
10 years. Up to now, only about 100 Chinese universities offer this kind of training programs and their
training models vary from one another, lacking a uniform and efficient system to guiding their effort.
Under this circumstance, to build a complete and effective training model under the guidance of
scientific approach to development becomes a top superiority for the related university staff.
Scientific approach to development serves as a basic guideline not only in China’s social and
economic progress but also in the management of its national defense students, which is also the
demand of our times and our effort to cultivate highly qualified military talents. Therefore, how to use
this theory innovatively to educating our national defense students has become a great challenge
confronting all the related faculty members. To solve this issue, the scientific approach of
people-oriented, comprehensive and sustainable development must be carefully adopted. As an
experienced teacher in this field, the author has accumulated much useful experience and developed
them into new ways of achieving the purpose.
In the author’s viewpoint, management of the defense students is different from that of the ordinary
college students. They live in varied cultural atmosphere, with the former being purely college campus
and the later, giving out a little military flavor. Under such circumstances, a new managing method
which combined the fundamental features of both must be found. And that is what the author proposes
in this essay: “to lay two solid foundations and complete five tasks”.

2 Two Solid Foundations to Be Laid
2.1 Improving all kind of relevant rules and regulations
Just as an old Chinese saying going: “No rules, no adequate surrounding area”. Designing and
improving a variety of rules and regulations is the precondition for any successful management effort of
the national defense students.
By referring to the mode of the military school and taking into consideration the real conditions of
our students, the following chart is put forward to guild our daily work. These practices prove that only
by conforming to the related rules and regulations can the management of national defense students
become standardized and institutionalized and the nature, aim and fine tradition of the Chinese People’s
liberalization Army be fully demonstrated.
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Table 1 System Summary of National Defense Student Administration of North University of China
Sequential number
rules and regulations
One

Disciplining rules of national defense students

Two

Quantitative evaluations of the ordinary national defense students

Three

Quantitative evaluations of the cadres among national defense students

Four

Dormitory management regulations of national defense students

Five

Regulations on daily rewards and punishments of national defense students

2.2 Training a team of highly-qualified faculty members.
As a special group with double identities of both college students and military men, the national
defense students are distinguished among their peers for their strong energy, great intelligence, and
eager curiosity for knowledge. They are so promising that only educators with a good mastery of both
professional and common knowledge are capable of managing them, which means the educators, must
be equipped with a fine comprehensive quality. He or she must not only have certain experience in
managing the common college students, but also know something about military school student
management. In this respect, a solid foundation in military theory, such as the modern war theory,
strategies and tactics, the modernization process of the army and demands of future war on the defense
students, becomes especially important.[2] To put it in a word: the quality of the instructor itself will play
a key role in deciding the final result of our managing effort. For example, in our university, a
professional managing team consisted of professors, associate professors, lecturers and assistants have
been organized to ensure the smooth operation of the administration work.
Table 2

Table of Professional titles for the Administrators of National Defense Students in North
University of China
Professional Title
Professor
Associate Professor
Lecturer
Assistant
Number

One

Two

Three

Three

The Above two factors are the necessary conditions in national defense student management, with
the first helping setting the related rules and regulations, and the later, ensuring the right direction of all
our work.

3 Five Tasks to Be Completed
First, to maintain regular education on ideology and politics. We usually judge a person from three
aspects: moral, intelligence and fitness. If a person has little intelligence, he could be a inferior; if he
lacks fitness, he might be a waste; but if he has poor morality, he might well become a poison to the
society. Political awareness is the most crucial one among the many necessary qualities required of a
soldier. In fact, ideological and political education should be tireless conducted throughout the whole
managing process, and is the top priority of this work.
In their daily work, the instructor should have more communication with the students by going into
their daily life, train and study, helping them to develop right vision of the world and life. They should
also help the students to strengthen their conviction to fight for the improvement of China’s national
defense and military construction. The students must wholeheartedly endorse the leadership of our party
and keep pace with the times. Still, the instructors should help students to solve the various problems
they meet in life, training and study, help them to get well along with each other. [3] In a word, education
of ideology and politics is an essential element in national defense student education and therefore must
be conducted regularly.
Second, to ensure effective pubic administration. Public administration here refers to the
performance of the daily managing routines, including setting up and maintaining the normal work and
life rule to develop students’ strict self-discipline and fine tradition. To finish this task, the following two
respects must be prioritized.
Firstly and foremost is the designing of a reasonable institution to enforce such administration. At
present, there are two types of institutions in our Reserve Officers Education Institute. One is consisted
of squadrons and sub-units by imitating the military schools and the other is made up of youth league
committees and students unions by fitting into the features of common colleges, whose responsibility is
to establish the relevant regulations and perform the daily routines. Practice has proved that this design
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is sensible and the clear division of responsibilities and close corporation between these two sets of
institutions has successfully ensured the smooth operation of the whole Institute.
Next is to administrate according to the law. Orders and regulations are the basis and principles in
administrating the students. Only by abiding by the law, can the central command produces converted
actions of the students. To achieve this purpose, the students must be organized to learn the related
orders and regulations carefully, and to regard these rules as the guild lines of their behaviors. Then, the
resulting rewards and punishments must be given duly, which is another important element to protect the
authority of the laws and regulations.
Third, to improve the student’s cadre’s overall quality. Whether in common colleges or military
schools, there are always a large number of students selected to help conduct the public administration
work. And this is especially true with the management of national defense students. These cadres are the
direct conductors of the daily routines and therefore play a very special role in this field. This, in turn,
makes the improvement of these students’ mixed-ability an important part of the related innovative
attempts. In the author’s point of view, emphasis should be placed on the following two aspects. One is
to organizing the orientation and the other is to encourage these cadres to take a bold measure in their
actual work to perfect their performance through numerous practice and exploration efforts. [4] and the
third is to conduct regular evaluation and strict supervision over the general and overall performance of
these staff. In this process, encouragement should be given to the good performers and due punishment
should be rendered to those failing to do well so as to help them correct their mistakes and make
self-improvement. Practice has proved that a highly-qualified managing staff is crucial for the smooth
operation of the daily job.
Forth, to enrich their daily activities. Rich and colorful daily activities are good for cultivating the
students’ tastes and facilitating the ideological and political education. By conducting a deeper national
defense education, the students’ military quality can be improved, their awareness of the importance of
national Defense and patriotism can be strengthened. Holding the related lectures, discussions and
debates can equip students with more knowledge about national defense and about the army, and their
other skills can also be trained through these activities. Meanwhile, various sports match, such as
basketball, Ping-Pong, and badminton contests, can be held to improve students’ physical fitness and
develop their collectivism and sense of cooperation.
Fifth, to create more opportunities of experiencing the military life. National defense students are
different from their counterparts in military school. They spend most of their time at the college campus
and therefore lack a perceptual knowledge about the army and the military men. Students tend to have
various understandings about a qualified serviceman, and thus very difficult for them to maintain strict
self-discipline and self-demand., which also bring great difficulty for the managing stuff. To deal with
this problem, creating more opportunities for the students to experiencing the real military life becomes
far more important, for this is the best way for them to have a vivid and concrete picture of the army. [5]
In each summer holiday, we will organized three weeks of field training for the students to practice their
drilling, shooting, war tactics, cross-country running and other skills. During this period, all the students
will stay whole day long together with the common solders and this experience will greatly facilitate the
development of their military sprit and their conviction to fight for their country and people.

4 Conclusions
In conclusion, after many years’ of strenuous and innovative effort, we have succeeded in
establishing a relatively complete national defense students administrating system, and building a highly
competent administrating staff. Moreover, through regular ideological and political education,
diversified out-class activities and frequent field training programs, a successful training model which
combines theoretical and practical training efforts has also be proved and applied to our daily work. A
poll made among 1100 or so graduated national defense students of our university has suggested that
over 90% of them can live up to the test of the severe military life and maintain hard working there.
Over 60% of them have been appointed army officers in the grassroots forces and over 25% have
received various awards. Two of them were even offered chances to take part in the training programs
abroad. All this has showed that conducting the administration of the national defense students under the
guidance of the scientific approach to development is very important in deciding the cultivation of the
military talents. The above methods put forward by the author based on many years’ of practice in the
relevant area, are thus of great help of the acceleration of China’s standardization effort in
administrating its national defense students.
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education development level are discussed. Then, an orientation model of educational mode is
established based on grey relational analysis method. Finally, the orientation model is applied to
orientate the educational mode between elite education and mass education for Central China
Normal University and Huanggang Normal University
Key words: Elite education; Mass education; Education orientation; Grey relational analysis

1 Introduction
The educational mode of universities can be divided into two kinds, i.e., elite education and mass
education [1-5]. For a university, its educational mode should orientate the format of elite education or
mass education? What key aspects should strive to develop to enhance education levels? These
problems are very important to study for the decision makers in universities. Aiming at these problems,
this paper discusses the major factors which influence on education development level, and establishes
an orientation model of educational mode based on the method of grey relational analysis [6-8]. This
model provides the decision makers in universities with useful method to orientate the educational mode
between elite education and mass education.

2 The Orientation Model
Grey relational analysis is one key theory of grey system theory, and is also the base of grey system
analysis, modeling, forecast and decision. Grey relational analysis provides the modeling of complex
system with important technical analysis method by establish grey relational analysis method [6-8]. Its
ultimate principle is to clear the relevance link degree to multiple factors by comparing multiple data
sequences. The geometric shape of two sequences is closer, the grey relational degree is greater. This
principle is one of two important principles in the grey system theory.
2.1 Original data processing
To ensure high quality of the modeling and the right results of system analysis, the collected
original data must be to make data transformation and processing to eliminate dimension.
Definition 1. Let the original data sequence be x = ( x(1), x(2), , x(n)) , then the
transformation f ( x(k )) = y (k ) , k = 1, 2, , n is called the data transformation from sequence x to
y, where y = ( y (1), y (2), , y (n)) .
According to the different types of original data, the following data transform forms are usually
used in grey modeling.

Transformation of initial value:
f ( x(k ) =

x(k )
= y (k ), x(1) ≠ 0
x(1)

Mean transformation:
f ( x(k ) =

x(k )
1 n
= y (k ), x = ∑ x(k )
n k =1
x

Percentage transformation:

∗ This paper is supported by the International exchanges and cooperation project of Hubei
Provincial Science and Technology Department.
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f ( x(k )) =

x(k )
= y (k )
max x(k )
k

Magnification transformation:
f ( x(k )) =

x(k )
= y (k ),
min x(k )

min x(k ) ≠ 0
k

k

Normalization transformation:
f ( x(k )) =

x(k )
= y (k ) ,
x0

where x0 is a constant greater than zero.
Maximum transformation:
x(k ) − min x(k )

f ( x(k )) =

k

max x(k )

= y (k )

k

Interval threshold transformation:
f ( x(k )) =

x(k ) − min x(k )
k

max x(k ) − min x(k )

= y (k )

k

k

Definition 2. Suppose that
x1 = ( x1 (1), x1 (2), , x1 (n)) , x2 = ( x2 (1), x2 (2), , x2 (n)) , …, xm = ( xm (1), xm (2), , xm (n)) ,
then f ( xi (k )) = yi (k ) is called the data transformation from sequence xi to yi.
The data transform methods with multiple factors and multiple indexes mainly depend on the
attribute types. At present the most commonly used types are cost-type and benefit-type.
For the benefit-type index and cost-type index, the data transformation methods in grey
relational analysis are given as follows.
xi (k ) − min xi (k )
i
yi (k ) =
i = 1, 2, , m
max xi (k ) − min xi (k )
i

i

yi (k ) =

max xi (k ) − xi (k )
i

max xi (k ) − min xi (k )
i

i = 1, 2,

,m

i

2.2 Grey relational degree
Definition 3. Let X = {x0 , x1 , , xm } be the grey relational factor set, x0 be the reference
sequence, xi be the compared sequences, i = 1, 2, , m , x0 (k ) and xi (k ) are the k-th number of
x0 and xi respectively, and x0 = ( x0 (1), x0 (2),
, x0 (n)) , xi = ( xi (1), xi (2), , xi (n)) ,
i = 1, 2, , m . Let r ( x0 (k ), xi (k )) be a real number, and ωk is the weight of the k-th number, and

satisfies 0 ≤ ω k ≤ 1,

n

∑ω
k =1

k

= 1 . If

r ( x0 (k ), xi (k )) =

Δ min + ρ Δ max
,
Δ 0i (k ) + ρ Δ max

n

r ( x0 , xi ) = ∑ ωk r ( x0 ( k ) , xi (k ))
k =1

where Δ0i (k) = x0 (k) − xi (k) is absolute difference, Δmin = minmin Δ0i (k) is minimum difference,
i

k

Δmax = maxmax Δ0i (k) is maximum difference, ρ is resolution ratio, ρ ∈ (0,1) , and the following
i

k

conditions are satisfied:
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1) Standardability: 0 ≤ r ( x0 , xi ) ≤ 1 , r ( x0 , xi ) = 0 ⇔ x0 , xi ∈ ∅ , r ( x0 , xi ) = 1 ⇔ x0 = xi ;
2) Symplectic symmetry: x, y ∈ X , γ ( x, y ) = γ ( y, x) ⇔ X = {x, y} ;
often

3) Wholeness: x j , xi ∈ X = {xσ | σ = 0,1, , n}, n ≥ 2, r ( x j , xi ) ≠ r ( xi , x j ) ;
4) Accessibility:
The value of | x0 (k ) − xi (k ) | is smaller, the value of r ( x0 (k ), xi (k )) is greater.
Then r ( x0 (k ), xi (k )) is called grey relational coefficient, r ( x0 , xi ) is called the grey relational
degree between x0 and xi .
2.3 The steps of grey relational analysis
In practice, grey relational analysis method includes the following basic steps:
(1) Collect the original data, and determine the reference sequence and compared sequences.
(2) Make the data transformation for the original data sequence.
(3) Calculate the absolute difference.
(4) Calculate the grey relational coefficient.
(5) Calculate the grey relational degree.
(6) Rank order according to the grey relational degree.
(7) Strength analysis according to the grey relational degree.

3

Application Analysis of Orientation Model

In this section, we select Chinese University Rankings of China WangDa over the years, and
choose the following six one-class indexes as the key influencing factors which influence on the
development level of universities:
X1: Reputation; X2: Academic resources; X3: Academic Achievements;
X4: Students situation; X5: Faculty resources;
X6: Materiel resources
Now we use the grey relational analysis method to analyze the influence degree of all key
influencing factors which influence on the development level of universities. Then, we can
determine the educational mode of a certain university is elite education or mass education
according to the results of grey relational analysis.
Firstly, we select the data of Central China Normal University from Chinese University
Rankings of China WangDa from 2003 to 2008. All statistical data of above six factors are listed in
Table 1.
Table 1 Chinese University Rankings of China WangDa from 2003 to 2008
Year
2003
2004
2005
2007
2008
Ranking
41
34
34
34
38
X1
52.76
54.9
58.5
59.6
62.8
X2
33.35
39.42
39.6
38.1
39.8
X3
33.68
17.05
13.6
17.8
18.3
X4
54.57
54.91
59.4
65.6
72.2
X5
19.28
46.74
43.3
42.8
42.3
X6
32.65
42.85
41.6
57.8
39.8

Year
Ranking
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6

2003
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

Table 2 The Processed Data
2004
2005
1
1
0.2131
0.5717
0.9411
0.9690
0.1718
0
0.0193
0.2740
1
0.8747
0.4056
0.3559

2007
1
0.6813
0.7364
0.2092
0.6256
0.8565
1

2008
0.4286
1
1
0.2341
1
0.8383
0.2843

(1) Let the ranking value of Central China Normal University be the reference sequence
,5 , and the values of the other six influencing factors be compared sequences
xi (k ), i = 1, 2, , 6; k = 1, 2, ,5 . Obviously, the ranking value is a cost-type index, and X1, X2,…,X6

x0 (k ), k = 1, 2,
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are all benefit-type indexes. To eliminate the influence of dimensional, we use the method of
interval threshold transformation to process the original data, the transformed data is denoted as
yi (k ), i = 1, 2, , 6; k = 1, 2, ,5 , the detail results are list in Table 2.
(2) Calculate the absolute difference Δ 0i (k ) = y0 (k ) − yi (k ) according to the data in Table 2,
the results are as follows.
Δ01 = (0, 0.7869, 0.4283, 0.3187, 0.5714) ; Δ02 = (0, 0.0589, 0.0310, 0.2636, 0.5714) ;
Δ03 = (1, 0.8282,1, 0.7908, 0.1945) ; Δ04 = (0, 0.9807, 0.7260, 0.3744, 0.5714) ;
Δ05 = (0, 0, 0.1253, 0.1435, 0.4097) ; Δ06 = (0, 0.5944, 0.6441, 0, 0.1443) ;
So we get Δ min = 0 , Δ max = 1 .
(3) Calculate the grey relational coefficient.
We set ρ = 0.5 , then
Δ + ρ Δ max
r ( x0 (k ), xi (k )) = min
Δ 0i (k ) + ρ Δ max
0 + 0.5 × 1
=
Δ 0i (k ) + 0.5 × 1
0.5
=
Δ 0i (k ) + 0.5
Substituting (2) into above computational formula, we have
r01 = (1, 0.3885, 0.5386, 0.6107, 0.4667) ； r02 = (1, 0.8946, 0.9416, 0.6548, 0.4667) ；
r03 = (0.3333, 0.3764, 0.3333, 0.3873, 0.7199) ； r04 = (1, 0.3377, 0.4078, 0.5718, 0.4667) ；
r05 = (1,1, 0.7997, 0.7770, 0.5496) ； r06 = (1, 0.4569, 0.4370,1, 0.7761) ；
(4) Calculate the grey relational degree
1
We set ω1 = ω2 = ω3 = ω4 = ω5 = , then the grey relational degree between x0 and xi are as
5
follows.
1 5
1 5
r ( x0 , x1 ) = ∑ r01 (k ) = 0.6009 ； r ( x0 , x2 ) = ∑ r02 (k ) = 0.7915 ；
5 k =1
5 k =1
5
1
1 5
r ( x0 , x3 ) = ∑ r03 (k ) = 0.4301 ； r ( x0 , x4 ) = ∑ r04 (k ) = 0.5568 ；
5 k =1
5 k =1
5
1
1 5
r ( x0 , x5 ) = ∑ r05 (k ) = 0.8252 ； r ( x0 , x6 ) = ∑ ξ 06 (k ) = 0.7340 ；
5 k =1
5 k =1
From this result, we obtain r ( x0 , x5 ) > r ( x0 , x2 ) > r ( x0 , x6 ) > r ( x0 , x1 ) > r ( x0 , x4 ) > r ( x0 , x3 ) .
The result shows that the influence degree of key influencing factors which influence on the
development level of Central China Normal University from high to low in turn is Faculty
resources, Academic resources, Materiel resources, Reputation, Students situation, Academic
Achievements.
According to the ranking results of Central China Normal University since 2003, the ranking order
of Central China Normal University is in 31 to 41 fluctuations around, and the rank tend is to be stable.
The ranking results show that Central China Normal University develops from teaching university turn
to research universities. In addition, from the key influencing factors which influence on the
development level of Central China Normal University, the contribution of Faculty resources and
Academic resources are higher. This is because they vigorously develop teachers (such as vigorously
introduce Doctor overseas and Changjiang Scholars), efforts to improve staff and student ratio and
senior professional ratio, making good efforts to build Master's degree program and Key national
disciplines, national laboratories and national engineering centers and national humanities social
sciences research base and so on.
From above analysis, we can conclude that Central China Normal University should go the
development road of “elite education”. In addition to maintaining and strengthening faculty
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resources, academic resources, material resources and other aspects of development benefits, it
should also focus on the school’s reputation, the students situation, increase academic achievement
in the development efforts, such as the creation of a better research environment to actively
increase the SCI, SSCI , EI, CSSCI and other high-level academic achievement, to further improve
quality of new students, increase the proportion of graduate students, and actively introduce
academicians and renowned academics and so on.
Secondly, we select the data of Huanggang Normal University from Chinese University
Rankings of China WangDa from 2003 to 2008. All statistical data of above six factors are listed in
Table 3. Let the ranking value of Huanggang Normal University be the reference sequence
x0 (k ), k = 1, 2, ,5 , and the values of the other six influencing factors be compared sequences
xi (k ), i = 1, 2, , 6; k = 1, 2, ,5 .
According to the same computing method as above example, we set
1
ω1 = ω2 = ω3 = ω4 = ω5 = , and the grey relational degree between x0 and xi are as follows.
5
1 5
1 5
r ( x0 , x1 ) = ∑ r01 (k ) = 0.7083 ； r ( x0 , x2 ) = ∑ r02 (k ) = 0.7083 ；
5 k =1
5 k =1
1 5
1 5
r ( x0 , x3 ) = ∑ r03 (k ) = 0.6830 ; r ( x0 , x4 ) = ∑ r04 (k ) = 0.6612 ；
5 k =1
5 k =1
5
1
1 5
r ( x0 , x5 ) = ∑ r05 (k ) = 0.4160 ； r ( x0 , x6 ) = ∑ ξ 06 (k ) = 0.5838 ；
5 k =1
5 k =1
So we have
r ( x0 , x1 ) = r ( x0 , x2 ) > r ( x0 , x3 ) > r ( x0 , x4 ) > r ( x0 , x6 ) > r ( x0 , x5 )
Table 3

Chinese University Rankings of China WangDa from 2003 to 2008 of Huanggang Normal
University
Year
2003
2004
2005
2007
2008
Ranking
487
512
505
511
505
X1
0
0
0
0
0
X2
0
0
0
0
0
X3
6.52
0.78
0.6
0.6
0.6
X4
37.75
37.75
37.8
37.3
39.9
X5
3.99
26.09
19.3
29.4
30.0
X6
9.18
9.96
12.2
18.5
17.1

The result shows that the influence degree of six key influencing factors which influence on
the development level of Huanggang Normal University from high to low in turn is reputation,
academic resources, academic achievements, students situation, materiel resources, faculty
resources.
According to the ranking results of Huanggang Normal University since 2003, the ranking order of
Central China Normal University is in 500 fluctuations around, and the rank tend is to be stable. The
ranking results show that the comprehensive level of Huanggang Normal University is in low mediate
level within the national ordinary universities. In addition, from the key influencing factors which
influence on the development level of Huanggang Normal University, the contribution of reputation and
academic resources are higher. This is because the scores of reputation and academic resources are all
zero. The score results of these two aspects are derived from two basic statuses, i.e., (i) the academicians
and Yangtze scholars are scarce. (ii) Huanggang Normal University was upgraded in 1999 from college
to undergraduate university. There is no doctorial point, master's degree, national key disciplines,
laboratory-scale national engineering centers, national key research base of humanities and social
sciences and other advanced platform. In addition, the high level of academic achievement is lack due to
lack of senior talent and senior platform. Moreover, Huanggang Normal University is the second batch
of the undergraduate university, so the student quality of College Entrance Examination is not high.
Based on the present situation, we can conclude that Huanggang Normal University should go the
development road of “mass education”. As a young local university, it should adhere to the "local
flavor", and actively serve the local economic and social development, train high-quality, high-grade
availability, application-oriented talents and promote their development as a power; it should be
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people-oriented, and actively introduce and develop top talent, efforts to improve teacher-student ratio
and the proportion of senior professional titles, and actively create a good research environment to
increase the output of a high level of academic achievement.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, an orientation model of educational mode based on grey relational analysis
method is established to orientate the educational mode between elite education and mass
education. In this model, the major factors which influence education development level are
discussed, and then the advantages and disadvantages of each university can be obtained. This
result can provide reasonable reference for one university to orientate the format of elite education
or mass education.
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Abstract: The implementation of the new enterprise income have different degrees of impaction on
China’s listed companies’ tax burden, so many listed companies carried out earnings
management. In order to determine whether there is tax avoidance motive for earnings management
in listed companies, and observe the impact of factors of earnings management and
market response. Through
panel
data tests,
this
paper found
that, either
raise or
lower the company tax rate, the companies will take earnings management. Market is able to
identify and agrees with the tax avoidance behavior of earnings management.
Keywords: Reform of enterprise income tax; Earnings management; Tax avoidance

1 Introduction
Taxation is an important factor for government to influence business development. With the
introduction of new corporate income tax law in 2007, the corporate can reduce the tax burden on
earnings management. New income tax law which came into effect in the January 1, 2008, will
impose 25% income tax on both domestic and foreign enterprise. The change to the domestic
enterprises provides a new platform of tax reform and an important guarantee of a fair tax
environment (Liu Kegu 2007). Before the implementation of the new tax law, because the tax
policies are not unified, there are many preferential policies for large and listed companies in
different tax rates (Wang Yanming, 2002). The implementation of the new enterprise income tax
law of listed companies in China makes the tax change and directly affects the company's value
(Wang Yuetang, 2009). In order to investigate the implementation of the new income tax law, and
whether the company use earnings management to avoid tax, the reason why company make
earnings management, and such a practice is recognized by the market or not, the paper select all
the A-share listed companies as the research sample for empirical analysis. This paper is
characterized by: (1) isolated from non-controlled companies operating accruals, improve the
accuracy of empirical testing of earnings management; (2) the introduction of the amount of
profit-shifting evaluating corporate earnings management.

2 The Study Design
2.1 Hypotheses
Assumption 1: For the tax avoidance motive, listed company made earnings management.
As our country are constantly revised and improved tax system, tax incentives are more often in
order to save corporate tax burden, reduce costs, minimize reported net income, increase working
capital. Because different regions, different types of corporate tax burden is different for the
transfer of reserved corporate tax avoidance and profit opportunities. Accruals is the main way to
profit manipulation, can be divided into discretionary accruals and non-profit accruals profits in
two parts. If specific interest groups based on adjusted earnings, rather than simply under the
accrual basis point cash point transactions inconsistent with the adjustments, can be seen as
manipulation of accruals. Enterprises in order to reduce the tax burden, cosmetic results will take a
variety of techniques, landscaping financial reports, such as changes in corporate tax rates will be
delayed by profit, deferred tax. Jiang Yihong, and Wei Gang (1998), and Xiao Chen Xiaoyue Star
(2000) empirical research pointed out that listed companies in China there is widespread earnings
management. Wangyue Tang (2009) that reduce the company tax rate will delay the earnings
management to reduce the profit tax, but the company tax rate there is no obvious avoidance
earnings management, may be due to the existence of such preferential tax policies for the
company.
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Assumption 2: the larger listed companies, the more positive earnings management they made.
Theoretically, earnings management can be understood as operational needs for capital market
incentives and motivation of debt contracts. Capital market operators need to move because of that
listed company in the capital markets to obtain financing and subjected to all kinds of supervision,
the need for financial packaging, but also encourage enterprises to expand the size of the larger
companies to improve performance in order to pass a good development prospects, the strength of
the signal. Motivation is that debt contracts, corporate investment is successful, shareholders
receive a large number of surplus, and the creditor can only get a fixed interest rate; if investment
losses, shareholders do not need full debt in bankruptcy, and creditors to bear the full consequences.
Therefore, the creditors in order to reduce agency costs and risk often require the debtor to set the
protective provisions, to ensure a certain level of profitability, earnings management and thus
became a tool to reduce the risk of default. Tall, (2004) pointed out that the negative earnings
management and capital structure related to non-debt tax shields and capital structure of negative
correlation.Hypothesis 3: Effective tax avoidance of listed companies, the stock market will give a
positive response. In recent years, more and more scholars study China's stock market response to
earnings management of listed companies. We usually adopt the basic Jones model, modified Jones
model and with the intangible assets and other long-term assets Jones model as earnings
management measurement model (Zhang Yong-Kui and Liu Feng（2002) or the KS model.
Research methods
Firstly, we use modified Jones model and elect the multiple regression panel data empirical
statistical methods to analysis earnings management for tax avoidance motive. Then, calculate the
amount of the profit-shifting of listed company after the implementation of the new tax law,
tectonic reward model to analyze the market response to earnings management of listed companies.
Kang and Sivarama Rishnan (1995), Guay (1996), Mcnichols (2000), Hribar (2002) use different
methods to assess and compare the earnings management. In this paper, we select Thomas (1998)
method to calculate operating accruals for the operating accruals are relevant with the company's
taxable income (Guenther, 1994). Theoperating accruals is defined as:
(1)
CACCi, t = ( ΔARi, t + ΔINVi, t ) − (ΔARi, t + ΔAEi, t )
Where: ΔARi, t is the change of the amount of accounts receivable between period t and t-1,;
ΔINVi, t is the change of the amount of stock between period t and t-1 ; ΔARi, t is the change of
the amount of the accounts payable between period t and t-1; ΔAEi, t is the change of the amount

of the accrued charges between period t and t-1. When the revenue recognition was manipulated,
because of the error due to measure, the basic Jones model cannot calculate abnormal accruals
profits, so we use the modified Jones model. It excludes the impact of accounts receivable, and
further recognition of revenue on the business impact of accruals. Among them, the per unit
operating assets accruals, operating accruals using the standard deviation of standardized after the
transfer amount is profit. Model of a concrete form as follows:
C AC C i ,t
β ( SALES i , t − AR i , t )
α
(2)
=C+
+
+ ε i ,t
Ai , t −1
Ai , t −1
Ai , t −1
Taking into account of the development of China's stock market, many listed companies listed
less than 10 years, and have no systematic earnings management arrangements. Therefore we will
not use the time series model for empirical analysis. Then, we compare the low tax rate company
and the high company tax rate so as to observed whether the earnings management changes caused
by the income tax, and how the market response to earnings management. Reference Guenther
(1994) compensation model approach to construct two econometric models for profit-shifting, as
follows:

EPSt
(3)
+ θ DEBTt + ωΔTAX t + ε i ,t
Pt −1
Where EPSt is the company's basic earnings per share, Pt −1 is the opening price of the
Yi ,t = C + γ
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mid-period, EPSt is the profit motive smooth; DEBTt is the company's asset-liability ratio of the
Pt −1

Income ΔTAX t is Tax change.
2.3 The sample
We select all A-share listed company as research subjects, a total of 2020 to observe the new
income tax law for all the companies’ earnings management behavior. Taking into account of the
earnings management of listed companies is a longer duration, certain stability and systemic
financial strategy, so removing the companies listed after 2000, a total of 1160. Exclude financial
listed companies a total of 8. Exclude non-tax expense and income tax expense is less than 0, a
total of 52. Then removing the tax rate does not change and the lack of data, a total of 170. Finally,
the remaining sample size was 630. Among them, the rate of increase in the number of samples is
241, the rate decreased is 389. Gather all data from the juyuan database.

3.The Empirical Results and Analysis
3.1 Earnings management and avoidance motivation and analysis of empirical results
Descriptive Statistics of variables is shown in table 1. From table1, the average operating
accruals from 2001 to 2007 is slightly less than zero, reflecting the existence of the profits transfer,
while profits reached the highest level of deferred 19.82, indicates that some listed companies t
adopt more positive earnings management. After the tax reform of 2007, listed companies have
reduce the overall tax burden and through earnings management to be postponed. Performance
indicators are greater than zero mean, and standard deviation and operating accruals close to equal.
It may indicate the corporate think highly of the performance improvement and earnings
management, the relationship of value creation and regulation become more closely in the
enterprise. Hausman tests of samples; testing result is 138.59, so we chose random effects model.
Regression analysis of sample data, the model goodness of fit is 0.21, for the real economic
problems, it’s particularly a good fit. Function of the overall F value is 768.47, P value is 0.0000,
and the credibility is good; Durbin test value 1.84, since there is no correlation between the
variables; the defined symbols from the direction of the variable coefficient estimates and forecasts.
Average
Median
Max
Minimum
Standard deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis

Table 1 Variable Descriptive Statistics
CACC / A?
1 / A?
-0.0940
8.72E-06
-0.0800
5.52E-06
0.8982
2.04E-04
-19.8203
7.27E-08
0.3066
1.07E-05
-49.7288
4.7131
3177.2870
47.2104

(SALE-AR) / A?
0.0713
0.0489
10.9563
-3.5705
0.3090
8.7562
310.9063

Empirical results are as follows.
1/AS?
(SALE-AR) / AS?
F value
P value

Table 2 Result of Empirical Model I
Coefficient
Standard deviation
-6243.8890
269.4894
-0.4281
0.0118
768.4718
R value
0.0000
DW value

P value
0.0000
0.0000
0.2137
1.8408

Model I is significant at 1% level of confidence so it is a good description of widespread
earnings management of listed companies, and the delay of the profits, mainly through the income
scale and confirmed to verify the hypothesis 1. And the size of listed company was significant
positive with the accruals. It also reflects that due to operational requirements by the capital market,
the listed companies will broaden the financing channels, improving solvency, reduce financial risk
by adjusting accruals. Operating performance of listed companies and accruals appear significant
inverse relationship. To the good performance company, it passed good momentum of development
and gave creditors sufficient confidence. Compared with the general performance of listed
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companies, their profits regulation requirements are not urgent. Thus, the larger the listed company
is, the more active earnings management were carried out, but the good performance of listed
companies will expand their business with part of the high quality resource, and pay less attention
on earnings management, which verifies the assumptions 2.
3.2 Earnings Management and Market Reaction and Analysis of Empirical Results
mpirical analysis shows that, for the lower tax rate of listed companies in 2007, the market
response and profit transfer are significant at 10% level. For the higher rate companies, market
reaction and profit transfer are significant at 5% level. It indicates that the market did not react
negatively to earnings management and the higher rate companies have the ability to take better
earnings management. This verified the hypothesis 3.

C
EPS / P
DEBT
SIZE
TAX
F value
P value
R value
DW value

Table 3 Empirical Results of Models II
Decrease of Tax Rate
Increase of Tax Rate
Standard
Standard
Coefficient
P value
Coefficient
deviation
deviation
-0.1003
0.0457
0.0288
-0.2170
0.0486
0.1785
0.1026
0.0827
0.3225
0.1592
-0.0031
0.0007
0.0000
-0.0016
0.0008
4.77E-08
3.54E-08
0.1796
6.49E-08
2.92E-08
2.40E-06
3.12E-06
0.4426
4.64E-06
3.27E-06
7.2354
5.1555
0.0000
0.0005
0.0744
0.0545
2.1089
2.0868

P value
0.0000
0.0435
0.0592
0.0268
0.1570

Conclusions
implementation of the new income tax law unifies the income tax rate of listed companies, and
differ the tax rate of the listed companies. So it affected the company's value. Corporate will carry
out earnings management before and after the tax reform in order to reduce the tax burden. This
paper studies all the A-share listed companies’ earnings management behavior from 2001 to 2007,
and the market response to listed companies earnings management in 2007. The results showed:
First, the new enterprise income tax law promotes the implementation of the earnings management
of listed companies. The company with decreasing rate will implement earnings management to
reduce the tax burden, but the rate of increase of the company with increasing rate are also
significant take tax earnings management, perhaps because of such greater impact on those
company by revenue. Second, the larger the company, the more active earnings management, this
may be the company's operational needs and creditors factors. Third, the use of earnings
management of listed companies to avoid tax is responded positively by the market.
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Abstract: Constantly environmental changes have important influence in accounting function and
educational mode. The article first thinks that eco-environment attribute will bring some changes in
accounting function, and discusses the features and ways of changes. Then, the article analyses the
necessity of reforming China’s accounting educational mode. At last, some suggestions are put forward
about how to remodeling the accounting educational mode in China such as the training objectives and
plans, quality education and long-time education, setting multi-disciplinary accounting course system
and accounting training base in enterprises.
Key Words: Eco-environment feature; Accounting function; Educational mode; Reshaping

1 Introduction
Accounting changes with the environment, as Professor Guo Daoyang says, accounting in the
future should be reformed comprehensively and thoroughly from establishing new accounting thought,
theory and method systems. With the arrival of the harmonious era of human beings, accounting will
inevitably meet unprecedented challenges. Because in the factors of economic growth, the feature of
ecological environment factors is varying from the external variables to endogenous variable in
harmonious times, which will make accounting functions change in a massive, in the meanwhile, it will
also bring the huge impact to the existing accounting education mode.
Accounting function refers to the function of accounting inherent, the emergence and development
of that is a historical process. Throughout history from accounting, the opinion that accounting belongs
to management can better reflect the essential characteristics of the accounting. Mathematics, economics
and management become the important basis of accounting theory , management theory and method
enriched and developed the accounting connotation, for example as a new branch of
accounting ,environment accounting absorbing ecological economics, environment management,
environmental science and other related theory and method, grafting or integrating to this discipline,
changed accounting connotation, thus developed the edge discipline of accounting. Under such a
background, to explore the characteristics and means of accounting function changes and reshape of
accounting education mode at present and in future considering ecological environment attribute will
become an important problem in accounting theory and practice.

2 Characteristics and Means of Changes of Accounting Functions
Changing accounting environment bounds to promote the change of accounting function. In the
harmonious society, how to deal with the equilibrium between enterprise reality and ecological
environment is a subject that every managers must consider at first, thus the ecological environment
management as a carrier which balance the reality and ecological environment, rushed to the forefront of
modern enterprise management. As a feature of harmonious age ,ecological environmental attribute will
change the accounting environment dramatically , and then change the accounting function. So we need
explore the characteristics and means of changes of accounting function considering ecological
environment attribute deeper.
2.1 Prospect of accounting function evolution considering ecological environment attribute
Specifically, first , the enterprise organization as an accounting entity is facing a huge change
because of ecological environment attribute in the enterprise management decision and enterprise
management activities has transcended the original timespace boundary. Secondly, the accountant's
working ways and means have changed fundamentally. The team which is characteristic of learning
organization has improved its work efficiency greatly and the accounting personnel can be set free from
the multifarious, repetitive traditional business and then have a development to a higher level and new
field. In specific, accounting personnel can give some enterprises especially strong pollution ones strict
calculation and evaluation on environmental data by implementing the national laws and regulations
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directly, thus more extensive accounting functions can be extended. For instance, for some chemical,
papermaking, power generation, building materials enterprise and so on, we should record the fees and
fines which is cost by environmental factors as environmental expense alone; For the extra profit
obtained by tax cuts, the state subsidies for management of "three wastes" ,we should record it as
environmental earnings; Then we can really accrual of costs that will be happen in future possible and
relate to environmental management (such as mining, oilfield exploitation final recover cost, nuclear
waste treatment fee ) for environmental liabilities;thus doing lateral comparison and trade comparison of
economic and technical index on this basis ; and so on. In fact, it is said that those ways are also
explored abroad , and accounting work is urged to play a stronger role in the social and making
contribute to environmental protection.
2.2 Fusion of accounting function considering ecological environment attribute
Because of accounting environment changes , accounting is facing unprecedented change on
service object, means, methods and procedure and having a new expansion on the connotation and
denotation. From connotation, accounting is connected with business processes, the corresponding
accounting records of different buisiness flow make the accounting detail; From extension , external
financial reporting is connected with internal management, accounting object expand from meeting the
demand of external financial reports to supporting information for internal management, and thus
serving top-level for decision making,enhancing the management’s response capacity to complex
environmental challenges . New theories and new practice of accounting is emerging in recent years
such as resource accounting and accounting or the ecological environmental accounting. Although there
is still an accounting entity concept in environmental accounting, this subject is not only a profit-making
economic organization, we must also regard it as a unit and a link in the whole social system, and it
should take on social responsibility; In addition, the measurement of environmental accounting
compared with that of traditional accounting will have a major change, there are both monetary
measurement and physical measurement. In monetary measurement , both historical cost and other
measurement attributes can be used for providing basis for the control of environmental costs and risks
in enterprises. Although traditional control is the independent function of the financial department, the
trend is that the cost and risk is controled by financial department and other departments both and
financial department is to provide related work, timely and high quality information and professional
service, it means that the enterprise accounting functions and other department functions (such as risk
management, environment management, etc.) will realize fusion adequently.

3 Remodeling of Accounting
Environment Attribute

Education

Mode

Considering

Ecological

3. 1 Necessity analysis
It has became a major issue of accounting reform and development that exploring the education
mode meeting needs of social and economic development, and accounting education mode must be
aimed at training accounting profession . For a long time, the basic goals of accounting education is to
cultivate specialized talents for accounting, and the accounting discipline system construction and
curriculum settings are both focus on the basic functions of accounting . The traditional accounting’s
function is accounting and supervision. Therefore, the construction of traditional accounting education
mode is also based on this functions , and it fully embodies the quantitative character of accounting .
Clearly, in this kind of traditional accounting education mode, accounting discipline transverse span is
relatively narrow, accurate and mechanical has became the feature of accounting .With the arrival of the
harmonious age, the traditional accounting education mode has been challenged unprecedentedly and
the traditional accounting function was hard hit by it, that is accounting function focus on providing
useful information for analysis,evaluation and participation in management decision-making to
stakeholders . Accordingly, the accounting profession has been changed fundamentally and accounting
professional characteristics is becoming increasingly blurred. For example, the CPA is changing from
“financial statements auditors” to “economic decision-making advisors”. Therefore, accounting
undergraduate education is no longer only focous on cultivating accounting specialized talents, while to
make the accounting professional students become general talent who can not only do accounting work
but also can undertake some economic management and noneconomic management. Accounting
ecological environment attributes not only promoted the change of accounting function, but also updated
and improved the accounting education mode. In the accounting professional background, the
accounting education of professional education mode has lasted for nearly 100 years. In future society,
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the use of accounting knowledge will penetrate each domain in economic life . Not only needs
accounting management the microcosmic, but from macrocosmic perspectives, the accounting can be
applied to every aspect in economic life, such as government environmental management. Therefore,
accounting education must first break away from the traditional mode of thinking and then using the
theory and method of multi-disciplinary to think and study the accounting problems. For example, in
environmental management, all subjects related to ecological environment will affect accounting greatly,
such as ecology, environment science, environmental management, ecological economics and so on, so
it is necessary to build an accounting curriculum system that embodies the interdisciplinarity and
integration promoting the development of accounting discipline, namely an interdisciplinary curriculum
system in the ecological park.
3.2 specific content of reshaping
Based on the ecological environment attributes of accounting discipline, the function of modern
enterprise accounting is not only providing financial information to managers, but also participating in
enterprise management. The requirements to accounting is providing useful information to managers
and assisting managers to predict, make decision, plan and control and do other activities. So we should
adjust accounting education in China for the needs of the development of harmonious society in time.
Following is the mainly four adjusting aspects:
4.2.1 revising accounting personnel training target and implementing new training programs
As the business environment changes rapidly, the comprehensive ability of accounting personnel
needs new development in harmonious age, therefore, we will amend accounting personnel training
target to train account talents with the modern information technology and innovation ability and
capacity to adapt to the actual work and can adapt to the need of socialist market economy construction,
grasps the financial and accounting theory and method and have a wide range of professional knowledge
structure. The talent training scheme is the concretion and practice of talent education’s target.
Establishing accounting education training project according with the demand that develops a target is a
important link to reform accounting education mode. Therefore, accounting education should start from
the target of training accounting personnel constructing a whole optimization of training programmes
and then according to accounting subject features choose the structure model of professional course
system, concrete construction of curriculum system and implementation project of teaching methods,
etc.
4.2.2 paying attention to the implementation of quality education and lifelong education of professional
accounting.
Roux.Williams noted that since paying attention to professional knowledge in accounting
education , some university ignored the cultivation of the students' thinking and communication ability,
cause poor quality in accounting students and can not adapt to senior professional accounting, auditing
or consulting work. Accounting education should train the student to have a better ability to participate
in decision-making management in the enterprise. Therefore, iaccounting education value professional
knowledge quality as well as comprehensive quality (including communication ability, flexibility and
thinking abilities and continuous learning ability). The so-called quality education is to make the
students get a real ability, not dogmatic knowledge, let the student have a basic knowledge ability, have
a self-study ability of mastering new knowledge, have a ability of collecting, acquisition and refining the
information,have organization, coordination and communication skills. For accounting personnel, it is
necessary to know and learn all the tools and information technology and use ,refine and organize the
useful information with high efficience for making effective judgment and decision in the team work.
AECC in the communique stressed that the purpose of accounting teaching at school is not training the
students to be a professional personnel,when they graduate ,but cultivating the quality that a professional
accountant should have in future. Therefore, accounting personnel's learning for a life and continious
engineering education reform will become the important issues of accounting necassarily. Accounting
personnel constructing the harmonious society must keep learning and update knowledge, besides, they
should have not only the solid accounting professional knowledge, but also learn some relevant
ecological environmental management aspects of nonaccounting professional knowledge, palying
important roles in interdisciplinary knowledge team .

4 Setting Multidisciplinary Coexistence of Accounting Curriculum System and
Reforming Assessment Methods of Accounting Professional Course
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Our traditional accounting education model focused on knowledge transmission and cultivated a
large number of "test-orientated" talents rather than "the application of innovative talents”, students lack
of adaptability and communication skills and knowledge and lag behind the technology development
and can not meet requirements of time. So we must reinstall accounting education knowledge system
and curriculum system and focus on the quality education.
4.1 The ecological environmental attribute affect development of accounting discipline
Now the construction of harmonious society quickens intersection and integration between
accounting discipline,and the development of accounting show a tendency of integration and
marginalization. The development of integration and marginalization of accounting education put
forward further request to expand basic subject of accounting education, Setting accounting discipline
curriculum system should reflect "thick foundation, broad caliber and flexible module" principle,
through integration with different disciplines and penetration in other subject areas, accounting
discipline should become accounting courses system that coexist with multidisciplinary, which is the
theory and method foundation for the future development of accounting discipline. For example, in
order to improve students' study ability and application ability ,expanding public foundation course,
increasing professional foundation course, making requirment for the students of accounting of taking
some other courses, such as ecological economics, environment management, resource economics,
sustainable development economics, etc, and philosophy, ethics, ecology, environment science, etc.
4.2 The main means of traditional course appraisement is to carry out written test and regarding
The paper scores as the only evaluation standard. In the harmonious age, learing accounting begain
to value student's practical ability and the disadvantages of traditional way of course assessment begain
to appear, new course appraisement needs to realize the diversification of appraise subject. Other than
the core courses of accounting, appraisement of other courses should be assessed by grouping student ,
making assessment target together by teachers and students, self-assessment and evaluating each other
and evaluating result comprehensivly by teachers. This appraisement which take the student as the main
body, can play the role of examination fully,make examination scores reflect students’ learning ability
and the effect objectively,truely and detaily , and be beneficial to cultivating understanding, analysis,
judgement and application ability and other aspects of ability and comprehensive quality of students.

5 Establishing Enterprises as the Accounting Education Training Base
More and more case indicated that the accounting plays a more and more important role in the
enterprise management practice. In the enterprise environment management activities, if there is no
accounting, the effective combination of enterprise's accounting data and environmental effect cannot be
achieved .It is belong to accounting to determine the charge standard for urban residents by calculating
the processing cost of garbage and sewage. What is the value of the damage of abusing of ecological
environment caused by deforestation cut, destroy geometric? If we want to restore the ecological
balance, how to consider its spending and revenue? etc. Such difficult problems need to be solved by
the combination of accounting, economics, management, environment subject ,etc. Therefore, further
training in enterprise field and in practice are important content of accounting education mode.
Accounting basic theories and methods penetrated into environment management activity can be a
discipline of most widely application of accounting profession and the strongest comprehensive
professional qualities.

6 Conclusion
In short, under the ecological environment attribute, the accounting function changes and reshaping
of accounting education mode become an important content of accounting reform. On one hand,
considering the accounting attribute of the ecological environment, accounting plays the social role
more widely, and accounting function extends to a higher level and updated field; On the other hand, the
education mode needs to be established by fully embodying course crossing and integration, through
revising accounting personnel training target and training program, the implementation of quality
education and long-life learning, setting the disciplines coexistence in accounting course system, hence
reshaping the accounting education mode, and adapting to the ecological environment attributes of
accounting. This is this important conclusion from the paper.
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Abstract: The real situations of publicly funded colleges in China have monotonic teaching model, low
level of scientific research and weak teaching ability of special teachers, through the systematic analysis,
the concept of innovation in the teaching model of publicly funded colleges is put forward for
facilitating the improvement of teachers’ qualities from all aspects. In the meantime, new measures of
higher vocation education was explored from a multiple of dimensions and proposed, and made in-depth
analysis of the fund input in the development of publicly funded education.
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1 Introduction
It is the springhead for senior publicly funded education that persistently improve senior publicly
funded teachers’ abilities, recovering education resource, arousing teachers’ enthusiasm, inspiring
teachers’ wisdom potential, and strengthening the construction of teachers’ comprehensive qualities.
Especially, improving senior publicly funded teachers’ abilities of experimental implementation and
scientific research innovation should be taken as the significant construction goal for senior education
reform. The concept of people-oriented and teacher-first and a group of high quality teachers with both
professional theorization teaching and professional experimental skills and research abilities guarantee
the talent providing for high level senior publicly funded teaching and the high quality of scientific
research quality.

2 The Current Status of Teachers for Specialized Courses in Senior Publicly
funded Colleges
Recently, colleges and universities in our country are popularly equipped with all sorts of
systematized and professional laboratories of certain scale and there are special groups of teachers for
the experimental course teaching. Compared to this, the construction scale and inputs in senior publicly
funded colleges’ laboratories and the management for experimental courses teaching lag behind a lot
and there are a series of problems urgent to be solved. For example, there are not any special
experimental course teachers and the experimental teaching tasks are still undertaken by professional
course teachers. Objectively, it may be a good model worth carrying out for senior publicly funded
education, but the problems lie in the professional course teachers’ comprehensive qualities that must
meet the standard that the unity of knowing and doing with which talents can both pass on knowledge
and demonstrate their practice. Only these excellent teachers can be capable of the “lessons plus
experiments” double model. The professional course teachers’ ability is very crucial to the cultivation of
senior publicly funded talents. It is said that an accomplished disciple owes his accomplishment to his
great teacher. Then what are the contents of professional course teacher’s ability? Specially speaking, it
should involve deep professional theory background, experimental teaching ability and experimental
study innovative thinking, including experimental organization management, design of experiment, the
experimental operation, drill skill, result analysis, result analysis, fine optimal refining, divergent
innovation etc. They should cultivate the students’ practical skills by experimental teaching. An
outstanding senior publicly funded professional teacher should be both a teacher and an engineer who
can teach professional courses with facility and practice experiments skillfully. At present, common
professional teachers in senior publicly funded colleges have started their teaching jobs soon after their
graduation. Because they are lack of work experience in their professions and corporations, these
teachers’ theoretical foundation is not solid and there exist gaps between their theoretical knowledge and
actual situation. Additionally, their practical ability is so weak that it is hard for them to teach according
to actual trend. Due to their deficiencies of professional skillful quality, they are lack of technical
application and innovation ability. Professional course teachers are usually limited by the analysis of
cases in the textbook, but they need the practical skill like drawing, physical sampling, model design
and domo to play the verification teaching and dissect questions intuitively. They are unconfident
enough and often just repeat what the book says, lacking the spirit of thinking and truth-pursuing and the
skills of stimulating students’ study interest and rendering the teaching atmosphere before introducing
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theories. Their poor teaching effect resulted from the deficiencies of the spirit of the age that running
after the teaching trend and innovation. The urgent issue lies on the recreating and cultivating of the
professional teachers’ qualities. Some of them have rare divergent thinking and others just stay in the
existing level of theories, they pays little concern on the fresh development in their professional field,
lacking the age spirit for innovation. Take technological knowledge for example, what you have read is
not what you have perceived and what you have perceived is not what you have mastered. Even if you
have mastered it, you need not be able to use it, which plays the dialectical materialist principle and the
practice law of “learning, learning and still learning”. A man whose mind has broad and level width in
the extension of education must be a never satisfied picker facing the ocean of knowledge. Therefore, it
has become a significant research subject to upgrade the comprehensive qualities of professional
teachers in publicly funded colleges continuously, make them follow the development of modern
scientific technologies, and improve the poor situation of low efficiency teaching objectively and
creatively.

3 Persisting in the Scientific Outlook on Development and Doing a Great Job on
the Construction for Professional Teacher Group
Professional teachers make up a necessary part of the publicly funded college teacher group and
they are also one of the important forces for guaranteeing the training of qualified talents. With the rapid
development of economic construction and advancement of scientific technologies, the current
professional teacher group can hardly satisfied the need of publicly funded education development and
social economy development, which is asynchronous in the strategy that the national development
should keep pace with education and becomes the bottleneck part for publicly funded education’s
sustainable development. At present, many publicly funded colleges usually adopt in-service training
practice, upgrading degrees, employing external professionals as methods to improve the level of
professional teacher group. Although these practices have received certain effect, but due to the short
term and the shallow involved extent, they cannot systematically master relevant professional
experience. The poor method of employing external specialized talents only figures eager for quick
success and instant benefit, not a long-term plan, which defeats the basic state policy of developing the
country through science and education and the policy of granting the state education priority for
development. Consequently, we must persist in Scientific Outlook on Development, stand on the view
of talent powers, make long-term plan, develop sustainably, overcome impatience thinking of poor
one-sided, and do a great job on the construction for professional teacher group.

4 Research on the Feasibility of the Construction of Publicly Funded College
Professional Teachers
4.1 The government should enlarge the capital input and enhance the conduction for education
An ancient philosopher has said, “One that cannot view the whole situation is unable to
administrate a country and one that cannot plan each side must fail in controlling a single moment.” It
means the dominator should look far ahead and aim high and it also means the train of thought decides
its way out. However the form of thought is decided by the conceptual innovation. Abandon absolutely
the wrong concept of valuing general education and neglecting publicly funded education, persist in
Scientific Outlook on Development, propose the diversification development of education, and explore
the strategic thinking according to Chinese social facts. So according to the situation of weak teaching
force of the current publicly funded education, the government should regularly enlarge the capital input
for financing the infrastructure, improving the teaching equipments. Meanwhile, according to the
economy development, the government should conduct the establishment of professions, the choosing of
teaching books and the allocation of human resource. In addition, the state should also set up
policy-oriented incentive mechanism by which inspire the subjective initiative of professional teachers,
enhance the teaching basis and upgrade their teaching experience. Make publicly funded colleges as
education base for talents and scientific achievements as soon as possible.
4.2 Constructing multi-functional laboratories and establishing the platform for improving
professional teachers’ skills
Practice education plays a significant role in publicly funded teaching. It is also one of basic
segments of cultivating application talents, impacting unique effects of improving professional teachers’
technologies, operating skills and innovation ability and forming the new structure of knowledge. So, it
is the basic project of scientific education to construct various laboratories, which is the way to establish
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a platform for improving professional teachers’ skills. This platform is the arena where teachers
exchange their experience and compete on their technical skills and it is the platform where they can
follow leading knowledge and improve their research abilities. It also serves as the band linking colleges
and corporations, the industry-study-research base in college. Constructing teaching talents, developing
autonomously, and improve the inner situation consist of the strategy of changing the professional
teachers from knowledge owners to technology masters. The enlarging of input to various laboratories
aims at shorten the distance between classes and the society, realizing the dynamic environment where
the campus become firms and students act like workers, performing the pursuit of truth ,fact, and
application. It has also provide an arena for cultivating students’ practice skills where they can stay in
the scene by their selves and operate with their own hands. In this way, they can accumulate
coordinating skills of thinking and operating, and they will grow to be technical human resource for
economy construction.

5 Strengthening School-enterprise Cooperation, an Important Way to Improve
the Professional Teachers’ Technical Capabilities
Strengthening school-enterprise cooperation is not only the key to improve the construction of the
professional course teacher group in advanced publicly funded schools, but also an important way to
improve the professional course teachers’ technical capabilities. Professional course teachers are
required by the modern advanced publicly funded education to be equipped by the comprehensive
ability to combine theoretical knowledge with practical skills , which could not be achieved efficiently
simply by post teaching practice, job training and improving academy degree. They must be deep
involved in the whole process of the engineering projects, which can combine the theoretical knowledge
with practical skills organically to a certain degree, and fully fills the gap between theory and practice.
Only in this way, can knowledgeable and skilled professional course teacher group be built.
The active involvement of enterprises has injected new vitality into the reform and development of
the advanced publicly funded education. While the traditional teaching model will have to face the
challenge of the enterprises, the age mission of private education will encourage enterprises to be the
catalyst and strong driving force of the rapid reform and development of the advanced publicly funded
education. Enterprises can provide school with counterpart equipment, apparatus etc. in a planned
manner to enhance the teaching ability of the school laboratory; And they can also convert the technical
advantages to the teaching advantage of the advanced publicly funded schools, by making their
engineers participate in the professional instruction, technical seminars, field exercises etc., who can
also be the friendly rivals to the professional course teachers and learn from each other, which can
improve the skills of the professional course teachers rapidly. As a result, the enterprises will naturally
become the counterpart off-campus internship base of the advanced publicly funded schools. In turn, the
schools will also become the oriented training and teaching base for the enterprises, thus a new
mechanism of customized training and employment between school and enterprises is created, which
can not only improve the practical skills of the professional course teachers, but also lay the foundation
stones of the success for the students. So we can see that school-enterprise cooperation is the objective
needs of both sides and shows a gratifying excellent situation, in which the two sides complement each
other and enjoy mutual benefits and collaborative development. Now the school-enterprise cooperation
has shown a strong vitality and support to the modern education development, enhancing which may has
a far-reaching strategic and strong practical significance to the reform of the advanced publicly funded
education in China.

6 Conclusion
Back to the origin of education, to the pure environment of education, to the function and value that
education should hold for the social progress and human civilization, are the ultimate goals of education
reform. New powers are needed to create new situation, along with new tasks to pursue new goals. To
strength the nation and national, first to strength the education, and the great economic development
can’t survive without great education development, in which advanced publicly funded education takes
an important role. So, the advanced publicly funded education can never be neglected in the education
reform.
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Abstract: The paper used the idea of dynamic equilibrium and qualitative approach to explain supply
and demand balance and suggested some policy recommendations to the problem. First, it introduced
the research theory of rural financial service system at home and abroad, and then drew the diagram of
pull and thrust. After that the paper analyzed the impact factors with Chinese characteristics for the
equilibrium of supply and demand, discussing the contradictions which were disturbing the system
balance. Finally, we provided policy recommendations for promoting the equilibrium of China’s rural
financial service system.
Key words: Rural financial service; Equilibrium analysis; Imbalance between supply and demand;
Policy recommendations

1 Introduction
China’s rural financial service system is considered to be an entirety which includes financial
institutions in vast rural areas of China including using monetary transactions to exchange valued goods,
and providing satisfactory activities to financial participants and customers and so on. We have known
that the balance of supply and demand was very important in rural financial service And only if we
made it into balance, can we make a better development.
Many professors have researched the problem. The foreign rural finance theory's formation and the
development have influenced by the modern finance development theory and the policy position. There
are three main schools: subsidized credit paradigm, rural financial systems paradigm, and imperfect
competition market theory. The subsidized credit paradigm holds the point that the government should
put large numbers of low interested credit into the rural areas. However, the rural financial systems
paradigm gave the opposite advice. This theory is entirely dependent on the market mechanism, strongly
opposed the policy financial market distortion. The third theory, that’s to say, the imperfect competition
market theory get the conclusion that developing countries should implement selective government
intervention. The viewpoints of Chinese scholars can be divided into three: the first one is that rural
financial should stick to cooperation basis; the second one is that the rural financial should adhere to the
commercial basis; the third one is that the rural financial should adhere to the diversified development.

2 Equilibrium Analysis for the Supply and Demand in China’s Rural Financial
Service System
In this part, we made an equilibrium analysis for the supply and demand of China’s rural financial
service system. We considered about the Chinese characteristic factors, drew a diagram about the
equilibrium relationship of the supply and demand in China’s rural financial service system, and then
analyzed the problem involved in.
2.1 Chinese characteristic factors of supply and demand balance
The Chinese characteristic factors in rural financial service system are the macro guidance and
policies of Chinese government. China implements multi-elemental participation in macroeconomic
control of the socialist market economy. In other words, the development and expansion of rural
financial market cannot be realized without national fiscal policies and tax preference. It also depended
on preferential policies and measures issued by the ministry of finance, the central bank and the banking
regulatory commission.
The Chinese government has issued many relevant policies. For example, the CBRC, in companied
with the PBC, issued The Opinion about Accelerated Promoting the Rural Financial Products and
Services’ Innovation in 2008. The CPC central committee pointed out in The Several Recommendations
about Promoting Stable Agricultural Development and Continuously Increasing Peasants' Income in
2009. The ministry of finance issued The Interim Measures for Directional Expenses, Subsidies, Capital
Management of Rural Financial Institutions Charged by the Central Finance in 2010 and so on.
2.2 Diagram of the supply and demand balance of China’s rural financial service system
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We used the idea of dynamic equilibrium and qualitative approach to explain supply and demand
balance. If we see the supply as the thrust, the demand for rural financial service system as the pull, then
the supply and demand balance of China rural financial service system is a dynamic equilibrium in
which the thrust is equal to the pull. As shown in Figure 1.
When pull and push reaches equilibrium, China's rural financial service system achieves the
balanced state. Factors that represent pull and push are briefly presented in the above diagram. That is,
when the supply of agricultural credit and the coverage of rural financial services meet the demand for
loans, intermediate business needs, insurance needs, and public policy demand for financial services,
China rural financial service system will achieve a balanced supply and demand.
Pull

Financial services:
Pro bono and
policy
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Insurance needs

Middle
needs

Loan demand

China's rural financial service system

Thrust

The coverage of rural credit
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Figure 1 Chinese Rural Financial Service System Power Schemes

2.3 The imbalance between supply and demand in China’s rural financial service system
The government has issued many policies which opened the rural financial market, developed the
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new rural financial institutions, and started the overall system with coverage of multi-level. However,
the government still cannot solve the contradiction between the huge credit funds hunger for
high-speeding developing rural economy and relatively weak rural finance. China's rural finance is still
in the state of anemia.
In 2004 the total amount of the rural financial needs of the narrow diameter was 1.5684 trillion
CNY, the board diameter was 1.7048 trillion CNY, but the rural formal financial channels supplied about
1 trillion CNY to rural finance. The gap between them was very obvious. The gap growing trended of
China's rural financial between supply and demand has reflected the increasing gap between China’s
rural economy and the national economy.

3 Policy Recommendations for Promoting China's Rural Financial Balance
Between Supply and Demand
The reasons for the existence of supply and demand gap of rural financial service system are varied.
However, the economic reason of the gap’s existence cannot change fundamentally in short term.
Therefore, it is wise to focus on institutional and structural reforms.
3.1 Accelerate the formation of a diversified rural financial service system
At present, the rural credit cooperatives are in a monopoly position in rural credit market. This is
neither conducive to the healthy development of rural finance and the economy, nor to the prudent
operation of rural credit cooperatives themselves. Rural financial service system should take account of
both demand and the ability to provide financial services, and to establish a new diversified financial
network, including policy banks, commercial banks, rural credit cooperatives, securities and insurance
institutions, which provides a variety of intermediary business tools to farmers, like deposits and loans,
Securities trading and insurance services, payment and settlement services.
3.2 Accomplish the mechanisms of rural financial service system for reasonable division and
complementary advantages
From the current situation, several large rural financial institutions have a large overlap on the
business scope and nature. Hence, it should focus on the demands for the multilevel of rural finance and
should make a clear division of functions in various financial institutions.
The rural credit cooperatives mainly play the role in community or local rural financial institutions.
Agricultural Development Bank should be established as a more comprehensive policy bank, which
needs to expand business scope appropriately, reverse the tendency of "leave the farm" which occurred
recently in Agricultural Bank of China, and to effectively reinforce the support degree to agriculture and
the rural economy. The deposits that Agricultural Bank of China absorbed from rural areas require being
adopted a suitable percentage on agricultural credit. The country should lead commercial banks to use a
certain percentage of funds upon agriculture through tax policies. Simultaneously, it must select the
appropriate restructuring approach to coordinate the surplus constitutions and talent resources of
agricultural banks in rural areas.
3.3 Promote remanufacture of financial institutions and the establishment of settlement system in
rural to raise agricultural returns ratio
We should promote the remanufacture of financial institutions in the country, making it fully
comply with the characteristics of local agricultural production and financial service demands. We
should also diversify credit products and establish a smooth and efficient settlement system which is
adapted to the modern financial development and can overlay all the national level and regional level.
Meanwhile, adjust the deadline of the loan according to the characteristics of local agricultural and
set the deadline after the agricultural products' sale season. In the fact that the sales of agricultural
products need a period of time, so we can give the peasant a certain repayments permission period in
which they can accrue interest as usual, and adopt the ten-day and monthly installment repayment
pattern to reduce the pressure of lump-sum cash. For farmers, as their productive capital demand is
urgent, higher frequencies and small amount, we should fully simplify the lending procedures and
improve the lending efficiency, so as to increase the agricultural returns ratio.
3.4 Establish and perfect the relevant system and mechanism and improve the efficiency and
applicability of rural financial supply
Formulate implementation measures which can encourage the new deposits absorbed by country
financial institutions mainly use for the local lending and establish an independent evaluation
mechanism, so as to improve the efficiency of rural financial supply. At the same time, we should
establish an agriculture loan mechanism to guarantee the rural economic development to acquire
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abundant capital support. According to the national conditions, we should gradually develop an
agricultural insurance market and improve the establishment and consummation of national agricultural
insurance system. Besides, promote to establish the national agriculture reinsurance system and the
diversification mechanism which supported by national finance. Meanwhile, encourage to carry out the
risk mutual cooperation and commercial insurance business in rural area.
3.5 Increase the rural policy-based loans and promote the rural financial product innovations
Due to the high hurdle of regular financial institutions and the low ability to pay debt of country
poverty, the regular loaning channel for peasant household and the rural enterprises is narrow. Therefore,
the government should increase the rural policy-based loans to help the poor peasant household and the
township enterprises in starting stage. Meanwhile, it should ensure a long-term powerful support of the
policy-based finance for agriculture. In addition, it needs to pay attention to financial innovations on
rural financial service, extend its scope of services of assisting agriculture through financial innovations,
improve servicing way, and promote the quality of service while loan summation increasing. Financial
innovations also will bring financial risks, thus, it must accelerate development of the various forms of
the new-type rural financial organization and the new-type financial products centering on serving the
countryside, on the premise of that enhance supervision and prevent risks.
3.6 Take account of the difference between space and time when reforming the China rural
financial supply system
In the vast territory of China, eastern coastal areas are developed in overall economic conditions,
while middle-west regions are underdeveloped. The financial serving demands in regions are different
with their different economic development levels in space. The rural financial serving demands also
change in time with the development of society, the process of urbanization and the gradually increasing
level of integration of city and countryside. The two gradients, time and space, must be consider
properly when making financial decision for the construction of rural financial service system.

4 Conclusion
From the research, we know that the supply and demand of China’s rural financial service system
has not get into balance. We should try to follow the policies to make it better. First, accelerate the
formation of a diversified rural financial service system. Second, accomplish the mechanisms of rural
financial service system for reasonable division and complementary advantages. Third, promote
remanufacture of financial institutions and the establishment of settlement system in rural to raise
agricultural returns ratio. Forth, establish and perfect the relevant system and mechanism and improve
the efficiency and applicability of rural financial supply. Fifth, increase the rural policy-based loans and
promote the rural financial product innovations. Sixth, take account of the difference between space and
time when reforming the China rural financial supply system. Maybe the suggestions cannot solve the
problem absolutely, but it is supposed to be good to promote the rural financial service system in China.
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1 Introduction
We know that modern distance learning is a new model for cultivating talents, whose main feature is
that it is based on the modern teaching media—the Internet, which is rich in educational resources. In
China, the new distance learning is different from the 2nd generation distance learning whose major
media is the broadcast and television, as well as the 1st generation whose major media is the press and
communication [1]. The main battlefield of modern distance learning activities has turned to network
media from traditional media, so the development and utilization of online educational resources has a
great influence on the effect of online education. While considering the utilization of online educational
resources, there has not been a full set of management measures that go well with the features of online
education, and the utilization ratio is quite low for the usage of the traditional teaching resource—the
textbook, which weakens the effect of the Internet, and that is because that there is not a robust system
for the evaluation and supervision of online learning.

2 Current Problems of Online Education
Although the online education enlarges the educational resources, there are many questions on the
supervision of online learning [2]. The model of modern distance learning appreciates the student
centered independent learning of individuation and guidance on the use of online resources. However it
separates the teacher and student in space or time, and makes the supervision even harder. As a result,
both initiative and self control are needed, which is too much to ask for the online learners who often
fail to control themselves well on learning. Though the students would also use the Internet, while most
of time, it’s just for exams rather than learning a whole course. Some of them even haven’t logged in
any of the online learning platforms from the very beginning to the graduation. What’s more, some even
have no idea of the domain names, to say nothing of learning on the net. Owing to all of these, online
learning is turned into self-study with textbooks. According to a survey, the utilization ratio of textbook
is 100%, while that of online materials is only 41%, which is obviously not enough. So there is still
much to do to realize the pattern transition of learning from the textbook to the Internet.
There is a misunderstanding that the student would learn actively once there are enough materials
online without supervision. Along comes another phenomenon that more attention is paid to the
construction and improvement of learning materials than to efficiency. The measures taken are just
encouragement, support and guidance from the teacher. As a matter of fact, what’s missed is a robust
supervision system to make sure that the students do get online and learn. The present one only depends
on the self-control of the students, neglecting the support of external supervision. In other words, the
students haven’t been forced to adapt the environment and demand of modern distance learning [3].
Thus the so-called modern distance learning isn’t quite different from the traditional learning. Checkout
on the final result can’t get the work done, and more efforts put into improving initiative of the students
are needed, as well as effective evaluation and inspiration system.
Online learning lays much stress on self learning, so it is necessary for a system of evaluation and
supervision to provide impetus on study. That is to say, it is of greatest importance to make a healthy
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atmosphere of online learning. Nowadays, during the management of distance online learning, the
traditional summing-up evaluation method is adopted, which is paid insufficient attention to. The basic
theory and practical model of online evaluation hasn’t been built yet, not to mention effective measures
to keep or increase the enthusiasm and initiative of the students. In my opinion, the external control of
the teacher is needed, as well as an ideal strategy on evaluation and inspiration.
In a word, it is a burning question that the students of online learning lack of pressure and impetus.

3 Methodology
3.1 Method one
The time is ripe for the integrating system of online learning management. A sound system of
distance learning consist of three basic elements—a courseware subsystem, a support service subsystem
and a teaching supervision subsystem, which can ensure the quality of distance online learning once
well built and operated. As yet work of the first two has been basically complete, while that of the third
still has a long way to go. Online learning should be controlled self-study with the guidance of the
teacher instead of completely free. In the meantime, not only the teacher and the textbook, but also the
supervision online should be characteristic, considering the potential and aptitude of the student, in order
to make them fit. Thanks to the development of the Internet and the popularization of computer, the
condition of online learning has been improved, and the cost is decreasing too. Nowadays, broadband
networks have spread to workplaces and common families, which solved the shortage of bandwidth
allocation while watching multi-media courseware online, realizing the dream of having lessons at home.
Plenty of human and physical resources are put into the construction of online teaching resources, and
the need for learning online has basically met. In order to realize the purpose and practical values, great
efforts have to be made to take full advantage of online learning resources, getting the transition work
done of teaching model, and let online learning lives up to its name. In turn, efficient use of the
resources can also be a pusher in the construction.
3.2 Method two
The key point of the integrating system in online learning management is that all the supervision,
evaluation and inspiration are embodied in a integrating form, which is a new breakthrough in approach,
method and learning system, as well as a concretization and a realization of online learning performance.
Simply speaking, it is to set an integrating database for the online learning platform, to record and
manage the student’s performance in every subject, making the result into parts of numerous steps and
gathering them as a final one. The students whose integrating point is below the minimum requirement
are not allowed to take the final exam. Thus online learning is turning into a must-do mission from a
free task, which can be achieved by increasing the ratio of integrating point in the final result.
The particularity of online learning makes it easier to employ the integrating system in online
learning management, just adding a supervision module and an evaluation module to the present system.
The supervision module aims at following the process of online learning full-scale and automatically,
and recording the details; while the evaluation is a system based on the relationship of the evaluation
items and priorities, according to the record produced by the test module and the marks on the online
subjects given by the teacher.
The integrating system of online learning management consists of learning journals, online learning
and integral management.
Learning from journals: Journal database is set on the learning platform as a personal online
learning file, which can automatically record the detailed learning process of every student at every
subject. According to the data, it is very clear of a student’s learning state, such as logging in time, study
period, resources used, questions discussed, finished proportion of assignment and online test results. As
the original data of the whole process of a student’s online learning, learning journals are used in
quantitative statistics and analysis on students’ learning activities.
Online learning: Including online course, online assignment, online test and online forum.
(1) Online course. Online course divides into three parts—optional courseware, coaching video of
universities, internal courseware. Its main contents are lectures on every chapter and the key point, in
order to guide the student. In the learning journal, online learning is embodied by the times and periods
of some subject.
(2) Online assignment. Referring to the Teaching Program, every course is divided into several
chapters that go forward one by one, and each of them is followed by assignment on its key point, which
can be finished and submitted. The objective questions are checked by computer while the subjective
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ones are marked by the teacher, and then the grade is put into the learning journal automatically or
manually. At the end, the system will set the corrected assignment to the student by e-mail or some way
else.
(3) Online test. The requirement on every subject is divided into a series of questions, and after
finishing a test correctly in the limited time, the student is allowed to start another one, until the last.
Once failed, he has to start the very test from beginning.
(4) Online forum. The students can communicate in the forum during the course, or ask the teacher
questions, and the post number will also be recorded in the learning journal.

4 Results
The integral point is managed by the integral database. The learning contents are classified
according to the learning journal, and the real-time integral point of every student’s every subject is
calculated according to the quantity and quality index. After logging in the platform, the student not only
can see his points, but also can see his rank and other’s point. If the point increases through efforts made
by the student, he is sure to achieve impetus and confidence, or even realizing his potential, and of
course there is intension and pressure.

5 Conclusions
The employment of integrating system in online learning management, which makes self-study,
inspiration and the evaluation and supervision system combine with one another and influence one
another, improves the initiative and efficiency of the student and promotes the normalization,
institutionalization and scientization of online learning, turning have-to-learn into want-to-learn. It
makes online learning management more intuitive, thus improving the quality of distance teaching.
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Abstract: The global financial crisis has left many western financial institutions severely weakened,
providing a great opportunity for China’s financial enterprises to become more global through overseas
acquisitions. However, there is an urgent topic that need us to study on how to seize opportunities, how
to make strategic development plan of overseas investment in a rational way. This paper uses of case
study method, focuses the Ping An Insurance (Group) of China purchased the Netherlands - Belgian
Fortis Group, analyzing the forming process and reasons about this acquisition of failure from the gain
of acquisition information, selection of acquisition target, judgment of acquisition decisions and the
investment risks, etc.. At the same time, from overall strategy of China’s national development, specific
lessons will be given for China’s financial enterprises. They must draw lessons in the failure, consider
their own characteristics, formulate clear and feasible internationalization strategy. They should based
on the rules of spreading risks and seeking long-term stable development, correctly judge economic and
financial situation, prudently choose M&A partner, reasonably avoid risk, rationally “going global”.
Key words: China’s financial enterprise; Overseas acquisitions; Ping An Insurance (Group) of China;
Fortis Group

1 Introduction
From worsening of American subprime crisis to the explosion and spreading of Global Financial
Crisis, Ping An Insurance’s purchasing of the Netherlands - Belgian Fortis Group has experienced the
process of acquisition study, agreement signature and the final failure. Only in the first 10 months, Ping
An invested RMB 23.87 billion (approximately USD 2.78billion) in Fortis and it has devalued by 95%,
with a suspended deficit of RMB 20 billion. This completely defeated overseas acquisition left the
profound lessons. No matter whether Ping An could retrieve this defeat, it is worth reviewing and
rethinking.
Ping An Insurance (Group) Company of China, Ltd. was the former “Shenzhen Ping An Insurance
Company”, which was established in March, 1988, with the registered capital of 53.12 million. In June,
1992, with the approval of the State Council, it renamed as “Ping An Insurance Company of China”. In
February, 2003, it was approved again to change name to “Ping An Insurance (Group) Company of
China, Ltd.”. After 20 years of development, the Group has developed into an integrated financial
services conglomerate with insurance at its core, also engaging in securities, trusts and banking services.
It is the only holistic listing financial group in China with the total assets amounted to RMB 651.104
billion in 2007, and was widely regarded as one of the Chinese companies which most possibly
challenges the western.
With the rapid development and strengthening power of Ping An, in order to integrate with
international insurance, Ping An started the exploration of its own way to go global. Prior to the
acquisition, Ping An invested 1.1billion HK dollars to come in the public- issuing of funds with Value
Partners Group Limited, covering 9% of the share capital of Value Partners Group Limited. Ping An
gained a floating profit of 89 million HK dollars from this investment. This success made Ping An more
aggressive, therefore it aimed at the European Fortis for acquisition. Fortis is an international financial
services provider mainly engaging in banking and insurance. It ranked 20 among the European
companies, and it was the first listed company in Euronext in Brussels and Amsterdam.
The global financial crisis severely weakened many western transnational companies. However, it
brings about rare opportunities for the large state-owned Chinese enterprises to go global through
overseas acquisition. In 2003, Chinese government issued a series special operational policy measures to
promote the overseas investment of Chinese enterprises and encourage those strong enterprises with
ready conditions to invest in the overseas market (Yao Shujie 2009). This is the national development
strategy of “Going Global”. It triggers a new round of wave for Chinese enterprises to speed up its
overseas investment. Since the beginning of the economic reform, China has been transforming the
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state-owned enterprises. Finally it grasped the long term strategic objective, building the large domestic
state-owned enterprises into transnational ones to compete in the international market.
On the other hand, when Chinese enterprises carry out its “Go-Global” strategy, they need Chinese
financial circles to provide them with global services. Therefore, China actively promote the national
development strategy—“Go-Global”, and non financial enterprises need financial support from Chinese
banks and insurance companies in its overseas investment. It promotes the development of Chinese
financial enterprises in overseas investment (Yao Shujie 2009).
With the rapid development of Chinese economy, the international competitiveness power of
Chinese financial enterprises has been continuously strengthened. A lot of large financial enterprises
with both strong financial strength and overseas investment ability come into being. With the
appreciation of Renminbi, rapid growth of foreign exchange reserves, more opening of exchanges in
foreign economic cooperation and financial business, and deregulation of control in flow-in and
flow-out of capital, the steps of overseas investment of Chinese financial circles are obviously speed up.
From 2006, Chinese financial enterprises invest the overseas financial organizations through
Merger and Acquisition, and speed up the overseas direct investment. In 2006, 2007 and 2008, it formed
the “√”shape. In 2007, owing to the effect of the global financial crisis, it went down obviously. In 2008,
it went up to another climax (see Figure 1). By 2008, 5 large commercial banks have acquired and
purchased the shares the overseas organizations, total amount is up to 7.13 billion US dollars. For
example, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Limited purchased 20% shares of Standard Bank of
South Africa, the biggest bank in Africa. China Development Bank participates in the capital increase of
Barclays Bank of Britain with 2.2 billion euro, holding its 3.1% share. Bank of China invested 965
million US dollars to purchase 100% shares of Singapore Aircraft Leasing Enterprise Pte. Ltd. Ping An
of China first invested 1.81 billion euros to purchase 4.12% shares of Fortis Group, later invested 2.15
billion euros to purchase 50% of Fortis Investment, finally it failed nearly completely with large amount
of floating deficit. As initially estimated, by 31, December of 2008, the total investment in overseas
financial enterprises amounted up to 35 billion US dollars through both merger and share holding.
Among them, the floating loss amounted to 20 billion US dollars （Zhang Guohong, Le Jiachun, 2009）.
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Figure 1 A Comparison Between Chinese Financial Industry OFDI and China’s OFDI（$billion）
Source: MOFCOM, China’s OFDI statistical bulletin, 2003—2008

2 Reasons behind Ping An Insurance’s Failure in the Acquisition
It was considered to be conductive for both sides if Ping An Insurance conducted the acquisition of
Fortis Group and co-established the Fortis investment management company with Fortis Bank at the
very beginning, which was highly praised and welcomed by the public and the media. However, why an
action supposed to be promising and successful has turned out to be a failure? Why a sweet dream has
been replaced by a nightmare? There are a lot of reasons behind it. To be specific, they are as follows:
2.1 Information asymmetry and inauthenticity of the acquisition.
Although Ping An Insurance had already made an investigation for more than one year and hired JP
Morgan Chase & Co. as the only financial investment consultant to made evaluation for them. But the
information acquired was not symmetrical; the positive information was much more than the negative
one and some important information was even concealed from the investor. For example, Fortis Group
had a lot of assets were in subordinated debt of USA including Collateralized Debt Obligation (CDO)
and Collateralized Loan Obligation (CLO) of €123 million, but Fortis Group concealed all the harm of
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its junk bonds from all the people. The deficit of €4 billion wasn’t exposed to the public until the very
last minute.
2.2 Inappropriate or impractical acquisition target.
It’s a right choice for Ping An Insurance to expand to the overseas market, but this acquisition of
Fortis Group was set too high and it was an unpractical target to become a group company of
international assets quickly by taking advantage of Fortis Group. At the very beginning, the acquisition
was considered as a milestone for the insurance area in China by the leaders of Ping An Insurance when
they made comment on its two investments on Fortis Group. In their opinion, this acquisition would lead
Ping An Insurance to enter the global market of assets, and it would become a new growth point of
profit. In fact, there is no any complementary advantage between Ping An Insurance and Fortis Group.
Fortis Group itself has a disorder in company orientation, it shall not become a platform or back-up of
Ping An Insurance’s going overseas market. There would be a due failure because of the impractical
acquisition target.
2.3 Incorrect or untimely acquisition decision.
Ping An Insurance started to conduct the acquisition of Fortis Group in October of 2007 is because
of the good quality and low price of Fortis Group stocks. After the investigation, the leaders of Ping An
Insurance reckoned that the share price of Fortis Group had decreased from €40 to around €19, which
had become a good quality stock with 1.1 times of net assets and 5 times of p/e ratio but no bubbles. So
it was a definitely a rational choice to invest in Fortis Group and it was a perfect time to acquire by
bottom fishing. But as a matter of fact, that was the very time when the crisis of Fortis Group had been
formed. Fortis Group Bank decided to buy ABN-AMRO Bank with other two banks in a €71 billion
move. This huge acquisition itself was indefinite, but the leaders of Ping An Insurance saw it as the
manifestation of Fortis Group’ strong competitiveness which guaranteed a promising future. However,
it’s this acquisition and global financial crisis that triggered the collapse of Fortis Group. And then the
failure of Ping An Insurance’s acquisition was inevitable.
2.4 The investment risks can not be dispersed or controlled.
Ping An Insurance’s acquisition of Fortis Group was supported by China Banking Regulatory
Commission. The floating foreign exchange investment amounts approved to obtain by Ping An
Insurance was 5% of the total assets, which was 31 billion yuan, but the acquisition cost Ping An
Insurance 23.87 billion yuan accounted for 64% of it, which was not in conformity with the principle of
investment risks dispersing. Particularly, Ping An Insurance didn’t request for the operation and
management rights of Fortis Group. Their spending a lot to buy Fortis Group stocks and becoming it’s
the biggest shareholder brought about no practical value but more risks. And the fact has shown that
when crisis occurred in Fortis Group, in order to protect their own country, Belgian government and
Netherlandish government carried out the nationalization, they neither asked for shareholders’ opinions
nor got the formal authorization from the board of directors of Fortis Group, they handled the deal alone
and forced the board of directors to sign on the documents of corporate restructuring. However, Ping An
Insurance, as the biggest sole shareholder of Fortis Group was excluded, having nothing to do but
waited. They had no right to control their investment risks. At last they issued a statement expressing
their sorry about the result.

3 Important Implications from Pin An Group’s Failure
Ping An Insurance is both a renowned star enterprise and a flagship model of enterprises in
financial area in China. On its road of internationalization, the overseas investment initially considered
as milestone by the leaders turned out to be a battle of waterloo, which provided profound experience
and lessons for us. Especially in the era of post-crisis, it provided very important implications for the
financial enterprises in China on how to generate the strategy of overseas investments rationally.
3.1 Long-term goal development should be taken into consideration in transnational acquisition in
financial area
As regard to long-term development, financial enterprises’ strategy of going global is necessary and
following the trend as well. However, going global is not a easy task at all because financial area is the
key branch of economy in every country or region especially in developed economies like Europe and
USA. Banking area particularly must have the monopoly letting no others to set foot in. In this global
financial crisis, more than 250 medium and small banks went bankrupt in USA alone, but they seldom
acquired by foreign enterprises by bottom fishing let alone the enterprises in China. Therefore, it’s
necessary for Chinese enterprises to set long-term development objectives of overseas acquisition and
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generate long-term development strategy and they can not count on one or two overseas acquisitions to
realize their objective of internalization.
One of important factors in Ping An Insurance’s failure in acquisition is that the objective they set
was too high and they underestimate the fact, which shows that the leaders of Ping An Insurance are
eager for quick success and instant benefit. After the sub prime crisis occurred in USA, many famous
people or leaders in enterprises in China talked actively about overseas bottom fishing, which was
totally a misleading. If Ping An Insurance had set the long-term development objective of overseas
acquisition, they would neither have been so impulsive to invest when the crisis came nor have
considered the acquisition of Fortis Group as the important platform for the internationalization of Ping
An Insurance. This is a profound lesson.
3.2 Investment risks should be recognized in transnational acquisitions in financial area
There are many indefinite factors and perplex relationships in the market of financial area
compared to other areas, which can not be integrated in an easy way, so the result is that the risks of
transnational acquisitions in financial area is very complicated and unpredictable. In recent years, the
overseas acquisition of financial enterprises in China developed rapidly, and some of acquisitions have
already been finished, but which doesn’t mean the success. Because entering the foreign financial area is
just the first step, it’s hard to say whether you will encounter traps or not next. What’s more, the risks of
financial products with high internationalization level, the risks of differences integration of enterprise
cultures as well as the risks of response to the financial crisis should be taken into consideration, or you
will lose it all.
When Mr. Ma Mingzhe, the chairman of Ping An Insurance summarized the lessons they learnt
form this acquisition, the first one is that they didn’t well realize and understand the risks of acquisition,
which was a truth. If the leaders of Ping An Insurance had noticed well the risks, they would neither
have decided to conduct the acquisition when the timing was totally inappropriate nor got themselves
involved when Fortis Group hadn’t finished their acquisition of other bank, which cost a lot. Of course,
Ping An Insurance didn’t realize the risk from the nationalization policy implemented by the country in
which the Fortis Group located either. We can say that the failure of Ping An Insurance rings the alarm
for Chinese enterprises’ going global.
3.3 Investment objects of transnational acquisitions in financial area should be chosen and
evaluated carefully
The most important step of overseas acquisition is choosing the acquisition objectives. Especially
in the financial area, searching for the acquisition objectives can start from focusing on the emerging
markets in those regions or countries like China who are taking their initial step, growing very rapidly
and complementary to each other including South-eastern area, Latin America, South Africa, Middle
East, etc.. The financial door of those developed countries is hard to be opened, so more cautions should
be needed when the acquisition objectives are so easily to be got without that much cost. The fact shows
that when it comes to choosing acquisition objectives, the objectives are neither the cheaper the better
nor the more famous the better. They should make an elaborate plan to search and analyze the
characteristics of enterprises and industries and then narrow down the acquisition objective and evaluate
whether it can promote their development strategies.
Ping An Insurance’s acquisition of Fortis Group was considered as the best acquisition objective,
which is not consistent with the fact. The stakeholder of Fortis Group is scattered and it is a diversified
financial institute with banking as its main part, having no complementation with Ping An Insurance, so
the future ahead is still gloomy even though this acquisition is successful. Ping An Insurance’s failure
told us that failure is inevitable if the acquisition object is inappropriate. Chinese financial enterprises
should stick to the development strategies and lead the acquisitions in accordance with these strategies.
After several years’ speculation, they can figure out the potential acquisition objects and keep a friendly
long-term relationship with them. Then they have the possibility to realize the acquisitions as well as
their objective of internationalization step by step.
3.4 Transnational acquisitions should comply with the strategies of internationalized operation of
Chinese enterprises
After the strategy of going global has been implemented, the overseas investments mushroomed
rapidly. But currently, the internationalization level of financial services in China still can not meet the
needs of transnational operation’s sustainable development, and the problems like financing system is
lagging behind and capital requirements always can not be well met are emerging gradually. The essence
of financing is providing convenience for the financing of entity economy. But over the recent years,
some financial innovations can not meet the needs of entity economy and some financial derivatives
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changed from a tool to avert and manage risks into a speculation tool to get high return. Some financial
products are idling in the financial system and can not enter the entity economy. International experience
shows that financial support plays a significant role in overseas investment development. In
policy-related finance area and commercial banking area, work must be divided appropriately according
to the various characteristics of different businesses and enterprises, support focal point must be
highlighted to give fully expression to the national interests and industrial policy guidance.
On the road of conducting overseas acquisitions, as a business group with the integration of various
financial services, if Ping An Insurance had used part of its assets from overseas investments as the
funds support for some enterprises who are going global selectively, it wouldn’t have been in total
failure because this method complies with the overall national development strategy, so that the
economic competitiveness of enterprises who are going global can be strengthened, besides, investment
risks can be diversified. Ping An Insurance also can take part in the operation of the international
enterprise and get the profit. Therefore, the root of financial enterprises’ going global is the integration
of transnational acquisitions in financial area and the international operation strategies of Chinese
enterprises.

4 Conclusion
Some overseas financial institutions have been put into a dilemma because of the global financial
crisis. The financial circles of USA and even the whole world have entered a shrinking period. Market
value has become devaluated dramatically and the capital is not sufficient at all; there is an urgent
demand for the financing in international financial market, which provides a good opportunity for the
international services and overseas development of Chinese financial institutions with good liquidity.
For Chinese enterprises, they should make a clear and practical international strategy according to their
characteristics based on the former experience. Besides, they should adopt the principle of risks
diversification and long-term sustainable development to judge the correct economic and financial trend,
choose the acquisition objects with caution, avert risks properly, emerge in the overseas market
rationally, establish international operation network, and promote the integration capacity of internal and
external business, risk management capacity and culture adaptation capacity, then gradually become a
transnational financial enterprise with international competitiveness.
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Abstracts: The paper applied the AHP and Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method from the aspects of
ability of assets and liabilities, cash flow, main operating revenue and the capacity of paying interest.
Four financial indicators options are employed to compare the two finance models, namely, ship finance
lease and loan financing. The finding of the paper is that in a different economic environment,
stakeholders should choose a different mode of operation, which could be regarded as a basis for ship
financing decisions.
Key words: Ship leasing; Loans in boats purchase; AHP; Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation; Financial
Indicators

1 Introduction
With the development of the global economy ， maritime trade plays a crucial role in the
development. 2008 outbreak of world’s economic crisis has brought an unprecedented disaster to
shipping trade, which issued a warning to the shipping industry and increased the risk of shipping trade
business. The world's major shipping companies are seeking to reduce business risk, and improve the
efficiency of fund utilization, then ship finance lease business’ is concerned by many shipping
companies again.
There are much literature about ships finance’s mode and risk and decision. PC Cheng, American
financer, published Shipping Finance Management in 1979, which studies shiping invest method, risk
and decision. R O Goss, marine economist, studied shiping invest model that include many various
financial index. Ruiqing Shao, China, published Decision method of International Shipping Invest in
2006, which studies international shipping investment environment, risk, decision, evaluation model.
Paper applies AHP[1](Analytic Hierarchy Process) and Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method
via ability of assets and liabilities，ability of cash income，main operating revenue and capacity to pay
interest to compare comprehensive avail of ship finance lease and loan financing.

2 Overview of Ship Financing Business
Ship financing projects generally require more funds，allowing the source of financing can not be a
single one. With the gradual development of the ship finance market and innovations of international
finance mode, more options to ship finance are provided, which can not only facilitate to solve the
problem of money shortage, but also help shipping enterprises to grasp the fleeting market opportunities,
to obtain greater profits. Currently, Ship companies have independent ship management options,
including loans to purchase boats operating, finance lease operations, Co-operation, etc. In the current
new market environment, practice is to use more financial leasing business, loans to purchase boats
operating in two ways.
2.1 Loans to purchase boats operating
Loans to purchase boats operating financing is a traditional way in enterprise. Loans to purchase
boats operating, is the operators loans to business when they are in a state of lacking of funds, this
approach requires ship operators to provide full property to the bank guarantee, at the same time afford
high cost of bank interest and long shipbuilding cycles’ risk. However, ship owner has held the
ownership, while benefit to the value of enterprises.
2.2 Finance lease operations
Ship finance lease is a lessor according to the specific requirements of the lesee or the choice of
shipyard, ships lessor purchase ship from shipyards by contribution (contribution to the shipyards), then
lease the ship of ownership to a lessor, which is a finance business model by pay rent installment. The
ownership of ship belongs to the lessor in the period, when lease expires, pay out rent and the lessee
performs fully its obligations under finance lease contract, ownership of a ship is vested to the lessee. In
this way, lessee pay rent installments, solve the problem of the lack of vessels.
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2.3 Brief comparison between loans to purchase ship operation and finance lease business
Loans to purchase boats operating and finance lease operating have their own characteristics in
enterprise value-added growth, committing pressures of funds and debt, facing the business’ risk etc.
(1) The growth of enterprise value-added
The ship owner always enjoy the ownership by loans to purchase. Once the ship put into profit and
repay the bank loan over, which have the advantage of increasing the value of corporate assets, while
expanding the business scale, completing the business transformation fastly, enhance the visibility of
corporate strategy.
Finance leases can afford lower debt burden and lower operational risks, and achieve rapid
profitability as operating fragmented and flexible business. The lesee performance all rent and legal
obligations of the contract will have the ship’s ownership; but the financial leasing business needs
long-term and stable funds from income to pay rent, while undertake various risks of contractual legal
obligations. Once the operation has problem, which will result in termination of the contract, and the
leasee faces risk of losing ownership. Therefore, from the perspective of increasing the enterprise value,
financial leasing business bears a certain risk.
(2) Funds and debt pressure
Loans to boat operating needs amounts of money. After the era of economic crisis, many shipping
companies face shortage of funds, only loans to buy ships. The shipping company will bear the huge
pressure and high interest loans, having The ownership of a ship, the shipping company fulfill the
obligations of daily repair and maintenance. The incidence of these costs will lead to the outflow of
corporate cash, bring enormous financial pressure to the business operations. The period of finance lease
is generally more long-term, and even over 15 years. According to the functioning of their own charterer
of funds to select the term of lease and adjust the pressure of rent and operating costs. In addition,
compared with bank loans, finance leases debt burden is average. Unlike the loan financing companies
will not only take the pressure of the first phase of funding, but also in the life of loan to pay the same
rent. Determine a reasonable lease to match income to reduce the pressure.
(3) Comparison of operators facing business’risk
Loans to purchase boats operating, production capacity of the ship can be used by themselves or
rental. If ship operator have strategic partners in the market, production capacity of the ship is able to be
fully utilized, the cash income capability will be greatly enhanced. If transport capacity is insufficient,
companies can lease out the ship in the way of operating lease. But no matter how the productivity of
the ship be used fully, loans to purchase boat bear a huge pressure of debt and interests. In the leasing
business, lessee pay the same rent every year, so rent or debt burden is relatively smaller. However,
production capacity of ship leasing business mainly by self-use, rental contract can also have agreed, If
the ship production capacity is not fully utilized, will be in vain to pay rent, so the ship chartering
business is facing the risk of idle production capacity.
(4) Comparison of operating flexibility
After operator of the ship purchases ship by loans, the ownership of a ship belongs to the ship
operator, operators can choose the navigation market by shipping market environment, business model,
which have greater operating flexibility. In finance lease, lessee should be conducted in accordance with
contract management, to pay rent on time. As the lessee only have the right of using ship without the
right to dispose it, not easy to get potential profit opportunities by using the change of market. Therefore,
in the lessee's mode of operation finance leases are subject to certain constraints.
As can be seen from the above analysis, finance leases and loans to purchase boats have
advantages and disadvantages, enterprise make appropriate choice by their own situation.

3.Loans to Purchase Boats Operating and Finance Lease Business Model of Fuzzy
Comprehensive Evaluation
3.1 Establishment of evaluation index system
Different sizes and different operating conditions of the shipping company, when making
investment decision from loans to purchase a boat or finance leases, financial indicators play a key role
in decision-making. From the enterprise's assets liabilities, cash earning capacity, the main operating
revenue growth capacity to pay interest, paper analyze different indicators’ suitability under the two
different financing models.
Four financial indicators for suitability of financing decision are scored by the experts from
shipping companies and financial officers who based on shipping market empirical data.
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3.1.1 Ability of assets liabilities
Ability of assets liabilities is that level of enterprises to bear the debt or the ability to repay debt. In
the financial analysis, ability of assets liabilities can use the debt ratio to measure. Asset-liability ratio is
the ratio of debt to equity a point in time of an enterprise. It is usually the ratio total liabilities of
enterprises with total assets at the end of year，which is an important indicator to measure corporate debt
levels and the level of risk, The greater the index value, the greater the financial risk. In terms of two
financing models, The lower the debt ratio, the more easily is able to obtain large funds from bank, and
purchase more vessels to expand business scale and enhance their strategic power, the higher debt ratio,
the more difficult to obtain large funds to buy a boat.
Table 1

Finance lease
Loaning
purchase

The Ratio Asset-Liability under Two Different Financing by the Expert Scoring

<0.1
Almost no
debt
2 points

0.1-0.3
Low debt
ratio
2 points

3 points

2 points

asset-liability ratio x
0.3-0.5
0.5-0.7
Higher
High debt
liabilities
1 points
-2 points
-2 points

-3 points

>0.7
Serious debt
-3 points
-5 points

3.1.2 Ability of cash flow
Capacity of cash income refers to the ability to obtain cash, the company can use the ratio of
inflow and outflow of cash from operating activities to measure the ability of cash income. In terms of
financing models, the larger the proportion of cash inflows and outflows, the easier and faster to repay
huge loans banks, loans to purchase ships can expand business scale and enhance their strategic power.
Table 2

The Ratio of Cash Inflows and Outflows under Two Different Financing by the Expert Scoring

<0.6
Poor ability to
obtain cash
Finance
lease
Loaning
purchase

Ratio of operating cash inflow and outflow
1.1-1.5
0.6-1.0
1.0-1.1
Can quickly obtain
Less able to
Preservation
cash
obtain cash

>1.5
Fast access to
cash quickly

-2 point

1 point

2 point

2 point

3 point

-5point

-3 point

-2 point

2 point

5 points

3.1.3 Capacity of the main operating revenue growth
The growth of main operating revenue reflect the main business’ stage of development, capacity of
the main operating revenue growth can use rate of main operating revenue to measure. Main operating
revenue growth rate can be used to measure the company's product life cycle, to judge the stage of
development of the company. Generally, If the main operating revenue growth is over 10%, which
shows that our products in the growth stage, will continue to maintain good growth momentum; If the
main business revenue growth of 5% to 10%,which shows our products have entered the stable stage,
will enter a recession soon, need to start developing new products; if the ratio is less than 5%, which
shows our products have entered a recession, it is very difficult to maintain market share, operating
profit began to decline. In terms of two financing models, the greater growth rate of the operating
revenue, the ability to hold market share is stronger, more suitable for leasing quickly to seize the
market.
Table 3

Growth rate of Main Operating Revenue under the Two Different Financing Methods for Rate of
Suitability by Expert Scoring

growth of main operating revenue

Finance lease
Loaning
purchase

<5％
Business
recession

5％-10％
Stable
business

10％-20％
The market is more
suitable for enterprise
development

1 point

2 point

3 point

>20％
The market is most
suitable for
enterprise
development
5 point

-2 point

1 point

2 point

3 point
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3.1.4 Capacity to pay interest
Capacity to pay interest refers to the ability to repay debt interest, which can use interest cover ratio
to measure. The ratio company EBIT to interest expense, higher multiples, shows the ability of
enterprises to pay interest costs is stronger. Creditors usually analyze debt indicator of interest coverage
ratio to measure the degree of safety. In terms of two financing models, the greater the interest coverage
ratio, the ship to pay high bank interest and rent more quickly, it is more suitable for financial leasing to
develop company.
Table 4

Interest Cover

The interval of Interest coverage ratio z
1-2
<1
2-5
Profits
can
Difficult
to
pay
Profits sufficient
Burden
pay
interest on the profit
to pay interest
interest
Finance
lease
Loaning
purchase

>5
Profits
to
pay
interest quickly

-2 point

2 point

3 point

5 point

-5 point

-2 point

2 point

3 point

According to suited grade of two ships finance model under the same finance factor, criteria of
scoring is shown in the following.
Table 5

Very
suitable

Not suitable
for more

Improper

-5 point

-3 point

-2 point

Criteria for Scoring

Barely or
basic
for
suitable
1 point

More
suitable

More
for
suitable

Very
suitable

2 point

3 point

5 point

3.2 Establishment of evaluation index weights
evaluation index weights are acquired by APH with Questionnaires.
3.2.1 Experts Questionnaires to index financial factors
Using Questionnaires to analyze the importance of each indicator (Assets and liabilities, and cash
flow capacity, the main operating revenue growth ability, capacity to pay interest) with each other.
According to many experts Questionnaires’ result, the four financial factors are indexed as the
following.
C. capacity of the main operating revenue growth> A .ability of assets and liabilities > B. ability of
cash flows> D. capacity to pay interest
3.2.2 Comparing scale of financial factors
According to APH[1] procedure, the comparing scale tabel to index financial factors by importance
for selecting financial model is shown in the following.
Table 6

Comparing Scale of Financial Factors

A
B
C
D

A
1
1/2
2
1/3

B
2
1
3
1/2

C
1/2
1/3
1
1/4

D
3
2
4
1

3.2.3 Judgment matrix[1] of financial factors’ weight
Judgment matrix of financial factors’ weight for selecting financial model is designed as the
following.
G

⎛ 1
⎜
1 / 2
= ⎜
⎜ 2
⎜
⎝ 1 / 3

2
1

1 / 2
1 / 3

3
1 / 2

1
1 / 4

3 ⎞
⎟
2 ⎟
4 ⎟
⎟
1 ⎠

3.2.4 Computing financial factors’ weight[1]
Judgment Matrix is executed with conforming columns to 1 and summing up rows, details is shown
in the following.
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G

⎛
⎜
= ⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

6 / 2 3

4 / 1 3

6 / 2 5

3 / 2 3
1 2 / 2 3

2 / 1 3
6 / 1 3

4 / 2 5
1 2 / 2 5

2 / 2 3

1 / 1 3

3 / 2 5

3 / 1 1 ⎞
⎛
⎜
2 / 1 1 ⎟⎟
= ⎜
⎜
4 / 1 1 ⎟
⎟
⎜
1 / 1 1 ⎠
⎝

8 8 9 0 9 / 8 2 2 2 5 ⎞
⎛ 0
⎜ 0
5 1 4 8 1 / 8 2 2 2 5 ⎟⎟
= ⎜
⎜ 0
1 5 0 2 1 8 / 8 2 2 2 5 ⎟
⎟
⎜
3 0 8 1 7 / 8 2 2 2 5 ⎠
⎝ 0

.2 7 7 ⎞
. 1 6 0 ⎟⎟
.4 6 7 ⎟
⎟
.0 9 6 ⎠

So the weight of four financial factors is acquired as (0.277, 0.160, 0.467, 0.096).
3.3 Establishment of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model[1]
Loans to purchase vessels located in the asset-liability ratio, ratio of cash inflows and outflows, the
main operating revenue growth, interest coverage ratio under the four financial indicators of value
interval variable is the appropriate grade level
X={x1,x2,x3,x4}T, asset-liability ratio, ratio of cash inflows and outflows, the main operating
revenue growth, interest coverage ratio for the four financial ship weight financing options for the W
={w1, w2, w3, w4}, Loan to purchase the boat under the conditions of the four financial indicators
appropriate level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation function value Td, Td to meet:

Tr = W ⋅Y
Come to Td and Tr compared boat loans and financing leases purchased four financial indicators in
the appropriate level under the conditions of the comprehensive evaluation results.

4. Analyse Results of Comparison
Use loans to purchase boats and two modes of finance leases under the conditions of the four
financial indicators for comprehensive rate and extent of experts the weight of the four indicators, makes
a comprehensive rating scale for two financing models under the same conditions. Eventually get the
comprehensive evaluation results from 400 kinds of combinations under two financial models. From the
last comprehensive evaluation results, finance leases is appropriate (suitable) choice in most cases. Only
when the asset-liability ratio less than 0.1, cash inflow and outflow rates greater than 1.5, main operating
revenue growth rate is between 5% -20%, interest coverage ratio is between 2 and 5, loans to purchase
boats is more suitable, this is fit for the shipping industry’s current condition which demand much
capital and guarantee the stability of operation in post-crisis era.
Table 7

Range of
asset-liab
ility ratio

a

Sample of Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation to Select Financing Mode

range of cash
inflows and
outflows

range of main
revenue
growth

b

c

range of Interest
Coverage
ratio

Loaning
purchase
Td

Finance
lease
Tr

d

x1a. w1+
x2b. w2+
x3c. w3+
x4d. w4

y1a. w1+
y2b. w2+
y3c. w3+
y4d. w4

Result of
Compari
son

5. Conclusion and Outlook
Firstly, Paper comparing the basic characteristics of the finance lease and loan financing models
purchased ship, through the assets and liabilities (Balance capacity), and cash earning capacity, the main
operating revenue growth capability and capacity to pay interest on the two ships of four financial
indicators to rate the appropriateness of financing model analysis, score the appropriate of four financial
indicators under two financing model and analysis. Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method was used
to compare and select the four financial indicators under the two financing modes, so as to provide basis
for shipping companies making financing decisions. Scoring the importance of four financial indicators
according to empirical data of the shipping market and expert survey, comparing the importance of the
four indicators mainly rely on expert questionnaire scoring, so this is a gap to the actual market
environment, we need to use more market financial data further to do quantitative analysis and confirme.
At the same time, the paper mainly demonstrate comparison under the comprehensive evaluation of the
two financing modes using financial indicators. However, ship financing and decision-making is a
complex process and many factors to be considered, external influences is an important factor can not be
ignored while making decisions, these need to be considered fully while making ship finance model in
practice.
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Abstract : Through literature reviewing and questionnaire analysis, putting banking industry as a target,
this paper puts forward that positions feature could exert influence on behavioral style, and different
positions require different features and behavioral styles; therefore, people can change their behavioral
styles according to the features of specific positions. Moreover, if a job matches the innate personnality,
the advantage in one’s behavioral style can be better utilized and the investment return of human capital
enhanced.
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1 Introduction
The famous principle of iceberg was lodged by Hemingway in 1932, in which he drew an analogy
between people’s behaviors and iceberg, the part above resembles evident behaviors and the part
beneath corresponds to people’s emotions, thoughts, judgment, expectation, desire and the noumenon of
life. In 1993, American scholar Spencer made a well-known iceberg model of quality, in which the
section above is the external performance, including basic knowledge and skills, easy to be understood
and measured, also relatively easy to be altered and developed through training, while the section
beneath includes social roles, self image, characters and motives, not tends to be influenced by outside
factors but crucial to people’s behavior and performance[1]. These researches play significant role in
helping us understand people’s behavior, deep-seated motives and values through evaluation, and
rendering us a better understanding on people’s inner and external changes. Since the 19th century,
people has remained the core of study of management, psychology and sociology since it relates to
personal and corporate development.
In the early twentieth century, psychologists went deeper in their research on evaluation tools for
personality traits with the development of the science of mathematics, statistics, biology and medicine,
and it was widely applied.
Typical researches and tools for personality traits evaluation include DISC, LIFO, MBTI, PDP,
16PF, HBDI, EPQ, Enneagram and Big Five Personality[2], etc. The table below shows the major
tools; related study started at the beginning of twentieth century and was revised continually over
decades[3][4].
Name

LIFO

Table 1
DISC

Major Evaluation Tools
MBTI
PDP

16PF

HBDI

Source

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

Founder

Stuart.Atkins
Allan.Katcher

Matson

Katherine Cook
riggs

Samuel. R
Houston

Cartel

Herrmann

Time

In 1979

In 1976

In 1960s’

In 1970s’

In 1968

In 1973

Total
application

9.3 million people

50 million
people

2 million people

16 million
people

Evaluation

Behavioral style

Behavioral style

Thinking
judgment

Theory
Number of
question
Lie detection

Deduction

Deduction

Deduction

Deduction

Induction

18

24

88

30

187

120

No
4 types, three-phases
I

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

4 types,
three-phases I

16 types

4 types,
three-phases I

16 types

4 types,
two-phases I

Result

Favorable and
adverse
circumstances

2 million

Behavioral style Personality trait Thinking
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Among these tools, DISC, LIFO and PDP focus on evaluation of behavioral styles; as science and
technology updates, the study and application of evaluation tools of behavioral styles also develops
constantly, which mainly shows in the scope[5], forms and fields of application. Thanks to the
development of computer technology in 20th century, many evaluation tools began using compute for
compiling statistics with direct output of report, such as, DISC and PDP. The development of internet
facilitated the rapid promotion of evaluation tools around the world, enhancing the diversification of
samples in norms library, and making it possible for researchers to conduct deeper and wider research.
Meanwhile, this two tools developed analysis system to help individuals, managers and researchers to
process and analyze results more efficiently.
In order to enhance core competitiveness, enterprises hope to gain deeper understanding about
individual personality traits and the team development, so as to constantly accelerate the matching
between people and their positions, as well as the team performance[6]. Although evaluation tools of
behavioral styles had been widely applied in international enterprises, it was not introduced to China
until the end of 19th century; as a result, we don’t have so much practical research on it and its
application in banking industry are only restricted to staff training and recruitment; there is little that
have been done on the establishment of model of behavioral style of people with outstanding
performance, and model of position features. Therefore, it is of great practical significance to conduct
study on the behavioral style of people in core positions in bank, which is conducive for personal and
team development.

2 Example
With DISC tool, evaluation will be conducted for three positions, such as, clients manager, clients
service and branch head in banking industry , analyzed by DISCUS system aiming to find the
relationship between behavioral style and working positions.
DISC is an evaluation tool of behavioral style and established based on the finding of Dr. William
Moulton Marston, an American psychologist, which was released in his The Emotions of Normal People
in 1928; he believes that the behavior of normal people can be identified and observed and divides it
into four categories. These four factors are Dominance, Influence, Steadiness and Compliance, which is
the source of DISC; it has covered 50 million people in 84 countries and became the most
widely-applied evaluation system in the world.

3 Data and Methodology
3.1 Transition of clients manager’s behavioral style
The DISC questionnaire survey covered 38 prominent managers for corporate clients and their
style was evaluated through DISCUS; the change in their inner and external traits is shown as follows:
No.
CMzs001
CMzs002
CMzs003
CMzs004
CMzs005
CMzs006
CMzs007
CMzs008
CMzs009
CMzs010
CMzs011
CMzs012
CMzs013
CMzs014
CMzs015
CMzs016
CMzs017
CMzs018
CMzs019
CMzs020
CMzs021

Table 2 Inner and External Behavioral Style of Clients Manager
Inner D
Inner I
Inner S
Inner C External D External I External S External C
41
27
65
79
31
50
40
86
74
34
50
59
61
27
40
73
49
49
50
79
46
67
52
28
37
49
65
68
23
67
45
41
45
73
50
59
38
61
45
28
74
17
80
46
52
50
30
41
22
60
87
68
23
76
45
52
18
60
91
86
11
27
91
28
45
73
50
46
52
76
57
22
60
49
50
46
52
50
40
52
34
73
56
46
23
81
45
41
45
21
56
90
46
27
40
52
49
60
50
51
61
61
45
28
26
73
87
51
34
76
52
41
74
27
23
86
46
19
64
41
41
60
56
79
46
67
52
52
49
49
50
79
46
67
52
28
45
49
87
79
34
38
52
41
49
44
50
59
34
61
40
28
49
73
56
46
38
38
30
64
37
17
80
90
38
27
52
79
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CMzs022
CMzs023
CMzs024
CMzs025
CMzs026
CMzs027
CMzs028
CMzs029
CMzs030
CMzs031
CMzs032
CMzs033
CMzs034
CMzs035
CMzs036
CMzs037
CMzs038

45
74
26
49
41
87
74
41
41
45
74
53
49
49
37
49
41

44
44
34
17
34
27
49
73
49
27
34
60
60
17
60
44
34

56
56
87
87
91
43
50
80
65
50
80
43
50
87
65
34
80

86
40
86
68
46
51
51
68
68
90
51
86
46
68
59
86
79

38
68
5
23
38
68
38
31
23
31
61
38
34
52
23
61
34

27
27
50
27
38
38
67
67
38
10
27
67
61
27
81
38
38

45
52
71
76
76
45
30
57
76
45
52
30
45
52
64
52
30

79
41
64
41
28
28
52
64
64
73
41
52
86
64
28
64
64

Statistics regarding inner and external traits amounting to more than 59 scores was gathered as
shown in Table 3, in which it is clear that 17 of them have high level of S trait and 25 high C. Transition
occurs as influenced by external working environment, 16 have external I style, 13 adjusted to external
C, and the number of external C reduced to 7 persons.
Trait

Table 3 Change of Inner and External Behavioral Style of Clients Managers
Inner D
Inner I
Inner S
Inner C External D External I External S External C

Number of person
Above 59 scores

8

13

17

25

6

16

7

13

The score of inner and external change of different DISC styles is reached according to the
following method:
Di refers to inner trait of variable D, Do external trait of variable D, and Do- Di
Ii refers to inner trait of variable I, Io external trait of variable I, and Io- Ii
Si stands for inner trait of variable S, So external trait of variable S, and So- Si
Ci means inner trait of variable C, Co external trait of variable C, and Co- Ci
Table 4 represents the summary of change regarding the 38 persons; it shows that the I trait of 24
persons is on the rise, which indicates that they intentionally developed this trait in working
circumstance since they believe they need give more play to I Style(influential and good at social
contact) as clients manager. I style refers to friendly, extroverted, warm, expressive and willing to make
friends, etc.
Table 4
Trait
Number of
person who
changed

Summary of Clients Manager Rose in Conversion of Inner And External Behavioral Style
Balance of D
Balance of I
Balance of S
Balance of C
(External style subtracts inner style)
8 on the rise

24 on the rise

7 on the rise

7 on the rise

As shown by Table 5, 25 persons dropped by more than 10 scores in C(cautious and reflective), C
down-conversion indicates: the evaluated person needs to display more independent and confident
elements in current environment than in normal circumstance. There are 23 persons dropped by more
than 10 scores in S item, which shows a need to respond quickly and complete the work within given
time.
Table 5

Summary of Clients Manager Scored over 10 in Conversion of Inner and External Behavioral Style
Trend of change
Balance of D Balance of I Balance of S Balance of C

Number of person scored over 10 in up-conversion

2

14

3

3

Number of person scored over 10 in down-conversion

20

8

23 人

25

3.2 Transition of branch head’s behavioral style
The DISC questionnaire survey covered 34 prominent branch heads in charge of investment
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banking and their style was evaluated through DISCUS; the change in their inner and external traits is
shown as follows:
No.
IBZS001
IBZS002
IBZS003
IBZS004
IBZS005
IBZS006
IBZS007
IBZS008
IBZS009
IBZS010
IBZS011
IBZS012
IBZS013
IBZS014
IBZS015
IBZS016
IBZS017
IBZS018
IBZS019
IBZS020
IBZS021
IBZS022
IBZS023
IBZS024
IBZS025
IBZS026
IBZS027
IBZS028
IBZS029
IBZS030
IBZS031
IBZS032
IBZS033
IBZS034

Table 6
Inner D
53
87
26
53
49
49
60
45
45
53
22
49
26
41
49
53
60
41
60
49
41
87
45
30
49
30
87
45
49
53
45
34
49
49

Change of Inner and External Behavioral Style of Branch Head
Inner I
Inner S
Inner C External D External I External S External C
17
65
79
61
50
64
52
14
56
79
52
27
52
79
49
91
79
38
61
57
73
34
50
68
11
38
45
79
27
56
86
52
27
40
64
21
56
86
34
27
45
64
27
43
79
46
50
45
73
14
80
79
31
27
45
86
44
43
68
34
61
45
73
44
56
86
34
19
52
52
44
80
86
34
38
52
64
44
65
51
31
61
45
64
86
50
86
5
85
52
64
44
56
86
34
76
30
73
49
43
68
52
50
52
41
49
23
79
52
67
18
52
17
80
51
61
27
30
73
17
65
90
31
19
71
73
14
80
68
61
38
45
73
60
56
51
46
50
52
64
9
95
90
5
27
71
79
49
50
40
61
50
52
28
60
43
86
61
67
23
64
73
50
86
34
67
23
73
49
50
46
38
50
52
73
44
80
79
23
38
57
79
17
56
68
68
38
45
64
21
80
79
52
19
52
64
49
50
59
46
50
45
64
10
56
86
61
19
57
64
44
65
68
38
61
40
79
34
87
79
31
38
71
73
34
87
46
46
38
52
52
73
43
51
34
38
57
73

Statistics regarding inner and external traits amounting to more than 59 scores was gathered as
shown by Table 7, in which it is clear that 14 of them have high level of S trait and 31 high C. Due to
influence from external environment and work assignment, external C adjusted to 28 persons and the
number of external S reduced to 4 persons.
Trait
Number of person
Above 59 scores

Table 7 Change of Inner and External Behavioral Style of Branch Head
Inner D
Inner I
Inner S
Inner C External D External I External S External C
6

5

14

31

7

8

4

28

The score of inner and external change of different DISC styles is reached according to the
following method:
Di represents inner trait of variable D，Do external trait of variable D, and Do- Di
Ii represents inner trait of variable I，Io external trait of variable I, and Io- Ii
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Si is inner trait of variable S，So external trait of variable S, and So- Si
Ci is inner trait of variable C，Co external trait of variable C, and Co- Ci
Table 8 represents the summary of change regarding the 34 persons; we can see that there are 14
persons scored over 10 for I, which indicates that they appear to be more confident and friendly as their
position requires communication skills. 18 persons scored over 10 for down-conversion S, showing a
need of responding quickly and completing the work within the time limit, and 16 down-conversion C,
showing that the current working environment demands more independent and confident elements.
Table 8

Summary of More than 10 Scores in Inner and External Behavioral Style of Branch Head
Trend of change
Balance of D
Balance of I
Balance of S
Balance of C
Number of person who scored over 10 for
4
14
1
5
up-conversion
Number of person who scored over 10 for
15
3
18
16
down-conversion

Based on Table 3 and Table 7 which shows the inner and external behavioral style of clients
manager and branch head respectively, the difference of their external behavioral style can be clearly
seen, many clients managers have up-conversion I and 16 of them scored more than 59 while a large
proportion of branch heads have C and 28 of them scored more than 59.
3.3 Quality of the position of clients manager and telephone sales
3.3.1 Position feature model of clients manager
According to questionnaire survey regarding DISCUS position feature of 38 clients manager, the
position feature model of individual questionnaire was generated based on DISCUS analysis system;
statistics of key words of each model were gathered showing that the necessary features for this position
are being friendly, sociable, expressive, passionate and confident(see Figure 1) .

Figure 1

Key Quality Necessary for the Position of Client Manager

The model of DISC position feature of clients manager was concluded through the regulatory
function of position feature of DISCUS.
D is 37; I 83, S 35 and C 57, as shown by Figure 2.

Figure 2

Position Feature Model of Clients Manager
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Analysis on the working features of clients manager:
The major feature is that they are able to communicate effectively and passionately. It is necessary
for successful candidate to be friendly by nature, some communication skills are also required to help
them build effective commercial ties.
Appearance and image: the person in this position represents the organization in front of clients and
other employees, so appearance and image are the most important factors and they need bear in mind all
the time that they represent the image of the organization
Influence others: this position often has elements influencing others, such as, eloquence and
willingness to accept other’s viewpoint, which are helpful to this role, besides positive, inspirational and
warm-hearted attitude.
Flexibility: the work of clients manager includes handling unpredictable situations since it is
possible for new situation to occur, which demands that candidate should adapt to the changing situation.
Those who can respond quickly to change suit this kind role the most.
3.3.1 Position feature model of telephone sales
According to questionnaire survey regarding DISC position feature of 18 telephone sales, the
position feature model of individual questionnaire was generated based on DISCUS analysis system;
statistics of key words of each model were gathered showing that the necessary features for this position
are being team-oriented, sensitive, expressive, patient and friendly (as shown in Figure 3) .

Figure 3

Core Quality of Telephone Sales

The model of DISC position feature of telephone sales was concluded through the regulatory
function of position feature of DISCUS. D is 19; I 62, S 41 and C 79 as shown by Figure 4.

Figure 4

Position Feature Model of Telephone Sales

From the comparative analysis on the core trait of the two positions, it is clear to us that different
positions require different personality traits. In the case of clients manager, they are supposed to be
friendly, sociable, expressive, passionate and confident; telephone sales should be team-oriented,
sensitive, expressive, patient and friendly.
3.4 Analysis on pressure of clients manager in changing their inner and external behavioral style
By reading the evaluation report of DISCUS analysis system, we can see that clients manager may
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be under pressure when changing their inner and external behavioral style. Table 9 shows clients
managers with obvious or great pressure; the pressure of others is slight or can be ignored.
S represents steady and supportive. If the down-conversion of S is too big, clients manager might
face obvious pressure for adapting to the rapid change of the environment. C represents cautious and
reflective. If the down-conversion of C is too big, clients manager might face pressure for lack of
sufficient support.
Table 9 Pressure of Clients Manager in Changing Inner and External Behavioral Style
Balance
of D
CMzs003
-3
No.

Balance
of I
18

Balance
of S
2

Balance
of C
-51

Possible influence
of pressure
remarkable

CMzs006

-22

33

-50

-5

very big

CMzs007

1

16

-42

-16

very big

CMzs008
CMzs017
CMzs018

-7
-3
-11

-33
18
-11

0
2
-35

-58
-51
-38

very big
remarkable
very big

CMzs021

1

10

-28

-11

remarkable

CMzs024
CMzs025
CMzs026

-21
-26
-3

16
10
4

-16
-11
-15

-22
-27
-18

remarkable
Intense
remarkable

CMzs029

-10

-6

-23

-4

remarkable

CMzs032

-13

-7

-28

-10

remarkable

CMzs035

3

10

-35

-4

very big

CMzs038

-7

4

-50

-15

very big

Possible source of pressure
Work without sufficient support.
Adapt to the rapid change of the
environment
Adapt to the rapid change of the
environment
Work without sufficient support.
Work without sufficient support.
Work without sufficient support.
Adapt to the rapid change of the
environment
Work without sufficient support.
Work without sufficient support.
Work without sufficient support.
Adapt to the rapid change of the
environment
Adapt to the rapid change of the
environment
Adapt to the rapid change of the
environment
Adapt to the rapid change of the
environment

4 Results
Based on the change of inner and external behavioral style of clients manager and branch head, and
analysis on necessary core traits for the two positions, it is easy to get the following results:
（1）People in different positions have different external behavioral styles;
（2）Different position features require different traits;
（3）People can change their behavioral style as position changes and position features demands;
（4）People will be under pressure when changing inner behavioral style to external style in
accordance with the outside environment; only when the pressure is moderate the development of
employees can be possible.

5 Conclusions
As Confucius says, in the pursuit of knowledge, curiosity is more important than knowledge itself,
and enjoyment is even more important than pure curiosity. According to a survey made by BCG in
September, 2010, senior management and human resource managers in enterprises around the world pay
close attention to three issues: Firstly, how to manage talents? Secondly, how to cultivate and develop
the leadership strength of the management? Thirdly, how to motivate employees to make more efforts?
If they enjoy the work, they will make more effort; enjoying the work brings about voluntary sense of
responsibility and assumption of the responsibility. Therefore, it is of vital importance in building a
corporate culture and mechanism in which people enjoy the work, talents are properly used and teaching
is offered according to their aptitude. Based on the above analysis, further conclusion can be arrived at
that the personal and corporate development can be effectively enhanced as a result of conducting the
following aspects:
First, to recruit talents based on the model of position features. To apply DISC to talents
recruitment, and carry out matching with the model of position features of clients manager and
telephone sales, so as to select person with high degree of matching as candidate; meanwhile, to list
those talents, who possess five qualities, such as, being friendly, sociable, expressive, passionate and
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confident in their permanent traits or potential traits, as candidates for clients manager, and those who
are team-oriented, sensitive, expressive, patient and friendly as candidate for telephone sales.
Second, to develop talents though position features. To train clients manager and telephone sales,
develop staff’s potential, continuously explore advantageous traits required for the positions and
enhance the matching between people and position through the application of the research finding on
model of position features.
Third, to reinforce study on the quality of outstanding staff’s behavioral style. Based on the current
research, to reinforce the study on clients manager, telephone sales, branch head and other people in
core positions, who achieved good performance, and hereby establish model of DISC behavioral style of
excellent staff, and further improve talents recruitment and development.
Fourth, to find people’s advantages and appoint them accordingly. To find the advantages of talents
through performance evaluation, competence assessment and behavioral style evaluation, and carry out
study on positions features, appoint people in accordance with their capability, give full play to their
advantages, enhance satisfaction and reduce cost for training.
Fifth, to help employees with pressure management. DISC evaluation enables us to understand the
transition of internal and external behavioral style of employees and the pressure they are facing, so as
to offer timely help in managing pressure, turn the work into a kind enjoyment and enhance individual
effectiveness.
Sixth, to set up mechanism of talented people management. (1) To set up a culture with
management of strong traits, ensure that employees know the requirement of different positions,
encourage them to give play to their strength and to do what they are able to do and what they like to do,
focus to draw on each other’s strength and create a perfect team. (2) To establish a mechanism of
employees cultivation, and help all of them to know themselves, develop themselves, explore potential,
know other and develop the team. (3) To acquaint management personnel and HR officer with the tools
of traits evaluation, guide employees to make career development plan, focus on developing individual
strong traits according to specific plan, and improve their potential traits. (4) To hold annual
investigation on employees satisfaction rate so as to know their preference in work and needs timely,
and accelerate their growth.
Due to limits of time and data, the paper just conducted study 3 group and features of 2 positions.
Statistics of more positions remain to be gathered to have wider and deeper research, such as, study on
behavioral style, work performance, innate traits and learned trait, etc, in the hope of enhancing the
matching level between person and position, and the investment return of human capital through these
studies.
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Abstract: The paper raised speculation idea from management perspective by analyzing the properties
of management and speculation; as well proposed the ways to improve speculation capability and
corresponding management method by describing the characters and rules of speculation. Through a
thorough discussion, we concluded that stakeholders should pay more attention to speculation from
management perspective, and it is necessary to establish management speculation science for further
investigation and improvement.
Key words: Speculation; Management Speculation; Discipline Construction

1 Introduction
There is no certain final conclusion and learning system about speculation until now. It is really
difficult to establish the speculation theory because speculation exists in all walks of life, and we cannot
define it clearly, moreover, some people still have a prejudice from Chinese traditional culture. It is easy
to make a simple statement of speculation from management point of view. We believe that the
speculation issue exists in the management and hope to discuss it as a proposal for establishing
speculation science of management.

2 Literature Review
Speculation has many meanings, such as to obtain price difference profits in market transactions.
The so-called tricky for profit, speculation and tricky are often linked. In another word, it means to get
more profit with less effort or by loading the dice. Frankly speaking, Speculation is to achieve goals by
devious means. Speculation is a derogatory term in Chinese culture. Tell a lie, manipulations of account,
jerry-built project, forged and fake commodity are all considered as speculation. There is a typical
Confucian story: Zi Gong saw an old man dragged his urn to get water, Zi Gong kindly told him that he
can make use of shaduf to get water easier. The old man said, I know that but I do not want to use it,
because we will be infected with opportunistic idea if we use the opportunistic things. Confucius praised
the old man as a sage. Here ethics and methods are against of each other. From this story we can easily
learn that if the ethics and methods are against of each other, our society could not make progressc.
“Congenial” has the meaning of fit together. “When drinking with a bosom friend, a thousand cups
will still be too little; if there's no common ground, a single word is a waste of breath. “In general,
consistency and fit include epistemology as well as methodology. Only the appropriate one is the correct
one. To be poison or medicine is not determined by the arsenic or ginseng, but depends on whether they
can meet the patients’ need. Mr. Mao Zedong mentioned in his book <Epistemology> that people's
thoughts, ideas, plans and programs cannot be considered correct until they are successfully realized in
the process of changing the objective world[1].
Mr. Huang Guoxiong investigated the activities of speculation in commodity exchange, he thought
that commercial speculation is able to predict the price change in the future, speculation is a behavior of
buying or selling now so as to get benefit through selling or buying again in the future[2]. Corresponding
to the commercial speculation, Mr. Wang Zhongliang regarded the speculation in the securities as "a
high frequency behavior of buying and selling to get price difference according to price fluctuation"[3].
Mr. Chen Xunshan said that “from the economic point of view, speculation is an activity of getting high
profit by making use of price difference for the products which price is easily changed.[4]".
There is little study of speculation management in the literatures; the theory about speculation
mainly concentrates on speculation bubble research and related management countermeasures in the
capital market.
According to the published study reports and the facts of history, Shiller (2000) concluded that the
American stock market was “irrational exuberance". He thought that the U.S. stock market showed a
prominent characteristic of speculative bubble at that time[5]. Mr. You Xiangqian and Mr. Chen Wenmei

cBaidu encyclopedia: http://baike.baidu.com/view/140991.htm;http://baike.baidu.com/view/372804.htm
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(2002) did an in-depth analysis of the formation and the expanding of speculative bubble in Chinese
stock market[6]. Mr. Yuan Yunfeng and Mr. Fan Feilong (2002) thought that the effectiveness of capital
market led the necessity of the formation of stock market bubble, the difference of market speculation
active degree caused the formation of rational and irrationality stock market bubble[7]. Mr. Wang
Lianhua and Mr. Yang Chunpeng (2005) thought that behavior finance reveals the formation mechanism
of asset bubbles from the point of the irrational investors’ view, and it provides a new idea for the for
bubble theory research[8]. Mr. Zhou Aiming (1999)[9]and Mr. Pan Guoling (2000)[10] thought :the foam in
the economic activities is measurable, measurement tool is behavior difference equation under the
rational anticipated assumption , while the scale of the measure is whether there is a difference between
the convergence of the solution of peng's stable countermeasures conditions.
Management science requires people to make decisions and plans scientifically and rationally, so
that subjective could be supposed to be in line with reality, an organization could be adaptive to the
outer environment, organization could be dynamically integrated, and the principle of efficiency could
be realized. That means to obtain the biggest possible achievement with the least investment and
consumption.
It is obvious that management has the property of speculation. In this sense, management science is
better to have a mutual development with speculative research instead of avoiding it. Specifically, we
can probe into the speculative problems in management or to manage the speculative phenomenon
scientifically.

3 Speculation from Management Perspective
For better understanding, we simplify the management concept with the view of decision-making
process. So-called management is based on the research to judge and predict the future of things, to
analyze and evaluate possible options, to make a decision and implement it. The most important and
critical thing is to predict. People maybe make different forecast even they share the same information.
With a practical point of hindsight, only the prediction is correct, can people make a right decision. Any
errors of the predictions will lead to wrong decision-making and the whole management failure.
According to decision-making conditions, decisions can be classified into three types: ascertaining
type decision, risk type decision and non-ascertaining type decision. Objectively speaking, except
ascertaining type decision, there is no reliable method for correct decisions. People are always trying to
change the problems to be deterministic, but in fact it is contrary to the objective properties. For
example, it is impossible to change the random variables into independent variables. Managers face with
the problems which are uncontrollable for decision-making. Even some of the properties of random
variables is understood, and its value depends on the results of the objective movement, but
decision-making must be prior to the value determination. Moreover, people’s knowledge for some
factors is still unclear when they make decisions and they also don’t have a complete understanding for
the random varies.
To define speculation from the view of management is to make a decision and make an executive
program when people are facing uncertain factors. This decision-making and program-making is a kind
of Game. At this time the risk attribute of decision-making and management is prominent and sharp.
Selecting one of the programs means to give up others, or means to choose one of the two contrary
programs. In other words, no matter what is the manager’s subjective wish, he has to consider the
importance, urgency, advantage and disadvantage in the Game. Both natural factors and competitors
which have subjective initiative zero-sum are in the Game. The Game will be confrontational and
intense in case there are competitors exist in the Game.

4 Typical Examples of Speculative Decisions
Investment decisions of buying and selling have to be made at every moment in the securities
secondary market. Buying is multipoint and selling is shorts. You will get profit when stock price goes
up after you buying it or stock price goes down after you sell it, otherwise you will get loss. According
to the stock price random roaming theory, it is 50% probability of stock price fluctuated up or down at
any time. There is no reliable method to accurately predict the volatility of stock price direction in next
moment. That means at any time, both bull the market and taking short position are Game. People can
only do long and short decision-making when they are not sure if the stock price going up or down in
next moment. People can only do more or empty investment decisions, but can not change the objective
properties of random fluctuations of stock price. Even the manipulation of cheating, such as human
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behavior of makers, can only change the direction probability of price fluctuations, but still can not
change the results and still have diversity of success or failure[11].

5 Properties and Rules of Speculation
Decision-making and plan-making in the condition that multiple uncertain solutions exist is to
speculate. Speculation Tao is the rules that should be complied with in the process of speculation. The
important rules of speculation Tao are summaries as followings:
The property characteristics and the first rule of speculation is to rebel against the orthodoxy. “The
Tao that can be told is not the usual Tao”d. In other words, there is another principle existing besides the
principles people already knew. And this should be quite right natural law. So far, people only know rare
and limited truths. Human’s understanding about the world is a infinite development from a free
kingdom to a realm of necessity. The implement of speculation is to choose an unknown or unproven
path across the bound of the existing principles and laws. So, speculation is a very difficult subject.
The second rule of speculation is to do something that is easy to realize but hard to implement. In
order to realize the speculation, you have to break many insuperable psychological or nature obstacles,
for instance, leaving loss or profit out of consideration. Speculation itself is a game between the
important and the less important, advantages and disadvantages, or loss and profit. Isn’t it absurd to
leave loss or profit out of consideration at the same time? It has to be emphasized that the understanding
of the future is in the first place in the problem of speculation. And the biggest obstacle of people’s
understanding is human itself. When you are impacted by your own position, interests, needs and tastes,
you will embark on self-righteous and non-real path, and it will lead you to mistakes or even to failuree.
The third rule of speculation is to adjust the conventionally rational concept. For example, you
should seek for better but not the best solution when you are involved in an uncertain situation. “Curb
the risk when speculating, put energy at right time.” The characteristics of speculation tells us that the
problem of speculation itself would not exist without the condition that exists multiple uncertain
solution. Only when you are involved in an uncertain situation, can you seize the initiative. In the
condition of multiple uncertain solutions, optimal solution cannot be planned theoretically. We will not
apply the rules mechanically without paying attention to changes in circumstances. Speculation does not
④
follow the principle of more payment for more work.
The fourth rule of speculation is bold which also means courage and insight. Speculation is not
blind luck, hot-headed, or foolhardy. Speculators should avoid easy and choose difficulty, do something
that others can not do. Without exceptional ability to discover the opportunity, how can you speculate?
Moreover, speculation is not only to discover but also to achieve. A unique speculator can not please all
persons. It is necessary to achieve ecstasy for the speculators so as to curvet between the trend and
counter trend and to sneak between true and fake. You can not always win in speculation, and you have
to accept the failure and sacrifice. Especially it needs enormous self-control ability and courage to
correct our own mistakes when we are aware of them.

6 Suggestions and Conclusions
In summary, there is no clear speculation rule to follow, but it is not no-rules to follow. Multiple
solutions of uncertain factors, changes process in motion follows a non-conventional way. The same
speculative condition will lead to different results for different people. In other words, the consequences
cannot be controlled, but it is precisely the result of speculative decision-making programs. In this sense,
it looks that the result of speculation lies in objective but in fact it lies in subjective. So it is necessary to
improve the capacity of speculation and use correct speculation management.
6.1 Character determines destiny
People often attribute unpredictable condition and uncontrolled results to fate. And psychology
and organizational behavior believes that character is the power of growth and development in the
psychological system and is the sum of the individual response methods and communication methods.
So that character determines destiny. There are three important factors in Personality traits: self-esteem,
self-control and risk. The so-called self-esteem is the degrees of people love themselves, which is based
on the understanding of their own capability; Self-control is the individual ability that people adjust their

dBaidu encyclopedia:Tao Te Ching,http://baike.baidu.com/view/16516.htm
eBaidu encyclopedia:The Book of Five Rings http://baike.baidu.com/view/89725.htm
④Anonymous Wave-Theory-SpeculativeTao , http://www.360doc.com/content/09/0329/00/109267_2953719.shtml
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behavior according to outside condition. That means the ability to maintain harmony with the objective
environment condition. So-called risk-taking is the willingness and degrees to take risks. The
willingness includes the initiative and the attitude to risks. .
If a person can get success and how successful he could be in his career depend not only on
certainty decision-making, but also depend more on the risk decision-making and uncertainty
decision-making, that means it depends more on speculation. It is obvious that the result of speculation
depends on personal qualities, depending on whether they have character defects and shortcomings. In
fact, Confucianism is a very good speculator, they proposed golden rules for people: good attitude, shut
up, harmony family, country management, and universal management. The Confucianism action skills
⑤
include: Knowledgeable, questioning, deliberation, discernment, earnest . Although a person's character
depends on his endoplasmic, it still can be improved. The character is from both innate character and the
learning action. Organizational behavior is also known as management Psychology, in their opinion the
learning is defined as: behavior change indicates that learning occurs.
6.2 Management methods for speculation
For investment characteristics, the popular management is a game theory, multi-stage dynamic
decision-making, rolling plan approach, tracking control and the best control. These methods help
people to improve predictive capability, improve and enhance the responsiveness and adaptability.
Firstly, as I mentioned before, people's understanding and prediction for future are in the primary
account of the speculative position problems. These management methods extend the horizon, and with
a long-term point of view to deal with problems. Under the guidance of long-term planning to realize
each steps, and reduce the "A man without distant care must have near sorrow." The principles and
seriousness of decision-making and planning firstly originates from scientific, rationality and
practicality of the decision-making and planning,
Secondly, the long-short arrangement in stages not only embodies the important role of strategy,
but also reflects the flexibility of dynamic fit. The movement of the dynamic constantly be verified and
continuously be adjusted. For the things you “see through”, you can “put down and at ease”, and have
the best control. For the things which are waiting for the results of the objective world, you can prepare
many options and do tracking control.
In summary, the complex movements, multi-solution problem of uncertainty speculation is a
common problem. It is also a very important issue which is more important than conventional decision
sometimes, and it concerns the success or failure of an enterprise, an organization or individual person.
It is also a problem of management innovation. It is recommended to establish an independent
management subject and branch to make a further study of speculation.
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Abstract: This paper is concerned with an exploration of vulnerability, a new science that has been
universally accepted as a method to analyze risk and crisis. It proposes setting out a thesis that places
“vulnerability”, as both a function and a process, at the centre of enterprise organization management
and early warning management. The paper quotes from abundant literatures to argue the relationship
between vulnerability, and the omen of risk and crisis. The purpose of this article aims to conclude by
offering the new developments that are available to indicate the development trend of vulnerability.
Keywords: Vulnerability; Enterprise organization; Development trend; Early warning

1 Introduction
Enterprise Organization Vulnerability is the capacity of enterprise organization systems to
anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from impacts of both internal and external hazard. The
vulnerability of enterprise organization is a determinant of probability of risk and crisis, and capacity of
sustainable development. Professor Claus Schwab, the initiator of World Economic Forum, indicated the
importance of vulnerability. He said that faced with vulnerability, to keep sustainable development, it is
important to reduce the vulnerability first (2002). Now, early warning mechanism and method of
vulnerability, has become a research object. It is sufficiently significant, under the development of
globalization, to enterprise management and early warning management.
The theories about risk and crisis management aim to solve the happened and happening risk and
crisis. Researchers invariably got every index after enterprises erred in management. Thus, they only
analyzed the happened erroneous way of management. However, researches of enterprise organization
vulnerability are based on the normal operation condition. Analyzing the internal and external
environment, researchers examine enterprise’ healthy conditions, and explore the objective law of
vulnerability. Conclusions of vulnerability researches help enterprises fix internal Structural deficiencies,
reply negative impacts of poor external conditions, and gain the sustainable development capability.
This paper aims to argue early warning mechanism of enterprise organization vulnerability. It contains
three sectors: vulnerability investigation, enterprise organization investigation, enterprise warning
management investigation. The paper will offer the national and international new developments on
these three sectors.

2 National and International Relevant Researches on Vulnerability and The New
Developments.
The concept of Vulnerability has long been an issue since 1970s. It has been frequently utilized in
the study of both global environmental conservation and sustainable development, and comes into the
domain of disaster science and social economic systems. Vulnerability, one of the seven core issue, was
regarded as a significant tool applied to sustainable scientific field (Kates, 2001)0. What is also clear is
that Vulnerability has become a new science concerned by many scholars00 .
With an upsurge of interest in the study of vulnerability, academe showed their researches in the
Enterprise system, of which results mainly embodied in two respects.
（1) Macroscopical vulnerability and the enterprise system
It is one aspect of that broader literatures put particular emphasis on macroscopical vulnerability in
enterprise system. Considering the Production mechanism, Fan Hongye (2008) introduced the concept
of vulnerability0, an inner structural deficiency that was produced within the progress of preconstruction
and operation influencing the enterprise survival and development ability. It also contained normal
operational capacity deficiency, Self restoration capacity deficiency. Fan explored the cause of
enterprise vulnerability, spread mechanism and warning management, as well. Considering the
aftereffects, Wen Hua and Wang Zhan (2008) regarded vulnerability as an effective level to control crisis
and restore enterprise0. However, there is hardly any literature on vulnerability embodied by Elsevier SD,
Springerlink and ISI Web of knowledge.
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（2) Microcosmic vulnerability and the enterprise system
Another aspect is microcosmic vulnerability, researches in western countries focus on information
security vulnerability and Supply chain vulnerability (Ramakrishnan,20020\; Svensson, 20000; Wagne,
20060; Hongliang Zhang, 20070). In china, researches involve various contents, such as private
enterprises (Zhong Dajun, 20030), computer system (Zhao Li and Lin Zhong, 20040), teams (Jin Hui,
20050), Corporate brands (Zheng Chundong, 20080), innovative enterprise ventures growth (Liu Hongde
and Shi Zhuqing, 20100), human resources (Wang Chao, 20100), marketing (Liu Mingfei, 2009,201000),
etc.
Now there are only a few literatures on enterprise vulnerability. Smith (2005) proposed
vulnerability was comparatively neglected in mainstream of management literatures, but was
sufficiently significant to discuss failures0. In his researches, vulnerability was regarded as a deficiency
caused by crisis management and it was one of the main reason of crisis. But Smith did not explore what
resulted in vulnerability and how to evaluate, warn and control vulnerability. And there was nothing
referring to vulnerability searched in Chinese academic network publication of the document library.

3 National and International Relevant Researches on Vulnerability of Business
Organization and The New Developments
The concept of vulnerability of enterprise organizations reflects the capability that enterprise
organization take a risk, fit in the changes of both internal and external environment0, and restored to
normal status. Though researchers seldom study vulnerability of enterprise organization, researches on
ways of setting the changes of internal and external organization environment are abundance.
Adapting enterprise organization themselves to the new conditions is the only method to survive in
current complex and changeful environment. These researches could be separated into two categories:
（1) Positive-going and successful angle
It contains enterprise organization flexibility0, enterprise organization elasticity0, enterprise
organization adaptability0, learning organization0, organization health0, enterprise sustainable
development0, etc. The study of vulnerability of enterprise organization owns a different view, and it
puts emphasis on methods of avoid the harm of both internal and external environment changes. Thus,
vulnerability opposes to sustainable development (Feng Zhenhuan and Zhao Guojie, 2005). But current
researches focusing on adaptability capability, will lead to neglect flexibility and elasticity. Thus, those
researches offer abundant resources to study mechanisms and countermeasures.
（2) Negative-going and unsuccessful angle
It contains risk and crisis management and vulnerability. Though risk and crisis is not uniform
definition, risk is a possibility of incurring loss or misfortune0, and crisis is an unstable situation of
extreme danger or difficulty0. Researches of risk and crisis have analyzed the happened failures, thus
there is a lack of researches about what leads to risk and crisis. Zhang Liangsen (2007) proposed
vulnerability that represented a series of studies of enterprise organization systems, was a link with risk
and crisis that indicated probability of risk and crisis0. U.N.. (2010) proposed a risk formula that
indicated the relationship between risk and vulnerability0:
Risk=Hazard*Vulnerability/ Resilience
Thus, the objective that researches of vulnerability of enterprise organization are similar to risk but
their objects are distinct. And vulnerability seems to have its own necessary reference value.

4 National and International Relevant Researches on Early Warning
Management of Vulnerability of Enterprise Organization and The New
Developments
The phrase of Early warning comes from military, then is extensive applied various fields, such as
Social politics, economy, macro management, environmental protection, Public security, enterprise risk
and crisis, etc. Economic early warning contains four periods: clearing the significance, finding the
source, analyzing the omen, and forecasting the schedule0. And now early warning contain four research
objects: enterprise early warning mechanism0, enterprise industry early warning, early warning of
enterprise management functions, and evaluation model of enterprise early warning.
And researches of enterprise early warning management put emphasis on both determining the
early warning indicators and evaluation model. There have been ten methods to handle early warning
indicators (Deng Aimin, 20080): Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Method, Analytic Hierarchy Process,
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Structural Equation Modeling, Grey System Theory, Artificial Neural Networks modeling, Discriminant
Analysis, etc. In china, enterprise early warning theoretical framework has primarily formed (She
Congguo and Xi Youmin, 2003; Zhao Xu and Xin Zhigao, 20100). But without analyses of significance
and source of early warning, it will hinder Chinese researches about enterprise early warning
development.
Enterprise organization system has developed researches about risk and crisis, which
contain features, causes, evaluation index and models (Luo Fan, 2000 and 200100; Hou Erxiu, 20060; Du
Danli, 20090; Agrawal, 20100). However, in those researches, flexibility and elasticity can not be
effectively monitored and evaluated. Thus, in-depth researches on risk and crisis are seldom.

5 Conclusions
Overall, as an intrinsic property in enterprise organization, vulnerability has become a hotspot
that is beneficial to study sustainable development. And enterprise organization have primarily studied
vulnerability, which still need to explore early warning mechanism and method. We could utilize
available method, an appraisal system used to differentiate or reduce vulnerability, and achievements of
enterprise organization vulnerability researches to keep enterprise organization in good conditions. So
it can be beneficial to fit changes of internal and external environment, and to make enterprise
organization gain the sustainable development capability.
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Abstract: During the post-Olympic period, the reform of China's sports industry will be a strategic shift
from the establishment of a major sports country to that of a world sports power. However, the dynamic
and efficiency of the development of Chinese football industry have been reduced directly by difficulties
encountered in the deepening reform of professionalization of football such as poor management system,
unbalanced operation mode and inadequate training of reserves. Therefore, a future trend for the growth
of Chinese football industry will be reflected by its striving for a breakthrough in terms of major fields
and crucial links through strengthening the topdown in football reform.
Key words: Football; Reform and development; Topdown

1 Introduction
With China's comprehensive reform and opening-up, Chinese football industry has been witnessed
enormous changes. Before 1994, the system in support of the growth of Chinese football was usually
called “specialized system”. And the tone of "achievement-in-one-go" set at the "Hongshankou
Conference" in Beijing in 1992 marked the beginning of the exploration of professionalized path by
Chinese football industry. The tremendous achievements and much experience from the seventeen-year
reform aimed at professional football have provided experience for the professionalized reform of other
sporting events and contributed favorably to the overall promotion and deepening of sports reform in
China. However, at the same time, since Chinese football reform has been limited to the superficial
change of "taking stopgap measures (as the doctor who only gives medical or surgical care to the head
when it aches and the foot when it hurts)" over recent years, it has hit a development bottleneck, in
addition, the original way and path of reform have been widely questioned and criticized. The
complexity and difficulty of Chinese football reform call for fresh ideas and approaches. With the
application of the philosophy of "topdown" of engineering as well as the scientific planning from the
perspective of scientific development, it will be a constructive attempt to follow the path of reform in a
systematic manner, from the highest end to the lowest end, and from the general to the specific.

2 Problems and Bottlenecks in Chinese Football Reform
During the seventeen-year professionalization of Chinese football, there was still anomie despite
the highly impressive achievements, such as the market decline of football games, declining in social
credibility, damage to the public image of football games and personnel, serious shrinkage in the
training of young reserves, football fraud, corrupt refereeing and violence on the football field, which
produced a negative effect on football games typically in the following three regards:
2.1 Poor management system
During the early period of Chinese football league, the traditional management system of football
league served exactly as an escort for the development of Chinese football league. However, with the
continuous improvement of market economy system, the development of professional football system
began to display its hysteresis effects, and there was increasing conflict between them. Due to the
"governmental and non-governmental nature"of Chinese football administration, the governmental
bodies had to pay for such similar negative issues. Chinese Football Association is regarded as a
"quasi-official" administrative agency, and its personnel are exactly the government employees
affiliated with the Football Administration Center, that is the so-called "two signs, same staff". When
the reason was identified for the negative effect produced on the society by the problems of
professionalized reform of Chinese football, governments had to take the political risks which tended to
appear at the forefront, the responsibility for problems of the society was shifted onto the administrative
agencies of governments, and Chinese Football Association failed to carry out its duties and
responsibilities imposed by law and thus the chaotic management, which all caused the credibility of
governmental agencies of China to be severely questioned; on the other hand, the inadequacy in
management system for the professionalized reform of football frustrated the personnel of professional
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football, which not only brought the professionalized reform to a standstill but also caused corruption to
spread; with the gradual exposure and rapid spreading of scandals such as "football fraud", "corrupt
refereeing" and "football corruption", both sportsmanship and the development of football games met
the unprecedented challenges. They not only caused damage to the public image of Chinese football, but
also exerted an adverse effect on the improvement of football players. Currently, Chinese football has
suffered a sharp decline in world rankings, and even in Asia, it has dropped from the "first-rate" to
"second-rate or third-rate".
2.2 Unbalanced operation mode
The professionalization of competitive sports needs to be managed in accordance with the laws of
both market economy and the development of sports itself so as to establish the operational mechanism
of self-adjustment, self-creation and self-development, and thus a virtuous circle for the development of
competitive sports. However, the practice of the professionalized reform of Chinese football over
ten-old years proves that there has been no development mode following the virtuous circle yet, and that
there has been non-professionalized operation in terms of the operation mode as well as a serious
imbalance between the inputs and the outputs. There has been no real market operation for the
professionalization of Chinese football, the current system has failed to establish a smooth platform for
football's capital; it is difficult for the real professionalized capital operation to steer clear of the policy
obstacles which restrict to a certain extent the development of capital, and the game played between the
rights and the capital is still in progress, which are the very plight of the development of Chinese
professional football In particular, after the entry into the era of "Chinese Super League", many clubs
had to invest more in software and hardware in order to meet the standards set by Chinese Football
Association for the admission to "Chinese Super League"; in addition, the occurrence of "fraud,
gambling and corruption" in the league and the incontrollable salary of players threw club management
into disorder and increased the operational cost, thus resulting in the capital withdrawals of many
sponsors and clubs from the football industry and even the severe crisis of "streaking" and "crash" in the
league. Compared with the present situation in which even small clubs overseas can earn a good income,
in the overall context of the existing "professionalization" of Chinese football industry, since a majority
of clubs are supported by large state-owned enterprises, not only the incontrollable operational cost of
some clubs deprives such clubs themselves of their abilities to make a fortune, but the enterprises of
state-owned nature which support such clubs have to input more capital to recover the loss of clubs, thus
incurring heavy losses of money and the phenomenon of inadequate "professionalization" for
professional football operation.
2.3 Inadequate training of reserves
China suffers a poor training of young football players, with a temporary shortage of reserves. In
China, the number of young football participants was dropping year by year, the number from 1990 to
1995 was 650,000, the number from 1996 to 2000 was 610,000, it dropped drastically to 180,000 from
2000 to 2005, and it indicated a trend towards severe shrinkage from 2006 to 2008. The occurrence of
this phenomenon not only rests with the sports industry itself but involves multiple fields such as the
educational system, the families, the society and culture. The problems above are essentially attributed
to the problems of political system in which the development of productive forces is severely
constrained by the superstructure. According to a recent questionnaire survey conducted by China
(Hainan) Reform and Development Institute on hundreds of domestic experts and scholars, 81.36% of
experts regard that the emphasis of reform shall be laid on administrative systems during "The 12th
Five-Year Plan (2011-2015)".The football issue not only involves its own system but also shows the
overall feature of system reform of the whole nation. For such crucial and thorny issues at "a deep end",
there will surely be no appreciable effect if the reform is limited to the superficial change of "taking
stopgap measures (as the doctor who only gives medical or surgical care to the head when it aches and
the foot when it hurts)".WANG Tongsan, director of Institute of Quantitative & Technical Economics,
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, has analyzed to conclude that the specific reform in China has
produced a positive effect through commencing by each particular project, since deepening reform is
required to be continued, consideration shall be given in an overall manner in order that the integrated
effect of specific reforms is better than that of two reforms. It indicates that the deepening reform of
Chinese football will surely be extraordinarily complicated and difficult, and the harsh reality requires
the reform and development of football to be planned scientifically from the very perspective of
scientific development concept. Confronted with the reality of a backward football industry in China, it
is urgently expected that the backwardness of football industry should be changed by deepening reform
as soon as possible. China's leaders were also much concerned with the development of the football
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games, for example, President Hu Jintao and Vice President Xi Jinping delivered significant speeches on
different occasions to show their concern for the development of football games; State Councilor Liu
Yandong instructed that "football activities on campus should be well organized from childhood for the
youth"; in April 2010, General Administration of Sport of China and Ministry of Education jointly
issued the Circular on the Organization of Campus Football Activities for the Youth Nationwide which
was a notice issued specifically for a sporting event by two government departments at ministry level in
the history of the PRC.

3 Exploration and Research into the Professionalized Reform of Chinese Football
In terms of the various problems in professionalization, the exploration and research related to the
deepening reform of professionalization of football has never been stopped. One agreement is that each
point of view holds that the professionalized path chosen for Chinese football is correct and the
opportunity for implementation is timely, that is, "we have seized the opportunity to integrate Chinese
football system with world football system" [1].And the focus of disagreement is mainly reflected by the
differing orientation towards the path chosen for the reform in terms of the various problems in the
professionalization of football
3.1 Orientation towards "Full Marketization"
This kind of orientation holds that the path to full marketization shall be followed for the
professionalized reform of football. This view holds that "since the football administration has the
double organizational features of sports administration and non-governmental organization, this
contradiction makes it difficult to predict the orientation of the development of football management
system, therefore the management process itself represents obvious short-term planning and lacks
long-term planning and orientation of strategic operations" [2].Therefore, "the function of public services
of sports administration of governments shall be marketized for socialization by transferring power to
the society in an orderly manner, and the previous direct, administrative and participatory management
system on the part of the government shall be removed gradually" [3], and "it shall be shifted timely to
the indirect and legal management which relies largely upon economic approaches" [3].In terms of the
project management of football games, the role of the government "shall be coordination rather than
control, be strengthened policy guidance and macro-control rather than direct intervention in specific
matters, and be shifted from a 'paddling-style' government to a 'steering-style' government" [4]. Though
taking account of the structural defects of the existing sports system, such orientation remains unable to
get rid of shortsighted behaviors in the process of reform. Under the general principle of protecting one's
own interests, it tries to implement natural deployment and selection by means of the market because it
fails to "harm oneself through self-revolution" and "share profit with others". Though respecting the
laws of market, this orientation of reform ignores the mercenary nature of market. Furthermore, full
marketization needs to be ensured by established systems and laws, and considerable regulatory vacuum
will be left in case of the implementation of full marketization in the current circumstances. And it will
be difficult to rely solely upon Chinese Football Association or General Administration of Sport as the
facilitator of "fully marketized reform"
3.2 Orientation towards "Conditional Marketization"
Based on the nationwide system, this orientation carries out the marketization of football
conditionally. This view holds that the great success achieved by China at the 2008 Beijing Olympic
Games fully shows that nationwide system has the incomparable advantage in developing the sports of
China, as one of the multiple sporting events, football can not dispense with nationwide system normally.
Taking the football games for the youth as example, "during the early period of professionalized reform
of football, the inheritance of the reserve-training system of the original nationwide system was ignored,
and the task of training young reserves was shifted simply to the market and the society, which resulted
in the rapid shrinkage of the original training system and the loss of the most important channel through
which young reserves were normally trained for Chinese football industry" [5]. In view of this, this
orientation holds that "the football games for the youth which serve as public benefit activity shall be
dominated by the government and managed by the supervisory authorities, and policy support,
operational guidance and financial input shall be provided" [6].This orientation puts great emphasis on
the dominant and guiding role of government agencies in important matters, and thus it complies with
the actual conditions of China. And the role of government in market has been increasingly emphasized
even in countries and regions with an established marketization. However, blind spots tend to appear
due to the overlap and absence of government agencies in terms of managerial competence. For example,
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in terms of the "campus football promotion scheme" proposed for the training of young football reserves,
though the orientation was rather precise, due to the overlap and differing orientations between Chinese
Football Association and the educational system in terms of managerial competence and this scheme
(for the educational system, campus football was a point while for Chinese Football Association it was a
crucial surface), the implementation was not so smooth and the environment for implementation was
rather awkward. Such reality that approaches are determined by duties makes it difficult for Chinese
Football Association to give full play within schools. In addition, Chinese Football Association has to
understand and respect the decisions made by educational authorities on balancing the relationship
between sporting events and other aspects such as moral, intellectual, aesthetics and labor education,
and even has to turn to "nonfeasance". The analysis indicates that a further observation is required
indeed for whether the second orientation can play the basic role of building a "pyramid".
The special phenomenon of football is taken account of from the perspective of a smaller system by
the two orientations above, in spite of the highly positive motivation, the system-related structural
conflict can not be get rid of during the implementation. On the one hand, it reflects the complexity and
difficulty of various issues at the critical stage of reform; on the other hand, it makes us examine the
issue of Chinese football from various perspectives. The research into the two types of orientations of
football development and reform indicates that professional football is the "baby" to whom the
nationwide system gives birth, and a life-supporting system (the new institutional system) orientated
towards the market rather than the gold medals shall be immediately established for this baby. The
reform shall be a "topdown" process of a system, however, if the system design at macro- and
mid-levels is missing, Chinese football reform will end in nothing but be broken into pieces, anomie and
disorder.

4 Concept and connotation of "Topdown"
The successful hosting of 2008 Beijing Olympic Games marks that Chinese sports industry has
been forging ahead from a major sports country "aiming to improve competitive sports and scores with
nationwide resources" to the objective of a world sports power "aiming to develop competitive sports
and mass sports equally". As the most influential sporting event in the world, football was an important
symbol of a major sports country, and it will play a vital role in the building of "a world sports power".
As a breakthrough of Chinese sports reform, the earliest integration of football with market economy not
only enabled football industry to experience the efficiency and cruelty of market economy but also
strengthened the decision and motivation for deepening reform of football. At the Central Economic
Work Conference 2011, the CPC Central Committee proposed a strengthened topdown for the reform,
aiming to make a breakthrough in terms of major fields and crucial links. The conceptualization of
topdown by the CPC Central Committee has provided a path for the football reform at a crucial stage,
which is of great practical significance and far-reaching historical significance for the promotion of the
reform and development of the sports industry as a whole.
Topdown is a design philosophy derived from the fields of natural sciences or large-scale
engineering technology. Using the system theory, it aims at a specific design object from the overall
conception and strategic design at the high-end, emphasizes the close combination of planning design
and real requirements, the precise orientation of the design object, structural optimization, functional
coordination, and resource integration, and serves as a design method which simplifies, concretizes and
stylizes the complicated objects. And its path to implementation is from the global to the local, from the
upper to the lower, and from the root to the branches. Topdown requires the structure, functions,
hierarchy and standards of the design object to be taken account of in an overall manner and defined
precisely from the systematic and overall points of view, and it emphasizes the technical and precise
architecture from vision to reality, therefore, it is the "blueprint" unfolded between intentions and
practice.
The connotations of topdown are reflected in the following aspects: the first is the holistic strategy.
After the determination of the core or ultimate objective according to the task requirements, all the
sub-systems and sub-task units of "topdown" will target purely and simply at the core objective, and the
overall effect expected of topdown will be produced when the technical criteria and tasks of each link
are properly completed; the second is meticulous rational thinking. "Topdown" is the design conducted
"from top to bottom" and from the high-end, however, this kind of "top" is not a groundless architecture,
it originates and abstracts from practice, and the key to its success is to draw up the precise and
controllable "blueprint" between vision and reality and between possibility and feasibility, thus
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controlling the achievement of objectives; and the third is its emphasis on execution. The execution
process of "topdown" reflects the strategies of refined management and overall quality management, in
which process the execution, details and the interaction and connection between links are emphasized.
After the philosophy of "topdown" was proposed, its application went beyond the field of
engineering design soon. It was widely used in the fields such as information science, military science,
sociology and pedagogy and became an important mode of thinking for the formulation of development
strategies in multiple fields. Throughout the international community, "topdown" has been emphasized
for long, because the status of topdown has a direct effect on whether the "commanding heights" can be
seized or maintained in terms of each sector. The reason why the U.S. troops can keep their leading role
in the military field for long is closely related to their emphasis on "topdown". The characteristics such
as the "atmosphere of exploratory, innovative, pluralistic, scrollable and creative culture" displayed in
the process of topdown implementation enables the U.S. troops to be the world-class military
superpower. In China, similar research achievements have been applied to fields such as e-government
and tertiary education management. However, its application to sports fields, in particular, to the
management of a certain sporting event (for example, football) has still been some pioneering work.

5 Conclusions
There are two types of logic for reform: one starts from the superficial of an issue and deepens
gradually; the other starts from the top and aims to solve basic problems. During the thirty-old years of
reform and opening-up in China, remarkable achievements have been made by using the first logic of
reform. However, there have also been deep-seated structural issues which must be faced and solved at
this stage of reform.At the Central Economic Work Conference 2011, the CPC Central Committee
proposed a strengthened topdown for the reform, aiming to make a breakthrough in terms of major
fields and crucial links. It indicated that the second logic of reform, namely, the "topdown", would
dominate the future basic modes of Chinese reform at a crucial stage. The issues encountered in Chinese
football reform display global characteristics of system reform of the whole country.For such crucial
and thorny issues at "a deep end", there is no precedent to follow for how to perform deepening reform
from the perspective of "topdown", rather than through "exploring the way carefully", but the
pre-conditions require the following factors to be specified:(1)The main body of "topdown" for Chinese
football will go beyond the scope of sports
The topdown of reform refers essentially to the overall coordination of reform. A review of China's
reform indicates that the emphasis consists in giving the gross-roots unit their full play to creativity,
which is characterized largely by bottom-up. With the deepening reform, at the crucial stage, when all
issues are increasingly referred to the upper management and reliant upon the overall coordination of the
upper management, the "topdown" will surely come naturally. And it seems rather significant to specify
the main body of the top. In terms of an analysis of hierarchical relationship, football is a point of
Chinese sports industry while Chinese sports is only a local part of the multiple sectors of China,
however, the uniqueness of football determines that its top has gone beyond the scope of sports, namely,
the topdown of football reform needs a higher main framework for universal guidance and coordination
so that the effect can be maximized. The main body of the top shall obviously be neither the Chinese
Football Association nor the General Administration of Sport, and it shall be affiliated with the
administrative department, namely at the State Council level.(2) The objective of "topdown" for Chinese
football shall be subject to the strategy of a world sports power, and the "shortsighted" behaviors shall
be avoided by all means
With the enormous contribution made by the previous nationwide system to the strategy of a
major sports country, the successful hosting of 2008 Beijing Olympic Games marks that the strategy of
Chinese sports industry has been transferring from a major sports country to a world sports power. The
idea for the past development of Chinese football was based on the strategies above, and great efforts
were made to develop the national team of which the improvement of performance within a short period
of time was expected to encourage the Chinese people who would be commonly motivated to participate
in sports to provide constant reserves for the national team. But the uniqueness of football games
determined that the improvement of performance must rely upon the support of a solid mass foundation,
for this reason, the shortsighted behavior not only resulted in the failure to improve the performance of
competitive football games but also put mass football games, especially football games for the youth in
a vicious circle of severe shrinkage. Past lessons must be absorbed for the "topdown" of future football
reform, and the objectives of football reform and development must act closely in concert with the
overall arrangement of building a world sports power. The reform shall be future-oriented at the same
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time of improvement and popularization, the organization of mass football activities, especially those for
the youth shall have priority, and positive football culture and social climate shall be developed, so that
Chinese football industry could be well-grounded in a natural manner.
(3)The path to the "topdown" for Chinese football will aim at the global and the breakthrough in
key areas
Football is not only a simple sporting event, it becomes the world's No. 1 sporting event because it
integrates several factors such as politics, economy, culture, education and society and it involves and
influences multiple aspects, therefore the factors above shall be connected and taken into account in an
overall manner and carefully designed from the perspective of the interests of the nation and the
majority of people. With continuous concern for the politics, new concepts and breakthrough in terms of
management system reform are mainly expected to provide an escort for the development of
professional football; the Guidance on Accelerating the Development of Sports Industry issued by the
State Council shall be implemented actively to promote the integration of the professional football
market and the real market economy and thus its establishment; and the educational unit shall raise
awareness and expand channels for clearing the "bottleneck" of training professional football reserves
when training decent citizens. Just as the other fields, it is rather complicated and difficult for the
deepening reform of Chinese football. However, it is an inevitable choice for the reform at the crucial
stage, and we enjoy full confidence in spite of the difficulties. The unique political system can provide
the "topdown" implementation of football with a strong political guarantee, the tremendous economic
achievements from the thirty-odd years of reform and opening-up can provide it with much experience,
and the preliminary results of the current cultural system reform can also provide it with reference.
And a successful "topdown" implementation can contribute uniquely to the reform and development of
Chinese football as well as the building of a harmonious society.
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Abstract: The paper uses the case of university of Tsukuba that developed rapidly and earned a glowing
international reputation. Based on the introduction of academic organization structure, the paper
analyzed how the institutional innovation of academic organization to influence on the university
striding development, and put forward that matrix academic organization structure is the carrier of
university striding development, the flexible academic organization structure is key to university striding
development, which are the experience and enlightenment for building world class university in China.
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1 Introduction
Organization structure acts as the correlation among composing parts of organization interiors in
order to ensure the effective actualization of organization goals. The organization structure is operational
carrier and support. In the same organizational elements, different fabric structure will present a
different form of organization, and produce different organizational effectiveness, even impact for the
organizational competitive advantage directly. University is no exception. Tsukuba University realizes
striding Development through academic organization structure innovation is a good example. Tsukuba
University, founded in 1973, although less than 40 years, enjoys a high reputation both at home and
abroad. In 2008, Tsukuba University was number 10 in the ranking of all Japanese University
comprehensive strength was published by the Asahi Shimbun newspaper; Its faculty have produced 3
Nobel laureates; The number of foreign students is second in Japanese national university; In 2009,
University of Tsukuba attempts at 174 in “world university rankings” announced by The Times higher
education supplement. Based on great-leap-forward development of the University of Tsukuba, Michio
Nagai, the former Japanese ministry of education called it "the Shinkansen university". The study takes
university of Tsukuba as a case, depth analysis its striding development from the perspective of
academic Organization Structure Innovation in order to provide experience and enlightenment for
building world-class university in China.

2 Profile of Tsukuba University Academic Organization Structure
With the development of the 3rd science and technology revolution, science and technology are
advancing rapidly[1]. The science and technology present both high differentiated and high unification,
various categories, criss-crossing and mutual penetration of the network structure. Facing the new trend
of development of science and technology, the act of university of Tsukuba in 1973, clearly put forward
the aim to aims to establish free exchange and close relationships in both basic and applied sciences
with educational and research organizations and academic communities in Japan and overseas, to pursue
education and research to cultivate men and women with creative intelligence and rich human qualities,
while developing these relationships, by the criticism the teaching and research of the university in the
past often constrained narrow professional research, which lead to conservatism, and broke away from
the social reality. It is under the guidance of this new running-school idea that university of Tsukuba
made the reform and innovation of educational organizations and research organizations, establishing
international, diversity, flexibility teaching, and research units, and corresponding management
operation system.
2.1 Educational organizations: cluster of colleges and schools
University of Tsukuba designed “Cluster of Colleges and schools” educational organization
according to the development of the Times need based on summing up the experience of past university
lecture system, referring to cluster college of the university of California at San Diego's. In 1973, The
∗
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University of Tsukuba was founded with the First Cluster of Colleges, Schools of Medicine, School of
Health and Physical Education. The First Cluster of Colleges was the most basic academic field, also
may be called basic Cluster of Colleges, including literature, sociology and nature science 3 schools;
Schools of Medicine integrated basic, clinical and social medicine; School of Health and Physical
Education is to educate “sports director” of owning practical ability. The Second Cluster of Colleges and
School of Art and Design were established in April, 1975. The Second Cluster of Colleges is a certain
applied subjects, including Comparative Culture, Japanese Language and Culture, Humanities, Biology,
and Biological Resources study 5 schools. Follow on 1977, The Third Cluster of Colleges was
established, which was applied branch of engineering application area, including the social engineering,
international comprehensive science, Informatics, Engineering Systems, and basic engineering 5 schools.
Special Cluster of Colleges didn’t set school, whose role was the same as school. Cluster of Colleges
was a small comprehensive university, which enabled the student to contact with extensive different
kinds of disciplines, understood the relationship between different majors the specialty, played a very
important role to break the solid barriers between subjects, strengthen discipline of mutual connection,
and implement comprehensive education. The talents educated in the interdisciplinary Cluster of
Colleges and schools largely adapted the need of inter-disciplinary talent of society and industry,
therefore, the graduate of the University of Tsukuba had obtained a high valuation in educational
communities and been widely welcomed by private enterprise. According to statistics in 1977, more
than 250 large and small enterprise of Tsukuba made an appointment of more than 2000 graduates,
which is four times of the graduates. In the Japan's national physician test of the years of 1980, there
entered 80 students of university of Tsukuba for the examination, 79 students passed the examination,
which is the best results in the national university medicine department[2].
2.2 Research organizations: institute and special project research organization
University of Tsukuba reformed research organization, established new research organization that
were Institute and Special Project Research Organization. Institute was a loose association consisted
teachers whose specialty was related to match the needs of education and purposes of research.
According to their respective specialty, the teacher belonged to an institute, that is, teacher registered in
an institute. While in the research activities, the teacher could cooperate with other teacher, not limited
by the institute. In order to promote the cooperation research of different teachers, University of
Tsukuba reformed the system of research funding distribution. In the past, the lecture of Japanese
university was both teaching and research unit. Research funding was directly assigned follow by
government, university, department, and the lecture. Due to the lecture was held by professor, it was
difficult for young teacher to get independent research funding, which seriously limits the research
interest and enthusiasm of young teachers. University of Tsukuba reformed this research funding
allocation system, and allocated the funds to all the teachers according to the academic title and research
topic, which ensured that every teacher have the basic research of conditions. The establishment of
institute coordinated the reformation of research funding allocation system, which promoted teachers
engaging in research work, and achieving high quality research results.
Table 1 1992 --- 2002 the Statistics of Published Papers by Japanese Research Institute
Order
name
be cited
collected paper number average cited number
1
Tokyo University
612,253
58,343
10.49
2
Kyoto University
433,354
42,450
10.21
3
Osaka University
383,734
36,997
10.37
4
northeastern University
245,250
33,615
7.30
5
Nagoya University
211,201
24,278
8.70
6
Kyushu University
196,850
25,070
7.85
7
Hokkaido University
157,909
22,497
7.02
8
Tokyo Institute of Technology
140,200
20,222
6.93
9
Physical &Chemical Research Institute
115,737
10,688
10.83
10
University of Tsukuba
111,067
14,601
7.61
Data Sources: ISI Essential Science Indicators

In addition, university of Tsukuba set up the Special Project Research Organization to replace
research institute, which is another important characteristic of research organizations. The Special
Project Research Organization is designed to undertake interdisciplinary research, and massive,
comprehensive research that is in strong academic and social demand but which is difficult to conduct
within a single institute. This organization is separate from the institute and is not limited to instructors
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at the university but is composed of a wide array of invited researchers from through Japan and around
the world. This research organization is not permanent but has a limited lifespan, usually 5 years. It is
designed after a research objective is achieved, it can be immediately reorganized and converted for
another purpose.
University of Tsukuba stimulated the teachers' initiative, and cultivate strong academic atmosphere
by research organization innovation, ultimately made a fruitful achievements. University of Tsukuba
ranked number 10 with honors in Japanese research institute according to the comprehensive evaluation
and rankings with the indicators collected papers number, cited number and average cited number
published by ISI from January 1992 to December 2002, which surpassed kobe University, Hiroshima
University with longer history and so on (see table 1).
2.3 Research centers: university's inter-department education research institutes
Besides educational organization and research organization, University of Tsukuba had set up
Research Centers to provide services for teaching and research. The main functions of the research
center were: one is responsible for maintenance of research activities necessary especially large, special
Settings; the other is to improve efficiency by implementing centralized management of the common,
extensive use of the equipment, specimen and auxiliary equipment relevant teaching and research. To
realize the two functions of the center, any research center must implement the principle of the service.
At the beginning of establishment, there were 18 research centers in The University of Tsukuba, such as
Foreign Language Center, Agricultural and Forestry Research Center, Laboratory Animal Resource
Center and so on.

3 The Innovation of Organization Structure: The Way of Tsukuba University
Striding Development
The setting of University academic organization and its operating mechanism are important part of
the modern university system, and the basic unit to fulfill the functions of teaching, scientific research
and social service. Thus the university academic organization structure is the key factor that affects
university educational level and development prospect. The striding development of the University of
Tsukuba is profit from a series of reform and innovation of academic organization structure.
3.1 Matrix organization realize the separation and flexible combination of college function
Matrix organizational structure is a type of structure in which people contact across by both
horizontal functional departments and vertical business units, which attempt to combine the advantages
of the pure functional structure and the product organizational structure. It is helpful for strengthening
the collaboration between different units vertically and horizontally, which will reinforce division of
work and cooperation. The greatest characteristic of matrix organizational structure is strong
adaptability and elasticity, which can adjust according to the work, and not limit to by administrative
and organizational system. Matrix organizational structure is mainly suitable for the organization
working content frequently change, and the accomplishment of every task need the expertise and
technology. [3]
To modern university, elective system as a regular measure enables every student is the master of
learning, which put forward higher request for elastic and organizational curriculum. And on the other
hand, a lot of problems are complex cross-discipline issue, which will be solved by many experts and
scholars from different areas with interdisciplinary knowledge during the scientific research activities.
While clear boundaries between discipline organizations in the past made it difficult to cooperate. The
characteristics and development trend of modern university teaching and scientific research show matrix
organizational structure is more suitable for the needs of modern university than the hierarchical
academic structure in the past.
The academic organizational structure is matrix structure in fact, which organized undergraduate
student by cluster of colleges and schools, faculty by institute. Matrix organizational structure did not
rigidly adhere to established system in teaching, expanding the students' academic view, enriching the
students' knowledge reserves through communication from different majors and specialities of the
teacher and student. In the scientific research, teachers worked together according research program,
which enabled university of Tsukuba realize the separation flexible coordination of teaching and
research function at the same time. Thus it overcame the shortcomings of poor adaptability of graduates
and research organization, stiffened structure, low efficiency for multi-goal and multi-function when the
function of teaching and research focused on the same organization in the past, enhanced the
adaptability and flexibility of the organization, and improved the efficiency of university of Tsukuba
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(see Figure 1).

Figure 1

Matrix Organization of University of Tsukuba

3.2 Heavy bottom organizational structure inspired university academic vigor
As Burton R. Clark said university is heavy bottom organizational structure in the higher education
system: academic organization in cross-national perspective, the discipline and institutions are mainly
in the bottom of the matrix, and the change of bottom of the matrix is the key factor. [4] The "heavy"
bottom is a relative concept. The academic power based at the bottom relative to the administrative
power; as for academic profession, professor is in "head" relative the young teacher. The top-heavy
organizational structure that academic power mainly mastered by the lecture professor, who controlled
most of the teaching resources and research funding restricted the young scholars initiative and
enthusiasm in the past Japanese university. University of Tsukuba broke the system which gave lecture
professor too much academic power, and reformed the allocation of research funds to give young
teachers academic power. Thus young teachers became "academic productivity" of the university, which
aroused directly the university academic vigor.
3.3The flexibility of the organizational structure adapted the changes of internal and external
university environment
With the development of knowledge economy and the transformation to multi-university,
organization transformation of their own to giant, university organization need to develop based on the
dynamic cooperation individuals, groups and organizations, the coordination between internal and
external environment. While the flexibility of the organization structure has became one of the most
important factors for the survival and development of university in uncertainty environment. To cope
with frequent change of the internal and external environment, University of Tsukuba took the following
measures to build flexible organization structure. One is the establishment of Research Centers, whose
service extended to many units, so it can break personnel and resource ownership barriers, achieve the
collaborative sharing of resource, make full use of resources to improve the level of teaching and
research eventually. The other is to set the mobile organization, such as special project research group,
internal research group etc. which allow a teacher transfer from various kinds of academic organization
according to research subject and personal ambition that ensure the interdisciplinary education and
research to be able to develop smoothly. [5]Thanks to flexible structure, university of Tsukuba allocate
resources quickly and efficiently according to the change of environment, make use of resource in order
to solve the problems in the development, and remained a driving force in the university's development.

4 Conclusions
4.1 Matrix academic organization structure is the carrier of university striding development
The new educational and research organization structure in University of Tsukuba broke through
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the drawbacks Japanese university organizational structure at that time. It made great efforts on the
reformation of organization structure to form flexible mechanism by straightening relations of the
teachers and the discipline, students and majors, teaching and research to inspire teacher's enthusiasm in
teaching and research, which constantly improve the quality and level of university. In contrast, the
university reform in China put more emphasis on external conditions, such as rewards and punishment,
few on internal organization structure to look for solutions. The successful experience of University of
Tsukuba reform internal academic organization is worth for reference.
4.2 The flexibility of academic organization structure is the key for university striding
development
The matrix organization structure of University of Tsukuba shows flexible characteristics, these are
strong adaptability, flexibility and elasticity and so on in dealing with internal and external
environmental change, which effectively promoted the development of the interdisciplinary organization
that not only cultivate talents widely welcomed by society, promote the knowledge innovation, but also
boost the effective combination of scientific research and teaching. At present, there are stiffness
discipline organization structure in Chinese university which present a closed, and rigid features, and
hard to meet the diverse needs of society. Facing this dilemma, it is not theoretical problem but practical
issue to be resolved urgently how to construct the flexibility of the university organization structure. The
flexible organizational structure provides us timely and beneficial experience.
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Abstract：It is precondition of making proper incentives to stimulate the innovation of knowledge
workers, it is important to analysis what is the motivation elements. Based on Rogers innovation
diffusion theory, this article argues that the elements that stimulate knowledge worker accepting the
existing innovation technology are the same as encourage them generate innovation behaviors.
Proceed from the knowledge worker's characters, this paper established a structure model base on
UTAUT. An empirical research shows that social influence and facilitating conditions are
motivation elements for knowledge workers’ innovation.
Key words：Knowledge worker; Technology acceptance; UTAUT model; Innovation diffusion
theory

1 Introduction
Peter F. Drucker thought knowledge worker is the person that who grasps and utilizes the mark and
the concept, work with knowledge or information’[1]. In the concept a lot of middle managers, handler
and profession technical personnel belong to knowledge worker at present. Knowledge worker is the
group which pursues self-reliance, personalization, diversification, it is a team of creative talents and is
the source of entrepreneurial creativity.
Regarding the Chinese knowledge worker's innovation incentives, many scholars proposed
strategies, such as SMT (Self Management Team), R&D staff Salary Based on Compound Option
Model (2007), knowledge workers’ innovation incentives framework based on the Wuli-Shi
li-Renli(WSR) theory(2011)[2] and etc. But we should find main motivation elements for making
effective incentive strategies. Maham. Tampu thought, Self Developing, Work independently, Work
Performance and Reward. After analyzing 858 workers (include 160 knowledge workers) in Australian,
American, Japanese many professions, An-Sheng Consultant firm(1998) has listed the knowledge
worker's motivation elements. The first 5 elements is: reward, work nature, promotion, and colleague's
relations as well as influence decision. Chinese scholars’ research shows, the An-Sheng consultant
firm's research results is much more closely to the Chinese enterprise knowledge worker’s realistic
condition[3].
The Rogers innovation diffusion theory (IDT) believed that after the individual in organization has
accepted the existing innovation generally, they can have the new innovation behavior[4]. Therefore we
believed that the element that effected knowledge worker accepts the existing innovation, which is
motivation element that encourages him to generate innovation behavior. So, we think we should
research knowledge worker’s motivation elements on technology acceptance. One of the latest models
on technology acceptance, the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology(UTAUT)[5],
synthesized elements across eight well known technology acceptance models: the Theory of Reasoned
Action (TRA), the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), the Motivational Model (MM), the Theory of
Planned Behavior (TPB), the combined TAM and TPB, the Model of PC Utilization (MPTU), the
Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) and the Social Cognitive Theory (SCT). The objective of the
UTAUT was to achieve a unified view of user acceptance (Venkatesh et al., 2003). The resulting unified
model consists of four core components or determinants of intention and usage (these are described
later). Since its inception in 2003, researchers are increasingly testing UTAUT to explain technology
adoption, such as Intranet[6], E-government [7], 3G, mobile payment, ERP. Its consideration factor is
comprehensive, explanation strength.
This article researches knowledge worker’s motivation elements based on the UTAUT model. First,
∗
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we construct a research model according to Chinese knowledge workers’ characters. Second, we make a
empirical study to test this model. At last, we discuss the results, and proposed that social influence and
facilitating conditions are main knowledge worker’s motivation elements on the aspect of technology
acceptance.

Figure 1

UTAUT Model（Venkatesh,2003）

2 Model Constructions
Based on UTAUT model, the research model is constructed in the paper.
2.1 behavioral intentions
Behavioral Intention is a base cognition, which reflects individual who have wishes of some
activity in a planned and conscious way, and it is the best target to Predicting behavior Behavioral
Intention is defined inclination, wishes and motivation in our research.
2.2 Use Behavior
The use degree of technology has represented use result of the technology to a certain extent. Use
degree of technology can be weighed by use of absolute use time. Moreover it can be measured by use
of relative time, such as it can manifest use degree by comparing with average level. The paper weighs
from the quantitative angle in the convenient angle.
2.3 Core variable
The factors which influence behavior intention in the different model are integrated by UTAUT:
Performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions four Core
Determinant. Based on our research, the four Core Determinant are defined:
2.3.1 Performance expectancy
Knowledge worker though use of technology can help to improve the degree of his working ability
(efficiency) it includes comparative advantage and result expectancy.
2.3.2 Effort expectancy
Knowledge worker consider if new technique is easy. It made up of easily of system and use of
user perception during studying and using.
2.3.3 Social influence
Knowledge worker feel the degree which he must use information technique to his or her important
person. It includes management support colleagues influence and image. It is consistently paid attention
to action of interpersonal relationship between elders, relatives, neighborhoods and friends in Chinese
traditional culture. Trust of men around them Express to influence of individual employee action. The
trusting relationships with Enterprise Interior member may be concentrated on their new job, capable of
the Innovation Actions, Especially; it is high to leadership emotion and cognitive trust level.
2.3.4 Facilitating conditions
Knowledge worker can feel to support degree for organize and the technique infrastructure that use
information technical. It includes the support of organization, the support of technique infrastructure,
relevant condition which one owns. The facilitating conditions that user use information technical
include business calculator, network equipment situation, information technique software compatibility,
and also include relevant condition which one owns such as preparations of correlative knowledge skill
and support of organization technology departments. The correlative base conditions will influence
practical using.
We study the initial model, shown in formula 1 and 2:
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BI = w1 ( PE ) + w2 ( EE ) + w3 ( SI )
BU = x1 ( BI ) + x2 ( FC )

(1)

(2)
In the formula, BI is Behavioral Intention, BU is Use Behavior, PE is Performance Expectancy, EE is

w
Effort expectancy, SI is Social influence, FC= facilitating conditions, x1 , x2 , w1 , w2 , 3 are
correlation coefficient。The model is shown in fig .2.

Figure 2

Chinese Knowledge Worker Technology Acceptance Model

3 Empirical Research
We design a questionnaire according to the model, enterprise knowledge workers in Guang Xi liu
Zhou are chosen to be investigated. 200 questionnaires were sent out and 147 available questionnaires
were retrieved after removing invalid questionnaires. We use Pass Cronbach' the s Alpha indicator to
analyze reliability。All CITC value of indicator is above 0.5, α is bigger than 0.7, far above 0.6, it
explains that the reliability of each indicator is very high. Effect is analysis by adopting primary
constituent, the result of primary constituent analysis support the structure effect of the table.
Fig. 3 shows route picture of model by using LISREl8.7 software programming.

Figure 3

Path Diagram

As shown in fig.3, we obtain path diagram by using LISREl8.7 software programming.
Unifies the path coefficient which LISREL calculates, the model is expressed by formula:
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BI = 0.96( SI ) - 0.35(EE) + 0.05(PE)
BU = 0.32( BI ) + 0.46( FC )
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(3)
(4)

5 Research Discussion
From the result of search, we find main factors that can innovate behavior in the knowledge worker
individual technology acceptance's angle can divide:
(1) social relations: technology acceptance behavior intention of the Chinese knowledge workers
can mainly be impacted by social influence ,Performance Expectancy and Effort expectancy is not
remarkable. Therefore, good relations with the colleague and one's superior can drove that the
knowledge worker accepts the existing technology and has the primary factor of innovation behavior.
This indicated that good relationship in organization is more remarkable than the salary, the promotion
and so on to the role that the knowledge worker Innovate the behavior. This is one of the knowledge
worker’s two characters that Peter F. Drucker describes: They will possibly reduce the productivity
because of a group.
(2) Facilitating conditions: Another of the knowledge worker’s two characters that Peter F. Drucker
describes: They are not the employees, but are the volunteer; they also obtain the corresponding reward.
AS seen in result, the behavioral intention and the facilitating condition that influence to the Chinese
knowledge worker's technical use behavioral is remarkable. This is the same with UTAUT model's
related research result.
In fact ,Chinese Enterprise in technical introduction like ERP usually decide by high-level
leadership, the partial knowledge worker has certain policy right, but the influence function is limited
actually to the decision, therefore which, the resistance is inevitable in passive accepts process. The
enterprise should provide the related condition, the perfect hardware infrastructural facilities, strengthen
the technical department's support, as well as implementation training, these measures may cause the
knowledge worker to feel is taken seriously, then their absorptive existing technology positively, format
the promotion organization innovation ability.
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Abstract: As Internet technology has been developed at a rapid pace, it brings us enormous
convenience, as well as changes the way people think and behave. Nowadays, the structure of
University Students' Service System is facing unprecedented challenges by such technology
development. Considering the fact that structure and function are reciprocal principles, the author set
foot in the perspective of the current existing structure of university students' service system, the author
came to the conclusion that delayering the system would be an optimal option for both dealing with the
challenge and promoting the quality of students' service.
Key words: Network; Students’ Service; Structure of the system; Optimization

1 Introduction
The system of university students’ service system is facing increasing challenges due to it’s
actuality of multi-level hierarchy.
RealityⅠ: There is a great number to use Internet
On January 19, 2011, China National Network Information Center (CNNIC) released
the "27th China Internet Development Statistics Report’[1] (hereinafter referred to as the
("Report"). "Report" shows that as to of the end of December 2010, China's netizens reached 457
million, an increase of 73.3 million netizens compared with that by the end of 2009, 34.3% of the
population. These data indicate that people are gradually involved in the network and it has become
increasingly important in social life. On January 18, 2011, a "Guangming Daily" article
entitled "Internet culture survey of 2010 college students: the ivory tower of the network life"[2] pointed
out that, for college students, the network is ubiquitous, and has become a necessity of life. Therefore,
we can infer that the features of cyber culture probably have a greater impact on the behavior of college
students these days, thus, changing their working and living conditions.
RealityⅡ: Real world is flatten
The “New York Times” columnist, Thomas L. Friedman pointed out in his book of "The World is
Flat" (2005) [3] that human society is now in the era of "globalization3.0 ", which means a globalizing
era of personal continuing. We can easily find that, almost everything in real life can be digitized,
virtualized and automatized, and countries, companies and individuals using new technology gain an
amazing return; in such an era, the original hierarchy is being challenged from the bottom of society; or
the top-down relationship is being modified to become more equal and cooperative.
Friedman suggested, in the era of globalization 3.0, everyone must ‘flatten’ their own. In other
words, people must change their work habits, study habits, must be creative to correct these habits to
adapt to the new platform. This is because, a world where vertical commands create value has gone, and
a world of collaborating with others to create value is coming towards us. Everything in human society
is changing from vertical to horizontal.

2 Current Situation
2.1 Deficiencies of current students’ service system
The students’ service system adopted in universities in China are basically similar to the structure
shown in the below chart. This system is at least inadequate in following aspects (Figure 1 Students’
Service System):

[1]

http://www.chinanews.com/it/2011/01-19/2796311.shtml
http://news.xinhuanet.com/edu/2011-01/18/c_12991491.html
[3]
Thomas L Friedman, The World Is Flat[M], Changsha: Hunan Science & Technology Press, 2006:32-38(In
Chinese)
[2]
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Figure 1 Students’ Service System

(1) Information distortion rate is considerably high. There are at least four levels between the
student who get the service and the school deans, which are functional departments, academic student
affair department, grade and class. Suppose the loss of information is of 30 percent, when the
instructions reach the students, these instructions probably have the fidelity of only 24 percent. (70%4)
(2) The system is lack of in adaptability. Establishing departments in the service system should
focus on the purpose of cultivating promising students, which requires coinstantaneous development of
both common characteristics and personality development. We can conclude that the current demand of
cultivating students has high requirements on the immediate response capability of all service
departments. However, due to various factors, universities do not have prominent power over the
establishment of functional departments and division of executive responsibilities, thus making the
adaptability of the whole system inadequate.
(3) The ‘Specialization’ of the service system functions. From the aspect of structure distribution,
information from each department of the system can only reach students through academic student
service department. This will lead to the integration of the function of each department, which means
that employees of the academic department must be familiar to professional requirements of all
functional department and are able to communicate efficiently with each department, ensuring high
fidelity during the procedure of information exchanging. The persistence of this situation may easily
lead to the "specialization" phenomenon inside the multi-level hierarchy.
(4) Personal requirements are hard to be satisfied. As mentioned above, the loss of information is
of high rate when passing down by every level of administration. Meanwhile students face the same
problem when reporting information. Academic student affair department is subject to limitations in
many ways, for instance, personnel number, employees’ ability, information, authority, hardware
facilities and so on. So it would be hard to provide students with satisfactory service.
Although there are some shortcomings in current students’ service system, it is still the product of
adaptation to reality and has its rationality, at least playing a positive role in maintaining the stability of
the campus order, unifying the behavior of students, and ensuring the executive capability.
2.2 Characteristics of cyber culture
The research of Xiaomei Zhong[4] has pointed out that cyber culture possesses the following eight
characteristics.
1) General Applicability of language
2) Publicity of expression
3) Virtuality of existence
4) Universality of coverage
5) Openness of information communication
6) Highly Sharing of information
7) Freedom of culture communication
8) Information structure with no center
[4]

Xiaomei Zhong，Characteristics and Impact of Cyber Culture[J]. Search,2001,4:62-63(In Chinese)
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These features stated above determine that cyber culture will cause enormous effect on the way
people think and behave.
Mode of thinking The development of network technology boosts interactive thinking as a new
mode of thinking. Interactive thinking is the process which various thinking subjects achieve the goal of
both information exchange and affective interaction, and during such process, these subjects can realize
the instantaneity and comprehensiveness of both cognition and thinking, enhancing the creativity as well.
Conventional activities, for instance, dialoging, learning, communicating, encouraging, assessing and so
on, are constricted by time, location and personal identity. Therefore, the speed, the profundity and the
scope of thinking can hardly fit in with the rapidly developing of the society and the requirements of
continuous creativity. However, this way of thinking can bring essential alteration to above-mentioned
problems.
Communicative actions 1) Webified survival advances the mutual interdependency and
independency simultaneously. On one hand, network provide people with socializing service, depending
heavily on support of web users at the same time, this promotes the socialization of individual behavior
and integrity of social network system. On the other hand, the transparency and equality of network
enable individual users to upload and download their personal information, common activities include
participating in political discussion, chatting with friends, expressing personal ideas so on so forth.
These features of network improve the independence of individual and the variance of options
dramatically. 2)Unity and personalization of society are both in proper positions. Network, as a public
information system, requires unified language as well as unified regulation. At the same time, the
gradual perfection of network provides favorable conditions to the utilization and exploitation of
individuation. 3)Interpersonal relationships verge to be fairer. In the society of network information, no
hierarchical differences exist and people can communicate with each other, even with strangers,
coequally.

3 Suggestions
Living in a society where network plays such an irreplaceable role, social organizations also
function in ways affected by it, university students’ service system is of no exception. American author
Peter M. Senge concluded in <The Fifth Discipline> that there are five main characteristics of the
Learning Organization: delayering the structure, informationizing the organization, publicizing the
organization, learning continuously, and adjusting interior structure constantly. To a certain extent, the
characteristics of network such as advocating equality, pursuing freedom are similar to these, so this
type of organization is the inevitable choice of optimizing the service system. The proposing model is
shown below.(Figure 2).
School Leaders

Students of Academy 1

Functional Dep.1

Functional Dep. 2

Functional Dep. 3

Assistant

Functional Dep. X

Academic service

Students of Academy 2

Figure 2

Students of Academy 3

Students of Academy X

Proposing Model of Students’ Service System

Information flows more smoothly. In such system, the service purpose of school deans can be
passed down to every student through out diverse passages, realizing the goal of ‘for all students’.
Academic functional department and collegiate functional department are of the same level and receive
direct service instructions from the school deans, avoiding or reducing the possible wastage during the
processing of spreading the information. Suppose that the loss of information is still of 30 percent, when
the instructions reach the student, there is probably still a fidelity of 70 percent.
Students’ service can be more professional. Functional departments serves the students directly,
their superiority in various aspects, including information, resources, funds, professional skills and so on,
is sure to be fully displayed. The professional service these departments provide, comparing to that of
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each academy, is tending to receive recognition from student individuals.
The system works out more effectively. Due to the ‘delayering’ of the system structure,
unnecessary intermediate links can be reduced; students with similar requirements from different
academies can obtain corresponding service from the certain functional department. In this way the
operating cost of the system can be dramatically cut down, meanwhile, professional service can be
guaranteed.
Individual requirements are more likely to be met. Since students can contact with functional
departments directly, avoiding information noise of intermediate links, students can express their
requirements more autonomously, understand their needs more veritably and choose rational paths to
realize their goals more precisely, in turn, meet the demands of individuality.
Though analyzing this service system from the aspect of structure-function relationship, such mode
somehow only exists in universities in developed countries and many of the supporting conditions to
keep this system functioning are hard to achieve due to the level of social development. Therefore,
during the process of implementing the system, potential problems listed following definitely deserve
special attention:
For Student individuals—Nowadays students tend to be associated with a certain organization and
choose between the role of ‘Organization Man’ and the role of ‘Social Man’, and most of students prefer
the former. Student individuals ought to upgrade themselves on the level of conception, make efforts to
conform to the socialized system.
For Academic Student Affair Structure—Is it necessary to set up independent academic students’
service system? If it is necessary, then which role should it play during the process of serving students?
Also, what kind of relationship should it establish with other academies and other functional
department?
For Functional Department—How to set up each functional department on collegiate scale? Which
one should be the subject to coordinate the relationship between each department? How to transfer funds?
In addition, problems like the quality of faculties, training, manning quotas, office facilities, and citation
of new technology also invite our consideration.

4 Conclusions
The University students’ service system is facing unprecedented challenges in the era of internet
technology, these challenges not only come from the diversification of service subjects and requirements
of personalization, but also come from factors like deficiency of hardware facilities, inadequacy of
employees’ professional skills and so on. These restricting factors are drastically influencing the due
function of the system. Therefore, complying with fundamental demands of the development of
Network Era, genuinely comprehend the impact of cyber culture on people’s thinking mode and acting
mode, delayering the structure of the students’ service system are inevitable solutions to cope with the
challenges.
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Abstract: In today’s fierce competitive environment, we frequently hear media discussing issues related
to innovation. From these discussions, it is not difficult to assume that innovation has become one of the
most controversial topics of the 21st century. If for some businesses being innovative is an attempt to be
market leaders in their area for many others it is the only way to response appropriately against
challenges by their innovative rivals in the market. In brief, today’s competitive market situation has
already turned out to be “innovate or die” situation. Therefore, understanding the concept of the
innovation is crucial to know about innovation itself and its importance. Thus, This paper explored the
concept of innovation through literature review and gave an overview of the concept of innovation, as
well brought readers a quick introduction about innovation and presented the fundamental understanding
of its importance, actors, sources, types and main drivers. In this paper, innovation was discussed in five
different sections and a conclusion was derived as an inference.
Key words: Innovation; National System of Innovation; Drivers of Innovation; Global innovation index

1

Introduction

Until now the term “innovation” has been interpreted and explained by many scholars and
practitioners based on their own perspectives and views. Therefore, sometimes it is really complicated to
gather them all and to come at one stand. If we look back at the history, the introduction of this word in
the field of economics is related to Joseph Scrumpeter who used the term “innovation” for the first time
and described it as the motor of the development [1].
According to the definition specified by the wikipediа.org electronic dictionary; “innovation” is a
word derived from its Latin equivalent “innovatus” which means, in - “into” + novus - “new”, the
introduction of something new [2]. Interpreting the term of “innovation” Harmut claims that this is a
substitution new-trend word in management for previously widely-used words including
“re-engineering,” “six sigma,” “kaizen,” “out-sourcing” and it embraces all their functionality [3].
Showing her view of innovation, Anne classifies “innovation” as any kind of change in the
production process that contributes to significant improvements within the firm. She accentuates that
“innovation” which is new to a particular firm may or may not be new to the world [4]. In the same
manner, Tim et al. describe innovation as “any change in inputs, methods, or outputs which improves
the commercial position of a firm and that is new to the firm’s operating market” [5]. Giving a broader
view, Mulgan and Albery described innovation as “new ideas that work” that is the creation and
application of new processes, products, services which as a result brings noteworthy improvements in
efficiency, effectiveness or quality as an outcome [6].
The Business Council of Australia asserts that once for the most part of the 20th century the term
“innovation” was equated with R&D is no longer appropriate today. In its report it is cited that
“innovative activity extends across all parts of a business – it is not confined to research work alone” [7].

Proposition-1. Inferring from the definitions and conceptions, one can assume that
in modern economy, innovation is a term to illustrate any kind of changes which can bring
improvement in firm’s performance.

2

Importance of Innovation

Goran et al. highlight the importance of innovation in firm, sector, regional and national level to
respond to the challenges of globalization and global competition. From his perspective, country’s
policy measures that stimulate innovations are essential for job creation, growth and sustainable wealth
generation in business firms and in the country as a whole [8]. As we take a look at Global
Competitiveness Report, we can find “innovation” as the final pillar of country’s twelve competitiveness
measurement units proposed by World Economic Forum. It highlights critical importance of innovation
among others saying that “Although substantial gains can be obtained by improving institutions,
building infrastructure, reducing macroeconomic instability, or improving human capital, all these
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factors eventually seem to run into diminishing returns. The same is true for the efficiency of the labor,
financial, and goods markets. In the long run, standards of living can be expanded only with innovation
[9]
.”
In the firm level, Richard underscores the importance of continuous changes (technology, new
product, structure, and culture/people) within the companies and emphasizes that without these changes
it is impossible for the companies to survive and prosper in a fast changing environment [10]. Joseph
having almost the same point of view notes that if companies stop innovating, their customers will likely
to leave them for other companies with more cutting-edge products and services [11].
Proposition-2. Innovation is an essential and critical determinant of competitiveness and
development both in national, regional and company (organizational) levels.

3

Important Role of Organizations in the Development of Innovations

“Before the Industrial Revolution many innovations were the result of lone inventors and
entrepreneurs. Today the situation is very different. The overwhelming majority of innovations come
from the organizations…” – writes Paul [12]. Kanter claims that innovations can exist in wildness but in
favorable conditions they blossom in abundance. Here, he asserts that organizational conditions can
actively stimulate innovations [13].
As a matter of fact, in modern management, innovation is increasingly regarded as an
organizational activity. Seeing that Jose describes organization itself to be a system [14], thus, in a system
where everything is in good order and under control, there is a better condition for innovation to develop
and prosper. Accordingly, organizations have appeared on the stage in a function of a lens which directs
all possible resources (money, intellect, skillful management etc.) to the development of innovations
(Fig. 1).
Company

Money

Intellect

INNOVATIONS

Management
Figure 1

Conceptual Model: Company as a Lens in the Development of Innovations

3.1 Sources of innovation
As innovation holds an important role in competitiveness, organizations should know as much as
possible about the source of innovation in order to succeed and overtake their rivals in terms of
knowledge of information source to obtain and utilize innovative ideas and skills from these sources
efficiently. From the research findings of Nabil et al. research, companies which use a larger variety of
sources of information are more likely to have higher novelty of innovations. In his research, based on
data from 1999 Canada Innovation Survey, he describes sources of innovation in four categories: (a)
internal sources (R&D, marketing, management and production staff), (b) market sources (related firms
in a corporate group, suppliers, clients, competitors and consultancy firms), (c) research sources
(universities, government and provincial agencies, and research laboratories), (d) generally available
sources (trade fairs and exhibitions, internet or computer based networks, professional conferences,
meetings and publications) [15].
Rodney McAdam et al., distinguishing internal and external sources of information, found, in the
case of UK textile industry companies, marketing and R&D staff as the most productive internal and
“customer” (clients) as the most productive external sources of innovations (innovative ideas) [16].
Although some types of sources are more valuable that the other, relying more on internal capabilities of
the organizations rather than external support, such as outsourcing, joint ventures, product licensing is
highly advised [17], one should not forget about indispensable role of external sources for the
companies to enhance their learning process [18].
3.2 Types of innovation
As an integral part of modern management, so far, innovation has been differently categorized
inferring from the perspectives and views of the explorer. Tony et al. differentiate three types of
innovation in the company level (incremental, semi-radical, and radical) from technology and business
model perspectives. He illustrates incremental innovations as small improvements and modifications
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whereas radical innovations as breakthrough changes to existing products and business processes.
Semi-radical innovations are explained as little changes either in the technology or business model of
the company [19]. Moreover, Moore describes fourteen types of innovations within the company and
asserts that there is always at least one innovation type which companies can innovate with. He groups
all these types into four clusters (innovation zones): product leadership zone (disruptive, application,
product, and platform innovations), customer intimacy zone (life-extension, enhancement, marketing
and experiential innovations), operational excellence zone (value-engineering, integration, process,
value-migration innovations), and category renewal zone (organic, acquisition innovations) [20].

4 National Systems of Innovation
Showing his perspective Paul says that “the capability of organizations in initiating and sustaining
innovation is to a great extent determined by the wider local /national context within which they
operate” [21]. On the other hand, Zhou emphasizes important contribution of indigenous innovation
system of organizations in the successful development of innovation-driven economy [22]. From these
two statements, we can clearly understand mutual interrelation of two different systems in fueling each
other’s development. However, it is always true that wider systems, at least in the very beginning, play
more important role. Thus, currently many countries are trying to create their own national innovation
systems and related policies to support innovativeness throughout the whole country. Here, in order to
point out the direct relationship between the pace of economic development and importance of
practically efficient NIS, I would like to bring a piece of information from the ranking list of innovative
economies of the world into readers’ attention (Table. 1).
Table 1 Global Innovation Index 2009-2010 Overall Rankings1
Country/Economy GII
Score
Rank
Iceland
4.86
1
Sweden
4.85
2
Hong Kong (China)
4.83
3
Switzerland
4.82
4
Denmark
4.72
5
United States
4.57
11
Japan
4.4
13
(source: http://www.globalinnovationindex.org/gii/main/reports/2009-10/Rankings_09-10.pdf)

Therein, we’ll have a look at what is NIS and how it works. Edquist determines “National
Innovation System” as “all important economic, social, political, organizational, institutional, and other
factors that influence the development, diffusion, and use of innovations” [23]. In Goran Roos et al.’s
view, national innovation systems are collaborative work of all economic, political and other social
institutions to influence the development and utilization of new knowledge and learning [24]. Giving
much broader explanation, Deok defines NIS as a system of interaction among different societal
institutions; government, universities, industries, research and financial institutions, market and other
actors to create, transfer and utilize knowledge in the market within the mutual exchange of knowledge,
money and human resources [25].
Analyzing USA’s NIS characteristics, Irwin points out three main actors in NIS; (a) industries as a
primary performer of R&D, (b) universities as a primary performer of basic research, (c) Federal
government as a primary source of funds for basic researches [26]. In the summary of its report of 1997,
OECD points out three important figures of NIS including enterprises, universities and government
research institutes and highlights the role of policy-makers that can assist to define mismatches among
actors within the system and find appropriate solutions to improve networking among them [27].
Learning innovations in macroeconomic context, Jonathan highlights two mutually interdependent
innovation types: technical and social innovations. He points out that social innovations (banks,
corporations, stock markets) are fundamental for technical innovations (industrial development) to
happen [28].
Thus, NIS of the country embraces a set of economic, social, political, organizational, institutional
and other policy measures that have a great power to enhance mutual interlinks between different actors
of innovation (mainly between government, universities, research and financial institutions, market and
different independent industrial units (organizations)) in terms of knowledge, money and human
resources, to facilitate the exchange of knowledge among them and eventually to spur their overall
innovative performance (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2

Conceptual Model: National Innovation System

5 Factors that Enable and Drive Innovation
Understanding the indispensable role of innovations in the prosperity of societies, one starts
thinking about implementing innovation processes into his operation area. However, one should also
understand that breeding and nurturing innovation requires specific environment. Association for
Competitive Technology refers to the term “ecosystem” of innovation and interprets it as complex range
of economic, legal and societal inputs that lets innovation to flourish. In a national context, they point
out that antitrust and competition regulation, education, finance, intellectual property, international trade,
labor and taxes policies of the country may be either supportive or discouraging factors for innovations
[29]
. Jan et al., taking the different point of view, categorizes four elements in the national context to be
critically important for the countries to catch up: (a) the development of the “innovation system”, (b) the
quality of “governance”, (c) the character of the “political system” and (d) the degree of country’s
“openness” [30].
In a firm level, Langdon counts the integration of innovation methodology, innovation culture and
leadership aspects of practice in the company as the most critical factors in enabling innovations to
occur in permanent manner [31]. Exploring several companies from France, Germany, Australia and
Thailand, Mile concludes the key drivers of innovative organizations to be committed leaders, a highly
developed innovation strategy, “top-down” and “bottom-up” communication processes supported
“first-to-market” philosophy of new products. Additionally, NPD strategy, e-Commerce and SDO
(Sustainable Development Orientation) are seen as both effective enablers and drivers [32].
Preposition 3. Both in macro and in micro level, well-thought systematic approach and good
governance is crucial for the success of the innovation.

6 Conclusions
As we mentioned before, innovation has already evolved to be one of the most crucial factors of
competitiveness both in micro and macro levels: it is one of the most important ingredient which can
determine the future livelihood of production units. By examining relevant literature on innovation, we
have come up with short conclusion found below:
（1）Innovation is any type of successful change which can contribute to the improvement of unit’s
performance.
（2）Innovation is an essential component of competitiveness, thus, economic growth and sustainability,
both in nation, region and company level.
（3）Well-thought systematic approach and good governance is highly important for the successful
realization of the innovation, both in macro and in micro level.
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Analysis of Enterprise Development Strategies Based on the Features
of Different Stages in Enterprise Life Cycle
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Abstract: In 1959, Haire first put forward the enterprises life cycle theory in China. By using qualitative
analysis and quantitative analysis, the paper discusses the choice of enterprise development strategies.
According to the feedback of questionnaires the features of different stages in enterprise life cycle have
been investigated. It concludes with the key factors of development strategies and proposes the most
appropriate strategies for each stage in an enterprise life cycle.
Key words: Enterprise life cycle; Enterprise development strategies; Key factors; Strategic choice

1 Introduction
Enterprise is the economic organization for the purpose of profit. To gain profits and maximize its
value are the objectives for all enterprises [1]. This paper investigates the evolution law of enterprises
strategies in terms of life cycle and made further discussion about the enterprise development strategies
based on the combination of enterprise strategy theory and enterprise life cycle theory. After 1959 when
Haire first put forward the enterprise life cycle, Greiner (1972) proposed the five stages theory for
enterprise development, followed by the seven-stage theory of Flamholtz (1986) and the ten-stage
theory of Adizes (1989) [2]. As Greiner thought, the leader, innovation, coordination and cooperation all
play important roles in the process of enterprise developing evolution. In China, Li Yongfeng and other
scholars (2004) defined the different stages of enterprises life cycle in terms of the cash flows, costs,
profits, incomes, capitals and operation capabilities. Cao Yu, Chen Xiaohong and Wang Fuqiang, in
successive research, have concluded the differences in competitiveness between enterprises at different
stages of life cycle, demonstrated in their books under the empirical studies on the models of enterprise
competitiveness evolution at different stages of life cycle. Li Gang (2007), Hu Meiqin (2006) and others
also did the same research. They put forward that at different stages of life cycle, enterprises should
strengthen different respects of abilities. With the enterprise life cycle as the main clue, Shi Shenglin
and Jia Chuangxiong have studied from the practice, theories and methods of strategy managements.
What’s more, by combining the enterprise life cycle theory, Sun Wei has studied the factors which have
effects on the construction evaluation index system of enterprise achievements. In general, there are
more and further researches on enterprise life cycle and enterprise strategy theories, but less on the
relationships between them. As a result, this paper plans to research on the enterprises development
process from point of the view of life cycle.

2 Features of Life Cycle of Enterprise Development
2.1 Phenomenon of life cycle of enterprise development
Enterprise grows and ages follow the way of the development of human beings: in the young age, it
has strong flexibility but weak controlling force. When getting old, the controlling force increases, but
the flexibility decreases. This pattern is like human’s bodies: at the young age, he has good flexibility,
but lacks of experience and maturity which turns out to be a result of weak discriminability and
controlling forces. As time goes by, he is getting aged but his metabolism is getting worse than before;
his physical function turns down and his mobility and agility reduce. However, over the years, because
of accumulating a wealth of experience and knowledge, his controlling force to the environment and his
ability to deal with everything both increase [4]. On the basis of enterprise life cycle theory, the objective
of enterprise strategy management is to keep balance on development, and get rebirth. Finally it can
keep forever young and be prosperous.
2.2 Features of different stages of enterprise development life cycle
2.2.1 Survival stage
This period includes pregnancy and infancy stages. During this period, enterprises mostly are
groping, studying and searching for survival, and also full of creativities and possibilities for the future.
Because the enterprises are recently founded without any specific rules and regulations, as well as
management principles, the originator of the enterprise is surely the core of everything. In other words,
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they need to be responsible for the risks; their enthusiasm for career determines the success and failure
of the enterprises. In this period, although there is not yet mature enterprise culture or stable strategic
management, enterprises possess the best innovativeness. Therefore, enterprise should take this period
as advantages to play full innovativeness into the breakthrough of products. In this way, it can satisfy
the market demands and create additional value to strengthen its ability of making money for growth.
Finally it can stand in the market firmly and smoothly transit itself into the growth stage.
2.2.2 Growth stage
In this period, enterprise grows at the highest speed. As a result of the improvement of techniques
and the ability of product designing, the cost of production is decreased; the scale effect is raised and the
marketability is strengthened. With the abundance of fund, enterprises present a scene of prosperity,
such as the rapid development of enterprise and the improved skills, qualities and creativities of their
employees. The most remarkable characteristics at this stage are contradiction and lack of continuity.
Entrepreneurs may be conceited about themselves, and expand the scale of enterprises blindly without
strategic visions. On business, entrepreneurs should decide whether to develop on diversification
business or specification business; on enterprise culture, they will face some problems such as the
authorization, how to coordinate the employees’ relationship and how to improve their reliance between
each other. Therefore, in this period, enterprises need to establish their policies and managements to
make specific rules and appoint key personnel to encourage them to do their best on their positions.
Then the organization form and the culture of enterprise can work well.
2.2.3 Maturity stage
It includes the prime period and stable period. When management and leading rules have been
established, enterprises enter into the most ideal stage that is, the peak period in the life cycle curve. In
this period, enterprise’s controlling force and flexibility have arrived at a balanced level and it can make
the best performance under the rules and structure. The expansion of horizon and performances of
innovativeness are institutionalized which focus on the results and satisfy the demands of customers.
The preeminent performance of enterprise can be imagined. It can take the pressures from the
development, produce new enterprises and derive new business with its marketing ability or its
profitability. When enterprises enter into its stable period–the turning point towards recession, although
they are strong but their flexibly are decreasing [5]. So in this important period, if nothing significant
happens, the emerging negative attitudes refusing to reform will finally block up the development of
enterprises. In this environment that lacks of innovative ability, creative spirit and reforming supports,
enterprises will stick in convention, and scare to break rules to make progress; the employees are more
interested in the relationships than the adventure and innovation enthusiasms.
2.2.4 Ageing stage
It includes nobility period, early stage of bureaucracy, bureaucrat period and death stage or
reproductive period. In the nobility period, the control system, welfares and equipments cost the most.
Enterprises emphasize more on business patterns than contents and reasons, and pay more attention to
the external performance and lack of internal innovation. They obtain the creative abilities through
consolidation. In this time, their flexibilities continuously turn down. When facing the opportunities of
long-time development, enterprises appear to be insensitive to the short-time demands. They can’t make
immediate decisions. Even though they have made some progress and achievements, they lack of
enthusiastic spirits, which turns them down towards the next period—the early stage of bureaucracy. In
this ageing stage, enterprises almost have the big-company diseases which make the management
inflexible. Meanwhile, the long-term shortage of innovations makes the enterprises unimproved. As a
result of the out-of-date products and techniques, enterprises lose their competitiveness. Because of their
weakened responsiveness and the changing environments, their core competences gradually get lost.
Therefore, there are two directions for them to choose: one is shrinking and gradually going to die; the
other is reconstructing the enterprises, and get rebirth in the recession.

3 Investigation of Key Factors of Enterprise Life Cycle Stages
3.1 Investigation methods
With the methods of questionnaires and interviews to determine the key influencing factors of
enterprise life cycle stages, this paper provides strategic decisions for different stages of the enterprise
life cycle. [6] In August 2009, the questionnaires were distributed to 20 cities and provinces, such as
Beijing, Shanghai, Wuhan, Harbin etc., and 23 managers were interviewed. The total number of the
questionnaires was 2000. Among them 1,237 were valid of which the rate was 61.85%.
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3.2 Design of questionnaires
The designing of questionnaires are improved mainly based on the research by Cao Yu, Chen
Xiaohong and Wang Fuqiang (2009). Some discriminated questions about the strategic models of
enterprises at different stages of life are added to the questionnaires which also have been simplified.
The main variables include enterprise resources (enterprise culture, knowledge resource, human
resource, financial resource, material resource, technology resource, market resource, information
resource; totally 30 questions); enterprise abilities (entrepreneurs ability, studying ability, innovation
ability, strategy ability, technology ability, production capacity, marketing ability, organization and
management ability, human resources management ability, financial management ability and enterprise
brand ability; total 50 questions); enterprise dynamic mechanisms (power mechanism, studying
mechanism, matching mechanism and contingency mechanism; totally 20 questions)[7]. With Likert
scale method to measure and score, each question provides 5 different choices for the respondents to
choose: very poor performance, poor performance, general, better performance and perfect performance.
3.3 The reliability and validity of questionnaire
Table 1
Survey items
Dynamic mechanism
Studying mechanism
Matching mechanism
Contingency mechanism
Resources
Enterprise brand ability
Human resources management ability
Financial management ability

Survey on Cronbach’s α Value
Cronbach’s α
Survey items
0.9912
Entrepreneurs ability
0.9060
Studying ability
0.9495
Innovation ability
0.8675
Innovation ability
0.9223
Strategic ability
0.8874
Management ability
0.8874
Technical ability
0.8694
Marketing ability

Cronbach’s α
0.9794
0.9687
0.9566
0.8481
0.8894
0.9607
0.9532
0.9637

According to the reliability analysis of the questionnaires (as shown in Table 1), the Cronbach's α
coefficients are all above 0.8, which suggests good reliability. On the other side, through second order of
confirmatory factor analysis for testing the validity of questionnaires, the result suggests the good
validity.
3.4 Analysis on the results of survey
Table 2

Comparison of Key Factors Influencing Enterprise Development Strategies at Different Stages of
Life Cycle

Survival period

Growth period

Mature period

Recession period

Rank

Entrepreneurs ability

Market resources

Market resources

Marketing ability

1

Marketing ability

Entrepreneurs ability

Material resources

Financial operation ability

2

Market resources

Studying ability

Financial resources

Studying ability
Human resources
management ability
Financial operation ability

Financial resources

Human resources

Human resources
management ability
Entrepreneurs ability

Human resources

Marketing ability

Interface management ability

5

Enterprise culture

Entrepreneurs ability

Enterprise culture

6

3
4

Strategic ability

Marketing ability

Information resources

Material resources

7

Matching mechanism

Financial operation ability

Technical resources

Financial resources

8

Information resources

Material resources

Studying ability

Strategic ability

9

Technical resources

Interface management ability Matching mechanism

Market resources

10

Innovation ability

Interface management ability Strategic ability

Human resources

11

Material resources

Technical resources

Enterprise culture

Dynamic mechanism

Technical resources
Financial resources

Information resources

12

Studying ability

13

Strategic ability

Studying ability
Human resources
management ability
Enterprise culture

Technical resources

14

Information resources

Innovation ability

Studying mechanism

15

Human resources

Innovation ability

Dynamic mechanism

Matching mechanism

16

Studying mechanism

Technical resources

Matching mechanism

Innovation ability

17

The analysis on the comparison of key factors influencing enterprise development strategies at
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different stages of life cycle is shown in Table 2. In survival period, because of the short enterprise
resources, enterprises should depend on their specific ability to compete with others. In growth period,
as the enterprise resources growing more, it becomes the competition of resources and capacities. In the
mature period, enterprises possess the most recourse, but their abilities begin to slip down. When
entering the ageing stage, as resources become limited, the competition of enterprises comes back to the
original competition, but the studying abilities, matching mechanisms and their innovation performance
are getting lowest. These factors determine the success and failure of enterprises, which means if they
are not improved, enterprises will stop developing and gradually into death.

4 Enterprise Development Strategies
4.1Strategic choice at survival stage
In the survival stage, financial resources rank 15th, interface management ability ranks 10th,
technical ability ranks 14th, and human resources rank 16th, all of them are below 10. It indicates that,
when enterprise first comes into market, it will face to such problems, like the lagging information,
fuzzy definition of market, backward techniques, short in talents and internal resources. In this stage,
enterprise can’t hold the core factors and continuously stays at the exploration stage in the field. As a
result, in the survival stage, enterprise should choose the specialization and differentiation strategies to
integrate its superior resources and make its core competitiveness; and build up its own brand
personality to distinguish from other competitors.
4.2 Strategic choice at growth stage
In the growth stage, market resources rank 1st, studying ability ranks 3rd, human resources rank 4th,
and financial resources rank 5th, all them are above 5. It indicates that, it this stage, enterprise has
already had well-improved organizational system and well-defined enterprise culture. As a whole,
enterprise is continuously rising. In this stage, enterprise devotes all its energies and resources into the
development in the market. The cash flow quickly expands, and the healthy and rapid growing situation
is preliminarily formed. Enterprise should take the cost as leadership strategy, with the value of
customers as guidance, to maintain its client group and business partners. Through expanding the market
areas, attracting more customers, and researching and developing independently, enterprise brand can be
strengthened in leading position in its industry.
4.3 Strategic choice at mature stage
In this stage, among the key factors, marketing resources rank first, material resources rank the
second, financial resources rank 3rd, human resources rank 4th, and marketing ability ranks 5th. The core
resources have been fully taken into the spreading advantages and the core competitiveness makes
enterprise extra profits above the average level in the industry and stands at an advantageous position as
well. As a result, enterprise has basically formed an operation system with collectivization, scale effects
and branding effects, generally built up a comprehensive business empire. In this mature stage,
enterprise should take a international strategy, integrating strategy and diversification strategy. In
specific words, they are taking use of new technologies to develop new products; with the increasing
production ability to improve its availabilities for using; to purchase other enterprises and expand new
business, as well as its marketing areas; meanwhile, to consummate its management system and reserve
talents[8].
4.4 Strategic choice at ageing stage
In this stage, the enterprise marketing resources rank 10th, study ability ranks 17th, and human
resources rank 12, all are behind 10th, where the “big company is sick” emerged, and management came
to a deadlock. Without the improvement of innovation, the products and technologies are severely out of
date and lost their competitiveness. Enterprise should redefine its positions in management strategies,
structures of products and industries, and the marketing patterns in this ageing stage. To integrate the
resources and reappear with new looking in the market, enterprise should take the retrenchment strategy
to shrink its scale and recovery the cost, thus it can speed up the accounts receivable and inventory
turnover rate to make the least wastage for enterprise [9].

5 Conclusions
This paper discussed about the phenomenon of enterprise life cycle and the features of life cycle at
different stages. With the methods of questionnaires and interviews, researches on key factors in the
each stages development of enterprise have been covered. This paper put forward different strategies for
each stage of enterprise life, which are: differentiation strategy and specialization strategy for survival
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stage, cost leadership strategy and the guidance of customer’s value for growth stage,
internationalization strategy, integration strategy and diversification strategy for mature stage. The last
in the ageing stage, enterprises can adopt the reform strategy and all-round integration of resources
which can help enterprises enter the market with brand new images.
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Abstract: The article analyzed the current supply and management of coaches in commercial fitness
clubs and found out the major causes for the high turnover rate of coaches are the unstandardized supply
channel and outdated management methods. Making coach resources the subject of study, the article
introduces the human resources management philosophy and explores the development and
management of coaches in commercial fitness clubs by applying theoretical knowledge of human
resources management. The article concludes that four measures can be taken to keep the sustainable
development of commercial fitness clubs, i.e. a) Standardize recruitment criteria; b) Establish good
coach training system; c) Make good career plan for coaches and pursue harmonious development of
coaches and fitness clubs; d) Establish effective appraisal and incentive mechanism; Improve service
quality.
Key words: Commercial fitness club; Human resources management; Coach; Development and
management

1 Introduction
By referring to the research materials of recent years, it is found that for commercial fitness club,
the studies of both at home and abroad mainly focus on the management of the club, most of which
involve the club's facilities, investment project, propaganda way, brand effect. It is reported that
domestic and foreign research data are less in the development and management of commercial fitness
club coaches. Foreign commercial health club started earlier than China, and it places great emphasis on
human resources development. In order to retain the excellent coaches, foreign health club not only
provide online training and different practice opportunity for the coaches, but also make the plan of
stock rights welfare. On the contrary, domestic health clubs simply research on the coaches’ skill
standard, professional accomplishment and training mechanism. Coach is considered as one who only
draws up the training program there. He directs the body builder to do exercise, establishes placatory
relationship with the body builder, and explains the problems about health and diet. For a time, it
neglects the coaches’ value pursuit and fails to research the coach management as a part of human
resources management. The core of human resources management is man. So, for the purpose of club
development, it should connect the man's subjective initiative with the long-term development of the
enterprise, and make the coaches feel a sense of belonging and a sense of responsibility and, arouse the
coaches’ own value pursuit.
Commercial fitness clubs refer to those business organizations that provide training and exercise
facilities for their members. The difference between commercial fitness clubs and the specialized clubs
is that the former is an enterprise that provides sport-related services. [1]Coaches play a vital role in the
service quality of a fitness club. Therefore, the profitability of the club is largely related to the coaches.
Currently, the unstandardized training channels of coaches and the lack of qualified coaches have caused
the overall low level of coaches. Meanwhile, the outdated management philosophy and method make it
a hidden rule that fitness clubs poach coaches from each other. It is also very common for coaches to
“sell” training courses without authorization. How to change the high turnover rate and talent drain as
well as the proper management of coaches has become a bottleneck problem in the sustainable
development of commercial fitness clubs, which should be solved quickly. This paper explores effective
measures of managing the coaches in commercial fitness clubs by introducing the people-oriented
management philosophy and taking reference to the relevant knowledge in human resources
development and management.
According to the situation above, the article aims at analysing effective measures of development
and management of coaches in commercial fitness clubs. The article takes some coaches of commercial
fitness club in Wuhan into research. With the methods of documentary reference, questionnaire
investigation, statistics and logic analysis. The article is based on resources and current management of
coaches in commercial fitness clubs, analyses lagged behind management philosophy, out dated
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management methods and insufficient training mechanism of coach resources have limited the
subjective activity of the coaches and the development of clubs. The article introduces the human
resources management philosophy and points out that the development and management of coaches
should adopt the people-oriented management. A fine coach training system should be established by
building a standardized recruitment criteria. Service provided by coaches should be improved by
establishing effective appraisal and incentive mechanism. Clubs should consider personal development
in order to arouse the enthusiasm and creativity of the coaches, clubs should also let their coaches to
take part in its running and management, which will finally bring them both harmonious development.

2 Human resource management concept
The new economic era, wealth appreciation mainly comes from knowledge creation of the talents,
the core competition lies in possession and development on human resources. Human resources is the
first resource in modern society, which is the most important thing in the process of management. The
scientific development outlook requires human resources management to strengthen the
"people-oriented" concept which demands to take human as the starting point and the objective in all
work, constantly meets the various demands of the people and promote the all-round development of the
people in which to respect and protect the fundamental rights of people, produces natural environment
and living conditions that is good for people’s development which includes construction of impartial
social environment , judicial system and reasonable political freedom to inspire people’s enthusiasm and
creativity by the ways of benefits encouragement, right incentive, responsibility motivation, culture
inspiration. [2]Therefore, it can be said that the core of Human resources management is to improve
person's ability and to develop human resources.
Human resources are the most valuable resources in the current society. Under the background of
knowledge economy and globalization, the key questions faced by all enterprises are how to attract,
explore, train and retain talents. In the operation of fitness clubs, coaches are the ones that interact with
customers directly and frequently. They are the “face” of the clubs, and their professionalism is vital to
the safety and exercise results of the customers as well as to building the customers’ confidence and
remain their interest in exercising. Therefore, the exploitation of coach resources is directly related to
the operation of the clubs and growth potential. Optimizing the coach resources is the key to solve the
imbalanced development of “hardware” and “software” of fitness clubs, and also the main reason why
this article makes it a subject to study thoroughly.

3 Current Situation of Coach Resources in Commercial Fitness Clubs
3.1 Supply channels of coaches in commercial fitness clubs
At the moment, most coaches in fitness clubs were retired athletes, teachers and students from
sports universities and art schools, fitness enthusiasts and graduates from short-term training courses in
fitness clubs. The author has conducted a survey with 79 coaches in 12 fitness clubs in Wuhan. The
supply channel as table 1
Supply
channel
Number
Percentage

Table 1
Retired
athletes
8
10.1%

The Survey with the Supply of Coaches in Fitness in Wuhan
Sports
Dancing and
Club
Sports and
university
art schools
members
dance nthusiasts
40
11
12
8
50.7%
13.9%
15.2%
10.1%

Total
79
100%

From table 1, It shows that over 60% of coaches are retired athletes and teachers and students from
sports universities. They have studied the sports theories systematically with rich experience and are
able to guide exercises scientifically. However, more and more professional dancers also choose to be
coaches as there is a strong demand for diverse and trendy training programs. Ex-members of the clubs
as well as sports and dance enthusiasts account for more than 30% of the coaches. Before they become
professional coaches, they only take less-than-one-month training courses at the expense of RMB 4,000
to RMB 5,000 to get the certificate. The “fast-food” training system will not equip them with sufficient
sports knowledge. Most of them can only accumulate their experience while working and they can
hardly have any innovation in their teaching.
3.2 Current coach management status in commercial fitness clubs
Firstly, fitness clubs are not fully conscious of the importance of managing the coaches, which are
reflected in three aspects: incomplete recruitment mechanism, unstandardized recruitment process and
unreasonable recruitment criteria. Fitness clubs have 100% say in hiring the coaches they like. However,
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most of the clubs ask the candidates to give trial lessons to their members on the spot and hire those
good-looking candidates that can teach well. Some clubs hire coaches without any qualifications simply
because they ask for less pay and the clubs can cut down their cost. Some even simply hire their senior
members to be coaches. All these show that fitness clubs in China has not attached great importance to
the recruitment of coaches and their management philosophy is far lagged behind.
Secondly, the management methods of coaches are out dated. Most fitness clubs do not have
specialized personnel to manage the coaches but appoint senior coaches to supervise the other coaches.
However, the senior coaches can only take simple tasks such as scheduling training courses, making
adjustment to schedule and recording the attendance. They are not able to use scientific theories to
manage the coaches with people-oriented philosophy, not even to mention to arrange training courses for
coaches in line with the clubs’ long-term goal. Therefore, the turnover rate of coaches is high and the
conflict between clubs and coaches are intensified.
Lastly, fitness clubs provides very few chances for coaches to further improve themselves. Only a
couple of fitness clubs have established their internal training system due to the high turnover rate of
coaches.
In conclusion, the current management status of coaches in fitness clubs can be summarized as:
simplified and incomplete recruitment process, lack of effective measures in managing and retaining
talents and insufficient training mechanism. Compared with the rapid enhancement of the “hardware”,
the management system of fitness clubs need more improvement, especially in managing the coaches,
which has become a bottleneck problem that hinders the sustainable growth of the clubs and needs to be
solved quickly.

4 Managerial Countermeasures in Coach Resources Development and
Management
Fitness clubs should have their own principles in the development and management of coach
resources by taking into consideration of their own strategic goal. Once the coaches join the clubs, their
value and potential have to be fully explored as they are the valuable assets of the clubs and the core
competencies of the clubs.
4.1 Standardized recruitment criteria
At the beginning of coach recruitment, fitness clubs should fully understand the importance of the
recruitment process so as to recruit highly qualified and easy-to-manage coaches. Prior to the
recruitment, fitness clubs should carefully study the coaches capital needed and the reserves needed,
come out with a clear recruitment criteria. Certificates and diploma will not be the only determinant
factor in the process. Fitness clubs should make their judgment by combining theory with practice. For
example, a written test will help assess the theoretical knowledge of coaches, while a face-to-face
interview will test the candidates’ service consciousness and flexibility. Fitness clubs can even ask the
candidates to make a customized fitness plan for their members on the spot. It is worth mentioning that
during the recruitment process, fitness clubs should explain clearly to the candidates the growth space
they can provide to coaches and fully respect the candidates’ choice based on the people-oriented
philosophy. It has to be borne in mind that the recruitment process is a two-way selection process for
both fitness clubs and coaches.
4.2 Establishment of good coach training system
To provide training for employees is an effective way to enhance the human capital value of an
enterprise and an important part of human resources management. Commercial fitness clubs should
establish a regular and standardized coach training system to explore the potentials of the coaches. The
training courses will keep the coaches abreast of the latest developments in the industry and provide
more services for customers. By optimizing the coach resources, the competitiveness of fitness clubs
will be greatly enhanced. Currently, there are three kinds of coach training modes among fitness clubs in
China. The first is internal training courses provided by human resources department of fitness clubs,
such as CSI-Bally Total Fitness, Nivana Fitness & SPA, etc. The second is to hire external specialists
from various professional training organizations and auxiliary educational institutions to train their
coaches. For example, Tera Wellness Club in Shanghai will hire lecturers from Institute for Systems
Theory and Automatic Control (Germany) to train their coaches regularly. Some fitness clubs with a
strong financial support will purchase advanced training courses from abroad and build their own
internal training system. In this way, the clubs can not only improve the management of coach resources,
but also provide coach training courses for other fitness clubs. On one hand, the high-quality training
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system will inject “new blood” to the entire club and optimize the coach capital; on the other hand, it
will also expand the revenue channels for fitness clubs and benefit the clubs economically. Megafit
Fitness, Sport and Wellness is a good example for the third practice. Megafit has collaborated with the
National Strength & Conditioning Association (NSCA) in the US and introduced the NSCA-CPT
Personal Trainer Training Courses. Established in 1978, NSCA is the worldwide authority on strength
and conditioning. It has more than 30,000 members and its personal trainer certificate is recognized by
52 countries worldwide. In China, it has also won recognition by the Chinese Olympic Committee and
All-China Sports Federation.
4.3 Good career planning of coaches and harmonious development of coaches and fitness clubs
The process that employees set the goal for their career and the path to achieve the goal by taking
into consideration of the need of both themselves and the employers is called career planning. [3] Fitness
clubs should help coaches with their career planning based on people-oriented philosophy and the sound
development of coaches themselves so that the clubs and coaches can grow together. Coaches would
show great commitment and make contribution to clubs if the management can satisfy the coaches’
physical and social needs as well as other needs such as safety, respect and self-fulfillment.
4.4 Establishment of effective appraisal and incentive mechanism; Improvement of service quality
Appraisal and incentive mechanism are important components in the management of coaches.
Effective appraisal mechanism will provide good support for senior management to make decisions
related to coach resources, and also a good reference for reward allocation. Performance appraisal will
also help find out the aspects that need to be improved so as to amend the training courses of coaches
accordingly. Effective incentive mechanism will enhance coaches’ enthusiasm to work. Fitness clubs
should also regulate coaches behavior at work by giving incentives to good conduct and punish bad
conduct, which will keep the consistency of the services coaches provide. The following five aspects can
be used by fitness clubs to evaluate the performance of their coaches:
（1）Mastering of latest industry standards and skills
（2）Being client-oriented
（3）Commitment to work
（4）Team work
（5）Resourcefulness and ability to solve problems[4]
In the meantime, fitness clubs should establish an incentive system of good credibility and appeal.
Apart from material rewards, clubs should also take other measures to inspire and maintain the
enthusiasm of coaches so as to improve the service quality. Stock option is one of the effective incentive
measures. It is advisable to allow good coaches to be minority shareholders so that they would feel that
they are also owners of the club as their interest is closely related to the profitability of the club. Thus
the coaches would actively take part in the operation of the clubs and expect to be rewarded accordingly.
Those highly qualified good coaches can also be appointed as mentors in training other coaches and
even in the management team of the club.

5 Conclusion
The diverse supply channels of commercial fitness clubs make the coaches rather a mixed bunch.
The fitness clubs do not attach great importance to the recruitment of coaches, scientific management
and investment in proper training, which leads to the low quality of coach resources. To solve the
bottleneck problem that hinders the sustainable development, commercial fitness clubs should adopt the
people-oriented management philosophy and let coaches make the best use of their potentials by strict
recruitment process, regular training, scientific assessment and long-term incentive measures. Only by
doing so can the clubs and coaches achieve the common goal of sound development.
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1 Introduction
Cross-cultural management is the process of resolving contradictions and conflicts among different
cultural groups in business-related interaction for cultural integration. Objects of cross-cultural business
management involve groups with different cultural backgrounds, such as governments, nations,
consumers, managers, employees, etc. The function of cross-cultural management is to provide effective
enterprise management model for the interaction of different cultural groups with confrontations and
conflicts.
Nowadays, the world has become a global village. The stable existence of deep-seated culture is an
integral part in the operation and management of enterprises. Its individuality and divergence are not
fundamentally changed in the tide of this convergence. In the global market, different cultural exchanges
and conflicts are commonplace. An enterprise is the basic economic unit of production and management.
How to maintain the advantages and characteristics of local culture while absorbing the essence of
foreign culture is essential for the survival of enterprises in the era of globalization. Contemporary
business managers need to become more culturally sensitive in a timely manner to switch roles and
change perspectives for remodeling, so as to master cross-cultural management skills. Thus, the study of
cross-cultural business management has become an extremely important task for business managers and
entrepreneurs.

2 Influences of Cross-Cultural Factors on the Business Administration
In the global trend of economic integration, multinational corporations and cross-cultural
enterprises are in continuous world economy development and play an increasingly important role in it.
However, the overseas expansion of enterprises is always confronted with cultural and management
differences in the host country, resulting in different perspectives and attitudes in some of the basic
issues such as business objectives, management styles and the decision process. The cultural conflict in
multinational corporations poses great difficulties in business and increase management costs.
2.1 Different modes of thinking
In business, the joint ventures are faced not only with personal conflicts and business sector
conflicts, but also with clashes resulting from differences in sources of information, attitudes and values,
as well as differences in personality, perception and ideology. Although conflict is a psychological and
behavioral process of confrontation, if it is handled properly, there will be an effect on the high-quality
work environment, management efficiency and even the survival and development of the joint ventures.
Mode of thinking is characterized by a specific national culture. For example, the empirical significance
of Western mode of thinking and the interpretation style of Asian thinking in the company's
cross-cultural communication always constitute a cause of conflict, thus, business managers have to
attach great importance to it. The formation of national culture brings about different solutions and
patterns of behaviors to problems, so cross-cultural conflicts have occurred frequently. Behavior pattern
is explicit in the form of national culture, which is a fixed structure and recognized by people in the
same group in direct communication. Different cultures result in different behavior patterns.
In the same environment, different patterns of behavior may show a great conflict. Cross-cultural
conditions exert great impact on corporate management in many ways. They often play a role without
being noticed. When people do realize their influence, the consequences have already been formed.
Many companies in the business management process ignore the impact and the role of cultural factors,
which leads to management difficulties, and even business failure.
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2.2 Problems in communication
In a business with employees of different nationalities, the first problem people encounter is
communication. People with different cultural backgrounds have different views toward the same issue
because of different habits of thinking, which constitutes an objective obstacle to their communication.
As mentioned above, China has a neutral culture, which values reservation in expressions. Many foreign
countries respect emotional culture, so when they communicate with colleagues in China, there may be
a trouble for them to grasp each other's genuine thoughts. Chinese colleagues may also have the same
difficulty. For example, in a conference, it is a custom in China that the staff keep silence when a leader
is giving a speech, while western companies are focusing on everyone to fully express their views. In
this way, leaders from western countries may find it difficult to understand the silence on the side of
Chinese employees, thinking that they do not have any ideas, which results in a misunderstanding. In
order to reach a better communication, a good corporate culture is necessary for both Chinese and
foreign employees, which is essential for unobstructed communication.

3 The Construction of Corporate Culture in Cross-Cultural Environment
Undoubtedly, cultural differences may not be a bad thing, for they are a country’s unique
characteristics. However, some differences have had negative influence on the social and economic
development and they are intangible loss. Therefore, we need to reduce this difference. Firstly, the
company's products to be sold in different areas in the country have to face different regional and ethnic
sub-cultures, which involve cross-cultural marketing. Secondly, companies in the sale process are facing
the impact of foreign products, which is in essence the actual competition of different cultures. Thirdly,
companies export their products to foreign countries to participate in international competition. For
products with cultural features, how to adapt to the demands of local culture and how to be accepted by
local consumers involve cross-cultural management.
3.1 Cultural analysis
People with different cultural backgrounds hold different values and codes of conduct. To manage
employees from different cultural backgrounds, employers need to understand their needs and values, as
well as behavior patterns. Therefore, the establishment of an effective cross-cultural business
management is the first step, which is the base to analyze the coexistence of two or more cultures.
Identify the cultural characteristics, so that relevant measures can be taken to reduce cultural conflicts
and contradictions to promote cultural integration. The tool for cultural analysis is the cultural
sub-dimensional system, which is beneficial to members from different sub-cultures working together.
Their original cultures can have conflicts whether in formal or informal codes of conduct. Formal
specific differences mainly refer to the different values for enterprise employees with different cultural
backgrounds in the business activities. Informal difference is the habits and customs in the operation of
enterprises. The management of joint ventures is essentially a cooperative co-existence of cultural
values. The different forms affect the concept of management practices and lead to contradictions and
differences in the establishment of common values.
Joint venture's managers must grasp the management skills for conflict and enhance capacities to
deal with all kinds of cultural variation. Certainly, the solutions to conflicts are varied, and should
embark from the special details and then choose the corresponding solution. The first step for the
establishment of corporate culture is the choice of the unique culture. Respect the local culture fully, but
this kind of respect does not mean compromise. A multinational corporation must first insist on its own
core culture, based on this, then take into account the compatibility to the local culture.
3.2 Integration of corporate cultures
To create shared values, it is critical to minimize cultural differences. Different cultures have
different values. People are always proud of their own cultures and consciously or unconsciously regard
their own culture as orthodox, and take the foreign cultures as strange. In fact, these seemingly strange
behaviors and values are more than natural for their own people. Therefore, it is crucial to eliminate
racial superiority as much as possible in order to make exchanges in an equal manner. On this basis, to
find the combination of two cultures and to give full play to the advantages of two cultures will
minimize cultural differences. Gradually the established unified values within the enterprise are formed,
which determine people's behavior patterns, provide guidelines for communication and identify which is
right or wrong, good or bad, love or hatred. American management scientist Peters Waterman noted that
“we find that all good companies are well aware of what they claim for, and they carefully set up the
standards of the company's values”. In fact, if a company lack of clearness, we doubt whether it is
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possible to obtain business success. Enterprises must form a collective force to ensure that they are
invincible.
Enterprises establish common values, which improve staffs cohesion and centripetal force. When
with a common goal, they often overlook factors that lead to conflicts. Corporate culture and shared
values require long-term and sustained effort. The recognition and support of all employees and senior
managers are crucial for the implementation of specific work. Management personnel should set an
example for the practice of corporate culture and shared values, establish an open and relaxed
atmosphere, and provide various forms of information to enhance the recognition of employees, so that
personnel can integrate into the corporate culture.
3.3 To set up a visionary goal
Set up a business goal beyond personal and cultural differences so as to increase mutual trust and
solidarity, which enables employees to further eliminate bias at work. Setting such goals is the key to
fairness beyond the narrow interests of cultural groups. To achieve corporate objectives, attaching
importance to one aspect only can not accomplish anything. Only cooperation can achieve this target.
For groups with different cultural backgrounds, communication can generate understanding and trust,
and ultimately form a cultural integration. Construction of multi-level, systematic, formal and informal
forms of communication, is to ensure the flow of information to protect the foundation of effective
communication. For management personnel, 75% of the time is used for communication, including
writing, talking, listening and non-verbal communication. The effectiveness of communication among
employees and mutual understanding of employees’ internal morale have great impacts. Cross-cultural
enterprises hold two or more cultures, so two-way communication would be more effective.
3.4 To establish incentive system
Cross-cultural business, based on the different needs of employees with cultural backgrounds,
design appropriate performance management and incentive systems. In current multinational
corporations, Chinese employees do not pay much attention to generous benefits offered by the
company such as free health care, pension insurance, paid vacations, etc. What they concerned is the
level of wages. This is different from the values of foreign employees who attach great importance to the
level of benefits and working environments. This requires cross-cultural enterprises to provide targeted
incentives to meet the needs of employees with different cultural backgrounds. But it is worth noting
that both foreign employees and employees home should be given appropriate compensation according
to different performance, to ensure fairness. Test whether cultural integration is efficient for
management, whether it improves the competitiveness of enterprises, and then proposes amendments.
The purpose of cultural integration and the establishment of a new management model in
cross-cultural management is to improve enterprise efficiency, but not for one-sided pursuit of the
reduction in cultural conflicts and contradictions. Reducing cultural conflicts and contradictions is the
means to achieve efficient operation of business. Cultural integration after the setup of new business
ideas and management goal is to stand the test of the market. Therefore a new feedback system should
be set up. Macro feedback system can be conducted and evaluated through the enterprise’s output,
profits and social effects, etc. Micro feedback system can affect the functions of corporate management
for measure and appraisals.
3.5 To conduct cross-cultural training
Cultivate a large number of high-quality cross-cultural personnel. Multinational enterprises, in the
host country's culture and environment, have to face two different adaptation strategies. The first is to be
changed by people: a cultural strategy to follow. The second is to change people: a cultural strategy for
innovation, which shifts from passive adaption to dynamic change. Of course, the former is a more
friendly policy. This result means that transnational business becomes the "localized operations" in the
host country. In the process, the most important part is learning process, which is the way, to be familiar
with the host country’s culture, so following cultural strategies are also known as learning strategies.
The main cross-cultural training includes cultural sensitivity training, language learning, cross-cultural
communication, conflict management, and environmental simulation. The purpose of cultural sensitivity
training is to help employees have an insight into their own behaviors, and cultivate better skills for
judging and solving problems. It is important to conduct cultural training for people with different
cultural backgrounds as well as to increase the adaptability of staff to different cultural environments,
and enhance integration between different cultures.
It is crucial to conduct cultural sensitivity training through lectures, role plays, situational dialogues,
case studies, small group discussions and field trips, in order to enhance staff’s response to different
cultural environments and enhance their ability to adapt, thus promoting mutual understanding between
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employees from different cultural backgrounds. It is also necessary to establish common business values,
which helps to reduce cultural conflict, so that each employee can integrate their creativity into the
company's business objectives. This will set up a good reputation in the world market and improve
response capability and core competitiveness, which will result in an invincible position in fierce
competition in the rapidly changing international and domestic market.
3.6 To interact and communicate
In a global environment, managers should have the capacity to interact with a variety of people. In
order to better achieve this, it is essential to be multi-lingual and have a higher level of cross-cultural
understanding. Good communication skills not only have impact on colleagues and customers, but have
a positive influence on cultural diversity. Good interpersonal skill is to build trust, and common
understanding, so that people can build a common global value system focused on a strong corporate
culture. Therefore, an effective cross-cultural communication for the expanding international exchanges
and the ever-shrinking "global village" is very important. It is known that effective management of
business is inseparable from effective communication. The above identified business ideas and
management models are to be adopted to implement the functions of corporate management to establish
a unique cross-cultural management of the enterprise culture.
Oral and written communication should be equally important. Different cultures require different
forms of communication. Some business executives are accustomed to verbal communication in
instructions, and some place more emphasis on writing. Some employees love graphics, tables, which
are easy to grasp and to visualize the task. These should be paid special attention to. Communication
skills are important: in a conversation, to relax, to be honest, and to be equal in terms of personality. The
proper use of humor will also have a positive outcome. In non-verbal communication, to pay attention to
intonation, facial expressions and body posture, to pay attention to dress, and to maintain an appropriate
distance. In short, through effective cross-cultural communication cultural conflicts can be resolved.

4 Conclusion
A successful company's management is not only to seek common ground in differences, but also to
seek integration. The real sign of a mature business is mutual adaptation and integration on the basis of
cross-cultural traditions and cultivating a common corporate culture accepted by all employees. It is
critical to promote the entrepreneurial spirit which transcends cultural differences. Entrepreneurial spirit,
is highly concentrated corporate culture, in other words, entrepreneurship is the essence and the soul of
enterprise culture in most central part. Once the spirit is widely accepted by employees with different
cultural background, the enthusiasm of all employees will be mobilized so that enterprises have the
vitality and infinite momentum. Therefore, advocating the entrepreneurial spirit which transcends
cultural differences, in essence, is to stimulate employees’ motivation and creativity.
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1 Introduction
The small and medium-sized enterprises(SMEs) are honored as the most active cell in the economy
development and have played a very important role in economy development, market prosperity and
employment expanding. However, due to the shortcomings of SMEs and imperfect financial system in
China, it is difficult for them to make use of internal and external financing. Lacking of funding has
become the main bottleneck for the development of SMEs.
Financial cooperatives described in this paper are to specifically solve the real financing problems
for SME. The financial cooperative is established mainly aimed at improving its members’ production
and living conditions by using the collective strength of cooperatives, and maintain their own share of
interest. A regional financial cooperatives can make full use of local information, easily understand the
operating conditions, future projects as well as credit standards of SMEs, thus they can overcome the
high barriers of financial service industry caused by asymmetric and incomplete information. Therefore,
the financial cooperative is an effective financing channels for many SME, particularly for small and
medium-sized enterprises with poor credit. As financial cooperatives are established on the basis of
credit unions and financial companies, therefore, in theory, the establishment of financial cooperatives is
a new starting point of financial intermediaries, as well as the intersection of corporate finance and
finance Intermediaries. This has a very important theoretical value for exploring effective financial
management, improving capital effectiveness and accelerating the development of SME.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Concept of cooperative finance
The idea of cooperative finance is produced and developed on the basis of cooperative economy,
mainly evolves from the idea of Schultz’s urban cooperative finance and Ray’s rural cooperative.
Harvey offered the explanation of cooperation finance, most people voluntarily gather together their
savings, excludes the profit-making purposes of banks and money lenders, and the surplus is evenly
distributed between the borrower and depositor[1]. Borgen argued that grass-roots cooperative financial
organization could be interpreted as a combination of equal status. He didn’t considered cooperatives as
combination of property but money. All members, regardless of rich or poor, are equal in status. The aim
of combination is to receive funding in the group which they cannot collect individually. They only
loans to its members, make use of money carefully for production or other necessary things[2]. Light as
well difined the co-finance. He argued that cooperative financial organization is automatically organized
by small producers and workers. There is no limit on the number of members. The total assets are
owned by all of the members, and democracy is considered as the basis of its business. They absorb the
savings of members, while lending to members with the most favorable conditions, which makes the
members share the benefits mutually. The surplus turns into a public accumulation or distribution of
the depositors, borrowers and Shareholders[3].
2.2 Characteristics of cooperative finance
(1) Cooperative
Cooperative is the most fundamental feature of cooperative finance, which makes cooperative
finance relatively self-contained, and be different from commercial finance and political finance[4].
People who advocate cooperation organized their own cooperative financial institutions in line with the
principles of cooperation, in order to gather funds as a whole continually, and obtain
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loans through cooperative organizations which can meet the financial needs of members. Therefore,
cooperation is the foundation of financial needs of the members.
(2) Slight joint by the media capital
The joint is frail, as it is very difficult for commodity's producers and workers to meet the funding
needs for production and life through commercial finance. The production scale is small, and the risk of
resistance is low, therefore, even they can get part of money, its conditions are quite demanding[5].
(3) Not simple for the purpose of profit
The objective of cooperative finance is to realize mutual assistance between members, provide
members a variety of convenient financial services, not to profit from them [6]. In the credit
cooperatives, members store the balance in the credit cooperatives, and borrow money from the credit
cooperatives when they need fund[7]. They obtain mutual benefit by time difference of money surplus
between members. Of course, cooperative financial organizations also pursuit operating costs and
appropriate profit, while they don’t consider chasing high profit as the only target.

3 Operation Model of Financial Cooperatives
The operating model of financial cooperatives can be divided into four stages, namely, the
preparation phase, initial phase, operational phase and distribution phase.
Members
Selection

Members Funds
Facility
Funds Input

Funds
Operation
Loan
Interest
Payment

Government
Loan

Preparation Phase

Initial Phase

Figure 1

Operational Phase

Allocation Phase

The Figure of Financial Cooperatives Operating Model

3.1 Preparation phase
3.1.1 Members selection
As financial cooperative is the emerging financial intermediaries for SME, and the research is still
in its pilot phase, therefore, there is a certain standard for choosing members in order to reduce
operational risk of financial institutions.
As financial cooperative is regional, the choice of members is accordingly regional. Selecting
members from a certain region can take full advantage of local information, easily understand the
operational conditions, prospects of the project, and credit worthiness of SME in the region. It also can
effectively overcome the operating barrier of higher transaction costs leading by asymmetric
information and incomplete information, which can reduce the operational risks of financial cooperative.
Membership Application

Financial Cooperatives Committee

Recognizing Document of Members Joining

Figure 2

The Figure of Members Entrance Flow

3.1.2 Government loan
Government loan mainly refers to the government's political support funds, which will be one of
the important funding sources of financial cooperatives.
Cooperative financial mechanism can only effectively run in certain social environments. Effective
operation of financial cooperatives also needs some governmental support. Financial cooperatives are
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after all regional financial institutions which are organized by private voluntary.
Government borrowing means the supporting fund for financial cooperative is allocated by the
government. Financial cooperatives absorb these political borrowing funds and pay the corresponding
loan interest.
The supporting fund of government loan can play a significant role in achieving financial
intermediation for the members. Political loan fund can be divided into different types according to
different types of SME, for example, development fund of SME can be paid by the developing SME,
scientific and technological achievements fund and seed fund of scientific and technological innovation
can be issued by high-tech SME. In addition, government should supervise the operation state of the
loan fund as a creditor.
3.2 The initial phase
The initial stage of operation of financial cooperatives refers to the input stage of capital. Through
members selection and government loan, the establishment of financial cooperatives have sources of
funding. One of the investment funds is for members joining, another is supporting loan fund of the
government.
Members can pay for the joining funds in the forms of cash and cash equivalents, as well as
physical, intangible assets, real estate, capital contributions and other property rights, but not investment
in labor. Members make contribution by physical, intangible assets, real estate and other property rights.
The input stage of the funds provides a funding base for the establishment of financial cooperatives,
which is also the starting point of the effective functioning of cooperatives.
Funds invested by
members

Funds sources

Figure 3

Loan fund supported
by government

Funds Sources of Financial Cooperatives

3.3 The operational phase
The operational phase of financial cooperatives is after the phase of fund preparation and
investment. This stage is crucial for the operation of financial cooperatives, which is an important stage
for members to achieve financial intermediation.
After recognizing members joining, the members have to sign an agreement to undertake the rules
of complying co-operation. In the operational phase, members are responsible for the entire process of
funding which includes purchase, production sales and profit distribution. The entire process is
accounted in the cooperative financial system. All members open deposit and loan accounts in the
financial cooperatives. Meanwhile, financial cooperatives run the implementation of the escrow funds,
operational monitoring, assessment and feedback effects of fund operation.
Account opening

Intermediary services

Information feedback

Figure 4

Operation monitoring

Effect examination

Funds Operation Flow of Financial Cooperatives

The unified operation and account of members’ capital mainly includes three lines of business
which are liabilities business, asset business and intermediate business. Liabilities business mainly refers
to the absorption of members’ deposit, which will become an important funds source of
financial cooperatives. There are two kinds of asset business, one is giving loans to members in the
cooperative, the other is discounting for the members and further broadening the scope of
agency facilities. Intermediate business refers that financial co-operative provides financial
intermediation services for their members and charge procedures fee.
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3.4 The allocation phase
The fund sources of financial cooperatives’ operation mainly includes investment funds for
members joining, loan funds from government support and idle funds deposits of the members. Since
organization’s mutual funds help is the fundamental function of financial cooperatives. In the
distribution stage of cooperatives, funds should be embodied and the allocation of funds should be
optimized.
3.3.1 Community financing facility
Since members are responsible for the entire process of funding which includes purchase,
production sales and profit distribution, and the entire process is accounted in
the cooperative financial system, in and after the process of capital running, strengths and
weaknesses complement each other can be achieved for members.
Part of the seasonal bank deposits and other idle funds can be loaned to members who have
financial shortfall by deposit and loan accounts in order to achieve the rational allocation of funds
between members and financial facility for members who have financial shortfall.
3.3.2 Loan interest payments
The interest payment of loan here only refers to those paid to government by financial cooperatives
in the distribution phase, rather than absorbing interest of members’ deposit. Absorption of members’
deposit and capital interest payment of short-term deposits should be intermediation service fee for
financial cooperatives, which is owned by the cooperatives.
In the preparatory phase of preparing financial cooperatives, government’s supporting loan funds
become one of the important sources of funding. As a financial cooperative's creditors, government
should receive some money paid.

4 Conclusion
Based on the ideas of financial co-operation, combined with the basic knowledge of financial
intermediation, this paper constructed a special financing institution for the SME financing services.
Through analysis and elaboration of the preparation stage, initial stage, operational phase and
distribution phase of financial cooperation, this paper explored the new operational model of financial
cooperation in theory. Limited by the author’s knowledge, the theoretical studies of financial
cooperatives have yet to be perfected.
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1Introduction
Enterprise financing, also known as enterprise financial management, is the integrated
management activity that enterprise in accordance with national laws and regulations, following the
objective law of fund movement, effectively organize enterprise funds movement to achieve the goal of
enterprise financing. The main contents of Enterprise financing are funding, investing, capital operating
and profits distributing. Typically, enterprise financing is only known as absolutely rigid which follows
and obeys the legal norms and the financial system, but in fact, enterprise financing is also flexible.
Flexible financing is one of the new field of enterprise financial management[1].

2 Enterprises Financing Flexibility
Nowadays, with the global market competition and the rapid development of technology, business
survival environment has undergone great changes. Adapting to environmental change, changing the
environment and improving the sustainable development capacity, have become the basic task of
enterprise management. Thus, enterprises flexible management emerged. Typically, enterprises flexible
management can be divided into manufacturing flexibility, designing flexibility, marketing flexibility,
researching and developing flexibility, organizing flexibility and finance flexibility and so on[2]. At
present, there are many theorists on the enterprises flexible management, but they main focus on
manufacturing flexibility. The other function flexibility is still in the initial stage, as well as the
enterprise financing flexibility.
The purpose of enterprise flexible financing is to improve enterprise ability of facing uncertainties
in financial activities, to make the financial system flexible to adapting to external environment changes.

3 The Connotation of Enterprise Financing System Flexibility

Uncertainty which enterprises face in financing is the premise of financing system flexibility [3].
Flexibility is relative to the rigidity. Enterprise Financing System Flexibility is the ability of enterprises
fast and economical disposes the uncertainty caused by the external environment changes in financing
activities. This capacity generally formed by buffering capacity, adaptability and innovation ability.
(1) Buffering capacity. Buffer capacity is one kind of flexibility, is a function of withstanding
environmental changes. Buffer can be divided into physical buffer, capacity buffer and time buffer.
Physical buffer is physical reserves of enterprises when their financial system handles external
uncertainty. Capacity buffer is spare capacity of enterprise financing system to prepare for an external
uncertainty. This ability appears as skills and financial resources. For example, excellent selection of
funding sources, financing modes, investment projects and investment programs is comprehensive use
of way, methods and techniques, is a skills reserve; the excess reserve, such as financing amount,
investment amount, cash holding amount, total profit and distribution amount performs as a kind of
financial reserves. When improve the system's buffer capacity by reserving resources, not only the
amount of reserves should be considered but also the size range of reserves which is an indicator of
flexibility. Buffer is the ability of "counter changes with consistency" by increasing its inventory with
the cost of wastage, which is a passive method of dealing with uncertainty. Buffer is a form of flexibility,
but not the main one.
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(2) Adaptability. Adaptability is the ability of “counter changes with change”. When the
environment changes, enterprises financing system makes the adjustment to adapt to the change without
changing its basic characteristics. The ability depends on the speed and scope of the “change” in
“counter changes with change”. The speed of “change” depends on the time needed in changing
"uncertainty" into the financial management orders and issuing implementing this orders. The scope of
“change” depends on the equilibrium of capital supplement and capital requirement in financing,
investment, fund operation, profit distribution and other links. Enterprises financing system also face the
problem of adapting to changes in external and internal environment, making a good use of funds to
develop enterprises.
(3) Innovation. Innovation ability is the ability of system adopts new behavior and new measures to
affect the external environment and to change the internal conditions. Enterprise financing system
flexibility is fast and economical disposal of the uncertainty caused by environmental change in
financial activities. To achieve "rapid and economy", enterprise financing system should not only make
a quick response, but take the initiative to change to actively influence on the environment and make the
environment change conducive to their own side. Enterprise financing system should scientifically
predict environmental changes, and make optimal use of enterprise resources, develop the system
potential, lead by "sustainable development" so that the enterprises financing system enterprises can
adapt to not only the current changes of internal and external environment, but also to the longer-term
changes. Enterprise financing system flexibility is reflecting from lower to higher are: buffer capacity,
adaptability, innovation ability. Buffer capacity is capacity of the enterprise financing system to absorb
or reduce the impact of environmental changes on the system. Adaptability is the ability of that
enterprise financial management system quickly adapt to the environment change. Innovation is the
ability of the enterprise financing system positively impacts on the internal and external environment [4].

4 The Process Cycle of Enterprise Financing System
The specific links of enterprises financing process and the relationship between them are decided
by the scientificity, continuity and integrity of financial management. Ordinarily, it is formed by
financial forecast, financial decision-making, financial budget, financial control, financial analysis five
specific links in turn.
4.1 Financial forecast
Financial forecast is the process of financial officers from the viewpoint of historical materialism,
according to historical and other relevant information of enterprise financial activities, combined with
practical conditions and future conditions may have, adopting a certain method, make the judgments and
estimates of the enterprises finance activities future trends and status. In the whole financial activities,
financial forecast assumes responsibility of proposing financial program. Financial forecast, as the first
part of the entire financial process, is closely linked with other parts. It is the basis for financial
decision-making, the prerequisite for the preparation of financial budget, the basis for the
implementation of financial control and the conditions for conducting financial analysis. Financial
forecast is the whole process of enterprises activities and in different links of the enterprise financial
management cycle, its contents are different. In the fund-raising stage, financial forecast has mainly two
contents. One is the required amount of fund-raising forecast; the other is the capital cost of a variety of
financing forecast. In the stage of funds investment, financial forecast mainly forecasts the cash flow of
investment projects on the cash basis. In the capital operation stage, of the financial forecast includes:
① the utilization of enterprise assets forecasts; ② enterprises operating costs forecast; ③ enterprise
revenue forecast. In the stage of distribution of profits, financial forecast are mainly profit forecasts
based on accrual-based, and the amount of internal funds rising forecasts in order to maintain a
reasonable capital structure and so on.
4.2 Financial decision making
Financial decision making is the process of making a feasibility study on the financial programs
proposed in financial forecast report to select the best one. In the financing process, financial
decision-making takes responsibility to choose the financial program. Financial decision-making is an
important part of enterprise production and management decision making. it take the optimal allocation
of resources as the goal, and mainly research on time, direction, quantity and other issues of financing,
funds invested, operation, distribution of profits in enterprise production and management
decision-making. The decision-making in enterprise production and management which has nothing to
do with the money issue is almost non-existent, that is, the vast majority of enterprises decision makings
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are involved in financial problems. Therefore, though financial decision-making is an integral part of
production and management decision-making, it is not the other production and business financial
decision-making trend and regression, but is the core and integrated to reflect of it.
In theory, financial decision-making and financial forecast are the same. It a specific work of
financial officers and the content of enterprises financing cycle. In the stage of funds raising , enterprises
need financing decision-making, in the capital investing stage, needs investment decision-making, in the
capital operating stages, needs operating capital management decision-making, in the distribution of
profits stage, needs profit distribution decision-making. Funding decision-making is to make the choice
that when, how to obtain capital needed in production and operation to make the cost lowest. While,
investment decision-making is to make the choice when, how, how much of the funds need to be
invested to make the yield greatest. The financial operations management decision-making and
investment decisions are similar; both of them carry out around the funds and are continuation of
funding decision-making.
Financial decision-making select optimum financial programs based on the comparison between
the costs and benefits, that is, financial decision-making mainly the method of cost-effective comparison
to achieve financial program optimization. Generally, comparison of costs and benefits includes total
quantity comparison and increments comparison. For different financial decision-making problems, the
content of costs and benefits in financial programs are also different. In fund raising decision-making,
cost in financial programs mainly refers to the capital cost and the benefit is investment returns. In
investment decision-making, the financial cost is often represented by cash outflows of the investment
projects, while the benefit represented by cash inflow of the investment projects. Financial
decision-making is a very important part of the enterprises financial management. Although it is on the
base of financial forecast, the scientific financial decision-making directly determines the accurate
financial budget, effective financial control and useful financial analysis. It is the core of financial
management, if there were no financial decision-making, financial budget, financial control, financial
analysis or even financial forecasts will be meaningless.
4.3 Financial budget
Financial budget is an important part of enterprises comprehensive budget, and this relationship is
determined by the relationship between production and management decision-making and financial
decision-making. In general, the financial budget is the centralized and systematic reflection of the data
of optimum program selected by the production and management decision-making. And it is also the
quantitative, specific and systematic reflection optimum program selected by financial decision-making
program. Financial budgets establish specific goals and tasks for all aspects of production and
management and provide the fundamental basis and scale for production and management control and
performance valuing. Similarly, financial budgets establish goals and tasks for the various enterprises
financial activities, not only to provide the basis for financial control, but also the scales for financial
analysis and performance valuing. , In the course of the entire financial management, financial budgets
take the function of clearing financial analysis.
As a part of enterprises financial budget, financial budget is the basis of operational budget and
capital expenditure budget, and also is the integration of them. Financial budget should include the
expected balance sheet, the expected income statement, the expected cash flow statement, the cash
budget and the cost budget. The budgets of financing are interdependent and interrelated, to form a
budget network which covers enterprises financing processes and involve capital, costs, revenues,
profits and other financial matters. This budget network not only provides a clear and specific goal for
the enterprise financing, but also pointes out the direction and means for the financing achieving its
goals.
Financial budget, as a part of the process of enterprise financial activities, it plays the role of
forming a link between the preceding and the following to make corporate financial management in
order. It takes financial forecast and the financial decisions as premise, and it is the basis of financial
control and financial analysis. If there is no scientific reliable financial budget, financial control will be
no standard to follow, and financial analysis will be no scale to measure. With the continued scientific
theory and method of financial forecast and financial decision-making, and emergence and application
of modern budget forms including flexible budget, zero-based budget, rolling budget and probability
budget, it is more realistic of that financial budget provide standard for financial control and provide the
scale for the financial analysis. Thus, the dependency of links in financing is stronger and the
relationship is closer.
The financial budget as a specific work for Financial Planning Personnel, it plays an important role
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on each link of enterprise financing contents circulation. In order to guarantee the financing and capital
investment activities can be executed orderly and effectively, Enterprise Financing should make an
expected prepare balance sheet; in order to guarantee the capital operation activities can be executed
orderly and effectively, expected cash flow statement, the cash budget and cost budget need to be
prepared; in order to guarantee the profit distribution activities orderly and reasonably, expected profit
need to be prepared. If the enterprise's financial activities can be executed orderly and effectively in
accordance with the relevant budget, enterprise financial achieving the goal smoothly becomes
reasonable.
4.4 Financial controls
Financial control is defined such a process that according to certain standards, using the relevant
financial information to adjust the enterprise's financial behavior and make it operates according to the
expected objectives. Financial control is a segment of financial management, as well as the basic goals
of enterprise financial. Financial controls shoulder the duty of realizing the optimal financial plan in the
process of enterprise financial activities.
According to the direct consequence of financial activities, the content of financial control includes
the profit control, cost control, and capital operation control. The above three contents of enterprise
financial control should be carried out in accordance with such order that profit control——cost control
——the money scheduling control. The order takes profit as bibcock, which shows that in order to
realize the expected goal. Enterprise must consider the problems of how to raise funds and how to
arrange existing funds. According to this order, the start point of enterprise financial control is profit,
and the key point is the cost control, and the core point is capital transfer control. This sequence reflects
not only the basic requirements of market economic system on enterprises financial, but also reflects the
inner requirement of the goal of enterprise and enterprise financial management goal on enterprises
financial. It is clear that this order is the order of science, and with the irreversibility and no
replacement.
4.5 financial analyses
Financial analysis is a process which is based on financial budget, financial statements, and other
relevant data, using specific methods and relevant index to understand and evaluate enterprises and
financial capacity, the results of financial assessment, so getting feedback information for other
management link. In the process of financial activities, financial analysis duties on checking the
implementation of financial budget (the optimal financial plan implementation). In most cases, the
financial statements are the direct objects of financial analysis; financial budget is the basic scale to
evaluate the enterprise financial status, and to assess the effect of enterprise financial, and relevant data
is the indispensable basis to know the enterprise financial ability. No double evaluation and assessment
are the direct purposes for financial analysis, but the basic purpose of financial analysis is getting
feedback information to other links for making the next cycle of financial management process can be
done on a higher levels. Because, according to the financial analysis, we can reveal the essential relation
of the data listed in statements to ensure the financial prediction result more accurate, make the financial
decision-making more scientific, and enhance the overall level of financial management.
As the last link of the whole process, financial analysis, it marks the accomplishment of last
financial circulation, also means that the next financial cycle begins, and it is the transition point of the
two financial circulations. Whether the next financial cycle can proceed on a higher level or not, the key
lies in that whether financial analysis can fully reveals the essential relation between data listed in
statements, and whether can provide real, useful information to other management links. It is visible that
financial analysis level is one of the most important factors to decide the overall level of financial
management.
The financial analysis is a specific work for Financial Planning Personnel. For four links of
financial management content cycle, in financing and allocation stage, enterprise need make solvency
analysis and capital structure rationality analysis, so as to provide the information about solvency ability
and capital structure, so as to ensure the financial forecast can accurately estimates the amount of money
from some relevant channels and use relevant ways to get financial data such as costs money, also
ensure that financial data obtained by mistakes can not reduce solvency and make the capital structure of
enterprise improper. On the capital investment and operation stage, enterprises need make profitability
analysis, operation ability analysis and cash flow analysis, in order to provide relevant information on
about profitability, operation ability and cash flow changes, to ensure financial forecast can predicate
financial data correctly on financial capital requirements, investment profits and operational cost , also
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guarantee that using fund improperly does not affect profitability and operation ability and cash flow
deterioration.
Anyhow, finance forecast, financial decisions, financial budget, financial control, financial
analysis， the respective characteristics of these five financial concrete management work decide that
they will bear different duty, complete different tasks, play different roles in the overall process. The
relationship and the inherent relationship between them determine that as the five specific link of
financial process, they make a complete management cycle, and run through fund raising, capital
investment, capital operation and profit distribution. In the process circulation of enterprise financial
management，as long as financing person can guarantee the feasibility of financial projections, the
scientificity of financial decision-making, the accuracy of the financial budget, the effectiveness of
financial control and the usefulness of financial analysis, the level of financial management will present
a "spiral" rise standard. Thus, the enterprise financial system will be with high flexibility, namely, the
enterprise financial system has buffering capacity, adapting ability and innovation ability to face
environmental changes or the uncertainty caused by the environment.

5 Conclusion
In order to make rapid response in the constantly changing environment to effectively resist all
sorts of risks caused by the external environment changes, enterprises (especially large amounts of small
and medium enterprises) must implement flexible financing to make enterprise system has the
corresponding flexible. The method of enterprise flexible financing basically has the following several
aspects.
(1) Implement network financial. Network financial is a kind of brand-new financial model which is
based on the internet technology and takes financial management as the core, integrates financial
management, supports e-commerce, can realize all kinds of remote operation and dynamic accounting
and on-line financial management, can deal with electronic documents and electronic currency
settlement[5]. Network financial accounting has characteristics: dynamic accounting, remote processing
and centralized dealing with financial and business synergy, integration and intellectualization,
diversified office mode, electronic documents and electronic currency, etc. Network electronic
documents use network marketing, electronic payment, which can save marketing expenses and
transaction cost for the enterprise, this saved costs become the accumulate funds of enterprises. When
the macro environment or micro environmental changes, such as economic depression, enterprise's
financing will tend to become more difficult, now this part accumulation fund can be used to cushion
enterprise financing difficulties, it reflects the buffer capacity of enterprise financing management
system to adapt environmental changes. Financial network make full use of internet with real-time and
dynamic characteristics, enterprise can through the network respond quickly to the uncertainty caused
by environmental changes, deploy enterprise operation and make every kind of financial arrangements,
adapt change quickly with the environment change, it reflects the adaptability of enterprise financial
management system to environmental changes. As a kind of new financial management mode, network
financing has many innovation aspects on ideas, ways and technical of financial management, such as
office manner is not limited to office, electronic payment etc., it also has the ability of guiding and
learning the environment change initiatively. Of course, it needs the enterprise has a certain strength and
scale to implement network financial. Generally, large-scale enterprises can try to implement the
network financial and flexible financing; for small and medium-sized enterprises, maybe it is not too
easy to implement financial network.
（2）Prepare a flexible budget. In the situation that enterprise can not predict the amount of
business accurately, and according to the regular amount relationships among cost-volume-profit and the
amount of business level, flexible budget is compiled with flexibility. In fact, the flexible budget can be
used in all budget fields of enterprise financial management activities, such as it can be compiled
income elasticity budget, profit flexible budget and cost flexible budget, etc. Flexible budget can adapt
to the constantly changing environment, thus, in different business volume, it can get an effectively plan
and coordinate various production and business activities and financial activities. This is because the
flexible budget is compiled by a series of possible business volume level to expand the using scope of
the budget. So, regardless of the change of external environment, the enterprise can quickly find a set of
applicable data in flexible budget to play a role. This reflects the adaptability of flexible budget to
environmental uncertainty, namely, flexible budget makes the financial management system flexible.
(3) Prepare rolling budget. Scroll budget is the budget that budget preparation time is continuous,
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and always keeps a deadline. Rolling budget according to the plan implementation and environmental
changes of enterprise to adjust and revised future plan and move forward period to period to combine
the recent plan with long-term planning. Prepare rolling budget is usually compiled by month in the first
quarter; the budget of the after two quarters is compiled quarterly. The advantages of rolling budget lie
in: firstly, it can maintain the continuity and integrity of budget, and make relevant personnel understand
both the short-term goal of the enterprise and the overall planning of enterprise; Secondly, it reflects the
elasticity of plan, especially in the dramatic changing environment, it improves the ability of enterprises
financial management system to resist change. The essence of rolling budget is adapting to the "change"
of enterprises financial management environment with "change" of budget adjustments, namely,
"changing with change", this is a kind of flexible budget and rolling budget prepared with flexible
financing, and it is feasible for any scale enterprise, because the cost is not too high, and it is easy to
operate on the technology. For small and medium-sized enterprises, in the conditions of not too easy to
implement the network financial, the first selection should be the two kinds of flexible management
methods.
Finally, the design and implementation of flexible management should be in charge of by financial
executive who has skilled financial skill, and a certain experience in financial integration, with the
progress of financial integration to execute flexible construction of financial system. Here, it should be
pointed out that the quality of financial executive is the key for flexible construction work. Because the
matching construction of flexible subsystem needs high specialized knowledge, but also needs finance
executive can also include the target enterprise management personnel, technical personnel and related
external personnel, also including responding the positive communication of various personnel to
enterprise, in-depth understanding of the actual situation to look for the optimal ideal scheme of system
flexible construction under the constraints of specific flexible cost.
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Abstracts: This paper introduces definitions and characteristics of building information model (BIM),
and analyzes its effects on the lifecycle management of construction project with a typical case. Based
on BIM, the paper also discusses the new requirements of the abilities and qualities of the project
managers. It researches some of the new demands required by BIM in new situations and finally it has
drawn the conclusion.
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1 Introduction
BIM(Building information model) is widely applied and gets good achievements in the field of
construction. It influents the management of construction project in many aspects and raises some new
requirements of cultivating and training abilities for the project managers. This issue has already
attracted some academics’ attention to do some research, but now most of them focused on the design
field. Through analyzing definitions and characteristics of BIM, this paper discusses and studies some
effects on the project managers brought by it with a typical case.
The concept of building information model rising in the 1970s, it produced by accompanying with
information technology using in the construction. Due to long time of the development, the concept of
the presenter understood from several aspects related to this question. Therefore, it often appeared in
different names, such as Single Building Model/SBM, Integrated Building Model/IBM, Generic
Building Model/GBM or Virtual Building Model/VBM, Graph soft, etc. and had many concepts of
building information model, for instance, AIA said that building information model is a kind of
information model with project information database based on the model of the associated technology;
AGC considered that building information model is a tool of object-oriented building development,
which used 5D modeling concept, information technology and software to realize mutual operability of
construction project design, operation, maintenance, and realized the communication of information.
NIBS-Facility Information Council defined that an open industrial standards in the physical and function
of facilities and characteristics of the project life cycle of information in the form of computation, to
realize the better value of the project.
Summarizing related materials, building information model can be considered to have the
following characteristics: the information contained in BIM involving the whole project life cycle;
provide with supports for the collaborative construction project; involving information can be calculated,
emphasize the digitized information completely; defined by parameter the interaction of the building
component consists; the 2D / 3D real-time parameter display/and editor; complete the way of graphical
data report. [1]

2 The Typical Case on BIM in Project Implementation

2.1 Introducing the case [2]
The project is the Hilton Garden Hotel, which lies in aquarium, Atlanta. It covers 484000ft2 and
costs $46,000,000, including a fourteen-floor hotel and a twelve-floor underground parking lot. In order
to strengthen collaboration of the project team and reduce costs, general contractor Holder applied BIM
into project management in the process of implementation.
2.1.1 Establishment of BIM and Ways of Sharing Information
At an early stage of design, general contractor uses varieties of 2D drawings (paper and electronic
document) from architects, structure engineers and subcontractors, and adopts Graphisoft and
ArchiCAD to design 3D building, structure and MEP model, including the general information of
building, structure, facilities and interior decoration, etc. In this way, the team members can work
effectively with traditional CAD software and it also reduces the risks of sharing information among
different parties with 2D files. For those parties without BIMI, they are able to get Navisworks software
to use visual model on the Internet for free.
2.1.2 Application and Management of BIM
The project team can quickly find and solve problems in systems with BIM. In the process of
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project design and implement, about 590 mistakes are found and solved. For example, at an early stage
of design, with BIM, the team finds many problems in the structure of facility pipeline and then they
quickly solved them.
3D BIM provides a platform for parties to communicate. It is good for communicating and making
decisions more easily for all parties through 3D coordinative meeting. Using various software tools, all
members in the team can conveniently look and go through the model. They can get a better
understanding of designs and achieve better results in building.
In the virtual site built with BIM, all members and logistics organizations are arranged coordinately
before starting to work. It ensures that the project is implemented smoothly.
When the project is completed, general contractor hands over BIM to the owner, which reflected the
projects achievements, to operate and maintain the project.
2.2 Costs and Profits of Application of BIM
2.2.1 Costs of BIM
The total cost of building and maintenance of BIM is $90,000(take up about 0.2% in project
budget), and $40,000 is paid by the owner.
2.2.2 Profits of BIM
With BIM, the project team can find about 590 potential conflicts in advance. Therefore, about
$600,000 additional expenditure can be saved, and at the same time, about one month’s delay (1143h)
can be avoided.
In the process of the project, all parties communicate with each other on the basis of BIM. After
completing the project, all parties can find advantages of application of BIM and be familiar with its
process so that they can cooperate with each other in the future.
Due to the success in the application of BIM, the project rewards BITS in 2007 granted by AGC.

3 Effects of BIM on Project Management
Some problems in the traditional management model and technology can be solved if the
management of the implementation process of the construction entities with BIM can be carried out, and
some fundamental changes, such as, delivery outlets, accumulating ways, etc. will be achieved. It can be
shown in figure 1. [2]
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Figure 1 The Transition of Information Sources

Due to these changes, BIM makes new requirements for the project managers in abilities, qualities,
etc. and has a far-reaching impact on all aspects of cultivating project management talents [3-4] as
following:
It requires the project managers to set up the BIM-centered concept of information communication
and know convenience and profits of project management brought by BIM. In the information
communication of new projects (figure 1), BIM is the core and all delivery and communication of
information is based on it. Under this situation, the project managers should set up the BIM-centered
concept of information communication. The concept should contain two levels at least: Firstly, make
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clear the functions of BIM; Secondly, be able to tell the differences and associations between BIM and
traditional 3D model in order to make it effective. Meanwhile, the project manager should fully
understand the benefits brought by BIM so as to function it well.
According to the standpoints of AGC, the effects of BIM on project management are as following:
finding conflicts (such as the structure of pipeline, etc.), setting up visual model, judging the
construction sit condition more reliably and protesting it with higher quality and less creative chances.
What’s more, it helps the managers to prepare more schemes, such as, different construction order,
logistics organization, crane’s location and costs, etc. It also helps non-professional members to see
visual final products, so the number of re-examining and the costs of project guaranteeing are reduced [5].
Therefore, it is easy to find that the effects of BIM on project management are in all fields so that the
project managers should recognize it.
Having good command of tools and technologies related to BIM. Because BIM becomes the core
and basis of information communication, so the project managers should not only have a good command
of BIM tools, but also fully understand some technologies related to project management. At the present,
solutions of BIM are Autodesk’s Revit, Bentley’s MicroStation TriForma and Graphsoft’s ArchiCAD,
etc. These varied solutions are widely used in construction and they can be worked as a basis to guiding
some managerial jobs and building models applied in management work, though they are mainly
adopted to build construction, structure and MEP models and have some differences between models of
the project management. In addition, some products can be used to build models that applied in the
process of construction, etc. For example, some construction software like Autodesk’s Naviswork,
Garphisoft’s Constructor are better adopted in the project management. In the case mentioned above,
Naviswork is served as a basic tool for all parties in the project.
Fully understand some problems caused by BIM. The application of BIM has changed the project
management work and procedures and the ways of communication for parties. Hence, the project
manager should fully understand some problems caused by BIM. For instance, how to add items related
to BIM in a contract? How to deal with some risks caused by it? How to get rid of the costs? And how
to cope with some changes of the team structure? etc. Due to these complicated problems, on one hand,
some research is needed to solve these problems; On the other hand, the project managers should keep a
clear head when meeting with these problems. When they make full use of BIM, some potential risks
should be concerned.

4 Conclusion
BIM is the new achievement when IT technology is used in construction field. It has a profound
influence on construction. The paper mainly discusses the effects of BIM on information of the project
management. And with the development of theory and technology of BIM, it will have a gigantic effect.
As a project manager, it will push the project management forward in the future as long as he/she has a
good command of theory and technology.
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Abstract: Since 2010, the industry of China's civil aviation is entering a new peak of development,
leading to enormous pressures to various systems of the civil aviation industry. As an important
component of the China’s civil aviation (CCA), the air traffic control (ATC) system directly affects the
overall operation of the CCA. In this paper, we introduce the concept of occupational burnout of human
capital occurring in ATC department, according to the nature of the CCA. Various levels, including
individual level, professional level and organizational level, are investigated to reveal the causes of the
occupational burnout of human capital in ATC department, resulting in the formation of effective
approaches, and eventually a complete system for the targeted control and prevention of the
occupational burnout, with the aim of curbing occurrences of the occupational burnout and promoting
long-term development for the CCA.
Key words: Occupational burnout; ATC department; Analysis of causes; Pre-control measures;
Pre-control system

1 Introduction
With the continuous development of the aviation industry, China has become one of the major
powers of the world's air transport. The ATC employees are subjected to tremendous work pressures
under the increasingly busy air transport. Part of the employees, who experiences high pressures for
long periods of time are prone to burnout, which lead to the emergence of high turnover rate of the ATC
employees, and also lead to the occurrence of operational errors and so on. Thus, it is required for the
ATC departments to take actions to prevent occupational burnout to ensure the safety of air traffic
services. In the civil aviation industry, it is generally believed that human errors have become an
important factor for the aviation safety. It is reported that from the early stage till now, the aviation
accidents have been dramatically increased from 20% to 80%, and the man-made factors have become
the rate-limiting step for the civil aviation security level. In recent years, there is a growing number of
security incidents occurred due to the mishandling of the ATC employees caused by the occupational
burnout. For these reasons, this article examines various levels (including individual level, professional
level and organizational level) to investigate the causes of the occupational burnout occurring in ATC
department. Finally the formation of effective approaches, and eventually a complete system for the
targeted control and prevention of the occupational burnout are established, with the aim of curbing
occurrences of the occupational burnout and promoting long-term development of the civil aviation
industry.

2 The Causes of Occupational Burnout of Human Capital Occurring in ATC
Department
When working under high-intensity pressure, the ATC employees tends to burnout, which may
generates a threat to the safe operation of the aviation industry. Thus, it is required for the ATC
employees to have abundant energy and physical strength to overcome the tremendous work pressure, as
well as to resist the emergence of job burnout. From the individual level, professional level and
organizational level, this article analyzes the causes of burnout in ATC department and reveals specific
reasons for the formation of occupational burnout.
2.1 Individual level factors
A qualified ATC employee must have versatile talents, not only solid and professional skills, but
also excellent learning abilities. Since a long time ago, there were varying skill levels presenting among
the ATC employees, and this is also accompanied with the out of date in professional knowledge, and
the occurrence of relatively weak understanding of the basic knowledge. Along with the emergence of
updated ATC equipments and the continuous investment in new technologies, control of the working
quality of employees have become increasingly demanding. After the implementation of radar control, a
large amount of additional works, such as the annual refresher training of radar control simulation, and
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license checks and examinations, may take a lot of non-normal working hours to complete. As the age
increases of ATC employees, heavy psychological burden is induced by the rapid development of new
technologies, resulting in psychological anxiety and frustration, loss of confidence in the work, and
eventually the occupational burnout.
2.2 Factors in occupational level
The primary responsibilities of the ATC are to ensure successful implementations of a variety of
aviation missions, to keep orders in the air, to resolve conflicts and to prevent flight accidents. For ATC
employees, to provide a safe and secure aviation environment is their major work. Moreover, flight
accidents often occur in an instant. In order to detect and stop the flight conflicts timely and effectively,
it is required for ATC employees to maintain a high level of understanding of timeliness. Employees
should be able to make timely and correct orders to the aircraft in a limited period of time, and keep
everything under control, thus an aviation task is considered completed. However, to accomplish these
complicated and tough tasks, employees will subjected to super high pressure, resulting in dual
challenges to mental and physical strength. In particular, employees not only are required to keep
constant attentions to the aircraft or radar signals, while maintaining communication and coordination
with the flight crew. Thus, it is easy for the ATC employees to have occupational burnout due to their
professional characteristics.
2.3 Organizational level factors
The ATC department does not have effective psychological relief strategies for human capitals.
According to a survey from the General Administration of CCA[1], 47% of the ATC employees have
varying degrees of psychological symptoms or underlying psychological symptoms. However, the
strategies to provide psychological relief for employees remain in a preparatory state. Although the
presence of regular or unscheduled psychological training programs in some ATC departments, they
become a mere formality. There are a number of ATC employees, who have mental confusion, are not
promptly relieved and slowly become mental impairment or burnout syndrome, which may increase the
occurrence of human errors and eventually a direct rise in security incidents. In addition, current
attention of career development plans for ATC employees is very low, especially the absence of clear
career development plans for front-line employees. Although those employees are generally promoted in
professional titles, their career development plans remain in a natural state. When the requirements are
not met and under a confusing state for career development, these employees will have the intention of
leaving. Since the ATC department can not provide good development opportunities, it brings about a
strong sense of frustration to employees. Together with the tremendous work pressure, superimposed on
a variety of negative emotions and the absence of necessary mechanisms for heart relieve tend to induce
the occurrences of occupational burnout.

3 Analysis of Pre-control Measures of Human Capital Burnout in ATC
Department
After analyzing the causes of human capital burnout in ATC department, we introduce prevention
and control measures for occupational burnout from various levels (including individual level,
professional level and organizational level), which are further combined with early warning system of
human resources for real-time monitoring, in order to curb occurrences of the occupational burnout. The
following will explain it one by one.
3.1 Pre-control measures in individual level
ATC employees should continue to improve their skills, learning new knowledge, new skills,
understanding of contemporary and the latest development of ATC technologies, forming of an
integrated knowledge structure and dialectical thinking, broadening their conversation areas, and
keeping a good attitude. According to the survey[2], the person who has a good interpersonal relationship,
when facing significant pressure, will have less depression than the people with poor social relations.
Because of the relative closed environment and less access to social contacts, many long-term ATC
employees appear less in words and form an introverted personality. Meanwhile, the heavy work
pressure tends to bring all sorts of diseases, which requires conscious control of personnel and their
relatives, friends, colleagues, subordinates and other people to establish good interpersonal networks.
3.2 Pre-control measures in professional level
ATC employees should enhance their ability to handle special situations. In order to form a
continuity of thought, logical, meticulous and comprehensive thinking, it is essential to strengthen
day-to-day business learning, to improve skills and develop good work habits. To develop a rigorous
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working style, employees should be able to keep a stable state of mind under special circumstances,
busy but not messy, staying calm within chaos, succeeding with assurance. Moreover, ATC employees
have to persist in learning new technologies, improving their skills, enriching themselves and enhancing
self-confidence, from a subjective sense to form a state of psychological advantage. ATC employees
should have a clear idea of the complex factors, such as flight traffic, weather conditions, air force
exercises, important notices and flow control, in the course of flying. Always be prepared and keep a
positive attitude in the daily work, can effectively reduce the psychological pressure. Only in this way,
in the presence of complex and difficult tasks, one can ignore pressure and keep peace in mind to deal
with working problems, thus effectively reducing the probability of flight accidents induced by human
factors.
3.3 Pre-control measures in organizational level
ATC department can determine the strengths, weaknesses, and occupational requirements of
employees, through self-evaluation, environmental analysis and other activities, as well as performance
appraisal and career test. Meanwhile, when acquiring the in-depth analysis of the surrounding
environment of employees, ATC department can guide their vocational orientation, career development
and goals, according to the characteristics of employees and their surrounding environment. With the
agreement of both employees and their higher authorities, activities related to career planning and career
development of employees can be actively pursued and be recorded into the career development plans.
Thus, as a result of implementation of these career plans, the sense of confusion and frustration for their
own situation and future development can be alleviated. In addition, ATC department can provide a
series of timely psychological training to slow down appearance of occupational burnout and effectively
reduce the work pressure of employees, thus inhibiting occupational burnout.
3.4 System construction of prevention and control of human capital burnout in ATC department
In this paper, the causes of occupational burnout in ATC department are summarized in detail from
individual level, professional level and organization level. Based on these, we obtain specific prevention
and control measures for occupational burnout from various levels (including individual level,
professional level and organizational level). Form a further deep analysis of the causes of occupational
burnout, we repair the warning systems for human resources burnout in ATC department, focusing on
psychology, behavior, work status and other indicators of employees to monitor and detect abnormal
indicators to ensure timely diagnosis. Finally, prevention and control measures should be provided to
resolve the aviation safety risks induced by human factors. However, the early warning for burnout
prevention and control is missing in this system. To deal with this problem, based on the characteristics
of the work and operation system in ATC department, we build up an early warning model for the
management of occupational burnout and propose a number of early warning indicators for occupational
burnout as shown in Figure 1.
The establishment of early warning indicators for occupational burnout is based on the
environment of early warning systems for human resources[3]. The dashed line in Figure 1 shows the
transmission management of early warning information. When the early warning indicators of
occupational burnout (mental state, physical condition and working errors) go beyond a reasonable level,
in which the system will automatically recognize the early warning level and control access to the next
link via the post-output analysis to send out early warning signals. Meanwhile, the system will search
for the appropriately responding library program for prevention and control measures to assist ATC
department a deal with occupational burnout, taking advantages of the existing pre-control measures for
employees. When the pre-control measures take effect, it proves a success of the early warning
management, as well as achieving a steady-state behavior of employees. In contrast, when the
pre-control measures lose their effect, the signs of emotional imbalance, abnormal behavior and other
related phenomena will occur. In this case, emergent measures with different degree of attitude and
strength should be taken to deal with the crisis, according to the severity of the situation. If the problem
is handled properly, the system will enter the steady-state behavior of employees. Otherwise, it may
appear safety accidents. Learning from these crisis prevention measures, the system can further improve
its control and countermeasures to take more effective strategies for prevention and control when
encountered a similar problem.
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An Early Warning Model for the Management of Occupational Burnout in ATC Department

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce the concept of occupational burnout of human capital occurring in ATC
department, taking a widespread phenomenon as a starting point, the presence of high pressure for
employees working in China's civil aviation. The causes of occupational burnout in ATC department are
summarized in detail from individual level, professional level and organization level. After
understanding the nature of the work for ATC employees, we obtain specific prevention and control
measures for occupational burnout from various levels (including individual level, professional level
and organizational level). Thus, a system for prevention and control of occupational burnout in ATC
department is established, in the aim of effectively curbing the formation of occupational burnout,
reducing occurrence of staff turnover and mis-operations, and eventually promoting the long-term
development for CCA.
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Abstract: Based on the conclusion of internal control system in highway construction and the status of
internal control, this paper analyzes some main problems of internal control in highway construction
which including the lack of environmental awareness, weak awareness of risk, poor control activities,
blocked information communication and weak internal supervision. Then the paper proposed some
guidance and advice for highway construction enterprises to improve internal controls, such as
strengthening the control environment, doing accurate internal accounting controls, strengthening
internal audit control and so on.
Key words: Highway; Construction Enterprises; Internal control

1 Introduction
In April 2010, Ministry of Finance, Securities and Futures Commission, the Audit Commission,
China Banking Regulatory Commission, China Insurance Regulatory Commission jointly issued “the
Supporting Guide of Enterprise Internal Control” (hereinafter referred to as supporting guidelines).
Together with the previously announcement of “Basic Standards of Internal Control”, The guidelines
marks that it that the Chinese system of internal control adapt to the actual situation of China's
enterprises and integrate international advanced experience is basically completed.
Internal control is a general name of methods, procedures and general system carried out to restrict
and regulate their subordinate units and personnel behavior for the established corporate goals, maintain
and effectively utilize assets.
Internal control of highway construction is affected by many factors that are mainly summarized as
the following aspects: (1) Environment of internal control system. Han Jianping recommended that
Chinese characteristics of highway construction resulted in unaccommodating to environment.
Moreover, inadequate understanding and systems are also important reasons. (2) Internal audit. Liu
Yushan suggested that the audit of internal control as its strong support plays a vital role, but audit of
internal control in China has a few defects in the aspects of institutions, regulations, management system
and methods for application. (3) Internal control based on risk management. Zhang Lizhen emphasized
on the establish of the link between internal control and risk management will lead to achieve business
goals and values, however it is just to stay in the theoretical stage. The researchers discussed the
corresponding solutions: we should start from various fields of accounting, audit, budget, projects,
human resources, and information systems to develop perfect internal control system, then carry out
corresponding implementation of responsibilities and assessment as well as strengthen the quality of
managers and all kinds of staff.
In view of the actual situation of highway construction enterprises, this paper’s analysis mainly
focuses on the key problems about environment, risk awareness, internal supervision and so on.

2 Analysis of Current Internal Control of Highway Construction
2.1 Lack of awareness of the environment
Control of environment is the foundation of internal control. Without a sound internal control
environment, the internal control will lose effective implementation. At present，it lack of cognition of
the internal control environment is embodied in the following aspects: Firstly，the weak consciousness
in corporate management. Because managers have no deep understanding and adequate attention to
internal controls, only corresponding internal control system is established while other key relevant
institutions are not. Secondly，the arrangement of corporate governance structure is inadequate. The
Board of Directors and Board of Supervisors based on the internal control mechanism has not really set
up owing to most of the internal control bodies under the leadership of the controlled object that can not
really play the internal control, supervision and restraint function. The existence of governance structure
is an empty shell and performs practically no function. Thirdly, enterprise mechanism is out of scientific
human resources management, which on account of quality of talents does not keep pace with the times
while increasing amount of tasks.
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2.2 Weakly conscious about the risk
Many road construction enterprises are lack of knowledge on the risk that will ascribe potential
systemic risk, financial risk simply to the poor market environment rather than establishing a sound
mechanism of risk prevention. Project can be said the greatest risk areas, which highway construction
companies face. Its risk is mainly manifested in two aspects: One risk is in management and control of
project cost. There is no overall objective of cost control or poor implementation, which can not
reasonably and effectively control the cost. The other risk is in completion of the project settlement. Due
to project changes or failing to timely approve the budget, which caused by operational requirements or
design problems, the financial settlement is delayed finally. In addition, not only are funds often in short
supply in the later stages of the project, but also highway construction companies can not recover the
balance due timely, which have increased the financial burden of enterprises and the business risks.
2.3 Poor control activities
As much as we know, internal control system isn’t exhaustive enough. Most highway construction
enterprises in China did not develop a comprehensive internal control system department while internal
control system is formulated separately by the functional departments. But it is the responsibilities of
different departments, different permissions, different positions, and working out with the narrow nature
of the internal control, together with various departments lacking of communication and coordination
that resulted in a number of regulations are difficult to reconcile to each other, let alone to play its proper
control of the effectiveness of internal control system. Moreover enterprises are in the absence of
responsibility of business constraints and effective accountability system and a clear act of violation of
discipline penalties, or even no punishment measures.
After that, internal control system has inferior execution. Implementation of the system of internal
control is a system which needs full participation. Yet some part of the highway construction company
pay insufficient attention to the internal control system, which involves only a small number of
departments, a few links, and dose not penetrate into all aspects of business management in various
departments.
2.4 Blocked information communication
To begin with, there is poor communication between upper and lower levels. As construction
enterprises with the characteristics of liquidity, corporate headquarters and project managers are far
apart from each other, which resulting in ineffective management, supervision and communication
between higher and lower levels mainly by phone, documents, management of traffic to complete their
daily work. What’s more, there is inadequate communication between various functional departments.
Often a construction project will be jointly operated by a number of functional departments to complete,
but the lack of communication between various functional departments could easily lead to information
and data dispersion, poor resource sharing, and low data utilization, which can not form a unified and
effective message so as to make the management costs increase. The last but not the least, the third
factor is the deficiency of information system support. General road construction enterprises hold that
they belong to extensive ones, and the management of degree of information is generally low, even if
there is the basic platform of information, the range of professional applications software is narrow, such
as finance, budget software. Combined with relevant staff of the low level of computer applications,
particularly in the construction site, whose part of the work is by hand so that It can't be realized that
sharing the information resources and automatic transmission.
2.5 Weakening internal supervision
Internal supervision of highway construction focused on the project progress and quality inspection.
The executive of internal control lacks effective evaluation and correction system in the process of the
project implementation. For one thing, the establishment of internal audit institutions is unreasonable.
Audit independence and objectivity is not strong, quality of auditors is uneven, and some of whom has
poor experience and are not familiar with the process of the construction project about the business
chain. As the consequence it is difficult to carry out audit work. Some of these problems existed in the
construction project can be checked out, but as the institution in the control, the supervisory role is much
lower. For another thing, internal audit always gives priority to compliance and post-inspection, even if
there is early and mid-term audit of the project, but also not more than a mere formality, which did not
play a real role in the supervision and inspection, therefore there is no effective system of checking the
operation of assessment, and it is not able to propose appropriate measures for improvement. Hence
internal control deficiencies in the system are difficult to improve. Errors may occur in advance, it will
not reach the effectiveness of internal control.
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3 Recommendations about Improving the Internal Control in Highway
Construction
In terms of entering the market of Highway construction, and ensuring that we can gain a firm
foothold and certain economic benefits in a rapidly changing market environment, we must strengthen
the internal control system. There are many ways of internal control. Highway construction enterprises
shall unite those ways according to industry's and its own characteristics, making their own set of strict
internal control system.
3.1 Strengthening the control environment
Internal control is a program formulated by managers with full participation, so we should pay
attention to human factors. Leaders at all levels should first strengthen internal awareness of internal
control. From the chairman and general manager to the project leader, they shall give adequate
understanding to the establishment and implementation of internal control system and strong support to
the establishment of internal audit activities and the conduct of the audit and audit findings. Managers
through continuing and effective education infuse internal control concepts into every employee's ideas
in order to make internal control become clauses and encourage people to set a good example for other
employees.
3.2 Doing accurate internal accounting control
3.2.1 Separation of incompatible duties control
In the design and establishment of internal control system, we should focus on the control
separation of incompatible duties to determine clear duties and powers, and establish mutual supervision,
restriction of checks and balances. Organizational design in the enterprise shall be erected on the
concept of "incompatible separation" consciousness, and strengthen it. Starting from the basic
accounting work, we ought to make a strictly limited set on incompatible positions. To ensure the safety
and integrity of corporate assets, improve the quality of accounting information, and control a variety of
business risks will ensure rapid and stable development of enterprises.
3.2.2 Control of fixed assets
Value of fixed assets are highly used during highway construction, so the internal control of them is
particularly important, especially in the large machinery and equipment of higher frequency of use, what
wear fast, have high-speed transfer of value. Determining whether rental and purchase is more
economical is the primary. As for its own fixed assets, they should be conducted a reasonable
depreciation by the accounting department. Financial departments should establish a complete fixed
asset accounting, which needs periodic inventory, reconciliation and verification. Lease of the assets
should get approval from the relevant leaders. Recipients during the project department should pay
attention to asset maintenance. If damaged abnormally, the responsible parties must be held accountable.
For a large number of engineering materials, we should prepare procurement plans and apply bidding
system to take the project department to set up the real accounts and check acceptance of storage of
engineering materials. Recipients should make a record, regular inventory, and real checking account.
Materials accounting should pay attention to material accounting for prohibiting purchase with
consumption, and empty into while virtual out. When shortage or overage situation occurs we should
find the reasons and deal with them according to the relevant system.
3.2.3 Decentralization of authority control
Most of China's highway construction enterprise used the project manager system, project managers
were commissioned by the legal representative of the overall responsibility for project construction. It is
an advanced project management system imported from the overseas. But in practice there are still many
shortcomings. For example, how to do a scientific and rational decentralization of authority between the
enterprise legal person and the project manager is still one of the key issues. On the one side, from
external part of the project, the enterprise should bear the responsibilities and obligation during the
project to give a clear mandate to its managers for working. On the other side, from internal part of the
project, the manager who command the overall situation to guide the decentralization and authorization
so that various departments perform their duties, and are responsible for carrying out their work. To
establish authorization should pay attention to whether the scope of work is all included.
3.3 Focus the control of the project department
3.3.1 Control of project cost
Project cost is the full cost of the synthesis incurred in the construction companies, which including
materials, machinery rental fees, wages, management fees and so on. Firstly, to improve cost control and
improve the economic efficiency of enterprises should adopt the target costing approach. Secondly, to
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control labor cost should strengthen management of technical training for workers, implement a
reasonable reward and punishment system and minimize the labor costs of the expenses. Thirdly, to
control material cost should strengthen the material procurement, expenditures, custody and other
aspects , pay attention to rational planning at the construction site to reduce the material loss of
secondary transportation, and adopt quota requisition system to limit and control waste. Fourthly, to
control mechanical fee should rationally use equipment according to the construction progress and do
maintenance work well for improving utilization and efficiency in the case of ensuring intact rate.
Project managers shall regularly hold meetings for comparative analysis about the target cost index to
find the reasons for cost overruns or saving and sum up experience so as to ensure the realization of the
total cost of the project goals. Establishment of bonus incentives tied to performance will mobilize the
full enthusiasm.
3.3.2 Project risk management
Because of companies' many uncertain factors, highway construction projects, which contain a lot
of risk is an important risk control point. We should enhance the project risk management particularly
and strengthen the risk assessment. After the identification of project risks, risk characteristics of various
values shall be estimated, and on this basis the likelihood of project risks and the consequences of the
loss will be quantified, in other words, it is the overall risk assessment and the foundation of risk
management.
3.4 Meticulous budgetary control
Budgetary control is a very important content in the internal control system of projects. Budget of
construction enterprise is the target what business volume, revenue, cost, etc. which should be
determined to achieve in the case that the enterprise centers on the business objectives. Budgeting is
helpful to improve the basic management of the project.
There are several recommendations about the implementation of budgetary control: budgetary
management should be combined with information system, accounting, cost management, financial
management, budget management and auditing work. Firstly, budget preparation and control need to
keep abreast of information. Budgetary control can not be done without information management
systems of the enterprise, which has put forward higher requirements to the latter. Secondly, accounting
is the basis of budgeting, because budgeting plays the role of accounting better. Thirdly, the cost
estimate is one of budget management, which is also an important component of cost management. Cost
budgeting process should be closely linked with the construction, the implementation of the budget
target will resolve to the management of every lower level and evaluation system will accord to
budgetary control for evaluation of budget performance so that rewards and punishment is clear to
improve work with full enthusiasm. Fourthly, budget preparation, implementation and evaluation
process need to establish appropriate audit mechanisms. Budget audit requires quantitative analysis to
use statistical work for ensuring the development of reasonable budget goals, clarity, and adaptability.
Budget execution audit has the obligation to expose issues raised in the implementation of budget
management, check the fulfillment of the departmental budgetary target for ensuring the implementation
of the safe, efficient and robust. Budget evaluation of audit requirements of the evaluation report on the
budget analysis takes a variety of evaluation methods such as the difference between the analysis, ratio
analysis, indicators of decomposition and so on to analyze the causes and make recommendations.
3.5 Strengthening internal audit control
In practice, due to distinct characteristic of companies of road construction, the internal control that
designed according to conventional business would be difficult to fully play its effectiveness, coupled
with some external, director of the factors, the effect of internal control is often limited. At this time,
internal audit can overcome these constraints. To give full play to the internal audit function, we must do
the following:
3.5.1 At the first, we must protect the independence and objectivity of internal audit. That the audit
results are directly reflected to the highest management is more effective than its low sector, which also
can promote the improvement of internal control. Independence and objectivity of internal audit in
highway construction is mainly reflected in the set of an independent department, independent
performance assessment and evaluation, appointment and removal of personals.
3.5.2 Improving the quality of internal audit staff also plays an important role in internal audit control.
At present, many auditors are transferred from the financial sector so that they lack of management,
legal knowledge and professional knowledge about the project, which are restricting the effects of audit
task completion. This area requires a company's existing auditors to study hard, and constantly improve
their own knowledge structure. Managers also need to promote the talents with rich diversity of
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knowledge rather than just a single value of financial knowledge so that internal auditing institutions can
be equipped with diversified high-quality talents.
3.5.3 The audit staff should go down to the first line to regularly inspect construction projects and
construction results in order timely to submit internal control weaknesses, and promote the effective
implementation of internal control.
3.6 The emphasis on human-resource management
It is important to strengthen attention to the first level so as to take advantages of human resources
of road construction enterprises, and establish a scientific and human resources management system,
then use computer management information system to collect and aggregate the distribution of corporate
human resources and determine what type of talents is inadequate in enterprises. Establishment of a
scientific personnel selection, incentive mechanism and rigorous recruitment process of enterprise
design and checks ensures that talent is really required. Regular staff training shall improve their
professional skills. Regular evaluation of staff work performance is helpful to decide rewards and
punishments in accordance with the provisions. The rotation system should be applied to the important
positions. The project management team ought to focus on training and study for improving their level
of project management to meet corporate talent requirements. Qualification evaluation on a regular basis
improves file management. It’s also significant to establish a competitive selection mechanism for
project managers, who make a good performance will be given the major awards, and who mismanage
causing the major incident, will be given the removal and economic penalties.
3.7 The establishment of a communication system of scientific electronic information
With the development of electronic commerce, we can see the sophistication of business
management. The information system can accelerate communication among management, departments
and other relevant staff in order to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of internal control. Because
project departments are away from the corporate headquarters, it is necessary to establish a network of
communication channels that can make a better understanding of the implementation of the project and
degree of progress. When need to make major decisions, corporate headquarters can make a reasonable
decision in a timely manner according to the network information, which is the defect of the traditional
means of communication.

4 Conclusion
Internal control is the most important, fundamental, and effective means of management in modern
enterprises. Whether establish and improve internal control or not is directly related to success or failure
of highway construction enterprises. A large number of actual cases show that the majority of causes of
failure and decease of enterprises are short of internal control, and particularly due to ineffective internal
control. With the rapid economic development and the establishment of modern enterprise system,
enterprises will become independent, self-financing, self-discipline and self-development operators. To
gain a place in the market and maintain stable and healthy development, the enterprises must establish a
perfect internal control system.
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Abstract: Using the normative analysis and comparative method, this paper points out that the main
deficiency about the present enterprise culture construction in our country mainly lies in obscure
organization subject, insufficient understanding of construction contents and unspecific construction
targets. This paper argues that the enterprise culture construction is the important measure to enhance
core competitiveness, and in order to implement enterprise culture construction down-to-earth,
enterpriser need to build five mechanisms, including guarantee mechanism, communication mechanism,
constraint mechanism, feedback mechanism and long-term effect mechanism, so that the enterprise
culture construction has the duty of subjects and can penetrate into the minds of the employees, integrate
into individual behavior, be repeatedly strengthened, and develop the aim culture in the end.
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1 Introduction
Theory of enterprise culture was firstly proposed by American scholars when they compared
management of the US with Japan in the late1970s. The theory lays people at the central and dominant
position of management, focuses on the spirit of enterprise and common values of staff and thus forms
the cohesive centripetal force. Enterprise culture has become a powerful competitive weapon between
enterprises for its more lasting penetration and influence on enterprise. The development history of
Chinese and foreign enterprises shows that all failed enterprises share out-dated and backward cultural
background in common, while successful enterprises create brilliant achievements originating from their
cultural. The theory has absorbed more and more attention of Chinese business managers and
management theorists since being introduced into China. Many enterprises actively learn the theory of
enterprise culture from the practice in United States, Japan, Europe and the “Four Asian Tigers” and
many domestic management scholars also positively review the Western theory of enterprise culture and
develop the theory about Chinese enterprises combining with the specific market environment in China.
The research is gradually furthered and relevant papers, books and forums increase year by year. At
present, the central government has established the guideline of scientific development and constructed
strategic guidance of harmonious society, the enterprise culture construction is facing unprecedented
opportunities and as well as challenges.
Enterprise culture construction is a constant process to enhance the competitive force of enterprise
culture, which includes designing and developing culture of target enterprise in accordance with the
need of enterprises development and the inherent law in enterprise culture, and then designedly
implementing it in order to maintain, strengthen, change and renew the enterprise culture elements step
by step (Zhang De, 2009). In recent years, with the establishment of China’s market economy system
and the increasingly fierce market competition, enterprise culture theory and practice are developed
continuously and enterprise culture construction has also made some achievements. But there are also
some common problems in enterprise culture construction as followings.
1.1 Obscure organization subject
Most enterprises are lack of exclusive organization to manage and overall plan enterprise culture
construction. Even if the enterprise culture has been carried out, it also has the problems such as unclear
responsibility, standing apart and by fits and starts. For example, in state-owned enterprises whether the
party committee or administrative department should be responsible for enterprise culture construction
is controversial. Many administrative leaders and business executives argue that enterprise culture
construction is the role of party committee for its kind of ideological and political character, and thus the
enterprise culture construction is paid insufficient attention and be prompted slowly. The training work
of enterprise culture is lack of unified command and leadership, and training of different groups belongs
to different management sectors, for example, the training of cadres is carried out by organization unit
while the training of general staff by the union or human resources department, and even some training
is by some institutes in society. Moreover, the content of the training is not niche so that training effect
is not obvious.
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1.2 Insufficient understanding of construction contents
Some enterprises ignore the spiritual essence why enterprise culture becomes “culture”, and just
take exterior part of enterprise culture, such as releasing brochure, uniting clothing and logo, changing
the factory appearance, and designing the slogans, as the whole of enterprise culture, so that they ignore
upgrading of ideas, the cultivation of values, integrity of the system, the regulation of behavior. The
deep reason is that those enterprises don’t put the enterprise culture into strategic planning of business
development.
In different enterprises, the economic strength, technological conditions, management patterns,
living environment and quality of personnel of each enterprise are also different, so the culture of
different enterprises should differ from each other, while some enterprises leaders are not aware of the
principle and thus cannot form the distinctive culture of their own enterprises. Some leaders rest on its
laurels and are satisfied with their out-dated enterprise culture, and ignore the innovation of culture. But
the 21st century is the era of knowledge economy, and innovation is the soul of the knowledge economy
and determines the surviving capabilities of enterprises, so the ignorance of culture innovation decreases
the surviving capabilities of enterprises.
1.3 Unspecific construction targets
Some enterprises are too utilitarian in enterprise culture construction and only take enterprise
culture as a means of achieving economic goals, so they expect to receive an immediate effect. They
deem that several propagandas or a few trainings about entrepreneurial spirits can make the spirit of
enterprise penetrated into the minds of the staff and become the conscious actions and habits of staff.
They ignore enterprise culture construction is a long-term and systematic project, which not only
requires complete planning, long-term strategy, but also staggered mission and goals, and “down to
earth” implements step by step.

2 The Mechanism Innovation of Enterprise Culture Construction
Crewe Kehong, an American cultural anthropologist, once pointed out that every culture is a
complex of relations, and is ordered and interrelated multiplicities (Crewe Kehong, 1986). Culture
consists of three hierarchies: superficial hierarchy, middle hierarchy and deep hierarchy. Superficial
hierarchy of the enterprise culture, such as factory appearance, factory flags and songs, product image,
is visible in the shape, heard by sound and belonged to explicit part; the deep hierarchy of enterprise
culture is the accumulation of ideology in the heart of enterprises and their employees, such as the ideals
and beliefs, ethics, values, codes of conduct, namely the implicit part; And the middle hierarchy of
enterprise culture is between the superficial and deep hierarchy, such as business rules, organization and
so on (Yang Jiameng, 2008). How to implement the three hierarchies of enterprise culture construction
is the key to realize its mechanism innovation, and there are following five mechanisms (showed in
figure 1) as important measures.
Guarantee
Mechanism

Communication
Mechanism

Constraint
Mechanism

Feedback
Mechanism

Long-term
Effect
Mechanism

Correction

Figure 1

The Construction of Five Important Mechanisms

2.1 Constructing guarantee mechanism
Strong leading organization is an important driving force to promote work. The role of leading
agency is to provide protection and preparation mainly from organization for enterprise culture
construction, so that enterprise culture can be organized and orderly constructed under its leadership.
2.1.1 Establishment of enterprise culture construction leading group
The enterprise culture construction leading group should have the following structure: the head of
the group should be assumed by general manager or secretary; the deputy director is assumed by deputy
secretary or vice-general manager or the planning minister; the leading group membership consists of
the responsible officers of union, administration, logistics, personnel, production, finance and other
departments.
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Furthermore, the standing body, namely Ministry (Department) of Culture, should be established to
undertake specific implementation of culture construction, and this standing body can be placed in
managing office or human resources. In the state-owned enterprises, this institute can be placed in party
propaganda department, or takes “a set of men, two brands” approach, which means that it is the
Propaganda Department in party system while it is the enterprise culture department in the
administrative system. “Enterprise Culture Center” or “Enterprise Culture Department” should be
established in LTD with modern enterprise system to undertake professional functions of enterprise
culture construction.
The corresponding leading team should be set up to be responsible for the enterprise culture
construction of the department in each subunit, such as branch, division and plant.
2.1.2 Definite job responsibilities
The duty of enterprise culture leading group is to establish decision-making and coordination
mechanism and to make overall plan to promote enterprise culture construction. In detail, the enterprise
culture leading group is responsible for planning, directing, organizing and coordinating resources
including human, finance, material, time, and information resources, and then, helps to lead the
enterprise culture all-round, all-process, and strives to not only have their own emphasis, but also make
joint collaboration and concerted efforts to form an integrated force.
Standing body for enterprise culture construction, namely Enterprise Culture Department
(Department), is responsible for the formulation of the work plan and work program of enterprise
culture construction and the unified arrangement of the carrier, places and funding.
Subunits of the enterprise culture construction leading group, should work in accordance with the
unified arrangement of superior enterprise culture construction leading group, and work creatively
according to the reality of the subunits.
The enterprise culture can be implemented down to earth only with cooperation and participate of
all functional departments.
2.2 Constructing communication mechanism
American management expert Tom Peters said: “Why the great organization is long-term survival,
not because of the structure or management skills, but of the appeal of spiritual force known as faith to
the organization.” (Tom Peters, 1995). The purpose of constructing communication mechanism is to
make the staff identify with the common ideal, values and codes of conduct through propagation, and
to penetrate them into the spirit of staff.
2.2.1 Selecting the dissemination information
Firstly, enterprise values system should be vigorously disseminated. The combination of enterprise
vision, enterprise spirit, enterprise philosophy, business ethics, business philosophy, management pattern,
business style with socialist core value system, could arouse the awareness that companies and
employees are strong community of interests, responsibility, value and common destiny of community.
Secondly, enterprise institution should be vigorously disseminated, for institution is not only the basis of
an orderly operation of enterprise but also the enterprise management style and the key to shape the
enterprise image. Thirdly, symbol system of enterprise culture should be vigorously disseminated to
fully demonstrate the unique personality of enterprise and enhance the branding effect of enterprise.
2.2.2 Enriching communication carrier
The communication mechanisms should make full use of interpersonal communication, group
communication, organizational communication, mass media and other means of communication, in
order to transfer the selected enterprise culture information to the general staff with the support of
function of various carriers. Enterprise Identity System (CIS) should be adequately utilized. Debates,
group discussions, dialogue should be adopted, and various channels, such as the special column in
newspaper, public service announcement, TV interviews, and enterprise culture network platform,
should be used to propaganda and advocate enterprise culture idea and to form enterprise culture
atmosphere. Through the effective communication, enterprise character and spirit will be highlighted
and get the identity of enterprise employees and social public.
2.3 Constructing constraint mechanism
There are often two kinds of constraints on people. The one is external constraints, including legal
and institutional; the other is the internal constraints, mainly including social moral and culture as values.
Establishment of constraint mechanism is to combine the external constraints with internal constraints in
order to make employee behavior be consistent with enterprise norms. Enterprise culture is not only
idealistic, but also specific. Only when values, philosophy, requirements, desires and faith of enterprise
culture is transferred into conscious behavior, enterprise culture can step into a higher hierarchy.
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2.3.1 Using the institution to regulate behaviors
The most important part of enterprise culture construction is to transfer a series of cultural elements
from ideology into concrete acts. Institution is one of the effective means to achieving this goal.
Institution is to require people complying with the act of rules or guidelines for action. Institution is to
require everyone to abide by the rules or the offices of action rule, with restraint, control and limited role.
Enterprise institution is the foundation of the enterprise management and concrete expression of
enterprise idea. Institution should be specific and executable, measurable and assessable, is also
employee behavior standard and the unique and irreplaceable advantage of the enterprise culture. It can
also act as a hint function to publicize and advocate some behaviors. Compared with culture, institution
is “hard” in nature and an important adjunct to facilitate behavior. When the group values are merged
into the enterprise institution, it will become the spirit of enterprise, and the staff will implement and
comply with it consciously.
2.3.2 Using the rigid institution to guarantee implement
Institution is not always effective in regulating staff’s behavior, because people are thoughtful and
their actions are subject to the guidance of their thought. Especially currently, people revere for
individual freedom and so that it is not possible to rely on people’s fully voluntary compliance with
institutions. A large number of facts manifest that as long as there is an opportunity, some people will
breach institution, the main reason behind which is that the institution is relatively the constraints to
human freedom, while “the individual will show a strong tendency to resist the behavior to limit their
freedom” (Brehm, 1966). As a result, in the process of enterprise culture construction, rigid institutions
should be established to strengthen the implementation of institution in order to help people to obey
institution on their own “behavior.”
2.3.3 Highlighting institution culture
When the scientific enterprise institution becomes an excellent institution culture, enterprise can
obtain a long-term vitality (Xu Zhenyu, 2006). Institution culture is the culture that penetrating in
physical institution. The constraint of institution can rapidly promote the individual behavior, but if
long-term effects are arrived at, external pressure alone is not enough, which requires us to carry
forward the long-term institution culture which can be insisted for long time. At the beginning, the
lifestyle, behavioral norms and rules should be broken down and quantified and let the staff comply with
the institution compulsively. When the employees actually agree to this institution and develop good
habits to obey it, the institution will gradually become the “culture”. Therefore, enterprise should
vigorously disseminate the institution information, improve the individual behavior, and create an
autonomic and heteronymous, forced and perceived cultural atmosphere to speed up the formation of
institution culture.
2.4 Constructing Feedback Mechanisms
Only through information feedback, system can realize effective control so as to attain the goal; or
it is impossible for system to realize effective control to attain the goal without information feedback
system (Zha Youliang, 1999). The change of values and behavior norms can’t be arrived at overnight.
So it’s necessary to use assessment method to inspect work performance of prophase. In the principle of
facing to all staff, specific target, definite time limits, the assessment work should be carried out by the
enterprise culture construction leading group, and through the continuous improvements, the enterprise
culture will gradually mature.
2.4.1 Emphasizing the role of assessment
Through investigating and checking the work performance of prophase, the idea and behavior
complying with the enterprise culture value orientation should be given affirmation and praise, and
which can consolidate enterprise culture construction achievements, merge them into the enterprise
spirit, and promote enterprise culture construction. As to the problems in prophase, the cause should be
timely found out and corrected as soon as possible, which can gradually help to develop a supporting
and encouraging power for enterprise culture, and make enterprise culture develop in right, healthy and
stable direction.
2.4.2 Improving the contents of assessment
The embodiment of the communication effect, are mainly in the changes on minds, attitudes and
actions on the disseminative objects caused by communication. The contents of assessment should focus
on these settings indicators to give a comprehensive assessment of various enterprise culture elements
and the implementation state of early stage. Through the inspection and assessment on employees, the
cultural identity status can be acknowledged, which includes: the core values of cognition, loyalty
degree, harmony degree, identity of enterprise system condition, the responsive state of enterprise spirit.
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2.4.3 Optimizing the assessment methods
Assessment methods mainly include: field observations, symposium, questionnaires and individual
interviews. The most common way is through “questionnaire of enterprise culture condition”,
“questionnaire of enterprise culture effect”, carried on the questionnaire survey and interview.
Professional investigation team should be organized to launch investigation, according to the size and
business operation characteristics of the enterprise, either by stratification or by large-scale, and to get
true and accurate information, and to figure out the basic situation of the enterprise culture. Exclusive
“suggestion box" and “e-mail” should be set up to motivate the participation enthusiasm of the staff, in
order to enhance assessment of the mass.
2.5 Constructing long-term effect mechanism
Cultural identity is a long process. The establishment of long-term effect mechanism is the key to
solve the problem of cultural identity.
2.5.1 Setting up an excellent team
The role of enterprise culture is a smooth transition and constantly enriching process. After
constructing the communication mechanism and institution of enterprise culture, the implementation of
enterprise culture will need the establishment of the team for guaranteeing persistence. Enterprise needs
to build a stable team that includes the key leaders and elites of staff, and the long time insist on
constructing enterprise culture will pass on the enterprise culture generation by generation, unaffected
by the change or mobility of staff and business leaders.
2.5.2 Stretching the role of typical model
The power of model is great and changes in human behavior are largely caused by the imitation.
Therefore, in the process of enterprise culture construction, typical models should be shaped and popular
model should be deliberately selected, so that their influence and emotional appeal on staff will
contribute to enterprise culture construction. Leading cadres should play important roles in the
enterprise culture construction as models and guides. Leading cadres should not only act as enterprise
culture spokesman, the publicity of enterprise culture, but also practice enterprise culture as models.
Enterprises should set up reward and punishment system, establish enterprise culture special award fund,
and keep incentive sustainable, and thus promote the formation of long-term effect mechanism.
2.5.3 Develop the habits of honesty and self-discipline
Developing honesty and self-discipline behavior custom, is an important content of the
construction of enterprise culture. Habits are behaviors which consolidate down by repeated practices,
and are invisible force that can firmly control people in a fixed mode of thinking. If a group deals with
something with almost the same attitudes and principles, the set will gradually form and then the habit
will be developed. After the culture atmosphere is built up, it will exact influence and constraint power
on environment. This kind of influence and constraint power is the unwritten rules or soft constraint, and
further more, results from self-conscious.

3 Conclusion
Enterprise culture construction is a dynamically perfect process needing long-term endeavor.
Guarantee mechanism lays the foundation, communication mechanism makes up measure, constraint
mechanism works as the key, feedback mechanism constitutes the guarantee, and the long-term effect
mechanism forms the root. Only the five mechanisms function in the whole process of the construction
of enterprise culture, enterprise culture construction can get solid results.
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Abstract: As the industrial structure adjustment accelerates the pace of company merger and
restructuring, the improvement of level of management team becomes an important issue to be studied
currently. The internal matching of heterogeneity of management team may exert crucial importance on
the management level of the team, but the level of management may be subject to the level of tacit
knowledge of managers. This paper proposes a model about general heterogeneities and special
heterogeneities of those members and the level of tacit knowledge, and then carries out the research on
those companies with such a result that the heterogeneity of age, professional and education, etc may
correlate with level of tacit knowledge positively, but the heterogeneity of service term may exert
unfavorable influence on the level and capacity of tacit knowledge on managing others.
Key Words: Team heterogeneity; Tacit knowledge; Level of management of team

1 Introduction
Industrial structure adjustment shall be an essential issue for economic development of all countries;
therefore, the pace of company merger and restructuring is speeding up due to the accelerated
adjustment of industrial structure and optimization and upgrading of industrial structure. Hence, issues
on personnel restructuring and knowledge integration cannot be avoided. However, in the restructuring
and integration of management team, its level may be improved by means of improving the spillover of
knowledge, especially of the tacit knowledge. Michael Polanyi (1966) believed that tacit knowledge
should be a kind of highly individualized knowledge which might be hard to be formalized,
communicated and shared with others, exist in form of individual experience, intuition, impression,
perception and skill or organizational culture, etc, and might be learnt by means of cooperative
experience[1], and the level of management of the team should be bound up with the tacit knowledge.
After the merger or restructuring of a company, since the members of management team may come from
different departments and there may be changes in ages, education backgrounds, professionals and
experiences, the regrouped team may have different knowledge backgrounds, skills, experiences and
specialties. The matching of the heterogeneity of team members shall be the basis for the realization of
spillover of tacit knowledge and the achievement of team synergies and better performances and have
great significance in the implementation of organizational strategy as well as the integration and growth
of management team.
Most those researches on team heterogeneity laid emphasis on the relationship of visible
differences and potential differences of team members with team performance. There are also
considerable amount of researches on the relationship between member heterogeneity and tacit
knowledge internationally, but few domestically. This paper is try to fill up this gap in such a manner of
establishing a model of member heterogeneity and tacit knowledge level of managers with merger and
restructuring of companies as background so as to reveal the relationship between the internal matching
of heterogeneity and management level.

2 Theory and Assumption
2.1 Team heterogeneity
Team heterogeneity refers to the differences of personalities, sexes, attitudes, backgrounds and
experiences of team members and their distributions, all of which may result in different opinions
among members[2]. The member heterogeneity covers many dimensions, such as that of gender, age,
years of working, professional background (including degree) and occupational experience. The above
five types of heterogeneity shall be those frequently adopted in previous researches[3,4]. However, this
∗
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paper is to adopt the division of member heterogeneity by Zhang Zhang and Xiong Li[5] for the
researches on those general heterogeneities of sexes, ages, years of working which may show features of
demography as well as those special heterogeneities of professional backgrounds, education,
occupational experiences which may mirror the knowledge accumulation conditions and tendencies of
their thinking[6].
2.2 Tacit knowledge of managers
Wagner (1987) came up with a three-dimensional structure for tacit knowledge of working as its
basic structure based on empirical studies, which might be content of knowledge, situation of knowledge
and positioning of knowledge; the content of knowledge should contain the management of oneself, the
tasks and others; the situation of knowledge include partial situation and overall situation; and the
position might refer to the positions of idealism and realism[7]. Then, based on this, Wagner and
Sternberg developed the Tacit Knowledge Inventory, applicable for different areas. TKIM, Tacit
Knowledge Inventory for Managers, the earliest inventory by Wagner and Sternberg, etc, which is
published by PSI, Psychological Services, Inc, is widely used in researches with respect of tacit
knowledge of managers. Tang Kexin, taking the TKIM as the object to be revised, has prepared another
TKIM which is especially suitable for actual conditions of China[8].
2.3 Team heterogeneity and tacit knowledge
Those researches on managers represented by Sternberg shows that: tacit knowledge is in medium
correlation with experience (0.20-0.40)[9]; the more management experiences the managers have and the
higher the positions are, the more tacit knowledge they may possess[10]; and the tacit knowledge is
significantly correlates with lots of aspects of successful management[9,12], including performance level
(r =0.56, p < 0.05), welfare, positions, degree of satisfaction about work (r = 0.23-0.29) and test result of
[11]

( r = 0.26)[9,12]; in another research, tacit knowledge and the compensations of
management potential
managers and positions at company are notably correlated, which are 0.39 and 0.36 respectively[13]. Lian
Xu, Che Hongsheng and Tian Xiaoxun (2007) found that the tacit knowledge correlated less with years
of working and years of management work but it was the other way around for the tacit knowledge on
self management and years of management working significantly[14]. Therefore, this paper makes the
following assumptions:
Assumption a: The heterogeneity of gender of team members does not correlate with level of tacit
knowledge of managers significantly.
Assumption 1b: The heterogeneity of age of team member correlates with the level of tacit
knowledge on managing others negatively.
Assumption 2b: The heterogeneity of age of team member correlates with the level of tacit
knowledge on self management positively and significantly.
Assumption 3b: The heterogeneity of age of team member correlates with the level of tacit
knowledge on management tasks positively and significantly.
Assumption 1c: The heterogeneity of service term of team member correlates with the level of tacit
knowledge on managing others negatively.
Assumption 2c: The heterogeneity of service term of team member correlates with the level of tacit
knowledge on self management positively and significantly.
Assumption 3c: The heterogeneity of service term of team member does not correlate with the level
of tacit knowledge on management tasks significantly.
Assumption 1d: The heterogeneity of education background of team member correlates with the
level of tacit knowledge on managing others positively.
Assumption 2d: The heterogeneity of education background of team member correlates with the
level of tacit knowledge on self management positively.
Assumption 3d: The heterogeneity of education background of team member correlates with the
level of tacit knowledge on management tasks positively.
Assumption 1e: The heterogeneity of professionals of team member correlates with the level of tacit
knowledge on managing others positively.
Assumption 2e: The heterogeneity of professionals of team member correlates with the level of tacit
knowledge on self management positively.
Assumption 3e: The heterogeneity of professionals of team member correlates with the level of tacit
knowledge on management tasks positively and significantly.
Assumption f: The heterogeneity of occupational experiences of team members correlates with the
level of tacit knowledge of managers positively.
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Theoretical Model Diagram of this paper is as Figure 1.
Heterogeneity variable

Content of tacit knowledge
Manage others

General
heterogeneities

Manage self

Special
heterogeneities

Manage tasks

Figure 1

Theoretical Model

3. Research Method
3.1 Procedure of survey and structure of sample
Questionnaire survey has been done on the management team of companies after merger and
restructuring, such as Shandong Lai’gang Group and Henan Shenhuo Group, and effective data on 76
management teams has been gotten. A lot of methods have been applied for the research, including
questionnaire, in-depth interview and questionnaire for training classes. The questionnaire is designed
with multiple choices for basic personal information and as Likert 7-rating scale for other options.
Description of sample characteristics is as Table 1.
Item

Table 1 Sample Characteristics (N=76)
Quanti
Percentage
Item
ty
62
81.6
Local leaders
14
18.4
Post
Middle leaders
Core leaders

Gende
r

Male
Female

Age

Under 30 years of
age
30-40 years old

51
25

67.1
32.9

More than 4
years
1-2 years
Under 1 year
2-3 years
3-4 years

28
18
14
8
8

36.8
23.7
18.4
10.5
10.5

Work
Experi
ence

Professio
nal
backgrou
nd
Professio
nal

Educatio
n

Quantity
38
28
10

Percentag
e
50.0
36.8
13.2

Manufacturing
Administration
Financial
Accounting
Marketing

46
24
4
2

60.5
31.6
5.3
2.6

Economic
Management
Science and
Engineering
Other
Undergraduate
Specialist
Following high
school

36
28
12

48.5
33.3
18.2

51
18
7

67.1
23.7
9.2

3.2 Design and measure of variables
(1) Explained variable and its measure. Explained variable refers to the tacit knowledge of the
management team of companies. According to the empirical study, tacit knowledge is the best predictive
index to manifest the performance of managers and is of vital importance for the success of real work,
and also the mastering of tacit knowledge is closely related to one’s success[7,15,16]. Therefore, this paper
adopts the scores in tacit knowledge test as a meaningful and independent indicator to measure the
management performance of management teams. It gives consideration to the content dimension of
TKIM only and divides the evaluation indicator of manager tacit knowledge into three sub-indicators,
namely management of oneself, management of tasks and management of others. For the evaluation of
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the sub-indicators, Likert’s seven-point method is adopted, that’s to say, the scores ranges from one to
seven. In order to ensure its effectiveness and the consistency of content, the study adopts the revised
TKIM which is in accordance with the reality of China, and if all the internal consistency coefficients
are 0.50 or larger based on the reliability identification, then the entire inventory has relatively high
reliability. Descriptive statistical analysis of the tacit knowledge of the company management teams
investigated is as Table 2.
Table 2

Descriptive Statistical Analysis of the Tacit Knowledge of the Company Management Teams(N=76)
Index
Mean
Std. Deviation
Manage others

4.46

0.87

Manage self
Manage tasks

4.55
4.62

0.60
0.66

(2) Explanatory variables and their measure. There are six explanatory variables involved in this
research, which are heterogeneity of gender, of age, of service term, of education background, of
profession and of occupational experience respectively. Herfindal – Hirschman index is adopted in the
n

measurement of the heterogeneity of team members and its formula is H =1-

∑p

2
i

, where p i refers to

i =1

the proportion of i-type staff to the whole team and n stands for the number of types. The value of H
shall range from 0 to 1, and the lower the value of H is, the lower the heterogeneity will be. Average
value of heterogeneity of the company management team engaged is as Table 3.
heterogeneity
Mean

Table 3 Average Value of Heterogeneity of the Company Management Team
gender
age
service term
education
profession
occupational experiences
0.30

0.44

0.75

0.49

0.62

0.53

3.3 Analytical method
SPSS 16.0 software is adopted to conduct descriptive statistics and correlation analysis.

4 Empirical Test and Results of Analysis
4.1 Empirical test
Pearson analysis mode is adopted for the analysis on the relationship heterogeneity of gender, of
age, of service term, of education background, of profession and of occupational experience of team
members with the level of tacit knowledge, and its result is shown as Table 4. Assumption a, 2b, 3b, 1c,
3c, 1d and 3e are supported; the change of direction of coefficients of assumption 1b, 2c and 2e is in
consistency with the assumption but fail to pass significance test; assumption 2d, 3d, 1e and f is not
tenable.(see Table 4)
Table 4
heterogeneity of gender
heterogeneity of age
heterogeneity of service term
heterogeneity education background

The Result of Pearson Correlations
manage others
Manage self
-.018
.133
-.206
.327**
-.295*
.118
.220*
-.123

manage tasks
.151
.264**
.095
-.109

heterogeneity of profession

-.065

.110

.204**

heterogeneity of occupational experience

-.155

-.092

-.171

** Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level, * Correlation is significant at the 0.1 level.

4.2 Results analysis
Self-management means the self-motivation and self-organization of managers in aspects related to
performance under circumstances relevant to work; management of tasks means that the managers know
how to manage the specific work tasks in real work; and management of others means that the managers
supervise their juniors and handle their relationship with colleagues and superiors well. The result of the
study indicates: Age heterogeneity is in significant and positive correlation with tacit knowledge level
(r=0.327, 0.264, p < 0.05) in management of oneself and management of tasks; and it is in negative
correlation with tacit knowledge level (r=-0.206) in management of others. Generally speaking,
managers at the same age have similar experience and values, therefore, their communication is easier
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and their relationship is more harmonious; while management team with a big age difference may come
into conflict due to the difference of values, thus the cohesiveness of the team may decrease; however,
the cooperation among managers at different ages can realize the advantage complementation and
self-motivation in work: the young may be perceptive and daring, but lack of relevant skills and
experience; while the middle-aged are in the full vigor of life and bent on making progress; and the old
have rich experiences and broad horizon, however, no enough energy. They have clear understanding of
the advantages and disadvantages of themselves, therefore, when faced with difficulties in work, they
can easily realize mutual assistance and bring about team cooperation effect. (2) Heterogeneity of
service term is in negative correlation with tacit knowledge level (r=-0.295, p < 0.1) in management of
others. A management team with members having different service terms can form diversified views
based on the rich company experience and social experience of members, which can help to improve the
team’s capacity in solving problems to a certain degree; however, if this heterogeneity of members is
great and the members don’t know each other well, there may easily be conflicts which are difficult to
solve, thus it is bad for building up good interpersonal relationship. (3) Education heterogeneity is in
positive correlation with tacit knowledge level (r=0.220, p < 0.1) in management of others. Different
education background may bring about richer social resources of relationship and better external and
internal interacting atmosphere; (4) Profession heterogeneity is in significant and positive correlation
with tacit knowledge level (r=0.204, p < 0.05) in management of tasks. Different profession background
means different thinking modes. When members of different profession background work together, they
can provide each other with wider social eyesight and more advanced social dynamic state, and they
may also bring forth in-depth views on certain matter from different points as well as make valuable
predication about the circumstances that may occur during the work before they begin to work. The last
point to be noted is that professional experience heterogeneity is in negative correlation with all
management aspects of tacit knowledge (r=-0.155, -0.092, -0.171, p> 0. 1), which is different from what
we expect. The reason for this is probably that professional experience means different cognitive modes.
After the merger and restructuring of the company, the values, thinking mode, etc. of the members can’t
be changed in a short time and the team hasn’t achieve an excellent integration, thus the members are
not willing to share their own tacit knowledge.

5 Conclusion
Through the analysis above, the following conclusions can be arrived at: (1) among the general
heterogeneity of the composition characteristics of management teams, age heterogeneity is of
significantly positive influence on improvement of the team’s level and capacity in management of
oneself and management of tasks while tenure heterogeneity may exert bad effects on the tacit
knowledge level and the capacity in management of others. (2)Among the specialty heterogeneity of the
composition characteristics of management teams, profession heterogeneity is of significantly positive
influence on improvement of the team’s level and capacity in management of oneself and management
of tasks while education heterogeneity may exert positive effects on the tacit knowledge level in
management of others.
The inspiration for the merged companies of this study includes: (1) After the merging and
restructuring of the company, the construction of the management team itself should experience a
periodic procedure from organization, turmoil, regulation to enforcement, rest and reorganization. To
structure a reasonable and effective management team, the company should pay attention to the
reasonable organization of members so as to optimize the application of the team’s tacit knowledge and
realize the matching of the diversified knowledge and the skills of team members. (2) It is an important
source of the company’s core competitiveness and also the inevitable choice of management team to
cope with the turbulent environment to improve the tacit knowledge level of the management team. In
order to strength the learning and management of tacit knowledge, the company should optimize the
knowledge structure of the team from the aspects of age, tenure, education and profession heterogeneity,
accelerate the transferring of tacit knowledge, thus realizing the intensification of the dynamic
information and knowledge of management team members, improving the management efficiency and
achieving management cooperation.
This study also has limitations as follows: (1) This study doesn’t differentiate the ownership of the
merged and restructured companies and their development stages and it is necessary to make a deep
study on companies of different ownership and in different development stages.(2) This paper studies on
the relationship between general heterogeneity and tacit knowledge level and the relationship between
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specialty heterogeneity and tacit knowledge level only, and it hasn’t given consideration to the
reciprocal effect of the two kinds of heterogeneity. (3) The data of this paper is from merged and
restructured companies, thus its conclusion is not suitable for all companies. These limitations may
influence the conclusions of this paper, therefore, this paper is yet to be complemented and perfected in
the afterward research.
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Abstract: Motivation improvement of researchers is essential to facilitate knowledge creation for
innovation aim in research and development organizations. This is because the knowledge that is the
source of innovation is ultimately created by individual researchers themselves, and motivation is a
determining factor in the quality of research and development activities performed by those researchers.
According to previous research into the relationship between creativity and motivation, intrinsic
motivation is necessary for individual creative realization. Our research has as its goal the creation of a
process model for research and development management that allows for continued improvement of
motivation. By adding a mechanism to increase motivation for further research to support the creation of
knowledge, and conducted research aims to conduct more effective innovation.
Key words: Innovation; Motivation; Creativity; Intrinsic motivation

1 Introduction
1.1 The Current Situation in Japan
At present, scientific and technical innovation is being emphasized not only in the United States
and EU countries, but also in the BRIC countries. The goal is increased resource loading for research
and development (R&D), and rapid expansion has continued, particularly in Asian countries.
With regards to industrial competitiveness too, despite the fact that Japan had a leading share of
international high tech industries in the 1980s, that share has declined over recent years while China’s
has continued to increase, a reflection of the remarkable progress of the other Asian countries[1]. In terms
of world aging trends and predictions, Japan has the highest population aging rate (the ratio of the
population that is 65 years old or older) in the world, while at the same time it has the second worst birth
rate, at only 1.26[2]. These factors have led to a rapidly deteriorating workforce, and increased GDP as a
result of increased labor element input (i.e., economic expansion) is not predicted.
As a result of these problems related to reduction of the workforce, methods for increasing
productivity through technological innovation and advancement are attracting attention as potential
ways of generating large levels of production with limited labor resources. Innovation is one method of
improving productivity, and in order for Japanese companies to maintain and improve their
competitiveness within international society through sustained knowledge generation, it will be
necessary to further improve their internal functional capacities for R&D.
1.2 Relationship Between Knowledge Creation and Motivation in R&D
Increasing researcher motivation is vitally important in R&D organizations. This is because the
knowledge that is the source of innovation is ultimately created by individual researchers themselves,
and motivation is a determining factor in the quality of R&D activities performed by those researchers[3].
The motivation of R&D personnel is a fundamental element in R&D efforts, and it is an important topic
in that its management affects not only personnel management but also innovation management.
Therefore, in order to knowledge creation within R&D, it is necessary to simultaneously improve
motivation.
Motivation provides incentive to perform work, and is classified into two types: intrinsic
motivation, which is oriented toward internal factors such as feelings of accomplishment and personal
growth, and extrinsic motivation, which is oriented toward external factors such as duty, rewards and
punishment, and coercion. According to Amabile, who has performed research related to creativity for
many years, individuals must have intrinsic motives in order to exhibit creativity. He describes three
components that are necessary for creativity: expertise, creative thinking skills, and intrinsic
motivation[3]. Of these three, increasing intrinsic motivation requires the least amount of time and is a
relatively simple way of increasing creativity. Shally and Perry-Smith (2001) examined two aspects of
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rewards, and by comparing the results of controlling aspects showed that high levels of intrinsic
motivation and creative performance were attained when rewards were not financial, but rather
informational[4].
From the above, we believe that in order to increase knowledge creation in R&D, it is effective to
simultaneously increase the intrinsic motivation of researchers, who are the source of creativity.

2 An Investigation of Methods to Motivation Improvement and Knowledge
Creation in Research and Development
2.1 Methods for knowledge creation in R&D
The generation of organizational innovation refers to the new creation (production) of technologies
and knowledge above that born from the enterprise environment, at each of the individual, group, and
organizational levels. Individual ideas and knowledge, the basis for innovation, are created through the
continual transformation of implicit and explicit knowledge. Individual knowledge is accumulated
through experience and, in the case of non-verbalized tacit knowledge, cannot be shared as-is with
others. If one is to use knowledge to create new knowledge, then it is necessary to verbalize tacit
knowledge and thereby transform it into explicit knowledge. Thus, the process of formalization of tacit
knowledge is an important one.
Therefore, we created a knowledge creation process in research and development. SECI process
which is basic theory of knowledge management is applied to this. SECI process is one of mutual
transformation between implicit and explicit knowledge, as well as a qualitative and quantitative
development of knowledge through a cyclical process, and its use can lead to increased effectiveness of
organizational innovation creation.
2.2 Methods for motivation improvement
According to the goal setting theory espoused by Locke, differences in motivation are seen as
differences in goal setting. It has been established that with regards to goals that are accepted by
individuals, clear goals produce better results than vague ones, and challenging goals produce better
results than non-challenging ones. Goal setting that involves feedback has also been shown to have a
higher motivational effect[6].
Therefore, PF introduce a system based on management by objectives management by objectives
proposed by Drucker. Fill out the card at each step of management by objective goals, motivation can
increase the effectiveness evaluation after further steps.

3 Proposal of Knowledge Creation Process for Innovation Aim in Research and
Development
Figure 1 explains the knowledge creation process for innovation aim in research and development.
The model divides the steps for creating Knowledge into four steps: “idea generation”, “formalization”,
“knowledge sharing”, and “development”. Researchers perform work related to creating knowledge at
each step, and engage in active communication and goal sharing with each other throughout all of the
innovation steps. Doing so allows for achieving intrinsic motivation and engaging in creativity.

Figure 1

Knowledge Creation Process
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4 Steps in the Process Model
4.1 The idea generation step
A space for creation is provided, promoting idea generation for R&D at the level of individual
researchers by, for example, allowing both spontaneous and passive contact with others, and by
stimulating communication. This also allows for both clarification of goals and extraction of
researchers’ tacit knowledge through conversational triggers.
Based on Locke’s goal setting theory, an MBO goal management system is introduced as a
motivation enhancement policy. Goal management sheets (Figure 2) are used at each step to set goals,
evaluations of results are performed at the conclusion of each step, and researchers are given feedback.
This allows for recognition through goal accomplishment and feedback as per the motivational
factors of Herzberg’s motivational theory [7], allowing attainment of intrinsic motivation.
4.2 The Formalization Step
In this step, ideas retained at the individual level are shared at the team level, leading to the
generation of further new ideas. Goal management sheets are used at the conclusion of the step,
evaluations of results are performed, and researchers are given feedback. This allows for recognition
through goal accomplishment and feedback as per the motivational factors of Herzberg’s motivational
theory, allowing attainment of intrinsic motivation.

Figure 2

Goal Management Sheets

4.3 The Knowledge Sharing Step
In this step, knowledge and ideas that were gained at the team level are analyzed, and ideas at the
organizational level are accumulated, saved, and digitized. The knowledge and idea which were
obtained on the team level are analyzed, and an idea is accumulated and saved on an organization level.
It digitizes and a database (Figure 3) utilizable in the form which is easy to use in the spot of
development is built.

Figure 3

Knowledge Database

Formalized ideas as well as ideas from the individual level at the idea generation step should be
actively collected. Accumulated ideas should also be collected into a portfolio (Figure 4) according to
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importance for business strategy and level of intellectual assets, and used when making cross-sectional
decisions related to R&D.

Figure 4

Portfolio

Goal management sheets are used at the conclusion of the step, evaluations of results are performed,
and researchers are given feedback. This allows for recognition through goal accomplishment and
feedback as per the motivational factors of Herzberg’s motivational theory, allowing attainment of
intrinsic motivation.
4.4 The development step
In this step, technology development is performed using decision-making based on the various
ideas obtained in each of the previous steps, placing priority on items that require development. Finally,
at the completion of development, goal management sheets are used to evaluate results and overall
accomplishments, and feedback is given to researchers. This allows for recognition through goal
accomplishment and feedback as per the motivational factors of Herzberg’s motivational theory,
allowing attainment of intrinsic motivation. Researchers then set new goals, and gain individual tacit
knowledge through the technologies and experiences of each process. The idea generation step is then
revisited, and new ideas for R&D are generated based on the experience and technologies are obtained
as tacit knowledge.

5 Progress Management of MBO and Evaluation of Motivation
5.1 Progress management of MBO
Between each step, manage progress set goals by the researchers. A step is shown table 1.
There evaluate the progress of the target by steps. Improve progress toward the goal by creating
a plan and goals.
Table 1

Progress Management

Step1

Check for each beginning goals set by the researchers

Step2

Hear from the researchers to determine whether progress remains the goal setting
plan

Step3

If there is a goal is not be achieved, what can do to achieve, makes think the answer
to researchers

Step4

The administrators have seen above grasped the situation, pointed out that
researchers are not aware, they make them consider a countermeasure

5.2 Evaluation of motivation
In order to grasp the current motivation, motivation evaluation is performed. At the same time
also, to visualize the difference between the motivation factors that have given researchers the
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motivation factors researchers and managers. Managers can understand the problems of management
by visualization, is considered to be possible to create high-quality teaching and training plan. Figure
5 shows an example of the Evaluation of Motivation.

Figure 5

Example of the Evaluation of Motivation

6 Conclusions
We have proposed a process for creating knowledge through the application of a SECI process
for knowledge management, as well as a process that incorporates policies for improving intrinsic
motivation. In this process model, ideas are generated from individual researchers, collected at the
team level, shared as a database, presented as a portfolio for decision-making related to development
necessity, and development is then performed, allowing for effective creation of knowledge. At the
same time, the incorporation of a goal appraisal system at each step is required for promoting the
creativity that is necessary to support creating knowledge, while also increasing intrinsic motivation.
The synergistic effect between these two features should lead to the creation of innovation of
increased high quality.
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Abstract: Customer relationship management (CRM) and knowledge management (KM) has become a
key strategic tool for all companies, especially in the current competitive environment recently.
Reviewing the literature, we found many studies that analyze the crucial role played by KM initiatives
as determinants of the success of CRM. However, there is still no integrated conceptual framework to
guide companies to their successful implementation. In this paper, with data of 100 random consumers,
we examine the relationships between KM and CRM success by using the empirical research method,
and we draw a conclusion that knowledge transfer, knowledge acquisition, knowledge innovation and
knowledge sharing all play a positive role in CRM success.
Keyword: KM; CRM; Knowledge transfer; Knowledge sharing; Knowledge innovation

1 Introduction
Customer relationship management (CRM) and knowledge management (KM) initiatives are
directed towards the same goal: the delivery of continuous improvement towards customers. Initiatives
stemming from this effort have been labeled ‘customer knowledge management’ (CKM) or
‘knowledge-enabled CRM’. In this contribution, we conceptualize CKM as the utilization of knowledge
for (e.g. product information) from (e.g. their ideas about product improvements) and about customers
(e.g. their requirements and expectations) in order to enhance the customer-relating capability of
organizations. Recent research shows that an organization’s KM capabilities are the most significant
critical success factor affecting CRM impact. However, due to a history of poor solutions coupled with
technology failures, many companies have a hard time integrating KM initiatives in today’s business
world. Nevertheless, the idea of combining KM initiatives with CRM activities is still alive as it has also
proven to bring about considerable benefits when done correctly. Therefore, we want to introduce the
actual status quo of CKM initiatives within organizations and shed light on the question how companies
successfully utilize the methods of knowledge management to achieve superior performance in CRM
processes.
Generally, KM can be defined as the creation, acquisition, sharing, and transfer of knowledge for
the promotion of organizational performance. In this study, we examine how KM activities can
influence the relationship between customer and companies. In order to find out the extent that KM
activities influence CRM, we use customer retention as an intermediate variable, and a questionnaire
survey of quantitative method is applied.

2 Literature Review and Hypothesis
2.1 Customer retention
The cost of acquiring new customers usually far exceeds the cost of retaining an existing customer.
As a result, customer retention has become a managerial strategy that has spurred interest in
understanding and implementing store-loyalty programs[1]. According to a nationwide Customer
Retention Survey, more than half the respondents reported that the percentage of sales from existing
customers was 75% or greater. In addition, in spite of the fact that 98% of those surveyed agreed that
customer loyalty was very important, only half reported knowledge of any customer satisfaction
program implemented at their firm. Even more puzzling is the fact that 73% of firms said that they did
not measure customer loyalty. Finally, with regards to retention, 96% of firms reported that their top
five customers had purchased from competition during the past three years. Clearly, despite the surge in
importance, customer retention remains illusive and more complex than ever before.
2.2 Knowledge transfer
Knowledge transfer is defined as the process through which one firm is affected by the experience
of another; it relates to access to, and acquisition of, external sources of knowledge[2]. The literature on
business-to-business relationships treats knowledge as a “soft” resource that is not embedded in physical
products. Horan understand knowledge as an actor’s ability to carry out the tasks which are the subject
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of a contract, as the knowledge that arises between actors about how to do business with each other, or
as an actor’s ability to draw on the knowledge base of the participants in the relationship. Sharma argue
that the main role of relationships (distribution channels) moves from “physical distribution” toward
“knowledge delivery”. A supplier may possess specific expertise that is not available within the
customer’s firm. In a relationship firms can cooperate and learn from each other without actually having
to make all the investments themselves. Relationships therefore represent an important tool for
knowledge transfers between firms in the relationship. The knowledge the customer gains from the
supplier should direct the customer towards improvements in their products, processes and procedures.
H1: Knowledge transfers positively influence customer relationship
2.3 Knowledge creation
To explain the growth of the firm, Penrose stipulates a dynamic relationship between the
knowledge of the firm and market opportunities[3]. Following her arguments, competitive advantages
and growth do not emerge from merely making decisions in the present but from creating knowledge
over periods of time. Correspondingly, the knowledge-based view regards knowledge as the most
important resource and firms as superior to individuals in creating knowledge. From this perspective,
knowledge creation can develop from the combination of knowledge held by the firm and connected
actors in the network and may occur gradually or radically.
On the one hand, knowledge creation that is gradual may involve the mere extension of
competences, that is, by imitating knowledge that preexists in the external environment. This type of
knowledge creation may be driven by the pragmatic incentive to keep up with forerunners in the
industry to increase chances of survival in the short run. On the other hand, knowledge creation may
involve the drastic shift of competences, that is, by the experimentation of alternatives leading to
cognitive and/or behavioral change. Knowledge creation may serve to cultivate sustained competitive
advantage because of unique features that establish an uncertainty about a firm’s grounds for efficiency,
which prevents presumptive imitators from knowing exactly what to imitate and how to do it.
H2: Knowledge creation has a positive effect on CRM
2.4 Knowledge acquisition
Knowledge acquisition is understood as the process used by an organization to obtain knowledge[4].
This process takes place through the organization’s external and internal relationships. The relationships
that provide knowledge vary in nature, and include both formal and informal daily activities, among
others. Some authors have systematized the processes through which organizations acquire knowledge.
Huber (1991) and Grant (2000) provide a categorization of the sources of knowledge generation and
acquisition, respectively. These are integrated in the present research: first, the internal creation of
knowledge, obtained through internal R&D, together with the learning that derives from mechanisms
such as the inheritance of knowledge possessed by the founders, or additional knowledge that was
acquired before the organization was created. Second, experimental learning, based on action, and
acquired through direct experiences; this learning includes processes such as organizational experiments,
training in work, and simulations. Third, external knowledge; these processes include a great variety of
actions from the attendance of conferences, courses, workshops, benchmarking with other organizations,
interaction with other actors, or establishing strategic alliances. Search learning is also included, namely,
the information acquired by exploring the firm’s external environment.
H3: Knowledge acquisition has a positive effect on CRM
2.5 Knowledge sharing
Knowledge sharing has been defined as ‘the provision or receipt of task information, know-how
and feedback regarding a product or procedure’, and has been tied to various desirable managerial
outcomes including productivity, task completion time, organizational learning, and innovativeness[5].
The presence of knowledge sharing is evident from researchers starting to connect knowledge-related
elements to CRM systems, such as knowledge-enabled CRM, integrating knowledge management and
CRM, and the impact of CRM on a firm’s performance. Customer knowledge sharing can be regarded
as a key resource that enables a firm to strengthen its customer relationships to produce a sustained
competitive advantage. Biyalogorsky et al. (2006) remarked that future CRM research needs to examine
how CRM is connected to a company’s innovation patterns, and the sales and customer-service
personnel who play the boundary role in CRM.
The importance of knowledge sharing in collaborative work has been established. Increased
knowledge sharing has led to organizational benefits such as greater back-office efficiency, greater
customer intimacy, improved strategic planning, flexible adaptation to market changes, improved
decision making and more rapid and flexible supply chain management processes.
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Knowledge sharing involves the exchange of knowledge or assistance to others. It involves
domain-knowledge specificity (both of the supplier and adopter) to focus on the unique context of the
interaction, these contexts – including new product planning, product conception and design, and pricing
(Subramani, 2004) – reflect a supplier’s understanding and knowledge of market positioning and
customer expectations.
H4: Knowledge sharing is positively associated with CRM profitability.
Knowledge
transfer

H1

Customer retention

H2

Knowledge
Creation

+

Customer relationship

Figure 1

H4

Knowledge
sharing

H3

Knowledge
acquisition

Theoretical Model

3 Data and Methodology
3.1 Questionnaire design
The aim of this questionnaire is to measure 4 influence factor variables and 1 compared variable. In
the field of knowledge management, lots of domestic and foreign scholars have studied these variables
such as knowledge sharing, knowledge innovation and so forth. This study is based on the previous
research, and designing a questionnaire to measure each variable in the above model. The questionnaire
use the general 7-point Likert scale, from 1 to 7 represents the lowest to the highest degree, and use
multiple questions to measure each variable, the mean value of these questions is regarded as the
measurement of variables.
We sent out questionnaires to 120 random customers through the website, and regained 109
questionnaires after rejecting invalid questionnaires. Finally the number of valid questionnaires is 100;
the effective response rate is 83.3 percent.
3.2 Research method
For our research purpose, we adopted a quantitative-empirical research method based on a survey
on random consumers. We used data derived from a survey of 120 random consumers in order to
identify the status quo of knowledge-enabled CRM initiatives within organizations. It covers aspects
referring to ‘‘which’’ and ‘‘how much’’. Therefore, the survey represents the exploratory part of our
research, providing us with data and propositions for further inquiry. In this context, we were especially
interested in ascertaining whether these knowledge management methods influence CRM, and the
extent of these KM initiatives influence CRM.

4 Results
Firstly, this study respectively does correlation analysis and overall regression analysis between 4
influence factors and object variable (customer retention). The result of correlation analysis shows in
figure 2. Knowledge transfer, knowledge Creation, knowledge acquisition and knowledge sharing are all
signally correlated to object variable (the correlation coefficient are all greater than 0.5). We continue to
do stepwise regression analysis, the result shows in figure 3 indicates that when synthetically consider
the influence that 4 variables have on the object variable, the impact are all effective while significance
leverα=0.05, so we take the above 4 variables as the critical factors to customer retention. The
influence factor model shows in figure 4.
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5 Conclusions
This study takes an empirical Analysis to the data collected from 120 random consumers, we find
that knowledge transfer, knowledge creation, knowledge acquisition and knowledge sharing are all
significant correlation to CRM, and the impact of knowledge transfer, knowledge creation, knowledge
sharing to CRM are extremely notable. Therefore, we can say that KM has positive impact on CRM at
some extent, and companies can improve the customer relationship by using KM tools, exploring
potential customers and retaining loyal customers. Then companies will achieve maximum benefit.
In order to make the research more convenient, the samples of this study are mainly network
consumers, and the number of samples is limited, so the study has limitation at some extent. In addition,
the mutual influence among 4 variables should be taken into account. We plan to choose more samples
in the future study, combining case study method, and examine the interaction among influencing
factors, and then make the study more valuable.
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Abstract: Intellectual venture capital firms such as Intellectual Ventures are arising in America. These
firms focus their business on a special asset—patents. They never engage in the actual production and
sales, but collect variety of advanced patent ownerships and licensing rights around the world, and then
package and monetize them through Patent Concentrating Strategy. But the implementations of the
Patent Concentrating Strategic are different between America and China. America is not only the place
where the company collects patents but also the place where the company gains interest, while China is
only the place where the company collects patents. Our study shows that the causation is the different
patent systems between the two countries. U.S. patent acquisition rules, validity examination rules and
infringement rules are important reasons which made the United States as the birthplace of this kind of
company, and also the profits making marketplace. The Chinese patent system provides convenience for
companies to access to patents.
Keywords: Patent system; Intellectual venture capital; Business model

1 Introduction
Invention represents a vital part in a commercial value chain. Invention leads the product design,
which in turn guides the product development, manufacturing, marketing and service. Any company In
the world choose their own focus areas in the business value chain, with little companies can engage in
all aspects of the value chain and be successful. And intellectual venture capital firms focus precisely on
the part of the invention. They buy and develop a large patent portfolio and then license these patents to
the companies who need them, or more controversially, potentially filing lawsuits against these
companies if they refuse to take a license. IV is an intellectual venture capital firm based on the Patent
Concentrating Strategy. However, under the overall operation strategy, the specific business model
choices of IV in the U.S. and China are different. The causation of this selection of business models may
be due to many aspects, this paper try to explore answers from the Sino-US differences in patent
systems.
The present research of the U.S. patent-related issues in China focused on the introducing,
analyzing and drawing on of its system, the local study related to patent emphasized on the building of
the system, but the research on the impact of patent system on the business model are relatively rare.
Even abroad, research on business model choice of enterprise starting from the patent system are also
very little, the horizontal comparison of the impacts of two systems on business operations is even blank.
This paper attempts to compare the patent system and business model in China and America, explore the
causal relationship between them, in order to predict the further action of intellectual venture capital
firm in China, and provide advice for Chinese companies to deal with them.

2 Comparasion of Operation Models
The goal of IV is to develop a more efficient and dynamic invention economy and establish an
invention capital system. It builds, buys, and collaborates to create inventions. Then it supplies those
inventions to innovative companies through a variety of licensing and partnering programs. IV mainly
invested in information technology, bio-medical and new materials, new energy, and several other core
areas. It is creating an active market for invention that connects buyers, sellers, and inventors by:
employing talented inventors who work on new inventions to help solve some of the world’s biggest
problems; purchasing inventions from individual inventors and businesses and combining them into
market-specific portfolios, which then been licensed broadly; partnering with international network of
inventors and helping them to monetize their inventions.
2.1 American model
2.1.1 Patents acquisition
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The company operates three primary investment funds: Investment Science Fund (ISF), Invention
Development Fund (IDF) and Invention Investment Fund (IIF). ISF’s run-time covered ideas generating,
R&D and patented three stages, focuses on its own R&D-oriented, obtain financial profit by licensing,
sales, etc. after access to intellectual property.
The IDF is running in this way: First, find the appropriate inventor, and then negotiate to acquire
the technical information of the invention to be examined by experts for its prospects and quality, after
approval. IV funds the inventor and develops his invention idea into patent and gain the operating right.
At last, IV License the patent to the needed companies and share profits with inventors in the agreed
[1]
ratio, or fund new company based on the invention.
IIF is mainly used to purchase a number of inventions and patents endowing market potential,
develop and integrate them into patent Portfolio, then licensing, transferring and making profits. The
invention collecting channels of IV include: large & small companies, government, academia, individual
inventors and so on. High majority of the collected patents are kept secret.
2.1.2 Monetizing of patents
IV profits by patents licensing, sale and special companies setting up. Different to the traditional
patent licensing, IV gathers patents gained by the three funds above together, packages them into a
comprehensive patents portfolio in its own library. What it supplies to the customer is not an only patent,
but a complementary patents portfolio, which is growing with the time and can supply a reliable and
sustainable technical resource.
Nowadays, a high-tech product may use hundreds of patents. Some companies engaged in
production may accidentally fall into the scope of other person’s patent and suffer patent litigations,
which will expend superfluous time and huge financial resources. In 2002, when IV financing the first
time, its slogan is clear and explicit: its patent portfolios will help large technology companies to protect
[2]
themselves from the interference of intellectual property infringement.
Of course, the IV is not only offering anti-infringement，but more importantly, it also offering
variety of patents and technology for customers one-stop shop in the form of licensing, which reduces
information costs in searching and connects patent demanders with a large network of inventers. Intel,
Sony, Microsoft, Apple, Nokia, Google and eBay are all customers of IV. In addition, the IV is also
monetizing patents as the core to form a new company. For example, in 2008 the company Terrapower
was established, it committed to developing and producing cheap, safe and carbon-free nuclear energy
to save the conventional uranium nuclear waste problem. To May 2011, IV has made about $ 2 billion in
revenue for investors.
2.1.3 Patents Litigation
Although the IV claimed that it will never use its patents to file an action, but we can not exclude
the possibility of filing an action for compensation and other expenses. In fact, IV has already begun
its patent infringement litigations. Generally, IV is not directly involved in the litigation, but with more
than 1110 shell companies sued for it. But in December 8, 2010, IV submitted its first petition, IV
complaint for patent infringement against Check Point, McAfee, Symantec, Trend Micro, Elpida, Hynix,
Altera, Lattice and Microsemi.
Of course, IV also may face lawsuits from other companies, become a defendant in court. In
connection with the declaratory judgment action filed against IV by Xilinx in February 2011, the local
rules of court in the Northern District of California required IV to disclose its investors. IV complied
with the rule of court and filed the mandatory disclosure on May 16, 2011.
2.2 Chinese model
Activities of IV in China focused on business concepts spreading and patents acquiring, and
haven’t seen its patents licensing, sale, or litigation in China yet.
2.2.1 Spreading of concepts
IV, the giant in intellectual venture capital firms entered onto the Chinese market in 2008, and
introduced the advanced investment model into China. Meanwhile, it brought in an investment fund
focused on inventions' development, by which corporate with the excellent inventors to search and filter
inventions with great market prospect, then monetizing them and sharing profits. The registered business
scope covers industrial investment consulting, technical consulting, and economic information
consultation. IV was very active in China. The senior leaders of IV have visited the State Intellectual
Property Office, Beijing, Guangdong, Hangzhou and other local intellectual property offices and get
interviewed. And went to Peking University, University of Electronic Science and Technology and other
universities to lecture, disseminate its creating and business model. In addition, it helped Beijing
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Association of inventions and The Beijing Worker’s Technical Association to organize an
innovation competition.
2.2.2 Patents acquisition
IV actively sought to cooperate with the top 20 colleges and universities of patent applications in
China，and had established the partnership with some units. In March 2010 IV and Shanghai Jiaotong
University signed a memorandum of cooperation, as the implementation of bilateral cooperation, a
"Joint Innovation Fund" was set to encourage school faculty to innovate according to forefront demand;
IV carried on a program named "HuaLi-IV Asia cooperation program" with East China University of
Science, and had applied two U.S. patents in 2010. In other words, at present, IV actively explores
China as external resource provider under the aid of business concepts spreading. China has become a
part of IV's strategic layout. As Figure 1 shows：

Open sources

Licensing
Sale
Library
Joint Ventures

Ideas

Accusation

Internal Patents
Figure 1

Business Model of IV

3. Comparison of the Patent System
3.1 Patent acquisition rules
There are two different patent acquisition principles: “first-to-file principle” and
“first-to-invention principle”. Most countries in the world, including China, adopt the
“first-to-file principle”. It means if two or more applicants apply for the same patent, the patent
will be granted to the first filing person in order to encourage inventors to apply for patents and
disclose their inventions. But America adopts “first-to-invention principle” for a long time,
[3]
according to which the first filing person does not necessarily gain the patent.
If other people
made the same or similar invention previously, even if the person did not apply before others, he
still has the chance to apply to Patent Office for the patent by Interference Program. This
principle will help to protect the interests of the first inventor, however makes the patentee's
patent more uncertain either.
In America, each application for a patent shall be published promptly after the expiration of
a period of 18 months from the earliest filing date. However, with the request of the applicant,
an application may be published earlier than the end of such 18-month period. It is different
from Chinese “publishing early, examination later” system. In China, the Patent Office can
publish patent information as soon as a formal examination of the patent application is made.
The patent information public system in America causes to lots of "submarine" patent, the user
[4]
of the innovation are more likely to fall into patent infringement in future.
3.2 Patent validity examination rules
Patent validity examination rules in China and the United States both include two aspects:
one is judicial process, and the other is administrative procedures. There are not many
differences in judicial process, that is, only when the patent holder has sued or threaten to suing
has the user of patent the right to challenge the validity of the patent, which is only a defensive
strategy for the applicant.
But in administrative procedures, the patent validity examination system in China is more
aggressive; applicant can request to confirm any invalid patent which cannot meet the standard
of novelty, creativity and practicality. The administrative procedures of United States is called
the patent reexamination system, there is no restrictions on the applicants, but the reexamination
must be based on the premise of substantial new question of patentability which can be found on
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publication or in the form of patent information. Even if significant errors such as creativity or
practicality problems existed in the original approval authority, which cannot be found in public
information, the approval cannot be canceled either. [5]
3.3 Patent infringement rules
In America the adequate compensation for patent infringement would be no less than
reasonable royalty of the invention by the infringer. Article 284 of U.S. Patent Law provides
“When the damages are not found by a jury, the court shall assess them. In either event the court
may increase the damages up to three times the amount found or assessed.” Differ from America,
in China the punitive damages are not implemented in patent infringement, and the interest is
usually not included in the compensation.
Meanwhile, the infringement statute of limitations is different between the U.S. and China.
According to the general provisions of the Civil Procedure Law, Chinese patent infringement
statute of limitations is limited to 2 years. The infringement statute of limitations in the U.S. can
be as long as 6 years, Section 286 of The U.S. Patent Law provides “except as otherwise
provided by law, no recovery shall be had for any infringement committed more than six years
prior to the filing of the complaint or counterclaim for infringement in the action. In the case of
claims against the United States Government for use of a patented invention, the period before
bringing suit, up to six years, between the date of receipt of a written claim for compensation by
the department or agency of the Government having authority to settle such claim, and the date
of mailing by the Government of a notice to the claimant that his claim has been denied shall not
be counted as a part of the period referred to in the preceding paragraph”.
3.4 Patent ownership rules
Patent ownership has a huge impact on business practices of intellectual venture capital
firms, especially the ownership of government-funded patent. Intellectual venture capital firms
pay more attention on the cooperation with universities and research institutes in the acquisition
of patents. But most of their inventions are completed with financial assistance of government.
On July 1, 1981, the implementation of “Bayh-Dole Act” in America unified the federal
patent policy, which granted universities and small businesses the ownership of
government-funded patent. In China, the ownership system of government-funded patent
completed by universities and research institutions has experienced dramatic changes. From
1984 to 1994, the ownership of Chinese government-funded patent belonged to the state. It
means the state controlled most of the patents in universities. From 1994 to 2000, the ownership
of Chinese government-funded patent depended on the agreement between the state and the
contractor. After 2000, administrative made provision that the government-funded patent
[6]
belongs to contractors in principle.

4. Relativity Between Patent System and Intellectual Venture Capital Model
4.1 Why intellectual venture capital birth in America
At first, the purpose of intellectual venture capital firms is to deal with patent litigation, perhaps it
was the U.S. intellectual property system gave birth to the intellectual venture capital firms. In the U.S.,
companies are more vulnerable to patent infringement problems. Specifically, there are several reasons
as follows: First, the U.S. companies’ patent rights are more uncertain compared to China due to the
adoption of “first-to-invention principle”, and its “applying early, publishing and examination later”
system makes the public can not acquire patent information and easy to sink into a patent infringement.
Second, the one who uses the patented technology actually has no good defense means to apply the
patent to be invalid, he usually raises objection only when the patentee sues him. Third, the
compensation of the U.S. patent infringement can amount to three times the damages discretionary when
the infringer is intentionally, and its statute of limitations can be as long as six years, which is
undoubtedly a huge incentive for the patentee to sue to court. As for the infringer, he may pay a huge
cost or even bankruptcy for this. All of these lead to strong market demand for patent licensing, which
can effectively reduce and defend tort by extensive licensing. The intellectual venture capital firms can
just meet this demand.
4.2 Why rarely licensing and suing in China
In China, the impact of patent litigation may not be as serious as the United States. First, because
China adopts “first-to-file principle”, the patent right is more certainty than it in United States.
Second, anyone can apply the patent which may affect the operations of their own to be invalid by the
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administrative procedures at any time. Third, the calculation of compensation in Chinese patent tort
damage is more conservative. Specifically, there are four ways for calculation. The first is to calculate
by the interests obtained by the infringer. The second is to calculate by the losses suffered by patentee.
The third is to calculate based on a multiple of royalties. The fourth is a statutory compensation. It is
very difficult to prove the amount of damage in the first three ways, and in the fourth way the court will
determine the compensation of no more than 1 million. Therefore, the patentee, may not gain as much as
the U.S. in litigation.
4.3 Why choose China as resource provider
Chinese government-funded patent ownership system in history has undergone several phases,
firstly the ownership belonged to the state, then it depended on the agreement between the state
and the contractor, at last it belonged to the contractors. And the relevant provisions are government
regulations, which are lack of necessary stability. Article 20 of Chinese Science and Technology
Progress law which implemented since 2008 clearly states that except where national security and
interests and vital public interests are involved, the relative rights should be granted to the authorized
undertakers of projects according to law, which identified the ownership of government-funded patent
in a high degree by law. The ownership has supplied more incentive for universities and research
institutions to develop patents and offered more autonomy for them to do patent trading. All these give
the intellectual venture capital firms access to rich technical and patent resources combined with reasons
of costly patent applications and maintenance and monetizing difficult.

5 Conclusion
Patent system provides a framework and behavior motivate for the patent-enterprise to select a
business model, the China and the U.S. patent systems make the intellectual venture capital firms chose
different business model. The patent acquisition rules, patent validity examination rules and patent
infringement rules make U.S. companies more vulnerable to be threatened by patent infringement,
which are more likely to become customers and source of profit for intellectual venture capital firms.
Chinese patent ownership rules endow universities and research institutions with a high autonomy to
deal with the government-funded inventions which provide a large number of potential resources for the
intellectual venture capital firms. But it can be expected that the business model differences will not be
absolute, the Chinese market will become a profits source for intellectual venture capital firms if the
chance is mature.
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Abstract: The extent of firms’ innovativeness (i.e., capacity of innovate) has been regarded one of the
critical components for the success of firms. However, relatively little is known about the drivers of
innovativeness and how those drivers operate via organizational innovativeness to influence firm
performances. The roles of organizations’ key strategic orientations, i.e., customer orientation,
competitor orientation, technology orientation, and internal/cost orientation, were examined as
antecedents of innovativeness.
Additionally, the relationships from innovativeness to firm
performances were investigated in order to clarify the conflicts of previous studies, i.e., from firms’
innovativeness through customer satisfaction and market adaptability to firms’ profitability. The
findings showed the effects of customer orientation, competitor orientation, and technology orientation
through innovativeness on firm performances. Interesting implications were presented especially
regarding multiple roles of strategic orientations on organizational innovativeness and performances,
along with limitations and some future research directions.
Key words: Strategic orientations; Organizational performances; Innovativeness; Antecedents;
Outcomes

1 Introduction
The extent of firms’ innovativeness (hereafter, INNO) has been regarded one of the critical
components for the success of firms (Hult, Hurley, and Knight 2004). It means organization’s capacity
to innovate, such as introduction of new products or ideas in the organization, and has been proven to
have a positive effect on various dimensions of firm performance (e.g., Burns and Stalker 1961; Hurley
and Hult 1998; Porter 1990).
While it is generally agreed that innovation contributes positively to firms, relatively little effort
has been done to examine the drivers of INNO and how those drivers operate via INNO to influence
firm performance except for a few studies (Hult et al. 2004; Hurley and Hult 1998). We attempted to
examine these issues by finding the roles of firms’ expanded set of strategic orientations as antecedents
of their INNO as well as the effects of INNO and its antecedents on firm performances.
Researchers have emphasized the importance of strategic orientations such as market orientation,
customer orientation (hereafter, CO), competitor orientation (hereafter, PO), technology orientation
(hereafter, TO), and internal/cost orientation (hereafter, IO) in developing competitive advantage (Day
1994; Gatignon and Xuereb 1997; Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Narver and Slater 1990; Lukas and Ferrell
2000; Porter 1985). These orientations are not mutually exclusive and it is plausible for firms to
engage in multiple sets of these strategic oriented behaviors simultaneously (e.g., Day and Nedungadi
1994; Gatignon and Xuereb 1997; Slater and Narver 1994).
Prior research suggests that when these orientations are embedded in organizational culture, the
intensity and consistency of resultant behaviors are augmented across situations, groups, and persons
within the firm. The principal question addressed in this paper is whether each of key strategic
orientations is related to INNO and it enables the organization to better perform. The findings of this
study may help management to better understand what types of organizational orientations may well be
encouraged for the purpose of increasing the level of INNO ultimately leading organizational
consequences such as customer satisfaction and profitability.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we propose our conceptual model and
the hypotheses on the relationships among our focal constructs of interest, i.e., the relationships of key
strategic orientations with INNO and the relationships of INNO with organizational performance.
Second, research method, data characteristics, and results are presented. We conclude by discussing
the implications of our findings, limitations, and future research directions.

2 Developing Conceptual Model and Hypotheses
Figure 1 summarizes our conceptual model. We propose the relationships among four different
strategic orientations and INNO with three definite directional associations. More specifically, we
attempt to derive the layered relationships among strategic antecedents, INNO, and organizational
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performances such as customer satisfaction, market adaptability, and firm profitability.
2.1 Strategic orientations and innovativeness
Strategic orientation reflects the strategic directions implemented by a firm to guide its proper
activities for continuous superior performance (Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997). Viable strategic
orientations include market orientation (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Narver and Slater, 1990) and TO
(Gatignon & Xuereb, 1997). More recent research indicates that three components of market
orientation: CO, PO, and interfunctional coordination (Narver and Slater, 1990) behave differently and
should be treated as distinct constructs (Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997; Lukas and Ferrell, 2000). IO also
has been considered one type of strategic orientation that attempts to reduce costs in both primary and
support activities to pursue operational excellence (Treacy and Wiersema 1993).
The four types of strategic orientations represent a firm's relative emphasis on understanding and
managing the environmental forces and may have differential effects on dimensions of firm
performance (Voss and Voss, 2000). In the context of this study, we want to examine whether these
orientations have differential effects on firms’ capacity to innovate, i.e., INNO. INNO is defined as the
capacity to introduce new products/services, or idea in the organization (Damanpour 1991; Hurley and
Hult 1998). In other words, an innovation is construed to be sought with a new product/service, a new
process, or a new organizational structure or administrative system.

Figure 1

Research Model

CO emphasizes sufficient understanding of target customers so as to deliver superior values for
them. Thus, customer-oriented firms show continuous and proactive disposition toward identifying to
meet customers' expressed and latent needs (Han, Kim, and Srivastava 1998). When customer needs
change rapidly, CO enables firms to recognize those changes and guides them to invest necessary
resources in developing appropriate new products or services, refining production processes, and
offering a flexible product line to cater to customers' changing preferences (Slater and Narver, 1998).
As a result, customer-oriented firms can effectively adapt to market changes. Moreover, it is shown
that CO increases the introduction of new-to-the-world products and reduces the launching of me-too
products (Lukas and Ferrell 2000). Hence, we present our first hypothesis.H1: CO of firms is
positively related to INNO.
Han et al. (1998) view INNO as one of the core value-creating capabilities that bridges the market
orientation-performance relationship. Deshpande, Farley, and Webster (1993) speculated on a strong
linkage between market orientation and INNO for achieving superior business performance outcomes.
As one component constituting market orientation, PO focuses on understanding the strengths and
weaknesses of existing and potential competitors (Narver and Slater 1990). With a deep understanding
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of rivals, a firm can assess its position, determine appropriate strategies, and respond quickly to
competitors' actions by developing modified or newly enhanced products or processes. Grinstein
(2008) claimed that market orientation components positively affect innovation consequences, further
showing that the effect of PO depends on a minimum level of CO in his meta-analysis. On the other
hand, Lukas and Ferrell (2000) argue that PO increases the introduction of me-too products and reduces
the launching new-to-the-world products. Though conflicting relationships have been presented, we
think that PO can facilitate firms’ capability to adapt to the changing environments because the
objective of competitor-centered approach is to keep pace with or remain ahead of competitors (Han et
al. 1998). Additionally, PO of modern firms helps firms to configure or reconfigure their resources to
provide advanced customer values by exhibiting new products and services or enhanced processes
(Grinstein 2008). Hence, we present our second hypothesis.H2: PO of firms is positively related to
INNO.
TO holds that consumers prefer products and services with technological superiority, leading to the
development of more innovative and technologically superior products compared to those offered by
competitors (Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997). Prior research has identified that technology capability is
important to new product development (Cooper and Kleinschmidt 1994; Song and Parry, 1997). After
a meta-analysis of over 40 studies, Montoya-Weiss and Calantone (1994) find technical proficiency to
be a critical factor in new product success. Such technological superiority gives firms the potential for
greater competitive advantage which cannot be easily imitated by competition (Cooper 1985; Gatignon
and Xuereb 1997; Song and Parry 1997). We need to keep in mind that INNO is distinguished from
TO since it in itself does not always require technological aspects or superiority. Therefore, with high
TO level, INNO can be enhanced. Hence, we show our third hypothesis.H3: TO of firms is positively
related to INNO.
Internally-oriented firms pursue efficiency in all parts of their value chain activities (Porter 1985).
These organizations attempt to reduce costs not only in primary activities, such as logistics, operations,
and sales and marketing, but also in support activities, such as research and development (R&D) and
administrative functions. In addition, Olson, Slater, and Hult (2005) claim that IO emphasizes
efficiency through standardized practices for low cost instead of effectiveness. Accordingly, firms with
high level of IO are expected to rely on centralized decision making and formal organization structures,
ensuring that risk and administrative expenses are held to a minimum (Ruekert, Walker, and Roering
1985; Walker and Ruekert 1987). Thus, firms of IO-embedded culture are expected to be reluctant to
INNO which may cause high level of transformation and changes accompanied with enormous
expenses.
On the other hand, internally-oriented firms also pursue operational excellence that they can
translate into higher sales through lower prices or higher margins, utilizing creative and new approaches
to efficiency (Treacy and Wiersema 1993). That is, internally-oriented firms may well be motivated to
search for innovative approach to efficiency. Moreover, the ambidexterity proposal in innovation
research suggests that INNO includes both exploration and exploitation (March 1991). According to
this proposal, whereas experimentation is the hallmark of firms with an INNO, exploitation is that of
internally-oriented firms. Exploitation enables the firm to realize improvements as it drives down the
learning curve creating better outcomes (Alberts 1989). This internal orientation may result in better
and newly enhanced mid-outcome, i.e., one dimension of INNO: exploitation, leading to higher level of
firm performance. Studies directly investigating the relationship between IO and INNO are seldom
and we judge that the relationship of interest may be either positive or negative. Hence, we propose
the fourth hypothesis as alternative hypotheses at this stage.
H4a: IO of firms is positively related to INNO.
H4b: IO of firms is negatively related to INNO.
2.2 Innovativeness and organizational performances
Organizations with the low level of innovative capacity may invest time and resources in studying
markets but can hardly translate this market study into practice. Thus, the capacity to innovate is one
of very important factors that impact on firm performances (e.g., Burns and Stalker 1961, Hurley and
Hult 1998, Porter 1990). The resource-based view helps to explain how firms derive competitive
advantages by channeling resources into the development of new products, processes, and so forth
(Wernerfelt 1984). Innovation is a means for changing an organization to achieve desired outcomes,
whether it is pursued as a response to changes that occur in its internal or external environment or as a
preemptive move taken to influence an environment.
However, the previous studies have shown mixed results on the relationship between INNO and
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profitability (Abratt and Lombard 1993, Henard and Szymanski 2001, Poolton and Barclay 1998). The
conflicting findings imply the potential influences of unexplored mediating or moderating constructs in
the relationship between INNO and profitability.
In our research context, we assert that customer satisfaction and market adaptability operate as key
mediating variables in the association between INNO and financial performances. It is reasoned that
while firms may possess capability to innovate, the enhancements to performance resulting from an
innovation are conditioned on the extent to which INNO accurately articulates values to customers.
Consistent with our reasoning, Agarwal, Erramilli, and Dev (2003) have found that the immediate
impact of market orientation is to spur innovation which enhances judgmental performance (e.g.,
customer satisfaction, service quality, and employee satisfaction) which, in turn, enhances objective
performance. Moreover, Hoover, Eloranta, Huttunen, and Holmström (2001) claim that in order to
fulfill customer demand in the best possible way, both innovation and process efficiency need to evolve
together. Therefore, customer satisfaction (hereafter, CS) is expected to act as a strong mediator to FP
from INNO.
H5: INNO of firms is positively related to CS.
The creation of new products is a multidisciplinary process which demands the necessary
involvement of different functional units (Olson, Walker, Ruekert, and Bonner 2001). Although INNO
is high, it may take a lot of time for INNO to be realized into firm profitability because of coordinating a
lot of conflicts among different functional units. Whereas it is difficult to judge the right timing of new
product introduction, it would be helpful to firms if we provide a fundamental principle that firms’
efforts toward innovation be adaptive to market requirements. Thus, to have positional advantage and
improved FP requires timely adaptation of new products to the market demand. Accordingly, INNO
may well be adaptive to the changes in the market needs, resulting in achieving market share relatively
earlier and larger than competitors. This assertion is consistent with the marketing literature indicating
that successful firms are distinguished not only by well-conceived marketing capability such as new
product development ability but also by their ability to actualize the success of new products/services in
timely manners (e.g., Vorhies, Harker, and Rao 1999). Therefore, market adaptability (hereafter,
ADPT) is expected to act as a strong mediator to FP from INNO.
H6: INNO of firms is positively related to ADPT.
Despite the strong conceptual association, previous studies that investigated the direct relationship
between INNO and firm performance (hereafter, FP), were replete with conflicting results, illuminating
the need for examining the role of mediating or contingent variables. Our hypotheses 5 and 6 are
expected to fulfill that need. The high level of customer satisfaction ratings is widely believed to be
the best indicator of a firm’s future profit and firms increasingly use CS as a criterion for diagnosing
product and service performance (e.g., Anderson, Fornell, and Lehmann 1994; Kotler 2006). There are
two conceptualization of CS: cumulative CS vs. transaction-specific CS. Cumulative CS is an overall
evaluation based on the total purchase and consumption experience with a good or service over time,
whereas transaction-specific CS may provide specific diagnostic information about a particular product
or service encounter (Fornell 1992; Johnson and Fornell 1991) . Thus, cumulative CS is a more
fundamental indicator of the firm's past, current, and future performance. Since the focus of our study
is on the relationship between CS and FP, our theoretical framework treats CS as cumulative.
Fornell (1992) and Anderson et al. (1994) have proven that there are several key benefits of high
CS such as increased loyalty for current customers, reduced price elasticities, lower costs of future
transactions, lower costs of attracting new customers, and an enhanced reputation for the firm.
Increased loyalty of current customers means more customers will repurchase in the future. Hence, a
firm with strong customer loyalty should have the high level of firm's economic returns because it
ensures a steady stream of future cash flow (Reichheld and Sasser 1990). Moreover, reputation also
can be beneficial in establishing and maintaining relationships with key suppliers, distributors, and
potential allies (Anderson and Weitz 1989; Montgomery 1975). These findings naturally imply that
CS is positively related to firms’ profitability.
While CS represents the effectiveness of the organization in delivering value to its customers (Day
and Wensley 1988; Kaplan and Norton 1996), ADPT represents the ability of the firm to respond to
changes in its environment (Ruekert, Walker, and Roering 1985). ADPT is ultimately reflected in the
market success of an organization's new products and/or services (Kaplan and Norton 1996; Ruekert,
Walker, and Roering 1985). Therefore, ADPT is expected to successfully connect INNO with ultimate
organizational consequence, FP, by transforming ‘intension’ of INNO to ‘realization.’ This reasoning
accordingly suggests that ADPT is positively related to firms’ profitability. Hence, we hypothesize
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that:
H7: CS of firms is positively related to FP.
H8: ADPT of firms is positively related to FP.

3 Method and Sample Characteristics
The location context of the study is the metropolitan area of Seoul, Korea. Given that its global
reputation as an advanced emerging country is tremendously growing, we think that Seoul is a
reasonable context in that it possesses unique mixtures of modern business values like market
orientation and cost concerns.
The data were collected from various commerce including
manufacturing and service industries not to be idiosyncratic to any specific industry domain. Using a
list of Korean top 500 firms in terms of sales, we developed a contact list of strategy and/or marketing
department managers. Questionnaires were sent to key informants included in the contact list by email.
Data collection occurred over six weeks and resulted in a usable sample of 98. The response rate of
19.6% was acceptable but rather low, so additional 79 questionnaires were collected from EMBA
students at one of the leading universities in Seoul, Korea. After discarding 5 unusable questionnaires,
total 177 were judged to be usable. Of the total responses, 104 (58.8%) were answered by mail and the
rest was collected by email. About seventy nine percent of the respondents are general managers or
higher-ranked managers and 63.2% are in the related functions such as marketing, strategy, or planning.
The average working year in the current organization was 7.57.
We compared the three types of responses to check the response/non-response biases: 1) response
medium: mail vs. email, 2) response time: first three weeks vs. last three weeks, and 3) response source:
from Korean top 500 company managers vs. EMBA students. The result showed that means of study
variables did not differ significantly between mail- and email- based respondents. In addition,
comparisons of early and late responders as well as of data sources indicated no significant differences
in means of the major constructs, leading us to conclude that the likelihood of non-response bias is
minimal (Armstrong and Overton 1977). Consistent with Narver and Slater (1990), the unit of analysis
in our study is the respondent's ‘business unit’ as it operates in its ‘principal served market.’
3.1 Measures
Customer Orientation, Competitor Orientation and Technology Orientation. CO, PO, and TO were
all measured in the respective sets of four items. These measures were developed based on the original
items of the previous studies (Gatignon and Xuereb 1997; Narver and Salter 1990).
Internal/Cost Orientation. IO was measured in three items. The items were trimmed and used
based on the previous studies (Homburg, Workman, and Krohmer 1999; Olson, Slater, and Hult 2005).
Innovativeness. INNO was asked in four items. These four items were adopted from the previous
study Hurley and Hult (1998).
Adaptability. ADPT was asked in three items. The original items were revised to be used, of the
previous studies by Walker and Ruekert (1987) and Morgan, Zou, Vorhies, and Katsikeas (2003) .
Customer Satisfaction and Firm Profitability. CS was measured through respondents’ subjective
assessments of their customers’ satisfaction, using a synthesis of previous measures (e.g., Fornell,
Johnson, Anderson, Cha, and Bryant 1996; Vorhies and Morgan 2005). FP was also measured by
respondents’ perceptions, using perceptual scales related to profitability over the past twelve months
(e.g., Morgan, Clark, and Gooner 2002). Total seven subjective measures were used: four items for CS
and three items for FP. Although our measure of FP is not objective, Naman and Slevin (1993)
indicate that managerial subjective assessment of FP is consistent with objective performance.
We measure all constructs in terms of a Likert-type scale rating from 1 to 7 with the following
equivalences (“1: strongly disagree”; “4: neutral”; and “7: strongly agree”).
3.2 Data purification & checking common method Bias
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed latent variable model, showing all structural paths. Before
testing this model, a series of tests were performed to establish the unidimensionality of the constructs.
All constructs and FP are the first-order constructs. The validity was initially assessed by examining
the reliability of the constructs and item-to-total correlations. Items of low item-to total correlation
and/or those items loaded into multiple constructs were deleted. Therefore, one item from INNO was
eliminated due to being crossly loaded.
A Harman one-factor test serves to assess the potential for common method bias in the data
(Podsakoff and Organ 1986). After careful item purification, a factor analysis of the dependent and
independent variables results in a solution that accounts for 72.2% of the total variance, and the first
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factor accounts for 34.6% of the variance, with total six unrotated factors presented. Therefore,
common method bias is not likely to be a concern.
In addition, the processes of data collection were very carefully designed. To prevent potential
common method bias, we varied the medium of collecting data, i.e., paper-and-pencil survey and
computer aided questionnaire by email since this issue has frequently been argued as a strong potential
cause from the measurement context. Furthermore, we allowed the respondents’ answers to be
anonymous such that this procedure should reduce their evaluation apprehension and the tendency of
being socially desirable, which are sources of common method effects obtained by a common rater
(Padsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee and Padsakoff 2003).

4 Analysis and Results
4.1 Basic analysis
We used LISREL 8.50 to test the estimated measurement model. The results showed that our
selected items provide good explanations for each construct. A test of reliability, using Cronbach’s
coefficient alpha, showed that the measures for CS, ADPT and FP exceeded Nunnally’s (1978) standard
of 0.70 (CS - 0.947; ADPT - 0.902; FP - 0.919; INNO - 0.767; CO - 0.890; PO - 0.813; IO - 0.822; and
TO - 0.888). Therefore, we established the support for convergent validity with a high level of internal
consistency (Bagozzi and Yi 1988). We have used the measured values for all constructs for the
consistent level of the model analysis.
The overall fit of the model in Figure 1 was good. The χ² (χ²= 616.01 with 336 degrees of
freedom) and the CFI was 0.923. In addition, other goodness of fit indexes were also acceptable (GFI=
0.800; NFI= 0.850; RMR=0 .120; RMSEA= 0.069). All of these results confirm that the data
successfully fit the proposed model.
4.2 Analysis of hypotheses
Table 1 Model Test Results
INNO
CS
ADPT
FP
CO
0.38 (4.63)
PO
0.35 (3.64)
TO
0.28 (3.32)
IO
0.01 (0.09)
INNO
0.83 (10.01)
0.60 (9.15)
CS
0.31 (3.79)
ADPT
0.52 (6.00)
Chi-Square = 616.012; D.F. = 336
RMR = 0.12; RMSEA = 0.09; GFI = 0.80; NFI = 0.85; CFI = 0.92
* β (t)

Hypotheses
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5, H6
H7
H8

Supported
Supported
Supported
Not supported
Supported
Supported
Supported

In H1, H2, H3, and H4, we proposed the relationships between various types of strategic
orientations and INNO. The positive relationships between CO and INNO (β= 0.38, t= 4.83), PO and
INNO (β= 0.35, t= 3.64), and TO and INNO (β= 0.28, t= 3.32) were identified. However, the
relationship between IO and INNO failed to be proven with the effect of 0.01 (t= 0.09). The possible
reasons are presented later with future research directions.
In H5 and H6, the positive relationships between INNO and CS and between INNO and ADPT
were found. The effect of INNO on CS is 0.83 (t= 10.01) and that of INNO on ADPT is 0.60 (t= 9.15).
This supports H5 and H6. In H7 and H8, the relationships between CS and FP and between ADPT and
FP were identified (β= 0.31, t= 3.79 for the effect of CS on FP; β= 0.52, t= 6.00 for the effect of ADPT
on FP). This supports H7 and H8.
The results of our hypotheses analysis have also been presented with standard estimates and t-value of
each hypothesized path in Table 1.
4.3 Additional analysis
To provide further understanding, we report on the total (standardized) effects of all the antecedent
constructs on each of performance consequences: CS, ADPT, and FP (Please see Figure 2). This
additional analysis provides some interesting results. Consistent with the analysis of hypotheses, the
respective effects of CO, PO, and TO on CS are significant, but that of IO on CS is insignificant. With
ADPT as a consequence variable, only PO and TO show significant direct relationships with ADPT yet
the effect of CO on ADPT is not shown to be statistically supported. Thus, CO may be mediated by
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some other construct, such as INNO, in order to have an effect on ADPT. With FP as a consequence
variable, CO and TO are related to FP in a positive way, indicating that PO needs INNO to stretch to FP.
This analysis implies that each of strategic orientations has very different paths and mechanisms to
reach each of three consequences. We present possible systematic paths in Figure 2 and discuss this in
more detail in the following section.

5 Discussions and Implications
5.1 Summary and implications
This study delivers several meaningful substantive contributions. First, we show an interesting
finding that INNO affects FP through CS and ADPT, suggesting a solution to the mixed results of
previous studies on the relationship between INNO and FP. Further, our finding suggests that strategic
orientations CO, PO, and TO influence INNO leading better business performance. Third, CO and PO
are proven to play the role of impactful antecedents to INNO, while IO shows no effect on INNO. This
might mean that market-based innovation searching for unique solutions to meet customer needs as well
as preemptive actions against major competitors overweigh cost-driven innovations. Fourth,
interestingly ADPT links to FP more strongly than CS yet the relationship between INNO and CS is
stronger than INNO and ADPT. This may be interpreted such that INNO leads to higher CS than to
ADPT yet financial performance is more generated by ADPT than CS. This interpretation implies, for
INNO to relate to firm profitability, not only a necessary condition that INNO bring about customer
satisfaction but also a sufficient condition that INNO fit with market needs.
Lastly, it was found that the respective strategic antecedents have very different paths to
organizational performances. CO failed to prove a direct relationship with ADPT and PO shows no
direct link to FP, indicating that there should be a role of a mediator like INNO. Meanwhile, TO shows
not only an indirect impact on FP through INNO but also direct relationships with all consequences CS,
ADPT, and FP. These results suggest hierarchical patterns of relationships between firms’ strategic
orientations and organizational performances. For example, TO may be construed as a fundamental
orientation required of firms; CO may be facilitated to guide firms’ efforts of INNO from the perspective
of providing value for customers; and PO may be induced to guide firms’ INNO efforts from the
perspective of providing value for firms. In other words, multiple orientations may be needed for firms
in achieving superior performance in a modern environment of ever-intensifying competition.
By the way, it is worth taking a careful look at the result that one of important organizational
orientations, i.e., IO has failed to have the relationship with INNO. The plausible reason for this result
might be that both positive and negative effects get balanced out and show no effect. It is also possible
that we miss out some important moderators or mediators between IO and INNO. Further examination
requires systematic access on the deeper nature of this relationship.
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Chi-Square = 303.462; D.F. = 142
RMR = 0.12; RMSEA = 0.08;
GFI = 0.846; NFI = 0.88; CFI =
0.93

Chi-Square = 285.628; D.F. = 125
RMR = 0.13; RMSEA = 0.09;
GFI = 0.847; NFI = 0.87; CFI =
0.92

Chi-Square = 269.493; D.F. = 125
RMR = 0.12; RMSEA = 0.08;
GFI = 0.856; NFI = 0.88; CFI =
0.93

* β (t)
Figure 2

Alternative Models

We also believe that our findings provide a few insights to marketing and/or management
executives who are in search for a way-out from harsh competitive environments. First, a company
may well understand how its orientations of CO, PO, TO, and IO ultimately affect FP. It is very
important not only to have a shared understanding of organizational orientation(s) but also to possess the
‘real’ capacity to innovate, i.e., INNO: let the organizational members see and experience the tangible
outcomes such as new products or services, which link to firms’ profitability.
Table 2
Predictor
variables
CO
CO
CO
CO
PO
PO
PO
PO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

Mediator
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

Systematic Paths
Predicted variables

INNO
INNO

Æ
Æ

INNO
INNO

Æ
Æ

CS
CS
CS

Æ
ADPT

Æ

ADPT

Æ

Æ

FP
FP
FP
FP
FP

CS
ADPT
INNO
INNO

Æ
Æ

CS

Æ
ADPT

Æ

FP
FP
FP

CS
ADPT

It is also critical to understand that three essential strategic orientations have different impacts on
INNO and firm consequences. To obtain better FP efficiently, companies may need multiple
orientations: TO, first, CO and PO the next. Furthermore, when we regard these orientations as
resources to be obtained or developed, depending on which objective a firm chases, specific paths of
development can be selected. For example, when CS is a prior objective, a firm may efficiently obtain
its goal by focusing on developing CO and then INNO based on CO. As an additional example, when
ADPT is the most critical end, PO and TO may well be fostered to obtain the goal more productively.
Therefore, it is conceived that some possible answers can be provided to the managers as to why
organizations with similar amount of resources still differ from each other in terms of their performances.
All possible systematic paths for each predictor are shown in Table 2.
5.2 Limitations and future research directions
Despite the insights gained, there must be several limitations of the study. The first reflects the
issues of external validity, namely the ability to generalize the results outside of this study context.
Another limitation is that this research was conducted with the survey responses provided by one key
informant per firm or strategic business unit. Although such an approach has long been used in
strategy research (Hult, Ketchen, and Slater 2005), using multiple informants might be recommended
for further research.
Additional future studies might take some of the following directions. First, it would be valuable
to use the objective measures of FP such as ROI. Second, it may also be worthwhile to further
elaborate more concrete definitions and multidimensionality of INNO and examine its relationships with
other essential constructs. Third, possible moderators or mediators between IO and INNO had better
be explored. Lastly, it may well be needed to more thoroughly conceptualize and empirically test
multiple roles of firms’ strategic orientations and then the relationships of strategic orientations with
INNO and organizational performances in the respective roles.
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Abstract: On basis of literatures, this paper analyzes the relationship between knowledge-based
psychological ownership and knowledge sharing, arguing knowledge-based psychological ownership
could constrain Knowledge Sharing behavior. Then, Organizational Justice is introduced to discuss the
moderating effects to the aforementioned relationship through modeling, concluding that the employee’s
positive perception of organizational justice could reduce the constraints of knowledge-based
psychological ownership to knowledge sharing, on which solutions are suggested to relieve the conflict
between individual knowledge protection and organizational knowledge sharing.
Key Words: Knowledge-based psychological ownership; Knowledge sharing; Organizational justice;
Moderating effects

1 Introduction
Along with the advent of knowledge-economy era, knowledge is forming the core competitiveness
for any enterprise. Knowledge Sharing has been regarded as a necessary way to obtain knowledge for an
individual and to innovate new knowledge for an organization. Through the concept of
Knowledge-based Psychological Ownership (KPO) , this Paper attempts to analyze how to enforce
Knowledge Sharing in an organization from the view of organizational justice.
Psychological Ownership was initiated by Pierce, Kostova & Dirks[1] in 2001, which emphasizes
the feeling of possession to a target. Then, Van Dyne , Bao Shengxiang, etc. applied the concept to the
field of organization (as the target) research, developing the explanation and prediction of employee’s
work behavior and performance by the Psychological Ownership for organization. In 2007, CAI
Xinyu[2], for the first time, extended the concept to the domain of the knowledge management. This
Taiwanese scholar defined Knowledge-based Psychological Ownership (KPO) as a feeling of possession
to the knowledge that an employee obtains and develops from his working experiences, and analyzed
the impact of KPO to Knowledge Sharing by setting knowledge Sharing Perception as the interference
variable. So, KPO, a fairly new area for study, deserves close attention.
As to the research of Knowledge Sharing, since the end of 1990’s, some scholars have discussed
the content and process of Knowledge Sharing (Nonaka & Takeuhci,1995[3]; Hendriks, Cordey-Hayes,
etc.), while Davenport & Prusak analyzed the influencing factors such as individual, environment and
knowledge features to Knowledge Sharing. On the entire basis, the research of Knowledge Sharing has
been further deepened into the motivation mechanism to Knowledge Sharing, the intermediary variables
of the Knowledge Sharing process model and the relationship between Knowledge Sharing and
organizational performance.
Organizational Justice is a traditional subject of the Organization Behavior research, mainly
focusing on the employee’s organizational behaviors in terms of the justice perception. Earlier research
emphasized the distributive justice (Adams,1965[4]), subsequently the researches on procedural justice
(Thibaut & Walker,1975[5]) and interactional justice (Bies & Moag,1986[6]) refine the understanding of
the structural dimensions of Organizational Justice. Both literatures and practices have confirmed that
Organizational Justice could improve an employee’s attitudes, behaviors and performances at work,
Therefore a steady interest has been sustained in this field.
To simplify, since the theoretical framework of KPO has not yet been fully constructed at this stage,
undoubtedly its impact on knowledge sharing would be a new topic; while integrating the topic with
Organizational Justice could be an innovation to knowledge management and an enhance to the classical
Organizational Justice theory.

2 The Relationship between KPO and Knowledge Sharing
2.1 The content and formation of KPO
KPO derived from the concept Psychological Ownership, defining the feeling of possession to the
knowledge that the individual has learnt through the accumulation of working experience and that could
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satisfy one’s fundamental wants and that could also affect one’s working performance. KPO makes the
individual psychologically hook onto some specific knowledge and regard it as the extension of ego and
then attain the senses of security, efficacy and esteem from it. For example, an employee could feel
secure because he gain some techniques to be qualified for his position; again, a person would feel
pleasant for his own capabilities when he could solve some working problems through controlling or
manipulating his knowledge; furthermore, an employee could also make strong sense of superiority
while he has been widely appreciated or respected in a group due to his specified knowledge.
The knowledge hooked up to KPO, normally is the tacit part based on rule of thumb and intuition
judgment, such as experiences, insights and professional techniques and know-how. Hence KPO could
be formed by the three ways:
（1) Input to Knowledge
In the process that one is learning then taking some knowledge, one has to input certain mount of
money, time and energy at first place; then only through induction, conclusion and practice, would the
knowledge be internalized as part of personal experience and know-how. The process makes one a
strong sense of input to the knowledge, forming KPO generally.
（2) Familiarization of Knowledge
Some knowledge or techniques would be familiarized by an employee on constant repetition; this
knowledge normally is associated with and also fundamentally important to one’s working routines,
forming KPO easily.
（3) Domination to Knowledge
If an employee has to frequently execute some specific knowledge in his working routine, he would
independently dominate the knowledge through internalization and optimization. For instance, one
might refine the generalized knowledge to the particular techniques or experiences to meet the
organization’s particular requirements, or one could adjust or optimize some management measures
which are not able to adapt to the changing internal and external environments. The domination to the
knowledge makes the sense that the knowledge is under one’s control, producing KPO itself.
2.2 The definition and motivation of knowledge sharing
For an organization, Knowledge Sharing is a process to organize its members to exchange the
job-related information and experience, accordingly increase the organization’s knowledge through
two-way exchange and feedback.
Knowledge Sharing normally is motivated either by physical reward or spiritual satisfaction. On
one hand, an individual could share knowledge with other colleagues in the organization for such
physical rewards as payments and benefits. In this case, he would compare the earning from knowledge
sharing with its cost: it is obvious that the cost could be escalated if the organizational climate is filled
with the information asymmetry, opportunistic practice and lack of trust, which in fact could deter the
members from sharing knowledge; by contrast, remuneration and promotion could be borrowed to
simulate employees to participate knowledge sharing once they feel that the earning overtake the cost,
improving the overall benefits for the organization as well. On the other hand, an employee does not
always try to maximize his physical rewards in the exchange, he is also willing to share knowledge with
others for mutual developments, respects and recognitions on the basis of trusts as a matter of fact. In
the process for spiritual satisfaction, the individual would be induced by the irrational thinking such as
organizational commitment or organizational citizenship behavior, treating Knowledge Sharing as his
responsibility for the corresponding organization. He might hardly take physical rewards into accounts,
but expecting more intrinsic rewards, for example stronger sense of belongings, organizational trust,
professional growth-up.
2.3 The negative effects of KPO on knowledge sharing
Once some employees have the feeling of KPO, Knowledge Sharing inside the organization would
be impeded by the factors as follows:
Firstly, in the shadow of KPO, an employee would subjectively divide knowledge into sections,
feeling some section is possessed by himself. The feeling of ownership to knowledge goes totally
against to the nature of knowledge sharing which emphasizes knowledge can freely flow from the
‘owner’ to the demander who might create new knowledge through assimilation of the take-in
knowledge as his own part. So, an individual with KPO would refuse to share core knowledge with
others to avoid the decline of possession to the knowledge, instinctively rejecting knowledge sharing.
Secondly, the knowledge referring to KPO is not the normal kind, but some kind of ‘tool’ that could
satisfy the employee with the demands of security, efficacy and esteem. Currently, in an organization,
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usually an employee is not only evaluated but also rewarded (both physically and mentally) by his
differentiated and specified knowledge. After formation of KPO, one would clearly feel that knowledge
sharing could pose a threat to oneself so that he may lose competitive edge, security and esteem in the
organization. To avoid and reduce the risk in knowledge sharing one might try every shift to protect the
core knowledge (including experience and techniques), but not to share it without reservation.
Thirdly, as a feature, the knowledge forming KPO usually is tacit, highly individualized but
difficult to be documented, it has been gradually produced through the individual’s input, dominance,
hardworking. Even though showing indifference to personal gains or loss, for knowledge sharing the
‘owner’ still should put quite a lot of time and energy to make feedback with the taker and to deliver the
unutterable experience to the taker in the understandable and duplicated form. What’s worse, the
efficiency in the process could be discounted, consequently the ‘owner’ might easily lose his passion to
Knowledge Sharing.
To sum up, KPO could constrain knowledge sharing, and the stronger sense of KPO, the less
willing to share knowledge.

3 The Moderating Effects of Organizational Justice to KPO and Knowledge
Sharing
3.1The definition and dimensions of organizational justice
The term Organizational Justice is defined as an individual’s (or a group’s) perception of fairness in
an organization. The different components effecting the perception constitute the dimensions of
Organizational Justice. Commonly, Organizational Justice is a three-dimensional structure: distributive
justice, procedural justice, interactional justice. Distributive justice always attracts the most attention in
Organizational Justice, which means that the outcomes of resource allocation give the employee an
impression that his gains match his inputs, and also reasonably match when comparing his own ratio of
input to outcome with other’s ratio in the organization. Since resource distribution meets people’s
fundamental demands, distributive justice can not be substituted for other motivations. Procedural
justice concerns the fairness of the decision processes that lead to outcomes, and involves whether the
decision procedural, process control, dispute settlement mechanism is fair, open, consistent, reasonable
or not, and whether the employees are provided any ways to participate the decision making or not.
Interactional justice refers to the fairness of treatment an individual receives in distribution-related
decision making and implementation. If the decision-makers could have positive responses to the
employees with integrity, respect and consideration when delivering distribution decision, despite
distributive injustice sometimes, organizational commitment from the staff could also be expected. In
the culture background that Chinese people weigh more on social relationship than on physical rewards,
the equal communication between the decision-makers and employees could play its role, which might
overtake distributive justice itself.
3.2 The moderating effects of organizational justice
Psychologically, behavior is induced by motivation, thus in formation of Knowledge Sharing
behavior, motivation to Knowledge Sharing should be the antecedent dependent variable of Knowledge
Sharing behavior, where Organizational Justice between KPO and Knowledge Sharing plays its part by
moderating the motivation intensity and then affecting the sharing behavior. Here Figure 1 is the model
showing Moderating Effects of Organizational Justice to KPO and Knowledge Sharing.
Subject to the three-dimensional Organizational Justice, how the three dimensions respectively
moderate the KPO and knowledge sharing is analyzed as below:
（1) The moderating effects of distributive justice
As mentioned above, KPO undermines Knowledge Sharing behavior in an organization, however,
motivation to Knowledge Sharing could be triggered if the organization is able to ensure distributive
justice through necessary measures. Since distribution outcome is to meet employees’ basic demands for
living and security, its very physical feature could be hooked up with the motivation to Knowledge
Sharing for physical rewards. If the individual who has perceived KPO feels physical rewards of
knowledge contribution to the organization outweigh the cost in the knowledge sharing, he will think it
is worth and fair with respect to cost and outcome; furthermore, he may compare his own ratio of input
to outcome in Knowledge Sharing with other’s ratio, if still satisfy the comparison results, fairness could
be concluded from the lateral comparison. Then, the individual would firmly trust that he could have
reasonable compensations for his Knowledge Sharing, which would ease his anxiety and dissatisfaction
resulted from the weakening security and gratification senses, in turn strengthen his willingness to take
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the risk of Knowledge Sharing and enhance the counterpart of his motivation and behavior. It is to be
noted that the perception of distributive justice not only has an immediate impact on one’s present
knowledge sharing behavior, but also exert continuing influence on one’s expectation in next cycle of
knowledge sharing.
Organizational Justice
Distributive justice

KPO

Figure 1

Procedural justice

motivation
Sharing

to

Interactional justice

Knowledge

Knowledge Sharing
behavior

Moderating Effects of Organizational Justice to KPO and Knowledge Sharing

（2) The moderating effects of procedural justice
Procedural justice is reflected in the organizational decision procedure, which involves not only
physical reward such as how to formulate pay standard, but also intrinsic reward including how to assert
the employees’ participation rights. In other words, Procedural justice is related to both physical
motivation and intrinsic motivation. As KPO being produced, suppose that a fair organization climate is
created and maintained on basis of the common organizational rules during decision making, the
employees’ understanding could be achieved even there exists distributive injustice somewhat in the
organization, whereupon the decision might be supported, which can promote Knowledge Sharing
behavior. So, Procedural justice could moderate the negative effects of KPO to Knowledge Sharing with
consistency.
（3) The moderating effects of interactional justice
Thanks to their perception of being regarded and respected through Interactional Justice, the
employees might be motivated to surrender the personal owned knowledge to share with others as an
exchange. Obviously, Interactional Justice meets one’s motivation for intrinsic reward. As KPO being
produced, Provided that the organization’s management could show honest and friendly attitudes and
explain the employees’ inquires timely to correct a misapprehension, making employees perceiving the
organizational kindness in knowledge sharing, both the harmony superior-subordinate relationship and
the organization commitment could be fostered. In this sense, Knowledge Sharing becomes a kind
behavior of emotion transaction. As to emotion, an employee would not maximize his benefits as the
rule of conduct, on the contrary, he may devote himself to Knowledge Sharing with a strong sense of
responsibility regardless of the input risks and the cost-earning ratio in Knowledge Sharing. The
intrinsic rewards usually could result in much more stable and consistent Knowledge Sharing behavior.
In conclusion, Organizational Justice could moderate the relationship between KPO and
Knowledge Sharing. When an employee experience a positive perception of Organizational Justice, the
negative impact of KPO to Knowledge Sharing could be played down and Knowledge Sharing behavior
would easily occur. Similarly, the three dimensions of Organizational Justice have their own moderating
effects on the relationship between KPO and Knowledge Sharing but in different points of action: where
distributive justice affects motivation for physical rewards, procedural justice involves both physical and
intrinsic rewards, interactional justice mainly directs to motivation for intrinsic rewards in Knowledge
Sharing.
3.3 Management enlightenment from the moderating effects of organizational justice
In the long run, the negative effects of KPO go against individual growth-up and organizational
innovation, however the moderating effects of Organizational Justice can provide some solutions to
relieve the conflict between individual knowledge protection and organizational knowledge sharing.
First of all, as to Knowledge Sharing, the reasonable performance evaluation and pay patterns and
incentive programs should be built up. Only when the performance evaluation mechanism could
accurately measure the individual intangible inputs and labors in Knowledge Sharing and the pay and
incentive mechanism could be established on basis of performance evaluation, would the employees
perceive the distributive justice. What’s more, the compensation arrangement should guarantee that the
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individual benefits could overtake the cost of the Knowledge Sharing; meanwhile the incentive rewards
should be differentiated to activate the core employees to participate Knowledge Sharing.
Besides, the institution should be improved in knowledge sharing and further be enforced for
implementation. To achieve procedural justice, an organization should formulate and improve the
institution concerning knowledge sharing, ensuring that there are regulations to abide by regarding to
distributive decision procedures, information openness, employees’ participation, dispute solution
mechanism and so on. In addition, the implementation of all the rules should be enforced to prevent
from discriminatorily treating and breaking rules for somebody in knowledge sharing
Eventually, the leadership should upgrade the management levels to make the inter-organization
communication better. Normally, the leadership in an organization would be viewed as the
representative of the organizational will, therefore, in order to promote perception of the employees’
interactional justice, the management should strengthen the capability of human-oriented management,
particularly in internal communication. For instance, a number of formal channels could be employed,
including suggestion box, discussion forum, hotline, internet message board, management reception and
so on, to widely solicit the employees’ suggestions on Knowledge Sharing and give timely reply;
additionally the leadership should make efforts to consult and understand the technique barriers and
mental anxieties related to Knowledge Sharing, take necessary measures to provide personalized
supports and boost up the individual passions in Knowledge Sharing.

4 Conclusion
KPO, as a personal feeling to some particular knowledge, could impede knowledge sharing and
spreading, which in fact works as a prerequisite for organizational innovation. This Paper attempts to
make researchers pay more attention to the above phenomenon through the initial research over the
moderating effects of Organizational Justice between KPO and Knowledge Sharing, meanwhile, to
make organizations survive longer in the time of knowledge economy by directing them to employ fair
management measures, and igniting the employees’ positive attitudes and behaviors to Knowledge
Sharing.
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Abstract: This paper proposes three patent development modes of supply chain enterprises which are
independent development, chain development and collaborative development, and makes a comparative
analysis of the three modes. The analysis suggests that patent collaborative development mode can help
supply chain enterprises to realize resources sharing and complementary advantages and coordinate
operation between the supply chain enterprises can generate significant synergistic effects. Then this
paper builds "three-floor-four-pillar" three-dimensional development platform for supply chain
enterprises’ patent collaborative development in order to provide guidance for the supply chain
enterprises’ patent collaborative development.
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1 Introduction
As the mainstay of technological innovation, enterprise is one key to the successful implementation
of the national intellectual property strategy and innovative country. The strategic competitions in 21st
century happen between individual enterprises and among supply chains as well. Therefore, patent
development research should not be made only from individual enterprise aspect but from supply chain
aspect. The so-called supply chain refers to the procurement of raw materials to achieve from the
beginning to intermediate products and final products are made, the final product by the sales network to
reach consumers, and thus focus on core business, through the supply and demand of suppliers,
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, logistics providers, service providers and other enterprises and end
users together into an overall functional network chain structure [1][2]. "Supply chain" is specific to all the
nodal enterprises in a particular supply chain, which is also known as the supply chain business, including
its supply chain, suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, retailers, logistics providers, consulting agencies,
research firms, design companies, intermediary companies, research institutes, universities and other
enterprises and institutions. The concept of "supply chain" in this paper underlines the practice of the
supply chain among the node enterprises need extensive and deep cooperation to the creation of patent ,
design, develop new products together. However, in this cooperation process, the enterprises in supply
chain are still relatively independent economic entities, which also own “private interest” thus a lot of
conflict must exist in the cooperation. In order to improve the quality and speed of patent development in
supply chain enterprise, we particularly need to strengthen the research on the problem of the patent
collaborative development of supply chain enterprises.

2 Main Patent Development Mode of Supply Chain Enterprisis and Its
Comparative Analysis
According to the extent of collaborative, the main mode of supply chain can be divided into three
categories: independent, chain, and collaborative.
2.1 "Independent" patent development mode
"Independent" patent development model refers to single enterprise independently finishing the
whole patented process, including technology development project, the start of project, allocation of
resources, technology development, and patent application process etc. As shown in figure 1, the supply
chain enterprises which adopt “independent mode” to enjoy patent rights of the patent on its own, to get
the full benefit of the patent on its own. The patent technology is easy to be confidential and also not
need to undertake the additional costs due to outsourcing. However, according to a single supply chain
technology, equipment and human resources are limited, coupled with the complexity of patent
development and the require for professional technology in the patent development process, making
this patent development model has the long development cycle, low efficiency, high rate of failure.
∗
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There are shortcomings as reduplication and waste of material. "independent mode" patent development
is adapted to the supply chain enterprises which has strong comprehensive power, and able to bear the
entire supply chain patent research and development .it’s more often used in the situation that with high
confidentiality requirements for patent technology and technology secret.
Cancellation or failure of patent development

Patent Developed

Patent Licensing

Figure 1

Patent Application

Enterprise A
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Development

Development

Technology Development

Input of
Resources

Technical Project start

Technology Development
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Technology
push

Patent Information
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demand-pull

Exclusive patent Rights

supply chain enterprise "independent" patent development mode

2.2 "Chain” patent development mode (also called "outsourced" patent development mode)
"Chain" is a mode that supply chain enterprises outsource or multi-outsource part of the patent
development to other professional supply chain by the way of contract, in order to jointly complete the
development of patent, which is shown in Figure 2. The main advantages of this patent development
model are as follows. First, selectively outsourcing some parts of the patent development to other supply
chain enterprises will contribute to make full use of external resources to achieve optimal allocation of
resources, and reduce reduplication of investment and waste. Second, it will obviously shorten the patent
development cycle and improve the success rate of patent research and development. Third, the model is
taking a one-time payment of patent development to proceed the collaborative development of patent, the
patent right of this development will be unique to the core enterprise. It will conducive to increase the
number of independent intellectual property owned by the core business and improve the capacity of
self-development of the core business.
Cancellation or failure of patent development
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supply chain enterprise "chain" patent development mode

On the other hand, this kind of patent development model usually decides the needed technology of
patent development by the core enterprise of supply chain. Therefore, the core enterprise needs to
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undertake the high costs of outsourcing, and also bears the risks of outsourcing specifically as well, which
could include the following risks: to undertake the moral hazard of the project failure result from the
supply chain enterprises which are responsible for the task of patent technology development and not hard
to complete the outsourcing; to undertake the risk of the supply chain enterprises which are responsible for
the task of patent technology development illegally disclose the patent information, resulting in reducing
the value of the patent for self-interest; if patent development fails, the core businesses will lose all the
investment risks of development costs and the risks of outsourcing business of illegal use of patents and
patent infringement.
2.3 "Collaborative" Patent Development Mode.
"Collaborative" patent development mode is a mode that the supply chain enterprise takes the whole
supply as a starting point, to take the share of resources and complementary advantages as the prerequisite,
to take the collaborative development as a means under the guidance of clear collaborative goal, abide by
the rules of collaborative development and complete together within the agreed period, as shown in Figure
3.
The main features of the model are that the supply chain enterprises which joint participate in it can
form a cooperative interaction mechanism to build a platform for collaborative development of patent. In
order to achieve operational synergies, The patent collaborative development at least need these
conditions: 1) a unified strategy with clear objectives to ensure that the strategic collaboration among
supply chain enterprises; 2) It can provide a wide range of information sharing, to ensure the information
synchronization, unity and coordination; 3) It can achieve the synergy of distribution design and a
unified decision-making; 4) It can achieve real-time dynamics exchange and communication among the
supply chain enterprises. “Collaborative "patent development model is the patent development mode that
has the common input, common participation, common risk, and common share. The patent ownership
developed by this mode is mainly in two forms: first, the fully shared type.
Cancellation or failure of patent development
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The features of supply Chain Collaborative Development Platform: Clear and unified strategic
objectives; high degree of sharing of information; distributed design and collaborative
decision-making; real-time dynamic exchange ......
Figure 3

Supply Chain "collaborative" development model patent

That is all supply chain companies involved in collaborative development, which will share all the
patent information and resources to jointly bear all risks, after the completion of patent development they
will have revenue sharing, and own jointly the patent rights, second, the exclusive supplier and patent the
exclusive type. It is that the core patent development enterprises will outsource the part of work to other
companies to complete the supply chain, and promise this supply chain enterprise will become a
permanent sole supplier of the patent product. But the core business shall exclusively own the patent right.
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The core business will share the benefits of the paten rely on the agreed contracts through this way of
exclusive supplier and patent the exclusive type.

3 Benefit Aanalysis of the Patent Collaborative Development Model
In today's society, science and technology are increasingly competitive, the complexity of
technological innovation, agility , and comprehensiveness are continuous to be improved, leading to the
rise of difficulty level of technological innovation and resource demands. Faced with lack of technical
resources, the faster technology changes, increasing technical difficulty and technical talent shortage, A
single enterprise has been unable to meet the increasing requirements of scientific and technological
innovation, then, the way that through the collaboration between supply chain development model for
significant technological innovation and patent development has become the inevitable choice and
development trends of supply chain enterprise innovation. The supply chain enterprise taking the mode of
patent collaborative development can better realize a good sharing of resources and complementary
advantages. It will generate great synergies effect through collaboration operations among the supply
chain enterprises. Specifically, it will bring the following benefits:
3.1 Share advantages of resources to achieve optimal allocation of resources
Supply chains enterprises are often in different areas of expertise, and have the stronger
competitiveness in this area of enterprise, which determines the supply chain have different resources
and professional technical advantages. Such as the dealers of supply chain companies has rich marketing
network resources; Production company has strong technical resources.
Logistics companies have strong planning and distribution capabilities; suppliers have stronger
advantage of raw materials resources and so on. These resources can often play an important role in the
different stages of the process of patent collaborative development, forming a complementary whole. In
the process of the patent collaborative development in supply chain enterprise, the advantage resources
owned by the companies will be shared, integrated, integration and optimization, in order to ensure supply
chain is a "powerful combination" of the economic entity, and realize resource sharing and optimization
configuration.
3.2 To effectively save cost
Collaborative development of supply chain cost savings of patents mainly in three aspects: first, to
avoid duplication of investment. Supply chain enterprises in the process of collaborative patent
development can widely share other supply chain enterprises with the resources and they don’t need to
invest or build by themselves, in this way they not only save the cost of investment, but also save the time
required for investment and construction. Of course, sharing resources of supply chain enterprises have to
pay certain costs, but, it’s much less relative to their investment. In addition, supply chain enterprises can
also exchange their own resources with others, to achieve the free of charge of each other. Second, it can
save the transaction costs generated by repeated negotiation.
As patent collaborative development of supply chain enterprises often takes the long-term
cooperation contract methods, namely , the supply chain enterprises will establish long-term stable
strategic cooperative partnership , on the basis of sharing resources , conduct long-term cooperation of
patent and technology development, total risk, shared interests, this will save the transaction costs
generated by the repeated negotiations . Third, in the process of patent collaborative development, the
companies involved in the development of supply chain implement parallel development on the basis of
sharing the information, which helps to reduce the conflict between patented technology and the market,
the conflict between design and manufacturing, reduce the rework in the development process, modify
and re-design, to avoid the waste caused by duplication of non-manufacturing changes.
3.3 To improve the success rate of conversion of the patent
In the patent collaborative development of supply chain enterprises, the supply chain enterprises
participating in the development include the development enterprise which have the technical resources
advantage , but also manufacturing enterprises with rich experience in manufacturing, meanwhile
including retailer know the market information and customer’s demand and suppliers with experience of
development of raw materials and broad participate in it.
Therefore, the collaborative development of the patent from the project, choosing of the cooperate
development enterprise, the resource to the essential research on the patent technology, the experimental,
small experimental, media experimental and volume of production all have experienced supply chain
enterprises take their duties, through the depth cooperation they can ensure that patented technology
developed by the practicality, effectiveness, and manufacturability of advanced.
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The success rate of patent technology can be guaranteed naturally and significant increased.
3.4 To expand the spillover effects. in the process of collaborative development
The supply chain enterprise extensively exchange and share information with each other, making all
kinds of explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge needed in the patent development rapid spread among
the supply chain enterprises, resulting in overflow effect. Meanwhile, the collaborative development of
patented technology will be widely used by supply chain enterprises, which also enhances the spillover
effects. In addition, the collaborative development of the supply chain between the patent are often highly
complementary, which greatly enhanced the learning ability and absorbability of the enterprises,
through mutual learning and the collision of thinking , the innovation capacity of supply chain
enterprise obtain improvement and further expand the technology spillover effect.
3.5 To reduce the r & d and patented products to market
Co-development model in the patent involved in collaborative development of the supply chain are
strong competitive forces of the professional fields of enterprises, which operate through parallel
development and collaboration, can significantly shorten the research and development of patented
products to market.
3.6 To enhances supplies chain's agile ability (i.e. market fast response ability)
When the supply chain enterprise adopts the patent collaborative development pattern, each supply
chain enterprise participates in the collaborative development is the cooperation which carries on through
the contract way, the cooperation often take the project as the link and launches, then form a loose
development organization, member enterprise in this organization participate the coordination patent
developmental item, still maintain the independent enterprise boundary, the member enterprise may
makes the nimble adjustment quite easily along with the complete or change of the project. Therefore,
the patent collaborative development mode of the supply chain enterprise can maintain a high degree of
agility. Supply chain core business can make quick adjustment to the collaborative development projects
and participation in collaborative development of the supply chain according to market changes. At the
same time, the supply chain enterprise in the process of the patent collaborative development form rapid
information sharing and communication mechanisms and it will be better to ensure the enterprises make
rapid, agile response to market
3.7 Reduce development risk. shorten the life cycle of new products
Improving complexity of research and development process and, increasing competition lead to the
rising risk of technological innovation and patent development of enterprises. Through the cooperation
with other supply chain enterprises in research and development, patent development risks involved in
collaborative development of the supply chain for effective sharing between enterprises, it will reduce
the relative risk of a single supply chain. Meanwhile, patent research and development activities in the
division of labor between supply chain partners to form a powerful combination of research and
development organization, is conducive to breakthroughs in R & D resources and technical capacity of
the bottleneck and improve the success rate of patent research, patent research and development to
reduce the overall risk.
3.8 Quickly upgrade the ability of integrated innovation, sharing costs of R&D
Along with social progress and the continuous improvement of technology. The difficulty of
technology development is increasing. The human, financial, and material resources needed by patented
technology developing increase dramatically, the development cost is rising. Sometimes single enterprise
can not innovate technology and do the patent development without depending on external resources.
Collaborative development model can rapid increases technology innovation the success rate of patent
development in the case of integration of external resources. Patent development also needs to share the
investment in R & D costs. For example, a new program-controlled switching device development costs
as high as 10 billion U.S. dollars, a new engine cost more than 1.5 billion, so non-individual enterprises
can independently undertake such high R & D costs , and there is no need for collaborative development
model to independently take on. It is not only good for sharing development costs, but also well for the
rapid proliferation of patents and the cost of rapid recovery [3].
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Patent information and data
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Supply Chain Co-developed patented "three four-post" Development

4 Patent Collaborative Development Platform Construction of
Enterprisis

Supply Chain

Patent collaborative supply chain development platform should mainly start from the three levels,
tactic level, strategic level and operational level, from three levels ,the supply chain enterprises can do the
design and construction in collaborative development platform. Three levels will be supported by the four
pillars of staff, funds, equipment and places , therefore, constitute the supply chain as is shown in Figure 4.
It’s the patent collaborative development of the "three-four-post" solid development platform.
4.1 Tactic level of collaborative development platform
Tactic level collaborative development platform is a strategic level to solve the problem of patent
co-development, mainly including: 1) Supply chain integration and value intellectual property culture. It
will establish a respect for intellectual property between enterprises in the supply chain, attention to
intellectual property, protection of intellectual property rights conscious culture and values, and this
atmosphere is the formation of collaborative supply chain basis for the development of enterprise patent
and fundamental security. 2) Defining a unified, clear patent goals. A clear, unified collaborative supply
chain development objectives patent guidelines to clear the direction of supply chain efforts, patent
development is conducive to collaborative work. 3) Development and Management of patenting
collaborative decision-making. The realization of collaborative supply chain development model need the
collaborative decision-making of patent development and management implement, because only the
collaborative decision making, supply chain, companies can really play the main sense to be able to raise
awareness of the consistency of decision-making, can improve the consistency of decision-making
reaction, then the implementation of collaborative development and management of the patent operation.
4)The adoption of uniform technical standards. Uniform technical standards for supply chain
co-development between the patent provides a unified "dialogue language" and common evaluation
criteria.
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4.2 Strategic level of patent collaborative development platform
Patent collaborative development platform strategy level in the strategic level is under the direction
of collaborative development platform for collaborative development of the patent to make arrangements
and deployment strategies, specifically including: 1) Contract mechanism and the design of
self-regulatory mechanism. The implementation of patent collaborative development between supply
chain, contract arrangements and design of the mechanism are the basis for supply chain. Contract
mechanisms are general mechanisms in the collaborative development. Whether the contract mechanism
design is complete and reasonable directly determines the specific behavior of chain in the process of
patent collaborative development. Patents in the supply chain collaborative development process, to
promote the progress with the development of internal and external environment, great changes can occur,
bringing a high degree of uncertainty, therefore, supply chain contract mechanisms for collaborative
development and the patent need for a comprehensive long-term contracts and short-term use Compact,
flexible use of standard, formal contract and temporary, short-term or even an oral contract. On the other
hand, the contract can not be fully complete, therefore, also need to contract on the basis of the mechanism,
the establishment of collaborative supply chain development process patented self-regulatory mechanism.
2) Revenue sharing and risk sharing mechanism design. Enterprises to participate in collaborative supply
chain development is a fully patented market behavior, therefore, the design and build a fair and
reasonable revenue sharing and risk sharing mechanism is the development of supply chain coordination
necessary for the patent. 3) Incentive and restrictive mechanism design. To encourage the implementation
of supply chain enterprises active in the patent co-development strategies to prevent acts of collaborative
development hinder the patent, the patent needs during the development of supply chain collaboration
between a proper incentive and restraint mechanisms. 4) Communication and coordination mechanism
design. Even for the best relationship, the contradictions and conflicts still inevitably arise, therefore,
during the development of the patent collaboration between supply chain enterprises also need to establish
a smooth communication and efficient coordination mechanism, through communication and dialogue, to
avoid contradictions and conflicts excitation, the contradictions and conflicts in the bud stage to be
addressed.
4.3 Operational level of patent collaborative development platform
Collaborative development platform and operational level is the specific means and methods of
implementation in the patent proprietary co-development , specifically including: ① Patent information
and data collection, storage, transmission and standardization. The purpose of standardization is to enable
the collection, storage and transmission of proprietary information and data between enterprises in the
supply chain can be smoothly, quickly and easily implement communication, interaction, sharing and
learning.②Patent information and data exchange platform for real-time dynamic structures. In order to
achieve data sharing and interaction with the fast, real-time and dynamic, it needs to rely on information
technology, development of specialized software systems, structures and interaction platform for sharing
of patent information.③ Patent collaborative development of intelligent processing. In the process of
patent collaborative development, we may encounter a variety of situations at any time, in order to achieve
these rapid, agile response, we need to be able to do the intelligent processing to the variety issues in the
process of patent collaborative development.④The confidentiality of the patent system building
collaborative development. In the process of patent collaborative development, the confidentiality issue
has become critical issue due to the extensive information, in-depth sharing and the expand and depth of
cooperation. This requires the establishment of strict confidentiality, ensure information security, such as
the door into the security establishment inspection system, data security classification management
system, network access classification system and the hacker and firewall systems.

5 Conclusions
It is rapid tendency that supply chain enterprises make more and more cooperation’s in patent
research, based on the development of science, technology and corporate division of the increasingly
close collaboration. According to the analysis of the three patent development modes of supply chain
enterprises, the study draws results as follows: collaborative supply chain model can make improvement
in developing resource sharing and complementary advantage, and can make great synergic effect
between supply chain collaboration. Based on the above study results, the paper make further construction
of the supply chain collaborative development of patented "three four-post" solid development platform,
which provided guidance to supply chain synergy.
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Abstract: This paper discusses the relationship between information sharing and collaboration，and
explores the ways in which the promotions in information sharing practice can benefit innovation. It
points out that information sharing should be recognized as a kind of human behavior, rather than a
technical product or a result of rules and regulations. Only from the perspective of the evolution
of human behaviour to study the nature of information sharing, can we truly increase its efficiency
and finally enabling collaboration for innovation in digital age.
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1 Introduction
In current highly interactive environment, sharing information and expertise can be critical in
driving both individual and organizational creativity and innovation. Innovation is always fostered by
collaboratively work, which make information resources, insights and experiences, and problem solving
capabilities fully shared by members of formal or informal group. In fact, true innovation is virtually
impossible without collaboration. And information sharing is indispensable to innovation.
This paper discusses the relationship between information sharing and collaboration. And explores
the ways in which the promotions in information sharing practice can benefit innovation. It points out
that information sharing should be recognized as a kind of human behavior, rather than a technical
product or a result of rules and regulations. Only from the perspective of the evolution of human
behavior to study the nature of information sharing, can we truly increase information sharing efficiency
and finally enable collaboration for innovation in digital age.

2 Information Sharing in Digital Age
2.1 Information
It is necessary to identify the concept of information before the research. When we reviewed the
related research about information, I find that its concepts are diverse and complex. However, it is not
surprising that people hold multiple understandings of information, as researchers in varied fields
similarly note diverse perspectives of information. Mc Creadie and Rice surveyed six research areas and
found six different conceptualizations of information accessed across these domains. Table 1, taken from
their article, summarizes discipline-spanning conceptualizations; these were not defined in detail, but are
sketched with examples and generalities.
Table 1 covers a broad definition of information. And it is the basis of further explores the activities
and phenomenon in information sharing. In the 12 years since their articles, however, the distinctions
between different conceptualizations of access have grown less clear. For easy understanding and study,
we can simplify table 1 into figure 1.
Table 1

Category
Knowledge
Technology
Communication
Control
Commodities
Participation

Conceptualizations of Access to Information
Examples
Messages sent, information flow, observations, visual sources, evidence, documents, books,
periodicals, databases, advice, answers, and education
Range of technologies and media: computer, telephone, movies, books, newspapers,
magazines, music, television, information delivery systems, systems that generate, store, and
create information, interface or command language
Making sense of things (content, comprehension, retention, explanation), making use of
information, decision making, connectivity, and communication competence
over the agenda, terms of debate, and content, over processes and flows of information, and
over production of culture
Information as social and economic good with value, costs, and benefits, distribution of
control capacities, availability of resources, and new markets for information industry
Services (governmental, communication, and information), advocacy, and privacy
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Knowledge

Conceptualizations of Access to Information

2.2 Information sharing
As the Internet has grown, new communication and collaboration techniques have rapidly
increased. Social networking, web conferencing and instant message have rapidly grown to huge
proportions, enabling widespread working collaboration. We are generally connected and the
interactions between us are becoming increasingly frequent and convenient, however, we didn’t sharing
with each other as much as expected.
People have misperceptions that information sharing capacity is equal to the information systems
or information tools they adopted. Some organization leaders recognized the importance of information
sharing within the agency, and thought that the efficiency of information sharing can be improved by
formulate policy and regulations. They did not achieve the desired effect for the reason that they
neglected information sharing should be regarded as a kind of human behavior. Although information
sharing behavior have been changed a lot by modern information technology and computer intelligence,
its core problem still should be why do people share information and how to guide and help people share
their information in certain environment.

3 Information Sharing as a Kind of Collaborate Information Behavior
3.1 Information sharing behaviour
Information sharing behavior has attracted increasing attentions among researchers and
practitioners in recent years. Despite a growing body of literature in this area, the nature of information
sharing behavior is still unclear. The problem is there is no measure available to observe information
sharing behavior, especially its key components, information transfer and exchange, from a
comprehensive and quantitative perspective. So we can just give a qualitative theoretical definition of
information sharing, as table 2.
Definition
Collaboration or
Collective Behaviour
Mutual Benefit
Behaviour
Helping Behaviour

Table 2 Definition of Information Sharing
Characteristic
Explanation
Responsibility,
Obligation
Relationship and
Social Capital
Personal Preference
or Self-realization

Information sharing as an umbrella concept that covers a wide
range of collaborative behaviour.
Pursuing economic and rational interests to seeking
psychological and social benefits.
Information value-added as transferred and transformed
between people or within organization.

3.2 Information sharing and collaborate information behaviour
People in organizations conduct much of their work in collaborative settings. However, in these
collaborative environments, information behavior is still commonly perceived at the individual level.
Collaborative information behavior differs from individual information behavior with respect to how
individuals interact with each other, the complexity of the information needed, and the role of
information technology. There are specific triggers for transitioning from individual to collaborative
information behavior, including lack of domain expertise. The information retrieval technologies used
affect collaborative information behavior by acting as important supporting mechanisms.
The research of Madhu C. Reddy, Bernard J. Jansen shows the comparison between individual and
collaborative information behaviour, Figure 2. There is an interaction effect between Behavior and
Context in terms of either Individual or Collaborative at each of the Behavioral levels. Each of these
interactions is also influenced by characteristics of the environment in terms of interactions, agents and
domains. The behavior axis ranges from individual to collaborative, but intersects searching, seeking,
and use.
These two factors interplay simultaneously across problems, agents, and interactions. At the
individual level, the information problem is relatively simple when compared to the collaborative level.
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As the information problem becomes more complex and nuanced, the need of collaborating becomes
more pronounced. This is especially true in domains where multiple areas of expertise are needed to
address the information problem.

Figure 2

Individual versus Collaborative Information Behaviour

4 Information Sharing and Collaborative Innovation
4.1 Identify information sharing, collaboration, and collective action
Information sharing is the basis of collaboration, and collective action. As described in Figure 3,
Information sharing creates the fewest demands on the participants. Many sharing platforms, allows for
the maximum freedom of the individual to participate while creating the fewest complications of group
life.
Cooperating is harder than simply sharing, because it involves changing your behavior to
synchronize with people who are changing their behavior to synchronize with you. Unlike sharing,
where the group is mainly an aggregate of participants, cooperating creates group identity, which
enables us to know who we are cooperating with.
Collective action is the hardest kind of group effort, as it requires a group of people to commit
themselves to undertaking a particular effort together, and to do so in a way that makes the decision of
the group binding on the individual members. All group structures create dilemmas, but these dilemmas
are hardest when it comes to collective action, because the cohesion of the group becomes critical to its
success.
Information sharing produces shared awareness among the participants, and collaborative
production relies on shared creation, but collective action creates shared responsibility, by tying the
user's identity to the identity of the group.

Figure 3

Identify Information Sharing, Collaboration, and Collective Action

4.2 Collaboration for innovation
Collaboration is a critical enabler for successful innovation. Innovation is most often used to
describe the process which individuals or organizations use to develop and improve products or services.
The Collaboration for Innovation study is designed to provide a deeper perspective into evolving trends
in product and service innovation within organizations and highlight issues and challenges faced by
companies across all industries.
Collaboration contributes to innovation as follows: Firstly, greater innovation is delivered when a
larger and more diverse group is able to collaborate to create new products. Secondly, Collaboration is
all about the way people work and understanding human interaction is important to deliver collaboration
technology. Finally, collaboration brings great openness which enables communities to collaborate on
shared concerns, endeavors, and challenges. Greater openness in innovation and science is creating more
economic opportunities for citizens and businesses that learn how to tap into global innovation webs.
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5 Conclusions
Increasing the efficiency of information sharing will promote innovation and organizational core
competencies. This paper illustrated that: on the one hand, information sharing behavior is a
collaborative information behavior, its function differ from individual information behavior; on the other
hand, information sharing is the basis for people’s cooperation, collaboration and collective action,
which will contribute to crowd souring of knowledge, origination transparency and openness, and The
effectiveness of information technology.
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Abstract: At present, the common feature of organizational growth theory is that the network
provides the developmental elements of the organization. Based on the review of relevant researches,
this paper proposes that the first-class discipline growth mechanism research has important theoretical
and practical significance to the development of innovative universities. This paper defines the
concept of innovative Universities, introduces the network analysis method, and proposes that the
development of innovative university first-class discipline is the interaction of internal and external
network resources, a network process which takes place around the formation of knowledge
innovation activities. This paper argues that the basic academic network nodes include similar
disciplines, different disciplines, professional associations, foundations, government, enterprises and
other actors. The paper analyses the function of each network node, the connection of nodes among
knowledge and information transfer chains, project cooperation chains, and social relation chains.
Key words: Innovative university; First-class disciplines; Network; Node

1 Introduction
In order to enhance the University’s innovative capacity and competitiveness, since the 1990s,
China has been committed to building world-class universities. But so far, how to build first-class
universities is still being explored. Also, since the late 20th century, by the arrival of knowledge
economy, industry demand for knowledge and the reduced funding for higher education of the
government, the functions of universities in developed countries are experiencing a major shift. The
social service functions of universities have been strengthened. It is starting from the margins of
society to social centers, and is becoming a knowledge center. Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Stanford University and other world-class universities, with national and regional economic
development needs, are converting university researches into science and technology, and using the
gains to further nurture the university to achieve healthy functioning. At present, this trend is
spreading in the worlds, and thus gave birth to a new university paradigm, that is innovative
university. For the universities in China to develop into “Science Engineering Management"
high-level research universities, they must conform to the trend of higher education to build
innovative universities. Discipline is the body and cells of university; it is the foundation of personnel
training, scientific research and social service. To build an innovative university, world-class
disciplines should first be built. Thus, what an innovative university is and how the first-class
disciplines in innovative universities can grow up have become urgent theoretical and practical issues
that need to be solved.

2 Literature Review
Innovative university research. Etzkowitz Proposed a famous triple helix model in the 1990’s.
He thinks that the university-industry-government cooperate closely in the innovation process, each
party not only fulfilling their traditional functions, but also the function of the other two parties,
which forms an innovation stream to develop together[1]. He believes that the future university goal is
to become an entrepreneurial university. The emerging entrepreneurial university has five main
components: a research team, the commercial potential research base, the intellectual property
transfer mechanism, the ability to build companies in the university, and the integration of academic
elements and commercial elements to form a new organizational model [2]. Clark pointed out that the
core of the entrepreneurial university is entrepreneurship, and he made his famous "five ways
transformation” theory: a strong core leadership, expansion of the development of peripheral and
diversified funding sources, a strong academic core, and entrepreneurial campus culture [3]. Around
the "academic capitalism”, Slaughter believes that the entrepreneurial university is the university to
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take some business operation modes in the changing situations [4]. Tang Xiaoyan thinks that
innovative university generates in the knowledge economy, based on development and innovation as
the core concept [5].First-class disciplines growth mechanism. Tian Changlin thinks that it is
impossible that all the disciplines will become the best in the world, and therefore research
universities must find ways to support the most excellent subjects, turning them into the best in the
world [6]. Xu Xiaozhou thinks that the first class discipline includes large first-class projects, large
platforms, masters, big results, and awards. Among them, the construction of large projects is the
foundation of a discipline, and there should be a large project to form a large platform to bring
together masters, with big achievements to get awards [7]. Feng Xiangdong thinks that there are three
most important strengths that promote discipline development, that is the internal logic of scientific
development, scientific organizations, social needs and government intervention. Three forces work
together to form a dynamic balance of discipline development mechanism [8]. Xuan Yong declares
that the formation of discipline organizations is the result of internal genes together with external
environment, the natural evolution, self reproduction, external birth and active planting are the basic
form of organization [9]. From institutionalization process and rational evolution perspective, Fang
Wen analysizes the growth of social psychology in Europe [10]. Zhou Zhifa made analysis on how
physics discipline in American universities turn into world-class subjects[11] 。
This paper argues that innovative university is the continuation that preserves and communicates
knowledge, a tradition from the medieval times, and thus develop into multi-purpose agencies that
create new knowledge and translate them into practical application. It is an integration of knowledge
dissemination, production and application; it integrates academic, cultural and commercial
advantages, to achieve a high integration of government-entrepreneur-university degree. It is a new
university that seeks to fight for their own development and the promotion of social progress; it is a
new stage of the development of high-level research university. On first-class discipline develop
mechanisms of innovative university, the present study compares a single perspective, and therefore
the research depth is not enough. This paper attempts to open the black box, to explore network
architecture and growth nature of first-class discipline in the innovative university to provide
theoretical support and practical reference for the construction of first-class academy in the innovative
university.

3 The Network Growth Nature of First-Class Disciplines in Innovative
Universities
At present, the transaction cost theory, the resource base theory, the organizational learning
theory, the core competence theory, the evolutionary economics, and many other different theoretical
schools have tried to explain the growth of organization. Although the perspective is different, but
they all think the network provide elements that organization growth needs, which can be a particular
resource, some kind of important knowledge or necessary capacity. This paper argues that the above
theory can explain the growth of the organization network. Network growth has been able to benefit
organizations, because organizations may need important growth resources from network, which
includes both property and other tangible resources, including knowledge, ability and other intangible
resources.
Throughout the history of first-class disciplines in innovative universities, it can be found that
the development of first-class disciplines is closely linked with the network it embedded. The birth of
disciplines is the formation of the Knowledge Innovation network that the internal group of scholars
formed on the basis of common values, common goals or tasks, as a result of the integration internal
resources. Disciplines continuously optimize internal resources, including the introduction of
first-class academics, first-class laboratory equipment updates, top academic ranks, creating
innovation atmosphere, team building and other cultures, and through the design of the institution, it
continuously strengthens the internal network connection. With the development of the disciplines,
the subject began to break through traditional boundaries, through a wide range of cooperation with
similar and different disciplines,, professional associations, foundations, government, enterprises and
other actors to achieve the knowledge and information sharing, get external resources needed and
update the internal resources continuously to achieve the effective flow of internal and external
resources. Through exchange and cooperation with external actors, disciplines can grasp academic
front, closely connect with national strategic needs, and improve the learning and innovation capacity
constantly to maintain sustainable competitive advantages. Thus, the development of first-class
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disciplines in innovative universities is the result of internal and external network resources
interaction; it is the network procedure around the disciplinary knowledge innovation activities.

4 The Network Architecture of First-Class Disciplines in Innovative
Universities
4.1 The Network structure of first-class disciplines in innovative universities
Based on the above analysis, we can draw the network system diagram of first-class disciplines
in innovative universities. This paper argues that the country’s political, economic, scientific and
educational environment and the context of school development strategies, the development of
first-class disciplines in innovative universities is the result of internal and external network resources
interaction. Discipline network is formed by nodes and connections, the basic nodes include similar
and different disciplines, professional associations, foundations, government, enterprises and other
actors.
4.2 Network node functions of first-class disciplines in innovative universities
Interaction between different disciplines is critical for the network knowledge innovation
process. Only when each member has clear roles and duties, and division of labor subjects, can the
network system dynamically exchange with the external environment to escalate network
organization and development.
4.2.1 Discipline
Discipline is not only the classification of knowledge, but also the primary academic
organization of a university, it is the basic cells of university organizations, and the production of
discipline can be divided into two basic types: one is based on internal reasons in the discipline; the
other is based on reasons other than purely academic impact of the discipline [12]. Intra-disciplinary is
the network organizations that the group of scholars form around the knowledge innovation. Once the
discipline is produced, it will constantly focus the direction of academic researches, attract the best
researchers participate in the study, while continuingly improving the disciplinary system and
integrating internal resources. Through internal symposia such as afternoon tea and other academic
activities knowledge is exchanged, and innovate culture, is actively created, enhancing the knowledge
innovation and knowledge absorption capacity of disciplines.
4.2.2 Similar discipline
To maintain a competitive advantage, it is necessary to develop in comparing with others. The
discipline must establish communication mechanisms with similar disciplines at home and abroad,
through visits, symposia and other forms to follow the development trends timely and grasp the
development of frontier subjects. According to discipline developing trends and the national and
regional development needs, combining the characteristics and infrastructure of the discipline, and
continuously adjusting the development strategy of discipline, planning the disciplinary construction
and development, determining the goal, the main research direction, team building, personnel training,
environmental and infrastructure conditions of disciplines to maintain a superior position.
4.2.3 Different discipline
The development of modern science and technology is showing a tread of cross-cutting,
interpenetration, high integration, systematization and integration of multi-disciplines. The
inter-discipline is becoming the age characteristics of scientific developments in contemporary times.
Formal discipline organization is classified by disciplines in universities, to pursuit professional
development and deepen single disciplines. The intersection of disciplines is often a new growing
point, a new scientific frontier, where it is most likely to have major scientific breakthroughs that may
lead to revolutionary changes in science [13]. The interdisciplinary knowledge structure is to solve
problems. A discipline must cooperate with different disciplines. Through establishing
interdisciplinary research centers and other organizational forms, it breaks loose from the restrictions
of traditional discipline classification, attracts the best teaching and research staff, grasps important
research direction, finds excitement in the inter-disciplines, complements advantages, and solves
complex problems that a single discipline cannot solve.
4.2.4 Professional associations
Professional associations includes the associations on the same subjects, interdisciplinary and
intersectional organizations, domestic and international academic conferences that communicate
regularly and the organization that assesses the development of a discipline and offer advice and
suggestions. They are important platforms of knowledge sharing, information exchange, research.
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Research consultation and cooperation among scholars. It is also an important way through which
scholars take part in scientist’s community and gain peer recognition. professional associations will
promote the formulation of relevant national policies, thus contributing to the development of
disciplines. Through taking part in professional association activities actively, the disciplines will
grasp the front, exercising team members and get more resources for their own development.
4.2.5 Science Foundation
Various types of Science Foundation play an extremely important role to promote basic research
and applied research, accelerate discipline construction, and discover and train outstanding talents.
Funds can also play an active role to guide disciplines to participate in projects of the academic front
and national needs, and promote the collaboration of government-enterprise-university. The first-class
discipline in innovate university focuses on not only basic research, but also applied research, through
obtaining Science Foundation supports, promote the development of disciplines continuously.
4.2.6 Government
Government is not only the knowledge innovation promoter, but also the innovation policy
maker. It has an irreplaceable role in creating a knowledge innovation environment. Government
actors serve as a bridge and link between network actors. And by the government’s creating an
innovative environment actively to promote knowledge, information flows quickly and efficiently.
Government policy has an important impact on discipline develop mode, and even changes the
academic research model. Government played an important role in the birth of first-class disciplines,
the Manhattan Project, the radar engineering and other major projects during World War II in the
United States. The government gave financial and policy assistance and support, which directly
spawned a number of world-class disciplines.
4.2.7 Enterprise
A typical character of first-class disciplines in innovative universities is that the development of
disciplines is closely integrated with economic and social development and cooperation with
enterprises is an effective way to achieve this purpose. Enterprise is the main actor directly involved
in innovation activities, and it is the key elements of the discipline network. Discipline knowledge,
technical results only rely on the enterprise’s products and realize value in the market to be able to
complete the whole process of innovation. Through education and training, discipline provides new
knowledge and new ideas which penetrate into enterprise decision-making and operation
management. Through research, cooperation projects, disciplines get necessary production and
practical knowledge, which they apply to teaching and research. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Stanford University are models of school-enterprise cooperation. Through
transforming university research results, accelerate the hatching and conversion of original scientific
and technological achievements, establish new industries, and in turn further fostering university
teaching and research, to achieve the rapid development of disciplines.
4.3 The relationship chain of first-class disciplines in innovative university network nodes
The network architecture of first-class disciplines in innovative university is make up with
similar disciplines, different disciplines, professional associations, foundations, government,
enterprises and other end point, there is also the relationship chain between these nodes join. There
are some forms sums up.
4.3.1 Knowledge and information transfer chain
Through transferring knowledge and information continuously, the actors in disciplines network
enhance network connection. Based on shared values and tasks within the disciplines, it forms the
actors network. Internal disciplines, through regular academic exchanges, conferences, afternoon tea,
and other forms of private communication, exchange knowledge and information, which improves the
learning and innovation purposes continuously. Disciplines corporate with similar and different
disciplines, professional associations, foundations, government, business and other actors to exchange
knowledge and information. Knowledge and information transfer is an important condition for the
effective operation of the network. The faster that information and knowledge is transferred, the
higher the efficiency of network operation. Similarly the stronger the network function is, the stronger
the node innovative capability.
4.3.2 Project co-chain
Projects cooperation between Nodes will establish linking channel and trust mechanism. The
more frequent and more extensive between Network node cooperation projects, the more closely
linked the nodes will be. The project cooperation will play three roles in forming the network: first,
carrying out a project cooperation will deepen mutual understanding, it will promote further
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exchanges and co-operation between the actors in turn; Second, build trust, the actors will evaluate
other actors, when carry out project cooperation to determine the possibilities of further cooperation;
Third, based on understanding and trust, it will form cooperative culture and cooperative mechanism.
4.3.3 Social relation chain
Social relation chain is the relatively stable relations system that is formed through the
interaction of individual members of a society. It is concerned with the interaction and connections
between people. If each individual functions as a node, then academic community of shared values
will be formed within the discipline. Through personal contacts within the discipline, close links are
established. Outside the discipline, mobility between nodes will strengthen their bonds, including the
hiring of tenure professors from other countries and short-term cross-border scholar visiting system
and other forms of job mobility. It forms the social relation chain between individuals when internal
and external disciplines interact. Through the chain of social relations, knowledge and information
exchange quickly and efficiently. Meanwhile, the relatively stable social relations chain that people
establish in one unit will be further expanded with the interaction; it will have a positive effect on
promoting knowledge innovation.

5 Conclusions
This paper discusses the network growth nature of first-class disciplines in innovative
universities, analyzes the structure of discipline network growth mechanism, and further explains the
function of each network node and the connection between the network node chains. This paper
argues that the interaction between network nodes promotes the evolution of discipline academic
network structure and relationship, so that discipline could obtain the resources needed for
development, which promotes the development of the discipline continuously. This paper argues that
future research should focus on identify the elements of discipline network growth, further analyzes
power generation, growth mechanisms, evolutionary mechanisms, learning mechanisms, innovative
mechanisms, in order to deeply and systematically understand the mechanisms and factors that
influence the development first-class disciplines in innovate universities.
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Abstract：Article 47 of "Patent Law" has made provisions for retroactive effect on patent right which
has been declared invalid. Any patent right which has been declared invalid shall be deemed to be
non-existent from the beginning. However, article 47 did not make any specification about the validity
of patent contract. It caused the confusion of legal logic and confliction of the legislative system, and it
can’t dock with "Contract Law" successfully. This paper analyzed the validity and consequences based
on the theory of impossibility of subject, we use methods of the legislative purpose and uniformity of
legislative system to test the conclusion, in order to propose the amendments and provide clear
guidelines for the application of patent law.
Key words：Invalid patents; Validity of contract; Impossibility of subject matter; Retroactive effect

1 Introduction
The rapid development of science and technology is a strong impetus to expansion of technology
trade. The countries not only develop their own science and technology but also pay great attention to
strengthen and improve the legislation about technology trade. Currently the world is working to study
and solve the issues between patent system and technology contract in legal system. It is undoubtedly a
new issue that invalid patent impacts on the patent contract. Since 1990, the AIPPI (International
Association for the Protection of Intellectual Property) conducted a special study of this issue, and there
are 26 countries provided special reports describing their views and ways to solve this problem in
legislative and judicial practice from the legislative, judicial and academic aspects. [1]
In most countries, the patentee can’t ask for the return of royalties when the patent declared invalid.
The laws of Italy, Spain and Belgium explicitly excluded the retroactive effect of invalid patent on
patent contract. In the U.S., in the case of patents declared invalid, the patentee did not have obligation
to return royalties, and the patent contract shall be terminated. However, in France, Japan, Mexico and
other states, invalid patent will make the contract invalid, and using fees should be returned to the
patentee in principle. In the UK, Germany and Australia, the courts have right to decide whether to pay
royalties. Prior to this, the patent invalidity does not automatically lead to the contract invalidity.
Article 47 of "Patent Law" has made provisions for Legal consequences of patent right which has
been declared invalid. However, the conclusion is contradictory and will cause confusion in legal logic
and difficulty in law application. In this paper, we will interpret the consequences of patent contract in
Article 47 of "Patent Law" by referring to the contract law, and the legislative purpose, uniformity of
legislative system and the legal reference will be a basic value in analyzing the validity of the patent
contract when the patent has been declared invalid.

2 Literature Review
2.1 The provisions of "Patent Law"
Article 47 of "Patent Law" has made provisions for retroactive effect on patent right which has
been declared invalid. The subparagraph of article 47: Any patent right which has been declared invalid
shall be deemed to be non-existent from the beginning. The second paragraph of article 47: The decision
declaring the patent right invalid shall have no retroactive effect on any contract of patent license or of
assignment of patent right which has been performed prior to the declaration of the patent right invalid;
however, the damage caused to other persons in bad faith on the part of the patentee shall be
compensated. The third paragraph of article 47: If, pursuant to the provisions of the preceding paragraph,
the patentee or the assignor of the patent right makes no repayment to the licensee or the assignee of the
patent right of the fee for the exploitation of the patent or of the price for the assignment of the patent
right, which is obviously contrary to the principle of equity, the patentee or the assignor of the patent
right shall repay the whole or part of the fee for the exploitation of the patent or of the price for the
"Patent contract" in this essay means the contract of patent license or of assignment of patent right.
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assignment of the patent right to the licensee or the assignee of the patent right. According to the theory
of interpretation, this article contains such meanings:
According to Article 47, the so-called "non-existent from the beginning "means that the patent right
is not of legal force since the beginning. There is no legally force. It does not lose force since being
declared, so the patent right which has been declared invalid has retroactive effect. Therefore, the patent
right which has been declared invalid is impossibility of original subject matter in contract theory.
Article 47 has made provisions for validity and retroactive effect of patent contract when the patent
has been declared invalid.
Firstly, in the second paragraph of article 47, the meaning of the sentence “The decision declaring
the patent right invalid shall have no retroactive effect” is that the validity of patent contract will not be
affected by the declared invalid patent right, in other words, although patent right has been declared
invalid, the effectiveness of underlying patent contract is still valid. At the same time, article 47 of
"Patent Law" has not made provisions for the validity of unfulfilled patent contract.
Secondly, the damage of others caused by the patentee’s malice shall be compensated. The damage
here can lead to two different results: One is compensation for breach of contract with effective contract.
The other is compensation for concluding of contract with invalidation or voidable contract. Analyzing
this paragraph by legislative language, it should have the same meaning of expressed. So here must be
the compensation for breach of contract.
Thirdly, If, the patentee or the assignor of the patent right makes no repayment to the licensee or
the assignee of the patent right of the fee for the exploitation of the patent or of the price for the
assignment of the patent right, and it is obviously against the principle of equity, the patentee or the
assignor of the patent right shall repay the whole or part of the fee. Based on the article 54 of contract
law, the grossly unconscionable contract is voidable contract, it will be effective if partly changed.
Accordingly, the contract is invalid if revoked or changed.
2.2 The provisions of "Contract Law"
"Contract Law of China" hasn't made any provisions on the invalid subject matter. "Contract law"
just makes provisions on the illegal subject matters which lead to the contract null and void. These
situations mainly are: 1) The parties violated state limit operation, franchise and legal and administrative
law prohibits the business rules into the contract.2) The parties contract beyond their business scope,
these contracts shall be invalid after cancelled. Article 47 does not belong to any of the above situations.
So does it belong to the theory of impossibility of subject matter in contract?
We could reserve the effective forms of contract from article 58 to 97 of "Contract Law" about the
consequences of invalid and voidable contracts. Article 58 says:” Remedies in Case of invalidation or
cancellation after a contract was invalidated or canceled, the parties shall make restitution of any
property acquired thereunder; where restitution in kind is not possible or necessary, allowance shall be
made in money based on the value of the property. The party at fault shall indemnify the other party for
its loss sustained as a result. Where both parties were at fault, the parties shall bear their respective
liabilities accordingly.” Therefore, when a contract is declared invalid, it will have retroactive effect.
Article 97 is about the legal consequences of termination of the contract, it divides retroactive
effect of termination of the contract into two parts: Firstly, the contract is terminated without retroactive
effect for the unfulfilled part. Secondly, the contract is terminated with retroactive effect for the fulfilled
part.
Thus we could find the conclusion from the "Contract Law": The contracts which have retroactive
effect are invalid, the contracts which do not have retroactive effect are valid.
2.3 Summary
From the above analysis we could have a conclusion that "Patent Law" contradicts "Contract Law"
on the validity of contract (chart 1).There is an obvious logical confusion between one, two and three
paragraph in Article 47of "Patent Law". Since the decision declaring the patent invalid has no
retroactive effect in principle, this means that the patent contract is valid. But the third paragraph
declared if patentee does not return royalties violates the principle of fairness, he must return all or part
of the fee.[2]However, if the costs are not returned will cause some losses of the other party, it is also
contrary to the principle of fairness. [3] So the cost should be returned at any cases. In this way, it will
overthrow the second paragraph in Article 47 which says the decision declaring the patent right invalid
shall have no retroactive effect. Therefore, the provisions of article 47 make it difficult to identify the
validity of patent contract when patent is declared invalid. The main reason of different results is we
couldn’t identify the validity of patent contracts with an invalid patent. In other words, only by
clarifying the impact of impossibility of subject matter on validity of contact, we could identify the
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relationship between invalid patent and patent contract.
Table 1

Results Derived from the Retroactive Effect of the Provisions in Situation of Impossibility of
Subject Matter
Provisions of retroactive
effect in "Contract Law"

The fulfilled contract
The unfulfilled contract
Results of validity of the contract

√
√
Invalid

Provisions of retroactive effect in
article47 of "Patent Law"
×
Unspecified
Effective

3 Reference to Foreign Law
The contract law of china hasn't made clearly provisions on the relationship between impossibility
of subject matter and the validity of contract. References to foreign laws about the validity of the
consequences are inconsistent. The traditional contract theory use time of contract formation as
boundary to distinguish impossibility of original subject matter and impossibility of subsequent subject
matter. Impossibility of original subject matter is the reason of invalid contract, impossibility of
subsequent subject matter is the cause of the termination of the contract. [4]The patent which was
declared invalid belongs to impossibility of original subject matter, and the patent contract is invalid.
The concept of impossibility originated in Roman law, Roman scientist Celsus raised the view of
"impossible nulla obligationest", [5] and established the traditional theory of impossibility of original
subject matter caused invalid contracts. This thesis on Roman civil law was accepted by countries of
continental law system. Article 1128 of "French Civil Code" states: "Contract subject matter is limited to
permit trading ". This means that if the subject matter of contract is material non-trading, the contract is
invalid. [6]
German scholars Maimeng Sen has stressed in his writings, if subject matter of the contract was
impossible when concluding, the contract should be declared null and void. [7] Pre-article 306 of
"German Civil Code" clearly states: "The payment is impossibility of subject matter, the contract shall
be invalid." This provision has great influence on some countries of continental law, article 20 of The
Swiss debt law adopted this principle fully. Article of 246 of "Civil Law of Taiwan" also imitated
Germany law. So-called impossibility here refers to impossibility of original and objective. At the same
time, the debtor should bear the damages the interests of the trust with invalid contract in article 247 of
"Civil Law of Taiwan". Taiwan scholars have interpreted the provisions of this section is the reliance
interest damages, not including the performance benefits. [8]
Legislation and theory in countries and areas of continental law system provide a reference for our
research. Null and void contracts have retroactive effect, which gives the parties rights to restore the
state before contracting. It provides a more reasonable legal remedy for contract by compensating for
the loss of trust interests. Therefore, following this path we can draw a conclusion: The patent contract
with patent right which has been declared invalid is null and void.

4 The Legitimacy of Conclusion
In order to make the right choice of value, we should test the conclusion obtained from the theory
of impossibility of subject of beginning.
From the analysis of legislative purpose，the basic values of the "Contract Law" is to protect the
rights of both parties. However, the most basic value of the "Patent Law" is to maintain effective patent
protection and ensure the legitimate interests of patent holders. Although the Article 47 of "Patent Law"
attempts to make balance between security of trade and the value of fair, it still lies in the purpose of
"Patent Law". Therefore, the provisions of "Patent Law" on the patent which is declared invalid shall
firstly ensure the basic bottom line of its legislative purpose and make appropriate provisions. The
provisions on legal consequences and validity of contract shall be referred to "Contract Law" and shall
not violate legal theory.
From the uniformity of legislative system, the perspective of the composition of legislative system
as a complete whole, provisions of laws have comprehensive and integrated features. For special laws,
Special provisions should not go against the basic legal principles and provisions to make exceptions to
the basic value of the conclusions in the absence of sufficient justification. Therefore, the provisions in
article 47 of "Patent Law" should not violate the basic principles and basic values of "Contract Law".
From the legal reference, through consulting foreign legislation and theory of impossibility of
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subject matter, and embedding it in our legal system, we will be able to identify the relationship between
subject matter and the validity of contracts. For the patent contract which subject matter was declared
invalid, patentee should be compensated for loss of profits transferee trust without performing the
contract. It has a positive effect to fill the loss of assignee.
Therefore, considering from the perspectives of the legislative purpose, the uniformity of
legislative system and the legal reference, we should amend the article 47 in "Patent Law" where
conflict with "Contract Law".

5 Conclusion
Article 47 of "Patent Law" tries to balance the interests of all parties perfectly between the patentee
and the assignee. But the provision is obvious in favor of the patentee’s interests. It expects to solve
practical problems through the formulation of different legal consequence, however, We have reached a
different conclusion of validity of the patent contract by analyzing these consequences. The validity of
the patent contract must be regarded invalid when the patent has been declared invalid, this will not only
be consistent with legal logic, but also protect the interests of the parties. Therefore, in order to provide
people with clear behavioral requirements on the point of legislation, it is still necessary to amend the
article 47of "Patent Law". Specifically, the decision declaring the patent right invalid shall have
retroactive effect on contract of patent license or of assignment of patent right which has been
performed prior to the declaration of the patent right invalid. The patentee of the patent right must repay
the fee for the exploitation of the patent or of the price for the assignment of the patent right to the
licensee or the assignee of the patent right.
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Abstract：All the knowledge can be divided into skills, theories and arts. This paper is concerned the
limitation of the second kind of knowledge i.e. theories and its social effects. Theories, either static, or
dynamic have its inherent limitation. Static theory can’t be perfect as the set theory has proved, dynamic
theory can’t be precise. The propaganda process of the theory has limitation too, cause the density of the
theory can’t be infinite. So we have to admit that the theory has left the space for the belief and
random. Furthermore the world is undetermined in the boundary of human being’s intelligence. And
we’ll certainly come into an era of authority not because of the lack of knowledge but the over rich state
caused by the knowledge explosion.
Keywords: Knowledge limitation; authority; Social seperation; Knowledge discovery

1 Introduction
We have been in a era of information explosion since the invention of Internet. Internet and various
modern media bring us over rich information than we can handle. We often use the search engine such
as Google, Baidu etc to find the information we need. We’ll certainly miss some information relevant.
As the knowledge, especially theories can also be over rich which exceed the ability of human beings.
So we need the computer to help us treat the knowledge and the theory itself. There is not a overall and
clear analyze of the knowledge limitation and its impact on the modern society. This paper will the first
effort trying to define the problem and give some conclusions through application of set theory and
social relationship analyze.

2 Theory Hierarchy and Computer
All the theory belongs to the human beings. It helps people handle the outside world and the mind
with more efficiency. It is well known that knowledge begins from the need to describe some thing so
people can distinguish it from the world. The civilization is based on the various theory and its
application. Hierarchy of the theory can be established in historical sequences. Descriptive (objectless),
Statistic (objective), Dynamic (objective), Logical (objectless) and Original (transformation between
objects). All the kind of theory reveals the main abilities of the human being’s intelligence activity are
memorize, calculate and believe. As shown in the table 1.
Table 1
Theory Type
Original
/Creative

Hierarchy of Theory

Object

Example

Objectless

Religion

Objective

Physics, Chemistry

Objectless

Mathematics,
Logic

Objective

Physics, Chemistry

Objectless

History,
Encyclopedia

Objective

Photo, Painting

Dynamic

Static

Intelligence
Ability
Belief,
Imagination
Memorize,
Calculate
Memorize,
Calculate
Memorize,
Calculate
Description,
Memory
Description,
Memorize

AI
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

According to the table 1, as so far, computer can help us in the memory and calculation. but have
nothing to do with the imagination and the belief. So the computer can help us to memorize and
calculate. They can store the knowledge and solve the complex calculation problem.
Knowing the limitation of both static and dynamic theory is the key to dismiss the illusion about
almighty of the theory and make sure of the world is large and more complex than our mind and beyond
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even the boldest imagination. We need the belief when we think about the world as a whole, because this
object and relevant question are beyond the limitation of the theory. As the Pope said “God is behind the
big bang.” in recent days.

3 Static Theory and Its Limitation
Static theory, such as the history, photo, painting and the lexicon or the encyclopedia of the plants
even the music, is the descriptive reflection of the real world or the recording of the imagination in the
human mind. The static theory tell people what is or what happened. The core concept of the static
theory is the unique attributes of the specific object. We use these attributes to distinguish and separate
and classify or package and label the object from the chaotic world around us. As mentioned before,
static theory can be divided into two kinds. First is objectless, whose completeness is focused on
description of the all the objects at specific time, location, space. Example is history, Geography etc.
The other one focus on one object. So it is the objective description of the specific object. Key
criteria of static theory are the completeness for the objectless static theory and perfection or the
precision for the objective static theory.The limitation of the static theory is rooted from the natural
objects and related language or simply the symbols used to describe it. The completeness and precision
of the description is the limitation of static theory. The set theory has shown that the existence of the one
to one mapped relationship between the continuum world and the unlimited symbol (word) sequence
cannot be verified. So the static theory cannot be the perfect mirror or the record of the real world. It
must have some omissions according to the people’s interest. So no matter how hard we try, we‘ll miss
something compared with the real world with no doubt when we create the static theory. We can’t use
this incomplete mirror to rebuild the real object by all the relevant static theory. But we just care what
we care about, but nothing else. So the static theory is the combination of the description of the world
object’s specific attributes and the angle of the author or partitioned by the author with his own
attitude.
The static theory needs the abilities of sense, recording, memory and imagination to represent. The
activities of the static theory is produce, remember and recall and represent[1]. For the static theory,
computer can help us to record, store, recall and represent static theory. Even it can discover the new
static theory through the calculation of new attributes among large amount of records.

4 Dynamic Theory and Its Limitation
Dynamic theory deal with the cause, the way and the rule of the transform. Not only the transform
of the objects or between the objects on the world, but also the transform of the theory itself. Just like
the static theory, the dynamic theory also can be divided into two kinds. Objective and objectless. The
objective dynamic theory is about the rules of the transition of the specific object. Which means the
object is specific. The transition is its attributes including the physic location.
The key character of the objective dynamic theory is the coverage and precision. The objectless
dynamic theory is the dynamic theory of objective dynamic theory, i.e. the Logic. It handles the rule of
theory and use the symbol to present any kind of symbolized theory presented by any language or code.
The transition or movement of the object could be linear, destined or random. According to its
transform environment or movement surface is flat, concave or convex[2].

Transform

Flat
Liner transform

Convex
Random transform
Figure 1

Concave
Destined transform

Dynamic Theory

So the first limitation of the dynamic theory is it can treat the flat and concave surface but can not
handle the convex surface which is dominated by the probability. The limitation of the dynamic is clear.
It can’t cover the world as a whole. And it can’t be precise as in the convex environment. Ability to use
the dynamic theory is reasoning or calculation. Let’s see the leaf falling to the ground as the example
to explain the limitation of the dynamic theory.
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Arts

Philosophy
Science

Record
Precision

Figure 2

Theory Broadness and Precision

The most precise theory about the falling leaf is the record film, but as the same as “there are not
two leafs in the world are same.” there are not the same track of the falling leafs. So the most precise
theory is the narrowest. Physics is the most relevant science about the falling leafs. But we must know
that in the real world there is no leafs falling to the ground exactly follow the prediction of the physics.
So this question is left for the philosophy to handle. Such as why the science is believed as precise
prediction tool although it even can’t predict any leaf falling track in the real world. All the unsolvable
question reserved for the religion. Especially the theory about the world as whole.

5 Theory Evolution and Its Limitation
Theory used by the human being to accumulate the experience and theory itself. And use all this
theory to teach and inherent it. That is civilization. Theory evolution related to the process of theory
create, record, propaganda, replace, upgrade and orphan. All the theory can be broadcasted by means of
words, formulas and graphic, photos and videos, even the computer programs. The density of the
theory represented by the objects it covered. So the more objects it can apply, the higher its density. The
higher the density it has, the slower it move forward or refresh. Because we are harder to find or meet
the phenomena to prove the false of theory.
First we can establish the theory life cycle concerned certain people. Theory will transfer form one
generation to next generation through education and propaganda.
50
40
30

Science A
Science B
Science C

20
10
0

Learn

apply

Figure 3

research

develop

Theory Life Cycle

When learning one profession’s theory from the predecessor exceed the span of average human
lifetime. Either we must divide this profession into more professions, or we need the higher density
theory more urgently, cause we can’t use the whole life time to learn a theory or understand it. We must
could apply what we have learn from the predecessor to practice and improve the human being’ life
quality. Otherwise it is useless for the people[3].

6 Theory Limitation and Social Effects
From now on we know the theory limitation is both logic and historical. When the theory
exploding beyond the human being’s life time, the theory evolution will stop cause we can’t
expand it without the higher density theory. That is the natural limitation of theory.
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Certainly, computer can help us to decrease the natural limitation by use the computer to help
us to memorize the static theory and use the computer to calculate the logic conclusion of the
dynamic theory. Human being’s effort on theory should focus to understand the theory stored
and reasoned by the computer. The more important activity about the theory must be done and
only could be done by the human being is to find out the higher density theory than the theory
we have own now! This is the only way to promote the power of human beings. We are the
theory creator and applicator but not the memorizer and the calculator.
The logic limitation of the theory i.e. the theory about the world as whole, is beyond the
reflection thought of human beings. Leave it to the Religion. The temporary limitation of the
theory i.e. the span of the theory life cycle is larger than the life time of people can be leave
to the Philosophy and can be solved by find out new theory with higher density. Various
theories owned by the different people have divided the people into different occupations,
professions and even cultures. But we can understand and communicate each other now. If the
information and the theory expand too fast without to increase the density of the theory, we’ll
have to handle the problem of the separation of the civilization caused by the over-civilized
world in the recent future. For there is nobody can understand all the theories created by the
people and the machine. We’ll lost in the concepts, logics and theories. We can’t learn,
understand and verify all the theory by our self. So we must trust the other people whom we
regard as capable to understand the whole world or all the theories. That is where the modern
authority comes from.
We need the unified theory with the highest density which means all the relevant
theories can be rooted from it. So we can only memory the presumptions or the axiom of the
basic theory and logic applicable to the theory, then we can deduce all the application of the
basic theory, i.e. the application theory. Even we can realize this dream of Leibniz. There is
another natural limitation for the knowledge. i.e. the lifespan of the human beings. So we
need the machine to store and analyze logic and calculate the applications of the various
theories.
The era of the internet have pushed the people into the information explosion. The era of
the over rich knowledge division will certainly create the new era of authority and the
separation of people with the knowledge they hold. When the knowledge grow up over the
natural limit of human being’s lifespan. The separation of the people group will unavoidably
melt by the authority admitted by both groups [4] . So we’ll in a new era of authority of
knowledge caused by the over rich knowledge not by the lack of knowledge just like the
middle ages.

7 Conclusion
Knowledge we owned today include three forms, i.e. skill, theory and art. Skill is mainly
concerned about the human body movements, such as sports, theory treat the facts and its
numerical and logic connections, art is using the imagination and represent this unique
imaginations. All the Intelligence beyond or superb those three king knowledge is belong to the
religion. Let’s focus on the theory. We can easily find that the explosion of the information
about the facts of this vivid world around us will set off the explosion of the theory knowledge
itself. But according to the set theory and the natural lifespan of the human beings, we must use
the computer to help us to treat the theory knowledge, even through we have the ceiling
limitation that we can’t break through. That limitation is the theory knowledge which can’t
logical correctly treat the world as whole, and knowledge which is too complex will needs the
people to spend entire lifespan to learn it.
When the explosion comes with the internet boom, we’ll enter the era of authority
ironically caused by the over rich of knowledge not the lack of knowledge like the middle ages.
We all hold some knowledge but not all of them. We socially separated by the knowledge we
hold. if we go beyond the world we known well, we have to trust somebody else who we
believe they hold the correct and enough knowledge we need or lack. Then the new era of
authority comes.
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Abstract: Evaluation indicator is the basis of evaluation. Firstly, this paper constructed a evaluation
indicator system referred to tax policy performance to technology innovation enterprise from four
dimensions based on balanced scorecard. Secondly, we used the analytic hierarchy process to calculate
the weights of strategic level, target layer, index layer and indicators in the overall weight of the
balanced scorecard. Lastly, fuzzy mathematics model was employed to calculate the membership
degree of the indicators.
Key words: Balanced scorecard; Technology innovating enterprise; Tax policy; Performance evaluation
indicator

1 Introduction
The tax policy performance assessment of technology innovating enterprise based on balanced
scorecard covers many areas, such as technology innovating enterprise, tax, balanced scorecard. The
design of technology innovation enterprise’s tax policy performance indicator and criterion weight has
important theoretical and practical significance. Balanced scorecard, proposed by Kaplan and
Norton(2000) [1], is an evaluation system, but also a performance management tool. It segments
organizational strategies into four investigation goals, namely, financial, customer, internal processes,
learning and growth. Each investigation set number of indicators by causality; these indicators forms an
interconnected system to achieve the balance of financial and non-financial indicators, short-term
indicators and long-term targets, internal and external indicators. Balanced Scorecard is commonly
applied in the enterprise (Include industrial, commercial, financial, etc.). Some domestic and foreign
enterprises used the balanced scorecard; nearly 80% of the enterprises in the TOP500 have adopted or
begin to use the Balanced Scorecard. According to statistics, Mobil Oil, Coca-Cola, Lenovo, China
Mobile, Ping An Insurance, Sunco Group, Bright Dairy and other enterprises have utilized BSC
successfully. After the investigation toward these enterprises, experts consider that most enterprises have
not significant effects although China introduced the Balanced Scorecard since 2001. It points some
problems, for instance, it lack of leaders’ support; the strategic target is decomposed simply; information
system has barriers, indicators system design is imperfect, indicator system are heterogeneous and so on.
In response to these proposed strategies. Some experts warn that different enterprises shouldn’t copy the
balanced scorecard regardless of the actual situation. The research literatures about enterprise
performance evaluation which based on balanced scorecard are numerous and thorough.
Balanced scorecard can evaluate the performance of such organizations as local government,
institutions, industries and environment. Evaluation on local government, including its economic,
political and other fields, has covered performance evaluation of local government technology, taxation,
and other departments. Some Chinese experts studied the balanced scorecard’s application in the H
county of Heilongjiang as well public financial performance referred to Hi-tech industries. These studies
have only set up an assessment framework and basic evaluation indicators; they just mentioned policy
evaluation indicators but not offered the measurement of the indicators. The in-depth study on
performance indicator toward technology innovating enterprise tax policy based on balanced scorecard
are even rare.

2 The Construction of Performance Indicator
The application of performance indicator of technology innovating enterprise tax policy based on
balanced scorecard should make some appropriate amendments. It should guide by the strategic
objectives of policy, the effects level of policy instead of the financial level, and established evaluation
indicator in accordance with causality.
Around the mission of policy, vision, strategic themes, according to output effect level→customer
∗
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level→internal process level →learning and growth level building a whole cycle.
Strategic objectives of policy decomposed according to the four levels of balanced scorecard,
after the comprehensive analysis, then established a number of indicators for each level. Output effect
level: is that produced the actual results and benefits after the implementation of government policies,
and prove the policy in output effects of what strategic performance should be reached. It should be
concerned about whether the planned target achieved in terms of output, when design the policy
evaluation indicators. It should focus on what degree policy objectives are achieved. The focus should
be to improve the level of technology innovating enterprise tax policy. Customer level: Reflects the
values of customers, not only expectations about public goods and service, but also contains the means
of the government to meet customer needs. Here the customer is the stakeholders or the public. United
States and South Korea put the "citizen satisfaction” into policy evaluation. [3]When design policy
evaluation indicators about this level, should let output effect level’s target as the basis, to
examine customer satisfaction. The process level: the key process which formulates and implements
public policy need to select. The emphasis should be to improve the appropriate degree of policy and
strengthen the management of policy implementation. Learning and growth level: is what conditions
policy makers should have as to formulate appropriate policies and let policy implementers do the key
strategic work well. The emphasis should be to improve people’s quality, improving government
innovation, and enhance information technology capabilities. To sum up, the performance indicator
system of technology innovating enterprise tax policy based on balanced scorecard as shown in Table 1.

3 Determining the Performance Indicator’s Weights of Technology Innovating
Enterprise Tax Policy Based on Balanced Scorecard
The performance indicator’s weight of technology innovating enterprise tax policy is an important
factor of the performance indicator. Therefore, to determine these policy performance indicators must
calculate the weight of them. Method of calculating the weights are the analytic hierarchy process (short
for AHP), expert scoring and so on.
3.1 The basic steps of AHP
The seventies of the 20th century, the U.S. operations researcher T • L • Satty proposed basic steps
of AHP are as follows.
（1) Hierarchy model established.
（2) Elements according to their relative importance for comparison. By the relative importance
between n elements to get a pairwise comparison matrix, that is:

W = ( b ij ) nxn ,

b ij > 0 ,

b

ji

= 1 b ij

（3）To normalize the judgment matrix, calculate the largest eigenvalue

λmax =

( )

1 BW i
∑
n i=1 Wi

(1)
and

eigenvector W .
（4) To take the consistency test. Consistency index CR= CI RI

(2)
What’s more, consistency index CI = (λmax − n) (n − 1) , n is the order of the matrix; RI is the

random consistency index.
When n = 1, 2 , R ⋅ I = 0 , as 1, 2 order is always consistent of positive reciprocal matrix, thus
needn’t consistency test.
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Table 1 The Performance Indicator Research of Technology Innovating Enterprise Tax Policy’s System and Weight
Overall
Strategic Level
Target Level
Index Level
Weight
Source
Weigh
Weigh
Weig
Level
Target
Index
%
t%
t%
ht%

Output
Effect
Level

Customer
Level

40.60

15.43

Improving
effects of
technology
innovating
enterprise
tax policy

Improving
customer’s
satisfaction

Improving
the
appropriate
degree
of policy

Internal
Process
Level

Learning
and
Growth
Level

31.55

12.42

Strengthen
the
manageme
nt of policy
implement
ation

Improving
Person
Quality
Enhancing
the Innovat
e Ability
of Govern
ment
Enhance
the Capacit
y of
Informatio
n

The proportion of corporate
R&D expenditure to GDP

41.90

17.01

Statistical
Data

The proportion of high-tech
industry added value accounts
for industrial added value

26.44

10.73

Statistical
Data

17.69

7.18

Statistical
Data

13.98

5.68

29.73

4.59

complaint rate

53.90

8.32

convenience

16.38

2.53

Whether the policy objectives
are clear

33.33

11.11

Expert
Survey

Whether policy objectives and
policy tools are consistent in
logic

66.67

22.22

Expert
Survey

Whether there is
sufficient ability to
achieve policy objectives

10.80

7.20

Policy implementation as
originally planned

29.30

19.53

Whether the use of resource
helps to achieve good policy
effect

18.72

12.48

Whether the policy are good
implemented

41.18

27.45

53.90

Education and Training

53.90

53.90

29.73

Satisfaction of civil service

29.73

29.73

Utilization of information
networks

75.00

12.29

Network coverage

25.00

4.10

40.60

The proportion of corporate
R&D expenditure accounts
for sales revenue
Patent for invention yearly
granting
Processing transaction
efficient
15.43

33.33

66.67

16.38

Statistical
Data
Policy Obj
ect Survey
Policy Obj
ect Survey
Policy Obj
ect Survey

Policy Imp
lementers
Survey
Policy Imp
lementers
and
Policy Obj
ect Survey
Policy Imp
lementers
and
Policy Obj
ect Survey
Policy Imp
lementers
and
Policy Obj
ect Survey
Policy Imp
lementers
Survey
Policy Imp
lementers
Survey
Policy Imp
lementers
Survey
Policy Imp
lementers
Survey
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Pair wise comparison matrix for the n ≥ 3 , when CR < 0 ⋅ 1 , it can be considered to determine the
degree of judgment matrix’s inconsistency within the permissible range, the feature vectors can be used
as a weight vector. Otherwise, the subjective judgment matrix made paired comparison and constructed
a new subjective judgment matrix. [4]
3.2 To calculate the weight of performance indicator
The performance indicator system of technology innovating enterprise tax policy based on
balanced scorecard is divided into three. The first level is the strategic level, and set B, the second level
for the target level, is set to C, the three levels for the index level, set D.
3.2.1 To calculate the weights of the elements of strategic level B
Getting a pair wise comparison matrix through compare the relative importance of 4 elements of
this level, as follows:

3
2 2⎞
⎛ 1
⎜
⎟
⎜1 / 3 1 1 / 3 2 ⎟
WB = ⎜
1/ 2 3
1 3⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜1 / 2 1 / 2 1 / 3 1 ⎟
⎝
⎠
To normalize the judgment matrix W B get an eigenvector WB = (0.4060 0.1543 0.3155 0.1242)T ;
calculate the largest eigenvalue λmax = 4.2171 ; take the consistency test, CR = 0.0804≤ 0.1 ,so the
consistency test passed.
3.2.2 To calculate the weights of the elements of target level C
Getting a pair wise comparison matrix through compare the relative importance of elements of this
level, (like 1) as follows:
The internal process level C3-C4 factors, W C 3 − C 4 = (0 . 3333 0 . 6667 )T . Do not need the
consistency test.
The learning and growth level C5-C7 factors, W C 5 − C 7 = (0 . 5390

0.2973

0 . 1638

)T

,

λmax = 3.0092 , CR = 0.0079≤ 0.1, so the consistency test passed.
3.2.3 To calculate the weights of the elements of index level D
Getting a pair wise comparison matrix through compare the relative importance of elements of this
level, (like 1) as follows:
Improving effects of technology innovating enterprise tax policy D1-D4 indicators,
T
W D 1− D 4 = (0 . 4190 0.2644 0.1769 0 . 1398 ) , λmax = 4.1445 , CR = 0.0535≤ 0.1 , so the
consistency test passed.
Improving customer’s satisfaction D5-D7 indicators,

λmax = 3.0091 . So the consistency test passed.

W

D 5− D 7

= (0 . 2973

0.5390

0.1638

)T ,

Improving the appropriate degree of policy D8-D9 indicators, W D 8− D 9 = (0.3333 0.6667 )T .Do
not needs the consistency test.
Strengthen the management of policy implementation D10-D13 indicators,
T
W D 10 − D 13 = (0 . 1080 0.2930 0.1872 0.4118 ) , λ max = 4 . 0709 , CR = 0.0262 ≤ 0.1 . So
the consistency test passed.
Enhancing the capacity of information D16-D17 indicators, W D 16 − D 17 = (0 . 75 0 . 25 )T . Do not
need the consistency test.
3.2.4 To calculate the weights of the elements of the whole balanced scorecard
The weight of each indicator multiplied by its weight in the last level that is to get the weight of the
indicator in the entire balanced scorecard. As shown in table 1..

4 Determining the Performance Indicator’s Membership Values of Technology
Innovating Enterprise Tax Policy Based on Balanced Scorecard
Because of the different sources of information of the policy evaluation indicators, to determine the
performance indicator’s membership values of technology innovating enterprise tax policy based on
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balanced scorecard has many different methods.
The indicators accessed through the relevant departments’ statistician, the data are indicators of the
actual value which can be compared with the original plan target, to investigate the completion of the
indicators. Meanwhile, in order to integrated assess of policy implementation, the membership
calculation in fuzzy mathematics can be applied. To measure degree of membership is required to
establish the membership function of fuzzy sets. This membership function, with the assignment method
is easy to use partial large trapezoidal distribution. To collect the actual value of the indicators in the
advanced level of the world (high value), the level of backward point (low level), and the backward
point set to 0, the advanced point set to 1, to establish the interval [0,1], then map the actual data to the
corresponding interval [0,1], get the membership of the indicators. [5]
Using linear interpolation method obtains the membership of the indicators in [0, 1]. Setting xi as
the actual value, set xi1 as the backward point, set xi 2 as the advanced point, so an indicator’s
membership is:

pi = ( xi − xi1 ) ( xi 2 − xi1 )

(3)

Through the questionnaire to get the indicators, according to the merit of the degree options give
[0, 1] the interval values, then according to the survey to calculate a weighted average of the indicators
as a membership degree. In the survey, the performance indicators use scoring method. After calculate
the weighted average of the indicators, membership degree between 1-0.85, judged to be very good,
membership degree between 0.85-0.75, judged to be good, membership degree between 0.75-0.6,
judged to be ordinary, membership degree between 0.6-0.4, judged to be poor, membership degree
between 0.4-0, judged to be very poor.
The sum of the value made by multiplying the policy performance indicator membership and the
weight of it is policy performance assessment value.

5 Conclusions
The paper designs the performance indicator of technology innovating enterprise tax policy based
on balanced scorecard; discusses the calculation of the weights about elements in the strategic level,
target level and index level, and the overall weight about all the indicators of the balanced scorecard;
researches the calculation of membership of the indicators. Thus, it laid the foundation for fixing the
assessment value of technology innovating enterprise tax policy. Government tax policy is an important
component of government technology innovation policy, other technology innovation policy
performance indicator can design on this basis and revised with reality. Using the above method fix the
policy performance indicators. The research is superficial, that’s a new attempt and benefits the
development of performance of technology innovation policy.
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Abstract: Knowledge sharing in industrial cluster is the main source of core competitiveness of industry
cluster. The paper analyzes the research status of knowledge sharing in industrial clusters innovation,
and probes into the basic link in traditional SECI (Socialization, Externalization, Combination, and
Internalization) model, studies the industry cluster knowledge sharing mode. Combining with the above
industry cluster of spiral knowledge sharing through the dynamic evolution, and vertical and horizontal
correlation, multiple subjects, realize nonlinear, spiral development of knowledge within a cluster,
constitute the spiral of the sharing and innovation process of several knowledge spiral. SECI model at
every level and level will happen, and between the whole processes of knowledge creation is dynamic
interactions spiral process of dominant and recessive knowledge.
Key words: Industrial clusters; SECI model; Knowledge sharing; Mode innovation

1 Introduction
Industrial clusters have already become the important trend of economic globalization, it is also the
important pillars of the national competitiveness and economic development, which are mainly
embodied in the relationship of the enterprise and other entities in a particular geographic region and the
set gathers, within a cluster subjects around a particular function competition and cooperation, and by
establishing a close contact improve the collective competitiveness. In the global market competition,
advantage industry has often have obvious area cluster characteristics, and produce some advantage
enterprise and brand, to the country and cluster regional economic development plays an important role.
The basic reason is the industry through the cluster development and realize many enterprises
geographically concentrated, construction cooperation innovation environment and knowledge sharing
platform, make it become the regional innovation power source, and show the spiral knowledge sharing
the vigor and the innovation ability, for the coordinated development of regional industrial economic
society create conditions and basis. Just as Porter says, the factors that govern the cluster of today's
world economy map, it is a remarkable characteristics of each country the national economy, the
regional economic even city economy, especially in a developed economy. Industry cluster innovation
and development get the academia, the government and the enterprise high attention in all countries in
the world.
The existing research results for deeper into China industry cluster cooperation innovation and
knowledge sharing theory and practice, provides some theoretical basis. Generally speaking, in the study
of industry cluster later than western developed country, the existing research results are mostly in the
developed countries’ the study of industry cluster, introduction, tracking based on the development of
industrial cluster in combination with actual and obtain. Because of the development of the theory and
practice of the application stage lag, the related research still exists in the following several aspects’ the
limitations[1-2]:
(1) Industry cluster cooperation innovation question discussion from the knowledge sharing,
related model study involved also less.
(2) For industrial cluster cooperation innovation level of knowledge sharing theory, operation
mechanism and strategy research is not choice and so on. Scholars with industrial cluster cooperation
innovation, knowledge sharing, the study of such knowledge helix a deep, but based on the spirals of the
knowledge sharing of industry cluster, the influence of the cooperative innovation, operation mechanism,
such as design pattern is not much, related research also consider was weak, research is not much.
(3) Analysis of industry cluster cooperation innovation and knowledge sharing subject field of
vision is more one fold, interdisciplinary research is less. In the background of globalization, the
national competition and regional growing competition, the size of the competitiveness depends on the
level of the ability of innovation and regional industry cluster the degree of knowledge sharing.
The research presents situation and the comprehensive analysis of the limitation of industry cluster
at home and abroad, the knowledge sharing mechanism of industry cluster, the relative lack of from
internal subject, between inside and outside related subjects, between cluster cooperation and cluster
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innovation and knowledge of the interaction of industry cluster Angle of knowledge sharing system
research relatively rare. Therefore, this article view industry cluster as dynamic open knowledge sharing
system of industry cluster, of cooperative innovation of knowledge sharing model system studies.

2 Basic Link of Traditional SECI Model

Nonaka[3] think knowledge creation is a self beyond process, the enterprise knowledge divided into
tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge two kinds. Tacit knowledge includes belief, metaphor, intuition,
thinking mode and the so-called "hang", is the meaning of this living style knowledge; and the dominant
knowledge, also known as the traditional knowledge can be, can use standardization and systematization
of language communication, has some of the storage media, to spread easily, can share and diffusion etc.
Nonaka points out, in the process of enterprise innovation activities of tacit knowledge and explicit
knowledge both is interact with each other, transform into each other, the recessive knowledge and the
interaction of the dominant knowledge to promote the ontology levels of rise and development, realize
the spiral process of the organization knowledge sharing and innovation; In some knowledge sharing
and moderate coincidence, the construction of the common cognitive knowledge basis of the tacit
knowledge, and promote the exchanges and interaction.
Knowledge spiral from already had knowledge platform for knowledge, knowledge gap across goal,
to realize the knowledge spiral. Nonaka think that SECI model, namely tacit knowledge and explicit
knowledge transfer between must go through four stages, namely "Socialization, Externalization,
Combination, and Internalization”. Its structure is shown as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Framework for Traditional SECI Model

2.1 Socialization
(1) Socialization. That is, through to organize the internal sharing platform, getting some
technology behind the tacit knowledge, and taking this tacit knowledge within the organization to realize
in transfer and communication, and promoting its to the enterprise internal knowledge conversion, by
some of the individual's recessive knowledge into members of the socialization of knowledge (such as
enterprise culture, technology concepts and proprietary technology know-how, etc.) of the process. This
kind of social enterprise internal knowledge transformation is mainly by the enterprise internal activities
of the observation, teacher and pupil type the imitation and innovation practice to finish.
2.2 Externalization
Externalization is to use the means and language tools such as metaphor, concept, model and other
effective express tacit knowledge,to promote tacit knowledge of externalization and glasnost, the aim is
to promote the enterprise internal knowledge sharing, concreteness of more practical knowledge in the
organization is easy to transfer and transfer, and deep knowledge is not easy for others acquisition. This
phase is mainly to the recessive knowledge transformation by explicit knowledge of effective systematic
arrangement and knowledge processing, realize the order and explicit knowledge, promote knowledge
increment serial.
2.3 Combination
Knowledge subject realization of implicit knowledge and explicit knowledge is effectively
integrate, interactive and alliance, mainly through the medium of knowledge such as all kinds of files,
conference, telephone talks formed or email language and expression, knowledge symbols through some
knowledge requirements to achieve the combination of all kinds of the dominant knowledge and
systematized. This phase is a primary stage is to realize the dominant knowledge into a more advanced
stage of the dominant knowledge, the new knowledge system beyond the original knowledge structure,
realize the organization knowledge system is expanded and knowledge sharing.
2.4 Internalization
It is a stage of knowledge’s changed state that explicit knowledge changes into the recessive
knowledge operation’s process After the joint of knowledge become more widely meaning explicit
knowledge of and the knowledge for the whole organization system, it is more valuable knowledge
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structure, as well as through the dominant knowledge accumulation, and take these accumulated the
dominant knowledge visualization, further more specific, systematic, and promote new knowledge to
form, this kind of new knowledge again through the internalization "hidden", namely become into a
certain specificity core technologies, is organized internal employee absorbing and digesting processing
sublimation of tacit knowledge into their own. In the process of specific knowledge visualization,
practice and training and practice is very important, through the internalization process, and finally form
the enterprise internal new tacit knowledge.
SECI model reveals the knowledge helix knowledge into the basic process of the link, knowledge
sharing and innovation is the important component parts, and reflects the essence of knowledge sharing
features. SECI model realizes the individual knowledge and knowledge organization in the organization
transformation and the diffusion, and reveals the knowledge increment and innovation of the inherent
law of knowledge is in the four process realized by "the recessive knowledge-the dominant
knowledge-the recessive knowledge-the dominant knowledge" of continuous transformation. In this
process, the knowledge conversion, transfer and create is a dynamic process of progressive, when
individuals tacit knowledge complete a knowledge helix movement, into new tacit knowledge, new
knowledge spiral movement started again. Industrial cluster is the knowledge sharing purposes, in order
to increase the competitiveness of the enterprises cluster, also means to effectively expand industry,
enterprise organization and individual level knowledge level of the scope of knowledge and knowledge
sharing degree. Nonaka proposed the principle of knowledge helix prophesied in organization
knowledge, and several activities through internal, operation, transformation, helical circular, effectively
expand original knowledge system, promote the boundary of the knowledge sharing and knowledge
innovation. In industry cluster, many times repeatability of knowledge, promote the spiral knowledge
sharing and continuous cooperation innovation. So the knowledge sharing is the important power
organization knowledge development and the basic rule, knowledge as a continuous cycle of spiral
process, not a one-off, also not the SECI model, but running process of many times knowledge spiral of
several the SECI model, which is running the presented the essence of knowledge sharing and
innovation development.

3 Knowledge Sharing Expand Analysis in Industry Cluster
SECI model of Nonaka make a further research on enterprise and between enterprise and
enterprise's knowledge sharing, this paper reveals the one-time knowledge production and the starting
point of the system, indicating that " implicit knowledge - implicit knowledge ", " implicit knowledge explicit knowledge "," explicit knowledge - explicit knowledge "and" explicit knowledge - implicit
knowledge "the knowledge transformation process, for further study knowledge sharing and innovation
has the important enlightenment. SECI model at every level and level will happen, and between the
whole processes of knowledge creation is dominant and recessive knowledge of dynamic interactions
spiral process. Nonaka called this process " knowledge spiral". In this paper, the SECI model, expand
the industry cluster as dynamic, open, the interaction, the spiral knowledge sharing system, and puts
forward the knowledge sharing model. The so-called industrial cluster knowledge sharing is to point to
by several knowledge helical circular spiral of the knowledge sharing, through the government,
enterprises, scientific research institutes, intermediary services and so on four main structure building,
relying on spiral several "recessive-recessive knowledge of the dominant" thread, and linked, so more
than once, repeated, constantly absorbing knowledge creation, application, transformation, and spread,
and realize the knowledge from a lower to a higher spiral, and promote the change of industry cluster
knowledge sharing and the spiral process of cooperation innovation ability. This concept includes the
following aspects of content:
3.1 Knowledge sharing embodies the dynamic evolution process of industry cluster knowledge
sharing
Industry cluster the knowledge into the experience from a enterprise to the next between
enterprise's close cooperation and sharing knowledge, to realize in the spread between enterprises
constantly, circulation, spiral development of knowledge sharing and operation process, each a
knowledge flow link all has the attenuation and updated. In other words, the knowledge in a enterprises
is not identical to the other enterprises, but after the internalization of processing enterprise, realize the
transformation of the new knowledge value-added and innovation. Therefore, the process of knowledge
diffusion and sharing is not simple and nonlinear, but the dynamic evolution, spiral progress through
these knowledge, knowledge process evolution process of knowledge, to realize the systematic and
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complex and overall design of development, from a single diversified knowledge into knowledge
sharing and innovation of the whole leap.
3.2 Knowledge sharing embodies the industry cluster the knowledge among the subjects and cross,
the complexity of the knowledge relation
Knowledge sharing including lateral and longitudinal, several levels of contact and interaction
between knowledge cross, so as to promote the exchange and sharing of knowledge industry cluster, the
innovation, the diffusion and application. Vertical integration is industry cluster upstream and
downstream firms in between the level of business contact and share knowledge, because of the
construction of industry chain links of upstream and downstream of the business level, to direct link
between the systematic knowledge link and ordering and come from different enterprise organization of
face-to-face communication, imperceptible formed all kinds of tacit knowledge sharing and innovation.
Based on the product value chain of cluster enterprise cooperation division of labor, longtime deepen
mutual trust and knowledge sharing path dependence, help knowledge in product of the value chain
sharing and sustainable development. Knowledge sharing in the upstream and downstream enterprise
between enterprise's direct product value chain business contacts contributed to effective knowledge
innovation.
Lateral ties are the same kind of products between producers of the knowledge of the contact. Due
to the regional proximity of the convenience of cluster enterprise by between knowledge relations,
transverse between enterprise's parallel knowledge sharing can eliminate various knowledge
communication barriers, the equality of the lateral ties and knowledge, promote the exchange and
sharing of cooperation knowledge cluster. Through the express their knowledge and innovation
technology thought, into the explicit objectives and concrete action, make internal tacit knowledge to
specific expression, to a certain extent promote between cluster enterprise knowledge sharing and
innovation.
3.3 Industry cluster knowledge sharing is by government, enterprises, scientific research institutes,
intermediary service organization formed by the knowledge spiral subject multiple subject
interactive knowledge innovation system
As shown in figure 2 shows, the government provides the knowledge sharing infrastructure and
policy support and the enterprise is the important knowledge sharing in the main body, the subjectivity
of innovation is also powerful, scientific research institutes to provide for knowledge sharing knowledge
and talent support, is also to reserves key technological innovation important source, intermediary
service organization is to provide legal, knowledge sharing information, finance, marketing, planning,
advertising and other services.

Figure 2

Main Body of Industry Cluster Knowledge Sharing

4 Conclusions
Research shows that, the industrial cluster knowledge sharing is by the knowledge exchange, share
and innovation mode of the government, industrial cluster enterprises, scientific research institutes,
intermediary services and so on four spiral structure and promote knowledge sharing and network
learning, realize more than once, repeated, continuous knowledge mining, transfer, integration,
innovation, and promote the spiral of the industry cluster knowledge sharing and cooperation innovation
ability. Knowledge sharing as the industry cluster cooperation innovation provides new mode selection
and power support. In the background of knowledge economy, the superposition of the knowledge
sharing several SECI model and realize the expansion of knowledge and distillation of wisdom. After a
knowledge thread of "explicit knowledge - implicit knowledge - explicit knowledge ", realize changes
of buckle knowledge from a lower to a senior, realization the spiral of knowledge sharing and
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innovation.
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Abstract: Knowledge sharing may help knowledge transfer and promote organizational innovation.
Employees’ knowledge sharing activities are affected by many factors including the psychological factor.
An individual’s psychological state may affect his knowledge sharing willingness. The psychological
ownership is a kind of feeling of owning some objects. This paper took knowledge as the object,
intending to study the relationship between employees’ psychological knowledge ownership and
knowledge sharing as well as the adjustment of organizational fairness on the relationship. It is hopeful
that the research may lead enterprises to attend to the negative effects of psychological ownership on
knowledge sharing, to adjust and reduce negative effects through just management means and promote
employees’ knowledge sharing willingness. It is also wished that the research may help enterprises to
construct learning organization and build up their core competence.
Key Words: Psychological knowledge ownership; Knowledge sharing; Organizational fairness

1 Introduction
As the knowledge economy era comes, the knowledge has become a key factor determining an
enterprise’s competitiveness. An employee may acquire his personal competitiveness through
knowledge expertise. Knowledge communicating and sharing is the dynamic for the enterprise to
innovate knowledge as well as the means for employees to update their knowledge.
Van Dyne[1] (2004)，Bao Shengxiang[2](2005),Chu Xiaoping and Liu Qingbing[3](2005) thought
That the psychological ownership is the ownership psychology of an object, which may be material or
non-material. This psychology may arouse a person’s belongingness and connection towards the object.
According to scholars’ research, employees’ psychological ownership of the organization may result in
both negative and positive effects on the organization. Therefore, the effects of psychological ownership
may differ from person to person or from object to object, which is worth of specific research in
connection with specific situation.
Each and every person is eager to pursuit fairness, hoping to maintain and protect their equal
benefits in an organization. Whether a person’s appeal for fairness is satisfied will affect his thoughts
and actions（Pierce, Kostova, & Dirks）[4].
The research is intended to put forward the complex concept of psychological knowledge
ownership, to define the concept, discuss its basic motives, forming paths and affecting factors. The
thesis will also discuss the relationship between psychological knowledge ownership and knowledge
sharing. It will introduce in organizational fairness including distributive fairness, procedural fairness
and interactive fairness. Starting from probing into the mechanism of organizational fairness in the
formation of knowledge sharing activities, it will ultimately analyze the adjustment of psychological
knowledge ownership and sharing, and establish an organizational fairness adjustment model.
The theoretical significance lies in that, in view of that psychological ownership is short of
conceptual expansion, the thesis expands the object of psychological ownership to the knowledge field,
which then enriches the psychological ownership theory and provides a theoretical foundation and a
breakthrough point for later related research. Through discussing and proving the effects of
psychological knowledge ownership on knowledge sharing, it substantiates research on affecting factors
of knowledge sharing. Through introducing the adjustment variable in the relationship between
psychological knowledge ownership and knowledge sharing, it enriches research on adjustment effects
of organizational fairness.
The realistic Significance lies in research on side effects of psychological knowledge ownership on
knowledge sharing, which provides a practical measure to ease the contradiction between personal
knowledge protection and corporate knowledge sharing, helps the management to fertilize
organizational fairness, arouse employees’ positive attitude, actions and performance and finally adjust
effects of psychological knowledge ownership on knowledge sharing and promote knowledge sharing.
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2 Relationship Model between Psychological Knowledge Ownership, Knowledge
Sharing and Organizational Fairness
2.1 Psychological knowledge ownership as well as its forming path
Cai Shujin, a scholar from Taiwan, defined psychological knowledge ownership but she did not
make further research on its characteristics. She pointed out in 2008 that psychological knowledge
ownership is a psychological phenomenon in which the employees build up a sense of ownership over
experiences[5].
The thesis defines psychological knowledge ownership as follows: it is a person’s ownership
psychology of the related knowledge to meeting his basic motives. In this concept, the related
knowledge to meeting his basic motives refers to the knowledge to be used in his learning and working,
which is closely related to the person and affects his learning effect and working performance.
Psychological knowledge ownership is formed by knowledge investment, independent knowledge
control and knowledge familiarity. It can be analyzed as follows:
(1) Knowledge investment. When a person begins to recognize, learn and finally grasp the
knowledge, he must constantly invest tangible costs like resources as well as intangible costs like time,
energy and emotion.
(2) Knowledge familiarity. According to Baggen & Brown (1994), the ownership arises usually
from relationship. For knowledge ownership, the closeness of relationship will directly affect a person’s
ownership feeling of the knowledge. Closer relationship will lead to employees’ stronger ownership of
the knowledge[6].
(3) Independent knowledge control. An employee will frequently access specific knowledge in
work and will independently control the knowledge including internalizing and optimizing it to get
better applying effects and constantly meets organizational needs.
Owing to the fact that psychological knowledge ownership will be established by profound
learning, internalizing and optimizing through constant use in daily work, it is believed that the
knowledge bonding with psychological ownership is tacit knowledge based on empirical laws and
intuitive judgment like experience, insight, professional knowledge and know-how, etc.. This knowledge
is considered as important because it the source of the organizational competitiveness in competition
and the carrier of personal superiority in team. The Figure 1 shows the process of arising motives and
forming paths of psychological knowledge ownership.
2.2 Relationship between psychological knowledge ownership and knowledge sharing
Though knowledge sharing may help better interpersonal relationship and form harmonious team
atmosphere, it will also ignite risks for the sharers. When the employee forms ownership feeling of
certain knowledge, he faces risks as follows:
(1) The ownership psychology may lead the employee to subjective classification of the knowledge,
that is, he thinks of the knowledge as his own. The knowledge from which psychological ownership
arises is often of important significance for the employee. It is not ordinary knowledge, which can
satisfy the employee’s demands of safeness, effectiveness and respect.
(2) From the angle of knowledge characteristics, the knowledge resulting in psychological
ownership is usually highly tacit and difficult to be expressed and transmitted with language. In order to
share the knowledge, the owner will have to spend much time and energy interacting with the requestors
but sometimes to fail to achieve the expected result at last, which means investment risk.
(3) According to a survey of Chinese knowledge employees’ demands, material income is the most
important one. The next is career opportunity and a sense of accomplishment. Knowledge employees
may acquire such material and spiritual rewards through knowledge contribution as salaries and awards
as well as reputation and promotion opportunities.
2.3 The mechanism of organizational fairness intervening psychological knowledge ownership and
knowledge sharing
(1) Analysis on the effects of distributive fairness on knowledge sharing
The distribution result is the basic guarantee to satisfy employees’ survival and safety demands.
The material characteristic of distribution result is relevant to economic intention of knowledge sharing.
The perception of distributive fairness will affect employees’ expectation of economic salary satisfaction.
When an employee is positive to distributive fairness, he is satisfied with organizational distribution
results and he will make positive expectation for the next distribution result. That is, he believes the next
distribution result will be just as the same, which inspires stronger economic intention. In contrast,
negative perception of distributive fairness will result in employees’ distrust in distributive fairness and
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negative expectation of the next result. That is, it will lead to worry of unequal repay for labor and thus
weaken economic intention.
(2) Analysis on the effects of procedural fairness on knowledge sharing
Organizational procedural fairness is embedded in the process of decision, which means keeping
the decision democratic and open and maintaining employees’ right to participate and right to say. The
procedural fairness is important in the whole course of organizational decisions. It affects employees’
judgment on the organizational decisions. A positive procedural fairness may lead employees to consider
the decision process as just and identify and support the decision. In an organization of procedural
fairness, employees will have a high fairness expectation on their economic income and career
development which then will result in stronger economic and social intentions. On the other hand,
employees will have little expectation of their income and career and reduce their behavioral economic
and social intentions at the same time.
(3) Analysis on the effects of interactive fairness on knowledge sharing
The inspiring principle of interactive fairness on employees may be explained with the social
exchange theory. Through interactive fairness, employees feel kind treatment of being appreciated and
respected, for which they are willing to exchange with their work share. Therefore, interactive fairness is
related with the social intention of knowledge share. The communication between the leaders and
subordinates as well as the sincere attitude in communication will lead to positive perception of
interactive fairness, ignite employees’ positive expectation of being trusted and respected and result in
strong social intention. On the other hand, employees will feel little humanitarian care from the
organization, will build up little trust and belongingness on the organization. As a result, they will
decrease humanitarian expectation of the organization and reduce social intention.
To sum up, different dimension of organizational fairness will affect behavioral intention in
different way. Distributive fairness will exert more influence on economic intention; interactive fairness
will produce more effects on social intention; and procedural fairness will affect both economic and
social intention.
Distributive Justice

Procedural Justice

Psychological Knowledge
Ownership
Figure 1

Interactive Justice

Knowledge Sharing

Research Concept Chart

3 Definition and Measurement of Variables
3.1 Selection and measurement of variables
The thesis refers to Dyne & Pierce’s research in 2004 to measure psychological knowledge
ownership[7]. It selects 3 from 7 items of their sample table to divide organization into 3 dimensions –
distributive, procedural and interactive fairness. To measure organizational fairness, it refers to Chang
Tao, Liao Jianqiao’s organizational fairness scaling [8]. To measure knowledge sharing, it refers to Xu
Erming, Zhen Ping, Wu Xin’s knowledge sharing intention scaling[9].
3.2 Research sampling
The subjects for this survey were geographically widespread, most come from Wuhan, Shenzhen,
Beijing and Xiamen, a few from other cities like Chongqing and Shanghai. The questionnaires of this
survey were sent out through 3 paths – e-mail, internet questionnaire flat-form and field. The subjects
were surveyed by answering e-mail, answering online from websites or filling tables on spots. 330
questionnaires all together were sent out. 296 were retrieved among which 271 were available.
Questionnaire return ratio accounts for 89.7% and valid ratio is 91.5%.

4 Data Analysis
4.1 Reliability and validity analysis on the scaling
Reliability of the scaling reflects the steadiness of the scaling tools, that is, the approximation of the
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results obtained from constant measurements with the scaling. Validity reflects the approximation of
questionnaire design from expected targets.
Alpha Validity coefficient Method is applied to test the validity of the scaling. Alpha coefficient
reflects the conformity of results of each item of research variables. According to the results, only Alpha
coefficient of psychological knowledge ownership is relatively low, others are above 0.8. The Alpha
coefficient of all 18 items totals up to 0.863, which shows a relatively high internal conformity of the
scaling and an excellent validity.
4.2 Related analysis
Table 1 demonstrates correlation coefficient of variables. According to the table, psychological
knowledge ownership and knowledge sharing are of highly negative correlation. Meanwhile,
distributive fairness, procedural fairness and interactive fairness are of highly positive correlation
(correlation coefficient is above 0; p<0.01). Among all, the promotion of distributive fairness and
procedural fairness for knowledge sharing is especially important. In addition, it is predicted that
distributive fairness, procedural fairness and interactive fairness will play a role in relationship between
psychological knowledge and knowledge sharing.
Table 1

Correlation Coefficient of Variables

Age

Working
Years

Education

kbpo

disfair

-.223**

-.087

-.069

-.059

-.086

.063

-.045

.015

-.223**

1

.733**

-.012

.047

-.056

-.067

-.080

-.045

Working Years

-.087

.733**

1

-.193**

.018

-.117

-.037

-.071

-.060

Education

Gender
Gender
Age

1

profair interfair

ks

-.069

-.012

-.193**

1

.059

.143*

-.018

.100

-.071

kbpo

-.059

.047

.018

.059

1

-.031

-.106

.112

-.491**

disfair

-.086

-.056

-.117

.143*

-.031

1

.457**

.287**

.419**

profair

.063

-.067

-.037

-.018

-.106

.457**

1

.428**

.464**

interfair

-.045

-.080

-.071

.100

.112

.287**

.428**

1

.267**

ks

.015

-.045

-.060

-.071

-.491**

.419**

.464**

.267**

1

N=271；**. P<0.01；*. P<0.05
Kbpo: psychological knowledge ownership; disfair: distributive fairness; porfair: procedural
fairness: interfair: interactive fairness: ks: knowledge sharing
4.3 Test of adjustment of organizational fairness
To test the adjustment of organizational fairness in the relationship between psychological
knowledge ownership, the regression and hierarchy analysis is applied, with knowledge sharing as the
fixed dependant variable. First, demographics variables are put into Model 1 as controlled variable.
Then, on the basis of Model 1, the independent variable – psychological knowledge ownership is put
into Model 2. Finally, on the basis of Model 2, 3 interferential items are added – they are respectively
interactive variables of distributive, procedural and interactive fairness with psychological knowledge
ownership. They are demonstrated in the form of kbpo*disfair, kbpo*profair and kbpo*interfair. Then
Model 3, 4 and 5 are established. Coefficient R2 shows the explanation of regression model for the
independent variables. The corrected R2 has nothing to do with the number of variables, which can
better reflect the fitness of the models. As in Table 2, compared with Model 1, the explanation of Model
2 rises from 1.1% to 24.8%, which shows that the introduction of independent variable – psychological
knowledge ownership is effective. Compared with Model 2, the explanation of Model 3, 4 and 5 for
changes of knowledge sharing is also strengthened, respectively from 24.8% to 42%, 42.5% and 38.4%.
The fitness - R2 is much higher and the regression model totals up to a remarkable level (F3=31.9，
F4=32.5，F5=27.47; p<0.001), which shows that distributive, procedural and interactive fairness are
adjustable in the relationship of psychological knowledge ownership and knowledge sharing.
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Table 2

Regression Analysis Results of Organizational Fairness

Adjustment

Disfair

Variable
Controlled variable
Gender
Age
Working Years
Education
Independent Variable
kbpo
Disturbing Variable
kbpo * disfair
kbpo * Profair
kbpo * Interfair
F value
R2
Corrected R2

Model 1
.010
.028
-.095
-.128

Prodair

Interfair

Model 2
-.031
.052
-.098
-.090

Model 3
.028
.036
-.057
-.152

Model 4
-.061
.080
-.105
-.075

Model 5
.016
.114
-.115
-.142

-.456***

-.722***

-.674***

-.785***

.103***
.093***
.740
.011
-.004

17.442***
.248
.233

31.899***
.420
.407

32.497***
.425
.412

.095***
27.473***
.384
.370

N=271; the values corresponding to the variables in the model are non- standard regression
coefficients of the regression equation
***. P<0.001; the values corresponding to the variables in the model are non- standard regression
coefficients of the regression equation

5 Conclusions
We conclude from the above empirical research: (1) psychological knowledge ownership and
knowledge sharing is negatively correlated with each other, that is, the higher the psychological
knowledge ownership is, the more knowledge sharing will be hindered, the knowledge sharing
willingness will be lower and vice versa. (2) Perception of organizational fairness including distributive,
procedural and interactive fairness is positively correlated with knowledge sharing, that is, the higher the
perception of organizational fairness is, the willingness of knowledge sharing will be stronger and vice
versa.
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Abstract: Agriculture-related enterprises refer to the enterprises which are engaged in activates such as
agricultural products’ producing, processing, marketing, research and development, service and so forth.
In accordance with the researches on intellectual property strategies at home and abroad, this paper
analyzes the status quo of intellectual property strategy in China’s agriculture-related enterprises, and put
forward the specific implemental strategies of intellectual property.
Key words: Agricultural enterprise; Intellectual property; Strategy

1 Introduction
Agriculture-related enterprises refer to those enterprises that are engaged in activates such as
agricultural products’ and means of production’s producing, processing, marketing, research and
development, service and so forth. In general, they are the industries or enterprises involving in farming,
forestry, animal husbandry, sideline occupation, fishery, fruit, vegetables, mulberry, tea, tobacco and etc.
The researches abroad mainly engage in intellectual property system and the national intellectual
property strategy at the macro-level, and in patent strategy and trademark strategy at the micro-level,
especially in the empirical research which reflects the combination of theory and practice. What’s more,
their further researches on the motivations and necessities of enterprises’ intellectual property strategies
enrich the theory of enterprise intellectual property strategy. For example, in the view of Samson (2005),
when people are exposed to intellectual property, they would think of legal protection as patent,
trademark and copyright; while the true value of intellectual property is enterprise’s using it as
enterprise strategy-assets accretion, research and development, and a part of the enterprise overall
marketing strategy. The intellectual property in form of paten is regarded as a basic component in
enterprise operation strategy. Lang (2001) considers that the strategic management of patent can
improve enterprise competitive advantage in the market; enterprise patent decision-making is no longer
a legal or technical decision, but the enterprise’s strategic decision. After studying Japan’s top 10
multinational enterprises in gaining patents, Arah.i H (2000) proposes that intellectual property strategy
system dynamically integrates technology strategy, information strategy, organization strategy,
knowledge assets operation strategy, international development strategy, and litigation and risk
management strategy together, which provides theoretical references for the establishment of intellectual
property strategy system in multinational enterprises. Stewart (1999) affirms the close connection
between intellectual property and enterprise strategy. Intellectual property is not only a part if
intellectual assets, but also the core element of enterprise competitiveness.
In China, the intellectual property system has just established over 20 years, therefore, the research
on intellectual property strategy is still in its primary phrase. However, based on the theory of
intellectual property strategy in western developed countries and the successful experience of some
multinational enterprises, the domestic academia provides some suggestions for enterprises in China to
implement intellectual property strategies. Chen Changbai (2003) goes into rights utility, economic
utility, technology utility, information utility, and competition utility of intellectual property from the
perspectives of international trade and economics, and points out the important role that intellectual
property plays in promoting the development of the country’s and enterprises’ economy. Huang
Ping(2003) argues that intellectual property strategy should be integrated into the specific plan of
nation’s economical and technological development strategy. Jiang Xunming and Zhu Xuezhong (2003)
put forward the concept of regional patent strategy from the perspective of regional economic
development, and expound the characteristics, objectives, key tasks, and the main measures of regional
patent strategy.
There are some problems in the current study. First, there isn’t an agreed account of enterprise
intellectual property strategy, nor a defined research field and content; second, the research on enterprise
intellectual property strategy is abstract and macro, which lacks of maneuverability; third, enterprises of
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different types and different trades lack of guidance and pertinence. For instance, the concrete
implementation of intellectual property strategy in agriculture-related enterprises hasn’t been studied.

2 Status of Intellectual Property Strategy in Agriculture-related Enterprises
2.1 The feeble incentives of technological innovation in agriculture-related enterprises
Under the planned economy system in China, the assessment and reward systems which emphasize
the academic and papers but neglect the market and patents lead to the disconnection agricultural
research and industry, and greatly limit the initiative of agricultural researchers’ application of patents.
The patent system in intellectual property most obviously promotes technological innovation, and it also
provides the patentee a certain limited right, which asks the patentee to actively promote the application
of its scientific and technological achievements. If the patentee hasn’t effectively used its patent
technology in a certain period, he not only can not obtain the commercial reward; on the other hand, his
patent rights would be restricted, such as compulsory licensing of the patent. In addition, the patentee
should maintain the validity of his patent which requires him to timely pay the annual fee that increases
every year. Therefore, this would encourage the patentee to actively promote the application of his
patent and create benefits thus maintain the validity. Otherwise, he could give up patent by refusing to
pay the annual fee and make the patent technology public. However, at present, the incentives of China’s
intellectual property to agricultural enterprise technological innovation are not strong.
2.2 The lack of related intellectual property systems, policies, and funding guarantees in
agriculture-related enterprises
In recent years, we did make some progress in the development of China’s enterprise intellectual
property, but there are also some problems existing. The current intellectual property legal system in
China is not sound. Besides, the intellectual property system in China is different from the regulations in
WTO’s TRIPS Agreement; the enforcement procedures, the enforcement standards, and law
enforcement are still insufficient, especially in the application for intellectual property in
agriculture-related enterprises and the law to protect it. What’s more, the title in policies and funding as
well as the insufficient support make it impossible to protect the intellectual property in China’s
agriculture-related enterprises after entering WTO. All of this increases the difficulty in protecting
agricultural enterprise intellectual property.
2.3 The lack of intellectual property management systems and specialized agencies in
agriculture-related enterprises
Nowadays，most agricultural research institutions and agriculture-related enterprises haven’t
developed their own specific intellectual property management methods, or didn’t set up a specific
management fund. Besides, they also lack of internal and external patent technology, contracts to
develop crop varieties licensing regulations, and profit distraction. Therefore, they didn’t offer the
applicable guidelines for intellectual property. According to the research group survey of national
agricultural patent status, problems, and solutions, 67.5% of the national agricultural research
institutions have not enacted intellectual property management practices, and 44% of those that have
already enacted developed the policies after 1995. What’s more, 90.2% of them haven’t set up the fund
for patent application, and 93.2% of them don’t have a fund for exploitation of the patent. Some
agriculture-related enterprises neither have the departments and person dealing with intellectual property,
nor establish the related intellectual property management, protection requirements; as a result, they are
unable to use intellectual property strategy to promote the development of agricultural high-technology.
Meanwhile, the inadequate protection of the agricultural high-tech intellectual property in
agriculture-related enterprises affects their development.
2.4 Not forming a macro-management system of intellectual property protection in
agriculture-related enterprises
The agriculture-related enterprises, especially agriculture-related high-tech enterprises, haven’t
form a macro-management and dynamic system of intellectual property promoting the combination of
research, production, and marketing. The definition of intellectual property formed in the process of
research and development is obscure, and the efficiency of intellectual property management is
relatively low. In recent years, China has put out a series of vital measures and policies to encourage the
industrialization of the high-technology and the strengthening of technology innovation. However, in the
process of implementation, some measures are still in the primary stage, lacking of efficiency
micro-management and dynamic systems. On the other hand, due to the inadequate agricultural input,
the living condition of the farmers has not been improved; besides, the social barriers and high cost that
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the agriculture-related enterprises met when putting the technological achievements into the market give
rise to agricultural intellectual property’s difficulty in obtaining its profits. They restricted the
sustainable development of agriculture-related enterprises, which would weaken its agricultural
scientific and technological innovation and its protection of agricultural intellectual property.
2.5 Not establishing an agricultural patent protection system in agriculture-related enterprises
Based on the background of economic globalization, the competition of the domestic companies
with those of the international ones improves the use of intellectual property system in China’s
agriculture-related enterprises, and increases their own of the quantity and quality of self-owned
intellectual property, and accelerates the research and implementation of intellectual property in
agriculture-related enterprises, which play an important part in the survival and development of China’s
agriculture-related enterprises. However, the agriculture-related enterprises haven’t established an
intellectual property protection system for protecting the agricultural patents. According to the research
results of WIPO, 90% of the world’s latest innovations and inventions are reflected by the patent
documentations. The application of patent documentations in the process of research and development
can not only improve the starting point of the research and development, but also save 40% of funding
and 60% of the time in research and development. A study of European Patent Office reveals that more
than a dozen of European Patent Convention member countries, in the research and development of
applied technology, avoid duplication of research due to the using of patent documentations so as to
save about 30 billion marks research and development funding per year

3 Intellectual
Enterprises

Property

Strategy

Implementation

in

Agriculture-related

3.1 The further improvement of related scientific and technological innovation incentive system in
agriculture-related enterprises
The basic unit of technological innovation is scientific and technological researchers, engineering
technical personnel, and production workers, whose initiative of technical innovation generates under
certain incentives and measures, where the governments and enterprises play an important role.
Therefore, the branches of government’s scientific and technological competent departments should
reward and protect the innovations of scientific and technological workers from the policy and law
through the institutional innovation. In addition, the enterprises can mobilize the enthusiasm and
creativity of technical research and development personnel through the management innovation.
According to Maslow's hierarchy of needs, we should develop appropriate technological invention and
innovation management system and regulations based on the different needs of technical research and
development personnel in the economy, security, social psychology, honor, and rights so as to stimulate
their creativity.
3.2 The implementation of scientific and technological talents project in agriculture-related
enterprises
Talent is the foundation of innovation. In implementing scientific and technological talents project
in agriculture-related enterprises, firstly, it is necessary to expand the proportion of technical research
and development personnel. In order to become the main part of technological innovation,
agriculture-related enterprises should have their own research team, and the government should
encourage university students and scientific and technical personnel to the enterprises, and the front line
of the production, in order to contribute to the development of agricultural enterprise technology. The
second is to develop and implement a series of preferential policies within the enterprise so as to
effectively improve the treatment and the working and living condition of scientific and technical
personnel, which could retain them and fully mobilize their initiative and creativity and reflect their key
role in solving technical problems in the enterprise. Thirdly, we should actively cooperate with scientific
research institutions, and colleges and universities to from a community of interests, seeking talent and
technology support to enrich and strengthen technology promotion, development. In the end,
agriculture-related enterprises should recruit high a variety of quality innovation talents in domestic and
international talent market according to their own development needs, and they should make every effort
to create excellent conditions for scientific research, working environment and living condition to attract
outstanding workers.
3.3 Intellectual property protection strategy implementation in agriculture-related enterprises
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The intellectual property protection in China’s agriculture-related enterprises includes the
protection of new plant varieties, agricultural patent protection, agricultural products trademark
protection, geographical indication protection, and trade secrets protection.
PDO products refer to those produced in specific regions with qualities and reputations or other
characteristics essentially depend on the origin of the natural and human factors, and are approved to
name after the appellation of origin. agriculture-related enterprises should promptly apply the related
agricultural geographical indication of origin as the registered trademark in order to achieve an effective
protection of geographical indications. Based on the Mingyoute agricultural products, the
agriculture-related enterprises that are engaged in producing local agricultural products can implement
the geographical indication protection strategy. With the unique quality, characteristics, reputation,
environmental protection, and other features, they can improve the international competitiveness of
agricultural products. Therefore, the agriculture-related enterprises, employees, and the local
government should strengthen the cooperation among them to explore the appropriate institutional
arrangements on the registration, management, supervision, and dispute settlement of the agricultural
geographical indication of origin.
In China’s patent system, the patents that relate to agriculture-related enterprises include
agricultural production technical invention patent, and invention and application of new design patent of
agricultural ancillary products. The former refers to the invention that uses the agricultural biological
technology, combined with nuclear technology, optical technology and conventional breeding
technology to create, breed, produce, and improve new species of agricultural products. The latter refers
to those make improvements or new designs to agricultural ancillary products (such as pesticides,
fertilizers and farm machinery, etc.), which could get the protection under the current framework of
China’s patent law. Besides, agriculture-related enterprises should fully realize that the technological
innovation can enhance the development of the enterprise. However, only the timely application of
patent for its technology can ensure a permanent, sustained and harmonious development.
Plant variety rights, in short, plant breeder’s rights, is to give the variety holder the exclusive rights
to their new varieties. Agriculture-related enterprises in China should put plant variety rights protection,
patent protection, and trademark protection at the same level. In the process of breed new plant varieties,
agriculture-related enterprises should pay attention to the protection of existing resources, avoid wasting,
and timely apply for protection of genetic resources, and new plant varieties with authorized conditions.
Besides, they should also enhance the protection of plant varieties from the process of cultivation,
protection, application, and management.
The protection of agricultural and commercial secrets in China’s agriculture-related enterprises
should start from the protection of general trade secrets. First, to strengthen the management of
employees, especially those master the technological secrets or business secrets. Second, we should
make use of relevant information in the production so as to bring certain economic interests and realize
the value of trade secrets. Third, agriculture-related enterprises should actively take security measures,
including the confidentiality agreement with employees, and the establishment of secret system. All of
these can help them to obtain effective judicial assistance when their agricultural and commercial secrets
are attacked.
3.4 The implementation of patent strategy, geographical indication strategy, plant variety rights
strategy in agriculture-related enterprises
Agricultural enterprise patent strategy refers to the strategies an enterprise adopts, from a
long-term strategy, making full use of patent system, patent technology, and patent information in order
to get a dominant position in competition. Based on the overall interests of enterprise development,
agriculture-related enterprises should formulate and use the patent strategy, and systematically establish
the patent information documentations related to agricultural technology development, and closely track
and monitor the domestic and international development level and direction of agricultural technology
so as to continuously improve the technical starting point, and avoid repetition. As to the pillar products,
agriculture-related enterprises should develop series of patents based on the basic patent to protect the
core patent technology, and timely introduce the advanced agricultural technology domestic and
international to enhance the technical strength, shorten the gap with the developed countries. In addition,
they should also pay attention to trademark strategy by doing the following points. First, timely register
the trademark; fill the form in accordance with the classification of goods; report the product category
and name and get the registration right. Second, enterprises should register defensive trademark to build
a strong protection and defense the counterfeiters. Third, they should timely assess the value of
trademarks and make the intangible assets tangible. Therefore, in order to maintain the vitality in market
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competition, a timely product trademark registration is particularly important. As to the enterprises
involving geographical indications and plant varieties, it is profitable to apply the geographical
indications rights and plant variety rights.
3.5 The improvement of intellectual property management system in agriculture-related
enterprises
3.5.1 The improvement of intellectual property management incentive and risk-reward system in
agriculture-related enterprises
Agriculture-related enterprises’ intellectual property management should meet the essential
requirements of the intellectual property system, combined with high-risk characteristics of agricultural
technological innovation to establish the agricultural technological innovation and intellectual property
incentive and risk-reward systems centered on interests. On one hand, based on the intellectual property
management, agriculture-related enterprises should protect the main body of agricultural innovation and
intellectual property owner to recover the cost through the control and perform their rights so as to
obtain the necessary returns. Besides, agriculture-related enterprises should also implement the incentive
strategies of income distribution and equity awards according to the proportion that the technicians
directly participant in technical innovation, and reflect the spirit reward such as the rights of authorship,
honorary title which reflect the social respect and sense of achievement. On the other hand, agricultural
enterprise should standardize the obligation and rights relationship between agricultural enterprise and
technological innovation personnel, and make a part of the benefits gained in the transfer of the
agricultural intellectual property as the risk-reward fund. Besides, we should also let the providers of
technical elements involved in enterprise distribution, and establish a new distribution system of sharing
both risk and benefits, in order to combine the property rights benefits and market benefits of
agricultural technological innovation and form a benign power system.
3.5.2 The improvement of resource allocation system of intellectual property management in
agriculture-related enterprises
The intellectual property management’s resource allocation system in agriculture-related
enterprises is to coordinate the enterprise’s agricultural technological innovation and the formation, use,
and transfer of intellectual property, and optimize the resources. Firstly, agriculture-related enterprises
should establish the talent archive of agriculture-related enterprises’ agricultural technological
innovation and intellectual property, including agricultural technical personnel and the relevant R & D
personnel in associated colleges, universities, and other research institutes, so as to track their research
dynamics, the ownership of results, performance level, and the promotion ability of technology. It is also
necessary to strengthen the cooperation among industries, universities and research institutes and
establish a rational agricultural research echelon. Second, to establish a market-oriented agricultural
technology innovation and intellectual property input system. Agriculture-related enterprises should
ensure a continued and stable investment in agricultural research, pursuit the diversification of investors,
actively receive social fund, in order to establish an incentive mechanism stimulating the farmers to
invest in science and technology. In addition, we should build a platform for agricultural technology
innovation and intellectual property information. Improving the system of related technical
information’s storage, aggregation, transmission and communication, agriculture-related enterprises can
build their network system and intellectual property databases, make full use of the intellectual property
information network established by the government, and realize the information link, search, order, and
other functions. What’s more, the registration, filling, storage, use, transfer, and distribution of
intellectual property in agriculture-related enterprises and information management system should also
be improved.
3.5.3 The improvement of innovative achievements transformation mechanism of intellectual property
management in agriculture-related enterprises
The transformation of agricultural scientific and technological achievements is to apply its
achievements into agricultural production and becomes the real productivity. The intellectual property
management in agriculture-related enterprises should be market-oriented and focus on interest chain,
and coordinate the relationship among technology suppliers, technology users, capital investors,
go-betweens of technology promotion in the transformation process of intellectual property research
achievements. Agriculture-related enterprises should track the market trends of agricultural technology
demands, and keep the agricultural producers real demands and economical rule of new technology
transformation in mind, thus to form the cycle mode of "innovation - enterprise - market - innovation".
The tracking evaluation and information feedback as well as the understanding of new technology
requirements in agricultural industrial system provide new resources for technological innovation and
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form a virtuous circle in technological innovation and intellectual property inputs in agriculture-related
enterprises. Meanwhile, the non-market elements should also be concerned, such as the government’s
macro-control of agricultural resource allocation and the trend of scientific and technological policy, so
as to provide a good external information support for innovative achievements’ transformation. What’s
more, they should also connected with the government-lead agricultural extension system of the public
welfare, and share radiation efficiency of their layered management, forming the achievement
transformation mechanism of enterprise agricultural technology innovation and intellectual property
which is interests-centered, market-oriented, information-linked, and protected by policies.

4 Conclusion
The National Intellectual Property Strategy is promulgated in June 2008 and later all walks of life
in different levels and different regions also developed their own intellectual property strategy. However,
the majority of enterprises haven’t put the intellectual property strategy at the same level with the
business strategy. The conscious of intellectual property and intellectual property strategy is not strong,
especially in agriculture-related enterprises. In order to improve the competitiveness and expand the
market share, agriculture-related enterprises should implement intellectual property strategy. This paper,
based on intellectual property’s creation, use, protection, management, and other aspects, puts forward
the concrete strategy of implementing intellectual property in agriculture-related enterprises, such as the
further improvement of scientific and technological incentive system; the implementation of scientific
and technological talents project; the implementation of intellectual property protection strategy; the
implementation of patent strategy, geographical indication strategy, plant variety rights strategy; the
improvement of intellectual property management incentive and risk-reward system; the improvement
of resource allocation system of intellectual property management; the improvement of innovative
achievements transformation mechanism of intellectual property management.
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Abstract: With the development of strategic alliance cooperation form, strategic alliance has gradually
become the important way to share intellectual property for enterprises. Based on analyzing the forms
and obstacles of intellectual property collaborative utilization in strategic alliance, this paper proposes
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Through constructing the game analysis model of intellectual property collaborative secrecy incentive
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1 Introduction
With the continuous development of economic integration, enterprise competition gradually
become fierce, strategic alliances are established among more and more enterprises. As a core
competency of strategic alliance, knowledge sharing occupies an important position in the development
of strategic alliance. Therefore, how to make the good intellectual property collaborative utilization
mechanism formed among alliance enterprises is an important guarantee for implementing strategic
alliance effectively, which could prevent one party of the alliance doing moral hazard behavior.
Many experts do some research about collaborative management of intellectual property. Trappey
Amy and Ding Lian consider that the critical success factors for enterprises operating in
knowledge-based economies include the ability to effectively accumulate knowledge, the ability to
utilize knowledge, and the drive to create intellectual property (Trappey Amy, 2005 and Ding Lian,
2009)[1-2]. Mehlman thinks that it requires careful internal alignment and appropriate negotiations of
non-disclosure and joint development agreements (Mehlman, 2010)[3]. Chen Li puts forward the line of
thoughts and countermeasures of collaborative management on the basis of full cooperation and
win-win (Chen Li, 2011)[4]. Liang Yingillustrates the main contents of patent resources collaborative
management between enterprises,then proposes the patent resources collaborative management methods
and steps (Liang Ying,2009)[5]. Hipp puts forward that informal protection mechanisms partially
compensate incomplete formal mechanisms and largely prevent imitation and uncontrolled
knowledge-spillovers across the duration of the partnership (Hipp, 2009)[6]. These researches focus on
the methods, contents and steps of intellectual property collaborative management, while this paper do
the research from the point of intellectual property collaborative utilization, construct agreement
safeguard mechanism of intellectual property collaborative utilization in strategic alliance, and establish
the game analysis model of intellectual property collaborative secrecy incentive agreement, finally
concludes the best incentive agreement.

2 The Forms and Obstacles of Intellectual Property Collaborative Utilization in
Strategic Alliance
2.1 The forms of intellectual property collaborative utilization in strategic alliance
As the intellectual property collaborative utilization in strategic alliance develops and evolves
continuously, its formal diversification gradually form,which includes intellectual property sharing,
intellectual property internal implementation, license and transfer of intellectual property, building
technical advantage and barriers, forming patent alliance, establishing the industry standard.
(1) Sharing intellectual property
Sharing intellectual property is to gather every alliance enterprises’ intellectual property
information into intellectual property information base among alliance enterprises for sharing.The
sharing under this form doesn’t include licenses and ownership of Intellectual property. Furthermore,
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alliance enterprises could not disclose intellectual property information, this information can only be
used within the enterprises.
(2) Internal implementing of intellectual property
Internal implementing of intellectual property is a interactive license form only towards specific
intellectual property among alliance enterprises.
(3) Licensing and transferring of intellectual property
Licensing and transferring of intellectual property means that alliance enterprises license and
transfer the intellectual property which is jointly possessed by their collaborative research, or alliance
enterprises pack their own associated intellectual properties and license them, then distribute the
intellectual property license fee or transfer fee.
(4) Constructing technological advantages and barriers
Constructing technological advantages and barriers need to gather many effective related core
intellectual property,and use the spillover effect of the aggregate,then form technical barriers to obtain
more intellectual property income.
(5) Setting up patent alliance
In the process of strategic alliance, enterprises share intellectual property through
coproduction, joint sales or co-operate on new technology, finally, the alliance which is only used
to manage patent is gradually formed.
(6) Establishing industry standard
Establishing industry standard happens after the patent alliance develops to a certain level.It only
can be implemented when there are all the relevant patent about a certain advanced technology in the
patent pool.
2.2 The obstacles of intellectual property collaborative utilization in strategic alliance
In recent years, although intellectual property collaborative utilization in enterprise strategic
alliance develop fastly, there are certain obstacles in the collaborative utilization process, including the
following three types: the collaborative obstacle brought by competitive cooperation, the collaborative
obstacle brought by agreement incompleteness,and default risk obstacle brought by insufficient
supervision and incentive mechanism.
The cooperation between the alliance enterprises is built on the competition, the relationship of
collaborative utilization only rely on the agreement constraints,which do not have enough binding effect
upon parties.Thus, concerned with interest of themselves, strategic alliance enterprises will take some
measures to guard against other enterprises breaching agreement, which would bring obstacle to
intellectual property collaborative utilization. Strategic alliance enterprise hides part of intellectual
property information, leading to other enterprises not fully grasping information. So they cannot
successful use the information to produce and provide service, which make synergy don’t play fully.
Because intellectual property collaborative utilization in strategic alliance is still in the primary
stage, the institution has not been perfected, therefore collaborative agreemnts are incomplete. Based on
this, the collaborative obstacle brought by agreement incompleteness form. As the main constraint way,
collaborative agreemnts play an important guiding role for alliance enterprises’ behavior. If the
agreements are not complete, the binding effect of agreements to alliance enterprises is not strong, then
enterprises may use agreements’ vulnerabilities for private gain, and damage the interests of other
enterprises, which make the whole synergistic effect lower. If the regulation in agreement for profit
distribution is not clear, it will result in conflict of interest among enterprises during profit distribution,
which reduce the stability of the collaborating organization and lead to collaborating failure.
Default risk obstacle brought by insufficient supervision and incentive mechanism is due to the
lack of a third party which do supervision and incentive within the collaborating organization.
Supervision is the foundation of agreement execution and incentive, lack of supervision mechanism will
make the breach behavior increase. Furthermore, supervision could restrict the abuse of power. If there
is not supervision mechanism, the power of some stronger enterprises in collaborative organization can
not be restricted, then these enterprises will only consider from their own benefits, prevent other
enterprises from using the intellectual property. Incentive mechanism is the important measure to realize
restraint, if there is not incentive mechanism, we could not encourage and punish properly the behavior
of alliance enterprises in intellectual property collaborative utilization, so enterprises will break
agreements for their maximum benefits, which would disturb the balance of collaborative utilization.

3 Agreement Safeguard Mechanism of Intellectual Property Collaborative
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Utilization in Strategic Alliance
That constraint force of agreement is not enough is the important reason for the obstacles of
intellectual property collaborative utilization in strategic alliance, therefore, establishing an effective
agreement safeguard mechanism is the important measure to guarantee the intellectual property
collaborative utilization. The vital agreements in agreement safeguard mechanism among enterprises
include intellectual property information internal disclosure agreement, patent grant for each other
agreement, and intellectual property collaborative confidentiality agreement.
Intellectual property information internal disclosure agreement requires the collaborative
enterprises to disclosure the intellectual property information which has approved to announce and is
related to collaborative utilization information base. In addition, collaborative enterprises should
conduct patent search of their owned patents in the construction of intellectual property collaborative
utilization system, and then disclosure the intellectual properties related to collaborative utilizationa
information base. They need to express of their intension of licenseing their intellectual properties as
well. If collaborative enterprises intentionally hide the relevant core intellectual property rights, or don’t
do patent search, and they only disclosure their lower value intellectual properties for other collaborative
enterprises’ intellectual properties, we think these enterprises break the internal disclosure agreement.
Patent grant for each other agreement requires the collaborative enterprises to grant their existing
and future owned patents’ use right for each other. There are a lot of complementary patents and
obstructive patents in patent collaborative utilization organization, if patent collaborative utilization
organization break up, the collaborative enterprises must pay for the usage of patents which are free
before breaking up. Thus, this agreement provides the safeguard for alliance enterprises to get low cost
intellectual property rights from the alliance organization.
Intellectual property collaborative confidentiality agreement requires the collaborative enterprises
not to let out the information in intellectual property information base. When the intellectual properties
are used, the collaborative enterprises license their intellectual properties to other enterprises for free, at
the same time, they also get the information of other enterprises’ intellectual properties. Thus
collaborative enterprises may leak the intellectual property information for additional benefits. Although
the behavior would bring loss to the collaborative organization, the loss is borne by all collaborative
enterprises, then the loss of the enterprises which leak the information is much less than their benefits,
which make the enterprises tend to leak information. This agreement identifies this behavior as a breach.
Based on this, when enterprises leak information, they will consider default penalties after they are
found, thereby reduce the possibility of leaking information. Thus it can be seen that the interest
relationship of alliance enterprises in the process of property collaborative utilization is game
relationship, so we can build an incentive agreement game analysis model to get the incentive
coefficient of the best incentive agreement.
In the organization of intellectual property collaborative utilization, the alliance enterprise which
leak intellectual property can be regarded as one part of the game, and the alliance organization can be
regarded as the other part of the game. For the convenience of analysis, we divide the distribution of
interests of intellectual property collaborative utilization into two steps: the first step is that enterprise
put all the excess profit to the alliance organization after they obtain profit by using alliance intellectual
property; the second step is that alliance organization return a certain percentage of the excess profit to
the alliance enterprise according to the agreement signed before, and then increase or decrease a certain
amount of excess profit according to the incentive coefficient to achieve the purpose of incentive.
According to the game process, let β be incentive coefficient decided by alliance organization,
under a incentive coefficient,let a be the extent of the damage to intellectual property value brought
by enterprise’s moral hazard behavior, its corresponding loss of intellectual property excess profit is θ ,
and

θ

follows the fuction

θ = f (a ) = a + γ , γ is a random variable of which mean is 0 and

variance is δ . The moral hazard behavior of enterprise make loss to alliance intellectual property
excess profit, it also create additional benefits to itself. Due to that the additional benefits brought by
moral hazard behavior of enterprise is related to the extent of the damage to intellectual property value,
we assume that the additional benefits brought by moral hazard behavior of enterprise is a function
about the extent of the damage to intellectual property value a . For calculating easily, we assume that
2

the additional benefits brought by moral hazard behavior of enterprise is h ( a ) =

a 2b
.
2
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Because alliance organization can not observe the extent of moral hazard behavior of enterprise, it
only could confirm enterprise’s moral hazard behavior through the loss brought by moral hazard
behavior, then let t ( t > 0 ) be the loss limitation accepted by alliance organization, which is caused by
various reasons.When the loss brought by the enterprise is larger than the limitation, alliance
organization considers that the enterprise does moral hazard behavior and then punish it. When the loss
brought by the enterprise is smaller than the limitation, alliance organization considers that the
enterprise does not do moral hazard behavior and reward it.
Let π be additional benefits of enterprise brought by using alliance intellectual property, and α
be distribution of excess profit consulted by alliance organization and enterprise. Agreement Incentive is
a funtion about incentive coefficient β and loss limitation t : g ( β , t ) = β (t − θ ) . Therefore, when
both sides fix the incentive coefficient and loss limitation, the interests distribution is a function about

θ : s (θ ) = α + β (t − θ ) .

The net benefits obtained by alliance orgnization is that excess profit ( π ) of enterprise brought by

using alliance intellectual property minus the interests distribution( s (θ ) ) under incentive agreement
and the loss( θ ) to alliance organization by enterprise’s moral hazard behavior. The net benefits of
alliance enterprise inlude the interests distribution( s (θ ) ) and the benefits by leaking intellectual
property information. Thus, the net benefits of alliance orgnization( E1 ) and alliance enterprise( E2 ) are
as follows:

E1 = π − s(θ ) − θ
E2 = s (θ ) +

(1)

2

ab
2

(2)

Alliance organization can’t observe the action selection of the alliance enterprise directly, so it
could confirm the extent of damage of enterprise’s leaking behavior by the profit result, and then
concludes whether incentive is realized. Consequently, this game is a determination of optimal incentive
agreement under information asymmetry.
According to the assumed condition and constraint conditions of incentive model under
information asymmetry, we build a incentive agreement game model of intellectual property
collaborative utilization:

max { E1 = π − s(θ ) − θ }
⎧

s.t max ⎨ E2 = s (θ ) +

⎩
E2 ≥ ϖ

a b⎫
⎬
2 ⎭

(3)

2

(4)

(5)
is the social average returns which the alliance enterprise could get when it don’t sign the
agreement of intellectual property collaborative utilization. It is decided by the enterprise’s other market
opportunities, and it is the precondition of signing the alliance agreement.
The solving process optimal incentive agreements are given below. First, calculate the first
derivative constraint conditions of the optimization problem. Under the condition of given incentive
coefficient, alliance enterprise chooses its damage extent. According to (4), get the first derivative of a
as follows:

ϖ

a 2b
∂ (α + β (t − a − γ ) +
)
∂E2
2 = − β + ab = 0
= 0,
∂a
∂a
a=

β

b

(6)

Therefore, the first derivative incentive compatibility constraint condition of the optimization
model is a =

β

b

.Due to that

ϖ

of individual rationality constraints is decided by market opportunity,
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for the sake of discussion, we assume that the benefits obtained by enterprise in this alliance are not less
than social average returns, which means that enterprise is willing to sign the agreement. Thus, the
equation (5) is true.
Then put (6) to objective function (3), we get as follow:

E1 = π − α − β (t −

β

b

−γ )− a +γ

In order to get the optimal incentive coefficient

β according to(7):

(7)

β , we calculate the first derivative of

∂E1
=0
∂β
2β 1
−t +
− +γ = 0
b b
bt − br + 1
β=
2

(8)

Through the above game analysis, the optimal incentive coefficient of alliance organization is

bt − br + 1
β
, and at the same time the damage extent of alliance enterprise is
. In conclusion,
2
b
incentive coefficient should be set according to income coefficient b brought by leaking behavior. The
larger b is, the higher incentive coefficient is set; the smaller b is, the lower incentive coefficient is set.

4 Conclusion
In conclusion, at present the main obstacles of intellectual property collaborative utilization result
from the alliance members’ moral hazard behavior brought by the incompleteness of agreement. So the
best way to inhibit the moral hazard behavior of alliance members is perfecting agreement mechanism
of strategic alliance. Under the current agreement mechanism, lack of incentive mechanism cause the
alliance organization to bear all the risk.While enterprise don’t bear risk,it is likely to damage the
alliance interests to achieve the maximization of self-interest, and then do the moral hazard behavior.
Therefore, it is the key of perfecting agreement mechanism to establish proper incentive mechanism,
which make the enterprise take the certain risk.
Meanwhile, playing the role of agreement mechanism must be based on two conditions: firstly, the
guarantee of force. Law, the powerful guarantee of agreement, is based on regime force. Thus, it is vital
of playing the alliance agreement’s role to perfect the relevant law by government, and it also is the
foundation of perfecting alliance agreement machanism; secondly, the effective supervision to the
breach of agreement. Because strategic alliance is of instability, it is difficult to restrict the behavior of
alliance members only through the internal supervision mechanism of alliance and the market
mechanism, government must supervise the alliance strategic as a third party to inhibit the moral hazard
behavior of alliance members.
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Abstract: The efficiency of agricultural science and technology transfer is subject to the technology-self,

the information communication, the development of agricultural industrialization and so on. Information
service platform will help to improve the efficiency of technology transfer by optimizing agricultural
resources allocation and promoting agricultural resources integration. The information service system
based on information push technology sends users the processed information actively according his
needs through various channels and means, so as to meet the users’ individual demands for agricultural
technology and information.
Keywords: Information push technology; Agricultural achievements; Technology transfer; Information
service

1 Introduction
There are about 7000 agricultural science and technology achievements in china each year, but
only 30% -40% of them are puted into productions due to many reasons, which is much lower than that
of developed countries. The achievements which are welcomed by farmers("hot technology") are only
about 10% of the total achievements, a large number of agricultural science and technologies are not
turned into business and remain exhibits, which restricts the development of agriculture and rural
economy and be a great waste of science and technology[1]. The service system of agricultural science
and technology based on information push technology integrates, processes, analyzes, stores, classifies
the achievements and finally transfers and pushes them to agricultural enterprises, factories and farmers
to meet their needs[2]. It will improves the service of technology transfer and advances the support of
science and technology to agriculture and rural economy.
The aim of agricultural science and technology transfer is to optimize and integrate agricultural
resources, advance agriculture productivity and achieve the combination of science and technology and
agriculture. Therefore, the state has launched a variety of projects to build a platform to promote
technology transfer in which information service project is an important part.

2 The Constriction of Agricultural Science and Technology Transfer
As agricultural research, agricultural extension and farmers training and education are separated
from each other and lack of co-ordination, there are large gaps between agricultural researchers and
promoters, extension workers and farmers, science researches and its promotions. It leads to inefficiency
[3]
of agricultural technology transfer . In the vast rural areas, the poor communication networks and other
infrastructure result in communication barriers between farmers and researchers, a lot of new
technologies can not be known timely by farmers, and farmers' technology needs cannot be learned
timely by researchers.
In the rural family contracted responsibility system, family is the basic production unit and the
farmland is contracted dispersely by each unit, so a family is unable to against market risks and afford
agricultural technology researches and purchases. Objectively speaking, the small-scale decentralized
production of the land is not conducive to the application of large integrated agricultural technology.
2.1 The development of agricultural science and technology transfer
In the 21st century, "The First Documents" of central government have pointed out to build
diversified agricultural technology extension system to promote agriculture science and technology
innovation and its objectives for many years. With the support of national political policies,
governments and some universities have made some explorations and attempts, and also opened up new
channels for technology transfer through effective "Organizational Innovation" in the original science
and technology management system to promote technology transfer, such as Engineering (technology)
Research Centers, Technology Transfer Centers, University Science and Technology Parks. Information
platform of agricultural science and technology transfer played important support function in the
communication of suppliers and buyers, and settled some problems caused by asymmetric information
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effectively.
2.2 The role of information service platform to technology transfer
Because of the long production cycle, the benefit of agricultural science and technology is effected
by physical geography, social, economic and technological conditions and farmers' technology
acceptability and other comprehensive factors, so the information service platform plays essential
support functions for suppliers and considerably decides the transfer results. At the same time, because
many different departments are involved in the process of agricultural science and technology transfer,
including the suppliers - agricultural research institutes; the buyers - agricultural enterprises and farmers;
intermediate organizations - technology markets or the local transformation institutions; regulators - the
government. Information service platform can coordinate the interests of all parties in this open systems,
reduce the information asymmetry between the two sides, and help to build an integral technology
transfer system by promoting the cooperation and communication between suppliers, buyers,
intermediate organizations and government.

3 The Support of Information Push Technology to Information Service System
Information push is a system of information issue and dissemination technology, relying on the
technologies of information collection, artificial intelligence, knowledge discovery, network, data
mining and database storage, it actively send the information after collection, analysis, extraction and
categorization to users through certain channels or ways according to some technical standards or
[4]
protocols . The support is mainly the following areas.
3.1 Making information purposeful and pertinent
As an active information service, information push technology changes the information access
method, the system push the information to users according his personal need. In the vast rural areas, it
can help users find the useful information efficiently in the mass of information with few participants,
[5]
and push the most helpful one to each user pertinently .
3.2 Saving information search cost
Information asymmetry problem is serious between suppliers and buyers in rural information
markets, so information sorting system in information service platform will extract and register some
key words of technology information in the data to facilitate information search.
With information collection, analysis, extraction, classification, integrate processing, standardization and
other steps, it can be push in accordance with the demand of users and reduce the research cost.
3.3 Realization of multi-dimensional and multi-media publishment
As the information push technology is based on digital storage, science and technology information
can be multi-dimensionaly published anytime, anywhere and anyway. Meanwhile, by extraction, sorting
and classification, information can be published though different media according its type, for example,
the refining contents are fit for SMS access, the detailed contents for network access.
3.4 Breaking through the restriction of knowledge
It is easy for each users to use information push technology, they do not need to have much
professional knowledge and search technique, so it can be widely used in Chinese rural areas.

4 Function Module Design of the Information Service System Based on Push
Technology
Agricultural science and technology transfer information platform is a system based on push
technology, which includes several basic modules.
4.1 Database module
Database is the most important part of information service, including users database and
technology and science database. Users are categorized according their needs in users database which
collects and records the service information of each user, the system can track, record and store the
information when user is searching, downloading and browsing, so to identify every user's features and
interests and satisfy the needs accordingly. The database establishes a set of simple and complex index
system and index key words, so as to meet the requirements of different media[6]. Meanwhile, the
database also supplies the information of market supply and demand, prices of agricultural products,
agricultural news, policies and regulations, agricultural technical standards, weather, pest and disease
prevention and other agricultural information.
4.2 Collection and filtering module
By collecting and filtering information, this module automatically track the users database and the
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technology database, take the initiative to collect the user interested scientific and technical information,
and finally push them to users by messages, e-mails, telephones and other media[7].. Building users
interest model based on the users' initial registration, it will real-timely record various information when
users are searching, downloading and browseing and add them to users' dynamic expansion information
database, with the increase of each user's interest information, the system will be more efficient in
information pushing[8].
4.3 Information PUSH MODule
Information push module, information pull module (acquisition)and information screening module
get together to form a complete system, information push and information feedback are the interaction
between system and users. Before information push, the system will first judge the user's grade by the
users interest model, if the user's grade is low, short message will be used, and the lower the user's grade,
the less information is pushed. With the information increase when the user are browsing, downloading
and asking questions, they will be stored to users dynamic expansion information database and raise the
user's grade. The higher the grade, the more information is pushed, and the push means will also be
extended from short message, e-mail, real-time chat software, telephone to personal staff; the
information forms will change from short text, graphics, image, sound, program to operation program
with the increase of information. In this process the users interest module judges, gives program, and
send to the staff.
4.4 Trading registration system and real-time expert service system
Trading registration system and expert service system is the security system in the whole
agriculture information service system, the trading registration system is designed in accordance with
certain procedures and process to record and register the science and technology, the trade of
information, to real-timely trace the details of the consultation, introduction, negotiation, transaction,
and accounts. Real-time expert service system is composed by the techniques of experts service,
intelligent information search, natural language process, artificial manipulation, to give technique
support after technology transfer, remote training services, diagnosis judgement guidance, and the match
of demand and supply.

5 Conclusion
Information push technology actively transfers the processed categorized information to users
through various channels and approaches, therefore, it is widely applied in the information services in
rural areas to promote agricultural informatization. To make it more efficient in agricultural science an
technology transfer, we should improve the system construction. First of all, mass of science and
technology which is of applicability and timely, accurate information are the foundation of systems, to
support the operation of the system, the administration apartments need to build science and technology
database, the agricultural information sector also need to provide technology information. By the
establishment of information collection, information filtering procedures, we can push the most useful
information to the users and reduce the time cost of the users. Meanwhile, minimizing the data at one
time pushing and using different media will reduce the cost. Third, it is important to improve
information security system to protect user privacy from abuse including the user’s interests, hobbies
and other informations, to guarantee the reliability of the pushed information and the intellectual
property protection.
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Abstract: The same as common ecosystems, enterprise knowledge ecosystem also has multiple aspects
and multi-level homeostatic mechanisms. This paper expounds the homeostatic mechanisms of
enterprise knowledge ecosystem, such as hierarchy function mechanism, redundancy regulation
mechanism, ecological adaptation mechanism of knowledge individuals, feedback regulation
mechanism of knowledge populations, competing and cooperation mechanism of knowledge
communities, and self-organization mechanism of knowledge ecosystem. Such analysis can provide
certain reference function for enterprises or organizations to construct and maintain knowledge
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1 Introduction
The emerging theory and practices of knowledge ecology are making 20th-century ideas of
management and business obsolete[1]. Knowledge ecology is a field of theory and practice that focuses
on discovering better social, organizational, behavioral, and technical conditions for knowledge creation
and utilization[2]. Knowledge ecology’s primary area of study and domain of action are the design and
support of self-organizing knowledge “ecosystems. Therefore, the study of knowledge ecology and
knowledge ecosystem gradually becomes the focus in many areas.
George Pór[3] points out that looked at through a bi-focal lens, a knowledge ecosystem is a network
of conversations, face-to-face and electronic meetings, and knowledge repositories of what, who, why,
how, where, and when; through the "triple network" lens, a knowledge ecosystem is a triple network: a
people network of productive conversations, a knowledge network of ideas, information and inspiration,
a technology network of knowledge bases, communication links, action scripts, sense-making and
negotiation tools; through the "CAS" lens, a knowledge ecosystem is a complex adaptive system of
people in communities, in which they cultivate relationships, tools, and practices for creating,
integrating, sharing, and using knowledge. David A. Bray[4] defines knowledge ecosystems as
incorporating a bottom-up approach towards appropriate “fit” among knowledge technologies,
motivational antecedents, knowledge transfer, and performance outcomes. Ye Peihua and Xu Baoxiang[5]
define knowledge ecosystem as the system which is constituted by the interaction and inter-influence
between knowledge entities and knowledge environment.
Some scholars try to use the theory of knowledge ecosystem to analyze and solve the problems. Alan J.
Thomson, Brenda E. Callan and John J. Dennis[6] use knowledge ecosystem concept as the framework to
describe the evolution of development of the Pacific Forestry Centre herbarium systems developed for
Canadian Government Forest Pathology Herbarium. Francois Magnan, Genevieve Habel and Nicolas
Fournier[7] explain how the advent of the Semantic Web brings new instruments to help build dynamic
knowledge ecosystems on the Web. Antonio Manzalini and Alexandros Stavdas[8] propose a “service and
knowledge ecosystem” based on a plurality of autonomic components, pervasively distributed over
peer-to-peer (low-cost) resources, interacting with each other (even semantically) to compose and
execute services and applications. Sun Zhenling[9] applies the knowledge ecosystem theory to the
business process reengineering of library and information service, proposes the BPR solution of college
library based the knowledge ecosystem theory.

2 Hierarchy Function Mechanism
Structure of knowledge ecosystem can be divided into vertical structure and horizontal structure.
According to hierarchical system theory, a complete enterprise knowledge ecosystem should
include knowledge individual, knowledge population, knowledge community and knowledge
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ecosystem four vertical hierarchies[10], shown in Figure 1.
Knowledge ecosystem has the compatibility with non-equilibrium, that is, the process of
knowledge individual and knowledge population can be contained in knowledge community and
knowledge ecosystem. The non-equilibrium and spatial heterogeneity of knowledge individual and
knowledge population can be transformed into equilibrium and homogenization of knowledge
community and knowledge ecosystem through compatibility. At the same time, due to the presence
of hierarchies, when knowledge individual and knowledge population are interrupted, knowledge
community and knowledge ecosystem can still function properly, which is conducive to maintain
homeostatic of knowledge ecosystem.

Knowledge ecosystem

Knowledge community
Knowledge
population
Knowledge
individual

Figure 1 Vertical Structure of Enterprise Knowledge Ecosystem

Gong Ping[11] considers that horizontal structure of enterprise knowledge ecosystem includes
knowledge distribution, knowledge exchange, knowledge competition and knowledge evolution, shown
in Figure 2.
Knowledge
distribution

Knowledge
interaction

Knowledge
evolution

Knowledge
competition

Figure 2 Horizontal Structure of Enterprise Knowledge Ecosystem

Knowledge (including explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge) is distributed in knowledge
ecosystem, which is the distribution of knowledge ecosystem. Knowledge exchanges between
knowledge entities at different levels (knowledge individual, knowledge population or knowledge
community) lead to knowledge interaction of knowledge ecosystem. Due to resource scarcity,
knowledge entities choose to knowledge competition, knowledge cooperation and knowledge sharing,
causing the knowledge evolution of knowledge ecosystem. As a result, knowledge distribution,
knowledge interaction, knowledge competition and knowledge evolution maintain the dynamic
homeostatic of enterprise knowledge ecosystem.

3 Redundancy Regulation Mechanism
There exist redundant species in the ecosystem. In biology populations, if certain species been
removed, other species will be affected, and the entire community and the structure and function of
ecosystem will not been affected at the same time, then these kinds of species are redundant species.
In terms of enterprise knowledge ecosystem, redundancy regulation means to make knowledge
entities of the same characteristics have a certain redundancy, so do knowledge ecological environment
and knowledge resources. A certain redundancy of knowledge entities not only achieve the stability of
the entire system, but also cause competitive pressures and encourage knowledge innovation. Therefore,
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in order to achieve the stability and homeostatic of enterprise knowledge ecosystem, enterprise should
maintain a certain redundancy within the system, so that knowledge entities have competitive pressures
without affecting the functions of the system, while guaranteeing knowledge ecological environment
and knowledge resources have a large redundancy, to ensure that environmental factors adapt to
economic development.

4 Knowledge Individuals' Ecological Adaptation Mechanism
In the enterprise knowledge ecosystem, knowledge individual adapts to the requirements of
working environment by self-regulated learning and the interactive learning between the members of
knowledge link. Self-regulated learning is that knowledge individual actively and continually learns new
knowledge and skills in order to adapt to circumstances change. The interactive learning between the
members of knowledge link is essentially the infinite circulation of knowledge flow, knowledge use and
knowledge involution in knowledge link.
Knowledge individual’s ecological adaptation is the socialization process of knowledge individual,
and the process of knowledge individual melting into knowledge population inside the enterprise and
becoming a member of knowledge population. In this process, knowledge individual learns knowledge
skills, improves the knowledge structure and embedded in the enterprise social network, becomes a ring
of knowledge link and a node of knowledge network, adapts to corporate culture and team atmosphere,
gradually accepts corporate values and goals, and eventually melts into knowledge communities.

5 Knowledge Populations' Feedback Regulation Mechanism
Output components which were sent back into the same system become the ingredients, or output
information which was sent back into the same system becomes the control information, and the process
is called feedback. Feedback includes positive feedback and negative feedback. Positive feedback is the
feedback which makes output changes accelerate in the original direction, while negative feedback is the
feedback which makes output changes slow down or reverse in the original direction.
Positive feedback increases the number of knowledge populations rapidly, away from the original
level, and cause the enterprise knowledge ecosystem away from equilibrium state; negative feedback
enables to enhance anti-interference ability and adaptability, reduce the number of knowledge
populations so that the number of populations stabilizes at the point of equilibrium and enterprise
knowledge ecosystem maintains in the homeostatic state. Shown in Figure 3.
number

number

a

time

b

time

Figure 3 The Result of Feedback Regulation
a. Positive Feedback b. Negative Feedback

Therefore, in the early stage of enterprise development, the number of knowledge populations is
very low, positive feedback plays a major role and increase the number of knowledge populations; with
the growing number of knowledge populations, negative feedback starts to exert the function,
decreasing the number of knowledge populations steadily to approach the capacity of entire enterprise
and maintain dynamic equilibrium of enterprise knowledge ecosystems.

6 Knowledge Communities' Competing and Cooperation Mechanism
In the enterprise knowledge ecosystem, because of the benefits, resources and other factors, the
relationship between enterprises is no longer a simple linear relationship, but non-linear relationship
including both competition and collaboration.
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Due to the development, improvement and update of knowledge, as well as the imbalance of the
ability to acquire knowledge, knowledge competition among enterprises has become a popular trend.
Knowledge competition refers to the process in which knowledge entities try to achieve their own
economic interests and fixed goals. In addition, as knowledge resources scattered in different knowledge
nodes, supply chain, alliance and cluster, enterprise should reconstruct, integrate and optimize internal
and external knowledge resources, in order to achieve effective knowledge reuse and rapid knowledge
innovation, so knowledge management develop towards knowledge collaboration. Enterprise knowledge
collaboration is that enterprise integrates internal and external knowledge resources to make the overall
efficiency of knowledge learning, using and creation greater than the efficiency of the separate
components[12].
In the enterprise knowledge ecosystem, the interspecific relationship whose core is resource and
benefit occurs between enterprise knowledge communities; due to the long-term evolution, the
non-linear interaction gradually forms including competition and cooperation among enterprises. As the
relationship of dependence and restraint between enterprises, enterprise knowledge ecosystem can
maintain equilibrium.

7 Knowledge Ecosystem's Self-organization Mechanism
Enterprise knowledge ecosystem is actually a self-organizing system of dissipative structure, it is
precisely because of openness, far from equilibrium, nonlinear effects and fluctuations of knowledge
ecosystem, knowledge ecosystem can exchange material, energy, information and knowledge with the
outside world, from the disordered state into ordered state, and form a new homeostatic structure.
7.1 Enterprise knowledge Ecosystem is open
Enterprise knowledge ecosystem is an open system that can be explained from the following aspects.
First, government departments, research institutes, universities, organizations, and customers provide
material, financial, knowledge, information and human resources to knowledge ecosystem. Second,
enterprise knowledge ecosystem provides knowledge products and services to out world by collecting,
organizing, transferring knowledge.
7.2 Enterprise knowledge ecosystem is far from equilibrium
The main basis of determining whether the system is far from equilibrium is to see whether the system is
open and mobile. Enterprise knowledge ecosystem not only exist material flow and value flow, but also
knowledge flow. The material flow in knowledge ecosystem includes the inputs of equipments, funds
and human resources. The material flow of knowledge ecosystem refers to the process of value
realization. The knowledge flow is the dynamic process of knowledge transfer, exchange, sharing and
application between knowledge entities. Therefore, knowledge ecosystem is far from equilibrium.
7.3 Enterprise knowledge ecosystem is nonlinear
How to determine whether a system is non-linear is to study the composition is constituent or
element. The components of nonlinear system should be different constituents, and the number of
constituents must be greater than 2.
The constituents of enterprise knowledge ecosystem can be divided into biological components and
non-biological components. Biological components refer to knowledge individual, knowledge
population and knowledge community. Non-biological components include the internal environment
composed of corporate culture, physical environment and technological environment, as well as the
external environment by the macro-environment (economic factors, social factors, political factors,
science and technology factors) and micro-environment (customers, partners, suppliers, competitors,
government). So enterprise knowledge ecosystem is non-linear system which is composed of a number
of different constituent independent in nature.
7.4 Fluctuation exists in enterprise knowledge ecosystem
Like other systems, enterprise knowledge ecosystem consists of a large number of subsystems.
There are many measurable macroscopic quantities in knowledge ecosystem, such as stock of
knowledge and knowledge flow. Because the macroscopic quantities are constantly changing, so the
quantities are not the same every time. There is some deviation, that is, fluctuation, and fluctuation is
random, chaotic.
Knowledge ecosystem emphasizes knowledge sharing, knowledge transfer, knowledge innovation,
make the stock of knowledge and knowledge flow changing, and result in a giant fluctuation of
self-organization effect. And the fluctuation is conducive to system’s self-development, increasing the
positive feedback and decreasing the negative feedback, and lead to a qualitative change in the system
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as a whole to form a new ordered structure.

8 Conclusion
Enterprise knowledge ecosystem’s homeostatic is enterprise knowledge ecosystem resist change
and maintain the homeostatic trend. Enterprise knowledge ecosystem’s homeostatic is related to
structure of enterprise knowledge ecosystem and function of enterprise knowledge ecosystem.
Enterprise knowledge ecosystem has multiple aspects and multi-level homeostatic mechanisms. The
homeostatic mechanisms of enterprise knowledge ecosystem include hierarchy function mechanism,
redundancy regulation mechanism, knowledge individuals' ecological adaptation mechanism,
knowledge populations' feedback regulation mechanism, knowledge communities' competing and
cooperation mechanism, and knowledge ecosystem's self-organization mechanism.
Enterprise knowledge ecosystem includes knowledge individual, knowledge population,
knowledge community and knowledge ecosystem four vertical hierarchies. The horizontal structure of
enterprise knowledge ecosystem includes knowledge distribution, knowledge exchange, knowledge
competition and knowledge evolution. Due to interactions between the four vertical hierarchies and
horizontal structure, enterprise knowledge ecosystem can maintain homeostatic. Redundancy regulation
mechanism not only achieve the stability of the entire system, but also cause competitive pressures and
encourage knowledge innovation. Knowledge individuals' ecological adaptation mechanism means that
knowledge individual adapts to the requirements of working environment by self-regulated learning and
the interactive learning between the members of knowledge link. Knowledge populations' feedback
regulation mechanism includes positive feedback and negative feedback, positive feedback makes
output changes accelerate in the original direction, while negative feedback makes output changes slow
down or reverse in the original direction. Knowledge communities' competing and cooperation
mechanism means knowledge competition and knowledge collaboration exist among enterprises.
Enterprise knowledge ecosystem is actually a self-organizing system of dissipative structure, knowledge
ecosystem can exchange material, energy, information and knowledge with the outside world, from the
disordered state into ordered state, and form a new homeostatic structure.
This research of enterprise knowledge ecosystem’s homeostatic mechanisms can provide certain
reference function for enterprises or organizations to construct and maintain knowledge ecosystem.
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Research on Technology Management Innovation and Technology
System Reform of Hubei Province of china
Zhang Lan
Department of Science and Technology，Government of Hubei Province,
Wuhan, P.R.China, 430071
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Abstract: Technology system reform is the important motivation for technology management
innovation and technology development. In the first ten years of the 21st century, China Hubei
Provincial Party Committee and government adopted a series of measures to accelerate the development
of technology management innovation and technology system reform, to advance the release of
technology NO.1 productive force, and got striking achievements and precious experiences. This paper
summarizes China Hubei province’s measures and achievements comprehensively, and analyzes
problems in technology management innovation and technology system reform in Hubei province
existing now, and puts forward countermeasure and suggestion to improve technology management
innovation and technology system reform.
Key words: Innovation; Technology system reform; Hubei province of China

1 Introduction
Technology management innovation is a process depending on features of science and technology
activities, through constant realizing of science and technology activity and its external environment,
perfecting and rebuilding science technology management system, to help it adjusting and improving
science and technology activities better. Science and technology management innovation and sustainable
development includes three parts: firstly, building science and technology management innovation system,
achievements transferring system; secondly, the highest standard is adjusting the relationship between
human beings and the nature; thirdly, the sustainable development of science and technology innovation
should identical with the sustainable development of economy and science[1]. Lv Xiumei, Xue Zhansheng,
Yu Jihai(2004) summarized the features of science and technology management innovation in new period
as: firstly, science and technology activities are more flexible; secondly, it’s difficult to evaluate and
measure the output of science and technology activities; thirdly, science and technology activity is a
system changing constantly; and on the basis of this, they put forward the problems in science and
technology management innovation in this new period[2].
A large amount of practices at home and abroad proves that, the only way to get coordinated growth
between technology and economy and society is reform. Many scholars researched science and
technology system reform, Liao Tiantu, Dai Tianfang(2009) summarized the 4 stages of China science
and technology system reform after the state’s founding, and got some enlightenments for science and
technology system reform[3]. He Dang (2011) analyzed the problems science and technology development
and science and technology system reform met, and put forward some suggestions[4].
The ultimate aim of reform is to help science and technology achievements being used in producing
widely, science and technology worker expressing their talents, liberating science and technology
productivity, improving economy and society development. And if we want to innovate, we should form
new management concept in science and technology activity’s aim, organization, leading and controlling.
Technology system reform is the important motive power of technology management innovation and
technology development. In the first decade of the 21st century, China Hubei provincial Party committee
and government adopted a series of measurements to accelerate the development of technology
management innovation and technology system reform, to advance the release of technology the first
productive force, and got great achievements and precious experiences. This paper researching Hubei
province’s experiences in science and technology management innovation and science and technology
system reform, to put forward main problems and respectively solution in science and technology
management innovation and science and technology system reform.

2 Main Measures and Achievements

Since 21st century, China Hubei province adopted science and education boomed Hubei and talents
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strengthen Hubei province strategies, via improving technology management system reform, province
owned research institution system reform, finance technology investment mechanism innovation,
industries, universities and research institutes cooperation mechanism innovation and so on, and got
outstanding achievements in local innovation system building, technology investment and financing
system establishing, technology talents team building, technology intermediary services system
constructing, high technology industry park building and so on[5]. The province’s different innovation
subjects’ innovation vitality grew policy environment, system environment and social environment of
technology innovation improved constantly. As shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Main Measures and Achievements of Hubei Province of China Last Ten Years

2.1 Improving policy environment to deepen technology system reform constantly
The National People's Congress, Party committee and government of Hubei province issued local
regulations, such as Hubei province scientific and technological progress regulations, Hubei province
science and technology popularize regulations, Hubei province individual owned science and
technology enterprises regulations, Hubei province patents protection regulations, Hubei province
technology market management regulations, and other important files like Decision on strengthening
independent innovation ability and building innovative Hubei, Suggestions on deepening reform
innovation mechanism and accelerating high-tech industry’s development (trial implementation),
Suggestions on building long-term independent innovation mechanism, Hubei province further research
institution system reform implementation advices, and different regions and departments issued a series
of matching policies about the improvement of technology innovation[6]. These regulations and policies
made important innovation and break in increasing financial technology investment, innovating
financial technology investment channels, improving technology resources configuration, encouraging
technological workers to venture, developing options motivation, deepening college technological
enterprise system reform, supporting R&D research institution system reform, and motivating post
technology achievements transformation. Regulations and policies system promoting technology
development has formed in the whole province, technology progress and independent innovation has
built a good policy and legal environment.
2.2 Exploring science-technology plan management system reform positively
Hubei province improved science-technology plan management system reform to establish
technology innovation system enterprise subjective, market oriented, and industry, college and
institution cooperative; from focusing on college and institution’s R&D to building technology
innovation system enterprise subjective, market oriented, and industry, college and institution
cooperative, and leading technology resources gathered to the first line of economic construction
effectively. The whole province’s financial technology input mechanism reform and innovation work
improved constantly. In 2009, it issued “Suggestions about innovation technology input mechanism”,
which had 19 specific policy measures to expressing the leading , modeling and amplification effect of
financial technology input, to accelerating the establishment of multiple channel, multilevel technology
input system. At the present, Hubei has built 3.5 billions venture input leading fund, and supported ten
venture investment fund, its total scale is beyond 20 billions. What’s more, it promoted commercial
bank and venture investment organizations to build “investment and loan cooperate mechanism”,
forming a Hubei style “accompany investment”, “accompany loan” and “accompany allowance” service
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mechanism. In 2010, Hubei province organized technological medium-sized and small enterprises to
declare national issued medium-sized and small enterprises ensemble bond, whose total value was 5.19
billions[7].
2.3 Improving province owned research institution system reform
Hubei province strengthened top plan of 2.2 exploring science-technology plan management
system reform and innovating, sticked to the reform direction of R&D research institution enterprises
transforming system. Depending on implementing guidance and accompany service, it accomplished
Hubei chemistry research institution, Hubei building materials industry research and design institution’s
reform. Among all R&D research institutions, there has been 11 institutions transformed to enterprise
and registered in business and administration department, 4 of them went into colleges now, which
indicates that the constitutive adjust mission of Hubei R&D research institution has already been done
basically.
2.4 Cultivating innovation subjects
The province chose 150 medium-sized and small enterprises who had innovative ability and
innovative demand, applying methods like technology plan, financing service, talents supporting to
support their innovation ability building, to promote and implement the nation’s finance and tax poly for
encouraging enterprise innovation, and solve financing problem through different channels. In 2010, 111
of these companies took advantage of R&D expenditure discount, which valued 2.23 billions. At the
present, Hubei province has 7 enterprises in the list of national innovation enterprises, 16 enterprises in
the list of national experimental enterprises. In the same time, Hubei province promoted “management
coaching, policy training, expert helping, platform supporting” service to strengthen reserved coming
into market high-tech company to foster their independent innovation ability, pointing to the
development demand of technological medium-sized and small enterprises, and choosing “early stage
company developing to growth stage company, growth stage company developing to expansion stage
and reserved coming into market company” as direction.
2.5 Promoting cooperation of industry, college and institution
Hubei province adopted enterprise subjective, market oriented, and government leading style, gave
full play to basic effect of market optimized configuration of innovation resources, strengthened
industry capital, knowledge capital and financial capital organic combination, improving deep fusion
between enterprise, industry, base and college, science and technology R&D institution, and the joint of
application research and industry demand. It built industry technology innovation strategy alliance,
industry technology innovation base, company technology innovation platform, and public technology
service platform and so on. Now, it has established 20 industry technology innovation strategy alliances
above province level such as phosphor resources development and exploit, rape process, and 3 of them
has been ratified to national industry technology innovation strategy alliance by technology department.
2.6 Strengthening high-tech industry park construction
Since 1988 Donghu high-tech park established, the province ratified Xiang Yang, Huang Shi, Jin
Zhou, Ge Dian, Xiao Gan, Shi Yan, Yi Chang etc.14 provincial high-tech industry park(including 3
national high-tech park). After several years’ efforts, high-tech park has been the cradle of technology
venture, carrier of high-tech company, base of technology innovation, platform of attracting investment,
lightspot of local economy. In 2010, 14 high-tech parks’ high-tech industries’ gross output reached
2293.43 billions, corresponding period growth is 26.6%; realizing high-tech industry growth output
720.46 billions, corresponding period growth is 25.6%; high-tech products sale is 2208.95 billions,
corresponding period growth is28.8%; realizing interest and tax 225.54 billions, corresponding period
growth is 44.6%.
2.7 Strengthening technological talents team building
The province took implementing technology plan as link, through establishing innovation bases
like national and provincial key lab, engineering technology center fostered a large number of national
high level talents. At the present, the province has 56 academician of the Chinese Academy of Science
and the Chinese Academy of Engineering, 46 national chief experts( ten more in 2010), 48 education
ministry Yangtze River scholar(range 4 in the whole country), 20 young and middle-aged experts
selected into national “hundred, thousand and myriad engineering ”, 83 young and middle-aged experts
made extrude contribution to the nation, and 2564 experts took the State Council government special
allowance.
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3 Main Issues in Technology System Reform
3.1 Research and development system for application technology is weak
Pure researches such as scientific papers, prize-winning achievements, taking the national research
plan produce high; while the output of commercial application results such as patent and new products is
low. To develop technology for application oriented by university is insufficient originally; the
application research function of institutions of development is weakened after the reform; public kind of
application technology research institutions of development lags behind; and research and development
system for application technology is weak [8].
Ⅲ MAIN ISSUES IN TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEM REFORM

A. Research and Development System for Application Technology is
Weak
B. The Mechanism Remains to be Breakthrough
C. The Subject Status of Enterprise Technology Innovation Isn’t
Outstanding
D. Imbalance Distribution of Science and Technology Resources

E. Macro Management System of Technology should be Improved

Figure 2 The Main Issues in Promoting Science and Technology Management Innovation and Technology
System Reform in Current

3.2 The mechanism remains to be breakthrough
Universities and research institutes usually tend to focus on advanced technology and ignore
market demand, so results themselves have a large gap from commercial application, and the demand
innovation achievement of enterprise is the bald mature technology. The mechanism of long-term
combination of enterprises, universities and research institutes and the mechanism of effectively
operating the new combination of innovation organizations such as construction of industry technology
innovation strategy alliance and biotechnology research institute are still needed to be explored.
3.3 The subject status of enterprise technology innovation isn’t outstanding
The proportion of enterprise engaged in activities of science and technology is low. There are only
13% industrial enterprises have activities of science and technology in Hubei Province, it’s not only
greatly lower than some developed provinces and cities such as Beijing (25.8%) and Zhejiang Province
(22.3%), but also lower than Anhui Province (15.3%) and Hunan Province (14.9%) which are in central
regions too. In the provincial scientific research and test development expenditure, 63.6% is put into
enterprise, low 8.1% less than the national average level.
3.4 Imbalance distribution of science and technology resources
Big cities have intensive science and technology resources, while small and medium-sized cities
especially counties have insufficient technology resources. Wuhan and Xiangyang concentrate nearly
60% of the scientific and technical personnel, and 70% of the funds of science and technology in Hubei
Province. The technology force of small and medium-sized city and county is weak, especially in rural,
technology resources are relatively scarce.
3.5 Macro management system of technology should be improved
There are phenomena of segmentation and disjointing with each other among the departments in
charge of science and technology, economy, education, personnel, finance and tax. The lack of
effectively unified as a whole and strategy synergy; supporting is not enough in science and technology
policies and industry, education policy; thus lead to some good science and technology policies are often
difficult to put in place.

4 Goals and Thinking
4.1 Carry out all the national and provincial supported policies
Strengthen detailed rules for the implementation of the policies such as department coordinating,
fluctuation linkage, formulating fiscal expenditure on science and technology, technical resources
sharing, claiming enterprise development cost 150% additional deduction, the government procurement
of independent innovation products, “the four 70%” of scientific and technological personnel
transforming position scientific achievements. Promoting to carry out all the national and provincial
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supported policies and measures of the independent innovation, develop its roles of innovative guide,
motivation and security in construction of Hubei province, and create better environment of scientific
and technological progress and innovation[9].

Figure 3 Goals and Thinking of the Promotion of Scientific and Technical Management Innovation and
Technology System Reform in the Next Five Years

4.2 Establish and perfect the mechanism of combining enterprise, university and research institute
Establish the effective mechanism of cooperation of openness and resources sharing in enterprises,
universities and research institutes, and to promote the interests sharing, risks sharing, cooperating to
win of the parties in cooperation. Build the classification evaluation system for the scientific and
technological personnel in universities and research institutions. Arouse the enthusiasm of the
innovation of scientific and technical personnel, and guide the scientific and technical personnel
gathering to the front of economic and social development. Develop technology transfer institutions,
hold the talks of cooperation in enterprises, universities and research institutes, and create a platform for
universities, research institutes and enterprises in things of technology development, technical service,
achievements transfer and talent docking.
4.3 Perfect policy incentive mechanism of enterprise innovation
Implementing special actions of innovative enterprise construction and growth roadmap of
technological small and mid-sized enterprise, to cultivate a group of enterprises which have great
innovation ability to be the subject of technological innovation and stimulate enterprises’ innovation
initiative. Use technical innovation ability as an important index in assessment of state-owned
enterprises, and make the technical factors participating in distribution as the important content in the
property rights system reform of new and high technology enterprises.
4.4 Further promoting pilot of regional technology system reform
Use the east lake independent innovation demonstration zone as a breakthrough, have
comprehensive innovation in mechanism of hi-tech innovation technology innovation system, and
promote the high-tech area to move forward to the world first-class zone. Play the radiation effect of
east lake high-tech zone, to drive the ability of independent innovation the ascent of the whole of all
high-tech zones in Hubei province.
4.5 Constantly perfect social public technology service system
To the technology enterprise incubators, productivity promoting centers as the key, to cultivate all
kinds of science and technology intermediary services agents, lead them to develop service function,
improve service quality, and gradually develop to specialization, scale and standardization. Promoting
the construction of public technology service platform, the industrial generic key technology and
demand of small and medium-sized technological enterprise are as the guidance, and guide to establish
public technology research and development platform, technology detection platform, etc. [10]
4.6 Further innovating on mechanism of technology management system
Promoting the organic integration of science and technology system reform and economic system
reform, and continuously optimize the market mechanism and environment of encouraging technology
innovation and venture. Promoting the reform of plan management, funds management, evaluation
incentive system of science and technology’s, and further optimize the way to guide and support
technological innovation by government. Further expand the opening up, open configuration of science
and technology resources, promote the fusion of each kind of innovative factors, to attract domestic and
international enterprises, research and development institutions to set up R&D center and branch office,
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etc. in our province, and realize borrows the development.

5 Conclusions
Technology system reform is the important motive power of technology management innovation and
technology development. The main measures and achievements in technology system reform of Hubei
Province include improving policy environment to deepen technology system reform constantly,
promoting cooperation of industry, college and institution, establishing its stable form and long-term
mechanism and so on. Although there are many issues in promoting science and technology
management innovation and technology system reform in current, it will become better from carrying
out countermeasures and suggestions above. In the end, the technology system reform of Hubei
Province will be pushed ahead greatly.
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Abstract: In this text, taking reviews on the research literature of the domestic academic circle on
patent early warning mechanism , the foreign cases of effective patent early-warning mechanism are
analyzed, patent the current work of early warning in central region is discussed, finally constructing a
effective path of early warning mechanism patent suited for central area was studied, and putting
forward the principle of establishing the patent early warning mechanism, the text puts forward
establishing a patent early warning mechanism of effective mode.
Key words: Central region; Intellectual property; Patent early warning mechanism; Effective path

1 Introduction
Implementing patent technology analysis, establishing a patent early warning mechanism is the
basic means of effective exploitation and utilization of intellectual property resources , also can better
strengthen intellectual property protection and improve enterprise's innovation ability in our country .
Constructing a suited for China's patent early warning mechanism were given attention from different
angles by the domestic academic circle , especially in recent years, the topic of increasingly focus.
Huang Youling (2005) put forward that if you want to figure out the enterprise's patent state, we shall
analyze the patent infringement or tort risk faced by the enterprises and evaluate its damage degree. Xie
Xiaoyong (2007) put forward that patent has both the incompatibility of "spear" and "shield" for
companies. In order to fully, flexible and in-depth using this tool, it is very necessary to construct the
patent early warning mechanism for the enterprise and making full use of patent information is the
foundation of constructing patent warning mechanism. Bao Yiping (2008) put forward that patent for
pre-warning system is mainly founded for problems and risk appeared in the patent design and in the
course of using .it is a systematic project, the organic unity up to the main body such as enterprise,
government and industry association and relevant services and so on by using modern information
network technology and through expert system to do the collection, arrangement, analysis for patent
information, and with comparisons to the pre-set warning index to issues corresponding warning, and
offer the reference for enterprise decision-making in order to achieve the purpose of preventing
enterprise patent risk. Li Jing (2009) said that rethinking dimensions and each dimension under chosen
early-warning index the patent early-warning index established by using the principles and methods set
by BSC index, choosing commonly used the analytic hierarchy process, the index after immeasurable
tempered and normalized can calculate enterprise patent early warning’s warning degrees, it is the basis
to decide whether it is issued a warning
To sum up, the academic circles for establishing the patent warning mechanism have had pondered,
but as for domestic specific regional patent early warning , establishing of the service platform have not
form a concrete plan. The author think that, based on the current work of patent warning of central
China ,the establishment of patent early warning mechanism of the central area needs starting from two
aspects that constructing subject constitutes module and the content module, which ranges such as
elements from the patent and periodical literature do novelty search retrieval, the patent of retrieval, the
technical tracking retrieval, infringement defense retrieval and patent effectiveness retrieval, thus avoid
earlier technology, prevent infringing risk, seizes the market share, saving development time and funds.

2 Effect Analysis of Foreign Patents Warning Mechanism
Guide domestic enterprise development route and strengthen the deployment of patent independent
research. Timely patent analysis report also can guide enterprises make reasonable positioning in the
development direction. Japanese franchise hall annual leave 10% budget used exclusively for patent
literature in-depth processing. If Japanese companies can make full use of this produced relevant
database products, can reduce production of patent map, investigation euramerican rivals patent
deployment condition as well as the cost of development of new technology line. On this basis, the
company can produce sophisticated map of technical development line, show the related technical
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roadmap of historical development of context, guide the company deploy reasonably patent
development route.
In a competitor's core technology network secretly deploy against weapons. For example in the
case of MOTOROLA accused of Hitachi, MOTOROLA accuse Hitachi’s production of microprocessor
infringing upon the patent right. Aiming at MOTOROLA's prosecution, Hitachi effectively utilization of
the prior of patent deployment strategy. Hitachi have already deploy core patent in the field of research
which MOTOROLA have set foot in, through the deployment of patent analysis, Hitachi patent engineer
carry out patent which can counterbalance the MOTOROLA's that the MOTOROLA itself also exist the
behavior of using patent that belong to Hitachi and force the MOTOROLA signed interactive license
agreement.
Through the patent analysis, implementing patent strategy for the company’s the development of
finding suitable talents. It is a normal phenomenon that each other between Multinational companies dig
high-end talent in the world, and the acquisition of excellent talents is the best way of allowing
companies’ patent strategy in the short term has effect. .CHI Company in American had done a patent
analysis report, shows that most enterprise's core technology is made by 1 ~ 2 bits inventor, and once the
core the inventor's achievements outs, would greatly reduce enterprise patent be cited rate. Thus by
patent analysis, find out the core inventor and related fields will their hiring to our company, for the
development of the company, it may be the most rapid advance the patent strategy.
Put patent early warning mechanism to use can evade operational risk. Made beforehand patent
analysis can help companies make a pre-designed market deployment strategy of lower risk. For
example in the case of a lawsuit Procter &gamble charge Paragon of United States, American Paragon
with intentional encroach on Procter &gamble, the manufacturing process of elastic diapers of Kimberly
- Clark, was sentenced to compensate 4.2 billion dollars. Afterwards professional personage analysis if
Paragon can use patent early warning mechanism, through the patent analysis, design patent map,
establishing the production factory in the state of the relevant patent not protected and most of the
company's operating revenue legally shifted to these areas, , while product distribution in the United
States by a large number of small and medium-sized importers to finish, then Paragon can completely
avoid operational risks, and the late blow is just. Simply part importers
Nowadays governments and companies begin to be aware of the huge function of the patent
analysis and early warning and take various measures to improve the degree of attention. As for China
which begin to advocate of intellectual property rights strategy, especially in inland provinces
developing high-tech industry in central China, This phenomenon is a necessary reference.

3 Current Work of the Central Region Patent Early Warning
The six provinces of central China already have a certain foundation in the construction of patent
warning mechanism, and the middle part of intellectual property service system is forming. Through
years of construction, the unceasing development of organizations such as patent service organizations,
intermediary service agencies, , provides the support of technical services to protect intellectual
property .Central region government departments at all levels, especially intellectual property office
have set up their own web site, released knowledge headline news, statistical information, patent query,
application procedures, such as links to related content concerning intellectual property, we can say the
basic structures of network platform, public affairs have begun. According to statistics released by the
state intellectual property office, in 2008, the Hubei province single patent application 21,147 pieces, a
year-on-year growth of 17,376 pieces, 21.7%, country ranking in the first eight. By 2008. For an
application for a patent, the Hubei province cumulative 116,283 pieces. Among them applications of
inventions, utility models and designs patent, respectively 24,341 pieces, 58,501 parts and 33,534 pieces,
the proportion in the total respectively 20.7% 52.2% and 27.1%. Hubei province have opened
Sino-foreign patent information service platform, for improving the level of relevant enterprises deal
with foreign-related patent disputes and avoid damage brought by overseas malicious patent trap at the
same time. The information got from Hubei institute of science and technology, after three years'
construction, science and technology information sharing service platform in Hubei has become the
national advanced provincial service platform, through advanced hardware facilities and abundant
information resources, provides excellent information services for the whole society, effectively
promoting local economic and social development. From 2006, Hubei science and technology
information sharing service platform project formally since the launch of the provincial science and
technology information institute vigorously promote platform hardware facilities, realized the
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inter-communication with China's higher education with the literature guarantee system, a national
science and technology library (NSTL)center, CAS library system and become the first national
provincial platform which technology information service platform setting scientific literature, nation
and industry standard, Sino-foreign patent, science and technological achievements, technical report in
one, has the kind of rich Chinese basic guarantee, the co-construction and sharing , peripheral
information resources, provincial characteristics of information resources, etc. At present, the Hubei
provincial science and technology information sharing service platform has already formed the brand,
enter the national advanced ranks.
The implementation of intellectual property cooperation development strategy of the central area,
and has the very big relations with their own existing central intelligence resources foundation. Central
regions gathered a large number of research institutes, colleges and universities and the enterprise
research and development center, here large numbers of technical personnel insist struggling, they are
engaged in basic research and applied research development or testing, It seems like small
inconspicuous, without producing apparent benefit, but accumulated rich knowledge and technical
reserves for economic development in the central region. But central region in after all belong to are
lagged areas in China's reform global, either system construction or practical experience are relatively
weak, and there are many challenges, especially leading industry at present for the high-tech industry, It
is urgent matter that establish and improve the patent early warning mechanism. The level of patent
resources and information sharing is not high in Central region, across a network platform not integrated
hinders the cooperation and development of intellectual property. Although all are established in various
provinces of their respective website and database, but lack of direct links between each other, not
formed a complete system. Because previously is fragmented, and therefore the standard, format and the
interface 0f released information is not entirely uniform, needs to establish a unified information
released, exchange and sharing platform. In addition, in the protection of intellectual property rights, law
enforcement agencies of the provinces, lacking in experience of cooperation and coordination and
mechanism did not straighten, cross-regional intellectual property rights action in many cases cannot
good enforced, the efficiency is low, the enormous waste of resources.
Table 1 2008 Hubei Patent Application Status and National Contrast
2008
Count quantity
(PCS)

Accounted for
total ratio (%)

over2007
amount(PCS)

Over 2007 growth
rate (%)

Growth rate
compared of
Hubei with
national (%)

Hubei

national Hubei national Hubei

national

Hubei throughout

Total

21147

717144

2.95

?

3771

130410

21.70

22.23

-0.52

Invention

4616

194579

21.83

27.13

911

41519

24.59

27.13

-2.54

Utility model

8793

223945

41.58

31.23

1625

43946

22.67

24.41

-1.744

Appearance design

7738

298620

36.59

41.64

1235

44945

18.99

17.72

1.27

Personal

9199

352758

43.50

49.19

893

42131

10.75

13.56

-2.81

Colleges and
universities

1968

45145

9.30

6.29

-86

12465

-4.19

38.14

-42.33

R&D institution

1101

18612

5.21

2.59

487

4493

79.32

31.82

47.49

Industrial and mining
enterprises

8774

295715

41.49

41.23

3013

72237

52.30

32.32

19.98

Organizations

105

5119

0.50

0.71

-536

-711

-83.62

-12.20

-71.42

Note: * for accounts for the national total ratio

The six provinces of central China together in central China, and the level of economic
development basic is rather alike, the protection of intellectual property and strategic implement is basic
synchronous. The implementation of intellectual property cooperation development strategy, on the one
hand, helps achieve resource sharing, complementary strengths in intellectual property work aspects, on
the other hand, it can form a cohesive force to the common development, and better promote the central
regions economic development. Hubei intellectual property office first proposed initiatively "the six
provinces of central China intellectual property development and cooperation, and immediately got the
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state intellectual property office vigorously support and the other five provinces have also consistent
response, and has established the six provinces of central China intellectual property development
coordination leadership team, in November 2005, in Yichang City signed "the six provinces of central
China intellectual property development cooperation mechanism agreement".

4 The Central Regions to Establish Patent Warning Mechanism of Effective Path
4.1 Establish patent warning mechanism principles
(1) Purposiveness principle. The purpose of establishing patent pre-warning mechanism is through
collecting patent information of technology and related technical fields in the industry, domestic and
international market information, analyzing it and providing timely the effective reference material
including possible patent dispute precursors and the harm, present situation of research of competitors in
the industry field for our country and government of this district and industry organizations and
businesses , then provide reasonable suggestions for trade organizations and business to measures. So
establishing patent pre-warning mechanism must be closely around the fundamental purpose in the
central regions, providing legal protection for the enterprises in the area herein are involved in
international trade
(2) Structural principle. Establish patent warning mechanism is a systematic project, central region
starts relatively late, insufficient capital investment, under this kind of circumstance patent early
warning mechanism should set up by the government, industry association, companies together, forming
a perfect structure that the government-led, industry associations to do as the medium of communicate,
companies actively attend, input, and related services institutions closely cooperate with others.
(3) Predictability principle. patent information database of early warning mechanism should be
dynamic, according to the time sequence reflects related technical field in different periods patent
information, related companies can reasonable to predict future patent activity of domestic and foreign
key industries and enterprises, through the patent analysis report makes related company enterprise can
obtain prior warning, do the work to cope with ,so as to improve the company business enterprise to
keep our industry patent development trend sensitivity, can deal with emergency patent litigation events
occur.
4.2 Establish patent warning mechanism of effective mode
(1) The subject of patent warning mechanism constitute mode should be suitable for central area
of patent protection status. In the perfect patent pre-warning system in three of the main body, function
undertaking is different, the function is different too. The government and its subordinate departments in
the whole system plays a leading role, responsible for warning strategy formulation, warning technology
system establishment, and around warning mechanism formulation and implementation of necessary
regulations, responsible for form expert consultant team, etc. Along with the national political system
reform advancement, the present government role in society from regulators change to public
service-oriented government role model, the government-led constructing patent early warning
mechanism serve for related industries or enterprises are also reflects the transformation of
governmental functions to this point. At the same time in practice there are many defects that no matter
by enterprises or industry association to independently bear build patent warning mechanism task , It is
difficult for both from whole and from on macroscopic to understand specific processes, this problem
must be solved by the government to leading. Moreover the government as the executor of the public
power, holds a lot of resources, the government has other department incomparable manpower and
wealth of resources advantage, so the government-led constructing patent warning mechanism can
accomplish overall consideration, guarantee the early warning mechanism consummation and perpetuate.
Central six provinces in relatively backward position in the reform and open policy the global life,
perfect market mechanism is not formed, industry associations and companies of autonomy is still far
from the peer of delta and Guangdong coastal areas, the whole social and ecological environment has
been used to the government to dominant and lead everything, conception change also needs time. In
this case, constructing patent warning mechanism, by the government to the dominant mode in the
central area more feasible.
Industry associations in constructing the patent warning mechanism have a mainly coordinate and
supervise role. After the same type of business component uniform industry association, related
information exchange between enterprises, relevant standard unified aspects can gain great convenience.
While in enterprise encounter tort litigation, industry associations can provide enterprises with strong
the support behind, the enterprise will no longer potential stretch solitary. But the industry association in
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the patent pre-warning system only can do the communication and coordinating role, because its just
folk organization, no sound economic source ensure to establish perfect patent pre-warning system.
Because of its industry and industry association characteristic, have gathered information also often
confined to this industry, in other fields is not taken into account. And because of trade associations,
which aimed to professionalism and their staff also determines the knowledge structure is single, for a
constant change of domestic and foreign markets and patent information it is difficult to analyze the
correct analysis and judgment, also hard to put forward the timely and accurate warning signs and
prevention countermeasures and Suggestions. As the enterprise, especially small and medium
enterprises because information asymmetry's sake, it is difficult to obtain enough information to ensure
that make the right design patent strategy, independent research and development at the same time avoid
in the product’s development process of "crash" phenomenon, so a patent dispute and resource waste
phenomenon in reality appear also unavoidable. Although some large and medium-sized enterprises
may set special patent management departments, but the majority of small and medium-sized enterprises
are not possible in this respect to pounce. Therefore looking at from whole, the government in the patent
warning mechanism plays a leading role, related industries and enterprises provide coordination and
help is more reasonable main constitute pattern of patent warning mechanism.
(2) The central area of intellectual property management department can be jointly build
special-purpose patent laws, regulations and technical standards of dynamic database and set up a
corresponding information consultation service network, providing reliable business decision-making
information source for export-oriented enterprises. Established in different industries, professional
patent nets, causes the enterprise to prompt understanding profession or this professional patent situation
from the patent nets for compiling breakthrough, based on the analysis of patent nets, relevant
departments can give timely patent warning, such as export early warning and research and development
warning, etc. Meanwhile, as the government management department also should actively and collect
and grasp foreign trade with China policy development trend, are implementing or the trade related
worked with technical barriers, establish and improve technical barriers bulletin and quick reaction
mechanism, that we learn of trade partners trade policies and measures of changes, can quickly
effectively evaluate the changes to our country’s the impact to the relevant industry and the ministry of
foreign trade , and analyzes that whether it is compliance with multilateral trade rules, and inform
industrial zone, adopting adjust and adapt to measure. For foreign enterprises abuse of litigation and
intellectual property rights, it shall encourage enterprises to dare bold sues or responds. When there are
barriers of intellectual property, we should be actively using the WTO's dispute settlement mechanism
for defense. In 2006, Shenzhen LangKe technology Co., LTD is suing the U.S. PNY infringed its flash
disk of the patent right, "use" litigation earn fame. The final settlement agreement by both parties sign of
year ended, LangKe patent income of tens of millions of dollars. LangKe’s case of successful
experience for central enterprise that has a very good reference value.
In the process of establishing the patent warning mechanism, we should established funds
continuous input mechanism, to put a warning mechanism construction as the government provides
public service innovation foundation platform, the construction funds into the annual budget. When the
warning message should exert the strength of intermediary, improve the intermediary service level, and
relying on the basis of local intermediary power, attempt actively to introducing well-known participate
in patent intermediary agencies, make great efforts to make the co-construction and released early
warning information more level, with more authority, to the enterprise guidance is bigger.
(3) Analysis and identification of information gathered and establish the crisis evaluation standard.
Take statistics tools to the already obtained information statistic summary, establish analysis and
identification model, pay attention to combine qualitative and quantitative analysis. With patent filings
for the unit, statistical according to patent classification, the patentee, annual, national standard for
relevant patent information, from which we can understand the patent technology development trend
and potential market, competitors existed in domestic and foreign, present situation of technical
development and market occupation of foreign enterprise, life cycle of patent technology and life cycle
of product. After obtaining results of analysis, the ring of most important is for crisis evaluation.
Through results of the above analysis, we can draw the state of current patent application or authorized.
If belongs to the normal state, it needs to continue monitoring and management. If there is alert crisis, it
needed to give timely crisis warning and emergency management, implementation for crisis decision,
strive to eliminate or reduce crisis negative influence. Patent crisis assessment is the key element of
patent early-warning index system. for is It is the key Whether the warning index is proper to evaluation
and decision. Formulation of Patent early-warning index need reference current patent technology status,
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protection status, foreign specific related measures, national current reality; attention should be paid to
the dynamic management at the same, timely updates according to the patent technology research and
development situation and data changes.
(4) To combine the construction of early warning mechanism with implementation of industry
organically the patent strategy, and we should fully understand the patent warning analysis in the
implementation of the basic industry patent strategy fundamental function, in early warning mechanism
construction into the industry of survival and development, enhance the core competitiveness of the
overall strategic plan of. Guide key enterprises implementing patent strategy, carry out the key, the core
technology research. The leading enterprise implementing patent strategy is to enhance the core
competitiveness of key industries. Owing to the central region, most enterprise though, but improve
patent consciousness practice to the patent strategy is still not skilled in using ability. Therefore, the
government should play a leading role fully; vigorously promote key enterprises of the patent strategy
implementation work. First to further increase the patent demonstration enterprises constantly cultivate
dynamics, promote the enterprise to establish and perfect the including organization setup and system
construction, patent management system and patent strategy analysis, formulation and implementation
of patent information platform. Secondly, we should increase the core patent technology and
industrialization of direct funds investment, encourage key enterprises to develop key, core patent
technology research and industrialization, and strive to make enterprise with independent property of
core technologies and get rid of foreign counterpart’s patent technology of containment. The third to
actively promote the industry enterprise conducting production-teaching-research combination, the
introduction of foreign within the industry quality technology resources and building high-end
institution, create powerful technical support. Meanwhile, guide enterprises "mainland, to strengthen the
technical alliance, strengthen the key technologies input intensity. Finally to actively use the patent
document follow-up studies, international key well-known enterprise patent application, patent
deployment, patent technology innovation points wait for a circumstance, learn to use and has publicly
by the patent technology to circumvent others have a purpose of the patent technology research.
(5) Further strengthen patent talents. Constructing patent early warning mechanism, talent is the
foundation and depend on. First to strengthen patent popularization training, to put enterprise patent
worker training system long survive, down to strengthen enterprise technicians and management
personnel especially enterprise controller for patent application, patent information using, patent
protection and patent strategy application etc knowledge system training, continuously improve the
company's patent awareness and the ability to use the patent system. Secondly, we should strengthen
strategic and multiplex high quality talent introduction and training, on the one hand, encourages
enterprises and intermediary organizations are willing to spend money, introduce or hiring batch of
domestic and foreign understand technology, familiar with law and management knowledge, proficiency
in a foreign language authoritative experts and scholars to enterprise work or as enterprise consultants,
on the other hand, we should actively create conditions, submitted a batch of personnel to the developed
countries or regions of college or research institutions for further study, raises native high-level talents.
The 3rd should strengthen intellectual property management department's self building, intellectual
property rights (patent) system in the current market competition, the economic development of
increasingly apparent effect, no doubt of intellectual property management department of work put
forward higher request, intellectual property management department must keep pace with The Times,
broaden their horizons, and constantly improve on enterprise patent guidance and services, and
constantly improve the ability of government work efficiency.

5 Conclusion
The establishment of patent warning mechanism not only for the inventor, small and medium-sized
enterprises, laboratory, university knowledge such as the creator is of great value, but also in big
business, government agencies also is of great value. Through constructing applies to the central region
patent warning platform, through this powerful patent information analysis pipeline, can guide, assist
local governments, businesses in the correct development route conducting self-help patent information
analysis activity, only such, inland areas to develop high-tech enterprise, implementing patent strategy
can obtain the substantial progress.
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Abstract: For the development of high-functional and complex mechtornics product, it has been more
important to manage the design process with considering multi-domains such as mechanical, electrical
and software design. In spite of this, in embedded software development process, the designers cannot
grasp the original requirements and intension of previous design and they sometime wasteful design
iteration. The authors predict there are some problems for multi-domain integrated environment and
suggest the requirement model should be introduced. In addition, the authors show key concepts of
requirement model consists of described elements and component levels. They are very effective method
for categorization and abstraction. Finally the authors evaluate the ability of description using SysML,
with example. In conclusion, proposed requirement model is confirmed that it can surely describe the
complex product requirements.
Key words: Requirement engineering; SysML; Model-driven development; Systems engineering

1 Introduction
In recent year, the mechatronics products, i.e., automotive devices, and office equipments and so on,
are needed to implement high function feature because of exposures of heavy competition. For the
development of such products, it is important for the mechanical, electrical and software designers to
communicate the originally product’s requirements from conceptual design phase and to detailed design
phase. However, at present, the communication among three designer’s domains; mechanical electrical
and embedded software designs are separated. One reason for this is that drawings and specification
documents are not sufficient to describe the original requirements and previous process’s design
intention. The author predict such insufficient communication leads to unnecessary design iteration and
increase the design cost by of the error detection in test phase or the claim from customer in acceptance
test phase. In addition to this, for the design change process, the authors predict that the designer cannot
identify the scope of change without the traceability of requirement to implementation. From this we can
see engineering changes affect unexpected part and it must be the cause of wasteful design iteration too.
In the future, the mechatronics products will become more complex. The authors predict the
necessity of integrated multi-domains development environment will be increased. The members of
development project should understand easily the original requirements and traceability of
requirement-to-design for all area of product.
In this paper, the authors propose the requirement model should be introduced in design process for
such integrated design environment[1]. The requirement model provides the environment for the
communication of all members and they can understand traceability of requirement-to-specification and
“what to make”.

2 The Requirements for Requirement Model
There many studies which treat the problems of the product requirements. In mechanical design,
VE[2][3] and QFD[4][5] methods are famous for grasp the requirements. In other hand, in software
development, UML is the famous modeling language for software based on object-oriented approach[6].
However in the design of multi-domain, there is no unified method established.
In this paper, we will list up the problems and suggest the requirement for requirement model.
2.1 How to describe of requirements and design intension
In mechanical design process, drawings are the specification of form and how to make. In
embedded software design process, specification document should specify how to make the program.
However drawings and specification documents are focused on described the result of the design, so in
many case we cannot find the original requirements and design intention in them. Furthermore, we have
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the problem that we don’t have how to describe them totally in multi-domains.
The authors suggest the requirement model should be able to adopted description method for
requirements and design intention.
2.2 Description sufficiency across multi-domains
Each domain’s designers write various engineering documents to clarify the design concept. In
many case these documents are focused in their own implementation scope. This results in that there is
insufficient behavior description of the whole product. Maybe such information is designer’s un-written
knowledge. However when the complexity of products will be increased, the authors predict this
situation leads to miss-understand for requirements and unnecessary design iteration. From this we
conclude that we have the problem that we need the method to describe information of whole product in
sufficiency.
The authors suggest the requirement model should have structure and categories for ability to
describe for whole product.
2.3 Unified method for describe whole design process
In the mechanical design, designers specify the engineering specification which consist of the value
of performance, limitation, and constraints, This information is static specification because the values
are specified in the certain case, unless which are written or un-written in documentation. In other hand,
in software design, designers study the software logic with digital value which is discrete on computer.
This information is dynamic specification which is focused system behavior. The authors predict this
difference of study manners should be respected and there is the necessity of unification description
methods that satisfy the multi-domain’s description. From this we conclude that we have the problem we
need unified methods for multi-domain design.
The authors suggest the requirement model should be able to include the description method for all
of mechanical, electrical and embedded software designs and unify the notation of them.
2.4 The reusability of the requirement definition
The requirements which software designer want to know are need to write by the mechanical
designers. However, for the mechanical designers, these requirements are already obtained, unless
written or unwritten documentation. If they don’t have the opportunities for reuse these requirements,
they think it could be extra-burden and they don’t think necessity for requirements definition. From this
we conclude that we have the problem we should perform reusability of requirements.
The authors suggest the requirement model should be able to easy to reuse for multi-domain
designer. For example, the mechanical designer can identify the scope easily in accordance change of
requirement.
2.5 The environment for sharing and managing requirement model
In the design process, the designers often use spreadsheet and documentation application, but there
is no unified management system for various kind of documentation. In addition to this the designers
sometimes fail to update documentation in management system. From this we conclude that we have the
problem the difficulty of provide the system to share and maintain the requirement information.
The authors suggest the requirement model should be able to implement in computer application
for sharing and managing capabilities. The requirement model should have modeling mechanism and be
established by modeling language which satisfy the hereinbefore suggested requirements.

3 The Requirement Model
In this chapter, we will explain summary of the requirement model from two important view points
in order to satisfy chapter 2’s suggested requirements.
3.1 Described elements
The authors propose the four types of element should be described as the requirements, in reference
to object-oriented approach. Four types of element consist of behavior, structure, constraints and
required qualities.
3.1.1 Behavior: the description of functionalities
The authors suggest the functionality should be defined to behavior. Behavior will be described by
states, transition, event and actions, in accordance to object-oriented approach.
3.1.2 Structure: the description of product configuration information
The authors suggest the product configuration information should be defined the structure which
are leveled with appropriate component level. In addition to this, the information flow should be defined
between components.
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3.1.3 Constraints and engineering specification
The authors suggest the engineering specification and constraints values of them should be defined
clearly. Especially, the traceability between mechanical design engineering specification and software
constraints should be important for the requirement model.
3.1.4 Required qualities
There are some requirements is described ambiguously, because which are required the qualities for
products aspect. But they cannot design the mechanism in their scope. The authors suggest such
requirement should be define as required quality which is not defined previous three types of
description.
3.1.5 Relationship between them
The four type’s elements should have relationship each other. The authors suggest that such
relationships should clarify the design dependency.
3.2 Component levels
When the designers develop the simplified product, there are not so many requirements. In this
situation the designer can understand the scope of them easily. However for the development of complex
products, various specialists are involved and across the many technical organization and join many
suppliers. In this condition, there are many requirements and it is difficult to identify the scope by
designer only.
The authors propose the component level should be introduced. Component levels are defined
appropriate abstraction and granularity. Table 1 is the example of definition of component levels.
Table 1
Component level
Level 0

Product and environment

Level 1

Functionalities and applications

Level 2

Control system

Level 3

Components of system

Example of Component Levels
Definition
Product itself and actors related
high functional application
Fundamental “Function” and
High-value “Application”
Control system without inside
components
Owned and related components

Examples of Cranes
The assembly plant, Roads
Crane system, Delivery system,
Assemble lines
Control system, Hoist system,
Trolley system, Bridge system
Obstacle sensor,
input port, output port
PLC Controller

3.2.1 Level 0: The product for development and environments (actors)
This level should be defined the product for development. It is defined appropriate level
as highest level. In according to the complexity of products are increasing, we need consider the more
related environments.
3.2.2 Level 1: The product’s main- functionalities and across-applications
This level should be defined mainly functionalities of the product. For the complexed product, it
needs other functions which are across the functionalities. The authors define this functions is
application. and it is important for high-functional features.
3.2.3 Level 2 and Level 3: System and its components
These two levels should be defined control system and its logical components. Level 2 should be
defined the control system for implementation of functionalities and application of Level 1. Logical
component will be defined with “logical method”. For examples, in crane system we can define control
system as Level 2 and define the sensors, input port, PLC controller, output port and actuator in
accordance of adoption PLC control.
3.3 Satisfaction the requirements of requirement model
These for types of description and component level will satisfy the requirements in chapter2. There
are the reasons are follows;
・ All original requirements will deploy to four types of element and develop further level
elements and we can have the traceability with relationship. So requirements and intention
will be shown in requirement model (Chapter 2.1)
・ We can describe the whole and higher-abstract level behavior in Level 0 or Level 1. We can
describe the requirement for input to detailed design in Level 2 and Level 3. From these we
conclude that requirement model satisfy the whole product behavior and detail behavior
description in same requirement model (Chapter 2.2)
・ The static specification will be described constraints and engineering specification. The
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dynamic specification will be described behavior. The relationship can be established between
them. From these we conclude that requirement satisfy the design manner in multi-domain
(Chapter 2.3)
・ The relationships are established between any types of described elements. If one element
change the content, we can find dependency with relationship information. From these we can
conclude that requirement model have capability to show the scope of change. (Chapter 2.4)
・ The requirement of Chapter2.5 is implementation of computer application. This requirement
will be satisfied by modeling language and tools implementation and explain the following
Chapter 5)

4 Modeling Process for the Requirement Model
In the chapter 3, the authors show the two key concepts, four type’s described elements and
component levels, for requirement model. In this chapter, the authors define the modeling process for
the requirement model in accordance two key concepts. The process consists of three procedures. These
procedure are shown Figure 1.
4-1 Define of product’s component levels
We will define the component levels for the product. It is important that we need define the
understandable level for the designers with considering product features, sizes, and development
formation and so on.
4-2 Deploy the requirements
We will deploy the requirement to the requirement model. For examples, the functional
requirements are described by behavior. The specification and performance targets are described by
engineering specifications.
4-3 Breakdown the elements
We will breakdown the element to the next component level. For examples, structure and behavior
are decomposed each other to further level[7]. Constraints will be bound to engineering specifications
and the attribute which will be defined further components. The required qualities will be allocate to
other described elements; structure, behavior, constraints and engineering specification.

5 Modeling Case Using SysML
SysML is proposed as the modeling language by OMG, which is based on object-oriented

Requirements
Requirement
Document

Meeting
minutes

Design
change order

・・・・・

Step2：
Deploy the requirements

Requirement model

Product definition level

Behavior

Components

Constraints
engineering spec.

Required
quality

L0
L1
L2
Step3：Breakdown

elements
L3

Figure 1

the
Step1：
Define product’s
component levels

The Procedures of Modeling for Requirement Model
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approach[8]. SysML can describe the software and hardware’s function, requirements, constraints and so
on[9]. This modeling method implemented by some tools and
In this chapter, we have example as the design of Intelligent ceiling crane, the authors explain how
the designers can model using SysML in order to evaluate the requirement model capability.
In this example, the designers will design the crane to using the assembly plant. This crane will
have the intelligent functionality and will be able to avoid the obstacles automatically. In addition , the
crane will control to minimize the load vibration．The purpose of the crane development is improvement
performance of production. The crane system must recognize the obstacles, which are moving big parts
in delivery system and the workers besides assembly lines and so on, and transport the products and
interim assembled materials with good efficiency.
The modeling procedures are described the following orders.
・ Define the component levels
・ Decompose the structure and behavior
・ Define the constraints bound to target specification and other attributes.
・ Develop the required qualities
Figure 2 shows applied SysML diagrams for described elements.
<<block>>

C rane

<<block>>

C ontrol S ystem

<<block>>

<<block>>

C ontroller

Input P ort

<<block>> Data
output Controller
P LC

<<block>>

O utput P ort

<<block>>

H oist S ystem
<<block>>

<<block>>

H ook B lock

<<block>>

H oist C P U

H oist S ensor

<<block>>

H ook B lock S ensor

<<block>>

T orolley S ystem
<<block>>

T orolley S ystem C P U

<<block>>

T orolley S ensor

<<block>>

T orolley

<<block>>

B ridge S ystem
<<block>>

B ridge S ystem C P U

Figure 2

<<block>>

B ridge S ensor

The Procedures of Modeling for Requirement Model

5.1 Define the component level
The designers should define the appropriate component levels based on the product features, the
target of development and the development formation with suppliers and so on. In this example, the
designers define the levels based on the target of development especially. The designer define the
assembly plant as level 0 and the crane ,delivery system and assemble lines as level 1. The scope of the
development, intelligent control system is defined as level 2. Figure 2 shows the definition and
deployment the component in the component levels with SysML block definition diagram.
From these procedure we conclude that the clarified part by using model are；
・ The scope which the designer should study and develop
・ The related components, such as delivery system and assembling lines
・ The component levels which are shared by all project members
5.2 Decompose the structure and behavior
The designers can decompose the element with the structure and behavior. In this example, the
procedures are explained from addition the intelligent function to control system (Level 2) to update the
structure of components (Level 3) by separated six steps. Figure 3 is shown the six steps using SysML.
5.2.1 Step1: Define the component
The designer will define the component as the scope of development. In this example, control
system (Level 2) is defined as the mainly scope of development. The bridge system, trolley system and
hoist system are defined as originally existing systems. This step is represented by block definition
diagram
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Type
Behavior
Components
Constraints
Required quality
Relationship
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Applied SysML Diagrams for Described Elements
Description
Diagram
State and transition
State Machine Diagram
Actions which perform the function
Activity Diagram
Structure of whole product
Block Definition Diagram
Interface between components
Internal Block Diagram
Engineering specs
Requirement Diagram
Constraints
Requirement Diagram
Constraints relation
Parametric Diagram
Quality requirement which cannot
Requirement Diagram
be deployed other elements
Relation between elements
Various relationships
The result of design process
Allocation

5.2.2 Step2: Define the state and transition
The designer will define the state and transition of the control system. In this example, the
designers will add the step mode, which is one of intelligent mode, in addition to manual mode. The
designer will define the sub states of step mode. This step is represented by state machine diagram
5.2.3 Step3: Define the actions
The designer will define the actions in sub-states. In this example, the designers will develop “In
execution” state’s actions. This step is represented by activity diagram.
5.2.4 Step4: Define the components
The designer will define logical components (Level 3) of the control system. In this example, the
designer will adopt the PLC logic controller as control system. So, obstacle sensor, input port, output
port and controller are added as logical components for control system in this step.
5.2.5 Step5: Allocate the action to the components
The designer will allocate the actions to the logical components which are defined in step4. The
designer will study the allocation with some viewpoints. Figure 2 shows the swim lanes in activity
diagram to define the allocations.
5.2.6 Step6: Clarify the data among the components
The designer will examines the data flow using object node in the activity diagram.
The added object flows mean the information among the logical components. Step6 in figure 2 is shown
the object nodes in activity diagram and the data flow will be described in internal block diagram.
From these six steps we conclude that the clarified parts by using model are;
・ The structure and components (Level 3)
・ The behavior of the control system (Level 2)
・ Actions and the allocation to the component (Level 3)
・ The data flow among these components (Level 3)
5.3 Define the constraints bound to target specification and other attributes
The designer can specify the constraints. In this example, the consideration of constraints is from
the target specification to the attribute of components by separated four steps. Figure 3 is shown SysML
diagrams in these steps.
5.3.1 Step1: Specify the target specification
The designer will specify the target performance specification of the system. In this example, the
designer will specify the productivity performance as engineering specification. Figure3 is shown by the
engineering specification in requirement diagram.
5.3.2 Step2: Define the constraints between Level 0 and Level 1
The designer can define the constraints bound to the specification and attribute of Level 1 component. In
this examples, the designer can define constraints of the target productivity performance bound to
Operating time (Level 0) and tact time for the crane which is attribute of ceiling crane system (Level
1). Figure3 shows the parametric diagram.
5.3.3 Step3: Define constraint between Level 1 and Level 2
In this example, the designer can define tact time’s constraints bound to the average time of
conveyance and the mean time of avoidance obstacles. The average time of conveyance is attribute of
ceiling crane system (Level 1) and the mean time of avoidance obstacles is attribute of control system
(Level 2). Figure3 shows the parametric diagram.
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Step3

Step6

Activity diagram

Step5
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Figure 3 Applied SysML Diagram for Decompose the Structure and Behavior

5.3.4 Step4 Define constraints between Level 2 and Level 3
In this example, the designer will define the mean time of avoidance’s constraints bound to the
average width of parts and the sensor detection angles. The sensor detection angle is the attribute of
sensor (Level 3 component)
From these four steps we conclude that the clarified parts by using model are;
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・
The constraints bound attributes in each levels
・
The traceability from Level 0 to Level 3
5.4 Develop the required qualities
The required quality is one of the described elements, which is vague requirement for the quality.
The designer can develop them in accordance with decomposition of structure and behavior.
The required quality should be developed to the other describe element; structure, behavior, constraints
and engineering specification in appropriate component level. In this example, the minimization of the
vibration of loads is required quality. So we set separated two steps to develop it using SysML. Figure 4
shows the diagram using SysML.
Step2

Step3

Step1

Step4

Figure 4

Applied SysML Diagrams for Define Constraints
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system should control
to minimize the load
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Permissibe Amplitude Vibration
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1

In intelligent mode
system control the
vibration when the
system lift the load

Step1

<<deriveReqt>>
<<Requirement>>

Minimize when suspending
In intelligent
system control
vibration when
system suspend
load

mode
the
the
the

Requirement diagram

<<ConstraintProperty>>

Amplitude viblation

speed

torque

Max Speed

Motor Power

Parametric diagram

Figure 5

Applied SysML Diagrams for Develop Required Quality

5.4.1 Step1: Derive the required qualities
The designer can derive the required requirements from original requirement. In this example, the
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designer will derive two requirements; the vibration minimization when lifting and suspending. Step1 in
This step represents the requirement blocks of them.
5.4.2 Step2: Allocate the required quality to engineering specification
The designer can allocate the requirement to the other described elements. In this example, the
designer will study the vibration limitation based on safety clearance of ceiling layout and define the
engineering specification as this limitation. This specification will be allocated from the vibration
minimization when lifting. This step represents for allocation between them.
From these steps we conclude that the clarified parts by using model are;
・ The derivation of the required quality
・ The intension of development the required quality
・ The traceability from vague requirement to clear requirement

5 Conclusions
In this paper, the authors predict that insufficient information of original requirement and previous
design process’s intension lead to unnecessary design iteration. So, the authors propose requirement
model should be introduced. In order to clarify the requirement of requirement model, the authors
categorize and arrange the problems for the integrated development environment for multi-domains. In
addition, the authors suggest the requirement model should adopt two key concepts; described elements
and component levels. Finally the authors evaluate the ability of description using example, intelligent
ceiling crane design. From these we can conclude that requirement model could be effective for the
complex product design process and many part of design scope will be clarified by modeling with
SysML.
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Research on Teaching Innovation under Network Conditions in
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Abstract: Teaching innovation is the implementation of quality education. Based on the current
teaching practice in higher education, this paper analyzes the current network environment, the existing
problems of teaching innovation, its major construction, curriculum, teaching methods, online teaching
modes and teaching resources. With the study on a number of online teaching issues under the network
conditions, the creative teaching idea in higher education is put forward: updating the education concept,
creating a good environment for education reform, constructing network teaching platform, playing the
advantages of online teaching environment and cultivating innovative teachers.
Key words: Network condition; Teaching platform; Education innovation; Teaching research

1 Introduction
At present, all countries, especially the developed ones, are cultivating innovative talents as their
educational targets. Even though each has its unique teaching concept, one thing is common, that is to
emphasize the vision of global development, establish first-class education awareness, develop the
modern educational technology, and cultivate innovative talents as the key to national prosperity. China
has also raised its educational strategy, set up the 21st Century Action Plan for Invigorating Education,
and put forward new requirements especially for higher education aimed at cultivating innovative talents
as an educational mission. To accomplish this mission, higher education should conform to the
requirements of the knowledge economy development, change the education concepts and teaching
modes, make full use of modern network technology, and improve education and teaching innovation.
Many foreign countries, especially the developed countries, invest a lot of manpower and material
resources on network teaching, and online teaching has become an important part in economic
cooperation and developing nation’s higher education system. China also attaches great importance to
online teaching. Many universities have invested heavily to establish the campus network and
multimedia classrooms. However, there is much to explore and research on how to teach on line.
This paper analyzes the current network environment, the existing problems of teaching innovation,
its major construction, curriculum, teaching methods, online teaching modes and teaching resources.
With the study on a number of online teaching issues under the network conditions, the creative
teaching idea in higher education is put forward: updating the education concept, creating a good
environment for education reform, constructing network teaching platform, playing the advantages of
online teaching environment and cultivating innovative teachers.

2 Problems of University Education and Teaching under Current Network
Conditions
Although the university has never stopped the reform and innovation of higher education and the
patterns have been renovated, it is not much effective. The reasons are mainly the following.
2.1 The problems of major construction, curriculum and teaching methods in innovation
Multimedia has been widely accepted and applied in the universities, which indicates that the
university is beyond the traditional teaching methods and to innovation. However, the profession
development and curriculum issues lag behind the need of society. Graduates of some majors have gone
far beyond the social demand. But due to policy, teachers and other factors, these professions are still set
according to the original scale. This is also a waste to society.
In addition, the curriculum remains rigid so that courses can not be freely chosen between schools
and departments. Even in the university with the credit system, due to various conditions, the elected
courses are very limited, and some elective courses have been cancelled because of the small number of
students and high teaching cost in the course selection process. New curriculums can not be opened
because of teachers and other constraints even though some students want to learn. All of these hinder
the innovation in the higher education.
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As far as teaching methods are concerned, most teachers teach the students all-roundly with the
most advanced multimedia. They think that the use of multimedia is to carry out innovative teaching.
Little do they know this is still a traditional teacher-centered method, in which students are always
passive. This is neither beneficial to the students’ learning initiative and enthusiasm, nor conducive to
their creative capacity formation and the emergence of creative talents and training.
2.2 The problems of network teaching mode and teaching resources
At this stage, there are still many problems in online college education, which are related with the
shortcomings of internet education, but also with its resources management.
2.2.1 The shortcomings of network education itself
First, there is an uncertainty of online education. Its development is not fully learned from
experience. It is still in the period of exploration even in the developed western countries. This has
brought a lot of uncertainty to the current network mode and the system operation. Second, its theory
and technology is not yet mature. As a new mode of education, it needs a new educational theory to
support, and now this new theory is not shaped. It is still to be revised and improved according to the
test of practice. Third, its quality and service system needs to be further improved. At present, it needs a
large number of careful investigation, research, and further refinement. Fourth, online education is
constrained by the traditional teaching thought and philosophy. This constraint is reflected in the
teaching process of teachers, but also in the process of students’ self-learning. Online education has the
characteristics of students’ independent study, which puts forward the requirements for both sides.
While traditional habits in teaching and learning can not be changed in a short term. Defects in the
network education alone are to be made up in other means and methods, which has become the
consensus in the field of online education, but there is no effective solutions now.
2.2.2 The problems of network education resource management
Most universities have spent much in building campus network, but its education resources such as
network courseware, multimedia courseware, audio and video resources, virtual laboratories, digital
libraries and academic aspects of teaching resources, information management systems are not enough.
The reasons mainly lie in: 1) lack of construction funds of network resource library; 2) Some
old-fashioned education teaching staff have been used to the traditional mode with a piece of chalk and
blackboard; 3)The university lacks the appropriate supporting policies to motivate the teachers to
develop the network resources; 4) Teachers also worry about the lectures made into online teaching
courseware programs will affect their future teaching workload. Therefore, only a small number of
teachers frequently use the network ( A survey on the university teacher’ use of network has been
conducted, the results shown in Figure 1.); 5) Different attention paid by the university and different
technologies equipped to the network management also directly affect the development and utilization
of the online teaching resources. (We also launched a survey in this aspect, and Figure 2 is the results on
teachers’ use of courseware authoring tools.)
In summary, the existing education and teaching problems in the network environment have
directly affected the teaching innovation and do harm to the educational reform in the information age.
Therefore, we should always research the new situation and problems appearing in teaching, and explore
solutions and measures continuously.
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Figure 1 Survey Result on Teaches’ Using Internet
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3 Seeking Network Resources and Developing Network Teaching
Currently, network teaching creates a historic opportunity for higher education reform. Many
efforts need to be done on how to make full use of the network environment and carry out teaching
innovation. I think that the following should be done now.
3.1 Update the educational concept, and create innovative teaching environment
Educational ideas determine the success or failure of educational reform. If universities carry out
education innovation in the network environment, the educational concept must be firstly updated.
Network teaching environment, compared with the traditional teaching, is very different: 1) The
students are unconstrained from time and space; 2) Equality and interaction between teachers and
students can be truly achieved; 3) Students become the real subjects. They can participate in the use and
development of the curriculum resources, choose courses of different schools and styles, and be
independent of the course evaluation; 4) Teachers have not absolute advantages in the possession of
information, and students can easily access materials and other references on the Internet. Change in this
environment requires the teachers to update their concepts. Teachers who teach knowledge should act as
students’ learning guides, assistants and facilitators. The teachers’ main task is to teach students how to
learn effectively in modern information technology environment. Only by establishing such a concept,
can online education be truly implemented.
3.2 Construct the network teaching platform, carry out network teaching, and play the
advantages of online education environment in education and teaching innovation
Network technology, as a new teaching mode, can provide a good teaching environment for a new
teaching structure. Rational use of network and multimedia technology can make the abstract teaching
content and complex process become concrete, sensible, easy to understand, and be memorized for a
long time in the means of sound, image, animation. But to teach through the network, the following
must be done.
3.2.1 Establish a complete, easy to operate, interactive network teaching platform
In this way, teachers can put their network teaching resources such as tutorials, lab courseware, test
bank, subject dynamic, curriculum management information on the internet. In accordance with the
teaching requirements, the students’ cognitive rules and the new teaching ideas, teachers can organize
teaching flexibly, make full of the multimedia for the teaching service, and provide a good learning
environment for education and teaching innovation.
3.2.2 Improve the network course designing
Whether network course designing is reasonable, whether the content is appropriate, and whether it
can reflect the requirements of innovative education, have a direct impact on classroom results. Design
and production of Network course should be given full consideration to the following points: 1) the
ability to operate the network; 2) whether the abstract content is specific in some technical means; 3)
whether the complex work or technological process is treated in animation; 4) whether each
experimental project makes students clear at a glance; 5) whether the courseware is to interact with
students; 6) whether the student can manage it; 7) whether there is syllabus, difficult and important
points; 8) whether it reflects the requirements of the current subject development; 9) whether it has the
maintainability .
3.2.3 Give full play to the advantages of online teaching environment and develop education innovation
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Online teaching can be unconstrained from time, space and personnel system restrictions to
organize the best teachers, create a completely new teaching mode, expand the teaching scale, reduce
education costs, improve learning opportunities and perfect teaching quality. The following can be
considered: 1) Classify the basic courses, form a number of platforms, organize the outstanding teachers
and experts to prepare teaching plans, curricula, and develop training plan to meet the needs of society.
The existing network can be flexibly expanded or updated with the development of economy, academy
and cultivating scale, and some emerging discipline, knowledge of frontier can be expanded into the
appropriate curriculum. It can save the teaching cost and improve the quality of teaching as well. 2) As
to the specialized courses and professional basic courses, excellent teachers can be organized by the
department to prepare the professional development of teaching plans, curricula, and select materials for
its goals. The difficult and important points in teaching and the abstract or the edge of the subject
content can be made into network course. All content of some courses can be made into network course
for students’ election or independent study. 3) The content of some experiments can be made into
courseware, the main form of which should be simulation experiments. Before the experiment, students
look through its courseware. With a good understanding of the corresponding experimental content,
procedures, data, results and precautions, it would be handy for the students to do physical experiments
with less errors.
Of course, as we see that online education can make up for the lack of traditional education, we
should also realize its weak points. It is not simply to move the textbook and the chalkboard to the
network. It also needs updating the teachers’ educational concept, philosophy, theory, and has a higher
request for the teachers and students. The network education only acts as a supplement for the
traditional form , not a total negation of it.

4 Network Education Innovation Calls for Innovative and High-quality Teachers
Teachers play a key role in innovation education, and the same is true to education innovation in
the network environment. Only by cultivating a high-quality and innovative teachers, will develop an
atmosphere of educating, and will innovation education be implemented.
4.1 Guide teachers to learn new knowledge
Knowledge of innovative teachers is refined by the extensive expertise and solid knowledge of
educational theory, modern information and human. How to construct innovative teachers’ knowledge is
an important and urgent problem. First of all, make construction plans; Secondly, provide teachers with
good learning conditions and encourage them to make full use of modern means of information; thirdly,
establish evaluation system for teachers to implement the responsibility system and reward system to
make learning variable into a conscious action.
4.2 Strengthen the information literacy education to in-service teachers
For various reasons, it is difficult for Chinese teachers to adapt to the information society in
information awareness, skills and ethics. The best way to solve this problem is to do their continuing
education of information literacy. As an innovative teacher, he must master the multimedia teaching
software design and production under the premise of the basic operation of the computer. To achieve
this, the university should take the initiative to provide a good environment for them, in addition to
continuing education for teachers themselves consciously.
4.3 Cultivate their innovation to educate and teach
Innovation is not a mystery, and everyone has a potential capability to do it, although each is
different in levels. Meanwhile, students’ innovation is to be developed. If it can not be waken up and
developed, it will shrink, or even be destroyed. Therefore, teachers must have a sense of crisis and
responsibility to develop the students’ creative thinking and innovation and establish a correct concept
of innovation in teaching. Innovative teachers should have the self-monitoring ability, innovative
teaching ability, and the ability to guide the innovation practice and the scientific research.

5 Conclusion
Education reform and innovation is a long and arduous task, and education and teaching innovation
in the network environment is a new topic. We are convinced that with an awareness of the existing
problems and its enormity, by working out ways to solve these problems, training the innovative
teachers, speeding up network resources building and innovating teaching modes, teaching innovation
under network conditions in universities will take on a new look in the near future.
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Abstract: In recent years, the application of Activity-Based Costing in Port industry has been deeply
researched in theory and practice, but researchers only concentrate on the bulk and general cargo’s ABC
in loading and unloading operations and there is little about the liquids and chemicals’. Based on the
liquids and chemicals’ handling process and the particularity of their cost accounting, the paper
establishes quality and safety activity center, steam heating, electric trace heating activity center,
temperature maintenance activity center and so on .At the same time, the thesis focuses on their cost
drivers and their measuring method in order to improve the accuracy of costing in loading and unloading
operations.
Key words: Port industry; Liquids and chemicals; Activity center; Cost drivers equivalent

1 Introduction
Activity-Based Costing which is widely used with a wealth of practical and applied experiences in
foreign countries is an advanced cost measuring method. Since ABC was introduced into China, it has
been attracted the attention of academics, gradually accepted and applied by some of our businesses.
There is no exception to Port industry’s enterprises.
Domestic scholars mainly introduce the results of research abroad as to ABC. They also do
research actively on the application of ABC according to actual situation in China. China State
Shipbuilding Industry Corporation set up the research group in 1995 and began to conduct the
application study of ABC (Zuo Jia, 2007). Professor Wang Pingxin has piloted the use of activity
management in the advanced manufacturing enterprises since 1998, and achieved great success (Wang
Pingxin,2004). Li Anding, Zhang Qi and other professors has discussed about the application of ABC in
Port industry’s enterprises (Li Anding, Zhang Qi,2005). Yang Hui has studied the strategic cost
management in Port industry(Yang Hui,2006).
Currently, the applied research on ABC in Port industry was mainly about bulk and general cargo.
Because of the special nature of the liquids and chemicals’ loading and unloading operations, the special
study on liquids and chemicals’ ABC in loading and unloading operations has not been conducted.
This article aims to design the model of liquids and chemicals’ ABC in loading and unloading
operations based on the classify cargo and operation activity. On the one hand, with the development of
scale economy and the increase of imports, port throughputs of liquids and chemicals have increased; on
the other hand, in order to ensure the accuracy of cost information in Port industry’s enterprises, make
all the decisions more scientifically, strengthen the cost’s management and control, and optimize its task
chain, we can see that the study on liquids and chemicals’ ABC in loading and unloading operations has
important practical significance. At the same time, it is good for making a useful exploration of liquids
and chemicals’ ABC in loading and unloading operations which is suitable for Port industry.

2 The Costing of Liquids and Chemicals’ Loading and Unloading in Port Industry
2.1 The specificity of the costing of liquids and chemicals’ loading and unloading in port industry
The main types of liquids and chemicals in Port industry are crude oil, processed oil, diesel,
chemicals. In the process of loading and unloading operations comparing to other types of cargos,
liquids and chemicals have their own characteristics. Take sea and railway transportation and
ship-loading activities of processed oil and chemicals in a company for example, oil and chemicals will
be transported by train to the branch as shown in Figure 1.
First, we need to unload the cargo from the train through the trestle, during this process ,not only
does it involve the care, maintenance, reversing the process, switching the valves and other manual
activities, but also it needs electricity consumed by pump oil, the materials of bridge maintenance,
removing and jointing bump ,pushing the train and other miscellaneous operations .Second, the oil and
chemicals are imported to the tank through the pipeline, during this process, the activities involved with
the pipelines are labor fees of line inspection and maintenance, electric heating, the materials of
maintenance, nitrogen used by pipeline cleaning, electricity and so on; the activities involved with the
tanks are labor fees of care, maintenance and reversing the process, coal, water and electricity consumed
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by heating, steaming and bump house, various materials of maintenance. Finally, the oil and chemicals
are shipped by pipelines, the shipment also involves labor fees of care, maintenance, reversing the
process, switching the valves and the consumption of oil pipelines and hoses.
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Figure 1

Fuel’s Railway Transportation and Ship-loading Processes in a Port

From the liquids and chemicals’ loading and unloading operation processes, we can see that the
costing of it has distinctive characteristics:
First, the security costs hold a large proportion. Because many kinds of chemicals are flammable,
explosive, leaking, toxic, polluting the environment, etc., the fuel leak accident in Dalian Harbor is an
example which is still very alarming.
Second, the indirect costs hold a large proportion, and with the conventional method it is difficult
to assign. In the process of liquids and chemicals’ loading and unloading activities, the amount of direct
costs ,such as the labor fees of switching the valves , the consumption of hose, is small .Well, the
significant cost lies in the pipeline maintenance ,the performance of warming, heating, generating
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nitrogen and other related equipments or facilities ’operation and maintenance. Different types of fluids
and chemicals are loaded or unloaded through the same pipeline, using the same equipments and
facilities, but different types of fluids and chemicals consumed different resources in handling
operations, because they need different temperatures in the temperature maintenance and heating. Thus,
accurate allocation of indirect costs is very difficult.
Third, the cost accounting is complex. Before the liquids and chemicals are loaded or unloaded at
the port, the pipelines are required to clean or preheat, they are still needed to clean through the ball
after all the activities. In addition, the resources consumed by different kinds of liquids and chemicals in
different seasons are also different. As to different kinds of them, they consume different resources
because of different requirements of temperature maintenance and heating. Even if load or unload the
same kind of liquids or chemicals, the consumption of resources in autumn and winter is more than in
summer.
2.2 Costing process of liquids and chemicals’ loading and unloading in port industry
Based on the theory of ABC, the costing process of liquids and chemicals’ loading and unloading in
port industry follows as below: determine the costing object (classify cargo and operation activity),
confirm the consumption of resources, divide costs into direct costs and indirect costs, accumulate direct
costs, set activity center, identify cost drivers and allocate indirect costs. Among them, setting the
activity center and identifying cost drivers are the key factors of the costing of liquids and
chemical ’loading and unloading which will directly influence the precision, so this paper focuses on
these in the research.
（1) Set activity center. According to the handling processes of liquids and chemicals at the port,
characteristics of the cost, and the management, the activity centers of the liquids and chemicals’
handling can be divided into eight activity centers(Xu Ling,2004) as is shown in Table 2-1.
Table 1

The serial
number
0ne
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight

Activity Centers and Cost Drivers

Name
activity pools of production capacity
depreciation:
administration center
quality and safety activity center
nitrogen activity center
terminal activity center
steam heating activity center
electric trace heating activity center
personal administration, maintenance
and other activity centers

Cost drivers
objective throughput
the number of customers maintaining
risk ratio
batch number of activities
the activities of vessels at a time
batch number of tanks equivalent
Operational ton equivalent(the total tons in
and out of the tank)
ton equivalent stored in the tank per day

（2) Determine the driver of resources and accumulate costs of activity centers according to it.. We
should pay attention to that some direct costs also need to be collected into activity center in order to
meet the requirements of management. For example, the quality and safety activity center includes some
certain direct costs.
（3) Identify the cost drivers and distribute costs collected according to cost drivers to every cargo
and every operation in turn (Zhao Xiukun, 1996).
The cost of a activity center is calculated as follows:
Costs of activities accumulated to certain cargo = Cost drivers consumed by this cargo× The
distribution ratio of the activity center
The distribution ratio of the activity center = Total expenses consumed in the activity center / Total
cost drivers consumed by every cargo
Costs of activities accumulated to certain cargo and certain operation= Cost drivers consumed by
this cargo and operation× The distribution ratio of the activities’ costs of this cargo and operation
The distribution ratio of the activities’ costs of this cargo and operation = Costs of activities
accumulated to certain cargo/ Total cost drivers consumed by this cargo’s every operation
（4) Calculate the total costs and unit cost of a certain kind of cargo’s certain operation
The total costs of a certain kind of cargo’s certain operation = Direct costs of this kind of cargo’s
certain operation + The total costs assigned to this kind of cargo’s certain operation from activity centers
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The unit cost of a certain kind of cargo’s certain operation = The total costs of this kind of cargo’s
certain operation /The activities of this kind of cargo’s certain operation
（5) Calculate the total costs and unit cost of a certain kind of cargo’s whole operation
The total costs consumed in the whole operation of a certain kind of cargo = The total costs
consumed in the whole operation of loading and unloading of this kind of cargo
The unit cost consumed in the whole operation of a certain kind of cargo =The total unit costs
consumed in the whole operation of loading and unloading of this kind of cargo

3 The Calculation of Three Major Cost Driver Units
（1) The calculation of the cost driver units of the quality and safety activity
Through investigation, we find out that the resources and energies caused by safety and quality
activity are distributed based on the risk of every cargo and every operation, which is realized by the
general managers, deputy general managers in charge of safety and quality and other people in the
business department related to management of safety and quality . Therefore, the cost’s distribution of
the quality and safety activity center can be in accordance with this causal chain- "high risk - high
concern – more resources allocated", the risk in every cargo and every operation is the quality and
safety activity center’s cost driver. In our dealings, we collect many people’s awareness of the risk
through questionnaire, these people can be the general managers, deputy general managers in charge of
safety and quality and other people in the business department related to management of safety and
quality. Then analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is applied in processing data. At last, it is time to
calculate the risk ratio.
（2) The calculation of the cost driver units of the steam heating and electric trace heating activity
Let’s look at the calculation of the steam heating activity’s cost driver units. In order to simplify the
calculation of the cost, the company will usually divide cargos into several types, such as category one
(crude oil), category two (processed oil), category three (chemicals), and so on. Obviously, different
temperatures of different oils have to be met, there can be different requirements for heating, so the
steam heating activities’s cost each category of oil consumed is different from each other. Then it is true
that batch number of tanks equivalent is determined as the steam heating activity center’s cost driver.
Batch number of tanks equivalent can be calculated as below:
Firstly, select a type of oil in category one as the standard, when load and unload it one time, the
batch number of tanks equivalent is to be one. Then compute the heat the standard needs when reaching
the required temperature and the heating.
Secondly, calculate batch number of tanks equivalent of category two as below.Select a type of oil
in category two, compute the heat it needs when reaching the required temperature and the heating.
Equivalent coefficient =The heat of warming and tracing of category two /The heat of warming and
tracing of category one. Batch number of tanks equivalent of category two = Batch number of tanks ×
Equivalent coefficient.
Thirdly, batch number of tanks equivalent of category three can be calculated .The method is as
same as above.
As to the cost driver units of the electric trace heating activity,
Operational ton equivalent of certain cargo (the total tons in and out of the tank) = Operational ton
of this cargo× equivalent coefficient of this cargo
（3) The calculation of the cost driver units of the temperature maintenance activity
The heat in the summer different oils need when storing in the tank and maintaining the
temperature, is quite different from that in winter. So storage ton equivalent per day is determined as the
cost driver units of the temperature maintenance activity. It can be calculated as below.
Firstly, select one type of oil as the standard. When it stores in the tank one day, it can be one
storage ton equivalent per day. Then compute the heat this type of oil needs when reaching the required
temperature and the heating.
Secondly, calculate the storage ton equivalent per day of other types of oil as below. Compute the
heat the cargo needs when reaching the required temperature. Equivalent coefficient = The heat of
maintenance of this type of cargo / The heat of maintenance of the standard. The storage ton equivalent
per day of this type of oil = The storage ton per day of this type of oil × Equivalent coefficient.

4 Conclusion
The application of ABC when calculating the cost of liquids and chemicals’ loading and unloading
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in one Port industry’s enterprise shows that:
（1) It is applying the ABC when calculating the cost of liquids and chemicals’ loading and
unloading in Port industry’s enterprises that improves the accuracy of cost accounting and provides
diversified cost information to all the relevant people. Setting the activity centers rationally, such as the
nitrogen activity center, steam heating activity center, electric trace heating activity center and so on,
and putting forward a variety of cost drivers adapt to the process of loading and unloading the liquids,
chemicals and the features of cost accounting. Thus it definitely improves the accuracy of cost
accounting. Meanwhile, calculating the quality and safety activity’s costs and production capacity
depreciation costs in terms of a wealth of cost information is good for safety and quality management,
production management in Port industry’s enterprises.
（2) By means of cost drivers equivalent, we improve the accuracy of the indirect cost allocation
related to liquids and chemicals ’handling equipments and facilities. It’s different from others’
cargo-handling technology, loading and unloading of liquids and chemicals involve pipelines and
storage tanks , Different oil requires different technologies of warming, trace heating and charging
nitrogen. It is distributing these related costs by applying the cost drivers equivalent that improves the
accuracy of cost information.
（3) To determine the cost drivers of the quality and safety activity center, we adopt AHP
creatively to improve the objectivity and accuracy of cost drivers. Based on the causal chain-“high risk high concern – more resources allocated”, we collect managers and site operation personnel’s awareness
and data of the risk in the process of loading and unloading through questionnaire . What is more
important is that analytic hierarchy process (AHP) in data processing makes cost drivers more objective
and accurate.
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Abstract: In the context of recommender systems, there are two important entities: users and items,
and three relationships: users’ relationship, items’ connection and interactions between users and items.
In most literature, one or more of these entities and relationships are used to predict users’ preference. In
this paper, we proposed a novel approach which incorporates these two entities and three relationships
into one framework based on doubly structural network (DSN) and built a dynamic prediction model for
users’ preference over time. And we have proved that the new approach can give a good performance for
recommender systems through experiment.
Key words: Recommender system; Doubly structural network; Dynamic prediction model

1 Introduction
With the development of E-commerce, personalized recommendation service is one of the most
important needs for users. Recommender systems are information filtering systems which use users'
individual information such as histories of purchasing and items’ contents to predict users' preferences[1].
And based on this idea, recommender systems will then recommend the most favorite products or
information that are most likely to be interested by users.
In the area of research of recommender systems, most of literatures are around with
recommendation approaches and the main aim is to improve the performance of recommender systems.
The basic approaches for recommender systems are content-based approach (CB approach),
collaborative filtering approach and hybrid approach. Content-based approach has its roots in
information retrieval and recommends the right items to users through matching users’ profile with
items’ features[2][3]. The main weak point of the CB approach is that it just predicts users’ preference
based on the past history and can’t predict users’ latent preference. Collaborative filtering approach (CF
approach) predicts user’s rating for item based on his/her nearest neighbors’ rating for that item[4]. The
CF approach often suffers from data sparse problem because of it just based on the user-item rating
matrix which is often very sparse. And both CB and CF methods confront from cold-start problem when
a new item of a new user comes to recommender system. And hybrid approach is used to integrate
content-based approaches and collaborative filtering approaches together to solve these problems.
By using CB, CF or hybrid methods, most recommendation approaches treat users or items as a
collection of entities that are similar to each other and use this information to predict the target user’s
preference. So from the perspective of a recommender system itself, there are some relationships among
users or items. In fact, there really exist some explicit and implicit connections among different users or
items. Explicit connections are social relationships that indicate friendships, family relationships,
colleagues, classmates and so on. And implicit connections are some implying relationships, for
example, if two users major in the same department then they may be interested in the same books even
though they don’t know each other. As well as users, there are connections among objects. These
connections are mostly the natural features among different items, for example, items belong to the same
categories. And finally, items’ preferences to items indicate that there are interactions between users and
items.
Summarily speaking, in the field of recommender system there are two main entities and three
main relationships. The two main entities are respectively users, indicating people who use the
recommender system, and items, indicating products or information which are provided for users. And
three main relationships mean that there are some specific relationships between users or items and there
are also interactions between users and items based on the users’ preferences. When we descript this
phenomenon of recommender systems, we can integrate users, items, and the three types of relationships
into one model, which is a doubly structural network which consists of three networks: user-network,
item-network and cross-network[5].
Besides the new framework mentioned above, we also build a dynamic prediction model for users’
latent preference. From recommender systems’ perspective, we assume that recommender system is a
dynamic system and if one node or edge in it changes, and then the other part of the system will change
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too. According to this idea, we use the dynamics of the DSN model to descript the movement of users’
latent preference over time.

2 Related Researches
2.1 About doubly structural network
There are a lot of lectures about complex network and these researches are mostly focusing on one
mode network such as small-world networks[6][7], scale-free networks and random networks[8]. These
complex network are mainly used to descript the connections among entities belongs to one categories.
For example, the social network is used to descript the relationship between different human beings and
the protein interactions network is made up of a lot of proteins. In recent years, there are also some
literatures about two- mode network which treat two types/classes of entities such as literature citation
network, co-authorship networks and so on. And most of researchers also use one-mode methods to
solve the problem of two-mode network.
In[5],[9],[10],[11], the authors proposed a doubly structural network model which is can be seen a
two-mode network model. The DSN Model consists of two levels of networks: one is inner agent-model
which represents agents’ beliefs or knowledge about the world and the other is inter agent-model which
represents a social network among agents. The DSN model can be used to analyze some social
phenomenon.
2.2 About recommender systems
In the field of recommender system, there are a few of precedent researches using the similar
approaches of our approach.
[12] introduced a recommendation model based on a directed graph of users. In their model, a
directed link starting from one user and ending at another user indicates that the later user’s behavior is
strongly predictive of the former user’s behavior. Recommendations are made by exploring short paths
joining multiple users.
[13] proposed a graph-theoretic model for collaborative filtering, in which items and users are both
represented as nodes and the edges represent interaction between users and items. Edges in this social
network graph are induced by hammock jumps. A social network graph of users is then created based on
the original graph, and recommendations are generated by navigating the combination of the original
graph and the social network graph.
[14] proposed a two-layer graph model for recommender system. The two layers of nodes represent
items and users, respectively. Three types of links between nodes capture the input information: the
items’ information, users’ information, and transaction information. Each link between two items
captures similarity between them. Each link between two users captures the similarity between them.
And Interlayer links are formed based on the transaction information that captures the associations
between users and items. In Huang’s study, they give three approaches to get the prediction for items’
preference based on the two-layer graph mode: direct retrieval, association mining and high-degree
association retrieval.
[15] proposed to deal with the sparsity problem by applying an associative retrieval framework and
related spreading activation algorithms to explore transitive associations among agents through their
past transactions and feedback based on the bipartite graphs. One set of nodes represents products,
services, and information objects for potential consumption. The other set represents agents. The
transactions and feedback are modeled as links connecting nodes between these two sets.
[16] proposed an integrated-graph model for users’ interests in personalized recommendation,
which is based on Small-World network and Bayesian network. The Integrated-Graph model also
consists of two layers. One is user’s layer for representing users and the other is merchandise’s layer for
representing goods or produce. The relationships among users are described by Small-World network at
lower layer. The implications among merchandises are represented by Bayesian network at higher layer.
Directed arcs denote the interests and tendency between user’s layer and merchandise’s layer. Several
algorithms for clustering and interest analysis based on Small-World network are introduced.

3 Proposed Approaches
3.1 DSN model for recommender systems
In our DSN model for recommender systems, it consists of three types of network: user-network,
item-network and cross-network. Specifically speaking, we use nodes to denote users or items and edges
to denote the relationships among them. The item-network consists of items and connections between
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them, the user-network consists of users and the relationship between them and the cross-network means
users’ preference for items (in our research, we use the term preference to represent user’s real taste or
rating to items and use the term latent preference represent the prediction value of preference). The
concept graph of this model is as Figure 1 has shown us.
3.1.1 User - network
User - network is a social network which represents the relationships between different users [17].
As we know, the relationships in social network could be defined into two types: explicit and implicit
[18]. The explicit relationship means people who know each other or they have trade or other explicit
connections with each other. And the implicit relationship means that people have not direct connections
but they may have the same tastes to one or more items. For example, people have the same interest on
TV/films watching or people have the work of the same type or they are in the same age and so on. In
our research, we define the relationship among users as their implicit relationships which we call it
latent relationship.
The definition for user - network is as follows (see Figure 2):
U
G = (U , EU , W U ), U = {u1 ," , ui ," u j ," un }, EU = {eijU |1 ≤ i ≤ n,1 ≤ j ≤ n}, W U = {wijU |1 ≤ i ≤ n,1 ≤ j ≤ n}
Where U is the set of nodes which represent users and EU is the set of edges which represent the
relationship between users and WU is the weight of EU. So user - network is a weighted graph. In this
paper we define users’ similarity as the basic criteria to measure the relationship between them and
furthermore we set a threshold θ for user-network’s construction as follows:
⎧⎪sim(ui , u j ), if sim(ui , u j ) ≥ θ
of i = j
wijU = ⎨
, if sim(ui , u j ) < θ
⎪⎩0
Where sim(ui , u j ) is the similarity between user i and j based on any similarity computations.
3.1.2 Item - network
Item - network represents the connection between different items. Items may be in the same
category or be liked by users at the same degree .In recommender systems; we also define items’
similarity as the criteria to measure the connection between them. The definition for item-network is as
follows:
I
G I = ( I , E I ,W I ), I = {i1 ," , i p ," iq ," im }, E I = {e pq
|1 ≤ p ≤ m,1 ≤ q ≤ m},W I = {wipq |1 ≤ p ≤ m,1 ≤ q ≤ m}
Where I is the set of nodes which represent items and EI is the set of edges which represent the
connections between items and WI is the weight of EI. So item – network is also a weighted graph. And
the definition for WI is as follows:
⎪⎧ sim(i p , iq ), if sim(i p , iq ) ≥ π of p = q
wIpq = ⎨
, if sim(i p , iq ) < π
⎪⎩0
Where sim(i p , iq ) means the similarity between item p and q based on any similarity
computations.
3.1.3 Cross – network
In recommender systems, users giving rating to an item represents the degree of their preferences
for the item. We define users’ preference for items connect the two networks together. We also call the
interaction between user-network and item-network cross links/edges. The definition for cross-network
is as follows:
G C = (GU , G I , R, , P ), R ∈ U × I , P ∈ U × I

{

}

{

}

Where R means the relationship between users and items and in our research we define R as the
ratings to items given by users and we also define it is users’ preference for items, which we denote it in
solid line. And with respect to P, we define it as users’ latent preference for items，which we denote it in
dashed line . The aim of recommender systems is to predict users’ latent preference and make it close to
users’ real preference.
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Figure 1 The Concept Graph of Doubly
Structural Network for Recommender Systems

Figure 2 The Definition of Doubly Structural Network
for Recommender Systems

3.2 A dynamic prediction model for recommender systems
In order to build the dynamic prediction model for recommender systems, we firstly define the
sub-network of DCN as a user together with his neighbors and an item together with its neighbors and
the interactions between the user or his neighbors and the item or its neighbors (see Figure 3). And if
two users and two items are neighbors respectively, then we call the cross links between them are
neighbor cross link.
Secondly, we take time step into account in our research. Just like a real recommender system, after
a user came to the system, bought or rated an item, another user comes to the system and repeats the
same action (in this paper, we don’t consider about the simultaneous actions ). When a user buys or rates
an item, we call the action one time step and the user active user and in each time step there will be a
new cross link between item – network and user – network. Traditional recommendation approaches
predict a user’ preference just based on the current state of the whole user or item when the user comes
to the system and most recommendation methods do not take into account users’ local movement. For
example, in the sub-network of item im and user un, at time step t we get un’s latent preference for im is
equal to 3.5 and then at time step t+1 the user an gives rating 5 to item im. Because of user un’s action, the
relationship between un and his neighbors may change and the cross link pu j ,iq ’s neighbor cross links
such as pu j ,iq may have the similar trend.

pun ,im

Figure 3

A Sub-network and the Local Movement of it

In addition, we assume some rules for our research as follows:
1. A cross link is similar to its neighbor cross links;
2. The more closer of users or items’ relationship are, then the more similar of their cross links are;
3. When a user rates an item, which means there is a new solid cross link between the user-network
and item-network, the neighbor cross links of the new cross link will be influenced.
In our dynamic prediction model for recommender systems, we defined two important components:
one is expected value of users’ latent preference (we’ll use expected preference for short in the
following parts) which indicates users’ average preference for items and this component is relative
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stable and the other component is predictive value of users’ latent preference (we’ll use latent preference
for short in the following parts) which is our aim and is based on the expected value of users’ latent
preference and the local movement of sub-networks.
3.2.1 Expected value of users’ latent preference
Users’ expected preference indicates the average preference of a user for an item. This process is
similar to traditional collaborative methods. We use the direct interaction and indirect interaction based
on DCN to get users’ expected preference for items (see Figure 4).

Figure 4

Users’ Expected Preference

In this paper, we define the direct interactions between users and items as the overall average
preference (rating) of users for items and this value is the same for all user-item pair. And the indirect
interactions between users and items consist of two types: one type is user-item-item connection which
means that a user’ preference to an item’s neighbors can be used to descript the user’s preference for the
item and one type is user-user-item connection which means that a user’s neighbors’ preference to an
item can be used to descript the user’s preference for the item.
The specific definition for users’ expected preference is as follows:

p u n , im = α ⋅ g

ui

n

=α

( u n , im ) + β ⋅ g
m

∑ ∑
⋅
∑
j =1

ru

m

p =1

j ,i p

ru j , i p
1

!= 0

+β ⋅

( u n , im ) + γ ⋅ g

u ii

∑

ru n , i q ⋅ w iIq , i m

q≠m

m

∑

ru n

,iq

!= 0

uui

( u n , im )
n

+γ ⋅

∑

j≠ n

ru j , i m ⋅ w uUn , u j
n

w iIq , i m
ru

∑
j ,im

!= 0

w uUn , u j

Whereα , β , γ are parameters which are used to regulate the weight of three types of interaction
and ru j ,i p means user uj’ s rating to item iq.
3.2.2 Prediction value of users’ latent preference
As talked above, when taking into account time step in recommender systems, we can explore the
local movement of DCN model and the local movement of sub-network may influence the whole state
of recommender systems. In this paper, we assume local movement is only within the scope of
sub-network. This means that when a user rated an item then there will be a cross link between the user
and the item and the relationship between the user and his neighbors may change as well as the item and
its neighbors and furthermore the cross links inside the sub-network will also change.

⎧
t +1
t +1
δ t +1ε t +1
t +1
t
−
+
+ ( pat n ,om + rati+,o1p ) / 2) ,where pun ,im − pui ,i p ≤ η andδ ≠ 0
λ
λ
(1
)
p
(
un ,im
⎪⎪
t +1
t +1
1 + pun ,im − pui ,ip
=⎨
t +1
t +1
, where pun ,im − pui ,i p > η orδ t +1 = 0
⎪ t
⎪⎩ pun ,im

put +n 1,im

Where λ ,η are parameters and

ε t +1 = Δput +,1i = put +,1i − put ,i , δ t +1 = wuU (,ut +1) ⋅ wiI (,ti+.1)
i

p

i

p

i

p

n

i

m

p

indicates the deviation of user ui’ s real preference (rating) and predictive value in time step t for
ε
item ip, and δ t +1 is used to make sure the local movement within the scope of sub-network.
The core issue of our dynamic prediction model for recommender systems is: when a user rated an
item at time step t and his rating for the item is different from the latent preference we predicted at time
step t-1, which means the previous prediction deviates from the real preference of the user, and after we
gain the deviation of the prediction, how to revise the latent preferences inside the sub-network? Take
Figure 3 for example, user un’s rating (real preference) for item is 5 which is higher than the prediction
t +1
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value at time step t and so we can speculate that un’ neighbors’ preference for item im or its neighbors
may also higher than the prediction at time step t.
According to the research talked above, the definition for dynamic prediction model for
recommender systems based on DCN is as follows (we assume that active user ui rates item ip in time
step t+1):
In the dynamic prediction formula, we define that only the cross links which is closer to the active
cross link and within the scope of active user and item’s sub-network could be influenced by the local
movement. In order to make sure the prediction value of latent preference change smoothly, parameter
are supposed to be small enough. The dynamic model has some adaptive characteristic that adjust users’
latent preference based on the active user’s action.

4 Experimental Analyses
In this paper, we use the data set from GroupLens to verify our research. The data set has 100000
records (user-item-rating) and contains 943 users and 1682 movies. We use 50% of the data set as initial
data which is used to get the initial DSN model and 30% as train data which means that in each time
step we use one record to get the local movement of DSN through the proposed dynamic prediction
model. And we adopted MAE (Mean Absolute Error) as the basic metric in our experiment.
The basic results of this experiment are as Figure 5 has shown us. From the MAE trend line we can
see that the value of MAE keeps on decreasing, which means that the prediction of our dynamic model
is more close to users’ real preference for items. And we notice that the value of MAE decreases very
quickly at the beginning and then the change is slower.

Figure 5

The MAE over Time Step

Besides the MAE results, we also get some interesting results such as users’ degree distribution
(see Figure 5) and items’ degree distribution (see Figure 6). And we can see that the user-network has
some characteristics of scale-free network and item-network has the some characteristics of random
network.

5 Conclusions

Figure 6

Users’ Degree Distribution

Figure 7

Items’ Degree Distribution

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach for recommender systems, which incorporates users,
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items and the relationships between them into one framework based on doubly structural network, and
built a dynamic prediction model for users’ latent preference over time. From the experiment we can see
that the novel method can give a good performance for recommender systems. In the future we’ll keep
on studying the proposed dynamic prediction model for recommender systems and use other data sets
and more evaluation metrics to verify our idea.
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Abstract: Customer knowledge management is the effective way of advanced information technology
on customer knowledge acquisition, sharing, application and innovation. The paper analyzes the
deficiencies of existing knowledge management system. With SOA and the technical characteristics
of ontology, the function goal of online reviews customer knowledge management system is made based
on the theory, methodology and technology; implementation steps of a system are proposed based on
the life cycle. Researching of online reviews of customer knowledge management system provided a
theoretical base of support for smooth implementation of knowledge management.
Keywords: E-commerce; Online reviews; SOA; Customer knowledge management

1 Introduction
Customer knowledge management system not only provides businesses with customer
knowledge platform’s collection and analysis, but also provides a new business strategy and methods. It
can help businesses take full advantage of client resources, expand into new markets and business
channels, improve customer satisfaction and enhance their profitability, so that enterprises in the
fierce competition based and sustainable development in the long-term.
Online reviews of customer knowledge management system provide a new platform for
management services innovation. With the platform can provide user requirements, application of new
ideas and new technologies to improve and change the existing service processes and service offerings,
improve quality and efficiency of existing services and expand the scope of services,
update services and add new services projects to create new value for customers, and
ultimately formation
competitive
advantage. B2C e-commerce enterprises
to better understand
consumer online reviews and define customer demand, by continuously find the potential market, thus
maintaining continuous innovation.

2 Knowledge Management System
Knowledge management system and customer knowledge management systems are built on the
basis of information technology and network applications, and achieve through the application
of network. The system is composed from the collection, processing, storage, dissemination and
sharing the process. But there are some differences between both of them. More knowledge resources
comes from Knowledge management system, more oriented to the whole enterprise; and customer
knowledge management is much for specific customers, so there are great differences between both the
application of information technology and development strategies.
Currently, industry and academia implemented some useful exploration to knowledge management
system theory and methods. The typical knowledge management system architecture which was
provided by business: IBM Lotus knowledge management system and Microsoft knowledge
management system.
Although the research on knowledge management system has achieved some results, but the
existing knowledge management system still has some disadvantages: It’s difficult to make a clear
definition of knowledge, because many kinds of Knowledge and sources, knowledge management
system model framework are lack of uniform standards. Many of the features of knowledge
management system is data warehousing, document management, and did not give full play to its value
in knowledge management.
Current knowledge management systems are often ignored integration with existing information
systems of enterprise. In general, the knowledge management system in close contact with traditional
information systems, both support each other. But now the lack of the knowledge management system
and information system of interaction and support, such as relevant business data, and relevant
information related to coordination of services and knowledge processing.
. Focus on information technology, ignoring the external environment. In the process of building
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knowledge management systems, too much emphasis on application of information technology and
ignore the external environment linkages, in particular, support the organization’s business systems, so
that the knowledge management system cannot be built effectively realistic.
Lack of the knowledge management system will construct and correct understanding about
implementation. Mistakenly believe that knowledge management systems and other software systems
can easily build and implement; the lack of a systematic, integrated process and methods of guidance,
will lead to failure of system construction.

3 Service Oriented Architecture
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) Gartner put forward the concept in the mid-90s in the 20th
century. For semantic purposes, SOA is same as process-oriented and object-oriented, is a mode of
system set up in development, a system and ideology. SOA use service as the basic unit to construct IT
framework. From a technical perspective, SOA is a highly abstract, loosely coupled, coarse-grained IT
architecture; from a business perspective, SOA is a core concept of service reuse and interoperability
between services, it can be a variety of IT companies’ effective integration of resources into
standards-based services in order to achieve convenient application. Enterprises need to quickly build
and application integration, there has been a contradiction between enterprises development and
enterprise IT support capacity. SOA is the best solution to solve these major contradictions. A high
degree of flexibility and a close business relationship are two important factors to the success of SOA.
SOA from the long-term development of the business needs, design enterprise IT architecture.
SOA is a loosely coupled design when it compared with traditional tightly coupled software architecture.
In SOA use a service to replace with other services no need considering the underlying implementation
technology except the service interface. Each service and replacement of SOA is relatively simple,
which could better adapt to business changes. SOA make full use of existing applications and databases
about enterprises, through existing applications and data integration with the SOA, and all enterprise IT
resources, and make them become part of the overall solution. This approach makes the enterprise IT
architecture is faster and more effectively adapt to changing business needs.
In order to serve the enterprise better, SOA and enterprise establish a strong business relationship,
which is the biggest difference with other types of IT architecture. SOA use serves as the basic unit to
organize and integrate the IT resources of enterprises. Enterprises’ actual business processes in any of
the tasks can be realized in the SOA services. And SOA services are also closely linked in the enterprise
business, which makes the company’s business staff can participate in service creation, and according to
their business needs to define new business service processes. Traditional information system
development structure compares with SOA.

4 Architecture RCKMS
Service-oriented architecture used a service-oriented principle to achieve a closer relationship
between business and support information systems. It is a structure that suitable corporate IT architecture
construction. To resolve the problems of E-commerce businesses for the current environment and
knowledge management system development, this paper combined with SOA to construction a
reasonable online Reviews Customer Knowledge Management System (RCKMS) as a way of solution.
Through RCKMS can construct system and achieve seamless and efficient integration for existing
information systems and applications t, and provide a reference for enterprises’ development and
implementation.
RCKMS use the SOA model to integrate IT strategy support business, to achieve customer
knowledge management, management, knowledge processing, and intelligent processing to integrate the
decision-making, organizational of the strategic development plan for an integrated system. RCKMS
architecture applied the approach to describe the organization processes, information systems, personal
and organizational sub-unit, made the organization’s core goals and strategic direction consistent.
RCKMS architecture to provide support for the following tasks:
z Different levels of abstraction in the design and modeling;
z Separation of the specification and implementation;
z Build a flexible system;
z Ensure that it meets business needs;
z Analysis of the impact of changes to requirements;
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z
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Ensure compliance with the relevant principles.

Figure 1

RCKMS Architecture

System architecture from the past client/ server model, and gradually evolving into multi-layer
structure or three layers of the various distributed computing model. RCKMS design service-oriented
architecture, using multi-paradigm, covering a number of form modules and databases. RCKMS
architecture shows in Figure 1.
4.1 Data preparation layer
RCKMS get the required data from different sources. Through the web crawl and web information
extraction to achieve online access and collection of comments. When information insufficient and
needs changes, the system automatically enters the data collection unit to obtain information and
comments for establish adequate information.
4.2 Knowledge generation layer
It contains comments smart data mining module and the temporary area in a knowledge-generating
layer. And knowledge-generating layer is produced according to different application requirements
objectives of the business management needs of comments data to mining, analysis and sorting. Meet
the different business applications for customer knowledge strategy needs, and policy components of
assets, including business processes, organizational assets, business models and IT.
4.3 Knowledge of application layer
Users need application layer to access the system’s various types of resource data. Application
layer including: general query, report statistics, customer knowledge retrieval, multidimensional analysis,
decision analysis. Each application implemented through a series of operations and internal unit. For
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example, the retrieval of the customer knowledge is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2

Customer Knowledge Retrieval

4 4User access layer
It could provide enterprise knowledge portal, knowledge maps or other forms, and provide various
departments of enterprises’ access to support. Corporate use the tools are browsers, office software,
real-time communication and other commonly used methods. It’s facilitating to access and use different
business sectors.

5 Conclusion
RCKMS needs integrate with enterprises of existing information systems to obtain sufficient
resources to meet the application’s data, and also better for different business units of enterprises to
provide customer knowledge and meet business needs. RCKMS integration with other business systems:
analysis takes into account the basic e-commerce enterprise information system structure and ownership
of information; development and integration of the unified model; planning and reuse of corporate
knowledge; and business synchronization applications.
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Abstract: A system based on a hybrid programming of VS.NET and MATLAB is studied to predict the
sales of an enterprise. We make use of the previous and current data, choose different predicting models
based on different produces to get the anticipated sale data. It provides decision support for an enterprise
to organize production and operation.
Key words: Sales forecast for the company; Decision supporting; VS.NET; MATLAB

1 Introduction
In the modern enterprise, to enhance the enterprise information system of decision supporting
function is a research direction currently , and the most important thing in decision supporting system is
the analysis of sales forecast .A proper forecast of sales , can not only help judge the pattern of supply
and demand of market, find out the competitive advantage for enterprise , and determine the type of
product in development , but also can effectively forecast the occupancy rate of market , provide
decision support for product development and product sales plans. But the application in actual sales
forecast enterprise system is not ideal. After analysis, we found that reasons leading to this situation are
as follows:
1) In order to improve the precision of prediction, sales forecast model usually contains a number
of variables, functions and complex structures. A traditional programming language for such complex
mathematical formula matrix is trivial and realizes up in low efficiency.
2) As the enterprise’s internal and external environment changes, factors that affect sales budget are
also changing, so it also requires the model of sales forecast system of model changed accordingly. But
the design of prediction system is usually not flexible enough, so adjustment of larger models might
cause the system to restart code. The situations above are the bottleneck that restricts the development of
sales forecast system.

2 Input and Output Design
It is very important to make sales forecasts, but it is difficult to make high quality sales forecast.
Before choosing an appropriate way to make forecasts, it is better to know the factors having effect on
the sales forecast.
There are a few factors in the sales forecast to consider: basic requirement, requirement tendency,
marketing activity, seasonal element, periodic element and irregular requirement. Basic requirement is
the requirement forecast without taking account of the other factors. Seasonal element is taking account
of some products’ requirement variation, such as feather dress. It is popular in the north in the winter. So
season must be an element to be considered. Requirement tendency usually takes account of the
products’ life circle: for example, products are in the initial period, and then requirement increases
slowly, subsequently the proportion in the marketing is small. When the products are in the mature
period, their requirements tend to be stable and gradual. Periodic element refers that the requirement of
the product shows the periodic increase and the period various as the products. Sometimes the period is
a month, and sometimes is a year. Therefore, when we make sales forecasts, we should make some
adjusts according to the product. Marketing activities, such as advertisements and sales promotion, have
much effect on the sales, so when we make sales forecasts, take account of the current marketing
situation and power of the sales promotion. Irregular requirement refers to that requirement shows
randomness, often because of exceptional situation and exceptional point. These factors are difficult to
predict, so it lows the accuracy of the forecast. Of course, the situations referred to above don’t cover all
the factors that influence sales forecast.
According to the influential factors, we collect, analyze and clear up all the data and information.
When we design the system, we can take the per capita income of the residents in a specific place,
population age distribution, sales and price of a specific product in the last three years, season variation,
the variation of the average income level in the future three years and the changes in the population as
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the basic index to make forecasts. The content of the forecasts contains: the requirement of the market,
sales and amount, produce price, life circle of a produce, expectant profit, market share, macroeconomic
situation and new technology.
Sales forecast can be taken as a system, and it is a information switching process of information
input, dispose and forecast output. For the complex forecast object, sometimes we should resolve it and
make forecasts on the sub-system. According to this, we can make a forecast on the whole.
Sales forecast is a complex work, and to make the work run orderly, we must obey some rules.
The basic procedure of the sales forecast concludes:
2.1 Confirm the forecast goal
Sales forecast takes the sales of the products as the central, and the product sales itself is a complex
system. The factors relevant are many, such as the potential requirement of the market, market share,
price of the produce and so on. But whether to make a long forecast or a short term forecast requires
different forecast files and methods. So, confirm the goal of the forecast is the main problem in the
forecast.
2.2 Collect and analyze the files
After confirm the goal, to satisfy the need of the forecast, we must collect information relevant to
the forecasts. The accuracy of the information has direct connections with the forecast results. So, we
must analyze the information and satisfy these requirements.
(1) Pertinence of the information: the information must be consistent with the expectant goal.
(2) Accuracy of the information: the information must come from the reality and have been
checked.
(3) Integrity of the information: the integrity of the information influences the running of the sales
forecast. So we must take measures to make sure that the information is integrated.
(4) Comparability of the information: for the same information, it will be different because of
different source and statistical. So when we collect information, we must analyze the information
carefully, for example, reject the inaccuracy due to the randomness. For the information that cannot be
compared, we should adjust it to avoid the errors in the forecasts because of the information.

3 Model Design
According to the different factors influencing the products differently, we can divide the forecast
methods into ten categories: Delphi forecast method, moving average method, exponential smoothing, linear
regression analysis, Jinwei function netting method, Markov method, demand price elasticity method,
demand income elasticity method, seasonal index method, and boom forecast method. Different model
forecasts different content. Delphi forecast method is mainly used to predict market requirement, expectant
profit, macro-economic situation, and new technology; moving average method is mainly used to predict
market requirement, sales and amount, expectant profit and market share; linear regression analysis is mainly
used to predict market requirement, sales and amount, price, product’s life circle, and market share; Jinwei
function netting method is mainly used to predict expectant profit and market share; the demand price
elasticity method is mainly used to forecast sales and amount; seasonal index method is used to predict
market requirement, sales and amount; demand income elasticity method is used to forecast mainly on market
requirement; boom forecast method is used to forecast mainly on macro-economic situation. Taking account
of the factors influencing the sales forecast varying according to the products, we take different sales forecast
models to make the forecast more accurate.

Figure1 The Data Mining Structure Framework Faced on the Sales Forecast
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To conquer the defect of traditional prediction systems, we applied data mining techniques to sales
forecast. The sales forecast supporting system that we designed based on data mining is composed of
human-computer interactive systems, knowledge base, database (or data warehouse), data mining tools,
model V management system, knowledge base management systems and analysis and interpretation
system and so on. The structure diagram shows in Figure 1. Furthermore, the data mining tools access to
the database or data warehouse by means of APT database, and accomplish all kinds of mining tasks in
sales forecast.

4 Program Implementation
By analyzing the input and output design and model design, the final work of program
implementation is a matter of course. Using MATLAB to build a prediction model library, and then
compile the M function file to generate a COM Component, and the next place is followed by the
register and release of COM component. During the cases mentioned in the application of VS.NET,
input predicted data on the VS.NET interface which is the basic indicators of the input and output design.
The basic indicators of the prediction will select an appropriate model according to the type of the
product. At last, MATLAB will calculate and display the final prediction result. Sales forecast system
not only uses the visual interface advantage of VS.NET, but also the characteristics of precise calculate
to make the result of implementing program to be closer to reality. Managers can choose the right
variety of production and management strategy by comparing the predicted results to improve the
competitiveness of a enterprise. Before carrying out the work of data mining, we should be well aware
of the goals of data mining, evaluate methods to achieve the established objectives, and it will greatly
reduce the difficulty and workload of mining task.
Select data. These data may be a data warehouse or a data mart, they might as well be the data of
all online transaction processing systems.
Preprocess data. This process can improve the quality of sales data, and thus help to improve the
accuracy of the subsequent mining process and performance. Sales of high-quality decision-making
must rely on high-quality data to detect data anomalies. The detect of data anomalies, adjustment of data,
and reduction of data to be analyzed will get high returns during the decision-making process.
Before the mining task, you need the specific details of each to determine which ideas need to be
verified, what aspects require tools to get the assumption from the data.
Construct data mining models. Usually, we first select a random number as a seed to divide date
into two parts: training set and testing set, used to construct and evaluate models. Using data mining
tools to test the quality of data, we compare all the outputs of various tools to accurately construct a
model.
Verify conclusions. Make sure the conclusion is correct and meets business requirements, and if the
results are wrong, we go digging to find the reason, and do re-mining to the data and re-structure a
model.

5 Conclusion
This sales forecasting system is comparative accurate to accomplish the function of using historical
data and real data to do a variety of prediction methods. Combining the advantages of MATLAB and
VS.NET, synthesize considering various kinds of factors that affect the sales forecast, the system
generates all kinds of data that companies needed, and provide important support for business managers
to make decisions.
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Abstract: This paper describes how Korean small and medium enterprises (SME) have been
collaborating to improve their performance on a supply chain network using a web-based information
hub, called i-Manufacturing. Recent dynamically changing business environments have imposed new
challenges on managing supply chains in terms of flexible and rapid collaboration among business
partners. To enable firms to actively adapt their operations to changing economies and circumstances,
enhancing flexibility of organizations and effective information sharing among business partners are key
strategies for successful enterprises. Although much effort has been undertaken to meet these
requirement, and a variety of tools have been devised, those kinds of competitiveness could not be easily
accomplished because of lack of capitals or other resources in case of small and medium sized firms.
For the purpose of assisting SMEs interact and collaborate in an effective and efficient way, Korean
government establishes a consortium and developed an on-line collaboration hub for SMEs. This paper
describes the current status of the online hub and discusses future directions of the hub for a better
supply chain collaboration environment.
Key words: Supply chain collaboration; SME; Online hub

1 Introduction
It is well known that effective collaboration in a supply chain helps business partners share their
information and plan interactively, which can contribute to the increase of efficiency in operations
management. Recent studies have shown that collaboration improved supply chain performance in many
different core areas, such as sales, forecasting, cost reduction, inventory management, and production
planning (Stank et al., 1999, Simatupang and Sridharan, 2002, Barratt and Oliveira, 2001, Simatupang
and Sridharan, 2005).
While there have been several approaches for integrating supply chain activities for large sized
enterprises, this paper discuss the collaborative achievement especially for SMEs. However, as
described in Dainty et al., 2001, collaboration among SMEs has not received much attention. Vaaland
and Heide, 2007 pointed out that SMEs usually tend to be less optimistic about the future economic
requirements and less concerned with supporting supply chain management from various perspectives.
For these reasons, limited effort to exploit advanced technologies for supply chain management system
for SMEs has been undertaken. As such, only a small number of SMEs have gained benefits through
alternative technological approaches such as e-ordering and e-invoicing through a web intermediary,
which is reported to be successful (Pramatari, 2007).
Small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in Korea, which have limited human and information
technology (IT) resources, have difficulty in constructing IT-based infrastructures or systems to achieve
the competitive advantages or synergies. To relieve this problem, a consortium initiated by Korea
Institute of Industrial Technology (KITECH) and several academic institutes was established with the
support from Korea government in 2005. Since its establishment, the consortium has been successful in
supporting SMEs to improve their operations management in supply chains by providing a collaboration
support system equipped with practical and technological functionalities
This paper presents the supply chain collaboration system for small and medium enterprises in
Korea, called i-Manufacturing collaboration hub. Section 2 describes the framework of i-Manufacturing
collaboration hub. In Section 3, a part of functions provided by i-Manufacturing system are presented
followed by current issues and future directions in Section 4 and 5.

2 Framework of the i-Manufacturing Collaboration Hub
In the manufacturing industry sector, high expenses and technological barriers of proprietary
information systems have prevented SMEs from developing and operating their own collaboration
support systems for supply chain management. This situation has impeded enhancement of
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competitiveness of SMEs, which plays a crucial role in a nation’s manufacturing economy.
To address this problem, an effort has been made to develop a collaboration supply chain system
for small medium manufacturing partners from product planning to development, design, purchase,
production, and services since 2005 (http://www.i-Manufacturing.com/). As an instance of benefits,
unlike the past, when clients and vendors needed to have face-to-face meetings to order to discuss their
engineering design drawings, the newly constructed collaboration network system for manufacturing
partners in a supply chain, i.e., online conference system equipped with CAD software functionality, has
removed this need, leading to operational efficiency with regard to operating cost and time savings.
More than 600 manufacturers are currently connected by the system, and they have achieved cost
reduction and productivity increase (Ryu et al., 2008). The detailed framework of the manufacturing
collaboration infrastructure is illustrated in Figure 1 (Jung et al., 2011).
2.1 Interfaces
The online collaboration system was operated in differently manner depending on firms’ specific
types of collaboration until 2010. From 2011, the system provides richer functionalities in order to
support a wider range of firms regardless of their collaboration types. In the early phase of designing
i-Manufacturing hub, the functionalities it provides was separated in such a way that Design Hub,
Blow Hub, Production Hub, Engineering Hub, Automold Hub, Press Hub, and Automobile Hub are
isolated as shown in Figure 2. This implementation of functionalities without considering different
characteristics of manufacturing sectors incurs a problem that some functions are widely used in some
industry but others are not, resulting in inefficiency in using the collaboration system from an overall
perspective. To cater for individual firm’s characteristics in supply chains, the system, i-Manufacturing
hub system is being updated to a customizable application service provider type of system (ASP type).
This improvement is expected to resolve the past problem that a firm in one hub could not collaborate
with other firms in a different hub because collaborations are supported only in a limited range of
industry sectors. As a result of this effort, a more generalized and flexible function-oriented system is
developed. In this system, all firms are allowed to collaborate with any partners involved in
i-Manufacturing hub system.

Figure 1

Framework and Direction for Collaboration System (Jung et al., 2011)
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Figure 2

i-Manufacturing Online Interface

The enhanced system which can be customized according to the types of collaboration achieved
better performance in a supply chain. As shown in Figure 3, the performance of the system showed
significant improvement in a supply chain. In average, the achieved performance improvement drawn in
a red bar increases from 7.1% to 63.3% for delivery time reduction and from 6.2% to 15.9% for cost
saving. Note that the increased performance is much higher than had been expected drawn in blue color.

Figure 3

Performance of Collaboration System (i-Manufacturing) in 2007 for Delivery Time Reduction
(left) and Cost Savings (right) (Ryu et al., 2008)

2.2 System structure of i-Manufacturing
As aforementioned in 2.1, i-Manufacturing has been updated to an ASP type system.
i-Manufacturing hub system provides four different types of basic services, and each firm can add
optional function features in addition to the basic service as per their need. The basic types are divided
into Basic collaboration (A-type), Design collaboration (B-type), Design collaboration(C-type), and
Manufacturing collaboration (D-type). It has put focus on four key needs from the manufacturing
industry: information innovation, manufacturing process innovation, manufacturing system innovation,
and new product development innovation. In the basic collaboration type, each collaborating partner can
use online resources provided by i-Manufacturing hub system for their collaboration tasks. For example,
employees in a firm can store and retrieve their documents, emails, contact information, and other data
using i-Manufacturing hub system. Online communication with its collaborating partners is also
supported in real-time. Besides, if a firm adds some optional function such as a 2D drawing viewer, it
can retrieve and read CAD drawing online without purchasing drawing software. In this manner,
product designing engineers do not need to bring up their CAD files in their memory to look into
drawings with process engineers in collaborating partner firms regardless of CAD software installation
status of the partner firms. Design collaboration type services provide basic functions that are required
in the process of new product development. As a part of new product development process, project
management such as scheduling of each project and monitoring and reporting of changes in projects is
crucial to remove operational inefficiency. For this reason, project management functions are available
for the design collaboration type, and for more advanced and sophisticated types of designing
collaboration, resource handling functions such as MRP could be selected. The final type of
collaboration hub provides services for process planning for each worker, outsourcing, and reporting to
monitor their own status regarding manufacturing process in addition the previous functions.
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Structure of New i-Manufacturing (ASP type)

3 Services Provided by I-Manufacturing
Basic functions which are provided by i-Manufacturing hub system are presented in Figure 5.
These basic functions are implemented to obtain efficiency of information flow, communication,
visualization, and productivity. All functions are operated online and some service functions such as
CAD viewer are delivered in a manner of cloud computing.

4 Current Issues on i-Manufacturing
4.1 Evaluation of i-Manufacturing

The implemented system was evaluated for its effectiveness in supporting collaboration in 2007.
However, at this point of a leaping stage, it is necessary to assess the updated system in more
quantitatively analytic manner for its evolvement along with dynamically changing business
environment through continuous improvement. For this reason, a framework of specific causes and their
effect has been developed for i-Manufacturing. Many factors could be sources of performance
improvement. For example, the current position of a firm in a supply chain could be a significantly
st

important factor which could affect the system effectiveness and, depending on the position like 1 tier
nd

vendor and 2 tier vendor, the extent to which a firm can gain benefits by using the system might be
different. Thus, we have set several hypotheses, as shown in Figure 6, regarding financial status, process
structure such as make-to-order and make-to-stock and relationship, strategic environment, competition,
objectives, functional purposes, motivation of involvement over quality, flexibility, time and cost. At
this point of time, the validation process is being undertaken.
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Figure 5

Representative Functions Provided by I-Manufacturing
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Figure 6
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Social Network Analysis

4.2 Social network analysis
To boost more participation of collaborating firms and solicitation of potentially new
collaboration partners, the system needs to be investigated how effectively it can support connections
among enterprises. Some firm may play a principal role in the collaboration system as a leading firm,
and its participation can motivate their partners for more active collaboration.. Besides, depending on
the degree of utilization, more or sometimes less involvement occurred. To see this collaboration
easily, social network analysis could be applied. For example, path length which is a widely used
measure of strength of connectivity needs to be considered. Besides, many other measures can be
utilized, for example, centrality, closeness, clustering coefficient.
4.3 Collaborative performance measurement and self-evolving system
One of the key issues in supply chain collaboration is to develop some measurement of
performance to check the efficiencies of each firm’s current system and the whole supply chain. As
described in Simatupang and Sridharan, 2005, the measurement enables each firm to benchmark the best
practice or level of best-in-class performer. In addition, relative weakness of a firm in supply chain
could be analyzed by the measurement as well. For these reason, i-Manufacturing had developed series
of measurement based on supply chain operations reference (SCOR) model which had been devised for
evaluating and improving supply chain performance by Stewart, 1997. Within this stream, Jung et al.,
2011 introduced collaborative key performance index. In addition to development of measurement for
i-Manufacturing, the construction of performance management system is currently planned as shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7

Collaborative Process Performance Management System (Jung et al., 2011)

5 Discussions and Conclusions
This article addressed a case in Korea for a company or government considering development of a
collaboration system. While lots of research has studied supply chain collaboration for large size firms,
collaboration issue for SME is barely discussed so far, not to say the development of system. However,
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this article shows potential that collaboration system could stimulate SMEs in obtaining operational
efficiency and financial improvement. Also, this explanatory study shows some guidelines for the
collaboration innovation, for example, structure of system, components, functions, consideration factors,
utilization of could computing and so on.
Lots of SMEs in Korea are struggling to survive in a competitive market, but limited resources and
poor circumstances was critical barrier to their collaboration. Adaptation of innovative process
technologies to collaboration system may help them to create values of Korean SMEs. We believe that
i-Manufacturing project will be a good way to achieve the innovation in Korea in the near future. To
achieve this goal, expanding the application areas of collaboration, driving more participation of
potential firms, and more detailed analysis on current system should be prepared. In this sense, this
article shows the direction of how to approach to our intrinsic problems.
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Abstract: Logistics distribution system is the bottleneck restricting the rapid development of urban
economy, how to establish a modern, rapid and efficient information distribution system of
three-dimensional is the key to resolve the problem. In this paper, the research and construction of
underground logistics system in some developed countries was analyzed. Meanwhile, based on ULS
construction feasibility of modern urban three-dimensional transport, and the corresponding
countermeasures are given from the different perspective, such as the environmental feasibility,
investment costs, technical feasibility, operational methods and means of financing.
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1 Introduction
With the rapid development of our economy, many large and medium-sized cities are increasingly
severe pressure on the ground transportation. Domestic and foreign scholars have proposed many
solutions. central city of Wuhan in central China propose countermeasure such as speed up the
construction of rail transportation, implementation of odd and even number lines of vehicles and
building the distribution center, the construction of the real-time video traffic, fast bus system, the road
traffic posts, etc. Although these measures will relief the pressure of city traffic, but because of rapid
expansion and high concentration of urban and population, and with the intensified conflicts between
the surge in demand for urban transport and the growing tension of demand for urban building site, then
these factors will encourage the utilization of floor space to close to the ceiling. Therefore, not only
requires the construction of rapid logistics system to develop the surface and airborne, but also find
available the “Third space”. That means surface traffic is transferred to underground, to achieve the
stereoscopic transport operations and organization at three levels. In recently years, one of underground
rail traffic similar to the MTR quietly ascended the stage of history.
Underground Logistics System, ULS, will be out of the goods by all the way to the city of the
airport railway, the freight station of highway or Railway, Logistics Park. Been processed into ULS and
by ULS to the various customer (in the supermarket, hotels and warehouses and factories distribution
center).
The concept of urban underground logistics system and the construction was originated in Europe.
After more than a hundred years, the logistics system has seen considerable expansion. Remarkably,
Belgium and the Netherlands provided some successful case were provided in the aspect of the practical
application of underground logistics, and the large cities in China were given some examples of
reference in the building of ULS. In Belgian, domestic container transport is issued in Antwerp, the
foregone container transport cannot satisfy the transport demand. Therefore, the local authorities wanted
to tackle the problem of tension, so that built underground logistics system to make the port transport
has been stable and sustainable development. Since 1996, in the Holland feasibility study was launched
and development of logistics system can connect the Amsterdam Schiphol airport to Aslsmeer flower
market and Hoofddorp rail transit point so that the goods of up-to-date flowers could be transport by
using such rapid logistics system.
In the same time China's research is related to the theory research and approved the application of
specific facilities. For example, the value of the project, admission logistics mode and using SLP
methods to decorate distribution center and node choices, etc . Notable among them is Professor Guo
Dongjun represented on the Beijing Underground Logistics System for Construction and Planning.

2 Development of ULS on the Role of Rapid Development of Logistics
ULS is undoubtedly the development of a solution to urban transport and city logistics system, a
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new idea. Through the implementation of the ULS can rise to a series of role. (1) Easing pressure on
surface traffic congestion and improving transport accessibility of urban logistics. (2) To save costs,
implementing an enterprise common distribution and zero stock storage. (3) To achieve the direct
distribution of goods, such as in Wusheng Rode the Carrefour supermarket. Through business connected
with the underground logistics system can make a big supermarket in downtown to be the terminal of
urban underground logistics system, and then, companies and supermarkets, distribution centers and
supermarkets can be realized between the direct distributions. (4) Promoting e-business and internet
shopping development.
Town of the logistic system itself, it compared with other transport means the existence of some
advantage. (1) Reducing traffic accident rate and the urban air pollution, alleviating noise nuisance, and
improving quality of urban life. (2) Intelligent automatic operation can be realized and can operate
continuously and steadily. (3) It can fast, on time and safe operation, and free from the impact of climate
and environment, thereby improving the efficiency of urban logistics. (4) Optimizing urban economic
structure, so as to broaden the urban underground space development and utilization adequately, at the
same time also save on surface of land resources.

3 The Regional Status and Problems of Urban Roads in Wuhan
The Twelfth Five-year Program to Wuhan, expressed as "the central city of Central China", which
makes the city of Wuhan has been significantly improved positioning.
In recent years, although the surrounding nodes of these modern logistics facilities planning and
construction has made great progress in Wuhan City, including logistics center and a logistics park,
meanwhile, the facilities of Logistics channel of supporting the logistics nodes also have formed a basic
road and rail network, but these only limited to the round-the-city road, and the urban facilities has
lagged obviously.
Since the reform and opening up, the urbanization of Wuhan city has been rapid developing, that
the city size and population continued to expand, however, the construction of urban roads cannot keep
up with the rate of increase in non-operating motor vehicles. Then urban traffic trouble will be the issues
of urban and logistics development.
For the construction of Wuhan Urban Transport Planning, I put forward several aspects. (1) As the
old town road layout and geographical constraints, and coupled with the lack of scientific planning of
urban road system, these cause easily lead to more jamming point. For instance, Xudong Road, Wuhan
and other parts of the crossroads lack turn waiting areas, the vehicle through the inefficient, that results
in inefficient vehicular traffic. In addition, as the special environment of traditional commodity
distribution center that mixed a variety of passenger and cargo flows. Under the direction of Hankou of
the Jijiazhui – Qingchuan Brigde stranded recurrent phenomenon of traffic. (2) The slow construction of
urban road construction is brought on lack of coordination between the municipal sector. For instance,
the schedule of overpass construction on part of Wuluo Road was been delaying, so that seriously
affected the way patency. (3) Construction and operation of the road is devoid of perspectiveness. The
construction and route options of Line 1 of light rail are problematic in Wuhan. There are also more
serious problems in the operational management and conversion of among of public transport such as
light rail and bus.
Moreover, in Wuhan, urban transport problems have produced a lot of "derivative problem”. (1) As
the transport efficiency of the supply raw materials or products of is low, resulting in the production
efficiency and lower consumer satisfaction, such as urban transport of goods to the supermarket. (2)
Accidents occur frequently can also result in the crowded surface roads. (3) Provincial goods cannot be
directly at certain times transited the urban, just to wait for the vehicle period, thus affecting the overall
logistics efficiency.
These issues for the future will undoubtedly bring adverse effect of long-term development, so that
building a rapid logistic system is imperative.

4 Feasibility Analyses on Construction of ULS Rapid Logistics System in Wuhan
Based on the above issues raised, the author proposed the construction of Wuhan City underground
logistics system to make analysis and countermeasures.
4.1 Environmental feasibility
Wuhan has a superior geographic advantage what is the country's one of major distribution center
for goods. In Wuhan city circle, covering over 12 billion dollar GDP of the city, Wuhan of the core
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region is an important old industrial base. In aspect of business environment, these are 10 chain
businesses of ownership of state-owned, foreign or private. for 3 consecutive years of net currency
withdrawn from circulation more than 200 billion Yuan. It is a large-scale flow of commerce. In aspect
of financial environment, 1996 to 2007, average deposits increased 19.89%, average loans increased
15.27%. In aspect of regional logistics industry, it existed the integrational logistics model of the
regional supply chain based on the industry (cluster), such as Wuhan Iron and Steel – North Lake
logistics center.
4.2 Investment cost analysis
Currently, it is different in construction standards and means of transport of ULS, so that leads to
different cost of building. However, as the surface logistics systems, the costs of pre-investment
construction are higher. For example, elevated roads, the average cost is 1.3 to 2.2 (million / km); light
rail, the average cost is 2.4 to 4.5 (million / km); subway, the average cost is 5.9 to 7.9 (million / km);
underground logistics channel, the average cost is 2.6 to 4.3 (million / km). It follows that the cost of
underground logistics channel relative to the subway is low. However, the use of ground transportation
logistics channels is limited, so the investment recovery period is rather long. But from the long-term
benefits for the urban ecological construction and sustainable development, the system could generate
social and ecological benefits that are more meaningful.
4.3 Technical feasibility analysis
At present, metro projects have been built or under construction in many large cities, including the
Wuhan City has begun the subway, light rail and other rail transportation and construction is expected in
2012 will be built and opened subway line, the ground floor of Wuhan Urban Construction Logistics
system has laid a solid technical foundation. At the same time the construction technology also has
improved since the under-river tunnel in Wuhan was built, and it provide related experience. Therefore,
in building technology, there are no major obstacles. In addition, most operations of ground transport are
relying on information and control of photovoltaic systems. And as Optics Valley of China, it has a
leading information technology and large-scale optoelectronics business. Especially in optical
communications, lasers, remote sensing, GIS, GPS technology and other fields, it has been close or
partially reached the international advanced level.
4.4 Operating mode
In the process of system operation, the relevant construction administration department in Wuhan
city or authorized management company may establish Virtual Supply Chain (VSC) that is a data based
on information management and control by integrating virtual and logistics information. Every link of
the whole supply chain is connected as a flexible and dynamic enterprise cooperation organization.
Building a VSC network business platform requires that enterprise or individual in the logistics
system can publish information in the professional web sites and that workers refresh and integrate the
current information. For example, it can also be supplied for customer information and business
inquiries and to undertake the individual business's fragmented delivery of goods in high-density rural
fairs such as Hanzhengjie. Each enterprise joins them as a member. Thus it can improve the system use
efficiency and increase the operating profit point.
4.5 Financing mode
Currently, Wuhan is spending a lot of money in the municipal infrastructure. We can see in the
future construction of Wuhan city underground logistic system have certain financing basis. With the
increasingly perfect commercialization, the sources of project funding have turned to diversified
financing mode, using investment cost way. It mainly includes the following ways: (1) Financial
investment, it was usually based on all levels of government funding, authorization, or the formation of
a unit of construction of infrastructure projects, sponsor can also apply the right amount of issue of
government bonds. It was useful to strengthen the credit and financing capability of construction project.
(2) In the aspect of Social funding, in the principle of "who investment, who benefit", granted the right
to operate the project's future is the most major way. It’s mainly through two ways: ①BOT(Build
operate transfer), Construction—administration—convey ,namely the project assets or expected returns
as mortgages was used for debt retirement. ② ABS financing （ Asset Aecuritifigation, Asset
securitization, is namely a procedure that means to convert the assets of the project yet to be built of
predictable cash income into the securities that can be sold and flow in financial markets. Because the
government haven’t to pay for the project investment costs, also need not directly bear the various risks
of the construction period, thereby helping to reduce the government's financial risk.
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5 Conclusion
With the region of Wuhan and national status improving, the transport facilities in Wuhan city have
to expedite its construction, especially the rapid development of logistics system. Not only this can meet
the increasing demand for cargo flow and circle population in Wuhan city, but also improves the service
capabilities of logistics systems that is considered to measure the integrated strength of the city an
important criterion. Depends on the current situation of the pressure of the earth 's surface and use the
successful example of rapid logistics solution from other's country, the essay is that in view of
feasibility analysis about build a speedily logistics system which base on underground feasibility system
of Wuhan city.
The related research on underground logistics system in China was just come into being, in the
actual planning and construction of the system need to be more profound on the demonstration and
analysis to improve the practical level. Thus the modernization of logistics systems in Wuhan will be
realized at an early date, which is consistent with the requirements of two-oriented society.
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Abstract: Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) is a cutting-edge technique to understand various social
phenomena. ABM is characterized by the points that: (1) computer simulation with software agents,
which are equipped with internal states, decision rules, and information exchange mechanisms, (2)
micro level interactions of agents, macro level emergent phenomena, and micro-macro links among
them, and (3) new principles for design and analyses of social complex systems in the real world.
However, the importance of the modeling methodology has not been common yet even in the academic
societies. The paper discusses the principles, strength, and weakness of ABM. The paper also describes
our recent research results. They include such social system task domains as behavioral finance, social
interactions among group of people, emergence of money, and history simulation.
Key words: Agent-based modeling; Agent-based simulation; Social system analysis

1 Introduction
Recent progress of computer technology makes it possible to analyze social and economic systems
via simulation studies. Among them, agent-based modeling is promising: we are able to make social
sciences operational, communicable, and experimental. Agent-based modeling (ABM) or Agent-Based
Simulation (ABS) is a new modeling paradigm [Axelrod 1997],[Epstein 2007]. It focuses from global
phenomena to individuals in the model and tries to observe how individuals with individual
characteristics or “agents” will behave as a group. The strength of ABM/ABS is that it stands between
the case studies and mathematical models. It enables us to validate social theories by executing
programs, along with description of the subject and strict theoretical development.
In ABM/ABS, behaviors and statuses of individual agents are coded into programs by researchers.
They also implement information and analytical systems in the environment, so the model itself may be
very simple. Even when the number or variety of agents increases, the complexity of simulation
descriptions itself will not increase very much. Axelrod [2004] has emphasizes that the goal of
agent-based modeling is to enrich our understanding of fundamental processes that may appear in a
variety of applications. This requires adhering to the KISS principle, which stands for the army slogan
“keep it simple, stupid.”
Running an agent-based model is an easy task, however, the analysis is not [Terano 2007, 2008].
Even for a simple simulator with the KISS principle, we must cope with vast parameter space of the
model. This paper discusses the problem regarding the parameter exploration of Agent-Based
Simulation for social systems.
In ABM, behaviors and statuses of individual agents are coded into programs by researchers. They
also implement information and analytical systems in the environment, so the model itself may be very
simple. Even when the number or variety of agents increases, the complexity of simulation descriptions
itself will not increase very much. Robert Axelrod [1997a] emphasizes that the goal of agent-based
modeling is to enrich our understanding of fundamental processes that may appear in a variety of
applications. This requires adhering to the KISS principle. KISS stands for “Keep It Simple, Stupid!” It
is a maxim that means: the simpler, the better, and is similar in notion the Occam’s razor. Axelrod
[Axelrod 1997]. In the book, he also considers the "Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma Game” as a good model
to realize the KISS principle and states as follows:
This paper is structured as follows: The second section examines agent-based modeling and the
KISS principle. The third section identifies requirements for simulation experiment to surpass the KISS
principle. The forth section states how these requirements are reflected in the model, based on our study.
The fifth section will give concluding remarks.

2 Agent-Based Modeling and the KISS Principle [Terano 2008]
Traditionally, study of society, economics and systems has approached the theory through cases, in
which researchers examine well-structured documents with historical facts or approached mathematical
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and/or statistical models with some numerical data. For example, financial theorist and engineers utilize
concepts of probability and statistics. They often use tools from statistical physics for financial problems.
In financial engineering, accordingly, the market is assumed to satisfy certain given conditions like
physical laws in the natural world. However such assumptions usually do not hold. That is because the
market is affected by decisions and actions of individuals who compose the market, and the trading rules
on the market, unlike natural phenomena, are designed based on the decisions of those contained in the
market. On the other hand, study of agent simulation, or more generally agent-based modeling, takes
advantage of recent advances in computer’s processing power, and shifts the focus from global
phenomena to individuals in the model and tries to observes how individuals with their individual
characteristics, or “agents” will behave as a group. Study on simulation methods in organizational
systems has a long history. For example, the book written by Cyert and March [Cyert 1963] is a start
point of organizational simulation. Among them, the garbage can model is well-known in organizational
decision-making behavior [Cohen 1972]. The strength of the agent simulation approach is that it stands
between the case studies and mathematical models. It enables us to validate social theories by executing
programs, along with description of the subject and strict theoretical development. Axtell [Axtell 2000]
suggested that agent simulation in social science could extend various aspects, which have been
neglected in conventional theoretical studies. In agent simulation, behaviors and statuses of individual
agents are coded into programs by researchers. They also implement information and analytical systems
in the environment, so the model itself may be very simple. Even when the number or variety of agents
increases, the complexity of simulation descriptions itself will not increase very much. Though they
cannot cope with computational complexity or combinatorial explosion in the simulation, agent base
models are very effective to analyze complex social phenomena with simple description. We should
switch our principles of conventional artificial intelligence approach, which tries to make agents smart,
into ones to ravel “intelligence as a group” through agent-based modeling. Under such agent-based
modeling principles, results of scientific study will be communicated in a form comprehensible to other
researchers, and when it involves experiments, the results will be reproducible. Emphasis on the KISS
principle in agent simulation is to truthfully respond to these two requirements. Needless to say, agent
simulation is merely “understanding” and “execution” of a certain aspect of a phenomenon, but it has
the potential to greatly advance the frontier of existing studies when it is used as a supplement to the
theory or when theory is used as a supplement to it.
On the other hand, the simpler the model, the more explanatory interpretation of the result is
necessary, in order to avoid easy explanation such as “We did it and we got it,” as Izumi mentioned.
Actually, several extreme explanations were given to the models discussed in Axelrod [Axelrod 1997a]
and Epstein [Epstein 1996]. When the model is simple, the result seems to be obvious, and the harder
we try to understand phenomena, the more complex the model becomes, which goes against the KISS
principle.

3 What We Find from Agent-Based Simulation
3.1 Agent simulation of behavioral finance
Understanding the mechanism of the financial market is important to analyze rapid development of
e-commerce and the robustness of the economic system. So far, however, such analyses have mostly
used macroscopic mathematical models. Conventional financial models are analytical and require
‘rationality’ in the market and individual behaviors. The assumptions of rationality of conventional
theories are summarized as follows: (i) that the market is effective and the information will be known to
agents immediately and completely, (ii) that agents are capable of decision making that maximizes their
utility functions, and (iii) that there is no limitation in the agent’s financial resources, and transaction of
any scale is possible. These assumptions are not met in reality, but they are inexplicitly assumed in
designing, for example, financial products.
Based on the background, we have developed an agent-based simulation model to evaluate
financial market behavior (Figure.1)[Takahashi, 2003, 2010, 2011]. We paid attention to the gap
between the GARCH (Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Hetero-scedasticity) model and prospect
theory in social psychology, and have examined the influence of the agent’s risk management methods
on the financial market [Takahashi 2003]. Here the GARCH model is a model to explain macro-level
phenomena, which presumes the volatility (price dispersion) in financial engineering. On the other hand,
the prospect theory is a micro-level model, which explains the nature of human decision making in
cognitive psychology, which explains that the loss is estimated as larger than in actual fact. These
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theories are well-known in finance and cognitive psychology, respectively, and can be combined by the
agent-based model to enable macro-level analysis based on micro-level behavior.

Figure 1

Agent Model for the Financial Market

In our model, we implemented a virtual market composed of four types of (rational and irrational)
investors, which is also equipped with two types of risk management methods, VaR (Value at Risk) and
portfolio insurance. The market we have developed consists of one thousand investors and allows them
to trade two types of assets: a stock and a risk-free asset. In this market, multiple types of investors exist
and conduct transactions based on the investment rules defined for each type. The market operations
contain the following three steps: accrual of the corporate profit, formation of the investors' predictions,
and determination of the traded price. In the following, we explain in detail, about the trading assets,
decision rules of both active and passive investors, and decision procedures of market prices.
Findings from the experiment results are summarized in the following five points: (1) Even when
there are a certain number of rational decision making agents in the model, the effective market
assumption does not hold; (2) Even when there are rational decision making agents, irrational decision
making agents will survive; (3) Behavior of agents with the mental model based on the prospect theory
will determine volatility prospect based on the GARCH model. (4) Risk management methods in
financial engineering are useful for individual agents. (5) However, in some cases, e.g. when excessive
risk management is conducted or when there are investors who care about others, risk management may
have a negative influence on the market. These results suggest that irrational investors incessantly have
an impact on the price in the actual market as well, and further, indicate the effectiveness of applying
agent simulation to the field of finance.
Our model is validated based on the following points: For requirement (1) a typical model in
financial engineering and cognitive science is employed for an agent’s micro-level decision making, and
well-known results in the literature are employed for the market. Therefore, the results were conforming
to existing theories within the range of ‘rationality’ on the macro-level. For requirement (2), relaxation
of the ‘rationality’ assumption regarding agents, widens the gap between existing theories and at the
same time gave no results conforming to actual data on the macro-level.
3.2 Agent simulation of social interaction
We have been working on an artificial society simulator TRURL, which aims to explore social
interaction problems observed in such real-world activities as e-mail-oriented organizations and
electronic commerce markets. We used this simulator to (i) analyze the emergence of leadership and
conforming behavior in the electronic community, as well as (ii) analyze the stabilization and
breakdown of distribution rules of information resources, which is the foundation to maintain the
community [Kurahashi 2001].
TRURL is an artificial society model composed of agents with decision making functions based on
the multi-attribute attitude model. This society is characterized by physical distance between agents,
confidence distance, and communication attitude, and has a parameter space of the 13th power of 10 to
the 15th power of 10. The agent has event-action rules and acts consuming the parameter called
“participation motivation” (equivalent to the amount of energy or metabolism) during simulation.
Furthermore, exchange of “knowledge” changes the agent’s decision making structure and motivation
value.
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Decisions of the agents are made based on each agent’s knowledge, but independent of this, there is
a message exchange process among agents. Each agent interacts with other agents at discrete time steps
according to the restrictions set for each simulation model. The interaction is performed according to
knowledge attribute. When an agent receives unknown knowledge, it will accept it as is. However, when
known knowledge is received, the nature of knowledge will change based on the following attunement
behavior rules in accordance with its attribute.
With agent parameters set on the micro-level, the conditions of the society can be measured by
macro-level information or social indices such as the speed of change in general social opinion, mal
distribution of information goods measured by the Gini index, and the topological scale of the
communication network.
In TRURL, the social index is optimized by Genetic Algorithms. That is, many parameters in the
artificial society are adjusted by the evolutionary computation method. At this time, we will use the
above social indices to evaluate the society as an objective function, and the resultant convergent society
is analyzed from the characteristics of the agent group that composes the society. In the actual social
system, these macro indices are measurable, but the system’s individual agent characteristics cannot be
obtained. On the other hand, in the artificial society, it is possible to create a society with the
above-mentioned nature through “evolutionary computation” by using such macro-level measures as
objective functions. Furthermore, we can obtain different knowledge by conducting simulation in the
created society, and analyze the characteristics of the agents that compose the system based on
parameter distribution information. The significance of simulation experiments of an artificial society
lies in this point.
We call this method “inverse simulation,” because it solves an inverse problem to identify agent
parameter, and also “genetics-based validation,” because it analyzes agent parameters created by genetic
algorithms.
Agent simulation models using the artificial society model TRURL are validated based on the
following. For requirements mentioned in (3) in the previous chapter, by systemically exploring a
sufficiently large parameter space, it achieved the optimum value expressed by the objective function; in
other words, it eliminates arbitrariness in parameter-tuning in design and execution of simulation. To
address requirement (4), we statistically analyze a lot of individual information; that is, many simulation
results to systemically perform sensitivity analysis of the simulation results.

Figure 2

Evolution of the Artificial Society Through Inverse Simulation

3.3 Analyzing how the concept of money emerges
Money plays a unique role as a "medium for exchange" in economy and society, even though this
has little practical advantage. This subsection presents a new social model on "the emergence of money
from a barter economy". To describe the emergent phenomena, we have developed a new-type social
network model, which consists of connected learning agents that have internal networks of recognition.
The novelty of this model is the double structure of these heterogeneous layered networks i.e. the social
network and inner networks. The double structure of this model enables us to describe dynamically that
agents’ interactions with learning represented explicitly via changing each agent’s own inner network
[Kunigami 2010].
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The doubly structural network model of society is structured as in Figure 3.

Figure 3

A Doubly Structural Network of Society

The model structure allows us the following advantages;
To directly describe the personal recognition of each internal network by shape.
To define autonomous evolution into the internal networks.
To describe the micro/macro interaction among agents with these inner evolutions.
DSN model is a conceptual one without a particular social learning / propagation mechanism, so
we need to implement specific inter-agents and inner-agents’ interaction for "the emergence of money".
Among possible stages for the emergence of money, we have focused on the emergence of proto-money
in which a certain commodity achieves "general acceptability" in the society. In our doubly structural
network model, the emergence of proto-money α is represented as a self-organizing process in which a
large population of inner-networks becomes similar star-shaped networks with a common hub α (Figure
4).
1.
2.
3.

Figure 4

Emergence of Proto-money: Common Hub among Agents Represents General Acceptability

Using DSN model, we have implemented the “emergence of money” simulator [Kobayashi 2009].
Here we show simulation experiments of the emergence of money by the agent-based model without
mean-field approximation. The first simulation demonstrates two analytical results from the previous
section i.e. "proto money can emerge even from homogeneous commodities", and "no-emergence or
single/multiple emergence of the proto-money depends on the degree of social network k". Changing the
degree "k" of the regular-social network (250 agents), we conduct the simulation 200 times, and observe
the ratio of the number of emergence of proto-money from 32 homogeneous commodities.
Figure 5 shows one of the experimental results. The horizontal axis and the vertical axis express the
network degree and the ratio of the number of each emerged proto-money. In Figure 5, when the social
network degree is small, no proto-money emerges. Hoowever, with increasing s social networkk degree,
sinngle-emergencce and multipple-emergencee become domiinant in turn.
3.4 Rewinding history through Agent-Based Modeling
ABM is able to be applied to rewinding hidden historical events [Kurahashi 2008], [Yang 2008].
The target domain is the analysis of the civil servant examination system in China. The term “civil
service examination” in historical science means the very tough examination for government officials of
higher classes in China. The examination system has run for about 1,300 years. In our research, in this
study, we investigate what would happen in a Chinese historical family line. We have analyzed a
particular family line which had a great many candidates who passed the very tough examinations for
Chinese government officials over 500 years.
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Figure 5 Thee Simulation on a Regular Social Network Illustrates that the Network Degree k (Horrizontal
axis) Determines Thee Percentage off the Emerged Proto-money (non: Black, Single: Dark Gray, Double:
Gray, More: White)

Figure 6

Photograph of Zupu

Figure 7

Sample Family Tree

From the intensive experiments, we have found that both grandfather and mother have a profound
impact within a family in (1) transmitting cultural capital to the children, and (2) maintaining the norm
system of the family. We conclude that advanced agent-based models are able to contribute to the
discovery of new knowledge in the fields of historical science (Figure 8).

Figure 8

Roles of Females and Analysis of Successful and Unsuccessful Clusters

4 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, I have discussed the principle of agent-based modeling and our recent research results.
The agent simulation method is very powerful as it can produce results without unnatural assumptions,
unlike conventional approaches. For this reason, it is also gradually attracting much attention in thee
field of social science, which has little connection with artificial intelligence study. Furthermore, many
simulation tool kits have been released in recent years. On the other hand, there has been little
persuasive discussion in the traditional social science field, due to beliefs such as that it ignores
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conventional research hypotheses, or that the basis of the model is too weak to overcome the discussions
in the literature. However, agent-based modeling is a very effective approach when considered as the
third study method that interpolates the case study approach and mathematical approach.
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Abstract: How to make adaptive adjustments on operations strategy in dynamic business environments
becomes the very important competitiveness to all kinds of companies. This paper aims to develop sense
and respond (S&R) models in agile and dynamic strategic adjustment by introducing scaled critical
factor index (SCFI) compared with previous S&R models such as critical factor index (CFI) and
balanced critical factor index (BCFI). In addition, the case study in this paper shows the difference
among the three S&R models and the advantages of SCFI model. The analysis results show that the
SCFI models have contribution to the adaptive operations strategy adjustment based on clear objectives
in dynamic and turbulent business environment. Managers can make quick decisions by the analytical
models.
Key words: Operational competitiveness; Operations strategy; Sense and respond (S&R); Scaled
critical factor index (SCFI); Manufacturing industry

1 Introduction
The fierce business competition stimulates enterprises to adjust their strategies for deep and quick
development. The new competitive environment causes manufacturing firms make quick response to
customer demands, to high quality products, and to flexible industrial system (Skinner, 1986)[1].
However, how to improve the competitiveness of the enterprises becomes the focus of attention.
Competitiveness of enterprises depends on the basic operation factors and the optimization ability
to those factors. The traditional factors of operations strategy research are cost, quality delivery and
flexibility (Gerwin, 1993)[2]. Recently, research is deeply developed and the research articles are more
about technology strategy with knowledge learning (Ahmad and Schroeder, 2011)[3], responsive supply
chain (Gunasekaran et al., 2008)[4] and green-type manufacturing (Zeng and Zhang, 2011)[5] etc.
Therefore, the operations strategy study in this paper is based on the previous works which consider
manufacturing strategy, technology strategy and leadership (Gyampah and Acquaah, 2008)[6] as
important factors and build the strategic assessment model with those factors.
The strategic decision-making is another core research issue of operational competitiveness, for the
quality of decision influence the correctness of strategy formulation, manufacturing, sales. Based on this
view, many experts analyze the influence factors of enterprise competitiveness from the standpoint of
affecting enterprise decision-making ability. The cognitive ability to status quo of enterprise, predictive
ability to future of executives[7], and influence degree under the decision-making environment all
determine the enterprise decision-making ability, and then determine the competitiveness of enterprise.
Besides, the multi-objective decision should not only consider the economic benefits of decision
object[8-10]. Therefore, this paper considers quick and adaptive strategic response as core ability to the
operational performance development. Sense and respond system is introduced as an effective approach
to accurately capture and model the dynamical behavior of business metrics[11]. Besides, during the
process of sense and respond, it is important to develop an operational strategy adjustment system by
utilizing critical factor evaluation (Liu, 2010)[12].

2 Research Methodology
2.1 Sense and respond theory and its models
The term sense and respond (S&R) as a business concept first appeared in 1992 Management
Review article by Haeckel (1992)[13]. The S&R thinking is developed by Bradley and Nolan (1998)[14]
and Markides (2000)[15] to analyze dynamic business strategies. The ability to quickly adjusting
processes will also become a decisive factor in the concurrent economy. The S&R thought was utilized
by Ranta and Takala (2007)[16] to develop the operative management system by introducing critical
factor index (CFI). Since then, the S&R model has gone through three stages of development, which are
called CFI model, BCFI model, and SCFI model. The difference of those three models can be seen in
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Table 1. The three models have common parts which are shown in equation (1) to (4). The different
parts are the numerator. In addition, there are four critical factors in S&R model, including knowledge &
technology management (PT), processes & work flows (PC), organizational systems (OR) and
information systems (IT), are introduced into S&R models to analyze CFI of case companies. Besides,
21 critical factor attributes are included to analysis four main factors of enterprise resources which can
be seen in Figure 1.
Critical Factors of Resource Index

Knowledge &
technology management
(PT)

Processes and work
flows (PC)

Figure 1

Organizational
systems (OR)

Information systems
(IT)

Critical Factors of Resource Index

The common parts of those three models are listed as following equations (1)-(4).

Average of expectation
10
Average of experience
Performance index =
10
(avg. of experience - avg. of expectation)
Gap index =
-1
10
Importance index =

Development index = (better − worse) ∗ 0.9 - 1

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The final equations of each model are listed in Table 1 as follows.
Table 1
Name
CFI

BCFI

SCFI

The Model Comparison of CFI, BCFI, and SCFI
Model

Std{experience} ⋅ Std{expectation}
CFI =
Imprtance index ⋅ Gap index ⋅ Development index
Std{expectation}
SD Expectation index =
+1
10
Std{experience}
SD Experience index =
+1
10
SD Expectation index ⋅ SD Experience index ⋅ Performance index
BCFI =
Imprtance index ⋅ Gap index ⋅ Development index

1 n
1 n
⋅ ∑[experience(i) − 1]2 ⋅
⋅ ∑[expectation (i) − 10]2 ⋅ Performance index
n 1
n 1
SCFI =
Imprtanceindex ⋅ Gap index ⋅ Development index

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

CFI is introduced by Ranta and Takala (2007)[16] for the first time to interpret and evaluate the
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critical factors of strategic adjustment which can support the strategic decision-making phase. The BCFI
model is developed by Nadler and Takala (2010)[17] based on the principle of CFI model. The difference
of BCFI model with CFI model is that it is developed the numerator of the CFI formula by changing
Std {experience} index and Std{expectation} index into SD Experience index and SD Expectation index,
and introducing performance index to the model. The SCFI model is developed by Takala et al. (2011)
[18]
which adds trend research into the study.
2.2 Case company and data collection
(1) Case company
The study of this paper is based on a high-speed ship engineering enterprise in China, represented
by NH enterprise. The main business of NH enterprise is shipbuilding, including passenger ship, super
yacht, ocean patrol ship, work boat and so on. It also has other businesses, after-sale service as well. The
annual processing capacity of metal materials is 12,000t. Nowadays, the corporation has intension of
developing a new market to manufacture leisure Boats or luxury yachts to meet the growing domestic
market and Asia market.
(2) Data collection and analysis
The data used for the case study are gathered through the answering questionnaires from three
interviewees of NH enterprise, general manager, human resources director and operation manager, who
have more than 5 year of working experience and have good knowledge about the operations of the case
companies. The analysis results will feedback to the respondents to discuss the results and verify the
reliabilities of the data further.
To study the S&R models, the value of each index in the models from (1)-(12) can be obtained by
the questionnaire (seen in Table 2) and the value of each attribute in the Figure 1 can be calculated by
the models. The smaller the value, the more critical the attribute is. In the Table 1, direction of
development refers to the prediction of development trend in the next three years according to the
enterprise performance in the past two years, and development experience refers to the summary of
business development in the past two years.
Attributes
Knowledge &
Technology
Management

Expectations
(1-10)

Table 2 Questionnaire Sample
Experiences
Direction of Development
(1-10)
Worse
Same
Better

Development experience
Worse Same
Better

The S&R models then use the indices introduced in the Figure 1 and calculate the deviations of
experiences and expectations. The most critical attributes in operations can be found after making
comparison among the 21 factors.

3 Analysis Results
The data is collected from the case company, and the past and future CFIs have been calculated in
this case study to illustrate the trend of how critical factors change and their development directions.
Three different models of CFI calculation are utilized respectively to compare with expert opinions to
conclude which model is most reasonably reflect the real situation. Figure 2 shows the calculated S&R
results of past and future values using different models CFI, BCFI and SCFI.

Figure 2

Results of CFI, BCFI and SCFI
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The method of judging under resourced and over resourced attributes are as follow. An attribute
falls between the range of 1/3 and 2/3 of average resource level is considered to be balanced, i.e. any
attribute which is lower than 1/3 of average resource level is considered to be under resourced, and any
attribute which is higher than 2/3 of average resource level is considered to be over resourced. In this
case the average resource level is 100%/21=4.76%, so the judging values are 3.17% and 6.35%. That is,
for any attributes lower than 3.17% are under resourced and for any attributes higher than 6.35% are
over resourced. Table 2 shows the comparison results between past and future values using different
S&R models CFI, BCFI and SCFI, in which the 21 attributes are analyzed one by one. The trend shows
how the particular attribute changes from past to future. If both past and future values are good, the
trend is considered to be no change and marked with “-”. If the values change from good to other, the
trend is worse. On the contrary if the values change from other to good, the trend is better. If the values
are both over or under, the trend still shows their direction is going better or worse, for instance, over
goes lower or under goes higher means better, while over goes higher or under goes lower means worse.
In table 3, the consistent results between CFI, BCFI and SCFI are normal marked while the inconsistent
results are marked with deep color shading.
Table 3
Attribute
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

P-CFI
invalid
over
over
over
over
good
under
good
under
under
good
under
good
invalid
good
over
good
under
under
under
invalid

F-CFI
invalid
over
over
over
over
good
under
over
under
under
over
good
under
invalid
good
good
good
under
under
under
invalid

Comparison Between CFI, BCFI and SCFI

Trend
invalid
worse
better
better
better
better
worse
better
worse
worse
better
worse
invalid
better
worse
worse
worse
invalid

P-BCFI
good
good
over
good
over
good
under
good
under
under
good
good
good
good
good
over
good
good
good
good
good

F-BCFI
under
good
good
good
over
under
under
good
under
under
over
over
under
under
good
over
good
under
under
under
under

Trend
worse
better
better
worse
better
better
worse
worse
worse
worse
worse
better
worse
worse
worse
worse

P-SCFI
good
good
over
over
over
good
under
good
under
under
good
good
under
under
good
over
good
good
good
good
good

F-SCFI
good
good
over
good
over
under
under
good
under
under
over
over
under
under
good
good
good
under
under
under
good

Trend
better
better
better
worse
better
better
better
worse
worse
worse
worse
better
worse
worse
worse
-

From the comparison results, the following findings can be summarized.
(1) The drawback of original CFI model is obvious. Several attributes have resulted 0 index values
due to the 0 standard deviation in the collected data which can occur quite commonly. In such case, the 0
index value cannot reveal anything from the real situation. However, despite of the 0 index value
problem, the original CFI model is still considered to be the benchmark to interpret critical factors
which are under resourced and over resourced.
(2) The BCFI and SCFI have solved such problem of 0 index value, and therefore more
interpretation can be made through the results. From mathematical point of view the developer of BCFI
has manually added 1 to the standard deviation of expectation and experience (Eq. 6 and Eq. 7) which
has forced the minimal standard deviation becoming 1 to avoid 0 standard deviation, while SCFI (Eq. 9)
does not have similar problem but instead using root mean square to avoid 0 standard deviation and also
increase the sensitivity. Theoretically BCFI has ruined the mathematical property of original CFI, and
some BCFI leads to opposite results in some extreme cases. Butt (2011a[19], 2011b[20]) has made detailed
comparison reports of CFI, BCFI and SCFI for several case studies. For instance in Butt (2011b) [20]
some attributes are under resourced considering the CFI results, while the same attributes are over
resourced in BCFI results, and the author stated that with these contradictions it seems that one of these
methods is more likely to lead towards wrong analysis.
(3) Apart from the invalid result caused by 0 standard deviation in CFI, there are still more
inconsistent results in CFI than BCFI and SCFI. This implies the CFI as the benchmark cannot be really
used in real case analysis. Derived formulas such as BCFI and SCFI are better alternative in such way.
From this case analysis, BCFI and SCFI do give more consistent results than CFI. In overall, SCFI
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captures more dynamic sensitive changes than BCFI. For the inconsistent results, the feedback and
discussion from the case company can verify which one is telling the truth.

4 Discussions
The analysis results cannot be verified without the feedback from the case company. Therefore in
order to validate which S&R model best reflects the real situation of the case company, the top managers
have been interviewed again to discuss their opinions towards the analysis results.
Based on the feedback from the case company, the management group has the opinion that analysis
results by CFI model have wide gap compared with the real situation, which are considered as invalid
model. However, they believe that SCFI is most accurate to reflex their real situation compared to BCFI
or CFI. The difference of analysis results is shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Attribute
1
4
10
21

The Analysis Result Compared with Feedback from the Case Company
P-BCFI F-BCFI Trend
P-SCFI F-SCFI Trend
Feedback
good
under
worse
good
good
good
good
over
good
better
better
under
under
worse
under
under
better
better
good
under
worse
good
good
better

It can be seen in Table 4 that the results by SCFI are more similar to the feedback from case
company compared with BCFI model. Especially, based on the managers’ opinion, the development
trend of the 10th attribute is obvious better which could be supported by the exact information came
from inventory statistics of the case company. Therefore, SCFI model can be considered as the best
analysis tool to reflect the real situation.
In addition, SCFI model shows advantage particularly for small sample size based on the analysis
results of 3 informants in case company. When the sample size goes bigger, in theory the
CFI/BCFI/SCFI will likely to give more similar results (the bigger samples the more similar), but for
smaller sample size from mathematical point of view SCFI is much more accurate than BCFI. Since
most of the case studies are based on the small sample size for the top management group generally has
small members, SCFI model is the most suitable tool for the S&R research. To BCFI model, the std+1 in
BCFI will be magnified especially when there is only one answer to cause inaccurate results, but it could
cover the fabricated data by the tolerance calculation method under big sample size situation.
In the case company SCFI has been considered from the company's feedback to be the most
accurate model. In their feedback CFI is not valid for them (at least for such sample size), BCFI and
SCFI are closer to reality, but BCFI gives a few contradictory results than reality whereas SCFI gives
same as reality. However, the research results need to be further tested in the future case studies with
more data supports.

5 Conclusions
This paper introduced several developed sense and respond (S&R) models CFI, BCFI and SCFI to
help decision makers to make adaptive adjustments on operations strategy in dynamic business
environments such as dealing with different markets and crisis. In addition, the case study in this paper
shows the difference among the three S&R models and the advantages of SCFI model. Inappropriate
models may lead to wrong or sometimes even opposite opinion in decision-making and therefore in
order to make S&R methodology useful a decent model must be well established. The analysis results
show that well-developed S&R models have contribution to making adaptive operations strategy
adjustment based on clear objectives in dynamic and turbulent business environment which can be
verified from the top management of the studied case company.
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Abstract: This article introduced the concept and forms of network communication, analyzed the status
of Web Publishing and the problem of Book Press for Web Publishing. It is concluded that Book Press
will be better for Web Publishing only through mergers and acquisitions, making up media group of
trans-region and cross-media. This is also the road of publication for future development.
Key words: Web Publishing; Book Press; Cross-media

1 Introduction
At present, although paper printing holds a dominant position in the publishing industry, with the
development of computer and network technology, traditional publishing industry is bearing the
influence of network in publication concept, production structure, mode of operation, and many other
aspects. As the advantages of editing, publishing, distribution and reading integration, Web Publishing
shows good momentum of development. No matter what the attitude that Book Press against Web
Publishing is, Web Publishing has impacted on the traditional publishing industry which is facing the
unprecedented challenges. According to the concept of Web Publishing, the forms of Web Publishing,
the development of China's Web Publishing, Book Press embarrassed in the web publishing era, and
Book Press, how to develop Web Publishing, this Article analyzes the Obstacle to the development and
future of Web Publishing in the press.
Broadly speaking, the information, knowledge, ideas, etc. spreading on the Internet in any form
with text, images, sound and other code can be called Web Publishing. [2] This definition is of broader
extension, including E-books, network journals, network newspaper, network radio, network television,
network audio-video, etc. even network software. In this definition, the subject of Web Publishing is
diversity, namely, traditional media, Internet technology companies, entertainment groups, government
agencies and individuals all can become online publishers[1].
Narrowly speaking, Web Publishing is a behavior that digital publications are published and sold
by the organization eligible for legal publication, and it works through Internet as a carrier and
distribution channels. The publishers edit, design, process, market and publicize the materials provided
by the authors, and then sell them to online readers. It involves E-books, network journals, network
audio-visual and other areas of the network.
Early July 2002, General Administration of Press and Publication (GAPP) and Ministry of
Information Industry (MII) jointly issued the “Administration of Internet Publishing Tentative
Provisions” which would be implemented on August 1, 2002, in which, the Internet Publishing (Web
Publishing) is defined as follows: Internet Publishing is the online communication behavior that the
Internet information service providers will publish the work selected and edited by their own or others
created, on the Internet or sent to the client via the Internet for public view, read, use or download.
The works include formally published books, newspapers, periodicals, audio-visual products and
electronic publications and other publications or the works published in other media, and after
editing of literature, art, natural science, social science, engineering and other aspects of work.

2 The Forms of Web Publishing
To the forms of Web Publishing, there are many classifications by the scholars, such as: Xu Lifang
thought that there are four forms: (1) Subject discusses type: BBS, Newspaper and the Mailing List; (2)
Regular or irregular type (Network press): communications, E-newspapers, E-journals and E-magazines;
(3) Database type: including general online databases and digital full-text databases; (4) Comprehensive
type: web site, web pages and home page. [3]
Huang Kefang thought that there are five forms:(1)Database type; (2)E-mail type; (3)Site type;
(4)Platform type; (5)Interactive type. [4]
Du Chunfei thought that there are three forms:(1) Using personal computers to read online or
download; (2) Printing on-demand; (3) E-book.
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Deng Wanming thought that there are two forms:(1) The traditional publishing industry publication
extension on the Internet platform. E-newspapers, audio books and E-books, E-magazines, network
television, network radio, online video, and animation. Published in traditional media in the network to
try and do not impact on the traditional tangibles published, Web Publishing and traditional publishing
are mutually reinforcing and complementary relationship between the short and long. (2) Published form
of the publishing industry innovation afforded by the Internet.
Database, POD, original E-books of network, news and comprehensive content sites, digital
libraries, online games, online tutorials, and multimedia content packages. [5] The views upon are
different, scholars also have different standards based on a classification of web publishing. As the paper
focuses on web publishing and book press, so the writer believe that in the current Web Publishing, there
are three main forms:(1) Publish information on the website, readers can only read but cannot download;
(2)The information produced documents to the form of an e-mail sent to subscribers on a regular basis;
(3) Set the download service on the web, readers according to their preferences, from the article page
will be free or paid download to a personal computer or reader.

3. The Development of China's Web Publishing[6]
(1) The scale of development for Publishing Website
2006, GAPP 50 Internet publishing agencies’ inspection data show that, it’s total assets is more
than 5.8 billion yuan, and total liabilities is nearly 1.4 billion yuan.
(2) The scale of development for Internet Journal
As of 2006, China Academic Journal contains 6,990 kinds of periodicals，CNKI contains 7,582
kinds of periodicals (excluding science class and the yearbook class). VIP Information contains a total of
400 types of Chinese-language newspapers, more than 8200 kinds of Chinese periodicals, foreign
periodicals 5,000. To October 2006, VIP’s literature has a total of 16 million, adding about 2.4 million
per year, and with more than 2,000 regular clients. In economic terms, the Internet publication of
traditional journal publishing and knowledge of the Internet situation, Tsinghua Tong fang’s sales in
2005 was 1.4 billion yuan, the profit was 0.26 million yuan, overseas sales reached 3,200 million. Down
over the years, it has accumulated a 1.9 billion worth of assets rolling. In 2005, WanFang Data’s
turnover was nearly 2 billion yuan. VIP Science and Technology Information Co., Ltd, his operation in
recent years also had been getting better since 2003, the annual sales had already in excess of 20 million
yuan, nearly 30 million yuan, and the profit was 100 million yuan.
(3) The scale of development for E-book
As of December 31, 2005, the types of E-book in China had reached more than 21 , becoming the
world’s first. Currently, more than 160 presses publish E-books simultaneously. As of the end of 2006,
the Chinese E-books revenues will reach 1.5 billion yuan, of which Founder E-book income will reach
50 million yuan.
(4) The scale of development for Online Game
In 2005, the number of Online Game users reached 26.34 million, while the subscribers was 13.51
million. The actual sales revenue of Chinese online game market in 2005 was 37.7 billion yuan.
(5) The scale of mobile publishing industry
In 2005，20% of the domestic mobile phone users became users of ring tones, the ring tones
business income would reach 2.5 to 30 billion yuan.
(6) The scale of digital printing industry
In 2005, there were 182,717 types of printing enterprises in China; annual printing turnover was
about 1,500 billion yuan, which accounts for 7% digital printing market share. In 2005, using
on-demand printing technology to carry out on-demand publishing business units nearly be less than 10
all over the country.
Given the above, the authors believe that: (1) As Web Publishing, there is no equilibrium,
uncertainty, intensive development pattern will emerge a group of "super network of publishers" while
the network will increase the price of publication. (2) The cycle of Web publishing will become shorter
and shorter, copyright protection will become a priority. (3) Community Web Publishing will become a
new trend, community-based in line with industry development interests.

4 Book Publishing Embarrassed in the Web Publishing Era
Seen from the Web Publishing status, although the Web Publishing developed very rapidly and won
great hopes, publishers have to admit that most Book Press just get involved in the field of E-book
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publishing while in which technology provider is still the dominant. Founder, Chinese and other
non-traditional publishing units had digitally integrated about 500 Book Presses across the country, and
more than 120 million books resources, which accounted for over 90% of the E-book market. What the
traditional Book Press shared in web publishing accounted for only a small part in the huge market.
Facing the web publishing, traditional Book Press has the following issues:
(1) Copyright issues
For Book Press, Web Publishing faced two problems in the copyright:
First, there was not a clear agreement to the web copyright (Information Network Transmission Right)
in the Book Publishing Contract which signed by publishers and authors previously. there was no
statement of “Information Network Transmission Right” until the “Copyright Law of the people’s
republic of China ” re-enacted in October 2001. So, strictly speaking, if the book published before 2001
is made into E-book, there must be a copyright infringement to the author. [7] Second, the piracy on
network is very serious. Some network operators wantonly copy and convert the original works, and
blatantly profiteer under the situation without copyright protection for original works of the legitimate
right of communication, which seriously undermined the legitimate rights and interests for the Press. As
the copyright of Web publishing can’t be effectively protected, Press and the authors doubt whether the
copyright of their own products on the network can be guaranteed.
(2) Technical issues
Web Publishing related to the computer technology and network technology, in which the complex
technical issues need a special team to deal with, the system needs to maintenance, and software needs
to develop, while in this respect technology providers (such as the Founder), network operators (such as
Sina), telecom operators (such as China Mobile) are still the dominant. Web Publications, anti-piracy
and network technical standards publications, Reading software…any of the technical problems are
enough to make publishers scratching their heads, even if some ostentatious Press are also unable to deal
with the issue. Because of this, traditional Book Press are often disadvantaged in business negotiations.
Technology providers usually account for 60% of sales revenue; the Press have to give part of the sales
revenue to the authors for royalties, and the profits of press left few. E-books, online journals, databases,
mobile newspapers ... the profit generated by such online publications has been taken away by
technology holders, and then the traditional book press has been entirely in a passive position.
(3) Profit model issues
Traditionally, the indeed of “print—publish—distribute—sale” as the traditional paper-based
publishing model has continued for thousands of years and become a social habit.. The profit model is to
follow: the Press with eligible for legal paper published publication, published and sold the paper
publication, as required by the user to purchase pay-profit publication process that has become a familiar
pattern. But in the web publishing era, Press have not found the profitability of web publishing model;
the Web Publishing now is thriving but little to the Press, namely the Press does not enjoy the profits
generated from web publishing.
(4)The industrial chain issues
In the industry chain of Web Publishing, technology providers as upstream, grabbed most of the
profits, while the traditional press gained less. In the middle stream of the industrial chain, Network
operators, which has a big similarity of data cleansing, and the waste is relatively large. In the
downstream industry chain, E-books, digital journals, whose marketing is over-reliance on institutional
consumers, have not yet contributed to the autonomy of the general reader consumption. Traditional
press have not yet found its right location and role in the industrial chain.
(5) Issues of its own resources
Traditional press are basically smallish enterprises and public institutions with fewer people, fewer
assets, and do not have the human resources, property and material resources for large-scale Web
Publishing.
Web Publishing and Paper Publishing are entirely two concepts, therefore the resources published
in the paper mode is not suited to Web Publishing. In addition, while traditional press have a lot of
content resources after years of accumulation, these resources are just in two forms——maps and text,
relatively simple.
(6) Issues of social environment
Currently, the powers of network monitoring and publication administration department are not
clear. Web Publishing is not a single technology or academic product. a the manage department of web
publishing is very critical, such as copyright owned by General Administration of Press and Publication,
technology owned by Ministry of Information Industry, health and safety of the network owned by
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Ministry of Public Security, and some Internet cafes owned by the Ministry of Culture permission, the
management authority is rather dispersed. Besides, the special laws and regulations of Web Publishing is
imperfect; with the development of the web publishing industry, the traditional laws and regulations,
based on which the traditional publishing industry established and developed, have clearly not been
suitable for managing and regulating the behavior of web publishing. There are some "dead corner "of
regulatory for Web Publishing. [8]

5 How does Book Publishing Develop Web Publishing
Traditional press have to do a good job of Web Publishing, in addition to the support of national
policies, laws and regulations of the sound, the reserves of human resources, capital investment, other
than the construction of network infrastructure, in fact, what need more is their own change.
Traditional Publishing Industry is characterized by:
(1) As the layout is scattered, it's necessary to deploy publishing resources evenly according to
government levels. Each Ministries and commissions has one press, and each province has the

People, Education, Technology, and several other presses. Due to administrative division and local
protection, every one develops neither big nor strong.
(2)As capital strength is weak, the development of traditional publishing industry relies
entirely on self-accumulation.
(3) Press has a policy constraint on their scope of publication. The basic rule of information
dissemination is that information spreads through a variety of ways, and communication carriers.
Severe fragmentation of existing publishing industry, regional monopolies, poor access, resources,
and decentralized operation are typical problems.[9].
In this case, the Web Publishing can’t run well. Press can no longer confine their business to
paper media; initiative changing, positive transformation, and formatting a cross-media publishing
system turn to be urgent. Through mergers and acquisitions, integrate the content resources,
integrate different media, and set up the trans-regional, cross-media co-publishing media group.
Merger or acquisition turns out to be the only way of Book Press for Web Publishing.
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Abstract: The construction of Colleges and universities’ library system is known as colleges and
universities’ library league in foreign countries. This paper refers to library (reference room) system
construction between each department (ministry, institute) in colleges and universities. Take the library
system construction test mechanism as the example, from the measurement program, measurement
organization, evaluation methods, evaluation and other aspects, to set up a more complete evaluation of
the university library system construction mechanisms, and promote the steady development of this
library system construction.
Key words: Colleges and universities’ library; System construction; Testing mechanism

1 Introduction
According to current situation of foreign research on construction and practice of colleges and
universities’ testing mechanism[1]; open resource under certain protocols has become irresistible trend in
library development. Internal reference room in colleges and universities could be replaced by
central-branch library system. This system has long time been the basic model for libraries in Europe,
U.S and Japan[2].
Joint-development of central library and reference room has widely existed in colleges and
universities in our country. Consider the actual situation, practical implementation of central-branch
library system has been very rare in our country. The testing mechanism for library system we pursued
is aimed to regulate internal library management in advance; formulate unified managing model and
execute dispersive services. College (department, institute) branch library entering library system
construction has profound meaning. It increases the amount of characteristic literature collection and
improves overall collection quality in digital library. Complementation of standardized central library
management and branch library’s characteristic collection and human resources opens the mutually
beneficial situation of libraries, library system constructors and readers.
Colleges and universities’ library system construction indicates branch library (reference room)
system construction in department (section or institution) inside colleges and universities. There are
many related aspects in library system construction and practice of Wuhan University of Technology
(WHUT), yet construction of testing mechanism played irreplaceable role. Take establishment and
practice of library system construction testing mechanism in WHUT as an example, we explored the
value of colleges and universities’ library system construction testing in terms of testing establish
scheme, testing organization and testing implementation and so forth to promote the steady development
of this business.

2 The Establishment of Colleges and Universities’ Library System Test
Mechanism
Wuhan University of Technology Library System builds the first steps in the National University
Library field. Under the leadership of school managers and library managers, in the management of
innovation aspect, we earnestly implement the construction of this innovative library system theory, to
achieve "five uniforms, one dispersion" at the very beginning. Five uniforms are: uniform management
model, uniform document purchase recommendation, uniform new book process, uniform used book
backtracking and storeroom installing, uniform complementing book purchasing funds assignment; one
dispersion means dispersive service. Advanced ideology; scientific and creative management motivates
steady development of colleges and universities’ library system construction. It lays a solid foundation
for colleges and universities’ library test mechanism installation[3].
2.1 Guidance, purpose and meaning for colleges and universities’ library test
The testing task of library system department branch (storeroom) was originally the combination of
education ministry’s teaching quality evaluation (TQE) on colleges and universities. The aim of the
testing task is to “encourage construction, encourage innovation, encourage management, combine
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construction and testing, focuses on construction”. Through testing, library system construction should
be propelled; the inner-library management should be regulated in advance; unified management model
is formed; dispersed service has been executed. Library system provides dispersive service under the
same management model of central library. The “Library system and service extends to wherever
readers exist” ideology is being practiced. Applying INTERLIB central-branch library system platform,
the literature resource of the whole university is being shared and acknowledged authentically.
For colleges and universities’ library; department (ministry, institute) library branch (reference
room) getting into library system has profound meaning. It increases the amount of specific collection of
books and advances the overall collection quality of digital library system. It makes feasible the book
information professor system in colleges and universities’ library system construction; completely
utilizes the high-calibre human resources outside library. The special service and other services provided
by workers in library system college branch (reference room) promote the all-round service quality of
colleges and universities’ library.
On the other hand, the implementation of library system construction encourages the reasonable
development and usage of college branch library (reference room) resources. Also, management
standardization of reference room is enhanced as well as the all-round management level and stuff book
information quality.
Complementation of central library management standardization and reference room human
resources, specific collection opens the mutually beneficial situation of library, library system
construction and readers.
2.2 Enacts the testing scheme
According to the Regular Institution of Higher Education Library Standards (revised), Regular
Institution of Higher Education Undergraduate Teaching Quality Evaluation (TQE) Scheme (trial), and
Regular Institution of Higher Education Fundamental School Environment Index (trial) issued by
ministry of education, combining the purpose of meeting testing task, boosting the construction, ensure
excellence in our school’s undergraduate TQE; enacting the Testing Scheme of Library system
construction. In the enacting process, considering the characteristics and needs of library system
construction development; conveys the testing scheme enacting seminar between each level, consulting
different opinions; we both utilize the suggestions of experts and opinion of front-line stuff in reference
room. After approval of responsible person in every section, the Wuhan University of Technology
Library Branch (Reference Room) Testing Scheme (trial) is formed.
2.3 Forming testing organization mechanism
After enacting of Testing Scheme, leader group of testing task is established; testing task is
arranged and aroused.
The testing task leading group is composed of vise chief librarian in charge of library system
construction central library (leader) and mainstay in library’s every technology department (testing
stuffs).
Propagation and implementation of Testing Scheme is done as follows: Testing leading group
appoints personnel; conveys library system branch (reference room) working conference, comparing
Testing Scheme, explain and propagates the scheme regulations point by point.
2.4 Launch the substantial testing work
According to Testing Scheme; after testing organization mechanism is formed, library system
construction testing work spreads out steadily.
Testing work includes: self-assessment; each library branch (reference room) sorts out and collects
supporting material by comparing Testing Scheme; analyze and self-check, self-test, scoring point by
point, writes self-test report.
Apply expert testing scheme. Library expert testing work group is organized to listen to the library
branch (reference room) self-test report, inquire the relative supporting material on spot; check and sum
the qualitive results. Quantitive results and scoring results would be announced as document in general
testing summary meeting of the university later on.
Testing group leader takes charge of testing work summary meeting. Members give out
comprehensive testing of the library branch in different perspective according to their own observation
and thinking. Summarize the achievement and existing problem of the library branch; indicates direction
of future construction and development.

3 Achievement Made by Colleges and Universities’ Library System Testing
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3.1 Management achieved initial success
Before library branch was fit into school central library, each branch acts on its own free will, each
branch works on its own management regulation. After testing mechanism was enacted, the whole
library system construction obtained uniform service quality, model and standards. Also, Wuhan
University of Technology Library System Construction College Branch Management Regulation
Collection was enacted. Uniform regularly management of library system construction is realized.
3.2 Resource construction achieved outstanding success
3.2.1 Unify internal work management system platform
To unify the literature resource in whole university into same management service platform,
sharing library system construction resource, library prepared and organized to install new internal
service management system, INERLIB. INTERLIB system formed the joint work platform of all library
system in the university.
3.2.2 Unify book catalog
To achieve uniform management and service model, the library system construction must provide
digital construction of college library branch, backtrack and catalog the books uniformly. In this way
literature resource would be acknowledged and shared all round school as quickly as possible. For used
books and new-purchased books, unifies its catalog by library allocating specialized area, appointing
specialized stuff. To make catalog and process books, new INTERLIB system is required to use.
Through Notice about Perfecting Library System College Branch (reference room) Book Cataloguing
Management Regulation, library system college branch’s book transferring, book verification, book
acquiring is reasonably arranged.
Currently, all literature resource book information of the library system college branch is merged
into school library book catalog database. Any computer connected to internet used by reader would
inquire needed literature resource and information at any time.
3.2.3 Unify book purchase recommendation
Wuhan University of Technology Library System Construction completely utilized the bond effect
of stuff from library system college branch, who gather the real demand information from readers and
feedback the information to central library purchase and catalog department. The information provides
important reference information for purchase and catalog department. Purchase and catalog department
considers this information and the real central library collection need to select suitable books.
3.3 Outstanding Service Effects
3.3.1 Guaranteed service time
Establishment of library system breaks the stubborn and irregular service model of each college
library branch, which requires the reader to come between 8:00 am and 5:00 pm each day and neither in
weekends nor holidays. Some reference room stuff work part-time; the opening time is 32 hours per
week or even less. After testing mechanism is set up, average opening time to reader in each college
library branch reaches 70 hours to 72 hours per week; some colleges actively executes central library
standards and opens their libraries in holidays or vocations, which satisfies the borrowing and studying
requirement of readers at great extent.
3.3.2 Testing boosts the featured service of some college library branch
In the establishing and practicing process of library system construction testing mechanism, some
college (ministry, institution) refers to the advanced management ideology of foreign library, introduces
the concept “library assisting manager”. This concept appoints an associate professor to assist the book
information service work of documenter. Because the assistant manager provides professional
instruction and deep theoretic knowledge; the professor’s specific identity provides deep understanding
of high-level service needed from leading academic edge teachers. In this way, a high-entry beginning is
obtained for library system subject librarian- book information professor co-service model.
Some reference room bring forward the book purchase recommender (composed of teachers owned
senior title) system in advance, and give them letter of appointment. In this way, professors who have
major background take part in college literature resource purchase recommendation. Book purchase is
more featured as a result.

4 Conclusion Advices for Testing Mechanism and Research Prospect
Since 2005 there has been 4 branch library (reference room) testing, we profoundly realized the
supporting affects building a perfect testing mechanism has on library system construction,
undergraduate teaching, academic research, discipline development.
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4.1 Literature resource construction should be deep, specific, and professional
Central library system construction is a big aggregation. Library as the main component is
responsible for providing literature resource guarantee for faculties and stuffs all round university. Thus,
literature resource construction is required to cover all discipline, the range should be wide. When it
comes to college library branch, its collection level should be defined as research literature resource.
General literature and non-college discipline literature collection should be reduced to avoid repeating
resource construction. Literature resource construction should be deep, specific and professional.
Several purposes should be reached: Have others does not have;[1] Specific in which others have,
Deeper than in which others have. In this way, benefits of concurrent literature resource would be
completely utilized. Current literature resource construction funds are effectively used in sharing and
joint model.
4.2 Each literature purchase funds should be brought into uniformly management
To regulate the literature resource management around university, each literature purchase funds
should be brought into literature resource management. Some college library branch may transfer
scientific research funds to buy relative books besides library-invested and self-invested funds. These
books are deep, specific and professional. However, they were not registered or processed and were
being used by certain individual teachers or stuffs continuously. This would make irregular management
of book treasure and would be bad for other readers to use and read. For regular management of book
treasure, completely exert the efforts of those books, cooperation from college leaders is needed;
moving these books to library for catalog making and bring them into college library branch uniform
management.
4.3 Personnel allocation should embody sustainable development
As library system construction goes deeper, the start point of college library branch service goes up,
the connotation goes deeper, the work load and quality requirements for management and service goes
up. This requires higher individual quality and service level for stuff. To obtain healthy sustainable
development of library system, the ideology that old and incapable stuff should be appointed to this
position should be abandoned. Therefore, capable stuff should be selected actively.
Part of the stuff in our university’s college library branch has high professional title or strong academic
background. Development of library system construction requires future stuff of college library branch
to be professional, high-quality and younger.
In sum, establishing a perfect library system construction organization is a big project. We could
only have a splendid future through everyone’s concentration and continuous endeavor in our library.
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Abstract: The paper has designed an evaluation index system for informationization which consists of 5
first-level indexes, 14 second-level indexes and 62 third-level indexes, based on the status quo of the
evaluation index system research both at home and abroad. Through the adoption of factor analysis and
Delphi investigation, the paper also evaluated the development of informationization in the east, west,
central and northeast parts of China, so as to uncover their differences on the development of
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1 Introduction
Since the latter half of the the 20th century, with the scientific and technological advances and rapid
socio-economic development, information becomes a trend of world's economic and social development,
playing a huge role in the promotion of economic development and social change[1].As the increasing
advance of China's information construction and the constant improvement of the level of information,
it is of great significance to research and measure the related issues of information technology. Through
the establishment of the evaluation index system and the statistics and analysis of information indicators,
it can quantitatively help measure the China's four regions' information technology development level,
reveal differences in development and explore the inherent problems, which has great strategical and
practical significance to enhancing each region's information construction level and promoting
economic and social development[2].

2 Establishment of Informationization Evaluation Index System
There have been numerous theoretical researches on the design of informationization evaluation
index system both at home and abroad, among which the comparatively more influential are the
following methods: the RITE model from Japan Telecommunication and Economy Institute, the
Information Technology and Telecommunication (ITT) Classification from Canada, the Information
Society Index (ISI) from International Digital Group and the National Information Quota ( NIQ) put
forward by China after 8 years’ research, etc[3].
In order to better and more systematically evaluate the differences on informationization
development among the four parts of China, the paper adopts the NIQ as its research basis and refers to
abundant relative researches both at home and abroad, so as to integrate the existing useful indexes and
thus introduce new ones in terms of their scientific nature, objectivity, practicability, systematicness,
representativeness and development nature, which finally puts forward an evaluation index system
consisting of 5 first-level indexes, 14 second-level indexes and 62 third-level indexes (as is shown in the
following Table 1)[4].
First-level
Indexes

Informatio
n
Resources

Table 1

Informationization Evaluation Index System

Second-level Indexes

Third-level Indexes

Post and
Telecommunication
Resources

a1-business volume per capita in post and telecommunication, a2-annual
number of letters per capita, a3-time length of long distance calls per
capita, a4-time length of IP calls per capita
a5-volume of mobile telephone switchboard, a6-total volume of the
switchboard in each headquarter of the post office, a7-volume of long
distance calls switchboard, a8-length of optical cable lines in every
hundred square kilometers, a9-internet broadband access ports among
each 10,000 people
a10—annual public radio broadcast time, a11—annual public TV
programs broadcast time, a12—number of TV programs among each
million people, a13—radio broadcast population coverage rate, a14—TV

Communication
Resources
Traditional
Information
Resources
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Information
Technology
Application Scale
Informatio
n
Technolog
y
Applicatio
n

Penetration Rate of
Information
Technology
Application

Development of
Manufacturing in
Electronic
Information Industry
Economic
Developm
ent of
Informatio
n Industry

Development of
Software Industry
Development of
Telecommunication
Industry
Investment
Development of
Information Industry

Sci-tech Funds of
Information Industry
Sci-tech
Developm
ent of
Informatio
n Industry

Sci-tech Staffs of
Information Industry
Sci-tech
Achievements of
Information Industry

Developm
ent of the
Main
Body of
Informatio
n Industry

Information Industry
Employees

Main Parts of
Information
Technology
Application
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broadcast population coverage rate, a15—total number of printed books,
journals and newspapers per capita, a16—number of newspapers and
journals among every hundred people, a17—number of public libraries
among each million people
b1—year-end users of mobile telephones, b2—year-end users of fixed
telephones, b3—number of cable radio and TV users, b4—number of
digital TV users
b5—internet penetration rate, b6—colorful TV penetration rate of urban
residents, b7—home computer penetration rate of urban residents,
b8—household fixed telephone penetration rate of urban residents,
b9—mobile telephone penetration rate of urban residents, b10—fixed
telephone penetration rate of rural residents, b11—mobile telephone
penetration rate of rural residents, b12—colorful TV penetration rate of
rural residents, b13—home computer penetration rate of rural residents,
b14—cable TV penetration rate, b15—number of express delivery among
every hundred people
c1—industrial added value of manufacturing in electronic information
industry, c2—total industrial output value of manufacturing in electronic
information industry, c3—manufacturing product sales revenues in
electronic information industry, c4—total profit of manufacturing in
electronic information industry
c5—software business income of software industry, c6—total profit of
software industry, c7—added value of software industry
c8—gross income of telecommunication business
c9—the proportion of electronic and communication equipment
manufacturing investment to the finance expenditure, c10—investment on
new urban fixed assets in information transmission, computer service and
software business, c11—the proportion of investment on social fixed
assets in information transmission, computer service and software
business to the finance expenditure
d1—the amount of funds raised by electronic and communication
equipment manufacturing sci-tech activities, d2—new product
development expenditure of electronic and communication equipment
manufacturing, d3—the amount of enterprise capital in the funds raised by
electronic and communication equipment manufacturing sci-tech
activities, d4—internal expenditure of electronic and communication
equipment manufacturing sci-tech activities, d5—software industry
development funds, d6—the proportion of education expenditure to the
budget expenditure
d7—number of software R&D staffs, d8—number of staffs in electronic
and communication equipment manufacturing sci-tech activities, d9—the
proportion of scientists to engineers in staffs of electronic and
communication equipment manufacturing sci-tech activities
d10—number of application for patents in electronic and communication
equipment manufacturing, d11—new product output value of electronic
and communication equipment manufacturing
e1—number of employees in telecommunication and other information
transmission service industry, e2—year-end number of employees in
software industry, e3—average number of employees in manufacturing of
electronic information industry, e4—number of staff workers in
information transmission, computer service and software business,
e5—number of employees in information transmission, computer service
and software business of urban units
e6—number of internet users among every 10,000 people, e7—number of
students in higher institutions among every 100,000 people, e8—number
of graduates in higher institutions among every 100,000 people

Note: The paper deems that information industry consists of electronic information industry and
communication industry, among which electronic information industry can be divided into electronic
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information manufacturing and software business. Compared with electronic information manufacturing,
electronic and communication manufacturing covers one more industry, that is, computer manufacturing.
Therefore, the latter industry can better replace the former one. Moreover, information transmission,
computer service and software business also include other relative information transmission service,
computer service and software business. It mainly focuses on information service industry, from which
we can find out the development of information industry[5].

3 Informationization Evaluation Model
（1）The use of Factor Analysis
Based on the index system and the factor analysis on “information resources, information
technology application, economic development of information industry, sci-tech development of
information industry, development of the main body of information industry”, the paper has achieved a
comprehensive evaluation value from the above-mentioned five aspects[6]. The results of KMO and
Bartlett show that the KMO values of the above five aspects are all between 0.5~1.0. Furthermore, the
2
Bartlett results have also passed the test. Its progressive value of χ is also relatively bigger than others,
while, the corresponding significance probability is lower than 0.001. Therefore, all the data are
adaptable for factor analysis[7].
（2）The use of Delphi Investigation
The weight of those 5 first-level indexes has been proved by Delphi investigation method[8]. Since
the development of information industry economy and the development of science and technology can
reflect the situation of economic benefits and research power, so they can directly indicate the situation
of informationization and their weight is also relatively higher than others, which is 25%. What’s more,
the development of information technology application also reflects its application situation, so it is very
important for the development of informationization and its weight ranks No. 2, which is 20%. Finally,
the main body of information industry and the situation of information resources indicate the basic
power for informationization development from the aspects of labor and material resources. Therefore,
they play a relatively less important role and their weight is 15%.

3 Comprehensive Evaluation on Informationization of the Four Regions of China
3.1 The overall level on Informationization of the Four Regions of China
As we can see from Table 2 and Figure 1, among all the four regions, only the value of
informationization in eastern China is bigger than 0, which means it is higher than the national average
level and possesses obvious advantages. Therefore, it can be considered as the absolutely advantageous
force in the development of national informationization. However, the values of the other three regions
show little differences between each other. Northeastern China, comparatively more developed in
informationization, only exceeds central China and western China respectively by 0.05 and 0.13, which
results a small difference.
Table 2

Overall Development of Informationization and Situation of Each Single Force of the Four Regions
of China
Single Force

Part

Overall
Development

Resources

Technology
Application

Industrial
Economy

Industrial
Science and
Technology

Main Body of
Information

Eastern China

0.5423

0.5506

0.6074

0.5940

0.4640

0.4916

Northeaster
China
Central China

-0.2191

-0.1397

-0.2434

-0.2553

-0.2988

-0.0727

-0.2693

-0.2057

-0.3443

-0.2627

-0.2849

-0.2181

Western China

-0.3471

-0.3211

-0.3349

-0.3800

-0.3164

-0.3855

Data sources: 2009 Yearbook of China Information Industry, China Information Almanac, China Statistics
Yearbook on High Technology Industry and China Statistical Yearbook.
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Line Graph on Single Force of the Four Regions of China

From the aspect of each single force, we can find out through Figure 1 that eastern China is far
more advantageous than the national average level in terms of the five aspects. Besides, the value
between each aspect also shows little difference, which indicates that eastern China has realized a
balanced, rapid and integrated development concerning each factor of informationization. Moreover, the
values of the other three regions are also lower than the average level. They also convey little difference
between each other. However, concerning the overall situation of informationization, we can easily find
out that northeastern China develops better than central China and central China develops better than
western China. What’s more, the value of northeastern China is close to the national average level in
terms of information resources and the main body of information. It also develops relatively better.

3.2 The level on Informationization of the eastern part
As we can see, the eastern part has manifested obvious advantages. From the following Table 3, we
can find out that eastern China has 8 provinces which are among the top 10 all over China in terms of
the development of informationization with the proportion of 80%. What’s more, among all the five
single forces, eastern China has occupied all the top 8 in terms of information resources, information
technology application and the sci-tech development of information industry. Meanwhile, eastern China
has also occupied the top 6 in terms of the economic development of information industry and the main
body of information. Therefore, judging from all the power of the four regions, eastern China ranks No.
1.
Table 3

Overall Development of Informationization and Situation of Each Single Force of Eastern China
Single Force
Overall
Industrial
Provinces
Information
Information
Industrial
Main Body of
Ranking
Science and
Resources
Technology
Economy
Information
Technology
Beijing
2
3
3
3
3
2
Tianjin
8
6
7
10
7
17
Hebei
14
12
18
13
15
13
Shandong
6
8
8
5
5
6
Fujian
7
7
5
9
8
9
Shanghai
4
1
1
4
4
5
Jiangsu
3
5
6
2
2
3
Zhejiang
5
4
4
6
6
4
Guangdong
1
2
2
1
1
1
Hainan
27
28
22
29
28

Data sources: 2009 Yearbook of China Information Industry, China Information Almanac, China
Statistics Yearbook on High Technology Industry and China Statistical Yearbook.

3.3 The level on Informationization of the western part
However, the weakest part is western China. From Table 4, we can see that, among all the 12
provinces in western China, only Sichuan ranks No. 9. What’s more, Shaanxi ranks No. 11, Guangxi
ranks No. 15, Chongqing ranks No. 19 and all the rest of the western provinces rank after No. 20.
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Concerning each single force, except information technology application, western China has only 5
provinces ranking top 15. While, for the other four single forces, western China has only 2 provinces
ranking top 15 in terms of each single force. That’s to say, western China ranks the last except its
information technology application, which exceeds central China slightly by 0.0093. In general, the
value of informationization of western China is -0.3417, considered as the weakest of the four regions.
Table 4

Overall Development of Informationization and Situation of Each Single Force of Western
China
Single Force
Overall
Industrial
Provinces
Main Body of
Ranking Information Information Industrial
Science and
Resources
Technology Economy
Information
Technology
Inner Mongolia
21
18
21
21
18
Guangxi
15
22
9
20
17
22
Chongqing
19
25
12
22
19
21
Sichuan
9
15
15
7
9
8
Guizhou
28
31
25
26
24
26
Yunnan
22
26
13
25
25
23
Tibet
30
27
Shaanxi
11
16
10
15
12
15
Gansu
29
29
27
27
23
27
Qinghai
31
30
29
Ningxia
26
24
19
28
29
Xinjiang
25
10
30
24
26
25

Data sources: 2009 Yearbook of China Information Industry, China Information Almanac, China
Statistics Yearbook on High Technology Industry and China Statistical Yearbook.

3.4 The level on Informationization of the central part
The level of central China is relatively lower. As we can see from Table 5, concerning its
development of informationization, Hubei province ranks No. 12, Henan province ranks No. 13, Jiangxi
province ranks No. 17 and Hunan province ranks No. 18; while, the rest of them all rank after No. 20.
Judging from Table 2, we can find out that central China has four single forces ranking No. 3 and one
ranking the last. The overall value of central China is -0.2693. It only exceeds western China. However,
the values of its single force are all below 0; therefore, its power is obviously lower than other regions.
Table 5

Overall Development of Informationization and Situation of Each Single Force of Central China
Single Force
Overall
Industrial
Provinces
Information
Information
Industrial
Main Body of
Ranking
Science and
Resources
Technology
Economy
Information
Technology
Shanxi
24
14
28
18
18
12
Anhui
23
21
26
16
14
20
Jiangxi
17
23
16
14
20
24
Henan
13
11
17
11
13
16
Hubei
12
13
14
12
10
14
Hunan
18
19
24
17
16
10

Data sources: 2009 Yearbook of China Information Industry, China Information Almanac, China
Statistics Yearbook on High Technology Industry and China Statistical Yearbook.

4. Conclusions
Currently, the development of informationization in China manifests a trend that “eastern China has
obvious advantages; western China is the weakest; and central China develops relatively lower”. What’s
more, eastern China has realized a balanced and rapid development in terms of each single force.
Northeastern China develops better in terms of information resources and the main body of information.
However, central China only presents a slight advantage in terms of sci-tech development of information
industry.
Therefore, the development of informationization in China has followed the economic principle of
“developing some areas with priority”, which are in accordance with the basic features of information
industry that develops as a high technology industry[9]. Therefore, what should be done next is to
promote the development of informationization in the prioritized areas, especially to improve their
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sci-tech level, so as to change the situation of being controlled by other countries concerning the core
technology in information industry[10]. Meanwhile, eastern China should also expand its power to other
regions of China, so as to promote the application and popularization of information technology in other
provinces and cities and thus realize the driving of developing other industries by informationization.
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Abstract: With the rapid development of information technology, informatization has become an
important method to improve the competitiveness of enterprises and the comprehensive capacity of a
nation. This paper has designed three kinds of strategies-innovation strategy, integration strategy and
differentiation strategy-for China’s informationization, which occupies a strategic position in China’s
modernization. As these three strategies meet the need of informationization of the public, they can
improve the core competitiveness of all industries.
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1 Introduction
With the rapid development of information technology, informatization has become an important
method to improve the competitiveness of enterprises and the comprehensive capacity of a nation.
According to the National Development Strategy on Informationization from 2006 to 2020, released by
the General Offices of Central Committee of the CPC and the State Council, it’s claimed that
informationization is urgently needed for establishing an innovative country and it’s very important to
Chinese modernization construction as well. This document puts informationization to a strategic
position in China. In terms of the significance, this paper designs three kinds of strategies for China’s
informationization, innovation strategy, integration strategy and differentiation strategy. With these three
strategies, it can meet the need of informationization of the economic society, and improve the core
competitiveness of all industries.

2 The Innovation Strategy for Rapid Development
Innovation strategy means that, in different stages of informationization, , it can make a big step
in the development. Therefore, through the innovations of technologies, talents, funds, institutions and
organization forms, it can achieve this advancement.
According to the Economic Stage Theory of informationization, information economy can be
divided into four stages: traditional informationization economic stage, substandard informationization
economic stage, standard informationization economic stage and modern informationization economic
stage. The features and development levels of them are shown in following Table 1.
Table 1
Informationization
Economic Stage
Traditional
Informationization
Economic Stage
Substandard
Informationization
Economic Stage
Standard Informationization
Economic Stage

Modern Informationization
Economic Stage

Features of Four Informationization Economic Stages
Features
1 Information techniques are relatively primitive and
backward; 2 Industries are less covered and mostly single;
3 Traditional industries are the leading roles on
information.
1 Traditional features combined with modern features in
the information society; 2 Traditional information society
makes more contributions than modern information
society to informationization.
1 Traditional features combined with modern features in
the information society; 2 Modern information society
makes more contributions than traditional information
society to informationization.
1 Traditional way of information is disappeared; 2
Information industry covers more fields and more cross
industries; 3 Comprehensive standard plays bigger role in
informationization; 4 New and high-tech information
industries make more contributions to this field.

Development
Levels
Beginning

Primary Level

Intermediate
Level

Senior Level

Source: Song Ling. Theories and Methods of Informationization Evaluation. Beijing: Press of Economic
Science, 2001
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Table 1 shows that, the development economic stages of informationization is closely related to its
traditional or modern level. Presently, the proportion of Chinese’s traditional informatization is 52.04%,
and the modern part is 47.96%, by a difference of -5.92%, which shows that China’s informatization
remains in the primary level—the substandard informatization economic stage. Comparatively,
America’s traditional informatization is 37.27%, and the modern part is 62.33%, by a difference of
25.06%, which suggests it has entered the modern informatization economic stage.
After analyzing the current situation of informationization in China, we have to consider whether it
can realize the development from the substandard informationization economic stage to the modern
stage. First of all, we have to testify the transition’s feasibility. By attesting the funds, talents,
technologies, systems and organization forms, it’s certain that some developed areas in China have the
abilities to make their informationization development a big step. The strategy is shown as Figure 1.
Informationization makes overall developments in a big step

Industrialization of
Information Technology

Industries Standards

Government
Enterprises

Society
Informatization

Industries
Organizations

Economy
Informatization

Scientific
Research
Institutions
Colleges and
Universities

Industry
Informatization
Enterprise
Informatization

Information
Technologies

Innovative Projects
of Information
Technology

Breakthroughs
of Information
Technology

Major Information
Projects

Funds

Technolo
gies

Experimental
Regions

Talents

Innovation of
information
Products

High and New Tech
Areas

Organizat
ions

Systems

Basic Foundations

Figure 1

Informatization Strategy

Figure 1 shows the informatization leaping development needs the basic foundations of funds,
technologies, talents, organizations and systems. It also needs the major information projects,
experimental regions ， new and high tech areas as the carriers to focus on the development of IT
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innovation projects. Meanwhile, , it can realize the IT industrialization, standardization and knowledge
popularization by the efforts of government, enterprises, industries, scientific research institutions and
colleges. Therefore, it can make breakthroughs in information technologies, and encourage the
development of IT innovation projects. With the innovation of information products, it will lead to the
enterprise informationization, and gradually cover an overall development in the industries, economy
and society.

3 The Integration Strategy to Promote the Development
Integration Strategy means an all-round integrating development with all the industries’
informatization. The strategy is based on the foundations of funds, technologies, talents, organizations
and systems. With the integration of Three Network Convergence and the Internet of Things, this
strategy combines the comprehensive effects of subjects integration, contents integration and
mechanisms integration, therefore, it gradually achieves an all-round integration of Informatization. The
integration covers many fields, such as technologies, products, industries, as well as the economy,
society and culture etc. The subjects include government, enterprises, industries’ organizations,
institutions and colleges and universities. The content covers various integration forms, such as the
technology and product, technology and industry and technology and economy. The integration of
mechanisms means refer to, by unifying the government’s orders and programming, avoid the divisions
among the areas, and through the unified standards, laws and rules, as well as the projects alliance to
break up the local protectionism which will appear in the development of integration. The integration
strategy is shown as following Figure 2.
An all-round Integration of Informatization

Subjective
Integration
Government
Enterprises
Industries’
organizations
Scientific
Research
Institutions
Colleges
&Universities

Technologies

Contents
Integration
Technology&
Products
Technology&
Industries
Products&
Industries
Technology
&Economy
Technology
&Society

Products

Industries

Three Networks
Convergence

Funds

Technolo
gies

Mechanisms
Integration
Unified
Government’s
Orders
Unified
Programming
Unified
Standards
Laws and Rules
Projects Alliance

Economy

Society

Culture

The Internet
of Things

Talents

Organiza
tions

Systems

Basic Foundations

Figure 2

the Integration Strategy to Promote the Development
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The Three Networks Convergence refers to the integration of the telecommunication network,
broadcast television and internetwork. Recently, they are respectively transforming into broadband
communication network (BCN), digital television and next generation internet. Gradually, they will
have the same functions of technologies and the almost same scopes of business. Therefore, users can
share information through interconnection of these three networks, and enjoy a high efficiency service,
such as data transmission, voice communication and broadcast television etc1. The Three Networks
Convergence is more like an integration of business applications than a physical combination of internet
works, because business integration can provide customers an all-round experience. The integration of
applications means, with the same terminal and the same IP Protocol, it can support every kind of
business integrations, as well as their terminals. The management integration is the main factor
throughout these three networks. It governs the business and manages the network intelligently. In other
words, it integrates the charging, settlements, accountants, marketing and the management of networks.
There are two phases in the practice of the Three Networks Convergence, experimental phase which
mainly regards to the business integration，and the promotion phase which mainly regards to the
integration of terminals and networks. In general, Three Networks Convergence means a convergence of
technologies, an intercommunication of networks, the infiltration of businesses and a share of public
resources.
The concept of The Internet of things was put forward in 1999, which was known as the internet by
connections of things, which means, according to the agreed protocol, everything can connects to the
internet, and the users can exchange information and communicate to each other. With the information
sense devices such as RFID, Smart Sense, GPS, and Laser Scanner etc. it can make intelligent
identification, locating, tracking, supervision or management2. The Internet of things has integrated the
material world and the internet. It makes things can think, which has largely omitted the complex
operations and simplified the working process. It makes the things’ and things-to-people’s
communications more easily, and efficiently saves the time, funds and human resources. The Internet of
things is an extension of internet which also is the center and basis. Its users can exchange information
of materials and communicate to each other.
The Three Networks Convergence and the Internet of things are the foundations in the integration
strategy, by which to support the free combinations among technology, product, industry, economy,
society and culture etc. Here are some examples. As for the integration of technology and its product,
because the existing numerical control machines and most mechanical products have absorbed the
information technology, the machinery products are more intelligent. As for the integration of
technology and the industry, taking information technology and logistics as example, it improves the
efficiency and saves a lot of transportation costs to the whole society. The integration of technology and
economy, for example, the extensive application of information technologies in agricultural, industry
and service industry, promotes the modernization of these industries. The integration of technology and
society also applied in the social public functions such as medical treatment､health､social security､
residence management etc. It has improved the efficiency of the social public management and service
qualities. In those integrations, they have the comprehensive effect of subjects integration, contents
integration and mechanisms integration that informatization can be fully integrated.

4 The Differentiation Strategy to Promote the Development
The differentiation strategy focuses on the unbalanced development situations of
informationization in different areas of China, which includes the differences in the four spaces, that are
East, Northeast, Central area and West; it also includes the differences of industries and their objectives
in particular stages. These differences mainly exist in the five respects: information resources, the
application of information technology, the economic development of information industry, the sci-tech
development of information technology and, the abilities of informationization’s subjects. The
differentiation strategy promotes the development by a gradient process with each level, which includes
integrating systems, promoting key points and showing up the advantages. Therefore, it can realize an
all-round development of China’s informationization.
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Figure 3

the Differentiation Strategy to Promote the Development

In this strategy, the main bodies still are the government, enterprises, college& universities,
Scientific research institutions and intermediate agents, among which the government researches and
drafts politics and rules to promote the informationizations of the different spaces, industries and their
objectives. With the support of government, enterprises can take use of information technologies to
research on innovations. Meanwhile, they can integrate the professional information technologies from
college& universities and scientific research institutions. As for intermediate agents, they make
standards and provide each kind of services.
The differentiation strategy on spaces focuses on developed cities and areas to maximize their
benefits of information industries. The strategy suggests promoting more groups of information
industries and building information infrastructures. So a group of cities can first develop and radiate to
the around areas. Therefore, with the efforts of spreading and exchanging of more information
technologies and knowledge, the different informationizations can be built in most areas.
The differentiation strategy on industries firstly analyzes the conditions and potentials of
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informationization in different industries, and then focuses on some guide industries, such as automobile
industry, machinery industry etc. and leads industries, which include medical treatment, security,
catering and entertainment etc. Leading by these industries and service industries, it can be popularized
in the traditional industries, such as agriculture, construction and chemical industries. Therefore, the
informationization can be developed in the industries.
The differentiation strategy on objectives can be divided into three stages. First，the application and
promotion stage, in which covers more industries ad underdeveloped areas. Second，the integration stage,
by integrating the informationization and industrialization, in other words, the industrialization can
support the informationization, and informationization can promote the industrialization. As a result, it
can make the national economy prosperous. The third stage is an all-round informationization of the
whole society. It means, information will be integrated into social production and life, and it will create
more values for the society. A digital society is born.

5 Conclusions
In a certain stage, a nation may choose different strategies by single, or by organizing, to improve
its informationization level and finally achieve the all-round informationization of the whole country.
This paper suggests that, in some important researches on information technologies, there needs
innovations in the whole society, while the applications of information technologies should take the
differentiation strategies to promote the economic society. Meanwhile, every industry should take the
integration strategy to improve their informationization abilities, and actively apply them to the
information industries.
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Abstract: This paper found that people’s consumption demand was increasing continuously, and the
demand for related service consumption would be more and more based on the observation of the
market economy development law and the industrial structure change process through logic analysis
method. So service quality theory would necessarily emerge and develop. On the other side, due to
China’s enterprise expansion, service quality improvement will not only depend on enterprise’s own
hard work, but also on service quality theory spread. So, it concluded that China’s enterprises should use
service theory consciously to improve service quality management innovation through.
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1 Introduction
People generally regard service as a kind of social practice activity to serve for others’ benefits. In
economics, service is a kind of economic activity that individuals and social organizations work for
consumers with certain tools, equipment, facilities, media, etc. It started from 1950s and 60s, the
western scholars in marketing field began to do researches on service systematically. And since the 1970
s, many scholars were going to be interested in service quality research, such as Gronroos, Lidina, Lewis,
Sather, etc. The early service quality researches were mainly involved three themes: It was difficult for
consumers to evaluate service quality, even it is more easy for them to evaluate goods quality;
Consumers’ views of the service quality come from the comparison of their expectation with the actual
service quality; Not only based on service Quality evaluation was not only based on the service results,
but also involved in the process of service delivery.
In the 1980 s, service quality improvement becomes the priority of modern enterprise development,
so service research focused on how to enhance the service quality in order to meet the customer demand.
During this period, researches concentrated on the concept of service and service quality, the latitude,
measurement and model of service quality. Contemporaneously, China began to pay attention to product
quality, and do researches on service quality accompanied by China’s reform and opening-up.
And to this stage, because of China’s reform and it make China enterprise also began to not only to
concern, and began to accompany product quality of service quality. However, until now there are no
literatures on guiding China’s enterprises service management innovation by the spread and application
of service quality theory theoretically.

2 The Development Process of Service Quality Theory in Developed Countries
Service economy is a social economic activity which supports others’ interests. Service quality is
the sum of features and characteristics that service industry meet the requirements or potential demand
(or need). It has several features: First, service quality is provided by enterprises but it is perceived by
consumers; Second, it has the characteristics of being acknowledged and measured objectively, while
more possibly, it may be recognized and weighed subjectively by consumers ;Third, Quality of service
generally occurs in the process of production and trade in services; Forth, it would be realized in the real
moment of transactions between service companies and customers; Fifth, a very good internal support
systems and effective management should be formed to improve the quality of services.
Overseas, the research of service quality theory began in 1980s, although rapid development of
service industry started in 1950s. However, the opportunity of theoretical study of service quality and
comprehensive social awareness of improving the quality due to two things: First, the West, particularly
North America, lifted the embargo on service industry; Second, the American Marketing Association
(AMA) held a series of continuous international conferences about services from 1981 to 1985, which
provided a better international exchange and dialogue for academics and the business communities.
The point that management problems are caused by service characteristics was set as the main line
by scholars. As quality of service (caused by heterogeneity) and service contacts (caused by
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Simultaneity) really compete with each other, while addressing service quality issues were divided into
passive and active one. As market economy has developed to a certain stage, marketing has become an
extremely important issue. Therefore, the topic of marketing has become the subject of this period. The
combination of these two has greatly promoted the study of service quality.
The study of this period is to analyze the concept of service quality perceived by customers, and to
define its constituent elements. That the quality perceived by customers is the comparisons between
customers’ expectation of service and service performances. If the performances are better than
expectations, the customer perception of quality is good, and vice versa is low. Customers’ expectations
are determined by market communication, reputation, corporate image and customers’ need. And
quality of services consists of technical quality and functional quality. Service quality theory also
identified the differences between "the results of quality" and "process quality”, after that, service
quality and product quality (focus on quality of results) had been essentially distinguished. During this
period, scholars also proposed a "service quality model”, which pointed out 10 factors that decided the
level of customers perceived from the service. The model also proposed 5 kinds of service quality gap.
To the early 1990s, evaluation methods mainly on service quality surged, and a variety of viewpoints
confronted, which formed the western craze on service quality management.
Since 1994, developed countries has witnessed a leap of progress on service quality research so that
such research presented embedded, systematic and integrated features, mainly in the following aspects:
First, the elements of service quality have been studied in-depth study. If enterprises want to use the
differentiated services competitive strategy, they must be clear what are the key factors that determine
the quality of service. Then the physical environment where the service belong to should be integrated
into the service quality elements, which made service products (what services to accept), service
delivery (how to receive services) and service environment (where to receive services), such three
factors model. Second, hierarchical method of service quality factors was proposed in the retail service
(i.e. overall quality, quality elements and sub-floor layer quality elements). Another method was to
classify service quality elements as “health elements” and “promoting elements”. The most famous issue
of this period was “4Q product / service quality model”, it sought to transcend the differences between
services and tangible products, to integrate the quality of service and quality of the concept of tangible
products effectively, and to account the entire business process into a quality management. Third, the
research on service marketing focused on customer perception, customer satisfaction, service quality,
customer satisfaction and service performance assessment. In addition, topics such as consumer
behavior in the purchase decision-making processes and services, marketing research, role of staff in
service delivery, internal marketing, service commitment, integration services, physical goods marketing
communications services, and property services in the international economy and globalization were
studied in-depth.

3 Service Quality Theory in China
After the mid 1990s, the rapid development of China’s service industry and increasingly
competitive market made companies in the competition learn and grow. Many companies had different
levels of service marketing applications. Along with deepening understanding of products and services,
enterprises released a range of services in order to meet the increasing demand of consumers, such as
developing diversified and new services, improving service quality and service packaging, adjusting
service time and providing service commitments. As China’s customers were sensitive to price,
enterprises carried a lot of attempts in both business strategy and pricing strategy, and got more
experience. The development of Chinese companies in service channels relied on spatial network layout
and mutual communication between different industries. Many companies depended on expansion of
service outlets, competition-based layout, aggregation and distribution channels to improve service
quality penetration, etc. Immediate promotion was widely used in Chinese enterprises to promote sales,
which mainly includes sales promotion, personal selling, and cultural promotion and public relations
promotions.
Around the customer perceived service quality, Chinese scholars have researched for 20 years, the
research focused on the following areas: They define the concept that customers perceive service quality
as the premise. Then they study the concept, dimensions to measure the antecedents and consequences
of perceiving service quality. Through the integrity thinking of customers’ perceiving service quality,
they built systemic theoretical framework of service quality.
The theoretical studies of the service quality are mostly in the context of Western culture so that
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they have strong western colors; however, service quality evaluation has many subjective features, so
customers with different cultural backgrounds, along with cultural conflict and cultural integration from
cross-cultural communication, are bound to affect customer perception of service quality. In recent years,
many Chinese scholars have studied the relationship between the cultural dimensions and perceived
service quality, proposed "cultural service quality index", whose value is to carry out the international
services market segment.

4 The Reference for Chinese Enterprises to Apply Service Quality Theory
The quality of products is consumers’ pursuits, similarly, they will pursue services quality when
enjoy services. In China, service quality has been greatly improved in these years, but there is still a big
gap when compared with those “good” counties and regions. Therefore, we should learn from service
quality theory to guide enterprises to improve the quality of service work. Enterprises propel the social
productivity. But whether it is manufacturing enterprises or service enterprises, quality of service are
their key to be successful in competition. Only if enterprises grasp the quality of service management
would they grow up healthily. While learning theory is very important to improve service quality, there
is a theory called “total quality management”.
This theory emphasizes that enterprises should start from various aspects and departments to
achieve a high level of service quality management. There are three aspects: 1) The comprehensiveness
of the content and methods. We should not only focus on product quality, but also emphasis on product
quality service. A variety of techniques and methods have great significance to quality management. 2)
The whole process of control. Namely, market survey, research and development, design, production
preparation, procurement, manufacturing, packaging, testing, storage, transportation, sales, customer
service etc., the whole process of quality service should be managed. 3) The whole enterprises. That
means the entire staff, including leadership, engineers, managers and workers, should participate in
quality management and take their own responsibilities. With this system, the quality of service won’t
fail.
Then there are the “process of quality management” theory, this theory can be used to get weapons
to improve the quality of customer assets, which is the strategic resources to build competitive
advantage. Why did non-performing assets of the banking industry become so much a few years ago? In
fact, what behind the non-performing assets are bad customers who had bad credit. Thus, how to reduce
non-performing customers and to improve the quality of the customer assets is an important task for
banks to improve service quality. Integrated quality of service including four parts: the quality of their
products and services, quality of process products and services (i.e. process quality), customer
apperceived quality, and customer perceived quality (or consequent quality). Among them, the process
quality is of the most growth potential, because it is often overlooked by companies, and in which
excellent staffs are likely to create the best customer value, while the poor one may reduce the customer
value.

5 Conclusion
To improve service quality, enterprises have to strengthen management besides basic conditions. In
particular, following pieces of work has been done:
(1)Good Staff Management. 1) Training: This can reduce problems of employee role ambiguity.
Through training, staff will be acquainted with management requirements, customer expectations and
service operating procedures. Enhancing the training can also improve staff’s awareness of service, and
help them master the communication, marketing and service skills. 2) Behavior incentives: Managers
should reward employees based on employee performance, reward the superior and fine the lazy. 3)
Two-way communication: Managers had better enhance two-way communication, so that they can
understand the staff through training, inform them about the management requirements, customer
expectations and service operating procedures. Through communications, managers will learn about
staff’s requirements of working conditions, as well as their view of services to organize their work. 4)
Authorization: That is, managers have to share information, knowledge, rewards and power with
front-line staff. Being careful trained, full respected and reasonable licensed, boldly promoted,
employees would have enthusiasm, initiative and creativity, and their sense of pride, achievement,
business sense and sense of belonging would be stimulated.
(2) Enterprises Should Adhere to Integrity. Integrity is a prerequisite for enterprise to survive and
develop. Who has integrity, who will be able to win in the fierce market competition and own more
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customer reputation votes. This requires companies to be in good faith, as it goes, "Promises must be
kept and action must be resolute”; but do not over-promise, or if something you promised isn’t done,
there will be customer dissatisfaction.
(3) Make Customer Satisfaction as Competitive Weapons. Satisfied customers are often loyal
customers, they will buy more products which satisfy them, or even pay high prices. With this
advantage, enterprises are able to gain greater long-term profitability, reduce business waste and
transaction costs.
For a long time, China is a country with both large production and high demand. It seems that once
products are produced, they will be received by customers, which are why so many enterprises have a
low sense of respecting customers. However, today’s market is full of competitive products, what’s
more, consumers are having diversity demand. How should enterprises meet customers’ changing
demand? Price promotions are not the only method to attract customers any more, to make guests happy,
enterprises still have to be in good faith, provide correct guidance and use elegant language, so that
customers will feel it’s the most appropriate to shop here, at the same time, they may also tell of his or
her acquaintance. Therefore, enterprises should focus on customer’s expectations, which include the
sense of trust, resonance, and rapidity. Only to achieve this can these companies naturally improve the
quality of service and become invincible in competition.
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Abstract: In the traditional emergency supply chain, it cannot guarantee supplying and producing
disaster relief orderly in emergency, which leads to many problems including financing of relief
supplies, storage, and transportation. This article emphasis on the prominent theory that it should be
insert some logistics integrators between the government and the logistics dynamic alliance to connect
the government and the logistics alliance. At last, this paper explore how to use AHP analysis and
VP-level multi-objective planning method, with integrating the needs of emergency government,
suppliers and manufacturers in emergency supply chain, to select the appropriate emergency logistics
service integrators.
Key words: Emergency supply chain; Logistics dynamic alliance; Logistics integrators; AHP analysis;
Multi-objective planning

1 Introduction

When the unexpected events occur, the emergency relief supplies would be in huge demand[1]. And
it can also break the balance of operation in the supply chain.
During the period of early development in emergency supply chain, a number of scholars made
significant contributions to build a dynamic alliance of logistics involved multi-entities.
Dynamic Alliance is made up by logistics center, logistics companies and a number of 3PL
companies. When the emergency occurs, these entities, according to the order of the government, are
quickly organized for the support and protection of emergency supplies[2]. However, in actual operation,
when the emergency comes, dynamic alliance of logistics cannot be organized timely and efficiently.
In the framework, we proposed that it should be selected a group of logistics service integrators
who are under the supervision of the government directly in the dynamic alliance, when an unexpected
event occurs, the relevant government departments should contact the appropriate logistics service
integrators and integrate resources both of the government and the dynamic alliance of logistics to
concert the operation of emergency supplies from the research and development, production to
transportation and supply, within the shortest time. We mainly focus on how to choose these integrated
logistics service integrators in emergency supply chain.
Many researches paved the way for many subsequent studies in logistics service integrators in
emergency supply chain using quantitative methods. Works by Charles, reviewed integrators choice of
74 articles, and summarized a variety of basic method of integrators selection, it is the sense of a general
methodology of the research[3];Brisen and Karpak discussed a multiple criteria such as the "visual
interactive goal programming" (VIG) decision model to help the procurement team builders select
integrators[4]; TianYu used AHP and LP methods, with examples of supply chain logistics services
integrators, discussed multi-source supplier selection and optimal allocation of the purchase[5]; Liu
Weihua studied how logistics service integrators allot orders for more functional logistics service
integrators in the case of uncertain demand[6].
Subsequent to the case studies, We put the traditional selection of logistics integrators into the
emergency supply chain, and comprehensively used AHP analysis and VP-level multi-objective
planning[7]to discuss how to integrate the government, suppliers and manufacturers in the emergency
supply chain to choose logistics integrators to maximize the functioning of the whole chain efficiency.

2 Selection Methodologies
2.1 Emergency logistics integrators selecting principles
(1) The ability for combining peacetime with wartime
Emergency management focuses on prevention, combining normal with emergency accident
conditions, and make preparations to be unhurried in wartime condition. Emergency supply chain
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logistics integrator, who is the organizer of handling emergencies, should also follow the principle of
combining with peacetime and wartime.
(2) Agility
Emergency management highlights time efficiency. It requires the supply chain to be with flexible
quick response ability. Logistics integrators in emergency supply chain are also required to quickly take
the supply chain internal and external process of reconstruction and optimization according to
environment and task to insure the emergency supplies could be supplied efficient and timely.
(3) Dynamic
In emergency circumstances, there exists uncertainty everywhere such as the change of emergency
development, materials demand, and information and so on. Therefore, logistics integrators in
emergency supply chain can take dynamic adjustment, according to various uncertainties, to reduce the
threat from the uncertainty.
(4) Relational
The efficiency of supply chain not only depends on the efficiency of each node in supply chain, but
also depends on the relationship between one-node to another node. The relationships of emergency
logistics integrators are the guarantee of best performance, and it can guarantee the integrity advantage
in supply chain.
2.2 Emergency logistics integrators selecting process
The process of emergency procurement of logistics integrators is shown as Figure 1.
Step 1:
Government emergency
managers work with
experts in logistics
alliance to find and
develop several potential
logistics service
integrators

Step 6:
Evaluate the logistics
service integrators’
performance and build
trust cooperation
mechanism

Figure 1

Step2:
Government managers for
emergency logistics are in
charge of requirements
analysis for emergency
supply chain, and establish
evaluation index system

Step 3:
Enterprises in emergency
supply chain and
government determine
the weights of AHP
criterion layer and
scheme layer in their own
means

Step 5:
Logistics service
integrators are responsible
for the implementation of
logistics business,
emergency supply chain
should strengthen risk
management and
real-time monitoring

Step 4:
Use the weights from
step3 , the government
managers construct the VP
choice model, choose the
ideal logistics service
integrators, and sign
logistics contract

The Evaluation Selection Process of Emergency Logistics Integrators

Furthermore, we also should continue to cycle the process of emergency procurement of logistics
integrators, fully satisfy the new need of the supply chain logistics services and make the need of
logistics more realistic so that select a more appropriate logistics services integrator. The detailed
process is shown in Figure 1. In the following sections, we will focus on building the method of
group decision aiming at the problem of the selection of logistics service integrators in emergency
supply chain.
2.3 AHP model
AHP model, which was first presented by operation scholar T.L.Satty in the United States in the
20th century, is a multi-objective decision method with both qualitative analysis and quantitative
analysis[8]. The key point is that putting a complex problem down into component elements, and
forming a hierarchy of dominance according to relations, and then using the one-one comparison
method to determine the importance of decision-making program. AHP model’s algorithm:
(1)
AW = λmaxW
AHP can be used to evaluate logistics integrators by us. It combined with the need of government
supplier and manufacturer, and assesses the logistics service integrators considering five factors
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including integrated ability, information ability, speed of response, logistics capabilities and industry
correlation.
According to these basic elements, we can list AHP hierarchy structure assessment of logistics
services integrators, to simplify the analysis, we only list the criteria level and project level without
subdividing into sub-criteria level further, which is specifically shown in Figure2.
First:
Target layer

Emergency logistics integrators comprehensive
evaluation

Integrated
Ability

Logistics
integrators1

Information
Ability

Speed Of
Response

Logistics
Ability
L i ti

Logistics
integrators2

Industry
Correlation

Logistics
integrators n

Second:
Criterion layer

Third:
Scheme layer

Figure 2 The AHP Level Structure from Emergency Logistics Integrators’ Assessment

In the five factors, integrated ability refers to the ability of logistics integrators in supply chain to
integrate each node, including customers evaluation index and complaint rate; Information ability refers
to the informatization level of logistics integrators, including the mature of information platform, the
ability of application in logistics technology, the ability of innovation in logistics technology; The speed
of response means, in face of unexpected events, each node of the supply chain can be organized by
logistics integrators quickly, including the rate of customer orders content in history, the ability of
value-added service, the accuracy of order predict; Logistics ability refers to logistics service
integrators’ logistics facilities and equipment, including the types and type of transport, layout and
capacity of warehouse; Industry correlation refers to the relationship between logistics service
integrators and various sectors of network ties, including logistics business coverage and historical
transaction’s records, the ability and channels for logistics knowledge collection.
The supplying and manufacturing enterprises and government in emergency supply chain,
according to their actual needs of preference in the emergency supply, should fully express their views
on the assessment of integrators, and quantities these qualitative assessment index of logistics service
integrators, and then get some weights of the criteria layer to target layer and scheme layer to criteria
layer according to the solution of AHP model algorithm.
2.4 VP model
Multi-objective programming (VP) model is a branch of mathematical programming researching
on the optimization of multiple objective functions with some given constraints [9].
We first use AHP model to evaluate the options of logistics integrators for each, and get assessment
of the layers of weights, and then, follow a multi-objective programming (VP) to select the final
logistics integrator [10].
The way of combing the two models, considering both the Government's request and the request of
suppliers and manufacturers in emergency supply chain, integrates each enterprise and government’s
preferences effectively to select more satisfying logistics service integrators by all of entities of the
entire supply chain.
Using linear weighting method, and transforming the VP model into the weighted special model,
after that, the selection model of logistics integrators can be described as follows:
p m
MinV = ∑ ∑ Wkj d kj
k=1 j=1

Subject to:

(2)
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n
∑ Ai1 X i +d -k1=A1*
i=1
n
∑ Ai2 X i +d -k2=A2*
i=1
n
∑ Ai3 X i +d -k3=A3*
i=1
I X ≤1
∑i=1
i
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(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
Objective function (2) minimize the sum of decision-makers’ weighted deviations variables.
Generally, as it is less than the maximum assessment weight of all enterprises, so here we only consider
- . W - is from the weights of criterion layer to the target layer in the
the negative deviation variable d kj
kj
AHP model. Constraints (3)(4)(5) is the formation of the criterion and Scheme, so these index of
integrated ability, information ability , the speed of response, logistics ability and industry relation are
near to the largest assessment of the weight of all the enterprises and the government. Constraints (6) are
the selective constraint, for avoiding choosing more than one logistics integrator.
Table 1 The Meaning of the Letters in the Formula
Variable

Meanings

p

The total number of evaluation index

m

Total enterprises participate in the decision of the supply chain

k

The first “K” in the evaluation index, k=1,2,3,4,5

Ws
ds

The largest evaluation weights’ negative deviation variables

n

The total number of optional logistics service integrators

Xi
Aij
Aj*

With deviation variables related weights

The first “i” in integrators; Values "0"is that “i” did not be chosen; Value “1” is that
“i ”did be selected
The first “j” in integrators to the first “i” in integrators of assessment weights when they
are under some special index
The biggest evaluation weights of the first “j” in integrators to all of integrators when
they are under the special index

3 One Example
We assumed that there is only one supplier and one manufacturer in this emergency supply chain,
government procurement group has established evaluation index system about logistics integrators, and
has chosen three of the logistics integrators as the potential qualified logistics integrators: logistics
integrator 1 (X1), logistics integrator 2 (X2), logistics integrator 3 (X3).
In the following passage, we would explain how to use AHP model and the VP model to make the
final determination of the logistics integrator. The raw data is from the literature [11, 12].
The steps of selection of logistics integrators are as follows:
(1) With the actual demand preferences for emergency supply chain from suppliers, manufacturers
and government, and with each of the entities’ experts scoring for the three of the logistics integrators,
according to the established evaluation indicators, we can structure judgment matrix. Take the
government for example, and its evaluation index comparison matrix is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 The Judgment Matrix of Government to Evaluation Index
Integrated
Information
Speed Of
Logistics
Industry
Ability
Ability
Response
Ability
Correlation

Index
Integrated
Ability
Information
Ability
Speed of
Response
Logistics
Ability
Industry
Correlation

weights

1

1/3

1/3

1

2

0.121

3

1

2

3

3

0.363

3

1/2

1

5

5

0.338

1

1/3

1/5

1

1

0.095

1/2

1/3

1/5

1

1

0.083

(2) We can get the weights of criterion layer to target layer for every entity like that, the results are
shown in Table 3. The weights will be ordered in the VP model objective function (2) to constitute the
coefficients of negative deviation variables.
Table 3

The Criterion Layer to Target Layer Weights of Each Enterprises in Emergency Supply Chain

Index
Integrated Ability
Information Ability
Speed Of Response
Logistics Ability

Suppler
0.263
0.475
0.055
0.099

Manufacturer
0.476
0.264
0.054
0.098

Government
0.121
0.363
0.338
0.095

Industry Correlation

0.110

0.109

0.083

(3) We can get the weights of scheme layer to criterion layer for every entity like that too, the
results are shown in Table4. The weights will be ordered in the VP condition (3)(4)(5) to constitute the
coefficients of the decision variables Xi.
Table 4

The Scheme Layer to Criterion Layer Weights of Each Enterprises in Emergency Supply Chain
X1

Suppler
X2

X3

X1

0.595

0.277

0.128

0.655

0.250

0.082

0.236

0.682

0.683

0.429

0.429

0.142

Logistics Ability

0.633

0.193

Industry
Correlation

0.166

0.166

Index
Integrated
Ability
Information
Ability
Speed Of
Response

Manufacturer
X2
X3

X1

Government
X2

X3

0.095

0.637

0.105

0.258

0.200

0.117

0.163

0.540

0.297

0.739

0.167

0.094

0.163

0.540

0.297

0.174

0.648

0.230

0.122

0.105

0.637

0.258

0.668

0.558

0.320

0.122

0.185

0.156

0.659

(4) Finally, we can use VP model to select the final logistics integrator when the supplier, the
manufacturer and the government come to an agreement. At this point, the relevant government experts,
using the calculated results in Table 4, construct the VP weighted model, as follows:
MinV = 0.263d11 + 0.476 d12 + 0.121d13 +

+ 0.110 d 51 + 0.109 d 52 + 0.083d 53
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0.595X1+0.277X2+0.128X3+ d11 =0.595
-

0.082X1+0.236X2+0.682X3+ d 21 =0.682
…..
-

0.166X1+0.166X2+0.668X3+ d 51 =0.668
-

0.655X1+0.250X2+0.095X3+ d12 =0.655
-

0.683X1+0.200X2+0.117X3+ d 22 =0.683
……

-

0.558X1+0.320X2+0.122X3+ d 52 =0.558
-

0.637X1+0.105X2+0.258X3+ d13 =0.637
-

0.163X1+0.540X2+0.297X3+ d 23 =0.540
……
-

0.185X1+0.156X2+0.659X3+ d 53 =0.659
X1+X2+X3≤1
Xi=0 or 1, i=1,2,3

(5) In EXCEL, we can use the VP weighted model to get the effective solution: X 1 = 1, X 2 = 0, X
3 = 0. So we will choose X1 as the logistics service integrator in the emergency supply chain.

4 Conclusion
This article attempts to solve the problem of emergency supply chain. We proposed adding
logistics services integrators in emergency supply chain, and described the processes of selection of
logistics service integrators in emergency supply chain. Finally, we also provided a selection method
based on the model of AHP and VP groups-assessment model.
Contrary to conventional researches, our method makes the emergency chain more complete, more
systematical and more coordinate. It can also mobilize the logistics integrators to integrate the supply
chain fully. It not only considered the government's emergency requirements but also took into account
of requirements of suppliers and manufacturers to emergency logistics integrators. In addition, with
combination of traditional selected method about integrating logistics integrators, it also proposed to
introduce the AHP model and the VP model to apply to the emergency supply chain, and used one
special case to make reader clear.
To further, this research offered a feasible way for selection of logistics integrators in emergency
supply chain, to provide reference for government departments. How to adjust the selection method of
the emergency logistics integrators to specifically evaluation index is the emphasis for future research.
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Abstract: In this study, crushing behaviors of Compact Impact Absorption Member subjected to axial
compression are studied by using Finite Element Method and Experiments. A multiple combination
impact absorption member referred as Compact-Expand Member was proposed to substitute the
conventional thin-walled circular tube. It was found that the proposed Compact Impact Absorption
Member has stable load increase characteristics and a wide range of high Load Efficiency (Pave/Pmax)
compared to the thin-walled circular tube. Moreover, the proposed Compact Impact Absorption Member
is able to absorb a larger load than the thin-walled circular tube because its thickness can be increased
even in a small radius.
Key Words: Axial Collapse; Finite Element Method; Compact Impact Absorption; Thin Circular Tube

1 Introduction
From the demands for lightweight car and improvement of crews safety during collision accident, a
variety of thin-walled tubular members (1) ~ (12) have been proposed as the car’s frontal part structure.
However, as shown on Figure 1, for most of the thin-walled cylindrical tubes, energy are absorbed by
strain caused by a continuous bending and expanding deformation of the plastic hinge part which
occurred during the fold formation . This resulted in a bellow-shape deformation that brings a high first
peak load and high load amplitude. Moreover, it is difficult for cylindrical and square tubes to withstand
a large load in a small diameter since reducing the radius would cause a bending collapse so if
increasing the thickness would make the formation of local wrinkle becomes harder. Thus, it is unlikely
for them to be used as an impact absorbing member. Therefore, in this study, a multiple combination
member (afterward referred as compress-expand member) which is considered able to receive a large
load in small radius when compared to thin-walled cylindrical tube is proposed and its properties are
investigated.

Figure 1

Typical Compressive Load-Displacement Curve for Circular Tube

2 Experiment and Result
An axial crushing experiment by using three types of compress-expand test specimen were
conducted. The laboratory equipment used was a Shimadzu hydraulic control all-purpose test machine
equipped with a laser displacement sensor. The load-crushing displacement curves are obtained from the
Load, Displacement Memory analyzer. In Figure 2, the axial load Px and displacement Ux obtained from
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Compressive Load Px [kN]

the axial crushing experiment for compress-expand member 1(TP1) and 2(TP2) are shown. Figure 3
shows the deformation diagram of member 2(TP2).
TP1
TP2
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Axial Displacement Ux [m]

Figure 2

Figure 3

0.05

Load-Deflection Curve for TP1 and TP2

Deformation of the TP2 under Axial Crushing

Compressive Load Px [kN]

Then, Figure 4 shows the relation between load and displacement for compress-expand member
3(TP3) where the deformation behavior obtained from the actual evaluatedexperiment and analysis
result from FEM are put together. For compress-expand member 1, an insufficient penetration has
caused a local collapse to occur thus the test was cancelled. Next, for compress-expand member 2, a
continuous expanding deformation has brought a monotonous increase in load and stable
load-displacement relation. However, during the expanding process, the rise in circumferential strain has
led an axial crack to occur at the expand member’s surface. Overall, in this study it is understood that
the deformation of the compress-expand members obtained from the axial crushing experiment is
consistent with the deformation diagram obtained from FEM.
150
Experiment
FEM

100

50

0

0

0.01
0.02
0.03
Axial Displacement Ux [m]

0.04

Figure 4 Load-Displacement Curve of FEM and Experiment (TP3)

3 Analysis Result and Investigation
3.1 Investigation of load efficiency
An investigation by FEM concerning the relation of length-thickness ratio L/t to the load efficiency
and the nondimensionalized thickness ratio t/R when the value of L/t is changed from 20, 30, 40 until 60
are conducted to clarify the energy absorption properties of the compress-expand member. Here, the
energy absorption efficiency is the product of average load divided with peak load (Pave/Pmax). From
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the result shown in Figure 5, it is known that for a wide range of t/R, load efficiency becomes higher as
the L/t becomes larger.

1

Pave/Pmax

0.8
0.6
0.4

L/t=20
L/t=30
L/t=40
L/t=60

0.2
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

t/R
Figure 5 Relations Between Pave/Pmax and t/R

3.2 Investigation of load efficiency for cylindrical tubes and compress-expand members
To conduct the investigation of load efficiency for cylindrical tubes and compress-expand members,
the radius and length for both components are set to be equal where R=20 [mm] and L/t = 20. Figure 6
shows the analysis result for load efficiency and radius-thickness ratio t/R relation when thickness t is
changed. As shown on Figure 6, for cylindrical tubes, Load efficiency becomes peak at relatively thin
thickness t/R=0.1. However, the load efficiency significantly decreases as the thickness increased. On
the other hand, compress-expand members show high load efficiency at t/R=0.15~0.30 range. The load
efficiency declination is also smaller if compared to the cylindrical tubes. Concerning this matter, Axial
crushing analyses are done to cylindrical tube with geometry dimension t/R=0.1 and compress-expand
member with geometry dimension t/R=0.3 where these are the dimension when their load efficiencies
are at peak.

Figure 6

Relationship between P and Tube Thickness- to-Radius Ratio t/R of Compact Absorption Tube
and Thin Circular Tube

The compression load and strain curve diagrams obtained from the analysis are shown on Figure 7.
From the diagram, it is known that compress-expand members can have a larger t/R if compared to the
cylindrical tube which mean that the thickness can be expanded even in a small radius. Thus it is
possible for the compress-expand members to receive larger load and have higher load efficiency
compared to cylindrical tubes. However, as the compress-expand members are in the range where t/R is
over 0.4, it is discovered that a local buckling occurred near the contact area of compression member’s
body.
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Compressive Load [kN]
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Figure 7 Compression Load and Strain Curve for Compact Absorption Tube and Thin Circular Tube

4 Conclusions
In this study, an investigation upon the proposed compress-expand member has been done by
performing both axial crushing experiment of the actual test specimens and theoretical analysis using
FEM. Regarding the impact absorption properties of the compress-expand member, the conclusion as
shown below have been achieved.
(1) A small load amplitude, monotonous load increase and stable load-displacement relation can be
obtained in the axial crushing of compress-expand member.
(2) A compress-expand member can obtain a high load efficiency in a thick-small radius compared to
the cylindrical tubes. Moreover, by increasing the radius difference between expanding component and
compress component, the compress-expand member can receive large axial crushing load.
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Abstract: A thin cylindrical tube that is mainly used as an automotive body structure absorbs energy
while generating local wrinkles. Hence, the first peak of the compressive load is produced in the early
stages of deformation, and then, the load amplitude is cut. When the length of this tube is increased, no
wrinkles are generated, but the Euler buckling on the entire bend is observed and the energy absorption
decreases significantly. In this paper, we show that a combination of a cylindrical
compression-expansion tube and a thin cylindrical tube favorably affects the energy absorption.
Therefore, it is possible to improve the energy absorption of this design.
Key words: Crushbox; Cylindrical tube; FEM; Euler buckling

1 Introduction
To secure the safety of crew members during a crash accident, thin-walled cylindrical shells are
mainly used as automotive body structures. A thin-walled cylindrical shell is required for absorbing the
impact strength efficiently at the time of a crash accident. As these thin-walled cylindrical shells,
cylindrical or square tubes have been proposed[1 ]-[7]. When these thin-walled cylindrical shells are
compressed, local wrinkles are continuously generated and energy is absorbed. However, there is a
disadvantage that the first peak of the compressive load is produced in the early stages of the
deformation, and then, the load amplitude is cut. Further, when the length of the tube is increased, no
wrinkles are generated but the Euler buckling on the entire bends is observed and the energy absorption
decreases significantly. Fig.1 shows an example of the stable and unstable deformation modes of
cylindrical tubes (t = 1 [mm], R = 10 [mm]). Fig.2 shows the relationships between displacement and
absorbed energy and between displacement and compressive load. A cylindrical tube with a wave is
proposed. However, there is a problem that the energy absorption efficiency worsens due to wave
processing. Therefore, a new impact absorption member (called cylindrical compression-expansion
tube), which is a combination of some short cylindrical tubes, is proposed. By using this cylindrical
compression-expansion tube, we ensure that the load amplitude or the peak load in the early stages of
modification by the generation of continuous wrinkles is not produced. Therefore, the deformation is
stabilized. Hence, in this study, a cylindrical compression-expansion tube and a thin cylindrical tube are
combined to control the decrease in the energy absorption by generating the Euler buckling when the
length of the cylindrical tube is increased.

Figure 1

(a) Stable mode (l=100[mm])
(b) Unstable mode(Bending mode) (l=150[mm])
Example of Stable and Unstable Deformation Modes of Cylindrical Tubes (t=1[mm], R=10[mm])
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Figure 2 Relationships Between Displacement and Absorbed Energy and
Between Displacement and Compressive Load of Cylindrical Tubes
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Analyzed Model

2 Analysis Method
In this study, by using the finite-element-method general-purpose software MSC.Marc, as shown in
Fig.3, we consider the lower end of a cylindrical tube to be completely fixed to a rigid wall; a cylindrical
compression-expansion tube is fixed on the upper end of a cylindrical tube. An elastic-plastic simulation
is performed by using the cylindrical compression-expansion tube. In this study, friction is not
considered. Further, the ratio of the length of the cylindrical compression tube and the cylindrical
expansion tube is l1:l2:l3=1:1:2; the fillet is 1.5 times the thickness.
The material properties of the cylindrical compression-expansion tube and the thin cylindrical tube
are assumed to meet the Von Mises yield criteria for elasticity-plasticity, homogeneity, and isotropy.
Further, the relationship between the stress and the strain is considered to be a straight line, as shown by
the following equation:
σ=Eε
（ε<σy/E）
(1)
σ=σy+Eh(ε-σy/E)
（ε>σy/E）
Where E is Young’s modulus, Eh is the work-hardening coefficient, and σy is the yield stress. Tables
1 and 2 show the dimension of the models and the material properties.
Table 1

Dimension of Models
Cylindrical
Compression-Expansion Tube
Length [mm]
Lcr
50
tcr
1,2
Thickness [mm]
10
Radius [mm]
Rc r
Degree of an Angle of Contact [癩 α
20,30

Thin Cylindrical Tube
Lcy
tc y
R cy

100,150
1
10
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Table 2

Material Properties
Cylindrical
Thin Cylindrical Tube
Compression-Expansion Tube
205.9
Young's Modulus E[GPa]
205.9
E/1000
Yield Stress σy[MPa]
E/1000
1/100
Work-Hardening Coefficient Ratio Eh /E
1/100
0.3
0.3
Poisson's Ratio ν
Coefficient of Friction μ
0
0

3 Analysis Result and Examination: Examination of Combined Model of
Cylindrical Compression-Expansion Tube and Thin Cylindrical Tube
A model that combines the cylindrical compression-expansion tube and the thin cylindrical tube is
considered. The lengths of the cylindrical compression-expansion tube and of the thin cylindrical tube
are determined to 50 [mm] and 100 [mm], respectively, because a 100-mm cylindrical tube is stable and
a 150-mm cylindrical tube is unstable. In the case of the 100-mm cylindrical tube, a cylindrical
compression-expansion tube is used for compensating for the short length. Moreover, the thickness of
the cylindrical compression-expansion tube is set below the initial peak load when the thin cylindrical
tube is carrying out the compression buckling. It is examined by using the approximation and the FEM
analysis. Fig.4 shows the relationship between displacement and absorbed energy, and displacement and
compressive load of the combined model.
200

Lcr=50[mm],t cr=2[mm],R cr=10[mm]
L =100[mm],t =1[mm],R cy=10[mm]
20 cy α=20[°]cy
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Figure 4 Relationships Between Displacement and Absorbed Energy and
Between Displacement and Compressive Load of Combined Model

20

From the results shown in Fig.4, we infer that energy is mainly absorbed in the early stages of
crushing. Then, the compressive load decreases significantly and the energy absorption decreases as
well. This is attributed to the fact that the cylindrical compression-expansion tube does not crush well.
The combination portion is slippery, and the combined model inclines. Therefore, it cannot absorb
energy. This phenomenon is not related to the degree of the angle of contact. By decreasing the
thickness of the cylindrical compression-expansion tube, the decrease in the energy absorption causing
slipperiness is controlled. Fig.5 shows the relationship between displacement and absorbed energy, and
displacement and compressive load of cylindrical compression-expansion tubes.
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Figure 5 Relationships Between Displacement and Absorbed Energy and
Between Displacement and Compressive Load for Cylindrica Compression-Expansion Tubes
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When the thickness of a cylindrical compression-expansion tube is decreased, although there is
little energy absorption in the early stages of crushing, the energy absorption increases with increasing
displacement. Fig.6 shows the relationship between displacement and absorbed energy for cylindrical
compression-expansion tubes and a thin cylindrical tube.
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Figure 6 Relationship Between Displacement and Absorbed Energy for Cylindrical
Compression-Expansion Tubes and Thin Cylindrical Tube

In the early stages of crushing, the cylindrical tube that causes Euler buckling absorbs energy. The
displacement of crushing increases and the energy absorption decreases. However, under an opposite
condition, the combined model absorbs little energy in the early stages of crushing, and when the
displacement of crushing becomes large; a large amount of energy is absorbed. By considering the
displacement of crushing, we can use the combined model to control the Euler buckling and improve the
energy absorption performance.

4 Conclusions
In this study, a combined model of a cylindrical compression-expansion tube and a cylindrical tube
was examined. An elastic-plastic numerical analysis was conducted to control the decrease in the energy
absorption brought about by Euler buckling. The following points were clarified by the analysis result:
(1) In the case of some dimensions of the models, slipperiness was observed in a cylindrical
compression-expansion tube. Therefore, the energy absorption sometimes decreased significantly.
(2) By changing the thickness of the compression-expansion cylindrical tube, we could control the
tube’s slipperiness.
(3) To obtain the stable deformation the thickness of the cylindrical compression-expansion tube
was decreased; although a small amount of energy was absorbed in the early stages of crushing, the
amount of energy absorbed increased with an increase in the displacement of the crushing.
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Abstract: The development of high-tech industries is the goals and direction of industrial
restructuring .This paper focuses Hubei Province located in central China, the shortage of capital
resources has become the bottleneck of the listed companies’ development. This paper uses Jeffrey
Wurgler allocative efficiency model based on the industry, and Eviews software to analyze listed
companies in Hubei Province and the transfer of resources, and factors influencing efficiency of capital
allocation, gives references to optimize the capital resource allocation of listed enterprises in Hubei and
improve their capital efficiency.
Key words: Hubei listed company; Capital allocation efficiency; Industry capital allocation

1 Introduction
Central China strategy is significant and far-reaching strategic significance, in the process capital
and talent are indispensable important factor. However, competition in attracting capital, the central
region was lagging behind. Some scholars has calculated that the last century, most of the eastern region
after 1990 more than 200 billion yuan of net capital inflow of the state, while the central basic state was
a net outflow of capital, the west is only increased by an annual influx of more than 100 million
structure, which became the key reason between the region widening gap. Such a situation can not
quickly be reversed then the central region will take off the lack of basic factors of production. As the
central province ,Hubei Province in central China should play a central strategy of the role of fulcrum.
Compared with the coastal provinces, Hubei’s capital market is far smaller than in Guangdong, Zhejiang
and other provinces, so the limited resources in a reasonable allocation of capital for accelerating the
economic development of Hubei Province in particular, show an important role. This article based
Wurgler’s sector allocation efficiency model ,based on the use of high-tech enterprises in Hubei
Province data listed empirical research, try to find high-tech enterprise in Hubei Province’s capital
market allocation efficiency, proposed a reasonable proposal to enhance the core of the strategy for
Hubei Province in central China.
1.1 Domestic and foreign capital allocation review the relevant theory
The so-called efficiency of capital allocation is the low rate of return on capital from the region (or
industry) flow to the high rate of return on the regional (or industry) level.
Theoretical studies show that financial markets function is to achieve the maximum optimal
allocation of capital, thereby contributing to sustained economic growth. The financial system of capital
allocation efficiency, also means that sectors with high returns on capital relative to the industry will get
more funding than low returns on capital, this process will help to improve the ongoing efficient use of
capital. In addition, with the scientific and technological development, technological innovation input
and output results, not only the basis for measuring the effective allocation of capital, but also as a
measure of management efficiency, management efficiency and competitiveness standards. Therefore,
by examining the ability of technology innovation across multiple industries to study the efficiency of
capital allocation is necessary.
In recent years, with the wealth of data and panel data in mature measured approach ,carrying out
the angle based on industry estimates of capital allocation efficiency, analysis and comparison, has
become an important research fields at home and abroad. Wurgler (2000) constructed directly estimate
the efficiency of capital allocation model --- sector investment response factor, and then select the
World Bank’s 65 countries of the panel data as the study sample, direct examination the degree of
financial market efficiency of capital allocation. It found that the degree of financial market variables
and industry investment in response to a significant positive correlation coefficient, the more developed
financial markets, and its "up" investment industry increase the greater the magnitude, in the "down"
reduce the greater the magnitude of investment in the industry, showing that capital higher allocative
efficiency. Further research found that the efficiency of capital allocation and share of the economy
China’s economy has a significant negative correlation ,but with stock market information content and
the rights of minority shareholders has a significant positive correlation, particular, is that for strong
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protection of minority shareholders rights can be effectively inhibition in declining industries
"over-investment." Cai Hongyan, Yan Qingmin Wurgler improved model, researched the 39 industries
in China’s capital allocation efficiency and found that inefficient allocation of capital, market allocation
of capital and non-market allocation of capital has significant negative correlation. But the article does
not give the model test results, we can not know whether the model is suitable for measuring the status
of the Chinese economy.
The research results at home and abroad despite our understanding of the financial system and
technology innovation efficiency of capital allocation provides a useful reference, but in previous
studies there are still some limitations:
1) Only single-factor analysis, only the industry profits or increase the value of the following as the
only independent variables into the econometric model, neglecting other possible factors impact the
industry fixed capital formation efficiency, which is not complete.
2) Generally only annual data for long-term studies, there is no short-term monthly analysis. The
lack of two points: first, the annual model vulnerable to exogenous factors (such as changes in economic
structure, inflation, investment or consumer preference for the concept, etc.), bring conclusion to the
model uncertainties; second, easily lead to neglect of short-term details. In fact, the short-term corporate
investment behavior, showing a lot of different business characteristics of long-term investment
behavior of the Year from the monthly short-term perspective, can reveal a lot of valuable information
on industry investment.
3) Panel Data Models have been constructed, only a measure of factors over the same period,
ignoring the impact of dynamic factors, namely, fixed capital formation does not take into account
factors in the past (historical events) on the current capital formation.

2 Methods and Model
2.1 Research Methods
According to the theory of neoclassical economics, Pareto optimal allocation of capital necessary
and sufficient condition of each item is the ratio between the marginal cost is equal to the corresponding
price everywhere, as a mathematical expression MCb / MCb = Pa / Pb, the type after a simple
conversion, you can obtain the following expression:
（1）
Pb − MC b / MCb = Pa − MC a / MC a
Equation (1) shows that: for A, B two investments, if the project A is greater than the marginal rate
of return project B, , then the increase in investment for project A, while reducing investment in the
project B, you can achieve the Pareto optimal allocation of capital[3]. In other words, for industry which
efficiency is "up" to increase investment, in the "down" to reduce investment in the industry, it means
improving the efficiency of capital allocation.
It is in accordance with the above logic, first proposed in 2000 Jeffrey Wurgler, a possible measure
of the efficiency of capital allocation - investment response factor, Jeffrey Wurgler construct a direct
estimate of the efficiency of capital allocation model is as follows:
InI i ,c ,t / InI i ,c ,t −1 = ∂ c + η c INVi ,c ,t / Vi ,c ,t −1 + ε i ,c ,t
（2）
Type (2), I as stock of fixed assets; V as profit; i as the industry number; t as the year; C as the
country; η c as modulus of elasticity, said profits increased by the impact of investment level, the sign is
positive, indicating in the “up” increased investment in the industry, but in a “down” sector investment
reduced; % of the value is greater, showing the response that changes in investment increase or decrease
is more sensitive.
2.2 Model Specification
This paper argues that relying on a simple measure of profit factors control the impact of capital
formation to solve the efficiency of capital allocation is not enough, it is necessary to introduce in the
model other important factors, analysis of these factors on the mechanism of fixed capital formation,
capital allocation in order to further reveal the efficiency and interaction. Especially in China, financial
institutions, loans to industry have a significant role in fixed capital investment; government investment
behavior imposed on the industry of intricate; industry itself for a variety of rational or irrational factors
to consider, it is In addition to factors other than a profit incentive to invest in other spontaneous; the
same time, the last time the historical events happened in fixed assets investment for the current
existence of significant impact. Especially in the short term, these factors impact on fixed capital
formation is more evident. Based on the above considerations, Wurgler extend the model to construct
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the dynamic panel data model (Dynamic Pan-el Data Model), the profitability of the business, current
liabilities, the Government’s support will include factors such as panel data model:
(3)
InFAI = C + a 0 InIAV + a1 InCLS + a 2 InTAX
FAI year for the industry because of the variable fixed capital formation. Since the variable factors
affecting the changes; IAV year for the industry’s added value or profit, reflecting the industry’s
profitability; ELD in the industry for the year the number of current liabilities; TAX representative of
current income tax payments paid in the industry, reflecting the Government’s support the industry;
subscript i said the number of industry, t is time. Coefficients a0, a1, c, respectively, reflected the first
effects of the three sectors within the industry fixed capital formation of the various elements of
elasticity. If the coefficient is greater than zero, indicating that the industry is a capital allocation
efficiency. When a good growth industry, these factors relative to the previous period will increase the
stock of fixed assets have increased the pace of development, and their respective percentages of
increase is exponential increase in the percentage of these effects a0, a1, a2-fold, [1]so that more money
will flow in a good performance of the industry; if the industry’s decline over time these factors are
reflected in the coefficients of the fixed assets of the industry speed the formation of the relative decline,
indicating a relatively small inflow of funds performance poor industry, capital allocation is still
efficient; if the coefficient is less than zero, indicating that the lack of industry capital allocation
efficiency, but the growth rate of the stock of fixed assets, but on the decline, poor performance of the
industry that has been more investment, and growth of the industry would actually get stronger with less
capital investment. If the elasticity is zero, indicating that the ability of the industry to attract capital has
nothing to do with the industry performance.
2.3 The selection of indicators and data sources
This sample came from Hubei, Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange listed
company sector a major economic indicators in the average balance of net fixed assets, average balance
of current liabilities), corporate income tax this year. The actual industry data to current prices. To
reduce skewness model. The introduction of the indicator data in the model, are taking the natural
logarithm, and the relevance of each variable to test, using statistical software EVIWS measure, we
classified the industry in 2010 as a benchmark, and ultimately determine the 31 industries ( 5 and delete
the data was not comprehensive industry: the oil industry, instrumentation, food industry, textile
industry, environmental protection industry), the cross section of 26 industries in the region, the time
span T for 1 year.

3 Empirical Analysis
3.1 Mixed data model
This article sub-industry data in 2010 as mixed data, using the general multiple linear regression
(model 3) to analyze the important factors affecting capital allocation.
We have some information of listed companies in Hubei Province as a benchmark to analyze the
listed companies in Hubei Province, the characteristics of the sub-industry structure, for 2010, listed
companies in Hubei Province is divided into 31 sectors, as detailed in Figure1.
From the Shanghai Stock Exchange, Shenzhen Stock Exchange in 2010 in Hubei Province to find
listed companies by the industry data on the allocation of capital, see Figure 2.
Based on the above data and models, application eviews software analysis was Table 1.
Table 1

Dependent Variable: LOG(Q)
Method: Least Squares
Date: 05/09/11
Time: 22:54
Sample: 1 26
Included observations: 24
Excluded observations: 2
Variable
C
LOG(X1)
LOG(X2)
LOG(X3)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared

Coefficient
-2.246599
-0.036538
0.823064
0.335427
0.387928
0.296117

Std. Error
t-Statistic
3.854809
-0.582804
0.698384
-0.052318
0.416302
1.977082
0.579619
0.578702
Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var

Prob.
0.5665
0.9588
0.0620
0.5693
10.54494
2.569402
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S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
Durbin-Watson stat

2.155669
92.93821
-50.30110
1.141155

Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

4.525091
4.721434
4.225300
0.018158

Thus, the sample regression equation is:
InQ = −2.246599 − 0.036538 InX 1 + 0.823064 InX 2 + 0.335427 InX 3
（-0.582804） （-0.052318） （1.977082） （0.578702）
R2=0.387928
R 2=0.296117 F=4.225300
Regression results show that 24 industries in 2010, LOGQ 38.7% change in the other three
variables can be explained by changes in the 5% significance level, F statistic critical value of F0.05
(3,20) = 3.10 indicates that the model established a significant linear relationship. t0.025 (20) = 2.086,
LOGX1, LOGX2, LOGX3 the corresponding t statistic is less than the critical value, which is not
significant.
2

R = 0.296117 shows that fixed capital formation for 38.79% of the change in value can be the
logarithm of net current liabilities of the logarithm of the number of tax changes on the interpretation.
-0.036538, 0.823064, 0.335427 Represent the net profit, current liabilities, revenue elasticity of fixed
capital formation. That is the same as current liabilities and taxes, the net profit for every 1% increase in
fixed capital formation will be reduced by 0.036538 percent; when the net profit and revenue unchanged,
for every 1% increase in current liabilities, fixed capital formation will increase by 0.823064 percent;
when unchanged net profit and current liabilities, revenue for every 1% increase in fixed capital
formation will increase 0.335427%.
（1) industry profits significantly influencing factors. Industry profits regression coefficient is
negative, showing that industrial economic efficiency of the industry’s fixed capital formation efforts to
impose a negative effect, but the regression coefficient t statistic was not significant, indicating that the
capital of Hubei Province configuration is inefficient.
（2) Industry liabilities (loans) were not significant factors. Industry liabilities (loans) regression
coefficients are positive, the indirect impact of the efficiency of capital allocation in Hubei Province.
（3) the impact of tax payments industry factors was not significant, and are positive, showing that
these factors have on the industry’s fixed capital formation efforts exerted a positive influence. Those
profits turned over more industries, access to investment more in line with free capital flows and
effective economic laws, Hubei industry growth of fixed capital associated with the degree of
government support has been strong.
Table 2 White Heteroskedasticity Test
F-statistic
Obs*R-squared

0.201721
1.595128

Probability
Probability

0.971597
0.952927

Test Equation:
Dependent Variable: RESID^2
Method: Least Squares
Date: 05/09/11
Time: 12:40
Sample: 1 26
Included observations: 24
Variable

Coefficient Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C
LOG(X1)
(LOG(X1))^2

-0.176225
-14.10442
0.828807

-0.001614
-0.410449
0.435192

0.9987
0.6866
0.6689

109.1583
34.36342
1.904461
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LOG(X2)
(LOG(X2))^2
LOG(X3)
(LOG(X3))^2

15.28103
-0.735977
-4.241618
0.298832

17.28451
0.795548
12.87095
0.953221

0.884088
-0.925120
-0.329550
0.313497

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
Durbin-Watson stat

0.066464
-0.263020
7.992139
1085.863
-79.79944
0.806372

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
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0.3890
0.3679
0.7458
0.7577
3.872426
7.111447
7.233287
7.576886
0.201721
0.971597

Clearly, the test statistic is 1.595128, x2 distribution list check availability x0.05 (26) = 38.9, as
1.595128 <38.9, and thus do not reject the null hypothesis, there is no recognized model
heteroscedasticity.

4 Optimize the Efficiency of Capital Allocation Recommendations
(1) Business investment rational, irrational investors try to avoid conflict. Meanwhile, the
Government should continue to improve management, enhance the well-profit industry support, and
promote its rapid growth.
(2) Investment in overheating alert.
(3) Strongly encourage capital flow between the various regions, breaking regional barriers, further
open up the regional financial market and encourage inter-regional flow of credit so that the efficiency
of capital allocation in all regions of convergence, to achieve maximum efficiency of capital allocation.
(4) Develop a higher level of large numbers of personnel to achieve personnel decentralization.

5 Conclusion
The central region is located in Hubei Province, inadequate sources of capital investment to drive
economic growth to become the bottleneck. The rise of the middle part, try to narrow the economic gap
between the eastern region to launch and maintain a high investment rate and investment rate of
advancement is to achieve a prerequisite for capital allocation.
Empirical research shows that the financial elements and factors of spontaneous investment capital
allocation efficiency of the industry there is no big difference, but the profit factor, government support
factors on capital allocation efficiency of the industry are quite different, indicating that the allocation of
capital of Hubei The main reason is the high efficiency of existing market mechanisms is difficult (lack
of market signals) performance based on industry profitability and make investment choices; lack of
cross-enterprise decision-making capacity for efficient investment; [2] government investment policy and
industrial policy in the leading the formation of the investment status of rigidity between the different
sectors affected the smooth flow of capital. Therefore, Hubei need for more flexible financial system
and financial policy should be to break trade barriers, encouraging capital flows between industries, so
that capital from the traditional labor-intensive or capital-intensive industries to a single factor-driven
high technology and human capital Reserve a wealth of industry flows, the industry’s balance of capital
allocation efficiency; need to create a number of dynamic industries and businesses, to encourage and
guide enterprises to take the road of independent innovation, focus on strengthening the technological
innovation and talent development, of investment-driven to innovation-driven transformation; the same
time, the Government should grasp the industrial development law of the macro, strategic guidance to
industry to accelerate the development of low power, low-emission economy; strictly limit the
high-energy, high water consumption, high pollution and waste of resources, industrial development.
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Figure 1
Listed in Hubei
Company Industry
Pesticides and
fertilizers
Commercial
department
Transportation
Chemical fiber
industry
Chemical industry
Plastic Products
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Iron and steel
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*ST boying
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Wuhan Steel shares
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*STxianglong
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STmaiya
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Taiji share Sanan guangdian
Santé suodao

Electronic
information

Wuhan fangu Liyuan information Yangtze Communications
*STjinglun Fiber Communications

Oil industry

Guochuang gaoxin

Instrumentation

Gaode hongwai

Power Equipment

Zhonghua yuandian

Road and Bridge

Chutian speed

Building materials

Ge zhouba

Electronic Devices

Apparel & Footwear
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Eastern Jin Yu
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Figure 2

2010 Listed Companies in Various Industries in Hubei Province Capital Allocation of the Relevant
Data on the Unit (million)
Current
Income Tax
Fixed assets
Industry
Net profit 2010
Liabilities
2010
2010
2010
Pesticides and fertilizers
59633.89
711832.74
15617.42
174214.219
Commercial department

62539.07

1078373.32

28304.3

148181.723

Transportation

4625.06

299114.43

916.09

272979.165

Chemical fiberindustry

336.58

46162.86

-937.31

27033.3996

40614.26

452768.08

8424.51

410091.96

Plastic Products

5520.75

209692.53

3564.54

46241.0334

Machinery industry

17291.69

147232.11

3872.85

123140.901

Iron and steel industry

226614.88

4103621.74

57975.07

5027512.75

Automotive
Environmental Protection
Industry

161119.72

2049500.83

33808.08

956662.398

20699.27

103480.55

3195.44

141.819409

Real Estate

88929.74

911736.49

27743.06

745.885664

Power industry

-597.2

1025727.36

17385.39

114631.841

Biopharmaceutical

40885.32

304381.96

11404.79

63908.283

Electronic Devices

20744.8

47773.43

3233.41

15797.4125

Hotel Tour

2975.73

28212.72

2418.21

289.814147

Electronic information

69430.82

527093.05

8130.2

101127.086

Power Equipment

4410.79

3566.63

653.94

950.508903

Road and Bridge

39985.1

133636.15

13218.47

244321.067

Building materials

137673.61

2339529.6

44655.09

100993.686

Apparel & Footwear

7303.3

279133.93

3075.55

9448.17948

DevelopmentZone

1758.64

134705.75

3096.68

46724.2183

Water and electricity supply

11095.34

44604.21

2831.6

36234.1152

Glass industry

14053.52

288893.03

1796.55

73444.4039

Animal husbandry and fishery

2301.63

263565.33

59.51

2046.55053

Cement industry

57257.91

511391.12

17131.62

72952.7009

Aircraft

16227.27

270804.56

4691.64

79877.4949

Chemical industry
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Study on the E-commerce Trust Based on Evolutionary Game
Mechanism ∗
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Abstract: The evolutionary game model of E-commerce trust is established according to the behavior
choice character of the online trader and supervisor. The replicator dynamic principle t is put forward
and corresponding evolutionary differential equation is established; we put forward the conception of
the evolution balance, requiring the evolutionary balance of the differential equation and condition and
make an annotation of the evolutionary game mechanism of E-commerce trust.
Keywords: E-commerce; Trust; Evolutionary Game

1 Introduction
With the development and mature of the 3W technology, the Internet brings an information age.
Especially in recent years, the E-commerce which based on the internet appears the exponential
increasing. For example, E-commerce (made up of U.S. companies generating related revenues
worldwide) is account for about 1/3 of the GNP in 1998 (Barua et al, 1999). Under the guidance of
E-commerce, the internet has become a new economy, the enterprises and consumers will obtain
tremendous benefits from it through the value-added chain, the digital and informational of all the
equipment (Barua et al, 2001).This innovative economic environment brings the challenge to us in
different forms, such as through the society, technology, psychology, politics and geography, etc.
Research, awareness and use this new environment will help us to develop new value and performance
(Keeney, 1999).
Actually, as a new business model, the potential value of E-commerce that the giant internet user
dimensions, the rapidly and convenience information transmit (Litan and Alice, 2001).However, the
characters of the impersonalization trader and the asymmetric information have become the major
obstacle of its healthy development and are also the major difficult problem of the establishment of
directly trust between the buyer and sellers. In fact, online dishonesty worries the trader all the time
since the emergence of the E-commerce. So, how to establish the E-commerce trust has become a key
factor of its continuing development. Different scholars respectively from the technology (Wang
gaoping, 1999) and trust agency (Wei mingxia, 2005) to study. But the behaviour choice of related
subject is determinant and direct factor of the E-commerce trust’s establishment. Therefore, this paper
through the visual angle of the online trader and supervisor behaviour selection and evolution, study the
evolutionary game mechanism formed by E-commerce trust.

2 The Establishment of the Evolutionary Game Model Formed by the
E-Commerce Trust
2.1 The base of the model establishment
2.1.1 The online trader and supervisor’s behavior choice and evolution characteristics
The behaviour model of the online trader (trustworthy or dishonesty) is variable and so does the
supervision strategy of the online supervisor; the level of the E-commerce trust on certain time is the
result of the online trader and supervisor’s behaviour selection. In reality, the character of the online
trader and supervisor’s behaviour selection are as follows:
First, bounded rationality. Many models require the participants are rational, but they are not
entirely rational in reality; owing to the virtual of the E-commerce exacerbate the information
asymmetry and the speculative factor of the online trader. Therefore, most of the online traders and
supervisors’ behaviour selection are bounded rationality in E-commerce.
Second, repeatability. The E-commerce action of the online trader and supervisor can’t finish in one
time. The former usually do many business with many partner in the virtual market, the latter need to
manage the online trader many times and long-term. Therefore, the two sides will continue to learn and
∗
National Natural Science Foundation of China (NO.70302006), and Henan Science Research Project
(NO.0611053700)
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adjust strategy so that make his total, long-term or expected revenue maximization.
Third, speculative that is the opportunism. It exists the opportunism behaviour besides the above
two characters between the online trader and supervisor in the process of the E-commerce. The online
trader can’t directly divide into trustworthy and dishonesty trader, they may take dishonesty or
trustworthy strategy in different time. So does the online supervisor, they may choose supervision and
no supervision behaviour. Therefore, the trustworthy and dishonesty strategy, supervision and no
supervision strategy will exist for a long time.
Fourth, group. Although the level of E-commerce trust is the result of individual behaviour choice
in microcosmic, but it displays the group behaviour in macrocosm. No matter the online trader or
supervisor all can divide into different group by some strategies, such as the trustworthy group and
dishonesty group, supervision group and no supervision group, the character of opportunism decide
the scale of the different group change all the time. The level of E-commerce trust depends on the group
structure of different active subject.
Combine with the above characters; the game between online trader and supervisor has the
character of the evolutionary game form the perspective of the game theory. So, we can apply with the
related theory of evolutionary game to explain the behaviour choice and evolutionary problems of the
online trader and supervisor group.
2.1.2 The explanation of the online trader and supervisor group evolution on the evolutionary game
As the evolutionary game theory requires the participants are bounded rationality, start from the
bounded rational individual and take the group as research object, we can learn that the behaviour of the
individual is not optimization, the decision-making of them is achieved by the individual imitate, learn
and mutation etc dynamic process(Joe Root, 2006).This theory basically from the point of “the survival
of the fittest” to look on the regulation process of the group behaviour, and adopt the group to individual
local dynamic method to analyse the participant’s decision-making behaviour, the result from these will
more exactly to describe the individual or group’s behaviour in the reality. Therefore, the evolutionary
game has stronger explanation on the behaviour selection and evolution of the online trader and
supervisor seen from the character of them.
According to the evolutionary game theory (Joe Root, 2006), the evolutionary process of the online
trader and supervisor’s evolutionary game include two possible behaviour evolution mechanisms which
are the selection mechanism and variation mechanism. The selection mechanism is the strategy that the
online trader and supervisor obtain higher income in the current period of the game, there will be more
selectors in the next period. The variation mechanism is the online trader and supervisor (the participant
of the game) use the random type (aimlessly) to choose the strategy. So the variation mechanism may
obtain higher or lower income. But the variation occurs rarely and the new variation can be survived
only through selection, test error and strategy which obtained higher income. Finally, the strategy which
mostly relatively survived group adopts is the so-called evolutionarily stable strategy (evolutionarily
stable strategy，ESS）in one certain period or evolutionary phase , (Joe Root, 2006). If most individuals
which accounts for big proportion choose the evolutionarily stable strategy, then the small variation
group are impossible invade into the group. In other words, the variation either change the strategy enter
into the ESS or withdraw from the system and disappear in the process of the evolution under the
pressure of natural selection. From the angle of online trader, if the trustworthy strategy is the ESS that
the most traders choose in E-commerce, then the online trader as the dishonesty variation will change
the strategy and choose the ESS (trustworthy) in the trading or withdraw from the system and disappear
in the process of the evolution, consequently form the E-commerce trust.
We can use the replicator dynamic model (replicator dynamic is the increase ratio of the person
number who use one strategy equal to the difference that the income and average pay when use this
strategy) to in-depth explanation (Taylor and Jonker,1978).This model can reveal the group behaviour
selection mechanism and evolution trend of the limited rational individual. According to the basic of the
model and consult the research thinking of the related scholar on the supervision (Liu Weiqi, superb,
2006; Wu Liansheng, Wang Yaping, 2003), establish the evolutionary game model formed by the
E-commerce trust.
2.2 The evolutionary game model formed by the E-commerce trust
2.2.1 The basic assumption of the model
The game circumstance is the parameter gather which is the opponents, information and market, etc,
may affect the result of the game when the participators do the game. The realistic economy
environment is complex, in order to convenient for analysis, now we combine with the basic of the
foundation model to make the following assumption on the evolutionary game circumstance formed by
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the E-commerce.
(1) The participants of the evolutionary game are online trader and online supervisor (government);
the game between them is a repeat dynamic game.
(2) The discovery probability of the government (that is supervision intensity, also the capture
probability) is p ( 0 ≤ p ≤ 1) . The trustworthy income of the online trader is Φ , the level of the online
trader’s dishonesty is f ( f ≥ 1) and dishonesty income is f Φ (it implies a assumption that the more
level of the dishonesty, the higher dishonesty income), meantime, it brings a loss that is
α f Φ ( 0 < α ≤ 1 ) on the society.
(3) If the dishonesty behaviour of the online trader is discovered, the Government punishment and
the level of the dishonesty appears direct ratio. That is β f 2 Φ ( β > 0) , the β is the punishment factor and
denotes the punishment intensity of the dishonesty trader. The μβ f 2Φ(0 < μ ≤ 1) is the net income of the
supervisor, μ is the transfer gene and denotes the proportion of the net income that transfer to the
government in the punishment. The supervision cost of the government is c ( c > 0 ) .
(4) Suppose the online trader’s discount gene is δ (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1) , the discount gene is the function of the
time preference of the trade and the time length, the more attention the online trader pay on the current
profit, the smaller the δ , the longer the time, the smaller the δ ; the discount gene of the government is
1.
(5) Suppose the above information is the common knowledge besides the dishonesty level of the
online trader and the supervision intensity of the government.
(6) As long as the government supervises the online traders, the dishonesty behaviours of them can
be discovered. But it is impossible to achieve it for the cost of the supervision and the restriction of other
uncertain factors; But it can be realized through add the supervision cost c infinitely.
(7) The avail of the online trader depends on the income they received; the avail of the government
is the summation of the social welfare besides the online trader.
(8) Seen from the virtual market, the online traders can divided into two types which are the
trustworthy strategy and dishonesty strategy, so does the online supervisors which have the supervision
and no supervision strategy.
2.2.2 The basic model of the online trader and supervisor’s evolutionary game
We can establish the evolutionary game’s basic model of the online trader and supervisor,
according to the basic of the establishment of the evolutionary game basic model formed by the
E-commerce trust (picture 1).
Combine with the basic assumption of the model, analyses and explains the game strategy of the
evolutionary game model and the expectation income of the online trader and supervisor. This is the
basic of the evolutionary game.
When the online trader is dishonest and the online supervisor is supervisory, suppose the online
trader and supervisors’ expectation income respectively are E t and E a , according to the above
analysis and assumption (2), (3), (4) and (7), there are:
E t = f Φ − β f 2 Φ Pδ

E a = −α f Φ + μβ f 2 Φ p − cp

（1）

（2）
When the online trader is dishonest and the online supervisor is no supervisory, according to the
above analysis and assumption (2), the expectation income of the two sides respectively are f Φ and
α f Φ.
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Online Trader and Supervisor of the Basic Model of the Evolutionary Game

When the online trader is trustworthy and the online supervisor is supervisory according to the
above analysis and assumptions (2) and (3), the both them expectation income respectively are Φ
and − c .
When the online trader is trustworthy and the online supervisor is no supervisory, according to the
analysis and assumptions (2), the expectation income of the two sides respectively are Φ and 0.
The core of the evolutionary game basic model of the online trader and supervisor is the replicator
dynamic principle which can be called the replicator dynamic principle formed by the E-commerce.
According to the replicator dynamic model (Taylor and Jonker, 1978),which is increase ratio of the
person who use one strategy(such as online trader who take trustworthy strategy) equal to the difference
between the obtained payment and average payment when use the strategy(trustworthy) in the process of
the evolution game of the online trader and supervisor. It essentially reveals the group behavior selection
mechanism and evolutionary trend of the bounded rationality online trader and supervisor.

3 Analysis of the Evolutionary Game Formed by the E-Commerce Trust
According to the basic model of the online trader and supervisors’ evolutionary game, we can
establish the gene replicator dynamic equation (for short the evolution differential equation formed by
the E-commerce trust) of the online traders group and supervisors group, analyse the evolution process
of the online traders group and supervisors group, further explain trustworthy behaviour and the
evolutionary game mechanism formed by the e-commerce trust.
3.1 The evolution differential equation formed by the E-commerce trust
3.1.1 The expectation avails of the different game group
Suppose A is the proportion number of the online supervisor who take the supervision strategy on
the online trader, the proportion who take no supervision strategy is (1-A), F is the proportion of online
trader who take dishonesty strategy, then (1-F) is the proportion who take trustworthy strategy.
Therefore, combine with the above evolutionary game model, the expectation avail of the two game
sides who take the supervision strategy and no supervision strategy and the average avail of the whole
online supervisors group are as follows:
The expectation avail of the person who takes supervision strategy is u a = FE a + (1 − F )( −c )
(3)
The expectation avail of the person who takes no supervision strategy is u − a = F ( −α fΦ )
The average avail of the whole online supervisor group is u a = Au a + (1 − A)u − a

(4)
(5)

So does the online trader:
(6)
The expectation avail of the person who takes dishonesty strategy is u ft = AE t + (1 − A) fΦ
The expectation avail of the person who takes trustworthy strategy is u ht = AΦ + (1 − A)Φ = Φ (7)
The average avail of the whole online trader group is u t = Fu ft + (1 − F )u ht
3.1.2 The evolution differential equation group formed by the E-commerce trust

(8)
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According to the replicator dynamic theory formed by the E-commerce trust and the expectation
avail of different game groups, we can establish the evolution differential equation formed by the
E-commerce trust .The essence of it is equation group which is constituted by the online supervisor
group and online trader group evolution differential equation.
1) The evolution differential equation of the online supervisor group
According to the replicator dynamic principle formed by the E-commerce trust and combine with
formula (3), (4), (5) ,we can establish the evolution differential equation of the online supervisor group
which is constituted by supervision strategy group and no supervision strategy group different equation.
The evolution differential equation of the group who take supervision strategy is
dA
(9)
= A (u a − u a )
dt
The evolution differential equation of the group who take no supervision strategy is
d (1 − A )
= (1 − A )( u − a − u a )
dt

(10)
The (9) and (10) formula respectively describe the evolution process of the online supervisor who
prepare to take supervision strategy and no supervision strategy, reveals the evolution power and
interpret the contain ideal of the evolutionary game basic model. In other words, if the result of the
supervision or no supervision strategy superior to the average level, then the proportion of the online
supervisor who take this strategy will be increase in the whole supervisors group. This reflects basic idea
of the evolutionary game (Christie, Daniel, 2005).
2) The evolution differential equation of the online trader group
According to the replicator dynamic principle formed by the E-commerce trust and combine with
formula（6）,（7）,（8）,we can establish the evolution differential equation of the online trader group
which is constituted by the dishonesty strategy group and trustworthy strategy group evolution
differential equation.
The evolution differential equation of the group who take dishonesty strategy is
dF
= F ( u ft − u t )
dt

(11)
The evolution differential equation of the group who take the trustworthy strategy is
d (1 − F )
= (1 − F )( u ht − u t )
dt
(12)
The formula (11) and (12) respectively describe the evolution process of the online trader group
who prepare to take dishonesty strategy and trustworthy strategy, reveals the evolution power and
interpret the contain idea of the evolutionary game basic model. In other words, if the result of the
dishonesty or trustworthy strategy superior to the average level, then the proportion of the online trader
who take this strategy will be increase in the whole traders group. This reflects basic idea of the
evolutionary game (Christie, Daniel, 2005).
3) The evolution differential equation of the E-commerce trust
When analyse the behaviour evolvement of the online supervisor group, the essential of the
formula (9) and (10) are equivalent and when analyse the behaviour evolvement of the online trader
group, the essential of the formula (11) and (12) are also equivalent. So the evolution differential
equation formed by the E-commerce trust are constituted by the online supervisor group evolution
differential equation (9) or (10) and online trader group evolution differential equation (11) and (12), it
can be expressed as follows:
⎧ dA
(1 3 )
⎪⎪ d t = A ( u a − u a )
⎨
⎪ d F = F (u − u )
(1 4 )
ft
f
⎪⎩ d t
Put the relevant variables of the formula (11) and (12) into the formula (13) and (14), we can have
the final expression of the evolution differential equation formed by the E-commerce trust after simplify
it.
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⎧
⎪⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪⎩

dA
= A (1 − A ) ( F μ β f 2 Φ p − F c p + F c − c )
dt
dF
= F (1 − F ) ( − A β f 2 Φ p δ + f Φ − Φ )
dt
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(1 5 )
(1 6 )

The formula (15) can be called the basic expression of the evolution differential equation of the
online supervisor group. The formula (16) can be called the basic expression of the evolution differential
equation of the online supervisor group.
3.2 Analysis of the evolutionary game process formed by the E-commerce trust
3.2.1 The evolutionary equilibrium of the game model formed by the E-commerce trust
Then according to the evolutionary differential equation formed by the E-commerce trust, analyse
the conditions of the ESS which formed by the different game group through evolutionary game (Joe
Root, 2006) and further interpret the condition of the E-commerce establishment. The ESS actually is a
game balance and this research can be called the evolutionary equilibrium of the game model formed by
the E-commerce trust. (For short the evolutionary game)
Definition 1 Evolutionary equilibrium is the state which the proportion of different group in the
participant of the E-commerce game remain unchanged.
Definition 2 Bilateral evolutionary equilibrium is the state which the proportion of the different
group in the online trader group and online supervisor group remain unchanged. It is obvious that and
there is:
⎧ dA
2
⎪⎪ d t = A (1 − A )( F μ β f Φ p − F c p + F c − c ) = 0
⎨
⎪ d F = F (1 − F )( − A β f 2 Φ p δ + f Φ − Φ ) = 0
⎪⎩ d t

(1 7 )
(1 8 )

Definition 3 Unilateral evolutionary equilibrium is the state which the proportion of the different
group in the online trader group and online supervisor group remain unchanged. Obviously, the formula
(17) is the unilateral evolutionary equilibrium of the online supervisor group and the formula (18) is the
unilateral evolutionary equilibrium of the online trader group.
Now spread the analysis according to this and explain the process of the evolutionary game formed
by the E-commerce trust and the required condition of the evolution balance.
3.2.2 Analysis of the evolution differential equation based on the online supervisor
When the proportion of the different online supervisor group keeps the stable state, the behaviour
of the online supervisor group evolve into unilateral evolutionary equilibrium. From the formula (17),
we can learn that:
c
(19)
F =
2
( βμ f Φ p − cp + c )
Or
c
A=0
（F ≠
）
(20)
( βμ f 2 Φ p − cp + c )
Or
A =1
c
（F ≠
）
(21)
( βμ f 2 Φ p − cp + c )

The formula (19) means that all the value of A is stable state; the practical meaning is that there is
no difference between the online supervisor who take the supervision and no supervision strategy when
c
. (As the picture 2
the proportion of the group who take the dishonesty strategy is
( βμ f 2 Φ p − cp + c )
black lines shown)
The formula (20) and (21) indicate that only A = 0 (means there is no online supervisor takes the
supervision strategy) or A = 1 (means all the online supervisor take no supervision strategy) is the two
stable state of A .But the required condition of the two stable condition( the structure of the online
supervisor group that the value range of F ) is different.
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F
1

c
( βμ f 2 Φ p − cp + c )

f −1
β f 2 pδ

A
1

Figure 2 Online Trader and Supervisor of the Evolutionary Game Dynamic Analysis

By the formula (13), if F <

c
, then dA = A ( u − u ) < 0 . The expectation
a
a
dt
( β μ f 2 Φ p − cp + c )

income of the online supervisor who takes the supervision strategy is less than the average income of the
whole groups. In general conditions, there is no online supervisor choose the supervision strategy.
Therefore, only A=0 the stable condition is the ESS (achieve the unilateral evolution stable) of the
online supervisor group. Seen from the genetic mechanism of the evolution game and variation
mechanism and in the stable state that A=1,once occurs variation (the online supervisor take the no
supervision strategy),the other online supervisor will through dynamic study and take the no supervision
strategy one by one (because they can get the higher income),actually A=1 is not stable in this
circumstance ;when in the A=0 stable state, once occur variation (online supervisor take supervision
strategy),the other supervisor will through dynamic study and don’t take the supervision
strategy(because they can’t obtain higher income),that is to say, A=0 the stable state have stronger
robustness and can resist the invasion of the variation person, meantime, it can be achieved in the
dynamic strategy adjustment.
c
, A=0 is an ESS (unilateral evolution balance) of the
Therefore, when F <
( βμ f 2 Φ p − cp + c )
online supervisor (as the picture 2 dotted dashed shown).The economy meaning is no online supervisor
take the supervision strategy when the proportion of the dishonesty below

c
in
( βμ f Φ p − cp + c )
2

the online trader group.
Similarly, if F >

c
, A=1 is an ESS (as the picture 2 square dots dashed shown),
( βμ f 2 Φ p − cp + c )

the economy meaning is the entire online supervisors will take supervision strategy when the proportion
of the dishonesty group higher

c
in the online trader group.
( βμ f 2 Φ p − cp + c )

As the above, the boundary point of A=0 and A=1 two evolution stable strategy is
c
, we can learn from that the more net income the online supervisor obtain
F =
2
( βμ f Φ p − cp + c )

(the greater punishment gene, the more transfer gene, the greater dishonesty level of the online trader,
the more trustworthy income of the online trader),the smaller cost of the online supervisor, the smaller
boundary point, the smaller proportion of the online traders who take dishonesty strategy, the greater
supervision power of the online supervisor. It is not difficult to understand about the effect from the
practice of E-commerce, such as the greater dishonesty of the online trader, the online supervisor will be
naturally increase the intensity of supervision; the smaller supervision cost of the online supervisor that
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means the cost of the online supervisor paid is small and will be naturally increase the intensify of
supervision.
3.2.3 The analysis of evolution differential equation based on the online trader
The behaviour of the online trader group wills evolvement into unilateralism evolution balance
when the proportions of the different groups retain the stable state. From the formula (18), we can learn
that:
f −1
(22)
A =
βf

F = 0

2

pδ

f −1 ）
(23)
β f 2 pδ
Or
（A ≠ f −1 ）
(24)
F =1
β f 2 pδ
The formula (22) means that all the value of F is the stable state; the practice meaning is that there

Or

（A ≠

is no difference between the online trader who take the dishonesty strategy and trustworthy strategy
when the proportion who takes the supervision strategy is f − 1 . (As the picture 3 black lines shown)
β f 2 pδ

F
1

c
( βμ f Φ p − cp + c )
2

0

f −1
2
pδ

1

βf

A

Figure 3 Online Trader and Supervisor of the Evolutionary Game Dynamic Analysis

The formula (23) and (24) shown that only F = 0 (means no online trader choose dishonesty
strategy and can establish a high level E-commerce trust) or F = 1 (means all the online bargainers
choose dishonesty strategy and can establish a lower level E-commerce trust) is the two stable state
of F .But the required condition of the two stable state (the group structure of the online supervisor
group that the value range of A ) is different.
f − 1 , then dF
= F ( u − u ) < 0 . The expectation income of the
By the formula (14), if A >
βf

2

pδ

dt

ft

t

online trader group who take the dishonesty strategy is lower than the average income of the total group.
In normal circumstances, there is no online trader who choose the dishonesty strategy, so the stable state
that F=0 is an ESS of the online trader (achieve unilateralism evolution balance).Seen from the genetic
mechanisms and variation mechanisms of the evolutionary game, in the F = 1 stable state once occurs
variation (online bargainers take trustworthy strategy),other online trader will through dynamic study
and take the trustworthy strategy one by one (because they can obtain the high income),the F = 1 is
not stable in this circumstances. While when in the F = 0 stable state, once occur aberrance (online
trader take dishonesty strategy), other online trader through dynamic study and don’t take the dishonesty
strategy one by one (because they can’t obtain the higher income), that is to say, the F = 0 stable
state have robustness and can resist the invasion of the variation person, meantime, it can be achieved in
the dynamic strategy adjustment.
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Therefore, when A >

f −1 ,F = 0
2
pδ

βf

is an ESS of the online trader (unilateral evolution

balance)(as the picture 3 dot dashed shown).The economy meaning is the behaviour of the online trader
evolve into trustworthy when the proportion of the online supervisor group who take the supervision
strategy is higher than f − 1 , then form a high level E-commerce trust.
βf

Similarly, if

2

pδ

f − 1
A <
βf 2 pδ

, F = 1 is an ESS (as the figure 3 square dots dashed shown).The

economy meaning is the behaviour of the online trader evolve into dishonesty when the proportion of
the online supervisor group who take the supervision strategy is lower than

f −1

β f 2 pδ

, then form a high

level E-commerce trust risk.
As the above, the boundary point of the two evolution stable strategy that F=0 and F=1 is
A =

f −1

β f 2 pδ

.We seen from that the more punishment and supervision intensity of the online supervisor,

the bigger the discount gene of the online trader, the smaller the boundary point, the smaller the
proportion of the online supervisor who take the supervision strategy, the lower dishonesty power of the
online trader. It is easy to understand the relation from the practical of E-commerce, such as the more
punishment and supervision intensity of the online supervisor, the online trader will be naturally
dishonesty.The bigger discount gene of the online trader and means the online trader more attention the
current profit, and it will be actually take dishonesty strategy.
3.2.4 The dynamic analysis of the online trader and supervisors’ evolutionary game
Based on the analysis of the evolution differential equation based on the online trader group and
online supervisor group, we can spread the dynamic analysis of the evolutionary game on the online
trader and supervisor, that is to say, the relationship of evolutionary game (replicator dynamic) which
based on the proportion change of the above two types can be displayed in the two dimensions plane
with two proportions as coordinate. (As the picture 4 shown)
From the picyure4,we can learn that the third strategy combination is an ideal combination and also
the result which we want to, that is to say, the online trader tend to trustworthy, and the online supervisor
tend to no supervision; The E-commerce trust is established naturally. However, it is not stable
formulated under the inaction supervision in this circumstance. Seen from the angle of biological
evolution search stable point, there is no one ESS composed by the two sides. Actually, the rational
online trader tend to choose dishonesty strategy when the online trader trend to choose trustworthy
strategy and the online supervisor tend to choose the no supervision strategy; therefore, it is difficult to
find the third strategy combination in practice.
F

1

Trend supervise

Figure 4

f −1
β f 2 pδ

Trend no
supervision

Trend dishonesty

0

Trend dishonesty

Trend no
supervision

Trend trustworthy

Trend dishonesty

c
( βμ f 2 Φ p − cp + c )

Trend supervise

A
1

Online trader and supervisor of the evolutionary game dynamic analysis
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In the constrain of the game scene , it is necessary for formulating E-commerce trust well to make
the evolutionary game of the two sides develop tended to excellent balance as F=0. From the picture
4,we can learn that the third strategy combination is a more realistic. It requires that the online
supervisor must strengthen supervision which accord with realism development of the current
E-commerce. In addition, if want to achieve this effect, we can improve the trustworthy income of the
online trader and the level punishment of the online supervisor, etc.

4 Conclusion
This research through the study on the evolutionary game mechanism formed by the E-commerce
trust reveals that the establishment of the E-commerce trust is the result of the game between the online
trader and supervisor. The game of the two sides is a typical evolutionary game and through dynamic
study, genetic, variation and selection mechanism happen correspond behaviour evolvement base on the
income of variety strategies; The core mechanism of the behaviour evolutionary game is the replicator
dynamic of the online trader and supervisor. The replicator dynamic of the two sides can be express by
evolution differential equation which can form the ESS and achieve evolution balance when it reach
zero.
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Income Elasticity of Calorie Intake in United States
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Abstract: Many food programs, like Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, are concerned about
low-income households. To evaluate the effects of such programs, one needs demand elasticity estimates
pertinent to households of different income levels. Parametric, nonparametric and semiparametric
estimations are used to estimate the income elasticity of calorie intake from household survey data in
this paper. Results indicate that income elasticity of calorie intake is low in United States. However, the
poor group has higher calorie elasticity than the rich people. The estimation results are useful in
evaluating some food policy and program effects related to households of a specific income level.
Key words: Income elasticity; Calorie intake; Nonparametric estimation; Semiparametric estimation

1 Introduction
Inadequate nutrition is perhaps one of the most pressing problems facing the poor, both in
developing and developed countries. Malnutrition would lower productivity and increase the risk of
disease, conspiring to help the poor stay poor and then inducing more problems. The effect of income
growth on nutrient intake has been a subject of controversy in the development economics literature.
Two groups of empirical literatures emerge from the debate, one of which asserts that policies with
increase the income of the poor have beneficial effects on nutrition, the income elasticity of nutrition
intake is far from zero, suggesting that an increase in income will reduce malnutrition in the developing
world (Strauss and Thomas, 1990; Ravallion, 1990; Subramanian and Deaton, 1996). The other group
suggests that increases in income will not result in substantial improvements in nutrient intakes, the
income elasticity of nutrition intake is close to zero (Behrman and Deolalikar, 1987). Although the poor
may increase their food expenditures as incomes rise, this extra spending goes on food attributes other
than nutrients, for example, taste, appearance, variety, or status, which are not necessarily positively
correlated with nutritive value. These divergent opinions call for more empirical research to analyze the
income-nutrient relationship and provide plausible results for appropriate policy responses.
Calorie intake, which is one of the most important factors from the policy maker’s viewpoint, has
been found to have a strong linkage with both human health and productivity (Babatunde, Adejobi &
Fakayode, 2010). On one hand, human body needs calorie energy to maintain the natural body
metabolism and good health. On the other hand, from the policy maker’s point of view, calorie intake is
the foremost concern when making some beneficial schemes for the poor. As a result, in this paper we
choose calorie intake as our research object.
Nearly all the literatures study the income-nutrient relationship in the case of developing countries,
such as India, Indonesia and Philippines. However, the malnutrition problem faced by poor people does
exist in developed countries, even in United States. As indicated by the data from Current Population
Survey (CPS), 2010 Annual Social and Economic (ASEC) Supplement, the official poverty rate in 2009
was 14.3 percent, the number of people in poverty, 43.6 million, is the largest number in the 51 years for
which poverty estimates have been published. National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES) conducted in the United States collects detailed information on the quantity of various
nutrients and on the demographic characteristics of households. Estimating demand relationships from
household survey data from United States in order to obtain elasticities distinguished by household
characteristics is of interest.
This paper tries to estimate the income elasticities of calorie intake, and see whether the results are
robust to different estimation tools. The next section of this paper introduces two widely used methods
of deriving income elasticities of nutrient intake. After describing the data, income elasticity of calorie
intake is estimated using parametric, nonparametric and semiparametric methods. The main findings are
then presented and the last section offers some conclusions.

2 Conceptual Framework
2.1 Methodology
There are two widely used ways to derive the income elasticities of demand for nutrition, one is
called indirect method and the other is direct method. Indirect calculation is based on weighted averages
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of income elasticities for broad food groups. Suppose a household consumes M kinds of foods with a
predetermined total income I, the demand for j th food quantity q j can be expressed as a function of
the vector of food prices and the total income.
q j = q j ( P, I ; β )
(1)
where P is a vector of food prices, I is the predetermined total income, and β is a parameter vector. Let

αi, j

be the quantity of the i th nutrient obtained from a unit of the the j th food. The total quantity
of that nutrient, N i , obtained from various foods can be expressed as sum of the nutrient from all kinds
of food.
M
(2)
N =
α ⋅q ( P , I ; β )
i

Then the income elasticity of

∑

j =1

i, j

j

i th nutrient can be expressed as:
M
∂Ni I
∂q
I
⋅
= ∑ αi, j ⋅ i ⋅
∂I Ni j =1
∂I ∑ j α i , j ⋅ q j

(3)

Ni = Ni ( I ;α , β )
(4)
This approach provides policy guidance to improve nutrient intake. However, the income elasticity
of calorie intake is always overstated by indirect calculation. This indirect method is a convenient
empirical strategy but it assumes no substitution from lower-priced calories to higher-priced calories
within each food group, inducing the overestimation of calorie elasticity. To avoid the potential bias due
to above-mentioned fixed conversions, in this paper, we estimate the income elasticity of calorie intake
directly.
2.2 Data Sources
The empirical work in this paper uses data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey, which is a program of studies designed to assess the health and nutritional status of adults and
children in the United States. The survey is unique in that it combines interviews and physical
examinations. This program began in the early 1960s and has been conducted as a series of surveys
focusing on different population groups or health topics. The survey examines a nationally
representative sample of about 5,000 persons each year, each participant represents approximately
50,000 other U.S. residents. These persons, from a broad range of age groups and racial/ethnic
backgrounds, are located in counties across the country, 15 of which are visited each year.
NHANES interview different households each year, we can not consider the data collected in
different years as a panel. So, we choose the latest available survey, carried out in 2007-2008. 9762
households were considered respondents to the MEC examination and data collection. However, 9255 of
the MEC respondents provided complete dietary intakes for Day 1. Furthermore, of those providing the
Day 1 data, 7838 provided complete dietary intakes for Day 2. Here, we use only Day 1 data, since
considering Day 2 data will reduce the sample by a large amount. Even though, the available sample is
smaller, because of households with missing income information and other demographic information.
After deleting the households with incomplete information, a sample of 8337 households was left.

3 Empirical Work
3.1 Parametric estimation
We start from an oversimplified model with the traditional functional form using parametric
method. For our oversimplified model, we might specify the following statistical model:
Kcali = α 0 + α1 Incomei + Z i β + ε i
(5)
where Kcali and Incomei are the logarithm of calorie intakes and that of annual income for the i th
household, respectively. α 0 is the yet unknown value of the intercept, α1 is the yet unknown value of
the coefficient on Income. Zi is a 1× p vector of explanatory variables,
regression coefficients, and

εi

β is a p ×1 vector of

is the i th error term. All the variables involved are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1

Name
Kcal
Income
riagendr
ridageyr
ridreth1
dmdcitzn
dmdhhsiz
dmdhrgnd
dmdhrage
dmdhrbr2
dmdhredu
dmdhrmar

Variable List
Label
Natural Logarithm of One-day Calorie Intake
Natural Logarithm of Annual Household Income
Gender
Age at Screening Adjudicated
Race/Ethnicity
Citizenship Status
Total number of people in the Household
HH Ref Person Gender
HH Ref Person Age
HH Ref Person Country of Birth
HH Ref Person Education Level
HH Ref Person Martial Status

Regression results are listed in Table 2. Controlling just for three demographic variables involving
the respondent in regression (1) gives income elasticity of calorie intake of 0.0838. When citizenship
and household size are included, regression (2) gives elasticity of 0.0876. The results in regression (3)
are generated by a model that adds further covariates for characteristics of household reference. The
added variables lower the estimated elasticity slightly to 0.0803. Most of the explanatory variables are
statistically significant. Race of the respondent does not influence calorie intake in all the three
regressions. Results from parametric estimation indicate that increase in income does promote the
households’ calorie intake, but the elasticity is less than 10 percent.
Table 2 OLS Estimates of Calorie Intake Regressions
regression (1)
regression (2)
regression (3)

V ariables

β

Income
riagendr
ridageyr
ridreth1
dmdcitzn
dmdhhsiz
dmdhrgnd
dmdhrage
dmdhrbr2
dmdhredu
dmdhrmar
cons
Number of obs

0.0837785***
-.2282059***
0.0013129***
0.0042897

R2

p> t
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.358

β

p> t

0.0875778***
-.2276252***
0.0010286***
0.0063254
0.0519491***
-.0072052*

0.000
8337
0.0701

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.199
0.003
0.054

0.000
8337
0.0714

β
0.0803295***
-.2288209***
0.0038690***
0.0035657
0.0505128***
-.0013443
0.0062573
-.0055648***
-.0215890***
0.0127508***
0.0027800**
7.6864640***
8337
0.0917

p> t
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.474
0.006
0.725
0.569
0.000
0.000
0.006
0.026
0.000

∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ indicate statistically significant at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively

3.2 Nonparametric Estimation
Parametric methods have great difficulties in capturing the information regarding the impact of
income changes on the calorie elasticity, the relationship between calorie intake and income may be
characterized by non-linearity (Gibson & Rozelle, 2000). Nonparametric regression, which allows the
functional form of a fit to data itself, is an appropriate tool to study the relationship between calorie
intake and income since it does not make any guidance or constraints about the functional form. It
provides a powerful set of tools that can be extremely useful for data analysis when there is little a priori
knowledge of the shape of the function to be estimated, especially when that shape may vary over the
distribution of the covariates. One of two types of nonparametric techniques is kernel estimation, which
specifies y=m(x)+e, where m(x) is the conditional expectation of y with no parametric form whatsoever,
E(y|x), and the density of the error e is completely unspecified. The N observations yi and xi are
used to estimate a joint density function for y and x. The density at a point ( y0 , x0 ) is estimated by
seeing what proportion of the N observations are "close to" ( y0 , x0 ). Both of kcal and income are in
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logarithmic form, so gradients in the model give us one elasticity for each observation. The minimum,
maximum and mean of the elasticities are listed in Table 3.
Table 3

Annual household income
Income elasticity

Nonparametric Estimation

Under 20,000
0.1248484

100,000 and over
0.08330732

Number of obs
8337

Results from nonparametric estimation show the bivariate relationship between calorie intake and
income, excluding the effects of some relevant variables. For some households, the income elasticities
are negative, but close to zero. Minimum of them is -0.0095. Some households have relatively high
elasticities, the highest of which is greater than 0.17. The income elasticity of calorie intake is
approximately 0.1248 for households whose annual income is under 20000 dollars and 0.0833 for those
whose annual income is 100000 dollars and over. It reflects the fact that poorer people have higher
calorie elasticities.
3.3 Semiparametric estimation
The semiparametric regression, based on the model described by Robinson (1988), includes
regression models that combine parametric and nonparametric models.
E (ε i Zi , Incomei ) = 0
Kcali = Z i β + f ( Incomei ) + ε i
i=1,2,…,n
(6)
Equation (6) can be rewritten as:

Kcali − E ( Kcali Incomei ) = ( Zi − E ( Zi Incomei )) β + ε i

(7)

then the unknown functional form f ( Incomei ) can be estimated in the next three steps. Firstly, the
conditional means, E ( Kcali Incomei ) and E ( Z i Incomei ) , can be estimated using nonparametric
estimation technique. Secondly, these estimates are substituted in place of the unknown functions in
equation (7) and ordinary least squares is used to estimate the unknown parameters β . We denote these
estimates by β * . The third step is to insert

β*

into equation (6) so that f ( Incomei ) can be

estimated by a nonparametric regression of Kcali − Z i β * on Incomei . This final nonparametric
regression reveals the relationship between calorie intake and household income, taking account of
relevant covariates that entered via the parametric part of the procedure. R code for the semiparametric
estimation.
Table 4

Semiparametric estimation

Covariates
riagendr, ridageyr, ridreth1
riagendr, ridageyr,ridreth1,
dmdcitzn,dmdhhsiz
riagendr, ridageyr,ridreth1,dmdcitzn,
dmdhhsiz,dmdhrgnd,dmdhrage,dmdhrbr2,dmdhredu,dmdhrmar

0.1166782

100,000 and
over
0.07362422

Number
of obs
8337

0.1171198

0.07411434

8337

0.0878149

0.06563827

8337

Under 20,000

Semiparametric estimation also returns one elasticity for each observation. Table 4 contains the
results from regressing calorie intake on income plus various sets of covariates. Controlling just for
gender, age and race of the respondent in row (2) gives elasticities of calorie with respect to income of
0.1167 for households whose annual income is under 20000 dollars and 0.0736 for those with 100000
dollars and higher income. When citizenship and household size are added into the model, it gives
0.1171 and 0.0741 for the two income groups. The results in row (3) are generated by a semiparametric
model that adds further covariates for characteristics of the household reference. The added variables
lower the estimated coefficients slightly to 0.0878 and 0.0656, respectively. These results indicate that
income elasticity of calorie intake is higher for the poor group and lower for the rich group.

4 Conclusion
We estimate the income elasticity of calorie intake using parametric, nonparametric and
semiparametric methods. The unconditional calorie elasticity is approximately 0.08 for the households
interviewed. Using parametric and semiparametric approaches to control for a wide range of other
influences of calorie consumption does not heavily influence the size of the elasticity. In general, the
income elasticity of calorie intake is low for both poor people and rich people in United States. Results
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reveal that increases in income does increase the households’ calorie intake, but will not result in
substantial improvement in calorie intake. But an obvious evidence is revealed that poor people have
higher income elasticity of calorie intake than the rich. The estimation results are useful in evaluating
some food policy and program effects related to households of a specific income level.
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Abstract: Since reform and opening up, as an important factor of economic growth, trade has promoted
the development of China's economy sharply, at the same time, it brought about the destruction of the
ecological environment which is the focus of academic debate. There is still not any definite conclusion
about the impact of trade on the environment. In this paper, by establishing a measurement model, we
calculate the environmental effects of trade from scale, technology and structure three aspects,
conclusion shows that the structure effect and technology effect of liberalization of trade will improve
the level of China's environment, but the scale effect of trade while promoting economic expansion will
cause environmental damage.
Key words: Foreign trade; Environmental effects; Scale effect; Technology effect; Structural effect
Since the reform and opening up, China creates an economic growth miracle, but meanwhile,
China faces the increasingly serious environmental problems. Water pollution, air pollution and other
environmental problems bring with industrialization becoming the bottleneck of social and economic
development. And as tradition and FDI promoting economic development, whether they generating and
increasing environment pollution has become the focus of academic debate. Environmentalists criticized
that, China's export trade and absorbed FDI mostly in pollution-intensive industries, behind China’s
foreign trade volume increased, there is environmental costs which China borne for trading partners. But
trade supporters consider that, trade can promote improvement of environment in long term. Evaluate
trade environmental effects can not only simple examine the utility of trade volume growth on
environment, it is essential to examine environmental effects of trade comprehensively from multiple
perspective as size, technology and structure.

1 Introduction
Since 1970s, environment problem increasingly get attention, there is a lot of foreign literature
studies the relationship between international trade and environment. Research focuses on
environmental policies effect on export trade. There are specific research on environmental polices on
trade method, trade term, and international competitiveness; since 90s of the 20 century, scope of study
is wider, including trade liberalization effect on environment, north-south trade effect on environment,
trade scale, the trade structure, trade methods effect on environment, trade policy and environmental
policy coordination problems, economic methods which solve global environment problem, and
“free-rider” problem in global environmental governance.
On the impact of trade liberalization on the environment, in current academia two diametrically
opposed to point of view have been formed: environmentalists consider trade liberalization directly lead
to the deterioration of the environment, especially in developing countries whose environment policy is
loose. On this view is Chilchilnisky (1994), Daly (1993). On the other side, free trade supporters
consider that, even though free trade can bring certain environmental damage, but they consider the
reason why environmental damage occur mainly is market failure, so should not improve environment
through restrict trade. They also consider trade can generate pollution in certain degree in short term, but
only when tradition develop to certain stage, trade liberalization effect on the improvement of the
environment (rational use of resources, specialization, technology improvement) will bigger than
pollution effect of trade Bhagwati (1993), Grossman and Krueger (1991, 1993), Anderson and
Blackhurst (1992) hold that view.
In empirical study, mainly focus on validate the following three problems: first is whether trade
leads developing countries to become pollution paradise. Low and Yeats (1992), Lucas and Wheeler
(1992), Hettige (1992), Beghin and Potier (1997), WDean (2004), Busse (2004), Feng Helen Liang
(2005); second is trade and pollution whether in “pour u-shaped curve” relationship, Such as Grossman
and Krueger (1991), Bhagwati (1993), Grossman and Krueger (1991, 1993, 1995), Lopez (1994),
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Stern(1996). Third is whether countries compete to reduce environment standard in order to protect the
national product, such as Easy and Geradin (1997), Dua and Esty (1997), Ropker(1994). Whatever
which kind of hypothesis, have not been got consistency point of view in academia. Haisheng Mei (2005)
use China’s panel data and conclude that trade will deteriorate the environment. Xi Du and ling Liu
(2006) consider trade has small effect on environment. Hongyan Guo and Liyan Han (2008) consider
environmental Kuznets hypothesis is not established in China. Shunwu Huang and Yanxin Shi (2010)
consider trade can make developed countries environment improve but increase developing countries,
especially emerging countries environmental pollution.
The analysis Grossman and Krueger (1991) do when they analysis the effect of the signing of
NAFTA on environment, initiate Trade-Environment General Equilibrium Analysis. Grossman and
Krueger consider that the impact of trade liberalization on environment can be divided into three aspects:
scale effects, composition effects and technological effects. Antweiler, Copeland and Taylor (2001) build
a specific model to subdivide the three effects. Ru Jie (2006) considers foreign trade is motive
mechanism of technology progressing and industrial upgrading. Yijun Yuan and Kun Dong (2008) think
trade can bring structure optimization, and one of structure optimization demand is control pollution in a
reasonable level. Shuijun Peng and Anping Liu (2010) consider the comprehensive effect of China’s
foreign trade on environment is negative, and since China participate in WTO in 2002, export expand
rapidly, make the export structure optimization can’t catch up with import structure adjustment, the
proportion of pollution-intensive products increase in export, the price of trade surplus is pollution
surplus. Lianzhong Zhang and Tan Zhu (2003), Tian Lan(2004) use national cross-section data or panel
data and get conclusion: scale effects pollute environment, but technological effects and composition
effects improve environment. Beidi Yu (2008) get further conclusion: negative scale effects in trade is
over positive composition effects and technological effects, then trade increase environment pollution.
Besides, some scholars add energy into model, consider that pollution emission and the type of energy
used are in a great relationship, they further decompose technological effects into intensity of energy use
and intensity of energy use per unit of output. Such as Hongmin Cheng(2009) further decompose
technological effects into technological effect of energy utilization and technological effect of
intermediate input. Empirical shows that, from 1992 to2002, export increase causes implied energy
export increase, but in 1992 to 1997, technological effects promote implied energy export increase, it is
contrary in 1997 to 2002, technological effects may reduce implied energy export, need to be guided.
Kun Luo (2010) consider that scale effects and composition effects of China’s import and export of
pollution-intensive products are negative, but because of technological effects is positive, so net effects
can be positive. Because distortion exists in factor price, make composition effects negative, and restrict
the positive effect of technological effects.

2 Model
We make use of the model founded by Werner Antweiler, Brian R. Copeland and M. Scott
Taylor(2001)1.
Assumption 1: We assume that homeland is a small open countries, with population N, and two
primary factors, that labor L and capital K. Homeland and the world both have two industries, cleaning
industry x1 and pollution-intensive industry x 2 , cleaning industry doesn’t pollute and
pollution-intensive industry generates pollution as a by-product. Homeland exports pollution-intensive
products.
Assumption 2: the production technology for x1 and x 2 can be described by unit cost functions
c1 ( w, r ) and c 2 ( w, r ) , where w and r denote salary and Interest rates.
Assumption 3: We assume constant returns to scale, standard zero profit and full employment.
Let x1 be the numeraire, and denote the relative price of x 2 by p . Since existing trade
barriers, domestic prices will not be identical to world prices, we write p =
measures the importance of trade frictions and p

1

w

βp w .

Where

is the common world relative price. The more

Read Werner Antweiler, Brian R. Copeland, M. Scott Taylor. Is Free Trade Good for the Environment [J], The
American Economic Review, Vol.91, No.4, pp. 877-908.

β
β
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close to 1, the more homeland open. It means there is no trade barriers, while
Denote pollution emissions by
abatement technology.
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β =1.

z , Pollution is generated by x 2 production. Firms have access to an
z = e(θ ) x 2

(1)

Where e(θ ) is emissions per unit of x2 produced and is decreasing in

e′(θ ) < 0 , e′′(θ ) > 0 . If a firm allocates x 2 a

per unit x2 to abatement, then

θ

, we assume

θ = x2a x2

The government uses pollution emission taxes to reduce pollution. Given the pollution tax
profits of pollution-intensive industry can be denote as:

π 2 = p N x 2 − wL2 − rK 2

.
t

, the
(2)

And net producer price for gross output is:

p N = p (1 − θ ) − te(θ )

(3)

Because of constant returns, the first order condition for the choice of implies:

p = −te' (θ )

Hence

θ = θ (t / p) ,and

(4)

then emissions per unit output is:

e = e(t / p )

(5)

The standard zero profit and full employment conditions can be denoted as:

1 = c1 ( w, r ) = c1L w + c1K r , p N = c 2 ( w, r ) = c 2L w + c 2K r

(6)

K = c1K x1 + c 2K x 2 , L = c L x + c L x
(7)
1 1
2 2
j
Where ci is the quantity of factor j needed for producing per unit output of x i , i ＝1,2, j ＝
K ,L.
We write the indirect utility function of a consumer as:

2

G /N
) − δz
ρ ( p)
G/N
Where G is national income, ρ ( p ) is a price index, so I =
is real per capita income,
ρ ( p)
v ( I , z ) = U ( I ) − δz = U (

and U is increasing and concave. Overall national income is private sector revenue plus rebated taxes,
so, G = R ( p , K , L) + tz , while private sector revenue is R ( p , K , L) , t is pollution tax rate.
We assume the government chooses a pollution tax to maximize the sum utility of every computer,
for we assume that all consumers have the same utility function, the government just need to maximize
the utility of every computer. It solves
N

N

max N * v = N * (max v)
t

t

The first order condition yields

U ′( I )

dI
dz
−δ
=0
dt
dt

(8)

Then we have:

dI
1
dR dp N
dz
t
dz
( N *
=
+ z+t ) =
dt Nρ ( p) dp
t
dt
Nρ ( p ) dt

(9)

Rearranging our first order condition as:

t ( p, I ) = Nδρ ( p)U ′( I )

With careful observation (1), we have

2

We assume that all consumers have the same utility function.

(10)
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z = ex2 = (e / p ) *( px2 )
= (e / p ) *(

px2
) *( px2 + x1 )
px2 + x1

(11)

= ε *ϕ * S
Where ε

= (e / p ) means the polluting emissions of per unit of output of x 2 , which is the mirror
px 2
of abatement technology, ϕ =
is the share of pollution-intensive industry, and
px 2 + x1
S = px 2 + x1 is the economic scale.
Differentiate (11), then we get

zˆ = π 1εˆ + π 2ϕˆ + π 3 Sˆ

(12)
Where “ ∧ ”denotes percent change, the first term the right side of (12) is the technical effect, scale
effect, the second composition effect, and the third scale effect. From (12) we know pollution depends
on the pollution intensity of the dirty industry, e(θ ) , the relative importance of the dirty industry in the
economy, ϕ , and the overall scale of the economy, S , it means that we have only three paths to
increase or decrease the emissions, that can change the scale, composition or technology.
Scale Effect

Foreign Trade

Composition Effect

Environment

Technical Effect

Figure 1

The Paths by Which Trade Change the Environment

(1)Technical Effect( εˆ )
From (5)and(10), we get

ε = e / p = e(t , p) / p = ε (t , p) ,
w
For p = β p and t = t ( p, I ) , so
ε = ε (β , I )

(13)

(2)Composition Effect( ϕ̂ )
The production of both the two industries depend on (6) and (7). Using the two equations of (7), we
get the ratio of two factors,

K c1K x1 + c 2K x 2
=
L c1L x1 + c 2L x 2
Then we get relative output

x 2 kc1L − c1K
=
x1 c 2K − kc 2L
Where K / L = k . For ci is determined by the relative price of factors, ( r w ), which is
j

depend on factor ratio k , x 2 x 1 is only related with k .
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So,

ϕ=

px 2
βp w x 2
=
=1−
px 2 + x1 β p w x 2 + x1

Rewrite (14a),

1
x
βp w 2 + 1
x1

(14a)

ϕ = ϕ (β , k )

(14)

(3)Scale Effect ( Ŝ )
Using (7), we can solve for outputs,

x1 =

c 2L K − c 2K L
c1L K − c1K L
x
=
2
c1K c 2L − c 2K c1L ,
c1L c 2K − c1K c 2L

Similarly, we get xi = xi ( k , p ) , and rewrite the economic scale as:

S = px 2 + x1 = S (k , p ) = S ( β , p )
(15)
We put forward the following propositions with strict proof.
Proposition 1: For a country exporting, pollution-intensive products, composition effect is positive.
Foreign trade will increase the share of x 2 and will pollute the environment.
For trade liberalization will raise the price of x 2 , with

β

larger and more close to 1. From (14a),

we know β will make ϕ become larger.
Proposition 2: For a country exporting pollution-intensive product, scale effect is positive.
Holding constant the mix of goods produced, ϕ , and production techniques, e(θ ) , the economy
are simply scaled up, trade liberalization, will increase the output of x 2 visibly, and destroy the
environment.
Proposition 3: Technical effect can be positive and negative.
Trade liberalization will enlarge the scale, S, and raise the relative price of x 2 , p . The economic
scale being larger will increase the income of consumer who will require for more cleaner environment,
and the government will increase pollution tax rate, t . The companies may increase or decrease the
investment on pollution reduction, θ , while both relative price p and pollution tax rate t increasing .

3 The Empirical Analysis
3.1 Modeling, variable selection and data description
According to equation (12), we can establish the following linear model:

z t = a 41 + a 42 ε t + a 43ϕ t + a 44 S t

(16)

Since technical change in the environment and by (13) and (14), according to second-order Taylor
expansion, respectively,

ε t = a11 + a12 β t + a13 β t 2 + a 41 I t + a15 I t 2 + a16 β t I t

(17)

ϕ t = a 21 + a 22 β t + a 23 β t 2 + a 24 k t + a 25 k t 2 + a 26 β t k t

(18)

Equation (17) and (18) are the technical effects, structural effects.
During the inspection of the relationship between environment and economy, we often use
pollution concentration or polluting emissions to measure the quality of the environment. Selected
pollutants must meet two principles: first, select the emission of pollutants which associated with
economic development is the discharge of pollutants during the economic development; second, the
emission of pollutants have negative impact on economic development or the survival of human,
otherwise there is no research significance. Industrial sulfur dioxide ( SO2 ) is main emissions bring by
industrial production, and sulfur dioxide, which is an important cause of human respiratory diseases and
a major source of acid rain, have greater harm on human life. For the above analysis, we use the sulfur
dioxide emissions ( SO2 ). And high-polluting industries used to calculate

ε t and ϕ t refer to industries
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with high industrial SO2 emissions. The selected data are based on "China Statistical Yearbook 2010 "
which divides by industry output per million of sulfur dioxide emissions up to ten Industry, which
accounts for the more than 90% of the industrial SO2 emissions. Higher SO2 emissions per unit output
industry. The variables used in this paper and their calculation methods and meanings as in Table 1.
The data of industrial emissions in this chapter are from various years of "National Environment
Statistical Bulletin", "China Statistical Yearbook" and "Compendium of Environment Statistics of China
(1981-1990)." The output value of high-polluting industries is from various years of "China Industrial
Economy Yearbook" (the data of 2004 from the "Yearbook of the First National Economic Census".)
And variable data required for other variables from various years of "China Statistical Yearbook." All
the data related to prices are converted to 1985 constant prices to eliminate price factors. All data use the
form of logarithm to reduce the disturbance of the heteroscedasticity. We use Eviews 5.0 software to
calculate.
Table 1

Variable

Unit

εt

ton/10000RMB

βt

％

It

RMB/person

ϕt

％

kt

RMB/person

St

100 million
RMB

zt

10000 ton

Selection of Variables in the Empirical Part of This Paper
Name
Method of calculation

pollution emissions of high pollution
industry unit output, reflecting the
pollution level of technology

the ratio of emissions of SO2 and unit
output of industry with high emissions
of SO2

foreign trade dependence,reflecting the
opening level of trade
per capita income, this article uses the
per capita GDP
high pollution industry in proportion of
the GDP, to reflect the situation of the
industrial structure
the ratio of capital and labor, reflecting
native endowments

the ratio of fixed assets investment and
the total population

economic scale

The current year GDP

emissions of

SO2

the ratio of total import and export
volume and GDP
the ratio of the current year GDP and
population
the ratio of value of industry with
high emissions of

SO2

and GDP

industrial emissions of the current year

3.2 Stationarity test
All variables are stationary or single whole is sufficient condition for a co-integration relationship
between variables, otherwise may cause false return. Therefore, before the cointegration test we firstly
must be implementing stationarity test to variables. Stability inspection is often used to unit root test.
This paper uses ADF test method. The stability of the variables results in table 2. From table 2 we can
see, all variables are first order sheet, there may have cointegration relationship between variables.
Variables

εt
△εt
βt
△ βt

Inspection type(c,t,k)

Table 2 Unit Root Test Results
ADF value
The critical level of 5%

Conclusion

(c,t,2)

-0.0823

-3.6122

non-stationary

(c,0,1)

-3.4255

-2.9981

stationary

(c,t,0)

-2.0017

-3.6220

non-stationary

(c,0,0)

-3.3934

-2.9981

stationary

It

(c,t,1)

-2.7116

-3.6220

non-stationary

△ It

(c,0,3)

-2.8131

-2.6422*

stationary

ϕt
△ϕt

(c,t,1)

-1.5659

-3.6220

non-stationary

(c,0,3)

-3.0287

-2.9981

stationary

kt

(c,t,1)

-2.2408

-3.6220

non-stationary

△ kt

(c,0,3)

-2.8730

-2.6431*

stationary
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St

(c,t,2)

-2.6222

-3.6220

non-stationary

△ St

(c,0,3)

-2.8970

-2.6422*

stationary

zt

(c,t,1)

-3.1502

-3.6220

non-stationary

△ zt

(c,0,3)

-3.5117

-3.0124

stationary

Note: ①△ means one order difference of variable; ②in the ADF test form (c, t, k), c for constant items, t is
tendency item, k as lag order number, the selection criteria of k is AIC criterion. Mark * indicates 10% of the
significant level down through stationarity test.

3.3 The cointegration analysis
This article uses the E-G two-step method for cointegration test. The so-called E-G two-step
method is that firstly hypothesis there have cointegration relationship between variables, estimate
coefficient of equation the equation, and then take the stationarity test for the residuals of equation. If
residual can be smooth then variables have cointegration relationship. First of all, we estimate
equation(16), (17) and (18). The results are in table 3.
Coefficient
Constant term α i1

α i2
α i3
α i4
α i5
α i6

DW statistic
R2
AD.R 2
F statistic

Table 3 OLS Estimates Results
Equation(16)
Equation(17)
-4.8470***
-20.4734***
(69.6365)
(-6.8055)
1.0175***
-4.7634***
(228.6684)
(-3.0676)
1.0183***
not significant
(228.6684)
1.0191***
8.1446***
(198.0412)
(8.3400)
-1.8462***
0.7082***
(-3.4043)
(-7.7366)
1.7267***
0.5492***
(2.4156)
(2.8260)
AR(5)
0.8114***
——
(4.8804)
2.0946
1.7092

Equation(18)
8.8477***
(3.9669)
0.3856***
(2.3757)
not significant
-2.1056***
(-3.0288)
0.1631***
(3.3074)
not significant
AR(1)
0.5388***
(2.1601)
1.6313

0.9999

0.9865

0.9614

0.9999

0.9838

0.9523

126495.5
365.8220
105.8661
Note: the number in the bracket is t statistic level of the estimation of corresponding coefficient. ***, **, * are
respectively the significance level of 1%, 5% and 10%. Standard "not significant" means the coefficient of variables
in the OLS estimates are not significant, so we will eliminate them to estimate again.

We can be seen from table 3 each equation all through the F inspection. The whole equation is
significant. Making unit root test to the residual series of equation, and the specific results can be seen in
table 4. We can see the residual of equation are zero order single sharp, ruled out false return. Therefore,
we can consider that the explanation variables and be explained variables of each equation have
cointegration relationship.
Equation
Equation(16)
Equation(17)
Equation(18)

Table 4
Inspection type(c,t,k)
(0,0,0)
(0,0,0)
(0,0,1)

Residual Inspection Result
ADF value
The critical level of 5%
-4.9173
-1.9602
-4.2807
-1.9564
-4.0852
-1.9556

Conclusion
stationary
stationary
stationary

3.4 The result analysis
Equation (16) reflects the size of the three kinds of effect that trade makes to opening up. From the
estimated results we can see the coefficient of S t , ε t and ϕ t are close to 1.02. The scale of economy
increases every 1%, the emissions of SO2 will be increased by 1.02%. The drainage technology improve
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1% or pollution intensive dropped 1%, and the emissions of SO2 will be reduced by 1.02%. Calculation
under the same price in1985, from 1985 to 2009 years, economy expanded about 9.54 times, pollution
emissions technology has increased nearly 10 times(the pollution emission of unit output is about 1/10
of 1985). But total pollution industry also enlarged 2 times. The damage made by the scale effect to the
environment offsets the improvement of technology effect to the environment, therefore, China's
emissions of SO2 has expanded for about 2 times compared to 1985.
Equation (17) reflects the technology effect made by opening trade to the environment. The
coefficient of β t is 4.7634. Trade openness each increased 1%, the emissions of per unit of output of
pollution intensive industry will be reduced by 4.76%. The trade has great stimulative effect to technical
and environmental provide. In addition, the per capita GDP also have great influence on pollution level.

I and I 2 , that is α i 4 and α i 5 , were 8.1446 and 0.7082.Environmental technology
level and I have a U curve relationship, which means that there exists inflexion point. When I > 0.043

The coefficient of

(that is per capita GDP more than 11500 RMB), per capita GDP will increase the emissions of SO2. In
2009, China's per capita GDP calculated with 1985's constant prices is about 6313 RMB, which is far
less than 11500 RMB. This shows that the growth of China's per capita GDP helps to the improvement
of the environment.
Equation (18) reflects the structure effect. The coefficient of β t is 0.3856. Trade openness each
increased 1%, GDP of pollution industry will increase 0.39%. China's foreign trade development
structure is the increasing proportion of the pollution-intensive industries. And the industrial structure
ϕ t and the average fixed assets investment k t has poured U curve relationship, there is a turning
point ( k t =10900RMB / person). When k t is more than 10900 RMB/person, the increase of capital
compared to labor will force the proportion of polluting industries to decline. But in 2009 the average
Chinese investment in fixed assets is only 4200 RMB, which have not achieved inflection point. China
should continue to increase investment to fixed assets per capita and reach inflection point value as soon
as possible. Opening trade did not bring the improvement of structure. The improvement of the
environment which is made by trade through improving environmental technology level far outweighs
the pollution brought about by the structure deterioration.

4 Conclusion and Advice for Further Research
This paper tries to analysis scale effects, composition effects and technological effects
independently. From analysis result can see, development of trade can promote level of environment
technology, but scale effects and composition effects deteriorate environment. Level of environment
technology and GDP per capita are in U-shaped relationship, industrial structure ϕ t and fixed asset
investment per capita are in inverted U-shaped relationship, currently, GDP per capita and fixed asset
investment per capita are not meet the inflection point.
This work is only a preliminary exploration, there are many areas for improvement. Firstly, this
paper does not take reaction of environment and environment polices on trade and economic into
account, the estimate of model has a certain bias; secondly, because this paper only selected so2
emissions as indicator of environment pollution level, not yet fully reflect the impact of trade on
environment. So in future research, we can make environment pollution (including atmospheric
environment, water environment, land, and so on) loss monetization through study, then compare with
the benefits of trade, this can be fully reflect the environment damage caused by trade; thirdly, this paper
only consider the environment pollution caused by export country production, neglect of pollution
problems caused by transport, import, consumption, etc. we can try to put these factors into model.
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Abstract:This research aims to examine Chinese consumers’ brands attitudes for luxury under the
influence of country-of-origin effect. Qualitative and quantitative methods are applied, with the data of
200 respondents and analyzed with the SPSS software package. The research found that COO effect was
significant in evaluation attitudes to general luxury brands. At the same time, significant COO effect did
exist in evaluation attitudes to most luxury categories. All these showed that COO effect does generally
exist to luxury in brand attitudes of Chinese consumers.
Key words: Country-of-Origin effect; Luxury; Brand attitudes; Chinese consumers

1 Introduction
China has been the focus of great business activities and has received increasing attention from
both researchers and practisers for the past decades. With the growing trend of globalisation China has
opened its door as a huge market. More and more multinational companies have entered China, bringing
their brands and products to Chinese consumers. Among them the market of luxury goods had
experienced spectacular growth. It is reported that Chinese luxury consumption was only 1% of the
global luxury consumption in 1999; magically increasing, the percentage jumped to 12% in 2004 with
the total number of 6 billion dollars; continuously climbing, it arrived 25% in 2010 with 15 billion
dollars. It is predicted by Investment Bank Goldman Sachs that China will become the greatest luxury
market of the world in the year of 2015, with 29% and 18 billion dollars. Therefore, it is important to
understand the brand attitudes of Chinese consumers, due to the businesses target in this consumer
segment. Within consumers’ brand attitudes, Country-of-origin effect is an important concept and has
been used extensively to analyse various aspects of consumers’ brand attitudes. However, present
studies connected it with Chinese consumers’ luxury buying are lacking. As such, the purpose of this
paper is to explore it in the context of the rapidly developing market.

2 Literature Review
2.1 About luxury
(1) Definitions
The term “Luxury” is derived from the Latin luxuria, which means “excess” or the “extras of
life”[1]. An official dictionary definition is: 1) Something inessential but conducive to pleasure and
comfort; 2) Something expensive or hard to obtain; 3) Sumptuous living or surroundings. (The American
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 4th Ed.) Now it stands for indulgence of the sense,
regardless of cost.
In fact the definition of luxury depends on whom you ask. Luxury products could be told from the
discipline of economics such as Engel curves, or inferior and Giffen goods. Kemp differentiates luxury
and necessities according to income elasticity of demand[2]. Vickers and Renand regard luxury products
should be sorted in dependent of their socio-economic context which is decided by a country’s
framework, not their appearance or intrinsic qualities instead[3].
(2) Buying motivations
Many researchers have contributed on luxury motivations. As a result, we can draw a frame (shown
in Figure 1) to describe luxury consumption according to them[4].
2.2 About COO and COO effect
The study of country-of-origin and its effect (COO and COO effect) has a long history, developing
strongly over the last 40 years, particularly focusing on their definitions and the developments, on their
theories and the explanations.
(1) The definitions and developments of COO and COO effect
The definition of COO in marketing theory is different from that in international trade, which is
similar to the manufacturing place. As Schooler said, it was distinguished by “Made in”[5]. However,
under the background of global economics and international trade, works in multinational companies are
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inclining to be separated. The accurate “Made in” has become more and more faint. Hybird products
appear, that is to say, the design, manufacture and assembly of products may have various nationalities.
The concept of COO enlarge, including not only the manufacture place, but also design place, assembly
place, even the brand.
In international marketing area, the general cognition of country-of-origin and its image would
influence the valuation of other national brands and products, and influence consumers’ buying behavior
in a deeper side, which is called as country-of-origin effect[6]. So far, many outcomes have proved COO
effect is significant in product evaluation and buying behavior. Brand origin country, product design
country, product manufacture country, product assembly country are different dimensions. However, the
researchers haven’t agree with the importance and sequence of them[7,8].
conspicuous
Public self-conscious
(inter-personal effects）

Private self-conscious
（personal effects）

Figure 1

veblenia

unique

snob

social
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emotional
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quality
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Luxury Consumption Motivations

(2) The theories and explanations of COO and COO effect
Signaling hypothesis regards COO is a signal, which may influence consumers’ evaluation to
products by marking product’s quality. Consumers may infer products’ trait information according to
COO[9]. Summary construct mode believes consumers own richful knowledge of products. COO
contains them and directly influences attitudes to brands. In other words, COO stands for consumers’
knowledge of different brands in various countries[9]. The conduction courses from country image to
consumers’ belief to their attitudes. Independent attribute hypothesis argues that COO is just a product
trait, which would influence consumers’ evaluation to products with other traits of product[10]. Flexible
mode insists COO image and product belief influence attitudes to brands to different extents. However,
we should connect culture factor when judging the power of influence[11].

3 Questions and Research Methodology
3.1 The questions
In the early period of entering Chinese market, overseas luxury brands and products had their
advantages. They attracted Chinese attention and pushed those national brands and products. Part
reasons were national luxury brands were poor in quality and marketing. Was part reason COO effect?
With the great development of era, consumption concept and structure of Chinese have changed in
luxury consumption. The cohort has new traits and consumption moralities. Then under the background
the questions are whether COO effect exists, and whether COO effect is significant if it does exist to
Chinese in luxury consumption.
With the rapid development of technology and economics, some excellent and acceptable national
brands have appeared. Then under the background the questions are whether COO effect is different to
different luxury categories, and whether different sex has different brand attitudes in luxury
consumption.
3.2 Data collection and analysis
(1) Data collection
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During the research interview method was taken in order to know and collect luxury brands which
are familiar by Chinese consumers. According to it, a questionnaire was made, with which consumption
attitudes of Chinese to luxury brands were investigated, to test the existence and significance of COO
effect.
Firstly 10 consumers were selected who have high income and are capable to consume luxury.
They accepted the interview by himself with the purpose of knowing their main luxury behaviors and
items. According to it and luxury classification, 6 luxury categories were chosen, including cosmetic and
perfume, jewellery and watch, car, clothes, wine and cigar, and China and furniture. Every category
contained 4 overseas luxury brands and 4 national brands to contrast, thus total 48 brands and the last
questionnaire were finished.
Then 200 consumers among the grandest mall in Wuhan of China participated in the survey, in
which all item statements adopted a 7-point Likert type scale labeled with “strongly disagree” and
“strongly agree” at the end points. Among them 183 useable surveys were returned. Of the 183 useable
surveys, 93 were completed by male while 90 by female. The gender split between male and female was
approximately 51 percent to 49 percent, with a mean age of 38 years.
(2) Data analysis
All data were managed with SPSS 17.0 software package. In the research the first variable was
luxury product category, including 6 levels; the second variable was original countries of luxury brands,
including 2 levels of overseas and national items; and the third variable was sex. During data analysis, T
test with paired samples was firstly used in order to test whether COO effect was significant or not.
Then T test with independent samples was used, with sex as variable.
3.3 Findings and discussion
(1) Findings in test to COO effect of different categories in luxury brands
T test with paired samples was made to evaluate consumers’ attitudes of 6 categories in luxury
products. The result was showed in Table 1.
Table 1

T Test with Paired Samples

Paired differences
Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4
Pair 5
Pair 6
Pair 7

Cosmetic and perfume
jewellery and watch
car
clothes
wine and cigar
China and furniture

M
0.06287
.91436
.23108
.52487
.24319
.63722
-.78421

SD
.73101
1.21951
.93038
1.26354
1.38083
1.72143
1.56497

t
1.003
8.042
2.940
4.098
.878
2.635
-4.563

df
78
78
78
78
78
78
78

p
.000
.000
.025
.000
.343
.024
.000

From the Table 1, Pair 1: T test (t=1.003, p=.000＜0.05) showed that difference was significant. So
generally speaking, overseas luxury brands have more significant advantages than those national ones.
Pair 2: T test (t=8.042, p=.000＜0.05) showed that difference was significant. So to the category of
cosmetic and perfume, COO effect is significant and overseas luxury brands have more significant
advantages than those national ones. Pair 3: T test (t=2.940, p=.000＜0.05) showed that difference was
significant. So to the category of jewellery and watch, COO effect is significant and overseas luxury
brands have more significant advantages than those national ones. Pair 3: T test (t=4.098, p=.000＜0.05)
showed that difference was significant. So to the category of car, COO effect is significant and overseas
luxury brands have more significant advantages than those national ones. Pair 5: T test (t=0.878, p=.343
＞0.05) showed that there was no significant difference. So to the category of clothes, COO effect is not
significant and overseas luxury brands have not more significant advantages than those national ones.
Pair 6: T test (t=2.635, p=.024＜0.05) showed that difference was significant. So to the category of wine
and cigar, COO effect is significant and overseas luxury brands have more significant advantages than
those national ones. Pair 7: T test (t=-4.563, p=.000＜0.05) showed that difference was significant. So to
the category of China and furniture, COO effect is significant and overseas luxury brands have less
significant advantages than those national ones.
(2) Findings in test to COO effect of different sex in luxury brands
In T test with independent samples using sex as variable, male and female were consistent with
evaluation attitudes to national luxury brands, while they weren’t to overseas ones. The result was
showed in Table 2.
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Table 2

National cosmetic and perfume
Overseas cosmetic and perfume
National jewellery and watch
Overseas jewellery and watch
National car
Overseas car
National clothes
Overseas clothes
National wine and cigar
Overseas wine and cigar
National China and furniture
Overseas China and furniture

T Test with Independent Samples
t
df
.213
73.365
-1.830
77
-.552
77
-1.435
73.058
-1.215
77
-3.120
73.914
-.822
77
-4.417
77
.115
73.762
-1.919
77
-.343
77
-1.604
73.432
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p
.819
.086
.436
.162
.218
.001
.329
.000
.626
.055
.707
.238

On category of cosmetic and perfume, T test with independent samples to evaluation attitudes to
national luxury brands (t=0.213, p=0.819＞0.05) showed there was no significant difference, so male
and female are consistent with evaluation attitudes to national luxury brands. T test with independent
samples to evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury brands (t=-1.830, p=0.086＞0.05) showed there was
no significant difference, so male and female are consistent with evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury
brands.
On category of jewellery and watch, T test with independent samples to evaluation attitudes to
national luxury brands (t=-0.552, p=0.436＞0.05) showed there was no significant difference, so male
and female are consistent with evaluation attitudes to national luxury brands. T test with independent
samples to evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury brands (t=-1.435, p=0.162＞0.05) showed there was
no significant difference, so male and female are consistent with evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury
brands.
On category of car, T test with independent samples to evaluation attitudes to national luxury
brands (t=-1.215, p=0.218＞0.05) showed there was no significant difference, so male and female are
consistent with evaluation attitudes to national luxury brands. T test with independent samples to
evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury brands (t=-3.120, p=0.001＜0.05) showed there was significant
difference, so male and female aren’t consistent with evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury brands.
Male have higher evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury brands than female.
On category of clothes, T test with independent samples to evaluation attitudes to national luxury
brands (t=-0.822, p=0.329＞0.05) showed there was no significant difference, so male and female are
consistent with evaluation attitudes to national luxury brands. T test with independent samples to
evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury brands (t=-4.417, p=0.000＜0.05) showed there was significant
difference, so male and female aren’t consistent with evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury brands.
Male have higher evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury brands than female.
On category of wine and cigar, T test with independent samples to evaluation attitudes to national
luxury brands (t=0.115, p=0.626＞0.05) showed there was no significant difference, so male and female
are consistent with evaluation attitudes to national luxury brands. T test with independent samples to
evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury brands (t=-1.919, p=0.055 ＞ 0.05) showed there was no
significant difference, so male and female are consistent with evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury
brands.
On category of China and furniture, T test with independent samples to evaluation attitudes to
national luxury brands (t=-0.343, p=0.707＞0.05) showed there was no significant difference, so male
and female are consistent with evaluation attitudes to national luxury brands. T test with independent
samples to evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury brands (t=-1.604, p=0.238＞0.05) showed there was
no significant difference, so male and female are consistent with evaluation attitudes to overseas luxury
brands.
Table 2 showed that by double T test, male have higher evaluation attitudes to luxury brands than
female on two overseas categories of car and clothes. There were no significant difference between male
and female on evaluation attitudes to luxury brands on the left four overseas categories of cosmetic and
perfume, jewellery and watch, wine and cigar, and China and furniture.
(3) Discussion
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The research found that COO effect was significant in evaluation attitudes to general luxury brands,
that is to say, advantage difference of overseas luxury brands is significant. At the same time, significant
COO effect did exist in evaluation attitudes to most luxury categories. All these showed that COO effect
does generally exist to luxury in brand attitudes of Chinese consumers.
The data showed the advantage of overseas luxury brands is significant. Among six investigated
categories there were four. Chinese consumers may believe some luxury (perfume or watch) from a
special original country (France or Switzerland) own reputation value and they connect them with social
status of themselves[12]. During the evaluation to car brands, consumers prefer overseas brands. It means
technology element in products exerts. The higher technology, the more COO effect[13]. During the
evaluation to China and furniture brands, consumers prefer national brands. It means custom and life
habits influence COO effect. China and furniture are such products with apparent orient living proneness,
so consumers give national brands higher evaluation.

4 Conclusions
As discussed, the focus of this research was to examine Chinese consumers’ brands attitudes for
luxury under the influence of country-of-origin effect. Understanding the COO effect underlying
consumers’ brand attitudes is important, particularly in the China context due to the increasingly
potential market. Along with the discussion, the research finds that COO effect does generally exist to
luxury in brand attitudes of Chinese consumers. But variance of COO effect happens in different
category of luxury brands and in different sex.
In addition, this study used samples from one single city- Wuhan of China as subjects of Chinese
consumers in luxury. However, the segment also comprises of more consumers in more cities.
Furthermore, the findings from this study focusing on luxury brands are perhaps limited here and should
be enlarged to other luxury brand categories. The findings of this study of COO effect, therefore, may
have limitations to infer Chinese consumers’ brand attitudes in luxury. Therefore, future research could
consider the aspect to include more consumers in more cities and/or applications to other luxury brand
categories.
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Abstract The diffusion of CHIDEJI is a national level event. To clarify customers’ needs for CHIDEJI
is clue for cultivating national size markets. So the aim of this paper is as follows. First, we need to look
into customers’ needs by exploratory methods. Second, consumers forget their needs about CHIDEJI
and distort them. So I have to use text written at that time as data. I clarify whether some words are
attractive for other customers or not. By using text mining, I answered these questions. To first and
second questions, we can improve its’ attractiveness by preparing the programs about IT, drama, and
disasters. Finally, it improves the attractiveness of CHIDEJI to lend itself to TV programs on the
political and social issues.
Key words CHIDEJI; Weblog Data; Text mining; Marketing

1 Introduction
The diffusion of CHIDEJI, which is Japanese abbreviation of terrestrial digital TV broadcasting
receiver, is a national level event. Figure 1 shows progress of diffusion of CHIDEJI[1].

Figure 1 The Domestic Shipment of Terrestrial Digital TVBroadcast Receiver

What kind of needs do Japanese customers have in this huge phenomenon? To clarify this kind of
needs is a help for cultivating a national size markets. The aim of this paper is the following three. First,
almost all researches about CHIDEJI are limited to technological aspects. There are few researches to
discuss customers’ needs. I could find only reports of private companies, for example goo search and
japan.internet.com[2]. Researchers try to clarify customers’ needs by using questionnaires in these reports.
However, the method of questionnaires requires to restrict and to fix items of questionnaires in advance.
At first step of researches, we need to look into customers’ needs by exploratory methods.
Second, there is a possibility that consumers, who adopt their TV to terrestrial digital broadcasting
at an early stage, forget their needs about CHIDEJI and distort them. So I have to use text written at that
time as data. From the above two points, I execute data mining by using weblog as data.
Finally, according to Rogers (2003), the process of diffusion includes critical mass [3].
After going beyond that point, diffusion is accelerated. CHIDEJI was diffused at national level. We can
image that some customers who are very interested in CHIDEJI attract and explain about the great
aspects of CHIDEJI to other customers. As the result of this type of communication, the diffusion rate
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gets closer to critical mass. But we cannot detect whether this type of communication is before or after
critical mass, because the aim of this paper is not time series analysis. I clarify whether some words are
attractive for other customers or not, by using weblog analysis. I discuss the three above research
questions in the following data-mining.

2 Procedure of Web Text Mining
This research employs the weblog contents’ mining procedure which Kato and Ishikawa (2011)
proposed [4]. This procedure is constituted by five steps. First step is to retrieve data from weblog texts. I
decide the target keyword which expresses markets we want to analyze. I gather all weblog articles of
goo blog which its authors, who have used the target keyword not less than one time, have written.
Second step is to choose similar words with target keyword as product keywords. Third step is to
select words which are characterized of weblog authors as author keywords.
Fourth step is to categorize authors by two keywords which are selected in step 2 and 3. In this step,
if authors frequently use product keywords in their weblog articles, then I assume that they are strongly
interested in the markets. I call them loyal authors. On the other hand, if authors less use product
keywords in their weblog articles, then I call them long tail authors. I take this difference into account
and categorize authors.
Lastly, fifth step is a labeling. It is for easy interpretation that I put labels on the categories. Those
labels express specifications of loyal and long tail authors. I use those labels for understanding
customers’ needs. In the following sections, I clarify customers’ needs about CHIDEJI by the above
steps.

3 Analysis
3.1 Results
In the first step, I retrieved data as follows. Target keyword was CHIDEJI. I got 1000 weblog
articles by using goo blog search. I gathered all weblog articles which those authors wrote. The number
of all authors was 525. When I could not get weblog articles over 99% of all articles, I eliminated those
authors from the following analysis. As the result, the number of authors was 485, the number of articles
was 652886, and the number of words was 430065.
Time periods of weblog data was from 2001/4/29/ to 2011/6/30. I extracted text data from all
weblog articles and analyzed those text data by morphological analysis. Then I used words, which I got
by this morphological analysis, as data in the following procedure.
In the second step, I selected product keywords. Product keywords were defined as similar words
with target keyword CHIDEJI. I analyzed every weblog articles as one unit, not authors as one unit. I
employed words, which were similar with CHIDEJI over threshold level, as product keywords. This
similarity was measured by cosine measure. I decided that threshold level of similarity was
0.00342455145158, and employed 10000 words as product keywords. Cumulative relative similarity
score of these 10000 words occupied almost 80 %.
In the third step, I chose personal keywords from words. First I gathered weblog articles by each
author. Next, I employed words, which one author frequently used but others did not use very much, as
personal keyword. Personal keywords were defined as characterizing authors over threshold level. This
threshold level was 452.612757602 and the number of personal keywords was 10000.
The fourth step was nested analysis. This nested analysis meant the categorization of each category.
First I gathered weblog articles by each weblog author, and then categorized authors by using product
keywords in step 2. Through this categorization, I clustered authors who used similar words with
product keywords. The method of clustering was SOM (Self Organization Map). I got four groups by
this clustering.
Next I calculated the ratio of index of significance of product keywords by each author and then
calculated mean value of upper 25 % by each group. I assumed that the group of maximum value of this
average was a group which had high level loyalty for this product. So I defined authors of this group as
loyal authors. The number of loyal authors was 58. On the other hand, the group of minimum average
score was long tail authors. Those long tail authors came from long tail of Anderson (2008) [5]. The
number of long tail authors was 298.
I categorized authors of every group, who were categorized by product keywords, by personal
keywords. This categorization created four groups of 58 loyal authors and of 298 long tail authors. I
categorized authors and segmented markets so far. Hereafter, I interpreted these clusters and clarified
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customers’ needs in detail. However, I just finished categorization of authors and could not interpret
these clusters. So I labeled four groups for easy interpretation.
Fifth step was a labeling. Four groups of loyal authors included 31020 words (10 authors), 125848
words (27 authors), 22122 words (8 authors), and 40463 words (13 authors) respectively. Four groups of
long tail authors included 98167 words (69 authors), 145713 words (116 authors), 111254 words (73
authors), and 69622 words (40 authors) respectively. I combined authors by each group and calculated
p-value of chi-squared for each word [6]. Groups of loyal authors have 153555 words. Groups of long tail
authors have 256798 words. I selected 1 % of those words in loyal and long tail groups on the basis of
p-value of chi-squared. I used 1536 words for labeling of loyal authors and 2568 words for labeling of
long tail authors.
3.2 Discussion
From 1536 and 2568 words, I labeled loyal and long tail authors. First, loyal authors had three
labels. First of all, I gathered and labeled TV related words, because these words were directly related to
CHIDEJI. First label was related to TV. This label included words which were CATV, DVD, ANIME,
CHANNERU (channel), TEREBI (television), TEREBIKYOKU (TV broadcasting company), NUHSU
(news), GASITU (image quality), BANGUMI (TV program), WOWOW, AQUOS (Japanese TV brand
name), MINPOU (private broadcasting companies), and etc.
From these words, consumers, who were interested in CHIDEJI, were not only interested in
hardware of TV (for example, AQUOS, GASITU), but also interested in software of TV (for example,
ANIME, BANGUMI, WOWOW). So it was not only important to develop hardware, but also important
to develop the charming software.
Second label was related to PC, home electronics, and information technology. This label included
words which were Amazon, Panasonic, Vista, Windows, iPhone, iPod, yahoo, CPU,
UIRUSUBASUTAH (brand name of anti-virus software), ANDOROIDO (android), ADSL,
KIHBOHDO (keyboard), Monster TV (brand name of digital TV tuner for PC) and etc.
This label included home electronic. So there is no doubt that this label included home electronics’
makers (for example, Panasonic), but I could find the PC and IT of words (for example, Monster TV)
that were not directly related to CHIDEJI, too. These words were related to tools to watch TV program
of CHIDEJI from PC. From these words, I understood that authors were interested in watching TV not
only from TV but also from PC.
Final label was related to political and social issues. This label had words which were GYOUSEI
(public administration), KOUSAI (high court), GOUHOU (legal), KUNI (country), KOKKAI (diet),
SANIN (House of Councillors), SHYUSHO (prime minister), SHYOUSHIKA (declining birth rate),
SHINBUN (newspaper), NENKIN (pension), and etc.
From these political and social related words, authors were not only interested in ANIME, but also
interested in TV program of political and social issues.
On the other hand, long tail authors had three labels. First label was related to TV. This label
included words which were yomiuri, TORANSFOHMA (Transformer), NIMO (nemo), HARUHI,
BYONHON (Korean actor, Byung Hun), KAMENRAIDAH (Kaman rider), SAIGOU,
SENSYUURAKU (final day of a sumo tournament), YATAROU, TAKECHI, SATSUGUN (troops of
Satsuma), SATSUMA, TAKASUGI, YOUDOU, CHOUSYU and etc. Especially, long tail authors used
words related to RYOUMADEN. RYOUMADEN was TV drama that succeeded last year. This drama
dealt with the Meiji restoration. From these words, long tail authors were not only interested in political
and social issues, but also interested in TV drama of historical events.
Second label was related to PC, home electronics, and information technology. This label included
words which were CANON, OLYMPUS, goo, AKIBA, BROGU RANKINGU (blog ranking), YAHOO,
and etc.
Final label was related to political and social issues. This label had words which were KANBOU
(the secretariat), KANRYOU (bureaucrat), GIIN (Diet member), GIKAI (assembly), KYOUSANTOU
(Communist Party), KEIKI (market), KEIZAI (economy), GYOUSEI (public administration), JIEITAI
(self-defense forces), DAISHINSAI (great earthquake), CHIJI (governor), AMAKUDARI,
TOUKYOUDENRYOKU (Tokyo electric company), FUTENMA, HOUSHASEN (radiationradial rays),
HOUSHANOU (radioactivity), JISHIN (earthquake), TOYOTA JIDOUSHA (Toyota motor company),
SESHIUMU (cesium), GENSHIRYOKU (nuclear energy), GENPATSU (nuclear power plant), etc.
When I compared these long tail authors’ words with loyal authors’ words, long tail authors used words
which were related to the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami.
Because long tail authors used a various words, I could not express them by a few words. Long tail
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authors, who recently warmed to CHIDEJI, used words related to the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and
tsunami. According to words of Rogers, they would be categorized into laggards rather than innovators.

4 Conclusions
This paper had the following two aims. The first was (1) to analyze customers’ needs by an
exploratory method and (2) to analyze customers’ raw voice of those days. From words of loyal and
long tail authors, I understood that we could improve CHIDEJI’s attractiveness by preparing the TV
programs related to IT, drama (for example, RYOMADEN), and disasters (the 2011 Tohoku earthquake
and tsunami).
The second object was to find out clues to make the new market takeoff by analyzing weblog of
authors who were interested in CHIDEJI. According to words of loyal authors, it improved the
attractiveness of CHIDEJI to lend itself to TV programs focused on the political and social issues. As a
result, not only the hardware (TV itself) but also the software (TV program) was important for making
the new market takeoff.
Though I clarified customers' needs from contents of massive weblog in this research, I reckoned
that if I used other data source along with weblog data I could propose more useful marketing insights
which could not be shown by only weblog data in future research.
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Local Firm’s Response to Global Financial Crisis: a Case of an
Apparel Factory in Lao PDR
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Abstract: This study analyzes a small local apparel factory’s strategic response to the recent global
financial crisis in 2008 based on strategic approaches. Before the crisis, small Laotian-owned apparel
factories operated mainly on a subcontracting arrangement with general contractors who produced based
on orders from brand owners in abroad. The crisis broke down such subcontracting arrangements; thus,
the apparel factory under study has turned to produce for local markets through enhancing its strengths,
minimizing weaknesses, taking opportunities and hedging against threats. With increased trade
liberalization, growing tourism industry and its growing strengths, this factory can also produce its own
brand products for foreign tourists in Lao PDR as well as for export markets.
Key words: Apparel production business; Strategic approach; Response to financial crisis

1 Introduction
Businesses are subjects to many environmental changes which are beyond their control. Such
changes can either be opportunities or threats to business firms. Firms have to innovate and change their
business strategies in order to overcome and survive under such changing environment.
Demand shock started in the United States as a result of the collapse of giant financial institutions
in September 2008 and, to firms it was one external change which caused the worst damage to the world
economy since the Great Depression (Hui Tong and Shang-Jin Wei, 2008). Export sectors in developing
countries were greatly affected as the demand for their products in developed countries (the former’s
major export markets) has shrunk. The Lao apparel sector has been no exception as it has been
dominated by foreign factories which produce garment products for exports. Small Lao-owned factories
were and some are still now subcontractors for foreign companies. The global financial crisis or the
demand shock broke down many subcontracts as the general contractors suffered from export drops
(Source ASEAN, 2011). Some large and small factories were closed down and many workers were laid
off. Observing increases in local demand, small Lao-owned factories have shifted their business strategy
from production for exports to addressing this increasing demand in the local market.
The existing studies on the Lao apparel sector after the demand shock are very limited and they do
not deal directly with strategic changes at the individual firm level as the firm’s response to the demand
shock. For example, Kongmanila and Takahashi (2009) investigates the role of innovation in export
performance and profitability of Lao garment exporters. Source ASEAN (2011) attempts to provide the
effects of the demand shock on and provides a simple analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats of the Lao apparel sector. But, the business strategies developed based on such a sector-wide
analysis will not be directly suitable for individual firms as firms are greatly differ. This study attempts
to study a strategic shift of a small Lao-owned apparel factory in Vientiane Capital of Lao PDR based
strategic management approaches in order to reveal the firm level’s response to the demand shock.

2 Analytical Framework
This study is based on a premise of well known business strategic management theories which
assume that a particular business will set its long-term goal and vision based on the business internal
reality and the surrounding environments (Dess et al., 2007; Hanson et al., 2008). Business management
is generalized as a process of managing the business’ internal elements for implementing a set of
activities towards desired results under the changing and uncontrollable external environments for
fulfilling the business objectives in line with the vision. The business’s ability to align its vision through
its results is known as business effectiveness (McKinsey & Co, 2001).
Business effectiveness requires a set of managerial effectiveness at all levels of the firm at a
particular time period. Over time, the firm has to grow, and the pace of growth is influenced by both its
effectiveness and efficiency, which are determined by the firm’s ability to perceive and adjust to the
changing environments based on its internal reality. In other words, to maintain effectiveness and
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continuous success, firms have to know themselves, the surrounding environments, competitors,
customers and sale channels.
Two tools which are widely used in analyzing internal and external factors of a particular firm are
the X-Y axis analysis and SWOT analysis (Dess et al., 2007; Hanson et al., 2008; Fukuyama, 2011). In
the X-Y axis analysis, the analyst chooses two uncorrelated factors which are most important to the
business under analysis. For instance, product quality (low vs. high quality) and marketing approach
(direct vs. indirect marketing), or production orientation (import substitution vs. export) and marketing
approach can be used for defining dynamics in business domains of a wide range of firms including
garment factories (Fukuyama, 2011). Dynamics here does not refer only to changes in business domains
over time and future direction, but also includes revealing hidden business opportunities for the business
under study.
In the SWOT analysis (the analysis of strengths (S), weaknesses (W), opportunities (O) and threats
(T)), the analyst will conduct external analysis and internal analysis in details. The external analysis
involves collecting information on surrounding environment of the business and examining positioning
of the business concerned in the business field. It reveals positive changes in the external environment
which will bring opportunities to the business as well as negative future changes in the external
environment which will threaten business success. In contrast, the internal analysis involves examining
the business’ available resources which give the business competitive advantages (strengths) as well as
revealing internal constraints (weaknesses) of the business. In other words, through SWOT analysis, the
analyst can grasp positive and negative factors that may affect the business under study, both in the
present and the future (Fukuyama, 2011). Based on both X-Y axis analysis and SWOT analysis, the firm
can define or reshape its vision, mission and strategy. A good strategy should allow the firm to enhance
its strengths, minimize the weaknesses, utilize the opportunities and prevent the threats so that the firm
can operate competitively along its business domains dynamics and towards fulfilling the vision. These
two analyses are used in this study in order to define strategic responses to the recent global financial
crisis (demand shocks) of a small Laotian-owned apparel factory in the Lao PDR.

3 Global Financial Crisis and Its Impact on the Lao Apparel Industry
The recent financial crisis resulted from the Lehman bankruptcy in the third quarter of 2008
through the first quarter of 2009 brought the worst recession to the world economy in the post-war era.
Growth of the world economy fell by 6 percentage points from its pre-crisis peak to its trough in 2009
(Moghadam, 2010). Developing economies faced economic hardships in various degrees due to the
externally driven collapse in trade and financial volatility. During such period, while some developing
economies could increase their output growth by one percentage point, a number of other developing
countries had real output contraction by about 11 percentage point (Moghadam, 2010). Countries with
growth dominated by manufacturing exports faced the worst output contraction while the natural
resource commodity exporting countries could maintain stable economic growth as the world demand
for natural resources did not decline significantly and the natural resources prices kept increasing. The
Lao PDR was among the latter group and it could enjoy GDP growth of 7.2-7.5 percent per year in
2008-2010 (ADB, 2010).
However, the apparel sector is the sector which was negatively affected by the global financial
crisis as it has been dominated by foreign investments which produce garment products for exports.
Small Lao-owned factories are subcontractors for foreign companies. In 2007, FDI companies created
13,703 jobs (63% of garment jobs), purchased 9,130 machines (59% of the total for the garment sector)
and produced 28.9 million pieces (58% of the total) in the export-oriented garment sector (Source
ASEAN, 2011). The apparel sector as a whole has been of great importance to the Lao economy since the
late 1990s. In 2003, garment exports, valued at US$115 million, accounted for approximately a third of
total exports, second to electricity (World Bank, 2005). The European Union is the main destination for
the country’s clothing exports, though shipments to the United States have grown recently. In 2008, the
European Union accounted for 79% of total exports, the United States 14%, Japan 2%, Canada 2% and
other countries 3% (Source ASEAN, 2011). As the recent financial crisis started in the United States
and spread quickly to Europe (and the other parts of the world), the apparel exports from Lao PDR to
United States and European Union greatly reduced.
Therefore, although the Lao economy as a whole was not greatly affected by the Lehman
bankruptcy, the apparel sector suffered from a severe damage. The exports greatly dropped from
US$189.7 million in 2008 to US$79 million in the first six months of 2009 and a major portion of the
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subcontracting relations among large foreign apparel factories and small Lao-owned factories has
broken down (Source ASEAN, 2011). In response, a number of small Lao-owned factories have
changed their production and marketing strategies towards local consumers and establishing long-term
contracts with large organizations and projects which need to procure uniforms for their employees. At
the same time, as one of the forty-nine least developed countries, Lao PDR continues to enjoy duty-free
and quota-free market access to certain developed countries under the generalized system of preferences
(GSP). Therefore, Lao garment factories will be able to increase their exports after the demand shock
effects in the developed countries. China, a major world garment exporter, has recently faced increasing
production costs (Vientiane Times, 24 August 2010). As a result, Lao PDR will gain more comparative
advantage in the garment export markets. In sum, Lao garment factories have to seek to maximize the use
of cheap labors while seeking ways to improve labor productivity, reduce employee turnover and lead
time, and to overcome fierce competition from cheap but high quality import products from neighboring
countries. At the same time, the industry needs to implement a product diversification strategy with the
introduction of products in the medium to higher market segments and develop sufficient production
inputs.

4 Strategic Response at the Firm Level
This section deals with factory-level analyses for one Laotian-owned apparel factory (DV) in
Vientiane Capital of Lao PDR in order to see how the factory responded to negative effects of the global
financial crisis of 2008. DV is the author-created name for the factory under study in order to avoid stating
its real name for confidentiality purpose.
4.1 Business domain

Figure 1 The X-Y Analysis of DV Apparel Factory

Figure 1 shows changes in the business domains of DV based on the marketing approach (indirect vs.
direct marketing) and markets (domestic vs. export markets). Since its incorporation in May 2006 until the
outbreak of the global financial crisis or the demand shock, DV had operated as a small subcontractor for
a large foreign invested garment factory (general contractor) whose outputs are for exports. Under the
subcontracting arrangement, DV produced brand-name products designed by the brand owners in abroad
and it exported all its products through the contractor. This means before the demand shock, DV’s
business domain was in Quarter I of Figure 1; it produced for exports markets through an indirect
marketing approach.
The demand shock broke the subcontracting arrangement. In response, DV has turned to produce its
own products for domestic markets and has entered into direct contracts with large projects and companies
(Quarter III of Figure 1). Such a shift in business domain has been accelerated by growing sale promotion
activities of large companies (including telecommunication companies) as part of their marketing
strategies intended for overcoming fierce competition and increasing the sales. Garment products such as
T-shirts and caps (among others) are commonly used as giveaway products by such large companies. DV
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has been actively penetrating into this promotion market and has received orders on a constant basis.
Mining and hydropower companies are also an important market for DV. These companies require
their large number of staff and workers to wear uniforms and safety wears at work. DV has entered into a
long term contract with one mining company for producing safety coats. Under the contract, DV does not
only produce according to the design given by the mining company. Instead, DV proposes several design
options. The company in turn selects the design out of the available options.
With proactive attitude and design innovation of the DV owner, DV may be able to develop its own
brand products for both domestic retail markets and exports. This means that DV can possibly move into
the business domain depicted in Quarter II of Figure 1.
4.2 SWOT analysis for DV
Table 1 outlines strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the DV apparel factory. On the
positive side, DV is endowed with a skillful management team with a long experience in the apparel
sector and reasonably good production facility. Due to such two basic strengths, DV could gradually
improve its product quality up to the quality standard of Thai products. DV is also in the process of
developing its own product brand. With such strengths, DV could effectively utilize opportunities
imbedded in the process of economic growth and growing sale promotion activities of large companies
in Lao PDR. The booming tourism sector has drawn in a large number of tourists to Lao PDR. DV can
choose to develop its brand for the tourist market in the future.
Table 1 SWOT Analysis of DV Apparel Factory
Strength
Weakness
Quality level equals to import products
Staff turn-over
Production facility
Sub-contractor position/dependency on general
Brand “DV”
contractors
Skillful and experienced management
Staff communication skills
Opportunity
Threat
Economic/financial crisis
Promotion/Giveaway market
Imports after trade union/ASEAN integration
- T-shirts
- Cap
Chinese cheap but high-quality products
- Bag
Economic growth/ Income increase
Tourism

On the negative side, DV has to minimize its internal weaknesses and overcoming threats
imbedded in its surrounding environment. The recent financial crisis drew DV away from the
subcontracting arrangement. It can now work more on direct contracts with local companies. Staff
turn-over is a major problem facing the garment industry in Lao PDR. DV also used to suffer from this
problem. But, recently it can dramatically reduce the staff turn-over problem through offering
appropriate staff motivations and incentives as well as making sure that all the employees share DV’s
canons of “growing together” and “mutual trust”.
Apart from minimizing its weaknesses, DV has to seek ways to overcome fierce competition
brought about by the ASEAN integration process, particularly the ASEAN trade agreement which is
coming into force from 2015. Chinese cheap but high quality imports will also be an important threat for
DV as well as the Lao garment industry as a whole.
No.
1

Table 2 Critical Success Factors of DV and Their Intended Effects
Critical Success Factor
Intended effect
Client retention
To maintain existing customers and maintain market share

2

Scheduling

3
4
5
6
7

Staff productivity
Lead time
Management team
Design capability
Brand

To increase operation effectiveness and efficiency and to meet customers’
expectation
To improve competitiveness and to increase profit
To improve competitiveness and to increase profit
To obtain complementary effects of management members’ skills
To keep up with growing market demand
To create own market segment and customer loyalty

4.3 DV’s strategic directions and critical success factors (CSF)
Based on the above discussions, three key strategic direction options for DV include:
Direct sales/contract in promotion/giveaway market to replace imported products and clients
retention (CRM)
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Basic casual ware of own brand (setting up a DV T-shirts (made in Laos) shop for tourists)
DV garment products for exports
So far, DV has taken the first option as its strategic response to averse effects of the global financial
crisis. This strategy is a resultant of financial crisis (threat), growing promotion/giveaway market
(opportunity), and all strengths of DV. With increased trade liberalization, growing tourism industry and
its growing strengths, DV can implement the second and third strategic options in the future. To advance
along with the strategic priorities mentioned above, DV needs to do right the seven critical success
factors shown in Table 2. The intended effect of each critical success factor is also shown in the table.

5 Conclusions
Up to the global financial crisis caused by the Lehman bankruptcy in 2008, the apparel industry in
Lao PDR was generally characterized by subcontracting arrangement among the general contractors,
which were mainly large foreign invested factories, and the small Laotian-owned factories. A majority
of the products were exported to the European Union, the United States and others. Since the Lehman
Bankruptcy started in the United States and spread to European Union and other countries, the Lao
apparel sector experienced a significant export reduction, and some general contractors could not
maintain the subcontracting arrangement with their existing subcontractors. DV apparel factory used to
be in such subcontracting arrangement. The breakdown of the subcontracting arrangement forced DV to
reconsider its business strategy. It has turned itself towards producing for domestic markets through
entering into direct contracts with large companies in Lao PDR. DV’s future strategies involve
producing its own brand for both domestic and export markets. DV has a vision of making itself the top
brand in Indochina and has a mission of providing customers with the high quality basic casual ware.
The study confirms that the use of strategic approaches and tools, a small business like DV could
overcome negative effects of the Lehman Bankruptcy. DV could come up with business strategy options
through enhancing its internal strengths, minimizing weaknesses, taking opportunities and hedging
against threats in the surrounding environments.
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Abstract: The design of college English elective courses is an important part of teaching reformation,
and studies on optional course satisfaction are helpful to improve teaching quality. Under the theories of
consumer cognition and customer satisfaction, this paper firstly constructs satisfaction evaluation index
system for college English optional courses. Then all the indicators are tested to ensure the validity.
Based on the results of the case study, a final conclusion is reached that teaching quality and curriculum
functions are two contributory elements affecting course satisfaction evaluation. This conclusion clearly
demonstrates the necessity and feasibility of college English teaching reformation.
Keywords: A Case Study; English Optional Courses; Cognitive Theory; Satisfaction Evaluation

1 Introduction

China's college English teaching is entering an important historical period of transition [1]. The
transformation is not only reflected in teaching approaches and teaching models, but also in teaching
contents and curriculum arrangement. The design of English elective courses is one of the latest
attempts in college English teaching, and it is also a necessary complement to English compulsory
courses. To offer elective courses makes it possible to create a solid curriculum system, which may
benefit students at different levels. Therefore the students can develop their potentials to the greatest
extent, and bring their individualized learning skills into full play. However, the curriculum reformation
has just started yet, and college teachers or experts focus their attention on seeking the best course
system and the ideal teaching methods. In this paper, an investigation is initially conducted among the
students taking college English optional courses in Wuhan University of Technology (WHUT). Then the
features of teaching elective courses are analyzed under the theories of consumer cognition and
customer satisfaction, and finally feasible measures are put forward based on the research results.

2 Construction of Satisfaction Evaluation Index System
The cognitive theory suggests that consumers are influenced by three factors such as information
stimulus, environmental impact and their past experiences [2]. The interpretation of consumer cognition
can be summarized as cognitive stimulation, which may greatly affect consumer demand. Guided by the
cognitive stimulation, customers then evaluate the product. According to the assessment results,
consumers can recognize the relationship between the product value and their expectations of the
product. In other words, consumers are not satisfied if the perceived value of the product is not as good
as expected. On the contrary, consumers are content if the value of product is better than that they
anticipate [3]. During the process of learning, students may make a judgment on a variety of subjective
and objective elements including learning facilities, the quality of teachers and learning environment.
This kind of student judgment is equivalent to customer cognition. It can be deduced that student
satisfaction refers to their comprehensive evaluation of the courses based on integrated learning
experiences, which arise from consumer cognition. In order to make sure whether the students are
satisfied with the arrangement of college English elective courses, satisfaction evaluation index system
should be built at the very beginning.
The first 18 satisfaction indexes evaluating college English elective courses are obtained through
such methodologies as literature analysis, in-depth interviews and linguistic analysis. Then the Delphi
technique is employed to sieve out the indicators as shown in Table 1.
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Satisfaction Evaluation Index System for College English Optional Courses

Subjective

Factors

Sub-factors
teaching methods（0.2）
teaching attitudes（0.2）

Satisfaction Evaluation on College English Optional
Courses

teaching
quality

teaching materials（0.2）
teaching contents（0.2）
teachers’ specialized knowledge（0.2）
textbooks （0.2）
classroom facilities（0.1）

academic
resources

teaching hours and credits（0.1）
timetable（0.1）
class size（0.3）
course arrangement（0.2）
to lay a solid foundation in English language（0.4）

curriculum
functions

to develop ability to use English（0.4）
to stimulate individualized learning（0.2）

The software Lisrel8.8 is also used to test the structure and variables in the evaluation index system.
The remaining 14 sub-factors are selected as observed variables, 3 factors as the latent variables, and
thus construct the confirmatory model of factor analysis. According to Bentler (1990) standards, five
indicators including χ2, df, CFI, GFI and RMSEA should be adopted to judge the model as a whole. The
value of χ2/df reflects the fitting degree of the model. A smaller value of χ2/df indicates a better fitting
result. The value of CFI and GFI should be between 0~1. The closer they are to each other, the better the
fitting degree is. A smaller RMSEA is preferred. In general, if χ2/df≦ 3, CFI ≧0.90, GFI ≧ 0.85,
RMSEA ≦ 0.05, then the model has better fitting results.
Data analysis respectively reveals the fit indexes of the model: χ2/df = 2.879; RMSEA = 0.043;
CFI = 0.90; NNFI = 0.89. It proves that the model in the research has a better fitting degree. It is
reasonable to create 14 sub-factors for satisfaction rating scale of college English elective courses.

3 Empirical Survey and Data Analysis
Considering the factors in satisfaction index system and students’ demand, a formal questionnaire
is designed. By the use of random sampling, ten classes of 300 students in WHUT who take the
advanced English elective courses are invited to do the questionnaires. 300 sheets are distributed and
277 are taken back, of which 5 sheets are invalid. The remaining 272 valid questionnaires which involve
all the 11 elective courses are analyzed with the aid of the software SPSS.
3.1 Descriptive Statistics
By employing the descriptive statistics and using SPSS, the basic information about the subjects is
obtained and shown in Table 2. The ratios of sex and major accord with the reality of WHUT.
Table 2

Sex
Major

Information about the Subjects Involved in the Case Study
Number of Students
Percentage（%）
male
153
56.2
female
119
43.8
Science and Engineering
120
44.1
Arts and Law
71
26.1
Economics and Management
81
29.8

3.2 Credibility Analysis of the Questionnaires
The credibility of the questionnaires, which is usually used to test the reliability, helps to measure
the internal consistency of the results [4]. By saying that the survey is reliable, we mean that the
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researchers can obtain similar results when the subjects are asked to do the same question sheets even at
different time. According to the commonly used two-step process of analysis, the credibility of the
questionnaires is firstly measured. Nowadays, the most commonly used method is Cronbach’s uniform
coefficient alpha (Cronbach’s α), which is often used to analyze the credibility. If the value of the
Cronbach’s α is above 0.5, then the data credibility is acceptable. When the value of α is more than 0.7,
the survey will be seen as one that is internally consistent.
As is shown from Table 3, in this research, Cronbach's α is chosen to evaluate the reliability of the
questionnaire. According to the results revealed in Table 3, the Cronbach’s α values of three different
dimensions are greater than 0.5, so the data of questionnaires is comparably reliable.
Table 3

The Measurement Results about the Credibility of the Questionnaires

Dimensions

Questionnaires

Cronbach’s α

Sub-variables

Coefficient of
Agreement

teaching quality

teaching methods, teaching attitudes,
teaching materials, teaching contents,
teachers’ specialized knowledge

0.686

academic
resources

textbooks, classroom facilities, teaching
hours and credits, timetable, class size,
course arrangement

0.6757

curriculum
functions

to lay a solid foundation in English language,
to develop ability to use English,
to stimulate individualized learning

0.8353

3.3 Linear Regression Analysis of the Questionnaires
Regression analysis is an important statistical method. This section will apply regression analysis to
discuss each influential factor of satisfaction and the overall satisfaction index. The dependent variable
is the overall satisfaction index; independent variables include three parts such as teaching quality,
academic resources and curriculum functions. We can define how these three factors influence
satisfaction index by using SPSS15.0.
Table 4
β

equation
teaching quality
academic resources
curriculum functions

Regression Coefficient and Significance Test
R2
Adj. R2
F
Df
Significance Level
0.619
0.615
12.155
5
0.000

DW
1.779

0.40
0.18
0.59

Table 4 displays the results of regression coefficient and significance test. Three variables are
contained in the regression equation.
DW test is a simple and effective method to analyze whether the model has autocorrelation.
According to Table 4, the value of DW is 1.779, showing no autocorrelation existed among the
sequence of variables. And it also shows that the 3 factors, which are teaching quality, academic
resources and curriculum functions, have the ability to affect elective course satisfaction well.
From Table 4, we can also see R Square is 0.619 and the Adjusted R Square is 0.615, which
indicates that the fitting degree of the model is generally accepted. In the model the value of F is 12.155,
and the probability of F test is Significance Level equal to 0.000, less than the given Significance Level
(α =0.05). This shows that the dependent variable has a linear relationship with independent variables,
and the three satisfaction factors including teaching quality, academic resources and curriculum
functions, have a direct and positive impact on elective course satisfaction. Regression analysis also
suggests that the β values of teaching quality, academic resources and curriculum functions respectively
are 0.40, 0.18 and 0.59. Thus it can be interpreted that satisfaction evaluation of elective courses is
influenced by the three factors to different degrees. A significant positive correlation is revealed to exist
between students’ satisfaction assessment and teaching quality & curriculum functions. In other words,
the two factors are statistically significant.

4 Conclusions
To sum up, we can draw the following conclusions and in the light of the above mentioned
analyses, recommendations are put forward as follows:
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(1) Considering limited teaching resources, schools should lay emphasis on factors contributive to
satisfaction evaluation of college English optional courses. In this test, teaching quality and curriculum
function are main contributory elements, while academic resources involving textbooks, classroom
facilities, timetable, teaching hours and credits, class size are not so important. It can be concluded that
universities and colleges should impel the faculty to innovate teaching approaches, take correct and
proper attitudes towards their teaching tasks, and widen the scope of knowledge.
(2) In addition, special efforts should be made to offer diversified varieties of functional elective
courses of English so that students may be encouraged to enhance their skills and cultivate their minds.
In short, the promotion of teaching quality and the optimum of curriculum system are the main
objectives of college English teaching reformation. College English course design should ensure that
students make steady progress in English proficiency throughout their undergraduate studies, and it
should encourage students’ individualized learning so as to meet the needs of their development in
different specialties [5].
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Abstract: This paper applies software SPSS to analyze 1999-2009 relevant statistics of China
agriculture industry promulgated by National Bureau of Statistics of China, trying to establish a
Dualistic Linearity Regression Model to calculate the effect of the total agricultural machinery dynamic
and total corps planting area in the total output of farming, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery
industries, but the results indicate that the independence “total corps planting area” doesn’t pass the
significance test. So the paper chooses stepwise method to do the regression again, and the software
eliminates independence “total corps planting area”, and works out a one-dimensional linear regression
model. The article aims at finding out the factors that significantly influence the total output of farming,
forestry, animal husbandry and fishery industries, and what degree they impact, hence, to put forward
advices for practices of farming, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery industries.
Key words: SPSS; Linear regression analysis; Total output of farming; Forestry; Animal husbandry and
fishery industries

1 Introduction
Our motherland is an agricultural country, even though these years primary industry weights less
in GDP than before, but it’s still the main part of GDP, as table 1 shows[1]. Moreover, the products of
farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery are necessary for people’s life. Therefore, research on
China farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery industries output’s influencing factors and the
degree they impacts can give suggestions for the improving of its total output, and also is significant in
practices.
Table 1 The Proportion of Primary Industry in GDP in 1999-2009
Time
The proportion of primary industry in GDP（%）
1999
16.5
2000
15.1
2001
14.4
2002
13.7
2003
12.8
2004
13.4
2005
12.1
2006
11.1
2007
10.8
2008
10.7
2009
10.3
Data source: 2010 China statistical yearbook

It is easy to get a regression model between dependent variable and independent variable under the
help of statistic analysis software. So, this paper try to take SPSS as tool, on the base of 1999-2009
agriculture industry and correlated industry data provided by State Statistic Bureau, to establish
regression model of national farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery industries output and tests
it.

2 Date Collection
Farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery output is national macroeconomic indicator, so the
data this paper uses is mainly collected from State Statistic Bureau’s official website. In the 2010 China
statistical yearbook, it provided main results of farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery
production status, such as farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery output and indicator, main
agriculture machine owned per unit, effective irrigated area, Agricultural chemical fertilizer used, rural
hydropower station and electricity used, rural family main productive capital assets owned per 100
families, total corps planting area, main corps planting structure etc. indicator value, and their rang from
1978 to 2009. Concerned the integrity and coherence of data, the paper chooses arming; forestry; animal
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husbandry and fishery output as dependent variable; and combined with analysis of arming; forestry;
animal husbandry and fishery output in the angle of economic theory, the paper chooses total corps
planting area and total agricultural machinery dynamic as independent variable.
There into, farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery output refers to the total value of total
products of farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery and supportive service activities for them
which expressed by money, which reflected total farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery
production scale and achievement[2]. Total agricultural machinery dynamic means area actually planted
or transplanted corps, corps includes food, cotton, oil plants, sugar plants, bastfibreplants, tobacco,
vegetable and melon, medical material and others nine kinds[2].
Table 2

Time
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

China farming, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fishery Output, Total Agricultural Machinery
Dynamic and Total Corps Planting Area in 1999-2009
farming; forestry; animal
total corps planting area
total agricultural machinery
husbandry and fishery
（thousand hectare）
dynamic（kw）
output(billion)
X1
X2
Y
24519.1
14106.2
156373
24915.8
13873.6
156300
26179.6
14462.8
155708
27390.8
14931.5
154636
29691.8
14870.1
152415
36239.0
18138.4
153553
39450.9
19613.4
155488
40810.8
21522.3
152149
48893.0
24658.1
153464
58002.2
28044.2
156266
60361.0
30611.1
158639
Data source: 2010 China Statistics Yearbook

We can make theoretical analysis as followed. Total agricultural machinery dynamic and farming;
forestry; animal husbandry and fishery output are statistic aggregate indicators, total agricultural
machinery dynamic is investment of farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery industry. Normally,
grow in investment leads grow in output. So, we suppose total agricultural machinery dynamic is
positive correlated with farming; forestry, animal husbandry and fishery output to a large extent. Total
corps planting area is the main condition of farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery production,
but corps planting area only comes down to agriculture which is a part of farming; forestry; animal
husbandry and fishery industry, so we suppose it limitedly positive correlated with farming; forestry;
animal husbandry and fishery output.
Depend on these analysis, and because of timeliness of data, the article chooses data between
1999-2009 of the dependent variable and independent variable talked above, as the base of regression
analysis, showed as table 2[3].

3 Linear Regression Analysis
3.1 Dualistic linearity regression analysis
Depending on theoretical analysis, firstly chooses total agricultural machinery dynamic and total
corps planting area as independent variable, do Dualistic Linearity Regression analysis of these data, to
explain the influence total agricultural machinery dynamic and total corps planting area impact on
farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery output. As, table 2 shows, defined variable “Y” as
farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery output, variable “X1” as total agricultural machinery
dynamic, and variable “X2” as total corps planting area. Choose “Linear regression analyze” in SPSS
software, and choose “enter” while screen independent variable, choose regression, and choose
regression coefficient, 95% coefficient interval, PP plot, unstandardized individual prediction value,
unstandardized residual and so on, and get the results as table 3.
Model
1

Table 3 Model Summary(b)
R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Std. Error of the Estimate
.995(a)
.991
.988
1412.91489
a Predictors: (Constant), X2, X1 b Dependent Variable: Y

Table 3 indicates, goodness of fit R2=0.991, adjusted R square is 0.988, both are near to 1, which
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indicates that the model fits well. And the standard error of the estimate is 1412.915.
Table 4

Model
1

Regression
Residual
Total

Analysis of Variance
ANOVA(b)
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
1689912814.578
2
844956407.289

15970627.929

8

F
423.255

Sig.
.000(a)

1996328.491

1705883442.507
10
a Predictors: (Constant), X2, X1 b Dependent Variable: Y

The F test of Multiple Linear Regression equations aims to test whether the whole regression
equation is linear significant or not, and puts forward null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis as
followed: H0：β1=β2=0 H1：βjnot all are 0（j=1,2）
Relying on analysis of variance, we can find that the value of F is 423.255, and the relevant
significance probability is 0.000, is less than 0.01. So it’s apparent to turn down H0, and makes the
conclusion that regression equation is significant in linear relation.
Table 5

Coefficients

The t test of coefficients significance, is to test whether independent variable Xj impacts dependent
variable Y significantly. Put forward null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis as followed:
H0：βj=0 （j=1,2） H1：βj≠0（j=1,2）
To independent variable X1, the estimation of its regression coefficient is 2.198, standard error is
0.078, t test value is 28.085, t test significance is 0.000,lower than 0.01. Therefore we refuses H0, and
think independent variable X1 “total agricultural machinery dynamic” is highly significant.
Case Number
1

Table 6
Std. Residual
-.746

Casewise Diagnostics(a)
Y
Predicted Value
24519.10
25573.4620

Residual
-1054.36196

2

-.117

24915.80

25081.2983

-165.49831

3

-.250

26179.60

26532.4078

-352.80776

4

-.321

27390.80

27844.8871

-454.08709

5

.989

29691.80

28294.2473

1397.55270

6

.749

36239.00

35180.1807

1058.81926

7

1.088

39450.90

37913.8606

1537.03937

8

-1.542

40810.80

42989.0636

-2178.26359

9

-.456

48893.00

49537.1275

-644.12746

10
11

1.244
58002.20
56244.2432
-.639
60361.00
61263.2219
a Dependent Variable: Y

1757.95678
-902.22193

To independent variable X2,the estimation of its regression coefficient is -2.63,standard error is
0.238, t test value is -1.104, t test significance is 0.302, higher than 0.05. So we accepts H0, and think
that the coefficient of independent variable “total corps planting area” is not significant.
From the column “correlations” of table 5, we can find that no matter zero-order, partial, or part
correlation, “total agricultural machinery dynamic” is stronger correlated with “farming; forestry;
animal husbandry and fishery output” than “total corps planting area”.
From the column “collinearity statistics” of table 5, we can find that the two collinearity statistics
“tolerance” and “VIF” are valued 0.911 and 1.097, “tolerance” close to 1, “VIF” near to 1, too. Hence,
there is no collinerarity exists between the two independent variables “total agricultural machinery
dynamic” and “total corps planting area”.
Table 6 is used to observe the exceptional value of “farming; forestry; animal husbandry and
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fishery output”, it outputs all values of “farming; forestry; animal husbandry and fishery output”. If
chooses to output exceptional values outside three times standard level, the software will not output this
table. Because of table 7, the minimum and maximum of standardized residual is respectively -1.542
and 1.244, both lower than 3. So, there is no exceptional value in table 6.
Table 7

Predicted Value

Minimum
25081.2988

Maximum
61263.2227

Mean
37859.4545

Std. Deviation
12999.66467

N
11

-.983

1.800

.000

1.000

11

441.190

1112.946

717.554

180.350

11

25145.0859

62738.1641

38039.5580

13232.30439

11

-2178.26367

1757.95679

.00000

1263.74950

11

Std. Predicted Value
Standard Error of Predicted
Value
Adjusted Predicted Value
Residual

Residuals Statistics(a)

Std. Residual

-1.542

1.244

.000

.894

11

Stud. Residual

-1.936

1.486

-.050

1.077

11

-3434.86206

2508.09375

-180.10343

1872.30345

11

-2.484

1.634

-.075

1.204

11

Mahal. Distance

.066

5.296

1.818

1.404

11

Cook's Distance

.002

.721

.185

.251

11

Centered Leverage Value

.007
.530
a Dependent Variable: Y

.182

.140

11

Deleted Residual
Stud. Deleted Residual

As Figure 1 indicates, most splashes are close to diagonal, which indicates that standardized
residual are obeyed to the Normal distribution.
Besides, in data edit window, we can also see standardized individual prediction value PRE_1,
unstandardized residual value RES_1, prediction interval left and right endpoint LICI_1and UICI_1, as
figure 2.
To make a conclusion, from all analysis, we can find that the established Dualistic Linearity
Regression model fits well, and pass F test, independent colineraity test, standardized residual normality
test and other statistical tests, it’s reasonable totally. But it has a very serious flaw is that independent
variable X2 “total corps planting area” doesn’t pass t test. So, the chosen of independent variable need to
improve.
3.2 Regression analysis rejected an independent variable
Choose stepwise to screen independent variable, gets results as followed:
From table 8, the standard of choose independent variable is: while entering the model, its F
probable value is 0.05, while reject it from the model, the F probable value is 0.10. Combined with table
9, we can find that, SPSS choose independent variable X1 to enter and rejects independent variable X2.
Tabel 9 also indicates clearly that independent variable X2’s F probable value is 0.302, far bigger than
0.1, so rejects it.
Dependent Variable: Y
1.0

E xpected C um Prob

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Observed C um Prob

Figure 1

Normal P-P Plot of Regression Standardize Residual
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Figure 2

Unstandardized Individual Prediction and Predicted Interval

From table 10, we can find that, the regression model with only one independent variable X1, its
goodness of fit is 0.989, a little lower than the dualistic linearity regression model; And adjusted R
square is 0.988, equal to the dualistic linearity regression model. These indicate that this
one-dimensional linear regression model fits well.
Model

Table 8 Variables Entered/Removed(a)
Variables
Variables
Method
Entered
Removed

1
X1

Stepwise (Criteria:
Probability-of-F-to-enter
. <= .050,
Probability-of-F-to-remove
>= .100).
a Dependent Variable: Y
Table 9

Model
1

Excluded Variables(b)

Table 10 Model Summary(b)
R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Std. Error of the Estimate
.995(a)
.989
.988
1429.96566
a Predictors: (Constant), X1 b Dependent Variable: Y
Table 11

Model
1

Regression
Residual
Total

Analysis of Variance
ANOVA(b)
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
1687480226.536
1
1687480226.536

18403215.971

9

F
825.254

Sig.
.000(a)

2044801.775

1705883442.507
10
a Predictors: (Constant), X1 b Dependent Variable: Y

From table 11, we can test whether the whole regression equation is linear significant or not, just
as table 4. We can see F value is 825.254, probable value is 0.000, and they indicate that regression
equation is significant in linear relation. What’s more, the F value of one-dimensional linear regression
model is bigger than the dualistic linearity regression, which indicates that the former is an improvement
of the latter.
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Coefficients

And from table 12, we can test whether independent variable X1 impacts dependent variable Y
significantly. In the table, the t statistic value is 28.727; probable value is 0.000, passes the t test.
Compositing analysis of table 8 to table 12, we conclude that, the one-dimensional linear
regression model rejected variable X2 passes statistical tests, and fits well, is a good improvement of the
dualistic linearity regression model.

4 Conclusion
This paper applies software SPSS to analyze 1999-2009 relevant statistics of China agriculture
industry promulgated by National Bureau of Statistics of China, trying to establish a Dualistic Linearity
Regression Model to calculate the effect of the total agricultural machinery dynamic and total corps
planting area in the total output of farming, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery industries, but the
results indicate that the independence “total corps planting area” doesn’t pass the significance test. So
the paper chooses stepwise method to do the regression again, and the software eliminates independence
“total corps planting area”, and works out a one-dimensional linear regression model. the
one-dimensional linear regression model rejected variable X2 passes statistical tests, and fits well, is a
good improvement of the dualistic linearity regression model.
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The Survey of Chinese College Students’ Autonomous English
Learning in Self-access Language Learning Center
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Abstract：With the deepening of English teaching and learning reform, developing and motivating
students’ autonomous learning capabilities has become one major task for college English teaching. This
essay mainly studies the Chinese college students’ autonomous learning state in self-access language
learning center based on the survey of randomly selected university undergraduates from six universities
in Wuhan where self-access language learning centers are established early in the form of questionnaires
and accordingly brings forward certain suggestions for improvement.
Keywords: College English; Self-access language learning center; Autonomous learning; Learning
strategy; Learning acquisition

1 Introduction
With the deepening of English teaching and learning reform, English teaching has gradually
transformed from traditional teacher-centered mode to students-centered autonomous learning whose
key lies in 4 factors: sound environment, abundant resources, suitable learning strategies and habits of
autonomous learning. Accordingly, some higher educational institutes have already successively
established language learning centers, together with the adoption of ‘in-class teaching & self-access
learning’ mode, to provide students with multi-level and multi-path English autonomous learning
environment. Naturally it has become one of the major studies in college English teaching to adopt
corresponding strategies based on the state of students’ autonomous learning. Therefore, the survey of
the state of college students’ autonomous learning in language learning center is of great significance for
developing college English teaching resources, optimizing language learning environment, and boosting
college students’ ability of autonomous learning.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Learner autonomy
Since the 1980s, autonomous learning has received increasing amount of attention. The term of
autonomy was firstly coined by Henri Holec, who defined it as ‘the ability to take charge of one’s own
learning’ involving five aspects of responsibilities: determining learning objectives, defining the
contents and progression of learning, selecting methods and techniques of learning, monitoring the
procedure of acquisition, and evaluating learning effects [1]. Dickinson (1987) then proposed the
definition that autonomy is a situation in which the learner is totally responsible for all the decisions
concerned with his [or her] learning and the implementation of those decisions'. Whatever environment
the learner is in, whether it’s in curriculum or extracurricular, the learning is free of the teacher’s direct
control. In one word, it’s self-teaching and self-learning [2]. Little (1991) believed that learner
autonomy is essentially the psychological relation between learner’s learning progress and contents [3].
In recent years, the scholars in china have also launched plentiful studies and discussions. Shu
Dingfang (2004) explained that learner autonomy in foreign language learning mainly includes: 1) the
self-choosing optimistic attitude to treat one’s learning, taking charge of one’s own learning and being
actively involved in it, 2) the capability learners should be cultivated to independently finish one’s own
learning task, 3) the environment where learners should be given adequate opportunities to exercise
one’s ability to take charge of one’s own learning. In spite of different wording in researchers’
definitions, they all focus on the following qualities of the learners: independently formulating learning
objectives and plans; initiatively participating in the learning progress and implementing learning task;
experimenting and adopting certain learning method and strategy; taking the initiative to monitor one’s
own learning progress; initiatively and effectively evaluating learning effects and timely making
adjustment[4].
2.2 self-access language learning center
With the deepening of foreign language teaching and study, self-access language learning center
first arised in the west in the 1980s. Not until in the 1990s did they spring up in large numbers in the
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higher educational institutes in HK, Macau, mainland China, and Southeast Asia. According to
Fitzgerald (1998), self-access language center generally should be equipped with computers, satellite
televisions, recorders, DVDs and photocopier machines, orderly placed sorts of learning resources,
tutoring system on how to use these resources, teachers and technicians to provide language learning
and technique tutoring[5]. In the opinion of Gardner & Miller (1999), self-access center should be
powered with two basic functions: firstly, providing autonomous language learning materials, like
grammar, listening material, to satisfy the needs of independent learners, secondly, motivating learners
to become more independent by encouraging them to develop individual learning strategies and to
reflect their learning progress and to take charge of responsibilities[6].
A great many higher educational institutes in china have recently successively established English
learning centers to provide software and hardware autonomous learning resources. Cai shaoming and He
gaoda (2006) pointed out that learning center, based on the theory of second language acquisition,
constructivism and humanism, backed by modern education information technology, is the language
learning and acquisition environment to integrate and develop abundant learning resources, support and
boost students’ autonomous learning. Li linzhu (2009) viewed self-access center as the location or
environment of implementing or enhancing autonomous language learning integrating computer
network lab system and digitalized language lab system. In short, language center could not only reach
the requirements of digitalized language lab, but also satisfy the needs of teachers’ utility of network
teaching system to teach, students’ autonomous choosing teaching and learning software and all kinds of
media resources on internet or intranet to learn, not to mention its serving as technological platform for
teachers to manage, monitor and evaluate the students’ autonomous learning progress.

3 Methodology
3.1 Questionnaire design
This study adopts the method of questionnaire which consists of 3 parts: 1st part is basic
information including university, gender, grade and major. 2nd part is self-filling questionnaire in the
form of multiple choices, on the aspects of utilization state of language learning center, software and
hardware resources allocation, self-access learning motives, learning strategies application. 3rd part is
the opinions and suggestions in Q & A form. All the questionnaires are conducted anonymously to
acquire relatively accurate and objective data. All the questions are measured by using the Likert 5 Point
Scale method to acquire the statistical result: 5 -strongly agree, 4-slightly agree, 3-just so so, 2-slightly
disagree, 1-strongly disagree.
3.2 Samples
The subjects of this study are randomly selected sample university undergraduates from six
universities in Wuhan where self-access language learning centers are established early, covering 13
majors, like civil engineering, electronic information engineering, applied chemistry, clinical medicine,
human resources management, e-business and education, 4 grades (mainly sophomore and juniors). The
total of 800 questionnaires are handed out in June 2010, 781 finished, with the recovery rate of 97.6.

4 Result Analysis
According to Likert 5 Point Scale method, we get the results of the college students’ different
responses ratio about the autonomous learning state in self-access language learning center. The result is
as shown in table 2.
4.1 The utilization state of language learning center
On the aspects of desire of self-access learning in learning center, 16.3% respondents revealed it
very strong, 59.3% strong, 8.8% unwilling, 1.0% quite unwilling, proving that most of the respondents
would rather study in self-access language learning center. While the respondents don’t visit the
self-access language learning center frequently after class, with 14.9% seldom visiting, 26.3%
sometimes, only 12.3% frequently, demonstrating that the students’ frequenting the place not enough,
deserving strengthening of self-control; on aspects of the familiarity of self-access learning center,
25.0% respondents said not much, 11.3 % not familiar, pointing to the fact that more guidance and
training should be launched to equip the learners with autonomous learning abilities. Due to the
complicated formalities of self-access learning center, 16.0% respondents considered it rather
inconvenient, 17.0% slightly inconvenient. 22.5% respondents considered the cohesion between in-class
teaching and self-access language learning bad, 9.0% rather bad.
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Table 2

Results of The College Students’ Responses Ratio
Ratio

Dimension
The utilization
state of
language
learning center

software and
hardware
resources
allocation

self-access
learning
motives
autonomous
learning
strategies
application

Question

strongly
agree

slightly
agree

just so so

Slightly
disagree

strongly
disagree

Willing of studying in SAC

16.3

59.3

14.6

8.8

1.0

Frequency of learning in SAC after class

12.3

18.3

28.3

26.3

14.9

Familiarity of functions of SAC

12.6

27.4

23.8

25.0

11.3

Convenience of learning in SAC

13.3

38.0

21.0

17.0

10.6

Cohesion to in-class teaching

11.7

33.4

23.4

22.5

9.0

Learning environment

25.4

52.9

14.3

5.9

1.5

Allocation of software and hardware

12.9

50.3

13.7

11.7

11.4

Abundance of learning materials

12.7

47.8

15.6

12.9

11.0

Rationality of zoning of functions

18.6

50.2

16.9

10.6

3.7

Desire of improving English level

29.1

50.3

15.9

3.8

0.9

Aim of learning English

13.8

44.9

19.5

15.5

6.3

English learning interest

11.9

30.2

24.5

20.9

12.6

Planning of autonomous learning

14.6

30.2

26.0

19.6

9.6

Self-control in autonomous learning

10.4

25.1

27.3

22.2

15.1

Will of overcoming learning difficulty

12.4

27.0

27.5

16.8

16.3

Evaluation of learning acquisition

12.0

44.3

24.2

11.9

7.6

4.2 The allocation of software and hardware resources
The investigation reveals that 25.4% respondents considered the environment of language learning
center is ‘very good’, 52.9% good, only 1.5% very poor. On aspects of computer software and hardware,
12.9% considered it very good, 50.3% good; on aspects of abundance of learning materials, 12.7%
considered it very good, 47.8% good; on aspects of rationality of zoning of functions, 18.6% considered
it very good, 50.2% good, only 3.7% very poor, all of which prove that all of the higher educational
institutes have invested quite a lot and the allocation of software and hardware resources is relatively
reasonable.
4.3 Autonomous learning motives
This study revealed that 29.1% respondents’ desire of improving English level are quite intense,
50.3% intense, only 0.9% with no desire which proves that Chinese college students have already
realized the importance of English learning in the context of globalization and wish their English level
improve after great-effort study. As to the aim of English learning, 13.8% respondents think their aim
are quite clear, 44.9% clear, 15.5% unclear, and 6.3% quite unclear. On the aspect of the English
learning interest, 11.9% respondents reveal that their interest is quite strong, 30.2% mild, 20.9% little
and 12.6 % no interest which demonstrates that more than 1/3 Chinese students lack enough interest in
English, and are quite passive in learning English.
4.4 Application of autonomous learning strategies
This investigation discovered that 14.6 % respondents’ planning of autonomous learning is ‘very
good’,30.2% ‘good’, 19.6% poor, and 9.6% very poor. 22.2% have relatively poor self-control ability,
15.1% very poor, 16.7% poor and 16.3 % very poor on terms of will of overcoming learning difficulty,
12.0% very good and 44.3% good, 7.6% poor and 11.9% very poor on terms of evaluation of learning
effects, all of which point to the fact that when Chinese college students utilize the strategies of
autonomous learning, they are affected greatly by the impetuous social climate, resulting in the poor
execution of autonomous plan and the lack of necessary methods of overcoming difficulties.

5 Discussion and Suggestion
Through questionnaire, we have discovered that: 1) the establishment of self-access center helps
improve the level of college students’ autonomous learning ability, while because of the influence of
deeply-rooted traditional education mode, quite a number of Chinese college students couldn’t adapt
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themselves to the autonomous learning environment and the functions of self-access learning center
couldn’t be fully utilized. 2) Currently higher educational institutes in china have already invested quite
a lot on establishing language learning center, judging from the sound environment of language center
platform, higher level of computer software and hardware, and reasonable zoning of functions, but
neither the types of learning materials are diverse enough, timely updated, nor is the interactive teaching
software state-of-art. 3) Even though Chinese students have an intense desire to improve their English
level, they have no interest in learning English and their aim are short-sighted, only in hopes of
achieving higher score in tests and acquiring better jobs. 4) When Chinese college students utilize the
strategies of autonomous learning, they are affected greatly by the impetuous social climate, resulting in
the poor execution of autonomous plan and the lack of necessary methods of overcoming difficulties.
Based on the above analysis, we strongly suggest that: 1) strengthening the guidance and training
of freshmen, cultivating their capacity of self-access learning to bring the role of self-access language
learning center into full play. 2) speeding up the update of visual-audio learning material, developing
advanced interactive teaching software, and increasing the interest of language learning process. 3)
expanding the learning functions of language learning centers, fully utilizing the functions of discussion
zone, dialogue club, consulting room, avoiding the language learning center becoming computer rooms
or internet bars. 4) teachers realizing the effective cohesion of in-class teaching and autonomous
teaching. 5) holding lectures on self-access learning strategies to help college students command the
methods and techniques of English autonomous learning. 6) establishing the system of motivation for
college students’ autonomous learning, arousing the students’ enthusiasm of autonomous learning and
forming sound English learning environment.

6 Conclusion
This essay mainly studies the Chinese college students’ autonomous learning state in self-access
language learning center based on the survey of randomly selected university undergraduates from six
universities in Wuhan area on the aspects of utilization state of language learning center, software and
hardware resources allocation, self-access learning motives, learning strategies application, reaching
certain conclusions and accordingly bringing forward specific suggestions for improvement.
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Abstract: Job dissatisfaction is the psychological condition of an employee brought about by the
unraveled conditions at work. Job dissatisfaction happens due to several reasons some of them are work
load, lack of control, unfairness, value conflict and insufficient reward. It is said that, “job
dissatisfaction is the loss of meaning in one's world”. Due to prolonged stress and frustration the
employees feel that their physical and emotional strengths are exhausted. This exhaustion will lead to
low productivity, high employee turnover cost and poor employee morale in an organization. This paper
seeks to analyze which factors cause job dissatisfaction and to predict employee behavior at the
workplace due to job dissatisfaction. The result will help investors already and those who intended to
invest in the private sector of the Ghanaian economy have an idea of how to handle their employees to
increase productivity. Questionnaires were used to gather data among workers of Barfuor Investment
limited, a wood processing company in Ghana. The main factors that were analyzed are; Company
Policy, Supervision, Relationship with the head, Working Condition, Salary and Relationship with
co-workers.
Keywords: Job dissatisfaction; Deviance; Turnover; Absenteeism

1 Introduction
Workplace deviance occurs when an employee voluntarily pursues a course of action that threatens
the well-being of the individual or the organization [1]. Examples include stealing, hostile behavior
towards co-workers, and withholding effort. Stealing and withholding effort are categorized as
organizational deviance, whereas hostile and rude behaviors toward co-workers are categorized as
interpersonal deviance. Employee turnover is a common source of frustration for many organizations.
Negative effects are loss of productivity, diminished morale, strained communications between
management and employee and of course, the increased costs of hiring and training new employees.
Fear of job redundancy, layoffs due to an uncertain economy, increased demands for overtime due to
staff cutbacks act as negative stressors. Employees who start to feel the "pressure to perform" can get
caught in a downward spiral of increasing effort to meet rising expectations with no increase in job
satisfaction. The relentless requirement to work at optimum performance takes its toll in job
dissatisfaction, employee turnover, reduced efficiency, accidents, illness and even death.
In most companies in the light industry in Ghana particularly, the timber industry, job
dissatisfaction has always been a major problem in the day to day administration in the business.
Accordingly to Frimpong, most employees in Ghana consider Recognition for good work done as the
main motivational factor [2]. The timber industry is well noted for its high and prompt payment for
services rendered. Ghana has a literacy rate of 65% and most of the remaining citizens find themselves
doing jobs that require man-power such as in the timber sector. Employee turnover is the ultimate result
due to dissatisfaction on the part of the workers [3]. This can be mostly attributed to low incomes
obtained by the workers in the company in their bid to find a high paying job. It also occurs if careful
strategies of correcting the workers are not implemented. This may let the worker feel that he is being
abused at the workplace and therefore ceases to be part of the workforce. In some cases, the
management fails to recognize the efforts or the employees and down-play their achievement. This will
also increase employee turnover as most employees are motivated by intrinsic factors in order to
achieve.
The framework differs from one another along two dimensions: constructive/destructive and
active/passive [4]. Exit and neglect behaviors encompass our performance variables such as productivity,
absenteeism and turnover. The model explains the behavioral patterns of dissatisfaction in workers and
can be used to predict the outcome of their actions. The destructive dimension accounts for the reason
why some workers will leave the workplace entirely whilst some will result to absenteeism, theft, etc.
This model also expands employee response to include voice and loyalty which are constructive
behaviors that allow individuals to tolerate unpleasant situations or to revive satisfactory working
conditions. It helps us to understand situations such as those sometimes found among unionized workers
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of which workers express their grievances through formal contract negotiations.
To better understand employee attitudes and motivation, Frederick Herzberg performed studies to
determine which factors in an employee's work environment caused satisfaction or dissatisfaction. He
published his findings in the 1959 book The Motivation to Work [5]. The studies included interviews in
which employees where asked what pleased and displeased them about their work. Herzberg found that
the factors causing job satisfaction (and presumably motivation) were different from that causing job
dissatisfaction. He developed the motivation-hygiene theory to explain these results. He called the
satisfiers motivators and the dissatisfies hygiene factors, using the term "hygiene" in the sense that they
are considered maintenance factors that are necessary to avoid dissatisfaction but that by themselves do
not provide satisfaction. Herzberg reasoned that because the factors causing satisfaction are different
from those causing dissatisfaction, the two feelings cannot simply be treated as opposites of one another.

2 Data and Research Methodology
The instruments by means of questionnaire, used to gather data were hand delivered to the workers
of Barfuor Investment limited, a wood processing company in Ghana. Research assistants were
responsible for hand delivering and collecting the instruments. The instruments were coded and returned
anonymously to a central place, where they were collected by the research assistants and returned to the
researcher. This procedure was not considered problematic or perceived to constitute a bias, because the
identity of respondents was protected. Of the 100 questionnaires distributed, a total of 88 usable
questionnaires were returned, giving a response rate of 88%. They were then subjected to reliability test
to certify their credibility after which they were analyzed using Microsoft excel advanced analysis tools.

3 Results
Result of Cronbach’s Alpha analysis was first examined for sensible and theoretical assurance of
each question in the data set. According to Gliem and Gliem [6], the value above 0.70 is considered
acceptable and reliable. To make certain that all designed questions are reliable, all constructs were
separately tested of which the reliability of the items were more than 0.70, indicating that the scale had
good reliability.
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The survey tried to find out the causes of dissatisfaction at the workplace. In this criterion, 78%
strongly agreed to company policy as the lead factor that can cause massive dissatisfaction among the
workers at the workplace. 20% further agreed to this with only 2% saying that it was moderate. Contrary
to Herzberg’s findings, the survey suggested that salary was the second factor that can cause
dissatisfaction among the workers. 30% strongly agreed to this, 62% agreed and 8% were moderate with
nobody disagreeing or strongly disagreeing to this fact. Relationship with the boss, also proved to be
very important as 16% strongly agreed, 52% agreed with 26% also moderate. Supervision style and
personality of the supervisor was not so much a strong factor as only 10% strongly agreed, 30% agreed
and 50% moderate that supervisor roles was of a major factor. “Work conditions” was also a moderate
factor whereas relationship with peers was seen as not a strong factor that can cause dissatisfaction
among the workers. From the survey, 2% strongly agreed, 24% agreed, 20% were moderate and 54%
disagreed that it can cause dissatisfaction among the workers. It may be that most of the workers were
independent and objective oriented and may not let petty squabbles to disorient them.
According to the exit-voice-loyalty-neglect framework model, it explains the behavioral patterns of
dissatisfaction in workers of which can be used to predict the outcome of their actions as well as to
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predict which of the factors the workers can tolerate and which they can’t tolerate and therefore results
to alternate ways of solving their problem. The paper investigated these factors of which the results are
shown below.
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Herzberg’s Factors

The results of the Herzberg’s factor analysis indicated that there is a high destructive force
associated with company policy. Constructive forces comprising of voice and loyalty resulted in 26% as
destructive force yielded 74%.This showed that company policy should be treated with great care and
particularly with the workers in mind as this factor can either make the company successful or may
seriously harm the health of the business. Salary came second as the major factor causing dissatisfaction
with 70% destructive force and 30% constructive force. This indicates that a bad salary structure will
result in 70% turnover or negative behavior at the workplace as workers are not tolerant to bad salary
and therefore shows little loyalty to the company as they may demand that what is due them should be
paid to them. Failure to do so may result in a high unpleasant effect on the job, the workers and the
workplace as a whole.
Relationship with the boss and work condition surprisingly showed that they had a high a
destructive rate. Work condition showed that though the factor is very destructive, the workers had a
considerable constructive behavior and may be tolerant. Relationship with the boss showed that it is
fairly destructive and care should be taken to maintain the cordial employer-employee relationship.
Supervision and relationship with peers showed that these factors are highly constructive and may
not have any adverse effects on the workplace. The workers may find alternate ways of helping
management to deal with these problems and may actively get involved to voice their concerns in the
form of unions or passively be loyal to the organization. These factors are therefore not destructive and
will not influence turnover, negative behavior or low productivity among companies in Ghana.

4 Conclusion
It may be concluded that worker dissatisfaction is one of the major concerns of every manager in
the private sector in Ghana and that strategic methods should be used when drafting company policies,
the results of the Herzberg’s factor analysis indicated that there is a high destructive force associated
with company policy. Also, calculating salary with relation to market salary values and the relationship
with the leaders of the company and the workers are to be seen as very significant in downsizing the
effect of worker dissatisfaction. The exit and neglect are considered as the destructive factors because
they encompass on performance variables such as productivity, absenteeism, turnover, etc. upon
subjecting the workers to questioning using the questionnaire, it was discovered that when asked about
effects of company policy, majority said that they will result to voice criterion by letting the authorities
know their displeasure with the company policy. However, it is noticeable that with a bad supervision at
the workplace in Ghana, majority of the workers prefer to be loyal to the company hoping for things to
change.
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Empirical Study of Credit Risk Measurement in Manufacturing
Industry: Based on Financial and Market Information3
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Abstract: This paper aims to analyze the accuracy and effectiveness to predict the credit risk and the
internal relationships between the KMV model based on market information and the Logistic model
based on financial information, so that empirical basis can be provided for measuring the credit risk in
manufacturing industry. This paper shows that it is feasible and advantageous to combine KMV Model
with Logistic Model to measure the credit risk in manufacturing industry, by using the data of Chinese
listed manufacturing companies between 2001 and 2009 as the reseach sample.
Keywords: KMV model; Logistic model; Credit risk; Manufacturing industry

1 Introduction
Resulting from rapid development in recent years, manufacturing industry has become an
important part of listed companies. However, due to funding problems,many manufacturing enterprises
get into trouble or even go bankruptcy.4 Manufacturing industry are dominated by SMEs, which may
result in credit risk and restrict their development. Therefore, study on manufacturing industry from the
perspective of bank is of great practical significance.
Quantitative study on credit risk has two main ideas. One is based on financial information,such as
z-score model, ZETA model, Logistic regression model and so on. Another is based on marketing
information, which refers to western mainstream commercial credit risk measurement models, for
example, Credit Risk plus model, KMV model, Credit Metrics model and Credit Portfolio View, etc.
Sobehart, Keenan and Stein(2000) [1]compared six credit risk models by forward test technology,
and found that KMV model has highest precision of risk prediction and relatively lower misjudgement
ratio. Similar conclusion can be seen in Kedlhofer and Kurbat(2001) [2], Korablev and Dwyer(2007) [6].
Kang et al. (2009) [7] modified KMV model by changing the way of pricing non-current stock and
setting default point, their empirical study showed that the modification improved the sensitivity of
KMV model forecasting and distinguishing.Anthony (2001)[3] concluded that the prediction accuracy of
log-logistic model is higher than Probit model. Tan (2005) [4] added DD to Logistic model, and found
that, to some extent, DD can improve the explanation and prediction ability of model.Later Shi(2007) [5]
made an empirical study on boundary logistic default model and praised its predictive efficiency.
All in all, due to the delay,distorition and other characteristics of financial information, the
predicition ability of Logistic model is constrained. So in this article, we firstly modify KMV model by
dynamic modification of default point and default timing. Secondly, we analyse the recognition
capability of credit risk, and compare the relative factors impact effect and risk predictive ability by
default distance and expected default frequency which are output of KMV model. And then, we
introduce DD to Logistic model and construct a DD-Logistic model based on an overall consideration of
financial and marketing information. Finally, we make the empirical study on manufacturing industry.

2 Research Design
2.1KMV model and its modification
2.1.1KMV model principal and calculation procedure
(1) Calculating market value and volatility of asset
KMV model assume that default occurs when asset value is less than the liability of company. That
is to say, KMV model view equity as call option of company asset, and debt of company is the exercise
price. Then the value of European call option can be calculated according to BSM model.
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There are sixty four enterprises get special treated in Shanghai and Shenzhen market in 2009,which is 7.4% of
total number of listed manufacturing companies,and account for 51.2% of special treated companies in the same
year.
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（2）

τ

d 2 = d1 − σ A T

（3）

VE is market value of equity, and face value of debt is noted D. V A represents market value of
σ A decotes volatility of asset and
asset. r is risk-free rate, and T is corporate debt maturity.
N (.) is cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution.
In addition, KMV model reveals the theoretical relationship between volatility of equity and asset.

σE =

N ( d 1 )V Aσ A
VE

（4）

Where σ E denotes volatility of equity.
Asset value and volatility can be determined by solving the equations (1)-(4) simultaneously.
(2) Calculating DD(distance to default)
KMV first determines default point, the empirical formula is DP = SD + LD / 2 , where

SD

is current debt and LD is long-term debt. Then DD can be calculated.Assuming market value of asset
submits to lognormal distribution,

E (V A ) − DP
DD =
=
E (V A )σ A

ln(

VA
1
) + ( μ − σ A2 )T
2
D
σA T

（5）

DD is the multiple of distance between future expected value of asset after T years and default
point compared to the standard deviation of asset,which indicates credit status of companies.In
general,the larger the DD value is, meaning expected asset value is farther from default point,the less
likely the default occurs and the better the credit status is.Conversely,the worse the credit situation is. [9]
(3) Calculating EDF(expected default frequency)
Under log-normal assumption,the EDF of company is
PT = N (−d 2 ) = N (− DD)
（6）
2.1.2 Modify the KMV model
Standard KMV model assume that default point is constant and default only occurs on due date.
However,debt contracts often contain some security provisions, for instance, creditor can be allowed to
reorganize the company when asset value is less than a certain threshold. This means that default point
don’t always equal to debt and default timing is not only on expiry date. As a matter of fact, it is
stochastic. In this paper we borrow ideas from Kang(2009) [7] and modify KMV model by dynamic
default point and stochastic default timing.
(1) Stochastic modification of default timing
Assume that default point equals to the fixed empirical value between zero and the starting value of
asset. Default timing is an random continuous variable, τ = inf{t > 0 : V t < D(t )} , and default
probability is
2

DP
D
ln( T ) + mT
2m
ln( ) − mT
D ⋅VA
DP 2
) + ( T )σA N(
)
PT = N ( V
VA
σA ⋅ T
σA ⋅ T
Where m =

μ−

σ A2
2

（7）

, and is replaced by risk-free rate.

Corresponding distance to default is
DD =

(2) Dynamic modification of default point

ln(

VA
σ2
) + ( μ − A )T
SD + LD / 2
2
σA ⋅ T

（8）
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Assume that default point is a dynamic random variable, D ( t ) = De − k ( T − t ) , which
means face value of debt on t by discounting at continuous discount rate k. And default probability is

D
D
2(m−k)
ln( ) −mT
ln( ) +(m−2k)T
−kT
2
De σ A
V
V
[6]
PT = N( A
N( A
) +(
)
)
VA
σA ⋅ T
σA ⋅ T

（9）

Corresponding distance to default is

ln(
DD =

VA
1
) + ( μ − σ A2 )T
2
De − k (T −t )
σA ⋅ T

（10）

2.2 Parameters setup in KMV model
2.2.1 Volatility of market value of equity
As we know, Chinese stock market is not in full circulation. So in this paper we use closing daily
data of A-share enterprises in manufacturing industry is used to represent the equity volatility. Tests
show ARCH effect doesn’t exist in many stock return series. In addition, Shi et al.(2005) concludes that
GARCH model may underestimate stock price volatility and it fits China stock market not well.
Therefore, we calculate equity volatility by historic estimation.
Daily stock return is

ui = ln(Si / Si −1 )

（11）

Where S i is i-th closing price of stock.
Daily volatility of stock is

σ E′ =

1
n − 1

n

∑

i=1

(u

i

− u )

2

（12）

Where u is mean of daily stock returns,and n is the number of trading days in one year. So yearly
volatility of stock price is

σ E = σ E′ × 250

（13）
2.2.2 Market value of equity
According to Zhang (2007), we calculate market value of non-current stock by regression.
Market Value of Equity=Curent market value+Non-current market value
=Daily closing price*Outstanding shares+(0.99576+0.60973*Asset per share)*State-own shares (14)
Where state-own shares represent illiquid shares approximately.
2.2.3 Face value of debt, debt maturity, discount rate and risk-free rate
Face value of debt is assumed to be nominal value of total liabilities in financial report.Debt
maturity is one year, and the discount rate is risk-free rate.Deposit interest of lump year on a regular
basis is used as risk-free rate.If there is several adjustments in annual interest rate.It can be replaced by
geometric mean to decrease the effects of extreme value.
Year
Annual Interest Rate (%)

Table 1
2001
2.25

Deposit Interest of Lump Year on a Regular Basis
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
1.98
1.98
2.25
2.25
2.52
3.46

2008
3.06

2009
2.25

2.2.4 Data specification
Samples consist of eighty-four listed companies in manufacturing industry, including twenty- six
Special Treated companies and fifty-eight non Special Treated companies. Considering the difference of
A-shares, B-shares and H-shares, we choose samples which went public in Shanghai and Shenzhen
stock exchange before 1998 and only issued A-shares. Furthermore, full financial statements and
transaction data of them can be obtained. Then we replace obvious error and unreasonable data by linear
fitting method in SPSS. All data is from series research database of CSMAR GuoTaiAn.
2.3 Logistic model
Residuals of Logistic model obey two values discrete distribution, and maximum likelyhood
estimation can be used to estimate the model parameters. Logistic model fits for cases where explained
variables are two values, 0 and 1. Moreover, unlike other regression model, it requires no normal
distribution assumption and can be used to calculate default probability of companies.
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(15)

(16)

β k x ki ) ]

denotes i-th explanatory variable of i-th sample,

β k is technical coefficient, obtained

by maximum likelyhood estimation. p i represents default probability of i-th sample and i ranges from
one to n.

3 Empirical Study on KMV Model
3.1 Analysis of credit risk recognition capability of KMV model
3.1.1 Trend analysis of distance to default and expected default frequency
First, Figure 1 shows that values of DD and EDF shift. Mean of DD decreases in years from 2003
to 2008, yet mean of EDF increases,which indicates the increasing default risk in manufacturing
industry. Second, mean curve of DD of Group ST(Special Treated) is lower than that of Non ST Group,
otherwise, its mean curve of EDF is higher than that of Non ST Group, which means the higher default
risk of ST Group. Third, mean difference curve suggests that mean difference of DD had been
decreasing year by year, even a positive value appeared in 2008. Meanwhile, there was large negative
mean difference of EDF, which was narrowed in 2009. Evidence from economics shows that immence
demand elasticity of manufacturing industry results in weak ability of withstanding market risk. The
government adopted relatively tight credit policy to overcome the international inflation in 2007.
Meanwhile, affected by American subprime crisis, external demand of Chinese manufacturing industry
nosedived, and sales and productions were hindered, which brought about larger credit risk. For the sake
of their own security, banks strengthened credit supervision of corporations especially of thise with bad
credit status. DD of ST Group is but greater than that of Non ST Group, which illustrated that default
risk had been effectively controlled.

Figure 1 Trend of Distance to Default(Left) and Expected Default Frequency(Right) From 2001 to 2009

3.1.2 Correlation analysis of DD and EDF
It can be seen from Figure 2, there is negative correlation between DD and EDF. DD of samples
gathers in interval [2, 3], which means, in accordance with current situation of manufacturing industry,
most of manufacturers tends to default. It is worth noting that EDF is not a good indicator of default risk.
Because it generally maintains zero and fails to predict default risk after DD is more than five.
3.1.3 Significance analysis of DD
Examining distinguishing capability between ST Group and Non ST Group by non parameter
testing method of two independent sample, associated probability of DD were respectively 0.049 and
0.034, less than significant level 0.05 whether in K-S test or U test.That is to say, DD of ST Group and
Non ST Group is significantly unequal under 95% confidence level and DD is able to distinguish
between ST Group and Non ST Group significantly.
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Figure 2

Relation of DD and EDF

3.2 Effect of relative factors on DD and EDF
3.2.1 Effect of default timing and default point on EDF
Model 1 is standard KMV model with constant default point and timing. Model 2 assumes that
default timing is a continuous random variable, meaning default may occur at any-point-in-time before
maturity, and default point is fixed. In model 3, default timing is still a continuous random variable and
default point change randomly with time.
The same trend of three curves exhibited in figure 3 illustrate that three models are consistent with
each other in credit risk identification.
Two curves of model 1 in figure 3 are roughly the same, so recognition capability of model 1 is
weak.In contrast, the wide volatility of Model 3 curve proves validity and higher sensitivity of modified
model. Model 3 can identify credit risk better. In addition, volatility of ST Group curve in Figure 3 left
is smaller than that of Non ST Group in Figure 3 right, which indicates that Non ST Group is more
sensitve to changes of default timing and default point.
3.2.2 Effect of share reform on DD
Equity structure plays an important role in risk-neutral probability of default, and it is necessary to
analyze effects of share reform on DD. Table 2 shows changes before and after share reform in DD of
twelve stocks which achieved full circulation between 2008 and 2009.

Figure 3

Effect of Default Timing (Left) and Default Point (Right)

First, Z score of single sample K-S normality test is 0.63, and its associated probability is 0.822
larger than significant level 0.05. It means DD approximately submits to normal distribution.
Second, T test shows that mean of DD increases from 2.4805 to 3.5462 after share reform and
default probability decreases. DD before the share reform is positively relative to that of after the share
reform. Correlation coefficient is 0.776 with a associate probability 0.006 less than significant level 0.05.
Overall, share reform indeed decreases default risk of samples.
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Effect of Share Reform on DD

Stock Code

Corporate Abbreviation

000301
000619
000635
000700
000710
600207
600338
600381
600419
600792
600793
600847

EASTERN SILK MARKET
CONCH PROFILES AND SCIENCE
YOUNGLIGHT CHEMICALS
MOULD & PLASTIC TECHNOLOGY
TIANXING INSTRUMENT AND METER
ST ANCAI HI-TECH
ST SUMMIT INDUSTRY
ST SUNSHINY MINING
ST TIANHONG PAPERMAKING
ST MALONG INDUSTRY GROUP
ST PAPER INDUSTRY
ST WANLI GROUP

DD Value
Before Share
After Share
Reform
Reform
2.688
4.290
2.572
4.625
1.608
1.961
1.623
2.568
1.917
3.439
3.158
3.229
2.627
3.302
2.807
4.385
2.526
3.741
2.197
2.806
2.322
3.100
3.723
5.110

3.2.2 Effect of share reform on DD
Financial market changes rapidly, we research effects of financial environment which is measured
in quity volatility on DD by Pearson correlative test. As second and third column of Table 3 shows,
equity volatility is increasing from 2005 and slowed down in 2008, even fell back in 2009. Pearson test
results in the fourth column illustrate that there is a significantly positive linear coefficiency between
equity volatility and asset volatility from 2005 to 2009. This comovement trend is always in, especially
in 2007. In contrast, correlation coefficient between equity volatility and DD is negative and decreasing
year by year, and rises in 2009.

Year

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Mean of
σ E
0.465388
0.522389
0.686939
0.702539
0.52341

Std. of σ

Table 3 Pearson Correlative Test
Pearson Correlative Test
Pearson Correlative Test between
σ E and DD
between σ E and σ A
E

0.0897
0.10713
0.211476
0.122217
0.073826

Pearson
correlation

P Value

Pearson correlation

P Value

0.349
0.619
0.894
0.680
0.398

0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

-0.782
-0.621
-0.521
-0.489
-0.579

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

3.3 Credit risk predictive ability analysis KMV model
3.3.1 Comparative analysis of warning effect DD and EDF
Studying on the first six ST companies, we find DD decreases with time close to ST year. As
depicted in Figure 4, DD indicates the increasing credit risk two years before ST. By contrast, EDF
doesn’t change significantly. That is to say, DD is more intuitive to predict changes of default risk.

Figure 4 Comparative Analysis of Warning Effect of DD and EDF

3.3.2 Sensitivity of DD to deterioration in credit status
(1) Time series analysis
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One-way ananlysis of variance in Table 4 shows that DD differs obviously in different time close
to ST year. Multiple comparison test indicates that there is no remarkable difference between DD of two
years and three years before ST. However, as a leading warning, DD decreased dramatically in two
years before ST.
Time 1
Three years before ST

Table 4 Variance analysis-LSD Test
Time 2
Mean Difference
Two years before ST
0.68912
One year before ST
1.8496
ST year
1.9845

Significant Level
0.363
0.021
0.014

(2) Cross-section analysis
DD of samples is divided to nine discrete intervals, so frequency stacked picture can be plotted,
where fequency is the ratio frequence in each interval of ST Group or Non ST Group accounting for total
ST or Non ST. Then we plot downward cumulative frequency curve for each ST Group interval.
Figure 5 shows most DD of Non ST Group distribute in [5, +∞), the proportion is 19.5%, and
58.03% of Non ST Group DD is greater than three. DD of ST Group intensive area is [2, 4], the
proportion is 62,43%. If we set a warning line, if DD of a sample company is less than 3, there is a
possibility of 56.1% for this sample to be determined as a aggravated credit status. If it is less than 2, we
would 91.9% believe credit crisis occurs in this company and what should be done is to strengthen
prevention and control.

4 Empirical Study of DD-Logistic Model

Figure 5

Frequency Stacked Picture and Cumulative Frequency Curve of DD

As previously mentioned, DD is a better indicator than EDF to reflect default risk.Now we take
both financial information and market information into consideration and introduce DD to Logistic
model, then analyze predictive precision of model.
4.1 Construct logistic model
Ficancial indicators reflecting credit quality are always highly dimensional and highly correlated,
which dissatisfies request of no linear correlation in Logistic regression analysis, and may results in
informative loss of raw data,and further reducing of reliability in parameter estimation of logistic model.
In a word, default measuring model is finally meaningless. Therefore, we firstly choose eleven financial
factors related to LogitP by factorial analysis, they are comprehensive strength denoted by FAC1,
earning power denoted by FAC2, operation capability denoted by FAC3,development and profitablity of
asset denoted by FAC4, fixed assets management capabilities denoted by FAC5, earnings management
denoted by FAC6, ability of asset growth denoted by FAC7, profit ability denoted by FAC8, cash
fund-raising capcity denoted by FAC9, collection capacity denoted by FAC10 and long-term solvency
denoted by FAC11.These indicators can effectively measure potential credit risk in financial data. As
formula 17 shows, we construct Logistic model according to financial factors of samples from 2001 to
2006, called model 1.
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pi
) = −4.4979*FAC1-11.8062*FAC2-2.7811*FAC3
Logitpi = ln(
1 − pi
+0.3539*FAC4+1.3933*FAC5+1.7545*FAC6-3.0279*FAC7+1.7724*FAC8

（17）

-2.7261*FAC9-4.9953*FAC10+18.4786*FAC11
We make use of financial factors of 2007 and 2008 to test model 1 and predict credit risk in 2009
and 2010. Scatterplot between model output default probability and actual probability is Figure 6, where
default probability of ST Group is one and that of Non ST Group is zero.
Obviously, model 1 is easy to distinguish. Predictive probability of each sample approaches to zero
or one. The smaller the value is, the easier it is to be determined as Non ST Group, otherwise, as ST
Group. Assuming default point is 0.5, if default probability of one ST Group sample is less than 0.5, it
would be wrong determined as Non ST Group, which is called first class of false positive. On the
contrary, if a Non ST Group sample with greater probability than 0.5 is determined to be ST Group, the
second class of false positive occurs .Observing special point marked in Figure 6,default probability of
non ST Group samples with stock code 000533 and 000665 are greater than 0.5, but unfortunately, they
would be wrongly determined as ST Group.In fact, rate of first class false reaches up to 65% and the
second class false rate is 25%, total false rate is 35.26%. There is serious Gramer Problem.[12]It shows
that logistic model based on financial information is not good enough to predict default risk.

Figure 6

Scatterplot of Default Probability(♦ denotes model 1 and ■ denotes actual probability)

4.2 Construct DD-logistic model
We introduce DD to logistic model by Eviews 6.0 and construct model 2 standing for DD-Logistic
model.All coefficiency pass the significant test.
pi
) = −4.6283*FAC1-10.8191*FAC2-3.9642*FAC3
Logitpi = ln(
1 − pi
(18)
+2.2509*FAC5+2.7366*FAC6-3.6809*FAC7 + 3.0721*FAC8-3.3715*FAC9
-9.9499*FAC10 + 17.0938*FAC11-0.6904*DD
Table 5 shows that first class false rate of model 1 is 65% which means the model is not
satisfactory.However, model 2 rate of first class false positive reduces to 22.5%. So model combining
financial information and market information can better control the first class false rate.
Table 5 Forecast Accuracy of ST and Non ST Group
Test Result
ST Group

Model

Non ST Group

Model 2(involves DD)

0.775

0.474

Model 1

0.35

0.75

4.3 Comparative analysis of model discriminative efficiency
4.3.1 Comparative analysis by ROC curve
We get default probability of validation samples by model 1,model 2 and KMV model and plot
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ROC curve by SPSS 16.0 as Figure 7. Table 6 shows results of validity test.

Figure 7 ROC Curve
Solid straight line is reference line, solid curve stands for Logistic model not including DD, dotted line
denotes KMV model, dash and dot line represents DD-Logistic model
Table 6

Validity Test of models

Model

Area

Standard Error

Associated Probability

Model 1

0.535

0.056

0.508

KMV model

0.487

0.054

0.801

Model 2

0.637

0.049

0.010

We can conclude Model 2 distinguish credit risk best by ROC curve and vadility test[13]. The area
of Model 2 reaches 0.637, associated probability 0.01 under 95% confidence interval is less than
corresponding significant level 0.05. Area of Model 1 in ROC curve is greater than 0.5, which means
better effect than random assumption. KMV model is the worst.
4.3.2 Comparative Analysis by CAP Curve
As depicted in Figure 8, CAP curve obtained from Model 2 is cloest to perfect curve, which means
predictive effect of model 2 is best. Due to the delay,distorition and other characteristics of financial
information, Model 1 works a little worse than Model 1. CAP curve of KMV model approaching to
random curve is unsatisfactory. Therefore, only using KMV model to forecast credit risk of Chinese
manufacturing industry may result in high false positives, which may be caused by small density of
range of EDF.By taking both financial and market information into accout,DD-Logistic model is
superior to KMV model and Logistic model.

Figure 1 CAP Curve
* denotes perfect curve, ♦ is PT including DD, ■ shows PT not including DD, ▲
denotes EDF of KMV and × is random curve

5 Conclusion
First,we introduce dynamic default point and random default timing to modify KMV model.And
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empirical study shows that modified KMV model identifies credit risk better. Related factors analysis
holds that share reform decreases default risk of samples, correlation coefficient between equity
volatility and asset volatility is positive,but that between equity volatility and DD is negative. In
addition, DD is a better indicator than EDF to distinguish credit ststus.
Second,comparative analysis by ROC and CAP curve concludes that DD-Logistic model has
higher efficiency and precision than standard KMV model and Logistic model. Banks providing credit
to their clients should consider this model.
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Abstract: This article focus the understanding of Communicative Language Teaching, compared to the
traditional teaching methods, specified in language skills. It argues that communicative competence is
the important dimension to explore communicative language teaching as an innovative method, which
includes grammatical competence, discourse competence, sociocultural competence and strategic
competence. Practically, communicative curriculum design embraces five components to provide
direction to both English classroom management and teaching.
Keyword: Communicative language teaching; Communicative competence; Communicative curriculum;
Innovation

1 Introduction
Within the last quarter century, communicative language teaching (CLT) has been put forth around
the world as the “new,” or “innovative,” way to teach English as a second or foreign language. Teaching
materials, course descriptions, and curriculum guidelines proclaim a goal of communicative
competence.
The origins of contemporary CLT can be traced to concurrent developments in both Europe and
North America. In Europe, the language needs of a rapidly increasing group of immigrants and guest
workers, as well as a rich British linguistic tradition including social as well as linguistic context in
description of language behavior led the Council of Europe to develop a syllabus for learners based on
notional-functional concepts of language use. Functions were based on assessment of learner needs and
specified the end result, the goal of an instructional program. The term communicative attached itself to
programs that used a functional-notional syllabus based on needs assessment, and language for specific
purposes (LSP) movement was launched.
Other European developments focused on the process of communicative classroom language on
the process of communicative classroom language learning. In Germany, for example, against a
backdrop of social democratic concerns for individual empowerment, articulated in the writings of the
contemporary philosopher Jurgen Habermas, language teaching methodologists took the lead in the
development of classroom materials that encouraged learner choice. Their systematic collection of
exercise types for communicatively oriented English language teaching was used in teacher in-service
courses and workshops to guide curriculum change. Exercises were designed to exploit the variety of
social meanings contained within particular grammatical structures. A system of “chains” encouraged
teachers and learners to define their own learning path through principled selection of relevant exercises
Meanwhile, in the United States, Hymes had reacted to Chomsky’s characterization of the linguistic
competence of the “ideal native-speaker” and proposed the term communicative competence to
represent the use of language in social context, or the observance of sociolinguistic norms of
appropriates. His concern with speech communities and the integration of language, communication,
and culture was not unlike that of Halliday in the British linguistic tradition. Hymes’s communicative
competence may be seen as the equivalent of Halliday’s meaning potential. Similarly, his focus was not
language learning, but language as social behavior. In subsequent interpretations of the significance of
Hymes’s views for learners, methodologists working in the United States tended to focus on native
speaker cultural norms and the difficulty. In light of this difficulty, the appropriateness of
communicative competence as an instructional goal was questioned.
This paper looks at the phenomenon of communicative language teaching, which specified into
what CLT is; how and why it developed; and how CLT has been interpreted and implemented in various
contexts. Keeping in mind the needs and goals of learners and the traditions of classroom teaching, this
paper is discussing what some ways are for teachers to shape a more communicative approach to
English language teaching (ELT) in the context of their own situation.
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2 Understanding Communicative Language Teaching
Communication was understood in terms or four language skills: listening, speaking, reading, and
writing, when American structural linguistics and behaviorist psychology were the prevailing influences
in language teaching methods and materials. These skill categories were widely accepted and provided a
ready-made framework for methods manuals, learner course materials, and teacher education programs.
Speaking and writing were collectively described as active skills, reading and listening as passive skills.
Today, listeners and readers no longer are regarded as passive. They are seen as active participants
in the negotiation of meaning. Schemata, expectancies, and top-down / bottom-up processing are among
the terms now used to capture the necessarily complex, interactive nature of this negotiation. Yet
widespread understanding of communication as negotiation has been hindered by the terms that came to
replace the earlier active/passive dichotomy. The skills needed to engage in speaking and writing
activities were described subsequently as productive, whereas listening and reading skills were said to
be receptive. While certainly an improvement over the earlier active/passive representation, the terms
“productive” and “receptive” fall short of capturing the interactive nature of communication. Lost in this
productive/receptive, message sending/message receiving representation is the collaborative nature of
making meaning. Furthermore, The communicative competence needed for participation includes not
only grammatical competence, but pragmatic competence.
The inadequacy of a four-skill model of language use is now recognized. And the shortcomings of
audio-lingual methodology are widely acknowledged. There is general acceptance of the complexity and
interrelatedness of skills in both written and oral communication and of the need for learners to have the
experience of communication, to participate in the negotiation of meaning. Newer, more comprehensive
theories of language and language behavior have replaced those that looked to American structuralism
and behaviorist psychology for support. The expanded, interactive view of language behavior they offer
presents a number of challenges for teachers.
Communicative competence as measured in terms of fluency, comprehensibility, effort, and
amount of communication in unrehearsed oral communicative tasks significantly surpassed that of
learners who had had no such practice. Learner reactions to the test formats lent further support to the
view that even beginners respond well to activities that let them focus on meaning as opposed to formal
features.
CLT thus can be seen to derive from a multidisciplinary perspective that includes, at a minimum,
linguistics, psychology, philosophy, sociology, and educational research. Its focus has been the
elaboration and implementation of programs and methodologies that promote the development of
functional language ability through learner participation in communicative events. Central to CLT is the
understanding of language learning as both an educational and a political issue. Language teaching is
inextricably tied to language policy. Viewed from a multicultural intra-national as well as international
perspective, diverse sociopolitical context mandate not only a diverse set of language learning goals, but
a diverse set of teaching strategies. Program design and implementation depend on negotiation between
policy makers, linguistic researchers, and teachers. And evaluation of program success requires a similar
collaborative effort.

3 Four Components in Communicative Competence
The classroom model shows the hypothetical integration of four components that have been
advanced as comprising communicative competence. It shows how, through contexts, learners gradually
expand their communicative competence, consisting of grammatical competence, discourse competence,
sociocultural competence, and strategic competence.

Figure 1 Components of Communicative Competence
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Although the relative importance of components depends on the overall level of communicative
competence, each one is essential. Moreover, all components are interrelated. They cannot be developed
or measured in isolation and one cannot go from one component to the other as one strings beads to
make a necklace. Rather, an increase in one component interacts with other components to produce a
corresponding increase in overall communicative competence.
Grammatical competence refers to sentence-level grammatical forms, the ability to recognize the
lexical, morphological, syntactic, and phonological feature of a language and to make use of these
features to interpret and form words and sentences. Grammatical competence is not linked to any single
theory of grammar and does not include the ability to state rules of usage.
Discourse competence is concerned not with isolated words or phrases but with the
interconnectedness of a series of utterances to form a text, a meaningful whole. Identification of isolated
sounds or words contributes to interpretation of the overall meaning of the text. This is known as
bottom-up processing. On the other hand, understanding of the theme or purpose of the text helps in the
interpretation of isolated sounds or words. This is known as top-down processing. Both are important in
communicative competence. Two other familiar concepts in talking about discourse competence are text
coherence and cohesion. Text coherence is the relation of all sentences or utterances in a text to a single
global proposition. The establishment of a global meaning, or topic, for a text is an integral part of both
expression and interpretation and makes possible the interpretation of the individual sentences that make
up the text. Local connections or structural links between individual sentences provide cohesion.
Halliday and Hasan are well-known for their identification of various cohesive devices used in English,
and their work has influenced teacher education materials for EFL.
Socio-cultural competence extends well beyond linguistic forms and is an interdisciplinary field of
inquiry having to do with the social rules of language use. Sociocultural competence requires an
understanding of the social context in which language is used: the roles of the participants, the
information they share, and the function of the interaction.
It is of course not feasible for learners to anticipate the sociocultural aspects for every context.
Moreover, English often serves as a language of communication between speakers of different primary
languages. Participants in multicultural communication are sensitive not only to the cultural meanings
attached to the language itself, but also to social conventions concerning language use. These
conventions influence how messages are interpreted. Cultural awareness, rather than cultural knowledge
thus becomes increasingly important. Just knowing something about the culture of an English-speaking
country will not suffice. What must be learned is a general empathy and openness towards other cultures.
Sociocultural competence therefore includes a willingness to engage in the active negotiation of
meaning along with a willingness to suspend judgment and take into consideration the possibility of
cultural differences in conventions or use.
The person who knows a language perfectly and uses it appropriately in all social interactions
exists in theory only. Communicative competence is always relative. The coping strategies that we use
in unfamiliar contexts, with constraints due to imperfect knowledge of rules or limiting factors in their
application are represented as strategic competence. The effective use of coping strategies is important
for communicative competence in all contexts and distinguishes highly competent communicators from
those who are less so.
By definition, CLT puts the focus on the learner. Learner communicative needs provide a
framework for elaborating program goals in terms of functional competence. This implies global,
qualitative evaluation of learner achievement as opposed to quantitative assessment of discrete linguistic
features. Controversy over appropriate language testing measures persists, and many a curricular
innovation has been undone by failure to make corresponding changes in evaluation.

4 Communicative Curriculum Design
It is helpful to think of a communicative curriculum as potentially made up of five components.
These components may be regarded as thematic clusters of activities or experiences related to language
use and usage, providing a useful way of categorizing teaching strategies that promote communicative
language use. Use of the term component to categorize these activities seems particularly appropriate in
that it avoids any suggestion of sequence or level. Experimentation with communicative teaching
methods has shown that all five components can be profitably blended at all stages of instruction.
Organization of learning activities into the following components serve not to sequence an ELT program,
but rather to highlight the range of options available in curriculum planning and to suggest ways in
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which their very interrelatedness benefit the learner.

Figure 2

Elements of Communicative Curriculum

Language analysis is the first component, which includes many of the exercises used in mother
tongue programs to focus attention on formal accuracy. In ELT, Language Analysis focuses on forms of
English, including syntax, morphology, and phonology. Spelling test, translation, dictation, and rote
memorization are important. There are many Language Analysis games that learners of all ages enjoy
for the variety and group interaction they provide. So long as they are not overused and are not
promoted as the solution to all manner of language learning problems, these games can be a welcome
addition to teacher’s repertoire.
In contrast with language analysis, language experience is the use of English for real and
immediate communicative goals. Not all learners are learning English for the same reasons. Attention to
the specific communicative needs of the learners is important in the selection and sequencing of
materials. Regardless of how distant or unspecific the communicative needs of the learners may be,
every program with a goal of communicative competence should give attention to opportunities for
meaningful English use, opportunities to focus on meaning rather than on form. Learners who are
accustomed to being taught exclusively in their mother tongue may at first be uncomfortable if the
teacher speaks to them in English, expecting them not only to understand but, perhaps, to respond.
When this happens, teachers need to take special care to help learners realize that they are not expected
to understand every word, any more than they are expected to express themselves in native-like English.
Making an effort to get the gist and using strategies to interpret, express, and negotiate meaning are
important to the development of communicative competence.
The third component in a communicative curriculum relates to the learner’s emerging identity in
English. In planning for CLT, teachers should remember that not everyone is comfortable in the same
position. Within classroom communities, as within society at large, there are leaders and there are those
who prefer to be followers. Both are essential to the success of group activities. The wider the variety of
communicative or meaning-based activities, the greater the chance is for involving all learners. Respect
for learners is essential as they use English for self-expression. Although language arts activities provide
an appropriate context for attention to formal accuracy, most teachers know this and intuitively focus on
meaning rather than on form as learners express their personal feelings or experiences. It requires more
than simply restraint in attention to formal “errors” that do not interfere with meaning. It includes
recognition that so-called “native-like” performance may not in fact, even be a goal for learners.
Learner role is the fourth component of a communicative curriculum, which implies that “life is a
stage”, on this stage we play many roles, roles for which we improvise scripts from the models we
observe around us. All are roles that include certain expected ways of behaving and using language.
Extracurricular is the fifth and final component of a communicative curriculum. Regardless of the
variety of communicative activities in the EFL classroom, their purpose remains to prepare learners to
use English in the world beyond. The classroom is but a rehearsal. Development of the beyond the
classroom component in a communicative curriculum begins with discovery of learner interests and
needs and of opportunities to not only respond to but, more importantly, to develop those interests and
needs through English language use beyond the classroom itself. In an EFL setting, opportunities to use
English outside the classroom abound. Systematic “field experiences” may successfully become the core
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of the course, which then could become a workshop in which learners can compare notes, seek
clarification, and expand the range of domains in which they learn to function in English.
Discussions of CLT not infrequently lead to questions of grammatical or formal accuracy. The
perceived displacement of attention to morph syntactic features in learner expression in favor of a focus
on meaning has lead in some cases to the impression that grammar is not important, or that proponents
of CLT favor learner self-expression without regard to form. While involvement in communicative
events is seen as central to language development, this involvement necessarily requires attention to
form. The nature of the contribution to language development of both form-focused and
meaning-focused classroom activity remains a question in ongoing research.
Communicative competence obviously does not mean the wholesale rejection of familiar materials.
There is nothing to prevent communicatively-based materials from being subjected to
grammar-translation treatment, just as there may be nothing to prevent a teacher with only an old
grammar-translation book at his or her disposal from teaching communicatively. What matters is the
teacher’s conception of what learning a language is and how it happens. As an innovative method, CLT
holds the basic principle, which is an orientation towards collective participation in a process of use and
discovery achieved by cooperation between individual learners as well as between learners and teachers.

5 Conclusion
Disappointment with the traditional grammar-translation and audio-lingual methods for their
inability to prepare learners for the interpretation, expression, and negotiation of meaning, along with
enthusiasm for an array of alternative methods increasingly labeled communicative, has resulted in no
small amount of uncertainty as to what are and are not essential features of CLT. Thus, this summary
description would be incomplete with out brief mention of what CLT is not.
CLT is not exclusively concerned with face-to-face oral communication. The principles of CLT
apply equally to reading and writing activities that involve readers and writers engaged in the
interpretation, expression, and negotiation of meaning: the goals of CLT depend on learner needs in a
given context. CLT does not require small-group or pair work; group tasks have been found helpful in
many contexts as a way of providing increased opportunity and motivation for communication. However,
classroom group or pair work should not be considered an essential feature and may well be
inappropriate in some contexts. Finally, CLT does not exclude a focus on meta-linguistic awareness or
knowledge of rules, of syntax, discourse, and social appropriateness.
The essence of CLT is the engagement of learners in communication in order to allow them to
develop their communicative competence. Terms sometimes used to refer to features of CLT include
process oriented, task-based, and inductive, or discovery oriented. In as much as strict adherence to a
given text is not likely to be true to its processes and goals, CLT cannot e found in any one textbook or
set of curricular materials. In keeping with the notion of context of situation, CLT is properly seen as a
approach or theory of intercultural communicative competence to be used in developing materials and
methods appropriate to given context of learning. Contexts change. A world of carriages and petticoats
evolves into one of genomes and cyberspace. No less than the means and norms of communication they
are designed to reflect, communicative teaching methods designed to enhance the interpretation,
expression, and negotiation of meaning will continue to be explored and adapted.
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Abstract: This paper discussed China’s current management status of the large-scale stadium by using
the methods of the literature review, and we interviewed experts and use questionnaire to analyze
common problems caused by government management control in large-scale stadiums. On the basis of
analyzing the reasons, we found the advanced foreign ideology of sports management should be adopted;
management system should tie in with a sound performance management system and optimize internal
management system of large-scale stadiums and the coping strategies; multi-level management
strategies should also be implemented.
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1 Introduction
The large-scale stadium (briefly LS) as the landmark of sports industry has been monopolized by
government in terms of its management in China. In 1980s, State Sports Commission required that LS
should focus on sports and be operated by diverse organizations, which led to the transformation of its
management from the executive type to the operational one. However, the sustainable development of
LS is curbed because of its undesirable planning and construction as well as single mode of its function
and operating management and the lack of operation talents and the likes. In 2008, Beijing Olympic
main stadium adopted ownership bidding to select the specialized and standardized unity of investor and
constructer and operator to manage the stadium collaboratively. It marks the management and operation
mechanism of Chinese stadium has moved to a new phase of management led by the government and
mainly joined by society and market. Practice has proven that intervention of society and market is the
effective way to achieve the maximum benefit and promote stadium’s profitability. Does that mean
government should withdraw from the management of the stadium? To answer this question, this paper
will do research on the problems showing up when government intervenes the management of stadium
and the main obstacles in reform and how to solve these problems to promote the profitability.

2 Subjects and Methods
2.1 Subjects
The subjects involved in this research are the large-scale stadiums in 13 provinces (including
municipalities and autonomous regions) and 161 chief leaders who are responsible for the stadiums.
2.2 Methods
Some questions from Survey on the Current State of Operating Management of Large Stadiums and
Its Reform were adopted due to the need of research. The reliability and validity of the Survey were
confirmed by three rounds of experts, which were 0.89 and 0.87. The survey was approved by State
Sports Bureau to do in all provinces. The survey was carried out under the organization of the branch of
economic administration of each provincial sports bureau. Chief leaders of those stadiums were
appointed to fill in the form of summed results, which guaranteed the reliability of the survey. 156
questionnaires were handed out and collected back which are 100% valid.
The questionnaires were graded according to Likert Scale. They were given scores (respectively 5,
4, 3, 2, 1) according to the degree of contentment. Then they were disposed systematically with
SPSS12.0.

3 General Current Situation of Stadium Management Mechanism
Based on on-the-spot investigation and questionnaires of stadium management reform in those
districts where the market economic mechanism was performed early, we think the current stadium
management mechanism can be classified into four types:
（1) Traditional Administrative Management System. The representatives of this category are
Shenzhen Sports Centre, Dongguan Sports Stadium, and Nanjing Wutai Mountain Sports Centre ,etc.
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Table 1 shows that this traditional management system is still the main stream. This kind of system has
its validity and rationality, mainly resulted from two aspects: on the one hand, the construction of
stadium is invested by the government whose executive bodies the state-owned administrative units so
these units executes the management function of state-owned capital abide by the government; on the
other hand, the stadium is undertaking the comprehensive functions such ad offering social services,
promoting the image of the city and acting as the base of exercising and training. However, along with
the gradual improvement of the market economic system, the traditional management is more and more
lagged behind. Furthermore, the high running and preserving cost, monotonous function, long slack
period and low economic benefit altogether have been in great pressure on government.
Units
%

Table 1
Traditional
administrative
units
53.42

The Categories of Stadium in the Survey (n=156)
Enterprise
Combination of
management inside the
administrative and
administrative units
enterprise management
29.81
9.32

Enterprise

Other
category

4.35

3.10

（2) Enterprise management system inside the administrative units. This category is represented by
Hangzhou Huanglong Sports Centre, Hangzhou Swimming and Exercising centre, Wenzhou Sports
Centre and Ningbo Sports Centre, etc. This management system has sustained the quality of
administrative units, which features the margin or zero- funds appropriating policy and internally
constructed enterprise mechanism. The advantages are that it has improved the competitive capability
for the stadium entering market, advanced the internal management level for the stadium and cultivated
large numbers of excellent back-stored talents for the stadium. Table 2 shows that this kind of system
still remains preponderant.
（3) Combination of administrative and enterprise management. This is commonly viewed in the
form of trusteeship and entrusting type. The representatives are Yiwu City Sports Centre, Helong Sports
Stadium and Tennis Centre of Hunan province, etc. It functions by renting stadium management right to
or contracting with social enterprises, which absorbs large amount of social investment and some talents
on management and frees government from the heavy investment for off-game management and
constructing new management department. However the restriction of the administrative unit and
contractor or leaseholder for understanding the capital property and ownership of the stadium results in
‘ambiguity in property right, mutual sharing politically and economically’, which eventually would
undoubtedly harm the integrated benefit both of the administrative unit and the enterprise.
（4) Enterprise management system. This category could be represented by Guangzhou Tianhe
Sports Centre, Suzhou Sports Centre, and Suzhou Swimming and Exercising Centre, etc. The
professionally founded corporation manages the stadium with the system which is based on the stadium.
This management mechanism practically requires property transparency, to establish the completely
independent corporation that could launch the state-owned capital in stock market or appropriate
property and sell out. The largest advantage is that the stadium could take the role as the equal
corporation to bring in social investment and to operate as the share-issuing enterprise [1]. However, such
system has met some problems under our current economic system (see Table 2). Firstly it is not easy to
launch the stadium in stock market despite government’s large investment in the stadium or to sell it out
because of its shortage at pay-off, the unseen return on investment and high cost for running and
preserving. This propels government to appropriate and not to recover investment in fixed assets.
Moreover, the stadiums, in order to adapt to the requirement of modern enterprise management
command their staffs to change their role or even lay out some of them. Therefore the disposal of these
people would be restriction for the enterprise reforming of the stadium.
Table 2

Management Situation of Surveyed Stadium in 2005 (n=156)

Types of Management System
Type 1)
Type 2)
Type 3)
Type 4)

Being profitable

Keeping balance

Under deficit

n

%

n

%

n

%

2
10
1
1

2.33
20.84
6.67
14.28

39
22
8
3

45.35
45.83
53.33
42.86

45
16
6
3

52.32
33.33
40.00
42.86

4 Government’s Problems in Stadium Management System
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The survey shows: 79.50% chief principals of the stadiums take the view that stadium management
systematic problems are the barriers to stadium construction and running. The limitation of the
marketing system would lead to such phenomenon---malfunction of the market. Likewise, the obstacle
of management system would result in the malfunction of the government. The reasons for governmental
impolicy derive from many originations and they are mainly discussed in the following 5 aspects:
(1)Thought obstacle. On the one hand, the obstacle is originated from the traditional hierarchical
system and ethical concept---honesty and filial piety. On the other hand, some governors of the stadiums
are short of innovation and exploitation spirits. The ideas of Waiting, depending and demanding are not
completely eradicated. Meanwhile adherence to routines, conformism and peasantry class consciousness
against competition remain rooted in grain. In addition, the governors are not clear about the kind and
function of stadiums, their ‘responsibility, rights and benefits’ and the relations and differences between
commonweal stadiums and operational stadiums. Some even have the thought obstacle that the
transformation of state-owned capital is equal to capital loss.
(2) The lack of sound competitive personnel system. The survey shows that the personnel
appointment ratio has reached 70.81%, but the satisfaction rate surveyed for the domestic stadium
management system is 1.88, which is just above that of The Salary System that gets the lowest scores.
The professional management talents are rarely seen and managers’ literacy is needed to be improved.
The survey also indicates: the stadiums where there are no marketing development talents for full-time
or part-time job have taken up 55.28% of the total number of the surveyed stadiums. Management
talents just take up 33.61% even in the most profitable stadiums. As to those management talents, only
34.4% have college degree while 65.60% only received high school education or lower.
(3) The sound performance management mechanism not established by the government. The
survey of satisfaction rate for the internal stadium management system finds that the satisfaction rate of
target management system, managing earning and cost management system scores low, 3.59, 3.07, 2.05
respectively (see Table 3). In addition, only 27.78% of the stadiums have set up the performance and
salary system according to the real needs for the stadiums. So the stadiums need to improve and perfect
the performance and salary system.
Table 3

The Satisfaction Rate (scores) of Internal Management System of the Surveyed Stadiums
from Chief Principals’ viewpoint

Stadiums’
internal
main
system

Personn
el
system

Finance
system

Salary
system

Supervis
ion
system

Target
manage
ment
system

Satisfactio
n rate

1.88

4.48

1.73

2.41

3.59

Cost
manageme
nt system
2.05

State-owne
d capital
manageme
nt system
2.76

operation
earning
system
3.07

(4) The simplex management tactics. As to the administrative management system, the running of
the stadium is mainly sponsored by the state. This zero-competitive mechanism has dramatically
weakened the government activeness for improving management of performance and results in
restriction for the plural-development of management tactics.

5 Governmental Replying Tactics in Stadiums Management System Reformation
5.1 To adopt the advanced foreign management philosophy for reference creatively
To adopt the advanced foreign management philosophy for reference creatively means that we
should take Chinese features into consideration for the purpose to better promote the reformation of
Chinese stadium management system and to make the sustainable development of stadiums
management mechanism available. The management philosophy of stadiums in our country has a long
history. But compared with the foreign advanced counterpart, it is inadequate systematically and
professionally. Currently the foreign sports powers mainly utilize three management concepts [2]:
(1) Decision-making Science. This science was originated from war needs. During the war the
operational research skill, which helps the leaders decide how to distribute inadequate military resources
and materials to improve the needs of the war is called Decision-making Science. The figure formula
used in operational research makes the best matching of resources for the decision maker able to select
the optimal plan. It is more concrete and quantitative to deal with the abstract management elements. As
a result, the decision makers can have an effective control over making and executing the decision.
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(2) Systematic Theory. This theory believes that every entity is one part of a larger system and it is
affected in and out of the system. As to the systematic viewpoint group is an opening system in which
the instances are not only included internally, but also externally. Therefore in the process of stadiums
management, the managers not only should be concerned about the relations of staffs internally, but also
pay close attention to the relations between the stadiums and other external elements such as consumers,
environment and sponsors. In this way they can cultivate a harmonious marketing environment.
(3) Power Distribution Theory. It states that the leader should adjust his leading mode to fulfill
workers’ needs for he will succeed if his leading varies with the situation. Power Distribution Theory
offers solution to various problems of Chinese stadiums. That is dependence on the particular situation.
If the problem is excess personnel or insufficient capital, in this situation to make management scientific
is the solution. If the problem lies in the decision- making of stadium management, it is the best solution
for the stadiums to train the stadium management decision-makers. If it is the problem of the
over-intervention of the government, the Interpersonal Relationship Theory would be the key to the
question.
5.2 To optimize and perfect stadiums’ internal management system while perfecting performance
management system
Guided by four performance motive theories such as Targeting Theory, Strengthening Theory,
Requiring Theory and Anticipating Theory, the stadiums could build the performance system for the
managers and staffs, strengthen competition mechanism, fully motivate their activeness and innovation
capability and optimize some irrational factors in the stadiums’ management such as the irrationality of
salary system and personnel system, the sharing alike, employment based on the relationship. The
building of cooperation managing system, personal management system, supervision system, staff
training system and cost controlling system is made to make up the inadequacy for the stadiums’ internal
management system so that the internal management system could be linked together which helps shape
the entire organization scientifically, systematically and professionally.
5.3 To adopt the multi-level development strategies in terms of the governmental management
tactics
Currently, in order to adjust to the requirements of the modern stadium management, the writer has
summed up four levels of strategies on the basis of domestic and foreign research achievement:
The first level is the company strategy, which is aimed at promoting the stadiums’ running
performance by strengthening enterprise culture and improving competitive mechanism [3]. The second
level is the multi-functional strategy, which means to attach importance to the multi-elemental
development of the stadiums’ function in the prophase of stadiums’ design, especially to strengthening
the design plan for multi-function, fending to construct a multi-functional composite building to meet
various social demands. The third level is the function transforming strategy, which means to transform
the government from the executive type to service type, reflecting the person-orientated ideology. The
fourth level is the strategy of information management, which implies information of various levels to
make up a widespread feedback system from which the high efficient platform of information mutual
interaction for the managers and staffs. For example, three-level information management system has
been built in foreign countries: Level I---TPS –Things Processing System, which is aimed at the most
basic and repeatedly happened affairs, for instance, disposal of stadium’s ticket sale, payment of the staff
salary, reserving ground, table and hotel for the consumers. Level II---MIS-Management Information
System, which is aimed at the relevant information about organizational running and performance for
the managers, for example, the stadium managers could supervise the servicing and upgraded time
required by the variety of sports equipments, have different meetings and transmit diversified
information by using the system. Level III---DSS-Decision Supporting System, which is aimed at
providing schemes such as supporting management decision making, recognizing requirements and
supervising the influence from the environmental change for the managers [4]. More precisely for
example, the system could be used in observing the current performance such as supervising present
cost, sale and revenue as well as the development direction of different periods. Currently the research
in stadium management pays more attention to the development and design of the second level of MIS,
which undoubtedly would affect the stadium management performance in our country. And it is
convenient for the government to get information completely and precisely as well to duly dispose large
quantitative and complicated and flexible or changeable information resources in management by setting
up the perfect MIS. The fifth level is overall intelligent management strategy, which uses computer
management system instead of person’s control [5]. The benefits of the strategy lie in simplifying
stadiums’ managers, improving management efficiency and reduce the management cost and the bad
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effects resulted from the person’s management. For example, Tianjin Taida Sports Stadium has adopted
MP edition system, which has functions such as automatic ticket checking (including IC card or bar
code ticket), identity identification, charging, counting and detecting, etc. The successful foreign
management mode of stadiums has testified the high efficient management performance in multi-level
strategies whose individual level is linked together, mutually dependent on each other and cooperative
with each other. Therefore in the management process of the stadiums, only when the government holds
on the match of different levels well, the sustainable development of the stadiums could be realized.

6 Conclusion
To study the management mechanism reformation of stadium is undoubtedly necessary and urgent
for stadiums are the important carrier of sports industry under the situation to build sports power.
However, in the process of the reformation our government does not function well which leads to many
questions due to the existing shortcomings and problems of the current stadium management mechanism.
In order to solve those problems, the author did an empirical investigation to identify the problems. On
this basis, specific countermeasures are explored to solve the government’s problems in the reforming
the stadium managing mechanism.
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Abstract: Taking 655 listed companies from Shenzhen Stock Exchange in 2009 as examples, this
article examines how the quality of information disclosure impacts stock liquidity and company
performance. We find that in China higher quality of information disclosure can reduce information
asymmetry between companies and investors thus improve investors’ rational decision making
ability, and lower stock liquidity, which is helpful for capital market’s stable development. Besides,
higher quality of information disclosure can reduce agency cost, enhance company’s reputation
value, and improve the companies’ performance.
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1 Introduction
Information disclosure is of great significance in corporate governance practice and its quality
impacts capital market seriously as well. When there exists asymmetric information between
companies and investors, the agency problem will appear. For companies, it may choose the
strategic decision of maximizing the interests of top managers instead of investors. And this can
easily lead to all kinds of trust problems between investors and companies. One of the effective
ways to solve such problem is high quality information disclosure. Through the media, websites
and other channels, companies could release financial information and other non-financial
information to the investors, which could reduce information asymmetry between companies and
investors.
First of all, the high quality information disclosure can minimize information asymmetry
between companies and investors, which could reduce the information difference between investors.
In this way, the stock trading in the stock market will tend to be a reasonable price, thus the
liquidity of the stock will drop. Lang and Lundholm (1993) noted that the companies with good
quality of information disclosure would be followed by more analysts, and their forecasts would be
of less dispersion.
Secondly, better information disclosure may also reduce the company’s capital cost, thereby
enhancing its performance. Easley and O’Hara (2004) found that the quality and quantity of
information disclosure would affect the pricing and the cost of capital. Barry and Brown (1984)
suggested that the investors would bear risks in forecasting the future payoffs from their investment
when the disclosure quality is better. For investors, the company with good quality of information
disclosure has lower information risk. Due to it owns high attractiveness for investors, which
enables the company lower capital cost. Amir and Lev (1996) studied the wireless communication
industry, and found that some non-financial information disclosure such as market growth could
improve the company’s value. Myers and Majluf (1984) pointed out that the asymmetric
information will increase the cost of external finance. Obviously, improving the quality of
information disclosure not only can reduce the information asymmetry between companies and
investors, but also can reduce the interest divergence between them.

2 Research Methodology and Development of Hypotheses
2.1 Samples selection and data
In this paper, the listed companies are chosen from Shenzhen Stock Exchange in China, which
are normally listed in 2009. After excluding the companies issuing after January 1st, 2009,
belonging to financial listed companies, lacking of available data, 655 companies are taken as the
sample. The data of information disclosure is from the Trust Record issued on Shenzhen Stock
Exchange website, and the rest of the data is from Guo-tai-an database.
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2.2 Development of hypotheses
The quality of information disclosure will influence the market activity. Nittai K. Bergman
and Sugata Roychowdhury (2008) indicated that the company’s disclosure policy could affect
investor sentiment, so that bias investors expect and condition stock price further. Information
disclosure level could affect investors’ sentiment, resulting in price fluctuation. Good information
disclosure could establish the clear information channels between companies and investors, which
could build up investors’ confidence to the companies and hold company’s stock perennially. Good
quality of information disclosure can also reduce the information asymmetry between companies
and investors, weaken the noise interference to the investors, and improve the level of rational
decision of investors, which benefits capital market’s stability. Based on this, the paper proposes
the following assumptions:
H1: The quality of information disclosure is negatively correlated with stock turnover rate
with other conditions unchanged. The better information disclosure quality could lower stock
turnover rate and vice versa.
Next the relationship between information disclosure quality and company performance is to
be probed. According to agency theory of Coase (1937), Jensen and Meckling (1976) believed that
the accounting information aimed at monitoring managers’ behavior to lower agency cost. Admati
and Pfleiderer (2000) stated that companies’ value was correlated with the companies’ disclosure
information that was taken by investors. Watts and Zimmerman (1978) also believed that
companies should increase voluntary information disclosure to avoid the press from government
and stakeholders, which might lead to increased agency cost in the future. Fishman and Hagerty
(1989) indicated that IRM could reduce the fixed cost for external traders to get valuable
information by information disclosure. Marcus and Wallace (1997) studied the disclosure practice
of U.S companies, and found it has significant impact on companies’ size and performance. Good
information disclosure quality not only can effectively decrease agency cost, but also can enhance
the value of companies’ reputation, reduce the information asymmetry between investors and
companies as far as possible. In this way, the effective communication channels can be built and
companies’ performance is enhanced thereby. Based on this, the following assumption is made.
H2: The quality of information disclosure is positively correlated with companies’
performance with other conditions unchanged. The better information disclosure quality could
increase companies’ performance, same on the contrary.
2.3 Empirical models
Multiple linear regression analysis method is taken to test the hypothesis. The quality of
information disclosure is independent variable. The dependent variables are stock flowing status
and companies’ performance, which are measured by stock turnover rate and companies’ EPS
respectively. Control variables include: 1) the natural logarithm of total assets (SIZE); 2) leverage
(LEV); 3) β value (RISK). To find out how the quality of information disclosure relates to the stock
flowing status and companies’ performance separately, the regression models are introduced:
(1)
TURNOVER =a0+a1INFO +a2SIZE +a3LEV +a4β+ε
EPS= b0+b1INFO +b2SIZE +b3LEV +b4β+ε

(2)

Table 1

Variables Type
Independent Variables
Dependent Variables

Control Variables

Variables Explanation
Variables
Variables name
Variables Explanation
Code
Information
disclosure
The trust record issued on the website
INFO
quality
of Shenzhen stock exchange
The average of stock turnover rate
Stock liquidity
TURNOVER
daily in 2009
Company performance
EPS
Earning per share in 2009
The natural logarithm of total market
Company size
SIZE
capitalization of the companies
Financial leverage
LEV
Liability/asset ratio of 2009
Risk
RISK
β value

Where the quality of information disclosure (INFO) is the independent variable and its value
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is from the evaluation of Shenzhen Stock Exchange. According to the Trust Record issued on the
website of Shenzhen Stock Exchange, we can get the evaluation of the companies’ information
disclosure quality. The record includes four categories, which are excellent, good, qualified and
not-qualified, and they are valued as 3, 2, 1 and 0 respectively.
The dependent variables are stock turnover rate (TURNOVER) and Earning per share (EPS).
TURNOVER means the average of stock turnover rate daily in 2009, measuring stock flowing
status. EPS means earning per share in 2009, measuring the company’s performance.
Size is commonly used to proxy for the level of information available about a firm, and we
measure firm size (SIZE) as the natural logarithm of total market capitalization of the companies.
Liability/asset ratio of 2009 is used to measure financial leverage. According to CAPM, most
literatures use β value measure stock risk, which is used to control the risk. And all of these three
variables are control variables.

3 Empirical Results
3.1 Descriptive statistics and correlations
Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of all variables.
Table 2

Descriptive Statistics

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

INFO

655

0

3

1.94

0.613

TURNOVER

655

0.32

7.47

2.5360

1.11776

EPS

655

-1.27

4.09

0.3446

0.43186

SIZE

655

18.27

25.65

21.4848

1.13012

LEV

655

0.02

1.74

0.4673

0.20213

RISK

655

0.31380

1.55910

1.0335493E0

.16673106

Valid N

655

Correlations between INFO and dependent variables are presented in Table3. There is a high
negative correlation between INFO and stock turnover rate, indicating that good INFO could help
companies lower investors’ speculative behavior which is conducive to stock’s stability in capital
market. Hypothesis 1 can be confirmed. There is a high positive correlation between INFO and
EPS, indicating that good INFO could help companies increase companies’ performance, and
hypothesis 2 can be confirmed.
Table 3

INFO

Correlations
TURNOVER

EPS

Pearson Correlation

-.283***

.332***

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

N

655

655

Note：***, ** denote significance at 0.01 and 0.05 level (2-tailed), respectively.

3.2 Regression analysis
Table4 shows the result of regression models. After controlling companies’ size, leverage and
risk, there is a high negative correlation between INFO and stock turnover rate(p<0.001), and there
is a high positive correlation between INFO and EPS(p<0.001). According to the regression result,
good INFO could help the company lower investors’ speculative behavior; it is regarded that
effective disclosure could lower information asymmetry. One hand, investors could make the
rational judgment by enough information. On the other hand, it could help investors build the
confidence to the companies due to investors prefer to hold the stocks in long term. All of these are
conducive to the companies’ stable and good development, which could reduce the company’s
agency cost and enhance the company’s performance eventually.
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Table 4 Regressions Results
Model 1
Model 2
Variables
Coefficient Std. Dev. t-Statistic
p-value
Std. Dev.
Variables t-Statistic
(Constant) 9.713*** .781
12.443
.000
-1.511*** .308
-4.909
INFO
-.253***
.064
-3.933
.000
.160***
.025
6.326
SIZE
-.430***
.039
-11.115
.000
.116***
.015
7.595
LEV
1.267*** .209
6.060
.000
-.314***
.082
-3.805
RISK
1.890*** .223
8.458
.000
-.771***
.088
-8.750
R2
.287
.257
Adj- R2
.283
.253
F
65.454
56.258
Pr>F
<0.0001
<0.0001
Note：***, ** denote significance at 0.01 and 0.05 level (2-tailed), respectively.
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p-value
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we develop models to study the affection of information disclosure quality to
stock flowing and companies’ performance. It finds that in China, the good information disclosure
could help companies lower investors’ speculative behavior which is conducive to stock’s stability
in capital market, and good information disclosure could help companies increase companies’
performance.
With the development of capital market, companies pay much more attention to the investors’
attitudes and decision-making results. And information disclosure has become the important
communication channel between them. Through such channel, investors get the related information
and make the decision. So, real, comprehensive, timely and adequate information disclosure is
essential for investors. According to the study, information disclosure of listed companies has
bigger load on the influence of stock liquidity, company performance. Obviously, the high quality
information helps to weaken uncertainty in the short term, reduce information asymmetry, and
helps investors make the rational decisions. In this way, Chinese stock liquid can be lowered down,
and the capital market in China can develop stably. With the gap reduction of information
disclosure between investors and companies, it’s easier for companies to gain investors’ trust,
which makes investors prefer to hold companies’ stock long-term and also is easier to attract
potential investors. And it can reduce the companies’ capital cost, and realize the improvement
of companies’ performance.
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Abstract: This paper addresses the issues that arise when corporations are required to make strategic
choices regarding operation in foreign countries with diverse socio-political systems and culture, while
taking into consideration all the relevant stakeholders, which ultimately affects the corporations’ current
and future payoffs. Using the game theory principles we focus on Google’s internet search operations in
China, particularly information dissemination decisions, and we examine how Google’s decisions affect
the corporation’s success on the Chinese market, which is additionally determined by the information
regulation policy of the Chinese authorities. In view of the fact that goals of Google and Chinese
authorities are partially overlapping and partially conflicting this perfect information game contains both
competitive and cooperative elements. In this paper we will argue that for Google or any other company
in the equal situation the best strategic choice would be to respect and follow the laws and restrictions
set by the authorities of the country in which the company chooses to operate. Finally, an analysis is
completed through determining the optimal strategy for Google and Chinese authorities and finding the
equilibrium point.
Key words: China; Game theory; Google; Information dissemination

1 Introduction
According to Milton Friedman primary goal of any profit organization is to maximize its profits [1],
accordingly improving their market performance which will ultimately result in the growth of the
corporation. This concept is primarily beneficial for the corporation’s shareholders. Conversely
shareholders are not the only party affected by the decisions a corporation makes. While conducting
business operations the modern enterprise considers the entire spectrum of its stakeholders, applying a
strategy that will create value for the customer, the investor and satisfy any person or organization that
has a vested interest in the corporation and the way the enterprise conducts its business. Claus Ott
identifies stakeholders as “the employees of the firm and all types of external participants including
suppliers, consumers, and other clients as well as creditors and eventually society at large and the state”
and points out that “corporations, from the point of view of Corporate Social Responsibility are no
longer merely profit maximizing institutions, but rather they are institutions to coordinate and balance
interests of share-holders and of stakeholders [2].” In many cases CSR is viewed as an “instrument to
increase profitability rather than a fundamental goal in itself [3].” We can infer that corporations’ goal of
maximizing profits will depend on the ability to establish good relationships with the most relevant
stakeholders while following the principles of CSR. However, not all stakeholders share the equal
goals and have matching interests. Additionally, in situations of conflicted interests of stakeholders and
the differing perception on what might be corporate socially responsible behavior that balance is
difficult to find. Choosing a particular set of actions the top management of the corporation considers
being the supreme option should enable the enterprise to attain the competitive advantage considered
necessary in today’s global market competition. The chosen strategy should correspond with the
interests of the most relevant stakeholder, given that corporation’s market performance decidedly
depends on the nature of that relationship. Choosing the wrong strategy can result in corporations
passing up an opportunity of attaining competitive advantage that is absolutely essential to compete
successfully on the global market.
With the emergence of corporations operating in relatively new globally accessible industries such
as internet, in countries with culturally, legally, politically, socially and economically differing
characteristics they are bound to come across various obstacles on their path to the profits. Yang
acknowledges the distinctiveness of the Chinese Internet culture which “consists of new cultural forms
that emerge out of the interaction between Internet and society and that are the products of both cultural
tradition and innovation [4].” Taking into consideration that China is a developing country and the scale
of social and economic changes its nation is experiencing it is imperative for those changes to be
managed effectively, especially when dealing with a relatively new and unregulated media, such as
Internet, primarily the search engines which present an enormous hubs of information, hence being a
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threat to the health of a developing nation if not managed properly. In addition, it is essential for any
corporation to be aware of all differences, respect and abide by them in order to operate without restraint
on the foreign markets. The efforts of Google and China to co-operate have failed essentially as the
result of Google’s reluctance on following through with the commitment of respecting local differences,
in consequence abandoning the policy of self-censorship, which ultimately led to the Google’s pull out
from the Chinese market.
The ‘‘Google’s situation in China’’ section provides an abstract of the central events which led to
Google’s current condition in China. Succeeding sections exhibit the application of the Game Theory
principles and discuss their limitations and implications for Google’s operations on the Chinese market
and relationship with the Chinese authorities.

2 Google’s Situation in China
Before establishing operations in China Google.com was accessible around 90 % of the time, all
due to the content and the service not being in compliance with the laws and regulations of People’s
Republic of China [5].
Google had an imperative decision to make. The corporation had a choice between continuing the
operation of its website from the United States of America, thus providing Chinese internet users a poor
quality and slow service regulated by the Chinese authorities, and entering the Chinese market where the
company would have more control over the way it manages its business. Eventually, in 2006 Google
signed the “Public Pledge on the Self discipline for the Chinese Internet industry”, an agreement which
is required to be signed by the all internet companies who are about to do business in China [6].Google
established their presence on the Chinese mainland by opening their R&D center, announcing its intent
to comply with Internet information dissemination laws and introducing China based Google.cn. These
actions undertaken were divergent to the Google’s core principle. According to Google’s mission there
are two fundamental commitments: firstly, to please the interests of users and by doing so build a
leading company in their industry; secondly, to make world a more informed and liberal place by
expanding access to the information [7]. However, a secure Chinese government is trying to guarantee
stability and sustainable growth by managing the flow of information. As a relatively new and still
inadequately regulated media, Internet hasn’t been subjected globally to the same information
dissemination laws and regulations as TV, radio, newspapers and books. Taking into consideration that
Internet has a more powerful political impact in China than in other countries [8] spreading harmful
information can cause riots and jeopardize the overall safety of the nation which makes Internet
regulation justifiable [9]. It might also be argued that this represents the rationale of any Internet
company aspiring to operate in China consequently leading to the acceptance of local laws of the
country chosen to operate in. Following the same principle and in order to enter China Google has added
a third commitment to its mission: “Be responsive to local conditions [7].”Consequentially to the self
censorship policy it was conducting Google was a subject of criticism from the USA Congressional
Committee and world media. Nevertheless, the company argued that it is contributing more to the
increase of free flow of information by participating in China's Internet industry than by refusing to
abide by the rules and regulations of the Chinese authorities and being denied entrance to the mainland
Chinese market. "While removing search results is inconsistent with Google's mission, providing no
information (or a heavily degraded user experience that amounts to no information) is more inconsistent
with our mission," a statement said [10]. During a four year period Google worked together with the
Chinese government to censor online information available to the Chinese public, as a consequence
earning profits and strengthening its position in China. In 2010, Chinese authorities enhanced their
control of the Internet therefore further improving the network and information security conditions in
the country. 2010. Statistical Report on Internet Development in China states that “Chinese government
was actively involved in construction of laws and regulations, technical standards, infrastructure as well
as network security system, etc; continuously enhanced the construction of network and information
safety management platform; intensified control and monitoring on communication networks as well as
prevention and checking on phishing sites, illegal websites and bad information, especially active
control on mobile media and technical service websites; and perfected filing of domain name
registration information[11].” Continuous enhancement of internet control was not perceived positively
by Google and its leaders, and on January 12, 2010 Google declared that it is no longer willing to
comply with the Internet information dissemination laws and regulations in mainland China. The
company made a resolution not to censor their search results on Google.cn and decided it will look into
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“the basis on which Google could run an unfiltered search engine within the law, if at all. We recognize
that this may well mean having to shut down Google.cn, and potentially our offices in China [12].” After
the resolution Google temporarily discontinued its result filtering, only to restore it later without any
explanation. On March 23 2010 Google started redirecting its Google.cn internet users to
Google.com.hk. In this way Google provided an uncensored service by evading the Chinese control [13].
This decision by Google caused the Chinese authorities to block the access to all Google search sites.
Some other Google services remained unaffected. This ban was lifted one day later. On June 30, 2010,
in order not to get their Internet Content Provider license revoked, Google stopped redirecting the
Google China internet users to the Hong Kong domain and positioned a link to Google Hong Kong.
Google’s decision caused Chinese mobile operators; China Unicom and China Mobile to terminate their
contract with Google consequently costing Google an opportunity to serve a huge mobile phone market.
Google’s future regarding China remains uncertain. According to the figures from CNNIC, by
December 2010, there were 457 million Chinese internet users, out of which the number of users for
search engine amounts to 375 million which represents an increase of 93.19 million compared with the
end of 2009. According to the projections the number should increase to 900 million by the year 2013
[11]. It can be derived that the overall growth in the number of internet users and the increased
popularity of internet, particularly the search engine which has became the application with the largest
internet users [11] make China a market of strategic opportunity, both in the medium and long run.

3 Constructing

a Game Model

We can define this game as a two player game, with Google and Chinese authorities as players.
Chinese Internet users, who react predictably to the changes in the flow of the information without
trying to affect the actions of Google or Chinese authorities, are not considered to be players, just an
environmental parameter that affects weights and coefficients of payoff matrix. Google’s current and
potential competitors on the Chinese search engine market aren’t included in the game in order not to
overly complicate the model, but their effect on payoff matrices of Google and Chinese authorities
respectively is considered and accounted for.
Each of the players has a goal to maximize his payoff by choosing an optimal action from the set of
available actions. Google’s payoff is influenced by the factors laid out in its mission statement:
providing the service in China in accordance to its global commitment on one hand and completeness of
the service provided (i.e. freedom of information) on another. Chinese authorities’ goals are national
stability and control of information as its prerequisite on one side and resource exchange with Google
with Google’s participation on Chinese market as a prerequisite on another. For the purpose of this game,
we make the assumption that each player is rational and that each player is aware about the rationality of
the opponent. The game in question is a game with perfect information – consequences of the choices
for each player are known in advance. The game contains both competitive and cooperative elements,
since goals of Google and Chinese authorities are partially overlapping and partially conflicting.
1.1 Possible actions
Google has a choice whether to filter its search results in compliance with Chinese laws or not, thus
in the short term following its mission statement to the letter, but with different long term consequences.
Gm = {filter search results, don’t filter search results}
Chinese authorities can allow or block access to Google’s services, in order to maintain its interests
of information control and political stability.
Cm = {allow access to Google, block access to Google}
3.1 Order of movement
We will assume that this is a strategic game, i.e. that each player has no more than a single move
available, reflecting the fact that strategic changes by one player would negatively affect the political
will of another player to cooperate with the first player. Google moves first, making a strategic
decision whether restrict its search results or not. Chinese authorities, being in the position of power,
respond to the move made by Google.
3.2 Payoff matrix construction
3.2.1 Payoff matrix for Google
Primary goal of Google’s operation in China is providing a quality service in mainland China.
Secondary goal of Google is promoting the freedom of information. The first goal is by its nature
directly related to profit and also represents a necessary prerequisite for the fulfillment of the second
goal. Hence the importance of the first goal is necessarily higher than the importance of the second goal,
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with the difference in importance expressed by the positive constant α. Constant α can vary to reflect the
presence of Google’s competitors on Chinese market.
wg1 = α + wg2 - the importance of providing service in China
(1)
wg2 - the importance of enabling the free flow of information
All weights and coefficients are positive.
Payoff matrix for Google has the following elements:
a11: payoff in case Google doesn’t filter its pages and Chinese authorities allow access to Google
a12: payoff in case Google doesn’t filter its pages and Chinese authorities block access to Google
a21: payoff in case Google filters its pages and Chinese authorities allow access to Google
a22: payoff in case Google filters its pages and Chinese authorities block access to Google anyway
Using the weights wg1 and wg2, we calculate:
The resulting payoff matrix for Google is:

⎡α + 2 wg 2
G=⎢
α
⎣

− (α + 2 wg 2 )⎤
− (α + 2 wg 2 )⎥⎦

3.2.2 Payoff matrix for the Chinese authorities
In its dealings with Google, Chinese authorities have two goals. The first goal is controlling the
flow of information provided by Google’s services, in order to maintain political stability. Another is a
mutually beneficial business relationship with Google, with additional positive effect on public opinion
in foreign countries. Currently, Chinese authorities prioritize the information flow control, reflected in
the value of a positive constant β.
The weights are:
- importance of controlling the information flow
(2)
wch1 = β + wch2
wch2 - importance of maintaining a business relationship with Google
All weights and coefficients are positive. Payoff matrix for the Chinese authorities has the same layout
as the one for Google, but different coefficient values.

⎡ −β
C=⎢
⎣ β + 2wch2

β⎤
β ⎥⎦

3.2.3 Final payoff bimatrix for the game
Since goals of Google and Chinese authorities in this game are partially conflicting and partially
overlapping, the game has elements of cooperation. It is described by a payoff bimatrix, which consists
of ordered pairs formed from respective payoff matrices for Google and Chinese authorities.

⎡(α + 2 wg 2 , − β )
M =⎢
⎣ (α β + 2 wch2 ,)

(− (α + 2wg 2 ),
(− (α + 2wg 2 ),

β )⎤
β )⎥⎦

Google moves by choosing a row, first row corresponding to filtering its pages, second row
corresponding to ceasing to filter its pages. Chinese authorities moves by choosing a column, first
column corresponding to allowing the access to Google’s pages, second column corresponding to
blocking the access to Google’s services.
Google, since it moves first, has only two strategies available: to filter its pages or not to filter its
pages.
SG = {Filtering, no filtering}
Chinese authorities, since they move second, have a number of strategies available:

Always allow
⎧
⎪
Always block
⎪
SC = ⎨
⎪ Allow access to Google if it
⎪⎩ Block access to Google if it

access to Google
access to Google
filters its pages , block otherwise
filters its pages , allow otherwise

The last strategy is strongly dominated by other strategies, so we can discount it at the beginning.
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4 Determining the Optimal Strategy and Equilibrium Point
Our goal is to determine the optimal strategy for Google (if one exists), i.e. whether Google should
filter its pages or not. In order to determine the optimal strategy, we construct the minimax tree
representing the possible choices for both players, and analyze the consequences of players’ choices,
starting from the bottom up. Google moves first. Therefore its choice is placed at the root of the tree,
with left branch representing the choices not to filter its pages and the right branches representing the
choice to filter its branches. Nodes at the second, final level (Chinese authorities, in the position of
authority, has the final word) represent subsequent decision by Chinese authorities, whether to allow
access to Google’s pages (left branch) or block access to Google’s pages (right branch).At each stage, a
player will make a decision that will maximize its utility, given that the opponent will follow-up with a
rational decision that will maximize its own utility. If Google chooses not to filter its pages (taking the
left branch from the node), Chinese authorities decide between allowing the access to Google, resulting
in the utility of -β for Chinese authorities, and blocking the access to Google, resulting in the utility of β
for Chinese authorities. Therefore, in case Google chooses not to filter its pages, Chinese authorities will
choose to block Google, resulting in a negative payoff − (α + 2wg 2 ) for Google and positive payoff
β for Chinese authorities. If Google chooses to filter its pages, Chinese authorities have a choice
between allowing access to Google, resulting in maximum payoff β + 2wch2 for Chinese authorities,
or blocking it, resulting in payoff β for Chinese authorities. Therefore, Chinese authorities will choose to
allow access to Google, and the final payoff of this sequence of moves for Google would be α.
Consequently, at the beginning of the game Google chooses between no filtering, with the payoff of
− (α + 2wg 2 ) for Google and filtering, with the final payoff of for Google. Therefore, Google
will choose filtering. Hence, at the present the optimal strategy for Google is to filter its pages. Optimal
strategy for Chinese authorities is to allow access to Google if Google filters its pages and block access
to Google otherwise. No player has incentive to deviate from this strategy, given that no other players
deviate, as deviation would result in a decrease of payoff. The expected payoff of the game is
( α , β + 2wch2 ) representing the fact that Google operates in China, providing services, but doesn’t
provide unrestricted information to users and the fact that Chinese authorities maintain both control of
information and a sound business relationship with Google. It is a hope of Google in choosing the
current best move that through the passage of time and its cooperation with China it will be able to
reduce the factor β to a smaller and eventually negative value, so that in the future requests for filtering
will diminish and eventually free flow of information would be achieved.

Google

Don’t
Filter

(−

(α + 2 wg

2

),

β

Filter

)

(α

China

Allow

(α + 2 wg 2 ,

China

Allow

−β)

(− (α + 2wg 2 ),
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5 Conclusion
According to the analysis of Google’s information dissemination strategy in China, which was
conducted by applying the principles of game theory, we can conclude that given the current
circumstances Google’s optimal strategy is to filter its pages, therefore being in compliance with the
rules and regulations of People’s Republic of China. The Chinese authorities’ optimal strategy is to
allow access to Google if Google filters its pages and block access to Google otherwise. In the situation
where Chinese authorities, or any country’s authorities for that matter, are the principal stakeholder
alternative strategy would result in a decrease of payoffs. However, the situation might be changed if
staying in China wouldn’t correspond with Google’s higher profit or if decision to move its servers from
mainland China will affect the willingness of China’s authorities to conduct business with Google,
forming partnerships with Google’s competition which may affect weights and the optimal strategy of
both parties. This game theory analyses presents an innovative approach in determining an adequate
strategy in a cross-cultural environment in which local authorities and different international
corporations are the key participants. Given the increase in the international business activity and the
conflicts that arise in between the participants there are different models introduced in order to ensure
that the right business strategy is chosen by each party. With our model we attempt to provide an
innovative way of selecting a strategy for a corporation when facing the laws specific to the country
where it is doing business in and provide a basis for the further development of the new approaches.
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Abstract: China’s working class has undergone tremendous changes in the past 30 years. With the
development of labor market and market economy, more than 150 million migrant workers have
gradually became the main body of China’s industrial workers in labor-intense industries. Class
Formation of Rural Migrant Workers has experienced six stages from market reform. The change of
working class has brought out of changes of management models in Chinese enterprises. But now there
are seven main problems in management. In the era of transformation, migrant workers will become the
main force of China’s industrial workers, and will become the increasingly important components in
China’s employment system.
Key words: Class formation; Rural migrant workers; Management; Industrial relations; Labor market

1 Introduction
Since the middle of 1980s, China has undergone tremendous transformation of industrial workers
with the establishment and development of labor market and market-oriented economy. On the one hand,
the number of workers employed in state-owned enterprises and collective units reduced year after year.
At the same time, the number of workers increased in private and foreign-funded enterprises. Through a
series of reform, such as “optimizing labor combination”, “downsizing to improve efficiency”, “laying
off and redistributing” and large-scale SOE reform from 1998, not only the number of SOE workers
decreased year after year, but these workers lost the special socio-economic status enjoyed by the
working class in the planned economy period. Meanwhile, vigorous development of private and
foreign-funded enterprises increased the number of workers here year after year. On the other hand,
migrant workers are becoming one important component of Chinese industrial workers, for the
market-driven industrialization involved tens of millions of farmers in urban industrial production.
Although they didn’t completely break away from the land, they undoubtedly have become
wage-earners under capitalist economy relations. This process deeply changed the social structure of
Chinese working class. In order to clarify the change and development Chinese working class undergone
in the past 30 years, this paper will illustrate the formation and development of migrant workers and the
change of management in Chinese enterprises.

2 Formation and Development of Rural Migrant Workers
In 1949, Chinese Communist Party chose economic development strategy which gave priority to
the development of heavy industry and a highly centralized economic system. It was the central content
that the country mobilized and concentrated all available domestic resources by strong political and
administrative means. The country took money for industrialization from the rural areas; implemented
the high accumulation and low-consumption policies in the city and develops the national industry fast.
In order to ensure the realization of this industrialization strategy, the rural-urban migration should be
controlled. After reform and opening up, the migrant workers into cities were the free movement which
was based on pursuing their own economic interests and the realization of individual rights in the market
economy system. Fundamental basis for the success of rural reform was the success of the family
contract responsibility system. The fundamental reasons for innovation, prosperity, development of the
rural private economy were the personal liberation of the peasants, the gain of farmers’ freedom,
personal property rights of the rural labor force and the marketing entrance of the labor force. A part of
the peasantry changed to the free peasant, part of the peasantry changed to the free workers, some of
which went into the cities and towns as migrant workers.
In the process of the migrant workers’ formation, the state’s policies about the flow of migrant
workers and employment played an important role. These policies had gone through a process from the
inside to outside, from tight to loose, from disorder to the specification, from discrimination to the fair
∗
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even to safeguard their rights.
2.1 1979-1983: Control the flow
Chinese household registration system and employment system was the urban-rural division before
the reform and opening up. The rural labor mobility was severely restricted. This limitation has not
changed fundamentally even in the preliminary stage of the reform and opening up. The documents
issued in the National Labor and Employment Conference and the subsequent in 1980, removed
restrictions on the flow of urban workers on the one hand, on the other hand, strengthened the
restrictions on the movement of rural labor force. The central authorities put forward the advice about a
combination of a variety of forms of employment which contained the contract, temporary, permanent
workers in town in 1981. The advice further strengthened the management of the rural labor mobility at
the same time.
2.2 1984-1988: Allow mobility
Since 1984, the state allowed the farmers self-financing and self-rations to go into the town for
work or business. The small opening gate was a sign of the policy changes in rural labor mobility. It
indicated that the employment management system implemented for 30 years which limited rural-urban
migration was beginning to loosen. The Government introduced a number of further policies and
measures to allow and encourage the exchange among the rural labor force areas, urban and rural
exchange and the export of labor services in poor areas after that. So, the transformation and flow of
rural labor force entered a period of rapid growth.
2.3 1989-1991: Control the blind mobility
In this period, the government adjusted the rural labor mobility policy which was implemented in a
period before and strengthened the management of blind mobility. It was because the policy
implemented in the previous period to allow and encourage the mobility led to large-scale rural labor
force mobility. Its negative effects issued through the maladjustment of traffic and transport, public
security, labor market management. On the other hand, the management of the economic environment,
rectifying the economic order of the city made the new job opportunities in town and village enterprises
decrease. The space of rural labor transfer and flow was more narrowing.
2.4 1992-2000: Regulating and restricting flow
Since 1992, the rural labor mobility policy gradually changed from controlling blind moving to
encouraging, guiding and implementing an orderly moving under the state's macro-regulation, and the
government began to implement an employment system for the inter-regional flow of rural labor force
which was centered on employment card management. At the same time small-town household
registration system had been reformed.
2.5 2000-2002: Promoting equitable flow
Since the second half of 2000, state’s policy on inter-regional employment of rural labor force had
undergone some positive changes. These changes had two distinctive features: First, to bring new
specific meanings to the overall arrangement of urban and rural employment, namely, to abolish various
unreasonable restrictions on the employment of farmers in cities in order to gradually realizing the
integration of urban and rural labor markets; Second, to actively promote supporting reforms in many
aspects of the rural labor mobility in employment, security, household registration, education, housing,
small-town construction and so on while just one single aspect of reform was surely not to be
ineffective.
2.6 Since 2003: Practicing scientific development and safeguarding the legitimate rights
In January 2003, the State Council released the "Circular on doing a good job of employment
management and service work for migrant workers in cities," which urged all regions and all
departments concerned to remove unreasonable restrictions on employment of migrant workers. In
September 2003, six ministries and commissions such as the Ministry of Labor and Social Security
promulgated the "2003-2010 National migrant workers training plan" to further arouse initiatives of
individual peasant-workers, employers, education and training institutions and industries by the
integrated use of financial support policy. In March 2006, the State Council promulgated some Opinions
on the Settlement of Migrant workers. In accordance with the requirements for implementing the
scientific development concept and building a socialist harmonious society, the document put emphasis
on the equal economic and social development in urban and rural areas in the context of the Chinese
situation; adheres to the people-oriented and seriously addresses the issue involving the interests of
migrant workers.
To sum up, we can see that the policies relating to migrant workers process and improve step by
step although the domestic economic environment has undergone a series of changes since the reform
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and opening up. Changes from the restrictions on transfer and flow of rural labor force to permission to
peasants’ flow, from the control of blind move to standard flows and the implementation of Ordering
Project, until to the overall arrangement of urban and rural employment and promote the gradual
integration of urban and rural labor markets, reflect that the national policies have meet the requirements
of social justice and been in line with the direction of reform and development.

3 Main Problems of Management in Chinese Enterprises
Because of the low qualifications and skills characteristics of migrant workers, and the
long-standing intersected structure of town and country in China, migrant workers are facing many
problems throughout the labor relations system. In particular, it can be summarized as the following
aspects:
3.1 Rarely signing labor contract l
Some employers are not willing to sign labor contracts with migrant workers in order to reduce
labor costs, evade responsibilities, and abuse the trial period. According to the sample survey of 40 cities
of the Ministry of Labor and Social Security in 2004, there were merely 12.5% migrant workers who
signed labor contracts.
3.2 Low wage generally
Employers often regarded the minimum wage standards as the actually paid to migrant workers.
Wage level of migrant workers can not catch up with the increasing prices and living standards, and the
gap with the average social wage is widening. According to the sample survey in Hunan, Sichuan and
Henan reported that the actual working time of migrant workers is longer than 50% of urban workers,
but the average monthly income was less than 60% of the average wage of urban workers. That mean
the actual working wage per hour was only a quarter of that of urban workers. According to a survey, the
average wages of migrant workers in some areas along the coast over the past decade increased less than
10 yuan. It is actually negative growth when allowing for price rises. Beyond this, the wages are often in
arrears. Although the government has taken special action to recover wages, which have achieved some
success, the problem of wage arrears has not been fundamentally resolved. The phenomenon of “before
recovery and after in arrears” is still quite common. According to sample survey of the National Bureau
of Statistics in 2004, 10% of migrant workers’ wages for 7 months are still in arrears. Deduction or
deduction or disguised deduction of wages is very conspicuous.
3.3 Lack basic labor protection
In spite of holding minimum wage, Migrant workers are doing the jobs which are the heaviest,
bitterest, most dirty, most tiring and most dangerous. They concentrate in labor-intensive industries and
positions of which the working environment is poor and the risk is high, especially the jobs which
city-dwellers are unwilling to do, such as construction operation, underground mining, toxic and
harmful work, catering services, sanitation and cleaning work. Moreover, many companies use old
machines which lack protective measures, so that noise, dust and toxic gases seriously exceed the
stipulated standards. Together with not equipping migrant workers with necessary security facilities and
appliances for labor protection and lack of necessary safety training, they all lead to a high proportion of
the occurrence of occupational diseases and industrial accidents. According to the State Administration
of Work Safety statistics, the number of people disabled each year from work-related injuries reach
nearly 100 thousand in which the majority is migrant workers. More than 6,000 accidental deaths
occurred every year in coal production enterprises which have a large number of migrant workers.
Work-related injuries and occupational diseases have become a major public health issues and social
problems.
3.4 Suffering from the overtime and overload
According to the National Bureau of Statistics’ typical survey in 2004, the migrant workers worked
11 hours each workday, and more than 26days per month. 76% of the migrant workers were not paid for
overtime in holidays. Some of the companies even made a deposit by withholding part of their wages to
force the migrant workers to work overtime.
3.5 Lack social security benefits
Because of the current urban social security system, as well as the differentiation of the awareness
of urban government and companies, the vast majority workers are not entitled to the basic social
security. The participating rate of industrial injury insurance is very low, and it is hard to get the
disability compensation. Industrial injury insurance is the only insurance project that doesn’t cover the
migrant workers to give them institution and policy protection. However, according to the rapid survey
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of Ministry of Agriculture in 2005, the present participating rate for the migrant workers to join the
industrial injury insurance is only 12.9%, so that the workers are facing enormous security risks. Many
farmers were unable to obtain timely treatment when got the industrial injury, so they had to return to
their hometowns with their disabled bodies, and became the new rural paupers.
3.6 Absence of employment training
The existing “Sunshine Project” is mainly targeted at the migrant workers who have not yet left
their hometown to search for job, and the employment training organized by the urban government is
mainly targeted at the urban laid-off workers. Moreover, the companies are reluctant to provide skills
training for the migrant workers. The fact that some places even occur with the “shortage of workers”,
not only shows the migrant workers’ dissatisfaction about their low income, but also reflects the lack of
migrant workers with professional skills.
3.7 Difficultly safeguarding rights
Now, the relative legal system is imperfect. According to the “Labor Law”, the labor dispute cases
must go through labor arbitration first to prosecute. But the current labor dispute arbitration provisions.
short time limitation with only 60days, making numbers of migrant workers missed the best time to
safeguard their rights. Additionally, the procedures of arbitration and litigation are too long which takes
1~2years to complete all the procedures. Some of employers or hiring units do no longer exist at the
closure of the cases, forcing the migrant workers to complain and sue everywhere. It is very difficult for
migrant workers to exercise their collective rights and democratic rights normally. Many private
companies have not yet established the trade union. And the collective bargaining system does not
implement. In some of the public institutions, the treatment of migrant workers is differentiated from the
original urban workers, and migrant workers are not allowed to participate in the workers congress to
perform their normal rights of democratic management.
In short, the migrant worker, as a special group, turning farmer status to unban worker identity is
still a grand dilemma. From the point of their social status, they have become the labor force in the
modern industrial relations, being the component of the industrial workers. However, their social
identity and status have not yet been recognized by the system, and there are still social and institutional
barriers in setting and implementing their rights. How to ensure the migrant workers’ rights in labor
relations is a significant task in regulating and adjusting the labor relations.

4 Conclusion: Reconstruction of the China’s Working Class
As to the changes of the working class during the 30 years of China’s reform and opening up,
recently there are a group of Chinese scholars starting to apply the class analysis tool and concern about
the formation and reconstruction of the working class. With regard to the formation of China’s working
class, it is still a controversial academic subject. But seeing from the reality, it is an indisputable fact that
China’s working class has undergone tremendous changes in the past 30years. Before the 1990s, the
main body of China’s working class was the state-owned enterprise workers who occupied more than
80% of the whole working class. However, with the development of the labor market and the market
economy, state-owned enterprise workers experienced a substantial decline with their social-economic
status in the planned economy period lost, turning from the “owner” into the “employee” in the labor
market. In the meantime, more than 150 million migrant workers have gradually become the main body
of the China’s industrial workers in manufacturing, construction, catering services and many other
labor-intense industries. With China’s continuous improvement of unified labor market and the rapid
development of the urbanization, the trend of China’s working class will be more obvious and the rate of
the transformation will gradually speed up. In this transformation, the migrant workers will become the
main force of China’s industrial workers, in terms of the employment scale as well as the importance of
their working positions, and they will become the increasingly important components in China’s
employment system.
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Abstract: The output and consumption of paper and cardboard of China ranked first in the world in
2009, but the Chinese paper industry still meets some obstacles such as small enterprise scale, low
industrial concentration, high dependence on external raw materials, oversupply of some products, and
serious pollution problem etc. A feasible way to solve these problems is to promote enterprise mergers
and acquisitions. This article puts forward that Chinese paper enterprises can use backward integration
strategy, horizontal integration and cross-border M&As to carry out mergers and acquisitions in the
future.
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1 Introduction
The paper technique is one of the four great inventions of ancient Chinese science and technology,
and is also outstanding contribution to the development of world's sciences and cultures. As Chinese
important basic raw material industry, paper industry occupies a very important position in the national
economy. With the rapid development of Chinese economy, the production and consumption of paper
increase quickly, and drives the rapid development of the Chinese paper industry. According to the
statistics of China Paper Association, the production of paper and cardboard is 86.4 million tons and the
consumption is 85.69 million tons in 2009, which both are more than the United States, and rank first in
the world. However, there are still a number of issues in the development of the China paper industry.
Mergers and acquisitions (M&As) become increasingly the important means to adjust the industrial
structure, to optimize the stock of resources, and to expand the scale of enterprises. In recent years, with
the development of Chinese market, the domestic paper enterprises use more and more M&As in the
process of expansion. Based on the analysis of the status of the Chinese paper industry, Xu Hua and Liu
Zhifeng (2006) pointed out that paper enterprises can use backward integration strategy, forward
integration strategy and horizontal integration strategy to realize integration. Through comparative
studying on the cases of domestic paper enterprises’ M&As, Zhao Junhao (2008) thought that the M&As
of domestic paper enterprises is generally based on three dimensions, that is, industry chain, market and
the mode of M&As, and is carried out according to forest pulp and paper industry chain, and is
promoted in the mode of horizontal M&As, vertical M&As and mixed M&As. He Huayi (2009) held
that the Chinese paper industry is in the later stage of the start-up phase according to the Kearney curve
of industry evolution, and horizontal M&As and vertical M&As are the mainstream of the paper
industry M&As, and the likelihood of the M&As of strong union is relatively small.
With the increasing integration of the paper industry, and the tight implementation of the policy of
the elimination of backward production capacity, the study on the M&As strategy of Chinese paper
industry will be benefit to the restructuring of paper industry, and comprehensively enhance the overall
level and competitiveness of paper industry, and make the industry really do grow stronger.

2 The Analysis of the Status of the Chinese Paper Industry
2.1 The production and consumption of paper and paperboard increased rapidly
Since the reform and opening, the market of paper products develops rapidly and the paper industry
has achieved tremendous progress after years of development. China has become the world's largest
paper-making country, and the production continues to expand. Table 1 lists the Chinese production of
paper and paperboard from 2001 to 2010.
It is generally agreed that the growth rate of the consumption of paper and paperboard is fairly
equal to the growth speed of gross domestic product. According to the statistics of China paper
association, the average annual growth of the consumption of paper and paperboard is 10.48% from
2000 to 2008, which is higher than that of GDP at the same period. Table 1 presents the Chinese
consumption of paper and paperboard from 2001 to 2010.
∗
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The Chinese Production and Consumption of Paper and Paperboard in 2001-2010
Production(million)
Growth rate
Consumption(million)
Growth rate

2001

32.00

4.92%

36.83

3.02%

2002

37.80

18.13%

43.32

17.62%

2003

43.00

13.76%

48.06

10.94%

2004

49.50

15.12%

54.39

13.17%

2005

56.oo

13.13%

59.30

9.03%

2006

65.00

16.07%

66.00

11.30%

2007

73.50

13.08%

72.90

10.45%

2008

79.80

8.57%

79.35

8.85%

2009

86.40

8.27%

85.69

7.99%

91.73

7.05%

2010
92.70
6.5%
Data Source: China paper Yearbook, China Paper Association.

2.2 The scale of enterprises is small
At present, there are a large number of Chinese paper enterprises, and the scale of enterprises is
relatively small. According to the statistics of China Paper Association, there are more than 3700 paper
enterprises at the end of 2009, and the average scale is only 2.3 ten thousands. Only about 100
enterprises have the annual production capacity more than one hundred thousand tons, of which only 6
ones exceeds two million tons, only 8 ones more than two million tons, and only 16 more than five
hundred thousand tons. In 2010, only 9 enterprises have exceeded 1 million tons in scale and the output
of Nine Dragons Paper (Holdings) Limited, which is the largest one, reached 6.52 million tons.
But according to the rank of global 100 paper enterprises published by PPI, there are 4 enterprises
whose production capacity are more than 10 million tons, 19 more than 5 million tons, 43 more than 5
million tons, 87 more than one million tons. The production of the American International Paper, which
is the largest one in the world, is 18.59 million tons.
The production of the world’s largest paper enterprise reaches 18.59 million tons, while the
production of the Chinese largest one is only 6.52 million tons. The enterprises whose production
capacity is more than 1 million tons are still less, and only vital few are more than 3 million tons, so the
M&As of paper industry is inevitable.
2.3 Industrial concentration is low
As the scale of enterprises is small, the industrial concentration of the Chinese paper industry is
much low. Considering the importance of indicators and the availability of data, we compute the
industry concentration according to total annual production of the Chinese paper industry. Table 2
presents the calculation result.
As we see from Table 2, the industry concentration of the Chinese paper industry is gradually
increasing, but still low. In 2009, the production of the four largest enterprises accounts for only 17.8%
of the nationwide, and the top ten enterprises account for only 27.4%. There is still quite a big gap
compared with the developed countries such as Europe and the U.S, whose market share of the top five
paper enterprises is more than 50%.
Table 2
Concentration

The Industry Concentration of the Chinese Paper Industry from 2004 to 2009
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

CR3

0.09

0.104

0.114

0.123

0.131

0.151

CR4

0.107

0.125

0.138

0.153

0.160

0.178

CR5

0.125

0.144

0.157

0.174

0.181

0.203

CR10
0.184
0.21
0.227
0.245
0.255
Data Source: calculation according to "China's Paper Industry Annual Report 2002-2009"

0.274

According to the theory about industry evolution put forward by Graeme k. Deans, Fritz Kroeger,
Stefan Zeisel, who are management expert of Kearney management consulting firm, the Cninese paper
industry currently has the characteristics of the end of start-up stage. Then, the Chinese paper industry
will enter the scale stage according to the law of industry evolution, and there are a lot of M&As in this
process.
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2.4 High dependence on foreign raw materials
The consumption of pulp increases with the growth of paper and paperboard. The raw material of
the Chinese paper industry comes from both domestic and overseas market, and the structure of raw
material is diversification, including wood pulp, non-wood pulp, waste paper pulp, etc. China forest
coverage is low and forest volume is less, so the required wood pulp most depends on imports. Table 3
shows the evolution of the raw material structure of the Chinese paper industry in 1990-2009. As shown
in the table, in 2009, 35.2% of domestic consumption of pulp relies on import, and the external
dependence degree of wood pulp is 73%. According to the customs statistics, in 2010, China imported
24.352 million tons of waste paper, and 11.37 million tons of wood pulp. In the first four months of
2011, China imported a total quantity of 4.98 million tons of pulp, increased by 27.7%. It can be seen
from the above figures that the Chinese paper industry has a high dependence on foreign pulp.
Under the situation of the paper industry heavily depending on imported raw materials, and large
amount and high price of the imported pulp, it is a key issue to solve the problem of raw materials for
sustainable development of paper industry.
Table 3

The Evolution of Raw Materials Structure (Unit:million)
1990
1995
2000
2005
2006
2007
Domestic wood pulp
1.50
2.01
2.00
3.71
5.26
6.05
Imported wood pulp
0.54
0.82
3.35
7.59
7.96
8.45
7.97
11.36
11.16
12.60
12.90
13.02
Non－wood pulps
Domestic waste pulp
3.71
7.67
8.43
14.48
18.10
22.12
Imported waste pulp
0.21
0.73
2.97
13.62
15.70
18.05
Total
33.83
42.54
47.91
72.05
79.98
87.76
Data Source: China paper Yearbook, China paper industry 2009 annual report

2008
6.72
9.52
12.97
25.03
19.36
93.68

2009
5.51
13.15
11.75
27.36
22.00
99.86

2.5 The supply of some product exceeds demand
At present, the Chinese paper industry has entered the era of oversupply, but there is still structural
differentiation between each sub-industry. Table 4 shows the production and consumption of the main
products of the Chinese paper industry in 2009 and 2010. As we can be seen from table 4, some
products such as newsprint, coated printing paper, life paper, and special paper have already shown the
situation of surplus.
2.6 Pollution hindering sustainable development
The paper industry is the main pollution emission and also the major energy consumer. It emits
20% of industrial wastewater and more than 30% of the COD at an annual contribution of 1% of the
gross industrial output value. The water used by per ton of paper is up to 100 cubic meters, which 10
times of the world average level.5 The paper industry ranked the first in the top five water consumption
industries, and is consumes nearly 10% of industrial water. Therefore, the paper industry is the key
industry to pollution control.
Table 4

The Production and Consumption of the Main Products in 2009 and 2010 (Unit:million)
Production
Consumption
Product
2009
2010
2009
2010
Total
86.40
92.70
85.69
91.73
1. Newsprint
4.80
4.30
4.61
4.23
2. Noncoating printing and writing paper
15.10
16.20
14.97
15.90
3. Coated printing paper
5.90
6.40
4.63
5.49
Copperplate paper
5.00
5.55
3.99
4.80
4.Life paper
5.80
6.20
5.29
5.67
5. Packing paper
5.75
6.00
5.87
6.12
6. White paperboard
11.50
12.50
11.60
12.54
Coated white paperboard
11.00
12.00
11.10
12.04
7. Liner board
17.30
18.80
18.09
19.46
8. Corrugated Medium
17.15
18.70
17.58
18.89
9. Special paper and cardboard
1.50
1.80
1.44
1.64
10. Other paper and cardboard
1.60
1.80
1.61
1.79
Data Source: http://www.china-papernet.com. China paper association, The statistics of the Chinese production and
consumption of paper and cardboard in 2010. 2010.6.3 (in Chinese)

5

http://www.china-papernet.com. the paper industry in 2011:Intergtation and Upgrade[Z].2011.12.17(in Chinese)
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Since 2007, in order to control environment pollution caused by the paper industry, many policies,
such as the policies on energy saving, the policies on the elimination of backward production capacity,
the policy of paper industry development, the new standards on pulp and paper industry water pollutant
discharge, and the light industry restructuring and revitalization plan, all put forward the requirements of
pollution treatment and elimination of backward production capacity to the paper industry. The relevant
departments also vigorously advance the work of energy conservation and emission reduction.
According to the information from the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, the eliminated
Chinese backward paper production capacity is 10.3 million tons during the Eleventh Five-Year. In May
2011, the target to eliminate backward paper production capacity decomposed by the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology is 7.445 million tons.
In recent years, along with the increasing demands of environmental protection, the management
department continuously improve the scale of new projects and the barriers of environmental protection,
and the strengthen on eliminating backward production capacity continues to increase, both will
promote M&As in the paper industry more and more frequent, and make the Chinese paper industry
develop healthy and orderly in the environment of low carbon economy.

3 M&As Strategies of the Chinese Paper Industry
Although in recent years, the Chinese paper industry has achieved rapid development, and China
has become the world's largest paper country, and the total production continues to expand, the Chinese
paper industry still have many problems. The whole industry faces many pressures as industrial
restructuring, raw materials, energy conservation, elimination of backward production capacity, and a
feasible way to solve these problems is to promote M&As. In recent years, along with the rapid
development of the paper industry, there are more and more M&As activities. The number of the paper
enterprises reduced from more than 10,000 in 2000 to about 3700 in 2009, and in the end of 2011, part
of enterprises will disappear. At the same time, in recent two or three years, many listed companies of
the paper industry carried out assets reorganization.
Through analyzing the trend of the M&As of international paper industry, and combination with
the current situation of the Chinese paper industry, we holds that Chinese paper enterprises can use the
following merger strategies to carry out M&As in the future.
3.1 M&As strategy of backward integration
The M&As between upstream and downstream firms of industrial chain can enhance
competitiveness and improve profitability. The paper enterprises practicing the “forestry-pulp-paper
integration” strategy through backward M&As can guarantee the supply of raw materials, reduce the
negative influence caused by the price rising of raw materials, reduce the cost, improve the grade of the
paper, optimize the structure of raw material, and mitigate environmental pollution. Moreover, the
“forestry-pulp-paper integration” strategy is consistent with the policy of “returning farmland to forest”,
so the enterprises can get some favorable policy and government support.
In the early 1970s, the forestry-pulp-paper integration has become the development model of the
international paper industry. Large international pulping and paper enterprises build raw material base of
fast growing and high yield forests by various forms, and combine afforestation, management, cutting,
pulping, paper making and sales together, and form the benign circulate industrial chain.
At the mid-1980 s, China clearly determined that the raw materials of the paper enterprises should
be given priority to wood, and made the development policy of “forestry-pulp-paper integration”. For
the paper enterprises having a certain scale, they can use vertical M&As strategy to achieve the
upstream forest and pulp resources, and to implement the forestry-paper integration strategy. According
to the statistics of the China Paper Association, by the end of 2009, there are more than 20
forestry-paper integration project approved by country, provinces and cities. With the arrival of a
low-carbon economy, the “forestry-pulp-paper integration” get more attention, the reorganization and
integration between paper enterprises more aim at the forest paper integration enterprise. The M&As
such as Shangdong Huatai Paper Co., Ltd. purchased the 100% equity of Norske (Hebei) Paper
Company, Fujina Nanping Paper Co., Ltd. purchased the operating assets of Longyan Paper Company in
2009, China National Paper-Industry Investment Corp belonging to China Chengtong Holdings Group
Ltd restructured Tiger Forest & Paper Group in 2010, all have the industrial base of forestry-paper
integration.
In addition, some paper enterprises can expand industry chain to upstream through M&As to
ensure the supply of raw materials. In March 2010, Xiamen Anne Corporation Limited acquired the
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100% equity of Hunan MCC Mellon, its purpose is to reduce costs and to ensure a steady supply of raw
materials required by the production of coated paper, than enhance market competitiveness. Zhanjiang
Guanlong Paper Co., Ltd is the main supplier of base paper of Guangdong Guanhao High -Tech Co., Ltd,
in September 2010, Guanhao High -Tech purchased Guanlong, which make the industry chain extend
from base paper-special paper to pulp-base paper-special paper, and is helpful to improve the company's
profitability.
3.2 M&As strategy of horizontal integration
The horizontal integration M&As can make the superior enterprises realize scale expansion through
the adjustment of existing assets, rather than add new capacity, and can avoid supply exceeding demand
caused by the excessive growth of productivity and thus lead to vicious competition. It can enable
enterprises to quickly obtain scale effect and enhance the competitiveness. It can make the product
structure within the enterprise more reasonable. It is beneficial to the free flow of the advanced
management and technology, to some extent, which can improve the management level and technical
level of the whole industry. Therefore, the horizontal integration M&As is becoming one of the main
expansion pattern of Chinese paper enterprises.
China National Paper-Industry Investment Corp is a typical representative of the implementation of
M&As expansion strategy. It began to enter into the paper industry through indirect holding of Foshan
Huaxin Packaging Co.,Ltd, and then the production capacity rapidly expand to about 2.4 million tons
through purchasing Zhuhai S.E.Z. Hongta Renheng Paper Co., Ltd, Zhanjiang Guanlong Paper Co., Ltd,
Guangdong Guanhao High -Tech Co., Ltd, and Tiger Forest & Paper Group. For another instance,
Minfenggroup Special Paper Co., Ltd purchased Jiaxing Fenglai Sangdabei Paper Co., Ltd in September
2010, which further optimize the structure of special paper industry, and make the special paper industry
stronger and bigger.
3.3 Cross-border M&As
The economic Globalization has become the general trend of world economic development, which
lead to production and business activities between countries become more frequently, and the
relationship of interdependence and interpenetration among national economic become closer together.
The most outstanding performance of the economic globalization is international operation of
enterprises, and cross-border M&As is an important way to international operation. In the past 20 years,
the overseas M&As of Chinese enterprises increases at the average annual rate of about 17%, that has
already attracted strong concern by the domestic and international personage.
Some Chinese paper enterprises with international management capacity and international
competitiveness have beforehand take part in overseas M&As. The purpose of cross-border M&As is to
obtain certain scarce resources or to cooperate with leading enterprises in the market segment with
growth potential, so as to realize the rapid development in the internationalization process. In February
2005, Lee & Man Paper Manufacturing Limited acquired a wood pulp factory with annual capacity of
200000 tons of wood pulp located in Samoa, California. In May 2008, Nine Dragons Paper (Holdings)
Limited acquired controlling stake of a company called Zhengyang paper factory in Vietnam. Along
with the acceleration of globalization enhancement of competitiveness of Chinese paper enterprises,
there will be more and more enterprises to implement cross-border M&As.

4 Conclusion
With the continuous advance of economic globalization, the Chinese paper industry will face the
impact and competition from around the world. M&As is one effective way to accelerate the adjustment
of industry structure and upgrading, and each paper enterprise which want do bigger and stronger can
not avoid the subject. In order to change some realistic problem faced by the Chinese paper industry,
M&As is imperative. M&As can change the status of the paper industry such as small scale of enterprise
and low industrial concentration, and can focus some advantage resources on some more stronger
enterprises and then form some large paper group. This can not only reduce unnecessary repeated
investment and alleviate the problem of excess capacity, but also enhance the ability to control raw
materials and other resources, furthermore enhance the overall competitiveness of the Chinese paper
industry.
Chinese paper enterprises should avoid pursuit of short-term profit in the process of M&As, and
pay attention to Structured Development. They must choose the appropriate M&As strategies from the
perspective of the overall strategy according to the characteristics of the paper industry and aim at
improving their own core competitive ability. In order to reduce risk, they should carry out M&As
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activities steps by steps.
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Research on Grading the Potential of Listed Port and Shipping
Companies in China Stock Market
Zheng Yibin, Peng Shaofeng
School of Transport, Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430063
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Abstract: Due to lots of reasons, the price of stock fluctuate frequently, which confused many common
stock investors, in order to help the investors to improve their performance, the article classify the key
factors into company performance factor, volume factor and space factor. Based on fundamental
analysis and technology analysis, using some mathematics tools to calculate the potential grade of the
port and shipping listed companies, then choosing the front and paying attention to them, after some
time of observation, the article find out the higher the ROE, the higher the volume, then the higher the
potential grade is. And the higher the potential grade, the better the performance of the stock in the
market will be.
Key word: Stock investment; Potential grade; Listed port and shipping company; Volume factor

1 Introduction
Due to lots of reasons, the price of stock fluctuate frequently, which confused many common stock
investors, how to choose the stocks to invest the new added fund and the money they cash out by selling
the stocks at a high price is the most important task to solve. Zhen Yibin researches the stocks market
intermediate risk, he thinks the stock risk can be valued by calculating some targets, such as moving
trend, exchange energy, wavy period and investment value. This article classify the key factors into
company performance factor, volume factor and space factor, based on fundamental analysis and
technology analysis, using some mathematics tools to calculate the potential grade of the port and
shipping listed companies, then choosing the front and paying attention to them. Part two of the article
explain why the article choose the three factors, part three calculates the grade of the factor, part four is
the empirical research, the part five is the conclusion.

2 Selecting the Factors of Potential Grade of Stock
Potential grade of stock is to analysis the momentum of uptrend and space, which is based on the
current stock value and technical indicators. So the factors this article select must be related to the value
and technical indicators, and can result in the up range. The former is related to the performance, the
later is related to up momentum and space. This article divides the factors into three classifications:
performance factor, momentum factor, space factor. Based on the fundamental analysis and technical
analysis, this article grades the three factors, evaluates each factor a corresponding weight, then
calculates the potential grade.
2.1 Performance Factor
Whether the investor makes a profit after he buys the stock depends upon the price he pays and the
performance of the company. Many investors like to use P/E to measure performance of the company,
but this article chooses to use ROE, although the P/E and ROE are calculated by the same financial
indicator, earning per share, the P/E will fluctuates according to the stock price. It has great reference
value to measure the level of stock’s price the investor pays is high or low with P/E, while it has little
reference value to predict the trend of the earning power of the company. The ROE reflects the level of
equity earnings, measuring the efficiency of company's capability to use the free capital. It is more
appropriate to use ROE to analyze the company's profitability, reflecting the company's performance.
The higher the ROE is, the better performance the company will be.
2.2 Volume Factor
Volume reflects the activity of the buyers and sellers. If you compare volume between two markets,
it will show which one is more active or liquid[1]. We can make a certain predictions and judgments for
the future stock price combining the turnover and stock price movements. First, we should observe
whether the stock’s high turnover will maintain a longer time, because the longer time the high turnover
maintains descript the capital pays attention to the stock, it’ll be profitable to invest this kind of stock. If
the stock recently maintains a high turnover, while its up range is limited (the MA shows the long array
will be better), according to the theory behind the volume: the greater the volume, the greater the force
behind the move, the uptrend is predictable. The value of researching the trading volume is mainly on
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short-medium term price fluctuations, now we can determine the involvement of a better time in the
stock market.
2.3 Space Factor
Stock fluctuation, not only is related to the performance and volume factor, but also is related to the
highest and lowest price, and the highest and lowest shanghai composite index in the in the most recent
period, because the important high and low points as well as through the consolidation of the position
constitutes resistance and support prices in the area of a support or resistance continues longer, the more
important this price zone is, if it is accompanied by a high trading volume, this area of support or
resistance will be stronger[2] . Space factor refers to the current stock price in its price movement course
of forming the relative position, high or low, and compare to the relative position of the stock market
over a period of time in which the formation of the high or low position, and it is a method to determine
the size of the stock's upside.

3 Stock Potential Grade Model
3.1 The potential grade model
After a long time of gathering and analyzing statistics, this article designs the stock potential grade
model:
Q=Y+N+K
In this model:
Q—potential grade;
Y—performance grade;
N—volume grade;
K—space grade;
3.2 Performance grade model

Y=100 × W1 × 4

R
10% ⋅ Z

When ROE gets up to or more than10%, that’s to say, when the ROE of every quarter gets up to or
more than 2.5%, then the performance grade will be 100. As the ROE is the accumulation result of the
past time, the evaluation of Z has to change with the time span.
In this model:
Y—performance grade;
W1—the evaluation of the weight of performance is 0.4;
R—the ROE of the accounting time;
Z—when the financial statement is quarterly, interim, third quarterly, annual report, the evaluation
of Z will be 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and 1.
Table 1

Performance Grade of listed company of Port and Shopping in China Stock market

Order

Company Name

ROE

Performance Grade

1

COSCO Shipping

1.24

33.60

2

China Shipping Haisheng

0.39

25.20

3

China Shipping Development

1.67

36.15

4

Ningbo Maritime

2.41

39.65

5

TianJin Port

2.09

38.26

6

BeiHai Port

2.47

39.88

7

LianYun Port

1.37

34.41

8

YanTian Port

3.01

41.91

3.3 Volume grade model

N=100 × W2 × L1 × L 2 ×

VS
300

When the turnover rate of the past season gets up to or over 300%, then the N will be 100.
In this model:
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N—volume grade;
W2—the evaluation of the weight of volume is 0.3;
Vs—turnover rate of the past season;
Vm—the monthly turnover rate;
Vw—the weekly turnover rate;
L1—volume factor one, the result of the monthly turnover rate multiply 3 and then divide the past
season turnover rate.
L2—volume factor two, the result of the weekly turnover rate multiply 13 and then divide the past
monthly turnover rate.
Table 2

Volume Grade of listed company of Port and Shopping in our stock market

Order

Company Name

Vs

Vm

Vw

Volume Grade

1

COSCO Shipping

55.15

22.62

3.60

8.80

2

China Shipping Haisheng

49.69

29.39

4.78

9.62

3

China Shipping Development

28.09

11.12

1.99

4.67

4

Ningbo Maritime

148.64

107.56

9.29

23.21

5

TianJin Port

33.69

13.46

2.19

5.36

6

BeiHai Port

96.96

58.23

15.16

23.94

7

LianYun Port

78.82

53.49

12.95

19.95

8

YanTian Port

104.56

59.61

18.40

27.39

3.4 Space grade model

PS = PL + ( PH -P L ) ×

( I H -I C )[ ]
( I H -I L )
3

⎛P ⎞
K =100 × W3 × ⎜ s ⎟
⎝ Pc ⎠

2

In this model:
W3—the evaluation of the weight of volume is 0.4;
PS—the supposed price;
PC—the closing price;
PL, PH—the lowest and highest stock price in the most recent period;
IL, IH, IS—the lowest, highest and closing Shanghai composite index in the most recent period.
Keep record the lowest, highest and closing Shanghai composite index in the most recent period on
2011-4-1, that’s 3012.04, 2661.45, 2967.41.
Table 3

Space Grade of listed company of Port and Shopping in China stock market

Order

Company Name

The highest
price

The lowest
price

The
closing
price

The
supposed
price

Space
grade

1

COSCO Shipping

9.18

6.96

7.91

7.24

33.53

2

China Shipping Haisheng

7.31

6.03

6.74

6.19

33.77

3

China Shipping Development

10.25

9.12

9.7

9.26

36.48

4

Ningbo Maritime

5.57

4.4

5.1

4.55

31.82

5

TianJin Port

9.32

8.44

8.58

8.55

39.74

6

BeiHai Port

13.85

11.01

13.61

11.37

27.92

7

LianYun Port

8.9

6.45

8.39

6.76

25.98

8

YanTian Port

7.87

5.99

7.7

6.23

26.18

3.5 Potential grade of the stock
This article calculates the potential grade of the listed company of the port and shipping, the results
show as table 4:
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Potential Grade of listed company of Port and Shopping in China stock market

COSCO Shipping

Performance
grade
33.60

volume
grade
8.80

space
grade
33.53

potential
grade
75.93

2

China Shipping Haisheng

25.20

9.62

33.77

68.59

3

China Shipping Development

36.15

4.67

36.48

77.31

4

Ningbo Maritime

39.65

23.21

31.82

94.68

5

TianJin Port

38.26

5.36

39.74

83.36

6

BeiHai Port

39.88

23.94

27.92

91.75

7

LianYun Port

34.41

19.95

25.98

80.35

8

YanTian Port

41.91

27.39

26.18

95.48

Order

Company Name

1

Tabel 4 shows clearly that the potential grade of port-listed companies are higher than those of
shipping-listed companies, and the YanTian Port ranks the highest while the China Shipping Haisheng
ranks the lowest. With the grade decreases, these companies display like this: YanTian Port, Ningbo
Maritime, BeiHai Port, TianJin Port, LianYun Port, China Shipping Development, and China Shipping
Haisheng.

4 Empirical Research of the Potential Grade of Port and Shipping-listed
Companies in China Stock Market.
Since 2011-4-1, we grade the 8 stocks, this article trails the fluctuation of these stocks price and
shanghai composite index, when trade suspension happens, the closing price of that day will be the same
as that of the last trade day, then the fluctuation of these stock price and shanghai composite index
shows as table 5. Then we can draw the fluctuation in figure 1.
Table 5
Time

Shanghai
Composi
te Index

the fluctuation of the stock and shanghai composite index

COSCO
Shipping

China
Shipping
Haisheng

China
Shipping
Development

Ningbo
Maritime

Tianjin
Port

Beihai
Port

Lianyun
Port

Yantia
n Port

2011-4-1

2967.41

7.91

6.74

9.7

5.1

8.58

13.61

8.39

7.7

2011-4-6

3001.36

8.17

6.8

9.7

5.11

8.67

14.06

8.57

7.67

2011-4-7

3007.91

8.05

6.84

9.8

5.24

8.72

13.93

8.7

7.61

2011-4-8

3030.02

8.1

6.88

9.87

5.23

8.76

13.81

8.65

8

2011-4-11

3022.75

7.93

6.73

9.74

5.13

8.82

13.37

9.1

8.05

2011-4-12

3021.37

8.09

6.81

9.95

5.14

8.9

13.3

8.9

8.11

2011-4-13

3050.4

8.18

6.94

10.09

5.16

9.03

13.32

8.9

8.1

2011-4-14

3042.64

8.19

6.88

9.91

5.22

8.92

13.18

8.85

8.24

2011-4-15

3050.53

8.09

6.95

9.98

5.18

9.06

13.5

8.71

8.37

2011-4-18

3057.33

8.12

6.97

10.05

5.23

8.99

13.34

8.59

8.2

2011-4-19

2999.04

7.94

6.82

9.76

5.11

8.77

13.14

8.49

8.17

2011-4-20

3007.04

7.99

6.86

9.79

5.11

8.89

13.17

8.5

8.18

2011-4-21

3026.67

7.95

6.95

9.83

5.09

8.89

13.2

8.29

8

2011-4-22

3010.52

8.13

6.71

9.88

5.07

8.91

13.25

8.43

8.05

2011-4-25

2964.95

7.91

6.6

9.66

4.93

8.75

12.56

7.95

8.05

2011-4-26

2938.98

7.67

6.5

9.54

4.82

8.75

12.22

7.75

7.75

2011-4-27

2925.41

7.6

6.22

9.4

4.84

8.6

11.98

7.63

7.84

2011-4-28

2887.04

7.3

6.32

9.19

4.84

8.47

11.65

7.5

7.79

2011-4-29

2911.51

7.46

6.37

9.3

4.91

8.55

11.85

7.6

7.95
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110.00

Shanghai
Composite
Index
COSCO
Shipping

105.00

China Shipping
Haisheng

100.00

China Shipping
Development

Numerical Value

The Fluctuation of the Stocks and Shanghai Composite Index

Ningbo
Maritime

95.00

90.00

BeiHai Port

85.00

TianJin Port
LianYun Port

80.00
4-1

4-6

4-11

4-16

4-21

4-26

5-1

T ime

Figure 1

YanTian Port

the Fluctuation of the Stocks and Shanghai Composite Index

Figure1 shows clearly that since 2011-4-1,the potential grade was calculated, shanghai composite
index first rise before 2011-4-18,then decrease, so do the other stocks, but the up and down ranges are
different from each other. When the shanghai composite index goes up stably, the higher the potential
grade of the stock in table4, the bigger up range is, especially the YanTian Port, TianJin Port and
LianYun Port rise higher than the shanghai composite index; when the shanghai composite index begins
to go down, so do the stocks, but the higher the potential grade of the stock in table4, the smaller down
range is. Most importantly, the YanTian Port and TianJin Port are always above the shanghai composite
index, and compared with the data of 2011-4-1, the shanghai composite index decreased 1.88%, Yantian
Port still rise about 3.25%. there is only one exception, that’s BeiHai Port, its potential grade rank the
third highest, but it has the biggest down range in the next month, the cause is the volume decrease
sharply.

5 Conclusion
（1）Potential grade is a very important way of picking stock to invest;
（2）The higher the ROE, the bigger the volume, the higher the supposed price, the higher potential
grade of the stock will be;
（3）The higher the potential grade of the stock, the more attention should be paid to, if the volume
begins to rise, then the potential grade will rise, the investor should begin to buy;
（4）The higher the potential grade of the stock, when the stock market decrease, the smaller the
down range will be; but with some conditions are fulfilled, when the stock market begins to rise, the
stock will the be stock rising quickly.
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Abstract: Hybrid electric vehicle is the most mature area in the development of new energy automotive
industry. This paper employs data envelopment analysis model to analyze the overall economic
performance, pure technology efficiency and pure scale efficiency of the five typical hybrid vehicles in
Chinese market, and then obtains the improving direction of DEA efficiency. Finally, evaluation results
are offered on the economic performance of hybrid vehicles to raise appropriate suggestions.
Key words: HEV; Economic performance; DEA

1 Introduction
The new energy automobile has good energy conservation and environmental protection effect,
which may bring long-term benefit to consumers and the society. Moreover, governments issue subsidy
to the consumers to stimulate market demand for the new energy automobiles. Japanese government
subsidy amounts to about 2000 US dollars to each new energy automobile on average, and American
subsidy varies from 500 US dollars to 2000 US dollars. "Tentative Method of the Administration of the
Fund Subsidizing Energy Conservation and New Energy Automobile" released in China recently also
explicitly stipulates that China will subsidize new energy vehicle [1]. For all this, compared with the
traditional fuel automobile, high price of the new energy automobile enables the majority consumers
only to keep at a respectful distance to it, making the new energy auto market “game no one played”.
What auto buyers’ care most is its economical serviceability, rather than whether it’s energy-saving or
not. So the superiority of the new energy automobile often cannot obtain consumer's approval.
In the current technical conditions, there is a big gap between the economical efficiency of the new
energy car and market expectations. Its market share is still very low, for example, in 2006, the sales of
the new energy vehicle accounted for only 7.9% of total car sales in the United States where the new
energy vehicles develop better, while in China less than 1%. But the new energy vehicle technology
continues to be mature and industry scale expands, its economical efficiency will inevitably be greatly
improved. In recent years, for the aim of analyzing the power and economic of hybrid electric vehicle,
some scholars has studied the economical evaluation consisting of the current situation of the
manufacture, sale, and prospect, as well as economical analysis and gain and loss analysis of hybrid
vehicle in China [2], and some has analyzed and predicted the life cycle cost of HEV in the last three
stages, and also compared the cost of HEV with that of the conventional diesel bus (CDB) [3]. They all
put forward many innovative viewpoints. Nevertheless, research limitations are still exists because of all
these researches are still at the exploration stage. Based on the results of other scholars, this paper
analyzes the economical efficiency of the typical hybrid electric vehicles by using data envelopment
analysis model to estimate the overall economic performance, pure technology efficiency and pure scale
efficiency of the five typical hybrid electric vehicles in Chinese market, so obtaining the improving
direction of DEA efficiency. Finally, evaluation results were analyzed on the economic performance of
hybrid vehicles to raise appropriate suggestions. This paper is divided into four parts: Part I,
Introduction; Part II, Models and Indicators; Part III, Data and Results Analysis; Part IV, Conclusion.

2 Models and Indicators
2.1 Model design
Data envelopment analysis, based on the actual decision making unit of a production system, is
built on the concept of "Pareto optimal" of decision making units. It determines the efficiency frontier of
the production system (or frontier production function) through the use of linear programming
techniques, and then gets the relative efficiency as well as scale benefit of decision making units and
other information. For decades in foreign countries, there are a great deal of the research literature of
DEA theory and its application in management science and in the field of operations research [4-6].
Chinese scholar Wei Quanling playes an active and important role in the popularization and promotion
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of DEA in China [7] and in 2000 he published literature on the research progress of DEA [8].
In this paper, the economic performance of the hybrid electric cars can be seen as the activity of
producing a certain number of "products" by some decision-making units through the input of a number
of production factors. Although the concrete content of inputs and outputs is somewhat different, its
purpose is to maximize the economic and social benefits as much as possible. Therefore, firstly, the text
2

uses C R model with a non-Archimedean infinitesimal evaluating DMU overall efficiency based on the
input.

⎧ min[θ − ε (eˆT s − + eT s + )],
⎪ n
⎪ λ x + s− = θ x ,
j j
0
⎪∑
j =1
⎪ n
⎪
+
( Dε ) ⎨ ∑ λ j y j − s = y0 ,
⎪ j =1
⎪λ j ≥ 0, j = 1, , n,
⎪ −
⎪ s ≥ 0, s + ≥ 0.
⎪
⎩ε is non-Archimedean infinitesimal

(1)

The overall efficiency used to evaluate technology and scale is called the overall efficiency.
2

Secondly, the text uses BC model with a non-Archimedean infinitesimal evaluating DMU pure
technological efficiency based on the input.

⎧ min[σ − ε (eˆT s − + eT s + )],
⎪ n
⎪ λ x + s− = σ x ,
j j
0
⎪∑
j =1
⎪ n
⎪ λ y − s+ = y ,
⎪∑ j j
0
( Dε ) ⎨ j =1
⎪ n
⎪ ∑ λ j = 1,λ j ≥ 0, j = 1, , n,
⎪ j =1
⎪ −
+
⎪ s ≥ 0, s ≥ 0.
⎪⎩ε is non-Archimedean infinitesimal

(2)

The DMU efficiency calculated by the model is pure technical efficiency, reflecting the conditions
of DMU pure technical efficiency. Finally, it calculates the net scale efficiencies of DMU by formula
(3).

s* =

θ*
σ*

(3)

2.2 Selection of indicators and analysis
Hybrid cars use both fuel and electric drive. According to the proportion of electric drive, it can be
divided into low degree hybrid, moderate degree hybrid and high degree hybrid. The oil saving rate of
low degree hybrid vehicles is between 10% -15%. The cost of which is low and the technology is easy
to implement. Typical car models home and abroad are Mercedes-Benz Smart, Chery A5 BSG, Besturn
B50 HEV, etc.; the oil saving rate of high degree hybrid vehicles is between30%-40%. The cost of
which is high and the structure is complex. Typical car models are Mercedes-Benz S400 Hybrid, Toyota
Prius, BYD F3 DM. Moderate fuel-efficient hybrid vehicles are between the two in terms of oil-saving,
cost and technology. Typical examples are Buick LaCrosse ECO-Hybrid, Honda Civic Hybrid, Junjie
Hybrid etc.
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This paper selects 5 hybrid cars for sale on Chinese market sales, respectively, Toyota Prius, Civic
Hybrid, LaCrosse ECO-Hybrid, BYD F3 DM and Chery A5 BSG, covering low degree hybrid,
moderate degree hybrid and high degree hybrid. They are of both foreign and domestic brands, and
very typical. The analysis of their economic performance can fully reflect the economic performance
and other conditions of hybrid vehicles.
From the entire life-cycle perspective, the cost of hybrid vehicles is mainly the purchase cost
and the use cost. For consumers, the purchase cost of hybrid cars is the purchase price, while the use
cost includes: fuel costs, maintenance costs, tax costs and government subsidies costs, of which tax and
government subsidies costs can be neglected, and maintenance costs depend on the specific vehicle
condition which has great randomness and is difficult to have a unified measure. Therefore, the fuel cost
is the main concern of the use costs of hybrid cars. Considering the above analysis, the paper decided to
choose the following five technical and economic indicators: price, emissions, fuel consumption, oil
saving rates and sales of hybrid vehicles to conduct economic analysis, as is shown in Table 1.
Table 1

The Economic Indicators of the 5 Hybrid Electric Vehicles

Hybrid vehicles

Price
（0,000 yuan）

Emissions
（L）

Fuel consumption
（L/100km）

Saving rate
（%）

Sales
(Units)

Toyota Prius

27.98

1.5

4.3

31.3

3182

Civic Hybrid

26.98

1.3

4.7

16.3

290

Lacrosse
ECO-Hybrid

26.99

2.4

8.3

15

313

BYD F3 DM

14.98

1.0

4.0

33

117

Chery A5 BSG

7.48

1.6

5.2

10

250

Selected 5 from the price of hybrid view, which, BYD F3 DM and Chery A5 BSG Both the price of domestic
brand cars less than 15 million, the price of Chery A5 BSG is less than 10 million, was 7.48 million. While the

other three models priced foreign brands are in between 250,000 to 300,000 yuan, domestic hybrid
vehicle compared to the foreign price of hybrid vehicles more obvious advantages.
From the displacement point of view, LaCrosse ECO-Hybrid displacement of 2.4L, 4 other models
in the 1.0-2.0L displacement between the emission models are moderate. At the same time, vehicle
emissions largely determine how much of its fuel from the fuel consumption indicators, LaCrosse
ECO-Hybrid's fuel consumption is one hundred kilometers 8.3L, Chery A5 BSG's one hundred km fuel
consumption of 5.2 L, Toyota Prius, the Civic Hybrid, BYD F3 DM of hundred kilometers are between
the 4L-5L.
Saving rate of this indicator reflects the general hybrid cars and similar vehicles compared to the
ratio of the fuel savings, depending on the electric drive hybrid vehicle technology. At the same time,
this indicator is strong by mixing, the mixing, weak mixing three types of hybrid vehicles standards.
Toyota Prius, BYD F3 DM models of fuel-efficient mixing of two strong rate of more than 30%; Civic
Hybrid, LaCrosse ECO-Hybrid's fuel-efficient models in the mixed two rates were 16.3%, 15%; Chery
A5 BSG's saving rate of 10%, mixed models are weak.
Sales reflected the market's level of demand for hybrid vehicles, from 5 models of domestic sales
situation of China; its sales are very small. Among them, the sales of the Toyota Prius are the best, listed
in the domestic market in early years, sales of just over three years since 3000, and just listed BYD F3
DM, its sales volume in the Shenzhen Municipal Government procurement 80, very few real market
sales.

3 Data and Results Analysis
2

2

According to the indicates and data of table 1, by using C R model and BC model, it
calculates five types of new energy (hybrid electric) vehicles’ economic total efficiency θ , pure
*

technical efficiency σ , and pure scale efficiency s
will be shown in table 2.
*

*

calculated by formula (3) and the concrete results
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Table 2

The DEA Economic Performance Evaluation Results of Five Types Hybrid Electric Vehicles’
Scale
DMU
s3*−
s1*−
s 2*−
s 4*−
s1*+
θ*
σ*
s*
efficiency

Toyota prius

1.000

1.000

1.000

0

0

0

0

0

unchanged

Civic Hybrid

0.175

1.000

0.175

0

0

0

0

0

increasing

Lacrosse
ECO- Hybrid

0.205

0.697

0.294

10.896

0.075

0.606

0

0

increasing

Byd F3 DM

0.069

1.000

0.069

0

0

0

0

0

increasing

Chery A5 BSG

0.294

1.000

0.294

0

0

0

0

0

increasing

*−

*−

*−

*−

*+

The s1 、 s 2 、 s3 、 s 4 and s1

of table 2 are the numerical values of slack variables
2

respectively which forms under the constraints of C R model namely type 1.
Under the condition of existing properties and configuration of the five types of hybrid electric
vehicle, Toyota prius is in the forefront of economic performance efficiency. This model is integrated
DEA efficient in terms of economic performance. It is technically efficient, that is, has reached the
maximum output in terms of relative investment, with the decision-making units in the curve of the
production function. It is also effective in terms of scale, that is, the input volume is neither too large nor
too small, with returns ranging from increasing to decreasing, which are in the best condition. The
economic performance of the hybrid electric vehicle is characterized by: the use of gasoline engine and
electric motor to power the vehicle. The working principle of the electric motor is to convert the kinetic
energy into electrical energy through the motor when the vehicle decelerates, and store in the
nickel-metal hydride battery and release again when starting or speeding up so as to reduce the load on
the engine. The engine will automatically shut down when stops so as to save fuel. Toyota prius adopts
1.5 L VVT-i engine and electric motor, the nickel-metal hydride battery and power control unit and so
on to compose the second- generation of Toyota hybrid system (THS), using different dynamic
combination in different driving conditions. The maximum power and the maximum torque of the
engine are 57 kW/4500 RPM and 115 nm/4200 RPM respectively, and the rising power and special
power are 38.08kW/L and 0.0422kW/Kg respectively. The power and torque of the electric motor are 50
kW/1200-1540 rpm and 400 nm/0-1200 rpm. The series of 28 6.9 volts cuboid chlorine hydrogenated
metal battery forms a volume of 274 volts cuboid compact battery pack. The maximum speed is 165
km/h. And the 53 kW of the 1.5 liters petrol engine power and 50 kW power of the electric motor
produce the output of the total power of 106 kW. With the full load up to 1750 Kg, the power of the
Prius is not very strong, but the output torque of the mixed power of Toyota Prius is quite amazing.
Although in order to be fuel saving and environmental protecting, its engine and electric motor will not
output the maximum torque. But due to the motor’s 400 nm output torque is between 0-1200 RPM, it is
enough to make the Prius have a better ability to accelerate.
On the other hand, hybrid electric vehicle with pure technical efficiency in the front of the
economic performance are civic Hybrid, Byd F3 DM and Chery A5 BSG. These three models belong to
pure technical DEA effectiveness and the output has reached the maximum in terms of input. The
decision-making units are located in the curve of the production function, while the scale returns are not
in the best state of constant scale returns. These three vehicle models have common characteristics in the
economic performance. The thesis will take civic Hybrid as an example, by comparative analysis with
Toyota Prius to illustrate the characteristics of such vehicles. Honda civic Hybrid adopts the
Second-generation Hybrid Electric System which composes of 1.3L level-3 i-VTEC engine and IMA
(electric motor auxiliary system), electric motor, nickel-metal hydride batteries and power control units
and so on. According to the vehicle’s driving condition, level-3 i-VTEC (cylinder stop system) can be
divided into low speed, high speed and cylinder stop——three-stage controlling valve; when the vehicle
is in low and constant speed, all cylinders will stop working, with only electric motor providing driving
force; when in urgent acceleration, high-speed concave wheels can achieve high power output, while all
cylinder will stop when decelerating. The maximum output power of the engine is 71.5KW, maximum
output torque is 170nm, rising power is 55kw and the power of the electric motor is 15kw. Combined
together, the whole system can reach the same power output and torque output as that from 1.8L
gasoline engine. Honda civic Hybrid adopts cylindrical nickel-metal hydride rechargeable batteries, and
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the voltage can be up to 158V, which ensures the output power 16KW so as to drive the electric motor
with power of 15KW. To save the fuel, Honda civic hybrid has given up a quick acceleration and its
maximum output power of the hybrid power system is 86.5KW, maximum torque output is 170nm, all
of which are much lower than Toyota Prius. Even if compared with the 1.8L gasoline version with
maximum power and the maximum torque being 103KW/6300RPM and 174nm/4300RPM respectively,
the power of Honda civic Hybrid is much inferior, obviously week. Honda Civic Hybrid's accelerating
ability has declined than the Honda Civic with 1.8L, the acceleration capabilities of which are similar
with the Toyota Prius. Honda Civic Hybrid's acceleration is obviously weak compared with Toyota Prius.
In the aspect of suspension ,Toyota Prius has adopted McPherson front suspension and trailing arm
torsion beam rear suspension, while Honda civic Hybrid still uses McPherson and re-adjusts the
positional angle and multi-link double wishbone rear suspension，improving the rear suspension shock
absorber’s installation position of the vehicle which ameliorates the athletic performance of the vehicle.
In oil consumption, Toyota Prius can save more oil than Honda Civic Hybrid which is the purpose of
Hybrid power vehicles. The manufacturer calibration of the r fuel consumption of Toyota Prius and
Honda Civic Hybrid are 4.3 liters and 4.6 liters respectively, which are very economical. However, the
Honda Civic Hybrid uses a relatively simple technology to achieve low fuel consumption when
compared with Toyota Prius. It consumes only 0.3 liter more oil every one hundred kilometer than
Toyota Prius which possesses complex power system, which indicates its brilliant respect.
In addition, Honda Civic Hybrid’s hybrid power technological level is lower than Toyota Prius’, so
is the cost, due to its slight distinction with the current conventional power vehicles, with only additional
batteries and electric motors. The utilizing cost will be high with the higher scientific and technological
level of the products, which are the causes why foreign consumers will be hesitant to buy Toyota Prius.
Toyota Prius and Honda Civic Hybrid fuel consumption contrast will be elaborated in table 3.
Table 3

Fuel Consumption Contrast Between Toyota Prius and Honda Civic Hybrid

Fuel consumption test contrast (L/100KM)
Toyota Prius

Honda Civic Hybrid

The AMS standard test field

4.4

4.7

highway

9.3

9.3

Ordinary highways

8.2

9.3

Urban road

3.8

5.8

Integrated oil consumption

6.7

7.3

Non-DEA effective DMU’s projection on the production forefront is DEA effective which means
through the appropriate adjustments of input and output numerical of non-DEA effective DMU to
achieve DEA effectiveness. According to this theory, the author can get the improvement direction of
the economic performance of the five types hybrid electric vehicles which will be shown in table 4.
Table 4

DMU

Five Types Hybrid Vehicles Improvement Direction of Economic Efficiency
Improvement Direction

Toyota prius
Civic Hybrid
Lacrosse ECO-Hybrid
Byd F3 DM
Chery A5 BSG

X0

Y0

（27.980，1.500，4.300，31.300）
（26.980，1.300，4.700，16.300）
（7.920，1.598，5.181，10.458）
（14.980，1.000，4.000，33.000）
（7.480，1.600，5.200，10.000）

（3182.000）
（290.000）
（313.000）
（117.000）
（250.000）

According to table 1 and table 4, in the five types hybrid electric vehicles, Lacrosse Eco-Hybrid
model belongs to economic performance non-DEA effectiveness (overall). It helps to find the ascending
direction of economic performance. To take Lacrosse Eco-Hybrid as an example, its economic

X

Y

0 =（7.920，1.598，5.181，10.458）
， 0=
performance of projection points in production forefront is
（313.000）, all of which show that in order to achieve economic performance (based on the input of the
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C 2 R model), under the condition of maintaining the output index and sales value of 313,000, cutting
its corresponding input value, namely the price reduced to 7.920, gas emission reduced to 1.598, fuel
saving rate reduced to 10.458. In addition, table 2 has shown five types hybrid electric vehicles’ scale
returns of economic performance, with one of the types’ scale returns remain the invariable stage, while
other four types keep increasing, namely all the five types keep an unchanged or increasing state, all of
which show that every type new energy hybrid power vehicle has a strong momentum of development at
present. They are still in the stage of cultivation and growth. On the condition of avoiding one-side
development of economic improvement, most of the hybrid electric vehicles can have proper expansion
to make further improvement of each economic performance.

4 Conclusion
Data envelopment analysis is the effective means to conduct a comparative analysis of economic
performance of hybrid vehicles. The method can determine the frontier of experience production, give
the DMU overall efficiency, pure technical efficiency, pure scale efficiency, the DMU projection on
production frontier, and at the same can determine the scale of the situation, provide a wealth of system
analysis tools, provide decision-makers with efficiency evaluation, quantitative management
information of scale and other aspects of analysis, making decision-making more scientific and reliable.
Data envelopment analysis is the effective means to conduct a comparative analysis of economic
performance of hybrid vehicles. The method can determine the frontier of experience production, give
the DMU overall efficiency, pure technical efficiency, pure scale efficiency, the DMU projection on
production frontier, and at the same can determine the scale of the situation, providing a wealth of
system analysis tools, make decision-makers with efficiency evaluation, quantitative management
information of scale and other aspects of analysis, making decision-making more scientific and reliable.
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Abstract: Foreign direct investment inflow into a given country is expected to bring about significant
changes in her economic development and output growth, FDI is seen as an engine of growth to
developing countries such as Nigeria by increasing globalization and technology transfer. This paper
attempt to empirically analyze the contribution of foreign direct investment to the Nigeria economy, by
multiple regression analysis, the finding of the study revealed that there was a positive relationship
between GDP and government expenditure, foreign direct investment and labor force between a periods
of 1980-2009. In order to attract more seeking FDI and retain them in the country, it is recommended
that government should improve the standard of infrastructure and provide relevant social amenities, and
provide helps in liberalization of regulated backbone services which provides opportunities for private
investment and management.
Key words: FDI; GDP; Economic growth; Spillover effect

1 Introduction
Nigeria has achieved some appreciable economic growth in recent years, some factors appear to
have contributed to this success which includes the rapid development in trade liberalization and
substantial increase in FDI inflows into the country. Many scholars have argued that FDI is one of the
most important factors for the promotion of economic growth and development, furthermore FDI is seen
as an engine of growth to developing countries, by increasing the opportunities for capital flow,
globalization, technology transfer which is often referred to as “spillover effect”, expansion of exports
and employment opportunities which increase the potential of host countries.
The return of democracy in 1999 has helped the Federal Government of Nigeria to gradually
withdraw it participation in commercial activities to embrace a private sector-led growth strategy by
establishing an economic policy known as National Economic Empowerment and Development strategy
(NEEDS), As a result of this, foreign investors are therefore encouraged to invest in the country.
However the policy embarked by the Government has created a unique opportunity for lifting millions
of people out of poverty, helped in bridging capital, management, skills and technology gaps where they
are most severe and also support the local companies and the workforce towards world standard.
Measuring the effect of foreign direct investment on the economy occupies a substantial body of
economic literatures, many theoretical and empirical studies have analyzed many channels through
which FDI may have a positive or negative effect on economic growth.
Therefore the objective of this paper is to investigate the strategic importance of FDI on the Nigeria
economy beyond the oil sector, in addition, review the significant contribution of investments, and
assess the level of inflow of foreign direct investment into the Nigerian economy.
This paper is divided into five sections staring with review of some literatures in section 2, section
3 contains the methodology used while section 4 includes result and discussion, and thereafter it was
summed up with conclusion and recommendations in section 5.

2 Literature Review
Renewed research interest in FDI stem from the changes of perspectives among policy makers
from “hostility” to “conscious encouragement”, especially among developing countries. FDI had been as
“parasitic” and retarding as the development of domestic industries for export promotion until recently.
Several researchers have contributed theoretically and empirically the ways in which inward FDI can
contribute to the economy development of host countries, These includes increase in capital
accumulation in the recipient economy, improved efficiency of locally owned host country firms via
technology change and human capital augmentation and increased exports. However Buckley, Clegg,
Wang & Cross, (2002) postulate that the extent to which FDI contributes to economy growth depends on
the economic and social condition or the quality of environment of the recipient country. Therefore, this
quality of environment is associated to the rate of savings in the host country, the degree of openness
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and level of technology development which would benefit from increase FDI to the host countries
economies. Bende-Nabende & Ford (1998) submit that the wide externalities in respect of technology
transfer, the development of human capital and opening up of the economy to international forces have
served to change the former image. Borensztein et al. (1998) sees FDI as an important vehicle for the
transfer of technology, contributing to growth in larger measure than domestic investment.
On the basis of these assertions government have often provided special incentives to foreign firms
to set up companies in their countries. Carkovic and Levine (2002) note that the economic rationale
for offering special incentives to attract FDI frequently derives from the belief that foreign investment
produces externalities in the form of technology transfers and spillovers.
Curiously, the empirical evidence of these benefits both at the firm level and at the national level
remains ambiguous. De Gregorio (2003), while contributing to the debate on the importance of FDI,
notes that FDI may allow a country to bring in technologies and knowledge that are not readily available
to domestic investors, and in this way increases productivity growth throughout the economy. FDI may
also bring in expertise that the country does not possess, and the foreign investors may have access to
global markets. In fact, he found that FDI is three times more efficient than domestic investment.
2.1 Empirical evidence of FDI effects on economic growth
A lot of research interests have been shown on the relationship between FDI and economic growth,
although most of such works are not situated in Africa. The focus of the research work on FDI and
economic growth can be broadly classified into two. First, FDI is considered to have direct impact on
trade through which the growth process is assured Markussen and Vernables, (1998). Second, FDI is
assumed to augment domestic capital thereby stimulating the productivity of domestic investments
Borensztein et al., 1998; Driffeld, (2001). These two arguments are in conformity with endogenous
growth theories Romer, (1990) and across country models on industrialization Chenery et al., (1986) in
which both quantity and quality of factors of production as well as the transformation of the production
process are ingredients in developing a competitive advantage. FDI has empirically been found to
stimulate economic growth by a number of researchers Borensztein et al., 1998; Glass and Saggi, (1999).
Blomstrom et al. (1994) report that FDI exerts a positive effect on economic growth, but that there
seems to be a threshold level of income above which FDI has positive effect on economic growth and
below which it does not. The explanation was that only those countries that have reached a certain
income level can absorb new technologies and benefit from technology diffusion, and thus reap the extra
advantages that FDI can offer. In summary, UNCTAD (1999) submits that FDI has either a positive or
negative impact on output depending on the variables that are entered alongside it in the test equation.
These variables include the initial per capita GDP, education attainment, domestic investment ratio,
political instability, terms of trade, black market exchange rate premiums, and the state of financial
development. Examining other variables that could explain the interaction between FDI and growth,
Olofsdotter (1998) submits that the beneficiary effects of FDI are stronger in those countries with a
higher level of institutional capability. He therefore emphasized the importance of bureaucratic
efficiency in enabling FDI effects.
The neoclassical economists argue that FDI influences economic growth by increasing the amount of
capital per person. However, because of diminishing returns to capital, it does not influence long-run
economic growth.
2.2 Recent trends and performance of FDI
With the integration of international capital markets, FDI story of Nigeria today is dominated by
the oil industry which was not so, at independence in 1960, there was a widespread of FDI presence in
the economy. Therefore policy design thereafter narrowed FDI performance and decades of political
instability, endemic corruption and economic mismanagement further reduced Nigeria ability to attract
and retain FDI. The return of democracy in 1999 has created the opportunity for economic renewal and
the attraction of more seeking FDI to Nigeria, The Government of Nigeria undertook ambitious
measures to reap the benefits from FDI with a view to improve the investment climate, the policy has
started bearing fruits and will certainly provide a more conducive environment to private investment and
enhance the attractiveness of FDI to the Nigeria’s large and growing market.
The policies were the induction of the National Economic Empowerment and Development
Strategy (NEEDS), at the national level and it was associated with poverty reduction at the state and
local levels, State Economic Empowerment and Development Strategy (SEEDS) and the Local
Economic Empowerment and Development Strategy (LEEDS). NEEDS was adopted in 2003, it was
meant to guide public policies until 2007. They broad agenda of the social and economic reforms
(NEEDS, SEEDS and LEEDS) were based on four key major strategies:
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TABLE I.
Improve efficiency in delivering services by reforming the way Government works and
eliminating waste and free up resources for investment in infrastructure and social services;
TABLE II. Changing the government into a business regulator and facilitator by making the private
sector
the main driver of economic growth;
TABLE III. Push a “value re-orientation by shrinking the domain of the state and hence the pie of
distributable rents which have been the heaven of public sector corruption and inefficiency” and
TABLE IV. Implementation of social character such as improving security and welfare.
The reform by NEEDS enabled Nigeria to become the first African country to settle its official debt
through an agreed-upon program of debt forgiveness and repayment in October 2005. In 2004 the
reform made by the Central Bank of Nigeria in the banking sector with the aim at fostering
consolidation in the sector helped the country in improving its financial environment, which as a result
of this the country was rated as BB- credit rating by Fitch Standard and Poor’s Rating Agencies in 2006.
The foreign direct investment inflows to Nigeria have been profoundly affected by world price and
government policies in the development of the oil sector

Figure 1 FDI Inflows to Nigeria, 1970-2009 (Millions of dollars)
Source: UNTAD Statistic

Figure 1 shows that in 1970, FDI inflow stood at $205 Million, later the amount increased to $470
million in 1975. This positive inflow of FDI within this period is attributed to the government
commitment towards encouraging private sector participation in oil and gas industries. Furthermore in
1989 there was a reduction in the Nigeria National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) stake in shell
Nigeria and other oil companies from 80% to 60%, the percentage in the transaction worth over
$1billion, since then, the inflows of FDI to Nigeria have never decreased below $1 billion per year
which also had a positive impact. Between 1970 and the mid -1990’s Nigeria as the primary
destination of FDI inflows to Africa accounted for more than 30% of all FDI inflows to the continent,
this impact was as a result of oil attractiveness. However from the period of 2007 to 2009 Nigeria
leading role in terms of attracting FDI started declining due to the surge of FDI inflow to other oil rich
countries such as Sudan and Angola, another factor is the improved FDI performance of other large
African countries such as Egypt and South Africa which were successful in attracting FDI in diverse
sectors of their economies. Notwithstanding this, Nigeria is still the dominant recipient of FDI within
the Economic Community of West African countries (ECOWAS) accounting for more than 70% of
group inflows since 2001. Nigeria attracted about half of the FDI inflow to the region in 1970’s.
Therefore FDI to Nigeria is the key contributor to the country’s capital accumulation in 2009, FDI
accounted for 30.9% annual average of Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF), compared to an average
of 18.7% in the rest of Africa and 9.3% for developing economic countries in the world. The country is
ranked 56 in 2009 among 141 covering economies in the world by inward FDI performance index and
inward FDI potential index. (Source: UNCTAD world investment Report 2010).
2.3 Effect of FDI on Nigeria economy
FDI inflows into Nigeria have been growing largely over the course of the last decade; the county
receives the largest amount of FDI in Africa which makes it the nineteenth largest recipient of FDI in the
world, most traditional sources of FDI has been into the oil sector. Chevron Texaco and Exxon Mobil
from USA had investment stock worth of $3.4 billion in Nigeria in 2008, UK FDI into Nigeria accounts
for about 20% of Nigeria’s total foreign investment while China direct investment to Nigeria is reported
to worth $6 billion. The oil and gas sector receives 75% of China’s FDI in Nigeria therefore making
China and Nigeria the second trading partner in Africa next to South Africa. Other significant sources of
FDI into Nigeria include France, Brazil, Netherlands, South Africa and Italy.
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FDI into Nigeria has successfully speed up the country to the top of the investment table in
Sub-Saharan Africa, Nigeria has a range of resources and industries ready for development and global
interest in the economy is rising. Outside of petroleum, the country has large untapped mineral resources
which include iron ore, coal, lead and Zinc, and the country’s expanses of arable land made agriculture
and agro-processing industries viable and attractive. The Telecommunication sector has been vibrant
with the total of $18 billion invested into the sector between 2001 and 2009 which has made Nigeria
Telecoms Africa’s biggest mobile market. The impact of the global economic downturn has been more
or less positive on the Nigeria economy in terms of inflow of FDI. In the years of economic downturn,
FDI inflows into the country’s economy has considerably increased, the economy received about $20
billion and $12 billion respectively in years 2008 and 2009, this was associated with the growing
competitiveness in the economy. (Source: UNCTAD world investment Report 2009). It can be
emphasized that the effect of FDI on an economy as a source of capital has become increasingly
important not only because it helps to bridge savings and investment gap but also assist in the attainment
of millennium development goal targets of a country. FDI is considered to be a tool for development
because it essentially stimulates growth, increase employment and contributes competitive power of a
country.

3 Methodology
Though using FDI as an input variable has sound theoretical foundation, its empirical measures,
vary across studies. Balasebramanyan et al (1996) and Borensztein et al (1998) measures FDI as a ratio
of FDI to GDP. Therefore in order to effectively ascertain the contribution of FDI on the Nigeria
economy, the following variables are used in the study Government Expenditure, Labour Force and
Foreign Direct Investment were considered as independent variables while Nigeria economy is proxy by
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as dependent variable. All the other data relating to the independent
variables and that of the dependent variable were sourced from United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) statistics, the time series data covers 30 years ranging from 1980-2009. The
statistical formulation of the model can therefore be presented as follows:
Model = Y= β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3 +…+μ
Y= β0 + β1 X1 + β2 X22 +μ
Y= exp (β0 +β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3 +μ
X1= 1/X1 and X21 =X22
Log (Y) = β0 + β1X1 + β2 X2 + β3 X3 + μ
GDP = β0 + β1 FDI + β2 GE +β3 LF + μ
Where: GDP = Gross Domestic Product
FDI = Foreign Direct Investment
GE = Government Expenditure
LF = Labour Force
μ = Error term
Multiple linear regression method, using E views was employed to analyze the contribution of
Foreign Direct Investment on the Nigeria economy.

4 Empirical Result and Analysis
Table 1 below depicts the multiple linear regression result describing the contribution of Foreign
Direct Investment on the Nigeria economy, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as dependent variable and
inflow in Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), Government expenditure and Labour Force, as independent
variables.
Table 1

Dependent Variable: FDI
Sample: 1980-2009
Method: Least squares observations:30
Variable
FDI
LF
GEX
C

Data Analysis

Coefficient
2.866313
1.672496
7.431526
-45822.07

Std. Error
1.392255
0.444216
0.576691
14431.37

t-Statistic
2.058755
3.765049
12.88649
-3.175172

Prob.
0.0497
0.0009
0.0000
0.0038
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R-squared 0.930236, Adjusted R-squared 0.922187 ,S.E. of regression 13746.25, Sum squared
resid 4.91E+09, Log likelihood -326.2773, Durbin-Watson 1.368017, Mean dependent var 69482.23,
S.D. dependent var 49278.47, Akaike info criterion 22.01848, Schwarz criterion 22.20531, F-statistic
115.5624, Prob (F-statistic) 0.000000.
From the above result it is shown that all the three variables have a significant impact on Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). From table 1, it could be observed that Government Expenditure contributes
the most (7.431) this means that for every unit change in Government Expenditure there is a
corresponding change of 7.431 on Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
also contributed to GDP, for every unit change in FDI there is a corresponding change of 2.866 on GDP
and also Labour Force contributed to GDP, for every unit change in labour force there is a corresponding
change of 1.672 on GDP.
The overall result showcase significant value of R2 = 0.93 showing that the more dependent
variable account for the 93% variation of the GDP with only 7% accounted by the error-term , this
confirms the validity of the variables and clearly indicates the model capacity to predict the relationship
between the dependent variable (GDP) and other independent variables. The adjusted R2 of 0.92 is
closer to R2 value of 0.93. This means the model is fit for making generalization.
Furthermore the F-value of 115.5 obtained is higher than the critical F-value confirming the
significance of the entire variable combined together in the model. Lastly, the Durbin-Watson value of
1.36 is closer to 2 which mean there is absence of autocorrelation problem meaning the model is fit and
reliable.

5 Conclusions
It is imperative to note that no country can adequately develop without FDI inflow particularly
developing countries like Nigeria. Therefore FDI to Nigeria is a key contributor to the country’s capital
accumulation, with the inflow of FDI to Nigeria, it is expected that the country should be the largest
economy in Africa and a major player in the global economy due its abundant reserves of human and
natural resources. However these has not been achieved because all major productive sectors have
considerably shrunk in size with the over dependence on oil, social unrest and epidemic corruption. For
a developing country like Nigeria to be among the top 20th economies in the world by the year 2020,
there is a need to attract more seeking FDI. The result suggests that FDI has a positive contribution to
the Nigeria economy, especially in areas like oil and manufacturing sector which has led to increase in
private participation, high employment with possible multiplier effects on the economy. The research
finding reveals that there is a positive relationship between Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and the three
independent variables (government expenditure, labor force and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
inflow).
However based on the empirical findings the following recommendations are considered
beneficial in order to attract and retain FDI in Nigeria.
(a)Government should improve on standard infrastructure and provide relevant social amenities to
attract more seeking FDI.
(b)The government should help in the liberalization of regulated backbone services which provides
opportunities for private investment and management that were hitherto unavailable.
(c)Government should strengthen FDI-related institution in Nigeria Such as the NIPC, BPE and
NEPZA at administration, policy and promotion level.
(d)There is a need for the government to provide legal and administrative quality framework for
effective privatization.
(e)The Federal Government should consciously improve the business environment by curbing
social unrest, corruption and epileptic electricity supply to enable FDI contribute immensely to the
economy.
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Analysis of the Stock Market Volatility and Its Spillover Effect in
China
Xu Bu
Hanqing Advanced Institute, Renmin University of China, Beijing, P.R.China, 100872
(E-mail: devilxb@gmail.com)
Abstract: Employing Shanghai composite index and Shenzhen composite index as research samples,
this paper is concerned with the analysis of the volatility of Shanghai and Shenzhen market and the
volatility spillover effect. It is concluded that the shock of previous news causes a lasting impact on
current volatility in both markets, the spillover effects is one-way from Shanghai to Shenzhen. The
innovation of this paper mainly reflects in: research sample selections are both new and valuable; the
traditional model was modified to analyze the fluctuations between Shanghai and Shenzhen and the two
markets’ spillover effect; According to the empirical results the author gives reasonable explanations,
conclusions and corresponding suggestions based on this situation.
Key words: Stock market; Volatility; Volatility spillover effect; Granger causality test; GARCH

1 Introduction
In Economics, volatility is a measure for variation of an economic instrument over time. Volatilities
in financial activities have been seen more frequent and fierce than other areas. The stock market plays a
big role in the whole financial system. Variations of all kinds of factors in stock market can affect supply
and demand in different degrees, thus, affect the price of stock. Since stock returns have a strong
pertinence and close relationship with the volatility of the market, study the effects of positive or bad
news on stock price fluctuations will be helpful to understand the market behavior. And along with the
advancement of global integration, one market is no longer operating independently. The relationship
between different markets becomes more complex and closely. Volatility in one market interaction with
that in other market and may transmit from one to another. The volatility transmission in different
markets is called “volatility spillover effects". This phenomenon is obvious in financial market,
especially in the stock market. Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange both belong to
mainland China and face with an identical external environment. This will lead to some fluctuation
between the two markets. Study the interactive effect and correlations between the two stock markets
have very important functions for analysis and research on the stock market structure, the trend of stock
market and the process of risk transfer.
Scholars have made a lot of research on the relationship of volatility between different markets.
Hamao, Masulis and Victor Ng (1990) employed the GARCH (1, 1)-M model to study the relationship
of fluctuation among London, Japan and New York stock market, and concludes that there are spillover
effects from New York to Tokyo, London to Tokyo, New York to London. In China, Zhao Liuyan and
Wang Yiming (2003) estimate the A share and B share market separately, found that there is only
one-way fluctuation overflow from A share to B share. Hong Yongmiao, Cheng Siwei (2004) analyzed
the relationship among A share, B share and H share in China securities market, and the extreme
spillover risk between China stock market and other stock markets, the conclusion is that the market
segmentation between A share and B share makes A share effectively avoid heavy impact and influence
from other security markets.

2 Methodology and Data
2.1 GARCH model
The general mean and conditional variance equation of the GARCH (p, q) model can be expressed
as follows:
yt = β xt + ε t
(1)
q

p

i =1

j =1

ht = var(ε t Ωt −1 ) = α 0 + ∑ α i ε t2− i + ∑ β j ht − j

(2)

Compare with ARCH (q) model, the conditional variance of GARCH (p, q) model is a linear
function of not only the squares of the lagged errors, but also previous conditional variances. To more
accurately describe the “fat tail” characteristic of financial time series, assumptions about the
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distribution of random errors should be employed (usually include normal distribution, student t
distribution and Generalized Error Distribution (GED)). The necessary and sufficient condition of the
stationary time series ε t is:
q

p

∑ α +∑ β
i =1

i

i =1

i

<1

(3)

In order to ensure that σ t2 is nonnegative, parameter α i (i=1,2,…,q) and βi (i=1,2,…,p) should be all
nonnegative.
2.2 Granger causality test
Granger (1969) and Sims (1972) put forward Granger causality test. The Granger causality test is a
statistical hypothesis test for determining whether one time series is useful in forecasting another. A time
series X is said to Granger-cause Y if it can be shown, usually through a series of t-tests and F-tests on
lagged values of X and Y, that those X and Y values provide statistically significant information about
future values of Y. The test model is as follows:
k

k

i =1

i =1

yt = ∑ α i yt − i + ∑ β i xt − i + ut

(4)

2.3 Analysis of return and volatility spillover effects
Volatility spillover effects may exist in different regional financial markets. For instance, the U.S.
stock market fluctuations could affect China stock market fluctuations; it may also be found in different
financial varieties (e.g. foreign exchange market, bond market and equity market) and the same market
but different plate. In order to determine whether there is volatility spillover effect between the volatility
of the daily return of one stock market (use X t = ( Rt − E ( Rt )) 2 to describe volatility) and the daily
return of another, we can add volatility to model as independent variable:
⎧
⎪Φ ( L) R = Θ( L)ε + γ X
t
t
t
⎪
⎪
2
(5)
⎨ε t | I t −1 ~ N (0, σ t )
⎪
q
p
⎪ht = α 0 + ∑ α i ε t2− i + ∑ β j ht − j
⎪⎩
i =1
j =1
Given the level of significance, if parameter γ is statistically and significantly not zero, volatility
spillover effects are considered existed, otherwise does not exist.
2.4 Sample selection and processing
This paper employs the Shanghai composite index and Shenzhen composite index (referred to SHI
and SZI). This paper specifies 2006 as a starting point, with the closing price of SHI and SZI between
January 4, 2006 and 9 March, 2011 as the samples.
Due to take the logarithm can improve data, this paper calculate the logarithmic rate of return.
rt = ln Rt − ln Rt −1
(6)
rt is the logarithmic rate of return， Rt −1 and Rt are referred to the closing prices of two consecutive
trading day.
The variable names and its meanings are shown in table 1.
Name
rsh
rsz
ht or ln σ t 2

Table 1 Names and Meanings of Variables
Meaning
Name
Meaning
xsh
Logarithmic rate of return of SHI
Daily market volatility of SHI
xsz
Logarithmic rate of return of SZI
Daily market volatility of SZI
εt
Residual in period t
Conditional variance in period t

3 Volatility Analyses and Results
3.1 Stationarity test
Before employing time series model, the stability of the variable must be determined. Granger and
Newbold found that nonstationary time series may lead to spurious regression. We use Augmented
Dickey-Fuller method, check intercept item but uncheck tendency item in EViews, the results are shown
in table 3.
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rsh
rsz
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Results of Unit Root Test
t statistic
Prob.
-35.25965
0.0000
-33.00928
0.0000

As shown in table 3, both the two series of yield reject the random walk hypothesis, they are
stationary time series.
3.2 ARCH-LM test
Then we do ARCH effect test. In this paper, we use LM (Lagrange multiplier) test, the results are
shown in table 4.
rsh
rsz

Table 3 ARCH LM Test
F statistic
Prob.
Obs.*R2
8.081654
0.000000
76.52846
8.693117
0.000000
81.93788

Prob.
0.000000
0.000000

From table 4, it is known that the F statistics have reached a certain scale and its probability is very
small, reject the null hypothesis of "ARCH effect does not exist ". The following will employ GARCH
model and its expansion forms to depict this characteristic.
3.3 Establishing GARCH model
Generally, GARCH (1, 1) model can fully capture the volatility clustering effect and there appeared
a large number of studies confirm this simple and effective model (Bollerslev, 1992).
rt = c + ε t
(7)
ht = α 0 + α1ε t2−1 + β1 ht −1

(8)

The results are shown in Table 5.
Table 4
c

rsh
rsz

0.002148
(5.11)
0.003409
(7.29)

α0
4.35E-06
(2.08)
6.97E-06
(2.32)

Estimated Results of GARCH(1,1) Model
α1
β1
α1 + β1

0.064637
(4.53)
0.077153
(4.57)

0.926723
(61.1)
0.911681
(51.8)

AIC

SC

0.993

-5.170561

-5.150116

0.988

-4.997739

-4.977294

In table 5, all the estimated parameters are significant in 95% level; residual does not have ARCH
effect. The sum of the sustainable parameter of volatility - the coefficient of ARCH (1), α1 - and the
coefficient of GARCH (1) β1 , is very close to 1 in both markets. So whether in Shanghai stock market or
the Shenzhen stock market, precious impact had lasting consequences on prospective conditional
variances, persistent fluctuation seems obvious. The difference of the coefficients α1 is small, so the
two markets have information absorbing capacity by the same degree. Old news takes up a large
component about the future fluctuations.
3.4 Volatility spillover effect between Shanghai and Shenzhen market
Exactly, previous results are respectively calculated in their own markets, and therefore there are
some limitations. Now we will connect the two markets, considering whether volatility in one market
affect the other.
First we employ Granger causality test to inquiry the linkage of two market fluctuations.
X t = ( Rt − E ( Rt )) 2 refers to the volatility of stock market. Rt is daily return. From this we can calculate
daily X t of SHI and SZI. The results are shown in table 6.
lag
xsz does not granger
cause xsh
xsh does not granger
cause xsz

Table 5 Estimated Results of Granger Causality Test
1
2
3
4
5
0.02397
2.13867
2.29559
1.66373
2.05435
(0.87699)
(0.11824)
(0.07614)
(0.15603)
(0.06867)
14.0585
-11.44760
7.82124
3.11615
2.14539
(0.00019)
(0.04613)
(3.6E-05)
(0.01453)
(0.05780)

6
1.79342
(0.09705)
3.00658
(0.00639)

Table 6 listed the F statistics and the corresponding probability with 1 to 6 lag. That is, in the
chosen sample, the volatility of the Shanghai stock market can be used to improve the prediction of
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fluctuations of future Shenzhen stock market, not vice versa. We use conditional heteroscedastic model
to further depict this phenomenon. If the dependent variable is the daily return of Shanghai market, then
X t is the volatility of the daily return of Shenzhen market, vice versa. The corresponding parameter is
γ . The results are listed in table 7.
Market

Table 6
γ

Estimated Results of Volatility Spillover Effect
Z statistic
Prob.

Shanghai

0.073007

0.845713

0.3977

Shenzhen

-11.44760

-18.68303

0.0000

From table 7, when the volatility of SZI is independent variable, γ is positive but not significant.
With the volatility of SHI to explain the daily returns of SZI, γ is negative and significant. Thus, in the
chosen sample, the volatility spillover effect from Shanghai market to Shenzhen market is obvious, not
vice versa. It is consistent with the results of Granger causality test. To a certain extent, the information
transmission efficiency in higher in Shanghai, the leading securities market in China.

5 Conclusions
In both Shanghai and Shenzhen market, precious impact had lasting consequences on prospective
conditional variances, persistent fluctuation seems obvious and they have information absorbing
capacity by identical degree, this kind of circumstance should cause attention. For example, the
government agencies should set out policies on the basis of the absorption capacity of the market, and
assess the influencing of possible outcomes. Thereby, the reaction to news will also be more rapid and
accurate.
In the chosen sample, the volatility of the Shanghai stock market can be used to improve the
prediction of fluctuations of future Shenzhen stock market, not vice versa. The information transmission
efficiency is higher in Shanghai. It also further explains that Shanghai stock market is the dominant
market in China. At the same time, the effect makes manipulating a market through controlling another
market possible, the possibility of this increase market supervision, this put forward higher request of
market supervision. So, on one hand we should improve the design of the trading system, strengthen the
education to investors, and on the other hand to improve market transparency, strengthen the supervision
of market manipulation of individual and organization and prevent abnormal mass capital flow in order
to ensure the healthy development of China’s capital market.
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Abstract: The paper uses genre analysis to study the structural features of medical research articles
(RAs) written in English. Based on the research of Nwogu, the data, which were randomly chosen from
the international medical journals, were analyzed statistically. The results indicate present day medical
writers attach great importance to the internal structure of the RAs and the research background
information and statistical analysis procedure have been the obligatory moves in research articles.
Furthermore, the findings are significant for medical writers to improve ESP writing skills and issue
paper in the international journals successfully.
Keywords: Innovative; Strategy; Writing; Genre analysis; Research article

1 Introduction
The recent two decades witness the accelerating development of biomedical researches. Research
articles have been used frequently to convey and share the latest scientific research achievements in
biomedical fields. Many Chinese researchers attach great importance to issue paper successfully in
international journals instead of national journals in order to strengthen international communication and
cooperation. However, sometimes they fail because of the dull contents and improper linguistic and
structural organization of the paper. Based on Nwogu’s moves and discourse functions research in
medical RAs [1], the present study will explore the internal structural features of medical research articles
issued in international medical journals, which is helpful for present day writers to improve ESP writing
skills and issue paper in the international journals successfully.
The first research article originated from letters between scientists for information exchange was
first appearing in the first English-medium scientific journal: The Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society of London in 1665. Swales calls it as a ‘‘prestigious genre” [2]. Most experimental
research articles have the traditional IMRD format, including “introduction, methods, results and
discussion” four sections. What’s more, internal structures of the information in each section have been
well presented. Only understanding the internal structures of the research paper, the whole organization
can be perceived clearly and logically. Swales and Nwogu are two important person who use genre
analysis to study the internal structure of the research articles.
Table 1 Moves and Discourse Functions in Medical RAs Identified by Nwogu

Move
1. Presenting background information
2. Reviewing related research
3. Presenting new research
4. Describing data collection procedure
5. Describing experimental procedure
6. Describing data-analysis procedure
7. Indicating consistent observations
8. Indicating non-consistent observations
9. Highlighting overall research outcome
10. Explaining specific research outcomes
11. Stating research conclusions

Discourse function
Introduction section
Methods section
Results section
Discussion section

The concept of genre, as defined by Swales, indicates that the textural patterns are subject to change
and evolution. Swales proposed a three-move schema for article introductions, namely establishing a
territory, establishing a niche, occupying the niche. Furthermore, each move can be divided into several
steps [3]. Swales’ model has been applied extensively and Nwogu employed Swales’ CARS model and
examined the whole body of 15 medical RAs from five authoritative medical journals. He developed a
schema of 11 moves (Table 1), eight of which (Moves 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10 and 11) he described as
‘‘normally required” (also known as ‘‘obligatory”) and three of which (Moves 1, 6 and 8) as ‘‘optional”.
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The ‘‘obligatory” moves constitute the limits of a genre and give a pattern of communication its identity,
without which a genre would lose its integrity, while the ‘‘optional” moves are available choices authors
or speakers may choose to use. Each move embodies ‘‘constituent elements” or ‘‘sub-moves” and is
characterized by some distinct linguistic features [1].

2 Data and Methodology
The paper uses a quantitative study to explore the move distribution of medical research articles.
All the data are experimental research articles chosen randomly from authoritative international medical
journals, namely The Lancet, The England journal of medicine. The articles follow the traditional IMRD
format and the authors are English natives. 20 research articles have been studied, among which ten is
from The Lancet (2010-2011 ； Vol.375-377) and ten from The English journal of medicine
(2010-2011;Vol.362-364). Based on the previous studies of Nwogu, the data have been analyzed
statistically.

3 Results
Table 2 is a vivid statistic description of the move distribution of the 20 research articles issued in
the international medical journals. The result indicate ten of which (Moves 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 9, 10 , 11)
are ‘‘obligatory” and only Move 8 is ‘‘optional”. Compared to the findings of Nwogu, move 1 and move
6 have been changed from “optional” to “obligatory” moves. Move 8 is still the optional move because
the use of it in data 1 is 40% and in data 2 is 50%, which is less than 50% totally. And the use of move 9
in data 1 and data 2 is 60% and 70% respectively.
Table 2 Move Distribution of Medical Research Articles
Data2 (The new England
Total
Move
Data 1 (The lancet）
Percentage
medical journal）
Frequency
Percentage
Frequency
Percentage
Move 1
10
100%
10
100%
100%
Move 2
10
100%
10
100%
100%
Move 3
10
100%
10
100%
100%
Move 4
10
100%
10
100%
100%
Move 5
10
100%
9
90%
95%
Move 6
10
100%
9
90%
95%
Move 7
10
100%
10
100%
100%
Move 8
4
40%
5
50%
45%
Move 9
6
60%
7
70%
65%
Move 10
10
100%
10
100%
100%
Move 11
10
100%
10
100%
100%

4 Discussion
4.1 Move 1: presenting background information
According to Nwogu, Move 1 provides background information, explaining the topic of discourse
either by presenting knowledge regarded as having been true for a long period of time or by highlighting
the main research problems, or both. Move 1 is changed from ‘‘optional” to ‘‘obligatory” clearly shows
that today’s medical writers tend to provide more background information for the editors as well as the
readers. The ‘‘obligatory” use of this move can enhances the researchers’ credibility by indicating that
the reported research is based on a thorough knowledge of the subject under study, making their RAs
more convincing and persuasive .
The information contained in move 1 can be anecdotal and didactive, presenting sequential account
of events. Moreover, the distinct linguistic features of move 1 are the predominant use of present tense
verb forms and the use of locatives and temporal adverbials as sentence elements. For example:
Despite current treatments, rates of hospital admissions for heart failure have improved little during
the past three decades. In the USA, between 1996 and 2006, hospital discharges for heart failure rose
from 877 000 to 1 106 000.2 Among beneficiaries of Medicare, 27% of discharged patients with heart
failure were readmitted to hospital within 30 days.
4.2 Move 6: describing data-analysis procedure
Move 6 describing data-analysis procedures, occurs in the research reports involving statistical or
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quantitative approaches to the analysis of data. It is from optional to obligatory move. Furthermore, the
present medical writers use a more detailed description of the data-analysis procedures, such as the
length of the part, using more flow charts.
The change of this move from “optional” to “obligatory” indicates that present-day medical RA
writers are more aware of the importance of describing data-analysis procedures in reporting their
research. They pay more attention to approaches and techniques to attract the interest of professional
readers and to suggest that the methods employed are appropriate for the research design or are widely
accepted. Moreover, the change to a more elaborate presentation of the data-analysis procedures may
serve to strengthen the dependability, accuracy and aptness of the findings to be reported subsequently
in the Results section, to stifle potential criticisms, to avoid expected challenges to their research designs
and to ward off possible doubts about both the results and their related interpretations [4]. The present
day medical writers use more detailed description of the data-analysis procedure can be related to the
growing complexity of the methods and the newly developed statistics tools used in biomedical research.
The distinct linguistic features of move 6 are the predominant use of past tense verb forms and passive
voice. Moreover, Move 6 is characterized by the use of defining terminologies, such as define, classify.
For example:
The two primary safety endpoints were device-related or system-related complications (DSRC)
defined as an adverse event that was definitely or possibly related to the wireless pressure sensor or
external electronics, and was treated with invasive means other than intramuscular administration of
drugs or a right-heart catheterisation; and pressure-sensor failure defined as an inability to obtain
readings.
4. 3 Move 8: indicating non-consistent observations
Move 8 usually presents non-consistent or negative results which do not conform to the expected
outcomes. Nwogu defined Move 8 as a highly ‘‘flexible” move and he ascribed the low level occurrence
of this move to the fact that research articles did not always reflect all results in the research, but only
those which the researchers considered important and necessary for their purposes . However, the lower
frequency of this move in the data strongly suggests that present day medical RA writers tend to believe
that reporting only positive consistent results may help to have their papers accepted. Therefore, they
avoid using Move 8. The distinct linguistic features of move 8 are the use of negative verb phrases and
negative qualifiers. For example:
Although more favorable results for HFOV were noted in smaller than in larger trials, the results of
the meta-analyses did not change significantly when small trials were excluded. Furthermore, results did
not differ when the HIFI trial9 was included or excluded.
4.4 Move 9: highlighting overall research outcome
Move 9, a short move usually with one complex sentence presenting the overall research result, is
to confirm or refute the attainment of the main research objective. The lower frequency of occurrence of
Move 9 in data 1 and data 2 may be explained by the fact that present-day medical RA writers tend to
adopt a more direct approach to presenting their research results. Instead of highlighting overall research
outcome, they prefer to begin their discussion by directly explaining specific outcomes. The infrequent
or rare use of Move 9 may also indicate that present-day medical writers may prefer to use induction
rather than deduction to develop their discussion. By applying the inductive method, writers may first
state the specific findings and then derive some principles from these particular findings (inducing the
overall outcome), thus unfolding their discussion in a way they might think more logical and convincing
[4]
. A distinct linguistic feature of move 9 is the predominant use of present tense verb forms. Move 9 is
also characterized by the use of words like suggest, offer, etc. For example:
Our results therefore suggest that rescue beclomethasone can lower the risk of exacerbations and
treatment failures, but to a lesser degree than does daily beclomethasone.

5 Conclusion
The paper uses genre analysis to study the structural features of the research articles issued in two
international medical journals. The findings indicate the internal structure of the research articles are
closely associated, which contribute to the integrated organization of the whole passage. Furthermore,
background information and data analysis procedure, which are changed from “optional” to “obligatory”,
are presented scientifically and accurately compared to the past. Generally speaking, the structural and
linguistic format of English medical research articles are arranged in a regular and systematic order.
Therefore, in the future, the medical writers should not only consider the innovation and practicability of
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the research, but also pay more attention to the structural and linguistic features of the articles, which
will help them improve writing skills and issue paper successfully in international medical journals.
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Abstract: The classic theoretical internationalization approach from developed counties was applied in
this paper, and the success and weakness of the internationalization strategy model of Haier were
analyzed and pointed out. The author argues that Haier Group must upgrade its internationalization
strategy to overcome the bottleneck in the strategy implementation. Thus, new methods for the
internationalization strategy model were established and its enlightenment to the internationalization of
other Chinese household appliance companies was analyzed.
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1 Introduction
Haier Group is a Chinese company which was founded in 1984 and has kept a high-speed,
sustainable and steady growth for more than 20 years. Now, it has already developed into the most
successful company in management in China and kept the fastest growth among Chinese large
household appliances companies. With China's entry to WTO, internationalization has become an urgent
problem companies have to face. Therefore, research on internationalization strategy has become a
hotspot. Haier group is a Chinese company which started internationalization comparatively early and
has made many achievements. Internationalization strategy refers to the development strategy for the
products and services of the company overseas. As early as 2005, Haier publicized outside its notion
--"100 billion, the world's Haier". They planned that the global sales should reach 1,000 billion yuan in
which overseas sales should cover 10% to reach about 100 billion yuan. Miraculous performance has
made Haier become a leader company not only in China but also worldwide. Why could Haier be so
successful in addition to its absorption of multinational management theories of American, European,
Japanese and Korean companies? What is the enlightenment from Haier's success for the
internationalization of other Chinese household appliance companies? This paper explored these
questions.

2 Haier's Internationalization Process
(1) The famous brand strategy stage
Haier was in the famous brand strategy stage from 1984 to 1991. During this period, facing various
temptations, Haier aimed at creating famous domestic brands. Without the quality assurance system for
production expansion, they would rather limit output to only 100000 to ensure quality in the days when
products were in short supply and sold quite well. Those who produced millions of refrigerators to meet
the demands of customers but didn't pay attention to quality of products ultimately became short-lived
"shooting star" enterprises. Haier spent as long as 7 years focusing on the only product of refrigerator. It
won China's first gold medal of quality and became the leading domestic refrigerators brand.
(2)The diversification strategy stage
1991-1998 is the diversification strategy stage. During that time, Haier built the largest household
appliances industrial park and set a clear goal, "Be the first brand of Chinese household appliances".
Haier began to get involved in the production of freezers, washing machines, air conditioners and other
appliances. At the same time, it began to enter the market of TVs and other black appliances and beige
appliances such as computers. In order to obtain the ticket of expanding into new product areas, Haier
used the unique concept of "shock the fish to eat". It merged 18 companies in succession and formed the
product system which contained 96 categories, more than 15,000 kinds of products. At this stage, in
accordance with the principle of making east to be bright and then the west, Haier expanded to the
whole white goods filed on the basis of the famous and high quality refrigerator and formed the size and
strength of the top 500 enterprises. Enterprises need internationalization to win in the competition and
internationalization requires diversification to increase strength. Haier had done perfectly in that.
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(3)The internationalization strategy stage
Starting from 1998, Haier entered the internationalization stage. With the growing strength of the
company and the gradual saturation of the domestic market, Haier began to expand its sights to the
worldwide overseas markets outside China. At this stage, the products of Haier were sold to the major
global markets, and it began to build its own network of overseas distributors and after-sales service
system. Taking the ground-breaking of Haier Industrial Park of America as the starting point, Haier
started its exploration and practice of entering the international market and cultivating a world famous
brand. Correspondingly, Haier's management has undergone major changes . The modes such as "market
chain", "the combination of employee and order" were established through process reengineering to
produce innovative products which have great market prosperity to meet customer needs.
(4) The global brand strategy stage
Since 2005 until now, Haier has been in the stage of its global brand strategy. The brand
internationalization refers to the process that the companies launch global brand to occupy global market
in the multinational production and operation activities .In this process, the company must not only
make use of native resources and market conditions but also the foreign ones in the multinational
operation. In order to explore overseas markets, protect their brands and intellectual property, Haier
registered the trademark "Haier" firstly in 102 countries. At the same time, Haier has received quality
certification in 8 countries and regions. The refrigerator, freezer, air conditioner have passed IS09001
international certification in succession. In overseas markets, with the strong strength in brand, Haier’s
products have already entered 12 of the 15 large European chains and 8 of the 10 large chains in
America.

3 The Main Strategy Model of Haier in the Process of Internationalization
(1) The goal of Haier's internationalization
The strategic goal of Haier's internationalization is to become internationally competitive brand
operators and create the famous brand of China in the world. To cultivate famous brand, high quality is
necessary and essential but far from enough. Local consumer demand must be closely integrated and
Haier must be quick to meet local consumer's demand. Haier super energy-saving fluorine-free
refrigerator is a typical example which has not only met the environmental requirements from the
international community, but also taken the vital interests of consumers into account. Haier achieved the
target of saving energy by 50% in the development of fluorine-free refrigerators which were not only
advanced in the world but also sold quite well in the market. The international Haier is the integration of
the many local Haier around the world, that is, Haier in China, America, the Middle East, and the
European world and so on. Its ultimate goal is to make Haier a famous brand worldwide. Its
international target is that the domestic sales of domestic production account for 1 / 3. The overseas
sales of domestic production account for 1 / 3 and overseas sales of overseas production account for 1 /
3 in the group's whole sales.
(2) The internationalization strategy of "difficult first then easy issues"
Generally speaking, there are two modes in the process of internationalization of enterprises. One is
the progressive mode, that is, the easier issues first mode. The other is a global startup mode, that is, the
difficult issues first mode. Haier used the "the difficult issues first" strategy when entering the
international market. Firstly, it entered the countries and regions like Europe which play an extremely
important role in the international economic arena .After achieving the famous brand status in developed
countries, Haier then used this strength to enter the developing countries and set the rules of using the
Haier brand as the most important precondition for export.
(3) The strategy of localization
The two basic strategic decisions faced by the company when carrying out internationalization
strategy is the choice between globalization and localization. Haier applied the localization strategy in
foreign markets. It established 10 overseas information stations, 6 design divisions and 2 industrial parks
to specially develop household appliances suitable for local consumption characteristics. The overseas
marketing companies were also established. Although it cost a lot to invest and build factories in the
United States, Haier can get the required technology and talent, design products for U.S. consumers and
get the latest industry information. Meanwhile, establishing overseas factories can not only avoid the
non-tariff barriers in international trade effectively, but also solve the anti-dumping to Chinese
companies from foreign companies.
(4) The trinity strategy
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In order to realize the goals of three "1/3" in the exploration of international market, Haier set up 10
information stations, 6 design divisions overseas which specially developed household appliances
suitable for local consumption characteristics to improve the competitiveness of products. Haier has
established overseas manufacturing plants in the Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, the United States and
some other countries since 1996. In April 1999, the foundation stone laying of Haier manufacturing base
in South Carolina in the U.S. marked the first overseas "trinity localization" of Haier group, that is,
design center in Los Angeles, marketing center in New York, the manufacturing center in South Carolina.
Starting from the acquisition of Italian local refrigerator factory in June 2001, Haier also realized the
goal of trinity localization in Europe.
(5) The strategy of finding chinks
The basic idea of the strategy is that finding chinks are to find those market segments from a large
number of international markets which have been neglected or are unavailable for the large companies
to enter, and then to enter these market segments on the basis of firstly analyzing what products and
service are needed in this market segment, and then capture the market. The core of creating market
opportunities is to inspire new consumer demand with new products. The key to implement the strategy
is to determine which international markets are in the corner and neglected the intensity of competition
and whether the comparative advantage can be useful in this market. Harvard University professor
Lewis said that using small-scale technology to capture the small-scale market which the multinational
corporations of developed countries are unwilling to occupy is one of the three major competitive
advantages of developing countries' foreign direct investment in developed countries. Although these
models have their advantages, there exist many problems such as low profit margin, the difficulty of
gripping the very core of cultural management and the trouble caused by diversification. In order to
change this situation to improve profit growth force, investment and expansion in the European market
and the asset restructuring are especially important.

4 The Enlightenment from the Internationalization Strategies of Haier
(1) Practical and objective strategic goals
Chinese enterprises have a common dream - to be one of the world's top 500 companies, but the
world's top 500 only represent the size of the company; the big does not mean strong. Many Chinese
household appliance enterprises don't have strategic goals or only have unrealistic ones. They are
immersed in the extensive business model and are only in pursuit of scale. They hope to rely on the
production scale and sales volume to compete in the market and improve the competitiveness of the
company. But to consider on the strategic level, obviously, this model is lack of strategic objectives.
Haier also has the "Fortune 500" dream which Haier's CEO Zhang Ruimin has mentioned several times
on different occasions. However, unlike some other companies who only have the dream, Haier have
many pragmatic strategies which are of great operability such as "three 1/3", "trinity", "integration of
capital, talent, culture and cultivate world famous brand". It is quite worthy of study for other Chinese
household appliance enterprises - the company should develop internationalization strategy based on
changes in the international market environment, the company size and development plans, and apply
suitable operation modes and methods to promote the implementation of internationalization strategy.
(2) Attaching great importance to enterprise culture construction
The most important factor in managing small company is entrepreneurship; medium companies
rely on the system, while large companies, especially those multinational ones depend on enterprise
culture. The enterprise culture should be integrated into the world culture. The constant adjustment of
the organizational structure of Haier Group in response to its international strategy is on the basis of the
Haier culture. 50,000 employees' cultural identity of Haier is the foundation of and guarantee for the
successful implementation of its international strategy.
(3) Strengthening technological innovation
The America magazine "Fortune" summed up three experiences of success after analyzing the
world's most competitive enterprises: the first is innovation; second innovation; the third is still
innovation. Innovation is the soul of national progress. The most fundamental reason why Chinese
household appliance companies stumbled on the road of internationalization is the lack of core
technology. Many household appliance manufacturers purchased products prototype from abroad , and
then through anatomy and analysis study the technology, which they considered as R&D. The idea of
technological innovation has been raised for many years, but in many companies the tools of R&D are
still only screwdriver. The Haier Group allocates 5% of the annual sales revenue as the technical input
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and the success of its high-quality positioning in foreign countries demonstrates that only through
increasing investment in technical innovation can Chinese household appliance companies become truly
international companies.
(4) Acceleration of the talent team construction
People are the most active and important factor of all the resources in the company. Multinational
operations need high-quality personnel who can master technology, management, law system, financial
and marketing knowledge and so on. Haier has established an excellent talents team engaged in foreign
direct investment, which is characterized by the combination of local talent and qualified personnel from
China. Through hiring excellent local talent familiar with foreign markets, many multinational operation
risks can be reduced. It is the enterprise culture that" manage and challenge oneself" and the painstaking
effort of the Haier staff that have contributed to the accomplishment of Haier today.
In addition, the staff is always the top priority in Haier. It pays special attention to coordinating the
problems about the interests of employees caused by the continuous adjustment in the process of
internationalization. The most important way Haier used in the coordination of staff interests is to create
an internal competition to select and recruit personnel, train and create talents. The talented employees
will be promoted, while the untalented ones will be eliminated through competition. Competition tells
more than selection in the company. The personnel arrangements for all the positions are based on fair
competition. Meanwhile, Haier Group always thinks in the interest of employees and help them solve
practical difficulties in work and life. In this way, the employees of Haier repay the company with
greater loyalty and much higher enthusiasm, which no doubt will greatly reduce the resistance to
organizational restructuring.
(5) Management system establishment in accordance with international standard
The operation of multinational corporations must follow requirements of international standard and
practice. It requires managers to be proficient in international practice and familiar with the relevant
national laws, learn advanced management experience from successful multinational companies and use
them creatively in accordance with national conditions to improve the level of multinational operations
effectively and strengthen risk prevention. Chinese multinational companies should develop complete
internal management system combined with the actual situation in China, strengthen local management
of foreign enterprises and create appropriate corporate culture.
Many Chinese household appliance enterprises have the characteristics of large size organization and
overstaff which lead to slow decision-making, serious information loss, low economic efficiency and
weak competitiveness in the market. Haier Group successfully avoided these problems in the process of
their organization adjustment which is a good inspiration for other groups to adjust organization
structure.
The change and innovation of management system in Haier in the process of internationalization is
worth learning. Firstly, change large organizations into small ones. It is the common practice in the
organizational structure adjustment in the world. The organizations in the company which have
decision-making authority should be adjusted into small ones to achieve efficient and flexible
organizational structure. Secondly, simplify the organizational structure. It is beneficial for the rapid
transmission of information and the reducing of information distortion, thus it can help make right
judgments and decisions timely. The organizational restructuring of Haier Group is on the basis of
learning experience from GE and other companies, which is to make enterprise organizational structure
as simple as possible through continuous innovation. Thirdly, establish flexible organization structure.
Enterprise group must establish flexible organization structure so as to adapt to the changing internal
and external environment. Now, Haier Group develop a new type of product every 115 days on average
to lay a good foundation for expanding and creating market. According to its own strategic changes and
the shift in the external environment, Haier Group changed its linear functional organization structure
which was applied when the company was newly founded into the organization structure formed after
the business process reengineering which is adapt to the new economic conditions and current
international strategy. Fourthly, take both speed and efficiency into consideration. The fastest speed to
meet the individual needs of consumers is the winning weapon in the market for companies in the new
economic era. To achieve this goal, Haier proposed the synchronous mode, accompanied by the
introduction of the logistics process reengineering and then to successfully solve the problem of speed
and efficiency.
(6) Making efforts to cultivate international brands
Haier attached great importance to the cultivation of its own international brand when it firstly
entered the international market. The Haier's strategy to refuse to do OEM has great reference meaning
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for the majority of Chinese home appliance enterprises. The main reason why Chinese home appliance
industry can't play an active role in the internationalization process is the lack of famous international
brand.
At present, many Chinese appliances enterprises haven't understood what brand management really
is. The brand management is in fact confined to the customer relationship management in these
companies. The legally survival right of overseas brand hasn't been planned and they just take remedial
measures when troubles really happen, which indicates that our brand managers are lack of international
vision that they should have. Many newly grown up Chinese national brand received great impact
because of the lack of international vision that some national brands which is a little famous suffered
rush registration to trademark by other companies or be acquired, making China the world's
manufacturing power, but is lack of global brands. Haier's success tells us: cultivating an international
brand is neither giving the product a name full of foreign flavor nor exporting the products through
OEM .

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, the process of Haier Group's internationation is successful. Haier has developed into
a multinational group whose annual sales have reached hundreds of billions through strategic innovation.
Through the analysis of its internationation strategy, we can discover that Haier is always changing with
the times. Haier is good at learning from developed countries, the domestic peer companies and the
advanced management ideas of others. The courage to innovate and the braveness to attempt and
fearlessness toward failure is worthy of learning for other household appliance companies to conduct
internationation. Of course, the successful companies also have their problems, and Haier is no
exception. Especially in recent years, with the large invest in overseas markets, Haier have to face the
problem of the increased costs and quality and service troubles. However, Haier is able to face and solve
these problems through the T model to promote every employees' classification, upgrade, and the
increase of human capital value. Haier's globalization strategy still has a long way to go. It is hoped that
Haier can continue to explore the fundamental management idea which is suitable for the company and
combine the strategy management with the execution in order to be prosperous in the competitive
market environment forever.
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1 Introduction
Promoting the performance evaluation of project expenditure budget, reasonable evaluating the
compliance and effectiveness of budgetary fund of the waterway institution project expenditure, and
standardizing the index system of project expenditure budget performance evaluation is a priority work
of the waterway institution for continuing to deepen reform. These efforts for strengthening the project
control and budget control, improving fund efficiency is important.
The work of project expenditure budget performance evaluation of the waterway institution has just
started in China. So evaluation index system is going to be perfect just like: 1) There are more single
quantitative indexes or qualitative indexes in project expenditure budget performance evaluation index
system, failure to use a combination of both. In addition, some indexes do not address the actual
situation of the institution, so the indexes are lack of practicalityand scientific; 2) When the waterway
institution is building the evaluation index system of waterway construction project expenditure budget
performance, they pay more attention to the evaluation of the project itself without regard to a
comprehensive evaluation of project internal and external factors, ignoring the need to integrate into the
development of macroeconomic environment; 3) The implementation process of performance evaluation
is still a gap compared with standard procedures, so performance evaluation is behind the summary of
the implementation or project completion and acceptance; 4) Performance evaluation results are not
fully playing its reference role, guide role and restrict role in budget management.

2 Building the Evaluation Index System
Learning the experience of performance evaluation from developed countries, the evaluation
indexes of waterway construction project expenditure budget must be appropriate, truly reflecting the
various influence factors of the project budget (Olumhense A. Imoisili, 1989)[1]. In addition, the
waterway construction project expenditure budget performance index system should follow the basic
principles such as operational, scientific, a combination of quantitative and qualitative indexes and so on.
Waterway construction project is affected by the impact of natural environment, Facilities in different
environments asking for different project demands means the analysis of project evaluation should be
targeted. A wide range of project expenditure budget determines when assessing focus area should be
differentiated. Simple use of qualitative methods or quantitative methods can not solve these problems.
Because the absence of a scientific and rational system of quotas and related basic data, the project
budget worked out is not scientific, impacting evaluation of the project expenditure budget, need to
assist with qualitative methods to solve the situation which is difficult to be quantified. Therefore,
evaluation of waterway construction project expenditure budget will need to combine quantitative
methods and qualitative methods together (Huang Mengfei, 2009) [2]. According to the problems of
project expenditure budget performance evaluation system of the waterway institution at present, we
establish waterway construction project expenditure budget performance evaluation system on the basis
of its objectives and basic business analysis (shown in Table 1).
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Waterway Construction Project Expenditure Budget Performance Evaluation Index System

Degree of realization of the project(A1)
Functional performance(A)

Financial performance(B)
Project expenditure budget
performance (E)

Production targets of waterway navigable
capacity(A2)
Compliance with budget implementation and
budget approval
Budgetary estimate implementation (B2)
Fund appropriative rate (B3)
Economic net present value

Economic performance (C)

Social performance (D)

EVPN

(C1)

Economic internal rate of efficiency EIRR
(C2)
Investment recovery period (C3)
Social benefits(D1)
Environmental benefits (D2)
Employment benefits (D3)
Coordination development benefits (D4)

2.1 Index explanation
(1) Functional performance
Degree of realization of the project: The degree of realization to the project function which
compares with the requirements of the project approval after implementation such as waterway
regulation, reef explosion, and various functions to meet the needs of the community;
Production targets of waterway navigable capacity= Actual ability to project navigation / Ability to
predict project navigation×100%
(2) Financial performance
Compliance with budget execution and budget approval: Focus on assessing whether the actual
project expenditures are consistent with budget approval;
Budgetary estimate implementation: Focus on assessing the reasonableness of project budgetary
estimate execution, final budgetary estimate approval and reasonableness of proposed budgetary
estimate adjustments (Xiong Li, 2005) [3];
Fund appropriative rate: The actual appropriative funds / planned available funds
(3) Economic performance
n

EVPN = ∑ ( BT − CT )
T =1

1

(1 + is )

T

(1)

Where n means project calculation period; B means the net benefits value of T-th year in
T
project calculation period;
discount rate.
n n
( BT − CT )
Whe

∑
T =1

CT means the cost value of T-th year in project calculation period; is means
1

(1 + is )

T

= 0 , i is equal to EIRR ;

Where n ,

BT , CT have the same mean as the above formula; Interpolation and test algorithm
can be used to strike EIRR .

Investment recovery period: The years of cumulative total income equal to the total amount of
investment, calculates from the moment that the project is completed and system is started. Investment
recovery period is divided in static and dynamic investment recovery period.
（4) Social performance
Social benefits: The project’s stimulating effect on the area's economic, and the contribution to
economic development along the waterway, as well as the influence of promoting development of the
industrial and commercial along the water area. Refer to the evaluation findings of relevant experts;
Environmental benefits: The main evaluation of the role of the implementation of the project in
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aspects of reducing pollution and protect the ecological in the water areas;
Employment benefits = New increased quantity of employment (including direct employment and
indirect employment) / Total investment (Unit: person / ten thousands)
Coordination development benefits: The evaluation of the promoting role of the project
implementation in the rational use of transport resources and the coordinated development of the local
economy(Xiong Li, 2005) [3].
2.2 Determining indexes weight
For the above index system using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to determine the index
weight, based on the evaluation index system the hierarchical structure model is established directly.
The main evaluation index of the hierarchical structure model has three levels. The highest level is the
project budget performance, the middle layer is the function performance, financial performance,
economic performance and social performance, the bottom is the fund appropriative rate. Then we
determine the scale of thinking and judgment quantification. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) uses
nine kinds of importance levels to express people's judgments. They are equally important, somewhat
important, obviously important, strongly important, extremely important, and an intermediate level
between the two each with 1-9 integer to indicate the level shown in Table 2.
Table 2

The Meaning of Importance of Scale

the importance of scale

Meaning

1

Express that two elements have equal importance compared with each other
Express that when two element compared with each other, the former is slightly
important than the latter
Express that when two element compared with each other, the former is obviously
important than the latter
Express that when two element compared with each other, the former is strongly
important than the latter
Express that when two element compared with each other, the former is extremely
important than the latter

3
5
7
9
2,4,6,8

Express that intermediate value between above-mentioned judgment
Two elements are anti-compared with each other( b

1/ bij

ij

= 1 ; b ji = 1 / bij )

After the scale of thinking and judgment quantification determined, experts are invited to construct
judgment matrix. In accordance with waterway construction project budget expenditure performance
evaluation index system of the transportation unit, experts need to construct different levels of judgment
matrix, including matrix A, B, C , D, E (respectively, function performance, financial performance,
economic performance, social performance and the code of the overall project budget performance). The
construction of these matrices is agreed by experts through the "Brainstorming". And is judged,
compared and scaled (Ming Zhe, 2008) [4]. Constructing the judgment matrix as follows:
Table 3

Judgment Matrix of Waterway Construction Project Expenditure Budget Performance Weight
Design and Project Expenditure Budget Performance Index Weight Value

E

A

B

C

D

ω

A

1

1/3

1/3

1/7

0.06595

B

3

1

1/3

1/5

0.12804

C

3

3

1

1/3

0.23722

D

7

5

3

1

0.56879

Calculates the product and n-th root of element per row in the judgment matrix E, and then
normalizes value of the equation (i.e., vectors) to get ω . Calculates the maximum characteristic root of
judgment matrix E:
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λmax =
⎛
⎜1
⎜
⎜3
Eω = ⎜
⎜
⎜3
⎜
⎜7
⎝

1
3
1

1
3
1
3

3

1

5

3
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1 n ( Eω )i
∑
n i =1 ωi

(2)

1⎞
7 ⎟ ⎛ 0.06595 ⎞ ⎛ 0.26896 ⎞
⎟
1 ⎟⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
0.12804 ⎟ ⎜ 0.51872 ⎟
⎜
⎟
=
5
⎟ ⎜ 0.23722 ⎟ ⎜1.008793 ⎟
1 ⎟⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
0.56879 ⎠ ⎝ 2.38231 ⎠
3 ⎟⎝
1 ⎟⎠

1 ( Eω )i 1 ⎛ 0.26896 0.51872 1.00879 2.38231 ⎞
= ⎜
+
+
+
∑
⎟ = 4.14260
4 i =1 ωi
4 ⎝ 0.06595 0.12804 0.23722 0.56879 ⎠
Takes consistency test:
λ − n 4.14260 − 4
=
= 0.047532
C.I = max
n −1
4 −1
Comparing C.I with Average random consistency index R.I , then obtains inspection number.
Usually considering that for the third order of the judgment matrix or third order above, as long as
C.R < 0.1 , we can determine the judgment matrix is consistent with satisfactory, where R.I is related
with the order of judgment matrix. The order of judgment matrix is greater, the possibility of deviation
from random consistency is greater(Ming Zhe, 2008) [4]. Generally R.I as follows:

λmax =

4

Table 4

Order
R.I

3
0.58

Average Random Consistency Index Value
4
5
6
0.9
1.12
1.24

C.R=

7
1.32

8
1.41

C.I 0.047532
=
< 0.1
R.I
0.90

So passes the test, ω can be used as weight.
Index weight of the middle layer is designed in the same way. First, constructs the corresponding
judgment matrix, and calculates the weight. The index weights must pass the consistency test to
determine whether they are appropriate. After a consistency test, the results are shown in Table 5.
Table 5

Consistency of Test Results Values of Waterway Construction Project Expenditure Budget
Performance Index Weights

λmax

C.I

C.R

Result

Bi

3.03000

0.01000

0.03000

consistent with satisfactory

Ci

3.08000

0.04000

0.07000

consistent with satisfactory

Di

4.174009

0.058003

0.064448

consistent with satisfactory

The order of the judgment matrix A is too small which is not suitable for calculating, therefore not
included in Table 5. Table 5 shows that the weights of performance indexes have been passed the
consistency test which can be used for the actual analysis process.
2.3 Evaluation method of project expenditure budget performance
First experts score on the qualitative indexes and quantitative indexes of waterway construction
project expenditure budget performance evaluation system, which is useful for consistency of the
indexes values meaning. Then weights sum of the score of indexes in accordance with their respective
weights, getting the final scores. First, determine the evaluation project (Ming Zhe, 2008) [4].
After formulating the levels and standards, the experts are organized to understand the situation.
Based on their understanding of the situation, each expert makes judgments and evaluation on the
evaluation index respectively, and scores on the score sheet. Firstly make class judgments on the
performance the evaluation index which can achieve (such as the degree of realization of the project
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achieves good level), then further refine to determine at what level in the hierarchy, and grade a specific
point within the score in this level (e.g. 85 points). Assuming the weights of the evaluation indexes and
each evaluation index has been identified, specific indexes are calculated as follows: taking the project
implementation level of functional indicators for example:
n

Ai =

∑a

ik

p −1

n

(3)

( i = 1, 2,3…)

Where A means Degree of realization of the project; n means the number of experts
i
participated in marking; a means the k-th expert scores on the index A . Then A can be obtained by
ik
1
1
the weight average method. Similarly, the values of other indicators can be calculated. Finally,
calculates the composite score E = Aω + Bω + Cω + Dω , where ω is the weight of functional
1

performance ,

ω4

2

3

4

1

ω2 is the weight of financial performance, ω3 is the weight of economic performance,

is the weight of social performance respectively.

2.4 Evaluation results analysis
The calculation proposes the scores of the waterway construction project expenditure budget
performance evaluation. It can be judged by the scores to determine whether the budget expenditure is
reasonable and effective. At the same time, comparing similar projects can help us analyzing the causes,
finding out disparity and making improvement in the future. For the expenditure number of construction
project is large and the coverage is wide, in practical work, people should give adequate attention to the
project expenditure budget performance evaluation results. In addition, combining with the waterway
institution budget performance evaluation results can make the final results more complete.

3 Conclusions
This paper simply discussed the indexes system of waterway construction project expenditure
budget performance evaluation. The waterway institution in the evaluation should be given some
adjustment according to the practical situation. Building waterway construction project expenditure
budget performance evaluation index system need to pay attention to the following aspects: strictly
following the principle of input and output; institutions internal management and external benefits
should be combined, also business development goals and economic efficiency combined, quantitative
and qualitative evaluation method combined; pay attention to the overall budget expenditure
performance and each part budget expenditure performance, the two of which are indispensable.
Comprehensive, systematic and integrated evaluates the waterway institutions of the use situation of
financial capital (Huang Mengfei, 2009)[2], so as to enhance the use situation of waterway institutions
founds benefits, financial management level and work efficiency.
The project expenditure performance evaluation is a complex technical work, in addition to need
information technology support, also need to coordinate with various departments (Poterba James and
Jurgen Von Hagen, 1999) [5]. On the basis of learning from foreign advanced experience, and based on
the actual situation of the China's public finance construction and budget reforms, gradually builds up a
scientific and standard project budget expenditure performance evaluation system, core in improving the
government management function and the utilization of financial capital, aiming at realizing
performance budgeting.
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The Evaluation on the Capacity of Agriculture Logistics Service in
Hubei Province Based on PCA and Cluster Analysis
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Abstract: The lag of agriculture logistics service capacity (ALSC) has become a restricted factor for the
development of agriculture in Hubei Province of China. This paper analyzed the main impact factors of
ALSC, and conducted a primary constituent analysis to compare the level of ALSC of Hubei with other
provinces in central region of China, as well the level of ALSC of fifteen districts within Hubei Province.
The findings show that the capacity of agricultural logistics services of Hubei Province was dominant in
the central region, but obviously imbalanced between the various regions within.
Key words: Agricultural Logistics; agriculture logistics service capacity; PCA; Cluster Analysis

1 Introduction
Hubei Province is a traditional agricultural big province in China, but through the research of
agricultural logistics Status quo, we discover that it’s still at the extensive development stage. The
traditional agricultural logistics is unable to satisfy consumer’s diverse and specific demand. Promoting
ALSC comprehensively is the best way to overcome contradictions between supply and demand.
Promoting ALSC becomes one of the most important questions facing the agricultural further
development. Most previous researches on the ALSC focus on the definition of the capabilities and the
assessment method. Morash etc. (1996) divided logistics capacity into the demand guidance logistics
capacity and supply guidance logistics capacity[1]; Lynch (2000) divided logistics capacity into handling
capacity and value increment capacity[2]; Ma Shihua and Chen Xiyong (2004) thought that logistics
capacity is composed by logistics essential factor capacity and logistics operation capacity [3]. About the
evaluate methods of logistics capacity, Stanley etc. (1997) proposed a conceptual model of logistics
capabilities, in which logistics capacity is evaluated based on four indicators of delivery capacity,
service quality, cost and flexibility[4]; Wu Nianwei and Ru Yihong (2010) obtained from logistics’
connotation, and selected 14 three-level indicators by introduction overlapping mechanism, and then
evaluated logistics capacity by data envelopment analysis[5]. So far, there wasn’t the widely approved
evaluation indicators system and evaluating method about ALSC. This paper carried on some
explorations in the aspect, in order to provide some reference for the later research on this domain.

2 Influential Factors of ALSC
ALSC is a complex and dynamic variety system. It constantly changes neither time nor space, as it
is affected by many factors mainly from three aspects.6
2.1 Internal influential factors
Internal factors mainly include of the situation agricultural logistics supply and demand, the status
of infrastructure constructed of agricultural logistics, own localization and target of agricultural logistic
development, level of agricultural resources, personal quality of agricultural logistics, level of
third-party agriculture logistics development, operation efficiency of agricultural logistics application
system, informationization level of agricultural logistics.
2.2 External influential factors
They mainly includes the diversification of global logistic, the development level of agricultural
logistic technology, construction of agricultural logistics laws and regulations domestic, the
development planning of regional agricultural logistics, the logistic position and development policy of
regional agricultural etc.
2.3 Adjective factors
Adjective factors: it is a factor to make influence on agricultural logistic services capacity through
internal influence factor or external agency factor. It mainly has economical inertia of agricultural
logistic development, economical profit and loss of the factors by optimizing agriculture logistic system,
This paper is supported by logistic development and research centre of main research base of human and scientific
of Hubei Province (Project No.: 2010A05 and 2010Z01).
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executing validity of regional agricultural logistics polices, etc.
In a word, ALSC is a complex and dynamic system. During the selection of indicators, we should
consider the function mechanism of internal, external and adjective factors.

3 Evaluation of Hubei Province ALSC Base on PCA
3.1 The principle of contributing the assessment system
The contribution of the assessment system of ALSC should not only follow the rules of integrity,
measurability, comparability and economy, but also be in line with the features of ALSC when designing.
Thus, these principles should be additionally included when constructing the assessment system of
ALSC:
(1) Layering. What the assessment index system of ALSC measures is the whole logistics capacity
of an area, which is an extremely complex system. In order to keep the feasibility and effectiveness of
the measure result, there is a necessity to make the entitle agriculture logistics system unfold layered in a
certain logic. The specific manifestation is layered structure of the index system.
(2) Service base. Agriculture logistics activity is a kind of social services activity in essence. So in
the process of constructing system of ALSC, we should follow the inherent features of agriculture
logistics, especially the one of social service.
(3) Stressing the key point. We are supposed to consider different areas and the feature of
agriculture logistics in different periods fully during the process of detailing the index system. Selecting
representative headline indicators is compulsory when simplifying the index system in order to ensure
the system’s feasibility and effectiveness meanwhile.
3.2 Index system of ALSC and evaluation
(1) Evaluation model of ALSC
This paper builds the index system of ALSC in three dimensions: agricultural logistics bearing
capacity, agricultural logistics competitive power, and agricultural logistics operation capcapacity.
Agricultural logistics bearing capacity is defined as the capacity which resources, ecological,
infrastructure, jobs and so on have to support the agriculture logistics. This thesis mainly measures and
evaluates the ALSC in five aspects: from A11 to A15 in table 1.
Agricultural logistics competitive capacity is defined as elements that can acquire and allocate
resources, forming and keeping the advantage in agricultural logistics persistently. This thesis
evaluates the agricultural logistics competitive power in five aspects: from A21 to A25 in table 1.
Agricultural logistics operation capcapacity evaluates the results of related activities in regional
agricultural logistics, showing a kind of agricultural logistics capacity. The existing national logistics
achievements statistics state the operation capcapacity in three aspects: from A31 to A33 in table 1.
Concluding from some references and following the principle of evaluation on ALSC, this paper
chooses 13 indexes in three major categories to build index system of ALSC, details are shown in
Table1:

ALSC

Table 1 The Evaluating System of ALSC
First-Level Target
Second-Level Target
Road Mileage A11
The Level of Logistics Information A12
Bearing Capacity
Agricultural Production Value A13
A1
GDP A14
The Number of Employees in Logistics A15
Rate of Logistics Cost A21
Total Export-Import Volume of Agricultural Products A22
Competitive Capacity
Investment Level of Agricultural Logistics A23
A2
Quality of Logistics Talents A24
Increment Speed of Agricultural Logistics A25
Freight Volume of Agricultural Products A31
Operation Capacity
Freight Quantity of Agricultural Products A32
A3
Logistics Added Value of Agricultural Products A33

(2) Evaluation method
We use the principal component analysis to get integrated principal component index which can
judge the agricultural logistics capacity differences between Hubei and other provinces, through the
evaluation method of agricultural logistics capacity. The data in the table 1 is from Hubei statistical
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yearbook (2009) and Hubei provincial bureau of animal husbandry. Because of the dimensional
differences in the 13 indexes, we use standardized treatment before principal component analysis. We
input the standardized data into the software SPSS11.5, and use the factor analysis module to get two
principal components whose cumulative is 78.273%. Through the principal component analysis, we
calculate the level of ALSC of Hubei and other provinces (3)The agricultural logistics comparison
between Hubei province and others in central China.
By the software SPSS11.5, we get 2 principal components, and acquire the layered score and
comprehensive score of six provinces in central China. Results are shown in Table 2:
According to the table above, the ALSC of the six provinces in the Central region are ranked as
below: Hubei, Henan, Hunan, Anhui, Jiangxi, and Shanxi. The service capacity of the Agricultural
logistics in Hubei has a priority. As it shows, for Hubei, most of 13 indexes of the service capacity of the
Agricultural logistics evaluation index from the specific situation are in a better position than the other
five provinces. Only a few of the indexes are at a disadvantage, compared to some of the five other
provinces. The disadvantage are mainly in the following aspects: the logistics cost rate is on the high
side, logistics information is in a low level, the added value of agricultural logistics score is still low.
Relatively speaking, the competition capacity of the agricultural logistics service has more obvious
advantage, road mileage, investment of infrastructure, the quality of logistics talents occupy a
competitive advantage in the six provinces of central China.
Province
Hubei
Henan
Hunan
Anhui
Jiangxi
Shanxi

Table 2 ALSC of the six provinces in the Central region
Factor
Number
Factor1
Number
Factor2
2.046376
1
0.921415
2
2.012153
1.116327
2
1.863728
1
0.248214
0.213528
3
0.172416
3
0.872618
-0.324174
4
-0.254131
4
-0.498234
-1.228756
5
-1.02308
5
-1.758241
-1.823301
6
-1.68025
6
-0.87651

Number
1
3
2
5
6
4

4 Evaluation of Regional ALSC in Hubei Base on Cluster Analysis
In order to reflect the level of ALSC in Hubei province well, this thesis a deep analysis on the level
of ALSC in each regional of Hubei province, based on the agricultural logistics comparison in six
province of central China, and details refer to Table 3:
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table 3
area
Wuhan
Xiangfan
Yichang
Huanggang
Jingzhou
Jingmen
Xiaogan
Suizhou

ALSC of Internal Region in Hubei
Factor
Number
area
1.269427
9
Shiyan
0.432641
10
Xianning
0.362234
11
Ezhou
0.231521
12
Huangshi
0.182341
13
Xiantao
0.125583
14
Qianjiang
0.068132
15
Tianmen
-0.056476

Factor
-0.112657
-0.176895
-0.249674
-0.342780
-0.516337
-0.628164
-0.772593

Aanalysis results in Table 3 indicated that the development of ALSC was unbalanced in Hubei
Province. The ALSC of Wuhan was far ahead of other regions. Overall, it basically presented decreasing
trend toward the surrounding area with the centre of Wuhan, Xiangfan and Yichang, which basically
conformed to the Hubei status of the development level of economic and agriculture. Through primary
constituent analysis of ALSC of internal area of Hubei by table 3, this paper divided Hubei Province into
the following three levels according to the region ALSC by Cluster Analysis.
First-level: Wuhan, Xiangfan, Yichang
Second-level: Huanggang, Jingzhou, Jingmen, Xiaogan, Suizhou, Shiyan
Third-level: Xianning, Ezhou, Huangshi, Xiantao, Qianjiang, Tianmen
By the actuality analysis of comprehensive development level of agriculture logistics service
capcapacity in Hubei province, we found that at present agriculture logistics service capcapacity in
different areas in Hubei province is of unbalanced development objectively, and it can be divided into 3
levels. The analysis results of data showed that currently there are three first cores, namely Wuhan,
Xiangfan and Yichang in agriculture logistics service system in Hubei province. Based on the core and
edge theory, we take the three core areas as the center, the edge areas and core areas together constitute
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the whole architecture of agriculture logistics service in Hubei province.
ALSC of the other interior regions in Hubei basic belong to a low level, except Wuhan, Although
Xiangfan and Yichang are in the first level, they are still a little far from Wuhan. Therefore, what can
truly comprehensively promote the ALSC of Hubei Province is just taking Wuhan as the center, Yichang
and Xiangfan as two wings to promote each region’s ALSC.

Figure 1

Cluster Map of Region’s ALSC in Hubei

5 Conclusion
This paper constructed the evaluating system of ALSC，and employed the primary constituent
analysis and Cluster Analysis to analyze the level of ALSC of Hubei province of China. The findings
demonstrated that the capacity of agricultural logistics services of Hubei Province is dominant in the
central region, and it’s obviously imbalanced among the various regions within. The ALSC is
determined by each element which constitutes it. So, how to promote Hubei Province's ALSC through
optimizing the elements gradually will be the author’s aim in the forthcoming research.
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Abstract: Multi project risk management of large-scale construction enterprise is a complex, huge and
dynamic systematic engineering. Besides, risk factors are on a constant change along with the passage
of time. Thus, constant feedback and improvement of the project based on risk identification and control
is vital. Aimed to improve the risk control level, this paper constructed both organization system and
integrates system of multi project risk warning system and put forward corresponding countermeasures.
Key words: Multi project management; Risk warning; Risk integration; Risk control

1 Introduction
Compared with single-project management, multi-project management is more complicated which
has more relationships to deal with. Large-scale construction, both capital-intensive and
technology-intensive, is a typical high-input and high-risk project. It has the features of high
integration, high quality, long construction life and involving many domains. Portfolio of projects’ value
maximization, portfolio balance and guarantee of consistency with organization are the main goals of
multi project management [1]. Compared with single project, multi project is of more complexity and of
more uncertainty. Thus, multi project management is facing more risks. Generally, multi project failure
comes from two aspects; one is the lack of risk assessment of single project and the other is the
imperfection of overall evaluation of multi project risk [2]. However, researches on risk management of
multi project are absent. Anuradha Rajapakse (2006) used prototype software tool to analyze the gains
and risks of portfolio in order to lower the risk of biological pharmaceutical project portfolio [3]. Aimed
at engineering and contracted projects, Franco Caron (2007) analyzed the risks in portfolio balance
process and constructed a portfolio balance model with value at risk method [4]. RolfOlsson (2008) put
forward an approach to evaluate the risk of multi project which contains 3 steps. That is, exploring the
problems of each single project first, and then analyzing those problems compared with other projects,
thirdly analyzing those problems more deeply in accordance to the data of all risks [5]. Based on
interdependence model and (system-environment model, Hynuk Sanchez (2008) established a frame to
identify possible risks and opportunities in multi project [6]. Accordingly, no matter what method is being
used, quantitative or qualitative, existing methods are passive management, instead of dealing with the
risk positively such as analyzing the risk from the perspective of the nature of risk. Thus, taking
large-scale construction enterprise as the subject, this paper explored pre-control measures of multi
project.

2 Early Warning Management of Multi-project
2.1 The theoretical framework
The early warning management of multi project refers to the monitoring, identification, diagnosis
and evaluation of possible risks during the construction progress.
Monitoring is to reflect the risk symptoms of engineering by warning signals; identification is to
analyze existing risk factors and underlying risk factors; diagnosis is to analyze the cause and formation
of the risk and to predict the evolution of the risk; evaluation is to calculate the possible lost when the
engineering suffers [7].
To be specific: Planning and decision-making phase. During this stage, the main task is to design
corresponding risk countermeasures in collaboration with the owner such as project assessment,
feasibility study and the acquisition of official reply documents.
Preparation phase. The main tasks contain tender and bid assessment review and engineering
change such as the selection of suppliers, contractors and supervision companies and the building of
project management organizations.
Implementation phase. The main tasks are the input of organization resources and realizing of
intended goals. To be specific, the early warning management is focused on the supervision of schedule
and quality of the project, the coordination and control of sub-project, and dealing with emergencies
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during the construction.
Completion and summary phase. The main task it to follow up the influence of the project such as
the evaluation of environment and safety, commissioning and joint debugging of the project and
operation inspection.
2.2 The operation
Involved in the large construction projects, participants include the owners, design units, construction
units, suppliers, consultants and other supervisory stakeholders. These construction projects are
generally large-scale and complex, all companies and units are closely linked to each other and build a
complex project management framework. Multi-project risk early warning system is a coordination and
communication platform for the organization, which is established by multi-project management office.
With the help of the owners, contractors, supervisor in strengthening risk control function, it can weaken
or even eliminate the risk of the project through early warning analysis and timely pre-control measures
[8]. Multi-project risk early warning system could take emergency measures to reduce losses to a
minimum in the event of major emergencies. As shown in Figure 1.
In the multi-project early warning system, the multi-project management office is in charge of each
project's overall progress, quality, safety and costs. It makes sure every unit collaborates with each other
in project duration, cost, and quality and safety goal. The office is responsible for multi-project risk
management. Establishing an early warning department in the system will be more targeted surveillance
of risk factors, recognition, diagnosis and evaluation, and make risk work more targeted and preventive.
Different contractors, owners and sub-department are in charge of the normal project management, form
a good interaction with multi-project management office in risk warning. When a major unexpected
events happens during the progress of the project, the risk emergency immediately start, which requires
all units to respond rapidly. While dealing the emergency quickly, they should report to the headquarters
and the local production safety supervision and administration department in accordance with
procedures.

Figure 1 Multi-project Risk Early Warning System of Large-Scale Construction Enterprise

In the multi-project early warning system, multi-project management office needs to find a
communication way between different projects and establish information exchange platform to avoid
every project battle for public resources which will affect multi-project implementation. How to form
coordination mechanism among multi-project management office and different sub-projects, regular
meeting and institution can be used for the coordination. In addition, it needs to communicate with
contractors, owners and other stakeholders.
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3 Multi-Projects Risk Integration
Large-scale construction multi-projects are often with more complex internal structure and varied
composition, the risk is more complex than the general single project. Risks may come from each
project, or caused by different projects interaction. These risks will affect each sub-project and gradually
spread. Therefore, to integrated manage and control these risks is important work of multi-project risk
management.
Multi-project risk integration is a process to conduct a comprehensive risk management to
subprojects, the owners and other stakeholders. The key to conduct risk integration is to build an
integrated platform, which is the information exchanging, processing and storage place among units and
also the owners’ risk information storage and management platform. It is an important condition to
conduct overall risk management. Based on the multi-project risk integration management platform, risk
integration process and system shown in Figure 2.
Multi-project risk integration management is to build a major risk-sharing mechanism. In the whole
multi-project process, different stakeholders unite through a certain mode of cooperation and mutual
trust mechanism and achieve integrated control of project risks by information exchanging and resource
sharing. In this process, reasonable allocation of risks and benefits of the project are particularly
important. In order to achieve the overall goal of multi-project, multi-project management office need to
collaborate with different participants for scientific monitoring and management. In the centralized
management platform, it needs to focus on the following aspects:

Figure 2 Multi-project Risk Integration System of Large-Scale Construction Enterprise

Multi-project management office organizes relevant meetings on a regular basis and communicates
with stakeholders timely so that participants are able to receive useful information;
Multi-project management office is responsible for coordinating stakeholders about conflicts and
disputes; especially when risk occurs only in a project, the office should reasonably distribute public
resources and prevent risk transference between projects;
Multi-project management office establishes scientific project risk bearing mechanism and risk
controlling process to enhance the participant's constraints.

4 Risk Control of Multi-project
Through evaluation on multi-project risk of construction, We can determine the level of different
risk factors, and establish the risk prevention and control system based on risk integration platform of
multi-project organization. It can reduce risk losses expected, and achieve the maximum benefit in
minimum cost.
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It needs the scientific process of risk control and complete risk control measures which establish
effective risk prevention and control system.
4.1 Risk Control Processes and Strategies
All studies about project risk of large construction enterprises before, aimed to achieve good risk
control. Based on the experience in project management, we recommend the following risk control
procedures: ①Before the project start, we need set out the relevant risk factors and included them in the
proposed control scheme. At the same time, establishing a risk control group and a person in charge is
necessary. ②Ready for mobility to ensure the smooth flow of information when the project starts; ③
Develop document standards of risk management and establish a mechanism to ensure the documents be
produced timely; ④When risk occurs, take the appropriate risk control measures based on the level and
types of risk; ⑤Make the tracking of event t and major risk factors at multi-project milestones to
re-evaluate the risk; ⑥Keep the collection of risk factors information in the risk control process and
provide information and program databases for the early warning of risk management.
We also need adopted risk response strategies beside follow the risk control process. There are risk
aversion, risk transfer, risk self-retention, risk reduction and risk prevention in multi-project risk control
strategies of large construction enterprises. After identifying the level of risk, it should decide the type
and degree of control measures.
The strategy of risk aversion means that give up part of the project actively or change target scheme
of the multi-project when the potential threat of risk is significant, risk consequences is serious and no
other strategy options.
The risk transfer strategy means transfering the possible risks of project to other persons or
organizations which probably involved in multi-project, social risk coverage or other institutions. Risk
transfer can be classified as financial risks transfer and non-financial risk transfer. Financial risks
transfer mainly transfer the risk such as risk loss coping force majored to commercial partners by
insurance companies and other intermediaries. Non-financial risk transfer generally reflected that
transfer risks business associated to other persons or organizations by the form of contact in the
multi-project management.
The risk self-retention strategy means that the risk consequences are taken by multi-project
organizations consciously. Multi-project organizations can take this strategy when they think some risks
will not be affected the progress of the project and they have capable of resolving these risks completely.
The risk reduction strategy means we take appropriate contingency measures in advance according
to risk regulation of multi-project construction. Once the actual progress of the project is not the same
with the plan，contingency plans can be used to reduce the risk of losses caused by the occurrence.
The risk prevention strategy is a proactive risk control strategy, such as eliminating the threat of
physical risk using engineering method in the multi-project management of construction enterprises, that
means contacting each specific measures with engineering facilities by engineering technology; or
constraining multi-project activities by programmed system.
4.2 Risk response
4.2.1 Risk response of multi-project organization
In the multi-project management of large construction companies, risk may exist in all stages and
aspects of the processes of multi-project management. But the functions and works of the risk
management scattered in all aspects of multi-project management at present. It will lead to risk liability
is unknown when responsibilities are not clearly, and also lead that the efficiency and effectiveness of
risk management are greatly reduced. To solve these problems, we can respond in two ways:
Set up multi-project risk management department to take charge of multi-project risk management
and bear all risk of liability. This department is tied for other functional departments like the finance
department and materials department, it also owned the rights of decision-making in project
management. In the multi-project management, enterprise give multi-project risk management
department the status of supervision and make it be responsible for the overall risk of multi- projects,
and review the health situation of each project. It requires a global point of view to the enterprise
multi-project risk. In addition to collecting risk data and information, this department also should have a
full and comprehensive understanding on the knowledge of system principles, structure and operation.
As for the actual organization structure situation of project group in large construction enterprises,
the misconduct of centralization and decentralization exists when selecting an organization structure that
suits business strategic development. On the one hand, multi-project group headquarter cannot
effectively transfer resources of various sub-projects, and departmentalism of various sub-projects is so
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serious that project headquarter cannot play the role of resource hub. Considering specific circumstances
of construction project multi-project enterprises and reasons such as geographical distribution between
various sub-projects, production technology level and management pattern, different management
patterns can be used in different stages of multi-project manage. Organization structure based on
U-shaped structure can be used at the beginning of project, thus multi-project management organization
can work as the core of project group management, so as to take the advantage of core headquarter in
information, technology, integration of external resources and personnel deployment, coordinate
conflicts among sub-projects, and ensure the realization of overall benefits of enterprise. In later stages
of multi-project management, organization structure based on H-shaped structure can be considered, and
delegate power appropriately, thus can use the right of various projects themselves on daily production
operation, while headquarter retains decision-making power and veto power to major issues.
4.2.2 Financial risk response of multi-project
In risk management of large construction enterprises, developing effective project cost planning
control is the most effective to tackle financial risk. It mainly covers three processes such as resource
planning, cost estimate, cost budget and so on. Resource planning is to determine material resources and
requirements of each resource needed to complete project activities. Resource planning specifically
involves work breakdown structure, historical information, scope statement, organizational policies, etc.;
cost estimate is to conduct a quantitative estimation for cost needed to be paid for project
implementation, whose key is to estimate resource expenses required to complete the project,
sometimes non-project expenses are included; cost budget is a plan to allocate resources and constrain
project management arrangements of managers, generally based on cost estimate, work breakdown
structure and project schedule. Project cost planning control is intended to minimize project cost as
possible. Specific work includes: monitoring costs implementation and finding out the reasons why
actual expenditure exceeds budget; preventing unreasonable or unapproved changes be included in cost
reference; limiting expected costs to an acceptable range and so on. In short, coping financial risks of
multi-project needs to do cost control work well so as to grasp the overall cost of the project. Take
project schedule as the basis of cost budget of each subproject to maintain the rigidity of cost budget,
and analyze cost variation appeared and take corrective measurements to ensure the effect of cost
control.
4.2.3 Schedule risk response of multi-project
As multiple projects are parallel and correlations among projects are relatively high, schedule
management exists relatively large risk in multi-project management. To solve this problem and
decrease the loss caused by schedule risk to a minimum level, risk management targeting at schedule
plan should be conducted reasonably, specific tackling scheme includes: first, optimize multi-project
network schedule after working out schedule plan for various projects, combining internal and external
conditions of projects. Multi-project network schedule optimization mainly includes optimization of
duration and cash flow. Duration optimization is to shorten construction period as possible in an
expected duration range, while cash flow optimization is to find the duration with the least cost and
ensure there is sufficient cash flow in project construction, thus achieve optimum economic benefit
through the optimization of schedule plan. Second, project schedule control can flexibly adopt the
management method of compressing the duration of key activities, which requires to redistribute human
and other resources, change the sequence of activities and fast tracking, etc., also requires to coordinate
closely with the whole, scope and contract changes and so on related solutions. Furthermore,
multi-project schedule risk management is a comprehensive optimization result on the basis of schedule
management of various subprojects, thus change of subprojects will affect multi-project scheduling, and
multi-project schedule requirements will adjust subprojects, therefore an effective information feedback
mechanism is needed to be built.

5 Conclusions
According to current lack of multi-project risk management, this paper built a risk early warning
and control system for multi-project management, including risk early warning organization operating
system and risk integration platform, as well as corresponding risk control processes and measures, then
proposed specific countermeasures according to organizational risk, financial risk and schedule risk that
may occur in multi-project management process. This paper took large construction companies as
research object, which not only offered a basis to improve the enthusiasm and initiative of multi-project
risk management, but also ensure the improvement of project management level with excellent reference
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Abstract: Listed companies in China have a strong preference for SEO (seasoned equity offerings),
which is contrary to Peking Order Theory which is appropriate for the mature capital market in
Western countries. After reviewing the literature, we found academic circles think it right generally
that the preference for SEO of listed companies is due to the low cost of SEO. This paper argues
that China's listed companies’ low SEO cost largely results from its "the largest stock-holder" of
ownership structure. With the detailed analysis of the financing behavior under the control of the
controlling shareholder, the paper comes to a conclusion that ownership structure of listed
companies is the underlying reason for SEO preference. Finally, I give some advices for the
governance on over SEO issues.
Key words: Ownership structure; Seasoned equity offerings; Financing behavior; The largest
stock-holder

1 Introduction
Financing behavior is the most sophisticated one in corporate finance research areas, and
many scholars have explained the capital structure and financing behavior from different aspects.
In 1984, Myers[1] put forward Peking order theory based on asymmetric information theory, the
theory suggests that when the corporation needs financing, internal financing is the first choice,
then bond funds, and stock financing is the last one. This is confirmed by mature capital market in
western developed countries in recent years.
However, the financing order of China's listed companies is contrary to the Peking order
theory and the practice of Western countries, showing a preference for external financing and
equity financing features. As shown in Table 1.
So, what causes so much different? Chinese scholars have done a lot of research, most of
which hold the view that the cost of equity financing is lower than debt financing, which is the
direct cause of preference. Huang Shaoan and Zhang Gang (2001)[2] pointed out that there is high
P/E and few dividend of companies in China's primary market which led to the far less cost of
equity financing than debt financing costs, which directly results in a strong preference for equity
financing. Zheng Changde, Chen Xu, and Chen Lan (2003)[3] also believes that the cost of equity
financing are much lower than the debt financing costs ,which is the primary factor in selection the
financing way for listed companies. Liu Shaobo and Dai Wenhui (2004)[4] recalculated the cost of
equity financing and debt financing of the listed companies in China, concluding that equity
financing costs are significantly lower than debt financing costs obtained, resulting in the lack of
financing cost-control mechanism of China's listed companies.
Table 1

International Comparison of external financing with China's Listed Companies (1998-2003)
Proportion of
Proportion of debt financing
Proportion of equity financing
Country
external financing
to external financing
to external financing
China
0.75
0.24
0.76
USA
0.23
1.34
-0.34
Japan
0.56
0.85
0.15
German
0.33
0.87
0.13
France
0.35
0.39
0.61
Italy
0.33
0.65
0.35
UK
0.49
0.72
0.28
Canada
0.42
0.72
0.28

Source: Guan Zheng(2006),Research of Equity Refinancing of Listed Company
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Some scholars attributed to the equity dual structure. Sun Yongxiang(2001)[5] think that in our
current shareholding structure, the proxy contest for corporate governance failed, so the managers
can do whatever they want. In order to keep their positions, they choose to maintain a conservative
financial level and equity financing is more chosen. Li Zhiwen and Song Yandang (2003)[6] point
out that high ownership concentration results in the coherence of the interests of controlling
shareholders and management, so listed companies often transfer cash benefits to the shareholder
through a variety of related party transactions. Zhang Weidong and Wang Qiao (2003)[7] point out
that the equity structure of listed companies is the underlying causes of equity refinancing
preference. Wujiang and Ruan Tong (2004)[8] concluded that there is a certain relationship between
ownership concentration and ownership liquidity structure and equity refinancing preference, using
data from 1995 to 2002, and point out that the benefits transfer mechanism formed by the split
share structure is the main reason for listed companies choosing equity financing.
In this paper, the equity structure and equity refinancing behavior of listed companies in China
were studied. This study has some theoretical significance to further improve the financing
preference theory, and in practice, will help the efficient allocation of capital of listed companies
and to improve internal corporate governance structure of listed companies.

2 Analysis of SEO Preference
2.1 Structural characteristics
There is "the largest stock-holder" phenomenon of ownership structure of listed companies in
China. Moreover, most shares are the non-tradable state-owned shares and state-owned legal person
shares. Because of the absence of shareholders of the state-owned shares and state-owned legal
person shares, the ownership structure and corporate governance of China's listed companies are
more complex.
2.2 Analysis of low cost of equity refinancing
Lower cost of equity refinancing of China's listed companies is largely determined by its "the
largest stock-holder" of ownership structure. Major shareholders of listed companies control the
cost of equity financing at a relatively low level by controlling the rate of dividends and allotment
or issuance price.
Table 2

Year

Number
of Companies

1993

183

Current situation of Cash dividend of China's listed companies (1993-2007)
Companies which Cash
Companies which profit that Proportion of Cash The average
dividends
dividends
year
cash
Companies to
dividends per
Proportion
Proportion
profiting
Number
Number
share(￥)
(%)
(%)
Companies(%)
148
80.87
13
7.1
1138.46
0.149

1994

291

218

74.91

280

96.89

77.86

0.188

1995

323

203

62.85

290

91.48

70

0.165

1996

530

182

34.34

479

91.59

38

0.165

1997

745

221

29.66

675

92.21

32.74

0.172

1998

851

252

29.61

736

88.04

34.24

0.179

1999

918

294

32.03

837

89.71

35.13

0.162

2000

1054

682

64.71

958

89.87

71.19

0.134

2001

1130

676

59.82

977

85.63

69.19

0.147

2002

1193

618

51.8

1021

84.24

60.53

0.132

2003

1257

600

47.73

1097

85.77

54.69

0.142

2004

1387

729

52.56

1157

83.9

63.01

0.151

2005

1379

616

44.67

1080

77.47

57.04

0.148

2006

1460

709

48.56

1203

82.4

58.94

0.157

2007

1555

779

50.1

1486

95.56

52.42

0.141

Data source: based on data on http://www.cninfo.com.cn/
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2.2.1 Control the dividend rate
As the ownership structure of "the largest stock-holder" and the lack of an effective restraint
mechanism, large shareholders have absolute control over the listed companies and can control the
dividend policy. It is quite common for listed companies not to pay cash dividends or pay less
dividends. Seen from Table 2, 1993-2007 average cash dividends of listed companies in China is
￥0.134-0.188. Major shareholders control dividend rate at a low level, reducing the cost of equity
financing while debt financing has to pay a fixed interest cost.
2.2.2 Control the SEO price
In China the stock issue is a scarce resource, so listed company can choose a high premium
and the company's issued shares generally have higher P/E ratio, that is, allotment or issuance of
new shares often use higher prices. The high-price placement programs or issuance of new shares is
manipulated by the major shareholders, which makes the allotment or issuance of high prices can
be easily implemented. So it reduces the cost of equity financing of listed companies.
2.3 Analysis of SEO preference
2.3.1 Under the control of the major shareholders, equity refinancing can often be easily achieved.
State-owned shares and legal person shares possess the absolute control right in China's listed
companies, and tradable shareholders are mostly individual shareholders, with fewer institutional
investors. This ownership structure of "the largest stock-holder" leads to the situation that
controlling shareholders of listed companies can follow their own willing and financing price to
refinance.
2.3.2 Under the control of major shareholders, equity refinancing makes the major shareholders
obtain additional equity growth.
As the largest shareholders in China's listed companies are mostly non-tradable state-owned
shares and legal person shares, they can’t profit through secondary market transactions. Equity
financing of lower cost is a better choice because P/E ratio in Chinese stock market is commonly
higher, large shareholders can improve net assets per share through the high price allotment or
issuance. Therefore, large shareholders are more interested in equity refinancing.
2.3.3 Under the control of the major shareholders, managers and large shareholders have a
convergence of the financing preference.
China's listed companies have a very complex property relationship. State-owned shares and
legal person shares possess a controlling position, but they are not in circulation , so there is the
phenomenon of shareholder absence, which results manager becoming the actual controller of the
listed company. Not only the largest shareholders prefer equity financing, but also management
have a very strong preference to equity financing. Because the equity financing will not dilute their
equity control rights, but also increase net assets and reduce the risk of bankruptcy.

3 Conclusion and Suggestion
3.1 Conclusion
There is a strong preference for equity refinancing in China's listed companies, which is
contrary to the Peking order theory and the practice of Western countries. Through a detailed
analysis, this paper makes a conclusion as follows:
(1)China's listed companies lower the cost of refinancing is determined by its ownership
structure in a large extent.
As the ownership structure of "the largest stock-holder" and the lack of an effective restraint
mechanism, large shareholders have absolute control over the listed companies and can control the
stock dividend rate and allotment or issuance price, which will control the cost of equity financing
at a lower level.
(2)The equity structure of listed companies is the underlying causes of equity refinancing
preference.
As the ownership structure of "the largest stock-holder", shareholder can control the listed
company. Under its control, the listed company's equity refinancing can often be easily achieved
and major shareholders can obtain additional equity growth. Meanwhile, the listed companies
under the control of major shareholders, management and major shareholders have a convergence
of financing preferences.
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3.2 Suggestion
Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes the following suggestion:
(1) Improving the corporate governance, regulating the behavior of large shareholders.
Controlling shareholders of listed companies in China have a larger proportion of shares, so
they can easily control corporate financing, dividend distribution and other major decisions by
controlling the board of directors. Therefore, we must improve the corporate governance. This
paper argues, we should give full play to the independent directors and institutional investors in
corporate governance. In order to improve the governance of listed companies, we should give
independent directors a clear right and cultivate fund-based institutional investors, to prevent major
shareholders from the occupation of listed corporate assets, abuse of fund-raising phenomenon,
then to promote the major shareholders to improve business performance.
(2) Strict law enforcement and strong supervision
To regulate the refinancing behavior of listed companies, the related department should
strengthen supervision of securities markets and strengthen accounting oversight, especially
increase the supervision to major shareholders and senior management, punish heavily the
intermediaries, for example, lawyers, appraisers, certified public accountants who collaboratively
"make fraud" with the company in order to achieve the purpose of financing. Securities civil
compensation system should also be established as soon as possible, increasing the offender's
responsibility and making violations unprofitable.
(3) Improving the company's dividend distribution policy.
One of the reasons why China's listed companies prefer equity refinancing is the low cost of
equity financing. Moreover, listed companies paying no dividends, or paying less dividends is a
major reason for the low cost of equity financing. We believe that CSRC should largely promote
more cash dividends, and make a rule that the company should explain the causes why not pay
dividends in the annual report. The present rule about dividends paying from CSRC doesn’t specify
the proportion of cash dividends, so some companies only pay nominally a small percentage of
cash dividends after the allotment or issuing new shares. Therefore, it is necessary for the CSRC to
further set company's dividend distribution ratio of allotment or issuing.
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Abstract: So far in China, since the capacity of railway transportation is in shortage, especially for the
transportation of electrical coal, it’s interesting to study the best way to overcome this problem. Through
the comparison of the financial and social cost between two kinds of transportation, namely pipeline and
railway, the authors argue that, in a long-distance, large-scale coal transportation, pipeline transportation
is a more environmentally friendly and economical option.
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1 Introduction
China’s electrical coal resources mainly concentrate in North China and northwest, but the
electricity coal expends mainly concentrates in the coast, south and Central China area, large quantities
of electricity coal must transport over long distance from the north to the south, from West to East[1]. In
recently, with china economic level's fast growth, various regions’ electricity coal demand grew day by
day, the electricity coal’s shortage had spread from formerly the peak to the off season of the same time,
and transformed from formerly the peak to the off season of the same time, and transformed from the
lack of total quantity to lack the constitutive property. In the long run, to solve the electricity coal
supply’s tense aspect fundamentally, one important way is to develop the pipeline transportation. As a
long distance operation’s transport mode has not yet launched, compared to the railway transportation
whether there is cost advantage, what influence to the environment, and what state of the water
resources consume, which are the questions urgently need to be solved. The existing literature mainly
pays attention to the pipeline or railway transportation's technical economy analysis, but rarely carries
on the complete cost comparison analysis from the social cost angle [2]. Therefore, in view of the long
distance and the large-scale electrical coal transportation, utilizing the social cost theory, quantitative
analysis and comparing both financial transportation cost, the environmental costs and the traffic safety
cost, have practical significance.

2 Social Cost Composition of Electrical Coal Transportation
Traditionally Costs of pipeline and rail are compared simply in terms of finance, while ignoring
their impact to environment and security, especially ignoring their occupation of water resource in
under-watered district or simply carry out qualitative analysis. This paper, after introducing the idea of
social cost, discusses and compares the social costs of pipeline and rail transport.
Social cost is calculated from the angel of society, which is the sum of production cost and the
burden it lays on society (external cost). In this article, social cost of electrical coal transportation is the
sum of social cost of electrical coal transportation in terms of finance and external cost. The former is its
financial cost while the later includes transport security cost, resource cost and environment cost. Just as
what is illustrated in Eq. 1, social cost of electrical coal transportation is the function of these three. B is
financial cost, S means transport security cost, S is resource cost, that is the resource consumed, and E is
environment cost, i.e. the extent of noise and air pollution.
（1）
C = f (B , S , R , E)

3 Comparison Between Financial Costs of Pipeline and Rail Electrical Coal
Transportation
3.1 Features of financial costs composition of pipeline and rail electrical coal transportation
The cost of electrical coal transportation can be divided into fixed cost and variable cost. In rail
transport cost of electrical coal, there are two outstanding features: the cost that is not related to the
volume, i.e. route, communication device, huge size building, running and maintaining cost of
technological building and the salary of administrators, which makes up 50% of all; handling cost in
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departure and arrival station make up another 18%, approximately. So, its cost is high when haul
distance is short, and can only be depressed when the haul distance is long enough. When compared
with pipeline, the fixed cost of railway is higher and its variable cost is lower respectively.
3.2 Function of transportation cost (including model hypothesis, model, and parameter
explanation)
We set up the financial transportation cost function, e.g. (2), on the basis of the features of financial
transportation cost of both pipeline and railway. The cost per unit UCi of transportation means of i is the
function of fixed cost FCi and variable cost VCi, i.e.

UCi =

FCi + VCi
Qi

(2)

Qi is the annual coal volume of traffic means of i.
The frozen annual cost of pipeline transported coal includes depreciation cost D, maintenance cost
Fm, amortization cost Ft, salaries of administrators and financial cost Ff; variable cost mainly includes
direct management cost Fa, salaries of workers we, resource (fuel and motive power) costs and water
cost Fw, which can be illustrated as
(3)
FC pipe = D + Fm + wa + Ft + F f

VC pipe = Fa + we + Fe + Fw

(4)

The cost of rail transported coal can also be divided into fixed cost and variable cost. In some
documents, the cost of railway transport is exclusive of handling cost. This paper, taking financial cost
into consideration, regards handling cost Fz as variable cost. Fixed cost is made up of depreciation cost,
salaries of administrators, financial cost and amortization cost. Among them, capital cost include the
price for right of way, building of roadbed, laying track and assembling of control system; appreciation
cost includes the appreciation cost of both track, device and locomotive. And variable cost is the sum of
direct administrative cost, handling cost, fuel and motive power and salaries of workers. Its difference
from pipeline is that, railway cost does not include the cost for water consumed.
(5)
FC rail = D + Fm + wa + Ft + F f

VC rail = Fa + we + Fe + Fz

(6)

3.3 Calculation and comparison of transportation costs
Taking a electrical coal pipeline transportation or a railway investment projects for example, we
undertook comparative analysis of the financial cost about the pipeline and rail coal . The project
is proposed between Shanxi Binxian and Wuhan Yangluo and building a total length of 1,000
km pipeline or a length of 1,100km railway, which will directs the Wuhan Yangluo construction of a
major coal reserve base of coal logistics strategy. In this paper, simulation program for 15 years,
cconduct quantitative cost analysis between the railway and pipeline coal.
Assumed that the pipeline from Binxian to Yangluo design capacity are 10 million tons coal / year,
invest 9 billion yuan; railway design capacity are 20 million tons coal / year, 8.0 billion investment.
Railway in its first year reached 10 million tons, 15 million tons next year, the first five years 15 million
tons; the first year of pipeline transportation capacity are 500 million tons, the second year to 800
million tons, to the fifth annual transport capacity to meet the design. Annual inflation rate is up to 5%.
Pipeline transportation of values based on the following parameters: assumed depreciation period
T is15 years(calculate in terms of straight-line method). Reference to the American black Mesa pipeline
operating experience, The whole process adopt centralized management model. Set nine pumping
stations, pulp and pump input Capacity 110 people, 30 service centers, dewatering system Capacity 60,
the initial average wage at 30,000 yuan / (person • years), employee benefits 14% of wages.
Management accounting for 10% of total number of employees and maintenance costs are taken as
depreciation costs of 8%, finance costs including 8-year period of interest-bearing loans and liquidity,
the liquidity line infrastructure investment to take 4%, interest-bearing part 70%. Amortization period of
eight years, the object is in other cost components of construction costs, and other costs are by Capacity
* 8,000 yuan / (person • years) calculation [4]. The direct management fee takes 2 times of wages for the
workers. Pipeline required water in accordance with 1:1 consumption, water is from the Jing River of
Binxian, water take Binxian local industrial water price, namely 4.3 yuan / ton.
Railway coal-related parameters Values [7]: assume that the initial construction of the railway cost
is 8.0 billion, the depreciation period of 15 years(calculate in terms of straight-line method), taking the
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residual value of 5%. Need to train with 14 workers and 2340 for coal transportation, the price of each
coal train 10 million / vehicle, its depreciation limited to 15 years, the salvage value of 5% ,initial
annual per capita wage of 30,000 yuan, the employee benefits to wages 14%. Handling costs take 5.5
yuan / ton. Its management staff salaries, amortization costs, maintenance wages are the same as the
values of the railway. Assumed that the use of diesel-driven locomotives, diesel price of the initial
7-year yuan / liter, trains consume 24.6kg of diesel per ton kilometer, power costs by taking 5% of fuel
costs. Finance charges include eight-year period of the loan interest and liquidity, working capital
investment in infrastructure to take line * 4%, interest-bearing portion of 60%.
Related parameters are substituted into the pipeline transport and railway transport‘s financial cost
function, then calculate the two modes transport’s unit transportation costs, variable costs and variable
costs proportion. Shown in Table 1.
Table 1

Year

The Financial Cost Comparison Between Railway Transporting and Pipeline Transporting
Railway transporting（yuan/ton-km）
Pipeline transporting（yuan/ton-km）
Traffic
Unit
Unit
Proportio
Unit
Unit
Proportio
Traffic
volume
variable
transporta
n of
variable
transportat
n of
volume
costs
tion costs
variable
costs
ion costs
variable
（ten
（ten
costs
costs
thousand
thousand
ton）
ton））

1

500

0.016

0.157

9.92%

1000

0.041

0.112

36.70%

2

800

0.015

0.104

14.84%

1500

0.035

0.088

39.97%
41.27%

3

800

0.017

0.106

16.31%

1500

0.035

0.085

4

800

0.018

0.106

16.82%

1500

0.036

0.083

43.40%

5

1000

0.018

0.089

20.28%

2000

0.033

0.071

46.23%

10

1000

0.022

0.085

25.51%

2000

0.042

0.087

48.42%

15

1000

0.027

0.090

29.48%

2000

0.054

0.099

54.67%

From the Table 1, the pipeline initially low variable costs can not compensate for its high
investment, railway coal handling is more competitive at the beginning, with operating year increasing,
gradually traffic has reached the design capacity. From the tenth year, pipeline transportation unit cost is
lower than rail transport, the competitiveness is increasingly apparent. From the cost structure, in the
operation 15 years, pipeline variable costs are increasing in the proportion of total costs year by year,
but compared to the pipeline transportation, the railway is still slower than the growth in variable costs.
Because of cheap labor and energy costs, variable costs, annual fee advantage starts to turn the railway
to pipeline. In the 15th years, the pipeline unit transportation cost is 0.09 yuan per ton • km, and the rail
unit transportation cost is 0.099 yuan per ton • km, pipeline unit transportation cost saves 0.01 yuan per
ton • km, the annual cost saves 10 million yuan (calculated at 10 million tons).
Pipeline variable costs is much lower than the fixed costs, even in the case of large output it is true.
But, the pipeline scale economic is still very significant. Foreign studies have shown that if the capacity
of pipeline transportation can double, the unit transport costs can be reduced by 30% [5]. But these are
based on the premise of adequate electricity demand, in the current domestic situation, coal demand in
the long period provides with adequate safeguards.

4 The Comparative Analysis of External Costs
External cost is the transportation brings others’ and social losses. Including the traffic safety costs,
environmental costs and resource consumption costs[8].
Coal pipeline transport is a very environmental mode of transport. The external costs include: some
certain water consumption, low noise pollution and very little emissions. External costs of rail transport
mainly include the cost of traffic safety, the occupation of land resources, noise pollution and so on.
4.1 Comparative analysis of traffic safety cost
Traffic safety cost E is calculated as:

E = E direct + E injury + E society = f ( E direct，X a , C s , E society）
Edirect:direct economic loss;
Einjury: personnel casualty loss;
Esociety:personnel services Loss;
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Xa: the casualties’s social work value loss;
Cs:the casualties relatives’s mental loss.
Railway traffic safety costs mainly lie on the locomotive brake and line bridge equipment safety,
with the gradual overloading of coal transportation train, the value of Esociety,Edirect,Einjury shows some
increasing trend.
In contrast, pipes buried in the ground which have almost no conflicts with above ground objects,
and will not cause disruptions due to inclement weather, so it is a safer mode of transport.
4.2 Environmental cost comparison analysis
The environmental impact of the coal transportation by railway mainly includes the occupation of
the land resources, noise pollution and coal dust off and pollution, etc. Once railway is builted, land
resources alone the line cannot be used for others, as the occupation of the land resources is permanent.
According to the size of the railway planning red line, if the width of the railway planning red line is 20
meters, 1 km railway is to occupy 2 hectares of land resources, which makes the cultivated land shortage
problem more outstanding. Railway noise mainly comes from the wheel and rail contact vibration noise,
and “the land of railway regulation” shows the boundaries of the railway should be 30 m from the center
line of railway track; “the city five kinds of environmental noise standard” shows the noise around the
mainline railway at night should not be more than 55 decibels. Actually, when the train passed, on both
sides of the railway noises are more than 120 decibels. In addition, railway locomotives have produced
air pollution in China in recent years. Because most of the railway finished electrification and
modernized transformation or reconstruction, almost all traditional steam locomotives are eliminated;
diesel and electric have become the main energy consumption. Therefore, the internal combustion
engine emission — CO, HC, NOX and smoke emission have become major air pollutants.
However, all coal transportation by piping except a few outside pumping stations does not occupy
the land resources, and piping noises mainly come from liquid through the pipe. Because of deep
underground, their influence ranges are tiny. In addition, coal transportation by piping mainly consumes
electric energy, as the pipeline does not belong to power equipments, emissions are very little.
4.3 Analysis of water resources consumption
Strictly speaking, the water consumption of two coal transport ways is just one aspect of energy
consumption, in addition to fuel consumption, power consumption. As the former has been included in
finance costs, and the water resources consumption is particularly important in the water short western
areas. Therefore, this paper analysis water resources consumption separately.
The water resources consumption is very little in Railway coal transport and can be ignored. Too
much moisture will waste railway capacity, even result in inevitable losses.
The difference is that the coal liquefaction requires large amounts of water before transport by
pipeline. because most China's coal origins are in the dry areas, the feasibility of coal pipeline exploring
has become difficult. In fact, the water consumption of coal pipeline transportation is directly related to
the coal's concentration, and the concentration also related to the economics of the pipeline. When the
concentration is low, ton kilometre transport energy consumption will increase; while at high
concentration, slurry viscosity and the resistance with slurry pipeline wall will increase so making
energy consumption increases[6]. Therefore, it is critical to select a proper concentration on cost and
power consumption, while there is accompanied by the most suitable water consumption. 1 ton of dry
coal needs 1 ton of water. In above cases, 0.01 billion tons of coal transport consumes 0.01 billion tons
water per year. As opposed to Jinghe 1.67 billion cubic meters of annual average runoff, the proportion
is not high. Actually, the coal's own moisture content also makes the demand less. Data shows that the
water consumption of coal pipeline transport is less than one-sixth of the amount needed in transferring
coal heat energy into electrical energy[3]. In other words, under the prerequisite of selecting a suitable
coal slurry concentration according to the situation on the ground, the water consumption of coal
pipeline transporting does not have much impact on the local industrial and agricultural production.

5 Results of Social Cost Comparison
Through the above analysis, the speed of cost decline is divided into 4 levels-- very fast, fast. slow
and very slow; the footprint is divided into many, more, less, and rarely; the degree of accidents and
environmental pollution are divided into serious, less serious, general and rarely. Then it gets the cost
comparison result between coal pipeline and railway transport as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 The Social Cost Comparison Result Between Coal Pipeline and Railway Transport
Transport
Financial
Water
Land
Safety
Environment
mode
cost
consumption
occupation accidents pollution
CO、HC、
Unit cost
Rail
NOX;
night noise
negligible more
safer
drops slow
transport.
should
not exceed
year by year
55 dB; rarely
unit cost drops 10 million tons
Pipeline
fast year by
rarely
rarely
rarely
transport.
less
year

As can be seen from the table, under the premise that the transport scale reach 10 million tons and
the transport distance reach 1,000 km, pipeline coal transport have obvious advantages in the
environment and security costs, in addition to take more water than coal railway. Besides, the decline
rate of unit cost in coal pipeline is faster than in rail. On the whole, coal pipeline transport is a more cost
effective mode of transportation than rail.

6 Conclusions
The result based on the social cost theory's comparison between railway transportation and pipeline
transportation indicates that in view of large-scaled and the long distanced electricity coal transportation,
the pipeline transportation has advantages in the environmental effect and the financial cost. Although
the western mining area lack water, the consumption certain water resources' pipeline transporting still
can develop the long distanced transportation, which takes a way to supplement the railway, and raises
its proportion gradually.
Because of the length and the data sources’ limit, this article hasn’t made the further exploration in
the transportation scale. In the future it can further explore the exterior cost’s contrast research, through
each exterior cost function's establishment, impact further quantitative analysis of environmental effect
and resources consumption between railway transporting and the pipeline transporting.
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An Empirical Study on Factors Affecting Participation Decisions of
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Abstract: The rapid development in China’s exhibition economy provides good opportunity for the
exhibitors to demonstrate and promote products. The analysis of influencing factors of participation
decisions of exhibitors could help the organizers to understand the needs of exhibitors and to organize
the exhibition in a better way. In this study, the author makes an empirical study on the influencing
factors on participation decisions of exhibitors. Firstly, a model was proposed as the conceptual model
of this study. Then, a survey was conducted to exhibitors of China International Machinery & Electronic
Products Exposition, the statistical analysis of the collected data showed that the major influencing
factors includes the reputation of the exhibition, the quantity and quality of professional visitors,
organizers’ influence as well as organizers’ professional competence.
Key Words: Participation Decisions;Influencing Factors; Trade fair; Exhibitors

1 Introduction
The rapid development in China’s exhibition economy provides good opportunity for the exhibitors
to demonstrate and promote products. Participating exhibitions or trade fairs is an effective promotional
tool for the exhibitors [1] . International trade shows have become a significant promotional tool for
exporters [2].Attending industrial trade shows also helps exhibitors improve new product development [3] .
Trade shows go well beyond being a marketing and information platform and make an important
contribution to establishment and enhancement of a network infrastructure for enabling such firms to
grow and expand internationally [4]. As participating exhibitions and trade fairs are of great importance
for exhibitors, how to improve the satisfaction of exhibitors is also a great challenge for the organizers
of exhibitions. The analysis of influencing factors on participation decisions of exhibitors could help the
exhibition organizers to better understand the motivation and behavior of exhibitors and to determine
effective marketing strategies to attract varying types of exhibitors to exhibitions.
Study on exhibitors were conducted around four areas, namely participation goals[5], factors
affecting the effectiveness of exhibitors, exhibitors participation management[6], and the evaluation of
exhibitors’ performance. However, Trade show literature and folklore are rife with descriptions of why
managers should choose to exhibit in a particular show, but no hard evidence exists as to what
importance these factors have in the actual decision [7].
Although crucial to the success of any trade fair, exhibitors’ behavior has been neglected in the
literature. Previous research relating to participation decisions of exhibitors is very sparse. More work
was needed to increase understanding of decision making process of exhibitors. As a result, this study
aims to better understand this area. The specific research objectives were: （1）to propose a new model
of factors affecting participation decision of exhibitors based on the existing literature; （2）to identify
the factors influencing the participation decisions of exhibitors ; （ 3 ） to examine the relative
importance of the factors affecting the participation decisions of exhibitors.

2 Literature Review
There are few studies on the participation decisions of exhibitors. Dickinson investigated decision
of exhibitors, he found that, the proportion of professional visitors, the number of visitors visiting the
booth, booth location, sponsors’ marketing breadth, the size of the visitors in recent years, are the most
important factors affecting the participation decision of exhibitors [8]. Sashi reviews the research
regarding reasons for participating in trade shows, and suggests how marketing executives can take
specific actions to make trade show participation successful [9]. Kijewski and Yoon found that five
factors affects the decisions of exhibitors, including exhibition actual performance, marketing mix,
exhibition environment, participation fees, exhibition staff’s ability[7].
Hansen [2] developed a new framework of trade show participation models (exhibitors and visitors)
and motives (selling and buying). He applied the framework to an empirical study of Norwegian seafood
exporters participating at international trade shows. Exhibitors’ experience also has been found to be an
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influential factor on tradeshow exhibitors’ behaviors [10]. Kempf & Smith [11] found that the prior
experiences of exhibitors at a specific tradeshow can have an influence on the exhibitors’ beliefs and
attitudes related to the show as well as the exhibitors’ intentions to return to the same show in the future.
0ppermann and Chon [12] examined convention participation decision-making process. They present a
model addressing the convention participation decision-making process by potential attendees. The
influencing variables are then categorized into personal/business, association/conference, location, and
intervening opportunities.
In China, the study on participation decisions of exhibitors is rather limited. Ju Shengli and Lu
Ling[13]made an empirical study on perception of exhibitors, and found that the exhibitor’s important
factors influencing their participation decision are: quality and quantity of the visitors, pre-show services,
exhibition activities, and logistics support services, on-site service. Yang Jie[14]examined the important
factors which influence the exhibitors’ selecting exhibitions and the actual performance of the
exhibitions.

3 Conceptual Model
A new model was proposed based on the previous literature. Figure 1 present a new framework of
exhibitors’ participation decisions model. The model comprises of influencing factors of four
dimensions : (1) value of trade fair, including the fair's reputation, the quantity and quality of
professional visitors, the quantity and quality of peer exhibitors;(2) organizers’ ability, including the
influence of the organizers, the organizers’ professional ability, the organizers’ promotion ability;(3) host
city, including the market power of the host city, venue and infrastructure of the host city, the
environment of the host city; (4) Exhibitors , previous experience of attending trade fairs, present
situation of attending trade fairs.

Figure 1 Conceptual Model of Exhibitors’ Participation Decisions

4 Methodology
4.1 sampling
Based on the model, an empirical study of exhibitors participating at China International
Machinery & Electronic Products Exposition（referred to as CWME）was conducted. China International
Machinery and Electronic Products Exposition is the largest trade fair of mechanical and electrical
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products in central and western China. Held in 2010, CWME received exhibitors from over 40 countries
and regions.
Self-administered questionnaires were distributed to exhibitors who were exhibiting in their
company’s booth at China International Machinery & Electronic Products Exposition in 2010 in Wuhan,
China. Among 300 questionnaires were distributed to exhibitors, there were 170 completed and effective
responses .
4.2 Data Analysis
The data was formatted for use with SPSS 11.0 statistical software program. Descriptive statistics
were run for all of the questions to check for errors in data entry and missing data. In order to check for
reliability, Cronbach’s alpha was utilized. All of the values were found to be at an acceptable level of 0.7
or higher. A factor analysis was conducted utilizing varimax rotation on each of the survey items.

5 Results
5.1 Demographic profile of respondents
Approximately 93% of the respondents are manufacturers and agents, 83% of the respondents are
from small and medium-sized companies. Based on the exhibitor’s experience, approximately 96% of
the respondents were categorized as experienced exhibitors who had attended this kind of tradeshow
multiple times, whereas nearly 6% were categorized as novice with an experience of under 2 times.
5.2 Reliability test
In order to check for reliability, Cronbach’s alpha was utilized. The results showed that the
Cronbach's Alpha value is 0.908, indicating that overall scale has good reliability. The statistical analysis
showed that KMO=0.835, Bartlett's Test of Sphericity indicated chi-square value of each factor achieved
the marked level(P<0.001).The results showed that it is suitable to do factor analysis.
5.3 Factor Analysis
The study used principle component analysis(PCA)as the extraction method and varimax rotation
with Kaiser normalization was conducted to identify the most critical factors that influence the
exhibitors’ participation decisions. The results were presented in table 1. The 31 items were grouped into
9 themes: organizer’s professional ability, exhibitors’ quality and quantity, infrastructure of host city,
environment of host city, and previous experience of participating at trade fairs, trade fairs’ reputation,
exhibitors’ present situation, organizers’ influential ability, and professional visitors.
Table 1

Results of Rotated Factor Loadings
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5.4 Comparison of Mean
In order to determine the relative importance of the factors affecting the participation decisions of
exhibitors. The mean comparison analysis was conducted. Table 2 presents the result of mean
comparison.
Table 2

Results of Mean Comparison

Factors affecting participation decision

Mean

Reputation of exhibition
Professional visitors
Previous experience
Organizers’influencial ability
Organizers’professional ability
Present situation
Exhibitors’quality and quantity
Infrastructure of host city
Environment of host city

4.928
4.2588
3.9324
3.9206
3.8566
3.6137
3.4716
3.4039
3.198

Standard deviation
0.798695
0.770441
0.871148
0.97287
0.996329
0.992015
1.14596
1.060815
1.070224

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

6 Conclusion
The findings of this study are important for exhibition organizers as the results of this study can
provide a deeper understanding of exhibitors’ participation decision making. The results of this study
indicated that nine factors may affect experienced exhibitors’ participation decision. The most important
influencing factors are the reputation of exhibition. The other factors are professional visitors, previous
experience of participating at trade fairs, organizers’ influential ability, organizer’s professional ability,
exhibitors’ present situation, peer exhibitors’ quality and quantity, infrastructure of host city and
environment of host city.
The findings of the study are :1) exhibitors often choose to participate at trade fairs with a good
reputation, more professional visitors, and professional organizers; 2) when considering whether to
attend trade fair or not, exhibitors cares much about the quality of exhibition and visitors rather than the
environment of host city. Therefore, exhibition organizers need to be aware of the findings of study
since the findings can be used to help organizers determine marketing strategies to attract and retain
exhibitors to specific trade fairs.
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Abstract In this paper we have tried to examine the reasons as to why, Fiji has moved from its
traditional sugar industry to tourism industry. We also discussed policies of the government that were
aimed at reviving the sugar industry and other factors that affected both the industries. We also
interpreted some figures that suggested reasons of the drop in one industry and the rise in the other and
to finally be able to say that Fiji has transformed from sugar to tourism industry.
Keywords Sugar, Tourism, Industry transformation; Political instability

1 Introduction
Sugar is one of the most traded commodities in the world and accounts for over one quarter of
global production. In order to help African Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries, the EU has grated
several trade preferences. The Lome Agreement from 1975 to 2000 and the Cotonou Agreement from
2001 to 2007 are most notable. In these two agreements, the price of sugar offered by the EU was about
3 times more than the world market price. The withdrawal of these agreements was after the World
Trade Organization won case against EU of high sugar subsidies as disputed by Australia, Thailand and
Brazil. The EU has now put in several Sugar reforms for ACP countries including Fiji. At a moment the
Sugar industry is declining and is showing no signs of recovering, which was once known as the
backbone of the Fiji economy is now a mere bone at all. The land issue that make farmers no choice but
to leave their land to their landowners will go down as the weakest point of Fiji’s governance since it
could not tackle the issue and maybe they did not have a clue of what it would mean in years to come.
Thus today it would mean the world to us if we remove tourism out of the picture. On the other hand,
Fiji is currently depending on tourism just as much as a baby to its mother. The famous sandy, pristine
beaches, reefs and tradition has put Fiji tourism on the world map and as it will be discussed, Fiji’s
tourism industry is showing great signs of growth even after the military coup in 2006. As Fiji focuses to
change its tourism targets, it should be about time that Fiji gets the recognition it requires in terms of
tourism.
For this paper, we did a literature review on the sugar and tourism, government policies and
strategies towards the two industries and also the reviews of Asian Development Bank and the European
Union and the data was acquired from the relevant organizations in charge of the respective industries
namely the Fiji Visitors Bureau and Fiji Sugar Corporation. The percentage growth
⎤ was used to calculate how much of both tourism and sugar
− Vpast ⎞
formula, ⎡ ⎛⎜ Vpresent
⎟ X 100
⎢⎜
⎣⎝

Vpast

⎟
⎠

⎥
⎦

figures had decreased or increased with the data available over the span of 10 years.

2. Sugar Industry in Fiji
2.1 Importance of the sugar industry
The Sugar industry was started in the colonial days and is a strategy to promote economic growth
in Fiji. The Indian laborers were bought to Fiji in order to work on sugarcane farms when Fiji was a
colony of Britain. After gaining independence in 1970, Fiji pursued a strategy for growth. Agriculture
and Manufacturing. Even after this, the Sugar industry was still the key export in Fiji. The high rates of
economic growth in the 1970’s were due to the booming Sugar industry. The Sugar industry might not
be as important as 10 years ago but it still has a great significance in the Fijian economy. Sugar
production contributed 7% to the GDP in 2002 compared to 2.7% in 2009. The Sugar industry
contributes to direct and indirect employment to almost 51,000 people. (2002 figures)
2.2 Decline of the sugar industry
In the past decade, the sugar industry has been facing several obstacles. Expiring of land leases and
benefits from trade agreement has led to a huge decline. Rising level of inefficiency in sugar production,
transportation and milling is also a reason for its decline, so the government of Fiji in collaboration with
other stakeholders has come up with a Reform plan for the industry. However, they concluded that no
matter how much the industry is structured, the level of sugarcane production will continue to decline.
On the other hand, the Asian Development Bank projects that inefficient farmers will leave and that the
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remaining farmers will be able to maintain the current level of production. A major shortcoming in this
generalization is that even efficient farmers will leave the industry if their leases are not renewed, but
this might mean that all efficient farmers will have their leases renewed.
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Tonnes of Sugar Produced From Year 1999 to 2008
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Figure 1

Sugar Production in Fiji between 1999 and 2008

The above graph shows us graphically, how important the Sugar production was and how it has
declined over the ten years. The decrease in sugar production between 2008 and 1999 can be calculated
as follows:
⎡ ⎛ Vpresent
− Vpast
⎢ ⎜⎜
Vpast
⎝
⎣
= ⎡ ⎛ 208 − 377 ⎞ X
⎟
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= - 44.83 % (Percent Decline)
Number of Growers from Year 1999 to 2008
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Figure 2

Number of Growers of Sugar Cane between 1999 and 2008

Thus, as the calculation shows, Sugar production has decreased by almost 45% between 1999 and
2008 and therefore it shows the decline in the industry and that immediate measure has to be taken in
order to save this industry.
The above graph shows on of the major contributors to the decline in sugar production and that is
the decrease in the number of sugarcane growers between 1999 and 2008. The decrease of the number
of growers between the ten years is shown below:
⎡ ⎛ Vpresent
⎤ = ⎡ ⎛ 18683 − 22178 ⎞
⎤ = -15.76% (Percent Decline)
− Vpast ⎞
X 100
⎜
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The above calculation shows that the number of sugarcane growers decreased by almost 16%
between the ten years as a result of non-renewal f land leases which led to the decrease in the production
of sugar as discussed earlier.
2.3 Reform of the sugar industry
The Sugar industry reform is one of the biggest economic reforms that Fiji has pursued since the
mid 1980’s. The coups in 1987, 2000 and 2006 caused a huge decline in the economy. The restructuring
is based on two major problems:
※ Problem 1: The bulk of Fiji’s sugar is sold to the European Union under a preferential price
agreement through which, the price received by Fijian farmers is 3 times higher than the world market
price. The agreement is known as the Lome Convention. This agreement has expired in 2008 which is
why farmers reckon they have no revenue or motivation to produce sugarcane at world market price as
they would be making losses.
※ Problem 2: Mills have been poorly managed and have thus become inefficient. This nearly
always results in public enterprises. The production of sugarcane and sugar produced have been
declining since 2000 more to the inefficiency of the mills as they are not able to produce the same
amount of sugar as they produced before with the same amount of sugarcane. The interim finance
minister announced the budget as part of a sugar industry reform package:
- the upgrading of mill facilities – to increase mill capacity and efficiency
- improvements to the mills transportation system – to reduce cost of carting cane
- modernizing farming methods – to improve farm productivity and,
- Diversification of industry risks into value adding opportunities such as cogeneration of
electricity and ethanol production.
Visitor Arrivals From Year 2000 to 2010
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Figure 3

Visitor Arrivals between Year 2000 and Year 2010

3 Growth of Tourism Industry
3.1 Importance of the tourism industry
When Fiji’s first comprehensive tourism plan was being drafted in 1972, there was speculation that
the five year goal of 50,000 annual visitors was a bit too much. For everyone involved in the plan, it
looked like those goals were impossible although people were confident of it given enough time. The
2009 visitor arrivals stand at a staggering 631,868, the highest of all time. Fiji tourism got its start in the
1950’s when piston engine aircraft flying the Sydney – Honolulu route stopped in Nadi to refuel. The
first hotel near Nadi Airport was a World War II Quonset hut. The number of visitors was small but it
was recognized that Fiji was made for tourism, and soon after, the outsiders recognized the potential.
For the past decade, Fiji tourism has been growing very steadily and has no signs of stopping. It has
been predicted that Fiji’s contribution to tourism will lead to 27.8% this year according to the Reserve
Bank of Fiji. The importance of Tourism can not really be stressed since it affects each and every sector
of the economy. From small businesses selling handicrafts to the construction industry is all a result of
Tourism. Fiji is where it is today because of the contribution of Tourism during times when the sugar
industry was and is struggling.
Figure 3 shows the number of visitor arrivals in Fiji during year 2000 and year 2010. As it can be
seen, the visitor numbers have continuously increased showing patterns of a growing industry and the
economic benefits it would bring accordingly. The calculation below shows the percent increase of
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visitor arrivals from 2000 to 2010:
⎡ ⎛ Vpresent
− Vpast
⎢ ⎜⎜
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⎢⎜
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− 294070
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⎤ = 114.87% (Percent Growth)
⎞
⎟ X 100 ⎥
⎠
⎦

This calculation itself shows how important and fast-growing, the tourism industry has been for Fiji
over the last decade amounting to more than a 100% increase.
3.2 Factors affecting the tourism industry
Like any other industry, Tourism is also very vulnerable. Natural Disasters are one of the most common
one as tropical cyclones and hurricanes severely affect Fiji during the cyclone season from middle of
November to middle of April as most hotels and resorts are located close to the shore. The political
instability of Fiji has also been another major problem. Political turmoil’s such as coups have affected
Fiji’s reputation with major tourist contributors such as Australia and New Zealand as they put travel
bans during such times. Air Pacific had lost about 2000 passengers in the past due to lack of rooms
available for tourists in Nadi and other tourism places and this led to construction and expansion of
accommodation during peak times, because of heavy demands of Asia ‘Air Pacific’ which is Fiji’s
national airline has increased 2 or 3 routes from Hong Kong to Fiji this year.
3.3 Future of the tourism industry
Despite the future of Fiji’s Tourism looks very bright. The Reserve Bank of Fiji has set a target of
40.6% contribution of tourism to Fiji’s GDP in the next 10 years. This could be possible with several
constructions of new resorts and hotels still on the way and existing one’s, expanding in order to
accommodate all visitors during peak times. Fiji is trying to move away from traditional contributors
such as Australia and New Zealand and looking for other markets such as Asia and America’s. Recent
travel bans and tensions between Fiji and Australia together with New Zealand have led to such
decisions as Fiji is looking forward to the Fiji to stop relying on Australia and New Zealand who they
consider as big bullies. According to WTTC's (World Travel and Tourism Council) statistics and
predictions about world tourism, Kiribati and Fiji are likely to be the Pacific countries that will have the
best annual growth for tourism employment between 2005 and 2014 with 6.8% and 6.5% growth per
annum.

4 Conclusion
The graphs and discussions all show that Fiji has moved from its traditional industry of Sugar to
Tourism Industry. It also shows that the biggest problem affecting both the industries has been political
instability. Visitor arrivals declined during years of political upheavals and it could also be said that the
land problem have been because of political instability as should have been rectified in the past and not
recently. Thus, a vital message to everyone has to be that Fiji has to improve in terms of their political
instabilities as it affects each and every industry and if this trend continues, Fiji might end up having no
major industries at all.
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Abstract: Construction industry has already become the pillar sector of the national economy, its
competitiveness has the decisive significance regarding to the survival and development of construction
enterprises. On the basis of the related research, this paper proposed 15 key indicators of the
competitiveness, and by making use of the factor analysis method, three principal components had been
found, they were scale, performance, and technology of the construction enterprises. And then this paper
discussed the development status of the competitiveness to the construction enterprises in China, the
statistical dates of 31 provinces used in 2009. Finally with comparing and analyzing the competitiveness
in terms of the whole construction industry, some mestrures and suggestions had been proposed for the
future development of the construction enterprises in China.
Key words: Construction enterprise; Competitiveness; Factor analysis; Comprehensive assessment

1 Introduction
As the pillar sector of the national economy in Chian, construction has played a vital role to the
development of society and economic. In recent years, with the increase of the speed of the urbanization,
the construction of the infrastructrue has become larger than any time before. According to “China
Statistical annual 2010”, there were 70817 construction enterprises in 2009, and the number of
employed people had arrived at 3672.56million increased by 10.8% over the previous year. The total
output value of construction industry reached at 7.68trillion yuan increased by 23.8% over the previous
year, meanwhile the value added of construction was 1.56trillion yuan increased by 25.1% over the
previous year. With the fierce competitions which come from the rapid growth of construction industry,
how to improve the competitiveness of the construction enterprises has become a critical factor for the
construction enterprises management.
The construction enterprise competitiveness is the comprehensive capacity which the construction
enterprises can sufficiently and constantly provide productions or service to the market compareing to
other enterprises, and meanwhile, benefits and self development can be obtained over the proceeding
(Jinbei, 2001). According to the present literatures, the researches of domestic and foreign scholar about
construction enterprise competitiveness are followed.
To investigate the driving forces and trends that will affect engineering and construction
competition in the next decade, a research project, called the “Anatomy of Construction Competition in
the Year 2000” (Yates ET al.1992), and was sponsored by the Construction Industry Institute’s
Construction 2000 Task Force. The project examined the factors that affect competitiveness, including
corporate capabilities, financing capabilities, management and organization capabilities, work force
characteristics and technological issues. Serdar Kaleand and David Arditi discussed the effects of
competitive on two dimensions-scope and mode of competition. The variables of size, cost, quality, plan
and innovation have been considered as the impact factors of the construction enterprise
competitiveness accorading to this literature.
After the concept of construction enterprise competitiveness had introduced to China, experts had
conducted some researches on this subject in Chian. Lu Wenxue evaluated the external competitiveness
on five aspects including construction experience, financial capacity, human capacity, equipment
capacity and contractual capacity on the background of construction market. Dong Rui set up an index
system of management competence in construction enterprises based on analyzing the composed of
management competitiveness which including business capacity, market control capacity, technological
innovation ability, project management ability, resource management ability, organization managed
capacity, enterprise culture and environment coordinated ability, and applied fuzzy comprehensive
evaluating model to evaluate construction enterprise competitiveness. Ruan Lianfa set up an index
system including scale competitive ability, market competitiveness, economic efficiency competitive
ability, project management competitiveness and resources competitiveness based on the summarizing
of the existed four index systems.
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To sum up, most of the researches on construction enterprises competitiveness home and abroad
focused on the evaluation index system with the purpose of evaluating the level of competitiveness and
after that the measures or strategys would be proposed to improve the competitiveness. Based on these
researches this paper proposed 15 factors to descrip the situation of the constructiion enterprise
competitive by using the statistical dates of 31 provincese in 2009. With the result, the enterprises would
understand the external development environment correctly, and it is helpful for the future competitive
strategy making.

2 The Seletion of the Related Indicators
There are many factors influent construction competitiveness, and this paper chose 15 factors as
the indexs to evaluate the lever of the construction enterprises competitiveness. (Shown as Table1)
Variable
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8

Table 1 The Indicator System
Indicator
Variable
Indicator
Gross Output Value of Construction
Completion rate (%)
X9
(100 million yuan)
Ratio of Profit to Gross Output Value (%)
Value Added of Construction
X10
(100 million yuan)
Number of Construction Enterprises
Per Capita Profit
X11
(unit)
(10 000yuan/person)
Number of Employed Persons
Value of Machines per Laborer
X12
(10 000 persons)
(yuan/person)
Power of Machines per Laborer
Assets of Construction Enterprises (10
X13
(kw/person)
000 yuan)
Total Profits (100 million yuan)
Ration of Own completed Output Value
X14
compared with Out-sourced (%)
Ratio of Pre-tax Profits to Output Value
Per Captia Output Value (10
X15
(%)
000yuan/person)
Ratio of Pre-tax Profits to Assets (%)

Gross output value and value added of construction are referring to the fincal achievement of the
construction enterprise with the form of money during the reporting period. Number of construction
enterprise and employed person with the assets of construction enterprises will reflect the scale of the
construction industry together to some extent. Profit is a key indicator of operation effectiveness. Ratio
of pre-tax profits to output valve and assets represent the level of contribution and profit to society.
Completion rates relate to the technical and good faith of the enterprises. Value and power of machines
per labore influence the labor productivity directly. Ration of own completed output value compared
with out-sourced is the representative of contract ability. This article used these 15 representational
indicators to describe the level of construction enterprise competitiveness.

3 Data and Methodology
3.1 The method of factor analysis
This paper chose the method of factor analysis to appraise the level of construction enterprises
competitiveness in Chian. Factor analysis is a statistical method to deal with multivariate data, which
condenses a large number of original variables into a handful of factor variables with the minimum loss
of information and dispels the correlation in multi-indices and lower the number of indices. (Hao, 2007)
3.2 Factor analysis model
This paper chose 15 indicators and used the dates of the 31 provinces in 2009 to evalute the level of
construction enterprise competitiveness. The dates come from “China Statistical annual 2010”. As a lot
of date is related, it not only increases the complexity of the analysis, but also affects the accuracy of the
analysis. This paper used principal component analysis to reduce the number of index, and to integrate
the information in all variablies with less comprehensive index. Pricipal component analysis indicated
the level of related factor about the construction enterprises competitiveness development, and revealed
the disparities almong the 31 provinces. According to the result, the construction enterprises would find
the measures to improve the competitiveness.
3.3 Principal component nalysis
This paper used SPSS 17.0 to analyze 15 variables with the method of factor analysis. According to
the correlation matrix, there were not only positive or negative correlations but also strong or weak
correlations between these 15 indexs. The srtong correlations between indexs explained that information
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of indicators exist a large degree of overlap. The test of KMO and Bartlett is carried out. The value of
Sig. is 0.000, less than the significance level of 0.05 in Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity, and meanwhile the
value of KMO is 0.703. So factor analysis can be used to analyze the situation of the construction
enterprises competitiveness.
As the table 2 showing, this paper selected three of principal component F1, F2, F3, which there
total percentages accumulative can reach at 83.92%. So the three common factors may reflect the
original information of 83.92%.
Table 2
Component

Initial Eigenvalues

Total Variance Explained

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings

Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

Total

% of
Variance

Cumulative
%

1

5.591

37.271

37.271

5.591

37.271

37.271

5.584

37.228

37.228

2

3.858

25.720

62.991

3.858

25.720

62.991

3.578

23.856

61.084

3

3.139

20.925

83.917

3.139

20.925

83.917

3.425

22.833

83.917

4

.994

6.624

90.541

5

.500

3.335

93.876

6

.338

2.253

96.129

7

.291

1.938

98.068

8

.170

1.131

99.199

9

.041

.276

99.475

10

.031

.205

99.680

11

.017

.116

99.796

12

.016

.105

99.901

13

.006

.040

99.941

14

.005

.034

99.975

15

.004

.025

100.000

The representativeness of the various in the component matrix were not obvious, so it is hard for
these principal components to explan the 15 variables. This paper used the method of varimax to rotate
the variables. The ratated component matrix is shown in table3.
Table 3

Rotated Component Matrixa

Component
X1

1
.977

2
-.058

3
.060

X9

1
-.179

2
.532

3
-.409

X2

.972

-.021

-.102

X10

-.010

.968

.070

X3

.913

-.037

-.188

X11

-.012

.697

.690

X4

.949

-.056

-.230

X12

-.241

-.246

.686

X5

.862

-.041

.466

X13

-.348

-.365

.379

X6

.979

.055

.116

X14

.167

-.040

.874

X7

-.077

.969

.025

X15

-.038

-.001

.937

X8

.055

.852

-.431

F1 representing the first principal component, can be seen as a composite index including gross
output value of construction, value added of construction, number of construction enterprises, number
of employed persons, assets of construction enterprises and total profits, and reflected the scale of the
construction enterprises. F2 representing the second principal componente index including ratio of
pre-tax profits to output value, ratio of pre-tax profits to assets, completion rate and ratio of profit to
gross output value, and reflected the performance of the enterprises. F3 representing the per-capita profit,
value of machines per laborer, power of machines per laborer, ration of own completed output value
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compared with out-sourced and per captia output value, and reflected the ability of technology. At the
end this paper estabilished the evaluation index system of construction enterprises competitiveness by
using F1, F2 and F3 as the first order index and these 15 indicators as the secondary index.
3.4 Result of the analysis
Based on the evaluation index system, the component score was calculated with SPSS17.0. The
component sore coefficient matrix is shown in table4.
Table 4

Component Score Coefficient Matrix

Component
X1

1
.175

2
-.009

3
.020

X9

1
-.031

2
.138

3
-.106

X2

.174

-.003

-.027

X10

.004

.275

.049

X3

.163

-.011

-.053

X11

.005

.217

.224

X4

.169

-.017

-.066

X12

-.042

-.051

.194

X5

.156

.007

.140

X13

-.063

-.094

.100

X6

.176

.024

.040

X14

.033

.015

.257

X7

-.008

.274

.035

X15

-.003

.026

.276

X8

.013

.228

-.102

The score was used as the weight of the factor indicator. Therefore it could calculate the important
factors according to table 4. By sorting the overall score, it could find that the competitiveness of 13
regions, which their overall scores were higher than 0, were better than the other 18 regions which their
overall scores were below 0. The higher score the region hads, the stronger the competitiveness was. In
Beijing, Guangdong and Shanghai, the level of F1, F2 and F3 were almost same, it illuminates that the
development of competitiveness in these regions were balanced and reasonable. In Jiangsu, Zhejing,
Shandong, Henan of Chian the level of F1 was much higher than the other two factors F2 and F3, so
their development of competitiveness was depended upon scale of the enterprise. On the contrary, in
Tibet, Inter Mongolia and Tianjin of Chian, their levels of F2 and F3 is much higher than F1, it indicated
that their development of competitiveness are depended on the ability of performance and technology. In
Sichuan of China, its level of F1 was higher than most of other provinces, but the score of F2 and F3 are
lower than the average of China. The result was shown in table 5.
Region

F1

Beijin

0.637

Table 5
Order

5

Comprehensive Assessment
F2
Order
F3

0.366

6

3.770

Order

Overall

Order

1

1.185

1

Jiangsu

3.235

1

0.097

9

-0.314

14

1.156

2

Zhejiang

2.472

2

-0.212

19

-0.576

23

0.738

3

Tibet

-0.972

29

4.221

1

0.252

7

0.703

4

Guangdong

0.954

4

0.185

7

0.794

4

0.581

5

Shanghai

0.509

8

-0.068

15

1.728

3

0.568

6

Shandong

1.446

3

0.120

8

-0.414

17

0.472

7

Inter Mongolia

-0.487

21

1.826

2

-0.340

16

0.177

8

Tianjin

-0.624

23

-0.726

26

2.241

2

0.106

9

Hubei

0.267

10

-0.113

17

0.130

10

0.102

10

Liaoning

0.313

9

-0.001

13

-0.111

12

0.091

11

Chongqing

0.058

12

0.597

5

-0.416

18

0.069

12

Henan

0.576

6

-0.077

16

-0.664

26

0.045

13

Sichuan

0.532

7

-0.409

23

-0.697

28

-0.059

14

Heilongjiang

-0.398

17

0.899

3

-0.572

22

-0.065

15

Shaanxi

-0.155

16

-0.378

21

0.157

9

-0.112

16

Hunan

0.026

14

0.091

17

-0.665

27

-0.121

17
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Region

F1

Order

F2

Order

F3

Order

Overall

Order

Anhui

0.032

13

-0.045

14

-0.643

25

-0.146

18

Hebei

-0.052

15

-0.393

22

-0.314

15

-0.185

19

Fujian

0.072

11

-0.206

18

-0.726

29

-0.188

20

Jilin

-0.666

24

0.666

4

-0.544

19

-0.213

21

Jiangxi

-0.413

18

0.067

11

-0.793

31

-0.319

22

Yunnan

-0.436

19

-0.347

20

-0.559

20

-0.373

23

Xinjiang

-0.936

27

-0.780

28

0.572

6

-0.404

24

Shanxi

-0.459

20

-1.169

30

0.039

11

-0.441

25

Ningxia

-1.163

31

-0.744

27

0.661

5

-0.460

26

Hainan

-0.904

26

0.045

12

-0.775

30

-0.503

27

Guangxi

-0.620

22

-0.718

24

-0.561

21

-0.530

28

Qinghai

-1.134

30

-0.721

25

0.203

8

-0.548

29

Gansu

-0.967

28

-0.825

29

-0.242

13

-0.612

30

Guuizhou

-0.737

25

-1.249

31

-0.621

24

-0.714

31

4 Conclusion
This paper established an evaluation index system on the basis of the related research and the result
of statistical data analysising. This evalution index system constituted with 3 first order indexes and 15
secondary indexes. By using this evalution index system and the corresponding statistical date of 31
provinces in 2009, this paper described the status of the development of construction enterprises
competitiveness in China. Come to the result it can be foud that scale of the enterprise is not the most
importment indicator. It is not reasonable for the enterprises to improving their competitiveness only by
the way of expanding production or increasing the scale. They must focus on the measures of improving
the ability of performance and technology. Only in this way, can the construction enterprises succeed in
the competitive market.
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Abstract: The petrochemical and plastic manufacturing listed companies were took as the research
objects and the Logit model was adopted in the paper, the five years’ data before these companies’
special treatments were analyzed. Putting the cash flow index and the traditional financial index in the
same position, the research has a good effect. Moreover, the accuracy of forecasting doesn't increase as
the special treating year approaching, but it has a decreasing tendency in the previous four years.
Key Words: Manufacture; Financial early warning; Empirical analysis; Logit model

1 Introduction
Up to the end of the third quarter of 2010, there are a total of 2166 listed companies in China.
Among them, 232 listed companies have special treated. It is obviously that one over ten of the listed
companies in the position of the financial difficult in China. This undoubtedly will bring loss for the
investors, creditors, employees and other stakeholders. It also will bring tremendous obstacles for social
economy development. Therefore, the research for the financial crisis warning attracted many scholars
and they made many useful results. But most previous researches didn’t consider the characteristics of
various industries and took all listed companies for sample to analyze. Moreover, many past researches
selected the traditional finance indicators and cash flows indicators respectively.
In the former research on financial crisis, most studies selected sample companies from the overall
the listed company, and constructed finance early warning model by traditional financial indexes. These
traditional indexes which can directly respond debt paying ability, operating capacity, profitability and
development capability mainly generate according to the balance sheet and profit statement. The earliest
research about financial distress can be traced back in the early 1930s.Fitzpatric (1932) carry on a
research of 19 companies by using financial ratios respectively, and discovered that the ratio of net
profit/shareholders' equity and shareholders' equity/Liabilities have highest discriminative capability[4].
Beaver (1966) investigated the anticipation capability of 30 traditional financial ratios in the first one to
five years before Enterprise sinking into the financial distress and discovered that the accuracy of the
ratio of working capital / total liabilities respectively reach 87%, 79%, 77%, 76% and 78% five years
before the distress[3]. Altman (1968) chose five marked variables form 22 traditional Financial Indicators,
and construct multiple discriminate models[1]. Ohlson (1980) set up a conditional probability model by
traditional variables and got good results, the accuracy of anticipation reached to 96.12% [5]. With
further research, some scholars added cash flow indexes to analysis the financial distress based on the
traditional indicators and they usually selected the sample companies from industry-wide. Aziz and
Lawson (1989) put cash flow indicators into early-warning pattern and discovered that cash flow
variables could predicted most bankruptcy case two to three years before bankrupting[2].
In China, the research about financial distress began in the late 1980s. Wu Shi Nong and Huang Shi
Zhong (1986) once introduced the variables for bankrupt analysis and anticipation pattern of financial
distress[8].Chen Jing(1999) studied 27 pairs ST company with the same size and industry, chose
traditional indicators such as asset-liability ratio to discriminate analysis by unit and multivariate
variable, and obtained accuracy rate of 100% and 85% one year before the announcement of special
treatment [7].Wu Shi Nong and Lu Xian Yi(2001) took 70 pairs listed companies as objects and selected
21 traditional financial indicators to carry on univariate analysis, multivariate analysis, and logit
regression analysis respectively. Discovered that logit prediction model has lowest error rate. The false
positives of previous year before special treatment is only 6.47%.Identification of the first five years are
higher, respectively 93.53％,84.29％,76.26％,73.17％,55.56％[9].There are also some researches took
the target of other financial indicators or particular industry for empirical analysis. On the basis of the
traditional indicators ,Zhou Sou Hua and Yang Ji Hua(1996) added cash flow index of (net income depreciation) / total liabilities, expanded the sample size , modified the Z model and built F score
model[6]. Zhang Ming (2005) tried to add two cash flows indicators on the base of traditional financial
indicators, but the cash flow didn’t enter in the model[10]. By selecting financial indicators ,Zhou Yong
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Mei (2008) built model Z to pass the authentication of the stage characteristics of manufacturing
companies which were verified to have financial crisis[11]. Zhou Yun (2009) used cash flow indicators to
analyze the financial position of listed company, and found that indicators of cash flow have better
identification advantage than traditional indicators[14].
This paper put the cash flow indexes and the traditional financial indexes in the same position to
analyze the data .We expect to set an early-warning pattern matching the characters of petrochemical
and plastic manufacturing industry.

2 The Selection of the Sample Source and Research Methods.
2.1 Data source
Since each industry has the characteristics of each industry, there are not the same characteristics of
the possibility of financial crisis. There is little research of manufacturing industry such as
petrochemicals, plastics, plastic and so on, which are the most important raw materials industrial. So far,
no scholar researched these aspects of financial early warning of such enterprises. Considering that this
industry is very important for national economy, so it is very necessary to research this industry.
According to the category of SFC, petroleum, chemical, plastic manufacturing industries are selected in
this article as the research objects. Sample Companies are selected from the listed companies of the first
ST and operating more than five years. And the recent consecutive five years were not special treated.
The number of relevant data is from the National Tai-financial database. In the selective process,
exclusion the companies less than 5 years and the financial indicators data are incomplete. Finally we
get 25 special treated companies and 117 pairs listed companies with normal financial status. It is
equivalent to study the total of all sectors eligible, so it could avoid the result of the randomness of
sampling from matching.
2.2 Indicators selection
Traditional indicators measure the financial situation of enterprises from the perspective of accrual
basis. While cash flow indicator examine the actual situation of the enterprises financial from the angle
of cash basis. In the aspect of measure the business situation of enterprises, they are both indispensable,
and also complementary to each other. Therefore, the two financial indicators should combine to be
examined in the financial early warning system. In the aspect of selects of indexes, authors directly
selected from the traditional financial indicators to emerging financial indicators. Among them, Zhou
Sou Hua, Yang Ji Ping (1996) building F model is based on traditional financial indicators and added the
cash flow targets of (net profit after tax - depreciation) / average total debt. But he did not take the
indicators of cash flow as the same status of traditional indicators. With the development research of the
financial early warning, authors gradually used cash flow indexes instead of the traditional
indicators .And the traditional indicators gradually began to be ignored. This paper based on
comprehensive study of traditional indicators and cash flow indicators. We selected the financial
indicators that are suitable to predict the companies of petrochemical, plastic manufacturing companies
in financial crisis. On the basis of previous literature, we chose these financial indexes as follows:
dependent variable Y(If ST, Y=1,Otherwise Y=0), cash flows ratio(X1), rate debt security(X2),
recovery rate of all the asset cash(X4), Net cash flow from operating activities per share(X5), Net Cash
Flow Per Share(X6), Cash Ratio(X7), Asset-Liability Ratio(X8), Interest Coverage Ratio(X9), Ratio of
Debt to Equity Market(X10), Current Assets Turnover rate(X11), Fixed Asset Turnover(X12), Operating
Margin(X13), Ratio of EBIT to Assets(X15), ROE(X16), The Operating Cost Ratio(X17), Capital
Maintenance and Appreciation(X18), Total Assets Rate of Growth(X19), Growth in the Net Assets(X20),
The Growth of Operating Receipt rate(X21).
2.3 The pattern
A lot of methods in the former searches mainly include qualitative analysis and quantitative
analysis. And the quantitative analysis has the unit factor model and multiple discriminant analysis
models. Multivariate model include multiple linear function, artificial neural network, Lambda index
method, Logit model. Previous studies show that the multivariate model is superior to single-variable
model.
Logit model does not require variables to the multivariate normal distribution, and so the premise
of covariance and the forecasts are high accuracy. So the author choices Logit model as research
methods, according to Logit method, set up of the pattern is as follows:
L n [ (1 − P i ) / P i ] = β 1 X

1

+ β

2

X

2

+ ⋅⋅⋅+ β

n

X

n

+ C
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Among them, Pi Means the probability of company i enter to the finance predicament, the value of
the companies in financial distress is 1,others the value is 0.X is financial indicators in the table, The C
is a constant in the model ,also is the model intercept column.

3 The empirical analysis and result
After picking and getting rid of the company, we chose the companies like petroleum,
petrochemical and plastic industry to comprehensively analyze. As some companies still have some
missing values in different years, it causes the number of subjects still slightly different in each year.
Under the study, we put cash flow indexes into the model firstly. Then we gradually add the traditional
financial indicators into model and use backward selection method .The results in this way are much
better than other methods. Finally we get finance pattern of each year in the following Table 1, and
results of discrimination in the Table 2.
Table 1

Empirical Analysis and Result

Year
T-1

T-2
T-3

Model
L n[(1 − Pi ) / Pi ] = − 93.242 X 1 + 168.110 X 3 − 2.694 X 6 + 18.991 X 8 − 0.897 X 9
+ 5.496 X 10 + 1.634 X 11 + 0.916 X 12 + 0.230 X 20 − 25.656
L n [(1 − Pi ) / Pi ] = − 2 7 .8 6 5 X 3 + 3 .8 9 4 X 4 − 0 .5 3 5 X 9 + 3 8 8 .0 3 4 X 1 4
− 3 5 5 .6 9 4 X 1 5 − 5 .2 8 8 X 1 8 + 6 .0 5 2 X 1 9 − 0 .3 7 5 X 2 0 + 2 .8 0 9
L n [(1 − Pi ) / Pi ] = − 2 .9 2 4 X 5 + 2 .9 4 2 X 1 0 + 1 8 .9 2 0 X 1 3 − 1 0 1 .9 5 8 X 1 4
+ 2 6 .0 8 4 X 1 6 + 3 .1 3 5 X 1 8 − 8 .2 5 0 X 1 9 − 2 .3 0 7

L n[(1 − Pi ) / Pi ] = − 5.024 X 1 + 4.407 X 7 + 15.274 X 8 − 2.366 X 10 − 0.801 X 12

T-4

− 47.824 X 13 + 220.745 X 14 − 215.373 X 15 + 11.205 X 16 + 8.001 X 19 − 6.007

T-5

− 5 .2 7 8 X 1 0 − 2 .0 3 5 X 1 2 + 1 4 .0 5 9 X 1 3 + 2 2 .9 4 5 X 1 7 − 4 .7 7 1 X 1 8 + 3 .0 8 9 X 2 1 − 1 6 .5 5 6

L n [(1 − Pi ) / Pi ] = − 4 7 .2 3 9 X 2 + 7 7 .9 9 5 X 3 + 6 .0 9 4 X 7 + 1 5 .8 0 8 X 8 − 0 .2 5 1 X 9

Table 2

Original value

T-1
T-2
T-3

T-4

T-5

No ST
ST
Overall percentage
No ST
ST
Overall percentage
No ST
ST
Overall percentage
No ST
ST
Overall percentage
No ST
ST
Overall percentage

Original Value and Prediction
Predictions
Whether ST
No ST
ST
101
0
1
21

101
10

5
15

107
11

4
14

108
12

3
13

106
6

3
17

Percentage Correct
100
95.5
99.2
95.3
60
88.5
96.4
56.0
89.0
97.3
52.0
89.0
97.2
73.9
93.2

4 Conclusions
From table1, we can see that the anticipation accuracy of the pattern is different. This shows that
the financial crisis in the first five years, ever year has its own application model. We can also see the
accuracy of high pattern come to a 99.2%; the lowest accuracy also reaches to 88.5% and explains the
total effect of pattern is very good. From table 3-1, we can also find that X3 (all the assets of the cash
recovery rate), X8 (asset-liability ratio), X9 (interest coverage), X10 (debt and equity market ratio), X12
(fixed asset turnover), X13 (operating margin), X14 (EBIT to assets ratio), X19 (total asset turnover) all
appeared three times, indicating that these indicators have more discrimination capability than other
indicators.
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We can see from the table 2, the year before of finance crisis, discrimination effect reaches 99.2%.
This can be explained in financial difficulties based on the previous financial situation. Can also explain
that, the indicators and methods we chose are highly desirable, error rate is only 0.08%.
Moreover we can discover, for the fifth year, the discrimination effect up to 93.2% ,while the
forecast results of fifth year ,the fourth year, the third year and the second year is a decreasing trend,
Which just opposite to other literature. I guess this reason may be these companies have been aware of
the condition of some distress and take actions in the fifth year of the financial trouble. Such as business
efforts, and even modified baking in the financial statements, these are worthy of further study.
Because of the history of the establishment of listed companies of China is short, this paper
selected only five years of data to periodically analyze. So it is less comprehensive in terms of periodic
characteristics. In addition, in the aspect of the last four years, the conclusion effects is not increasing
but decreasing. It is contrary to other literature. This paper just analyzed the reasons from the qualitative
aspects, but did not have systematic study. This paper also only considered the financial indicators and it
didn’t take non-financial indicators into account, such as macroeconomic indicators, market share index,
the indicators of corporate governance etc.
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Research on Evaluation Index System for Automobile Enterprise
Brand Value
Chen Zhaohui, Li Jing
School of Management, Guangxi University of Technology, Liuzhou, P.R. China, 545006
(E-mail: chance168@163.com, sarajing333@126.com)
Abstract：This article unifies the brand value theory and analytic hierarchy process to set up an
evaluation index system for automobile enterprise brand value through market value, consumer value,
environmental value, brand quality and technology innovation value. The empirical analysis shows that
brand quality and technology innovation value indicators reside in the first place among the evaluation
system, and technology innovation is always an important condition of the long-term development of
the enterprise. Second, automobile enterprise should have a higher consumer value, possess extensive
consumer market. At the same time, brand environmental value and problem-solving ability should be
analyzed.
Key words：Automobile enterprise; Brand value; AHP; Evaluation index system

1 Introduction
In the trend of economic globalization, the consumer market has entered the brand era, the
enterprise competition make brand occupies more and more important role. According to McKinsey
report, in Fortune, the former 250 big companies have nearly 50% of the market value from brand of
intangible assets and function.
In relation to the influence factors of the brand value, western scholars have different point, which
can be concluded to enterprise assets value theory, the brand value theory under the consumer’s angle of
vision and the brand value theory under stakeholder’s view. In the case of the enterprise assets value
theory, Biel (1992), Crimminis (1992), Shocker and Weitz (1993), Baldinger and Rubinson (1996),
Upshaw (2001), Aaker (2005) and other scholars believe that brand value comes from the value of the
assets or financial value. It is a kind of exceeding production, commodity and all of tangible asset value,
which will bring the non-brand premium profit form product sales to enterprise and directly affect the
enterprise currency value. The theoretical viewpoint that the brand value comes from the profit, the first
one comes from enterprise financial assets to manifest the brand value or brand assets; the second one
comes from enterprise (or shareholders) value.
From the brand value theory under the consumer’s angle of vision, Keller (1998), Richard (2004),
Hongbumm and WooGon (2005), Berthon (1999), Kotler (1999), Perry (2002), Achenbaum (1993),
Arnold (1992), Gronroos (2000) think that brand value comes from the relationship between the brand
and the consumer, mainly be related to consumer’s knowledge on brand awareness, brand image and
brand loyalty, brand perception quality, etc. The brand value theory under the consumer’s angle of vision
is determined by the consumer, and consumers’ emotion decided a brand’s fate.
From the brand value theory under stakeholder’s view, Winkler (2000), Duncan (2000), Schultz
(2004), Hutton (2005), Foley (2006), Jones (2005), Heskett (2003) and other scholars insist that brand
value not only comes from the enterprise and the consumer, and with the development of a service
economy, trade and information networks，the brand value but also comes from the relationship between
brand and other stakeholder. Brand value is the stakeholder brand value of the multi-angle system, the
relationship between the stakeholders reflects the essence of the brand, and completely reflects the
source of the brand value.
In domestic literature, scholars have different views on the source and compose of the brand value.
Zhang Shu Lin (2000) think that the essence of the brand value is brand power, brand value sources is
formed with enterprise source and consumer source. Fan Xiu Cheng (2000) points out that brand brings
future income to the enterprise, which depends on the consumer’s future purchase intention and
behavior, and this purchase intention and behavior which depends on the brand psychological impact on
consumers. Ming Yang (2002) thinks that brand value is based on the correct brand positioning to obtain
the consumers’ favor to gain more market profits assets. Wang Xin Xin (2004) think that brands include
not only the exchange relations but also objects and other social relations, such as enterprise and
consumer motional relationship. According to “differential rent” theory and commodity duality analysis
of the source of the brand value Wang Cheng Rong, Zou Shan Gang (2005) think that the brand value
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depends on the special labor input and Market acceptance of the fit. Ches Jun Wu, Wan Di Fang (2006)
points out the source of brand values are of two types: emphasize cognitive domain and stressed that
the cognitive domain and behavior. Wang Miao Ying (2007) summarizes the three main sources of brand
value: customers, employees and stakeholders. Wang Xing Yuan (2007) pointed out that with the
increasingly diversification of the brand connotation, formed a complex system as the center of the
brand, mainly includes enterprise supplier, traders, consumers, competitors, media, government,
etc.Zhang Yan (2008) pointed out, in the sources of brand value analysis, stakeholder is a compatible
system but not a negation of the enterprise and the consumer, it represents the inevitable trend of brand
theory development and of brand practice.

2 Construct the Automobile Enterprise Brand Value Evaluation System
2.1 Index selection of automobile enterprise brand value evaluation
In numerous factors, according to the relevant investigation and analysis, we have chosen four
factors—Brand market value, Brand consumer value, Brand environmental value, Brand quality and
technology innovation value, they constitute the first-level indexes of automobile enterprise brand value
Evaluation System. Based on the first-level indexes analysis, we have chosen eighteen factors into the
second-level indexes; thereby construct the model of Evaluation System index for Automobile enterprise
brand value (Table 1). The model is arranged in a hierarchical three: the first is objective layer (A), the
second is the criteria layer (B), the third is alternatives layer (C).
2.2 Data and methodology
Determine the weight of evaluation factors, the very important next step, after we have constructed
the Evaluation system. In order to ensure the weight more scientific and accurately, we will using the
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP).
2.1.1 Constructing pairwise comparisons
From the hierarchical structure model layer 2, belong to (or influence on a layer of each factors),
the same layer opposite factors with comparative tectonic judgment matrix. As for the evaluation criteria
with A, n elements of the judgment matrix. Will the elements of each zone by Delphi method to
construct the every judgment matrix. The judgment matrix is shown in Table 2..
Table 1

Evaluation System Index for Automobile Enterprise Brand Value

Using pairwise comparisons and a 9-point system ranging from 1 (the two choice options are
equally preferred) to 9 (one choice option is extremely preferred over the other) from the criteria layer
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and alternatives layer. The 9-point scale used in the AHP studies (Table 3).
Table 2

Table 3

Judgment Matrix

The Saaty Rating Scale

2.2.2 Calculating the priorities and consistency
We calculate the maximum characteristics root and eigenvector then check their consistency. If the
test pass, the eigenvector (normalized) is weight vector; otherwise we need to reconstruct the matrix of
pairwise comparison.
Calculating the priorities. The basic premise of the Analytic Hierarchy Process is that measurement
evolves out of pairwise comparison. Let us from the matrix of pairwise comparison of weights. The
n
n
formula is calculated the eigenvector (W ) of vector (Wi ) :
Let us use W = W
1/ n
W i = ( ∏ a ij )

( i = 1, 2 ,..... n ).

j =1

to make the vector (W1 , W2 ,.....Wn ) normalization. Then use

W

0
i

=

Wi
WA

A

∑
i=1

i

to obtain the weights Wi 0 .We

can now show that be can use Aw = λmaxWi to obtain an estimate of the Eigen value of maximum λmax .
Calculating the consistency. The CI value is calculated by using the formula:
C . I = ( λ max − N ) /( N − 1 ) .If the C.I is smaller, the consistency is better. The CI is equal to 0
the judgments are trustworthy. Next the consistency ratio CR is obtained by dividing the CI value by the
Random Consistency index (R.I) as given in table 4.
Table 4

R.I Values for Different Values of N

2.2.3 Calculating the aggregation and consistency
The last step is to synthesize the local priorities across all criteria in order to determine the global
priority. If pass, we can make a decision according to the aggregation of weight vector; otherwise we
m
i
need to reconstruct the model. The formula is C =
(j = 1, 2, n).

∑B C
i =1

i

j

3 A Numerical Example
We determined this judgment matrix through the comparison of the comprehensive survey and
expert consultation. The analysis of first-class, second-class and comprehensive index as given in table
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5-10.
Table 5

Overall Relative Priority Weights and C.R of Four Criteria

Table 6

Relative Priority Weights and C.R of Criterion B1

Table 7

Relative Priority Weights and C.R of Criterion B2

Table 8

Relative Priority Weights and C.R of Criterion B3

Table 9

Relative Priority Weights and C.R of Criterion B4

The CI and CR value is less than 0.1, so the judgments are trustworthy, and the weights value is
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acceptable. The weight value of brand market value is 0.2849. The brand consumer value is 0.2452. The
brand environmental value is 0.1218. The brand quality and technology innovation value is 0.3480.
Table 10

Composite Priorities of Criteria and Sub-criteria

So the consistency index:
CR = ∑ W iCI/ ∑ W i RI （ i = 1, 2 , 3 , 4）
0 . 2849 × 0 . 0133 + 0 . 2452 × 0 . 0112 + 0 . 1218 × 0 . 0201 + 0 . 3480 × 0 . 0218
=
0 . 2849 × 1 . 12 + 0 . 2452 × 1 . 26 + 0 . 1218 × 0 . 52 + 0 . 3480 × 0 . 89
= 0 . 0163 < 0 . 1

As the comprehensive consistency established, the index system is reasonable.

4 Conclusion
Through the analysis of the four indexes, we can get a conclusion that: First, in the evaluation
index system, the brand quality and technical innovation value index in index weights in first place.
Among them, the weight value of brand quality decision is 0.3603.Thus; auto enterprise should put
brand quality and technological innovation as the key to promote the brand value. Second, the weight
value of brand market value is 0.2849, and brand consumer value is 0.2452.It indicates that an enterprise
wants to achieve long-term economic benefit, not only depends on the market, the key depends on the
approbation of the consumer.Third, automobile enterprise need to analyze the environmental value to
cope with the brand from supply and demand market, political, legal and brand market competitiveness
of environmental change. In fact, the brand value enhancement, also to enhance based on the
differentiation to competitive advantage; if supplemented by technology innovation strategy, It will
make the difference competitions effect more ideal. Therefore, China automobile enterprises are
determined to implement differentiation competition strategy.
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An Empirical Study on the Most Effective Medium for Goods and
Services Tax (GST) in Sierra Leone
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Abstract: In Sierra Leone, prior to the introduction of GST in 2010, the National Revenue Authority
(NRA) had launched a publicity campaign in other to appraise and educate the traders and the general
public on the implementation of Goods and Services Tax (GST). The research was conducted with the
goal of identifying the most effective medium for GST education campaign. The research tools included
structured questionnaires with closed and open ended questions. The data was analyzed with Excel and
SPSS 14.0 packages. The findings showed the average of 32.2% of stakeholders chose radio as the most
effective means of information dissemination on GST to traders and the general public.
Key Words: Media; Publicity; Effectiveness; Goods and services tax; Sierra Leone

1 Introduction
The Government relied heavily on various types of taxes and tariff exemptions to promote
socio-economic development. The tax structure includes various types of taxes levied during a specific
period of time. The present Sierra Leone tax structure consists of direct and indirect taxes [1]. The
National Revenue Authority, which has four revenue agencies namely, the Goods and services Tax (GST)
Income Tax Department (ITD), Customs & Excise Department (CED), the Gold and Diamond
Department (GDD) and the Non-Tax Revenue Department (NTRD), which are charged with the
responsibility of collecting both direct and indirect taxes and non tax revenues in Sierra Leone. The
responsibilities of collection and administration of direct taxes and indirect taxes are vested in the
Income Tax, and Customs and Excise Departments respectively. Local taxes are administered and
collected by local government [2].
As an important step in the modernization of its tax system, Sierra Leone introduced GST in 2010. GST
is designed to simplify the tax system. The GST is not levied on such items as rice, piped water, fuel,
books, educational and medical services and selected pharmaceutical supplies etc [3].

2 Data and Methodology
Data was collected through Primary and secondary data. The research tools included structured
questionnaires with closed and open ended questions administered by hand delivering by enumerators.
The questionnaire was pretested before distribution. The data was analyzed using Excel and SPSS 14.0
are packages.

3 Result and Discussions
3.1 Aggregate of respondents most effective medium of information dissemination of GST to
traders and general public
Table 1 Most Effectiveness Media for Information Dissemination about GST
Sources of information

Valid

news papers
Television
radio
post bill
hand bill
others
Total
Source: Survey data

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

16
57
112
10
23
1
219

7.31
26.03
51.14
4.57
10.50
0.46
100.0

7.31
26.03
51.14
4.57
10.50
0.46
100.0

7.3
33.3
84.5
89.0
99.5
100.0

Looking at the key issue on the effectiveness of the publicity campaign on GST implementation
in S/L, Figure 1 revealed that radio is the most effective medium of information dissemination 51.14%;
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followed by television 26.03%, hand bill 10.50%, newspapers 7.31%, post bill 4.57%, and others 0.46%.

Figure 1 Media on GST Publicity Campaign

Sources: Survey data, 2011

3.2 Comparative result of respondents most Effective medium on information dissemination of
GST to traders and general public
Table 2

Most Effective Medium on the Publicity Campaign on GST

Traders/business

Public workers

Industrial

Others

News papers

6%

18%

18%

2%

Radio

38%

30%

28%

33%

Television

18%

20%

20%

25%

Post bill

13%

19%

12%

20%

Sources
Information

of

Hand bills
Others
Source: Survey data

9%

3%

9%

4%

16%

10%

13%

16%

A comparative analysis of (Figure 2.) on individual stakeholders’ perceptions of the various media
that was most effective on GST information dissemination. The stakeholders (traders) rated the various
media as follows: radio, television, and others (outreach visit by GST officers, community education etc)
38%, 18%, and 16% respectively. Whilst the public workers said radio 30%, television 20%, and news
papers 18% in that order, whereas the industrialist also said radio 28%, television 18%, and others
(house wives, students, public drivers etc.) said radio 33%, television 25%, and post bills 20%.
40%

38%
33%

35%
30%

28%

30%

25%

N EW S P A P ER S

25%
20%
18%

20%

18%

19%

13%

15%
10%

16%

9%

20%
18%

16%

H A N D B IL L S

9%

O TH ER S

6%
4%

3%

5%

T E L E V IS IO N
P O S T B IL L

12% 13%
10%

R A D IO

20%

2%

0%
TR A D ER S/
B U S IN E S S S

Figure 2
1

P U B L IC
W O R K ER S

IN D U S T R IL IS T

O TH ER S

Most Effective Media on the GST Publicity Campaign on GST7

Figure 2 shown above, each bars represents the medium of stakeholders i.e. (Traders, Public Workers,
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Source: Survey data, 2011

3.3 Discussions
From the discussion on the findings among the stakeholders, it was revealed that radio was the
most effective means of information dissemination on GST to traders and general public. The other
medium that followed it was television. The predominance of radio as the most effective source of
information dissemination of GST was established among all the groups of respondents, this had shown
that traders and general public understand and have access to radio, through which radio programmes
and advertisement were spread all over the country. Radio has its own merits as most of the
respondents decided it was the most effective medium more than the other media like television, news
papers etc: it has mass usage, high geographic and demographic selectivity and low cost and handing.
Because of its cheap cost, local languages could be used to make both literate and illiterate to understand
the basic term of GST (input and out taxes). It is more effective, and radio jingle will be repeated at
every moment.
The fact that others like outreach visit by the GST officers, news papers brochures etc that have been
mention by respondents in the questionnaires as others, could also have helped the traders and general
public in acquiring knowledge of GST. It can be inferred from above that the two Media (radio and
television) are the major tools that are aiding the traders/businesses and the general populace to
understand the GST. Also, outreach visit has helped in the information dissemination through visits by
GST officers, brochures etc.

4 Conclusion
Evaluation of the publicity effectiveness which is importance in the process of publicity that will
determine whether the people understand the message the institution wants to pass to the general public,
firms are making the evaluation of publicity effectiveness a much more important task. Among the
stakeholders, it was revealed that radio was the most effective means of information dissemination on
GST to traders and the general public. The findings show on the aggregate and comparative results,
51.14%, and average of 32.2% of the stakeholders respectively, who chose radio as the most effective
means of information dissemination on GST to traders and the general public.
The predominance of radio as the most effective source of information dissemination of GST was
established among all the groups of respondents, this had shown that traders and general public
understand and have access to radio, and its more understandable to the general public, through which
radio programmes and advertisement were spread all over the country.
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Research on Retailers’ Marketing Tactics Integration Based on
Customer Value Strategy
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Abstract: This paper starts with marketing tactics evolution from 4PS to 4CS, and points out that the
customer value creation is the process of marketing tactics integration and management. Then, it studies
the retailers marketing tactics integration and management based on customer value, which include
managing the process of identifying customer value, supplying customer value, and communicating
customer value. Finally, it puts forward Creating sustainable competitive advantage through STV
triangle, and Building up sustainable competitive advantage for retailers.
Keywords: Customer value; Customer value strategy; Retailers; Competitive advantage

1 Introduction
Since 1990’s, customer value has been concerned intensively by western marketing scholars and
enterprisers, which has been regarded as the new source of competitive advantage[1]. Company
capability of providing excellent customer value has been looked on as one of the most successful
strategy in 1990’s. Customer value is not only related with tactic, but also a strategy problem[2]. In <<
Getting Back to Strategy>>, Kenichi Ohmae has emphasized that the essence of strategy is to create
value for customers, but not to conquer rivals in product market. Emphasizing on customer value could
avoid zero game play, and the strategy based on customer value is none-zero game play. In the 21
century, furious market competition urges every company to try to seek new method of obtaining
competitive advantage. The academic research indicates that customer value has important influence on
consumer behavior and customer loyalty[3]. Customer value is the new source of competitive advantage.
Mike.Poter has said: “The competitive advantage comes from the value which a company can create for
its customers”. Those idea imply that the competition between companies is a war fighting for
customers, and the customers want to buy products from those company that can provide satisfactory
customer value[4].
Modern company obtains competitive advantage by aid of customer value strategy. The customer
value strategy is a decision made by company about which customer value would be accepted by target
market, and how to create, transfer, and communicate customer value in order to win customer
satisfaction and loyalty. The company tries to identify, supply and communicate customer value. In this
way, the company can make profit, get improvement, and obtain competitive advantage. The
competitive advantage can be mainly indicated as customer satisfaction and loyalty, higher market share
and great profitability. Depending on existing competitive advantage, company invests further to
maintain its competitive advantage and promote its resource advantage. The resource advantage can be
mainly indicated as excellent technique and brand, outstanding physical resource and controlling. By aid
of strong resource level, company resource advantage can facilitate company to carry out customer
value delivery strategy. It is a perfect circling, shown as figure1.
Customer value delivery strategy:
Identify customer value
Supply customer value
Communic ate custo mer value
Strong resource level

Company profits

Promote resource advantage:
Excellent technique and brand
Outstanding physical resource
Outstanding controlling
Figure 1

Invest to maintain advantage

Acquire competitive advantage:
Customer satisfaction and loyalty
Higher market share
Strong profitability

Correlation of Customer Value and Company Competitive Advantage
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2 Integrating Marketing Tactics Based on Customer Value
American professor Jerome McCarthy put forward the concept of marketing mix (4PS), which was
spread widely in Western marketing academic field[5]. The marketing mix is the combination of product
tactic, pricing tactic, placing tactic, and promotion tactic. Company integrates all those tactics aiming to
its target market, and makes effort to achieve its profitability goal. The marketing advantage of a
company more greatly depends on the integrated marketing tactics, instead of any single tactic. Thus,
the competitive position and marketing features of a company can be implied by its marketing mix.
2.1Customer value is the key of marketing tactics
In 1990, Professor Robert F. Lauterborn put forward the concept of 4CS corresponding to 4PS[6].
4CS consists of consumer needs and wants, consumer cost that they willing to pay, buying convenience,
effectiveness of communication. 4CS aroused big reaction in marketing and business field, which made
company paying more attention to customer value and customer satisfaction instead of its profitability
goals.
Centered on customer value, 4CS is the new thinking of traditional marketing mix (4PS). In the
4CS, every marketing tactic is used to deliver value and interest to customers. 4CS concept holds that
the company should put products aside, and research consumer needs and wants first. The company
should sell the products those consumers are willing to buy. The company should forget pricing tactic,
but should realize the cost that consumers need to afford to satisfy their needs and wants. The company
should forget promotion, and replace it by communication. The 4CS concept emphasizes on customer
satisfaction maximizing, customer cost minimizing, convenient purchasing, as well as effective
communication. It means that the company should satisfy customer needs economically and
conveniently, and keep effective communication with customers in the meanwhile.
2.2 Integrating marketing tactics to create customer value
In current marketing environment, companies are confronted with intensive competition, which are
epitomized as supply exceeding demand, consumer individuation, media splitting, information
explosion, critical customers, and lower loyalty. The modern company’s marketing process consists of
selecting customer value, creating customer value and communicating customer value. It is the process
of marketing tactics integration based on customer value.
At first, company selects customer value through STP process, which process includes market
segmentation, selecting target market and market positioning. Then, company creates customer value. In
this period, company should focus on customer value to develop products or service, to erect goal price
system, and to select distribution channel, which all comprise the main content of marketing tactics. At
last, the company should communicate customer value. In this period, company organizes sales force to
do personnel selling, to release advertisement, and to undertake sales promotion. Thus, the company can
early acquire all information related with products, and in turn to incur customers buying motivation.

3 Integrating and Managing Retailer Marketing Tactics Based on Customer Value
Strategy
Retail industry is the main distribution channel of fast moving consumption goods (FMCG). It is
the frontier industry to pull ordinary commodity manufacture, distribution, as well as related service
industry growing up. It plays an important role in our Chinese national economy. David E Bell has
pointed out that retailing marketing needs to resolve how to satisfy consumer varying demand of
products and service, and in the meanwhile, how to realize retail company profitability[7]. He said that
company value realization depends on customer value satisfaction. Retailing marketing activities are
surrounding with customer demand, which means that retail companies should put customer interest on
the first position, and think about customer demand and motivation, and also manage operation activities
to realize customer value maximizing.
3.1Integrating marketing tactics of the retail company
When the retail company organizes its marketing activities, it should recognize the total customer
value delivered by each marketing touch point. The total customer value is the gap of customer
perceived benefit and customer perceived cost. The total customer value is a combination of each value
creation activity, which needs company to integrate all marketing activities and to deliver value in every
touch points, such as target position, shop location, products assortment, pricing, promotion,
environment and atmosphere, shop display and exhibition, as well as customer service. The customer
value delivering process depends on not only how well each department performs, but also relies on
how effectively each department coordinates.
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3.2Marketing process management of the retail company
(1) Managing the process of identifying customer value
Identifying customer value means that the retail company should make sure to supply value to
which customers, in which location, and by what ways. Those all comprise the strategic management of
retail companies, namely selecting target market, market positioning, and location. The STP strategy is
very important to retail companies, because it is the base on which the retail company makes marketing
tactics considering customer features and value position.
At first, the retail company should recognize target market, and determine customer value and
product position. If consumers are price sensitive, the retail company should sell medium-price products.
If consumers are high salary group and they pursue high quality and fashionable consumption, the retail
company should sell fashionable, exquisite up-grade products. If the target market position is not clear,
and consumers can not perceive customer value position and product position very clearly, consumers
will not have longer reliance and preference of the retail company. The retail company still has to select
suitable running method and shop location, so as to save consumer cost in transportation and purchasing,
thus to increase customer value.
(2) Managing the process of supplying customer value
Customer value supplying includes products assortment, pricing and customer service, which are
based on customer recognizing and to reconstruct product tactic, pricing tactic, as well as promotion
tactic. This process is preoccupied to supply value to customers.
When the retail company designs product assortment, the company should make certain its product
line concerning about customer features and value position, and then to make certain the product
assortment and specific products. For example, there is an appliance shopping mall, which target
consumers are medium and up-grade income families. Its commodity assortment includes color TV set,
refrigerator, water heater, air-condition, washing-machine, and so on. And there are different products in
color TV set, such as LG, SAMSUNG, SIEMENS, HAIER, TCL and so on. And in the same brand, there
are many different sizes, style, prices. So, the retail company should pay attention to customer demand
of brand preference and products varieties.
When the retail company sets price, it should concern about demand, cost and competition. The
retail company should not only consider customer perceived value, and the impact of customer changing
demand on profit structure, but also concern about company cost and profitability goals, as well as
intensive competition of main competitors. The retail company could use prestige pricing, mantissa
pricing, canvass pricing, special offer, binding pricing, demand pricing, season pricing, and so on, in
order to increase customer value and enhance customer consumption.
When the retail company supplies customer service, it should develop differentiated service items
to increase customer value. For example, the retail company offer green approach and VIP coffee bar
serving high income group whose year expenditure exceeds 40,000 RMB. In the meanwhile, the retail
company should concern about improving service quality, enhancing service value. Service has two
important characters, which are intangibility and inconsistency. Customers can not see and touch service,
but they can evaluate service value through perceiving service quality. If customer perceived value
exceed their expectation, they will be satisfied. If customer perceived value fall short of customer
expectation, they will be dissatisfied. The service inconsistency means there are great quality difference
if different person offer service. So the retail company should strengthen personnel cultivating and
management, making effort to standardize service, in order to attract customer and increase customer
value.
(3)Managing the process of communicating customer value
The retail company has millions of products, and it should know how to exhibit products, how to
demonstrate products to customer effectively, how to search products customer need, which all need
excellent display skill of products. Retailers should pay attention to the best-selling products and
customer favorable brands. The high profits products should be put on good display location, so that it
will be convenient for consumers to obtain and increasing company profits, such as the position on the
shelves in line with eyesight, customer concentrating location, the center of shelves, as well as beside
the cash register. The retail company should use color, figure, words on the new POP to attract customer
attention and to stimulate purchasing. And the pop in display should be in position near sell products,
and according with the product image, and not affect the whole shop atmosphere.
Shopping environment is also very important for the retail enterprises to improve customer value.
Good environment atmosphere can bring pleasure purchasing experience, and wonderful enjoyment.
The retail company can use interior decoration, exhibit design, lighting effects, music, painting posters,
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photos and hang, color, smell as to create a comfortable shopping environment, especially in different
holidays and activities. For example, the retail company uses Christmas tree, painting, posters, and
music to create a festive atmosphere, in order to tie in retailer’s promotion activities.
The retail company takes two-way communication with customers. Promotion and advertising are
main methods to bring favor and reliance of the company, thus to increase customer value. The retail
company should recognize customer value, and choose different promotion methods, such as reducing
price, discount, coupon, giving samples, thus customer will perceive retailer’s sincerity and its desire of
increasing customer value. Anymore, the retail company could use TV advertisement, newspaper,
outdoors advertisement, broadcasting, shopping guide book, magazine, direct mail and so on to
introduce retailer’s activities and product information, so that customer could acquire retailer’s
information promptly and reduce searching cost.

4 Building up Sustainable Competitive Advantage Based on Customer Value
Strategy
Sustainable marketing is a new concept put forward by Philip. Kotler in his book<< Rethinking
Marketing: Sustainable Marketing Enterprise in Asia>>[8]. Sustainable marketing is a strategic
conception. Its aim is to make three main stakeholders----consumer, employees and stockholders to get
sustainable satisfaction. In 2004, Philip.Kotler put forward company sustainable marketing system in his
latest composing << Kotler’s New Thought: Sustainable Marketing Model>>[9], and made further
interpretation of “the sustainable marketing”.
4.1 Creating sustainable competitive advantage through STV triangle
Company must have “action system” to get competitive advantage and sustainable development. In
this system, all the activities cooperate together to realize the aim of creating practical economic value
for the consumer. The company action system should comprise three kinds of activities which are
correlative with strategy, tactics and value. The strategic activities aim to establish focus. The tactical
activities aim to establish capability. The value activities aim to establish privilege. The company should
rely on the STV triangle to establish competitive advantage. Shown as figure2, the competitive action
system is actualized.
tactic
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Figure 2 The Actualization of Competitive Action System

The market position, differentiation, and brand have particular correlation. They identify, offer, and
communicate customer value for the company. In the meanwhile, they strengthen and reinforce each
other to set foundation of competitive advantage. The market position is one kind of promise, which is
the process of identifying customer value. The promise must be supported by differentiated tactics. The
marketing mix and selling tactics are integrated to offer customer value and cultivate brand image. The
brand cultivation activities could maintain differentiated brand image. The brand image could deliver
and communicate customer value, so that it can establish persistent brand identification and sensation
loyalty. This process could reinforce the market position, and make it clear of customer value
identification.
4.2 Building up sustainable competitive advantage of the retail company
The retail company should build up customer value orientation, and strengthen marketing process
management, aiming to acquire long-term competitive advantage.
(1) A clear and distinct customer value position
A clear and distinct customer value position is very important for the retail corporation's long-term
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development. So long as it recognizes the target market’s demand and value expectation, the retail
corporation can choose the appropriate operation method, location, and provide appropriate product
portfolio, price, and service. In the meanwhile , it could assembly customer preferred purchasing
atmosphere and promotion approaches to satisfy customer needs and wants. Compared with competitors,
a clear and distinct customer value position can help retailers winning long-term competitive advantage.
(2)Building up brand advantage
Compared with other competitors, the retail company which is customer value orientation will be
more likely to gain brand advantage. A retailer who has brand advantage great is the symbol of high
quality, considerate service, and reasonable price, and gaining customers reliance and favor. The retailer
who has brand advantage has higher market share and the ability to bargain with suppliers. They return
the cost reduction part to the consumers through scale of economy, thus to have price advantage better
than the competitors. In the meanwhile, the retailers will increase customer value and acquire a larger
market share, achieving a good cycle of marketing.
(3) Establishing customer loyalty
Customer loyalty and customer value creation is closely related. By means of integrating marketing
process to create customer value, the retail company can get customer loyalty. Customer loyalty offers
tremendous value of customers to the company. Customer loyalty is less sensitive to price, which will
develop customer satisfaction and increase consumption. If the retailers offer service to loyal customers,
they will greatly reduce the publicity and promotional cost, as well as the cost of searching for new
customers, and also enhance the efficiency of creating customer value. As for retailers, if they want to
establish customer loyalty, they need to offer superior products and services consistently. Creating value
for customers is a long term job, but it means to win customer loyalty, and to win competitive
advantages of strategic assets. Once the retailer wins customer loyalty, it can remain competitive
advantage for a long time.

5 Conclusion
Since 1990’s, the customer value has become the most concerned field of management academy
and social companies. Obtaining company profit and development by customer value creation has been
regarded as the new resource of competitive advantage. Modern company could set up competitive
advantage by means of customer value creation strategy and STV triangle actions system. This paper
starts with marketing tactics evolution, and holds that the customer value creation is the process of
marketing tactics integration and management. Furthermore, it analyzes the retailers marketing tactics
integration based on customer value, and emphasizes on managing the process of identifying customer
value, supplying customer value, and communicating customer value. At last, it probes creating
sustainable competitive advantage through STV triangle, and building up sustainable competitive
advantage for retailers. So, this paper has certain significance for modern retail company to establish
and maintain its competitive advantage.
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Is the Small-sized Rural Household More Efficient?
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Abstract: Study on the Inverse Relationship between farm’s efficiency and farm size is always a hot
topic in the agricultural economics, but the farm’s efficiency is measured by land productivity usually.
So the Inverse Relationship (IR) measures the relationship between land productivity and farm’s scale
actually. Using the farm-level micro panel data from Hubei province in China in 1999-2003, the paper,
from the multi-perspectives of farm’s land productivity, labor productivity, profit rate of cost, total factor
productivity and technical efficiency, discusses the relationship between farm’s efficiency and farm size,
and analyzes the effects of rural household endowments on the farm’s efficiency. The empirical
conclusions are as follows: An overall look in a broader vision should be given to the hypothesis of the
Inverse Relationship. Whether the small-sized farm, compared to large-sized one, enjoys the efficiency’s
comparative advantages depends on the top-priority policy goals.
Key words: Farm; Farm size; Efficiency; Inverse relationship

1 Introduction
Since Sen (1962) found that there is Inverse Relationship (IR) between the rural household scale
and its efficiency in Indian agriculture, the traditional view that the obvious scale of economy existed
because of the indivisibility of some agricultural resources has been vigorously challenged, and
moreover, the existence of IR between the rural household scale and its efficiency and how to explain it
reasonably have drawn many researchers’ attention.However, the studies about the IR and the
controversy about how to explain it are still on and no agreement has been reached for a long time. In
the first place, some researchers doubt the existence of IR between the rural household scale and its
efficiency. For instance, Nehring et al. (1989), Bravo-Ureta and Rieger (1990), and Kumbhakar (1993)
demonstrated that the relationship between the two is positive. While Carter and Wiebe (1990),
Benjamin (1995) and Lamb (2003) hold that the relationship between the scale and efficiency is
probably non-linear. And Bagi (1982), Bagi and Huang (1983), Bravo-Ureta (1986), Moussa and Jones
(1991) show that the two, cannot establish notable connect statistically. The existing literatures about the
Inverse Relationship mainly provide these explanations: (1) the factor market is not complete, which
includes the differences of land, labor force and capital market between large-scale farmers and
small-scale farmers, especially the role of labor market; (2) the differences in the field quality and
utilization degree; (3) rural household’ heterogeneity; (4) Chayanov’s peasant self-exploitation theory;
(5) the rural households are in face of the differences in the transaction costs, supervision costs and
motivate mechanism in the household’s inner organization.
The statement whether the developing countries have “Inverse Relationship” in the agricultural
industry has strong political implication, for it relates to specific development strategies for agriculture,
land reform, rural equity and the future of small peasant economy based on household management.
And it is particularly important for China. With regard to the resource endowments, China is a typical
developing country with vast population and limited farmland, and rich rural laborers. Essentially, the
household contract responsibility system (HRS), enforced after the collapse of collectivization system in
1978, is an agricultural strategy of small rural households based on land-sharing. Due to the historical
wrong population policy, specific resource endowments and typical dual economic structure, small-scale
family agriculture will continue to be a prominent feature of China’s future agriculture in a fairly long
period of time. But China’s agriculture nowadays is also facing the historic opportunity where three
major changes, i.e. the large-scale of non-agricultural employment, slower population growth and
adjustment of agricultural production structure co-existed. In particular, the need for farmland transfer to
reach larger scale is greater and greater in some developed provinces. We found that there are few
empirical studies for Chinese cases in the existing literatures. If small-scale rural household, compared
with large-scale rural household, does enjoy comparative advantages in the efficiency, it has significant
meaning or re-thinking necessity for China’s future agricultural and land policy.
However, after summarized the existing “IR” literatures, we have found that the agricultural
efficiency is often measured by “per unit area yield” or “value of per unit area yield”, namely by the
land productivity when the existed studies refer the inverse relationship (IR) between the rural
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household scale and agricultural efficiency. It is probably because most developing countries need to
give priority to their basic food safety and put the land productivity in the first achieving goal. Therefore,
great emphasis has lain on per unit area yield or land productivity. But it must clearly point out that per
unit area yield is an indicator of Single Factor Productivity (SFP), and it cannot reflect the whole
agricultural production process comprehensively. While agricultural efficiency is a multi-dimensional
comprehensive concept in the production process, including labor productivity, profit ratio of cost, Total
Factor Productivity (TFP) which fully reflects the comprehensive production status and Technical
Efficiency (TE) which fully reflects the utilization of related technology, etc. Moreover, different
efficiency indicators have different policy implications. For instance, labor productivity is highly related
to farmers’ income. Thus, in a broader efficiency indicator view, do the small-scale rural households
enjoy the comparative advantages toward large-scale rural household? Or does the inverse relationship
(IR) still exist?
Therefore, what the paper pays attention is to fully and comprehensively investigate the
relationship between the agricultural efficiency and the rural household’s scale. Aside from continuing
to study the relationship between land productivity and rural household’s scale, the paper lays emphasis
on the relationship between labor productivity, profit ratio of cost, Total Factor Productivity, Technical
Efficiency and the rural household’s scale (measured by “cultivated land area”), to fully test the
empirical hypothesis that whether the small-scale rural household does enjoy comparative advantages
toward large-scale rural household in the efficiency. Besides household’s scale, there are other
household’s characteristic variables that exert an effect on household’s efficiency and must be classified
and controlled. These characteristic factors can be summed up into Household Endowment (HE) of a
household in the paper, including education, technical training and social networks etc. Meanwhile,
analysis of these micro characteristic factors in the household endowment that reflect household’s
heterogeneity is also included in the paper.

2 Variables, Data and Research Method
2.1 Research method
In the traditional studies of IR, classical equation (1) is employed mostly for OLS estimation:

Efficiencyif = C + β ln OPi + ε i

(1)

Efficiency is the land productivity indicator of the corresponding rural household, OP is the
actual land area, ε is classical random noise term. If β < 0 and significance, then it can determine
the inverse relationship (IR) exists, such as Carter (1984), Heltberg (1998).
However equation (1) is often criticized for ignoring other factors affecting the efficiency of rural
household. These factors include land quality differences, household heterogeneity, land fragmentation
and so on. According to the previous studies and data availability, the paper, based on equation (1),
introduces some exogenous control variables to control effect of these characteristic variables on the
efficiency of rural household. Meanwhile, these characteristic variables can be defined as household
endowments (HE), namely, the resources and capabilities of household members and the whole family
(including natural and acquired). Household endowments include the human capital and social capital of
a rural household owned, such as education, technically training, personal experience, social network
and resource availability.
Therefore, the specific equation of estimation used in the paper can be defined as:

Efficiencyif = C + β ln OPi + ∑ δ j X ij + ε i

(2)

j

X j is the control variables introduced, showing the influence of household endowment (HE), and
other variables remain unchanged.
Firstly, the paper discusses the relationship between each household’s efficiency indicators and
household’s land scale, household endowment within the analytical framework of equation (2). Secondly,
to further measure the efficiency indicator – TFP which can comprehensively reflex the whole
agricultural production process, the paper employs the production function of Cobb-Douglas form to
calculate. The function is very concise, easily decomposed and has evident economic implication.
Empirical evidences also show that Cobb-Douglas function form is already able to appropriately
describe the Chinese agricultural growth and most of studies on Chinese agriculture (for example, Fan,
1991; Zhang and Carter, 1997) use this classical function form.
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Yi = A0 eηt K iα K Lαi L M iα M exp(ε i )
(3)
Yi shows the output level of rural household i , K i , Li and M i represent physical capital,
labor and land input of household respectively.

αK , αL

and

αM

are their respective output

elasticity, t is the time trend term, and η is often called the technological progress rate. When
estimating the equation (3), its natural logarithm is often estimated:
ln Yi = ln A0 + ηt + α K ln K i + α L ln Li + α M ln M i + ε i
(4)
To define RTS = α K + α L + α M , and normalize each factor’s output elasticity, we obtain:

α = α K / RTS ， α L* = α L / RTS ， α M* = α M / RTS .
*
K

Then, Total Factor Productivity (TFP) can be defined as:
*

*

*

TFPi = Yi ( K iα K Lαi L M iα M )

(5)

So we can quantitatively estimate the relationship between rural household’s scale, household
endowment and TFP through equation (6).

TFPi = C + β ln OPi + ∑ δ j X ij + ε i

(6)

j

In addition, the sum of factor output elasticity RTS could be defined as the coefficient of Returns to
Scale (RTS). The comparison between RTS and 1 can test the condition of Returns to Scale in the
neoclassic economics sense.
Thirdly, the Technical Efficiency (TE) is one of the most commonly used efficiency indicator to
measure the efficient state of production units nearly. Generally, from the perspective of input and
output, the ratio of the actual output of production units to the maximum potential output is used to
measure the TE, in the existing technological conditions. The paper employs Stochastic Frontier
Approach (SFA) to estimate rural household’s technological efficiency (TE). SFA can take the influence
of random errors on technical efficiency while accurately describing the production process. Expressing
technical inefficiency index as a set of exogenous variables and a pure random disturbance term and
insert to the stochastic frontier production function at the same time, the paper employs B-C (1995)
model of Battese and Coelli (1995) and makes a further estimation.
Based on the equation (3), random disturbance term ε i is expressed as a compound disturbance
term ε i = (vi − u i ) , and then the average production function can be converted into stochastic frontier
production function and the effect of technical inefficiency and pure disturbance term on the agricultural
output can be considered at the same time.

Yi = A0 eηt K iα K Lαi L M iα M exp(vi − ui )
(7)
The error term ε i = (vi − u i ) in the equation (7) is a compound error term, consisting of two
separate components: vi is the classical white noise term, vi ~ iidN (0, σ v ) mainly includes
2

measurement error and uncontrollable random factors, such as climate change and luck; ui is
nonnegative, representing production technical inefficiency term of rural household
independent of white noise vi .

i and it is

In the One-Step Approach, ui is set as an independent and identically distributed non-negative

σ u2 :
ui ~ iidN + (m,σ u2 )
mi = C + ∑ δ j • X ij + wi

truncated normal distribution with mean mi and variance

(8)
(9)

j

mi corresponds to technical inefficiency function, and e − mi reflects the technical efficiency level
of household i . The larger the mi , the higher the technical inefficiency degree. X j represents each
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exogenous variables determining the technical efficiency level of rural household, and

δj

corresponds

the parameter to be estimated, reflecting the impacts of exogenous variables on technical efficiency. wi
is a pure random error term, subjecting to distributed non-negative truncated normal distribution with
mean 0 and variance

σ w2 ,

for instance, wi ≥ −(C + δ j • X j ) , which can ensure the non-negative

nature of ui .
So we can calculate the level of technical efficiency on this basis:

TEi = E (Yi ui , Z ij ) E (Yi ui = 0, Z ij ) = exp(−ui )

(10)

Z j represents the factor input vector, if ui = 0 , then TEi = 1 , meaning this household is in the
state of total technical efficiency, and its production point is on the production frontier; if ui > 0 , then

0 < TEi < 1 , and this state is called technical inefficiency state, and its production point is below the
production frontier. Thus the average technical efficiency is worked out:

TE =

1 n
∑ TEi
n i =1

(11)

n is the number of rural households. The parametric estimation of stochastic frontier production
function determined by the equations (7), (8) and (9) employs maximum likelihood estimate (ML) to
estimate jointly. Variance parameters are used in the likelihood function (Battese and Corra, 1977; Coelli,
1995):

γ

γ = σ u2 / σ s2 , σ s2 = σ v2 + σ u2 （ 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 ）

(12)

reflects the proportion of technical inefficiency term in all compound variances of the whole
compound disturbance term. And whether SFA model is set appropriately can be jugged by
examining γ .
2.2 Variable-definition
2.2.1 Input and output variables of rural households
Output variable Y . That the total incomes of crop farming during a year mainly include grain
crops and cash crops8, with the unit of Yuan (RMB). As farmers cultivate different crop varieties, it is
unscientific to aggregate directly at the level of output. Therefore, it should uses all kinds of price
information of different varieties to aggregate, that is used “magnitude of value” to represent.
Input variable K . The quantity of material costs the farmers put into the crop farming during a
year, with the unit of Yuan (RMB). It refers to expenditures of various agricultural means of production
consumed during the direct labor process, but does not include period expenses unrelated to the direct
labor process. It mainly includes machinery-animal operations, seed-seedling, chemical fertilizer,
farmyard manure, agricultural film, farm chemical, water irrigation, fuels and energy, purchase and
repair costs of small farm tools and total depreciation on the fixed assets.
Input variable L . Total work days the rural household put into the crop farming during a year,
with the unit of “standard working day”. Take a moderate labor normally works 8 hours as a standard
working day, including the direct working days of main producers ( family members included) and
workers hired during the production process.
Input variable M . The paper adopts the total sown areas the farmers have planted during a year,
with the unit of Mu9. It takes the impacts of replanting indicators into account, which, compared to
using farmland areas, can reflect human efficiency in the utilization degree of farmland resources.
Labor force of a household Farmer . It is a variable that needs to be used when measuring rural
household’s labor productivity and other related indicators, representing by the number of major labor
in a household engaging in agricultural activities.
Cultivated areas of a household OP . It is the most important variable for the research purposes
in the paper, and it is also the concept corresponding to the household’s scale, indicating by the actual
8

Grain crops mainly include wheat, rice, corn and soybean, and cash crops mainly include cotton, oil-bearing crops,
sugar crops, bast fiber plants and tobacco crops.
9
Mu is a Chinese unit, and 1 mu=666.67 m2 .
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land areas the farmer has put into use (or has contracted) during a year, with the unit of Mu. Similar to
the existing IR literatures, we directly introduce the variable of natural logarithm form, mainly to
determine its coefficient signs of estimation and the significance. It, in fact, examines the non-linear
monotonic relationship between the household’s land scale and household’s efficiency.
2.2.2 Household endowment variables
Formal education level of each farm worker Education . According to Barro and Lee (1993), the
average years of a labor received normal education in schools are adopted to represent the human capital
stock level of a household. In the light of China’s actual educational system, the average year of
education enjoys by each labor in a household can be specifically expressed as followings:
Education = (0 • H 0 + 6 • H1 + 9 • H 2 + 12 • H 3 ) Farmer
(13)

H j represents the number of labors at different educational levels in each household. j =0，1，2，
3 denotes illiterate and semiliterate, primary school, junior school, senior high school and higher
education.
Informal education--technical training. Dummy variable of technical training is set in the paper to
measure the effect of which the household participate in the agricultural technical training. And if there
is someone in the household has received vocational education or technical training, 1 is taken,
otherwise, 0 is taken.
Family background--cadre household. Dummy variable that whether the householder is a cadre at
the state, township or village level is set in the paper to measure the impact of family background of a
household on the household’s efficiency. If it is, 1 is taken, otherwise, 0 is taken. The status of cadre is
often linked to capability, and generally, only more capable people can be elected to cadres. The
capability is related to production decision-making capacity of the household. And it may likely to have
colinearity with the variable of Education . Therefore, we have discussed the correlation of these two
variables before the estimation, and have found that there is only weak correlation between the two.
Thus it has little effect on estimated results, especially in the large samples in the paper.
Land fragmentation variable-- Land faragmentation . Land fragmentation is the result of three
factors which include resource endowment condition that China has vast population and less farmland,
institutional restrictions of land equalization under the household contract responsibility system (HRS),
and factor market environment with incomplete land market. In the paper, an average of land area
cultivated by the household at the end of the year is used to measure the land fragmentation, namely
Land fragramentation = OP / NO. , with the unit of mu/block, in which NO. represents blocks
of land cultivated by the household at the end of the year.
Non-agricultural management variable. The paper employs the proportion of non-agricultural
income in total annual household’s income to measure the effect, that is
Nonfarm share =non-agricultural income in that year /total household’s income.
Market-Participation variable. An important feature of the rural household is that it does not fully
participate in the market and its dual nature of production and consumption. The proportion of sold
amount in the total annual planting operation income of the household is used to measure this influence,
that is Market = total amount of sales in that year / Y .
Credit availability variable. Whether the capital credit market in rural areas is developed or not is
an important variable that affect the rural household’s efficiency. The paper sets credit availability of the
rural household as a dummy variable, and if a household has already obtained a loan from the bank or
rural credit cooperative, no matter how much, 1 will be taken, otherwise, 0 will be taken.
2.2.3 Data specification
The data in the paper are based on the annual statistical data form, according to the Chinese
Ministry of Agriculture, the 15 fixed observation points at village level of Hubei Province during the
year of 1999-2003. There are 431 households each year and 2155 samples totaled in 5 years to form the
micro panel data. The paper employs Two-Way Fixed Effect Model (TWFE) of panel data for the
estimation of household efficiency regression. While it adopts SFA One-Step method for the estimation
of household’s technical efficiency, and uses the mature software package of Frontier 4.1 and use the
Three Step Maximum Likelihood Estimation for equations (7), (8) and (9). So geographic dummy
variable D at village level is introduced to try to control the impacts of factors that cannot be
measured and reflected explicitly in different geographical positions (at village level), while that for
TWFE model is not introduced in the paper. Finally, an additional explanation is necessary here: the
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paper employs Rural Consumer Price Index (CPI) and Agricultural Means of Production Price Index
(PPI) in Hubei Province respectively to convert variables Y and K into the constant price for the
base year of 1999 correspondingly when estimating equation (4) and (7) for the household’s TFP and
TE10.

3 Empirical Results and Discussions
3.1 Relationship between land productivity and land scale
1

The relationship between the household’s land efficiency ( Efficiency ) and land scale is focused
in the paper. “Value of per unit area yield” is used to measure the land productivity, namely

Efficiency1 = Y / OP , and equation (2) is used to estimate. Please see the column 2 in Table 1 for the
empirical result. The empirical evidence shows that the Inverse Relationship does exist between the
household efficiency measured by “Value of per unit area yield” and the household’s scale measured by
land area. And the coefficient is very significant and its strength is great. It fully shows that the yield per
unit efficiency for small rural households in the samples is much higher than big-sized rural households.
If we take it as a feature of the traditional agriculture, the evidence accounts that China’s agriculture still
has the feature of traditional agriculture from the view of IR.
From the perspective of land productivity efficiency, the empirical estimation shows that small
rural households, compared to big rural households, do enjoy the comparative advantages. If give the
priority to solve agricultural problems, in other words, if the policy goal is only targeted at the ensure of
basic food security, continuing to maintain the developing strategy of small rural households is an
effective way to achieve the policy goal, without necessary considering the problems such as combine
farms or enlarge land area. That is to say, compared to big households in other institutions, small rural
households in the household contract responsibility system (HRS) enjoy an advantage in efficiency in
land productivity, which makes HRS is necessary and rational in the current era.
Table 1

Empirical Relationship Between Each Efficiency Indicators, Household’s Land Scale and
Household Endowment

C

ln(OP)
Education variable

Efficiency1

Efficiency 2

Efficiency 3

Efficiency 4

Efficiency 5

985.478***
（46.147）
-235.463***
（24.812）
6.391
（4.807）
105.195***
（34.822）
-32.874
（41.524）
-12.061**
（6.082）
-203.272***
（37.680）

16.164***
（1.406）
2.251***
（0.756）
-0.440***
（0.147）
2.457**
（1.061）
-0.266
（1.266）
-0.631***
（0.185）
-2.198*
（1.148）

698.044***
（84.166）
483.128***
（45.232）
14.837*
（8.769）
102.065*
（63.477）
-87.031
（75.695）
-137.392***
（11.088）
-425.594***
（68.696）

-0.104
（0.065）
0.136***
（0.035）
0.001
（0.007）
0.235***
（0.049）
-0.0002
（0.059）
-0.042***
（0.009）
-0.163***
（0.053）

3.499***
（0.518）
0.117
（0.279）
0.071
（0.054）
2.228***
（0.391）
0.246
（0.466）
-0.124*
（0.068）
-0.892**
（0.423）

Technical training
variable
Family background
variable
Land fragmentation
variable
Non-agricultural
management
variable
-51.480***
-0.782*
-80.694***
-0.063***
-0.586***
Market-participation
variable
（13.296）
（0.405）
（24.238）
（0.019）
（0.149）
0.481
27.897
-0.011
0.720
-44.794
Credit availability
variable
（47.941）
（1.461）
（87.393）
（0.068）
（0.538）
Log-likelihood
-15097.80
-7575.20
-16384.01
-957.95
-5422.61
Adjusted-R2
0.437
0.401
0.656
0.465
0.267
4.259***
10.279***
5.227***
2.779***
F-statistic
4.778***
Note: *, **, *** refer to t test values for each variables is significant at the level of 10%, 5% and 1%
10

Price factor is a problem that must be faced in the use of the panel data to make input-output analysis. Accurately,
there are differences between price changes in output and input factors, which should be treated differently, and be
processed with corresponding price index. However, due to the constraint of price index data, the official
publication of “a basket” price index has been adopted to make the adjustment. The paper, in the general way,
employs Rural CPI and Agricultural Means of PPI to process correspondingly.
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respectively, within the（）is standard error.
Data source: It is measured according to the fixed observation points in rural areas in Hubei Province of the
Chinese Ministry of Agriculture from 1999-2003.

3.2 The relationship between labor productivity and land scale
We construct two labor productivity indicators respectively to test their relation with household’s
land scale. The first is the labor productivity that based on the household’s actual working days of the

labor input ( Efficiency ), namely, the household’s labor productivity Efficiency = Y / L . The
second is the labor productivity based on the number of household’s labor force who engaged in
2

agricultural

activities

2

(

Efficiency 3

),

namely,

household’s

labor

productivity

Efficiency = Y / Farmer . Please see the column 3 and 4 in Table 1 for the estimated results by
3

using equation (2). Evidences show that whether “the average output value of the actual working day of
labor input” or “the average output value of the number of the labor force”, highly significant positive
relationship (PR) does exist between the household’s efficiency measured by the labor productivity and
its land scale. In particular, the positive relationship is more obvious in “the average output value of the
3

number of the labor force ( Efficiency )” measured by number of the household’s labor force who
engaged in agricultural activities.
From the view of household’s labor productivity or increasing the incomes of farmers, big rural
household, compared with small rural household, enjoys comparative advantages in the term of labor
productivity. Combined with IR of land productivity, it is rational to maintain the household contract
responsibility system (HRS) at the present era. However, it is necessary to take the lead in exploring
new forms of land transfer, encouraging and supporting households to make voluntary subcontract,
transfer, exchange and other forms of transfer in some eastern coastal areas and it will certainly become
the major trend for China’s future agriculture.
The positive relationship (PR) between household’s labor productivity and land scale provides
empirical evidence for the explanation of inverse relationship (IR) between the land productivity and
land scale, namely small rural household, compared with big rural household, put more labor in a unit of
land area, so the small rural household is more labor intensive in a unit of land area the big rural
household. In absence of the non-agricultural employment opportunities and under the dual separating
economy between rural and urban such as production factor market, small rural households tend to use
too much self-labor in production to replace for other factors, such as capital, land. And the rural
household’s self-labor that cannot price according to supply-demand relations in labor market has low
opportunity cost, however, the land and capital factor prices are relatively high, particularly, rural
household’s self-labor can easily be complementary with agricultural variable inputs. It is easy to form
intensive cultivation in traditional agriculture, with higher land use intensity. Corresponding to it, there
is an intrinsic difficulty for monitoring and measuring labor in agricultural production. With the increase
of household’s scale and employed labor force, not only the monitoring cost and management cost
increase, but should pay wages in accordance with neo-classical law in labor market as well. Overall,
big rural households often tend to use more capital such as agricultural machinery to replace labor force,
and the land use intensity is low, while small rural households are easier to form “the Involution”
agriculture which named by Huang Philip C. C. The co-existence of the inverse relationship (IR,
between land productivity and land scale) and the positive relationship (PR, between land productivity
and land scale) in the paper shows that the view of high labor input intensity of small rural households
for interpretation of IR is tenable. Precisely because China's current natural resources endowment is
characterized by abundant labor factor, scarce land and capital factor, from prices of the whole society
rather than from the perspective of private sector prices, social efficiency of small rural households is
clearly higher than that of big rural households. However, with the factor endowment structure is
gradually upgrading and dynamic comparative advantages changes, rural household’s land scale will be
gradually enlarging, and it will becomes an important result for the changes of Chinese comparative
advantages in the future.
3.3 The relationship between profit rate of cost and land scale
In traditional view of economics, peasants are often defined as “backward”, “traditional” and even
“footling”, and cannot respond to price change or market opportunity. But Schultz (1964) overturns the
tradition. He believes that the peasants like other economic entities, with its own objective function and
special constraint conditions, having achieved the most efficient resource allocation under their own
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constraint conditions, namely the assumption of “poor but efficient”. This hypothesis adds profit
maximization behavior to peasants or farmers who then are good at cost-benefit calculation and may
respond to changes in market prices. Therefore, the paper continues to examine whether the small rural
households and big rural households have differences in profit maximization and rational behavior. As
have proved before, big rural households and small rural households will generate different economic
decision behaviors in front of their differences in labor costs. And because small rural households have
low opportunity cost in their own labor, factor market of labor force has a forceful interpretive power in
explaining the co-existence of IR (land productivity) and PR (labor productivity). Thus, we have
constructed two indicators of profit rate of cost to distinguish the differences the small and big rural
households in front of the labor costs, and to further provide empirical evidences for the explanation of
the factor market of labor force. One indicator refers to profit rate of cost indictor including household’s
labor input cost ( Efficiency ), Efficiency = (Y − K − L • PL ) /( K + L • PL ) , PL shows the
4

4

price of labor force, employing labor cost pre day in labor employment (standard labor force) during
that year in rural areas of Hubei Province to calculate. Another refers to profit rate of cost indictor
without including labor cost ( Efficiency ), Efficiency = (Y − K ) / K .
Please see the column 5 and 6 in Table 1 for the estimated results by using equation (2). The
empirical evidences show that it leads to totally different results in relationship of land scale and the
profit rate of cost indicator including or not including labor cost. From our calculation of household’s
profit rate of cost indicator including labor cost, great majority of rural households indeed have negative
profit rate of cost, that is to say, from the perspective of complete cost accounting, most rural households
gain losses or even on the brink of bankrupt in the long term. And we can see clearly that the complete
accounting for profit rate of cost including household labor cost has significant positive relationship (PR)
with land scale from column 5 in Table 1, though with not very big coefficient, yet it is highly
significant. By contrast, from the rural household’s profit rate of cost indicator without including labor
cost, household’s profit rate of cost is basically positive, namely, it is profitable in the long run. And the
indicator is unrelated with scale, which can be clearly see form ln(OP ) in column 6 in Table 1, and
there is no significant difference in profit rate of cost between big and small households without
accounting for labor cost.
In other words, in considering labor cost, big rural households, compared with small rural
households, enjoy comparative advantages to a certain degree on the profit ratio of cost. Without
considering labor cost, profit rate of cost is basically unrelated with household’s land scale. According
the definition of the price of labor factor PL in the paper, to assume that small and big rural
5

5

households face the same labor price of factor market, namely, to set price at average labor cost pre day
in labor employment in rural areas of Hubei Province, without considering the specific situation that
different non-agricultural employment opportunities cause different labor opportunity costs, big rural
households have significantly higher profit rate of cost than small rural households to a certain extent.
Whereas in the use of capital factor input showed only by material costs, there is no difference in
cost-benefit calculation between big and small rural households. And it proves the earlier judgments
once again, in fully considering household’s complete costs of management, that is considering farmers’
self labor costs, small households have less profit rate of cost than that of big households, and with
basically negative value (in loss). Therefore, this could mean that small rural households have
“self-exploitation tendency” ignoring their own labor cost during management. They overuse their own
labor to replace other factors, forming “the Involution” agriculture of labor factors. And there is no
difference in the only use of capital factors between big and small rural households.
The empirical evidences in the paper do not prove pseudo hypothesis of “rational” small peasants,
but it is further proof of its existence. Because both big and small rural households are making efforts to
maximize their objective function, or have the pursuit of profit maximization, for no other reason than
that the two face different constraints conditions, it resulted in different economic decision-making
(behavior). Especially, they have great decision-making behavior on the differences of factor costs
(labor cost in particular). And because of “rational” behavior of small peasants, it enables them to make
different adjustments and responds to different economic constraints conditions, resulting in different
economic consequences. An additional explanation is necessary that the value of coefficient is not very
large from the estimation.
3.4 The relationship between total factor productivity and land scale
Single factor productivity indicator has its important policy implication, but it can often reflect the
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effect of a certain production factor on output and its changes. For instance, rural household’s land
productivity and labor productivity obtain different conclusions (PR coexists with IR) when estimating
land scale respectively. Just because that variety of production factors is needed in the process of
agriculture production, usually, factors can be replaced among each other during the production process,
and also factor prices can reflect their scarcity respectively. In particular, the households will make
active and rational responds to when each factor’s price changes in the factor market. Just has mentioned
above, that the small rural households tend to over use their own labor to replace other factors is just the
case. An indicator that can fully reflect the comprehensive use of factors during the process of
production needs to reflect household’s efficiency, and the Total Factor Productivity (TFP) indicator is
usually constructed in economics, namely, the ration of total output to weighted factor input. In
accordance with the preceding analysis steps, the paper firstly estimates the output elasticity of each
factors in household’s production function (equation 3 and 4 ) through TWFE model of panel data, and
then calculates the TFP indicator (equation 5), and estimates the equation (2) and (6) to examine the
relationship between household’s Total Factor Productivity (TFP) and land scale.
From each factors’ output elasticity (Column 2 in Table 2) estimated from empirical evidences, the
output elasticity of the land factor represented by cultivation areas is the largest, next is the output
elasticity of capital factor represented by material cost, the output elasticity of labor input factor is the
smallest and has the phenomenon of technological progress in the panel data to a certain degree. It is in
the same with the general observation to the characteristics of Chinese agricultural resource endowment,
that is, land is the most rare production factor in agricultural production, and capital input also plays an
important role in agricultural developing process (Wu, 2005), only the labor force is the most abundant
factor and its output elasticity is the smallest, but still no signs of the so called “the Involution”, because
the output elasticity coefficient is positive. From the coefficient of Returns to scale (RTS), Wald test
shows that the hypothesis RTS=1 cannot be rejected, which supply evidence for the point of agricultural
constant returns to scale in the general economics sense.
Please see Column 4 in Table 2 for the estimation results of the empirical relationship between the
household’s total factor productivity’s and land scale and household endowment by using equation (2)
and equation (6). Although we can initially determine that there may be inverse relationship between
household’s TFP and land scale to a certain degree, yet the inverse correlation is not significant and its
value is small. Thus, the paper holds that the household’s TFP is basically unrelated with land scale, that
is, there is no significant difference in comprehensively use factors like land, labor and capital between
small and big rural households, with no evidences of IR or PR. In view of the meaning of TFP in
economics, which indeed, is in the same with the preceding estimations of co-exist with IR (between
household land scale and land productivity) and PR (between land scale and labor productivity), for
factors can replace each other to a certain extent, there is no significant difference in the TFP between
small and big rural households.
Table 2

Household’s Total Factor Productivity Estimation and Its Empirical Relationship with Land Scale
and Household Endowment
Production function
Coefficient and
Each exogenous
TFP
Efficiency 6
estimation
significance
variables
72.903***
5061.119***
4.173***
ln A0
C
（0.157）
（3.812）
（540.708）
0.299***
-1.776
-270.851
αK
ln(OP)
（0.021）
（2.049）
（290.581）
0.106***
0.614
25.634
αL
Education variable
（0.024）
（0.397）
（56.332）
-184.865
0.552***
Technical training
18.504***
αM
（0.032）
（
407.794）
variable
（2.876）
***
η
-1.073
861.379*
0.024
Family background
variable
（0.006）
（3.430）
（486.283）
-72.566
0.957
-0.953*
Land fragmentation
RTS = α K + α L + α M
variable
（0.502）
（71.232）
357.163
Wald Test
2.004
-12.444***
Non-agricultural
Cannot
reject
（3.112）
（441.323）
（ H 0 : RTS = 1 ）
management variable

α K*

0.312

Market-participation
variable

-7.664***
（1.098）

152.519
（155.713）
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α L*
α M*

0.111
0.576

Credit availability
variable

-4.921
（3.960）

2325.498***
（561.437）

Log-likelihood
-830.486
Log-likelihood
-9723.653
-20390.630
Adjusted-R2
0.826
Adjusted-R2
0.256
0.482
F-statistic
24.513***
F-statistic
2.679***
5.536***
Note: *, **, *** refer to t test values for the variables test through the significance level of 10%, 5% and 1%
respectively, within the（）is standard error.
Data source: It is measured according to the fixed observation points in rural areas in Hubei Province of the
Chinese Ministry of Agriculture from 1999-2003.

3.5 The relationship between technical efficiency and land scale
Technical Efficiency indicator reflects the popularity and applications of the existing advanced
technology, and is one of the most commonly used indicator to measure efficiency. The paper gives up
the traditional “Two-Step” estimation, using Battese-Coelli (1995) model of SFA, makes “One-Step”
estimations for the relationships between rural household’s technical efficiency (TE) and land scale, and
other exogenous factors by employing Equation (7), (8) and (9). Compared with the traditional
“Two-Step” estimation, only “One-Step” parametric estimation is effective and unbiased. Please see
Table 3 for the empirical results.
From the estimation results of production function (Column 2 Table 3), the estimation results are
basically the same as the average production function model previous used by estimating TFP. In the
output elasticity of each factors, the output elasticity of the land factor is the largest, next is the capital
factor, the output elasticity of labor input factor is the smallest and also has the phenomenon of
technological progress to a certain degree. And there is no signs in increasing or decreasing returns to
scale for the coefficient of RTS (RTS=1.004), with property of constant returns to scale. From the
Comparison of these two models, the rural household’s production function is robust in the previous
discussion. However, from the weight of technical inefficiency term γ ( γ =0.966) in the compound
variances, the technical inefficiency term contributes larger proportion, so using SFA model is better
than the average production function estimation to a certain degree, but from the comparison between
two estimations, it will not change the conclusions obtained before.
Table 3

Stochastic Frontier Production Function Estimation for the Empirical Relationship Between the
Household’s Technical Efficiency, Land Scale and Household Endowment
Frontier
Coefficient of
t test value
Technical inefficiency
Coefficient of
t test
Production
estimation
function
estimation
value
Function:
28.264
-8.102
3.995***
-7.227***
ln A0
C
（0.141）
（0.892）
0.018
0.263***
17.132
0.138
αK
ln(OP)
（0.015）
（0.133）
0.107***
6.032
-0.345***
-10.068
αL
Education variable
（0.018）
（0.034）
0.634***
29.151
-2.437***
-4.735
Technical training
αM
variable
（0.022）
（0.515）
η
0.037***
7.636
0.772***
5.559
Family background
variable
（0.005）
（0.139）
2.769***
8.026
0.034*
1.493
Land fragmentation
σ2
variable
（0.345）
（0.023）
188.906
0.169
0.828
0.966***
Non-agricultural
γ
management variable
（0.005）
（0.204）
7.583
0.786
0.662***
Market-participation
TE
variable
（0.087）
-0.539*
-1.295
Log-likelihood
-1109.321
Credit availability
variable
（0.416）
LR Test
354.540
Note: *, **, *** refer to t test values for the variables test through the significance of 10%, 5% and 1%
respectively; It is generally assumed that LR statistics asymptotically distribute the chi-square or mixed
chi-square distribution; Differ from normal estimating equations, the negative sign of coefficient in the technical
inefficiency equation shows positive effect of exogenous variables on technical efficiency, and positive sign shows
negative effect. Within the ( ) is standard error.Data source: Same as Table 1.
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From technical inefficiency function, there may be inverse relationship between rural household’s
technical efficiency and land scale to a certain extent, but the inverse relationship is highly insignificant
and its value is small. Therefore, the paper believes that household’s technical efficiency is basically
unrelated with the land scale, namely, there is no significant difference in the employment and use of
agricultural advanced technology and the achievement of the maximum potential output capacity
between big and small rural households. Generally speaking, agricultural machinery technological
progress represented by mechanical power changes tends to replace labor factor, and is capital intensive,
for the scale bias feature caused by its indivisibility will make certain requests to household’s land scale.
But just as Ellis (1993) has pointed out, the net welfare effect is more of factor substitution effect rather
than productivity growth effect. As a pure technological progress, agricultural biological seed
technology represented by breeding technique changes is variable input-intensive and scale-neutral. And
itself and complementary inputs can be subdivided indefinitely, with no request for household’s land
scale, but requires labor input particularly. Its net welfare effect is more of productivity growth effect
rather than factor substitution effect. Agro-chemical technological progress such as the use of chemical
fertilizer tends to replace land so as to improve land productivity, and similarly, it raises no requirements
to household’s land scale, and it is scale-neutral too. Taking it as a whole, Hayami and Ruttan (1985)
once considered that the modern agricultural technology mostly tends to neutral, and the scale variable
cannot turn to be an efficient variable into the decision making of farmers. The empirical evidences
shown by Madhu Khanana (2001) also indicate there is no significant relationship between agricultural
technical diffusion and land scale, but the adoption and diffusion of the complex agricultural technology
(such as agricultural machinery) have significant positive correlation with household’s land scale. In a
word, the paper finds that big and small rural households measured by land scale are unrelated with
scale in agricultural technical efficiency.

4 Conclusions
Using the farm-level micro panel data from Hubei province in 1999-2003, the paper, from the
comprehensive perspectives of the land productivity, labor productivity, profit rate of cost, TFP and
technical efficiency (TE) etc., discusses the relationship between rural household’s efficiency and
household’s scale measured by its land scale. It not only made up the possible errors resulted from the
previous IR studies which often inspected from yield per unit (land productivity) only and provides a
new perspective for the IR studies, but it also enriches the case studies on Chinese rural areas in this
field. Meanwhile, the paper has made an analysis on exogenous factors that effect rural household’s
efficiency from the household endowments, and tries to draw some meaningful conclusions.
Basic conclusions can be summarized as follows: From the relationship between the overall rural
household’s efficiency indicators and land scale, land productivity and land scale are Inverse
Relationship. Both household’s labor productivity measured by actual working days of labor input and
by the numbers of household’s labor force has significant Positive Relationship with land scale. The
comprehensive profit rate of cost including labor cost shows significant Positive Relationship with land
scale, but the profit rate of cost which not includes labor cost is Unrelated with land scale. Both the TFP
that reflects the farmers’ comprehensive utilization efficiency of agricultural resources and the technical
efficiency (TE) that employs agricultural advanced technology to achieve the maximum potential output
capacity are Unrelated with land scale. And the efficiency indicator of the rural households’ total income
considering non-agricultural income is Unrelated with the land scale. In view of the distinction between
the two “scale” mentioned above, the discussions of the relationship between the land productivity,
profit rate of cost, TFP, technical efficiency and land scale in the paper actually explain the relationship
between the total scale of production unit and scale economy. And the discussions of the relationships
between labor productivity and households’ land scale actually accounts the relationship between per
capita land scale and the utilization of agricultural labor. The comprehensive study of each efficiency
indicators shows that the small rural households, with scare non-agricultural employment opportunity
and under the dual separating production factor market conditions, own low labor opportunity cost and
do have “self-exploitation” tendency ignoring their own labor cost. They overuse their own labor to
replace other factors, forming the co-existence of IR (between land productivity and land scale) and PR
(between labor productivity and land scale), and the labor intensive agriculture. And it leads to different
performances for profit rate of cost efficiency indicator including or not including labor cost. However,
there are not significant differences between big and small rural households in other efficiency
indicators like TFP, TE etc.
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Therefore, from the perspective of households’ land scale, it depends on the policy objects we need
to give priority to in the whole policy guidance to determine whether to carry out big or small rural
household development strategy. From the agricultural policy for guaranteeing food security and
ensuring effective supply of agricultural products, compared with big household, small household
enjoys comparative advantages in land productivity. For the agricultural resource endowment that China
has vast population and less farmland, the household contract responsibility system (HRS) still remains
an effective institutional arrangement and has high social efficiency. Thus we will continue to stabilize
and improve the basic institution for rural agricultural managements and continue to effectively stabilize
farmland contract relationship and to safeguard peasants’ all rights of land contract. But from the view
of labor productivity, increasing farmers’ income and welfare and comprehensively improving
agricultural economic benefit, compared with small household, big household enjoys comparative
advantages in labor productivity and the overall profit rate of cost including labor cost, and has higher
private efficiency. Therefore, it’s necessary to improve farmland contractual management right market
and to encourage to take the lead to explore and test new forms of land transfer in some eastern coastal
regions while stabilizing agricultural basic management institution (HRS) at the same time. After all, it
is an important developing direction for China’s rural areas. From the overall agricultural resource
allocation efficiency (TFP) and adopting capacity of advanced agricultural technology (TE), the
so-called Inverse Relationship (IR) does not exist. There is no significant difference between big and
small household in comprehensive utilization efficiency of agricultural resources and in the technical
efficiency that employs advanced agricultural technology to achieve the maximum potential output
capacity. These two efficient indicators are Unrelated to the land scale. And so does the profit rate of
cost without considering labor cost, showing unrelated with land scale.
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Evaluation of Disaster Perception of University Students in Wuhan
City of China and Suggestions on Disaster Reduction Education
Chen Juan
School of Politics & Law and Public Administration, Hubei University, Wuhan, P.R.China, 430062
(E-mail: chenjuan430070@163.com)
Abstract: The chief aim of this article is to evaluate the disaster perception of university students in
Wuhan, which would influence the establishment and implement of disaster emergent management.
Furthermore, it would help to develop the school education of disaster knowledge and practical
education. The method used in this article is survey and statistical analysis. The evaluation index system
of disaster perception of university students would be built and the questionnaire on disaster perception
evaluation would include the three parts, that is the acquirement of disaster knowledge, disaster
reduction attitude and disaster reduction behavior. It was found that disaster reduction knowledge of the
university could not be popularized, especially, university students who pay more attention to society
lacked experience education. Therefore, some related suggestions would be presented for disaster
reduction education.
Key words: Evolution; Disaster perception; University student; Disaster reduction education

1 Introduction
China has been in the period of natural environment deterioration and social contradiction
continuous deepening. Various public emergencies frequently occurred such as natural disaster, sudden
accident, public health emergency and social safety events. Especially, natural disasters would be in the
forefront. [1]Various natural disasters caused serious damage and casualties, which lead to severe
economic losses. Thereby, we should have to face with the fact that China has already entered a new
period of high risks. Our government has already established emergency management preplan of natural
disaster, and would adopt every possible method to prevent, rescue, and reconstruct in order to reduce
damages caused by disasters. The evaluation of disaster perception would have significant influence on
the establishment and implement of emergency management policy.
Foreign scholars’ are engaged in the research mainly by risk perception angle, which primarily
emphasize on evaluating public risk consciousness. These researches ranged over many topics involving
safety, environment, ecological, science and technology. Domestic scholars rarely study on evaluation of
disaster perception ability.
However, the study of evaluating the disaster perception ability gives rise to two main difficulties:
one is that how to establish a set of index system which is simple and practical to evaluate the disaster
perception ability; the other is what method would be proper for evaluating the disaster perception
ability.
Our study in this article is confined to identify the index system which contributes to evaluate the
disaster perception ability and the method to use. Here the object of investigation is university students
in Wuhan. The paper consists of five sections. Section one begins by introduction of the research has
been done by domestic and foreign scholars. The index system of evaluating disaster perception ability
of university students has been provided in section two. The questionnaire on disaster perception
evaluation of university students in Wuhan which including three parts and the results of statistical
analysis is presented in section three. Section four would give the concrete suggestions to disaster
reduction education for university students. Finally, conclusions for the whole work are put forward in
section five.

2 Establishing Index System of Evaluating Disaster Perception Ability
The research on disaster perception ability is developed with the help of perception theory of
psychology and behavioral geography. Disaster perception refers to the subjective impression of disaster
phenomena or disaster events in our brains and its developmental mechanism. [2]The public have the
same process of perception psychology except for discrepancy of perceptive objects, which including
three stages of obtaining information, processing information, and behavioral decision. [3]
The knowledge and understanding about the disaster events would be obtained by multi-channel,
which mainly including fundamental knowledge education, media promotion and experience education
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of disaster prevention.
Same information imported lead to the discrepancy of different type of public perceptive ability
because of the discrepancy of individual background. The discrepancy of individual background is
mainly reflected in the following: sex, age, profession, educational level, and residence. [4]The key
influence factors to evaluate disaster perception ability would be showed in figure1.
obtain
information

education、media、experience、
publicity

processing
information

Individual characteristic：
sex,age,profession,
education level,residence

behavioral
decision
fundamental knowledge of
disaster reduction

Disaster perception
ability

attitude of disaster
reduction

Behavior of disaster
reduction

Inform behavior；insure；donate；voluntary
services；

Figure 1 Key Influence Factors to Evaluate Disaster Perception Ability

The index system of evaluating disaster perception ability of university would be established in
figure 2 based on the key influence factors to evaluate disaster perception ability. The evaluation of
disaster perception ability mainly involve in three levels as showed in the following: one is the
knowledge of disaster reduction obtained; the second is the disaster reduction attitude，and the last is
disaster reduction behavior. University students obtain the knowledge of disaster reduction primarily
from foundational education of school, various media spreading, and experience education. After
receiving the same information, different individuals develop different attitude of disaster reduction as
the discrepancy of individual characteristic. Upper factors would lead to variant disaster reduction
behaviors.

Figure 2

Index System of Evaluating Disaster Perception Ability

3 Questionnaire Design and Analysis of Disaster Perception Ability of University
Students in Wuhan
3.1 Questionnaire design of disaster perception ability
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Research material source would be obtained by questionnaire of disaster perception ability for
university students in Wuhan. The investigation would adopt the sampling from the university students
of Hubei University on the principle of convenience sampling. Convenience sampling is not belonging
to probability sampling, so the population characteristic could not be inferred. However, the assumption
of disaster perception ability of university students would be well-founded. Questionnaire of disaster
perception ability for university students in Wuhan is showed in table 1.
Table 1

Questionnaire of Disaster Perception Ability for University Students in Wuhan

questionnaire content

acquirement
of disaster
knowledge

Popularity rate of disaster reduction
knowledge of the university
Whether you always pay attention to
various natural disasters information?
the channels to get the natural disaster
information（ multiple-choice）
Whether you attend to the practices of
disaster pretention?
Is human related to nature?

disaster
reduction
attitude

Will individual play positive role in the
disaster reduction?
Would environment protection be
benefit to disaster reduction?
the relation of environment protection
and economic development

disaster
reduction
behavior

Who would you inform if the disaster
happened or potential disaster?
（ multiple-choice）
Do you ever attend the training of
preventing
disaster
or
disaster
reduction?
Do you ever donate to help people in
the disaster?
Do you ever attend any insurance?

option

A. regular

B. seldom

C. never

A. regular

B. seldom

C. never

A. network
D. paper

B. TV
C. broadcast
E. community

A. yes

B. no

A. yes

B. no

A. great

B. a little

A. yes

B. no

C. nothing

A. environment protection promote economic
development
B. environment protection prevent economic
development
C. no relation
A. families B. friends
C. community
D. government
E. media F. nobody
A. yes

A. regular
A. yes

B. no

B. seldom

C. never

B. no

3.2 Analysis of disaster perception ability of university students in Wuhan
The evaluation of disaster perception ability of university students in Wuhan mainly involved in
three respects. The survey concerned on the content of acquirement of disaster knowledge including
popularity rate of disaster reduction knowledge, attention-degree of various natural disaster information,
the channels to obtain disaster information, and involvement of disaster pretention practices. According
to the input results of Statistical Product and Service Solutions, the results would be showed in the
following figures. The figure 3 describes that the popularity rate of disaster reduction knowledge for
university students in Wuhan is very low, and most of the students seldom receive or never receive any
related fundamental knowledge education of disaster reduction. Figure 4 indicate that most of university
students intensively pay attention to the information of natural disaster, and the main channels of receive
natural disaster information are network, TV, and newspaper showed in table 2. Figure 5 presented that
most of students never attend any practice training of disaster pretention or reduction and the basic
reason is that none related experience training have been carried in schools or communities.
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Popularity Rate of Disaster Reduction Knowledge of University Students in Wuhan

Figure 4 Attention-degree of Various Natural Disaster Information of University Students in Wuhan
Table 2

Channels of Receive Natural Disaster Information
Responses
N
Percent
$channelsa
network
95
41.9%
tv
54
23.8%
broadcast
21
9.3%
newspaper
48
21.1%
community
9
4.0%
Total
227
100%
a. Dichotomy group tabulated at value 1

Figure 5

Percent of Cases
93.1%
52.9%
20.6%
47.1%
8.8%
222.5%

Involvement of Disaster Pretention Practices

4 Suggestions of Natural Disaster Reduction to University Students
4.1 Identify the objective of disaster reduction education
The purpose of disaster reduction education is the spread of fundamental knowledge of disaster
reduction and the public attitude of disaster reduction would be established on the base of reduction
education. First, the relation of human and nature would be correctly recognized. Second, the function
of environment protection and the positive role of individual in the disaster reduction would be
understood. Furthermore, public psychological ability of anti-disaster would be reinforced by the
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disaster reduction education. In addition, school and society should cooperate to carry out anti-disaster
practice and employ theory to practice in order to improve the ability of disaster reduction of university
students. [5]Thereby, it is the long and important work of disaster reduction education, which would be
implemented by various education measures.
4.2 Channels of disaster reduction education
School courses are not only the single way to spread the knowledge of disaster reduction. The
disaster education should be done by multi-channels, which would be not the occasional tasks. The
fundamental knowledge education of disaster reduction should be reinforced first except for the
publicity of paper, network, and media. The learning platform such as courses, lectures, and blog should
be provided in order to improve the students’ consciousness of disaster prevention and cultivate their
social responsibility. Secondly, the practical skills of disaster prevention and reduction should be
imparted as many as possible in school, which would help university students self and mutual medical
aid. In addition, publicity of disaster prevention and reduction should not only be limited in the classes,
but also should be dissolved into the Party activities or general knowledge tests.

5 Conclusions
To sum up, this article explores the disaster perception ability of university students in Wuhan and
the following results would be achieved. Firstly, university students in Wuhan receive very limited
disaster reduction education. Secondly, they are lack of the practical skills of disaster prevention and
reduction. However, they are very concern with the natural disaster information, although lacking of the
theory knowledge and practical skills. Therefore, some suggestions of disaster reduction education for
university students have been provided, which would help to improve the disaster perception of
university students.
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Abstract: By comparing the impact of the logistics industry investment on the national economy, and
the impact of the logistics investment and the transportation investment on the national economy, we
find that the transportation system investments as a part of logistics industry investment, its driving
effect to the national economy is greater than that of the overall logistics investment. The driving effect
of the transportation investment to the national economy was reducing. In the future development of
logistics, on the one hand, we must build and improve infrastructure, improve the hardware conditions
of logistics; more importantly, we should improve the logistics organization, strive to improve logistics
efficiency.
Key words: National economy; Logistics investment; Transportation investment; Growth rate

1 Introduction
The logistics industry is an emerging composite industry, it includes transportation, warehousing,
distribution and processing sectors. Internationally, the logistics industry is considered as the artery and
basic industry of the national economic development. [1]Logistics industry development and its
infrastructure are inseparable, especially with its transportation infrastructure. Many domestic and
foreign scholars have studied the promoting role of transportation investment in national economic
development, such as Huang[2]; Wang[3]; Berechman [4]; Nakamura [5]; Akinyemi [6]. But there are few
researches on the relationship between logistics industry investment and national economy. And much
fewer comparative studies are there on the impact of the national economy between the transportation
investment and the logistics investment. This article just starts the research from this point.
Compilation of the Logistics Statistical Yearbook in China began in 1991, so we can collect data
on the logistics industry also from 1991. In view of the important position of the transportation in the
logistics industry development, in this paper, we use the data of the transportation system investment as
that of the logistics industry investment before 1991.

2 Transportation Investment and National Economy from 1978 to 1990
From 1978 to 1990, the investment in China's transport system increased to 180.53 billion Yuan
from the 24.8 billion Yuan; In the beginning, its proportion in the national economy was small, after
1984, the transport system investment proportion in GDP had increased and it reached the peak in
1986,more than 1%, then it was maintained at about 0.8% later.
Year

Table 1
GDP

1978 -1990 The Transportation System Investment and GDP at 1978 Prices
(1)
Year
GDP
(1)
(2)

(2)

1978

3645.20

24.800

0.0068

1985

7036.76

53.064

0.0075

1979

3922.24

25.033

0.0064

1986

7656.00

76.186

0.0100

1980

4228.17

22.266

0.0053

1987

8544.09

81.826

0.0096

1981

4448.03

17.649

0.0040

1988

9509.57

77.808

0.0082

1982

4852.81

22.464

0.0046

1989

9899.47

74.253

0.0075

1983

5381.76

25.654

0.0048

1990

10275.65

83.299

0.0081

1984
6199.79
43.668
0.0070
Source: Based on China compendium of statistics 1949-1999; 2005 Year book of China transportation and
communications. Where (1) is the transportation system investment ;(2)is the proportion in GDP
Unit: billion Yuan
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Figure 1
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Transportation Investment Growth Rate and GDP Growth Rate in 1979-1990

Figures 1 reflects the relationship between the transportation investment growth rate and GDP
growth rate from1979 to1990. The transportation investment growth rate and GDP growth rate are
positively correlated in this phase, and the correlation coefficient is 0.5980. We can see a great variance
between transportation investment growth and GDP growth rate in the figures. The maximum
difference between "peak" and "valley" of transportation investment growth rate is higher than 0.9, but
the changes in GDP growth rate is relatively stable, the maximum difference between "peaks" and
"valley" is only about 0.1, but the direction of change is roughly the same. in 1981 the GDP growth rate
was only 5.2%, and the transportation investment had a negative growth; The GDP growth in 1984 was
15.2%, and the transportation investment was 70.22%. From the Asian financial crisis in 1987, the GDP
growth rate decreases sharply in the subsequent two years. While China adopted a proactive fiscal
policy in response to the financial crisis, to increase infrastructure construction and domestic demand,
the transport investment growth rate improved on the contrary.
According to Table 1 data, we establish the linear regression equation of transport investment and
GDP :

y = 2482.276 + 84.9242 x

In the formula,
adjusting

y

(5.3787) (10.0714)

is GDP,

R = 0.8933 ,
2

(1)

x is

the transportation investment. Where

the goodness of fit is high, t of

x in

R 2 = 0.9022 ,

after

the model is 10.0714, t of

constant term is 5.3787, they all are bigger than t0.05 = 1.7959 and can pass the test with cirtical
value = 5%. The value of F is 101.4335, adjoint probability is 0.000001, the overall effect of the linear
regression is significant. In this regression equation, the coefficients of x is 84.9242. It shows that,
when the transport investment growth rate increases by one unit (10 thousand Yuan), GDP increases by
84.9242 units (849,242 Yuan)

3 Logistics Investment and National Economy from1991 to 2006
China's logistics industry investment and its proportion in the national economy made a steady
growth from 1991 to 2006. The logistics industry investment in 1991 was 35.75 billion Yuan,
accounting for 1.65% of GDP. The logistics industry investment in 2006 was 1.21694 trillion Yuan, it
was thirty-four times that of 1991, and the proportion in GDP also increased to 5.74%.
Table 2 1991-2006 The Logistics Investment and GDP at 1978 Prices
year
GDP
(1)
(2)
(3)
year
GDP
(1)
(2)
(3)
1991
11221.0
159.6
0.014
133.8
1999
25552.9
816.5
0.032
731.29
1992
12814.4
272.6
0.021
208.3
2000
27699.4
818.1
0.030
735.26
1993
14608.4
393.3
0.027
325.7
2001
29998.4
904.3
0.030
820.39
16522.1
450.1
0.027
378.6
2002
32728.3
1049.2
0.032
957.35
1994
1995
18323.0
433.7
0.024
369.9
2003
36001.1
1273.8
0.035
1106.82
20155.3
469.6
0.023
412.8
2004
39637.2
1659
0.042
1384.89
1996
1997
22029.8
535
0.024
477.6
2005
43759.5
2002.8
0.046
1670.17
1998
23748.1
775
0.033
702.2
2006
48616.8
2583.7
0.053
2075.35
Source: Based on China compendium of statistics 2009; 2005 Year book of China transportation and
communications. Where (1) is the logistics investment; (2) is the proportion in GDP; (3) is the transportation
investment
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Unit: billion Yuan
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GDP Growth Rate in 1991 -2006

Figures 2 and 3 reflect the relationship between the logistics investment growth rate and GDP
growth rate from 1992 to 2006. Same as the previous stage, there is a big difference between the the
growth rate changes of logistics industry investment and GDP. The maximum difference between the
"peak" and "valley" of logistics investment growth rate is about 0.74, and the variance of GDP growth
rate is only about 0.066. Although the fluctuation range of the logistics investment is relatively severe, it
dropped in the years after the Asian financial crisis. In 1998, the investment growth in the logistics
industry reached a new peak, mainly in transport infrastructure. Transportation facilities investment was
211.3 billion Yuan in 1997, it rose to 308.2 billion Yuan and increased nearly 50% in 1998. The next
few years, the railway mileage and highway mileage all increased much more. Except for the prominent
growth rate of the logistics industry investment in 1988, the change direction of logistics investment
and GDP is roughly the same, they are positively correlated in this phase, and the correlation coefficient
is 0.5980.
According to the data in Table 2, we establish the linear regression equation of logistics investment
and GDP:

y = 11649.15 + 16.2387 x

In the formula,

y

(9.2758) (14.4815)
is GDP, x is the logistics investment. Where

adjusted R 2 = 0.9330 , the goodness of fit is high, t of

(2)

R 2 = 0.9374

x in the model is 14.4815, t

,

of constant

term is 9.2758, they are bigger than t0.05 = 1.7613 and can pass the test with cirtical value = 5%, the
value of F is 209.7127, adjoint probability is 0, The overall effect of the linear regression is significant.
In this regression equation, the coefficients of x is 16.2387. It shows that, when the logistics
investment growth rate increases by one unit (10 thousand Yuan), GDP increases by 16.2387 units (that
is 162387 Yuan).
According to the data in Table, we also establish the linear regression equation of transport
investment and GDP :

y = 10712.03 + 20.1775 x

(10.7344)

(19.0775)

(3)
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In the formula,

y

is GDP,

x

is the transportation investment. Where

adjusted R = 0.9603 , the goodness of fit is high; t of
2

R 2 = 0.9630

x in the model is 19.0775, t

,

of constant

term is 10.7344, they are bigger than t0.05 = 1.7613 and can pass the test with cirtical value = 5%, the
value of F is 363.95, adjoint probability is 0, The overall effect of the linear regression is significant.
In this regression equation, the coefficients of x is 20.1775. It shows that, when the transportation
investment growth rate increases by one unit (10 thousand Yuan), GDP increases by 20.1775 units (that
is 201775 Yuan)

4 Conclusions
By comparing the impact of the logistics industry investment on the national economy, and the
impact of the logistics investment and the transportation investment on the national economy, we find
that the transportation system investments as a part of logistics industry investment, its driving effect to
the national economy is greater than that of the overall logistics investment.
From 1991 to 2006, when the transportation investment growth rate increased by one unit (10
thousand Yuan), GDP increased by 201775 Yuan; When the logistics investment growth rate increased
by one unit (10 thousand Yuan), GDP increased by 162387 Yuan. With the growth of GDP and
investments on transportation, the driving effect of the transportation investment to the national
economy is reducing. From 1978 to 1990, when transportation investments improved for every 10,000
Yuan, GDP increased by 849,242 Yuan; however, whentransportation investments improved for every
10,000 Yuan, GDP increased by 201,775Yuan from 1991 to 2006. This shows that the driving effect of
the transportation investment to the national economy was reducing.
For the future development of logistics, on the one hand, we should build and improve
transportation infrastructure, improve the hardware conditions of logistics; But more importantly, we
should focus on improving the logistics organization to improve logistics efficiency.
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Abstract: This study investigated the causal relationship between Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and
Economic Growth in Togo within the period 1991-2009. To that end, we used the Granger-causality to
test and determine the causal relationship between FDI and Economic Growth in Togo. Using time
series data, the research found that there was a unidirectional relationship between FDI and GDP. The
direction of causation ran from FDI to GDP enables to conclude that FDI cause GDP and not otherwise.
The study recommended improvement in the investment climate for foreign capital to enhance
competitiveness and strengthen the bargaining position of the country in the emerging globalized
economy.
Key Words: Causal Relationship; Foreign Investment; Economic Growth; Togo

1 Introduction
In the face of inadequate resources to finance long-term development in Africa and with poverty
reduction and other Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) looks increasingly difficult to be achieved
by 2015, the issue of attracting FDI has assumed a prominent place in the strategies of economic
renewal being advocated by policy makers at the national, regional and international levels (UNCTAD,
2005) [1]. Even though the average annual FDI flows to Africa has increased nine-fold from $2 million in
1980s to about $18 million in 2003 and 2004, the current findings by UNCTAD have shown a positive
but weak and unstable association between FDI and economic growth in Africa.
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) refers to long term participation in management, joint-venture,
transfer of technology and expertise by a country A into a country B. The economics literature drawing
on endogenous growth theory, suggests that the level of financial sector development may influence
foreign direct investment and its impact on the diffusion of technology in the host country, thereby
increasing the rate of economic growth. There are two types of FDI: inward foreign direct investment
and outward foreign direct investment, resulting in a net FDI inflow (positive or negative) and "stock of
foreign direct investment", which is the cumulative number for a given period. Direct investment
excludes investment through purchase of shares.
Many policy makers and academics contend that FDI can have important positive effects on a host
country’s development effort. In addition to the direct capital financing it supplies, FDI can be a source
of valuable technology and know-how while fostering linkages with local firms, which can help
jumpstart an economy. Based on these arguments, industrialized and developing countries have offered
incentives to encourage foreign direct investments in their economies.
Foreign investment can play a major role in stimulating the economic growth of Togo. Foreign
investors, through the establishment of multinational corporations, could help meet the country’s local
demands, create job opportunities and act as mobilizers of local capital and entrepreneurs. Through
research and adaptation, they could also help to harness and refine local raw materials as inputs of
production. With further expansion, they could create the necessary technological and industrial base for
the country and the necessary base for the country’s export trade.
Empirical studies of the impact of FDI on growth are concerned with either the overall effect on
growth (or net welfare) or with specific aspects of the FDI impact on employment, technology, trade,
entrepreneurship and other areas of the economy. Nevertheless, the nature of causation between FDI and
economic growth remain unclear. It is, therefore, necessary to ascertain the link between FDI and
economic growth in Togo. The main objective of this paper is, therefore, to test the direction of causality
between FDI and economic growth (GDP) in the case of Togo.

2 Literature Review
The relationship between foreign direct investment (FDI) and economic growth has motivated a
voluminous empirical literature focusing on both industrial and developing countries.
Despite there is many studies about the direction of the causal link between FDI and economic
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growth, the empirical evidence is not clear for country groups. Following the criticisms in recent studies
(Kholdy, 1995) of the traditional assumption of a one-way causal link from FDI to growth, new studies
have also considered the possibility of a two-way (bidirectional) or non-existent causality among
variables of interest. In other words, not only FDI can Granger cause GDP growth (with either positive
or negative impacts), but GDP growth can also affect the inflow of FDI or there could be no causal link.
The results of Garba (1997)’s study on direct foreign investment and economic growth in Nigeria
for the period 1970–1994 show that the coefficient of FDI was positive with high values indicating the
sensitivity of FDI to GDP [2]. Existing empirical work by Karikari (1992) on the causality between FDI
and economic growth in Ghana used the traditional Granger-type causality (Granger, 1969 and 1988)
tests to identify the direction of causality in the above important relationship. Caves (1996) found
bidirectional relationship. FDI and economic growth are positively interdependent. Large economic
growth provides high profit opportunities attracting higher domestic and foreign direct investments. On
the other hand, FDI through its spillover effect have direct positive economic growth of the host
countries.
Hansen and Rand (2006) found that there is strong causal link between FDI and GDP for a group
31 developing countries during 1970-2000. De Mello (1997) point out that FDI had significantly
positive effect on economic growth for the countries with high income [3]. In a study investigating 140
countries, Ghatak and Halicioglu found that FDI has a positive impact on real per-capita GDP (Ghatak
and Halicioglu, 2006), furthermore, Roy and Berg also found evidence of positive and significant impact
of the share of FDI in GDP on economic growth for the US by using SEM (Roy & Berg, 2006); on the
other hand, Udo et al. found no evidence of the relation FDI-economic growth when analyzing the West
African Monetary Zone (Udo and Obiora, 2006), proving the unilateral relation according to which FDI
is attracted to countries with higher GDP per capita.

3 Foreign Direct Investment and Economic growth in Togo
Togo’s economy relies heavily on agriculture, which employs 65% of the labor force. Cotton, cocoa
and coffee are the most important cash crop. Togo is one of world's largest producers of phosphate.
Commerce is also an important source of income for the nation. Lomé, Togo's capital is an important
regional trading center.
Foreign Direct Investment plays a pivotal role in the development of Togo’s economy. It is an
integral part of the global economic system. Togo presents a vast potential for foreign investment and is
actively encouraging the entrance of foreign players into the market.
Historically, France has been Togo's principal trading partner, although other European Union
countries are important to Togo's economy. China is another important trading partner.
Togo’s economic growth was dramatically increasing since 2000 (Figure 1). From a low GDP in
2000 ($1329.11 million), the annual growth of Togo has increased to $2061.01 million in 2004 and
increased to $2898.55 million in 2008.The first decreased in the GDP was in 1992 and 1993 due to a
very long general strike and the reduction of the international aid in 1993. The evolution of GDP
over the period 1994-1999 was nearly stable with a push on over the three years 1995, 1996 and
1997 following the devaluation of 11/01/1994. In current francs, level (nominal) of GDP stood at
$1576.09 million in 1999 against $982.63 million in 1994.
Evolution of Togo's FDI Inflows from 1991 to 2009
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Figure 1 Trends in FDI Inflows of Togo [1991 – 2009]
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Trends in GDP Growth of Togo [1991 – 2009]

The growth of FDI in Togo is one of the most consequences of Togo’s change in economic policy
from a planned economy towards a market oriented economy. Even though the annual FDI flows to
Togo has increased eight-fold from $6.48 million in 1991 to about $50.13 million in 2009. The amount
of foreign investment rose from a tiny $15.42 million in 1994 to $77.34 million in 2006. However, it
declined to $49.16 million in 2007. In sum FDI has grown speedily with trends in Togo during the study
period.

4 Data and Methodology
The data analyzed in this paper consists of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) time series of Togo in current USD. Data have been collected from Word Development
Indicator Website. The data set of the study consists of 19 annual observations covering 1991 to 2009.
This study uses Granger-causality test proposed by Granger (1969) [4] for testing statistical causality
between FDI and GDP. The Granger causality test is a statistical hypothesis test for determining whether
one time series is useful in forecasting another. This test is necessary because the direction of causation
between GDP and FDI is not certain. While some economic theorists believe that economic growth
(GDP) causes FDI, others opine that FDI causes economic growth. Granger causality may have more to
do with precedence, or prediction, than with causation in the usual sense. It suggests that while the past
can cause/predict the future, the future cannot cause/predict the past.
According to Granger, X causes Y if the past values of X can be used to predict Y more accurately
than simply using the past values of Y. In other words, if past values of X statistically improve the
prediction of Y, then we can conclude that X "Granger-causes" Y. Therefore, in a regression of Y on
other variables (including its own past values), if we include past or lagged values of X and it
significantly improves the prediction of Y, then we can say that X (Granger) causes Y. A similar
definition applies if Y (Granger) causes X.
The test involves estimating the following regressions:
n
n
α GDP
+ ∑ β FDI
+ μ
∑
t
0
i
t −i
j
t − j
1t
i =1
j =1
n
n
FDI = δ + ∑ λ FDI
+ ∑ δ GDP
+ μ
0
2t
t
i
t −i
j
t − j
i =1
j =1

GDP

=α

+

where it is assumed that the disturbances are uncorrelated. To test the hypotheses, the restricted F-test is
applied, which is given by:
F =

[(RSSR

− RSSUR

) / m ]/ [RSSUR

/ (n − k

)]

where, m is number of lagged terms, k is the number of parameters, RSSR and RSSUR are Residual
Sum of Squares of Restricted and Unrestricted models respectively.
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5 Results and Discussions
To test whether GDP causes FDI or FDI causes GDP in Togo, the data in Table 1 below is used to
run a Granger causality test to determine the direction of causation between the variables.
Table 1

FDI Inflow and GDP for the Period 1991 – 2009 (million USD)
Year
FDI
GDP

1991

6.48

1992

-13.11

1,692.96

1993

-11.87

1,233.51

1994

15.42

982.63

1995

26.17

1,309.38

1996

17.31

1,465.31

1997

21.00

1,498.95

1998

30.16

1,587.35

1999

42.55

1,576.09

2000

41.92

1,329.11

2001

63.58

1,328.03

2002

53.36

1,476.12

2003

33.73

1,758.95

2004

59.36

2,061.01

2005

76.99

2,108.22

2006

77.34

2,217.98

2007

49.16

2,498.94

2008

23.88

2,898.55

2009

50.13
2,854.60
Source: World Development Indicators Website
Table 2

Null
Hypothesis
GDP
does
not Granger
Cause FDI
FDI does not
Granger
Cause GDP

1,602.29

Pairwise Granger Causality Tests

Lags: 1

Lags: 2

Lags: 3

Lags: 4

Obs.

F-Stat

Prob

Obs.

F-Stat

Prob

Obs.

F-Stat

Prob

Obs.

F-Stat

Prob

18

0.0267

0.8723

17

0.7325

0.5010

16

0.6884

0.5815

15

0.7975

0.5681

18

5.9853

0.0272

17

3.4169

0.0669

16

1.2804

0.3389

15

0.9645

0.4902

The table 2 shows the results of the Pairwise Granger Causality Tests in Lags: 1, Lags: 2, Lags: 3
and Lags: 4 respectively. The number of years the past behavior of the variables takes to impact
significantly on the current period is indicated by the lags. This enables us to determine how past
records of the variables for a short period of one year and a medium period of two to four years affect
their current value.
The results in Lags: 1 (Table 2) reveal that there is a unidirectional relationship between FDI and
GDP in Togo. Based on Table.2, the F-value of 5.98 is statistically significant at 1 percent level of
probability. Consequently, the null hypothesis that FDI does not “Granger cause” GDP is rejected.
However, the null hypothesis that GDP does not “Granger cause” FDI is accepted as judged by the low
F-value of 0.03. Hence, the Granger causality test confirms a unidirectional causality from FDI to GDP.
The Granger causality test results confirm the consensus among economists that FDI have
important positive impact on the country’s economic growth effort. Thus, FDI exerts positive effect on
the growth of the economy, using GDP as a proxy in Togo.
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6 Conclusions
This study empirically evaluates the relationship between FDI and Economic Growth in Togo.
Evidence from the study showed a positive relationship between FDI and GDP during the period under
review. Using the Granger Causality Test, the statistical result of our study shows a unidirectional causal
effect running from FDI to GDP. The study, however, still failed to confirm Growth-driven FDI, i.e.
GDP growth in Togo has not been attracted FDI inflows. Though FDI exhibited a positive relationship,
its contribution to economic growth in Togo during the study period was significant. Understanding the
direction of causality between the two variables is crucial for formulating policies that would encourage
more private investors in Togo.
The study founds that FDI Granger cause GDP for the period 1991-2009. Thus, FDI stimulates
GDP. Also, there was a unidirectional relationship between FDI and GDP. The results contradicted our a
priori expectation that there was a bi-directional relationship between FDI and GDP. The results in table
2 further showed that the direction of causation ran from FDI to GDP. The implication here is that policy
makers should pay increased attention to the overall role and the quality of FDI as a vital determinant of
Economic Growth in Togo. This lends support to the validity of policy guidelines which emphasize the
importance of FDI for Economic Growth and stability in developing countries under the assumption of
FDI-led growth.
The paper recommends improvement in the investment climate for foreign capital in order to
enhance competitiveness and strengthen the bargaining position of the country in the emerging
globalized economy.
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Abstract: This paper took 2782 data of non-defaulted and defaulted state-subsidized student loan in a
university as samples. Firstly, by using Factor Analysis, 7 factors were picked up from original 12
attributes of every sample. Then 70% data were served as training samples and 30% data were served as
test samples. Furthermore, Fisher Discriminated, Bayesian Discriminate and Weighted Kernel Fisher
Discriminated were respectively used to classify these data. The result indicated that the accuracy rate of
Fisher Discriminated was 54.08%, while the accuracy rate of Bayesian was 67.99% and Weighted
Kernel Fisher Discriminated reached 74.0%. To decision and management, this research has guiding
significance for banks, and the principle and the method can also be applied into other similar problems.
Key words: Factor analysis; Weighted kernel fisher discriminated analysis; Loan defaults

1 Introduction
National Student Loan has played an important role in helping college students from poor families
to receive higher education and training talents for the country. At the end of June 2003, Commercial
Bank of China has a total payment of the national student loan ¥4.1 billion, It helps 710 000 poor
student achieved the dream of college[1]. But in recent years, as a few students lost their honesty, default
in bank loans has been on a rise. A survey shows that the default loan rate of many colleges are more
than 20%, and a few ones have even been up to 60%[2]. This phenomenon has led to the gradual loss of
momentum for state-owned commercial banks to continue loan business, and even in some districts,
commercial banks are suspended for this business. In order to identify the impact factor of default from
a large number of loan data, Aiming at this problem and applying factor molecules, Bayesian
Discriminant, and weighted kernel Fisher discriminate as well as other mathematical methods, we has
established a corresponding mathematical model according to 2782 data samples of actual repayment
and default in some colleges and universities from Wuhan. The application of the mathematical model
enables us to carry out a pre-discriminant analysis of the borrowers, and enhance tracking and
management on the "possible defaulter of contract" in accordance with the corresponding analytical
results, which can be provided for relevant staffs to make their decisions. It can help banks and
universities to strengthen the management of student loan default. It will promote the sustainable
development of the college student loans.

2 The Basic Principles of Factor Analysis and the Weighted Kernel Fisher
Discriminant Analysis
In order to apply factor analysis and Fisher discriminant method for discriminant analysis of the
data, firstly, we introduce the factor analysis and Fisher discriminant, in particular the basic principles of
the weighted kernel Fisher discriminant.
2.1 The basic principles of Factor analysis
Factor analysis was first proposed by British psychologist CE Spearman[3]. Based on the correlation
between the observed variables x1, x2,…,xp, they are translated into several groups (also known as factor
variables) F1, F2,…,Fm, (m ≤ p), and the correlation between the observed variables within the group is
close, while that among groups is loose. Each group represents an unobservable abstract variable, called
as the common factor. The corresponding mathematical model is as follows:
⎧x1 = a11F1 + a12 F2 + ... + a1m Fm + ε1
⎪
⎪x2 = a21F1 + a22 F2 + ... + a2m Fm + ε 2
⎨
(1)
⎪....................................................
⎪xp = ap1F1 + ap2 F2 + ... + apm Fm + ε p
⎩
In the formula, aij (i=1,2,…,p; j=1,2,…,m) is called as the factor loading, which can be obtained
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according to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix R of sample correlation; i (i=1,2,…,p) is called
as the special factor.
Factor variable Fj (j=1,2,…,m) can also be represented by the linear combination of observed
variable xi (i=1,2,…,p), that is
⎧ F1 = β11 x1 + β12 x2 + ... + β1 p x p
⎪
⎪ F2 = β 21 x1 + β 22 x2 + ... + β 2 p x p
⎨
⎪.............................................
⎪ F = β x + β x + ... + β x
m1 1
m2 2
mp p
⎩ m

(2)

Because m<p, so βji (i=1,2,…,p; j=1,2,…,m) in the above formula can only be obtained in the sense
of least square, and then the factor scores for each factor variable Fj (j=1,2,…,m) can be calculated.
Using factor scores, we can do further analysis of discrimination.
2.2 The basic principles of weighted kernel Fisher discriminant
The basic idea of Fisher discriminant is to project k sets of m metadata to a direction, making the
variance of the projection data is as large as possible[4]. Although the method can solve many practical
problems of discriminant analysis, but there are still some limitations. And kernel Fisher discriminant
method is generated to address the limitations of Fisher discriminant method.
Set Φ as the mapping from the input space to higher dimensional space, x as the input vector, and
then the mean vector of the two samples in the higher dimensional space is
1
Ni

m iΦ =

∑

Φ (x)

(i=1,2)

x∈ω i

(3)

In the formula, ωi represents the ith class, and Nt is the number of samples in ith class (i=1,2).
Thus the scatter matrix between classes is as follows:

SbΦ = (m1Φ − m2Φ )(m1Φ − m2Φ )T

(4)

The scatter matrix within classes is
S wΦi =

∑ω (Φ ( x ) − m φ )( Φ ( x ) − m

x∈

i

(i=1,2)

Φ T
i

)

i

The total scatter matrix within classes is
S wΦ =

in which

∑wS

i = 1, 2

i

Φ
wi

∑ w ∑ω ( Φ ( x ) − m

=

i = 1, 2

i

x∈

Φ
i

)( Φ ( x ) − m iΦ ) T

,

(5)

i

wi (i=1,2) is the weight according to the imbalance of data. The purpose of Kernel Fisher

discriminant is to find a proper vector in the direction of projection, which makes
J (Z ) =

Z
Z

S bΦ Z
S wΦ Z

T
T

(6)
reach its maximum value. According to reproducing kernel theory, Z can be represented by linear
mapping of all the samples in higher dimensional space[5], that is
N
(7)
Z =
α Φ(x ) ,

∑

i

i =1

i

in which N=N1+N2. By derivation, it can be obtained that
J (Z ) =

α T Mα
α T Hα

(8)

in the above formula M i = ( M 1(i ) , M 2( i ) ,..., M N(i ) ) T , while
M

(i )
j

=

1
Ni

Ni

∑ exp( −

|| x j − x kω i || 2

k =1

H=

2σ 2

∑ w K ( I − L )K

i =1, 2

i

i

(i )
K i = ( k pq
)

(i )
k pq
= exp(−

i

N × Ni

T
i

) (i=1,2)；

，

，

|| x p − xqωi || 2
2σ 2

)，

(9)
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I is the unit matrix of order Ni, while Li is the matrix of order Ni for those whose elements are all 1 N ;
In the formula, α = (α1 , α 2 ,...α N ) = H −1 ( M 1 − M 2 ) , which is the vector that makes J(Z) reach its maximum
value.
Furthermore, as the projection of Φ(x) of higher dimensional feature space in Z direction is
N

y = Z T Φ ( x ) = ∑ α j exp(−

|| x j − x ||2

j =1

2σ 2

)

(10)

The mean value of the two classes after projection
m iφ =

1
Ni

∑

y

(i=1,2)

(11)

y ∈ω i

Therefore, the threshold point of classification
y0 =

N 1 m1φ + N 2 m 2φ
N1 + N 2

(12)
can be constructed. When m1φ ≥ m2φ , if y ≥ y0 ,then the sample will be awarded to Class 1, otherwise to
Class 2; when m1φ ≤ m2φ , if y ≥ y 0 ,then the sample will be awarded to Class 2, otherwise to Class 1.

3 Forecast and Analysis of Results
Based on the above principles, methods, and MATLAB7.0 platform, we compiled software, and
then analyzed 2782 loan repayment and defaults in a university. In these samples, there are 2575
non-default samples (accounting for 92.56%), with 207 samples of default (accounting for 7.44%). 70%
(1947) samples are extracted as training data with the other 30% (835) data as test data, and a
mathematical model of the bank loan is also established.
3.1 Extract the main factor by applying factor analysis
In each data (samples), the following 12 indicators or attributes are included: gender, education,
age, employment rate of majors, grade point, the economic category of native place, the average income
in native place, tuition fee loans, living expenses loans, accommodation loans, study and work situation,
and the total amount of loans. After conducting varimax rotation, extract 7 principal factors from the
original data, whose variance contributes has been up to 84.519% and they can be interpreted as follows:
The factor load of the first principal factor (F1) is 17.1%, whose associated variables include tuition
fee loan and its total amount. As the total amount of the loan is mainly composed by the tuition, thus the
first principal factor could be interpreted as the situation of tuition loans.
The factor load of the second principal factor (F2) is 15.2%, whose associated variables include the
economic groups and average income of native place. Therefore, it could be interpreted as the family’s
economic condition.
The factor load of the third principal factor (F3) is 13.6%, and whose associated variables include
the academy degree and age. General speaking, academy degree is proportional with the age, thus it
could be interpreted as the educational background.
The factor load of fourth principal factor (F4) is 10.3%, whose associated variables only include the
accommodation loan, so it could be interpreted as the situation of accommodation difficulty.
The factor load of the fifth principal factor (F5) is 10.1%, whose associated variables include the
GPA in school, college admission and the employment status. This main factor mainly reflects students’
achievement after graduation, thus it could be interpreted as the personal achievement.
The factor load of sixth principal factor (F6) is 9.5%, whose associated variables include the gender
and the employment status of the specified major. As some majors have been largely affected by gender,
this principal factor could be interpreted as the situation of the major.
The factor load of seventh principal factor (F7) is 8.7%, whose associated variables include the loan
of the living expenses, so it could be interpreted as the difficulty in living conditions.
According to the factor analysis method, we can get the scores of each principal factor, and then
conduct the discriminated classification. In this paper, the weighted kernel Fisher discriminant is
adopted to conduct further analysis and processing.
3.2 Analysis on the discriminant results of weighted kernel Fisher and other discriminant methods
Randomly select 1947 data (70%) from the existing 2782 data as a training sample and the
remaining 835 data (30%) is regarded as the testing data. Then apply Fisher discriminant and the linear
discriminant function to discriminate the testing data and the obtained results are shown as follows: the
accuracy rate of non-default is 53.24%, while the accuracy rate of default is 64.52%, and the total
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accuracy rate is 54.08%. Meanwhile, the Bayes discriminant method is also adopted to conduct
discriminated analysis for comparison[6], and the results are as shown in Table 1, which shows that the
accuracy rate of the above two methods are relatively low.
Table 1
Loss ratio
100
50
20
15

The Correct Rate of Bayes Discrimination Method Under Different Loss Ratio
Non-default class
Default class
Total accuracy rate
45.60%
82.26%
48.32%
53.11%
74.19%
54.68%
68.52%
61.29%
67.99%
73.32%
48.39%
71.46%

To improve this situation, in this paper, against the ratio of the number of two samples, respectively
set the weights as w1=0.9256, w2=0.0744 and then conduct discriminant and classification on the
mentioned data using the weighted kernel Fisher discriminant method. Under the premise of ensuring
the total accuracy rate reaches the maximum, the accuracy rate of default and non-default are made to be
balanced as far as possible. Take different value on the parameter σ in kernel Fisher discriminant to
conduct analysis. The results show that when σ=7.5 and the accuracy rates of default and non-default
are in an equilibrium state, the accuracy rate reaches its maximum. By training samples, we obtain the
vector α and the threshold point y0=-0.0237, thus conducting discriminant and classification on the
testing sample. Compared with the actual classes of testing sample, its total accuracy rate is 74.0%,
among which the accuracy rate of non-default is 74.7%, while the accuracy rate of default is 64.5%.
To sum up, the weighted kernel Fisher discriminant method is better than the linear Fisher
discriminant method and Bayes method (loss ratio of 20) (as shown in Table 2), which fully reflects its
superiority. According to the training parameters and classification criteria, we can predict the new data
and ensure high reliability.
Table 2
Discriminated method
Weighted Fisher
Fisher
Bayes

Comparison of the Accuracy Rate of Two Methods
default
Non-default
Total accuracy rate
64.50%
74.70%
74.0%
64.52%
53.24%
54.08%
68.52%
61.29%
67.99%

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we establish a comprehensive mathematical model to conduct discriminant analysis,
which has successfully applied the factor analysis and the weighted kernel Fisher discriminant method
to forecast the loan and loan repayment against the actual data of student loans, with the accuracy rate of
testing samples up to 74.0%. Compared with Bayes discriminant method and the linear Fisher
discriminant method, the discriminant kernel Fisher discriminant method has the decisive advantage.
The model can be used not only in the forecasts of bank loan, but also for other similar situations, such
as, the principal factor identification of nutritional status of different lakes. In this model, the selection
method of parameter σ has been studied, but its optimum value still needs further study.
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Abstract: This paper uses key performance indicator method to study issues related to the design
of enterprise performance indicator system, aiming to improve organizational performance and
employee performance. This method is capable of grasping key behaviors and contents of
organizations and employees, does not deviate from the organizational strategic objectives,
construct the key performance indicator system of enterprises, and plays a role of evaluation and
behavior-orientation.
[Key words: KPI; Weight; Strategic objectives

1 Introduction
Key performance indicator (KPI) is a very popular term in current human resource field, as well as
an emerging method to determine performance evaluation indicator in recent years. It refers to grasp
20% of the key behaviors and contents of the organization and employees close-knit to the realization of
organizational objectives for evaluation on the basis of the Eighty-Twenty Rule while the evaluation
indicators and contents of employees are being prepared. KPI originates from Britain. Since the UK
construction industry began to study and prepare KPI system in order to accurately evaluate the
organizational and employee performance in 1998, studies on KPI have been widely applied to various
fields. Zheng Haihang and Yin Jianfeng of China carried out deep studies to the characteristics of KPI.
Xiong Yingzi and Liu Shuang summarized problems easily occurred to the design of KPI. On the basis
of the illustrations of the connotations of KPI, this paper will analyze the process and methods of the
establishment of KPI systems at different levels.
KPI aims to control and measure key enterprise activities and its core effects by the establishment
of the evaluation evidence and indicators of the individual and organizational contributions to key
performance in the decomposed and quantitative KPI system. The evaluation contents reflected in KPI
system ultimately depend on organizational strategic objectives, further refining and developing the
organizational strategic objectives, and are adjusted with the evolution of the organizational strategic
objectives. While KPI is prepared, it shall be precise, critical and effectively decomposed. In confirming
the standard indicator system, it shall be quantitative or behavior-like if it is difficult to be quantitative.
And only in this way, can effective communications such as work expectations, work performance and
future development, etc. be carried out through the platform KPI between employees and managers.

2 Establishment of KPI System
KPI is a systematic indicator system, including three aspects: enterprise-level KPI,
department-level KPI, and individual KPI.
2.1 Establishment of enterprise-level KPI
While designing and establishing enterprise-level KPI, we usually have three typical thoughts and
methods: External-oriented Method (also called Benchmark Management Method); Internal-oriented
Method (Key Design Method for Success); and Balanced ScoreCard (BSC).
(1) External-oriented method
External-oriented Method is also called Benchmark Management Method. This method means to
compare the key performance behaviors of the enterprise with those of the most competitive enterprises
or the most leading and prestigious enterprises in the industry, analyze the reasons of excellent
performance of the benchmark enterprises, and base on this to form the key performance indicators and
standards that make the sustainable development of the enterprise.
The external-oriented method is in fact a method of studying and imitating the performance
indicator determination way of advanced enterprises. However, the gap shall be analyzed during the
study and imitation period, and the difference in business scale as well as the influences of economic
cost and corporate culture, etc. shall be considered in confirming the performance indicators and
standards.
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(2) Internal-oriented method
The basic thought of this method is to analyze the key result areas (KRA) that lead to the success
and leading marketplace of the enterprises, and then decompose KRA into key performance factors
(KPF). In order to quantify and analyze these factors, factors shall be decomposed into indicators—KPI.
Take a travel agency for an example.
Table 1 Enterprise-level KPI of One Travel Agency
KPI Dimension

KPI Factor
Market competitiveness

Market leader
Marketing force
Brand influence
Customer service

Customer satisfaction
Customer resource management
Accounts receivable

Profit growth
Expense control

Organizational building

Net profits
Personnel
Discipline
Culture

KPI
Current reception delegations
Current reception passengers
Current operating income
The number of new customers
New business sales growth rate
Effectiveness of marketing
Customers’ brand awareness
The number of customer complaints
per delegations
Customer file management
The speed and duration of fund
recovery
The number of bad debt
Office expenses
Business entertainment expenses
Goal achievement rate of net profits
Turnover rate of key personnel
Implementation of corporation policies
Overall satisfaction index of staff

(3) Balanced ScoreCard
Balance ScoreCard changes enterprise vision and strategies into objectives and evaluation
indicators in the four aspects of finance, customers, internal procedures, and study and development,
thus realizing all-round control and management of the enterprise performance.
2.2 Establishment of department-level KPI
The fulfillment of enterprise objectives needs department support. Therefore, enterprise-level KPI
shall be distributed or decomposed to corresponding departments to form department-level KPI.
Specific procedures are: After obtaining and decomposing enterprise-level KPI, we can adopt the BSC
principle — ask departments to respond to organizational strategies and strategic objectives according to
their respective duty positioning — to determine department objectives under the guidance of
organizational strategies. During the preparation process of the department strategic objectives,
departments undertake not only the duty of directly decomposing enterprise-level KPI, but also the
duties of the organizational construction of the department itself and work improvement, etc. Therefore,
SWOT analysis of the department shall be conducted prior to the determination of the strategic
objectives of the sector.
One decomposition method is usually conducted according to the duties undertaken by different
departments, and the other decomposition method is conducted according to the nature of work or the
main procedures of each sector.
(1) Establish KPI system according to different duties of departments
This evidence mainly emphasizes the duties undertaken by the department to decompose enterprise
objectives so as to formulate evaluation indicators.
Table 2

Department

Department-level KPI

Indicator Weight
Market share

Marketing Department

Customer service indicators
Management safety indicators

Indicator Name
Sales growth rate, market share, sales
target achievement rate
Instant complaint handling rate,
customer follow-up rate, customer
turnover rate, completeness rate of
customer files
Loan recovery rate, product flow rate,
ratio of input and output of sales cost
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Cost indicators
Production Department

Quality indicators
Management safety indicators
Cost indicators

Purchasing Department
Quality indicators
Human Resource Department

Management safety indicators

Productivity, loss of raw materials,
equipment utilization, equipment
productivity
One-time pass rate of finished
products
Turnover rate of raw materials and
stores
Purchasing price index, turnover rate
of raw material inventory
One-time pass rate of supplier
delivery
Natural turnover rate of personnel,
completion rate of training programs,
training coverage, fulfillment rate of
staffing demands

(2) Establish KPI system based on nature of work or main procedures
Work Category

Work Type

Management service

Finance and economics

HR development

Market

Marketing support
Marketing
Purchase

Technology

Production
R&D

Indicator Name
Responsibility budget expense control,
expenditure audit failure rate, high fund
completion rate
Turnover rate of personnel, fulfillment
rate of staffing demands, completion
rate of training program, turnover rate
of core talents
Market share, brand recognition,
complaint handling rate, completeness
rate of customer files
Achievement rate of sales objectives,
sales growth rate, loan recovery rate
and timely completion rate
Fulfillment rate of procurement task,
one-time pass rate of supplier delivery
Technical service satisfaction, stop
hours in case of production equipment
failure
Design loss rate, timely completion rate
of single projects, etc.

2.3 Determination of individual or post KPI
After decomposition, department-level KPI gradually becomes feasible and measurable individual
KPI. And to implement these indicators in real terms, individual KPI shall be combined with
departmental responsibilities.
In addition, decomposition of personnel performance objectives needs some internal and external
supports and aids. At first, functions and posts shall be defined in process and organizational structure.
Secondly, unite the cognition of the company particularly immediate supervisors about performance
evaluation and management. At last, set up smooth and effective performance communication channels.
KPI is generally divided into the following four categories: quantity, quality, cost and time limit.
And performance evaluation is usually conducted in these four aspects. And the preparation of specific
individual or post performance indicators usually takes into consideration the two aspects: concerns on
results and process behaviors. However, the weight of result indicators and behavior indicators is
different due to different duty ranges undertaken by personnel at different levels. Senior managers
usually undertake the responsibility of results and the work contents are to evaluate the decision-making
and management indicators, therefore performance indicators shall focus on result indicators. And
primary personnel is usually not responsible for results or the impacts of primary personnel are mainly
determined by their codes of conducts reflected in the process of completing tasks, therefore it is
important to control the behaviors of primary personnel. So, to primary personnel, behavior indicators
take up a big proportion in our design of performance indicators. Furthermore, the higher the position of
senior manager is, the less the quantity of KPI is, and the more the number of KPI of primary personnel
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is, the stronger the process is.

3 Conclusion
In fact, the effective implementation of KPI performance management system is a strategic step.
During the implementation process, enterprises need strong support of relevant systems. Therefore,
during the establishment process of KPI system, many unexpected problems inside or outside of the
enterprise may occur. And how to handle these problems during the implementation process is
extremely important.
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Abstract: Microblog is gaining popularity in China in recent two years. Due to its unique features like
briefness, instantaneity and interactivity, it is predicted to have great potentials in promoting social
progress. Based on a review of the hot events that happened in China in 2010, this paper explores the
role microblog plays in achieving open governance, managing crises and improving livelihood and
argues that microblog facilitates the construction of civil society in China through soliciting citizens’
active participation in public affairs.
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1 Introduction
Microblog is becoming a buzzword in China in recent two years. Different types of people,
especially film stars and singing stars use microblog services to post quick status updates about what
they’re doing or what they plan to do. Journalists and news sites use microblog both for gathering news
and for sharing headlines and linking to news stories on line. E-businesses are starting to take advantage
of microblogs by posting about upcoming events, company progress and e-commerce sales. Even
delegates to the National People's Congress early 2010 posted brief online messages from behind the
scene to share with the public the progress of the conference. Microblogging is growing so rapidly
among China’s estimated 360 million Internet users that some people said China is undergoing Micro
Revolution. The slogan of Chinese Blogger Conference 2009 is “Micro power and a broader world”. It
anticipated the ways how more and more subtle information-sharing tools and channels promote social
progress and collaboration which have immediate impact on our way of life. This paper intends to
examine how the netizens’ participation in public affairs facilitates the construction of civil society in
China through microblogging based on a review of the hot events in 2010.

2 Features of Microblog
By definition, microblog is a form of real-time blog that allows users to write a brief text update
(usually less than 140 characters—including spaces) and publish it instantly on the Internet through a
variety of digital channels and share them with friends, coworkers, and online contacts. The idea first
came from Evan Williams who launched the earliest communications platform service website Twitter
in 2006. Twitter is highlighted in western countries, for it helped Barack Obama win the election
campaign and become American president in 2008; it was first to have reported the death of Michael
Jackson in June 2009; and it played an important role in the political unrest in Iran in June and
December 2009. All these events signal the coming of a new Internet age brought by microblog
products led by Twitter.
Microblogging has become popular over recent years because it represents a free, fast, and
easy-to-use social media tool. Briefness is its remarkable feature. Every message is restricted to 140
characters. And the production of the message is as easy as BBS, QQ texts. Therefore, the access
threshold is much lower. The free-style and two-paragraph posts have replaced long-format blog articles,
empowering it with great advantage over other media in this information-explosion era in which people
are plagued by fast pace of life.
Microblog features strong real-time performance and broad coverage. Users can record what they
think, see, hear and feel at anytime via a computer or mobile devices such as a mobile phone. They can
post their message, update their message whenever and wherever, and these updates are available to
anyone who has subscribed to view the messages. They can also follow or forward others’ message and
search information whenever and wherever. Therefore, Compared to traditional media formats,
microblog provides greatly enhanced real-time performance, which makes it complement to other new
media like web pages, IM tools and e-mails. Unlike traditional media characterized by linear
communication or weblike computer-mediated communication, the transmission of microblog is fissile.
For example, as a social network, Twitter revolves around the principle of followers. When you choose
to follow another Twitter user, the user’s tweets appear in reverse chronological order on your main
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Twitter page. If you follow 20 people, you'll see a mix of tweets scrolling down the page. Having a
broad coverage, microblog is actually a real-time broadcasting tool, and every user has a separate
channel and his or her own audience. It is an extremely efficient medium.
Microblog is also strikingly interactive. The boundaries between publisher, producer, distributor,
consumer and receiver of content are blurring. Everybody becomes participant. Everybody can offer
help or donate ideas. They are not only senders but also receivers of information. Microblog is a great
way to get information from a large group of friends and peers. Putting a question out there yields
results that can provide great value. It’s also a great way to share resources that you find interesting and
helpful. You can have two-way communication and share information with others at any time. Put those
three elements together — social networks, live searching and link-sharing — and you have a cocktail
that poses what may amount to the most interesting alternative to Google's near monopoly in searching.

3 The Current Status of Microblog in China
Microblog has had its presence in China for four years. To date, more than 30 websites have been
operating or introducing the functions of Twitter. Microblog was introduced to China by Fanfou.com in
2007. Earlier birds like Fanfou, Jiwai and Digu have once come under the limelight of the media. Since
the second half of 2009, a host of portal websites such as Sina, Sohu and Tencent have started the
testing of microblogging functions in succession. As a result, Chinese Twitters have been a hot topic
since 2009.
Sina Corporation started the promotion for a Twitter-like product Sina Microblog in August, 2009.
It attracted the joining of the common audiences through the star effect. Sina Microblog has made some
improvement of Twitter tailored for China. For example, users can publish topics for discussion and
attach images to the messages they send; the display form of the discussion page is similar to that of
community forms to adapt to the habits of Chinese users. Sina even allows the users of other websites to
register Sina Microblogging accounts. Tencent, an entertainment portal site in China, has also launched
the beta-version of microblogging product. Sohu and NetEase are also testing their similar products in
the hope of sharing a slice of the emerging microblogging market when it flourishes in future.
Most traditional media that have registered with Sina are magazines and newspapers, with famous
media reporting current issues that draw most concern. Traditional media usually utilize microblog in
two ways. One is communicating by microblog. They post the content of media on their microblog
account and set topics to bring forth discussion. The other is they defragmentize and reorganize the
messages on various microblogs and make it their own exclusive news according to their own
orientation. As is analyzed above, the messages on microblogs are the continually updated brief
discourse produced and submitted by users. Traditional media can select the right information for their
audiences from the fragmented information on different microblogs and form secondary communication.
Since different media have different perspectives and criteria, they can produce different news. Thus,
microblogs can be used to form a kind of distributed journalism characterized by fast speed, rich sources
of information and mighty dissemination.
Despite the prosperity of Twitter in foreign countries, the microblogging market in China still
remains at its infant stage. To date, no microblogging websites with million-grade users have taken
shape in China. Even though Sina has employed stars to promote its micro-blogging product, its
microblogging website still remains at the beta test stage.

4 Microblog and Civil Society
4.1 The connotation of civil society
Definitions of civil society vary. Habermas defines civil society as relatively independent social
structure such as non-governmental organizations, community groups, registered charities, trade unions,
schools and so on. These organizations form the social foundations of public sphere where they can
discuss the widely concerned affairs. [1] Giddens understands civil society as an entity conditioned by the
state, which is not a spontaneous harmonious order. He stressed that a healthy civil society protects
individuals from state power. On the other hand, the state must protect individuals from conflicts of
interest in civil society. [2]
The discourse of constructing civil society appeared in China after the reform and opening up.
Chinese scholars who introduced the concept of civil society into China and tried to establish civil
society in China really appreciate the liberal spirit and democratic tendencies contained in the civil
society theory and intended to promote political democratization in China. The representative Chinese
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scholar, Deng Zhenglai, once argued, “by limiting the boundaries of the state power and setting the
principle of the infiltration of society by the political power, the ideas of modern political liberalism and
economic liberalism broke the political despotic thought of unlimited state power, and provided
theoretic guidance to the political liberation of the society and human being.”[3] In recent years, with the
rapid development of national economy and mass media, civil society is believed to be emerging in
China. Citizens’ active participation in public affairs is indispensable to the construction of civil society.
Therefore, in the following part, we are going to examine how citizens participate in public affairs
through microblogging by reviewing several events that happened in 2010.
4.2 Microblog and open governance
The new electronic media have been widely hailed as a potential way of escaping from the
oppressive “top-down” politics of mass democracies in which tightly organized political parties make
policy unilaterally and mobilize support behind them with minimal negotiation and grass-roots input.[4]
During Two Sessions early this year, microblogging sprang up like mushrooms after the rain, rapidly
developing (from the one hosted by Sina to more than ten microblogging sites). It assumed four new
roles: as a new way for representatives to perform their duties (offering public proposals as well as
behind-the-scenes trivia); as a new form of news dissemination for the news media (opening official
microblogs, establishing microblog columns and layout in newspapers); as a new platform for citizen
participation in politics (virtual proposals were submitted; interaction with council members); and a new
interactive way for the press to investigate stories (setting topics to get user comments).
In August, the Beijing Municipal Public Security Bureau officially launched its microblogging
services in an attempt to offer a new communication channel between police and the general public. In
the first microblog post, the bureau pledged to offer the latest police affairs news, anti-fraud tips and
stories of model community police. More than 17,600 people logged onto the microblog service on
Sunday and some posts received hundreds of comments. Most people applauded the services as the
social progress and gradual government openness, saying it can bridge the gap between police and
average citizens and change the traditionally mysterious and superior image of police officers.
4.3 Microblog and crisis management
Since it is a quick alternative for mass communication, microblog has been used in ways that are
creative, widely participative and, often, surprisingly effective to cope with various crises or
emergencies. When a crisis occurs, the initial response is critical. It has the power to restore order or
chaos; to heal and soothe or heighten tension and cause friction; to clarify and reassure or cast doubt
and increase uncertainty. It is a moment that in many instances can forever shape the image, reputation
and sometimes destiny of a person, an organization or even a government. More importantly, it is a
moment to maintain public safety and social order. As a result, more and more emergency response
organizations are utilizing microblog to communicate to the public and gather immediate information
from on the ground resources. One challenge during a crisis is how an individual or organization
communicates with all stakeholders to include the general public. Coombs stated that a crisis creates an
“information void”, with time of the essence in a crisis and no longer existing on a linear plane, that
void needs to be filled immediately.[5] With the advances of technology the speed of communication has
been drastically increased bringing people together in virtual communities. Essentially, one voice on the
Internet can be heard by millions instantly and in a time of a crisis those voices are filling the void. The
traveling speed of crisis information directly impacts the time a crisis team or organization has to
respond in order to appear in control. However, if conducted effectively, crisis communication through
social media platforms can protect and defend an organization and save lives in urgent situations by
filling the information void. Thanks to technological advances, microblog just serves the purpose.
Let’s take Yushu earthquake as an example to illustrate how microblog functions in crisis
communication. During the rescue effort, microblogging demonstrated more power in terms of higher
efficiency and better accuracy of information than all the other channels of communication. After the
earthquake, various microblogging services cooperated and offered a live broadcast of the rescue after
the earthquake, constructing the platform for the government and mass audiences to learn about the truth
According to a report in the Chinese media, during the relief effort, there were over 500,000 tweets
related to the earthquake, and over 150,000 users had shown their concerns through the microblogging
platform. These tweets played an important role in exchanging intelligence, relaying requests for help,
and describing on-the-ground situations.
Among the microblogs, the report from China International Rescue Team drew the most attention.
Before the reporters came to the area, it posted over one hundred reports on the line and updated them
every 10 minutes and even every one minute at the climax. Firefighting Bureau of the Ministry of Public
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Security employed microblog to disclose the organization work of the rescue team, including the exact
number of the soldiers, trucks and sniffer dogs that were already at work and those to be there. Over 2
million netizens kept close track of their reports. It meets their need to get the information and greatly
encouraged them to overcome the disaster. A few example tweets would explain:
Urgent requests for clothes, blankets, tents, medicines and food. Please send directly to the disaster
area. Address: Relief Resources Management Office, Yushu People's Government, Post Code 815000.
Huang Liming (Deputy Secretary, Yushu People's Government). Phone: 15352985890.
Flights to Xining has been suspended. Nanzhou is only 3-4 hours away from Xining by car. I
suggest journalists to take flights to Nanzhou first, then travel to Yushu via Xining by car. This is a
cheap method (cars from Xining to Yushu now costs 6 yuan per km)
To 100km west of Yushu, there is a town called Long Bao which is heavily damaged. Apparently
no rescue team has arrived there yet. Please notify the relevant authorities.
Experts remind rescue teams to bring medicines for high-attitude sickness and cold, and also
vitamins.
Microblog plays a role during all four phases of crisis management, mitigation, preparation,
response and recovery. The benefit of real time pictures and videos of on the scene of a crisis allows
hazard assessments for first responders and alleviates the stress of the unknowing from stakeholders.
The ability to relay immediate information from on the scene before the news has the ability to get on
scene allows people even in remote areas to access crisis as it is happening. In addition, in crisis
reporting, traditional media can usually provide mass audiences a global picture, while the details on the
scene that people rarely know are conveyed via microblogs. They are very necessary supplement to
reports of the traditional media, because when one microblogger shares his/her own view, more people
read this and continue to share this view with others. Through such constant sharing, collective decision
can be made. In short, microblogs can mobilize the whole society in fighting against a crisis. Through
microblogging, each and everyone individual in a community can act as a “publisher, sharer and
participant” in information exchanges, arousing public attention in a short period of time. It prompts
discussion, debate and feedback from those that care about the crisis. The unity of citizens and the
cohesion of a nation are beneficial to the construction of civil society.
4.4 Microblog and livelihood
The virtual community formed by microbloggers can also help solve practical social problems.
When a person shares an idea with others, other people will pick that up and continue to forward that
idea to others, so on and so forth. Such kind of continuous sharing would eventually realize the will of
these people. The process is like water drops coming together to form cloud. Isaac Mao, the first blogger
in China compares individual to a drop of water and when individual keeps sharing the ideas that they
agree with, these people would come together and turn into a power that can supervise civil servants and
even change government policy.
Li Mengmeng is a 21 year-old high school student from the countryside of Henan province. In
order to save money and send her to university, his dad broke his legs from overworking and her older
sister dropped out of school to work in the city. In June, she took the college entry test and scored 565, a
score that can help her get into a good university. However, someone who worked at the admissions
committee of Kaifeng County forgot her application in drawer, causing her to miss the deadline to get
into any universities in China. What was worse was that Kaifeng admissions committee rejected to take
any responsibilities. Liang Shuxin, a media practitioner who is very keen on studying Chinese education
problems, posted the news on his microblog page to advocate others to retweet in order to help Li
Mengmeng get into a college. In 2 days, the post was retweeted over 60,000 times. People were
commenting and showing great anger towards the local educational department. Due to public pressure,
Li Wenyi, who left Li Mengmeng’s file in the drawer, has been suspended from duty. And a later update
brings the good news that Henan University of Finance and Economics has admitted Li to their school.
It is an example of “micro-power” creating a new “world” for individuals.

5 Conclusion
We should not underestimate the power of microblog, as it calls upon citizens’ awareness and
enthusiasm for public affairs so that they would take on their responsibility to bring progress to our
society. Microblogs are a gathering place for opinion leaders, especially for the gathering of many
professionals in the media, and that they have already to a definite degree become the vanguard of other
forums in China and of Chinese traditional media. There are still obstacles for the development of civil
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society in China. However, when people’s will is pointing to the same direction, neither the power bloc
nor powerful individuals could stop the momentum.
At the same time, we need a sober mind and be alert to the consequences of relying too much on
microblogs. Topics on microblogs are posted quickly, but also fade away quickly. To establish a forum
to discuss important issues that need longer-term attention, it is necessary to use microblogs in
conjunction with other outlets such as websites and traditional media. Besides, there is a negative
tendency: some journalists rely too much on microblogging. Instead of going to the scene to get the
first-hand facts or to confirm the facts, they just stay at their offices and search the new on the Internet
or quote news from different microblogs. It will definitely mislead audiences in making judgment on a
certain event and hence facilitate little in constructing civil society.
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Abstract This paper aims to provide information and recommendations on policy and strategy to
develop and strengthen micro and small enterprises (MSEs) to overcome informality. Specifically the
study seeks to: assess the current situation and the nexus of the informal sector of the Bolivian MSEs
economy in order to draw conclusions and propose strategies that enable these companies increase their
effectiveness of operations, considering the external and internal causes that might affect their correct
performance, and suggestions about government policies which may be considered beneficial for a
rapidly development.
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1 Introduction
The term Micro and Small Enterprises (MSEs) comes from companies that are privately owned and
operated with a small number of employees and relatively low volume of sales. These enterprises are
privately owned corporations, partnerships or sole proprietorship, mostly classified according to other
methods such as sales, assets or net profits.
Independence is the major advantage an owner found to launch a small company. Obtain the
freedom to operate independently is the best reward got; however it is a hard full time work required and
most of the times, entrepreneurs that want to skip dependence ultimately found in their customers a new
boss [1].
Small businesses often face a variety of problems related to their size. A frequent cause of
bankruptcy is undercapitalization. This is often a result of poor planning rather than economic
conditions. It is common rule of thumb that the entrepreneur should have access to a sum of money at
least equal to the projected revenue for the first year of business in addition to his or her anticipated
expenses.
Generally speaking about the Bolivian situation, in the modern sector exists multinational
corporations and large national companies, characterized by the presence of new technologies, a high
level of productivity, efficient administrative and management, generally they are capital intensive and
labor saving. Production is primarily aimed at foreign markets, highlighting areas such as hydrocarbons,
mining, soy and its derivatives, and forest products as well, in the services sector are the
telecommunications, electricity and rail transport. The modern segment is part of neoliberalism and
globalization as it is focused on the production and export of raw materials and appropriate of the
economic surplus.
The traditional segment is composed mainly of micro, small and medium enterprises and small
urban producers, farmers and rural communities. This sector, which has historically been excluded from
public policy, is characterized by an accentuated obsolescence of the production system, technology
dates from the late nineteenth or early twentieth centuries and it shows a low productivity. They are
mostly family businesses, with lack business administration and management skills. Its production is
focused on the domestic market, mainly local; getting low profitability due to the low prices they sell
their products, at the same time, for their low quality. In this way it highlights the short capacity of this
segment to generate benefits that enable to reinvest and grow, despite they generate the most
employment in the country.
The importance of this study is to analyzed the MSEs behavior in the Bolivian market through
statistics data and current information to attain significant assesses according to the nowadays reality;
considering the diagnosis criteria and the information supported, propose a possible way to overcome
difficulties in the growing process. Businesses success or fail occurs because of the power of their ideas,
the wisdom of their decisions and the efficiency of their operations. But besides this, is important ponder
these enterprises must deal with tighter budgets, smaller margins, narrower profit and loss balance
sheets than those managed by large companies.
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2 Participation and Situation of Micro and Small Enterprises
Since the eighties, the Bolivian economy went under major transformations due to the introduction
of structural reform programs, and went from being a state-dominated economy to a liberal one, through
the privatization of former state owned enterprises. As a result of this process, public employment
decreased from 26% to 12% of urban labor force in less than 15 years, causing a reallocation of public
labor into the private sphere. MSEs embraced most of the released labor, whether as entrepreneurs or as
employees. Thus, nowadays MSEs employing up to 20 workers constitute the vast majority of all
enterprises in Bolivia [2].
Table 1

GDP Employment and Productivity by Size of Enterprise

Number of employees GDP in (Bs). GDP% Employment Employment%

Labor Productivity

1 to 9 (Micro)

12.404.498

26.32

2.983.503

83.1

4.16

10 to 19 (Small)

1.330.717

2.82

170.291

4.7

7.81

20 to 49 (Medium)

1.630.215

3.46

122.976

3.4

13.26

Above 50 (Big)

31.759.937

67.39

312.450

8.7

101.65

Total

47.125.367

100

3.589.221

100

13.13

Data source: Own elaboration, based on Vega (2010)
Figure 1

Contribution to Employment, GDP and Productivity

Figure 1

Contribution to employment, GDP and Productivity

Other important consideration is the competitiveness that these enterprises show to the economy,
since most of them have none strategy plans to develop their business, their only aim is get the daily
profit that covers the main expenses [3]. This low background makes them be far by expecting hopes of
develop. Next table highlights some aspects considered of the MSEs low productivity:
Table 2

Qualitative Definition of the MSE in Bolivia

Criteria

Micro Enterprise

Small Enterprise

Medium Enterprise

Entrepreneur Talent

Weak

Medium/Strong

Strong

Background Level

To Primary School

Above Primary School

University/Professional

Revenue Usage

Personal consumption,
work capital, save

Capital accumulation, work
capital and fixed, can save

Capital accumulation, work
capital and fixed, can save

Organization

None

Familiar Organization

Areas establishment with
specific tasks

Hierarchy

Boss - employee

Intermediate hierarchy

Intermediate hierarchy

Source: Own elaboration, based on Dorado (2006)

After contemplated the qualitative analysis of these enterprises performance, is important consider
the quantitative characteristics as well. Next table show up the important issues of profit, assets and
transaction in general.
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Quantitative Definition of the MSE in Bolivia

Criteria

Micro Enterprise

Small Enterprise

Medium Enterprise

Annual transaction volume (USD)

From 0 to 30.000

Fixed Assets (without estate) USD

From 0 to 10.000

From 10.000 to
50.000

Above 50.000

Credit requirement (USD)

To 5.000

To 100.000

To 300.000

Occupied personal

From 1 to 10

From 11 to 20

From 21 to 50

Between 30.000 and From 400.000 to 1.200.000
40.000

Source: Own elaboration, based on Dorado (2006)

3 Methodology Research
The study and the research is based in all the information taken from different sources, the major
purpose firstly is to determinate the importance of the MSEs development and its influence in the
Bolivian economy. Determinate the current situation and evaluate the main reason of the slow growing
process in the entrepreneur competitiveness.
According the evaluation made by the study, the following step is to recommend a general plan or
strategy to execute, depending the company situation. Running a business is not an easy job, but this
report task is to notify Bolivian MSE reality, getting their strengths and weaknesses to deduce the most
significant changes to make; also achieving short run or long run objectives as a formal firm well
established.

4 Diagnosis of the MSEs
Through all exposed above is necessary to make a diagnosis of the problems facing MSEs in
Bolivia, the main pondered criteria are:
• One of the fundamental problems of micro enterprises is they take part of the informal economy,
where the state has no control, being one of the challenges insert them into the formality to be
active agents of the entire spectrum of the economic activity.
• Micro-entrepreneurs to formalize have difficulty due to the bureaucracy in the process of creating
companies, and their costs are high as well.
• MSEs have to face unfair competition generated by the smuggling, which does not pay taxes,
influence peddling, corruption and plagiarism.
• Lack of financing access, resulting in excessive guarantees, high interest rates in the financial
system and the slow process of loan approval.
• Have no technically trained workers, to adequately address the problems that arise in production.
• Lack of access to technology is another major problem to be more competitive in quality.
• MSEs must expand their universe of taxpayers, due to political calculation, tax purposes means not
to affect the informal sector [4].

5 Proposal Implementation Strategies
The Bolivian economy is mostly affect to its GDP by the contribution of the Micro enterprises; it
also has a big influence in the employment sector, since they hoard an important percentage of the total.
The growing and the productivity improvement of the MSEs are considered an imperative forward step
in the Bolivian economy. However is also known through all the difficulties to overcome in the long
way, nevertheless facing adversity is all about attitude and courage, just not get any distract to finally
reach the mainly aim. According the assessment made earlier it is conclude that must be consider three
different factors that might be determinant or not for the enterprise raising:
5.1 Experiences and education
Some clarity emerges when it is recognize the threshold effect of education. MSEs with more
highly educated owners tend to grow more quickly, but a country-specific threshold must be reached to
observe this growth effect. In the other hand according to Nichter and Goldmark (2009) small business
owners often learn on the job. Work experience may contribute to MSE growth in at least two ways:
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directly, by expanding the capabilities of MSE owners and employees through the acquisition of skills
and knowledge; and indirectly, by expanding entrepreneurs social networks. Entrepreneurs with more
years of work experience typically have faster-growing MSEs [5]
Is important recognize the difference between these two points, however for the business advance
both go together; in consequence taking as an initial pattern of reference is considered the education and
the constant training. According to the author Saldías (2007) he proposes three golden rules to follow in
order to get a success business; considering this issue, owners and personal of the MSEs should
reinforce [6]:
5.1.1 Know how to buy
This is considered the initial of the productive chain, accepting that the cost of suppliers is the
central of the sell price. Identify the vendors under the concept that vendors are as important as clients;
considering provision sustainable and logistics that responds to the volume needs. The delivery must be
just in time
5.1.2 Know how to produce
Is important to comprehend the art of the micro administration of cost and productivity of the
product, succeeding the tools as: adequate technology, planning and control, cost projection, constant
training, productivity systems, human resources incentives and what is more important is the change of
attitude in the production process, that means: orderliness, schedule achievement, efficiency and product
quality.
5.1.3 Know how to sell
Every success firm begins in the market and finishes in it. Managers should understand what the
client is asking for, adapt their process agreeing the demand, and also develop marketing strategies and
corporative image as well. Provide a distinctive product and a new element in the global
competitiveness (The service that most of the times is more important than the price).
5.2 Technology implementation
Considering about a new implementation and the execution of new infrastructure and system
platforms will depend exclusively if the firm presents failures that delay its production; meaning that it
may involves an upgrading change in the production process with the usage of technology tools. The
major purpose of this point firstly is to evaluate the limitations of the production, and then use the
technology to support the efficiency of the procedure, referring to big or small changes in order to
shorten the time, which is consider the most important asset of a business [7].
Implementing a system that takes control of the entire business is the ideal purposefulness, since
most large and success companies are totally systematized, showing an efficiency performance in their
service; so the execution must begin taking consideration of these reference pattern. Reach into
formality functioning would be the essence of a prestigious business image. The globalization also goes
together with this term of IT (Information Technology), which offers huge opportunities of
internationalization, that enables the company expand its client portfolio and be known around the world
only counting with the necessary information that may introduce the company. Two important aspects to
be consider in the technology implementation are:
5.2.1 Systematize the production process
Make the new technology tools help the production procedure, making it easier to manage and easy
to control, only getting the supervisors monitor the correct function that involves the production; so
therefore the final result will be reducing the processes time that were usually used.
5.2.2 Systematize the business management
Design and implement an informatics system that manages the entire functioning of the business,
for this purpose the important areas that must be systematized are: administration, financial accounting,
distribution and sales, purchases, bank transactions, inventory management, elaboration reports and
partners relationship. Is important understand that the usage of the correct software can become a
significant assistant to improve the productivity, in order to become competitiveness in the local market.
The system implementation should be gradually, according the enterprise goes growing up.
5.3 Government support
The Government support is one of the important features that might help and open the opportunities
to MSEs improve their productivity, however it is considered not a determinant reason for not got a
significant develop, since nowadays is not difficult mention some companies that run their business
within the formality according the actual policies of the new government. However considering three
important issues to be supported by the Government that might influence the MSEs growing, are:
5.3.1 Access to credit
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Difficult at the same time for some entrepreneurs is to obtain a quickly credit to invest in business,
due to all the bureaucracy and long procedure that takes get it; because of this inconvenient situation
most enterprise owners prefer to get their capital from other sources; so according this position
Government should interfere within bank superintendence to regulate and make more accessible work
credit. This position suggests Government find some ways to help new enterprises launch their
production more competitive in the market. The more opportunities of credit entrepreneurs got the more
chances to invest they obtain, since strategy plans for improvement need the economic support to get it
real.
5.3.2 Control and regulation of smuggling
Smuggle is one crucial circumstance due to many informal business compete among them, mostly
referring to the price product. The simply fact that most micro businesses work within smuggle, means
that their product get in the country not legally, avoiding fee taxes merchandise. A serious control and
regulation of taxes according the real condition in which both parties benefit supervised by the state
would be a good solution to relief the informality and at the same time an incentive to improve the
procedure in which managers decide how to administrate their company.
5.3.3 Free capacitation
The major weakness of Micro and Small entrepreneurs is the lack of knowledge, most of the times
they launch their own business only with the empirical experience they have gained through life.
Mainly, low capacitation in these people are due they do not consider the importance of training and
theory guidance, they mostly focus in the empirical learning or just simply this issue does not enter in
their monthly budget; if Government offers this guide for free and promote its benefits will motivate
entrepreneurs take consideration in their education. Both parties are advantage with this implementation.

6 Conclusions
According the Bolivian business structure, what predominates is the microenterprise sector. Within
it there are the productive microenterprises with opportunities for development and also there are the
subsistence microenterprises. The dominant sector is the second one, which creates itself as dampers for
unemployment, whose comparative advantage is precisely the informality. Both types of
microenterprises are important. On one hand are those (subsistence) that generate employment (or
underemployment) and a production with little or no value added and others that not only generate
employment but also possess added value and potential to develop as businesses through its ability to
linked to productivity chains. These chains facilitate access to technology, credit and microenterprise
market, enabling formalization and growth. However the sector policy should emphasize the training of
human resources in the sector, increase competitiveness, facilitate the incorporation of technological
improvements and create incentives to cooperate in marketing.
Bolivia has been shaken by frequent cycles of political and social instability. The consequence of
poor governance has prevented the continuation of any strategy for development that would overcome
the great social differences, economic, and political power as well. The lack of governance has also
meant scarcity or no economic predictability that ultimately affects not only the development of the
private sector but from achieving the goals of programs implemented with international cooperation.
Political stability is a necessary condition for strengthening governance.
A major weakness of Bolivia is the poorly develop of the state institutions or the poor quality of the
legal system that encourages informality and poverty, which prevents increase competitiveness. On the
other hand, the low skilled human resources, and low technological improvement policy are well known;
moreover, innovation rules and laws considered obsolete are not faced. Therefore, the institutional
development and policy innovations are conditions to overcome informality.
Also is important promote market expansion programs and to initiate or strengthen networks of
cooperation. The biggest market for MSEs is still being the local. This is because, the deficiencies in
road infrastructure greatly increases transport costs. This makes it even more necessary to develop the
business association to break the bottlenecks that prevent them from gaining greater competitiveness. It
is also undeniable that the state bureaucracy and the demands on foreign trade are still heavy and the
largest in the region, except; therefore it is necessary to look for patterns of integration between
companies in order to create production chains and clusters, organizing its demands from the perspective
of MSEs for greater physical integration. Urge to create services export promotion, clear and reliable
information on market access inputs, processes, technologies and markets for final products.
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Abstract: The economic growth of a country depends on several factors which can be both macro and
micro economics. The financial sector and more precisely the banking sector contributes in a non
negligible part to this growth. This paper starts by analyzing the performance and the part of the
Togolese banking sector in the economy by pointing out the challenges and risks that the sector faced
the last few years. The paper then examined and evaluated the performance and the risk factors of the
Ecobank – Togo from the period 2005 to 2010 using 11 financial ratios divided into 4 groups namely
profitability, liquidity, and risk and efficiency ratios. The results of the study shows that the banking
sector in Togo is playing a very important role in the economy growth in term of the domestic credit and
loans provided by this sector to support the private projects and the state activities, and also in term of
the GDP growth. The results also show that ECOBANK-Togo performs well over the 5 past years in
term of efficiency, profitability and liquidity although he has many risks to face.
Key Words: Banking sector; Financial ratio; Economy growth; ECOBANK –Togo; Risk

1 Introduction
The bank by its role and activity of mobilizing funds from the public breathes some life to
economic activity. This results in upstream by injecting cash flow into the economy is perceived by the
downstream operators. Before the beginning of the 90s, the banking sector of Togo has experienced
unprecedented prosperity that earned the system to be one of the best performing in West Africa. The
banking landscape was characterized by 3 types of financial institutions namely, savings and credit
banks, and savings and credit cooperatives - domestic and foreign banks - and the Central Bank of West
African issuance and investment banks [1].
The socio-political crisis of the early 90 has considerably weakened the Togolese economy. This
has led to a widespread financial crisis that has affected the gross domestic product (GDP) and various
branches that generate income without mentioning traders and other individuals who have seen their
business decline. To plug the leaks and boost the national economy, coffers of the public treasury as well
as companies must be replenish hence the involvement of banking institutions.
Following the above assumptions the purpose of this study is to assess the role and the efficiency of
the banking sector and its contribution to the Togolese economy growth as well as the main risks
affecting that sector. To achieve this objective a quantitative approach based on the analysis of the
financial ratios is undertaken with Ecobank – Togo as a case study. The main paper is structured as for
the first part we introduce the paper, the second part review the literature about the Togolese bank sector,
the third part is related to the main risks affecting the banking sector in Togo, the fourth part concern the
case study of Ecobank – Togo, the fifth part shows the results and discussion and the last part conclude
the whole paper.

2 Literature Review
2.1 The recent evolution of the banking sector in Togo
The Togolese banking system is characterized by a strong state presence and a reduced foreign
participation. Governed by the Banking Law of the West African Monetary Union (WAMU), the
Togolese banking sector mainly comprises fifteen banks which comprised 05 state owned and the state
is sole shareholder. It includes “Union Togolaise de Banque” (UTB), “Banque Togolaise pour le
Commerce et l’Industrie” (BTCI) and “Banque Togolaise de Développement” (BTD), which are
investment banks and then come the credit institutions which are the People's Bank for Savings and
“Banque Régionale de Solidarité” (BRS). The system mainly consists of five commercial banks, one
development bank, one savings bank, four nonbank financial institutions, six insurance companies and
two public social security funds [2]. The Togolese banking system is dominated by the five commercial
banks and the development bank with the highest nominal capitalization, credit offered and network of
branches throughout the country. Before the year 2000, the government holds the majority stake in the
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largest insurance company GTA, which controls nearly 40 percent of the market. In most of banks
owned by state, the government has a strong influence over the management and holds majority
ownership.
In the early 2000, due to development of the market and the decentralization of the financial sector
promoted by the government, many financial institutions have arises ranging from the mutual savings
and loan institution, and credit institutions to the informal ambulant moneylenders. But still the
contribution of those financial institutions remains very small compared to the commercial banking
sector. Some international private banks also were established to boost the financial sector of the country,
and despite their small number, they compete strongly the public sector. Indeed they mobilize more
funds in the private sector. It is no longer owned enterprises or parastatals and government officials who
constitute the majority of their customers but the range is expanded to all social strata. Moreover, the
presence in the financial sector of international banks is a considerable advantage especially in the
financing of state projects and activities both at the macroeconomic level as in the private sector. The
poor conditions related to the rapid growth of the credit in a context of stagnating economy activity, the
limited access of the Togolese banks to the refinancing window and the liquidity problems in the Franc
CFA zone, cause some banks to be unable to fulfill their engagement towards their clients and the
central bank. It leads to severe losses in the Togolese banking system and cause the withdrawal of
deposit by the clients and firms who sought to place their funds outside the country [3].
2.2 The Part of the Banking Sector in the Economy Growth in Togo
The banking sector has always played a very determinant in economic growth in Togo. Its part of
contribution in the realization of large development projects and the financing of private sector activities
has steadily increased over the years 90’s with a growing share in GDP. The credit is the primary service
offered by banks to their customers which are the state, businesses, private, individuals and shareholders.
The most affected among the lot of those concerned are small and medium enterprises or industries
(SMEs) who are the most entrepreneurial credit applicants. In Togo, the activity of banks consist
therefore of the lending operations in the short, medium and long term to businesses and individuals,
then in the clearance operations and the payment of deposits or withdrawals of money from its
customers. As a primordial actor of resources distribution at the macro level, the bank is then behaving
like a lending capital institution. Its granting financial assistance to businesses of any size for a specific
period of time with a payment of interest in proportion to the amount loaned. The economic
development of a country, whatever its situation inevitably passes through the banking institutions; in
2004 the domestic banking sector has financed all by himself the Togolese GDP by 16% or nearly 174
billion FCFA. And statistics are progressing until 2006 with 183 billion in loans which is offered to
customers, and nearly CFA 273 billion of deposits and loans which is registered. In 2007, domestic
credit to private sector reached 21 percent of GDP which is higher than countries at similar income
levels [4].
In term of domestic credits provided by the banking sector, the percentage of GDP is increasing
sawtooth with sometimes a standing period of stability. Those credits include all credit to various sectors
on a gross basis, with the exception of credit to the central government, which is net. The figure below
shows the evolution of the domestic credit in percentage of GDP over the past years [2][5].
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Evolution of Domestic Credit in Percentage
of GDP ( % GDP)
Source: International Monetary Fund, International, and World Bank and OECD GDP estimates
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Figure 2 The Evolution of Togolese Banks Loans
(Amount in CFAF billions)
Source: International Monetary Fund, country report No11/10 (2011)

As indication in the figure 1, the trend of the domestic credit in up and down showed a slight
increase and decrease from the year 1990 to the early 2000. This can be explained by the socio-political
crisis of the early 90 which has considerably weakened the Togolese economy. This has led to a
widespread financial crisis that has affected the gross domestic product (GDP) and the various branches
which generate income.
After a series of structural and banking reforms undertaken by the government, the financial sector
has taken the breath that allowed the resumption of economic activity characterized by a significant
increase in credit granted by the banking sector in term of GDP. This phenomenon is well illustrated
through the table below which gives a key indicator of renewed growth [2][4].
Table 1
years
Private Credit/GDP (%)
GDP (USD ml, current prices)
Liquid Liabilities (2000 USD ml)
Net Interest Margin (%)
Real GDP growth

Togo’s Financial Sector Development Indicators
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
15
15
16
17
18
21.5
23.2
n.a
1,672
1,935
2,111
2,220
2,503
2,558
2,637
3,074
361
403
407
500
564
572
n.a
n.a
5
0
2
4
0
n.a
n.a
n.a
4.8
2.5
1.5
3.7
2.1
2.4
3.2
3.4
Source: IMF and World Bank

As we can see through the analysis of this table, all indicators point to normalization of the
economic situation and a resumption of the banking activities. This is reflecting into a growing
evolution of real GDP and the private credit to GDP ratio.

3 Risk Factors in Togolese Banking Sector: The Problem of Loan Recovery
The Togolese banking system is facing many problems, which exposes the sector to different levels
of risk. Granting loans to finance both state projects and private activities being the main service offered
by banks, the principal risk remains the recovery of the loans from customers and lending institutions.
Add to that, Togo’s banking system remains subject to strong government influence, with limited
foreign participation and weak product diversification. The system suffers from a lack of solvency and
liquidity, and management is inadequate in major public financial companies and many banks. A
substantial number of loans issued to state-controlled companies or private businesses are considered to
be non-performing.but as the banking sector goes, the amount of the nonperforming loans is diminishing
subsequently as it’s shown in figure 3 [5].
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Figure 3 The Nonperforming Loans Trend (in Billions of FCFAF)
Source: International Monetary Fund, country report No11/10 (2011)

The bad financial situation of the banks in the late 90’s and early 2000 was worsened by the
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increasing recourse of the state to bank credit to finance the budget deficits reflecting the persistent
cash-flow difficulties of the government and some key public enterprises. The concentration of bank
credits in a few major public enterprises, in contradiction of the prudential ratio on the dispersion of risk,
and the failure of some of these enterprises to service or repay these loans, further increased the
proportion of nonperforming assets.
Significant progress in reforms was achieved under the ERGG. Government moved quickly to
implement public finance management measures: the elimination of unbudgeted payments, monthly
monitoring of budget execution, allowing more time to analyze fiscal data and permitting better and
more timely decision-making. A new General Inspectorate of Finance (Inspection générale des finances)
was established to handle regular ex-post inspections of expenditures as well as specific investigative
assignments.

4 Case Study: Risk Factors and Efficiency Measurement of Ecobank - Togo
4.1 Overview of the ECOBANK transnational incorporated
Ecobank Transnational Incorporated (ETI) is the holding company of the Ecobank Group – the
leading independent regional banking group in sub-Saharan Africa and signs his presence in more
African countries than any other bank. Established from inception as a regional bank holding company
in 1985, ETI has grown to a group with 32 subsidiaries, over 500 branches, and over 8,000 employees
across 25 west, central, southern and east African countries. The principal business of the company is
the provision of banking and financial services through its subsidiaries. The Company enjoys special
fiscal, exchange control and legal rights under an agreement with the Government of Togo. For the year
ended 31 December 2007, ETI generated consolidated gross revenues of US$544.0 million and profit
after tax of US$138.9 million from its wholesale, retail and investment banking businesses. At the end
of December 2007, ETI had total assets of US$6,550.2 million and shareholders’ funds of US$513.6
million. The Ecobank Group operates under the Ecobank brand name in all of its banking operations [6].
4.2 The main risks affecting ECOBANK – TOGO: a brief analysis
The whole banking sector in Togo is facing different kinds of risks. Ecobank Transnational
Incorporated – Togo (ETI – TOGO) is not spare of those risks. Some of the risks below represent
uncertainties which sometimes arise or have the likelihood to arise, but credit risks, operational risks and
acquisition risks remain the most important risks the bank can face. Although the Group ordinarily
estimates the net realizable value of collateral on the basis of which it provides for bad and doubtful
debts, the absence of additional statistical, corporate and financial information may decrease the
accuracy of the Group’s assessment of credit risk. This may increase the risk of borrower default and
decrease the ability of the Group to enforce any security in respect of corresponding loans. The lack of
credit bureaus further reinforces this risk. Even though some countries, including Nigeria and Ghana,
have taken practical steps to encourage the establishment of central credit bureaus, these institutions are
yet to be fully operational to meet the needs of their major clients, including the Group. As the Group
continues to pursue a proactive approach to expand its retail business, its credit risks could increase.
Credit risks are higher in many African countries due to the greater uncertainty of their regulatory,
political, legal and economic environment. Contract enforcement challenges could have material
adverse effect on the quality of loans and expose the Group to higher risks and potential losses. Ecobank
depends significantly on its information technology systems to process a large number of transactions on
an accurate and timely basis, and to store and process substantially the entire Group’s business and
operating data. The proper functioning of the Group’s financial control, risk management, credit analysis
and reporting, accounting, customer service and other information technology systems, as well as the
communication networks between its branches and main data processing centers, are critical to its
business and ability to compete effectively. Any mishap to the Group’s information technology systems
could materially affect relations with clients and lead to direct or indirect financial losses, including
missed opportunities for the Group.
4.3 Data and methodology
This case is aimed to assess the financial performance of the ECOBANK- Togo using accounting
ratios. Data for each year have been compiled from the income statements and balance sheets of the
bank from the period 2005 to 2010. Various indexes have been provided by financial management
theories for measuring bank’s performance, in our case 11 financial ratios will be used. These financial
ratios are categorized into 4 groups namely profitability, liquidity, risk and efficiency ratios [7].
4.3.1 Profitability Ratios
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These ratios are used to assess the ability of the business to generate earnings in comparison with
its all expenses and other relevant costs during a specific time period. More precisely, they indicate
firm’s profitability after taking into account all the expenses and income taxes.
4.3.2 Liquidity ratios
Liquidity ratios indicate the ability of the firm to meet recurring financial obligations. These ratios
measure ability of the firm to meet its short term obligations, maintain cash position, and collect
receivables.
4.3.3 Risk and solvency ratios
These ratios measure the risk and solvency of the firm and determine the probability that the firm
default on its debt contacts. The more the debt a firm has the higher is the chance that firm will become
unable to fulfill its obligations towards its clients.
4.3.4 Efficiency ratios
These ratios measure how effectively and efficiently the firm is managing and controlling its assets.
Table 2
Ratios
Return on assets (ROA)
Return on Equity (ROE)
Profit to Expenses Ratio (PER)
Loan to Deposit Ratio (LDR)
Cash & Portfolio Investment to
Deposit Ratio (CPIDR)
Loan to Asset Ratio (LAR)
Debt-Equity Ratio (DER)
Debt to Total Assets Ratio (DTAR)

Summary of The Performance Ratios

Definitions
Return on assets indicates the profitability on the assets of
the firm after all expenses and taxes
Return on equity indicates the profitability to shareholders
of the firm after all expenses and taxes
It measures the operating profitability of the bank with
regards to its total operating expenses
Loan to deposit measure the liquidity condition of the
bank
It’s also another measure of liquidity of the bank
It measures liquidity of the bank in terms of its total
assets.
It measures ability of the bank capital to absorb financial
shocks
It measures the amount of total debt firm used to finance
its total assets
it indicates the amount of assets per CFAF of
shareholders’ equity

Equity Multiplier (EM)

It shows How effectively the bank is utilizing all of its
assets
It measures the amount of operating expense per CFAF of
operating revenue and the managerial efficiency in
generating operating revenues.

Asset Utilization (AU)
Operating Efficiency (OE)

Formulas
net profit after tax
Total assets
net profit after tax
Shareholders’ Equity
Profit before tax
Operating Expenses
Loan
Deposits
Cash
&
Portfolio
Investments
Deposits
Loan
Total assets
Total Debt
Shareholders’ Equity
Total debt
Total assets
Total Assets
Total
Shareholders’
Equity
Total Revenue
Total Assets
Total Operating Expenses
Total Operating Revenue

In our study, Loans are considered to be the advances of the bank. The total revenue is considered
to be the net spread before taking into account the provisions plus all other income. The total income is
the net spread earned before the provision, plus all the other income of the bank, and the expenses are
the total operating expenses. We also consider the operating revenue to be the net spread earned before
provisions being made.
Table 3
variables
Total assets
Shareholder equity
Profit before tax
Operating expenses
Loan
Deposit
Cash
Total debt
Total revenue
Total operating expenses
Total operating revenue
Profit after tax

2005
84 292 220
6 824 891
3 249 751
4 513 803
48 034 766
61 413 507
2 205 184
69 692 095
9 717 580
8 866 214
8 801 965
2 398 385

Ecobank Key Statistics (Amount in 000 CFAF) [6]
2006
95 881 721
7 323 276
5 195 601
6 100 857
72 967 003
65 026 057
2 088 462
78 011 593
12 146 691
10 714 857
11 557 959
3 763 768

2007
111 688 617
7 887 841
5 212 609
7 260 209
77 391 859
81 438 814
2 692 460
94 386 911
13 551 354
12 143 259
12 110 073
3 804 514

2008
155 327 466
8 458 518
7 733 000
17 716 793
113 763 205
105 231 286
5 286 491
132 012 652
26 778 373
24 001 382
23 875 997
4956151

2009
176 987 945
12 201 941
4 398 522
24 120 794
135 793 641
143 154 526
4 844 571
155 807 219
29 997 906
29 067 580
29 915 464
3468196

2010
195 869 364
13 109 187
4 960 512
16 998 066
94 469 482
144 971 412
5 419 367
171 159 959
22 747 509
21 298 601
22 714 062
3 511 665

Source: ECOBANK- Togo, rapport annuel 2006 -2010
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4.4 The main indicators of ECOBANK – TOGO financial performance
As we can see on the graph below, all the keys indicators of Ecobank financial situation and wealth
are in great evolution. This shows the remarkable effort it has made to maintain itself at the top of the
leading financial institution across Africa. From 2006 to 2007 it total operating revenue has increased at
about 9%, while a profit after tax of 3,805 million CFA francs in 2006 against 3764 million CFA francs
in 2007 has increased at about 1%. The total deposits have an increase of 25% during this period. From
2008 to 2009 the total deposit grows at 36% and the loan granted at about 9.25% compared to a deposit
growth of 1.27% and a loan growth of -1.64% in 2010.
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Figure 4

profit after tax

The Trend of ECOBANK –Togo Keys Statistic From 2005 To 2010

5 Findings and Discussion
The table below summarize all the ratios we’ve use to assess the performance of ECOBANK-Togo
from the period 2005 to 2010.
ratios

2005

Table 4

Statistic Results

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

%

Profitability ratios
ROA

2.845322

3.925428

3.406358

3.1907757

1.9595662

1.7928608

ROE

35.14173

51.39459

48.23264

58.593609

28.423314

26.787817

PER

71.99585

85.16182

71.79696

43.647854

18.235395

29.182802

108.10778

94.858084

65.164215

%

Liquidity ratios
LDR

78.21531

CPIDR

3.590715

3.211731

3.306114

5.0236875

3.384155

3.7382315

56.986

76.10106

69.29252
time

73.240881

76.724797

48.230862

LAR

112.2119

Risk and solvency ratios

95.03068

DER

10.21146

10.65255

11.96613

15.60707

12.76905

13.05649

DTAR

0.826792

0.813623

0.84509

0.849899

0.880327

0.873848

EM

12.35071

13.09274

14.15959

18.36344

14.5049

14.94138

%

Efficiency ratios
AU

11.52844

12.66841

12.13316

17.239947

16.949124

11.613613

OE

100.7299

92.70544

100.274

100.60099

97.165733

93.768349
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Figure 5 The Evolution of ECOBANK –Togo Financial Ratios

As we can see from the results above, many important elements have to be pointed out concerning
the performance and the risk environment of ECOBANK-Togo.
The results about the profitability ratios show an increment of both the ROA, the ROE and the PER
from 2005 to 2006 and a slight decrease from 2006 to 2007 from 2007 to 2009 the bank ROA decrease
from 3.4% to 1.96 % while the ROE decrease from 48.23% to 35.14% between 2007 and 2010. At the
same time, the PER ratio decrease from 74% (in 2007) to 18.23% in 2009, but increase again to 29.18%
in 2010. This shows that the Bank profitability is fluctuating over the period but also that its profit has
been increasing more than the equity and the assets, with a well management of the operating expenses
in 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2010.
Analyzing the liquidity ratios, it’s obvious that ECOBANK-Togo is doing very well in term of
managing cash and receivable and attracting investors. From 2005 to 2008 the LDR ratio has increased
from 78.21 to 108% and decreased to 65.16% in 2010. The CPIDR remain constant from 2005 to 2007
with an important increment to 5.02% in 2008, and has decreased the last two years to respectively
3.38% in 2009 and 3.74% in 2010. The loan to asset ratio (LAR) has increased from 56% in 2005 to
76% in 2006 and remains constant over the years 2006 to 2009.it declined drastically to 48.23% in 2010.
These results show that the bank is facing liquidity risk and it ability to meet the short term obligations
and maintain a cash position, with a good expectation to collect its receivable get worsened over the
period 2005 to 2008.it also shows that the bank during this period has taken more financial stress by
making excessive loans and take some risks towards depositors. But this position is getting better from
2009 with a remarkable decrease of the LDR and the LAR ratios to respectively 65.16 and 48.23%.
Taking a look of the result provided by the risk and solvency ratios, we can notice that the DER has
increased drastically between 2005 and 2008 from 10.22 to 15.6 times with a slight decreased in 2009 to
12.7. At the same time the DTAR ratio also increase over the whole period from 0.82 to 0.88 in 2009
and 0.87 in 2010. The equity multiplier (EM) rose from 12.35 to 18.36 times between 2005 and 2008
and decrease to 14.94 in 2010. The whole risk and solvency ratios analysis suggest that the bank is more
and more relying on debt financing rather than equity financing although the part of that debt financing
is not so important compared to the total asset. This can be confirmed by taking a look to the DTAR
ratio which is relatively small over the six years. The increment of the EM ratio shows that the bank is
using more and more debt to convert into asset with share capital, and is therefore increasing it risk.
In term of efficiency, the analysis indicates that the bank is doing well since we can notice an
increment of the AU ratio between 2005 and 2008 from 11.5% to 17.23%. it decrease to 16% in 2009
and reach 11.61% in 2010. At the same time the OE ratio remain very high during the whole period with
respectively 100.73% in 2005 and 93.73% in 2010. The result shows that the bank is using effectively
and efficiency it assets to generate revenues since its AU ratio is high and getting higher except in 2010
where we can notice a decrease relative to 2009.in the meantime the OE ratio is showing that that the
operating expenses are not well controlled compared to the operating revenues.

6 Conclusion
This paper first analyzes the performance and the part of the Togolese banking sector in the
economy by pointing out the challenges and risks that the sector faced the last few years. It’s
obvious that the financial system and especially the banking sector have a huge role to play in a
country economy growth. In the case of Togolese economy, the part of the domestic credit in the
GDP and the outstanding loans to the private and public sector clearly shows the importance of the
banking sector in maintaining a substantial growth. Through the case of ECOBANK-Togo which
shows how well the bank is performing in term of profitability, liquidity, risk and efficiency, the
paper gives a well understanding of what can be the role of the banking sector in building a strong
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economy. But still much effort remains to be done on reforms and Togolese government has
already realized that fact in view of all the structural reforms that have already been undertaken
over recent years.
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Abstract: This paper tried to unveil the multifarious risks that were contained in pension fund
investment. Apart from analyzing the exchange rate risk that affects the optimal value of pension funds
firms，the content of the paper revealed two major risks: financial market related risks and non-financial
market risks. Even though risk cannot be eliminated totally but with effective portfolio management of
securities asset, risk can be diversified. It is recommended that pension funds companies should
establish an ERM unit to be headed by an expert in both risk and investment analysis to enable them
mitigate risks efficiently and effectively.
Key words: Define Benefit (DB); Define- contribution (DC); Enterprise risk Management (ERM);
Exchange rate exposure

1 Introduction
Over the past two decades, pension industry witness incessant reforms globally, with many
countries shifting from government managed pension system to privately managed pension system.
Considerable size of literature explains different reforms that had taken place in many countries such as
Korea (Jung and Walker, 2009) Latin American countries (Muller, 2000) Russia (Millar and Devonish,
2009) Nigeria (Casey, 2009) Portugal (Garcia 2010) and so on.
A pension is a representative of a long standing obligation to retirees to support sustainability of
their consumption in retirement (Millar and Devonish, 2009). Predominantly in the past, pay-as –you-go
(PAYG) system was the prevailing modality of pension management, but due to its inherent
inconsistencies coupled with changing life expectancy rate, income level and demand for macro –
economic adjustment, pension liabilities have been considered as one of the crucial financial
expenditure that affects economic instability of many nations. Accumulated pension liabilities accrued
over trillions of dollars. This serves as a motivating factor why many countries particularly the advanced
nations implement pension reforms in order to secure optimal solution to pension problems.
According to the World Bank report (2006), pension systems have become a source of
macroeconomics instability, a constraint to economic growth and an ineffective and or multiple provider
of retirement income. In the 1990s, the World Bank took a leading role in pension reform. The bank
strategy for pension reform is formalize in social protection sector strategy; from Safety Net to
Springboard (World Bank, 2001) which sets forth a multi-pillar framework consisting of (1) a publicly
managed tax- finance pension system (2) a privately managed funded schemes and (3) voluntary
retirement savings.
The fundamental objective of the reform in the pension industry is to ensure safe income for the
retirees and at the same time boost economic activities of a given countries through investment of the
pension funds. Chile is one of the countries that reaped the fruits of the reforms implemented in 1981
that led to achieving high economic growth more than projected. Today, Chilean pension reform has
become a conspicuous model copied by many countries including US and Nigeria.
Understanding the concept of risk is very vital for the pension funds survival and success.
Bernstein (1996) asserts ‘the revolutionary idea that defines the boundary between modern times and the
past is the mastery of risk’, the implication is that for institution to be modern they must have mastered
risk. By this standard, most pension funds are not yet modern institutions, for they are still struggling
with both the concept of risk, and the practicalities of managing and measuring it in useful ways.
Managing risk is a fundamental concern in today’s dynamic global environment. In recent years,
however, a paradigm shift has occurred regarding the way to view risk management. Instead of looking
at risk management from a silo-based perspective, the trend is to take a holistic view of risk
management. This holistic approach toward managing an organization’s risk is commonly referred to as
enterprise risk management (ERM). A general argument gaining momentum in the literature is that the
implementation of an ERM system will improve firm performance (e.g., see Lom, 2003; Hoyt and
Liebenberg, 2009). However, according to Casuality Actuarial Society Committee on Enterprise Risk
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Management (2008), ERM is define as the discipline by which an organization in an industry assesses,
controls, exploits, finances, and monitors risks from all sources for the purpose of increasing the
organization’s short and long term value to its stakeholders.
The objective of this paper is to identify and evaluate the risks associated with pension funds
investment. The analysis of risk is strictly base on privately managed funds scheme, which is more
commonly found in many countries. The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents perspectives of pension funds management that entails Defined Benefit (DB) and
Defined-Contribution (DC). Section 3 analyses risks factors associated with pension funds investment.
Section 4 explains measure of pension fund risk, while section 5 describes risk mitigation and the last
section concludes.

2 Perspectives of Managing Pension Fund
In a general perspective, there are two extremely different ways to manage a pension fund. First,
the pension fund can be managed through Defined-Benefit Plans (DB), where benefits are fixed in
advance by the sponsor and contributions are initially set and subsequently adjusted in order to maintain
the fund in balance. In other words, DB provides a guarantee by the pension agency or government that
a pension will be paid based on a prescribed formula in which contribution may not be tied actually to
benefits. Secondly, pension fund can be managed through Defined- Contribution Plans (DC), where
contributions are fixed and benefits depend on the returns on fund portfolio. In other words, DC
provides a pension plan in which a periodic contribution is prescribed and the benefit depends on the
contribution plus the investment return. In particular, DC plans allow contributors to know at each time
the value of their retirement account.
Historically, fund managers have mainly proposed DB plans, which are definitely preferred by
workers. In fact, in the case of DB plans, the associated financial risks are supported by the plan sponsor
rather than by the individual member of the plan. Nowadays, most of the proposed pension plans are
based on DC schemes involving a considerable transfer of risks to workers. Miller and Devonish (2009)
assert that there has been significant shift from DB pensions to DC pensions. It is common knowledge
that this shift from DB to DC has placed greater responsibility on the pension holders (in term of the
capital and asset allocation surrounding their contributions), and this may result in inadequate or
sub-optimal investment decisions.
One factor that affects investment is lack of finance knowledge. For example, what is riskier
between money market securities and government bond? to many investment analysts or those
marginally knowledgeable about investment, this is definitely an elementary question. However,
researchers found that many individuals Lack general knowledge surrounding finance and investment,
thereby prone to make wrong investment decisions pertaining to their pension assets portfolio.

3 Risk Assessment in pension funds investment
Risk and return are the major determinants of any financial decisions in business organization
(Kurfi, 2003). Risk therefore provides a basis upon which an investor considers in selecting investment
on security before investing his money. There is no doubt that every investment is associated with risk
hence these risks need to be analyzed to make profitable investment.
Generally, the risk of any given security can be divided into two parts, Systematic and
Unsystematic risk. Systematic risk occurs due to overall market risk such as changes in the economy, tax
reform, exchange rate fluctuation, interest rate fluctuation, stock market crash, earthquake, changes in
the world energy situation and so on. These risks affect all securities and consequently cannot be
diversified away by any investment; therefore, it is the only type of risk that investors will pay to avoid
(Olowe, 1997).
Unsystematic risks are caused by factors that are unique to a particular company, for example
strikes, changes in management, competition, shortage of raw materials, changes in technology and so
on. Since these risks do not affect all securities, which means with efficient diversification these risks
can be reduced or even eliminated.
The optimal asset allocation for a pension fund involves several complexities, the accumulated
pension funds are normally invested in financial markets or real estate, the purpose is to secure returns
that will be paid back to workers at their retirement period. Financial markets consist of three assets: a
riskless asset, a stock and a bond, which can be bought and sold without incurring any transaction costs
or restriction on short sales.
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Table 1
Area
Regulation
Strategy
Technology

Financial innovations
Credit markets
Risk concerns
Risk management tools

The Evolution of Risk management by Financial Institutions
1970
1980
1990
Rates regulated
Deregulation
Globalization
Grow
Deal with disintermediation
Consolidate and integrate
Mainframe
PCs
Powerful
PCs
in
networks
Futures
Swaps, options, mortgage Structured
production
backed securities
Exotic Derivatives
Inflation
High risks to
Stability low rates
Aggregation of Data
Measurement
Enteprice risk
Portfolio Aggregation Duration
Value at Risk (VAR)
Adopted from Ambuchtsher (1988)

The table above describes the process of risk management evolution in the financial industry.
Starting from regulation, implementation, to the application of risk management tools which aids
organization in managing and controlling risk. The process involves identification of risk and designing
effective method to handle the risk. The twenty first century exposes a new risk trend that devastates
global economy; this risk is financial meltdown that led many financial institutions to bankruptcy status.
The overall effect of the economic recession open new chapter of managing risk not only by the
financial organizations (pension funds inclusive), but also by non financial institutions.
In broader perspective, pension fund investment faces two major classes of risks; firstly, financial
market risks which relate to the asset price and includes among others exchange rate exposure which
affects overall firms` value. Secondly, the background risks, which consist all risks outside the financial
market like salary and inflation. The main background risk is associated with worker contributions
which are akin to the labor income for workers. Below is the brief explanation on some risks associated
with pension fund investment.
3. 1 Labor Income Risk
Wage fluctuations and possible job termination are one of the risk factors that affect contributions
of workers to pension fund. Since salary is the determining factor of contribution particularly in DC plan,
which is commonly, practiced by most countries. Pension fund computation normally assumes stable
growth of income, where reverse is the case, computational complexity arise, which eventually affects
retirement plan. Empirically, individuals' saving rates as well as the share of savings invested in stocks
depend strongly on income. In particular, members of the two bottom quintiles of the income
distribution do typically not invest in stocks, neither directly or indirectly. In contrast, members of the
highest quintile invest about 55% of their portfolio in stocks. This suggests that optimal risk
management of old-age provision varies, indeed, substantially with income (Binswanger, 2007)
3.2. Inflation Risk
Demand-pull theory suggests that inflation is caused by the increase in demand. On the other hand
cost-push theory implies that inflation is caused by the increase in production costs, which are passed on
to final goods prices. Common stocks are for long being regarded as an effective inflation hedge because
stocks represent ownership of physical capital whose real value is independent of the rate of inflation.
However, the study by Fama and Schwert (1977) which estimated the relation between stock returns and
proxies of expected and unexpected inflation. Contrary to other assets, such as real estate, stock returns
were found to be a poor hedge against both expected and unexpected inflation for the 1953 – 1971
period in the United States. These results were confirmed for other major stock markets by e.g. Solnik
(1983) and Gultekin (1983). Instead of being an inflation hedge, stock holdings turned out to suffer from
considerable exposure to inflation risk.
There is no doubt that pension fund investment, as any other investment cannot be exonerated from
inflation risk given the fact that the time horizon for pension fund investment is longer. The possibility
of inflation to reduce the optimal value cannot be ruled out even in countries with high macroeconomic
stability. Hence Individuals saving for retirement must make sure their wealth finances their expenses in
retirement, whatever the inflation scenario. The liabilities of pension funds and endowments are likely to
increase in nominal terms with inflation.
3.3. Interest rate risk
Interest rate volatility affects expected return of the pension fund investment. Realistically,
long-term fixed-income securities, such as bonds and preferred stock, subject their owners to the
greatest amount of interest rate risk. Short-term securities, such as Treasury bills, are influenced much
less by interest rate movements. Common stock prices are also affected by changes in interest rates,
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although the linkage is less clear than is the case with debt securities and preferred stock. However,
Penman and Nissim (2003) claim that equities do not provide a complete hedge against changes in
inflation (nor, indeed, against changes in real interest rates), and therefore challenge the interpretation
that the negative relation between changes in interest rates and stock returns is due to market
inefficiency. Penman and Nissim (2003) therefore, conclude that the net effect of changes in interest
rates on equity value is negative, consistent with the documented negative association between changes
in interest rates and contemporaneous stock returns. Yourougou (1990) report that for every subset of
securities interest rate risk is present.
Thus, Berk et al (1999) recommended that periods of high interest rates should be followed by
lower risk premia in equities because fewer high-risk investments will have been undertaken. Interest
risks as part of the systematic risks therefore need to be analyzed properly by pension funds manager in
order to make proper investment at the right time.
3.4. Investment and annuity risk
A recent model for DC pension scheme in discrete time is proposed by Haberman and Vigina
(2001). In particular, they study both the “investment risk”, that is the risk of incurring a poor
investment performance during the accumulation phase of the fund and the “annuity risk”, that is the
risk of purchasing an annuity at retirement in a particular recessionary economic scenario involving a
low conversion rate. Annuity is a stream of payments at a specified rate that may have some provision
for inflation proofing, payable until some contingency occurs usually the death of the beneficiary or a
surviving dependent. In other words, it is the contract that guarantees income right up to the point of
death (Butler and Teppa, 2007).
Consider a case of an employee who at each period t contributes a constant proportion of his salary
to a personal pension fund (DC). At the time of retirement T, the accumulated pension fund will be
converted into annuity. The process involves investment by the pension fund managers, which requires
proper and sound investment decisions to avoid high risk. The accumulated fund at the retirement needs
to be tactifully converted into worthy annuity. Failure to observe this may jeopardize the stream cash
flow of the employee at the retirement period.
3.5. Pension funds managers’ risk not being company owners
Pension fund managers who happened to be institutional investors are deprived the opportunity to
take ownership of the companies even if they possessed greater percentage of the shares. This poses a
great risk to the operation of the pension fund managers because they cannot be part of the decision
making body of the company they have high stake. Hutton (1995) argues that pension funds have
become classic absentee landlords, exerting power without responsibility and making exacting demands
upon companies without recognizing their reciprocal obligations as owners. Short and Keasy (1997)
suggest that once pension funds are locked in, it is costly to get involved in monitoring and they cannot
exit in case they are considered to trade on insider information. Murphy and Van Nuys (1994) argue that
pension funds are run by individuals who do not have the proper incentives to maximize fund value.
Going by this trend, it clearly shows that pension funds are exposed to hidden risks, because they
may not have access to the relevant information about their substantial investment and cannot offer any
valuable suggestions as per the management affairs concerned. This may lead to unwarranted loss,
which subsequently may affect workers pension plan.
3.6. Longevity risk
In the context of retirement investing, longevity risk refers to the probability of investors outliving
their assets or under living their assets i.e. not fully enjoying their assets due to the under-spending
(Jacobsen et al, 2009). Viewing longevity risk from a traditional asset/liability perspective highlights the
factors that may increase or decrease an investor’s exposure to the risk. On the asset side of the equation,
participants’ contribution rates and portfolio return characteristics are key variables; on the liability side,
major drivers include during-retirement income requirements, portfolio returns, and life expectancy.
Therefore, Jacobsen et al (2009) advocate that a common method of evaluating longevity risk is to make
assumptions about participant income, contribution rates and distribution rates and then simulate asset
returns to generate terminal wealth distributions, or the likely range of wealth levels at either the point of
retirement or expected mortality.
3.7. Lack of intergenerational-risk transfer
In a competitive financial market, the inability of current generations to share their risks with those
who are not born yet makes these markets incomplete, thus inefficient. This point was made by Gottardi
and Kubier (2006). In a funded system with individual pension accounts, the absence of any
intergenerational sharing of individual portfolio risk implies that workers face high uncertainty on their
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future pension wealth. In the recent past, many workers had to reduce drastically their standard of living
and to work longer after sizeable down turns of financial markets, this inability of market to allocate risk
efficiently across generations has been used to argue in favor of more public intervention, in particular,
in the form of stronger pay- as- you go (PAYG) systems.
By using their financial reserves efficiently, pension funds according to Goller (2007) can smooth
shocks on their asset returns and can thus facilitate intergenerational risk sharing. In addition to the
primary benefit of improved time-diversification, this form of risk allocation affords the additional
benefit of allowing these funds to take better advantage of the equity premium, which also favors the
consumers. Goller (2007) estimate that the certainty equivalent return of the pension saving scheme
goes from 3.23% per year to 3.76% when intergenerational risk-sharing is introduced
3. 8. Asset mix policy risk (asset portfolio)
The portfolio theory developed by Markowitz (1952) suggests that a rational risk averse investor
selects securities based on the risk return trade off that maximizes his expected value of returns given a
level of risk. In Markowitz framework, diversification eliminates unsystematic risk leaving the
systematic risk among securities untouched. Pension funds face enormous risk arising from optimal
portfolio problem. Portfolio construction involves combination of risky and riskless securities that
optimize returns.
In order to achieve optimal portfolio, Battocchio and Menoncin (2004) suggest that (i) the wealth
percentage of pension fund invested in stock shall decrease through time (ii) on the opposite the wealth
percentage invested in the riskless asset shall increase through time (iii) the optimal percentage invested
in the bond decreases. This means that the fund managers must have a more aggressive investment
strategy in order to accumulate higher revenues during the first period, while he can reduce the portfolio
riskiness as the retirement approaches.
Generally, on the financial market there are one stock, one bond and a riskless asset. A pension
fund manager must use knowledge and experience in constructing portfolio. As noted by Battocchio and
Manoncin (2004) inflation process changes the riskless assets into a risky asset. In fact, the original
risky assets are no more able to guarantee a riskless return because it cannot hedge against inflation risk.
3.9 Exchange rate risk
As discussed above substantial portion of the pension funds investment are often channeled either
into capital or money market. The bulk of the funds are invested on the stock market which is
consistently exposed to several risks. The performance of pension funds largely depend on the stock
market performance since the accumulated stock returns realized over specific period of time is part of
what is computed as final annuity for workers at their retirement period. In essence whatever affects the
firms` value of quoted companies equally affects the overall value of pension fund investment, hence the
implications of exchange rate volatility needs to be considered when making investment decision.
Foreign exchange exposure has been defined as the sensitivity of the market value of the firm to
unanticipated exchange rate movements. Therefore according to Doukas, Hall and Lang (2003)
exchange-rate effects are dependent upon the firm’s (i) foreign exposure (i.e., determined by its
operating revenue, cost exposure and its operating cash flow margin), and (ii) use of foreign currency
hedging instruments. Dumas (1978) also argues that currency exposure contains an ‘‘operational’’
element that accounts for the firm’s responsiveness to exchange-rate movements that may lessen the
exchange-rate effect on the firm’s market value.
However, firms with low foreign international involvement are more likely to have low foreign
currency exposure and consequently be less affected by exchange-rate fluctuations. Domestic firms may
also be affected by unexpected exchange-rate fluctuations through changes on aggregate demand or on
the cost of imported inputs; domestic firms that Compete against importing firms will also be exposed to
exchange-rate volatility.
The growing emphasis on exchange risk management, the extensive use of foreign currency
derivatives and other hedging instruments by corporations to protect their foreign currency denominated
cash flows from unexpected exchange rate volatility, implies that the market value of the firm is
sensitive to exchange rate variability. One important issue which needs to be clarified precisely is
whether contemporaneous or non-contemporaneous relationship do exist between unexpected exchange
rate volatility and firm`s value? Bartov and Bodnar (1994) argue that current stock price adjustments are
influenced only by lagged exchange-rate movements, while Doukas, Hall and Lang (2003) found in
their study a significant relationship between Japanese stock returns and unanticipated yen fluctuations.
From the empirical evidence highlighted above it can be clearly understood that there is the need
for the pension fund managers to always consider possible exchange rate risk in constructing pension
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funds investment portfolio in order to secure optimal returns. It is worthy to note that pension fund
investment is not restricted to only domestic firms that operate solely within a defined territory of
domestic economy rather it is extended to Multinational corporations that operate in several countries
and are vulnerable to enormous risk of exchange rate volatility.

4 Measuring Pension Fund Risk
According to Ambuchtsheer (1998) a good pension fund risk management tool must be able to deal
with the conceptualization and measurement of asset mix policy risk. He suggested the following
techniques of measuring risk.
(1) The Right Return Metrics: Asset mix policies risk will depend on the potential deviation
between a funds policy return and fund liability return (estimated return on a portfolio of default-free
bonds with the same duration and inflation sensitivity as the pension liabilities)
(2) Estimation Return Shortfall Magnitudes: The key metrics are the volatilities of the two sets
return deviation (that is, deviations between policy and liability return and between actual and policy
return). In both cases, a negative deviation will lower the pension plans funded ratio.
(3) Converting to meaningful Economic consequence: A useful first step is to convert the estimated
return deviation volatility associated with any contemplated decision into an adapted value-at risk (VAR)
metric.
(4) Decision Monitory and Assessment: Risk exposure decisions should be made on the expectation
that the payoff from undertaking a given level of risk will be sufficiently rewarded. This requires that
actual risk exposure be monitored against decided (or maximum permitted) risk exposure, and that the
actual value being created by the fund be monitored against expected or required value.

5 Mitigating Risk
Mitigating risk is one of the most complex jobs of managers that demands careful attention. Unlike
in the other businesses where absolute investment freedom is accorded, pension funds investment is
strictly guided by government regulatory agency to avoid taking excessive risks. In many countries,
investment into equities by pension funds is restricted to a certain fixed percentage. This is done to
ensure risk reduction and safe returns to retirees. For example, in USA investment in equity by pension
funds manager is not exceeding 35%, in Nigeria 25% and UK 80%. Even though investment ceiling on
equity has its own predicament because riskless securities attract meager returns, the idea is good, it
hedge against excess shortfall in return as a result of stock market crash, just as it happened in the last
two years. A recent survey conducted by National Association of pension funds (2009) shows that DB
plans will be severely affected by the financial crisis, which led to closure of DB schemes currently
open to new employees.
Furthermore, it has been suggested that funds, which switch to safer investments as the member
nears retirement would be redesigned to ensure that people are protected from very severe falls at key
switching point, hence;
DB scheme members would gain if investment risks were reduced, returns are increased and/ or
scheme administration costs are reduced as schemes benefit from scale economies.
DC members would benefit from larger pensions if the investment strategy is better and costs are
less as tends to be the case with larger schemes.
More often than not, pension funds managers should persistently pay attention to the exchange rate
risk effect by investing their funds in firms that effectively hedge against unwarranted exchange rate
volatility, this in turn would enhance the risk management techniques and safeguard workers retirement
funds against severe losses. Firm particularly Multinational corporations (MNC) who incorporate
financial derivatives stand better chance of mitigating currency exposure and thereby provide less risky
investment opportunities for pension fund
Government regulators and the pension industry must work together to mitigate the drags in
pension provision. Some countries established pension funds protection schemes in order to safe guard
retirees’ funds, an example Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation in US and Pension Protection Fund in
UK.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we tried to investigate the common risk factors that are associated with pension
investment. Several literatures were reviewed to articulate the different risks. Two major risks were
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identified, background risks and financial market risks. The former relate to salary and inflation risk and
the other non-financial market risk, while the later refers to the risks associated with asset pricing.
Portfolio construction problems and ownership deprivation of pension funds of the company they own
high investment are two key risk factors that were highlighted. Moreover, exchange rate risk which
permeates through all kinds of investment were equally analyzed in relation to pension funds investment,
the finding reveals significant relation between exchange rate exposure and value of pension fund equity.
Method of measuring risk of pension funds investment has been concisely described. It is recommended
that there is the need for the pension funds managers to exploit more of the real estate market benefits,
because the rate of volatility is minimal compared to equity market. Moreover, pension funds companies
should endeavor to establish an ERM unit to be managed by risk and investment expert who can
accurately evaluate risks and conduct investment analysis no matter what cost. This will marginally
reduce the amount of risk incurred by the pension funds managers.
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Abstract: This article analyzes the traditional methods of marketing expenditure budget systemically,
and points out that the traditional methods are all short of opera ability. Then a flexible, dynamic idea,
which combines resource guide, competition guide and market guide together, is put forward to
investigate the marketing expenditure budget. In addition, the paper discusses the application of flexible
budget method and rolling budget method in marketing expenditure budget in details, and builds a
flexible operational mechanism to adjust the marketing expenditure.
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1 Introduction
The enterprise marketing expenditure represents the expenditure used by enterprises for marketing
activities to realize operation objectives. Since the competition is getting tough, the marketing
expenditure in most enterprises is turning up sharply, which gobbles up a great deal of enterprise profits,
and the proportion of marketing expenditure in the enterprise operational cost is increasing gradually.
Whether an enterprise can effectively manage marketing expenditure or not is essentially related to its
performance, or even the existence. Attempt to provide some ideas for budgeting marketing expenditure,
this article discusses the methods of marketing expenditure budget with the idea of flexibility.

2 The Analysis of Traditional Budget Methods of Marketing Expenditure
The analysis of traditional budget methods of marketing expenditure mainly includes the following:
the method of acting according to one’s true capability, the method of prices fluctuating in response to
market conditions and the analytic method of market opportunities. They are explained respectively as
the following.
2.1 The method of acting according to one’s true capability
This method means that when enterprises decide their marketing expenditure budget, they do as
much as they can to decide the investment of enterprise marketing expenditure in accordance with their
current resources. It has many advantages. The primary advantage is that there are not too many risks
and it will not bring serious financial crisis to enterprises. Besides, this method is generally feasible. But
disadvantages lie in this method too. Mainly, it only concentrates on their own resources. The
competition situation and the opportunities from the external environment are ignored completely.
Consequently, if there is any marketing opportunity in the market, this method will have the marketing
opportunities lost once enterprises have no current resources. This goes against operation objectives.
And furthermore, if there isn’t any marketing opportunity in the marketplace, the marketing expenditure
budget based on this method will cost more than that of the practical market demand, which causes a
huge waste of market expenditure. Thereby, the method of acting according to one’s true capability is
not scientific enough.
2.2 The method of prices fluctuating in response to market conditions
This method means that when enterprises do their marketing budget, they mainly consider
competitors’ current tactics and decide the marketing expenditure budget of their own with the reference
to the budget level of competitors’ marketing expenditure. Its major advantage is that it’s beneficial for
the stabilization of marketing environment and will not be paid attention to by competitors. Moreover, it
can win a favorable living environment for enterprises by adopting competition measures aiming at
enterprises themselves. The main disadvantage is its risky hypothesis that the competitors’ marketing
expenditure budget is reasonable. Besides, if the enterprise is in the leading position of its industry, or
the industry is a newly emerging one, this method will not be suitable. Thereby, the method of prices
fluctuating in response to market conditions needs to be consummated.
2.3 Analytic method of market opportunities
This method means that when enterprises carry out marketing expenditure budgets, they mainly
consider whether there is any enterprise marketing opportunity or not, then decide their marketing
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expenditure budgets. Its advantage is that it is in favor of grasping market opportunities and it has quick
response to market changes. But the disadvantage is that the physical truth is not concerned when
enterprises decide their marketing expenditure budgets. It might cause the failure of carrying out the
ready-made marketing expenditure budgets by the end. Besides, competitors’ situations are not
considered in this method. In the practical market operation, the market opportunities, which are already
analyzed out, might be market traps instead of market opportunities. Thereby, this method is not perfect
too.
To sum up, the traditional methods have the disadvantage that they are lack of operability in the
practical operation. Since the current methods are not perfect, the authors attempt to discuss a kind of
reasonable method to determine marketing expenditure budgets.

3 The Ideas of Marketing Expenditure Budget
According to the foregoing analysis, this paper concerns that the following ideas should be
reflected by the budget of enterprise marketing expenditure which is suitable for marketing economy.
3.1 The idea of flexibility
Flexibility represents the ability of being accommodated with environment changes or the ability of
handling the indeterminacy caused by the environment quickly and economically. The marketing
expenditure budget must be adapted to the environment changes rapidly. A certain flexibility is
necessarily required. One of the application methods of this idea is the flexible budget method.
The flexible budget is founded on the basis of cost behavior analysis. According to the dependence
relationship among portfolio, cost and profit, the variable cost and fixed cost can be distinguished and
the correlative budget methods can be set down based on each kind of foreseeable professional
competence.
3.2 The dynamic idea
The marketing expenditure budget of enterprises must be able to embody the dynamic capability,
which emphasizes that the marketing expenditure cannot be unalterable and there must be a dynamic
adjustment mechanism. The chief method is the rolling budget method.
3.3 The idea of combining resource guide, competition guide and market guide
When the marketing expenditure budget is carried out, it cannot only be considered to adopt the
method of acting according to one’s true capability for recourse factors or the method of prices
fluctuating in response to market conditions for competition factors, not even the market opportunity
analytic method for market factors. There must be an all-sided consideration which includes company’s
recourses and market competition, etc. And then adopt a reasonable method to decide the enterprise
recourse budget. The basic flow chart of marketing expenditure budget, which is based on competition,
market opportunities and resources, is illustrated in the Fig.1. Enterprises may conduct their marketing
expenditure budget referring to the flow.
Decreasing
budgets

Market
competition
conditions

Market
opportunity
conditions

First (anew)
expense
budget

Comparing with
the enterprise’s
resource

the

Bigger
Be compatible

Execution

Smaller

Increasing the
budgets

Figure 1

The basic flow chart of marketing expenditure budget based on competition, market opportunities
and resources
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4 The Budget Methods of Enterprise Marketing Expenditure
4.1 The flexible budget method
The flexible budget represents the expenditure formulating mode based on the analysis of
expenditure behavior, which is used to reflect the expenditure level and the income level under different
professional competence according to the relevant budget amount calculated out by various portfolio
levels predicted by plans or budgets. The flexible budget is adjusted in accordance with the portfolio
changes, and many kinds of portfolio changes in the plan period are considered in this method. Thereby,
it is also called the alteration budget.
The basic premise of flexible budget is to classify all the cost into variable expenses, constant
expenses and semi variable expenses according to the expenditure characteristic and state (the
dependence relationship between the total expenditure changes and the portfolio level).
In order to explain the application of the flexibility idea used in the marketing expenditure budget
better, based on the principle of simple, the marketing expenditure is mainly divided into the following:
salesmen’s basic salary, salesmen’s commission award, office expenses, expenses aiming at promoting
selling products, advertisements and public relationship activity expenses and post sale service
expenses.
According to the expenditure characteristic and state (the dependence relationship between the
changes of the total expenditure and the portfolio level), with the precondition that the quantity of
salesmen fixed, the constant expenses include salesmen’s salary, rent of office space, etc. The variable
expenses include expenses aiming at promoting selling the product, salesmen’s commission award. And
the semi constant expenses include aftersales service expenses, advertisements and PR activity
expenses.
The model can be set up like the following:
Suppose the relation between budgeting enterprise marketing expenditure and the portfolio is the
typical linear relation, then the way to budget the marketing expenditure would be like the following.
Y = (a + b1 ) + (b2 + c) X
(1)
In the formula, Y represents the total marketing expenditure of the budget. a represents the constant
expenses of the budget, b 1 represents the fixed part of the semi constant marketing expenses of the

budget, b 2 represents the amount that the alterable part of the semi constant expenses allocated to the
unit’s business in the budget. c represents the variable expenses of the unit budget, and X represents the
budget portfolio.
Some discussions about a, b 1 , b 2 , c in the formula will be carried out as the following.
As for c, the variable expenses, the total amount will be changed in proportion with the portfolio.
The unit expenditure is not influenced by the output changes, and its amount keeps in a specified level
all the time. The budget of the variable expenses is calculated by the ascertained budget value of unit
change timing the portfolio anticipated. Facing the market environment full of uncertainties, the fixed
budget which is formulated only by a certain kind of professional activity level is very hard to satisfy the
need of controlling purpose. Once there is an obvious difference between the enterprise’s actual
operational result and the professional activity level of budget, the budget loses its deserved function at
all.
One reasonable method is that to ascertain the budget amount of the variable expenses by many
kinds of professional activity levels in the budget process, compare the actual changes and the budget
amount related to the actual business amount after the actual portfolio changed, and have the evaluation
and check of the budget operation situation built on the more objective and comparable foundation,
which means it is more efficient to carry out the variable expenses budget with the flexible budget
method.
From the static aspects, the budget method of c, the variable expenses of the unit budget in
marketing expenditure, can be done by the flow in the chart 1 with synthetic consideration of the
following factors, such as market competition conditions, market opportunity conditions, profit
conditions of enterprise unit’s business and enterprise implementation ability, etc. It would be wrong to
only consider some single factor or the enterprise leader’s personal favor to decide the budget of unit’s
variable expenses.
From the dynamic angle, the budget of c, the variable expenses, is mainly about to add one
emergency response mechanism in the process of the marketing expenditure budget. And then according
to the specific industrial circumstances of the enterprise, the adjustment of the marketing expenditure
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budget can be carried out every three months or every half a year on the basis of the practical conditions
of the portfolio to decrease the marketing expenditure waste caused by the absence of the adjustment
mechanism.
As for the fixed marketing expenses, since its total amount is not influenced by the portfolio
changing in the related areas, there are difficulties to budget it by carrying out the flexible budget
method directly. The idea of budgeting this part of expenditure is to consider the integration of the
resource conditions of enterprises, the market competition conditions, the enterprise tactics and the
market opportunity conditions synthetically, and then decide the total investment amount of the fixed
marketing expenses of enterprises.
The model is as the following；
I g = f ( x1 , x2 ,…, xn )
(2)
In the formula (2), I g represents the investment amount of the fixed marketing expenses. F
represents the investment function of the fixed marketing expenses. And x 1, x 2 … x n represent the
decisive factors of the investment amount of the fixed marketing expenses.
As for b, the semi variable expenses, though its total amount is influenced by the changing of the
portfolio level, the alteration range keeps no strict proportion with different portfolio changes. In fact, it
is the mixed expenditure mingled with b 1 , the restraining constant expenses, and b 2 , the considering
constant expenses. The constant expenses mainly belong to the marketing ability expenditure, which is
related with the formation of the whole enterprise marketing ability and its regular upkeep. Once the
enterprise marketing ability formed, it is very difficult to make a significant change in a short period. It
will exist a long period to anticipate the related expenditure. Thereby, the restraining constant expenses
are unavoidable and need to be fully satisfied preferentially. They have certain controllability. But the
considering constant expenses are comparatively more flexible and the amount can be ascertained by the
income situation of the unit and the operational need. They have a certain uncontrollability. Thus to
ascertain the budget amount of the considering constant expenses reasonably is the most important
factor to make full advantages of the budget for controlling the constant expenses.
Hence, as for the budget of the semivariable expenses b, at first, b should be disassembled into b 1 ,
the restraining constant expenses and b 2 , the considering constant expenses. Then budget b 1 by the
budget method of fixed marketing expenses, and budget b 2 by the budget method of variable
marketing expenses.
While budgeting the considering fixed marketing expenses, one practicable way is to carry out the
expenditure benefit analysis of different considering expenses items and consider the importance and
urgency of each item, then decide what kinds of expenditure items are necessary, what kinds of them can
be canceled, and how much financing can be distributed to each necessary expense item in the budget
process.
4.2 Rolling budget method
Rolling budget method is also called continuous budget or sustained budget. It means according to
the principle of paying particular attention to the recent situation in details and a rough attention to the
future briefly, on the basis of the budget completion situation of the last term, to adjust and concretely
formulate the budget of the next term, and roll the period of budget formulating forward regularly and
sustainably to keep a certain time range among the budget. In other words, it is a kind of budget
formulating methods, which is based on the accomplishment situation of the budget index for adjusting
and making the budget of next term, and rolling the budget period forward sustainably.
The application of rolling budget method in the marketing expenditure budget may be consulted
from the above-mentioned application methods of the flexible budget method in the marketing
expenditure. The marketing expenditure can be divided into the fixed marketing expenses, the variable
marketing expense and the semi variable marketing expenses, etc. The budget period may be extended
longer when the rolling budget method is used for the fixed marketing expenses, such as a year or half a
year. But the budget period needs to be shorter when it is used for the variable marketing expenses. The
cost of the semi constant expenses budget can be classified into restraining fixed budget and considering
fixed expenditure, and then the rolling budgets can be calculated by the periods of the constant expenses
and the variable expenses respectively.
To budget the enterprise marketing expenditure with the rolling budget method can have the budget
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and the actual conditions fit more in each other and produce the best possible results of conducting and
controlling. It is also helpful for various levels of the management crew in the enterprise marketing
system to keep careful and detailed consideration and the comprehensive plan of the future marketing
work to guarantee the marketing work carried out methodically.
4.3 Integration mechanism of flexibility and marketing expenditure budget adjustment
In the marketing process, enterprises are confronted with a fast changing market environment. The
marketing expenditure budget cannot be accomplished in an action. The budget effect of the enterprise
marketing expenditure depends on a key factor that whether the enterprise can establish a flexible
adjustment mechanism of marketing expenditure or not. The author thinks that the establishment of the
integration mechanism between flexibility and the budget adjustment of marketing expenditure should
be set about as the following.
4.3.1 A certain amount of marketing expenditure reserves should be kept by decision-makers
In the process of marketing decision-making, decision-makers should hold a certain amount of
reserves for marketing expenditure adjustment in case of emergency. This is an important method to
enhance the flexibility of marketing expenditure budget.
4.3.2 Constructing specified organization of market analysis which concentrates on analyzing market
opportunities, competitors’ dynamic situation and market emergencies
For the convenience of decision-makers to adjust the marketing expenditure budget, the green
channel through which annalists can suggest decision-makers directly should be established once market
opportunities and competitors’ dynamic situation influencing the industry competition are discovered,
and a huge expenditure increase or decrease needed by market emergencies occurs.
4.3.3 Constructing periodic evaluation mechanism of marketing expenditure usage
The usage of marketing expenditure moves in circle. After one marketing cycle gets over, all-sided
evaluation of the marketing expenditure usage should be carried out. The ones with better application
efficiency should be used in the next cycle. And the ones which are lack of application efficiency should
be adjusted in the next cycle. Only in this way, the marketing expenditure can be effectively used.

5 Conclusion
The flexible and dynamic idea, which is also combined with the recourse guide, the competition
guide and the market guide, should be reflected in the marketing expenditure budget. The flexible
budget method and the rolling budget method should be integrated with each other in order to budget the
marketing expenditure successfully. The adjustment of marketing expenditure budget should be
managed by perfect mechanism and scientific procedures. It is not unalterable and it shouldn’t be
changed randomly.
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Abstract: The strategic performance appraisal is almost the most difficult problem for most
organizations especially under the circumstance of speedy growth of economy. To solve this problem,
the paper aims to research the strategic performance appraisal problem based on the principle of BSC
and the statistic method of SEM. Beginning with indicating two key problems, this paper conceived a
strategic performance appraisal model; then, we designed the strategic performance indicators according
to the principle of BSC. Moreover, the weight of each indicator was determined according to SEM.
Finally, we conduct an empirical research on the strategic performance appraisal as well made relevant
conclusions.
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1 Introduction
With the rapid development of the global economy, the new business strategy and the competition
reality require the enterprise to have the counter- measures to evaluate their strategic performance [1].
Thus it becomes the most important project to accurately evaluate the organizational performance both
in theory and practice (Simerly&Li, 2000). The traditional strategic performance appraisal analyzed
the data in the financial statement based on the principle of the history cost, the core indicator of the
equity capital’s net profit rate. So its advantage lies on the objective explicit data source and being easy
to verify, acquiring and operating. However, because its evaluation scope focused on the organizational
past performance, it didn’t respond the process but the result and neglected the nonfinancial indicators [2].
Therefore, these performance appraisals made the managers pay more attention to the short-term interest
and it some how jeopardized the long term development of the organization [3]. The speedy economy
requires the managers to pay more attention to the realization of the strategic objects, so the strategic
performance appraisal emphasized the financial and nonfinancial objects at the same time. As we all
know that the scientific performance appraisal needs to resolve two core problems to establish the
reasonable indicators and determine the weights scientifically. Based on above, the paper aims to
conceive the strategic performance appraisal system based on BSC and SEM and to verify its feasibility
with the reality of the enterprise. Therefore, part one indicated two key problems of the scientific
according to the real situation. Part 2 conceived the strategic performance appraisal model based on the
principle of BSC and SEM. Part 3 designed the strategic performance indicators according to the
principle of BSC. Part 4 determined the weight of each indicator according to the method of SEM. Part
5 made an empirical research on the strategic performance appraisal model. Finally, part 6 made relevant
conclusions.

2 Theoretical Base of Strategic Performance Appraisal Based on BSC and SEM
2.1 The principle of SEM
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), is a kind of statistics method to analyze the relationship
among the different variables based on the covariance matrix. In 1970s, Karl G·Jorekog put forth SEM.
Since then, SEM is widely employed in social science field. There are two kinds of variables such as the
latent variable and the manifest variable in SEM. the manifest variable can be measured directly in
reality but the latent variable cannot. A latent variable is almost relevant to many manifest variables,
the latent variable can be taken as the abstract and conclusion of the manifest variables, and the manifest
variables can be taken as the observe indicators of the latent variable[4].
SEM can be divided the measure equation and the structural equation, the measure equation
describe the relationship between the latent variable and the manifest variables, and the structural
equation is the relationship among the latent variables. The measure equation can be expressed as
equation (1).
X=Λx+ξ+δ
X=Λyη+ε
(1)
Here, x is the exogenous vector (q×1), y is the endogenous vector (p×1), ξ is the exogenous latent
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variable (n×1), η is the endogenous variable(m×1), Λx is the factor loading matrix of the exogenous
indicator in the exogenous latent variable (q×n), Λy is the factor loading matrix of the endogenous
indicator in the exogenous latent variable (p×m),δ is the error of the exogenous indicator(q×1), ε is the
error of the endogenous indicator (p×1). The structural equation can be expressed Equation (2)
η=Bη+Γξ+ζ
(2)
Here, B is the influence matrix among the endogenous latent variables (m×m), ΓB is the influence
matrix that the exogenous latent variables affect the endogenous latent variables (m×n), ζ is the residual
of the structural equation (m×1) that respond the non-explanation part in the equation. The relevant
hypothesizes of SEM are as follows. Firstly, the average of δ, ε and ζ are all 0. Secondly, δ and ε are
irrelevant to and η, meanwhile δ is irrelevant to ε. Thirdly, ζis irrelevant to ξ, η and ε.
2.2 The principle of BSC
BSC evaluate the organizational performance from the view of the finance, the customer, the
operation process and the learning and growth [5]. From the aspect of finance, the financial performance
appraisal is valuable to the past behavior, which can meet the demand of the shareholders and direct the
organizational strategy and verify the contribution of the managers. So the financial objects are often
relevant to the interests such as the sale revenue, the capital return and EVA and so on; while the
customer performance means how they think about us, weights the extent that the strategy is carried out,
and includes the customer satisfaction, the customer retention, the new customer, the interest customer
and the market share [6]. As to the operation process, the internal operation determined the advantage of
the organization, and its performance appraisal aims to meet the demand of the customer and the finance,
so the process includes all processes from the innovation to the service. Finally, the learning and growth
determines whether the organization can keep the sustainable advantage, it is the most key factor to the
future success, and it is from the staff, the system and the ability. Therefore, there are the
cause-consequence and logic relations among four aspects [7].
The financial performance is the response of the past performance; the other aspect can respond the
future performance appraisal and can compensate for the defects of the financial performance appraisal.
As we all know that the excellent financial performance can meet the demand of the shareholders, but
they come from the satisfactory and loyal customers. If the organizations want to ensure the satisfaction
and loyalty of the customer, they have to establish the accurate and reliable process. What’s more, the
effective and efficient process depends on the passionate, innovative and professional staff. However,
the passionate, innovative and professional ability of the staff depend on the organizational support of
the learning and growth. Their mutual action relations are shown in Figure 1.

Learn and Growth：
Meet Demands of Development

Financial Performance:
Meet Demands of Shareholder

Process Performance：
Meet Demands of Competition

Customer Performance：
Meet Demands of Customer

Figure 1

Mutual Action Model among Strategic Performance Factors of BSC

3 Indicators of Strategic Performance Appraisal Based on BSC and SEM
In 1992, Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton put forth Balanced Score-card firstly. This appraisal
combined the past financial performance with the drive of the future performance, the financial indicator
with the non-financial, and the traditional performance appraisal with the competitiveness, the
management performance and the future development [8]. BSC provided us with a strategic method to
observe the value creation from the four different aspects, so it is not only a comprehensive performance
appraisal system, but also a kind of management method. Therefore, the paper designed the
organizational strategic performance indicators based on the four aspects such as the financial
performance ξ1, the customer performance ξ2, the process performance ξ3, and the leaning and growth
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performance ξ4. Because the four indicators can’t be measured directly, they need to be responded by
other specific indicators that can be taken as the exogenous latent variables.
The financial performance is a performance appraisal system based on the result financial
indicators. It can be evaluated from the four indicators such as the profitability a1, the competitive
ability a2, the debt-paying ability a3, and the development capacity a4.The customer performance is to
respond the value creation and the external change. It can be evaluated from the two indicators such as
the market share b1and the customer satisfaction b2.The process performance is to respond the main
process influencing the customer satisfaction and the financial objects. In the market competition, the
base of the strategy is not the product but the process. The core competence lies in the business process.
The realization of the financial and customer objects is supported by the key business process. The
process performance can be measured by the plan control c1, the production utilization c2, and the
internal management c3.The learning and growth performance respond the situation of the organizational
sustainable development. It evaluates the organizational ability to keep the innovation, the change and
the progress. It can be measured by the staff quality d1, the manager quality d2, the new product Sale d3,
and the R&D input d4.
All the strategic performance appraisal indicators are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Latent Variable
Financial Performance

ξ1
Customer Performance

ξ2
Process Performance

ξ3
Learning and Growth
Performance

ξ4

Strategic Performance Appraisal Indicators
Manifest Variable
Definition of Manifest Variable
Profitability a1
Return on Assets
Competitive Ability a2
Asset Turnover
Debt-paying Ability a3
Assets-liabilities Ratio
Development Capacity a4
Sales Growth Rate
Market Share b1
Market Share
Customer Satisfaction b2
Customer Satisfaction
Plan Control c1
The realization rate of the plan
Production Utilization c2
The utilization rate of the ability
The accurate rate of the decision
Internal Management c3
Staff Quality d1
The rate of the college education
Manager Quality d2
The time of the professional time
New Product Sale d3
The rate of the new product revenue
R&D Input d4
The rate of the R&D input

4 Weights of Strategic Performance Appraisal Indicators Based on BSC and SEM
Now there are many methods to determine the weight of the indicator such as Delphi, AHP, Fuzzy
Mathematics, and so on. However, the common defect of them is to determine the weight trough the
expert decision. So it is indispensible for the weights to be subjective and unfit for the accurate
evaluation. To avoid the subjective error, the paper will determine the weight through the factor analysis
of SEM.
According to SEM, we can get the weight with the factor load; the calculation can refer to
Equations (3) and (4).
（3）
ξi = ∑ ik=1α i μij

ηi = ∑ im=1ξiθi

Here,

（4）

μij = γ ij / ∑ kj =1γ ij , γij is the factor load of the different aspects on the indicators.

θi = λi / ∑ im=1λi , λi is the factor load of the performance on the different aspects. According to Tab1,
i={1,2,3,4},when i=1, j=4 ; when i=2, j=1; when i=3, j=3; when i=4, j=4; m=4.
Thus we can get the structural equation with the indicators and their weights based on BSC and
SEM. According to the specific data, we will have a better fit model. Moreover, we can make a
comprehensive empirical evaluation to the organizational strategy with the model.

5 Empirical Analysis of Strategic Performance Appraisal Based on BSC and SEM
The sample organizations are all from the construction material industry. The financial data was
obtained from their financial report and the non-financial data was collected by the structural
questionnaire investigation. We have sent out 300 pieces of questionnaire and taken back 220. The
effective questionnaires of them are 212, and the effective rate is 70.7%. Now we got the model with
the assistance of SPSS and LISREL, which is shown in Figure 2.
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0.4
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Performance
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1.07
Strategic
Performance
η

0.65

0.65
Process
Performance
ξ3

0.67
0.58

0.58

Learning and
Growth
Performance

0.59
0.47

Figure 2

Organizational Strategic Performance Appraisal Model Based on BSC and SEM

The fitness indicators are shown in Table 2. RMSEA is 0.067, CFI is 0.89, and AGFI is 0.93, so the
fitness of the model is good. According to Table 3, t values of the parameters are all more than 2, so the
significance of the parameter is better. Based on above, the path coefficient is effective in the reference
aspect.
Table 2

Indicator
Value

0.89
Table 3

Parameter
T Value

γ11

Simulation Index of Structural Equation Model
CFI
RMSEA

γ12

γ13

γ14

AGFI

0.067

0.93

T Value of Parameter in Structural Equation Model
γ21

γ22

γ31

γ32

γ33

γ41

γ42

γ43

γ44

λ1

λ2

λ3

λ4

6.69 6.13 5.87 5.63 6.34 7.31 7.23 7.41 6.76 6.93 7.32 7.51 6.53 7.65 9.91 7.17 7.09

According to Figure 2, the factor loads of the performance are respectively 1.04, 1.07, 0.65 and
0.58 in the four aspects such as the financial, the customer, the process, the learning and growth.
Therefore, the percentage of the financial performance and the customer are respectively 31.1% and
32.1%, which are more than other aspects. The sum of the process and the learning and growth is 36.8%.
Based on Fig2, we can know that the importance of the financial performance has already reduced
significantly though it is important for the strategic performance appraisal. The enterprise became to pay
more attention to the non-financial performance appraisal especially for the customer performance. In
the financial aspect, the path coefficients of the four indicators are 0.58, 0.47, 0.43 and 0.49 respectively,
which indicated that the profitability is most important and the debt-paying ability is least important. In
the customer aspect, the market share is more important than the customer satisfaction. In the process
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aspect, the importance of the three indicators is similar. In the learning and growth aspect, the staff
quality and the manager quality are more important, so the human resource is the first productivity.

6 Conclusions
Based on above, we can get the conclusions. Firstly, the scientific performance appraisal needs to
resolve two core problems to establish the reasonable indicators and determine the weights
scientifically. Secondly, the strategic performance appraisal system based on BSC and SEM can
effectively resolve the combination problem of the indicator and the weight. Thirdly, the importance of
the financial performance has already reduced significantly though it is important for the strategic
performance appraisal, the non-financial performance appraisal especially for the customer performance
become more important. Fourthly, in the financial aspect, the profitability is most important; in the
customer aspect, the market share is more important than the customer satisfaction; in the process aspect,
the importance of the three indicators is similar; in the learning and growth aspect, the staff quality and
the manager quality are more important.
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Abstract：This paper aims to research the options of the focus strategy in different phases of enterprise
life cycle. Following the introduction of why, what and how to make a research on the focus strategy in
different life cycle stage, the authors illustrated the definition and the category of the focus strategy, and
then indicated the significance and the condition of the focus strategy. Moreover, we have analyzed the
specific characteristics of the strategy environment in different enterprise life cycle stage, based on
which the feasible options of the focus strategy in each stage has been presented.
Keywords: ELC (Enterprise Life Cycle); Focus Strategy; Multi-point Parallel Focusing; Mono-point
Precision Focusing

1 Introduction
In 1990, C.K. Prahalad and Gary Hamel put forth that the enterprise have to own its core
competence if it wants to get the competitive advantage [1]. However, the essential definition is the focus.
The focus means that the enterprise focuses its resource on the main business and the key process to do
its key specialty. In last century, many top 500 enterprises in the Fortune had carried out the
diversification strategy, but most of them failed. Thus they became to adopt the refocusing strategy.
In 21st century, the era is the time of the economic globalization, the competition become more and
more dramatically. With the development of the science and technology and the individualization of the
consumer demand, the product life cycle become shorter and shorter, the divisions of the industry
become more and more fine. Any enterprise can’t do all the products in the same industry or all the
processes in the same product chain because its resource and ability are limited [2]. Therefore, the
enterprise has to found its strategy focus and fulfill its focus competition advantage in the speedy
economy. The sustainable development of the enterprise runs according to the rule of some life cycle. In
different life cycle stage of the enterprise, the characteristics of its environment, the resource, the ability
and the market are different [3]. Therefore, the research on the focus strategy can make the strategic
management of the enterprise have the purpose, pertinence and application. So the paper aims to
research the choice of the focus strategy in different enterprise life cycle. Part 1 introduced why, what
and how to make a research on the focus strategy in different life cycle stage. Part 2 illustrated the
definition and the category of the focus strategy. Part 3 indicated the significance and the condition of
the focus strategy. Part 4 analyzed the specific characteristics of the strategy environment in different
enterprise life cycle stage. Part 5 put forth the feasible choice of the focus strategy in different enterprise
life cycle stage. Part 6 made the relevant conclusions of the research.

2 Definitions and Category of Focus Strategy
2.1 The definition of the focus strategy
The focus strategy means that the enterprise focuses the limited resource and ability on a special
object such as the products, the service, and the region and so on, he can served the special market much
better than his opponents, and then establish the comparative competitive advantage. Therefore, based
on analyzing the external and internal environment of the organization, the focus strategy focuses his
production or operation on some special customer group, some part of the product line, or some region
market etc. the focus strategy not only focused on producing some special product but also serving some
special customer and regional market. So the core of the focus strategy aims on some special customer
group, some special product line, some segmentation market, and so on. The mission of the focus
strategy is to obtain local competitive advantage through fulfilling the specialty of the organizational
management, brand, channel, capital, innovation, and integration and so on with the higher efficiency
and the better effectiveness [4]. And then the enterprise can realize the long-term development with the
experience of a selected spot to promote the work in the entire area.
Most enterprises wasted much more resource and used them inefficiently or ineffectively because
they were deficient in the integration and focusing of their resources. Therefore, the scale of the
enterprise is not inevitably relevant to his strength. If the enterprise couldn’t fulfill his enough resource
reasonably, it would result in the overstaffing in organizations, the slow and sluggish response, the
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wasting of the resources and so on. However, if a small scale enterprise could focus his resource
efficiently on a point, he would be No. 1 in the spot. The enemy is not afraid of the huge stammer for he
can easily avoid it, but he will be afraid of the arrow for its sharpness and speed.
The focus strategy is the extension of the cost leadership strategy and the differentiation strategy in
some special market. However, the essences of them are all the same. The essence of the cost leadership
strategy is to obtain the competitive advantage through focusing the organizational resource and ability
on reducing the cost of the R&D, the outsourcing, the manufacture, the logistics, the agent, and the
marketing and so on. The essence of the differentiation strategy is to obtain the competitive advantage
through focusing the organizational resource and ability on meeting the diversified demands of the
customers by providing the diversification, the individualization, the instant and the potable product or
service. The essence of the focus strategy is to obtain the competitive advantage through focusing the
organizational limited resource and ability on some special object and servicing the customer in the
special market better than the opponents.
Therefore, the common of the three strategies that they are all focusing the organizational limited
resources and ability on some special aspects to obtain the competitive advantage. However, the
difference of them is that the objects of the focus are different, the cost leadership strategy pays more
attention to the cost management, the differentiation strategy pays more attention to the innovation, and
the focus strategy pays more attention to the marketing.
2.2 The category of the focus strategy
According to the number of the focus, the focus strategy can be divided into two aspects such as
the multi-point focusing and the mono-point focusing.
2.2.1 The mono-point focusing strategy
In 1998, Porter put forth that it is unrealistic for the enterprise to establish the advantage of the
differentiation or the cost leadership in the whole market and industry, but it is easy to obtain the higher
profit and the better advantage through focusing in the segmentation market. The focus strategy includes
two kinds of definition. The first is the target market of the product changing from the whole market to
the segmentation market. The second is to establish the competitive advantage through combining with
the cost leadership strategy or the differentiation strategy. On the one hand, when the enterprises are in
the initial stage or the growth stage, for the limited resources, abilities and technologies and so on, they
couldn’t but choose to focus all their resource in some product, or service, or process, or market. On the
other hand, when the enterprises are in the over-versatile during the maturity stage or the decline stage,
they have to refocus all their resource and ability on the core business by peeling the unimportant
business. Additionally, the enterprises can also take active part in focusing the resources and ability on
the main business according to the demand of their development [5].
Therefore, the focus strategy almost is taken as the mono-point focusing on some special segmentation
market or customer group in the past.
2.2.2 The multi-point focusing strategy
It is uneasy for the enterprise to realize the mono-point focusing, but the practice requires the
enterprise to realize the focus transferring and the multi-point focusing on several segmentation markets
and target customer groups under the speed economy. That can be named as the multi-point parallel
strategy.
With the development of the science and technology, much more individualization and
diversification demands will occur, the past target customer group will be differentiated. Thus the focus
strategy has to be changed from the mono-point precision focusing to the multi-point parallel focusing.
In 2008, Motorola have to peel his unprofitable mobile business for he didn’t change his strategy from
the mono-point focusing to the multi-point focusing in time [6].

3 Significances and Condition of Focus Strategy
3.1 The significance of the focus strategy
Firstly, the focus strategy can bring the enterprises with the competitive advantage. When the
enterprises are faced with many opportunities, they will always hope to grasp each of them. However,
they can’t give consideration to all choices at the same time in terms of the limited resources and
abilities, and then it will result in the bad situation.
Secondly, the focus strategy is helpful to enhance the utilization rate of the resource. The
comprehensive resource and ability of any enterprise is always limited, then the utilization rate of the
resource will be reduced if they are diffused to utilize. In simple, if the enterprise focuses all his
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resource and ability on one product, he will have time to do the best, the apartment is easy to be matched,
the staff is easy to be trained, the efficiency is easy to be enhanced, and the marketing ability is easy to
be fulfilled. Therefore, the competitive advantage will be easy to be established. That is to say, it is
easier for the enterprise to look for the matching customer respectively with many products than to
found a customer with one product.
Thirdly, the focus strategy is helpful to establish the expertise ability in the target segmentation
market. Comparatively speaking, it is more difficult for the enterprise orienting than for the organization
carrying out the focus strategy to multiple segmentation market to understand the expectation of the
target customer. On the other hand, it is more and more difficult for the competitors to enter into the
target segmentation market of the organization with the focus strategy.
Finally, the focus strategy will support the enterprise to focus the whole organizational resource
more convenient and to better service for some special customer group. It is easy to research on the
situation of the relevant technology, market, customer, and competitor and so on. Additionally, the
economic effectiveness of the focus strategy is easy to be evaluated; the process of the focus strategy is
easy to be controlled, the enterprise will respond to the change of the market more quickly.
3.2 The condition of the focus strategy
For the mono-point focusing strategy, it will result in the better effectiveness under the follow
conditions. Firstly, there are different consumer group in the target segmentation market. Secondly, other
opponents are unwilling to carry out the focus strategy in the same segmentation. Thirdly, the
organizational resource restricts him to explore the wide segmentation market. Fourthly, there are much
more differences in many aspects of each segmentation market of the same industry, the aspects include
the market volume, the growth rate, the profitability, the competition and so on. Fifthly, the target
segmentation market has a good promise in the future. Sixthly, the enterprise owns the resource and
ability to serve the target segmentation market. Seventhly, the enterprise can prevent the competitors by
the customer loyalty and goodwill. Finally, the cost of serve in the segmented is lower than that of the
competitors in the target market.
For the multi-point focusing strategy, the enterprise should do the follows. Firstly, the organization
needs to understand the different preference and the diffusion trend of the consumer through the
methods of the geographic, the demographic, and the psychology and so on. Secondly, the enterprise
should keep parallel and not contrary to each other of the focus, pay attention to the disturbance from
other segmentation market, avoid the inaccurate focus and squeeze the disposable resource of other
focuses. Thirdly, the enterprise had better to create the mutual complementary effect between the
original customer and the new through the loyalty and the reputation of the original consumer. Finally,
the organization can fulfill the scope economy among the different focuses through the modularization
design in the development stage, the flexible manufacture in the production stage, the zero inventories in
delivery stage and so on.

4 Strategic Environment Characteristics in Different Enterprise Life
The enterprise life cycle means that the process from birth to death. Generally speaking, it can be
divided in to four stages such as the initial stage, the growth stage, the maturity stage and the recession
stage.
4.1 The strategic environment characteristics of the initial stage
In the initial stage, the reputation is not well known by the society, the resource is deficient, the
core competence is not very strong, the science and technology and the capital are weak, the category of
the products is few, the production scale is small, the market share is low, the profitability is weak, and
the good image of the enterprise remain to be established. However, the entrepreneurs are ambitious, the
organizational system is vital, the innovation spirit is strong, and the cohesion of the entrepreneur is very
strong. The result of the new product development and the future cash flow are uncertain. Therefore, the
mono-point focusing strategy is a feasible choice for the enterprise in the initial stage to make a
breakthrough point that he can choose some local market and make the breakthrough of some product or
service in the core technology to reduce the risk.
4.2 The strategic environment characteristics of the growth stage
In growth stage, the product is gradually popular with the market, the market share become larger
and larger, the production scale is enhanced, the development speed is quicker and quicker, and the
enterprises began to develope the promising product and establish his image. The enterprise needs much
more input to make the product perfect with the development of the market scale. However, the resource
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and ability are still limited, the environment is changeable, and the net cash flow is still uncertain.
Therefore, it is necessary for the enterprise to enhance the product technology, the market share in the
local market, and the responsiveness to the environment.
4.3 The strategic environment characteristics of the maturity stage
In maturity stage, the main product of the enterprise will almost be successful in the market and get
the competitive advantage. The main business has been stable, the production scale has been enlarged,
and the profit has obtained the peak, the growth rate become slowly, the company image has been
established, the organization system is sound, the net cash flow is stable, the operation risk is reduced,
the value of the enterprise become more and more. So the resource and ability is enough for the
development. But the contradiction will occur among the senior managers, the cohesion will be reduced,
the entrepreneur begun to maintain the achievements, the creation and innovation will be reduced.
4.4 The strategic environment characteristics of the recession stage
In recession stage, the competition become more and more dramatically, the innovation is weak, the
original product will be washed out, and the sales quota will reduce. At the same time, it is difficult to
start the new product, so the business shrinks. Although the capital is enough and the production scale is
large, the debt rate is very high and the burden is heavy. The promise of the product is not very well and
the contradiction is sharp in the organization. Therefore, the enterprise needs to refocus his resource and
ability.
According to the resource theory of the strategy（B.Wernerfelt, 1984）, the core competence theory
of the strategy (Teece, 1997) and the environment theory of the strategy（Hannan & Freeman, 1977）, the
characteristics of the organizational strategic environment are different in the different life cycle stage.
As we all know that is shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Stage

The Characteristics of the Organizational Strategic Environment in the Different Life Cycle Stage
Resource
Competence
Environment
Organizational, market and technology Environment is uncertain and
Initial Stage
Shortage
are weak
can be controlled
Organizational, market and technology Environment is changeable and
Growth Stage
Limited
are increasing
out of control
Organizational, market and technology Environment
is stable and
Maturity Stage
Enough
are strong
under the control
Recession Stage
Organizational, market and technology Environment is gloomy and
Special
are decreasing
uncertain

5 Focus Strategy Choices in Different Enterprise Life Cycle Stage
The focus strategy is not the simple focus of the resource, but it has to be enforced according to the
strategic plan. Because the characteristics of the strategic environment are different in the different life
cycle stage, the emphasis of the focus strategy is different as shown in Figure 1.

Initial Stage

Mono-point
initiative focusing

Growth Stage

Mono-point key
focusing

Maturity Stage

Multi-point parallel
focusing

Recession Stage

Mono-point nimble
focusing

Figure 1 The Focus Strategy Choice of the in Different Enterprise Life Cycle Stage

5.1 The mono-point initiative focusing strategy of the initial stage
In the initial stage, the scale is small, the competence is weak, and the resource is limited, so the
enterprise is unable to operate multiple products to diffuse the risk. However, the organization can firstly
choose the segmentation market to fulfill his advantage and make the specialization operation through
the mono-point initiative focusing. This strategy make the organization fight for the competitors with the
enough resource.
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5.2 The mono-point key focusing strategy of the growth stage
In the growth stage, it is essential to found the precision focus that is the key point in the whole
strategic situation. Then the organization specializes in the target segmentation market, pays more
attention to communicating with the customers, emphasizes on the technology innovation and the cost
control, avoids competing with the strong opponents directly, and forms into the organizational culture.
If the enterprise can’t found his key point or advantage in the market, then he can shrink the scope of the
market, until he found his advantage or key point.
5.3 The multi-point parallel focusing strategy of the maturity stage
In the maturity stage, there are two kinds of enterprise in the reality. One is just like Airbus and
Boeing that only produce single special product, the other is just like GE that produce several main
products or services. For the first category company, the feasible choice is the mono-point focusing
strategy such as the hidden champion that was put forth by Hermann Simon in 1986. For the second
category company, they can adopt the multi-point parallel focusing strategy that focuses multiple
segmentation market or target customer groups [7]. The focus strategy is a big strategy, but the
multi-point parallel focusing is the feasible tactics in order to obtain the strategic object [8].
5.4 The mono-point nimble focusing strategy of the decline stage
In the recession, the target market of the enterprise is being in the decline, the threshold is too low,
the profit space is too narrow, the market trend is out of his control, which can’t meet the demands of the
enterprise. At the same time, the requirement of the core resource and the loyalty of the customer the
market are very low, the homogeneous competition is serious. The mono-point nimble focusing strategy
can bring the organization with responding gracefully to the change of the market and the competitors.

6 Conclusions
Based on above, we can get the follow conclusions. Firstly, the enterprise has to found its strategy
focus and fulfill its focus competition advantage in the speedy economy. Secondly, the common of the
cost leadership strategy, the differentiation strategy and the focus strategy is that they are all focusing the
organizational limited resources and ability on some special aspects to obtain the competitive advantage,
but the difference of them is that the objects of the focus are different. Thirdly, the focus strategy can be
divided into two aspects such as the multi-point focusing and the mono-point focusing. Fourthly, the
enterprise life cycle can be divided in to four stages such as the initial stage, the growth stage, the
maturity stage and the decline stage. Fifthly, the characteristics of the strategic environment are different
in the different life cycle stage. Sixthly, in the different life cycle stage, the emphasis of the focus
strategy is different, the mono-point initiative focusing strategy is fit for the initial stage, the mono-point
key focusing strategy fit for the growth stage, the multi-point parallel focusing strategy fit for the
maturity stage, the mono-point nimble focusing strategy fit for the decline stage.
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Abstract: It is definite that e-commerce has entered into another prosperous time since the last
stagnancy of internet industry one decade ago. However, the problem of credit risk is becoming more
and more remarkable with the rapid growth of e-commerce in China. Thus it’s really meaningful and
interesting for the authors to conduct this analysis. After reviewing the status quo of the research on risk
of e-commerce in China and oversees, the conception and connotation of the credit risk of e-commerce
have been defined and scrutinized, as well its influencing factors have been detected and analyzed.
Consequently, corresponding measures to overcome the risk has been presented.
Key words: E-commerce; Credit risk; Risk prevention

1 Introduction
The credit risk of e-commerce appeared with credit problems, and it’s a major obstacle affecting
the development of e-commerce. Mayer [1] (2000) argued that the Credit risk of e-commerce mainly
comes from the space-time separation caused by the Internet. Some other scholars discussed some effect
factors on credit risk of e-commerces, such as product factors[2] (Resnick eta1. 2000), trading partners [3]
(Tan, Y and Thoen, w., 2000) and the experience of being cheated [4] (Weber & Milliman, 1997) and so
on. In the credit risk of e-commerce classification, Nena Lim[5](2003) proposed four dimensions:
perception technology risk, perception seller risk, perception product risk and Personal psychological
risk . Ding &Wang[6](2004) reckoned that credit risk of e-commerce is caused by the virtualization and
the particularity of the network and the uncomprehending of main credit information for each other.
This definition reveals the major source of credit risk of e-commerce - the virtualization of the network
and the asymmetry of transaction information. As to credit risk factors, Wei [7](2003) believed that credit
risk of e-commerce is a complex system, including technical factors, market factors, management
factors, cultural factors, trading factors and personal factors, and further pointed out that credit risk of
e-commerce system has the characteristics of the super-cycle system, such as self-stability and
self-optimization .
We can see from above that scholars focused on individual factors, ignoring the properties and their
interactions among affecting factors when they study the affecting factors of credit risk of e-commerce.
This paper focuses on the system analysis of affecting factors of credit risk of e-commerce, and
proposes appropriate preventive measures.

2 Credit Risk of E-commerce and Its Influencing Factors
2.1 The definition of credit risk of e-commerce
2.1.1 The meaning of credit
In the 79 edition of "Citing”, Credit is to comply with its promise, as some practice, to obtain the
confidence of others. This definition has the following two steps: ① abide by your agreement with other
people, and with the practical action to perform the contract reflects compliance with the agreement; ②
you made other people trust you when you fulfill the promise with practical actions, which means you
are a credible person to others. In short, the composition of credit is faith and trust. Figure 1 shows a
benign cycle of credit, when the two sides establish a trust relationship, you can quickly reach a deal as
the same, if trust is damaged, the repair work will be very difficult.
Trust
Addressee

Credit grantor
Keep faith
Figure 1
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Trust Relationship
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In any transaction, the information asymmetry is a main factor of impeding deal, and mutual trust is
an effective way to solve this problem, but the mutual trust is the basis of good credit among them.
Therefore, e-commerce is a credit economy in its real sense.
"The Prisoner's Dilemma" theory points that they will consider the future long-term interests, not to
deceive each other for short-term interest, so that the two sides can establish long-term cooperation
relations, if the game between both parties not once but several times. In e-commerce, there are many
participants, including buyers, sellers, financial services institutions, credit certification agency, logistics
services companies, etc., and all participants must participate in the transaction. Thus, a transaction
involves a number of e-commerce players and need mutual trust among all participants in order to make
the successful completion of the transaction. And Everyone in order to avoid the risk caused by credit
they will take multi-information investigation , credit certification, quality inspection, contract and other
means, they are time-consuming and consumption wealth, which will influencing the progress of the transaction.
2.1.2 The meaning of credit risk of e-commerce
According to domestic and foreign scholars, this paper argues that credit risk of e-commerce is the
possibility of failing to perform transaction agreed and bringing losses to the transaction participants,
under the interaction factors of the macro and micro factors. Among them, the macro factors including:
social ethics, laws and regulations, information technology security, etc.; micro-factors including:
buyers, sellers, logistics sectors, financial services institutions, platform operators and so on loss
including: monetary loss, product loss, human loss, time loss, reputation loss and future profits loss, etc.;
Risk refers to the possibility of losses ,the cause of this risk are various.
Credit risk has been enlarged in the virtual trading environment. In traditional transactions, buyers
and sellers increase trust in trading through dealing something in the physical environment, such as
negotiating face to face, inspecting goods, etc. However, the dehumanization, non face to face, virtuality
and other characteristics of network environment make direct observation to products and transaction
object very difficult, which makes trust greatly diminished. The specific characteristics of Internet, such
as being open, sharing, and being easy to be hacked, lead to consumers’ unwilling to participate in
business activities which need their information published on the Internet, because they fear of leakage
or theft of private information, which also led to sales are not easily believed by buyers online. Because
of network environment, the establishment of trust in e-commerce activities is more difficult than in
traditional environment. In this case, the network credit risk has come into being .
2.2 Affecting factors of credit risk of e-commerce formation
2.2.1 Subjective factors
(1) The trading participants’ awareness level of credit
Awareness of the credit is reflected in the participants’ attention to credit, and it also the
embodiment of values and ethics. People's ideas dominated their behavior to a large extent, when people
understanding the importance of credit from the concept, they will show their attention to credit through
their behaviors and will follow the transaction contracts. If the transaction participants felt that the credit
is not important, or no sense of credit, he will be the direct creator of credit risk.
(2) Cooperate willingness
Cooperate willingness depends on three aspects: ① Their own reasons, whether there is a
long-term vision, whether there is a long-term cooperation program; ② Partner reasons, whether the
partner has long-term cooperation intention, whether the partner has the ability to carry long-term
cooperation ,meet our needs and provide timely solutions; ③ Environment, whether there are judicial
system, trading platforms in order to guarantee a long-term security between each other. There are many
factors influencing cooperate willingness, and cooperate willingness has a direct impact on the two sides
behaviors in the transaction process.
2.2.2 Objective factors
(1) The incomplete and asymmetry information
Incomplete information means that traders acquire information is not complete and there is information
missing phenomenon, for example, the seller doesn’t understand the buyer’s past transaction records,
especially credit records, In this way they have to rely on information provided by the current contract to
reduce the risk perception of the seller to ensure the successful conclusion of the transaction , while to
the sellers, there is still a psychological risk. Of course, in a transaction process, there is a more or less
credit risk to each participant.
Information asymmetry refers to some trading participants have information, while other
participants are not have the information. Information asymmetry is inevitable, because some
information about the transaction is asymmetric in the distribution of the two sides in the transaction,
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such as product cost. The parties relative position is different in the possession of information, resulting
in credit risk distribute uneven between the parties in the transaction, generally speaking, the buyer in a
weak position in possession of information, may be have to face more risk. The objective causes of
incomplete and asymmetric information case, the information owner will have a greater risk, if he is
unable to screen information more effectively and make right decisions.
(2) Information technology
Whether e-commerce trading platform can provide adequate security technology to protect
transactions proceed smoothly, and whether identify and monitor network fraud effectively, is another
objective factors affecting the credit. In this virtual environment, in order to obtain more trust, it requires
participants to provide more personal information, especially in the delivery of funds, will involve
personal bank card password security. According to the "2009 Chinese Internet users of network
information security survey" showed that in 2009, 52% of Internet users encountered network security
incidents, of which 2.5% of the users’ password and account bank card were stolen, although the ratio is
not high, but the property damage is greatest, and will affect people's confidence in the network
transaction. Thus, cryptography, digital authentication technology and the ability to prevent hacker
attacks will affect the people’s trust level of this virtual platform.
(3) Legal regulations
When these mandatory arms which ensure trader’s fundamental rights can’t protect their basic rights
well, they will naturally perceive t risks of Exchange. Once the trade disputes happen, if no
corresponding laws safeguard the rights of the parties, they will naturally produce panic and anger, this
situation results in termination of related trading activity.
Over the last decade, Construction of corresponding laws and regulations failed to keep up with the
rapid development of e-commerce in china. Most cases rely on the corresponding agreement formulated
by platform operators to constrain the behavior of other participants in the transaction, after all it isn’t a
law, it can’t play a role of warning and deterrent in punishment for offenders because of lack of
enforcement. Loopholes in laws and regulations make the possibility of risk arising increase, resulting in
more of a concern when people make online transactions. To make the development of e-commerce
more healthful and more quickly, it must be supported by laws and regulations.
(4)The lack of social ethics
After reforming and opening up, with the rapid economic development, the social and moral decline
seriously, especially in a market economy, credit problems are particularly prominent. After the
introduction of e-commerce, the loss caused by the problem is incalculable. The virtual of network, the
limitations of verify technical and the difficulty of accountability become the hotbed for illegal activities.
All sorts of dishonest fraud not only result in the victim’s loss of property and time, but also make victims
lost confidence in such transactions. Therefore, the lack of social ethics is also a produce-risk factor for participants.

3 The Construction of Credit System and Measures of Prevention
3.1Constuction of credit system
In China the construction of credit system is still in its infancy, and in the beginning of the century
Shanghai and Shenzhen began the construction of credit system, and a corresponding legislation is
enacted . Shenzhen has been involved in a nationwide credit system. However, due to complex of credit
information collection and processing and its high cost, but now faced with the duplication and waste of
resources situation, coupled with the urgent need for economic development, must be integrated with its
own characteristics, to create a credit system with Chinese characteristics [1 ].
Credit construction has been for nearly a century in foreign countries, the Systems have matured
and there are three models: the European model, American model and Japan model. European model,
also was known as government-led model, in which the central bank or other financial regulatory
authorities to establish a central credit registration system as the main personal credit management. It is
mainly funded by the state central credit registration system, the integrity of the database to establish a
nationwide network of ownership belong to the state, its major supplier of commercial banking products
for internal use. The mandatory of government ensure that the data is comprehensive, true and accurate,
but there will be the lack of competition and easily lost vitality. American model is market-driven credit
system mode, the integrity of the company to establish and operate their own personal integrity of the
database. With the development of credit market, there appear industry alliance, and ultimately the
integrity of the formation of a small number of huge databases. It relies entirely on the operation of the
market economy, credit service, high efficiency, but will appear incomplete information, lack of
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authenticity possible. At the same time they are benefit-oriented, there will be disclosure of such credit
risk. Japanese model is typical of membership. Like the U.S. model, there is incomplete information problem.
In our country most enterprises are state-owned enterprises holding, other types of ownership
shares of the business model. According to this model features, combined with overseas experience in
the construction of credit system, China can develop the credit system construction model of
government-led and market operation. Government leadership is out of the coercive power of
government and people’s trust in government. According to 2009 Edelman Survey of China's credit
report, compared with the other region of the world, the Chinese is more reliable to government
[3].
Therefore, in the construction work of the credit system, We must lead by the government. This is
not only able to collect real comprehensive information, but also from the work on the macro-control, to
avoid duplication and waste of resources. Market can ensure that the construction work will start
high-efficiency, and form a powerful platform for information sharing. This model can be very effective
in building a credit information database and to contribute to China's economic development.
3.2 Improvement of laws and regulations
Legal protection as e-commerce transactions, must keep up with e-business. China has enacted (or
amended) many e-commerce and Internet laws and regulations, such as "Computer Software Protection
Regulations," "Regulations on Protection of Computer Information System Security", "Computer
Information Network and the Internet Management Interim Provisions", "China Internet Domain Name
Registration Interim Measures," "Patent Law", "Copyright Law", "trademark Law "and so on. Again the
e-commerce and Internet-related terms are added in the "Contract Law" and "Criminal Law".
However, these laws cannot meet the needs of e-commerce development. In the formulation of
relevant laws, when we must take into account the following factors:1)There are a series of new parties
in business activities, such as the certification center, etc., to some extent they are involved in
e-commerce activities, but they are in the legal status of e-commerce, traditional law is not found. 2)
The rapid development of e-commerce needs the laws can be modified at any time in order to prevent
loopholes in behavior. 3)Due to a global e-commerce features, thus requiring related laws of
e-commerce cope with international standards on e-commerce law. 4) E-commerce covers a wide range
of requirements of the relevant supporting laws to keep up with. 5) Law enforcement force is very
important, a sound legal system is just as the dummy if the lack of execution.

4 Conclusions
The paper indicates the reasons for the formation of e-commerce, including subjective factors, such
as The trading participants' awareness level of credit and cooperate willingness, as well as objective
factors such as information asymmetry and incomplete, information technology, legal regulations and
the lack of social ethics and so on.. Risk prevention measures based on these factors, we can promote
E-commerce transactions by reducing the participants' risk perception through the construction of credit
system and the improvement of laws and regulations .
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Abstract: This study utilizes the analytical method of SWOT to form the SWOT matrix through
analyzing the advantages, disadvantages, opportunities and challenges of high level tennis talents
education in colleges. We argue that the external opportunities of tennis talents education strategies are
greater than external threaten, internal disadvantages exceed internal advantages. The research shows
that the W-O strategy is more appropriate for current development strategy of high level tennis talents
education of colleges. During the process of formulating policy, we suggest: (1) enhance the
construction of coaches; (2) confirm the correct direction of tennis talents education targets; (3)
construct the tennis talents education mode which can adapt to the socialization, marketization, and
industrialization; (4) speed up the reformation of contest system.
Key words: Colleges; High level tennis talents; SWOT; Strategy selection

1 Introduction
The studies based on strategy selections of SWOT analysis infiltrate every walk of life in China,
like the study of human resource ability construction, development of green logistic and so on. But the
relevant studies in the field of physical education mainly focus on the level of analysis to the physical
education tourism, the stadium and gymnasium, the advantages, disadvantages, opportunities and
threatens of equips. And there are just a few studies about high level equips utilized SWOT, there is just
a study on development modes of high level equips of Chongqing colleges －based on the perspective
of SWOT analysis by Yan Shenglan. In this study, the author advanced the three development modes of
SO, WO and ST, there are the type of internal advantage and external opportunities, the type of external
opportunities and internal disadvantages, and the type of internal advantages and external threaten.
Besides the studies above, there are amount studies about the current situation investigations and
strategies of high level tennis talents equips, but the studies focus on the tennis talents education is on in
a million.
Undeniable, the studies above have momentous reference value and significance to this research,
but the past studies neither utilize SWOT analysis to discuss the high level tennis talents education, nor
involve the strategy selections. Therefore, it needs to investigate and study deeply and roundly so that
we can achieve the target of educating the physical education talents in our country.

2 The Target Orientation of High Level Tennis Talents Education of Colleges
The construction of high level equips is a crucial action with multiple forms, channels and levels. It
focus on opening a new avenue to cultivate more high levels athletes for our country, and it can also
improve the sport level of colleges. High level tennis equips also have to be charged in the responsibility
of education of ordinary and professional tennis talents. It is not only an important section to expand the
popularity, elevate the influence and increase the enrollment of students, but also a significant channel to
consummate the strategy of “combining sports and teaching”, execute the strategy of Olympics spirit
and cultivate the high quality sports talents. The target is to finish the competition assignments of World
University Games and domestic and international sports competitions. Then the sports of our country
can get rapid improvement.

3 The SWOT Analysis of High Level Tennis Talents Education of Colleges
SWOT analysis is also called superiority weakness opportunity threats. It was first advanced by
Professor Weihrich of San Francisco University of U.S.A from 1980s, and was widely utilized in the
field of strategy management field. SWOT analysis, is combing the study subject with relevant internal
strengths and weaknesses and external opportunities and threats, and then construct the matrix by
investigations. We can construct the SWOT matrix of high level tennis talents education of colleges. (as
shown in Table 1)
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Table 1 The SWOT Matrix of High Level Tennis Talents Education of Colleges

Internal Factors

External Factors

Strengths (s)
1. The scientific research capability is strong
2.The
amount
of
the
commercial
competences is increasing
3. The career advantages are obvious
4.The cardinal number of talents is
expanding
Opportunities (O)
1. The social is stable and the economy is
sustained growing
2. The support of relevant policies
3. Tennis become socialized and commercial
4. The successful experiences in China

weakness (w)
1. The teaching level of the coaches is poor
2. The restrict of management level
3. The education direction is not clearly
4. The restrict of fundamental facilities
Threats (T)
1.
The
quality
of students is
disproportionate
2. The threat of competence system
3. The evaluation criteria is not enough
systematic

3.1 The analysis of internal advantages
3.1.1 The scientific research capability is strong
Almost of the colleges and universities who own high level tennis equips belong to “211” top
universities and they take the absolutely dominant positions. In tennis this kind of sport, all of the
recovery of physical strength, the improvement of techniques, the guarantee of logistics and the
mentality of competence these factors will influence the performance changes of the athletes. The
scientific research capability of a university is a key role which can improve the performance of a
athlete.
3.2.2 The career advantages are obvious
The current systems and policies in China appeared a large mount of drawbacks. There are too
many athletes have the career problems after they step down because they are plagued by injuries and
low level education. In colleges, the athletes only have to finish the courses; they can look for a job they
want to do like other college students. Compared to the professional equips, the knowledge they get and
the ability they deal with other people are much better than them.
3.1.3 The amount of the commercial competences is increasing
Even though our college tennis sport still in the beginning stage, with the improvement of the sports
marketing consciousness of domestic enterprises, college tennis commercial tournaments gradually
increase add to the college tennis tournaments of every year. This is absolutely good news no matter to
the training level of college tennis talents or financial support. In a sense, the growth of tennis
commercial tournaments promotes the development of colleges’ tennis talents adequately and roundly.
3.1.4 The cardinal number of talents is expanding
The number of colleges that Department of Education approves to have the qualification that can
enroll the high level tennis equips is 23 in 2009. But in 2011, this number increases to 30. Besides, some
institutes also develop the high level tennis equips by co-organized with other ones. According to
incomplete statistics, there are already 80 colleges or universities have high level tennis equips.
3.2 The analysis of internal disadvantages
3.2.1 The teaching level of the coaches is not enough
Due to the current situation that tennis sport is still at the beginning state in China, most of the
coaches graduate from the institute of Physical Education and then directly become teachers. They
rarely took part in the training and competitions of high level tennis equips. They are hard to concentrate
on the construction of high level tennis equips.

3.2.2 The restrict of management level
The dual identities of high level tennis athletes decide the management system of them. They do
not completely belong to athletes but not college students. Be directed against to the management
system, most of the colleges of have the problems that lacking of management execution at different
levels. So that the students have different problems and conflicts in parts of studying, living, training and
other links.
3.2.3 The education direction is not clearly
Some people think that the education of tennis equips should focus on the multitype talents. Others
feel that the tennis equips should be cultivated as high level athletes; they should occupy themselves
with physical education career and prepare for cultivating the talents. A few people think simply that the
athletes should take part in the national college tennis tournaments and Universiade Tennis Competitions.
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To get the highest rankings is the final target. The diversities of educating targets are the disadvantages
of high level tennis athletes of colleges.
3.2.4 The restrict of fundamental facilities
Due to the funding restriction of colleges, the problems of courts become the ordinary difficulties;
these are the important factors that restrict the college tennis talents education. Especially in the north
areas, some colleges have no conditions to train indoor; some colleges in the northeast area, the colleges
are lacking of construction land, they can not build many tennis courts. All of these reasons become the
important factors which restrict the development of the tennis talents.
3.3 The analysis of external opportunities
3.3.1 The social is stable and the economy is sustained growing
Physical education can not leave politics. The prosperity of physical education needs protection of
politics. Tennis is a sport which needs proper economic base to popularize. With the improvement of
living level, people eager to have a health body and tennis become more and more popular. Tennis sport
can get more support of social power (people, talents and materials) when it has deep literature
background.
3.3.2 The support of relevant policies
In 2005, the Department of Education and State Physical Culture Administration published the
advices about further enforce the construction of high level equips of colleges and the announcement
about launching the appraisal of high level equips of colleges, that means the high level equips of
colleges have stepped on the road of legalization and institutionalization; the development of high level
equips of colleges have stepped on the “roadway”. In current years, the relevant system about physical
education industry is formulating continually. In the improving process of physical education industry,
tennis also will get more valuable develop opportunities than before.
3.3.3 Tennis become socialized and commercial
Under the effect of the system of the whole nation, we Chinese athletes get excellent achievements.
The athletes we cultivate not only got the doubles champion of Beijing Olympics but also got the silver
medal of Australian Opens. The influence they brought to Chinese people is immeasurable. With the
hold of Beijing Olympics, the socialization and commercialization of tennis have filtered into people’s
minds. People’s activity to study and take part in tennis sport is growing. Numerous kinds of tennis
clubs and training courses spring out to supply the excellent students and also supply the opportunities
to find a job for the tennis athletes.
3.3.4 The successful experiences in China
The women’s volleyball team of Nankai University got the champion of World University Games.
Hu Kao, the track and field athlete of Qinghua University, got the champion of 100-meter-race of World
University Games. These achievements show that it is completely possible to cultivate high level
athletes in Chinese colleges. Tennis sport is at the status of high speed development. It also supply the
direction of high level tennis equips of colleges.
3.4 The analysis of external threats
3.4.1 The quality of students is disproportionate
At present, the students of high level tennis equips of colleges almost come from the following
three ways: test exemption for the athletes from the national or province teams; drop the scores for the
students who come from sports school; the amateur athletes who often take part in the trainings and
competitions from primary school to high school.
The athletes from the first pattern have been trained a long time; they have no developed potential
so that they are not the student sources direction the colleges need. The students from sports schools are
restricted by the competition systems. Most of them advanced overdraw their sports ability and react
specificity in sports training during their childhood. That’s why they will have few achievements or
improvement during the college time. The third mode is the ordinary one that most of the colleges
recommend currently. But due the poor bases these students have, many athletes can only get the second
level.
3.4.2 The threat of competence system
For the tennis players, to take part in competitions to stead of training is an ordinary international
training way. The competitions among communities, states, areas, nations and commercial ones are very
common in foreign countries. The players can improve themselves in the training by participating the
competitions. The college competitions in our country is much less than other countries, there are only
national tennis tournaments of university and Chinese university tennis league these two national
competitions. Besides, there are many problems to discuss in the part of the competition system.
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3.4.3 The evaluation criteria is not enough systematic
Currently, most of the colleges and universities lack of positive and effective evaluation system to
their training work of high level equips, so do the high level tennis equips of colleges. It easily cause
people only emphasize the achievements the athletes get of competitions if the general judgments to the
high level tennis talents just come out after one competition. It will become the situation that colleges
pursue the results unilaterally and form the mania for winning cups and medals. Meanwhile, It also
reflects that the relevant departments can not manage the equips very well. It is obviously not
detrimental to the development of high level tennis talents of colleges.

4 The Strategy Selections of Achieving the Targets of High Level Tennis Talents of
Colleges
The target direction of high level tennis talents of colleges is the core of the whole education
process which decides the mode of talents education. And it is also the departure point and attaching
point. The colleges should cultivate the high level tennis talents of their own according to the developed
directions socialization, marketization, and industrialization. This way can shorten the competitiveness
distance between colleges and international physical education; it is the inevitable choice of sustainable
development. We can find get some results from above SWOT analysis, in the education process of high
level tennis talents, the colleges are influenced by many factors. There are not only internal advantages
and disadvantages, but also external developed opportunities. And they have to face many challenges.
Synthesize all the factors, we find the internal problem is the fundamental problem which influences the
education of high level tennis talents of colleges. It includes the levels of coaches, athletes, courts,
facilities and training process and so on. Therefore, we can adopt varieties of developed strategies, for
instance, S-O strategy, S-T strategy, W-O strategy and W-T strategy.
According to the developed strategies and connect the fact that internal disadvantages are stronger
than internal advantages and external opportunities are greater than external threats, we think that W-O
strategy is suitable for the current developed strategy of high level tennis equips. In the process of
formulating the system, we should be good at utilizing the external opportunities. And combine with the
facts to catch the chances, try our best to do the work of educating talents. There are some points
specifically:
4.1 Enforce the construction of coaches
The construction of coaches plays the crucial role to tennis talents education. Colleges should try
their best to help the coaches to get rid of teaching, to build a high level tennis coach team that only go
in for training the athletes. For one thing, the coaches should attempt to improve their tennis and tactics
skills and the level of training. They’d better to take part in some professional training. On the other side,
the colleges should invite superb coaches to give the lecture and communicate with their own coaches so
that they can master advanced skills and functions to update the teaching ideas and training functions.
4.2 Define a correct direction of tennis talents education.
To get rid of the corrosion of mania for winning cups and medals, and the people should be foremost.
Basically, tennis talents education is the developed direction becoming one part of college education and
getting rid of professional physical education
4.3 Construct an education mode of high level tennis talents which can adapt to socialization,
marketization, and industrialization
Construct an education mode of coordinated process; concentrate on high school tennis talents
education deeply and widely. Meanwhile, construct a mothball talents education base. Besides, the
education modes have to transfer to the direction of diversification, for instance, family education,
cooperation between colleges and companies, comprehension community physical education clubs and
so on. The education mode should improve and expand the financing canals continuously, and express
the effect of social or personal investment adequately so that it can solve the financial problems of
training and matches.
4.4 Speed up the reform of competition system
Improve and perfect the system contents of the competition, increase the propagandas of
invitational tournaments, commercial tournaments, and friendly matches in media. Break the current
stark competition system through holding more and more competitions so that every competition
blooms together.
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5 Conclusion
The external opportunities of high level tennis talents education of colleges (the social is stable and
the economy is sustained growing, the support of relevant policies, tennis become socialized and
commercial and the successful experiences in China) are greater than the external threats (the quality of
students is disproportionate, the threat of competence system and the evaluation criteria is not enough
systematic). At the same time, we should find the internal disadvantages are stronger than internal
advantages. The study shows that W-O strategy is more suitable to current developed strategy of high
level tennis talents education of colleges. In the process of formulating the system, we suggested: (1)
Enforce the construction of coaches. (2) Define a correct direction of tennis talents education. (3)
Construct an education mode of high level tennis talents which can adapt to socialization, marketization,
and industrialization. (4) Speed up the reform of competition system.
With the booming development of tennis sport in China, using the chance that Li Na got the
Champion of French Opens, this research utilized the basic theoretic knowledge of management to study
the strategy of high level tennis talents education of colleges, and this study will be the main direction in
the days to come.
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Abstract: After a review on the Economic Value Added (EVA) and its functions, the paper points out
that it is necessary to adjust the contents related to financial statements in order to avoid accounting
distortion and accounting anomalies when calculating EVA under different Accounting Standards, and
this is helpful to get an accurate conclusion about the company value. Finally, the paper gives
suggestions on special adjustment methods for seven accounting events when calculating EVA under
China’s Accounting Standards, which will be helpful for the EVA adoptors in China to accurately
measure the performance.
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1 Introduction
Economic Value Added (EVA) is a performance evaluation tool established by Stern Stewart & Co.
Stern Stewart considers that the implementation of a complete EVA-based financial management and
incentive compensation system can provide the managers both better information and superior
motivation to make decisions that will create the greatest shareholder wealth in any publicly-owned or
private organization. In recent years, EVA has been widely concerned by academic and business circles,
and its application in enterprises becomes more and more extensive.
Stern Stewart argues that EVA is the financial performance evaluation tool that comes closer to
capturing the true economic profit of an organization than any other evaluation tools [1]. EVA most
directly links to the creation of shareholder wealth over time.
In corporate finance, EVA is an estimate of the amount by which earnings exceed or fall short of
the required minimum rate of return that shareholders and debt holders could get by investing in other
securities with comparable risk. The basic formula of EVA is as follows:
EVA=(r－c)×K=NOPAT－c×K
where:
r= NOPAT ÷K is the Return on Invested Capital (ROIC);
c is the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC);
K is capital employed;
NOPAT is the Net Operating Profit After Tax, with adjustments and translations for the amortization
of goodwill, the capitalization of brand advertising and others.
Any value obtained by employees of the company is not included in the calculations.
Linda M. Lovata1 and Michael L. Costigan points out that accounting adjustments are a focal point
of the EVA formulation and the results presented in their study suggest that providing appropriate
incentives may be more complex than the developers of EVA imply[2]. Andrew C. Worthington and
Tracey West attempt to provide a synoptic survey of EVA’s conceptual underpinnings and the
comparatively few empirical analyses of value-added performance measures. Special attention is given
to the GAAP-related accounting adjustments involved in EVA-type calculations[3]. Li Chunyu, Huang
Weiwei chooses some accounting events such as non-recurring losses, restructuring losses, goodwill,
strategic investment, etc, to study the necessity to adjust them from the aspects of rationality,
effectiveness, cost and irreplaceable, and finally gives an analytical framework how to adjust the
events[4].

2 Basic Functions of EVA
Through more than twenty years’ promotion by Stern Stewart & Co., EVA, as a new measure of
performance, has been widely adopted by the enterprises in the US. Hundreds of large companies in the
world such as Siemens, Sony, Coca Cola, SPX adopt EVA to evaluate their value and performance.
EVA has some important functions in the company. EVA improves the deficiencies that accounting
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statements not fully consider the cost of capital. It can help managers to clearly understand the
company’s operations, so as to put forward higher requirements for managers. EVA index is widely used
to evaluate the financial performance of the company.
EVA has considered the cost of equity capital. China’s current financial accounting system only
recognizes and measures the cost of debt capital, but the cost of equity capital cannot be deducted from
operating profit. The accounting profit calculated by this method cannot reflect the company’s true
operating performance.
EVA can more accurately reflect the value created in a given period than any other methods. The
traditional performance evaluation system regards profit as the primary measure of business
performance indicators. This will easily lead to the operator to manipulate the profit for purpose of
embellishing performance.
EVA can help the listed company to solve the problems in decentralized management. All the
departments of the company can determine their EVA financial goals based on their cost of capital.
These goals can also be co-ordinated and complemented by inter-departmental communication. Each
department may also develop long, medium and short-term goals for different financial objective.
EVA can be used as early warning financial indicators. Compared with traditional profitability
indicators, EVA can be taken as an early detector whether the business is in poor condition especially
when the company expands its business scale.
EVA can provide an effective incentive mechanism. The mechanism uses the increased amount of
EVA to measure the contribution of the operators, and takes a fixed percentage of the amount as an
incentive bonus for the operators. This will link the operators’ interests with shareholders’ interests, and
encourage the operators create more value from the business point of view. So, EVA is really an
effective incentive tool for the company.
EVA can truly reflect the company’s operating performance. Unlike profit-based enterprise
performance evaluation methods, EVA includes the cost of equity capital (opportunity cost) in the cost
of capital. This is helpful to reduce economic efficiency distortion of traditional accounting indicators.
And EVA can more accurately evaluate the operating results of the company or the sectors in the
company, and reflects their operational assets efficiency.

3 Necessity for Special Adjustment When Calculating EVA
When calculating EVA, it is necessary to appropriately adjust the accounting events in order to
avoid accounting distortion. Stern Stewart, EVA index creator, said that the adjustments aimed at
creating one kind of performance measure method enabling the managers to work like the owners of the
company, and the specific purposes include: adjustment to the impact of sound accounting (such as
R&D costs capitalized, First In First Out), earnings management (eg, not to mention the provision for
bad debts), to eliminate the influence of past accounting errors on the decision-making (such as to
prevent false book value of assets), etc.
As the after-tax operating accounting, net profit is calculated based on accounting standards and
accounting system, and the accounting profit often distorts the company’s true economic profit and
economic value of assets in some extent, since the accounting method uses accrual basis of accounting
following the sound principle and matching principle. In order to get an accurate value of EVA, and let it
reflect the real economic benefits, the contents related to financial statements should be adjusted.
Under general accounting conventions, net profit is calculated by the Accounting Standards. Since
the accounting treatment follows accrual principle, matching principle and cautious principle, the net
profit and the true economic value of asset will be distorted. So, it is necessary to adjust the reported
accounting results to avoid the distortions encountered in measuring the true economic performance.
Typical adjustments that are required in EVA calculations include:
(1) Adjustment to net profit;
Add net capitalized intangibles; Add impairment and deferred income tax; Add goodwill written off
and accounting depreciation (deduct economic depreciation); Add interest on debt capital.
(2) Adjustment to capital employed
Add net book value of amortized intangible assets; Add aaccumulated provision for depreciation
and goodwill amortization previously written off; Add provisions such as those in respect of bad debts
and deferred income tax.
Stern Stewart suggests that 164 accounting events should be adjusted when calculating EVA in
order to eliminate accounting distortions to the company’s performance. Since the suggestion is based
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on the accounting treatment under US GAAP, and the US GAAP is different from China’s Accounting
Standards (CAS), the special adjustment under CAS should be done when calculating EVA.
G.B. Stewart, the author of “The Quest for Value”, suggests whether or not to adjust the accounting
data according to the following standards: (1) The EVA must comply with the importance principle; (2)
Whether the manager can affect the accounting results. He must maintain neutrality; (3) The actual
calculation should be understandable; (4) Whether the information collected must be objective, and the
information should be easily collected.
The special adjustment when calculating EVA should also comply with these four standards under
China’s Accounting Standards.

4 Some Methods for Special Adjustment When Calculating EVA under CAS
The following items should be adjusted when calculating EVA in order to get an accurate
conclusion under China’s Accounting Standards, and the adjustment methods are as follows.
4.1 The adjustment to income tax incentives and subsidy income
There are many preferential policies for corporate income tax in China, then this leads to the
company’s actually paid income tax often less than the statutory tax. Since there is always a certain time
limit for the tax incentives, after exceeding the time limit for tax preference, the enterprise still has to
pay income tax in accordance with the statutory tax rate. When calculating EVA, the income tax
incentive amount should be adjusted as deferred revenue, the deferred revenue should be amortized in a
reasonable period, and the operating net profit should be reduced in this year. The time-limited
value-added tax incentives, business tax incentives and government subsidy income should also be
adjusted in this way.
4.2 The adjustment to debt restructuring and non-monetary transactions
According to Accounting Standard for Business Enterprises No.12-Debt Restructuring, when a debt
is liquidated by non-cash assets, the creditors should take the transferred non-cash assets as fair value
into account. The difference of the book balance of the restructured debt and the fair value of the
transferred non-cash assets should be received in the current profits and losses. When the debt is
converted into capital, the creditor should recognize the fair value of the shares as investment to the
debtor, and the difference of the book balance of the restructured debt and the fair value of the shares
should be received in the current profits and losses. Since the profits and losses coming from debt
restructuring are not produced by the normal business, the net profit should be adjusted, and the profits
and losses coming from debt restructuring should be excluded in net profit when calculating EVA.
According to Accounting Standard for Business Enterprises No.7-Exchange of Non-monetary Assets,
the fair value of swap-out assets and relevant payable taxes and dues should be regarded as the cost of
swap-in assets, and the difference between the fair value and the book value of the swap-out assets
should be recorded into the profit and loss in current period. Since the profits and losses coming from
non-monetary transaction is not produced by the company’s normal business, when calculating EVA, it
is necessary to adjust the net profit, and to exclude the profits and losses coming from non-monetary
transaction from net profit.
4.3 The adjustment to R&D expenses
According to Accounting Standard for Business Enterprises No.6-Intangible Assets, the
expenditures for the company’s internal R&D projects should be recorded into the profit and loss in
current period. The expenditures in development stage for the company’s internal R&D projects may be
confirmed as intangible assets when they satisfy the required conditions. The R&D expenditure can
promote the company’s technological innovation activities. Once the R&D project is successful, this
will be helpful to promote the company’s long-term development and economic efficiency.
Therefore, if the R&D expenses are included in the current one-time costs by sound principles, this
would lead to underestimate the accounting earnings and total assets in current period. So it is necessary
to adjust the R&D expenses included in the current profits and losses. When calculating EVA, the R&D
expenses which included in current profits and losses should be capitalized, and be amortized in the
R&D project’s effective period as a long-term prepaid expenditures. The profit and capital employed
should be adjusted accordingly.
4.4 The adjustment to start-up costs
According to Enterprise Accounting System in China, start-up costs should be included one-time in
profits and losses in the first month when the company starts its business. Due to start-up costs are the
costs of setting up enterprises, with the nature of permanent assets, it is necessary to exclude the start-up
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costs in profits and losses when calculating EVA, but to add this start-up costs to the company’s after-tax
net operating profit.
4.5 The adjustment to assets depreciation reserves
The assets depreciation reserves provided by enterprises in accordance with accrual accounting
standards are included in the cost in current period by the sound principle, but they do not bring any real
cash flow for the company. The actual assets are not reduced due to provision for assets depreciation
reserves. The provision will underestimate the company’s total invested capital by one hand, and also
underestimate the enterprise’s true operating profit. When calculating EVA, the assets depreciation
reserves provision should be added to the total capital invested, and the company’s after-tax operating
net profit should also include the reserves provision in the period.
4.6 The adjustment to inventory valuation method
In accounting practice, there are many methods for inventory valuation, such as FIFO, LIFO,
weighted average, individual identification and so on. Under FIFO method, the amount of assets can
reflect the most recent value of the inventory. So, when calculating EVA, the other inventory valuation
methods should be adjusted to the FIFO method. The amount of increased inventory valuation after
adjustment by FIFO should be added to the total capital invested, and the less carry-over inventory costs
should be added to after-tax operating net profit.
4.7 The adjustment to operating lease
When the company acquires assets through operating lease, the operating lease cost should be
treated as the expenses in current period. Since operating lease can increase the company’s real assets,
when calculating EVA, the operating lease assets should be added to the total capital invested, and the
costs of operating lease in current period should be added to after-tax operating net profit.

5 Conclusion
China’s State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council
(SASAC) claimed that all the large state-owned enterprises must adopt EVA to measure the performance
from the year 2010 on. In order to get an accurate EVA of the company, some accounting events should
be adjusted under CAS. In this paper, the adjustment methods for seven accounting events are discussed
when calculating EVA in China，and this will help the company to measure the performance accurately.
However, general principle should be discussed to adjust all the accounting events under CAS, which is
helpful for China’s company to accurately measure its performance and improve the management.
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Abstract: As the increasing of GDP and developing of education and culture in China, the consuming
needs of Chinese people are changing greatly. We are stepping into a total new Decades when spiritual
rather than physical needs take mainstream. In this thesis, Case Analysis Method is used by the writer to
analyze the meaning of ritual and the function of ritual in China. And according to that, the writer point
out that the ritual can be used as an important medium for the in-culture communication. And some
teachable points of views are also indicated: firstly, ritual can make the chance of marketing; secondly,
ritual can help the enterprise foster a good and healthy company image; thirdly, ritual can beautify the
environment of consumption and enrich the Consumer Culture.
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1 Introduction
The theories of marketing are always changing with the development of the consuming behaviors
and consumer psychology.
Various marketing ideas emerge in an endless stream from 4P marketing, 4C marketing to the
service marketing and loyal marketing, marketing of total mark, etc.
In 1992, Don E Schultz has put forward the theory of integrated marketing communication (IMC)
which based on the fact that the key factor to a successful marketing has been changed. Different from
the traditional marketing mode based on the Product-focus theory, the IMC theory pointed out that a
successful marketing is a communication of coherent information between the producer and the
consumer. The conception of ‘Marketing Is Communication’ is now widely accepted by Chinese people.
Nowadays, the variation of Chinese society based on the economic boom brings the changing of
consuming behaviors and consumer psychology. Some scholars began to research the changing of
consumer behaviors in new century and the new ways to improve the effect of marketing
communication.
Michael R. Solomon’s research comes to a conclusion that the commodities have magic characters
to become the icons of their consumers. Many commodities are merged in rituals. The marketing
information in mystery subject is ape to be strike a chord by the consumer.[1]
Kent Wertime also had a research about how the rituals affect marketing: the rituals are the
common and universal elements in the myth, and they can also positively promote the production of the
contemporary myth (the ads). Thanks to the rituals in connection with the productions in ads, the
consumer shall feel comfort, and with the passage of time, they will be accustomed to the productions
and the especial rituals with them. The producers can make an association between the production and
the ritual so that the consumers can establish rapport with the production or the brand.[2]
Many researchers realized the importance of ritual in marketing communication, but in the fields of
why rituals can play a role in marketing communication still lack of deeper research.
In China, the rituals are used to be the most important way to establish the better image of the
nation or the city. But the intensive study about how to use the rituals for marketing communication is
still a blank which this work will fill.
Some research method such as Case Analysis Method and induction and deduction were used for
this research to analyze the cause and the effects of ritual on marketing communication.

2 Ritual Consumption in China
2.1 The trend of ‘ritual consumption’
Since 21st century, Chinese people have become to be more and more favorable of kinds of festivals,
not only the native born festivals or Official Holidays such as Spring Festival, Dragon Boat Festival,
Tomb-sweeping Day, Lantern Festival, National Day, Women's, Children's Day and so on, but also
quantities of foreign festivals ‘imported’ from the West like Christmas, Easter, Valentine's Day,
Thanksgiving Day, Father's Day and Mother's Day, even current not quite well-known Japan-born ‘Girl
Days’ and ‘Boy Days’, in which people spare no efforts to have fun.
From the data provided by Baidu Union, the annual consumption generated by wedding ceremonies
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in China is over 400 billion Yuan, about 2.5% of GDP. As for individual persons, besides wedding there
are many other ceremonies in their life such as Birthday, full moon celebrations, birthday celebrations,
adult ceremony, apprentice ceremony, graduation, etc., while for a business company, kinds of
ceremonies are inevitable too, for example, the groundbreaking ceremony, the inauguration ceremony,
the completion ceremony, anniversary, new product launch ceremony, signing ceremony, etc.. As a result,
there are born kinds of ceremony companies and ceremony industry is definitely a sunrise industry.
2.2 The trend of ‘ritual consumption’ indicate the changing of consumer psychology
For such social phenomenon, the Chinese scholar Zhang Yiwu pointed out, ‘a rising society and
their hopeful people are eager for the solemn rituals and the sense of respect to life. Culture, is not
visional, and it exists in the rituals which is material and visible. A society will have its own culture
groundwork with the rituals witch can carry on the culture and value. So the rituals above the everyday
life are very necessary for the nations.’ [3]
From the aspect of economy, this trend of ritual consumption is never a short-term or casual event,
whereby it demonstrates that as the increasing of GDP and developing of education and culture in China,
the consuming needs of Chinese people are changing greatly. We are stepping into a total new Decades
when spiritual rather than physical needs take mainstream, or in other words a ‘Spiritual Economy’
Decade. ‘In many aspects, physical products are just carriers of consuming activities and people are
more concerning about the symbol values during the consumption. Spiritual needs are becoming the
biggest needs of mankind and spiritual consumption is becoming the mainstream. ’[4]
2.3 Rituals have specific effects on consumers
First, ritual can consolidate social identity. Participating in the ritual used to be considered as the
admission to a kind of group. And in the ritual, person can get the formal position in a group, such as the
ceremony for the beginning of a school or the initiation rite.[5]
Second, ritual can make people to share particular information or value. For example, drinking is
just a normal human behavior, but the Tea Tao is totally different. Tea Tao changes the simple human
behavior into more complicated ritual with more procedures. And thanks to that, the participators can
understand or even sharing the value of the country by apperception to the ritual.
Last, ritual can make things sacred. In the wedding ceremony, or in the fete, the Chinese people are
interested in making more and more new procedures to show how they think highly of that event or
moment or the visitors. More meticulous ritual means more seriousness. Other than the casual and
personal behaviors, ritual behaviors mean that people have to be serious to the things or be more
cautious of the decision-making. Ritual is not everyday life, but it is in everyday life.

3 The Positive Effects Brought by Rituals to Modern Marketing
3.1 Large ceremonial activities would stimulate consuming and create marketing opportunities.
The most outstanding examples are varieties of festivals, for instance, the custom activities of
China Spring festival are New Year's Eve family dinners and visiting friends and relatives, which would
be a super chance for restaurant and gift marketing. Similarly, moon-cakes for Mid Autumn Days, rice
dumplings as well as dragon boat races for Dragon Boat Festival, rave parties in Christmas eves,
Chocolates and roses for Valentine's Day and so on. So merchants spare no efforts to kinds of ‘festivals’
even the Religious festivals such as Easter and Thanksgiving Days which are hardly associated with
Chinese. Besides, vary personal or family memorial and ceremonial activities such as wedding, Birthday
ceremonies, and Anniversary celebrations also attract great interests from modern marketing. Basing
these custom rituals, ceremony industry rises with quantities of celebration companies established and
well operated, meaning that a ritual society has come.
Meanwhile, the return of traditional rituals has become one of the important methods adopted by
modern marketing especially tourism marketing. Take the ‘Patron of Agriculture Worship’ activities in
Sui Zhou city of Hubei Province of China for example, where the grand ceremony to memorize Patron
of Agriculture (Ancestor of the Chinese nation in legend stories) held by ancient Chinese people is
exactly reproduced, which not only creates unique worship traveling products but also drives the
development of leisure Villas nearby.
3.2 Rituals in marketing would help to establish nice brand images
Introducing kinds of ritual in the processes of producing, marketing and consuming of products
would implant some kind of culture value, so that some emotional needs of customers would be satisfied.
When a clever property developer held a huge Coming Home Ceremony, the topic had been changed
successfully from a pure business issue to an emotional cultural activity. Such a ritual brought great
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cultural charming to the brand, which would definitely be imitated by other companies and create a new
trend. Ritual is especially important for high-end or culture products, as ritual is essential to promote the
cultural identity or emotional reliance of customers.
Horizon Research Group CEO Mr. Yuan said, ritual enhances people's serious sense, and the more
solemn sense means achievement the more hard to reach, while the more serious ritual directs to the
more important dispute.[6] Compared with daily free activities, ritual activities are usually more
complicated, and the decisions need more deeply consideration. Once a ritual was held, some
achievements or consequences were certain. So, ritual would also enhance the confidence of customers
for their consumption decisions and they would further more recognize the value of such brands.
3.3 Ritual would make social consumption environments more comfortable, and enrich the
contents of consuming cultures.
Consuming culture refers to the total of consuming attitudes, modes, activities and environments
during the process of material and spiritual production, social living and consumption during a certain
stage. In shorts, it's what to consume and how to consume. What modern people consume are not only
products, services or symbols (or brands), but also ceremonies or rituals. Like drinking a cup of tea,
people would follow the ritual instructions as wash the tea, brewing, sealed pot, and cup, sub-pot, serve
tea, smell the incense, and so on, which are known as 'Tea Tao'. If such rituals are removed, drinking tea
lost its inherent pleasure. As diamonds are more than precious stone and roses never only mean flowers,
once a product is connected with some holy ritual, the things consumed would include not only products,
symbols, but also the consuming process itself. That is the truth of consumption culture.

4 The New Theory and Practice: Ritual Marketing Communication
2.1 What is ritual marketing communication?
Nowadays, the key of modern marketing is building brand recognition. The marketing
communication has changed its way from advertisement to enriching the images and communicating
with the customers. In general, communication means ritual which can make a cultural intercourse
between the corporation and customers. That is to say, marketing is a special ritual, and ritual is one of
the most important way to marketing communicate.
Therefore, we define ritual marketing communication as marketing activities to create or guide
consumers’ behaviors by decorating special actions of the consumer to ritual and giving it sacred
significance or heritage value. In general, the Ritual activity consists of four elements:
The Aesthetic: The process of the ceremony should have some aesthetic value, from which the
participants can enjoy it themselves.
The Lofty: The ritual is appeal enough for participants to well reverence.
The Iconic: There must be languages or symbolic actions to mark the ritual by identity value.
The Formal: The Ritual activity isn’t a must for practice, of which, the significance is much more
than the substance.
2.2 Method for ritual marketing communication
2.2.1 Spread the rituals in the production process
Enterprises, in the beginning of production, will hold foundation or launching ceremony, showing
emphasis and expectations for the production process. And it is common phenomenon that the ancient
people divine or pray at the start of a war or handicraft production. Through the ritual, companies
announce that a new product or new service is about to born, which is an activity that the production
ritual is used for marketing communication. However, this behavior is often primitive and unconscious.
The Ritual marketing emphasizes companies ritualized the production process consciously, which is
given sacred and noble cultural significance, and the ritual is enhanced through the mass media or other
ways, triggering the public’s participation, thereby to achieve marketing purposes.
2.2.2 Spread the rituals in the sales process
If you go to buy a costly watch, you will see: the saleswoman, whose makeup is exquisite, comes
out gracefully with the watch on a beautiful tray combined with silk lining. In that case, the sales
process is no longer simply a pay for the goods, but an admiration of the ceremony, thus reinforcing
the High-end brand image. The goods are put in the worship of the ritual, which can also be typically
seen as ‘commodity fetishism’.
The sales process of wine is usually a tasting ceremony of wine culture. Some High-end red wines
are usually put on sale by the means of private salon. In such circumstances people are art connoisseur
and ceremony participants instead of consumers.
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2.2.3 Spread the ritual in the consumption process
A cigar enthusiast says: When enjoying a good cigar, you need to cut the cap of cigars, and use a
professional lighter. There is a strong Ritual before enjoying, which can gradually pull you out of daily
business, and then have you come back to the true state that’s completely relaxed and comfortable. The
smoking process of cigars can be neither too fast nor too slow. A medium length one often requires an
hour to enjoy.
Enthusiasts have described the magic of Polaroid cameras as follows, ‘it’s not only in the realizing
of colors in white film, but also in the serials of comprehensive senses over mechanism’, ‘such as the
rapid friction among kinds of components after the shutter flashed, with a sweet sound, and finally a
photo came from the mouth accompanied with a Bata cry, and then the door shut down suddenly, all of
which inevitably stimulate a boy-like desire to take it apart in order to have a throughout look .’ So they
implemented ‘an impossible project’ over internet, and wished the coming back of Polaroid through new
technologies. Someone even developed pretty software which tried to simulate Polaroid effects.
The consumption is not just cigars and the camera. It is the programs of ritual to give consumers
sense of satisfaction with non-attachment to the goods. In a way, what they consume is the ceremony.

5 Conclusion
The production, marketing, purchasing and consuming activities of human being is never just
attributed as pure economic issues but also a kind of culture behavior there rituals play an important role.
The producers can use rituals as the important method for marketing communication. As a new theory,
Ritual Marketing Communication has been put forward by the researcher. But how to consummate the
theory still need deeper and more detailed research.
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1 Introduction
With the globalization of economy, multinational operation and joint ventures are sweeping across
the world. China’s huge market has attracted more foreign enterprises. At the same time, Chinese
enterprises will invest more abroad. However, it was found that there were many misunderstandings or
even conflicts in employees’ communication and cooperation in these cross-cultural enterprises. As
managers and employees in the cross-cultural enterprises are faced with partners of different cultural
backgrounds, languages, values, states of mind and behaviors, all the activities are conducted on the
basis of cross-cultural communication. Compared with the general management activities, cross-cultural
management encounters more intense cultural conflicts. Similarly, cross-cultural communication is more
difficult than the general communication. Therefore, how to overcome the barriers in the cross-cultural
communication and how to achieve effective communication among employees is a common problem
of all cross-cultural enterprises.

2 The Process of Cross-cultural Communication
2.1 The general communication process
The communication refers to the process in which two or more individuals or groups exchange
information, as well as their ideas and feelings. If there is any deviation or obstacle in this process, there
will be communication problems. Generally, the communication process consists of seven parts: (1) the
information sources of the communication; (2) encoding; (3) information; (4) channel; (5) decoding; (6)
recipients; (7) feedback. It is the information source that encodes the idea in the mind into information,
which is then sent through specific channels to the recipients, who decode the information, learn about
the meaning of the information, and then send feedback to the information source.
2.2 The process of cross-cultural communication
The cross-cultural communication refers to the coded information in one culture, including
language, gestures and facial expressions, which have a specific meaning in a particular cultural unit and
will not be accepted, perceived and understood until they are decoded and deciphered in another cultural
unit. In other words, when the information sender and receiver do not belong to the same cultural unit,
there is cross-cultural communication.
As for cross-cultural enterprises, the heterogeneity of cultural units may cause certain difficulties in
communication. In the decoding process of cross-cultural communication, the meaning of the original
cultural message may be changed, distorted, deleted or added. Thus, the meaning and acts will not be
the same with what the encoder and decoder have intended. Samovar proposed a communication model,
as is shown in Figure 1. He uses A, B and C to represent three different cultures. Cultures A and B are
similar to one another while culture C is quite different. The distance between the figures signifies the
differences between the cultures.
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Culture A

Culture B

Culture C

Figure 1 Intercultural Communication Model

Within each culture is another form somewhat similar to the shape of the influencing parent culture.
This represents the individual who has been molded by his/her culture. However, the shape of the
individual is somewhat different from that of the parent culture. The difference suggests that we are all
shaped by our cultures, but are influenced by other factors as well. Also, there is internal variation
within any culture. The series of arrows connecting the figures represents the production, transmission,
and interpretation of messages across cultures. When a message leaves one culture, it carries the content
of the intended message and is encoded with the specific characteristics of its own culture. When it
reaches another culture, the message changes because the new culture influences how the message is
interpreted. Also, the greater the differences between the cultures, the more likely the message will be
changed. For example, the change that occurs between cultures A and B is much less than the change
between cultures C and A, or cultures C and B. This is because there is greater similarity between
cultures A and B. Culture C, on the other hand, is quite different from cultures A and B.
3 Main Factors Influencing the Cross-cultural Communication
3.1 Verbal factors
The most direct barriers to cross-cultural communication are from language differences. Language
is the mirror of culture. As a way of information communication, language is not only a simple range of
letters, but also the embodiment of rich knowledge, history, emotions and attitudes. In the cross-cultural
communication, as people of different cultural backgrounds speak with their own set of rules or habits,
they follow their own way of speaking automatically in the conversation. Thus, people are accustomed
to interpreting others’ words in their own way of speaking. Hence appear barriers of cross-cultural
communication. For example, as there is a Chinese aphorism “A teacher for a day is a father for
lifetime”, it is disrespectful to greet one’s parents and teachers by their first names in China. However, it
is different in the English-speaking countries where children can address their parents and teachers by
their first names. All these cultural differences are from the distinctions in registers.
3.2 Nonverbal factors
Non-verbal factors refer to all the stimuli beyond structured language, including body language,
facial language and personal space, etc. As employees in the cross-cultural enterprise are of different
cultural backgrounds, they will have difficulties in the non-verbal communication. Take personal space
for example. Everyone needs some personal space. If one’s personal space is “broken into” by others, he
will not feel comfortable. The size of personal space is established by different cultural conventions. As
Hall ever described, the northern Europeans need greater personal space or “protective bubble” than the
Latin Europeans, and the southern Europeans need to stand closer to feel the contact of each other.
Therefore, when a northern European keeps stepping back in order to gain the “protective bubble”, a
Latin European will feel that they are rejected. We will find that when an American talks with the
Japanese, the American keeps stepping back while the Japanese keeps moving forward. This is because
the Americans’ conversational space is 46-122 cm, whereas that of the Japanese is 25 cm. Hereby, the
two parties should constantly adjust their spatial distance. In the Americans’ opinion, the Japanese
“broke into” their space, making them uncomfortable, so they have to move back. However, according
to the understanding of the Japanese, they have to keep up in order to maintain the proper distance.
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3.3 Codes of conduct
The code of conduct refers to the set of rules commonly accepted by a society’s moral standards
and codes of behavior. Generally speaking, it tells people what to do and not to do. In cross-cultural
enterprises, as employees of different cultural backgrounds apply different codes of conduct to interpret,
define or judge a behavior, there will unavoidably be misunderstandings in their communication process.
It is because that a certain behavior may be compliant in one culture while prohibited in another culture.
This is particularly prominent in religions and customs. For instance, hugging and kissing each other is
considered as a kind of warm welcome in the Western culture, but it is not the same in the oriental
culture. Therefore, when a French male colleague insists kissing a Chinese female colleague hello or
goodbye, he will make the female colleague worried and uncomfortable.
3.4 Values
Every culture has its particular set of value system, which informs people what is good or bad,
beautiful or ugly, right or wrong. The values represent the philosophy of life and codes of conduct in a
culture. It should be noted, however, that a value may be considered good in a culture but bad in another
culture and it is the same case with a kind of behavior. In other words, though the standards in every
culture are different, they are reasonable in their own cultures. We cannot say one standard is advanced
and the other is not. In cross-cultural enterprises, employees of different cultural backgrounds have
different values, which will cause a series of communication problems. Take the different standards of
business success for example. While the German employees consider the high-quality products of their
company as important, the French employees attach importance to leading technology.

4 Establishing Effective Cross-cultural Communication
4.1 Having cultural awareness
In cross-cultural communication, there are barriers to the employees of different cultural
backgrounds. To eliminate these barriers, we should firstly recognize the cultural differences. However,
cultures are perhaps the most indeterminate in the world. In fact, we may find that while it is relatively
easy to describe others’ culture, it is difficult to describe our own culture. As the 18th century British
writer Samir Johnson said, “When I stand on the land of another country, I understand my country
better.” In the same way, only when we get away from our own culture and are faced with another
culture do we begin to understand it. Moreover, the more we understand each other’s culture, the easier
we will find effective means of communication. How to recognize the differences between cultures?
The model of “Johari window” offers us a perspective (see Figure 2).
Known by selr
Arena
Known by others
（Public. Open）
Façade
Unknown by others
(Avoided. Hidden)
Figure 2 Johari Window

Unknown by selr
Blind Spot
The Unknown

In Johari window, we can find different views of “I”: things I know about myself, things I don’t
know about myself, things others know about me, and things others don’t know about me. How we view
ourselves and how others view us may affect the effective interactions. By opening up and receiving
feedback from others, we will understand more about the hidden and unknown areas. While discussing
differences that we can easily find (obvious to the two parties), we begin to notice and study differences
that we have not seen (our blind spots) and they have not seen (their blind spots). Then, we may try to
imagine differences that the two parties have not seen (a common blind spot). Lastly, we can eliminate
the blind spots, find the differences between different cultures and have a deeper understanding, which
will establish the cognitive basis for further communication.
4.2 Surpassing stereotypes
In cross-cultural communication, neither to ignore the convention nor to keep the stereotypes is
wise. There is a most effective way, however, that is, to accept the stereotypes and take it as a starting
point to improve. We will not just show what we have already known about others in our
communication, but recognize how these differences can affect our communication and surpass these
stereotypes. Prototyping can help us better understand this point. This approach allows deviations
around a set of core characteristics. Therefore, in any given coordinate of a culture (e.g. expressiveness),
a presumptive “national” mean and the deviation around it can form a normal curve (Figure 3).
Comparing these presumptive “national” means, we will find huge differences, which is much smaller
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within a culture than between cultures. In other words, the members of the same culture have much
more in common than members of different cultures. It is very important for us to realize that
individuals always act more or less according to their own cultural curves. For example, if an American
is too conservative in his culture, he will not be considered as a typical American. Thus, the most
important is to know what is typical in a culture and accept the possible deviations, in other words,
surpass the stereotypes. In this way, we can not only improve the speed of information processing, but
also communicate more efficiently by decreasing the probability of mistakes from the simple processing
of information.

Expressive

Country A
Figure 3

Country B

Constrained

A Normal Curve

4.3 Improving communication skills
It is an effective way to communicate efficiently by improving communication skills either in
general or cross-cultural communications. Here are some tips on how to improve communication skills
in THE CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION. FIRSTLY, WE SHOULD FOCUS ON
DESCRIPTION RATHER THAN INTERPRETATION OR EVALUATION, WHICH are based more on
the observer’s cultural background. Therefore, in the cross-cultural communication, we should leave
enough time to adjust our angles according to cultural factors and not rush in making judgments.
Secondly, we should assume that differences do exist. Most people take it for granted that all the others
are similar to themselves, which is not always the case though. Thus, we should assume the differences
before we are confirmed of the similarity. In this way, we will make fewer mistakes in communication
(e.g. avoiding bias). Thirdly, we should take our interpretations as a working hypothesis. When we put
forward an idea on the new situation or think about an issue from another culture’s perspective, we
should treat our hypothesis as a hypothesis. As you still have blind spots (see Figure 2) in your
understanding of another culture, you cannot fully understand it. Therefore, whether your ideas or
hypothesis about another culture are reasonable or not remains to be tested. What you can do is to read
the recipients’ feedback carefully to see whether your assumptions can be proved. As for important
decisions, you can check with your colleagues of similar cultural background to ensure that your
interpretations are accurate.

5 Conclusions
To sum up, transnational corporations are playing a more and more important role in the world
with the globalization of world economy. However, many misunderstandings and even conflicts were
found in employees’ communication in the cross-cultural enterprises, so how to achieve effective
communication among employees of different cultural backgrounds is an issue that concerns the success
of cross-cultural enterprise management. Based on the impact of cultural differences, this paper first
discussed the general communication process and the process of cross-cultural communication, and then
elaborated on the relevant factors that influence cross-cultural communication, including verbal factors,
nonverbal factors, codes of conduct, and values. Lastly, it put forward some measures on how to
communicate effectively in cross-cultural enterprises, such as having cultural awareness, surpassing
stereotypes and improving communication skills. It is believed that in cross-cultural enterprises, we
should especially increase our awareness of cultural differences in order to reduce cultural conflicts.
What’s more, we should neither consider the values, thinking patterns and codes of conduct of one
culture as good or bad, nor take the values of one culture as the standard for all. Differences do exist and
cultural conflict is unavoidable, so what we should do is to understand, adapt to, and accept different
cultures. Only in this way can we overcome the barriers to cross-cultural communication and can the
employees communicate effectively.
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Application of MS-Project in Scientific Research Project Management
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Abstract: This paper introduces the basic concept of project management software and the importance
of project management software in the practical work. Combined with the role of MS-Project in
practical application of scientific research project management, analyzes common problems in the
process of management. This paper also discusses how to make good use of MS-Project in management
of specific scientific research project.
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1 Introduction
Project management is a dynamic management control process. In the life circle of scientific
research project, especially related to many units of large-scale scientific research project, there are often
a lot of charts and data needed to be summary analysis and processing. Therefore, in order to realize
efficient allocation of resources, we need to make advance planning, prepare scientific research plan, and
get constantly real-time feedback in the implementation process of project to adjust, balance and control
the plan. The implementation process of these specific tasks is also the process of project management at
the same time, and it is also the process of application of project management software.

2 Project Management and Project Management Software
Project management is in a particular organization environment and conditions, in order to
effectively achieve the goal and according to its internal logical rules, a series of organization principle,
method and the auxiliary means are formulated. Project management is a comprehensively innovation in
operation and thinking modes, it can fundamentally change management personnel’s work process and
improve work efficiency.
In the scientific research project that has long development circle, special coverage, and many
research unit, with the complexity of the project is on the rise, whether in technology achieving or task
workload, to monitor and evaluate the development process timely and effectively is more and more
difficult. And big advantage of project management software in effectiveness and feasibility has made it
become effective means that improving the traditional management methods without doubt.
In a broad sense, project management software is a kind of application software that goals as the
core, schedule control as the starting point, by using the network technology in the concrete
implementation process schedule, quality, cost of comprehensive program management and so on. The
MS-Project by Microsoft is the most widely used project management software around the world so far.
MS-Project can help project management personnel prepare the project plan, coordinate resources
distribution, generate cost budget, draw business chart, form management report etc. With the help of
MS-Project and other auxiliary tools, they can meet general project management needs.

3 Design of Scientific Research Project Management Pattern Based on Ms-Project
Project management is in particular framework and environment, and scientific research project is
not exception. In the life circle of scientific research project, project management software can provide
scientific method to control and change the deployment of resources, document and report specific
working condition, provide the complete tracking trajectory of implement process, evaluate the integrity
and consistency of the research results, improve the efficiency of management, and ensure that research
and development work is orderly, and high quality. We can divide the life circle of scientific research
project into four stages: Start, planning, implementation and control, and analyze the key problems that
should be pay attention to in each stage.
Start
The primary task of scientific research project management is to project. From the view of life cycle,
start-up phase is definition, choices and decisions to project, also is to make sure the specific process of
project’s purposes, organization structure, team building and so on.
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In this stage, managers should combine with the background of the project, come up with the initial
scope of the project, giving explanations of needs, plan, design, and plan selection of human resource. It
is procedure formally decided on a project started, and will be responsible for providing them with the
resources.
Plan
The main task of planning stage is to formulate the development plan. The primary task of this stage
is to confirm the scope of project, make clear of function modules that should be achieved, decompose
and distribute the task, work out schedule plan, and make the budget of the cost of resources and so on. In
the condition that project scope relatively certain, the three goals of quality, schedule and cost are usually
contradicted and check with each other. So with the attention shall be paid to the big to small, from small
to large cycle to balance and management.
(1) Management team construction. Team-work is the guarantee of project management success, and
staffing is the foundation for the development of the team. Personnel arrangement can be used for the
definition of personal power and group ability. Let all the members actively participate to specific work,
and make team management ability to obtain the biggest development is the key to this work.
(2) Description of object and function. The project research scope and content will undoubtedly play
a decisive role to progress, so lock project scope is to take corresponding measures for the administration
of the prerequisites. Based on the general goal，you can concrete the project into several component
tasks, change target needs into function needs, and add the corresponding function description, extract
and sort the key targets to judge the urgent and necessity of each component task.
(3) Task decomposition and distribution of the work. In order to make progress and cost of the
expected more reasonable, WBS(Work Breakdown Structure) is usually used to divide the work, and
unload the goal into several specific work unit that need to be finished. And estimates of their time and
resource requirements, collect each unit’s schedule through the reverse-plan, and combined with project
key objectives sort, use the network diagram calculate the critical path, to ensure that the plan time points
are in agreement.
(4) Plans and review. When the schedule was settled, according to the work parallel degree, make
independent plan of project cost, quality management etc. Combined with the overall scheme, we shall
make management system of risk, communication and document management and conduct the overall
plan review.
Implementation and Control
The aim of implementation and control is to discover deviation and take corrective measures in the
formulated plan and take corresponding adjustment and refined through the completion of the actual
inspection plan, and promote the management level. To guarantee the implementation of the project can
be set to route, the specific operation must be continuously tracking monitoring, collecting information
for analysis and compare to benchmark plan. Close monitoring of the plan make it constantly clear and
accord with the actual needs, and to ensure project according to the benchmark as much as possible.
Project control shall take reverse control. The senate grinds personnel shall review inspect task of
specific in the beginning of each working day. The project manager shall organize regular meeting
according to synchronous implementation, and take control of the execution situation of each molecules
task. The management of the company and project director shall organize regular review meeting to track
whether the program is in the original target to examine the whole project implementation, in order to
ensure that the program flow of rationality.
Ending
When scientific research project is concluding, the project management team needs to finish the
work. The success of scientific research project ending still need to carry out the liquidation, summary,
post-project meeting and so on besides of the acceptance, submitted of results.

4 Implementing Case of MS-Project in Scientific Research Project Management
For project of a comprehensive ship bridge system development, the development of the task is
extremely complex. It includes not only the coordination of many interdisciplinary units, but also how to
make research results meet market, to realize the industrialization of final application, etc. In the process,
senate grinds units are a complex association. Using artificial means to make out the feasible research and
development program need to spend a lot of time in analysis, calculation, draw Gantt chart and network
chart. It can't adapt to the characteristics of time tight, heavy task of project. With the application of
Project management software, the problem solved.
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Establishment of the Plan
The sort of activities refers to work package of WBS, unit up all the work in the project that needs to
be done in the logical, and determine the order of the task. Project provides four type of lead tasks, they
are complete-began, began-began, complete-complete, began-complete. To choose the appropriate lead
task types according to the different forms of cohesion of the project.
In the developing process of the comprehensive ship bridge system, first of all, the senate grinds
units according to the overall requirements of the project scope, build their own schedules. Management
personnel summary them and set up the logical relationship in every mandatory subtasks according to the
general function design and project achievement requirements. Input task name into Project and
according to the relationship between the project and the sub project will upgrade or relegate the task.
Further calculated period according to plan completion time submitted by each unit of senate grinds, and
set lead task according to the scheduled project plan. And control the actual working schedule of each
senate grinds unit.
In this way, through optimization of the plan will be after as the benchmark plan and the current
progress and resource consumption compared, can always find which tasks in advance and which fall
behind, have any effect on the whole the schedule of the project. And it provides great convenience with
the control of progress.
Changes of Plan
Making plan is a complex work. In addition to using the system engineering theory to combine it
into complete schedule, calendar period, project cost, resources balance, risk assessment are needed to be
considered. In the actual operation, only will these factors into consideration and analysis of the influence
of the project is credible, can control the benchmark for the final plan.
After the completion set of lead task, making schedule combined with Project. If the project
schedule begins from the start of the scheduled date, completion time latter or earlier than specified
schedule, or some key time nodes have changes, need to adjust to the project plan. The adjustment
methods could be divided into two: One is to adjust the time limit, that is, through shorten or extend the
main construction project of time to meet the time limit. The other is to adjust the lead task and time
delay. If the original plan use type of complete-began, conducting project B after completing project A,
under the premise of task reasonable cohesion, it can be changed into began-began according to the actual
needs. That is project B began at the same time when project A started, to ensure the implementation of
the project progress.
Resource Allocation
The project plan that is set up according to the above steps still needs subject to time compression
and resources balance. And it should have risk analysis, and no plan can be used as the true sense of the
management basis without configuration of resources conditions. The precondition of the balance
resources is the specific content of the task, mastered resources, restricting factors, etc. Its expression
form in addition to the commonly used outside time limit, many descriptions such as human resources,
equipment and machines, error range or risk probability and premise of need hypothetical should also be
additional. Pure digital date or bar graph has not any real significance actually, and against the effective
control of the task.
Plan adjustment will begin after the completion of the allocated resources, abstracting personnel,
equipment and materials, capital and workload into "resources". Project will calculate the whole project
resources demand curve according to the resource usage for each task, take up proportion being
undertaken schedule, cost and effort, the resources of the table by each specific work units, conduct
automatic balance resources. And thus easy compute out the purpose and the sub task flow working
strength, adjusting time scale in “resources use situation”, configuring personnel and cost according to the
mission independently.
Use of Progress Management Tools
The commonly used tools in project management are Milestone charts, Gantt charts and resource
balance configuration diagram, etc, and its essence is from macroscopic to microcosmic to adapt to
different specific needs. In order to carry on the comprehensive effective management, you can blend part
of Milestone charts and resource balance configuration diagram on basis of Gantt charts. Then it can
reflect the practical implementation of the project comprehensively and do more help to the control of the
project. After the set up of lead task in plan in Project, Gantt chart will automatic generate into bar chart
and can show the relationship line between work units according to the set time scale. Project combines
Gantt chart with data tables, we can not only check task information in the way of image, but also analyze
and understand it through the concrete data. Take comprehensive ship bridge system development project
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as an example, Gantt chart reflecting the whole progress can be made out according to the molecular plan
of senate grinds unit. Then set up several important nodes as milestones according to the characteristics of
the project, and describe the functional requirements of the project and standard conditions in detail. This
helps to track the progress of the overall situation, and can detect the factors impact on the project
schedule early. It can also increase the resources allocation for the specific conditions of better balance
overall control. Project provides eight types of graphics to do resource analysis and track, such as the
investment, adjustment and withdraw of resources. Therefore, it is very intuitive to judge whether can
complete the required as planned during the project process, and take early action to correct the process.
The purpose is making it more suitable for decision-making, management and the actual operation
platform to have intuitive communication.

5 Conclusion
Experience is very important in project management, but it is only part of the resource requirements.
Large-scale scientific research projects often have lots of senate grinds unit, time is special tight. To work
out the plan and repeated calculation only by personal experience will often spend a lot of time and
usually isn’t easy to achieve objectives. Use the project management technology can do comprehensive
management when managing a project. And it has characteristics of timely, rapid, accurate and
convenient etc. Whatever, manual work only can’t match it at all. For this reason, Depending on its
significant role in project management, and its characteristics of simple operation, easy to tracking and
adjust, Project must will be widely used.
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